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PREFACE. 

A>J the course of reading and investigation, necessary for acquiring that mea¬ 

sure of knowledge which I was anxious to possess, respecting my country, its 

people, its government, its interests, its policy, and its laws, I was met, and in 

some degree surprised, by extraordinary difficulties, when I arrived at that 

part of my inquiries which related to India. On other subjects, of any magni¬ 

tude and importance, I generally found, that there was some one hook, or 

small number of books, containing the material part of the requisite infor¬ 

mation ; and in which direction was obtained, by reference, to other hooks, if, 

in any part, the reader found it necessary to extend ids researches. In regard 

to India, the case was exceedingly different. The knotvledge requisite for 

attaining an adequate conception of that great scene of British action, was 

collected no where. It was scattered in a great variety of repositories, 

sometimes in considerable portions, often in very minute ones; sometimes by 

itself, often mixed up with subjects of a very different nature: but even where 

information relating to India stood disjoined from other subjects, a small portion 

of what was useful Jay commonly imbedded in a large mass of what was trifling 

and insignificant; and of a body of statements, given indiscriminately as matters 

of fact, ascertained by the senses, the far greater part was in general only 

matter of opinion, borrowed, in succession, by one set of Indian gentlemen 

from another.* 

* The difficulty arising Gam this source of ful« information was felt by the very first accurato 
historian. 

©j ym{ xrtfMTM tm* «***< ™ Tpytyjtfinr*** *m * pnjpfui rpm* fjiu* mflMiFmirttt wttf* 

u^y1Ji c* Other cxcb 11 edL db^jratious to iht idiufi ptppotifi mu found in thf 
two rollowin^ chapters. 



PREFACE. riii 

In bestowing the time, labour, and thought, necessary to explore this assem¬ 

blage of heterogeneous things, and to separate, for my own use, what was 

true and what was useful, from what was insignificant and what was false, 

I was led to grieve, that none of those who had preceded me, in collecting 

for themselves a knowledge of Indian affairs, had been induced to leave their 

collection for the benefit of others; and perform the laltour of extracting and 

ordering the dispersed and confused materials of a knowledge of India, once 

for alb The second reflection wts, that, if those who preceded me had neg¬ 

lected this important service, and in so doing were not altogether free from 

blame, neither should I he exempt front the same condemnation, if I omitted 

what depended upon me, to facilitate and abridge to others the labour of 

acquiring a knowledge of India; an advantage I should tiave valued so highly, 

had it been bestowed upon me by any former inquirer. 

In this manner, the idea of writing a History of India was first engendered 

in my mind- I should have shrunk from the task, had I foreseen the labour in 

which it lias involved me. 

The hooks, in which more or less of information respecting India might he 

expected to l» found, were sufficiently numerous to compose a library. Some 

were books of Travels. Some were books of History. Some contained philo¬ 

logical, sonic antiquarian researches. A considerable number consisted of trans¬ 

lations from the writings of the natives in the native tongues; others were 

hooks on the religion of the people of India; books on their laws; books on 

their sciences, manners, and arts- 

The transactions in India were not the only transactions of the British nation, 

to wliich the affairs of India had given birth. Those affairs had been the sub¬ 

ject of much discussion by the press, and of many legislative, executive, and 

even judicial proceedings, in England. Those discussions and proceedings 

would form of course an essential part of the History of British India; and the 

materials of it remained to tie extracted, with much labour, from the voluminous 

records of British literature, and British legislation. 
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The British legislature had nut satisfied itself with deliberating, and deciding; 

it had also inquired ‘ and, inquiring, it had called for evidence. This call, by 

the fortunate publicity of parliamentary proceedings, brought forth the records 

of the councils in India, and their correspondence, with one another, with their 

servants, and with the constituted authorities in England: a portion of mate¬ 

rials, inestimable in its value; but so appalling by its magnitude, that many 

years appeared to he inadequate to render the mind familiar with it. 

Such is a short and very imjKrfect description of the state of the materials,* 

The operations necessary, to draw from them a useful history, formed the second 

subject of consideration. To omit other particulars, which will easily present 

themselves, and arc common to this with all undertakings of a similar nature, 

a peculiar demand, it is evident, was presented for the exercise of discrimina¬ 

tion, that is, of criticism, in a chaotic mass, of such extent, where things related 

to the subject were to be separated from things foreign to it; where circum¬ 

stances of importance were to be separated from circumstances that were insig¬ 

nificant ; where real facts, and just inferences, were to be separated from such 

as were the contrary; and above all tilings, where facts, really testified by the 

senses, were to be discriminated from matters, given as testified by the senses, 

but which, in truth, were notliing but matters of opinion, confounded with 

matters of fact, and mistaken for them, in the minds of the reporters them- 

sdves.f 

* II y avail plus do chases la dcssus qu'on no le crayut eammunemen!, main etl« ctaiciu 

noyies dans une Foule d* rwucils immense*, cn ! align c* Ladne. Espagnole, Angleise, ct Hollan- 

doizrC, 011 personae oc * aviwit die Its nllcr chcreher; dons one quontitc dc routjcrs LfcS’Sccs, tres- 

GonuycuX] rcktifa 1 cent autres objeta, et (tout [| seroit presque impossible de readtv la lecture 

iatemssente. Le* difficult^ uc touchem guirc cetut qui ne lea wsuycm pas. Hist, diis Navi- 

gallon bus Terre* Austral ci, par M. k President de Brassc. 

+ L'on ne sent qua trap, says Mr. Gibbon, combieh mius somnics partes u mdler no* idtes 

avee cedes que nous rappartamu Memoirs sur k Monarch*; des Modes, Gibbon’s Misccl. 

Works, iiL 61. Ed, Svo. This infirmity of the human mind, a fact of great importance, both 

in speculation and in action, the render, who L not already acquainted with it, will find very 

VOL. L b ‘ 
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A history of India, therefore, to be good for any thing, must, it was evident, 

be, what, for want of a better appellation, lias been called, M A Critical History."* 

To criticise means, to judge. A critical history is, then, a judging history. But, 

if a judging history, what does it judge ? * 

It is evident that there are two, and only two, classes of objects, which 

constitute the subject of historical judgments. The first is, the matter of 

statement, the things given by the historian, as things really done, really said, or 

really thought The second is, the matter of evidence, the matter by which the 

reality of the saying, the doing, or thinking, is ascertained. 

In regard to evidence, the business of criticism visibly is, to bring to light the 

rake of cadi article, to discriminate what is true from what is fake, to combine 

partial statements, in order to form a complete account, to compare vary mg, and 

balance contradictory statements, in order to form a correct one. 

elegantly illustrated In one of the efi^ltn of the second volume of the work of Mr. DugttUl 

Stewart, on the Philosophy ot the Human Mind. So* p. SSSt voL L oT the present work. Many 

examples of it will present themselves in tlio course of this history j for as it is a liabu peculiarly 

congenial to the mental state of the natives, so n combination of circumstances has given it unusual 

efficacy in the minds of those of our countrymen by whom India has been surveyed. 

« The idea of a critical history U not very old. The first men who seems to have had a distinct 

conception of it, says, « Jc traits™ mon iujet en critique, suivant la regie de St. Paul, Eitimmtz 

t0id£i ehait,t a tic rdtntz qut a qui cd fa. LTiialohe n'est bien convent qo’im melange t-onfsu 

de faux et do vrai, entassiS par des ecrivrins mid iiwtrtiita, credules, on pessione*. Cost an lectmir 

Bttontifet judicieu* d'on ftira la diwcmemcnt, 4 Wdo d’unc critique, qui no sett ns trop tlmido, ni 

temersire. Sans le sccours do «t art, on cm dans I'histoirc, commc uti pilotc sur le nier, lots* 

ourl p's ni IkhikoIc, ni carte marine .w Bcausobre, Hist, do Maniched, Disc. Prelim, p. 7* 

H The same writer has, also, said, what it not foreign to the present purpose! " Une histoire 

sbiiiuc ae pouvant etre trap hienpwtifite, j’aieu soin dc mettle on original, au has des pages, les 

passages qui servant do preuve aus fats que j'avanee. C’ost tin ennuyera travail, man, jo 1 m ltu 

nccessaire. Si Von treuvele* citations trop ample* et trop abendunUs, e’est un superflu qui n a 

ceuie qu a mol, et le lecteuf pent bicn m'en pordoiuier la depenae" Id- Ibid. Pro!- p- 2 k 

\ great historian of our own has arid: *' It is the right, it is die duty of a critical^ historian tu 

collect, to weigh, to select the opinions of his predecessors; and the more diligence he has exerted 

in the search, the more rationally ho may hope to add some improvement to the stock of know¬ 

ledge, the use of which has been common to aD," Gibbon’s MiaceL Works, iv, ®f9v 
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In regard to the matter of statement, the business of criticism is, to discrimi¬ 

nate between real causes and false causes; real effects and false effects; real 

tendencies and falsely supposed ones; between good ends and evil ends; means 

til at are conducive, and means not conducive to the ends; to which they are 

applied. 

In ex I lit piling the result of these several judgments, the satisfaction, or the 

instruction of the reader, is very imperfectly provided for, if the reasons are not 

adduced. I have no apology, therefore, to make, for those inductions, or those 

ratiocinations, sometimes of considerable length, which were necessary to exhibit 

the grounds on winch iny decisions were founded. Those critical disquisitions 

may be well, or they may be ill performed; they may lead to correct, or they 

may lead to erroneous conclusions •, hat they arc, indisputably, in place; and my 

work, whatever had been its virtues in other respects, would have remained 

most imperfect without them.* 

There will be but one opinion, I suppose, with regard to the importance of 

the service, which I have aspired to the honour of rendering to my country; 

for the public are inclined to exaggerate, rather than extenuate, the magnitude 

of the interests which ore involved in the management of their Indian allairs. 

And it may he affirmed, as a principle, not susceptible of dispute, that good 

management of any portion of the affairs of any community is almost always 

• Even those strictures, which sometimes occur, on institutions purely British, will be &]] 

found, I am persuaded, to be not only strictly connected with measures which relate to Indio, end 

which have actually grown out of those institutions; but indiflpenft&bly necessary to convey complete 

and correct ideas of the Indian policy which the institutions in question contributed mainly to 

shape. Thu whole course of our Indian policy hiving, for example, been directed by the laws 

of parliamentary influence, how cnuld the one be explained without adducing, as in the last 

chapter of the second volume, and in some other places, the lending principles of the other ? 

The result of all the Judicial inquiries, which hove been attempted in England, on Indian affairs, 

depending in & great degree on the State of the law in England, how could those events be 

sufficiently explained, without adducing, as in the chapter on the trial of Mr, Hustings, those 

particulars an die state of the low of England, on which the results in question appeared more 

remarkably to depend ? The importance of this remark will be felt, and, I hope, remembered when 

the t'mr for judging of the use and pertinence of those elucidation*, arrives. 

b 2 
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proportional to the degree of knowledge respecting it diffused in that com¬ 

munity. Hitherto the knowledge of India, enjoyed by the British community, 

has been singularly defective. Not only among the uneducated, and those 

who am regardless of knowledge, tmt among those who are solicitous to 

obtain a competent share of information with respect to every other great 

liranch of the national interests, nothing is so rare as to meet with a man who 

can with propriety be said to know ony thing of India, and its affairs. A man 

who has any considerable acquaintance with them, without having been forced 

to acquire it by the offices he has filled, is scarcely perhaps to 1* found. 

The same must continue to be the case, till the knowledge of India is 

rendered more accessible. Few men can affoid the time sufficient for perusing 

even a moderate portion of the documents from which a knowledge of India, 

approaching to completeness, must imve hitherto been derived. Of those, 

whose time is not wholly engrossed, either by business or by pleasure, the pro¬ 

portion is very moderate whom the prospect of a task so heavy, and so tedious, 

as that of exploring the numerous repositories of Indian knowledge, would not 

deter. And, with respect to the most important of all the sources of informa¬ 

tion, the parliamentary documents, they were not before the public, and by tl* 

very nature of the case within the reach of a number comparatively small 

But though no dispute will arise about the importance of the work, l have 

no reason to expect the same unanimity about the fitness of the workman. 

One objection will doubtless be taken, on which I think it necessary to offer 

some observations, notwithstanding the unfavourable sentiments which are com¬ 

monly excited by almost any language in which a man can urge pretensions 

which be may be suspected of urging as Ins own; pretensions which, though 

they must exist, in some degree, in the case of every mao who writes a liook, 

and ought to be encouraged, therefore, rather than extinguished, had better, in 

general, be understood, than expressed. 

This writer, it wiH be said, has never been in India; and, if he has ahy, has a 

very slight, and elementary acquaintance, with any of the languages of the East. 
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T confess the farts; and will now proceed to mention the considerations, 

which led me, notwithstanding, to conclude, that I might still produce a work, 

of considerable utility, on the subject of India, 

In the first place, it appeared to me, that a sufficient stock of information 

was now collected in the languages of Europe, to enable the inquirer to 

ascertain every important point, in the history of India. If 1 was right in 

that opinion, it is evident, that a residence in India, or a knowledge of the 

languages of India, was, to express myself moderately, not indispensable. 

In the next place, 1 observed, that no exceptions were taken to a President 

of the Boord of Control, or to a Governor-General, the men entrusted with 

nil the powers of government, because they had never been in India, and knew 

none of its languages. 

Again, I certainly knew', that some of the most successful attempts in history 

had been made, without ocular knowledge of the country, or acquaintance with 

its language. Robertson, for example, never beheld America, though he com* 

posed its history. He never was either in Germany or Spain, yet he wrote the 

hktory of Charles the Fifth. Of Germany he knew not so much as the lan¬ 

guage ; and it was necessary for him to learn that of Spain, only because the 

documents which it yielded were not translated into any of the languages w ith 

which he was acquainted. Tacitus, though he never was in Germany, and 

was certainly not acquainted with the Language of our uncultivated ancestors, 

wrote the exquisite account of the manners of the Germans. 

But, as some knowledge may be acquired by seeing India, which cannot he 

acquired without it; and os it can he pronounced of hardly any portion of 

knowledge that it is altogether useless, I w ill not go so far as to deny, that a 

man would possess advantages, who, to all the qualifications for writing a 

history of India which it is possible to acquire in Eurojje, should add those 

qualifications which can he acquired only by seeing the country and conversing 

with its people. Yet 1 have no douht of being able to make out, to the 

satisfaction of all reflecting minds, that the man who should bring to the com- 
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portion of « history of India the qualifications done which can be acquired in 

Europe, would come, in an almost infinite degree, better fitted for the tosh, 

than the man who should bring to it the qualifications alone wliicb can be 

acquired in India; and that the business of acquiring the one set of qualifica¬ 

tions is almost wholly incompatible with that of acquiring the other. 

For, let us inquire what it is that a man can learn, by going to India, 

and understanding its languages. He can treasure up the (acts, which are 

presented to ids senses; he can learn the facts which are recorded in such 

native books, as have not been translated; and he can ascertain facts by con¬ 

versation with the natives, which have never yet been committed to writing. 

This he can do; and 1 am not aware that he can do any thing further. 

But, as no fact is more certain, so none Is of more importance, in the science 

of human nature, than this : that the powers of observation, in every individual, 

are exceedingly limited; and tliat it is only by combining the observations of 

a number of individuals, that a competent knowledge of any extensive subject 

can ever be acquired- Of so extensive and complicated a scene as India, 

hour small a portion would the whole period of his life enable any man to 

observe! 

If, then, wc may assume it as an acknowledged fact, that an account of 

India complete in all its parts, at any one moment, still more through a series of 

ages, could never be derived from the personal observation of any one individual, 

but must he collected from the testimony of a great number of individuals, of 

any one qf whom the powders of perception could extend but a little way, it 

follows, as a necessary consequence, that the man best qualified for dealing 

with evidence, is the man best qualified for writing the history of Indio- It 

will not, 1 presume, admit of much dispute, tliat the habits which ore suliser- 

vicnt to the successful exploration of evidence are more likely to be acquired 

in Europe, than in India. 

The man who employs himself in treasuring up, by means of perception and 

the languages, the greatest portion of knowledge in regard to India, is he who 
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employs the greatest portion of his life, in the business of observing; and in 

making himself familiar with the languages. But the mental habits which are 

acquired in mere observing, and in the acquisition of languages, are almost as 

different as any mental habits can be, from the powers of combination, discrimi¬ 

nation, classification, judgment, comparison, weighing, inferring, inducting, 

philosophizing m short; which are the powers of most importance for extract¬ 

ing the precious ore from a great mine of rude historical materials. 

Whatever is worth seeing or hearing in India, can be expressed in writing. 

As soon as every thing of importance is expressed in writing, a man who is 

duly qualified may attain more knowledge of India, in one year, in his closet 

in England, titan he could obtain during the course of the Longest life, by 

the use of his eves and his ears in India. 
V 

As soon as the testimony is received, of a sufficient number of witnesses, to 

leave no room for mistake from the partial or the erroneous statements w hich 

they may have separately made, it is hardly doubtful, that a man, other cir¬ 

cumstances being equal, is realty better qualified for forming a correct judg¬ 

ment on the whole, if his information is totally derived from testimony, than if 

some little portion of it is derived from the senses. It is well known, how fatal 

an effect on Our judgments is exerted by those impulses, called partial impres¬ 

sions; in other words, how much our conceptions of a great whole are apt to 

be distorted, find made to disagree with their object, by an undue impression, 

received from some particular part. Nobody needs to be informed, how much 

more vivid, in general, is the conception of an object which has been presented 

to our senses, than that of an object which we have only beard another man 

describe. Nobody, therefore, will deny, that, of a great scene, or combination 

of scenes, when some small part has been seen, and the knowledge of the rest 

lias been derived from testimony, there is great danger, lest the impression re¬ 

ceived from the senses should exert an immoderate influence, hang a bias on 

the mind, and render the conception of the whole erroneous. 

If a man were to lay down the plan of preparing himself for writing the 

6 
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history of India, by a course of observation in the country, be must do one of 

two things. Either he must resolve to observe minutely a part; or he must 

resolve to take a cursory view of the whole, life is insufficient for more. If 

JiU decision is, to observe minutely; a very small portion comparatively is all 

that he will be able to olserve. What aid he can derive from this, in writing a 

history, has partly been already unfolded, and may for the rest be confided to the 

reflections of the intelligent reader. 
"m 

What 1 expect to be insisted upon with greatest emphasis is, that, if an ob¬ 

server were to take an expansive view of India, noting, in liis progress, those 

circumstances alone which are of greatest importance, he would come w ith pe¬ 

culiar advantage to the composition uf a history ; with lights capable of yielding 

the greatest assistance in judging even of-the evidence of others. To estimate 

this pretension correctly, we must not foiget a well-known and important 

law of human nature. From this we shad see, that a cursory view, of the 

nature of that w hich is here described, is a process, in the highest degree effec¬ 

tual, not for removing error, and perfecting knowledge, but for strengthening 

all the prejudices, and confirming all Lbc prepossessions or false notions, with 

winch the observer sets out. This result is proved by a very constant expe¬ 

rience ; and may further be seen to spring, with an almost irresistible necessity, 

from the constitution of the human mind. In a cursory survey, it is understood, 

that the mind, unable to attend to the whole of an infinite number of objects, 

attaches itself to a few ; and overlooks the multitude that remain. But what, 

then, are the objects to which the mind, in such a situation, is in preference at¬ 

tracted ? Those which fall in with the current of its own thoughts ; those which 

accord with its former impressions; those which confirm its previous ideas. 

These arc the objects to which, in a hasty selection, all ordinary minds are directed, 

overlooking the rest. For wlrnt is the priticijde in the mind by which the choice 

is decided ? Doubtless that of association. And b not association governed by 

the predominant ideas ? To tliis remains to be added, the powerful influence of 

the affections; the well known pleasure, which a man finds, in meeting, at every 
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step, with proofs that he is in the right, and the eagerness with wliich he is 

thence inspired to took out for that source of satisfaction; the well-known aver¬ 

sion, on the other hand, which a man usually Isas, to meet with proofs that he 

is In the wrong-, and the readiness with winch lie obeys the temjitation, to over¬ 

look such disagreeable objects. 

He who, without having been a percipient witness in India, undertakes, in 

Europe, to digest the materials of Indian history, is placed, with regard to the 

numerous individuals who have been in India, and of whom one has seen and 

reported one thing, another has seen and reported another thing, in a situation 

veiy analogous to that of the Judge, in regard to the witnesses who give their 

evidence before him. In the investigation of any of those complicated scenes of 

action, on which a judicial decision Is sometimes required, one thing has com¬ 

monly been observed by one witness, another thing has been observed by another 

witness; the same thing has been observed in otic point of view by one, in 

another point of view, by another witness; some things are affirmed by one 

and denied by another. In this scene, the judge, putting together the fo¬ 

ments of information which he has severally received from the several wit¬ 

nesses, marking where they agree and where they differ, exploring the tokens 

of fidelity in one, of infidelity in another f of correct conception in one, of in¬ 

correct conception in another; comparing the whole collection of statements with 

the general probabilities of the case, and trying it by the established laws of 

human nature, endeavours to arrive at a complete and correct conception of the 

complicated transaction, on which he is called to decide. Is it not understood, 

that in such a case as this, where the som of the testimony h abundant, the 

judge, who has seen no part of the transaction, has yet, by his investigation, 

obtained a more complete and correct conception of it, than is almost ever pos’ 

sessed by any one of the individuals from whom he has derived his information » * 

■ The Indians bare a apologo* * ^ rf * cotn_ 
litnsive ^indent uver the partial observer, J ^ 

■■ One d., i. «««**»." Mr. M « wi.h to SB***,**, jfc* „f Co| 
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But, If a life, in any great degree devoted to the collecting of facts by the 

wnses and the acquiring of tongues, is thus incompatible with the acquisition 

of that knowledge, and those powers of mind, which aid most conducive to a 

masterly treatment of evidenceit is still less compatible with certain other 

endowments, which the disci large of the highest functions of the historian im¬ 

periously demands. Great and difficult ns is the task of extracting perfectly 

the light of evidence from a chaos of rude materials, it is yet not the most 

difficult of his operations, nqr that which requires the highest and rarest qua¬ 

lifications of the mind. It is the business of the historian not merely to 

display the obvious outside of things; the qualities which strike the most igno¬ 

rant observer, in the acts, the institutions, and ordinances, which form the 

subject of his statements. His duty is, to convey just ideas of all those objects ; 

of all the transactions, legislative, administrative, judicial, mercantile, military, 

which lie is called upon to describe. But in just ideas of great measures what is 

implied ? A clear discernment, undoubtedly, of their causes; a dear discernment 

of Fort William, or the subject of God, this man, who is truly learned in lii* uwu Shostrfis, 

gave lbs author, from one of their bools, the following parable:—In n certain country, there 

existed a village of blind own, who had heard of an amazing animal colled die elephant, of the 

shope of which, however, they could procure no idea. One day an elephant prntfCd through fir* 

place: die villagers crowded tu the spot when the animal was standing; and one of them seized 

his trunk, another his ear, another his (ail, another one of his legs. After thus endeavouring to 

gratify their curiosity, they returned into the village, and sitting down together, began to coni' 

mumente iltcir Ideas on the shape of file elephant, to fire villagers; the man who had seized liis 

trunk said, he thought fills animal must be like the body of die plantain true: he who had touched 

his ear was of opinion, that he was like the winnowing fan the man who had bid hold of his tail 

said, he thought he must resemble a snake; and he who bad euught his teg declared, he must bo 

like a pillar. An old blind won, of some judgment, was present, who, though greatly perplexed 

iit attempting to reconcile these jarring notions, ut length said—You Uave all been to examine the 

an! nuil, and whnt you report, therefore, cannot be false; t suppose, then, that the put resembling 

the plantain tree must be Iris trunk; what you thought similar to a i.,n must be his ear; the part 

like a snake must be the tail; and that like a pillar must be his leg. In this way, the old mun, 

uniting oil their conjectures, made out something of the form or the elephant/' A View or die 

History, literature, and Religion of lire Hindoos. By the Uev.W. Word, hi trod, p, kxxvil, 

London Ed. 1917. 
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r-f their consequences; a dear discommon t of their natural tendencies; am! of 

the circumstances likely to operate either in combination with these natural ten¬ 

dencies, or In opposition to them. To qualify a man for this great duty, hardly 

any kind or degree of knowledge is not demanded; hardly any amount of know¬ 

ledge, which it is within the competence of one man to acquire, will lie regarded 

as enough. It is plain, for example, that he requires the most profound know¬ 

ledge of the laws of human nature, which is the end, as well as instrument, of 

eveiy thing. It is plain, that he requires the most perfect comprehension of the 

principles of human society; or the course, into which the laws of human 

nature impel the human being, in his gregarious state, or when formed into a 

complex body along with others of his kind. It is plain, that the historian 

requires a clear comprehension of the practical play of the machinery of govern- 

meat; that, in like manner as the general laws of motion are counteracted and 

modified by friction, the power of which may yet be accurately ascertained and 

provided for, so he may correctly appreciate the counteraction which the more 

general laws of human nature may receive from individual or specific varieties, 

and what allowance for it his anticipations and conclusions ought to embrace! 

Iu short, the whole field of human nature, the whole field of legislation the 

whole field of judicature, the whole field of administration, down to war, com¬ 

merce, and diplomacy, ought to be famiiiar to his mind. * 

What then ? it will be said, and most reasonably said, do you hold youreelf 

up, ast epereon in whom all these high qualifications are adequately combined? 

No. And I am well assured, that by not one of those by whom I shall be criti 

not even of those by whom I shall be treated with the greatest severity 

will the distance I w tween the qualifications which I possess, and the qualifica¬ 

tions which arc desirable in the writer of a history, be estimated at more than it 

is .estimated by myself. But tire wholcof my life, which I may, without sen,pie, 

* An* yen* d un philowphe, It* fSUt* compxent b panic b moi™ mUnemnic tte J teJ.tofre 

ct '****** *** * «■ >*«. c 
pnt G*boB» Mwd- «ur 1* Monarch* dcs Med», Mire. Work*, iii. 12®, Ed, gvo, 
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pronounce ft laborious one, has been devoted to the acquisition of those qualifies* 

tions; and ! am not unwilling to confess, tirnt I deemed it probable I should be 

found to possess them in n greater degree than those, no part of whose life, or a 

very small part, had been applied to the acquisition of them. I was also of 

opinion, that tf no body appeared, with higher qualifications, to undertake the 

work, it was tetter it should lie done imperfectly, better it should be done cron 

as I might be capable of doing it, than not done at nil, 

Among the many virtues which have been displayed by the Company’s ser¬ 

vants, may justly be enumerated the candour with which they themselves confess 

the necessity under which they are laid, of remaining to a great degree ignorant 

of India. That they go out to their appointments, at a time oflife when a con¬ 

siderable stock of general knowledge cannot possibly have been acquired, is a fact 

which nobody will dispute. And they are the foremost to declare, that their situa¬ 

tion in India is such, as to preclude them from the acquisition of local know¬ 

ledge. Notwithstanding the high degree of talent, therefore, and even of literary 

talent, which many of them have displayed, more than some very limited portion of 

the history of India none of them has ventured to undertake.* 

" When we consider," said Lord Teignmouth, in his celebrated Minute on the 

Revenues of Bengal, “ the nature and magnitude of our acquisition, the charac¬ 

ters of the people placed under our dominion, their difference of language, and 

dissimilarity of manners; that we entered upon the administration of the govern¬ 

ment ignorant of its former constitution, and with little practical exjKrience in 

Asiatic finance, it will not be deemed surprising that we should have fallen into 

errors ; or if any should at this time require correction.—If we further consider 

the form of the British government in India, we shall find it ill calculated for the 

* The 1 allowing words are mot inapplicable, originally Applied to a much more limited sub¬ 

ject. Do limbus purtihu* ttupillft, quitkm ^puratim scribete undue runt* vdttt omifi t trims corpo¬ 

ris veriiip cl tic queque complum du unaquaqtu? earum libras edideniM; quits ego omnes tuisui 

coutexcrCp prope infimtuni tnlhi Ittboretd pro^pid^ tt ipsa cogituEJuoe siactpii muocris fufigor* 

Sed durflmdumest quia cGcpiuiusj ct* v-jnbus deficiernur, ammo toen ptirsuYeranduiij. Quiuct. 

lust. Or. lib. 4, ProtEin, 
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speedy introduction of improvement. The members composing it are in a state 

of constant fluctuation, and tbe period of their residence often expires, before 

experience can lie acquired, or reduced to practice. Official forms necessarily 

occupy a large portion of time ; and the constant pressure of business leaves little 

leisure for study and reflection, without which, no knowledge of the principles 

and detail of tbe revenues of this country can be attained. True information is 

also procured with difficulty, because it is too often derived From mere practice, 

instead of being deduced front fixed principles.1'* 

Ivord 1 liliam Bentinck, after being Governor of Fort St. George, and 

President of the Council at Madras, expresses himself in very pointed terms. 

“ The result of my own observation, during my residence in India, is, that 

the Europeans generally know little or nothing of the customs and manners 

ol the Hindoos. We are all acquainted with some prominent marks and facts, 

winch all who run may read: but their manner of thinking; their domestic 

habits and ceremonies, in which circumstances a knowledge of the people con¬ 

sists. is ! fear in great part wanting to us. We understand very imperfectly 

their language. They, perhaps, know more of cure; but their knowledge 

“ hy no means s'»ffi«ently extensive to give a description or subjects not 

easily represented by the insulated words in daily use. We do not, we cannot, 

associate with the natives. We cannot see them in their houses, and with their 

families. We are necessarily very much confined to our houses by the heat. 

All our wants and business, which would create a greater intercourse with 

the natives, is done for us; and we are, in fact, strangers in the krnd/'f 

* NO; 1, Appendix to tbe Fifth Kapart of the Select Commit** of the House of Cot™ 

an the AfEuc of the East India Compaq iu ma Thb passage, the Committee have thought 

of sufficient nuportnnee to be incorporated iu tlieir Report. 

f Observations of Lord WtUmm Bentiock, printed in die Advertisement, prised to the ’< Do. 

senpuon of the Chunter. Ac. of the People of India.- By the AbboJ. A. DohoU, Missionary io 

die Mysore. If any one should object la the te.tIir.ooy of lid. Ruler, a. that of a man who had 

“* ,*CBb“d jU H5sto,« ** ** testimony is adduced, a, expn*™* his 
opmiom by the tnto^tur of Hint work, *W knowledge of India U not ikbte to dispute- 
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Another servant of the Company, Sir Henry Straeliey, distinguished both by 

liis local experience, mid by general knowledge, remarking upon the state of 

judicature, under the English government in India, says, “ Another imjiedh 

meut, though of a very different nature from those I have mentioned, and 

much more difficult to remove, is to me too palpable to be overlooked,—I mean, 

that arising from Eui-opeans in our situation fwiiig necessarily ill qualified, in 

many points, to jierfbrnj the duties required of us, os judges and'magistrates. 

This proceeds chiefly from our very imperfect connexion with the natives; and 

our scanty knowledge, alter all our study, of their manners, customs, and 

languages, “ 11 e cannot study the genius of the people in its own sphere 

of action, We know little of their domestic life, their knowledge, conversation, 

amusements, their trades, and casts, or any of those national and individual 

characteristics, which arc essential to a complete knowledge of them." “ The 

difficulty we experience in discerning truth and falsehood among the natives, 

may be ascribed. I think, chiefly, to our want of connexion and intercourse 

with them, to the peculiarity oi their maimers and habits; their excessive 

ignorance of our characters; and our almost equal ignorance of theirs."* 

and given to the world os the opinion of the Court of Directors, to whom the manuscript he* 

longed, and under whose authority and direction, it was both translated and published. 

* Fifth Report, lit supra, p. 53*, 562. " It is a fact," says another enlightened observer, 

*< which, however dngqlar and unfortunate, is yet founded in truth, that those persons from 

wham correct informal] cm on these subjects might justly be expected, are generally |hc hast 

uble, from the peculiar circumstance* of their situation, to supply hi I mean, the Company's 

servants.—During tin- early period of their residence in the East, every hour must be employed, 

in Ute acquisition of the Languages, in the study of the laws of the country, nud the manners of 

the natives; whilst the latter years of their service are still more unremittingly engrossed, in 

the discharge of the irksome and arduous duties of their professionCo™i<U™tion* on the 

Present Political State of India. By Alexander Fnwer Tytkr, late Assistant Judge in the 

Twenty»four Pergunnahs, Bengal Establishment, Preface, p, xii. See other pawiges to the same 

purpose. Introduction, p. iv, v, si ; also i. 77,357,415. And Mr. Tytler quotes with jteculinr 

approbation the passage already given from the Minute of Lord Teignmouth. 

" I must beg you ulwaya to bear in mind, that when on English gentleman undertakes to 

give an account of Indian manners and habits of private life, he labours under many diaadvant. 
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Ortu or two things ! may venture to affirm that I hove done, 

1 have performed the business of research with a InJjour, and patience, which 

it would not be easy to surjiass. And 1 believe there is no point, of great im¬ 

portance. involved in the History of India, which the evidence I have adduced 

is not sufficient to determine, I am, (it the same time, aware, that in regard 

to some tilings there are documents which were not within my reach; and, con¬ 

cerning the latter port of the history, in particular, that there arc individuals! in 

England, jassessed ol information, which, in several places, would have rendered 

the narrative richer, and perhaps more accurate, in matters of detail. If I shall 

be found to have performed, with any tolerable success, what I had the means of 

performing, the liberality w hich distinguishes the gentlemen of Indio gives me 

reason to hope, that many of those who are possessed of useful information, but 

whom it wus impossible for me to find out, will not lie unwilling to contribute 

their aid to the improvement of the History of British India. 

Having thus placed liefurc me the materials of Indian history in a state, I lie- 

igC*' TbE °bsLade* whidl prevent our ever viewing the natives of India in their domestic 

circles arc great and in.uperahk; such «, the restrictions of caste on their side; rank al„L 

-Hiinauen on oms, Ac. We do not intermarry with them, as the Portuguese did - ror do we 

c\cr mix witli them, in the common dntiw of social life, 0ll tcn)H of c(lunlhy< Wial know- 

knlge we ha™ of their domestic arrangement, has been gained chiefly bv inquiry Ac " 

Letters wntlen m a Mahmtta tamp, Ac. by T. D, Broughton, Esq. p, 3. 

See to the f>™ purpose. Sir John Malcolm, Sketch of dm Political History of India, Ac. 
p- H5* 

Alter adverting to certain vmmcmis notion* on Indiun subject*. Lieutenant Moor, the well-in¬ 

formed author of the “ STarraiive of the Operations of Captain Little'* Deladimert, ’ tiftimuL 

*' Otber0P«lk®^ «!“““> wrractand «U«rainmg, a« indulged hy the ginxl people of EngW 

ulueh ,t ts vain to opimse, fur the party * was told so by a gentleman who had be** in India - 

perhaps a voyage nr two: but these, howler respectable in their profession, are surety not the 

persons to receive information from, on the subject of the political characters of tl,e East ; no 

more (nor indeed mod, less* Hum some gentlemen who may have tenth* u few years in Indio 

lot we can easily admit the possibility of a jmrson puling mum yf?arl o( ]lit |m/iri ,Jle ^ 

Calcutta, Madras, or !'on.bay, without knowing mud, more of the politics, prejudice Ac of 

interior states or countries. Hum if he had never stirred out of London, Dublin, „r Edinburgh " 
LD(h p 
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lieved, of greater fulness and completeness, than any preceding inquirer, I fol¬ 

lowed the course of my own thoughts, in the judgments which I formed; not 

because I vainly imagined my thoughts more valuable than those of all other 

men, hut because the sincere and determined pursuit of truth imposes this rigid 

law. It would not allow me to give for true the opinion of any man, till I had 

satisfied myself that it was true; still less to give the opinion of any man for 

true, when I had satisfied myself that it w<is not true. 

Mr, Locke has declared; that he who follows his own thoughts in writing, 

can hope for approvers in the small number alone of those who make use of their 

own thoughts in reading; that, by the rest, ** a man is not permitted, without 

censure, to follow his own thoughts in the search of truth, when they lead him 

ever so little out of tiro common road” 

If this is the severe condition, under which a man follows his own thoughts, in 

writing even on abstract and general truths, how much harder must be the lot 

of him who follows them, in writing of the actions and characters of powerful 

men, and bodies of men? Conscious, however, that 1 had been faithful in form¬ 

ing my opinions, I believed that 1 lay under an indispensable obligation to be 

faithful in expressing them ; i; to give them without violation of modesty, but 

yet with the courage of a man unwilling to betray the rights of reason;" and 

with that manly plainness, which the sincerity of the historical character 

appeared to require. 

I could not overlook the probable consequences. “ La perfection d'une Histoire," 

says a great judge, w est d'etre dcsagr£able a toutes les sectes, et & toutes les 

nations; cor e’est une preuve que I'auteur ne fkitc ni les uns ni les autres, et 

qu'il a dit a chacun ses verites."* 

He who desires to obtain a considerable portion of immediate applause, 

has two well-known, and well-trodden paths, before him. 

The first is, to be a zealot for some particular end powerful party; to pane- 

* Bay]?, EclairGisdttDcns, aur le Dictioomin:. 
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gyrizc ils leaders; attack Us opponents; place its principles and practices in the 

fairest possible light; and labour to bring odium upon the principles and practices 

of its opponents. This secures the loud mid vehement applause of those who 

ore gratitled; and the vehement applause of a great party carries, by contagion, 

along with it, all, or the greater part, of those, who are not very strongly en¬ 

gaged by their interests or passions on the opposite side. 

The next of the easy ways to the acquisition of fame, consists of two princi- 

(>at parts. The first is, u to wanton, in common topics, where a train of senti¬ 

ments generally received enables a writer to shine w ithout lalmur, ami to conquer 

without a contest." * The second is, to deal for ever in compromise; to give 

up the hall'of every opinion mid every principle; go no further in favour of any 

side of any question, than may he reconcile able in some degree with the good 

opinion of those who oppose it; and having written as much on one side, as to 

extract applause from one set of persons, to turn immediately and write as much 

on the other, as will extract applause from the opposite sort. This is done, 

without glaring marks of inconsistency, by avoiding all close encounter w ith the 

subject, and keeping to vague and general phrases. And in this manner, by a 

proper command of plausible language, it is easy to obtain reputation with ail 

parties; reputation, not only of great talents, but of great moderation, great 

wisdom, and great virtue, f 

If my book were possessed of a much greater share of the titles to applause-, 

than even the partialities of the writer allow him to ascribe to it: I have travelled 

so very wide of those beaten paths to success, that my only chance for it dermis, 

I cannot full to perceive, upon the degree in which real liberality, that is, 

* Rambler, W iL 

f Somv considerable reputation* liavc been Required, by praising every ifiing in on{.'4 OWT1 

country. And there are many person* who sincerely ins* upon it, that a writer ought al ways to 

contrive to put lib country' in the right : that it U a proof of hit m* being a friend to it, if he 

ever put* it in the wrong. This U u motive which I utterly disclaim. This is the way, not to be* 

friend to one's country, but on enemy. It is to bring upeti it the disgrace of falsehood and mis¬ 

representation, hi the tint instance; and, nett, to afford It all the inducement, in the writer's power, 

to persevere in mischievous, nr iu disgraceful courses. 

d VOL. I. 
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strength -of mind. w diffused in. the community. I have done enough, doubt- 

Ira, to secure to myself ibc malignity of llic intemperate, and the narrow-minded, 

of nil parties- 1 have encouraged myself, however, with tlie belief, that civili¬ 

zation, and the improvement of the human mind, hod, in this country, at¬ 

tained a sufficient elevation to mate a book be received as useful, if it Wiis 

really useful, though it neither exaggerated, nor extenuated, the good, or the 

evil, of any man, or combination of men; to afford a multitude, in every 

party, far enough removed from the taint of vulgar antipathies, to yield to an 

author, who spoke with sincerity, and who, though he has not spoken with a view 

to gratify any party, or any individual, most assuredly has never spoken with a 

view to hurt any, a compensation for the hostilities of the lower and more unge¬ 

nerous portion of every party. 

Though I am aware of many defects in the work which 1 have ventured to 

offer to the public; and cannot forget how probable it is, that more impartial and 

more discerning eyes will discover many which are invisible to mine, I shall yet 

appeal from the sentence of him, who shall judge of me solely by what I have 

not done, Ati equitable and truly useful derision would be grounded upon an 

accurate estimation of what I have done, and what I have not done, taken 

together. 

It will also deserve to lie considered, how much was in the power of any indi¬ 

vidual to compass. In so vast a subject, it was clearly impossible for one man to 

accomplish every thing. Some things it was necessary to leave, that others might 

be taken; some things it was necessary to handle but slightly, that others might 

i>e treated with greater attention. The geography, for example, alone, would have 

occupied a life-time. To nicety in the details of geography, 1 was, therefore, 

unable to aspire. I followed, without much criticism, the authors whom I was 

consulting, and was only careful to give, with correctness, that outline and those 

particulars, which were necessary fur understanding completely the transactions 

recorded in tuy work. To compensate, as far as possible, for that which, in this 

department, I myself was unable to perform, I was anxious to afford the reader 

the advantage of Mr. Arrowsmith’s map, by far the finest display which has yet 
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been made of the geography of India; and in any discrepancy, if any should 

appear, between the text and that reduction of his noble map, which is prefixed 

to the second volume, I desire the reader to lie guided rather by the geographer 

than by the historian. 

In the orthography of Indian names, I should not liave aimed at a learned 

accuracy, even if my knowledge of the languages had qualified me for the task. 

I have not been veiy solicitous even about uniformity in the enn^ name; for, 

as almost every author differs from another in the spelling of Eastern names, 

it appeared to me to be not altogether useless, that, in a book intended to 

serve as an introduction to the knowledge of India, a specimen of this irregu¬ 

larity should appear. 

There is another apparent imperfection, which I should have more gladly 

re 111m ed. lit re\ ising my work for the press, some lew instances have occurred, 

in which I have not been able to verify tire references to my authorities. This 

arose from one of the difficulties of my situation. Unable to command at once 

the large and expensive number of books, which it was necessary for me to 

consult, I was often dependent ujion accident for the period of my supply - and, 

if not provided with the best channels of information, obliged to pursue my 

inquiries, at the moment, in such as I possessed. It was often, in these cases, 

useful, for the sake of memory, and of following out the thread of research, 

to quote, in the first instance, at second hand. When I afterwards obtained 

the better authority, it was a matter of anxious care to adjust the reference; 

but l have met with some instances in which 1 am afraid the adjustment has 

not been performed, I mention this, to obviate cavils at the appearance of 

inaccuracy, where the reality does not exist ; inaccuracy in form, rather than 

in substance: for I have no apprehension that those who shall trace me with 

the requisite perseverance will accuse me of wanting either the diligence, or 

the fidelity of an historian; and I ought not to have undertaken the task, if I 

had not possessed the prospect of obtaining, sooner or later, the means of 

carrying it to completion, 
d 3 
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Adawlut* Justice, equity ; a court of justice. 
The terms Dewanoy AdswJutk and Foujdnrry 
Ada whit, denote the civil and criminal courts 
of justice. See Derail)y and Foujetarry. 

A me Eli, Mekb, I’m ik. A nublvninn. 
Ameer ul Omaah. Noble of nobles, lord of 

faffidl* 
A\ka. A piece of money, the ahtcenth part of 

A rupee. 
A u M e e s. Trustee* commissi on er. A tempt}* 

rary collector ur supravisorT appointed to the 
charge of a country, on the removal of a 
Zemindar. or fur any oilier particular pur¬ 
pose of local Investigation or arruikgCnicuK. 

Aumil. Agent* officer, native Collector of 
revenue- ^u|xnnteiiiluiit of u district or 
division of u country, eitlier on the part of 
tiie government h Zemindar, or renter, 

Auwu.DAJt. Agent, the holder of an office- 
An intundant and collector or the revenue, 
uniting civil* military, and financial powers, 
under the Mahomedau government, 

AuRL'NOr Hie place where goods are manu¬ 
factured. 

Bala-Gitatt. Above the Ghsute, in con¬ 
tradistinction to Faycen Ghaut, below the 
l j , The tcrmi tire general] y applied to 
the high table-land in the centre of India, 
towards its southern extretnify. 

Banyan. A Hindu merchant, or shop-keeper 
The terra Banyan is used in Bengal u» denote 
the native who manages the money concerns 
of the European, and aOrothraffierTra him n* 
an interpreter. A t Madras, die sbxuo descrip¬ 
tion of persons is coded Duhtuh, which sig¬ 
nifies one who can speak two hngungrc. 

Batta. Deficiency, discount, allowance* Al¬ 
lowance to troops in the field. 

BX2 A it. Daily market, or market place. 
Bega. A fond measure equal, in Bengal* to 

about the third part of an acre. 
Begum. A liidyp princes#, woman of high rtink. 
BrcE, Vaisya* A man of the thini Hindu 

east, who by birth is a trader, or husbandman. | 
fiTt.l ETUI'S, Brahman, Bkauin. 

A divine, a priest; the firtt Hindu cost. 

Biunjahrie, Bismit, Benj art, Banja bit. 
A grain me reliant. 

Bungalow, The name used in Bengal* for a 
species of country-house* erected by Euro¬ 
peans, 

Calv Yug, Cal yooglm. The present, or 
fourth age of the world, according to the 
chronology of the Hindus. 

Caste, Cast. A tribe, or chiss of people. 
Caravan-serai. The semi of me cum van. 

Sec Serai and Choultry. 
CAwiSi, Cazi* Kazy* A MaJiotuedsin judge, or 

jutlice, who aEo officiate* w* a public notary, 
in attesting deeds, by affixing Ju* seal. The 
same m the officer we uunie Cadi, in Tur¬ 
key* 

CAvzv-cr-CASSAnT. Judge of judges; the 
thief judge, orjustice- 

Cu.vxda la- One of the names for Use mmt 
degraded of the Hindu coma. 

Choky* Chokk^. A chair* seat: g Liard, watch* 
The station of a guard, or watchman* A 
place where an officer is stationed to receive 
tolls and custom^# 

Cjioulthy. A covered pitblie building* for 
the accommodation of pwwcngera. 

CisntJTi A fourth; a fourth jum of sums 
litigated* Mahratt* chout; a fourth of the 
revenues, exacted as tribute by the Mali- 
nttas. 

Chub da n. StalT-hearier. An attendant an m 
mqn of rank* He waits with 4 long staff 
pEuiiod with silver, announceii ihe approach of 
yiiitom* lib! runs before his muster* proclaim¬ 
ing aloud hi* lilies. 

Chuna*, Lime. 
C mecAit. Head of a fill]rs; the state or gervern- 

niem; n grand division of a province ; n head 
nian ; a name used by European* in Bengal* 
to denote the Hindu writer and accountant* 
employed by themselves, or iu the public 
offices. 1 

CoLLUfttEs, Coleukes, Salt-works, the phicct 
where sa.lt ii mode. 

Coolies, Cool if r Porter* labourer. 
Coss. A term used by Europeans* to denote a 
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rood-measure of about two mites, but differing 
m different parts of India. 

Chore. Ten million®, 
CsHATHIYA, KsHATRIYA, ClKTTUlI, >«*> 

TEnv, A man of the second, or military 

caste. . , * 
Cutcherkv. Court of jusuce; also the pubuc 

office where the rent* ore paid, and other busi¬ 
ness respecting the revenue transacted- 

Co r wa L, KatwA r.. The chief officer of police 
in a large town or city, bihI super in Umdant ot 
the markets. 

D ajs . "KoiKrfr, holder- This word k oft^o jobed 
mih HnotW, to denoie the boltkr of a purU- 
ciilar offiev or employ meiR, as Chub-diltrP stalf- 
holder ; Ztmm-dar, "iswid-holder* This euin-| 
pemm! word, with rr ff, ji added io ilP denotes 
the offict, m Zoimndar-eCH 

Da hog An, A fliipenuiendmit, or overseer; an 
of the police,- the mint, &c, 

Daumr pam* A copper emnp the fortieth pit 

of a rupee. 
Deccan. Literally* the south. A term cm 

tiloyed by Miihomedan writers. to denote the 
country between the men Ncrbudtluh and 

Crisbjin. „ .. 
Dacoitfl. Gang-robber. Zhfeefty, gang-robbery, 
DbwaH, Du an- Place of assembly* Native 

minuter of the mam department; and 
diief justice, La civil causes, wltiiin \w jun** 
diction; receiver-general of a pimiin.ee. The 
term is also used* to durignalxr the principal 
revenue servant under an European collector, 
and even of a Zemindar- By this title, the 
Eo3t India Company are mcelvift'generW of 
the revenues of Bengal, under a grant from 
the Great Mogul 

FouJBAhbt* Foiedarki!. Office of aFoujdar, 
tu (Tjim.il hy Court, A court for adminliftcrmg 

the criminal law. 

Ghaut. A pass through a mountain: implied 
also to a range of hilU, and the ford ot u 

fiver. 
GnEi- Clarified butter, in winch state they pre¬ 

serve that article fur culinary purpose*, 
Gliinoawah, Girdwah. An nverseer of poSicep 

under whom the goycnd^4t or infrarmers, act. 
Com astAn, A commissioner, factor, agent. 
GMffOOp GuBOs Spiritual guide. 
QotLHoA- An inferior officer of police e a spy, 

informer. 
Gunge. A granary, a depot, chiOffy ot graio 

for &dc. Wholesale^ markets held on particu¬ 
lar days* Commerdal depots. 

OuhhVt A name given to a wall flanked with 

imrit 

IIa ra«. Seraglio, the place where the ladle* 

reside. 
fJrncvfHiA, HARcrAftitAK- A guide, a spy, a 

messenger. 
HywoA. The sent of great men fixed on an 

elephant* not much unlike the body of a sedan 

in shape. 

Jaohibe, Jagiieeh. Literally, the place of 
uiking. An assignment lo on individual of the 
government slum.- of the produce of a portion 
or land. There were two specif* of j ugh ires ; 
one, personal, Tor the use ot the grantee; 
another, in trust, for son"; public sen.'ice, 
most commonly, the maintenance of iroups. 

Jamma, JmiiiA. Total, amount, collection, a*- 
| semblv- The total of u terri torial assessment. 

DIWSNSV, DCANSKlt. 

lion of a Dewan, 
Dewakst Couit or Aeawldt. A court lor 

trying revenue, ami other civil causes. 
Pol’s, OaowAB. Any tract of country in¬ 

cluded between two nverc. 
Droog. A fortified hill or rock, 
Dorash. See ltsmyan. 

Duns Aft. The court, the hall of audience; a 

The office, or jurisdic- Jammabuxdy, JusiMABtrsov. A written sche¬ 
dule, of the whole of an anse*smcnt. 

JtEL, Keel. A shallow lake, or morass. 
Jisjal. A large muskel, fixed on a swivel, 

used in Indian forts, and fired with great pre¬ 

cision. 
Jug. See Tag. . , 
Jungle, Jangle. A wood, or tlncket; a coun- 

try over-run with shrubs, or long grass- 

levee, 

Fagueer, Fakir. A poor man, mendicant, a 
religious beggar. , . * 

Ft AVAL'S, MINIMA USD. Order, mandate. An 
imperil! decree, o royal grant, or charter. 

Four DAB, Fojedar, Fhocsdar, Fogeoar. Ln- 
der the Mogul government, a magistrate of the 
police over a large district; who took cogni¬ 
zance of all criminal matters within His jurisdic¬ 
tion. and sometimes was employed as receiver* 

general of the revenues. 

fin AtsA. Pure, unmixed- An office of govern¬ 
ment, in which the bnsinei* of the revenue de¬ 
partment is transacted; the exchequer. Khalea 
lamls, are lands, the revenue of which is paid 
into the exchequer, 

Khan, Cawst, A title, similar to that or Lord. 
Kiiilaut, Kelaut. A rche of honour, with 

which prince® confer dignity. 
Kill adab, Kell a da a. Warder of a castle; 

commander of a fort, 
Kisi. Stated payment, instalment of rent. 
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Kusnom, Ctmtaox* A body of milrraiy, cor¬ 
respond mg urarast to our term brigade ; vary, 
in^ from one to six or eight thousand. 

Lac, One hundred thousand, 
Laseau. ftwBtlj a camp-follower, but applied 

to native sailors and Artillery-men* 
Limue'i, A law ruo-uiiLH led carriago, on which 

the trail ocf a gun b fixed when i raved bg: it 
h released in u monism if warned eg hrOi which 
b called unlimbering: the cuttle being yoked 
to the limber, gum are of course always 
dragged breech hrsL 

MaaCi Maji tF Moial, Mhal Plate*, dis- 
tncts, departments. Places, or sources of 
revenue, particularly of a territorial nature; 
um 

Maiia, Great, 

Mocmhemy. As applied to lands, it means Sands 
let on q fixed Jen.se, 

Morussti^. Separated, particulitrisufd; the sub¬ 
ordinate divisions of a district, Id eoiitradi^ 
tinetion to Saddur* or Sudder, which implies 
the chief seat ofgovernxnenl. 

MomssiL Dewann y AfiAwiur* Provincial 
court of civil justice* 

MobirxtiEE. Manufacturer of salt. 
Mooftt^ Muftke+ The MiiTiointikin Inw-offl- 

cer who declare* tlie sentence- 
Monsoon, The rainy season* Hie periodical 

wmtU md nuns* 
"Mdolavy, Mohlavek. A learned and religious 

mini, an interpreter of the Maliemeduu law. 
Moostteie. letter-writer, secretary. Euri> 

pctuip gi ve this title to the native w ho instructs 
them in the Petnan language, 

Mokhue. A Maliomedan temple* 
MvfcKuih, "Die place of kitting ; a seat; n 

throat* or chair of sEute. 
Me*#KHri; Mutaseudei^ Intent upon. Wri¬ 

ter, accountant, secretary* 

Naoob, Ivaitab. Very great deputy, vice, 
gcron ^ Hie govern or ofa provbcc under the 
ologtil government- 
A t a, A depuiy. 

^Aln Nazim. Deputy of the Nazim, or Go¬ 
vernor. 

Naig^ Namcp A petty military officer, 
Na^m, Chief. The a pfciliardfscrip* 

7 ^0Q of Hindus, on dip Malabarcaint 

N17!H‘ »rrnugvr, adjuster. Tile 
hr?t officer of b proving and minister of the 

_«£partinent of criminal justice. 
Kuam. Order, amuigenicnt; on Arranger, 
Nizam ul Mulx. TTip administrator of the 

^ empire. 

Niza«ut. Arnmgement, geyenunCBt: tlic of-J 
Ifice of the Nazim, or Nizam. 

3 

N\tamitt Adawlvt- The court of criminal 
justice. 

N','lLa. Streamlet, water-courier 
Nltzzeh* A vqw, an offering ; u present made 

to u superior. 

O.uhaii. A iftrd* a grandee* under the Mogul 
government* 

Pagoda, A temple; also the name of a gold 
eoinf in the south of India, valued at tneht 
shillings. 6 

PAf.a srk i;kN. A lifier iii which gentleman in 
India recline, and arc carried on the riiodder* 
of four nicn. 

Part Alt* A term used by Europeans in India 
to denote the cutensta o? thft Hindu tribe* 

Patan* A name applied to die Afehtmii tribes 
Pmsiiwa* Peisuwa* Guide, leader. The 

prime niiiuVter 0f the Mibrat la government, 
I hon. A footman, a foot soldier ; an inferior 

officer or tenant employed m the burines* of 
the revenue, police, or judicature. 

I krmukna it* A small district, consUtint! of 
several vi IlAg es. 

PEsiicLtsn. A present, particularly to govertH 
munt, txi eojisiderat ion of an appointment* or 
£ts an acknowledgement for any tenure. Tri¬ 
bute* fine, quit* rent, advance on the stipulated 
revenue?* 

Putt ah. The suburbs of a fortified town* 
Follies a it, Poltoar. Head of a rfUK db- 

tnet, MIfitflfy chieftain in the Peninsula, sind- 
lar to hill Zeiuindor in the ncrrhcni eifeanf. 

J oilam. A dwTrict held by a Polligar- 
Potail* The head man nf a village. The 

term corresponds with that of Mocuddini md 
a fund ul in BenguL 

1 ’ox-TAa* A lease grunted to the mWrators, on 
tlie part of govcnunctit, etilier written on 
psaper, or engraved with a style on the leaf of 
the Inn paJmirs tree. 

PuinjiT, A learned Bralimen* 
PunanAj Poo»A>h Literally ancient: the 

mime given to joch Hindu bocks a* treat of 
creation m general, with the hntoty of ibdr 
goUs3 ami ancient heroes. 

P\Klt messenger, A person employed 
as a tug U-wafch Ln u yjllogc^ and as a runner 
or messenger on. the burin ess of the revenue. 

King, prince, clueftain, ttobteman j a 
UUe a"ciciii times given to chiefs of the 
second or miliUuy Hindu tribe only. 

Rajpoot. Literally, son or a ling. Tin* 
name of & warlike race of Hindus. 

Kana# A species of rajah- 
Hanky, it a nee. Queen, prinecu, vrife of a 

rajah- 
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Bov Rota*. A Hindu till* gfa*«» Jl?'' TSupoUw officer 
cipal officer ol’tlic Kl ntha, or chief treasurer ot TasxA^dA*. a petty P° -, 
the wcbeqwn # 

Kcwu- Tlie wunc ofu wlvtr com; caled m tnc 
Company’* occuuftts, the current rupee at 

: the Bombay rupee ni *2*-%d+ 
It tot „ Pea«iintT subject; tenimt of h 0113c or lund* 

Teep- A note 
dYeti by a native 

SAven. Whut moves;. variable unporta, (listitict 
from land rent or revenue; consisting ol 
customs, tolls, licenses, duties on goods, uln 
luxes on houses, shops, bazars, Ac. 

Skpoy. A native soldier. 
Seuai. The same us Choultry. 
Sit aster. The iiwirwneut of government or 

instruction; any bool, of instruction, particu¬ 

larly ermtnining divine ordinance*. 
S, 1 uort, Siikof. A banker, or money-changer, 

Siboau. Chief, captain, Lead num. 
Soixah. A merchant, or banker; a 'tiouty-l«ider. 

Sun a if. A province, *uch M Bengal. A grand 
division of n country, winch is again divided 
into circare, chuoklas. ™rgUimtdisnndvd%^ 

Susabdji!. The bolder of tlie sabih, die 

govcrnOfj or viceroy. . „f. 
Sub A nu Ann v. The office add jurisdiction ol a 

lubujidari .« » 
fiutiDt n. The breast; the fore-court of a house; 

the chief seat of goramram, CMttwWB* 
guidied from Mofowl, or interior oi die 
country; the presidency. 

Sudden 1>EivANSY At.iwi.DT. The clnrfcmJ 
court of justice under the Company s govern 

ment, bdd ot die presidency. . 
Sudoku MiA>iUT Adawlvt. Tlie cliiff cri¬ 

minal court of justice, under die Company 

agjrtsu. * “* * .v. 
fourth, or lowest tribe. 

^JLnSl^siaBfc'S: 
or offices 

Talooedae. a holder of a ^k, whidi is a 
S|M]I portion ofland; a petty limd^igeni. 

of huiidi u promissory note 
tivim UJ - uutive banker, or money-lcndor, 
u, Zemindars and others, to enable them to 
furnish government with security lor the pay¬ 
ment of their rents. M .. 

Tati Mt» Aft. Who has charge of the colIccLiow, 

A native collector of s district acting Under a 

Eurout&ii ot + 
Tof AssEf. Native black Chnitioni. the remain* 

of the ancient Portuguese. 
Toi'E. A grove of trees. _ 
Tr sc aw, TtSKiiA. An assignment on the ro 

veinie for personal support, or other purposes. 
Tiim p HtL. A carriage for the gun nimuimiti on. 

VaCafel. V a (it i eel. One endowed with au- 
thnrity to act for another. _ Ambassador, agent 
&c-nt on a special comrnhohwi, ur residing at a 
court. Native law pleader, under the judical 
system of the Company. 

Vmrt, Vui». Under the Mogul government, 
the prime minister of the sovereign, 

Vedas, Ye us. Ukihm. Scieitaj, knowledge. 
The sacred script arcs of the Hindus. 

Vooies, Jon us. Hindu devotees. 
Ylto, JifO, Yoon- An ago; * great period ol 

the Hindu#, also a religious ceremony. 

ZevtNUAR. From two wards aignifyinE, earth, 
land, and holder or keeper. Land-keeper. 
An officer who, under the Mahomediui govern- 
ment, was charged with die supentiteuthince of 
the land* of a district, mianc.ally considered; 
tber protection of the cuHivatart, Btni the refill- 
zatioLi of the government's sham ol it* pro¬ 
duce* eiihcr m or 

Zi-MisoAitH^ Tli-e office or jurisdiction of a 

Zeuak a. Tlte place where the ladies reside. 
ZiLtAit. side, part, district, division. A local 

division of a country, having reference to per- 

eoeui! jurisdiction. 

K ft Tlie txiibioflUflns of ibt aborc terms are takenp iot lltc most part, i;!h u^ri amqmlcd 
u«id !» uli Sl B.p«t »f >1“ C’lnimure -f .V. H™e ol Common. »n !»*•» ““*■ 

in ISIO, 
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BOOK I. 

(1527—1707) 

Commencement of the British Intercourse with Indin ; and ike Circumstances 
tf its Progress, tiil the Establishment of the Company on a durable Basis 
by the Act of the sirtk of Queen Anne. 

Bom 1- Little more than two centuries have elapsed since a few British merchant- 

hunihly solicited from the princes of India permission to traffic in their ternturic-: 

Die British dominion now embraces neatly the whole of that vast region 

which extends from Cape Comorin to the mountains of Tibet* and from the 

mouths of the Brahmapootra to the sources of the Indus, 

To collect, from Its numerous and scattered sources, the information ncc: ary to Object of d* 

give clear and accurate ideas of this great empire, and of the transaction \ nouejh " urL_' 

which it has been acquired, is the object of the present undertaking. * is pro¬ 

posed r 

I. To descril* the circumstances in which the intercourse of this nation with 

India commenced, and the particulars of its early progress, till tin* era when it 

could first lie regarded as placed on a firm and durable basis: 

If, To ex Mbit as accurate a view us possible of the iwople with whom our 

countrymen bad thus begun to transact—of their diameter, history, manners, 
vol. i. a 
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religion i arts, literature, and laws [ as well as of tlie physical circumstances of 

climate, soil, anti production,, in which they were placed: 

III. To deduct? to the present times a history of the British transactions in 

relation to India; by recording the train of events; hy unfolding the constitution 

of the East India Company, that hotly, half political, half commercial, through 

whom the business has been ostensibly carried on \ by describing the nature, 

progress, nnd effects of their commercial operations; by exhibiting the legislative 

jiroceedings, the discussions ami *|ieculatiom, to which our intercourse with India 

has given birth; by analysing the schemes of government which have been 

adopted for our Indian dominions; nttd by an attempt to discover the character 

and tendency of that spedes of relation to one another in which Great Britain 

and the Indies are placed- 
The subject forms an entire, and highly interesting, portion of the British 

History ’ and it is hardly possible that the matter should have been brought 

together, for the first time, w ithout being instructive, however unskilfully the 

task may have been performed. If die success of die author carres jionded with 

his wishes, he would throw light upon a state of society higldy curious, and 

hitherto commonly misunderstood; upon the liistory of society, which in the 

compass of his w ork presents itself in almost all its stages and all its sba|>ts i 

upon the principles of legislation, in which he has so many important exjieri- 

ments to describe ; and upon interests of his country, of which his countrymen 

have hitherto remained very much in ignorance, while prejudice usurped and 

abused the prerogatives of understanding. 

CHAP, I. 

From the Commencement of the Efforts to begin a Trade with India, till the 

Change of the Company from a regulated to a joint-stock Company* 

The Portuguese had formed important establishments in India before the 

British offered themselves as competitors for the riches of the East. 

From the time when Vasco de Gama distinguished his nation by discovering 

the passage round the Cape of Good Hope, and first reached tlie coast of Hin* 

dustnn, a whole century had elapsed, during which, without a rival, they had 

enjoyed and abused the advantages of superior knowledge and art, amid a feeble 
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and half-civilized race. They had explored the Indian ocean, as far as Japan; Chap 

had discovered its islands, rich with some of the most favourite productions of 

nature; had achieved the most brilliant conquests; and by their commerce 

poured into Europe, in unexampled prolusion, those commodities of the East on 

which the nations at that time set an extraordinary value. 

The circumstances of this splendid fortune had violently attracted the attention 

of Europe. The commerce of India, even when confined to those narrow limits 

which a carriage by land had prescribed, was supposed to have elevated feeble 

states into great ones - and to have constituted an enviable part in the fortune 

even of the most opulent and powerful; to have contributed largely to support 

tlie Grecian monarchies both in Syria and Egypt; to have retarded the downfall 

of Constantinople: and to have raised the small and obscure republic of Venice 

to the rank and influence of the most potent kingdoms, The discovery therefore 

of a new channel for this opulent traffic, and the happy cxjicrience of tlie For* 

tuguese, inflamed the cupidity of all the maritime nations of Europe, and set 

before them the most tempting prospects. 

An active spirit of commerce had already begun to display itself in England. CnmmcnriDi 

The nation had happily obtained its full shore of the improvement which had 

dawned in Eurojie ; and the tranquil and economical reign of Elizabeth had been 

favourable both to the accumulation of capital, and to those projects of private 

emolument on which the spirit of commerce depends, A brisk trade, and of consi¬ 

derable extent, had been carried on during the greater part of the sixteenth centuiy 

with the Netherlands, at that time the most improved and commercial part of 

Europe. The merchants of Bristol had opened a traffic with the Canary Islands: 

those of Plymouth with the coasts of Guinea and Brazil: the English now fished on 

the banks of Newfoundland; and explored the sea of Spitsbergen, for the sovereign 

of the waters : they engrossed, by an exclusive privilege, the commerce of Russia : 

they took an active f art in the trade of the Mediterranean : the company of 

merchant-adventurers pushed so vigorously the traffic with Germany and the 

central parts of Europe, as highly to excite the jealousy of the Han sc Towns: 

and the protestont inhabitants of the Netherlands and France, flying from the 

persecutions of their own oppressive and bigoted governments, augmented the 

commercial resources of England by the capital and skill of a large importation 

of the most ingenious and industrious people in Europe.* 

- Anderson's History of Commerce in the reign of Elizabeth, p&utm. Sec alio Hakluyt'* 

Voyage*, ti, », 96. Ibid. til. 690. Guicciardinis Description of the Netherlands, Sir William 
Temple- Camden, *08- 

« 2 
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In these circumstances the lustre of the Portuguese transactions in the East 

peculiarly attracted the admiration of the English, Already a most adventurous 

spirit of navigation was roused in the nation. The English were the first who 

had imitated the example of the Spaniards in visiting the New World. In 1497, 

Cabot, with a small squadron, explored the coast of America from 1 .abrador to 

Virginia, and discovered the islands of Newfoundland and St. John,* An En¬ 

glish merchant, named Hubert Thome, who had been stationed for many year* 

at Seville in Spain, and had acquired particular knowledge of the intercourse 

which the Portuguese had ojieiied with the East, presented a project to Henty 

VIII. about the year 1527, the accomplishment of which he imagined would 

place his country in a situation tto less enviable than tliat of the Portuguese. 

As that nation had obtained a passage to India by a course to the south-east, 

and pretended a right, which they defended by force, to its exclusive occupation, 

he supposed that his countrymen might reach the same part of the globe by 

sailing to the north-west, and thus obtain a passage at once expeditious and 

undisputed, f What effect this representation produced on the mind of Henty 

is not accurately known. But two voyages in the course of his reign were under- 

dertaken for the discovery of a north-west passage, one about this period, \ 

and another ten years later. <j 

Nothing can more clearly prove to us the ardour with which the English 

coveted a share in the riches supposed to be drawn by the Portuguese from the 

East, than the persevering efforts which they made to discover a channel from 

which the Portuguese would have no pretence to exclude them. Two attempts 

in the reign of Henry to obtain a passage by the north-west hud foiled : their 

exploring fancy anticipated a happier issue from a voyage to the north-east. 

A small squadron, accordingly, under the direction of Sir Hugh Willoughby, 

was fitted out in the reign of Edward VI.; and, sailing along the coast Of 

Norway, doubled the North Cape, It where it was encountered hr a slonn. 

The ship of Sir Hugh was driven to an obscure spot in Russian Lapland, where 

he and Ms crew perished miserably by the climate. The other principal vessel 

found shelter in the harbour of Archangel, and was the first foreign ship by 

which it was entered. So well did ChanceUour, the captain of the vessel, improve 

this incident, that he opened a commercial intercourse with the natives, 

■ Hakluyt, uL 4. Kymcr's F«dcra, xii. 595- Anderson's History of Commerce, published in 

1 laepbewos Annals, ii. ! 1. Robertson*Ilisiory of .America, iv. 13S. 

. | Hakluyt, iii. 129. Harris* Collection of Voyages, L 874. 

x Hakluyt, lit supra. $ Ibid. LSI. || Hakluyt, u 226, Ac. 
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visited the monarch in his capital, stipulated important privileges for his coun¬ 

trymen ; and laid the foundation of a trade which was immediately prosecuted 

to no inconsiderable extent This voyage but little damped the hopes of obtaining 

a north-east passage to the riches of India. Same vigorous attempts wen? made 

by tlie company in whose hands the commerce with Russia was placed the lust 

of tliem in 1580, when two ships were sent out to explore the passage through 

the straits of Waygatz: after struggling with many iwrils and difficulties from 

the ice ond the cold, one of the vessels returned unsuccessful; the other was 
never heard of more. 

Before this hope was regarded as desperate, the project of obtaining a passage by 

the north-west w as resumed with ardour. No fewer than six voyages were made 

in the course of n few years. Two harks of twenty-five tons each, and a pinnace 

often, sailed under Martin Frobisher in the year 1567, and entered Hudson’s 

Chap. f. 

1.WS7. 

hay, w hich at first they imagined was the inlet about to conduct them to the golden 

shore. The same navigator was encouraged to make a second attempt in the same 

direction in 1576. As he brought home in these voyages some minerals which w*ere 

supposed to be impregnated with gold, die attention of government was excited; 

and two years afterwards Frobisher was sent out with fifteen of the Queen's ships, 

currying miners for the supposed ore, and JSSO persons as the rudiments of a 

colony: having spent his provisions, and lost one of his ships, but not found the 

expected passage, nor left his settlers, he returned with 8(>0 tons of the supposed 

treasure, which proved to be only a glittering snnd. f The nation persevered in 

its hopes and enterprises. A few years afterwards Captain John Davis sailed 

os for as 66* 40' north, and discovered the straits distinguished by his name. 

In a second voyage, undertaken in 1586, he explored in vain the inlet which lie 

had thus discovered. After a few years he was enabled to proceed in a third 

expedition, which had no better success than the preceding two. f 
After so many efforts to discover u new passage to India, the English resolved to Vny^- 

be no longer deterred by the pretensions of the Portuguese. A voyage to China by 

the Cape of Good Hope was undertaken in 15851. Four ships proceeded to the «f 

coast of Brazil, fought with some Spanish men of war, and were obliged to °“d ^ 

return for want of provisions.} Another expedition, consisting of three ships. 

* Andti>Qna History of Commerce iit Miicpheraon, «. igg. 
f Hakluyt. Anderson, ut supra, if. 145, 15ft, 1,59. 
I Hakluyt. Anderson, ut supra, ii. I7J, iftO, 10$. 

f Anderson, ut supra, II. l?t- 
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Book I. was fitted out in 1596, the commander of which was furnished with Queen 

^—~y~~^ Eiizalx'tlui letters to the Emperor of China. This voyage proved eminently 

*3i' unfortunate. The ships were driven upon the coast of Spanish America, whore 

only four men were preserved olive front the efleets of storms, famine, and dis¬ 

ease,* 
Amid these unsuccessful endeavour two voyages were accomplished, which 

Ir’ru^.r'1" animated the hopes of the nation, and pointed out the way to more fortunate 
cSpe Hora. enterprises. Francis Drake, the son of a clergy man in Kent, w ho at a tender 

age had liven pul an apprentice to the master of a slender bark trading to the 

coast of Holland and France, Iftid early evinced that passionate ardour in his 

profession which is the usual forerunner of signal sucoess.f He gained the affections 

of his master, who left him Ins hark at his death; at the age of eighteen he was 

purser of a ship which sailed to the bay of Biscay ; at twenty he made a voyage 

to the coast of Guinea; in 1565 he ventured all he possessed in a voyage to the 

West Indies, which had no success; and in 1567 he served under his kinsman 

Sir John Hawkins, in his un prosperous expedition to the bay of Mexico. In 

these different services, his nautical skill, his courage and sagacity, had been 

conspicuously displayed. In 1570 his reputation enabled him to proceed to the 

West Indies with two vessels under his command- So bent was he on executing 

some great design, that be renewed his visit the next year, for the sole purpose 

of obtaining information. He had no sooner returned than he planned an expo 

dition against the Spaniards, executed it with two ships and seventy-three men, 

sacked the town of Nombre de Dios, and returned with great treasure. It is said 

that, in this voyage, he saw from the top of a high tree, i. e. fancied he saw, across the 

American isthmus, the Southern Ocean, and became inflamed with the desire of 

sailing to it in a ship of England. 
For tjlis expedition he prepared on a great scale: obtaining the comnussion 

of the Queen; and five vessels, one of 100 tons, another of eighty, one of 

fifty, another of thirty, and a pinnace of fifteen ; manned with 164 select sailors. 

The historians of his voyage are anxious to display the taste and magnificence, 

as well as judgment, of his preparations; expert musicians, rich furniture, 

utensils of the most curious workmanship, all the vessels of his table silver, and 

many of those of his cook-room p ^ 
The expedition sailed from Plymouth on the 13th of December, 1577. 

Having passed the Straits of Magellan, and ravaged the western const of Spanish 

f 

* Purchiu, b, ill. sect- 2 Anderson, ii. 210. 
t Hakluyt, iii. 440. Harris's Collection of Voyages,^ li. Camden* Annuli, SOI, Ac. 
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America, Drake feared the encounter of n Spanish fleet should he attempt to OtAP. I. 

retinit in the same direction, anil formed the hold design of crossing the Pacific ~ 

Ocean to India, and regaining England by the Cape of Good Hope. 

With one sliip, the only part of the fleet which rein allied, he steered along 1 

the coast of America to the latitude of 36° north, and then entered upon that 

immense navigation, in which Magellan, the only circumnavigator who preceded 

him, had suffered so much. No memorable occurrence attended the voyage. 

Of the islands which have been discovered in the Pacific Ocean none were ol> 

served till he approached the Asiatic coast. Fixing his attention on the Moluc¬ 

cas, of which the fame had been circulated in Europe by the rich spices thence 

imported by the Portuguese, lie passed, with little observation, the more eastern 

part of the numerous islands width stud the Indian seas, and held his course for 

Tidore. From intelligence, received on the passage, he waved his intention nf 

landing on that island, and steered for Tematc, the sovereign of which he un¬ 

derstood to be at enmity with the Portuguese. 

The intercourse which he there commenced forms a remarkable epoch in the 

history of the British in India, os it was the beginning of those commercial 

transactions which have led to such important results. The King, having re¬ 

ceived assurances that his new visitants came with no other intention than that 

of trading with his country, gave thorn a very favourable reception. This mo¬ 

narch possessed considerable power; since the English navigators were informed 

that he ruled over seventy islands, besides Tcrnate, the most valuable of all the 

Moluccas; and in the visits which they paid to his court they were eye-witnesses 

that he could display no contemptible share of magnificence. They exchanged 

presents w ith him, received him on hoard, and traded with liis subjects: laid in 

a cargo of valuable spices, and acquainted them wives with the nature and facili¬ 

ties of a commerce which was so much the object of admiration tn Europe. 

Not satisfied with the information or the commodities which they received 

on one island, they visited several, being always amazed at their prodigious fer¬ 

tility, and in general delighted with the manners of the inhabitants. Among 

other places they landed in the great island of Java, famous afterwards as the 

seat of the Dutch government in India. They held some friendly intercourse 

with the natives, and departed with a tolerable knowledge both of the character 

of the people, and the productions of the country. 

They now spread their sails for that navigation between Europe and Indio, to 

which the Portuguese claimed an exclusive right, and by which they monopo¬ 

lized the traffic with India. Those discoverers had craftily disseminated io 
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1580. 

Book 1. Europe terrific accounts of dangers and horrors attending- the navigation round 

the Cape of Good Hope. As the voyage of the English proved remarkably 

prosperous, they were surprised and delighted with the safety and ease wiiich 

seemed to them to tiistinguish, this envied passage, and conceived a still more 

lofty opinion of the advantages enjoyed hy the nation that engrossed It. After 

leaving Java, the first land which they touched was the Cape of Good 1 lope, 

They landed onec more at Sierra Leone, on the African coast, w here they re¬ 

cti veil such supplies as sufficed tor the remainder of the voyage. They arrived 

at Plymouth on Monday the 36th of September, 1580, niter a voyage of two 

years, ten months, and a few days, exhibiting to the wondering eyes of the 

SjKt’laUirs the first ship in England,, and the second in the world, w inch had 

circumnavigated the globe. The news quickly spread over the whole kingdom, 

which resounded w ith the applauses of the man who had performed so daring 

and singular an enterprise. Whoever wished to be distinguished as the patron of 

merit hastened to confer some murk of his admiration un Captain Drake, The 

songs, epigrams, poems, ami other pieces, which were composed in celebration of 

his exploits, amounted to several collections.* The Queen, after some delay, 

necessary to save appearances with the Spanish court, which toudlv complained 

of the depredations of Drake, though as reprisals perhaps they were not unde¬ 

served, paid o visit in person to the wonderful ship at Deptford; accepted of an 

e n ter tail m win on txjarri, and conferred the honour of knighthood on its captain ; 

observing, at the same time, that ills actions did him more honour than his titlc.f 

We may ibrm some conception of the ardour which at that time prevailed in 

England for maritime exploits, by the number of men of rank and fortune, who 

chose to forego the indulgences of wealth, aud to embark their persons and pro¬ 

perties in laborious, painful* and dangerous expeditions. Among them we find 

such names as those of the Earls of Cumberland and Essex, of Sir Richard 

Greenville, Sir Walter Ralegh, Sir Humphry Gilbert, Sir Robert Dudley, who 

prepared squadrons at their own expense, and sailed to various parts of the 

* Harm is not satisfied with the merit of these productions, which reached not, in Isis opinion, 

the worth of die occnviun; ami teems to be rather indignant that no modern poet had rivalled die 

glory of Homer, 11 by displaying in verso the labours of Sir Francis Drake:" i. SO. 

f Her Majesty appears to have been exquisitely gracious. The crowd which thronged after 

her was so great that the bridge, which had been constructed between the vessel anti die shore, 

broke down with the weight, and precipitated 200 persons into die water- As they were all ex¬ 

tricated from their perilous situation without injury, the Queen remarked that so extraordinary 

au escape could be owing only to the Fortune of Sir Francis Drake- Harris, i. SIX 

2 
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world No undertaking- of this description was attended with more important Chav l 

circumstances than that of Thomas Cavendish. _ 

This gentleman, descended from a family of distinction and inheriting a large M l*M; . 

estate in the county of Suffolk, had been early fired with a passion fur maritime d'ltl- 

adventure: in a vessel of Ids own, he had accompanied Sir Richard Greenville 
in his unsuccessful voyage to Virginia; and now sold or mortgaged his estate, to 

equip a squadron with whieh he might rival the glory of Drake. It consisted of 

three ships, the largest of 140 tons, one of sixty, and a hark of uliout forty, 

supplied with two years' provisions, and manned with 126 officers and sailors, 

of whom several Jiad served in the celebrated expedition of Drake, 

They sailed from Plymouth on the 21 st oT July, 1586. Their voyage 

through the Straits of Magellan, and the depredations which they proceeded to 

commit along the western coast of the American continent, not only in the spirit 

of avarice, but even of wanton devastation, form no part of our present subject, 

and may without regret be left to other inquirers. They had readied the coast 

of Cnlefomia, and nearly 24° of northern latitude; when, having taken a veiy 

neh Spanish ship, and completed their schemes of plunder, they commenced 

their voyage across the Pacific Ocean. They left the coast of America on the 

19th of November, and came in sight of Guam, one of the Ladrone islands, 

on the 3d of January. From this island they were visited by sixty or seventy 

canoes full oi the inhabitants, who brought provisions to exchange tor commo¬ 

dities, and so crowded about the ship, that the English, when they had finished 

their traffic, discharged some of their fire-arms to drive them away* With the 

Philippines, to which they next proceeded, they opened a more protracted inter¬ 

course. Phey cast anchor at one of the islands, and hy there for nine days, 

Lumig which they earned on an active trade with the inliabitants 

The dueler of fata.d, to which the Europeans have given the name ef 

the .Philippines was discovered hy Magellan. Philip II, ,hartly alter his ae- 

cession to the Spanish throne, planted there a colony of Spaniards, by an ex- 

pe tmn from New Spain; and a curious commerce had from that time been 

earned on across the Great Pacific between this settlement and the dominions of 

* 1 " T* t0 °bSCT ** n° *“* rc***« J™ life W ^ 6buawei .m 

5SL - ^ 
Vo,.fT i at ®'r' “p0“ °* ta* » *■ world" 1W. Colta*. vf 

VOL. L 
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Bo« 1 Spain in the new world. To Manilla, the capital of the Philippine colony, the 

-' Chinese, who resorted thither in great number brought aU the precious com- 

,m mndities of India: and two ships were sent annually from New Spain, which 

carried to the Philippines the silver of the American mines, and returned with 

the fine productions of the East. The impatience, however, of the natives 

under the Spanish yoke, was easily perceived. When they discovered that the 

new visitors were not Spaniards, but the enemies of that people, they eagerly 

testified their friendsliip; and the princes of the island, where Cavemhsh landed 

engaged to assist him with the whole of their forces, if he would return, and 

make war upon the common adversary. 
Thi, discoverer extensively explored the wtnette nav.gation of 

the Indian Archipelago, and M the cuvumstaucc of the now and oxtm- 

ortlimtry scene with a quick and intelligent eye. He 'rated the Lttdrones; pur- 

»ed a roving course among the Philippine*, which brooght most of them 

within his view; lee passed through the Moluccas; saded along that mipor- 

tant chain of island* which, extending from the Stnnt of Malacca, hounds rite 

Indian Archipelago to the extremity of Timor; and passrng the Strnrt of M,. 

between the two Jnvas, east anchor on the sooth-wesl side of the great 'dam c . 

tl.at name He tended here with the natives for provisions, and formed With 

them a sort of treaty, stipulating n favourable reception whenever las vent 

should be renewed. 
He sailed for the Cape of Good Hope on the 16th of March, careful to trea¬ 

sure up information respecting a voyage which was now the channel of no an- 

portant an intercourse. He made astronomical observations; lie studiwl the 

weather, the winds, and the tides; he noted the hearing and position of lands; 

mat omitted nothing which might facilitate a repetition of the voyage to himrelf 

or any of his countryman p Ifc passed ^ V " ., 1 ■ ~ 
about the middle of May, and, baring touched at St. Helena to reiruit his 

stores he landed at Plymouth on the 9th of September, 1588. In the letter 

which, on the very day of hi* arrival, he wrote to Lord Hunsdon, then Cham¬ 

berlain to Queen Elizabeth, he says, “ I navigated to the islands of Philippines, 

hard upon the coast of China, of which country I have brought such mtclb- 

e0lice aa hath not tx*» heard of in these parts: a country, the statehness and 

riches of which I fear to make report of, lest 1 should not be credited. I sailed 

alone the islands of Moluccas, where, among some oi the heathen people, 1 was 

well entreated, and where our countrymen may trnve trade as freely as the For- 

tugols, if they themselves will.’’ 
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The tide nf maritime adventure which these splendid voyages were calculated Cmjipv I. 

to increase, flowed naturally towards India, hy reason of the fancied opulence of v— 

the East, amt the passion for Indian commodities which prevailed at tliat time ,m 

m Europe. The impatience of our countrymen had already engaged them in a 

circuitous traffic with that [mi of the gb.be. They sailed to the eastern shore* 

of the Mediterranean Sea, where they found cargoes of Indian goods conveyed 

over land; and a mercantile company, denominated the Levant Company, was 

instituted, according to the policy of the age, to secure to the nation the advan¬ 

tages of so important a commerce.* The Company too which, after the disco, 

very of the port of Archangel, had been fanned to carry on the trade with 

Russia, had opened a communication with Pereia, whence they imported Indian 

goods lo satisfy the demand of the English. Mr, Anthony Jenkinson, an active 

and enterprising agent of the Russia Company, sailed down the Volga, in 1558, 

to the Caspian Sea, which lie crossed into Persia, and at Boghar, a city of some 

importance, found merchants from various parts of the Persian empire, from 

Russia, from India, and China, This voyage he performed seven times; and 

opened a considerable trade for raw and wrought silt, for carpets, spices, precious 

stones, and other Asiatic productions. In 1563, there was business enough to 

require the presence of three agents at Casbiu, the seat of the Persian court : 
and the traffic flourished for several years. 

Accidentalcircumstances contributed to enliven the admiration edited by the 

Indian trade. During that expedition to the const of Spain, on which Sir "L'S 

Francis Drake was sent by Queen Elizabeth, to harass the Spanish shipping Indi“lM- 

and prevent as for as possible the preparations for the Invincible Armada he 

tnok one of the Portuguese ships from India, known at that time by the name 

of Canucks. The value of her cargo inflamed the imaginations of the mer- 

chimts ; and the papers which she carried afforded information respeeting the 

traffic in which she was engaged^ A still more important capture of the same 

sort was made m 1593. An expedition, fitted out for the West Indies bv Sir 

Waiter Ralegh, and commanded by Sir John Boronghs. encountered near the 

Axons the greatest of all the Portuguese Carracks, a vessel of 1.C00 tons, ear- 

lying 700 men, and thirty-six brass cannon, and after an obstinate contest cur¬ 

t Thi. a not a condition merely drum from Ihs rircumitanc or the mu- .M-a, I o„;r _*.«*=»,nw-aeJiSESlin 
■m aw. Cumbden a AnruJa. Andenan & Hut. of Commeree, 

€ 3 
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l.m 

TniTt^ ia 
India by 
Iti^cuhcF* £if 
liw?TttEk*j 
CftHipiftv* 

riocl her into Dartmouth. She was the largest vessel ever seen in England, 

laden with spices, calicoes, silks, gold, i>oar]s, drugs, porcelain, ebony, &c„ and 

by her riches inflamed the impatient# of the English to be engaged in so opu¬ 

lent and brilliant a commerce,* 
Sonic member# of the Turkey or Levant Company finished about the same 

time an expedition into India, f The? hod earned some doth, tin, and other 

goods from Aleppo to Bagdat, which they next conveyed down the Tigris to 

arums in the Pereiun Gulf, and thence transported t<*Goa, the great mart be¬ 

tween the Portuguese and Indians on the coast ol -Malabar* !■ mm this p,acc 

they commenced an extensive survey of the adjoining countries, repaired to 

Agra, nt that time the capital and residence of the Mogul Emperor; visited 

Labor; traversed Bengali travelled to Pegu and Malacca: and, returning 

by sen to Ormus, retraced their steps to Aleppo, whence they soiled for 

England, 1 tearing with them important and extensive information respecting 

the countries they imd explored- Intelligence now poured itself upon the nation 

by a variety of channels. An Englishman, of the name of Stevens, had sailed 

with the Portuguese from Lisbon to Goa, by the Cape of Good Hope, and 

wrote an account of his voyage, which was road with avidity, and contributed 

to swell the general current of enterprise which now ran so vehemently toward 

rinl applirt- 
I ai.atl, La tio- 

v#mnKol ill 

India. J 
The first application which was made to government was by a memorial, in 

the name of " divers merchants," addressed to the Lords of Council, in 1389, 

for the royal permission to send three ships, and as many pinnaces, on a voyage 

to India. They enumerated the different places, at wliich the Portuguese had 

already effected settlements, on the crate of Malabar and Coromandel, in Mo¬ 

lucca, and in the Banda and Molucca Llauds. places from which It seemed to lie 

tacitly understood titat other nations were bound to abstain. But they added, 

tliat the islands and shores of the Indian ocean presented many other places 

which were open to the enterprise of the English merchants, and from an inter¬ 

course with which the nation might reap the greatest advantage, f W bat n- 

ception this application received is little known. But the unfortunate expedi¬ 

tion of Captain Raymond, remarkable ns bring the first of which India was 

♦ Anderson'* Hut. of Commerce in Morpherwn's Annuls, ii. SOI - 
f They returned to London in 1591. Aadvrson, m supra, ii 198* 

J Harm s Voyogee, u S75. 
$ This Memorial» preserved in the Starc Pope*Office, and admit account of a nos been gw» 

us by Mr. Bruce, Annals of the East India Company, i. 109. 

1 
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the immediate destination, though its object was not so much trade ns plunder. Chap* L 

hf mjyttg1 against the Portuguese, was fitted out in 1501. Disease liar! made -*-- 

sueh ravages among the crews* k-forv they readied the Ca|w of Good Hope, IJKt 

that one of the vessels was obliged to Ik? sent home with tin* sick; find the rest, 

two in number* had not long doubled the Cape* when the principal ship was 

lost ixt a storm. Captain James Lancaster, jn the remaining vessel, oiler a dis- 

aatroiis voyage to the Last, soiled to the West indies, where lie lost the ship, 

and with great difficulty found means to return in a Preach privateer.* 

But while the English Uuetuaied between desire and execution in this impor- FiniMwci*. 

taut project, the Dutch, in 1503. boldly sent four ships to trade with India by ‘5^1^ 

tlu? Ca|K of' Good Hupe.f This c*[doit added fuel at once to the jealousy and lM*- 

Uie ambition of the English. In 1599, an association was formed, and a 

fond subscribed, which amounted to 30,1SS£ tb. Sd. and consisted qf (til 

shares, the subscriptions of individuals vorying from 100/. to 3,000/. It was 

agreed to petition the Queen for a warrant to fit out three ships, and ex¬ 

port bullion ; and also for a charter of privileges. A committee of fifteen, the 

origin and foundation of a Court of Directors, were chosen to manage. Tim 

approbation of the government was readily signified; but, as a treaty was then 

[ending with Spun, policy counselled delay. The suhscrilwre, known by Mm 

name of the adventurers, were impatient; and presented a memorial, setting 

forth the places with which the Spaniards and Portuguese had established an in¬ 

tercourse, and pointing out other part* to which, without any ground of com¬ 

plaint on the part of those nations, the English might with unspeakable advan¬ 

tage resort. The council replied, that “ it was more beneficial! for the general! 

state of merchandise to emertarne n peace, then that the samo should he hin¬ 

dered, by the standing w# y Spanishe comissions, for the maynfoyning of this 

trade, to forgoe the oportunety of the concluding of the peace."* ' The memo, 

rial was referred to Sir 1-oulko Grevilkv who mode n favourable report? and in 

ihe bourse of the same year, the Queen sent John Mildenholl over loud by Con¬ 
stantinople on im embassy to the Mogul, 

It was attended with little success. The Portuguese and Venetian agent* 

exerted themselves to raise suspicions against the designs of the English, and 
effectually obstructed the endeavours of the ambassador. 

- An<Jerwn* Hist, of Commerce in Macphmon'j A (main, u, ] 89. I Earn** Voyage*, i, 
t Andemw, ui ^pra, ii. SOU. Harris’* Voyage*, L 3j». 

| Miauwi, Ac. 1 Indian RcgUter Office.} Bruce’* Arn,UJ i. ]J2. 
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history or British ixdia. 

Towards the end of the year 1600 the efforts of the adventurers were renewed. 

The consent of government to proceed in preparations for an Indian voyage was 

obtained, while the patent of incorporation was still under consideration. 

Meanwhile an application was made from government, with what view does not 

appear, for the employment of Sir Edward Mtchelljoume in the expedition. 

The answer of the committee, whose situation (that of petitioners for n favour 

not yet conceded) might have counselled complaisance, affords a curious specimen 

of their independence, and of the mode of tliiriking of the times. They stated 

it as their resolution * not to employ any gentleman in any place of charge, and 

requested “ that they may be allowed to sort theire business with men of their 

own quality*, lest the suspicion of the employs* of gentlemen lieing taken hold 

uppon hy the generality do dryve a great number of the adventurers to withdraw 

their contributions" * The adventure was prosecuted with ardour. On the 

8th of October the live following ships were already provided; the Malice Scourge, 

of 200 men, and 600 tons burden; the Hector, of 100 men, and 300 tons-, the 

Ascension, of eighty men, and 260 tons; the Susan, of eighty men, and 240 

tons; and a pinnace of forty men, and 100 tons. To provision these slops 

for twenty months the cost was computed at 6,600/. is. 10*i and the 

cargo, consisting of iron and tin, wrought and unwrought, of lead, doth*, and 

some smaller articles, chiefly intended as presents for the persons in power 

at the different places at which the ships might touch, w as estimated, ex¬ 

clusive of bullion, at 4,545/. It was determined that thirty-six factors or 

super-cargoes should be appointed for the voyage, divided into separate 

rising above one another in trust and emoluments. Captain James Lan¬ 

caster, whose difficult return flora a predatory expedition to the Indian seas 

has already been mentioned, was chosen to command the fleet; and on the 31st 

of December the charter of privileges was obtained.! 
This charter, the origin of a power so anomalous and important as that 

which was afterwards accumulated in the hands of the East India Company* 

contained nothing which remarkably distinguished it from the other charters of 

incorporation, so commonly in that age bestowed upon trading associations. It 

constituted the adventurers a body politic and corporate by the uxune o 

* the Governor and Company of Merchants of London, trading to the East 

» Minutes of * General Court of Adventurer*, preserved in the Indian Register OfBcc. Bruce* 

t Bruce's Annals, i. 130—136. Anflenw'* History of Commerce in Macphcrtoos Annul*, 

ji. 216- Harris* Collection of Voyages, L 875. 
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Indies,’’ and verted them with the usual privileges and powers. The plan which Chaf. j. 

they had already adopted for the management of their affairs, by n committee of v-v~— 

twenty’four, and a chairman, both to lie chosen annually, was confirmed and m* 

rendered obligatory. With a reservation in favour of the rights granted to other 

associations, and with prohibition extending to aU such places as might 1* already 

occupied by the subjects of states in amity with her Majesty, and whose objec¬ 

tion to rivals should be declared; the privilege of trading to tile East Indies, that 

is, to all places beyond the Cape of Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan, was 

lies to wed upon the Company; with power to export in each voyage 30,000/, in 

gold aad silver, to export English goods for the first four voyages exempt from 

duties, and to re-export Indian goods in English ships under the same privilege 

to the end of the charter. According to the principle of the times, the charter 

was exclusive; prohibiting the rest of the community from trading within the 

limits, but granting to the Company the power, whenever they pleased, of bestow¬ 

ing times for that purpose. It was granted for a period of fifteen years; but 

under condition that, if not found to be advantageous to the countrv, it might 

be annulled at any rime after a notice of two years. If advantageous to the 

country • it might, il desired by the Company, lie renewed for fifteen years. 

The ardour of individuals, where any thing is to be risked, is more easily ex¬ 

cited than upheld. Though the list of subscribers, while the scheme of Indian 

adventure was yet only in contemplation, )md been readily filled up, the calls of 

the committees for the payment of the instalments were veiy imperfectly obeyed. 

Even when the charter was obtained, it was either understood to confer no 

power of compelling payment, or the directors were afraid to make use of that 

power. Instead of exacting the stipulated sums, and trading upon the terms of 

a joint-stock company, the subscribers who were disposed to adventure were in¬ 

vited to take upon themselves the expense of the voyage, and, as they sustained 
the whole of the risk, to reap the whole of the profit. 

Tlie sums which were thus advanced amounted to 68,373/. which greatly ex- First Vl„ 

ceedcd die capital originally subscribed. Of this, 39,771/. was expended in the * Wn^> 

purchase and equipment of ships—the four, excluding the pinnace, which were 

taken up by the committee of original adventurers ; 28,742/. was expended in 

bnllton: and 6,860/. in goods; consisting partly of British commodities, doth, 

lead, tin, cutlery, glass, &c.; partly of foreign, as quicksilver, Muscovy hides, 

&c. Tlie choice of Captain Lancaster to command the fleet was renewed: and 

it sailed from Torbay on the 2d of May, 1601, carrying letters of rceommen- 
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Book I. dution* from the Queen to the sovereigns oi' the different ports to wluch it might 

t<m' A first and experimental attempt was naturally unproductive of any remark¬ 

able result: hut the first voyage of the East India Company was not discouraging. 

The first place in India to which the fleet repaired was Acheen, n principal city in 

tin- island of Sumatra, at which they were favourably received. They formed 

a treatv of commerce with the duel or sovereign of the place; obtained per¬ 

mission to erect a factory; and, having taken on hom'd a quantity of pepper, set 

sail for the Moluccas. In the Straits nf Malacca they captured a Portuguese 

vessel of 000 tom hurt lien, carrying calicoes and spices, which sufficed to lade 

them. They diverted their course, therefore, to Bnntaui in tlic island of .lava, 

where the Captain, delivering his letters and presents, and meeting with a favour¬ 

able reception, left some agents, tlu? first rudiments of the Company's factories; 

and returned to England, where he arrived in September, lG03. with a hand¬ 

some profit to his owners on the capital of the voyage, f 

■n* In the course of the years from 1603 to 1613, eight other voyages were fitted 

out. on similar terms. The first in 1603, under the command of Captain Mid- 

1413- dk-tou, consisted of (he ships whicli had hut just returned from the preceding 

voyage; and the capital subscribed was 60,430/.; of which 48,140/, was laid 

out in the preparation and provision of the ships; 11,1 GO/, in bullion, and 

1,1+2/. in goods. The second, in 1606, consisted of three ships commanded by 

♦ Brace* Annals, L 146. “ hut forasmuch," soy* Sir William Moiwon <Naval Tracts, lii. 

Churchill's Collection of Voyages, 475), £1 as every- innovation commonly folds opposition, 

From some out of partiality, anil from others as enemies to novelty; so this voyage, though at 

first it carried n great name and hope of profit, by the word India, and example of Holland, yet 

was it writ against." He (hen exhibits the objections, seven in number, and subjoins an answer. 

The objections were shortly as follows, the answers, may he conceived; 

1. The trado to India would exhaust the treasure of the imrion by the exportation of bullion. 

2, hwijuld consume its mariners by m unhealthy navigation* 

3, It would consume its ships by tile rapid decay produced m the southern seas- 
4. Is would kinder the vein of our doth* now exported in exeiunigo for the spices of the 

foreign merchants. 

$w It was a trade of which the returns would be very slew* 

0, Malice to the Turkey Company wo* the cause of it* and jealousy and hatred front Lbs 

Dutch would be 1be mihappj eflectr 
jr h would diminish the Queen s customs, by ihe privilege of exporting bullion duty free. 

These objections, with the answers, may also be seen in Audenon’a History of Commerce^ fid an, 

f Harm, i 675* Audcrsouj ut supra, Li* 2I7P £18. Bruce’s Annals* l, 151, 152. 
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IflOS 

rta,‘3,Sf0/*; 0fWhidl 28’6a0'- -forth, equipment the 
' “ ’ 0G: ft 7,2e0A ^0d3- 711(1 th^»’ 1607. consisted of two 

3 I00V o 1 LaPTf 1 U,60W' °f whMl r°rthe s1liF- ISfiOOL bullion, and 
3,400/. n«Hk. Tile fourth voyage, in I60H, hod but one ship ; 13.700/ mh. 

iTrt!r:hTrdTpr,! e'°°0/;: i,7wt 
Ss 000/ - cost MY J,ips> ^rgt?r lIl°” 10 atl> former V0.T^; capital subscribe! 
^®,000/‘:.,he ***»/. bullion, and 21,300/. 

*, ". f SlX 1 vo^affpf in >«I0, had four ships; and subscription, 71,5H]/ * dj. 

rt,r t* tm ****■wm ^ *■« *1 «««* 
te. 7M hT ^ItT ■*■*«■* -F— «.T00;. on the 
. 1 ‘'f73' ™l,uU,OT' “,,a I0'M0'- i" V**- The eighth, in 1613, had one 

radSM/ taS "Tiwf1 ‘ dJlW“',.3-S00'- fOT ,he «■* 1,250/. bullion. 
, . , ' All Ibex voyages, with one exception, tl.at in 1G07, of which 

“IT' WCre ’ ** i'rofits. hardly ever below 
lOOper cent, tang in general more than 200 on the capital of the vovoge • 

incident^T H u Perfo™al «« without other 
tntsoi considerable importance. In 1*01, the CoBpany were alarmed hv a 

cence ui uohuion of then- charter, granted to Sir Edward Micheibomc and 

others, to trade to “ Cathnie, Chi™, Japan, Corea, and Cambaya, ire.” This 

**7 was ««apemated in 1609, when the facility and indiscretion of James 

encouraged the Company to aim at a removal of these restrictions which the 

mom cautious pobey of Elizabeth had imposed. They obtained a renewal ofTt „ 

rtrir charter, confirming ah their preceding privileges, and constituting them 

sriU 3 n0t °r r” -Ve”K’ °r othCT Lmit«i time, but for e*r; SSZK 
. ever, presiding that, on experience of prejudice to the nation their 

exdunve privileges should, after three years' notice, cease and expire. ~ """ 

. .. e.“ ‘°f *hc ConlW's voyages were exclusively directed tn the islands 
” the Indian Ocean, as Sumatra. Java, and Amboyna, the returns being raw- dik 

due calicoes, indigo, cloves, and inace. In 1608. the factors at Bantam and in the 

; r° “““ Trtal “** *hc d“ths “n<i calicoes imported from the continent of 
ndn. were nr great request in the Hands; nnd recommended the opening of a 

trade at Surat and Cambaya, to supply then, with those commodities, which 

might be exchanged, withcx.inor, Unary profit, for ,he spice ,nd pioiani<m 

if the Hands. To profit by these advantages, the fleet which sailed under the 

order, of Sir Henry Muidleton. in 1609, was directed to steer for the western coast 

i r 

* Bruce* A!jnjvts, i, 1£2—163. 

D TOL, L 
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flnoK r. of the Asiatic con tinent, where theymade several attempts in establisha commerdal 

-—intercourse. At Aden and Mocha they were opposed by the Turks; who sur- 

151prised one of the ships, and made the Captain and seventy men prisoners. On 

the coast of India their endeavours wore frustrated by the influence of the Pop* 

r^x «*,*- tugesc. A fleet which sailed in 1611 had better successi: though attacked at 

KKh™ SwaUy, a place at no great distance from Surat, by a large Portuguese armament, 

tbv wjuiimn j| tliaiit*u successful defence; and, notwithstanding the intrigue* and efforts of the 

Portuguese, obtained a favourable reception nt Surat, i lie English now suc¬ 

ceeded in forming a commercial arrangement. 1 hey obtained penmssnm to 

establish factories ut Surat, Abmedabad, Cambaya, and Gogn, which were 

pointed out, by the agents of the Company, as the best situations, - Agreeing to 

a duty of S4- per cent., they stipulated, that tliis should lie the only exaction 

tu which their merchandise should be exposed; that protection should be 

afforded to their factories; and their property, even In the case of the death of 

their agents, secured till the arrival of the following fleet. A phirmtmn oi 

decree of the Emperor, conferring these privileges, wns received on the 11th 

of January, lfllfi. This was the first establishment of the English on the con¬ 

tinent of India; at that time the seat of one of the most extensive and,!splendid 

monarchies oil the surface of the globe,* 

* Brlice's Aimak, in ] El* 
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CHAP. II. 

From the Change of the Company into a Joint-stock, instead of a Regulated 

Company, m 1612, till the Formation of the third Joint.stock in 1I312. 

Hitherto tlie voyage* of the East India traders had been conducted on Chap n 

the terms of a regulated, rather than a joint-stock, comjamv; each adventure — 

Tj the pr°J*rt>' flf a certail1 "“tnber of individuals, who contributed to it 161 “ 

y’ ?"“«***thdr own subject only to the general regulations 
° >e Company. V helher or not this was more adapted to the nature of 

commerce and more favourable to the interests of the nation, ccrtainlv it was 

ess favourable to tlie power and consequence of the Governor and Director, 

than the plan of trading strictly on a joint-stock, which threw into their hands 

!LT,! PTO °f thC * Me «“* Accordingly they 
d thetnsdves t0 <*«T aic tow*- method, and, in 1612. were enabled to 

come to a resolution that in future the trade should he carried on hy a joint. 
stock on]y* J 

SUB it appears not to have been in their power to establish a general fund *w „ 

fixcil ,n amount, and divided into regular shares. The capital was still raised *‘<^JD‘P~ 

by a sort of arbitrary subscription; some individuals, whore names stood as 

members of the Company, advancing nothing, other, largely; now, however 

* ',f n0t man for 11 adventure, with an association of 
- owti choosing, but aU into tlie lurnds of the Governor and Directors' who 

ue-re to employ the aggregate as one fund or capital for the benefit of those 

dLL™1 lt Wai :idvanced <)n there terms 129,000/. was mired, wldeh the 
Directors thought proper to direde for the purpose of four separate adventures 

jages, to lie undertaken m as many successive years. The voyages were 
regulated, and composed as follows; 

Investment, 

Year. 

1613 

1614 

1615 

1616 

Vessels. 
5 

8 

6 

7 

BuJJko. 

£ 18,810 

13,942 

26,660 

52,087 

Bruce. L J65, 

Goods, 
^ 1S.4I6 

23,000 

26,065 

16,506 
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The purchase, repair, anil equipment of Die vessels amounted to 272,544/. 

the remainder of the stock. The profit of these voyages was far from setting the 

management of n court of Directors, as compared with that of individuals 

taking charge of their own affairs, in a favourable light. The average of the 

profits on the eight voyages which preceded, leaving out of the account the small 

adventure of what is called the Company’s fourth voyage, wholly unfortunate, 

was 171 percent. The average of the profit on the four voyages in question, 
was only 87 j- per cent. * 

As the [»wer of the Portuguese In the East carried the usual conscqnerires 

of power along with it, that is, an overl waring and insolent spirit, they had 

already embroiled themselves with the Mogul government. This was favourable 

to the English, w ho became joined w ith that government in a common cause. 

By the splendour, too, of their achievements against an enemy whom the go¬ 

vernments of India were ill able to resist, they acquired a formidable reputation for 

prowess in war. A Portuguese fleet burned the towns of Baroach and Gogo: and a 

powerful armament arrived at Swally with the Portuguese Viceroy, in January 

1614. It attacked the English; but was defeated, with a loss of 850 men. 

To improve these favourable circumstances, an agent of the Company repaired 

to the Mogul court, where he was well received, and obtained a royal phir- 

nuniii, for a genera! and perpetual trade. During the same year the celebrated 

embassy of Sir Thomas Hoe was dispatched by the king of England. The 

character of an ambassador, and the respect attached to it by the discernment of 

more enlightened nations, were but little understood at the court of the Mogul. 

On that occasion the choice of the English Amliossador was good : Sir Thomas 

Roc was a man of discernment and temper, and he made the must of his situ¬ 

ation ; though he won discovered it was not with good policy he was sent. He 

obtained redress of some of the grievances of which the English merchants com¬ 

plained ; and concluded, though with difficulty, a sort of treaty, in which liberty 

w as promised them of trading and establishing factories in any port of the Mogul 

dominions; Surat, Beugal, and Sindy being particularly named.f 

Beside his negotiations. Sir Thomas gives the Company good advice. His grand 

injunction was, to avoid territorial acquisition and military expense. “ At my first 

arrival,’’ soys he, M I understood a fort was very necessary; but exjierience teaches 

me we arc refused it to our own advantage. If the Emperor would offer me ten, I 

* 

* Brace, i. 166. 
t Brace, L 171, Ac. Sir Tbonioi Roe's Journal and Letter*. Churchill, i, 770—800. 
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would r»ot accept of one." He then states Ida reasons : first, he adduces evidence 

thAt it would be of no service to tbcir trade: « secondly, the charge," lie says, 

“ is greater than the trade can hear; for to maintain a garrison will cat out your 

profit; a war and traffic are incompatible. By my consent you shall never 

engage yourselves but at sea, where you are like to gain as often as to lose. 

The Portuguescs, notwithstanding their many rich residences, are beggared by 

keepmg of soldiers ; and yet their garrisons are but mean. They never made 

advantage of the Indies since they defended them : observe tills well. It has 

also been the error of the Dutch, who seek plantations here by the sword. 

They turn a wonderful stock; they prole in all places; they possess some of 

the best: yet their dead pays consume all the gain. Let this be received as a 

rule, that if you will profit, seek it at sea, and in quiet trade; for, without con* 

troverdes, it is an error to affect garrisons and land wars in India.'" 

11 It is not a number of ports, residences, and factories, that will profit you 

They will increase chajge, hut not recompense it. The convcniency of one^ 

with respect to your sails, and to the commodity of investments, and the well 

employing of your servants, is all you need/' if Sir Thomas had lived to the 

present day, lie might have urged the trade with China as proof, by experiment; 
of the proposition he advanced. 

“ Thc >'0UI h<™ "-ill not ne«l so moot, help »< cowl ns you 
suppose. A httle countenance and the discretion of your factors will, with easy 
Chargy, Mum,™ most profit; but you must alter your stock. Lot not your 
serriuits deceive you; cloth, lend, tooth, quicltsilvor, are dead oommotlitios.'nud 
will never drive this trade; you must succour it by change." 

f. " An ^ "0t iT* h°00Ur he*- A meani?r aSCut *ouH among 
*c proud Moors, better effect your business. My quality, often, for cere- 

mom ls, either begets you enemies, or suffers unworthily. Half my charge 
. dl corrujd all this court to f>e your slaves, Tlie best way to do your business 
m it * to find some Mogul, that you may entertain for 1000 rupees a vear as 
ynur so nator at court. He must be authorized by the king, and then 'he ’will 
serve you tetter than ten ambassadors. Under him you must allow 500 rupee* 

for another at your port to follow the Governor and customers, and to udvJZ 

his chief at coon. These two will effect aU; for your other smaller residences 
are not subject to much inconveaiency.” a 

10 i° t™,e ™-„«. 
Zt of lfj P td S" many »——«*—b Wa8> it . 

0f great akusc- "vc" “ *>™ Period- “ Concerning this, i, fa „,y 

Ctuir. II. 

16H. 
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Book L opinion," says Sir Thomas, ** thnt you absolutely prohibit it, and execute for- 

' feUures, for your business will lie the better done* All your toss is not in the 

goods brought home; I see hurt1 the ii (conveniences you think not of; 1 know 

tins is harsh to all men, and seems hard. Men profess they come not for hair 

wages. Rut you will take away this plea, if you give great wages to their 

content; and then you know what you ]mrt from; but then you must make good 

choice of your servants, ami use fewer,*' Sir Thomas tells the Company thnt he 

was very industrious to injure the Dutch. “ Thu Dutch," he says, “ arc 

arrived fit Surat from the Red Sen, with some money and southern commodities, 

l have done ray liest to disgrace them; but could not turn them out without 

further danger, 's uur comfort is, here are goods enough for both.11 * If sot 
why seek to turn them out ? 

One of the objects at which the English adventurers most eagerly aspired was 

a shore in the traffic of the Spice Islands. Various circumstances contributed to 

inflame ibis desire. The spices, from their novelty, were at that time a fa¬ 

vourite object of consumption to those, the supply of whose wants is so natu¬ 

rally, but thoughtlessly, regarded by the dealer as peculiarly profitable-—■the 

fashionable and the great i and the commerce, brilliant ns compared with that of 

other nations, which the enterprise and diligence of the Dutch now carried on 

with the East, was almost entirely confined to these valuable commodities. The 

English, by their connexion with Sumatra and Java, had their full share in the 

article of pepper; but were excluded from cinnamon, doves, nutmegs, and oil 

the finer spices. Agents were now sent from Bantam to Amboy no, Banda, and 

other islands, who fired the jealousy and cupidity of the Dutch. The English 

agents, defeated in their endeavours at all the places where the Dutch had al¬ 

ready established a footing, projected, as a last resource, a factory at Macassar, 

of which the produce was only rice, but which might serve as a magazine for 

spices collected from the neighbouring islands,! 

In the year 1617, or the year of the last of the four voyages in which the 

• Chtir«h>H< i, 106—106. He gives another account of hi* wwl carours to injure the Ouch, in the 
following words:—11 The 10th, 11 Lit, and l£th, I spent in giving the king and prince advice that a 

Dutch ship lay before Sunil, and would not declare upon what design !l came, till a fleet arrived; 

which was expected with die first fit season. This I improved to fill their heads with jealousies of 

die designs of the Dutch, and the dangers that might ensue from them: which wu well taken: 

and, being demanded, I gave my advice to prevent coming to a rupture with them, and yet ex¬ 

clude them die Unde of Indio." lb. 774, 

+ Bruce, i. 174,17B. 
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rum! subscription Had been employed, the Company's agents abroad reported : c«At.IL 

fltm Surat was the place at which the cloths of India could best be obtained, "-*-' 

though nothing could there lie dis|*wed of in return except China goods, spices,. 

am money . lhat large quantities of Indian wove goods might 1m: sold, and Cni"P™^* 

gold camphor, and benjamin obtained, at the two factories of Acheen and Tekoo EMEs* 

on the island of Sumatra: Tlmt Bantam afforded a still larger demand for the ‘brofld* 

r?k °f lmlm' and ^PpHed pepper for the European market: That Jaca* 
tra Jamhee, and Pdmia, agreed with the two former places in tlie articles 

t. of demand and supply, though both on a smaller scale : That Siam might 

a o a large market for similar commodities, and would yield gold, silver, and 

deer skins for the Japan market; That English doth, lead, deer skim, silks, and 

other goods might be disposed of at Japan for silver, copper, and iron, though 

" ' W"t,°) *? ^ rt‘ndeml tbe advt;ntures 10 lhat ^gdom unprofitable: 
.at, on the island «t Borneo, diamonds, fwznar stones, and gold, might be ok 

tamed at Snccadania, notwithstanding the mischief occasioned by tlie ignorance 

ie hret factors ; but from Banjarmassin, where the same articles were found, 

it would be expedient, on account of the t reach emus character of the natives, to 

withdraw till- fimtay : That die beat rice in India could he bought, and the wove 

g<™l*ol India sold at Macuwr: And that at Banda the same goods could lie 

aid, and nutmegs and mace procured, even to « huge amount, if the obstmc 
cions ot liuropcan rivals were removed.* 

a,,J werc “*■ -f Company's principal Mabiishmems. 

ri«l,o,hc7o ’ !'!,,bs'riPlio” opened for a new fund, and w« ear- 
” to the larsu amount of 1,600,000/. Thin wan denominated the Company's 

Z\ ° “ I-™° ‘T '"“•"■o-i «■<-• PK.pri.tora of stuck amounted to spit 

or i hi.; • . f* l ‘e ComP*W flaw never boro remarkable for dearness, 
. ' f"r pntcision, no am not informed whether these ships he. 
taffrf to dm owners of tile flrst jolntotock. or to the own™ of the second - 

the ! , f ]wl“*-PT'*imi "hc,llCT ,ho 9*4 proprietors of stock were 
the subscribers to both Hinds, or to the lost only; whether nnv nnrt of ,i„ s ! 

joints, lock had been paid hack to the owners, £the ££££ ££ 

ther both fund, were now in the hand, of the Directors ot once, employed for 

• Bruce, L 188. 

t Sir Jeremy Sombrookvs Report on Em India Trade /MS in T.’ami t„ v t> ■ 
quoted by Bruce, i. 193. c™ (M* w East India Ragfotcr Office! 

I 
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the respective benefit oi the respective lists of subscribers: two trading capitals 

* in tile same hands, employed separately for the separate account of different as¬ 

sociations. That such was the case to a certain extent may 1m? drawn from this, 

that of the last of the voyages upon the first of the funds the returns were not 

yet made. We shall see that, afterwards, the Directors had, at one mid the 

same time, in their hands, die funds of several bodies of subscribers, and wen? 

bound to employ them separately, for the separate benefit of each; that they, 

as well as their agents abroad, experienced great inconvenience in preserving 

their accounts and concerns separate and distinct; mid that the interests and 

pretensions of the several bodies were prone to interfere. 

The new subscription was divided into portions for three separate voyages. 

The passion, as natural, of the Company's agents, at the dificrent stations 

abroad, was to grasp at every tiling, with little regard to the narrowness of the 

funds upon which their operations depended. In one point of view this was ad¬ 

vantageous. While the ground was yet imperfectly explored it yielded a wider 

field for selection. The factors at Surat were captivated with the project of a 

trade to Persia. It promised a vent for English woollens to a large amount, and 

would furnish silks and other goods, which, both in Europe and in India, would 

aell to the greatest advantage. Sir Thomas Roe dissuaded the speculation, on 

the ground, that the Portuguese were already in possession of the commerce; and 

that it would cost the Company more to protect themselves in it, than they could 

even hope to gain by it- The views of the factors, because the most flattering, 

were the most jwrsu naive: Agents were sent to the court of Persia; grants of 

privileges were obtained; and a trade was opened, which experience proved to 

be of little injjwrtance. 

The rivabhip which the East India Company experienced from the other na¬ 

tions of Europe includes, for a considerable time, the principal portion of their 

history. The Portuguese had long, on the pretence of discovery, maintained a 

claim to the exclusive enjoyment of the passage to India by the Cape of Good 

Hope. They had, partly by conquest, partly by agreement, made themselves 

masters of Goa, Bombay, and other places on the Malabar coast; of Aden at 

the entrance of the Red Sea; of Ormus in the Persian Gulf; of part of the 

Bfalny coast in the Straits of Malacca; of the Molucca islands; and of the 

coasts of Ceylon, the most valuable of all the eastern islands: they had fac¬ 

tories in Bengal, factories in Siam; and they had erected the city of Macao 

on tile coast of China. 

While the Dutch continued subject to the crown of Spain, they had been ac- 
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nidlomnl to repair to Lisbon for the productions of the East; which, even at 

that early period, they were employed in distributing to the rest of Europe. 

* lien they resolved to shake off the yoke of their an cunt masters, one of the 

means which Philip employed to distress them was, to deprive them of the com- 

meree «l his dominions. The Dutch, prevented from obtaining Indian cummo- 

by traffic with the subjects of Philip, voiced to become competitor* for 
the trade with India itself 

At the tune when the Dutch commenced their voyages to the East, the crown 

ol Spam was engaged in ente^ri** of so much importance in other quarter of 

a"t“ f-f ”’e™se*1 wiUl *te “"tcorplalio,, of its splendid empire 
the New W orld, that the acquisitions of the Portuguese, pot, Ifo subjects, in 

the host Judies, were trented with comparative ueglect. The Dutch, aecotd. 

nrglv, who entered upon the trade to India with considerable resources and the 

utmost ardour were enabled to supplant the Portuguese in the spice trade, and 

after a struggle to «x,xri them from the Molucca islands. That celebrated 

people, now freed Iron, the appertain,, of a hod government, were advancing fo 
rtm enreer ol P"*pe«7 with pmdigious strid(s The mgnKamim of 

.“rapf, ” ”‘'Und- ^0nd »h”» 1“ “ft*" been witnessed in any other pm. 

r A *are of this enpited naturally found ifo way into 

channel of the India trade, and gave both extent and vigour t„ (he enter- 

pnses ot the nature in the East The English, who* country, poor, oppressed 

by m,,government, or scourged with civii war, afforded little caJL touxtLd 

ieir tnulc, or means to afford it protection, found themselves unequal competi¬ 

tor! with a people so fovouraHy situated as the Dutch ^ 

Daring that age. When the principles of public wealth were very imperil- 

understood, hanlly any trade was regarded aa profitable, hut that whkb was 

exr usne. Hie different nations which traded t„ India .11 traded by way of 

mousily ;a„j the several companies .mated every preporaj for a paniripaL, 

m tbair gallic as a proposal fo, their rain. In the same spirit, even- Lion 
whifh obtained admittance into any newly explored channel nf 

deavonred exclude bora it tO. particip.L, 

***T|l,ttn,C,1,|r 011 ^*E absence nf all competition. 

and h "°7 bf ll‘e !“**» - contemporaries 
and Who were actuated. at least in that age, to rather more perhaps 

usual intensity, with the appetite for <tmn U»h«\A „ 1U. .ftp thaa *■ 
attempts of the English to share with therein thl. sLctndT 3“““’ ^ 

ingfir their independence against the power of SpL, atidL^t^i 
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for support, they were con strained to practise moderation anil forbearance, 

During this time the English were enabled to form a connexion with Sumatra, 

to establish themselves nt Bantam, and to obtain a share in the traffic of pepper. 

This luring a commodity so generally produced in the East, it could tiot easily 

hccomc the subject of monopoly: and before the English made efforts on any 

considerable scale to interfere with the trade of the further I ndia, where the finer 

spices were produced, the power and confidence of the Dutch had greatly 

increased. 

The Dutch were more formidable rivals, and hurtful opponents, than the Por¬ 

tuguese, The interference was less direct between the English and the Portu¬ 

guese- The principal .settlements of the Portuguese an the continent of India 

were on the Malabar coast, and at a great distance from Surat, u hich was the 

principal seat of the English traffic. It was only in the Persian trade where 

much incompatibility of interests existed: and feeble as the English at that time 

really were in India* it is remarkable that they were an overmatch at sea for 

the Portuguese; and hardly ever encountered them without tv brilliant victory, 

or ot least decided advantages. The case was. different in regard to the Dutch. 

The pretensions of the English to the spice trade interfered with the very vitals 

of the Dutch commerce in the East; and the fleets which the prosperous enter¬ 

prise of the new republic enabled St to maintain were so far superior to those 

which the restricted means of the English Company allowed them to send, tliat 

contention became altogether hopeless and vain. 

It was not till the year 1617-18, that the hostility of the two nations dis¬ 

played itself in operations of force. In those places where the Dutch hud 

funned any establishments, they had in general been able, by intrigue and artifice, 

to defeat the attempts of the English to introduce themselves. The English 

took possession of two small islands, called Poiaroan and Rosengin, which were 

not formally occupied by the Dutch, but intimately connected with some other 

possessions. They raised pretensions to them, and attacked the English. 

The English, however, had already so well fortified themselves, that the Dutch 

found it impracticable at the first attempt to expel them; but they found the 

means, partly by force and partly by artifice, to get possession of two English 

ships, on their voyage to tltese islands, carried them to a Dutch settlement, and 

refused to deliver them up, unless all pretensions to the Spice Islands were 

renounced.* 

* Bmccp u 199- 
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TJje proceedings of the Dutch, thong* regarded by the English as in the highest Chap. 

degree rapacious and unjust, were founded on pretensions, not inferior to those on "-— 

which the English Company endeavoured to establish rights and to renlire claims. 161 * 

They were pretensions which the Dutch at least regarded as valid flnd eiputalile t 

since they presented them to the English monarch himself, as the ground of 

complaint against his subjects, and of a demand for Jus interference to pre¬ 

vent the recurrence of similar injuries. In 1018, the Dutch Company pre¬ 

sented a memorial to King James, in which they set forth, that, at their 

own cost and hazard, they had expelled the Portuguese from Uic Spice Islands, 

Mtabhslwd a *■*■* vith the ™*h** ™ the express condition that they 
should afford the natives protection against the Portuguese, and on the other 

!TlZy.-, r <* •W' “■*>= «« a* W however. 
In. Wtsl, Company hod interfered whh those well-established right, ■ a„d 

had ,,nt only endeavoured to trade with the native,, but to invite then, again!* 

Wri^d ^ with Mar, nod similarly 

To the* complaint, the Engiish Company replied by an enomcration „f 

II 7^ ' fmm ‘h' «* and violence of the 
Dutch, they had sustained i„ their attempts to introduce their trade even in 

those places where no fectories of the Dutch had ever existed . Among those 

5",,"” I0””"’ 7 C,,"mera,wl ll,e experienced at Tvdmc a„d 
mho,no. places to wind, the pretensions of the Dutch applied in'all their 

eonri t , J S idCaS’ W*iCh 'h°n PreVai,ed' ‘'I"' priority of occupancv 
const,tutetl .sovereignty m newly discovered countries. ,„d tha, the will if the 

“ ** C0,int“i f“r "“riting, ideas on which the English ground,d 
U etr pmcxdmgs as confidently as any other nation, the tntth is. that the Eng. 

ro^n z "" Mt““: fcr 
Dutch, they form pur, of ? ** 
Which the Dutch hod seised 

senre of an enemy in any of the rest could not lie reconciled If the Fvl \ 1 

take potion of any of the Hebrides under pe",^ 

triite was ever established on it, or even that it was uninhabited JoddTE 
he mgardtd a, usurpation and injustice? With reaped to Java, J 

Ts”'^ * d" lMdo* K“ Bruce, i. 3Q2, pc m the Suae P*pcr Office) ijuoteif, 
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CompoiuKe 

wilh the 
Dutch. 

ments at Bantam ntid Jacatra, the English had an equitable plea, nf which 

they ajqienr Tint lo have availed themselves. They jniyrht have insisted on the 

consent of the Dutch, who had not resisted their early settlement on that island, 

now sanctioned by time. 

After n tedious interchange of hostile efforts, in which intrigue and force 

were combined; the practice of buying up tiie pepper, at prices higher than the 

English could afford, Henning one of the principal subjects of English complaint; 

it was agreed between the two governments in Europe, at that time allies, to 

institute a mutual inquiry, and form an arrangement respecting the claims of 

their subjects in the East, Commissioners were apjmintcd on the part of each; 

and, after repeated conferences, a treaty was concluded at I London, on the 17 th 

July, IfilJJ- In this it was stipulated, that a mutual amnesty should take place, 

and a mutual restitution of ships and property; that the pcpjier trade at Java 

should lie equally divided; that the English should hare a free trade at Pullicate, 

on the Coromandel coast, on paying half the expenses of the garrison ; and that 

of the trade of the Moluccas and Bandas, they should enjoy one third, the 

Dutch two, paying the charges of the garrisons in the same proportion. Besides 

these conditions, which regarded their opposite pretensions, the treaty included 

arrangements for mutual profit and defence. Each Company w as to furnish ten 

ships of war, which were not to lie sent in the European voyages, but employed 

in India for mutual protection; and the two nations were to unite their efforts 

to redure the duties and exactions of the native governments at the different 

ports. To superintend the execution of this treaty a council was appointed, to 

be composed of four members of each Company, called the Council (>/ iJcJeme. 

And the treaty was to be in force during twenty years * 

This solemn engagement ia a proof, if thcTe was not another, of tite impel - 

faction which still adhered to the art of legislation. The principal stipulations 

were so vague, and the execution of them depended on so many unascertained 

circumstances, that the grounds of dispute and contention wore multiplied 

nit her than reduced For these evils, as far as they were foreseen, the Council 

of Defence seems to have lieen devised as the remedy. But experience here 

taught, what experience has uniformly taught, that in ail vague arrangements 

the advantages are reaped by the strongest pttty. The voice of four English- 

men in the Council of Defence was but a feeble protection against the superior 

capital and fleets of the Dutch. To secure the pretensions of the English they 

Kymcrs Fccdero, xvii, 170, Bruce,. L 212. 
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should have maintained a naval and military force superior to that of their oppo- Chap. II. 

nents ; and in that ease they would have licen the oppressors; the Dutch would '- 

have bean expelled from the ipioe trade; the spice trade would have remained 

in the hands of the English, who would have overlooked the continent of India, 

because their capital would not have sufficed to embrace it; the continent 
would have been left to the enterprise of other nations; and that brilliant em¬ 

pire which the English have established would not, it is probable, have begun 
to exist. 

In consequence of tliis treaty, by which the English wore bound to send a 

fleet of ten sliips to India, a larger fund was tliis year raised than had been pro¬ 

vided for any preceding voyage; (i2,490£ in the precious metals, anti 28,508/, 

in goods, were exported with the fleet. The return was brought back in u 

single ship, and sold at 108,887/.* 

In the interval which passed, from die time of concluding tl* treaty till the TLe Dud. 

establishment of the Council of Defence at Jacatra. the Dutch bad committed 22* U" 

v-armus acts of oppression to the English; and whet, the council began its opera- ' ’ 

turns, the Dutch, after executing some of the least important conditions of the 

treaty, endeavoured to evade the rest. They consented to restore the ships 

taken irom die English, but refused to restore the goods or stores taken bv in¬ 

dividual* : Tlie pretext was, that the Company could not be responsible for' any 

f but their own; though, if credit may be given to the letter, of the English 

factors at Jacatra, they exploded the same pretension when advanced ou the 

opposite <ule; They refused to admit the English to their share of the pepper 

trade, tdl they should indemnity them for the expenses incurred at the siere of 

Bantam, and by the fortifications which they hod raised : They insisted that at 

Jacatra, and all other places where they had erected fortifications, they possessed 

the rights of sovereignty: and that in those places the English could claim r>er 

region to reside ojdy under the Dutch laws ■ They set forth the large expense 

winch they had incurred in fortifying the Spice Islands, and estimated the charge, 

J?™ miUlUeTiaTKl‘ fll 6a000/- *** Of all which they required the 
English to advance their due projiortion before they* could be admitted to the 

stipulated share of the trade. On the* latter demands, the English obfected. 

* tome of the forfrheat,oris were at places where no produce was obtained, 

and that none ol them were urefhl but for defence against the Spaniards and 

Portuguese-, with whom the English were not at war. If there were foitifica 

* hnicc, L 213. 
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Book I. tions at places where none wore required, the English had a right to decline 

' J5C * paying for the blunders of the Dutch; hut as they claimed a share of the trade 
j ! J 

upon the foundation of the Dutch conquests, and would not have been admitted 

to it without a war had not those conquests taken place, it was not a very good 

plea against paying for the fortifications that they were not at war with the 

Spaniards and Portuguese. In framing the treaty, no distinction was made 

between post expenses and future: the English intended to bind themselves 

only for a share of the future: the Dutch availed themselves of the ambiguity 

to demand a share of the past. On these pretensions they acted with so high a 

hand, that the English commissioners uf the Council of Defence reported the 

impracticability of continuing the English trade, unless measures were taken in 

Eurojie to cheek the overhearing and oppressive proceedings of the Dutch.* 

AdraniagM In the circle of which Surat was the centre, the English, as they were a 

utcUort'" better match for their antagonists, had a better prospect of success. In 1020, 

two of the Company's ships, which sailed from Surat to Persia, found the port 

of Jasques blockaded by a Portuguese fleet, consisting of five larger and sixteen 

smaller vessels: unable to cope with so disproportionate a force, they sailed 

back to Surat; being joined by two ships they returned, attacked the Portu¬ 

guese, and, sifter an indecisive action, entered the port. The Portuguese re¬ 

tired to Ormus, but, after refitting, came back for revenge. An obstinate con¬ 

flict ensued, in which the English were victorious over a vast superiority of force. 

Such an event was calculated to produce a great impression on the minds of the 

Persians. 

It was stipulated between the English and Persians, to attack w ith joint 

forces the Portuguese on the island of Ormus, which that nation in the days of 

its prosperity had seized and fortified. The English furnished the naval, the 

Persians the military force. The city aud castle were taken on the 23d of 

April, 1623, For this service the English received part of the plunder of Ormus; 

and a grant of half tin1 customs at the port of Gombroon : which became their 

principal station in the Persian gulf. The agents of the Company at Ban tana, 

who were already vested with the sujierb title of President and Council, and 

with a sort of control over the other factories, condemned this enterprise; as 

depriving them of the ships and effects, so much required to balance the power, 

and restrain the injustice, of the Dutch,* 

Vojtgej from The domestic proceedings of the Company at this period were sufficiently 
1021 to 1624- 

* Bruce, i- 223. f Bruce, i. 2S7,,2Sfl: 
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hmwblo. In mn.™ they wen- able to fit out only four ships, supplied with c»af. II. 

I2,9«0/. in gold and silver, and 0,353/. in goods ; the following year, they sent -*-' 

five ships, 6I,6<W/. in money, and 6,430/, in goods; in 1623-34, they equipped 162*' 

seven vessels, and furnished them with 68,720/. in money, and 17,340/. in 

goods. This lost was a prasyierous year to the domestic exchequer. Five ships 

ftm\ed from India tvith cargoes, not of pepper only, but of all the finer spices, 

wliii h, notwithstanding the increasing complaints against the Dutch, the Com¬ 

pany’s agents had been enabled to procure. The sale of this part alone of the 

cargoes amounted to 485,593/.; that cf the Persian raw silk to 97.000/.; while 

80,000/. in pursuance of the treaty of 1619, was received as compensation money 
from the Dutch,* 

Othci feelings than those which sprang from these receipts were occasioned by a 

demand ot the King, and another of the Duke of Buckingham, the Lord High rCptvbr 

Admiral, tor shares, to the one as droits of the crown, to the other as droits of the tlie Ki“* 

a miralty, ol the prize money gained by the various captures of thcCompany, par- ^ciu^w. 

ttcularl\ that ot Ormus. The Company, who deemed it prudent to make little 

opposition to the claims of the King, objected to those of the Duke of Buckingham, 

us not having acted uuder letters of marque from the Admiral, hut under their 

charter. The question was referred to the Judge of the Admiralty court ; wit¬ 

nesses were examined to ascertain the amount of the prize money, which was 

estunaled at 100,000/. and 340,000 reals of eight. The Company urged the 

expense of their equipment* the losses they had sustained, and the detriment to 

their mercantile concerns by withdrawing their ships from commerce to the 

operations ol war. All possible nudes of solicitation to the King and the Admiral 

were employed ; hut the desire for their money was stronger than their interest 

uckinghfim. who knew they must lose their voyage, if the season for willing 

eist, made the ships I*- detained ; and the Company,- to escape this calami tv, 

were glad of an accommodation. The Duke agreed to accept of 10,000/., which 

he received. A like sum was demanded for the King, hut there is no direct 
evidence that it ever was paid, f 

animosities between tire English and Dwh to the M-*. were now ™ ,« 

ppronchmg li> a erois. The English complained of oppression, an] fottnd S“f’Lof "" 

“™*B S“ v >° In-' nt the mere,- of U»ir rival,. They stared .ha!, in the 
execution of the joint articles 0f ,iic ,reatJ-_ tle English charged with every 

‘ r'"7“ t!"' I"dian “*“• e™>'. i- SK. 23*. 2.1, 
E^i ludtn Rapm ,f,the Stale Paper Olfiw, flmce, j, 2U 
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Book I. item of expense, though their mice was entirely disregarded in the disposal ol 

l'—~-v ~- ^ the money, in the employment of the naval and military torce, and even in the 

162i- management of the trade; that, instead of 1*ing admitted to their stipulated 

share of the spice commerce, they were almost entirely extruded from it; and 

that, under the pretext of a conspiracy, the Dutch had executed great numbers 

of the natives at Banda, and reduced Pularooti to a desert." At last armed 

that event which made so deep an impression on the minds of Englishmen, 

In February, ItitfS, Captain I'd worsen and nine Englishmen, nine Japanese, 

and one Portuguese sailor, were sriaed at Amboyna, under the accusation of a 

conspiracy to surprise the garrison, and to expel the Dutch; and. lieing tried, 

wen pronounced guilty, and executed. The accusation was treated by the 

English as nothing but a pretext to ewer a plan fnr their extermination. But 

the facts of an event, which roused so high and permanent indignation in 

England, have never been exactly ascertained. The nation, whose passions 

were kindled, was more disposed to paint a scene to itself in the deepest colours 

of atrocity, and to believe whatever could inflame its resentment, than to 

enter upon a rigid investigation of tacts. If it be improbable, however, on 

the one hand, that the English, whose numbers were small, and by whom ulti¬ 

mately bo little advantage cuukl t* gained, were really guilty of any such 

design os the Dutch imputed to them; it is on the other hand equally improbable 

that the Dutch, without leering them to be guilty, would have proceeded 

against them by the evidence of a judicial trial. Had simple extermination been 

their object, a more quiet and safe expedient presented itself: they had it in their 

power at any time to make the English disappear, and to lay the blame upon 

the natives." The probability is, that, from certain circumstances w hich roused 

their suspicion and jealousy, the Dutch really believed in the conspiracy, and 

were hurried on, by their resentments and interests, to bring the helpless objects 

Of their fury to a trial; that the judges before whom the trial was conducted 

were in too heated a state of mind to see the innocence, or believe in any thing 

but the guilt, of the accused; and that in this mu liner, as many both before and 

after them, the sufferers perished. Enough, assuredly, of wliol is liaietul 

may he found in this transaction, without supposing the spirit of tie moos in 

beings of the same nature with ourselves, men reared in a simiLir state of 

* Tim Dutch, tit their vindication, tutted that the English intrigued with the Portuguese, mul 

underhand assisted the natives in receiving the Portuguese into the islands. See Anderson s 

History of Commerce, in Macphe^on’s Annals, ii. 305. 
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society, under a similar system of education, and a similar religion. To bring- Chap. n. 
men rashly to a trial whom a violent opposition of interests lias led us to detest, —— 

rashly to believe them criminal, to decide against them with minds too muc h 

blinded by passion to discern the truth, and put them to death, without remorse 

are acts of which our own nation, or any other, would have been then, ami would 

still he, too ready to lie guilty. Happy would it be, how trite soever the reflection, 

if nations, from the scenes which excite their indignation against others, 

w ould learn temper and forbearance in cases where they become the actors them- 
Jtdvcs ! 

One of the circumstances, the thought of which most stronglv incited the pas¬ 

sions of the English, was the application of the torture. This, however, accord¬ 

ing to the Civil Law, was an established and regular part of judicial inquiry. In 

all the kingdoms of continental Europe, and Holland among the rest, the torture 

was a common method of extorting evidence from supposed criminals, and would 

have been applied by the Dutch judges to their own countrymen. As both the 

Japanese, who were accused of being accessaries to the imputed crime, and the 

Englishmen themselves, made confession of guilt under the torture, tills, how¬ 

ever absurd and inhuman the law, constituted legal evidence in the code of the 

Dutch, as well as in the codes of all the other continental nations of Europe. 

By this, added to other articles of evidence w-hich would have been insufficient 

without it, proof was held to be completed ; and death, in all capital cases, au¬ 

thorized and required. This was ancient and established law ; and os there are 

scarcely any courses of oppression to which Englishmen cannot submit, and 

which they will not justify and applaud, provided only it has ancient and estab¬ 

lished law for its support, they ought, of all nations, to have been the most 

ready to find an excuse and apology for the Duicli.* From the first moment of 

* ^le Enfili6ht 1,841 not 1*en *® long Grangers to the torture themselves, that it needed to 
excite in their blasts any emotions of astonishment. “ The reck itself,- says Himw Id his History 

of Elizabeth, v. +o?T «though not admitted in the ordinary execution of justice, was frequently 

u upon any suspicion, by authority of a warrant from a secretary or the Pmy Council. Even 

the Council in the Marches of Wales were empowered, by their very commission, to make use of 

torture whenever they thought proper. Tlure cannot be a stronger proof how lightly the rack 

was employed, than the following story, told by L,nl Bacon. We shell give it in his own words: 

“ tiu“n W8» tnightily incensed against Haywarde, on account of a book ho dedicated to Lord 

Essex, thinking it a seditious prelude to put into the people's head boldness and faction. 

r “ ** ^ ShCJMUd’ 6,16 “ « I**- 2 there 
vrif r ’ md me ‘ 1 C°U d “0t 6nd *** in lt> «Ight be drawn within 

X* p 
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Boos I. acting upon the treaty, tin* Dutch had laid it down, as a principle, that, at alt the 

places where they had erected fortifications the English should be subject to the 

Dutch laws; and though the English liarl remonstrated, they had yet complied. 

It was in vain that the English President and Council at Java, on hearing of 

the massacre as they called it, remonstrated in the most indignant terms; and 

even intimated their design of withdrawing from the island. In their repre¬ 

sentations to l lie Court of Directors at home, they declared, whnt might have been 

seen from the beginning, tiyit it was impossible to trade on a combination of 

interests with the Dutch; anti that, as negotiation had been found unavailing, 

nothing but a force In tbe islands, equal to that of their rivals, could ensure to 

their countrymen a share of the trade. 

lutein En» When the news of the execution at Atnboyna arrived in England, the [teople, 

fxtuk L whoso minds had been already inflamed against the Dutch, by continual reports 

of injustice to their countrymen, were thrown into the most violent combus¬ 

tion. The Court of Directors exerted themselves to feed tlie popular fury. 

They had a most hideous picture prepared, in which their countrymen were re¬ 

presented, with all the most shocking expressions of horror and agony in their 

countenance and attitudes, and all the most frightful instruments of torture ap¬ 

plied to their bodies, expiring upon the rack. The press teemed with publico- 

the case of treason Arotlier time when the Queen could not be persuaded that It vras 

his writing whose name was to it* biu that it had same more mischievous author, ahe *eid, with 

great indignation, that die would have him racked to produce his author.9*,,.* Thus* 

continues Hume, L' bad it not been For Bacon’s humanity,, or rather hie wit* this author, a man 

of letters tiad been pul to the rack for a most innocent performance."—The truth is, that the 

Company themselves, at thi# very time, were m the regular habit of perpetrating tortures upon 

their own countrymen^ and even their own servants—of torturing to death by whips or Famine. 

Captain ifomiltoQ (New Account uf the East Indies, i. $G%) hiforms us, that before they were in* 

trusted with the powers of martial law, having no power to puiutsli capitally any but pirates, they 

made it rt rule to whip to death, or starve to death, those of whom they wished to get rid. He 

produces jlh, 3761) an instance of a deserter at Fort St. George, " wliipt, ,+te lie expresses it, " out 

of this world into the next/ The power too* of executing as Tor piracy, the ioivu1 author 

complains, was made use of to muster many private traders. " That power (he says, lb. 38l£,) 

of executing pirates tf so Btrangeiy stretched* tliai if any private trader is injured by the tricks of 

a Governor, and ran find no redress—if the injured person h so bold an to talk offer i&Uvnh* be is 

infallibly declared a pirate." Hu gives an account of an attempt of an agent of the Company, 

and a creature of the Governor of Fort George, tq swear away his life by perjury at Siam, 

(Ik \i 18k) —These parallels are presented, not tor the sake qf ch aring tbe one party at the 

expense of the other; but, by showing tMngi as they were, to give the world at last po^aiou of 

the real state of tlie case. 
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tions which [minted in the blackest colours the horrid scene nt Amboyna. And Cb*f. II. 

to such nt degree of rage were the populace excited, that the Dutch merchants ->-J 

in tendon became justly alarmed, and applied to the Privy Council for protec¬ 

tion. They complained of the inflammatory publications ; and particularly of 

the picture, which, being exposed to the people, had contributed to work them 

up to the most desperate resolutions. The Council called the Directors before 

them to answer these complaints. Denying that they had any concern with the 

publications, they acknowledged that the picture was produced by their order, 

and was intended by them to lie preserved in their house as a perpetual memo¬ 

rial of the cruelty and treachery of the Dutch. The Directors were aware that 

the popular tide had reached the table of the council room, and that they had 

nothing to apprehend from confessing how fur they had been instrumental in 
raising the waters* 

Application was made to the King, to obtain signal reparation from the Dutch Owdiactofu* 

government, for so great a national insult and calamity. The whole nation was 

too violently agitated to leave any suspicion that the application could be neg¬ 

lected. A commission of inquiry w as formed of the King's principal servants, 

who reported in terms confirming the general belief and indignation; and re- 

commended an order, which was immediately issued, for intercepting and detain¬ 

ing the Dutch East India fleets, till satisfaction was obtained. With great 

gravity the Dutch government returned for answ er ; that they would send orders 

to their Governor General in the Indies to permit the English to retire from the 

Dutch settlements without paying any duties t that alt disputes should be refer¬ 

red to the Council of Defence! that the English might build forts for the pro¬ 

tection of their trade, provided they were at the distance of thirty miles from any 

lort of the Dutch, that the " administration, however, of politic go vein merit, 

and particular jurisdiction, both civil and criminal, at all such places us owe 

acknowledgment to the Dutch,” should remain w holly in their hands; and that 

to the Dutch belonged the exclusive right to the Moluccas, Bandas, and 
Amboyna.f 

This wo? an undisguised assumption of all the rights for which their subjects 

were contending in India, It Is remarkable enough that the English East India 

Company, who were highly dissatisfied with the other parts of tins answer, de- 

idared their acceptance of the first article, which permitted their servants lo 

* East India Papers in the State Paper Office. Bruce, i. 256. 

F 2 
t Brace, i, 253. 
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Boor L retire from the Dutch settlements. And here, for the present, the matter 

rested. 

In 1621, the Company applied, by petition to the King, for authority to punish 

wtfui-ted wth servants abroad, by martial, as well as municipal law. It appears not that 
ilw citrciic of ~ ... * 
mcLFtiai in^ any difficulty was experienced itt obtaining their ; or that any par 11 amen- 

taiy proceeding, for transferring unlimited powers over the lives and fortunes oi 

the citizens, was deemed even a necessary ceremony. This ought to be regarded 

as an era in the history of the Company. * 

In the year 1624-5, the Company’s voyage to India consisted of five ships ; 

but of the amount of the capital with which they were supplied, no account, it 

should seem, remains. In 1625-26, it consisted of six ships; other circumstances 

equally unknown. In 16S6-S7, it amounted to seven ships; farther information 

wanting os before.f In this year we gain the knowledge, collaterally, of one of 

those important facts, in the Company's history, which it has Ijccti their sedulous 

care to preserve concealed, except when some interest, as new, was to be served 

by the disclosure. Sir Robert Shirley, who had been ambassador at the court 

of Persia, made application to the King and Council to order the East India 

Company to pay him 2,000/. as a compensation for his exertions and services in 

procuring them a trade with Persia. The Company, beside denying the pre¬ 

tended services, urged their inability to pay; stating that they had been obliged 

to contract so laige a debt as 200,000/.; and that their stock had fallen to 20 

per cent- discount, shares of 100/. soiling for no more than 80/. $ 

The Company's Persian trade was not prosperous, under the caprice and ex¬ 

tortions of the Persian magistrates. At Java their agents, tired out with the 

mortifications anti disasters to w hich they were exposed from the Dutch, retired 

to (he island of I^agutidy, in the Straits of Sundn; having abandoned both 

Bantam and Japatra* at which the Dutch had now established their principal 

seat of government, and called it Batavia. 'This conduct was rush and impru¬ 

dent; for the island wax found to be so unhealthy that, in less than a year, they 

wished to return. So great was their distress that, at of 250 individuals, 120 

were sick; and they had not a sufficient crew to dispatch a single ship to any of 

the English factories. In these circumstances the Dutch lent them assistance, 

and brought them back to Batavia. £ On the coast of Coromandel some feeble 

* Brace, i- 232. t lb, 252, 265, 271. 

t East India Papers ia the State Paper Office. Bruce, i. 272. f Bruce, i. 262, 2G4, 269, 
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efforts were continued. The Corujwny had established factories at Mosul] patam Chap. II. 

and Pullicat; but the rivalohip of the Dutch pursued them, and obliged them v"—^ 

to relinquish Pullicat. In 1621-5, they projected an establishment in the king¬ 

dom of Tanjore, hut were opposed by a new rival, the Danes. At Armogum, 

however, at some distance south from NelVjre, they purchased, in the succeed¬ 

ing year, a piece of ground from the chief of the district; erected and fortified 

a factory *, and, suffering at Masulipatjun oppression from the native government, 

they withdrew the factory in 162 ft, and transferred it to Armegum.* 

Shortly after the first application to James on account of the injury at Am- ficpuntkw 

boyna, that monarch died. In 1C27-H, the application was renewed to Charles; i^«"r lN 

atid three laige Dutch India men from Sural, which put into Portsmouth, were *■*“*"*' 

detained. The Company, watching the decline of the Ring's authority, and the 

growing power of the House of Commons, were not satisfied with an applica¬ 

tion to the throne, but in the following year presented, for the first time, a 

memorial to the Commons, They represented that, by their failure in the spice 

trade, and the difficulties they experienced in opening a trade for wove goods 

on the coast p£ Coromandel, they were nearly driven from all their factories. 

They assigned as causes, partly the opposition of the native powers, but chiefly 

the hostility of the Dutch. The narrowness of their own funds, and their un¬ 

skilful management by the negligent Directors of a joint-stock, far more power- 

fid causes, they overlooked or suppressed. They set forth, however, the merits 

of the Company, as towards the nation, in terms exactly resembling those 

which continue to lie repeated to the present day: they employed many sea¬ 

men : they exported much goods! As if the capital they employed would have 

remained idle; as if it would not have maintained seamen, and exported goods, 

if such were its most profitable em|doyment, had the East India Company, or East 

India t raffic, never existed .f 

The detention of the ships, and the zeal with which the subject seemed now 

to be taken up in England, produced explanation and remonstrance on the part 

of the Dutch; That they had appointed judges to take cognizance of the pro¬ 

ceedings at Amlxwna, even before the parties had returned from Europe: That 

delay had arisen from the situation of the judges on whom other services de¬ 

volved, and from the time necessary to translate documents in a foreign tongue r 

That the detention of tire ships, the property of private individuals altogether 

* Bnice, i. 26b 269, 290. 

t h* I- 276, 27j, 282. Anderson in Mutplwrions Annals, ii. 3(1. 
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Book 1. unconcerned with the transaction, might bring unmerited ruin on them, but 

' ' could not accelerate the proceedings of the judges; on the other hand, by 

creating national indignation, it would only tend to unfit them for a sober and 

impartial inquiry; That were the dispute unfortunately to issue in a '.ear, how¬ 

ever the English in Eurojje might detain the fleets of the Dutch, the English 

Company must suffer in India far greater evils tlmn those of which they were 

now seeking for redress. At last, on a proposal that the States should send to 

England commissioners of iuquiiy, and a promise that justice should lx? speedily 

rendered, the ships were released. It was afterwards recommended by the 

ministry, that the East India Company should send over witnesses to Holland to 

afford evidence lwfore the Dutch tribunal; hut to this the Company objected, 

and satisfaction was still deferred.* 

*11 Company provided only two ships and a pinnace for the out¬ 

ward voyage. They deemed it necessary to assign reasons for this diminution ; 

dreading the inferences which might thence be drawn. They had many ships 

in India which, from the obstructions of the Dutch, and the state of their funds, 

had been unable to return; The stock would Ire large, though the number of 

ships was small; 60,000/. or 70,000/. in money and goods; And they hoped to 

bring home, richly laden, all their ships the following year. In 1628-29, five ship 

were sent out; two for the trade with India, and three for that with Persia; 

and though no account is preserved of the stock with which they were supplied, 

a petition to the King remains for leave to export 60,000/. In gold and silver in 

the slups destined to Persia. In the succeeding year four ships were sent to 

Persia, and none to India. Of the stock which they carried with them no ac¬ 

count is preserved, f 

As the sums in gold and silver, which the Company had for several years 

found it necessary to export, exceeded the limits to which they were confined 

hv the terms of their charter, they had proceeded annually upon a petition to 

the King, and a special permission. It was now, however, deemed advisealde 

to apply tor a general license, so large as would comprehend the greatest amount 

w hich any occasion they contemplated would render it necessary to send. The 

sum for which they solicited this permission was 80,000/. in silver, and 40.000/, 

in gold; and they recommended, as the best mode of authenticating the privilege, 

that it should be incorporated in a fresh renewal of their charter; which was 

accordingly bestowed, f 

Bruce, i. 'i8S, 28T, t lb* i- 278, 203. J lb. 203. 
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Notwithstanding the terms on which the English stood with the Dutch, they C»af. H. 

were allowed to re-estnhikh their factory at Bantam after the Mure of the at- v-v-' 

tempt at Lnguody: a war in which the Dutch were involved with some of the l63<> 

native princes of the island lessened, perha]^ their disposition or tlieir power 

to oppose their European rivals. As Bantam was now a station of inferior im¬ 

portance to Surat, the government of Bantu in was reduced to an agency, de¬ 

pendent upon die Presidency of Surat, which became the chief scat of the 

Company's government in India. Among the complaints against the Dutch, it 

was one ol the heaviest, that they sold Eurojwan goods cheaper, and bought 

Indian goods dearer, at Surat, than the English ; who wen* thus extruded from 

the market To sell cheaper ami buy dearer is competition, the soul of trade, 

[J the Dutch sold so cheap anti bought so dear, as Lu be losers, all was 

wanting on the part of the English was a little patience. The fart, however, 

was, that the Dutch, tratling on a larger capital mid with more economy, were 

perfectly able to outbid the English both in purchase and sale. The English 

at Surat had to sustain at this time not only the commercial rival-chip 0f the 

Dutch but also a powerful eflbrt of the Portuguese to regain their influence in 

that j»art of the East, The Viceroy at Goo had in April, 16SQ, received a re- 

mforccrnent from Europe of nine ships and 2,000 soldiers, and projected the 

recovery of Ortnus. Some negotiation to obtain the exclusive trade of Surat 

w as tried in vain with the Mogul Governor; and in September an English fleet 

of five ships endeavoured to enter the port of Swally. A sharp, though not a 

decisive, action was fought. The English had the advantage ■ and, after sustain¬ 

ing several subsequent skirmishes, and one great effort to destroy their fleet by 

fire, succeeded in landing their cargoes.* 

’ Bruce, i. 256, SO*, 300, 302, 
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CHAP. III. 

From (he Formation of the third Joint-stock) in 1632, till the Coalition of 

the Company with the Merchant Adventurers in 1657. 

Book L 

16&5. 
Third joial- 
Viodf* 

In 1631-32, * subscription was ojiened for a third joint-stock. This amounted 

to 420,700/.# Still we are left in darkness with regard to some important dr* 

cum stances. We know not in what degree the capital which had beet) placed 

in the hands of the Directors by former subscriptions had 1>een repaid; not even 

so much as whether any part of it had been repaid, though the Directors were 

now without money to cany on the trade. 

With the funds which the new subscription supplied, seven ships wen? fitted 

out in the same season; but of the money or goods embarked in tins voyage no 

account remains. In the following year, 1633-34, the fleet consisted of five 

ships, the amount of the capital or cargoes in like manner unknown. In 1634-35, 

it amounted to no more than three ships, the money or goods unstated as 

before.f 

During this period, however, some progress was made in extending the con¬ 

nexions of the Company with the eastern coast of Hindustan. It H as thought 

adviseahle to replace the factory at Masulipatam not Jong after it had been re¬ 

moved ) and certain privileges, which afforded protection from former grievances* 

were obtained from the King of Golconda, the sovereign of the place. Permis¬ 

sion was given by the Mogul Emperor to trade to Pipley in Orissa; and a 

factor was sent to it from Masulipatam. For the more commodious government 

of these stations. Bantam was again raised to the rank of a Presidency, and 

the eastern coast was placed under its jurisdiction. Under the hopeless prospect 

of contending with the Dutch for the trade of the islands, the Company had, 

for some time, dispatched their principal fleets to Surat) ami the trade with this 

part of India and with Persia now chiefly engaged their attention. From ser¬ 

vants at a vast distance, and the servants of a great and negligent master, the 

best service could not be easily procured. For this discovery the Directors were 

* Paper* in the Indian Register Office. Sir Jeremy Sambrooke's Report on the East India 
Trade. Bruce, L 306- t Brice, t. SOS, 320, 323. 
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indebted, not to any sagacity of their own, but to a bus understanding among Chat. hi. 

the agents themselves: Who, betraying one another, acknowledged that they had '-— 

neglected the affairs oF their employers to attend to their own; and, while they 

pursued with avidity a private tmdc for their private benefit, had abandoned 

that of the Company to every kind of disorder.* 

As pepper was a product of the Moinliar coast, a share in the trade of that 

commodity was now aimed at, through a channel, which the Dutch would tint be 

able to obstruct : There was concluded, between the English and Portuguese. 

In 1634-35, and confirmed with additional articles the following year, a treaty, 

according to which it was ordained that the English should have free access to 

the ports of the Portuguese, and the Portuguese should be treated as friends by 
the English factories, f 

1 he Company resembled other unskilful, a ad for that reason un prosperous, 

traders, in this; that they always had competitors, of' oae description or another, 

to whose proceedings they ascribed their own want of success. For several 

years tliey had spoken with loud condemnation of the clandestine Unde carried 

on by their own servants : whose profits, they said, exceeded their own. Their 

alarms, too, with regard to their exclusive privilege, liad for some time been 

sounded : and would have been sounded much louder, but for the ascendancy 

which the sentiments of liberty {the contentions Intween Charles and his parlk- 

inent were already high) had gained in the nation, and the probability that 

their monopoly would escape the general wreck with which institutions at 

variance with the spirit of liberty were threatened, only if its pretensions were 

prudently kept in the shade. The controversy, whether monopolies, and among 

Olliers that of the Company, were not injurious to the wealth and prosperity of 

the nation, had already been agitated through the press: hut though the Com¬ 

pany had entered iwldly enough into the lists of argument, tliey deemed it their 

w isest course, at die present conjuncture, not to exrite the public attention by 

any invidious opposition to the infringements which private adventure was now 
pretty frequently committing on their exclusive trade. 

An event at last occurred which appeared to involve unusual danger A Cosmfnl a*. 

number of persons, with Sir William Courten at their head, whom the new ar- wo***0"- 

rangements with the Portuguese excited to hopes of extraordinaiy gain, had 

the art, or the good fortune, to engage in their schemes one Endymion 

Porter, Esq., a gentleman of the bedchamber to the King, who prevailed upon 

• Bruce h 306, 320, 324, 327. 
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Book L the sovereign himself to accept of a share jn the adventure, and to grant his 

license lor a new association to trade with India, The preamble to the grant 

declared that it was founded upon the misconduct of the East India Company, 

who had accomplished nothing for the good of the nation in proportion to the 

great privileges they hud obtained, or even the funds of which they hod dis¬ 

posed, This was not only true, but, it is highly probable, was the general 

opinion of the nation; as nothing leas seems to have been necessary to ern I widen 

the King to such a violation of their charter, Allowing that instrument to 

have l»een contrary to the interests of the nation, it was not productive of con- 

sequences so ruinous, but that the stipulated notice of three years might have 

been given, and a legal end put to the monopoly. The Company petitioned the 

King, but without success. They sent instructions, however, to their agents 

and factors in India to op[>osc the interlopers, at least indirectly. After a little 

time an inddent occurred of which they endeavoured to avail themselves to the 

utmost. One of their ships from Surat reported that a vessel of Courten’s had 

seirped two junks belonging to Surat and Diu, had plundered them, and put the 

crews to the torture. The latter port at least of the story was, in all probability, 

false; but the Directors believed, or affected to believe, the whole. The conse¬ 

quences of the outrage were, that the English President and Council at Surat 

hod been imprisoned, and the property of the factory confiscated to answer for 

the loss. A memorial was presented to the King, setting forth, in the strongest 

terms, the injuries which the Company sustained by the license to Courteds As¬ 

sociation, and the ruin which threatened them unless it were withdrawn. The 

Privy Council, to whom the memorial was referred, treated the facts alleged 

as little better than fabrication, and suspended the investigation till Courten’s 
ships should return.* 

'Hie arrival of Courten's ships at Surat seems to have thrown the factory into 

an extraordinary state of confusion. It is stated as the cause of a complete 

suspension of trade on the part of the Company, for the season, at that princi¬ 

pal seat of tlwir commercial operations.f The inability early and constantly 

displayed by the Company to sustain even the slightest competition is apt to ex¬ 

cite a suspicion, in those who distrust the voice of interested praise, that the 
system labours under inherent infirmities. 

In 1637-311, several of Courten’s ships returned, and brought home large in¬ 

vestments, which sold with an ample profit to the adventurers. The (ears and 

Bruce, i. 329, S3?. t lb. 342. 
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jealousies of the Company were now raised to the greatest height. They pft* Ch 

seated to the crown a petition for protection; placing their chief reliance, it 

should seem, in the lamentable picture of their own distresses. Their re¬ 

monstrances were, however, disregarded i for a new grant was issued to Cour- 

ten s Association, continuing their privileges for five years : and appointing, os a 

houndary between them and the Company, that neither shouid they trade at 

those places where the Company had factories, nor the Company at the places 

where Courten’s Association might form their establishments.* 

The Directors were thrown into dejection ; and, as if they abandoned alt other 

efforts for sustaining their affairs, betook themselves to complaint and petition,f 

They renewed their addresses to the throne : They dwelt upon the calamities 

which had been brought upon them by competition; first, that of the Dutch, 

next that of Courten’s Association : They endeavoured to pique the honour of 

the King, by remarking that the redress which he had demanded from the 

States General had not been received ; And they desired to be at least distinctly 

informed ’''hat line of conduct in regard to their rivals they were required! to 

pursue. The affairs of the King were now at a low ebb; which may account 

in part for tire tone which the Company assumed with him. They were heard 

before the Privy Council, of which a committee was formed to inquire into 

their complaints. This committee had instructions to direct their attention, 

among other points, to the means of obtaining reparation from the Dutch, and 

the measure of a union between the Company and Courten's Association. One 

thing is remarkable; because it shows that, in the opinion of the Privy Council 

of that day, the mode of trading to India by a joint-stock Company was not 

good : The committee wore expressly instructed, « to form regulations for this 

trade, which might satisfy the noblemen and gentlemen who were adventurers 

in it; and to vary the principle on which the India trade had been conducted, 

or that of a general joint-stock, in such a manner as to enable each* adventurer 

to employ his stock to lus own advantage, to have the trade under similar regn- 

lalions with those observed by the Turkey and other English Companies " j: 

The committee of the Privy Council seem to have given themselves but little 

concern about the trust with which they were invested. No report from them 

ever appeared. The Company continued indefatigable in pressing the King by 

petitions and remonstrances. At last they affirmed the necessity of abandoning 

the trade altogether, if the protection for which they prayed was withheld. 

* Bruce, >. 8*5, 3*9. f lb, 549, S3Q, 353. * lb. S53. 3** 
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Boor 1. Tlieir importunity prevailed. On die condition! that they should raise a new joint* 

j&io J s*oc^f to carr>' an *^e tTade on a sufficient scale, it was agreed that Courtcn’s 
license should be withdrawn* 

c"qm ofol occas*(>Tl wtr> 816 made acquainted incidentally with an important fact i 
retilfioj mid that the Proprietors of the thud joint-stock had made frequent hut unavailing calls 

kniiM nf pro- thd Directors to close that concern, and bring home what belonged to it in 

f ^ e t*1U3 ^6*irn, fur the first time, that there were occasions on which 

ehwt**. payment was demanded of the capital of those separate funds, called the joint- 

stocks of the Company, In these circumstances it was a difficult question, to 

whom the immoveable property of the Company belonged. It had lieen acquired, 

both in houses and lands, both in India and England, by parts, indiscriminately, of 

nil the joint-stocks. Amid the confusion which [lervaded all parts of the Com¬ 

pany’s affairs, this was a question which yet hod not begun to be agitated : as 

an encouragement, however, to subscribe to the new joint-stock, it was laid down 

as a condition, “ That to prevent inconvenience and confusion, the old Company 

or adventurers in the third joint-stock should have sufficient time allowed for 

bringing home their property, and should send no more stock to India, after the 

month of May.”1 f It would thus appear, that of their share in the dead stock, 
as it is technically called, the Proprietors of the third joint-stock and by the 

same rule ot all preceding stocks with whose money it was purchased were, 

without any scruple, to he deprived. There was another condition, to which 

inferences uf some importance may be attached; that the subscribers to the 

new stock should themselves, in a general court, elect the Directors to whom 

the management o! the fund should be committed, and should renew that election 

annually. £ As this was n new Court of Directors, entirely belonging to the 

fourth joint-stock, it seems to follow that the Directors in whose bunds, the third 

joint-stock had been placed, must still have remained in office, for the winding 

up ot that concern. And thus were there, to alt intents and purposes, two East 

India Companies, two separate bodies of Proprietors, and two separate Courts of 
Directors, under one charter. 

tjuarth jaim- So tow, however, was the credit of East India adventure, under the bad suc¬ 

cess of joint-stock management, now reduced, that the project of a new iml*. 

seviption almost totally failed- Only the small sum of 32,500/. was raised, 

• Bruce, 5. 355, 361, 352. f lb. 363, 

£ Preomitle to u^iibscriptloti for a new joint -stock for trade to the East Indies, 06lh January, 
J640, (East India Papers in the Stale Pape? Office), Bruce, i, set, 
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Upon tliis a memorial was presented to the King, but in the name ui' whom it Craf. Ill, 

does not ajipear; whether of the new subscribers* nr the old t whether of the 

Court of Directors belonging to the old joint-stock, or of a Court of Directors 

chosen for the new. It set forth a number of unhappy circurustances, to which 

was ascribed the distrust width now attended joint-stock adventures to India; 

and it intimated, but in very general terms, the necessity of encouragement, to 

save that branch of commerce front total destruction. 

In the mean time a heavy calamity fell upou the Proprietors of the third Tl» King 

joint-stock- The King resolved to draw the sword for terminating the disputes rrmpuiyN 

between him ami ilia people; and finding himself destitute of money, fixed his 

eyes, os on the most convenient mass of property within liis reach, on the moga- 

sines of the East India Company. A price being named, whidi was probably 

a lilgh one, he bought upon credit the whole of tlieir pepper, and sold it again 

at a lower price for ready money* Bonds, four in number, one of which was 

promised to be paid; every six months, were given by tile fanners of the customs 

and Lord Cottbgtun for the amount; of wMdt only a small portion seems ever 

to have lieeti paid. On a pressing application, aliout the beginning of tire year 

1G42, it was eluted, that 13,000/. hail liecn allowed them out of the duties 

they owed; the remainder the farmers declared it to be out of' their |tower to 

advance, A prayer was presented tliat the customs now due by them, amounting 

to 12,QUO/, might be applied in liquidation of the debt; but for this they were 

afterwards pressed by the parliament. The King exerted himself to protect the 

parties who stood res|>omifjlc for hiiu ; and what the Company were obliged to 

pay to the parliament, or what they succeeded in getting from the King or ids 

sureties, no where appears, f 

Aliout the period of this abortive attempt to form a new joint-stock, a settle- A scLtlemunt 

ment was first effected at Madras: the only station us yet chosen, which was |j^* M*" 

destined to make a figure in the future history of the Company. The desire of 

a place of strength on the coast of Coromandel, as a security both to the pro¬ 

perty of the Company and the persons of their agents, had suggested, some 

years ago, the fortification of Artnegum. On experience, Annegum was not found 

a convenient station for providing the piece goods, \ lor which chiefly the trade 

* See Bruce, i. 371. Die quantity was, 607,522 bags, bought at 21. Id. per pmnd. total 

63,283h lit. Jr/.; sold at It. Sd. per pound; total 50,626/. JTj. ]tf. 

i Bruce, i 379, 360. 
X PittegwtU it the term which, latterly nt least, has been chiefly employed by die Company 

and their agents to denote tbe muslins and wove goods of India and China in general. 
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Book I. to the coast of Coromandel was pursued, In 1740-41, the permission of the 

* local chief to erect a fort at Madraspatam was, therefore, eagerly embraced. 

The works were begun, and the place named Fort St. George; but the measure 

was not approved by the Directors,* 

Effort* w ®b- Meanwhile the trade was languishing, for want of funds, The agents abroad 

tun sutecn- {4 supply, by borrowing, the failure of receipts from home, f 

An effort was made in 1642-43 to aid the weakness of the fourth joint-stock 

by a new subscription. The sum produced was 105,000/.; but whether includ¬ 

ing or not including die previous subscription does not appear. This was 

deemed no more than what was requisite for a single voyage: of which the Com¬ 

pany thought the real circumstances might be concealed under a new name. 

They called it, the First Central Voyage. % Of the amount, however, of 

the ships, or the distribution of the funds, there is nothing on record. For 

several years, from this dale, no account whatever is preserved of the annual 

equipments of the Company. It would appear from instructions to the agents 

abroad, that, each year, funds had been supplied ; but from what source is alto¬ 

gether unknown. The instructions sufficiently indicate that tliey were small i 

and for this the unsettled state of the country', and the distrust of Indian adven¬ 

ture, will sufficiently account. 

In 1644, the Dutch followed the example of the English in forming a con¬ 

vention with the Portuguese at Goa. Though it is not pretended that in this 

any partiality was shown to the Dutch, or any privilege granted to them which 

was withheld from the English, the Company found themselves as usual unable to 

sustain competition, and complained of this convention as an additional source 

of misfortune. § 

In 1647-48, when the power of the parliament was supreme, and the King a 

prisoner in the Iste of Wight, a new subscription was set on foot, and a pretty 

obvious policy was pursued. Endeavours were used to get as many as possible 

of that Ruling Body to subscribe. If the members of the ruling body had a per¬ 

sonal interest in the gains of the Company, its privileges would not fail to be 

both protected and enlarged. Accordingly, an advertisement, which fixed the 

time beyond which ordinary subscribers would not be received, added, that, in 

deference to members of parliament, a further period would be allowed to them, 

to consider the subject, and make their subscriptions, jj 

• Bruce, i. S77, 393. f lb. 3&5. % lb. SS9, 390. 

# lb. 407, 412, 423. I lb. 423, 
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It appears not that any success attended this effort; and in 1649-50, the Chav. hi. 

project of completing- the fourth joint-stock was renewed, partly as a foundation 

for an application to the Council of State, partly in ho]»ea that the favours ex¬ 

pected from the Council would induce the public to subscribe* 

In the memorial, presented on this occasion to the titling powers, CourtcnV 

Association was the prind[«d subject of complaint. The consent of the King, in 

1639, to withdraw the license granted to those rivals, had not been carried into 

effect; nor hail the condition on which it had (wen accorded, that of raising a re¬ 

spect able joint-stock, been fulfilled. The destruction, however, to which the Asso¬ 

ciation of Court™ thus saw themselves condemned, deprived them of the spirit 

of enterprise: with the spirit of enterprise, the spirit of vigilance naturally 

winged its Right: their proceedings from the time of this condemnation had 

"isST 

UtUdll with 

CuElfTEE]*l As- 
ftbdaijun. 

been feeble and unsuccessful: but their existence was a grievance in the eyes of 

the Company; and an application w hich they had recently made for permission 

to form a settlement on the island of Assada, near Madagascar, kindled anew 

the Company s jealousies and fears. What the Council proposed to both parties 

was, an agreement. But the Assoda merchants, so Courten’s Association were 

now denominated, regarded joint-stock management with so much aversion, that, 

low as the condition to which they had fallen, they preferred a separate trade on 

their own funds to incorporation with the Company, f To prove, however, 

their desire of accommodation, they proposed certain terms, on which they would 

forego the advantage of the separate management of their own affairs. 

Objections were offered on the part of the Company ; but, after some discussion, 

a union was effected, nearly on the tonus which the Assada merchants proposed. \ 

Application was then made for an act to confirm and regulate the trade. The 

paiLiamcnt passed a resolution, directing it to be carried on by n joint-stock; 

but suspending for the present all further derision on the Company's affaire. $ 

A stock was formed, which from the union recently accomplished was denomi¬ 

nated the united joint-stock i but in what manner raised, or how great the sum, 

is not disclosed. All wc know for certain is that two ships were fitted out in this 

season, and that they carried bullion with them to the amount of 60,000/. || 

The extreme inconvenience and embarrassment, wliich arose from the manage¬ 

ment by the same agents, in the same trade, of a number of separate capitals, 

belonging to separate associations; the toil and vexation of keeping the receipt 

* Brace, L 434. 
| lb. 439, 440. 

t D>. 433, 436. 
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Hook I. and expenditure of each entirely distinct front the receipt and expenditure ot 

s — v * ^jj(» pqst, began now to make themselves seriously and Formidably felt. i rom 

mi‘ each of the presidencies complaints arrived of the difficulties, or rather the im¬ 

possibilities, which they were required to surmount; and it was urgently recom¬ 

mended to obtain, if it were practicable, an act of parliament to combine the 

whole of these separate stocks into one * Under tills confusion, we have hardly 

any information respecting the internal transactions of the Company at home. 

We know not so much as how the Courts of Directors were formed ; whether 

there was a (>ady of Directors for each separate fund, or only one body for the 

whole; and if only one court of Directors, whether they were chosen by the 

voices of the contributors to all the separate stocks, or the contributors to one only; 

whether, when a Court of Proprietors was held, the owners of ail the separate 

f„ntls met in one body, or the owners of each separate fund met by themselves 

for the regulation of their own particular concern, f 

Peculiar PriO- In 1651-52. the English obtained in Bengal tlie first of those peculiar privi- 

leges, which were the forerunners of their subsequent power. It happened, that 

lime in some surgeons were among the persons, Iielongiiig to the factories, whom there 

was occasion to send to the Imperial court. One of them, a gentleman of the 

name of Boughton, js imiticularly named. Obtaining great influence, by the cures 

which they effected, they employed their interest in promoting the views of the 

Company. Favourable circumstances were so well improved, that, on the pay- 

* ment of 8000 rupees, a government license for an unlimited trade with¬ 

out payment of customs, in the richest province of India, was happily ob¬ 

tained,! On tlie Coromandel coast, the wars, which then raged among the 

natives, rendered commerce difficult and uncertain; and the Directors were 

urged, by die agents at Madras, to add to the fortifications. This they refused, 

on the ground of expense. As it was inconvenient, however, to keep the busi¬ 

ness of this coast dependant on the distant settlement ot Bantam, Fort St. George 

was erected into a presidency in 1653-54, $ 

When the disputes began which ended in hostilities between Cromwell and the 

States General, the Company deemed it a fit opportunity to bring forward those 

* Bruce* L 441, 
f If we hrtLT of committees of the several siorks; the bodies of Directors were denominated 

commit!tiv*. And Lf there were committees of the several Mocks, how were they constituted ? 

were they committee* of Proprietors, or committees of Directors ? And were there aoy mana¬ 

gers or Director*besides? 

t Brace, i. m, 463- § Ik 454, 462, 4S4. 
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claims of theirs against the Dutch, which amid the distractions of the govern- Cjtaf. III. 

meat had kin dormant for several years. The war which succeeded, however * 

favourable to the British arms in Europe, was extremely dangerous, ami not a 

little injurious, to the feeble Company in India. On the apjtcorance of u Dutch 

fleet of eight large ships off Swally in I 653-54, the English trade at Surat was 

suspended. In the Gulf uf Persia, three of the Company’s ships were token, 

and one destroyed. Hie whole of the coasting trade of the English, consist¬ 

ing of (die interchange of goods from one of their stations to another, became* 

under the naval superiority of the Dutch, so hazardous os to lie almost sus- 

pended; ami at Bantam, near the principal scat of the Dutch power, traffic 

seems to have been rendered wholly impracticable.* 

As Cromwell soon reduced the Dutch to the necessity of desiring peace; and af Claims nr*n 

submitting to it on terms nearly such as he thought proper to dictate: a clauseDutc“* 

was inserted in the treaty concluded at Westminster in 1654, in which they 

engaged to eonfurm to w hate ver justice might prescribe in regard to the massa¬ 

cre at Amboyna. It was agreed to name four commissioners on each side, who 

should meet at London, and make an adjustment of the claims of the two na¬ 

tions. One remarkable, and by no means ill-advised condition, was, that if, 

within a sjiecified time, the appointed commissioners should be unable to come 

to an agreement, the differences in question should be submitted to the judg¬ 

ment and arbitration of the Protestant Swiss cantons.j- 

The Commissioners met on the 30th of August, 1654. The English Com¬ 

pany, who have never found themselves at a loss to make out heavy claims for 

compensation, whether it was their own or o foreign government with which 

they had to deal, stated the amount of their damages, ascertained by a series of 

accounts, from the year 1611 to the year 1652, at the vast sum of 2,695,99<K. 15s, 

The Dutch, however, seem to Jiavc been a match for them, even in the business 

of accounts. They too had their claims for compensation, ou account of joint 

expenses not paid, or injuries and losses occasioned ; which counter claims amounted 

to ajl&SfSU &J. 6(/. It is ImjHJssible to pronounce with accuracy on the 

justice, coin punitive or absolute, of these several demands. There is no doubt 

that both were excessively exaggerated. But Sr w'e consider, that, under the 

domineering ascendency which the Protector had acquired with regard to the 

Dutch, it was expedient for them to submit, and natural for the English to over¬ 

reach ; while we observe that the award, pronounced by the Commissioners, 

• Bnire, i. 45&, 482, 484, 4SS. 
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Petition 

Been I, allotted to the English no more than 85,000/., to be paid by two instalments, we 

l65+ s*ia^ not nnJf l*®01*’ distinct from national partiality, to persuade ns that 

tlie Dutch demands were at the greatest distance from justice ntid truth. All the 

satisfaction obtained for the massacre of Amboyita. even by the award of the 

same commissioners, was 3,615/, to be paid to the heirs or executors of those 

who hud suffered.* Folnrocra was given up to the English hut not worth the 
receiving, 

-oiiiiitjmiu. V*riow WcumnMS st™gty «™rk tlie sense, which appears to have licen 
sjiiagjfr- generally entertained, of the unprofitable nature of joint-stock. That particular 

body of proprietors, including the Assad* merchants, to whom the united joint- 

stock belonged, presented to the Council of State, in 1654, two separate peti¬ 

tions i in which they prayed that the East India Company should no longer pro- 

eeetl exclusively on the principle of a joint-stock trade, but that the outers of the 

separate funds should have authority to employ their own capital, servants, and 

shipping, in the way which they themselves should deem most to their own 

ad vantage,f The Directors, whose power and consequence were tlireatencd, 

shook with alarm. They hastened to present those pleas which are used as their 

best weapons of defence to the present day. Experience had proved the neces¬ 

sity-of a joint-stock; since the trade had been carried on by a joint-stock during 

forty years i Such competitions as those with the Portuguese and the Dutch 

could only be supported by the strength of a joint-stock: The wpiipmcnts ibr 

die India trade required a capital so large as a joint-stock alone could afford: 

The failure of Cottrten's experiment proved that voyages on any other principle 

could not sneered: The factories requisite for the Indian trade could be 

established only by a joint-stock, the East India Company having factories hi 

the dominions of no less than fourteen different sovereigns: The native princes 

required engagements to moke good the losses which they or their subjects 

might sustain at the hand of Englishmen; and to this a joint-stock company 
alone was competent. 

On these grounds they not only prayed that the trade by joint-stock should 

be exclusively continued; but, os it had iicen impracticable far some time to obtain 

sufficient subscriptions, that additional encouragement should be given by new 

Hcsscni tor. 

* Brace, L *31. 

t Tli* reason* on which they supported their request, as united in their petition, exhibit so jlm 

S view of the infirmities of jainl-stock iwinagement. as compered with that of individuals pur¬ 

suing ibeir own interests, that they are highly worthy of inspection ns a specimen of the talents and 

knowledge of the men by whom joint-stock was now opposed. See Bmcc, L 5J8. 
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privileges; anti, in particular, that assistance should lie granted, sufficient to CiiAr. III. 

enable them to recover anti retain the Spice Islands.* v-1 
ifiSii 

In their reply, the body of jietitioners, who were now distinguished by BwtMn 

the name of Merchant Adventurers, chiefly dwelt upon the signal wont of sue- 

cess, which hud attended the trade to India, during forty years of joint-stock 

management. They asserted, that private direction and separate voyages would 

have been far more profitable; as the prosperity of those open Companies, the 

Turkey, Muscovy, and Eastland Companies, sufficiently evinced. They ri«mwd 

a right, by agreement, to a share in the factories and privileges of the Com¬ 

pany in India; and stated that they were fitting out fourteen ships for the 

trade.f They might have still further represented, that every one of the argu¬ 

ments advanced by the Directors, without even a single exception, was a mere 

assumption of the thing to be proved. That the trade had, during forty years, 

or four hundred years, been carried on by a joint-stock, proved not that, by 

a different mode of carrying on, it would not have yielded much greater advantage: 

if the trade had been in the highest degree unprosperous, it rather proved that 

the management had been proportionally defective. The Directors, who with 

their joint-stock had so ill supported competition, asserted that for this pur¬ 

pose private adventure would altogether fail; though Courten’s Association 

had threatened to drive them out of every market in which they liad appeared; 

and though they' themselves had repeatedly and solemnly declared to govern¬ 

ment that, unless the license to Courten were withdrawn, the ruin of the East 

India Company was sure. With regard to mercantile competition, at any rate, 

the skill and vigilance of individuals transacting for their own interest was 

sure to be a more powerful instrument than the imbecility and negligence of 

joint-stock management: and as to warlike competition, a few ships of war, 

with a few companies of marines, employed by the government, would have 

yielded for more security than all the efforts which a feeble joint-stock could 

make. The failure of Courten* Association was sufficiently accounted for by 

the operation of particular causes, altogether distinct from the general circum¬ 

stances of the trade; the situation, in foct, in which the jealousy and influence of 

the Company had placed them. The establishment of factories, was by no 

so necessary as the Company ignorantly supposed, and interestedly strove to 

jiennmde; as they shortly after found to their cost, when they were glad to re- 

due© the greater number. Where factories were really useful, it would be for 

t lb, i-*9*. . 
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Book I. the interest of all the trailers to support them. And nil would join in an object 

'—v-—' of common utility in India, as they joined in every other quarter of the globe. 

1*55* As to the native princes, there was no such difficulty as the Company pretended; 

nor would individual merchants have been less successful than the directors of u 

joint-stock, in finding the means of prosecuting the trade. 

These contending pretensions were referred to a committee of the Council of 

State; and they, without coming to a decision, remitted the subject to the Protec¬ 

tor and Council, as too difficult and important for the judgment of any inferior 

tribunal* 
Disputes Nothing could exceed the confusion which, from the clashing interests of the 

owners of the separate stocks, now raged in the Company’s affairs. There were 

no less than three parties, who set up chums to the bland of Polaroon, and to 

the compensation money which had been obtained from the Dutch: The 

respective proprietors of the third, fourth, and united joint-stocks. The pro¬ 

prietors of the third joint-stock claimed the whole, as the fourth joint-stock 

and the united stock were not in existence at the time when the debt obtained 

from the Dutch was incurred; and they prayed that the money might be 

Ipdgwt in safe and responsible hands, till government should determine the 

question. The owners of the two other stocks demanded that the money should 

be divided into three equal shares for the three several stocks, and that they 

should all have equal rights to the bland of Polaroon. 

Five arbitrators, to whom the dispute was referred, were chosen by the Council 

of State. In the mean lime Cromwell proposed to borrow the 85.000/. which 

hod been paid by the Dutch, and could not be employed till judgment deter¬ 

mined to whom it belonged. 

The Directors, however, had expected the fingering of the money, and they 

advanced reasons why it should be immediately placed in their hands. The 

pecuniary distresses of the Company were great: The different stocks were 

50,000/. in debt; and many of the proprietors were in difficult circumstances: 

From gratitude to tlie Protector, however, they would moke exertions to sjtare 

him 50,000/. to l)e repaid in eighteen months by instalments, provided the re¬ 

mainder 35,000/. were immediately assigned them, to pay their most pressing 

debts, and make a dividend to the Proprietors.f It thus appears, that these Direc¬ 

tors wanted to forestall the derision of the question; and to distribute the money 

at their own pleasure, before it was known to whom it belonged. At the same 

* Bruce, i. 503. t lb. 503, 5(4. 
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time it is matter of curious uncertainty who these Directors were, whom they Ctnir, UI, 

represented, by what set or sets of Proprietors they won? chosen, or to whom they 

wore responsible. 

While this dispute was ret undecided,the Merchant Adventurers, or Proprietors 'Jim Dutch 

of the united srtock* obtained a commission from the Protector to fit out tour rititJ at ih* 

ships for the Indian trade, under the management of a committee,* We are H 

upon this occasion made acquainted with a very interesting fact. The news of 

this event being carried to Holland, it was interpreted rntd understood by the 

Dutch as being on abolition of the exclusive charter, and the adoption of the new 

measure of a free and open trade. 'The interests of the Dutch Company made 

them see, in this supposed revolution, very different conseqilenccsjfrom those which 

the interests of the English Directors made them tielieve or pretend that they 

beheld in it. Instead of rejoicing at the loss of a joint-stock in England, which 

they ought to have done, if by joint-stock alone the trade of their rivals could 

successfully be carried on i they were filled with dismay at the prospect of free¬ 

dom, as likely to produce a trade with w hich they would attempt a competition 

in vain.| 

Meanwhile the Company, os well as the Merchant Adventurers, were em¬ 

ployed in the equipment of a fleet, The petition of the Company to the Pro¬ 

tector for leave to export bullion specified the sum of only 15,000/.: the fleet 

consisted of 11tree ships. They continued to press the government for a decision 

in favour of their exclusive privileges; and in a petition which they presented in 

October, 1656, affirmed, that live great number of ships, sent by individuals 

under licenses, had raised the price of India goods from 40 to 50 per cent., and 

reduced that of English commodities in the same proportion. The Council 

resolved at last to come to a decision. After some inquiry, they gave U as their 

advice to the Protector to continue the exclusive trade and the joint-stock. In 

consequence of tins, a committee of the Council was appointed to consider the 

terms of a charter 1 

While the want of funds almost annihilated the operations of the Company’s wiiil# tb* 
EngHih Ccn^ 
p&tiY tcwfiLiikh 

_ _ , (Jic Dutch 
• Brace... flcuriil,. 
f Thtirines Stole Papers, iii. FO* Anderson u The merdmntji of Amsterdam hiving 

heard that the Lord EVotector would dissolve the East India Company ot London, ivid declare 

the navigation and commerce to the Indies to be free and open, were greatly alarmed, considering 

*udi a measure as nfiuuum to their nwn East India Company/ Anderson'* History of Camnjerce* 

m Maepherwan's Annals, rL 45£L See Bnictfi 

t Brace, 1.514—5J& 
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Boo* l. agents in every part of India; and while they complained that the compete 

t’OD ■hip® of the Merchant Adventurers rendered it, as usual, im¬ 

practicable for them to trade with a profit in the markets of India, the Dutch 

pursued their ml vantages against the Portuguese. They had acquired jwsses- 

don oi the island of Ceylon, and in the year 1656-57 blockaded the port of 

Goa, oAer which they meditated on attack upon the small island of Diu, width 

commanded the entrance into the harbour of Swally. The success of these plans 

would give them a complete command of the navigation on that side of India, 

and the power of imposing on the English trade duties which it would be 
unable to hear.* 

* Bruce, t. 522—529. 
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CHAP. IV. 

From the Coalition between the Company and the Merchant Adventurer*, tilt 

the Project for a new and a rival East India Company. 

A.FTER tite derision of the Coundl of State in favour of the joint-stock Cuap. IV, 

scheme of trailing to India, the Company and the Merchant Adventurers ef- ''--* 

footed a coalition. On the strength at this union a new subscription, in 1657-38, D«io^tw«a 

was opened, and filled up to the amount of 786,000./* Whether the expected ^VitfcicSni 
charter Imd Iteen actually received is not ascertained. A«Jvciu«re», 

The first operation of the new body of sulxscribers was the very necessary rttfmniy * 

one of forming an adjustment with the owners of the preceding funds. A ne* 

gotiation was opened for obtaining the transfer of the factories, establishments, 

and privileges in India. After the lofty terms in which the Directors had al¬ 

ways spoken of these privilege* and possessions, when placing them in the list 

of reasons for opposing an open trade, we are apt to lie surprised at the small- 

new of the sum which, after all, and “ though situated in the dominions of 

fourteen different sovereigns,'' they were found to be worth. They were made 

over in full right for 20,000/., to be paid in two instalments. The ships, mer¬ 

chandise in store, and other trading commodities of the preceding adventurers 

were taken by the new subscribers at a price* and it was agreed that the sharers 

in the former trade, who on that account had property in the Indies, not 

traffic on a separate fund, but, after a specified term, should cany the amount 

of such property to the account of the new stock.f There was, in this manner, 

only one stock now in the hands of the Directors, and they had one distinct in¬ 

terest to pursue: a prodigious improvement on the jweceding confusion and em¬ 

barrassment, when several stocks were managed and as many contending inte¬ 

rests pursued at once. 

Some new* regulations were adopted for the conduct of affairs. The whole of 

the factories and presidencies were rendered subordinate to the President and 

Council at Surat. The presidencies, however, at Fort St. George and at Ban¬ 

tam were continued; the factories and agencies on the Coromandel coast and 

• Bruce, L 529. t Brace, i. 529, 530. 
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in Bengal being made dependent on the former, and those in the soutiitTii 
' islands on the latter. * 

As heavy complaints had been made of trade carried on, for their own ac- 

count, by the agents and servants of the Company, who not only acted as the 

rival* of their masters, but neglected and betrayed the interests of their masters, this 

practice was prohibited, and, in compensation, additional salaries were allowed, f 

After these preliminary proceedings, the first licet was dispatched. It con¬ 

sisted of five ships; one for Madras carrying 15,500;. in bullion; one for Ben¬ 

gal; and three for Surat, Persia, and Bantam. £ The following year, that is 

the season 1658-59, one ship was consigned to Surat, one to Fort St- George, 

and two to Bantam. The latter wore directed to touch at Fort St. George to 

obtain coast clothes for the islands, and to return to Bengal and Fort St. George 

to take in Bengal and Coromandel goods lor Europe. Instructions w ere given 

to make great efforts for recovering a share of the spice trade. § Bantam, how¬ 

ever, was at this time blockaded by the Dutch, and uo accounts were this year 

received of the traffic in the southern islands. |J 

The operations of the new joint-stock were not more prosperous than those of 

the old- Transactions at the several factories were feeble and 

For two years, 1050-60, and 1660-61, there is no account of the Company’s 

equipments; and their advances to India were no doubt small** « The embar¬ 

rassed state of the Company's funds at this particular period,1' says Mr. Bruce, 

" tw*y 1* inferred from the resolutions they had taken to relinquish many of 

their out-stations, and to limit their trade in the Peninsula of India to the pre¬ 

sidencies of Surat and Fort St. George, ami their subordinate factories ”ff 

Meanwhile Cromwell had died, and Charles H- ascended the throne. Amid 

the arrangements which took place between England and the continental 

pow ers, the Company were careful to press ou the attention of government a 

list of grievances, wliich they represented themselves as still enduring at the 

hands of the Dutch; and an order was obtained, empowering them to take pos- 

session of the island of Polarwm. They afterwards complained that it was de- 

• Wo. i.532. tlb. t tb-su,. 
§ lb-539, The state of interest, both in India and England, appeals incidental It in 

tlie accounts received by the Company from the agents at Surat, in the year 165S-59, Tliese 

agents, after stating the namm.as 0f the fund, p!uC*] Qt lheif dispel. recommend to the 
Directors rather to borrow money in England, which could easily be done at ♦ jkt cent, than 

Jeavc them to take up money in India at $ nr 9 per cent. Ib. 5*2, 
II lb-544- •* Ib.S«>—55L. 
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livened to them in such a state of prepared desolation as to be of no service,* Ciuf. IV. 

The truth is, that it was an island of hardly niiy value at best. v——v— * 

On every change in the government of the coimtiy it had been on important * 11S?‘ 

dycct with the Company to obtain a confirmation of their exclusive privileges bJ <*«*** “■ 
fr»jm the new rulers. The usual policy was not neglected on the accession of 

Charles II.; and a petition was presented to him for a renewal of the East 

India charter. As these appears not to have been at the time any body of op¬ 

ponents to make interest or import unit)' for a contrary measure, it was for easier 

to grant without inquiry than to inquire and refuse; and Charles and his minis¬ 

ters had a predilection for easy rules of government. A charter, tearing date 

the Sd of April, 1661, was accordingly granted, confirming the ancient prim, 

leges of the Company, and vesting in them authority to make peace and war 

with any prince or people, not being Christians: and to seize unlicensed persons 

within their limits, and send them to England^ The two last were important 

privileges ; and, with the right of administering justice, consigned almost all the 

powers of government to the discretion of the Directors and their servants. 

It appears not that, on this occasion, the expedient of a new subscription for SttIeqf th4 

obtaining a capital was attempted. A new adjustment with regard to the privi- “‘V11*1 a,kl 

leges and dead stock in India would have been required. The joint-stock was 

not as yet a definite and invariable sum, placed beyond the power of resumption, 

at the disposal of the Company, the shares only transferable by purchase and 

sate in the market. The capital was variable and fluctuating; formed by the 

sums which, on the occasion of each voyage, the individuals who were fh* of 

the Cornelly chose to pay into the hands of the Directors, receiving credit for 

the amount in the Company’s books, and proportional dividends on the profits 

ot the voyage. Of this stock 500/. entitled a proprietor to a vote in the general 

courts, and the shares were transferable, even to such os were not free of the 
Company, upon paying 5/. for admission. | 

Of the amount either of the shipping or stock of the first vovage upon the 

renewed charter we have no account; hut the instructions sent to India pre¬ 

scribed a reduction of the circle of trade. In the following vear, 1662-63, two 

ships sailed for Surat, the cargo of which, m goods and Indium, amounted to 

65,000/., of which it would appear that 28,300/. was consigned to Fort St. 

Cieoige. Next season there is no account of equipments. In 1664-65, two 

SfUCCj, L 553+ j54- lb* 
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Bombay 
ceded bar I he 

Port uj£uesfl to 
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by tbc King bg 
1 n* Company. 

ships wen; sent out with tlie very limited value of 16*000/. The following 

season the same number only of ships was equipped; and the value in money 

and goods consigned to Surat was 20,600/.; whether any thing in addition was 

afforded to fort St, George does not appear; there was no consignment to 

Bantam. la 1666-67, the equipment seems to have consisted but of one vessel, 

consigned to Surat with a value of 16,000/.* 

With these inadequate means the operations of the Company in India were 

by necessity languid and humble. At Surat the out-factories and agencies were 

suppressed. Instructions were given to sell the English goods, at low rates, for 

the purpose of mining the interlopers. The Dutch, however, revenged the 

private traders-, and, by the competition of their powerful capital, rendered the 

Company’s business difficult and unprofitable.! Gn the Coromandel coast the 

wars among the native chiefs, and the overbearing ini linnet* of the Dutch, 

cramped and threatened to extinguish the trade of the English. And at Ban¬ 

tam, where the Dutch power was most sensitily felt, the feeble resources of their 

rivals hardly sufficed to keep their business alive. % 

During these years of weakness and obscurity, several events occurred, which 

by their consequences proved to ho of considerable importance, The island of 

Bombay was ceded to the King of England as part of the dowry of the Infanta 

(.'nthmineand a fleet of five men of war commanded by the Earl of Marl- 

borough, with 500 troops commanded by Sir Abraham Shipman, were sent 

to receive the possession. The armament arrived at Bombay on the 18th 

September, 1662; liut the Governor evaded the cession. The English under¬ 

stood the treaty to include Salsette and the other dependencies of Bombay. 

As it was not precise in its terms, the Portuguese denied that it referred to 

any thing more than the island of Bombay. Even Bombay they refused 

to give up till further instructions, on the pretext that the letters or patent 

of the King did not accord with the usages of Portugal. The commander of the 

armament applied in this emergency to tlie Company’s President to moke arrange¬ 

ments for receiving the troops and sliips at Surat, ns the men were dying by 

long confinement on ijoard. But that magistrate represented the danger of in¬ 

curring the suspicion of the Mogul government, which would produce the seizure 

of the Com patty’s investment, and the expulsion of their servants from the 

country. In these circumstances the Earl of Marlborough took lus resolution of 

* Bruce, ii, 108, 119, 15% 186. 
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returning with the Ring’s shifts to England; lint Sir Abraham Shipman, it was Chai*. IV. 

agreed, should lane! the troops on the bland or Angedivah, twelve leagues dis- ■ v 

tant from Goa. On the arrival of the Earl of Marlborough in England in 

lGfi5, the Ring remonstrated with the government of Portugal, hut obtained 

nothing more than unsatisfactory explanations; and all intention of parting with 

the dependencies of Bombay was denied. The situation in the mean time of the 

troops at Angedivah proved extremely unhealthy, and their numbers were greatly 

reduced by disease ; when the commander made offer to the President and 

Council at Surat, to cede the Ring’s rights to the Cbmpany. This oilier, on 

consultation, the President and Council declined ; as well liecause, without the 

authority of the King, the grant was not valid, ns liecause in their feehlc con¬ 

dition they were unable to take jiossesrion of the place. When Sir Abraham 

Shipman and the greater part of the troops had diet! by famine and disease, 

Mr. Cooke, on whom the command devolved, accepted of Bombay on the terms 

which the Portuguese were pleased to prescribe; renounced nil claim to the con¬ 

tiguous islands; and allowed the Portuguese exemption from the payment of 

customs. This convention the Ring refused to ratily, as contrary to the 

terms of his treaty with Portugal; but sent out Sir Gervase Lucas to assume the 

government of the place. As a few years* experience showed that the govern¬ 

ment of Bombay cost more than it produced, it w as once more offered to the 

CoinjHtny; and now' accepted. The grant bears date in 166ft, It was “ to be held 

of the Ring in free and common soccage, as of the manor of East Greenwich, 

cm the payment of the annual rent of 10/, in gold, on the 30th September, in 

each year; ” and with the place itself was received authority to exercise ail po¬ 

litical pow'ers, necessary for its defence and government,* 

Subterfuges of a similar kind were invented by the Dutch to evade tlie cession p;,pm« with 

of the island of Polnroon. The Governor pretended that ho could not deliver *** ®utchi 

up the island without instructions from the Governor of Banda; and the Governor 

of Banda pretended that he could not give such instructions without receiving au¬ 

thority from the Governor-General of Batavia, After much delay and negotiation 

the cession was made in 1665; but not, if we believe the English accounts, till 

the Dutch had so fur exterminated the inhabitants and the spice trees, that the 

acquisition was of little importance. On the recommencement, however, of 

hostilities between England and Holland, the Dutch made haste to expel the 

English, mid to re-occupy the island. And by the treaty of Breda, both Pola- 

Bruct, ii. 1(H, 106, 136, 134, 141, 155, 168, 199. Macjiherwo't Ansiilt, it. 503. 
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Book J, roon and Dornm, on which the English had attempted an establishment, were 
~?"0 ' finally ceded to the Dutch.* 

Ik- beginning of 1664* ScTagw, the fouml^r of the Mhamtt^ power^ in tho 

Snrntt tie- course of his predatory warfare against the temtories of the Mogul Sovereign* 

attacked the city of Surat. The inhabitants fled, and the Governor shut him¬ 

self up in the castle. ITie Company’s servants, however, taking shelter in the 

factory, stood upon their defence, and having called In the ships' crews to their aid, 

made so brave a resistance that Sevagec retired after pillaging the town. The 

gallantry and success of this enterprise so pleased the Mogul government as to 

obtain its thanks to the President, and (jew privileges of trade to the Company. 

The place was again approached by the same destructive enemy in 107Q, when 

the principal part nf the Company’s goods were transported to Swally, and lodged 

on board the ships. The English again defended themselves successfully, though 

some lives were lost, os well as some property in their detached warehouses. f 

Fint in't&nrc period occtuTed one of the first instances of refractory and disobedient 

co,lJuct ihe l,art °f *J» Company’s servants. This is a calamity to which 

^ey have been much less frequently exposed than, from tho distance and em¬ 

ployments of those servants, it would have been reasonable to expect. Tlte efforts 

of the Directors to suppress the trade which their agents carried on for their own 

account had not been very successful. Sir Edward Winter, the chief servant 

at Fort St. George, was suspected of this delinquency, and in consequence 

recalled. When Mr. Foxcroft, however, who was sent to sujiersede him, 

arrived at Fort St. George, in June, 1665, instead of resigning, he placed liis 

intended successor in confinement, under a pretext which it was easy to make, 

that he had uttered disloyal expressions against the King’s government. Not¬ 

withstanding remonstrances and commands, he maintained himself in the go¬ 

vernment of the [dace till two ships arrived, in August 1668, with peremptory 

orders from the Company, strengthened by a command from the King, to resign ; 

when his courage failed him, and he complied. He retired to Masulipatam, a 

station of the Dutch, till the resentment excited against liim in England should 

cool, and his name appears no more in the annals of the Company, £ . 1 

_ l*l<? English factory at Hoogley had been involved in an unhappy 

dispute with the Mogul government, on account of a junk which they impru¬ 

dently seized on the river Ganges. For several years, this incident bad been 

used as a pretext for molesting them. In 1662-63, the chief at Madras sent an 

* Bruce, ii. 15$, 161, 1#*, 198. + [t,. 144, 145, 254. j p,. y, t7£^ 345, 
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agent to endeavour to reconcile them with Mcer Jumlah the Naliobof Bengal; and Crap. IV, 

to establish agencies at Balosorc anti Cosat mho itar,* The Company’s funds, v * 

however, were too confined to push to any extent the trade of the rieh province 

of Bengal. 

The scale was very small on which the Company’s appoint meats were at thUTWpsyofOvt 

time formed- In 1662, Sir George Oxenden was elected to foe “ President and 

chief Director of all their affairs at Surat, and all other their factories in the 

north parts of India, from Zeilon to the Red Sea,” at a salary of 300/. and 

with a gratuity of 20OL per annum as compensation for private trade. Private 

trade in the hands of the servants, and still more in those of others, the Com¬ 

pany were now most earnestly labouring to suppress. Directions were given to 

seize all unlicensed traders and send them to England; and no exertion of the 

great powers entrusted to the Company was to he spared, to annihilate the race of 

merchants who trenched upon the monopoly, and to whom, under the disrespect¬ 

ful name of interlopers, they ascribed a great [ml of their imbecility and 

depression, f 

Their determination to crush all those of their countrymen who dared to odd Ahercaiin* 

themselves to the list of their competitors, failed not to give rise to instances of 

great hardship and calamity. One was rendered famous by the altercation 

which in 1666 it produced between the two houses of parliament. Thomas Si00 of u,e 
* Cutupuj* 

Skinner, a merchant, fitted out a vessel un 1657. The agents of the Company 

seized his ship and merchandize in India, his house, and the island of Barella 

which he had bought of the King of Jambee. They even denied 1dm a passage 

home; and he was obliged to travel over land to Europe. The sufferer failed 

not to seek redress, by presenting bis complaint to the government; and after 

some importunity il was referred first to a com ndt tee of the Council, and next 

to the House of Peers. When the Company were ordered to answer, they, 

refused to acknowledge the jurisdiction of the Peers, on the ground that they 

were only a court of appeal, and not competent to decide in the first resort. 

The objection was over-ruled. The Company appealed to the House of Com¬ 

mons; the Lords were highly inflamed, and, proceeding to a decision, awarded 

to the petitioner 5,000/. The Commons were now enraged in their turn; and 

being unable to gratify their resentments upon the House of Peers which was 

the cause of them, they were pleased to do so upon the unfortunate gentleman 

who had already paid so dearly for the crime (whatever its amount,) of infringing 

• Bruce, i. 5601 u, 110, 131. f lb, il. 107—109, 
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Book L the Company’s monopoly. He was sent a prisoner to the Tower, The Lords 

tGGti. w'10iri tIiese proceedings filled with indignation, voted tlie petition of the Com¬ 

pany to the Lower House to be false and scandalous. Upon tins the Commons 

resolved tlmt whoever should execute the sentence of the other house in favour 

of Skinner, was a betrayer of the rights and liberties of the Commons of En¬ 

gland, and an infringer of the privileges of their house. To such a height did 

these contentions proceed, that the King adjourned the parliament seven times; 

and when the controversy after an intemiksion revived, he sent for lioth houses 

to \1 iutoJinll, and by his personal persuasion induced them to erase from their 

journals all their votes, resolutions, and other acts relating to the subject. A 

contest of which both parties were tired being thus ended, the sacrifice and 

min of an individual apjjeared as usual of little importance: Skinner ]md no 

redress.* Another class of competitors excited the lears and jealousies of the 

Company. Colbert, the French minister of finance, among his projects for 

rendering his country commercial and opulent, conceived, in 1664, the design of 

an East India Company. The report which reached the court of Directors in 

London represented the French as fitting out eight armed vessels for India, 

commanded by Hubert Hugo, whom in their instructions to the settlements 

abroad, the Directors described as a Dutch pirate. The hostilities of the Com- 

[lony were timid. They directed their agents in India to afford these rivals Uo 

aid or protection, but to behave towards them with circumspection and delicacy. 

The subservience of the English government to that of France was already so 

apparent, as to make them afraid of disputes in which they were likely to have 
their own rulers against them, f 

The war which took place with Holland in 1664, and which was followed in 

1665 by a temporary quarrel with France, set loose tile powers of both nations 

tigaiust the Company in India. The French Company, however, was too much 

in its infancy to lie formidable; and the Dutch, whose mercantile competition 

pressed as heavily during peace as during war, added to the difficulties of the 

English, chiefly by rendering their navigation more hazardous and expensive 

* **10 lt is an enlightened attention would have been 
ofexpau*, productive of important consequences, was at this time forced uron the nntW 

their trade was their factories, with all that mass of dead stock which they re- that Elf t !w 

CooptDJi 

i- u 
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quired, houses, lands, fortifications, and equipments, The Dutch, who pro* Co 

scented their interests with vigilance and economy, carried on their trade in a ' 

great many places without factories, and entirely free of the expenses which they 

created. Upon receiving instructions to make preparations and inquiry for 

opening a trade with Japan, Mr. Quarles Brou n, the Company’s agent at 

Bantam, who had Iwen at Japan, reported to the Court, that it would be neces¬ 

sary, if a trade with Japan was to he undertaken, to follow the plan of the 

Dutch; who procured the commodities in demand at Japan, in the con tit ties 

of Siam, Cambodia, and Ton-quin; not by erecting expensive factories, 

but by forming contracts with the native merchants. These merchants at 

fixed seasons, brought to the ports the commodities for which they hnd 

contracted, and though it was often necessary to advance to them the capital 

with which the purchases were effected, they had regularly fulfilled their 

engagements.* Even the Company itself, and that in places where their fac¬ 

tories cost them the most, had made experiments, and with great advantage, on 

the expedient of employing the native merchants in providing their investments. 

At Surat, in 1665-66, “ the investments of the season were obtained by the 

employment of a native merchant, who had provided an assortment of pepper 

at his own risk, and though the Dutch had obstructed direct purchases of 

pepper, the agents continued the expedient of employing the native merchants, 

and embarked a moderate assortment," -f Factories to carry on the traffic of 

Asia, at any rate on the scale or any thing approaching to the scale of the 

East India Company, not necessary, and by their expense ruinous, were the 

natural offspring of a joint-stock; the Managers or Directors of which had a 

much greater interest in the patronage they created, which was wholly their own; 

than in the profits of the Company of which they liad only an insignificant share. 

Had the trade to India been conducted from the beginning on those principles of 

individual adventure and free competition, to which the nation owes its commer¬ 

cial grandeur, it is altogether improbable that many factories would have licen 

established. The agency of the native merchants would have performed much; 

and where it was not sufficient, the Indian trade would have naturally divided 

itself into two brandies. Due set uf adventurers would have established them¬ 

selves in Indio, by whom investments would have been provided for the Euro¬ 

pean ships, and to whom the cargoes of the European goods would have been 

* Letters from the Agent and Council of Bantam da die East hda Register Office), Bruce, 

1L 163. 

+ Bruce, ii. 1"8, from a letter from the President and Council of Surat- 
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Book J. consigned. Another class of adventurers, who remained at home, ivotild have 

perfiutned the business of export and import from England, as it is jierfiinncd to 

any other region of the globe, 

purity The time, however, was now approaching when the weakness w hich had so 

rfL&klmbe long chanicteriftid the operations of the English in India was gradually to dis- 

U>c«^e'f|l!sir uPPt’at‘> Notwithstanding the imperfections of the government, at no period, 
■wilt. perhaps, either prior or posterior, did Uie people of tliis country advance so 

. rapidly in wealth and prosperity, as during the time, including the years of civil 

war, from the accession of James I. to the expulsion of James Ll.# We are not 

informed of the particular measures which were pursued hy the Directors for 

obtaining an extension of funds ; but the increase of capital in the nation was 

probably the principal cause which enabled them, in the year succeeding the 

acquisition of Bombay, to provide a grander fleet and cargo than they had ever 

yet sent forth. In the course of the year 1667-68, six ship sailed to Surat, 

with goods and bullion to the value of 130,0001.; five shij* to Fort St. George, 

with a value of 75,000/.; and five to Bantam, with a stock of 40,000/. In the 

next season we are informed dint the consignments to Surat consisted of 1,200 

tons of shipping, with a stock of the value of 75,000/,; to Fort St. George, of 

live ships, and a stock of 103,000/.; and to Bantam of three ships and 35,000/, 

In the year 1669-70, 1,500 tong of si upping were sent to Surat, six ships to Fort 

* St. George, and four to Bantam, and the whole amount of the stock was £81,000/. 

The vessels sent out in 1670-71 amounted to sixteen, and their cargoes and 

bullion to 303,500/. In the following year, four ships were sent to Surat, and 

nearly £000 tons of shipping to Fort St. George; the cargo and bullion to the 

former, being 85,000/., to the latter, 160,000/.: shipping to the amount of 2,800 

tons was consigned to Bantam, but of the value of the bullion and goods no ac¬ 

count seems to be preserved, In 1672-73, stock and bullion to the amount of 

157,700/. were sent to Surat and Fort St. George. On account of the war, and 

the more exposed situation of Bantam, the consignment to dial settlement was 

jKStpoued. In the following year, it appears that cargoes and bullion w ere cqp- 

• Sir William Petty, who wrote hi* celebrated work, entitled Political Arithmetic in 1076; 

■aytt 1. The street* ef London showed that city to be double what it was forty years before; 

great increase was also manifested ot Newcastle, Yarmouth, Norwich, Exeter, Portsmouth, 

and Cowes; and in Ireland, at Dublin, Kingwle, Coleraine, and Londonderry. 2. With respect 

to shipping, the nary was triple or quadruple what St wM ut (hat time; die shipping of Newcastle 
was 80,000 tons, and could not then have exceeded a quarter ef that amount. 3. The number 

and splendour ef coaches, equipage*, and furniture, had much increased since that period. +. The 

postage of letter* had increased from one to twenty. 5. The King’s revenue hud tripled itself 

See too Mocphenon’s Annals, ii, 580. 
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signed, of the value of 100,000/. to Surat; 87,000/. to Fort St. George j mid Ctr*t, IV, 

41,000/. to Bantam.* " 7^7^ 
lo7lr+ 

Other events of these years were of inconsiderable importance. In 1667-68, ne* attempt* 

ap[ients tlie first order of the Company for the importation of tea. f Attempts £ 

were now recommended for resuming trade with Sumatra. \ In 1671-72, nm- ™j*j| *'tl1 

sidcrable embarrassment was produced at Surat by the arrival of a French fleet 

iif twelve ships, and a stock computed at 130,000/. The inconsiderate pur¬ 

chases and sales of the French reduced the price of European goods, and raised 

that of Indian ; hut so little did these adventurers exhibit of the spirit mid know', 

ledge of commerce, that they, the Company’s agents were soon convinced, would 

not prove formidable rivals. $ 

As England and France were now united in alliance agninst the Dutch, the 

Company might have exulted in the prospect of humbling their oppressors, but 

the thought of a new set of comjietitors seems effectually to have repressed these 

triumphant emotions. In 1678. the island of St. Helena, which had several 

times changed its masters, being recaptured from the Dutch, was granted anew 

and confirmed to tlie Company by a royal charter, fj 

Notwithstanding the funds which in such unusual quantity the Directors had Fwnmiwr -Iif- 

been able to supply for the support of the trade in India, this did not suffice to JSjjJ*** 

remove, it would appear that it hardly served to lighten, the pecuniary diffi¬ 

culties under which it laboured. To an order to provide a large investment, the 

President and Council at Surat, in 1673-74, replied, that the funds at their 

disposal were only 88,228/. and their debts 100,000/. licsides interest on the 

same at 9 per cent; and in November, 1674, they represented that the debt 

arose to no less a sum than 135,000/.; and that all returns must in a great mea¬ 

sure be suspended till, by the application of the funds received from Europe, the 
Company's credit should be revived. ** 

Of the sort of views held out at this period to excite the favour of the nation Stringing 

towards the East India Company, a specimen has come down to us of consider- 

able value. Sir Josiah Child, an eminent member of the body of Directors, in *1h 

his celebrated Discourses on Trade, written in the year 1665, and published in 
India 

* Bruce, iL £01* 206, 209—224-+ 227r 230— 256, £58* 259—278, 2SL £82 283^23^ 
296, 297—312, 313—327* S2St $31. 

t II*. U. 210, The words of til* order ore curium, « to send home hy lfl0ib, 
waigbt of ilit- beat ley that you con gelt. ~ 

| lb. u, 21], j ib. 302. || lb, 2S2, 334, 
“ Bruce, ii. 337, 3+2, 366. 
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Coatm-tcd 
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tiflwiirt. 

1667. represents liu? trade to India as llie most beneficial branch of English 

commerce; nod in proof of this opinion asserts, that it employs from twenty-five 

to thirty soil of tin? most warlike mercantile ships of the kingdom, manned with 

mariners from 60 to 100 each; that it supplies the kingdom with saltpetre', 

which M ould otherw ise cost the nation nn immense sum to the Dutch; with 

jwpper, indigo, calicoes, and drugs, to the value of 130,000/. or 180,000/. 

yearly, for which it wrould otherwise pay to the same people an exorbitant price; 

with materials for export to Turkey, France, Spin, Itiliv, and Guinea, to the 

amount of 200,000/. or $00,000/. yearly, countries with which, if the nation 

wen? deprived of these commodities, a profitable trade could not f»e carried on. 

These statements are gross fallacies or gross exaggerations. The imports, 

exclusive of saltpetre, arc here asserted to exceed 400,000/. a year ; though the 

stock which mbs annually sent to effect the purchases, and to defray the whole 

expense of factories and fortifications abroad, hardly amounted in any of a 

number of years preceding 1663, to 100,000/., often to not one fourth part of 

that amount; though the Company were always labouring under the severest 

pecuniary difficulties; and, instead of making great savings, always contracting 

debt. Thus early, in the history of this Company, is it found necessary to place 

reliance on their accounts and statements, only after a rigid scrutiny, and when 

something very different from the authority of their advocates is found to con¬ 

stitute the basis of our belief. 

It will be highly instructive to confront one exaggerated statement with an¬ 

other. About the same time with the discourses of Sir Josiab Child, appeared 

the celebrated work of IX* Witt on the state of Holland; in which lie exhibits a 

summary account of the fishery carried on by the province of Holland alone. 

Proceeding on the statement of Sir Waiter Raleigh, who in the investigation 

which he made of the Dutch fishery for the information of James I. in 160,‘J, 

affirmed, that “ the Hollanders fished on the coasts of Great Britain with no 

fewer than $,000 ships, and 50,000 men ; that they employed anti set to sea, to 

transport and sett (be fish so taken, and to make returns thereof, 9,000 ships 

more, and 150,000 men; and that twenty busses do, one way or other, main¬ 

tain 8,000 people*” De Witt adds, that from the time whet; Sir Wniter Raleigh 

wrote, to the time at which lie produced bis work, the traffic of Holland in all 

its branches could not have increased less than one think Allowing this account 

to be exaggerated in the same projiortion as that of the Eus* Jmiia Director, 

which, from the nature of the circumstances, so much 1 letter known, is highly 

improbable; it is yet evident to wliat a remarkable degree the fisheries of the 
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British toasts, to which the Dutch confined themselves, constituted a more tm- Crap. IV. 

portant commerce than the highly vaunted, but comparatively insignificant bust- - 

ness of the East India Company.* The English fishery itself, at the single ,e7<1* 

station of Newfoundland, exceeded the value, in every respect, of the trade to 

the East Indies, In die year 1676, no fewer than 102 ships, carrying twenty 

guns each, and eighteen boats, with five tnen to each boat, 3,180 men in all, 

were employed in that traffic; and the total value of the fish and oil, in that 

year, wits computed at 386,400/. f Such was the amount of a trade the capital 

of which was returned in Jess than a year, compared with that to the East Indies, 

. of wliich the capital was not relumed in Less than 1**0 or three, 

The equipments were, in 1674-73, five ships to Surat with 189,000/. ill Value of d* 

goods and bullion \ five to Fort St. George with 202,000/.; anti 2.500 tons of SwwSw 

dripping to Bantam with 65,000/.: In 1675-76, to Surat, five ships and 96,300/,: 60,0 lST* <* 

to Fort St. George, five steps and: 285,000/. * to Bantam, 2,450 tons of shipping 

and 58,000/,; In 1676-77, three ships to Surat and three to Fort St. George, 

with 97,000/. to the one, and 176,600/1 to tlie other; and eight ships to Bantam 

with no account of the stock. The whole adventure to India, tn 1677-78, 

seems to have fieeu seven ships and 332,000/,; nf which a part, to the value of 

10,000/. or I2,0Q0/„ was to be forwarded from Fort St, George to Bantam : In 

1678-79, eight ships and 893,950/.; In 1679-80, ten ships and 461,700/.; In 

1680-81, eleven ships and 596,000/.: And, in 1681-82, seventeen ships, and 
740,000/. | 

- TLic events by which the proceedings of the East India Company were of- An 

feeted during tlus period wen* still common and unimportant. In 1674-75. 

mutiny, occasioned by retrenchment, but not of any serious magnitude, was 

suppressed at Bombay. In trying and executing the ringleaders, the Company 

exercised the formidable powers of martial law. The trade of Bengal had grown 

to such im[K>rlance, that, instead of a branch of the agency at Fort St. George, 

an agency was now constituted for it in Bengal itself. Directions were forwarded 

• An anonymous author, whom Anderson in his History of Commerce quotes as an autho¬ 

rity, says, in 1G79, that the Dutch herring; and cod fishery employed 8,000 vessels, and 200,000 

aaiiore and fishers, irherehy they Mutually puaod five million* sterling; besides th«r levied, 
Greenland, and Newfoundland fisheries, and the multitude of trade* and people employed by 

tbmat home. Macplusstm s Annals, ii. 596, See in thu «une wort, ii.54? and 332, a .muu- 
mary of the statements of Child and De Witt. Par ampler saiisfiictioa the work* themselves must 
be CGaaijhL'd. 

+ Andonon's Hist- of Cominercq, Mncpbenroa’fi Annuls, & 579. 

| Bruce* if. 358* 960, 961—375, S?9—393, 595—106* 409, 410—4S5r 45$, 439^446* 
451, 453—139, 465, 466* 
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UoriK I. to make attempts fur opening a trade with China; anti tea, to the value of 100 

'——' dollars, was, in 1676-77, ordered on the Company’s account. Beside the or- 

dinary causes of depression which affected the Company at Bantam, a particu¬ 

lar misfortune occurred in 1667. 'Hie principal persons |*rlonging to the Factory 

having gone up the river in their prows, a nunilier of Javanese assassins, who 

had concealed themselves in the water, suddenly sprung ujion them, and put 

them to death.* 

In 1677-78, “ the Court," says Mr. Bruce, “ recommended temporising expe¬ 

dients to their servants, with the Mogul, with Sevagee, and with the petty 

Rajalu-: hut at the same time they gave to President Aungier and his council 

discretionary pMBn» to employ armed vessels, to enforce the observation of 

treaties and grantsin this way, the Court shifted from themsehei the re¬ 

sponsibility of commencing hostilities, that they might Ije aide, in any questions 

which might arise between the King and the Company, to refer such humilities 

to the errors of their servants.1* f This cool provision of a subterfuge, hl I lie 

expense of their servants, is a policy ascribed to the Company, in this instance, 

by ujh? of the most unnlfashed of their eulogists. We ahull see, as we advance, 

in what degree the precedent has been followed. 

New rtguin- The difficulties which now occurred in directing the operations of the various 

Comfmfr individual! employed in the business of the East India Company began to be 

ier**«u, serious. The Directors, from ignorance of the circumstances in width their 

servants were placed, often transmitted to them instructions which it would 

have been highly imprudent to execute. The functionaries abroad often took 

upon themselves, and bad good reasons for their caution, to disregard the orders 

which they received. A door being thus opened for discretionary conduct, the 

instructions of the Directors were naturally as often disobeyed for the conve¬ 

nience of the actors abroad, os for the Inmefit of the Company at home. The 

disregard of their authority, and the violation of their commands, had been a 

frequent subject of uneasiness and indignation to the Directors. Nor was tins 

all. Prom discordant pretensions to rank and advancement in the service, ani¬ 

mosities arose among the agents abroad. EfForts were made by the Directors 

for the cure of these troublesome, and even dangerous, diseases. Seniority w as 

adopted as the principle of promotion. The nomination to the important office of 

a Member of Council at the Agencies, as well as Presidencies, was reserved to the* 

Court of Directors.^ 

• Bruce, it. 367, 466, 396, 40*. f lb. 405. t lb- 955, 374, 449, 453, 

1 
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CHAP. V. 

from the Project of forming a rtczv and rival Company, till the Union of 

the two Companies by the Award of Godolphm, in the year 1711. 

The Company were now again threatened by that competition with their Cra*. y, 

fdlow-dtizcns which they have always regarded as their greatest misfortune. -—* 

From the renewal of their charter, shortly after the accession of Charles II., u 

their monopoly had not been disturbed, except by a few feeble interlopers whom 

they had not found it didicult to crush. In the year 1(582-8!!, the design was 

disclosed of opening a subscription for a new joint-stock, and establishing a rival 

East India Company. The scheme was so much in unison with the sentiments 

of the nation, and assumed an aspect of so much importance, ;is to be taken 

into consideration by the King and Council. 

The project had so much effect upon the views of the Company, though for 

the present the Council withheld! their sanction, that, in Mr. Bruce’s opinion, it 

introduced into their jHilicy of 1682*83 a refinement, calculated and intended to 

impose upon the King and the public. It induced them to speak of the amount 

of their equipments, not, as usual, in terms of exact detail, but in those of vague 

and hyperbolical estimate. What we know of their adventure of that year is 

only the information they forwarded to their Indian stations, that the stock to be 

sent out would exceed one million sterling. In the course of the next season 

they equipped four ships to Surat. Of that year we only further know that 

100,0001. in bullion was intended lbr Bengal. In 1G8+-B5, information wax 

forwarded to Surat, in general terms, that the tonnage and stock would be con¬ 

siderable : Five ships sailed for Fort St. George and Bengal, with 110,0004 in 

bullion: Of other circumstances nothing is adduced: And for several succeeding 

years no statement of the tonnage and stock of the annual voyages appears.f 

Under the skill which the Court of Directors have all along displayed in supr Dtfcu „f tie 

pressing such information as they wished not to appear, it is often impossible ta 

collect more thou gleanings of intelligence respecting the Company’s debts. At 

• Bruce, il 47& + lb, *76, 481—l£6r 500—528, 53 U 
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Book J, the present period however, they appear to have Ijccn heavy and distressing. 

“JjTI J*1 1^7^ ^ was asserted by their opponents in England timt their debts amminted 

to 600,000/,;* and we have already seen that, in 1674, the debt oi’ Surat done 

. amounted to 135,(Kill/, f In 1682-83, the Directors authorized the Agency in 

Bengal to borrow 200,000/., anil, in 1683-84, it is stated that the debt upon 

the dead stock at Bombay done amounted to 300,000/, i it seems highly pro¬ 

bable that at this time their debts exceeded their capital, 

la a war between the King of Bantam and his sun, in which the English 

sided with the former, and the Dutch with the latter, the son prevailed; and in 

Fnr» 3t *' ° coiisi’iijueace expelled the English from the place. The agents and servant* of 

the factory limk shelter at Batavia, and the Dutch Governor made offer of his 

assistance to bring the property of the Company from Bantam, As the Eng¬ 

lish, however, accused the Dutch ol’ being the real authors of the calamity, 

they declined the prupisat, a- precluding those claims of redress which the Com¬ 

pany might prosecute in Europe, Various efforts were mode to rigeiii possession 

ol Bantam, but the Dutch from liiid time remained sole masters of Java, j 

L*pon the loss of Bantam, the Presidency fur the government of the Eastern 

Coast, which had lutherto, with a fond desire for the traffic of the Glands, been 

stationed at that place, was rumored to Fort St. George. j| 

Power* of A4- The nation becoming gradually more impatient under the monofxdy, the 

dirti™ ei- numbers multjplied of those wlw ventured to break through the restraint which 

Ccoiptny,1*10 ’lt “nPOSL’<l uP(jn the commercial ardour of the times. The Company, nut 

satisfied with the power which they hnd already obtained of common and mar¬ 

tini law, and of seizing, with their projierty, and sending to England, as many of 

their counlsymen as their interests or caprice might direct, still called for a wider 

rang© of authority; and, under the favour with government which they now, en¬ 

joyed, obtained the powers of Admiralty jurisdiction, for the purpose of seizing 

and condemning, safe from the review of the courts of municipal law m England, 

the shijis of the interlopers.** The servants of the Company were now in¬ 

vested with unlimited, that is, despotic power, over the British people in India. 

Insurrection again appeared at Bombay, and assumed a very formidable 

aspect. The causes were such as have commonly, in tlic Company’s affairs, 

been attended with similar effects. Efforts had been made to retrench expenses ; 

and this was very unpleasant to the Company’s servants. The earliest expert- 

Remit of 
Keigwiu, 

* AudcTBODps Kiel of Commerce, Mnqihcrsoas Annala, iL 579* 

% Brurtj li 482, 499. § lb. 492, [| lb. 502. 

5 

f Supra* p* QS. 

** lb, 496. 
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mcnt of the Company in territorial sovcreigTUy agreed with the enlarged cxperU Chap. IV, 

cnee of succeeding1 times: the expense of the government exceeded the revenue f 

which the imputation and territory could he made to yield. The Directors, new 

to the business of government, were disappointed; and having first laboured to - 

correct the deficit by screwing up the revenue, they next at tempted the same 

arduous task by lessening the expense. By the two operations together, all 

classes of Lheir subjects were alienated: First, the people, by the weight of 

taxation; next the instruments of government, by the diminution of their 

profits. Accordingly Captain Kcigwin, commander of the garrison at Bombay, 

was joined by the troops and the great ln>dy of the [teople, in renouncing the 

authority of the Com puny, and declaring fry proclamation, dated December 27, 

lfiS3, that the island belonged to the Ring, Kdgwin was hy general consent 

appointed Governor; and immediately addressed letters to the King and to the 

Duke of York, stating such reasons as were most likely to avert From Ids con¬ 

duct the condemnation to which it was exposed.* 

The President and Council at Surat, conscious of their inability to reduce the 

island by force, bod recourse to negotiation. A general pardon, anil redress of 

grievance^,' were promised. First three commissioners were sent, and afterwards 

the President rpjwired to Bombay in person. But neither entreaties nor threats 

were of any avail, f 

As soon as intelligence arrived in England, the King’s command was pro¬ 

cured, directing Captain Keigwin to deliver up the island: and instructions 

were forwarded to proceed against the insurgents by force, When Sir Thomas 

Grantham, the commander of the Company’s fleet, presented himself at Bombay, 

invested with the King's commission, Keigwin offered, if assured of u free par¬ 

don to himself and adherents, to surrender the place. On these terms the island 

was restored to obedience. And for the more effectual coercion of any turbo- Brnnimy *!«. 

lent propensities in future, the expedient was adopted of removing the seat of v"tctl lo? ™- 

government from Surat to Bombay. Nor could the humble title and pretensions !»»»“"*»■ 

of a Presides# and Council any longer satisfy the rising ambhian of the Com- S»V\ ST 

I>any. Tim Dutch had established a regency at Batavia and Cotumbo. It was m 

not consistent with the grandeur of the English Company to remain contented 

* Brace, ii. 51S, Governor Child ii accuocd by Hamilton of wanton and intolerable oppr<*- 
Hiatt*; and that author itntes some facts which indicate excewbe tyranny. New Account of die 
East Indie*, L187—199. 

t Brace, ii. 515. 
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Ikj&ic L with inferior distinction. In WH7f Bombay was elevated to the tJigtqty of n 

^ ui^r ^ iHih tlrtHnrtted power over the rest of the Company** settlements. 

Madras was formed into a corporation, governed by n mayor and aldermen.* 

w*f whh ih« The English had met with less favour, and more oppressionp from the native 

StaST prows in Bengal, than an any other part of Indict In 1685-8(5, the resolution 

weis ndopted of seeking redress and protection by force of arms. The greatest 

militfiiy equipment the Company had ever provided was sent to India, Ten 

armed vessels, from twelve to seventy gnus, under the command of Captain 

Nicholson* ami six companies of infaitiy, without captains whose places were to 

be supplied by the Member* of Council in Bengal were dispatched# with instruct 

linns to seize and fortify Chittagong as a place of future security, and to 

retaliate in such a manner upon \he Nafwb and Mogul a* to obtai^ reparation 

for the Injuries and losses which had Uen already sustained- In addition to this 

force the Directors, in the following year, made application to the King for an 

entire company of regular infantry with their officers; and power was granted 

to the Governor in India to select from the privales such men as should apjtear 

qualified to ix* commissioned officers' in the Com pan ys service. By sonic of 

tho$e innumerable casualties in separable from distant expeditions, the whole of 

the force arrived not at one time in the Ganges; and an in significant quarrel 

between some of the English soldiers and the natives was imprudently allowed 

to bring on hostilities before the English were in a condition to maintain them 

with success. They were obliged to retire from Hoogly, after they had cannon- 

Med it with the fleet, and took shelter at Chutamittec. afterwards Calcutta, till 

an agreement with the Nabob, or additional forces, should enable them to re¬ 

sume their stations. The disappointment of their umhitiouE schemes w as bitterly 

felt by the Court of Directors, They blamed their servants in Bengal in the 

* Broc*, il5S6p 540, 5S4, 591. ft wbs debated in die Privy Council whether the charter of 

incorporation should be under the lungs or the Company's sed, ITio King asked the Governor 

his opinion, who replied, M that no person in India should bo employed by immediate cotnraiflftiofi 

from his Majesty, bemuse. If they were, they would be prejudiced to our wTrdcc by their orro- 

garicy, and prejudica! to themselves, became the wind of extraordinary honour in their heads would 

probable muko them to haughty mid overbearing, that we should be forced to remove them." 

Letter from the Court to the? President of Fort St. George, (Tb. ofU)- Hunflfaw, ut supra, 

(489—192% OrmeV Historical Fragments., tH5, IBS, 19$, 198. 

f Mr* Ortnd is not unwilling to ascribe port af the hardship# they experienced to the s tsterl upera. 

who, seeking protection against the oppressions of the Compatiyi were more sedulous aud skilful iu 

ibetr endeavours la please the native governors- Hist* Frog* IBS. 
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severest terms, not only for timidity, but infidelity, as having turned the re- Chap. V. 

sources of the Company, which ought to hare been effectually employed in ' v"~—* 

obtaining profitable and honourable terms from the Nabob and Mogul, to their 

own schemes of private avarice and emolument. A hollow truce was agreed to 

by the Naliob, which he only employed for preparing the means of an effectual 

attack. The English, under the direction of Chamock, the Company's agent, 

made a gallant defence. They not only repulsed the Nabobs forces in repeated 

assaults, but stormed the fort of Tanua, seised the island of Injellee, in which 

they fortified themselves, and burnt the town of Balasore* with forty sail of the 

Mogul fleet: the factories, however, at Patna and Cossimbuzar were token and 

plundered. In September, 1687. an accommodation was effected, and the English 

were allowed to return to Hoogley, with their ancient privileges. But this was 

a termination of the contest ill-relished by the Court of Directors, who relocating 

their accusations of Chamock and their other functionaries, sent Sir John Child, 

the governor of Bombay, to Madras and Bengal, for llic purpose of reforming 

abuses, and re-establishing, if possible, the factories at Cossimbuzar and other 

places, from which they hud been driven by the war, A large ship, the Defence, 

accompanied by a frigate, arrived from England under the command of a captain 

of the name of Heath, with instructions for war. The Company’s servants hud 

made considerable progress by negotiation in regaining their ancient ground; 

when Heath precipitately commenced hostilities, plundered the town of Babsorc, 

and proceeded to Chittagong, which he found himself unable to subdue. 

Having taken the Company's servants and effects on board, agreeably to his 

orders, he sailed to Madras; and Bengal was aljandoneiL* 

These proceedings, with the rash and presumptuous behaviour of Sir Jotm Th® 

Child on the western side of India, exasperated Aurengzehe, the most powerful 

of alt the Mogul sovereigns, and exposed the Company's establishments to ruin 

in cveiy part of India. The factory at Surat was seized ; the island of Bombay H*1™ “i 

was attacked by the fleet of the Siddees; the greater part of it taken, and the ” 6 

governor besieged in the town and castle. Aurcngucbc issued orders to expel 

the English from Ins dominions. The factory at Masulipafam was seized; as 

was also that at Visjgap&tam, where the Company's agent and several of their 

* Thtae *Tents occurred under the government of the celebrated imperial deputy Sbnirta 

Khan; «to the character of whom (tayr Mr. Stewart, Hist, of Bengal, 300.) it i,«c«din*lr 

difficult to do juttice. By lbe Mohammedan historian, he k described a. the pattern of « . 

cadence ; but by the English hc« vilified a, the oppress of the human race. Fact, are .trendy 
on the aide of the Mohammedans” 6 * 

VOL. I. r 
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Book L servants wore slain. The English stooped to the most object submissions. 

'•---' with much difficulty they obtained an order for the restoration of the factory 

,6W' at Surat, and tlie removal of the enemy from Bombay, Negotiation was 

continued, with earnest endeavours, to effect n reconciliation, The trade of 

the strangers was felt in the Mogul treasuries \ and rendered the Emperor, 

ns welt as his deputies, not averse to an accommodation. But the inter¬ 

ruption and delay sustained by the Company made them pay dearly for their 

premature ambition, and lor the unseasonable insolence, oi the imprudence ot 

their servants.* 
Tlit Vma3k During these contests the French found an interval, in which tiiey improved 

improve their footing in India, They had formed an establishment at Pondicherry, where 

Inihii. liter were at this time employed in erecting fortifications, f 

'Hie equipments for 1680-90 were on a scale of great reduction; consisting of 

three slops only, two for Bombay, and one for Fort St, George. They wore 

equally sniai] the succeeding year. We are not informed to what the number 

of ships or value of cargo amounted in 1691-2. In the following year, however, 

the number of ships was eleven ; and was increased iu 1693-4, to thirteen. In 

the following year there was a diminution, but to tt iiat extent does not appear. 

In each of the years 1695-6 and 1606-7, the number of ships was eight. And 

in 1697-8 it was only four.J 
jt was Qow laid down as a determinate object of policy* that independance was 

panJUtter- t0 j*, cstablislued in India; and dominion acquired. In the instructions for- 

warded in 1680, the Directors expounded themselves in the following words: 

“ The increase of our revenue is the subject of our care, as much as our trade :— 

’tis that must maintain our force, when twenty accidents may interrupt our 

trade; 'tis that must make ns a nation in India ;—‘Without that we art; but as 

a great number of Interlopers, united by his Majesty's royal charter, fit only to 

trade where nobody of power thinks it their interest to prevent us;—and upon 

tliis account it u that the wise Dutch, in all their general advices which we have 

seen, write ten paragraphs concerning their government, their civil nnd military 

jwlicy, warfare, and tlie increase of thetr revenue, for one paragraph they write 

• Bruce, ii, S58, 569,578, 59», (308,m, 630,055, 6*1, 6H>, 650. The lively anti inldtiflent 

Cspena Hamilton represent* the conduct of (Sir John Child at Surat a* exceptionable in the 

highest degree* But the Captain vat an interloper, and though his book ii strongly stamped 

with tbc marks of veracity, liis testimony la to be received with the seme caution on the one side us 

that of the Company on the other, New Account ot India, i- J 59—228. 

| Bfnoj, if. 655, t lb. iti, 75,87, 122, 139, 181, 20?i 231- 
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concerning trade."* It thus appears at how early a period, when trade and Cuaf. V, 

sovereignty wt?re blended, the trade, os was abundantly natural, hut not less 

unfortunate, became an object of contempt, and from an object of contempt, by 

necessary consequence, a subject of neglect. A trade, the subject of neglect, is 

of course a trade without profit. 

Tim policy was so far gratified, a!>out the same period, that 1 cgnapatam, a ¥m St. 

town and harbour on the Coromandel coast, a little to the south of Pondicherry, Djmd t,mt1 

w as obtained by purchase, and secured by grant from the country {towers. It 

was strengthened by a wall and bulwarks, and named Fort St. David.f 

A fact of much intrinsic importance occurs at this part of the history. Tiw Anu*- 

Among the Christians of the East, the Armenians, during the power of the acfi?n?TCw> 

successors of Constantine, had Formed a particular sect, When the countries 

which they inhabited were overrun by the Mahomedan arms, they were trails- * 

planted by force, in great numbers, into Persia, and, dispersed in the surrounding 

countries. Under oppression, the Armenians adhered to their faith ; and, addict¬ 

ing themselves to commerce, liecame, like the Jews in Europe, the merchants and 

brokers in the different countries to which they resorted.f: A proportion of 

them made their wny into India, and, by their usual industry and acuteness, 

acquired that share in the business of the country which w as the customary 

reward of the qualities they displayed. The pecuniary pressure under which 

the Company nt this time laboured, and under which, without ruinous con¬ 

sequences, the increase of patronage could not be pursued, constrained the 

Directors to look out for economical modes of conducting their trade. They 

accordingly gave instructions, that, instead of multiplying European agents in 

India, natives, and especially Armenians, should be employed ; « because,” to 

use the words of Mr. Bruce, copying or abridging the letters of the Court, 

that people could vend English woollens, by carrying small quantities into the 

interior provinces, and could collect fine muslins, and other new and valuable 

articles, suited to the European demands, better than any agents of the Com¬ 

pany could effect, under any phirmaimd or grant which might be eventually 
purchased."| 

* Bruce, iii. 76. f lb. 120. 

t See, in Gibbon, viii. S57to 360, a train of allusions, as usual, to die history of the Armenians; 

and in his notes a list of its autW.^The principal fact* regarding them, m a religious ptopic! 
are collected with hi* usual industry and fidelity by Moshehn, Ecclesiast Hiit. iii, 4f)3, tj»4, 
and 412,413. 

i Bruce, iii. 8S. 
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The prosperity which the nation had enjoyed, since tlte death of Charles I.» having 

rendered capital more abundant, the eagerness of the mercantile population to 

enter into the channel of Indian enterprise and gain had proportionally increased; 

and the principles of liberty being now 1 tetter understood, and actuating more 

strongly the breasts of Englishmen, not only had private adventure, in more 

numerous instances, surmounted the barriers of the Company a monopoly, hut 

the public in general at last disputed the power of a royal charter, unsupported by 

Parliamentary? sanction, to limit the rights oi one part of the people in 

favour of another, and to debar all hut the East India Company from the com¬ 

merce of India. Applications were made to Parliament for a new system of 

management in this branch of national affairs; and certain instances of severity, 

which were made to carry the appearance of atrocity, in the exercise of the 

powers of nuirtial law assumed by the Company, in St. Helena and other 

place*, served to augment the unfavourable opinion winch was now rising against 

them.* 
The views of the House of Commons were hostile to the Company. A com¬ 

mittee, appointed to investigate the subject, delivered it os their opinion on the 

llJth January, 1690, that a new Company should be established, and established 

by Act of Parliament; but that the present Company should carry on the trade 

exclusively, till the new Company were established.! The House itself in 1691, 

addressed the King to dissolve the Company, and incorporate a new one; when 

the King referred the question to a committee of the Privy Council-! 

Jn the mean time the Company proceeded* in a spirit of virulence, to ex¬ 

tinguish the hated competition of the general traders. “ The C ourt, says Mr. 

Bruce, transcriliing the instructions of 1601, “ continued to act towards their 

opponents, the interlopers, in the same manner as they* had done in the latter 

years uf the two preceding reigns; and granted commissions to all their cap¬ 

tains, proceeding this season to India, to scire the interlopers of every descrip¬ 

tion. and to bring them to trial t*fore the Admiralty Court at Bombay 

explaining, that, as tliey attributed ail the differences lxrtween the Company and 

the Indian powers to the interlopers, if they continued their depredations on-the 

subjects of the Mogul or King of Persia, they were to be tried for their lives as 

* Bruce,m. 81: Maepbewoa's Annals, u,6WJ; and Adam Smith, Wealth of Nation*, iii. 133, 

wfao with Uii usual sagacity tiring* to view the cauKS of iht-principal events in die history of die 

Company* 
f Bruce, iii. 82. t Macpherwc* Annals, ii. 6+8. 
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pirates, and sentence of death passed; hut execution stayed till the King’s Chap. V, 

pleasure should be known.*5 * s—-v—* 

The cruelty which marks these proceedings is obvious; and would hardly be 

credible if it were less strongly attested. The Company seized their opponents, 

and carried them I adore their own Admiralty Courts, that is, before themselves, 

to judge and pans sentence in their own cause, and inflict alatosl any measure 

of injury which it suited minds, inflamed with all the passions of disappointed 

avarice and ambition, to perpetrate. They accused their competitors of piracy, 

or of any other crime they chose; tried them, as they phased, and sentenced 

them even to death: as if it were an act of mercy that they did not consign 

them to the executioner before the royal pleasure was knownas if that 

pleasure could be as quickly known, in India, as it could in England as if the 

unfortunate victim might nnt remain for months and years in the dungeons of 

the Company, in a climate, where a sentence of imprisonment, for any length of 

time, to a European constitution, is a sentence of almost certain death; and where 

he could hardly fail to suffer the pains of many executions beside the ruin of his 

affairs, in a land of strangers and enemies, oven if his wretched life were protracted 

till his doom, pronounced at the opposite side of the globe, could be known. Mr. 

Kruno, with Ids usual alacrity of advocation, says, “ This proceeding of the 

Court rested upon the opinion of the twelve Judges, which was, that the Com* 

pany had a right to the trade to the East Indies, according to their charter.” f 

Because the Judges said they had a right to the trade to the East Indies, they 

assumed a right to be judges and executioners of their fellow subjects, in their 

own cause. This was a bold conclusion. It was impossible that, under any 

• Bruce, iii, 102. 

f lb. iii. 103. Sir Josiah Child, as chairman of the Court of Directors, wrote to the Gtrver* 

nor of Bombay, to spare no Severities to crush their countrymen who invaded the ground of the 

Company* pretensions m India. The Governor replied, by professing hi* readiness to omit nothing 

which lay within the sphere of his power to satisTy the wishes of the Company - but Uu- laws 

of England unhappily would not let him proceed so far as might otherwise be desirable. Sir 

Jodah wrote back with anger;—<c That he expected IlLs orders were to be his rales, and not the 

laws of England, which were on heap of nonsense, compiled bye few ignorant country gentlemen, 

who hardly knew how to nuke kvm for the good of their own pri vate families, much teas for the re' 

guloiitig of Companies, and foreign commerce." (Hamilton's New Account of India, i. 232.) j 

run tlio more particular, adds Captain Hamilton,11 on this account, because I saw and copied both 

those letter* m Anno 1696, while Mr. Vaux [the Governor to whom the letters were addressed] 

and 1 were prisoners at Sural, on account of Captain Every‘s robbing the Mogul'* great shin, 
called the Gum way." lb. 233. 
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colour of justice, the powers of judicature entrusted to the Company, by kingly 

without parliamentary authority, even if allowed, could be extended beyond 

their own servants, who voluntarily submitted to their jurisdiction- With re¬ 

gard to the rest of their fellow-subjects, it was surely power enough, if 

they were permitted to send them to England, to answer for their conduct 

if challenged, before a tribunal, which had not an ovcrl>eaiing interest in de¬ 

stroying them. 
The King of 1693, like the King of any other period, preferred power in his 

own hands to power in the lionds of the parliament, and would have been pleased 

to retain without participation the right of making or annulling exclusive privi¬ 

leges of trade. Notwithstanding the resolution of the committee of the House 

of Commons, that parliament should determine whatever regulations might be 

deemed expedient for the Indian trade, a new charter was granted by letters 

patent from the ciown, as the proper mode of terminating the present contro¬ 

versies. The principal conditions were, that the capital of the Company, which 

was 756,000/. should be augmented by 7*4,000/., so as to raise it to 1,500,000/. j 

that their exclusive privileges should be confirmed for twenty one years; that 

they should export 100,000/. of British produce annually ; that the title to a vote 

in the court of Proprietors should be lOOOi.; and that no more than ten votes 

should be allowed to any individual* 

The pretensions, however, of the House of Commons brought this important 

question to a dilferent issue. Towards the close of the very same season, that 

assembly came to a vote, “ that it was the right of all Englishmen to trade to 

the East Indies, or any part of the world, unless prohibited by act of par¬ 

liament : rt f And William knew his situation too well to dispute their authority. 

The Conijiany laloured under the most pressing emljarrassments. Though 

their pecuniary difficulties, through the whole course of their history, have been 

allowed as little as possible to meet the public eye, what we happen to lie told 

of the situation at this time of the Presidency at Surat affords a lively idea of 

the financial distresses in which they were involved. Instead of eight locks of 

rupees, which it was expected would be sent from Bombay to Surat, to purchase 

goods for the homeward voyage, only three lacks and a half were received. The 

debt at .Surat already amounted to twenty lacks. Yet it was absolutely necessary 

|o borrow money to purchase a cargo for even three ships. A loan of one lack 

and 80,000 rupees was necessary to complete this small investment. To raise 

* Bruce, di-133—135- Macjiheison's Anna]*, ii, Si9. 

1 

t lb. U2. 
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this sum, it was necessary to allow to individuals the privileges of the contract Chap. V. 

which subsisted with the Armenian merchants.* And after ail these exertions '“~v—^ 

the money could only be obtained by taking it up on loans from the Company’s 
ow n servants, f 

The Company meanwhile did not neglect the usual corrupt methods of ob- Company m 

taming favours at home. It appeared that they had distributed large sums of hiWaft menu 

motley to men ht power before obtaining their charter. The I-Iouse of Commons P0"”- 

were at the present period disposed to inquire into such transactions. They 

ordered the Itooks of the Company to be examined; where it appeared that it 

iuwl been the practice, and even habit of the Company, to give bribes to men in 

power; that, previous to the revolution, their annual expense under that head 

had scarcely ever exceeded 1,200/.; that since the revolution it had gradually 

increased; and that in the year 1693, it had amounted to nearly 00,000/. The 

Duke of Leeds, who was charged with having received a bribe of 5,000/., was 

impeached by the Commons. But the principal witness against him was sent 

out of the way, and it was not till nine days after it was demanded by tire 

Lords that a proclamation was issued to stop his flight. Great men were con¬ 

cerned in smothering the inquiry ; jmrliament was prorogued ; and the scene was 
here jiermitted to dose. $ 

As the science and art of government were still so imperfect as to be very p-^ 

unequal to the suppression of crimes; and robberies and murders were pre valent 

even in the best regulated countries in Europe; so depredation was committed 

on tbe ocean under still less restraint, and pirates abounded wherever the amount 

of property at sea afforded an adequate temptation. The fame of Indian riches 

attracted to the Eastern seas adventurers of all nations; some of them professed 

pirates; others, men who would have preferred honest trade; though, when they 

found themselves debarred from this source of profit bv the pretensions and 

power of monopoly, they had no such aversion to piracy as to reject the only 

other source of which they wore allowed to partake. The moderation which, 

during some few years, the Company had found it prudent to observe in their 

operations for restraining the resort of private traders to India, had permitted an 

increase of the predatory adventurers. As vessels belonging to Mogul subjects 

' know not the terms of that contract, nor how a participation in fa privileges could bo 

granted to individuals without a breach of faith toward the Armenian merchants, 
f Bruce* iii* 167. 

| Macpfu'rson & A nnali* li» 052 ( G6£; 10,000/. U $aid to havt ktn traced to like K mg. 
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Boos I. fell occasionally into the hands of plunderers of the English nation, the Mogul 

---' government, too ignorant and headlong to be guided by any but the rudest *p- 

,ei>e* pcarances, held the Company responsible for the misdeeds of their countrymen : 

and sometimes proceeded to such extremities as to confiscate their goods and con¬ 

fine their servants. The Company, who would have been justified in requiring 

aid at the hands of government for the remedy of so real a grievance, made use 

of the occasion as a favourable one for accumulating odium upon the independ¬ 

ent traders. They endeavoured to confound them with tho pirates. They im¬ 

puted the piracies in general to the interlopers as they called them. In their 

complaints to government they represented the interlopers and the depreda¬ 

tions of which Lhey said they were the authors, as the cause of all the calami¬ 

ties to which, under tlu? Mogul government, the Company had been exposed. 

The charge, m truth, of piracy became a general calumny, with which all the 

different parties in India endeavoured to blacken their competitors; and the 

Company itself, when the new association of merchants trading to India began 

to rival them, were as strongly accused of acting the pirates in India, as the 

individual traders had been by themselves* 
Such was the situation of the Company in England, and in India, when the 

for influence of the rival association threatened them with destruction. In the year 

the favour of HJ98 Iwsth parties were urging their pretensions with the greatest possible zeal, 

when the necessities of the government pointed out to both the project of bribing 

kiM‘ it by the accommodation of money. The Company offered to lend to govern¬ 

ment 700,000/, at 4 per cent- interest, provided their charter should lie con¬ 

firmed, and the monopoly of India secured to them by net of parliament. Their 

rivals knowing on how effectual an extent they had fallen, resolved to augment 

the temptation. They offered to advance 2,000,000/. at 8 per cent, provided 

they should bo invested with the monopoly free from obligation of trading on a 

joint-stock, except as they themselves should afterwards desire, f 

A hill was introduced into parliament for carrying the project of the new 

association into execution. And the arguments of the two parties it ere broug t 

forward in full strength and detail, t 

* Brace, iiL H6, 166. « Sir Nicolas Wail* [Consul of the Association] addressed a ietter/' 
era Mr. Bmcc, " to the Mogul icnisicg the London Company flf being durer* and abettors of 

the piracies, from which Jus subjects and the trade of his dominions had suffered, or, in the coo- 

id'i cone language, 0/ ki*g thura and ecnjtdtrata with ikepratt*:3 lb. 337. 

+ Anderson's Hist. Macpbenon's Annals, ii. Bruce, iiL 252, 253. 

% Bruce, LiL 253- Maephereon, ii. 69L 
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On the ]vart of the existing Company, it was represented ■ That they jx>s» Chap. V. 

scssed darters; that the infringement of charters was contrary to good faith, v 

contrary to justice, and in fact no less imprudent than it was unmoral, by de- Aipmwn»tf 

straying that security of engagements on width the industry of individuals and 

the prosperity of nations essentially depend : That the East India Company, more- *«ir charter, 

over, had property, of which to deprive them would be to violate the very foun¬ 

dation on which the structure of society rests; that they were the Lords-Propri¬ 

etors, by royal grant, of Born bay and St, Helena; that they had in India at 

their own expense, urid by their own exertions, acquired immoveable property, 

in lands, in houses, in taxes and duties, the annual produce of which might lie 

estimated at 41,000/.: That at great excuse they had erected fortifications in 

various parts of India, by w hich they had preserved to their country the Indian 

trade; and had huiit factories and purchased privileges of great importance to 

the nation: enterprises to which they could have been induced by nothing but 

the hope and prospect of national support: That the resources and abilities of 

the Company were proved by the estimate which was shown of their quick and 

dead stock : And that a capital of tw o millions would be raised immediately by 

subscription: That the project, on the contrary, of the new association made no 

provision for a determinate stock; and the trade, which experience proved to 

require an advance of 600,000/. annually, might thus be lost to the nation, for 

want of sufficient capital to carry it on : That justice to individuals, as well os to 

the public, required the continuance of the charter, as the property and even sub¬ 

sistence of mauy families, widows, and orphans, was involved in the fate of the 

Company : In short, that humanity, law, ami policy, would be all equally vio¬ 

lated by infringing the chartered rights of this admirable institution-* 

The new* association replied ; That it was no infringement of good faith or of the New 

justice, to annul, by a legislative act, a charter which was hostile to the in- 

terests of the nation; because that would be to say that, if a government has 

once committed an error, it is not lawful for it to correct itself; it would be 

indeed to say that, if a nation has once been rendered miserable by erroneous 

institutions of government, it is never lawful to deliver itself from its misery ; 

That the practical rule of the British government, as many precedents abundantly 

testified, had accordingly been, to set at nought the pretended inviolability of 

charters, as often as they were proved to t* unprofitable or injurious; that not 

only had charters been destroyed by act of parliament, but even the judges at 

• Bruce, iii. 2S3. Anderson's History of Commerce; Macphcrson, ii. 691, 695- 

VOL. L if 
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IdW (so Little in reality was the respect which had been paid to charters) laid often 

set them aside by their sole authority : on the vague and general ground that the 

King had Lwen deceived in his grant: That, if any chftrtored liody was entitled to 

complain of being dissolved, in obedience to the dictates of utility, it was certainly 

not the East India Company, whose charter had been originally granted, and 

subsequently renewed, on tin? invariable condition of being terminated, fitter three 

years’ notice, if not productive of national advantage: To display the property 

which the Company bad acquired in India, and to pretend that it gave them a 

right to perpetuity of charter, was nothing less than to insult tLie supreme au¬ 

thority of the state; by telling it, that, be the limitations what they might, 

under which the Legislature should grant a charter, it was at oil times in the 

power of the chartered body to annul those limitations, and mock the legislative 

wisdom of the nation, simply by acquiring property : That, if the Company had 

erected forts and factories, the question still remained, whether they carried on 

the trade more profitably by their charter than the nation could cam' it on if the 

charter were destroyed: That the nation and its constituted authorities 

were the sole judge in this controversy; of which the question whether the 

nation or the Company were most likely to fail in point of capital, no doubt 

formed a part : That if inconvenience, and in some instances distress, should be 

felt by individuals, this deserved consideration, and in the balance of goods and 

evils, ought to be counted to its full amount; hut to bring forward the incon¬ 

venience of individuals, an constituting in itself a conclusive argument against 

a political arrangement, is as much as to say that no abuse should \k ever reme¬ 

died; because no abuse is without its profit to somebody, and no considerable 

number of per^ns can lie deprived of customary profits without inconvenience 

to most, hardship to many, and distress to some* 
The new associators, though thus strong against the particular pleas of their 

opponents, were debarred the use of those important arguments which bore upon 

the principle of exclusion; and which, even in that age, were urged with great 

foree against the Company. They who were themselves endeavouring to obtain 

a monopoly could not proclaim the evils which it was tiie nature of monopoly to 

produce. The legislature, however, regarding os totally destitute of foundation 

those pretended rights of the Company to a perpetuity of their exclusive privi¬ 

leges, for to that extent did their arguments reach, produced an act, empowering 

ttie King to convert the new' association into ft corporate fmdy, and to bestow 

* Bruce, iii. 24S, 25*. Amfeiwe’s History of Coma tree ; Muepberwn, u* t^- 
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upon them the monopoly of the Indian trade. The charters, the property, the 

privileges, the forts and factories of the Company in India, and their claims of 

merit with the nation, if not treated with contempt, were at least held inadequate 

to de1>ar the legislative wisdom of the community from establishing tor the 

Indian trade wtiatevcr rules and regulations the interest of the public npjx'ared 

to require,* 
The following were the principal provisions of the act: That a sum of two 

millions should be raised by subscription, for the service of government; that 

this .subscriptinn should be open to natives or foreigners, bodies politic or cor¬ 

porate : that the money so advanced should bear an interest of 8 per cent 

per annum : tliat it should be lawful for his Majesty, by his letters patent, to 

make the subscribers a body politic and corporate, by the name of the 41 General 

Society : " tliat the subscribers severally might trade to the East Indies, each to 

the amount of his sulxscription : tliat if any or all of the subscribers should be 

willing and desirous, they might be incorporated into a joint-stock Company : 

tliat the subscribers to this fund should have the sole and exclusive right of 

trading to the East Indies: tliat on three years’ notice, after the 29th of Sep¬ 

tember, 1711, and the repayment of the capital of 2pOOO,OUOJ, this act should 

cease and determine ; that the old or London Company, to whom three years’ 

notice were due, should have leave to trade to India till 1701 ; tliat their estates 

should In* chargeable with their debts: and that if any further dividends were 

made before the payment of their debts, the mcmliers who received them should 

be responsible for the debts with their private estates to the amount of the sums 

thus unduly received. 

This measure, of prohibiting dividends while debt is unpaid, or of rendering the 

Proprietors responsible with their fortunes to the amount of the dividends re¬ 

ceived, befitted the legislative justice of a nation. 

A clause, on the same principle, was enacted with regard to the New Com¬ 

pany, that they should not allow their debts at any time to exceed the amount of 

their capital stock; nr, if they did, that every proprietor should be responsible for 

the debts with his private fortune, to the whole amount of whatever he should have 

received in the way of dividend or share after the debts exceeded the capital f 

This good policy was little regarded in the sequel 

In conformity with this act a charter passed the great seal, bearing dale the 

3d of September, constituting the subscribers to the stock of 3,000,0001 a body 

* Brace, iiL ££5. Mscphmon, iL 096. 
M 2 
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corporate under the name of the “ General Society." This charter empowered 

the subscribers to trade, on the terms of a regulated Company, each subscriber 

for his own account. The greater part, however, of the subscribers desired to 

trade upon a joint-stock : and another charter, dated the 5th of the same month, 

formed this portion of the suliscribers, exclusive of the small remainder, into a 

joint-stock Company, by the name of ** the English Company trading to the 

East Indies." * 
*4 In all this very material affair," says Anderson, ** there certainly was a 

strange jumble of inconsistencies, contradictions, and difficulties, not easily to 

tie accounted for in the conduct of men of judgment” f The London Com¬ 

pany, who had a right by their charter to the exclusive trade to India till three 

years after notice, had reason to complain of thi3 injustice that the English 

Company were empowered to trade to India immediately, while they had the 

poor comjjcnsation of trading for three years along with them. There was pal¬ 

pable absurdity in abolishing one exclusive company only to erect another; when 

the former had acted no otherwise than the latter would act. Even the depar¬ 

ture from joint-stock management, if trade on the principle of individual inflec¬ 

tion and personal interest had lietn looked to as the source of improvement, 

might have been accomplished, without the erection of two exclusive companies, 

by only abolishing the joint-stock regulation of the old one. But the chief 

mark of the ignorance, at that time, of parliament, in the art and science of 

government, was their abstracting from a trading body, under the name of loan 

to government, tlie w hole of their trading capital; and expecting them to traffic 

largely and profitably when destitute of funds. The vast advance to govern¬ 

ment, the place of w hich they feebly supplied by credit, beggared the English 

Company, and ensured their rain from the first. 

Effort* and The old, or London Company, lost not their hopes. They were allowed to 

trade for three years on their own charter; and availing themselves of the clause 

in the act* which permitted corporations to hold stock of the New Company, 

they resolved to subscribe into this fund as largely as possible, and, under the 

privilege of private adventure, allowed by the charter of the English Company, 

to trade separately and in their own name, after the three years of their charter 

should he expired. The sum which they were enabled to appropriate to this 

purpose was d15,000/. \ 

* MacpIu-rsiiuV Anniils, Si, Sift. Urucc, w- 257, 258. Preamble to the Stat. 6. A. e. 1?. 

f Anderson's Hist, of Commerce, Macphenon, it. 700. 

J Bruce, iii. 256, 257. Maqilitmn, II, 700. Smith's Wealth of Niuiunt, iii, 135. 
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In the instructions to their servants abroad they represented the late measures Chat, V. 

of parliament as rather the result of the power of a particular party than the ’ 

fhiit of legislative wisdom: “ The Interlopers," so they called the New Com¬ 

pany, “ had prevailed by their offer of having the trade free, and not on a joint- 

stork ; ” hut they were resolved by large equipments (if their servants would 

only second their endeavours) to frustrate the speculations of those opponents: 

Two East India Companies in England,” these arc their ow n w ords, lt could no 

more subsist without destroying one the other, than two Kings, at the some 

time regnant in the same kingdom: that now a civil battle was to lie fought 

between the Old and the New Company; and that two or tlirec years must end 

this war, os the Old or the New must give way : that, being veterans, if their 

servants abroad would do their duty they did not doubt of the victory: that if 

the world laughed at the pains the two Companies took to ruin each other they 

could not lielp it, as they were oil good ground and had a charter.'’ * 

When the time arrived for paying the instalments of the subscriptions to the FmW«wh of 

stock of the New Company, many of the subscribers, not finding it easy to raise Mcminn, 

the money, were under the necessity of selling their shares. They fell to a dis¬ 

count; and the desjwndeucy hence arising ojieratcd to produce still greater 

depression.! 

The first voyage, w hich the New Company fitted out, consisted of three 

ships with a stock of 178,000/.+ To this state of imbecility did the absorption 

of their capital reduce their operations. The sum to which they were thus 

limited for commencing their trade but little exceeded the interest which they 

were annually to receive Horn government. 

With such means the New Company constituted a very unequal competitor Gunter 

with the Old. The equipments of the Old Company, fur the same season, [^ofj 

1698-99, amounted to thirteen sail of shipping, 5,000 tons burthen, and stock 

estimated at 525,0004 Under the difficulties with which they had to contend 

at home, they resolved by the most submissive and respectful behaviour, as well 

as by offer of services, to cultivate the favour of the Moguls. Their endeavours 

were not unsuccessful They obtained a grant of the towns of Chuttamittee, 

Covindpore, and Calcutta, and began, but cautiously, so as not to alarm the 

native government, to construct a fort. It was denominated Fort William; and 

the station was constituted a Presidency, (j 

To secure the advantages to which they looked from their subscription of 

* Bruce, til. 2S7, t lb. 258, m t lb, 285. i lb. 264, 26$, 300. 
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Book I. 315,000/. into the stock of the English Company, they had sufficient influence 

'-v-* to obtain an act of parliament, by which they were continued a corporation, en- 

1700‘ titipd, after the period of their own charter, to trade, on their own account, 

under the charter of the New Company, to the amount of the stock they had 

subscribed.* 
E&ctttfiha Tlic riralshtp of the two Companies produced, in India, all those acts of 

SmScI- mutual opposition and hostility, which naturally flowed from the circumstances 

P*ni“ in which they were placed. They laboured to supplant one another in the good 

opinion of the native inhabitants and the native governments. They defamed 

one another. They obstructed the operations of one another. And at last their 

animosities and contentions broke out into undissetnUed violence and oppression. 

Sir William Norris, whom the New Company, with the King’s permission, had 

sent as their Ambassador to the Mogul court, arrived at Surat in the month of 

December, 1700. After several acts, insulting and injurious to the London 

Company, whom he accused of obstructing him in all his measures and designs, 

he seized three of the Council, and delivered them to the Mogul Governor, 

who detained them till they found security for their appearance. The President 

and the Council were afterwards, by an order of the Mogul government, put 

in confinement; and Sir Nicholas Waite, the English Company’s Consul at 

Surat, declared, in lib correspondence with the Directors of that Company, tliat 

he had solicited thb act of severity, because the London Company’s servants had 

used treasonable expressions towards the King; and had made use of their in¬ 

terest with the Governor of Surat to oppose the privileges winch the Ambassador 

of the English Company was soliciting at the court of the Mogul, f 

Attempt* to As the injury which these destructive contentions produced to the nation soon 

<?«" * “*■ affected the public mind, and was deplored in proportion to the imaginary ticne- 

fits of the trade, an union of the two Companies was generally desired, and 

strongly recommended. Upon the first depression in the market of the stock 

of the New Company, an inclination had on their part been manifested to¬ 

wards a coalition. But what disposed the one party to such a measure, sug¬ 

gested the hope of greater advantage, and more complete revenge, to the other, 

by holding back from it. The King himself, when in March, 1700, he re¬ 

ceived the Directors of the London Company, on the subject of the act which 

continued them a corporate body, recommended to their serious oonsiitend ion 

an union of the two Companies, as the measure which would most promote 

a Bruce, iiL 293, 336, 550. f lb. 360 to 370, 374 to 379, 410. 
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what they both held out as a great national object, the Indian trade. The Chap. V. 

Company paid so far respect to the royal authority as to call a General Court of y—"** 

Proprietors tor taking the subject into consideration ; but after this step they ap¬ 

peared disposed to let the subject rest. Toward the dose, however, of the year, 

the King, by a special message, required to know what proceedings they had 

adopted in consequence of his advice. Upon this the Directors summoned a 

Gene nil Court, and the following evasive resolution was voted;—" That this 

Company, as they have always been, so are they still ready to embrace every 

opportunity by which they may manifest their duty to his Majesty, and zeal for 

the public good, and that they are desirous to contribute their utmost endeavours 

for the preservation of the East India trade to this kingdom, and are willing to 

agree with the New Company upon reasonable terms.” The English Company 

were more explicit; they readily specified the conditions on which they were 

willing to form a coalition; upon which the London Company proposed that 

seven individuals on each side should be appointed, to whom the negotiation 

should be entrusted, and by whom the terms should be discussed.* 

As the expiration approached of the three years which were grunted to the 

L/mdon Company to continue trade on their whole stock, they became more 

inclined to an accommodation. In their first proposal they aimed at the extinc¬ 

tion of the rival Company. As a committee of the House of Commons had. 

been formed, u to receive proposals For paying off the national debts,, and ad¬ 

vancing the credit of the nation ” they made a proposition to pay off the 

2,000,000/. which government had liorrowed at usurious interest from the Eng¬ 

lish Company, and to hold the debt at five per cent. The proposal, though en¬ 

tertained by the committee, was not relished by the House; and this project was 

defeated.! The distress, however, in which the Company were now involved, 

their stock having within the last ten years fluctuated from 300 to 37 

per cent., f rendered some speedy remedy indispensable. The committee of 

seven, which had been proposed in the Answer to the King, was now resorted 

to in earnest, and was empowered by a General Court, on the 17th April, 1701, 

to make and receive proposals for the union of the two Companies, 

It was the beginning of January, in the succeeding year, before the following uni® 

general terms were adjusted and approved i That the Court of twenty-four ^ 

Managers or Directors should be composed of twelve individuals chosen by each 

Company; that of the annua! exports, the amount of which should be fixed by 

• Bruce, iii. <290, 293, 335. } TJ>, 434. 

t Andcrson'e Hut. of Commerce, Macplierson, ii. 70s. 
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the Court of Monagcre, a hidf should be furnished by each Company; that the 

Court of Managers should have the entire direction of all matters relating to 

trade and settlements subsequent to this union; hut that the factnre ol each 

Company should manage separately the stocks which each had sent out previous 

to the date of that transaction; that seven yeiira should be aUowed to wind up 

the separate concerns of each Company; and that, after that j*nod, one great 

joint-stock should lie formed hy the final union of the fund* or both, Thtf 

agreement was confirmed by the General Courts of both Companies on the 

An indenture tripartite, including the Queen and the two East India Com- 

tKunes, was the instrument adopted for giving legal efficacy to the transaction. 

For equalizing the shares of the two Companies the following scheme was de- 

Vi^ The London Company, it was agreed, should purchase at par as much 

of the capital of the English Conqiany lent to government, os, added to the 

315 000/- Which they bad already subscribed, should render the preportmii of 

cad, equal. The dead stock of the l^ondou Company was estimated at 

530,000/-; and that of the English Company at 70,000/.; upon which the 

bitter paid 130,000/. for equalizing the shares of this part of the common estate. 

On the 33d July, 1703. the indenture passed under the great seal; and the 

two parties took the common name of The United Company oj Merchants 

trtiding to the East Indies*f 
Ou the foundation on which the affairs of the two Companies were m tins 

manner placed, they proceeded with considerable joltings and contention, espe¬ 

cially between the functionaries in India, till the season 1707-*, when an event 

occurred* which necessitated the accommodation of differences, and accelerated 

* Bnice iii. 42* to 426- Of the subtleties which at this time enteral into the policy of the 

C*™, 'the following is a specimen- Sir Basil Firehmce, or fire-brass, a notorious jobber, who 

had be*; an interloper, and afterwords joined with the London Company, ™ now An mtnpuer 

for both Companies. At a General Court of the London Company, on the 38d April, 701, 

this man staled, that tic had * scheme W {impose, which he doubted not would accomp u i l u. 

union desired} but required to know what recompense should be allowed him, if ho effected if 

important point. By an act of the Court, the committee of seven were anthemed to m-gonatt: 

*ith Sir Basil, the recompense which he ought to receive The committee, after reprated con- 

iVrenctn* with the gentleman. proposed to the Coort Committees, if be e ec e uiucm, 

150,000/. of the nock «f die Company should he transferred to him on Ids paying «V. per cent. 

In other words, he w* to receive SO per cent, on J50.000?,, or a reward of 30,000f. for the nie¬ 

ces of his intrigues- Ibid. See also Maephcnwn, ii, 665. 

f BnicCi iii. 4BG to ^82 * 
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the completion of Hie union. A loan of 1,200.000/., without interest, was ex* Chat. V. 

acted of the two Companies for the use of government. The recollection of 

what had hapgwned, when the body of private adventurers were formed into the 

English East India Company, made them dread the offers of a new body of ad¬ 

venturers, should any difficulty on their part be found to exist. It was neces¬ 

sary, therefore, that the two Companies should lay aside all separate views, and 

cordially join their endeavours to avert the common danger. 

It was at last agreed, that alt differences subsisting lietwecn them should be Umsn effected 

submitted to the arbitration of the Earl of Godolphin, then JLord High Trca* Of Godolplni^ 

surer of England; and that the union should be rendered complete and final 

upon the award which he should pronounce. On this foundation, the act, 

6th Anne, ch. 17, was passed; enacting that a sum of 1,200,000/. without in¬ 

terest should be ad von ceil by the United Company to government, which, Ixdng 

added to the former advance of 3,000,000/. al 8 per cent, interest, constituted a 

loan of 3,300,000/. yielding interest at the rate of 5 jicr cent, upon the .whole ; 

that to raise this sum of 1,200,000/, the Company should be empowered to bor¬ 

row to the extent of 1,500,000/. on their common seal, or to call in moneys to 

that extent from the Proprietors; that this sum of 1,200,000/. should be added 

to their capital stock; that instead of terminating on three years' notice idler 

the 29th of September, 1711. their privileges should be continued till tlirec years 

notice after the 25th of March, 1726, and till repayment of their capital; 

that the stock of the separate adventurers of the General Society, amounting to 

7.200/., which had never been incorporated into the joint-stock of the English 

Company, might be paid off, on three years’ notice after the 29th of September, 

1711, and merged in the joint-stock of the United Company; and that the 

award of the Earl of Godolphin, settling the terms of the Union, should be bind¬ 

ing and conclusive on l>oth parties.* 

The award of Godolpliin was dated and published on the 29th of September,. 

1708, It referred solely to the winding up of the concerns of (lie two Compa¬ 

nies; and the blending of their separate properties into one stock, on terms 

equitable to both. As the assets or effects of the London Company in India fell 

short of the debts of that concern, they were required to pay by instalments to 

the United Company the sum of 96,615/. 4s. 9d.: and as the effects of the 

English Company in India exceeded their debts, they were directed to receive 

from the United Company the sum of 66,005/. 4s. 2d,; the debt due by Sir ^ 

VOL. 1. 

* Bruce, tu. 635 to QS9; Slat. 6 A. c, 17. 
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Book 1. Edward Littleton in Bengal* viz. 80,437 rujtccs and 8 anas, remaining to be 

discharged by the English Company on their own account. On these terms 

the whole of the property and debts of bath Companies abroad became the pro¬ 

perty and debts of the United Company. With regard to the debts of licth 

Companies in Britain, it was in general ordained that they should all be dis¬ 

charged before the 1st of March, 1709; and as those of the London Company 

amounted to the sum of 399,795/. 9j. Id, they were empowered to coll upon 

their Proprietors, by three several instalments, for the means of liquidation,* 

As the intercourse of the English nation with the people of India was destined 

now to become, by a very rapid progress, lxrth extremely intimate, and ex¬ 

tremely extensive, it will be necessary for the understanding of the subsequent 

proceedings that a full account should be rendered of the character and cir¬ 

cumstances of the men whom these proceedings peculiarly regarded. 

The jiopulation of those great countries consisted chiefly of two races; one, 

which may be here called the Hindu race; another, which may be colled the 

Mohomedan race. The first were the aboriginal inhabitants of the country. 

The latter were subsequent invaders; and insignificant, in point of number, 

compared with the first, 

The next two Books will be devoted to the purpose of laying before the 

reader all that appears to be useful in what is known concerning both these 

classes of the Indian people. To those who delight in tracing the phenomena 

of human nature, in all, particularly the more remarkable, combinations of dr* 

cum stances; as well os to those who only desire to know completely the founda¬ 

tion upon which the actions of the British people Imve proceeded in India, this 

will not appear the least interesting department of the work. 

* Bruce, iii. 667 to 679. Macphenoo, iii. I ■ 2, 



BOOK II. 

OF THE HINDUS. 

CHAP. I. 

Chronology and Ancient History of the Hindus. 

Rude nations seem to derive a peculiar gratification from pretensions to a high Chm. i. 

antiquity,* As a boastful and turgid vanity distinguishes remarkably the ’--- 

oriental nations, the> have in most instances carried their claims to the most 

extravagant height, Wc are informed in a curious fragment of Chaldaic his¬ 

tory, that there were written accounts preserved at Babylon with the greatest 

core, comprehending & term of fifteen myriads of years, f Tlie pretended du- 

Dftd- anJ ™ Empi*, L MO.) to the wild 
' VL . “ „C ' ’ d Ta^,1^, Can P®m om indiddual ton of Jnphct from whose loins his 

- " Lni^,r de*™dsL“AccOTdmg to Dr, Keating (History or Ireland, 13), the 

ST ^ Tr^" r !MB °f SC^ *■ Mn *»■ ** of Sru, th* sen of Fra- 
thecottnr \|° toth“: fl”’ J*10" of M^°S> the MU of JaphM, the son of Noah, leaded on 

p . , ' UllB[er.' lhe +th ^ 0f Ma-V’ Etl die year of the world 19TB.—The legends of 
ng an ore no lew instructive, A fourth or dxih son of Japhet, named Srtmothes, having fim 

*■* °;er ^ pw @oo y^ 
r . T ' ^^^wdiini hMj some gencraiion* afterwards subdued by Albion, a 

£» d»MA h<? CI'ileJ WBnd ***** his 0,rn ““** an(i wl*l it forty-four year*. 
6ce the story, with some JwLaous reflections, in Stiltons HiMory of England (ftL Work* of 

2Sr s-, ft,1?6-1 : "* *» —izS«zi i£ 
win*" f°T Prtl™ 0 *14f °^cr 11,111,1 tnoon. The Lacedemonian* called themselves ihe 

, 1 * L1F ’ “fttml was the madness of the an eient* on this subject! They 

Oriltf ST “ “ T *** <* V* -«* — to approach eternity • C,J% 
® ^aw*J v‘ll ^ ch. 1, urt, S, See the authorities there quoted. 

127, 8v# ^ ^ Syncelh Chronograph, p. 38, Bryant's Ancient Mythology, if. 
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Book II, ration of the Chinese monarchy h still more extraordinary. A single king of 

^ v—' Egypt was believed to have reigiietl three myriads of years.* 

The Hindi* The present age erf the w orld* according to the system of the Hindus, h dis- 

tingukhed into four grand periods, denominated ytigs. The first is the Satya 

jTjg, comprehending 1 000 years i the second the Trcta yngf comprehending 

1^^000 jean; the tliird the Divapar yug, including 864,000 years; ami 

the fourth the Cali yug, which win extend to 482*000 years* Of these periods 

the first tliree are expired, and hi the year 1817 of the Christian era, 4911 

years of the last. From the commencement, therefore, of the Satya yug, to 

the present time, is comprehended a space of 3,802,911 years, the antiquity to 

which thk people lay daim,| 

* Symcchi Chroaicon, p, 51- Herodotus informs us. (lib. ii. c- 2,) tint die Egyptians con- 

iidiTd tbiwlv^s ai the most Ancient of monki nd, till an experiment made by Pfeammetichui 

convinced them doit (he HnygTmi* alone preceded them- But the inhabitant* of the further 

Peninsula of India make the boldest Incursions into theregions of ancient time. The Butman*, wo 

are infbnnd by 3>r» Buchanan, |Ai. Rei* *L lSlf) believe that the livm of the first inhabitants ol 

their country lasted ddc u^ a period of time of which they thus eoimttunicatc no Idea: 

u If for three years it should ram incessantly over die whole surface of dlb earth, which fc, 

\ *203*400 jimiua ic cEnwtcr* the number of drop of rain foiling In such a space and lime, al- 

though for exceeding human conception, would only equal the number of years contained in one 

IMmfTiflr 

f Sir William Junes'* Discourse on the Chronology of die Hindus* (A* Res, ii. 111 * Svo EiL) also 

that oo die Gods of Greece, Italy, and India, (Ibid u 221.}’—See too Mr. fknulvy s Remarks on 

the principal Eras and Dates of the ancient Hindus (Ibid v- 315); a&d die Discourse of Capt. F. 

Wilford od the Chronology or the Hindus, in the same volume, p* 24.—Consult ulso Mr. Mnrs- 

den^ Discourse trn the chronology of the Hindus, (Phil, Trans. Ixxx* 568.) Those authors, 

having all drawn from die *mnio sources, display on appearance of uniformity and certainty in 

this part of the Hindu system. It is amusing to contcrapliite the wavering results of their prude* 

cc&snra- Mr. Halhed, in the pftrfiice to his Translation of the Code of Gcntoo Laws, dius states die 

number of year*, and thus spells the names of tins epochs ; i. The Suture Joguc* 3*200,(X36 

„ yeatqi 2. the Tirtah Jogue, 2,400,COO years ; 3, the Dwop&ar Jogue* 1, 600,000; 4* the Codec 

Jogue, 400*000.—Colonel Dow marks the Suttee Jogue at I^JKMXOOO; die Tirtah Jogue nt 

1,060,000; the Hwnpaor Jngue, 72,000; and the CuOec Jogue, S6*000 years. (History of 

Hindusran. i. *L) -M, Bernier, whoce knowledge of India was so extensive md accurate, give** oh 

die information of the Bniluncm of Benan-n. the Satya yug at 2,500,000 year*, tbcTfCta at 1*20CL0Q0P 

the Dwapar at 864,000, and assigns no period to the Cali yug- (Voyage*, ii- 160-)— Mwts, Roger 

And le Gentil, who received their accounts from die Brahmens of the coast of Coromandel, coincide 

with Sir William Jones, except that they specify no duration for the Cali yug. (Forte Ouverte* 

p. 179 ; Mem- dc FAcadcm* dcs Science* pour 1772, tom, ii. part %, p, 17-)—The account of Au- 

cjueiU Duperroo agree* every particular with that of Sir W. Jones; Rcdierches Hiftoriqtra 

et (feugraphiques sur I'lriikj Lettre sur k* Aatiquites dt flndc*—Die four ages of the Mexicans 
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The contempt with which judicious historians now treat the historical fables of Cjiai*. 1 

early society must be indulged with caution when we explore the undent con- ’-v— 

dition of Hindustan t because the legendary tale* of the Hindus Imvc hitherto 

among European inquirers been regarded with particular respect ; and localise, 

without a knowledge of them, much of what has been w ritten in Europe con¬ 

cerning the people of India cannot be understood* It is necessary, therefore, 

to relate, that at the commencement of die Satya vug, or 3,692,911 years ago, 

lived Satyavrata, otherwise denominated Voirarw^S, and also the seventh Menu. 

He had escaped with his family Iran an universal deluge, w hich had destroyed 

bear a remarkable resemblance to those of the Hindus, and of so many other nations. '■ All 

tlie nations of Aiwhuac (says Clavigero, History of Mexico, B. vi. sect. 24,) distinguished Four 

ages of time by as many jujus, The first, named Atonntiuh, that it, the sun (or the age) of water, 

commenced with the creation of die world, and continued until the time at which nil mankind 

perished in a genera! deluge along with the first ten. The second, Tlaltonatiidi, the age of earth, 

lasted from the deluge until the ruin of the giants, Ac. The third, Ehicatonaliuh, the age of 

nir. lasted from the destruction of the giants till the great whirlwinds, «$rc. The fourth, Tivto- 

natiuh, commenced at the lost-mentioned catastrophe, and is to lost till the earth be destroyed 
l)y lire, 

* The reader will hy and bye he prepared to determine for himself how far the rules of the 

Brahmens deserve exemption from the sentence which four great historians have, in the following 

passages, pronounced on the fanciful traditions of early tuitions. (< The curiosity," says Mr. 

Hume, “ entertained by »U civilized nations, of inquiring into the exploits and adventures of 

their ancestors, commonly excites a regret that the history of remote ages should always be so 

much involved in obscurity, uncertainty, and contradiction. 1 * * The fables which are com¬ 

monly employed to supply the ploce of true history ought entirely to be disregarded ; or. if jmy 

exception he admitted to this general rule, it can only be in favour of the ancient Grecian fictions, 

which art so celebrated and so agreeable, that they will ever be the objects of the attention of 

mankind." (Hume’s History of England, i.eh. I-J—‘« NatimuTinysRoliertsan, «» well <u men .arrive 

at maturity by degrees, and the event. wUdt liappemsJ during their infancy or early youth cannot 

be recollected, and deserve not to be remembered. « * • Every' thing beyond that short period, 
to which well-attested annals notch, is obscure ; an immense space is left for invention to occupy; 

each nation, with a vanity inseparable from human nature, hath filled chat void with events calcii. 

loted to display its own antiquity and lustre. And history, which ought to record truth, and 

teach wisdom, often sets out with retailing fictions and absurdities.” (Robertson** Hist my of 

Scotland, Lb. 1,}—Mr. Gibbon, speaking of a people (the Arabians) who in tradhioos and antiquity 

bear some resemblance to the Hindus, say*, “ 1 am ignorant, and I am careless, of the 

blind mythology of the llarbarW (History of the Decline nod Fall nf the Roman Empire, ix. 

244, 8v® edit) Of ■ people still more remarkably resembling the Hindus, he says, “ We may 

observe, that after an ancient period of fable*, and n long interval of darkness, the modem 

histories of Persia begin to assume on air of truth with the dynasty of the SftHituiidr*." (lb, i, 

341,HQu* ante conditam comlendamve tiriicm. poeticis tnogis decora fabulis .fuiun incorrupt i, 

renim gestaruut motuunentis Iraduntur, ea occ nffirmore nee refcllcr* in tmimo ert, Livii Ptwftfc 
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Book II. thereat of the human species,* Of his descendants were two royal branches ; the 

_v —■_ J one dcnominuU'd the children of the sun ; the other the children of the moon. The 

first reigned at Ayodhya or Owde; the second at Pratisht'hana or Vi torn. 

These families or dynasties subsisted till the thousandth year of the present or 

Cali vug, at which time they both became extinct; and a list of the names of 

the successive princes Is presented in the Sanscrit books.! 

Satyavrata, the primitive sire, prolonged his existence and his reign through 

the whole jierind of the Satya yng, or 1,728,000 years.! From this patriarchal 

monarch are enumerated, in the solar line of his descendants, fifty-five princes, who 

inherited the sovereignty till the time of Rama. Now it is agreed among all the 

Brahmens that Rama filled the throne of Ayodhya at the end of the Tretn yug. 

The reigns, therefore, of these 55 princes, extending from the beginning to the 

end of that epoch, filled 1,290,000 years, which, at a medium, is more than 

23,000 years to each reign. During the next, or Dwapar yug, of 864,000 years, 

twenty-nine princes are enumerated, who must, at an average, have reigned each 

29,793 years. From the beginning of the present, or Cali yog to the time 

when the race of solar princes became extinct, are reckoned UMJO years, and 

thirty princes. There is a wonderful change therefore in the last age, in which 

only thirty-three years, at a medium, are assigned to a reign. § 

* The coincidence in the tradition respecting Saiyarrata and the history of Noah, arc very 
neiunrknblc, mid will be further noticed hereafter. ■ 

| Sir Wm, Jones, A*. Res. ii. 119, ISO, 127. 

1 Sir Wm. Jones, lb. 126- He wtu the son of Suiya (or Soi), die for* of Casyapa (or t’rroiui), 

the son of Marichi [or iisjAf}, the son of Brahma, ’‘ which is clearly,4* soys Sir Wm, Jones. “ on 

allegorical pedigree." The Hindu pedigrees and fables, however, being very variable, he is. in 

the opening of the fourth book of the Gita, coiled, not die son of the Sun, but the Sun himself 

Sir Wm. Janes, (lb. 117.) la a celestial pedigree the Hindus agree with other rude nations. 

There is a curious passage in Plato respecting the genealogy of the Persian Kings. They wen; 

descended, he says, from Acbccnienea, sprung from Perseus the son of Zeus (Jupiter.) Plat. 

Alcib, L 

J Compare the list of princes in the several yogi, exhibited in the Discourse of Sir Wm. .font*. 

As. Res, ii. ISS to 136, with the u&dgiiL-d duration of the yoga. The lineage of the lunar branch, 

who reigned la Pratieht'haiia, or Vitara, during exactly the same- period, In in all respects similar, 

excepting dial die number of princes, in the first two ages, vt in this line fewer by fifteen than in 

the line of tolar princes. Freni this it has been supposed that a chasm must exist in the 

genealogy of those princes. But surely without sufficient reason ; tines, if we con admit that 

eighty-five princes in the tolar line could outlive the whole third ami fourth ages, amounting to 

3,160,000 years, we may without much scruple allow that seventy princes in the lunar could ex¬ 

tern! through the some period. 
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Besirit? Ihe two liofs of solar and lunar Kings, a different rare, who reigned in Co a*. I. 

Magadha or Bahar, commence "with the fourth age. Of these, twenty in rc- v-“ 

gulnr descent from their ancestor Jamsandha extended to the conclusion of the 

first t hot! sand years of the present yug, and were cotempomry witli the last thirty 

princes of the solar and lunar race.* At the memorable epoch of the extinction 

of those branches, the house of Jarasondhe alnso foiled; for the reigning prince 

was skin by his prime minister, who placed his son Prartyota on the throne. 

Fifteen of the descendants of this usurper enjoyed the sovereignty, and reigned 

from tiie date of his accession 498 years, to the time of N audit, the Inst prince 

of the house of Pradyota. l ie, after a reign of 1UO years, was murdered by a 

Brahman, who raised to the throne n man of the Maurya race, named Chaudi'o- 

guptn. This prince is reckoned, by our Oriental antiquarians, the same with 

Sandracottos or Sandracuptos, the cotemporary of Alexander the Great. Only 

nine princes of his line succeeded him, and held the sceptre for 187 year?. 

On the death of the last, his commander in chief ascended the throne, and 

together with nine descendants, to whom he transmitted the sovereignty, reigned 

112 years. After that period the reigning prince was killed, and succeeded by 

his minister Vasudeva. Of his family only four princes are enumerated ^ but 

they are said to have reigned 345 years. The throne was next usurped by a 

race of Sudxas, the first of whom slew his master, and seized the government. 

Twenty-one of this race, of whom Chandrabija was the last, reigned during a 

space of 456 years,f The conclusion of the reign of this prince corresponds 

therefore with the year 2648 of the Cali jug, and with the year 446 before the 

birth of Christ.}. And with him, according to Sir William Jones, closes the 

authentic, system of Hindu chronology.j) 

* The reigns of those princes, therefore, must hare been fifty years at an average, 
t Al. Rea. u. 137 to 142. 

t According to the Brahmen*, 49U year* of d«f Cali yug were elapsed in die beginning of 
April, A. D. 1817, fro to which deducting 2643 the year of dm Cali yug in which the reign uf 

Chandmbija terminated, yen hare 2263, the number of yon which hare i ntervtDcd since that 
period, and which carry it hack to 446 yean before Christ. 

f A*- Res-ii* 142,3.—We have been likewise presented with a genealogical table of the great 
Hindu dynasties by Captain WiJford, (As. Res. y. 241,| which he says is faidifuby extruded from 
the Viahnu Parana, the Bhdgavat, and other Punmns, and which, on the authority of numerous 

MSS. which he hud collated, and of some learned Pundit* of Bmares whom he had consulted, 

he exhibits as tis# only genuine chronological record of Indian History which hod yet come to his 
knowledge. But tliis differ* in numerous particulars from that of the learned Pundit Rndhacaof, 
exhibited hy Sir William Jones, and which Sir William says, 44 that ItaiUnicant luul diligently 
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It is a most suspicious circumstance, in the pretended records of a nation, 

when we find positive statements for a regular, and immense series of Tears in 

the remote abyss of time, but are entirely deserted by them when we de¬ 

scend to the ages more nearly Approaching nur own. Where an nab are nsil, 

they become circumstantial in proportion ns they are recent; where fable stands 

in the place of fact, the times over which the memory hWr any influence ore 

rejected, and the imagination riots in those in which it is unrestrained. While 

we receive accounts, the most precise and confident, regarding the times of re¬ 

mote antiquity, not a name of a prince in after ages is presented in Hindu 

records. A great prince, named Vicramaditya, is said to have extended widely 

his conquests and dominion, and to linve reigned at Magadba 396 years after 

Chondmldja. From that time even fiction is silent.* Wo hear no more of the 

Hindus and their transactions, till the era of Mahometlan conquest; when the 

Persians alone become our instructors. 

After the contempt with which the extravagant claims to antiquity of the 

Chaldeans anti Egyptians had always been treated in Europe, the love of the 

marvellous is curiously illustrated by the respect which has been paid to the 

chronology of the Hindus, f We received, indeed, the accounts of the Hindu 

chronology, not from the incredulous historians of Greece and Rome, but from 

men who had seen the jteople; whose imagination had l>een powerfully affected 

by the spectacle of a new system of manners, arts, institutions, and ideas; who 

naturally expected to augment the opinion of their own consequence hy die 

collected from several Parana*." Thus it appears that there is not even a slfsidv and invariable 

tradition or fiction on this subject; At flic same time that the table of Captain \\ itford remove* 

none of the great difficulties which appear in that of Sir \V, Jones. The moat remarkable dif¬ 

ference is exhibited in the line of the solar princes, whose genealogy Captain Wilfon! lias taken 

from the Rama van, as being, he thinks, consistent with the ancestry of Arjuna and Cristina, 

while dial given by Sir William Jones and Radhaconi, lie says, is not.—The reader may aUo 

compare the Bajtduntngu, a history of the Hindus, compiled by Mrity oonjuy u, the Lend Sanscrit 

Pundit In the College of Tort William; translated and published, in die first volume of “ An 

Account of the Writings, Religion, nod Manners of the Hindus," by Mr. Ward, printed ot 

Sernmpcre, in four volumes, 4to, 1811. 
• Sir Wd, Janes, As. Res. ii. 142, 

f Mr. Halhed seems in bis pref. to Code of Cent. Laws, to be vpiy nearly reconciled to (he 

Hindu chronology; at any rate he thinks the believers in the Jewish accounts of paifiarcha) 

longevity have no reason to complain, p. xuvii. He has since, however, made a confession at 

second hand, of an alteration in bis belief as to the antiquity of the Hindus. See Maurice’s Hist, 

of Hindustan, i. 88, 
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greatness or the wonders which they had been favoured to behold; and whose Chat. I. 

astonishment, admiration, and enthusiasm, far a time, successfully propagated 

themselves. The Hindu stale in cuts, if they have not, perhaps in any instance, 

gained a literal belief* have almost universally been regarded as very different from 

the fictions of an unimproved and credulous people, and entitled to a very serious 

and prulbimt! iiiveotiguikm. Yet they ore not only carried to the wildest pilch 

of extravagance, hut are utterly inconsistent both with themselves and with 

other established opinions of the Brahmens. 

Of this a single specimen will suffice. The character which the Brahmens 

assign to the several yugs is a remarkable part of their system. The Satyn yug is 

distinguished by the epithet of golden ; The Treta yug by that of silver; The 

Dwapar yug by that of copper; And the Cali yug is denominated earthen.* In 

these several ages the virtue, the life, and the stature of man exhibited a remark- 

able diversity. In the Satya yug, the whole race were virtuous and pure; the 

life of man was 100,000 years; and his stature 21 cubits. In the Treta yug, 

one third of mankind were corrupt; and human life was reduced to 10,000 years. 

One half of the human race were depraved in the Dwapnr vug, and 1000 years 

bounded the period of life*. In the Cali yug, all men are corrupt, and human 

life is restricted to 100 years.f But though in the Satya yug men lived only 

100,000 year*. Satyavrata, according to the chronological fiction, reigned 

1,7211,000 years; in the Treta yug. human life extended only to 10,000 

years, yet fifty-five princes reigned, at a medium, more than 23,000 years each; 

in the Dwapar yug, though the life of man was reduced to 1,000 years, the 

duration of the reigns was even extended, for twenty-nine princes in this period: 

held the sceptre each for 29,793 years.* 

• See Sir Wm. Jones, Discourse on the God* of Greece, Italy, and India. A*. He*. L 236. 

The similarity between the Hindu description of the four yug*, and that of (lie four age* of die 

world by the Greek*, cannot escape attention. We shall have occasion to notice many other very 

striking mark* of affinity between their sever*! system*. 

11 have followed Mr. flalhcd in the number of war* (sec Preface to Cade'of Gentoo Laws), 

though a derivative authority, because his statement is the highest; and by consequence the least 

unfavourable to the consistency of the Hindu chronology. In the Institute* of Menu, (ch.i. S3,) 

human life for tbe StiUya yug is stated at 400 year*, for the Treta yug at 300, the Dwapnr 200, and 
the Cali yng at 100 ytiun. 

t There i*a very remarkable coincidence between the number of year* specified in this Hindu 

division of time, and a period marked in a very curious fragment of the CMdean history. The 

Cali yog, it appear* from the text, amounts to 432,000 year*, and the aggregate of the four yug*, 

which the Haulm call a Malm, yug, or great yug, amounts to a period expressed by the same 

figures, increased by the addition of a cipher, or 4,320,000. Now Bcrusu* informs us, that th* 

VOL. I. <1 
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The wildness and inconsistency of the Hindu statements evidently jdaW1 them 

beyond the soher limits of truth and history; yet it has been intn^tned, ii their 

U^nKlMwt literal acceptation must of necessity lie riMiouticcd, that they at least contain u 

with uiijf'tiriler poetical or figurative delineation of real events, which ought to be studied for 
n«: mud. tjle truths which it may disclose. The labour and ingenuity, however, which 

Imvc been bestowed upon this inquiry, unfortunately have not been attended 

with an adequate re wan!. No suppositions, however gratuitous, have sufficed 

to establish a consistent theory. Every explanation has failed. The Hindu 

legends still present a maze of unnatural fictions, in which a series of real events 

can by no artifice l»e traced* 
The internal evidence, indeed, which they display afforded from the beginning 

the strongest reason to anticipate this result. The offspring of a wild and un- 

goverued imagination, they bear the strongest marks of a rude and credulous 

people, whom the marvellous delights, who cannot estimate the use of a record 

of' jKiit ev ents, and whom the real occurrences of life are too tame to interest.f 

first king pr Chaldea was Alonis, who reigned ten sari, that a sams is 3,600 years ', dial the firmed 

kings, whose reign* seem to have been accounted a. great cm, reigned 120 sari, which compote 

exactly +32,000 year*, the Hindu period Sec Eusebii Clironic. p, 5- whore this fragment 

of Hvresui ii preserved; SyncelliChronograph. p. 2S- Sec also Bryant’s Analysis of Ancient 

Mythulugy, iii.35to 126, for ■ ico*t learned mud ingenious commentary on thin interesting fragment- 

' A learned author pronounces them inferior even to the legends of the Greek*, as evidence of 

primeval event#. “ Oriental learning is no» employed in unravelling the mythology of India, 

and recommending it as containing the seeds of primeval history ; but hitlicrto we iinvo seen 

nothing that should induce us to relinquish the authorities wc have been used to rtapect. or make 

u» prefer iheflWwef tlkr Hindus or Guebres to the fable* of die Greeks.” Vincent, Peri pin* 

of the Erithreon Sou, Pan i, 9. It may be added dial, if the Greeks, the most accomplished 

people of anuqtnty, have left u* *o imperfect an account of the primitive state of their ow n 

country, little is to be expected from nations confessedly and remarkably inferior to them. 

■f Tliat propensity, which so wavereally distinguishes rude nations. and forms so remarkable a 

diajucleristie of uncivilised society—of filling the ages that are past with fabulous events and 

pvrsqpngc*, and of swelling every dung beyond the limits of nature, may bo easily accounted for. 

Every passion owl sentiment of a rude people is apt to display itself in wild and extravagant 

effects. National vanity follow, the example of the other passions, awl indulges itself, un¬ 

restrained by knowledge, in such fictions os the genius of eurh people inspires. Tiatu* htse ecntfl 

mtiquitnti, ut witcenda huntuna divinii, primortiia urhium euguftiorafadat. (Lie. Pref.l Of an 

accurate record of antecedent events, yielding lesson* foe the future, by the experience ol tire past, 

uncultivated minds are not sufficiently capable of reflection to know the value. The real occur* 

rcnces of life, familiar and insipid, appear too mean and insignificant to deserve to ho remem* 

bered- They excite no surprise, and gratify no vanity. Every thing, however, which is extraordi* 

naiy and luarvcllous, inspire* the deepest curiosity ami interest. While men are yet too ignorant 

to have ascertained with any uccitfacy (be boundaries nf nature;, every thing of this sort Bicttf 
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Tu the monstrous period of years* which the legends of the Hindus involve, they Chap. I. 

ascribe events the most extravagant and unnatural. Even these are nut con¬ 

nected in chronological series; but ore a number of independent and incredible 

fictions. This people, indeed, ore perfectly destitute of historical records.* 

Their undent literature affords not a single production to which the historical cha¬ 

racter belongs. The works in which the miraculous transactions of former times 

are described, are poems. Most of them are books of a religious character, in which 

the exploits of the gods, and their commands to mortals, are repented or re¬ 

vealed. In all, the actions of men and those of deities are mixed together in a 

set of legends more absurd ami extravagant, more transcending the bounds of 

nature and of reason, less grateful to the imaghunion and taste of n cultivated 

and rational people, than those which the Mmlous history of any other nation 

presents to us. The Brahmens are the most audacious, and perhajis the 

most unskilful fabricators, with whom the annals of fable have yet made us ac¬ 

quainted .f 

The people of Hindustan and the ancient nations of EurojK? came in contact 

at a single point. The expedition of Alexander the Great began, and in some 

wi\h u ready belief; it conveys uncommon pleasure ; ike faculty of inventing U thus eneour&gt'd ; 

and fables ane plentifully multiplied. It may be regarded as in some degree remarkably that, 

distinguished os all rude nsuiouii are far this pftppcitHty, the people of the Enst have fur sui-pa^sed 

the other races of men id the extravagance of their legends. The Babylonian*' the Arabians, tiie 

Syrians, the Egyptians* have long been m uhj.ee t to the contempt of Europeans, for their pronene*# 

Contact be¬ 
ta crn ihr 
Hindus and 
the ancient 
iliM iciM of 

Bmpa 

to invent and believe miraculous stories. Lucian deena it a sarcasm, the biucrac^ of which 

would he universally felt* when he says of an auslior, infkmous for the incredible ttories which he 

had. inserted in hi* history, that he? had attained tliin perfection In lying, though he hod never 

associated with n Syrian* (Qilnm. Cons* Hist*) The scanty frugmi jit^ which have reached iu of 

the hbloHefi of those other ciMiutip, have Left u- but little acquainted with the particular fables of 

width they compose their early htftovy. But our more intimate acquaintance with the people of 

southern Asia has afforded m an ample assortment of their legendary stored 

* “ There is no Sanwn history of HmdixuUn (that rtm on the foundation of Hindu materials 

or records) extant, before the period of the Maliomedan conquests,"" K l uucI s Memoir, Introduce 

tton, xL The Hindus liave no ancient clvU history* nor had the Egyptian* any work purely 

hiitoiic&L Wilfordp on Egypt and the Nik, Ai. Kes. iiL 296. 

f If the authority of a Sanscrit scholar be wanted to confirm thi* harsh docuitm* we may ad¬ 

duce that of Captain Wilfonl* who in his Discourse on Egypt and the Nile* As. Ecs- iiL 29, thus 

expresses himself: M The mythology of the Hindus is often inconsistent and contradictory, and 

the same tale is related many different ways* Their physiology* astronomy, and history* are 

involved in (dlcgnries and enigmas, which cannot but seem extravagant and ridiculous ; nor could 

any thing render them *upportnhlc# but a belief that most of them have a recondite meaning; 

though many of them had, perhaps, no firmer bwi* than the heated imaginaUgm of deluded 
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Baoic II. sense rnrieth their connexion- Even of this evenly so recent and remarkable, 

' the Hindus have no record; they have not a tradition that con with any cer¬ 

tainty be traced to it. Some particulars in their mythological stories have by 

certain European inquirers been supposed to refer to the transactions of Alex¬ 

ander, but almost any part as Hell m another of these unnatural legends may 

with equal propriety receive the same destination * The information winch we 

have received of the Grecian invasion from the Greeks themselves is extremely 

scanty and defective. The hist of their writings on the subject have been lost, 

hut we hove no reason to suppose that their knowledge of the Hindus was ot 

much value. The knowledge of the modem Europeans continued very superfi¬ 

cial and imperfect after they htul enjoyed a much longer and closer intercourse 

with them than that of the Greeks. In fact, it was not till they had studied 

the Indian languages that they acquired the meam of full and accurate informa¬ 

tion. But the Greeks, who despised every foreign language, made no excep¬ 

tion in favour of the sacred dialect of the Hindus, and we may rest satisfied 

that the writings of Megasthenes and others contained few paniculate by 

which our knowledge of the Brahmenical history could be improved* f 

From the scattered hints contained in the writings of the Greeks, the condu- 

i 

fanatic*. or tif hypocrites interred in the worship of gome particular deity. Should a key to 

ihclr eighteen Punmas exist, it is more than probable that the ward* of it would be to® intricate* 

or too fuST with the ru»t of time* for tiny useful purpose.4* 

“ Die Hindu system* of geography chronology* and history* sue all equally monstrous and 
absurd." Wilfurd on the ChronoL of the Hindu*, Aa. II hl v. 24-1* 

Another Oriental scholar of some eminence, Mr. Scott Waring t-ays, in Tiis Tour to 

p. iv, “ that the Hindu mythology uudhbtory appear tube buried in impenetrable darkness.'' 

* Dr. ftobertMin (Diii|ms* concerning Anc. India, note viii. p. ?501| vy*, Ci That wme tradi¬ 

tional knowledge of Alexander's invasion! of India is mill preserved En the northern provinces of 

the Peninsula is manifest from several drcumslances.H Out these circurnslottte*, when he stale* 

them* arc merely such as this, that a nice of Rajahs claim to be descended from Poms* or rather 

from a prince of a name distantly resembling Foru*, which European imjulrers conjecture may 

be the satmf+ 'Hti1 other circumstance is, that i tribe or two, oo this bottlers of ancient Buctria, 

air juitt to represent ihettttdves as die descendants of some Greets left there hy Alexander, Tu1 

modem Hindus who make it n point to be ignorant of nothing, pretend* when told of the txpe* 

dill cm of Alexander* to be well acquointed with it, nod say, r* Dun lu? fought a great battle with 

the Emperor of Hindoostan ueot Delhi, and, though victorious, retired 10 Persia across the 

northern mountains: wo that the remarkable circumstance of liis sailing down the Indue, in which 

he employed many month*, is sunk altogetherT Major Kennel, Memoir* p. xl* 
f Tt affords a confirmation or this, that the Greeks have left us no account*, in may degree sa* 

iisfactoty, of the manners and institutions of the ancient Persians, with whom they had so ex¬ 

tended on intereemrie; or n the nmnnera and institutions or the Egyptians, whom they admired 

fo much, and to whom thefr philosophers resorted for wisdom* 
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sion has been drawn that the Hindus, at the time of Alexander's invasion, were Chap. L 

in a state of manners, society, and knowledge, exactly the same with that in ’ v 

which they were discovered by the nations of modern Europe; nor is there any 

reason for contradicting this opinion. It is certain that the few features of 

which we have any description from the Greeks bear no inaccurate resemblance 

to those which ere witnessed at present. From this, from the state of improve* 

ment in which the Indians remain, and from the stationary condition in which 

their institutions first, and then their manners and character, have a tendency 

to fix them, it is no unreasonable supposition that they have presented n very 

uniform appearance from the visit of the Greeks to that of the English. Their 

annals, however, from that era till the period of the Mahomcdan conquests, are 

a perfect blank. 

With regard to the ancient history of India we are still not without resources, Ijrwmra* hr 

The meritorious researches of the modern Europeans, who have explored the in- history of the 

stitutions, the laws, the manners, the arts, occtijmtiuna and maxims of this an* 

cirnt people, have enabled philosophy to draw the picture of society which they 

have presented through a tong revolution of years. We cannot describe the 

lives of their Kings, or the circumstances and results of a train of battles. But 

we can show how they lived together as members of the community, ami of 

families; how they were arranged in society; what arts they practised, what 

tenets they believed, what manners they displayed; under what species of go¬ 

vernment they existed; ami what character as human beings they possessed. 

This is by far the most useful and important part of liistofy ; and if it be true, 

as an acute and eloquent historian has remarked, “ that the sudden, violent, and 

unprepared revolutions incident to barbarians, are so much guided by caprice, 

and terminate so often in cruelty, that they disgust us by the uniformity of their 

appearance, and It is rather fortunate for letters that they arc buried in silence 

and oblivion,” * we have perhaps but little to regret in the total absence of 

Hindu records, f 

* Hume's Hist, of England* L £. 

f Tout bomme do bon VBMmdesntmt, ™ tine histoire, pent prvtquc imagiiior do quelle 

humeur fu! un peuple* lorsqu'il lit lindens statute ct ordeiiimnt:^; vl d'un mcuie jugement 

peul tinr en conjecture qucllds furent *ra loix voymit *a manfcte do vivre. Etieniie Fa&quhyri 

Hecherdiot dc In France, tin iy* ch. 1. The sagu Pre*itlunt de Hoguet, on & subject remarkably 

similar, thua ti x prcs&e ^ himerifi *l The dates and duration t>f the reign* of the and cm. kings of 

Egypt are subject io a thousand difficulties! which t shall not attempt to resolve. In effect it if 

of little B^urtRoa to know the ntimber of their dynasties, and the iiank-it of their sovereign** 

It it far more essential to understand the lawir art*, science*! and custom «f a nation, which all 

antiquity lias regarded as a model of wisdom and virtue, llietc are the objects t propose to esa- 

o 

* 
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finoK IL Whatever theory we adopt with regard to the origin of mankind, and tlje 

'—' J first peopling of the world, it Lj natural to suppose, that countries wen* at first 

nature, in * inhabited by a very small number of people. When a very small number of 

m^b!tn“bvT people inhabit a boundless country, and have intercourse only with themselves, 

c"niti>trai'b*r they are hy necessary consequence barlxirians. II' one family, or a small num¬ 
ber of families, are under the necessity of providing for themselves all the com¬ 

modities which they consume, they can have but few accommodations, and these 

imperfect and rude. The exigencies of life are too incessant, and too pressing, 

to allow time or inclination for the prosecution of knowledge. The very ideas 

of law and government, winch suppose a large society, have no existence. In 

these circumstances men are, unavoidably, ignorant and unrefined; and it 

much pressed with difficulties, they liecome savage and brutal.* 

mine, with oil the care and exactness 1 am capable of." Origin of Laws, Part 1, Book I- ch, i. 

art. -4. 
# There is a remarkable passage In Plato, at (lie beginning of the third book De Legibn*, in 

which he describes the u&cu which voulil be produced oti a smtll number of men, Jtft alone in 

the world, or some uncultivated pint of it. He is describing dw siloiiiion of a small number of 

persons left olivo by a Hood which had destroyed the rest of uuuilstoil—'<>* ntffWy**K Ty 

$£<pu r%*itt ifijei twij *> tin tmftuf, ir mfuQuf v* rm/ tit atlfitit }WWt iltrtrirp i»s. 

X*i ft IWS m Ml Til I yi wrsyis m TV? «AA»* -Tupac »**«( vV&n, mu" •* vm if« Tfi 

—Okmmm *fymm vl ***HApriwi, m « t* tijcwc v •£•!«*« *w#eJVi*s infitt.pt,, , fdoiWI, ' “ r*■-“*< 

wWfiHpK, err, tmitr* PI.T.n ispw- tl’lttt. p. Sot.) The Hindu* appear to have had 

similar opinions, though without the ration*. 
« We mu! ip die Mahan! ^limiiitaya-cliorLdii, that after a deluge, from which fferj few of the 

hum ms rare were preserved* men became igt»0F8flt am! bnilulP without arts of sciences* and even 

without a regular language*" Willard on Egypt anil the NIUtt Aslnt, Its. iii+ 

There is nothing more remarkable in the traditions of tiaiion^ ihsm their agreement respecting 

the origin of the present inhabitants of the globe- The account of the ddugo in the religious 

hooka of the Jew* mfly very well he taken as the archetyjM? of the whole. On this subject 3 will¬ 

ingly content myself with a reference to a book of singular merit* Hie Analysis of Ancient 

Mythology by Jacob Bryant, in which* after making ample allowance for some forced etymolo¬ 

gies, and much superfftittcOi the reader wffl find an extent of learning, a deptli of research, and 

an ingenuity of inference, unri valled among die inquirers into the early history of the human nice* 

Sir Wiliam Jones, who regretted that Mr* Bryant's knowledge of Oriental literal uiv had nut 

enabled him to faring evidence more largely front Its stores* and that he had nut pursued a plan 

more strictly analytical* hm prosecuted the uuue inquiry, in a metis* of dbcourscK to 

the Asiatic Society* on the Hindus, the Arabs, the? Tartans the Fersunt, the Chines, &C-, and 

on the Origin* and Families of Nations ^ and by a liilferem plam and tha aid of his Oriental Jite- 

ntuttf has arrived at the same concliumns* 
All inquirer* have been tflruck with the coratidfrnC* between the story of Noah, nod that of tile 

Hindu primeval Sire Satynvmta. We may stuped that there has kzvn a LitlJe Bmhmcnicnl 

forcing to make it §Q exiict as in the following postage:—Mr. Wilford says: -i It i* r<! ned in the 

rndtui-Furibip tliut Sitym nUL whose miraculous preservation from a general ddoge i* tohl ut 
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If we suppose that India brgflti to Ik? inhabited at a very early stage in the 

peopling of the world, its first inhabitants must have been few, ignorant, and 

rude. Undvilked and ignorant inert, suddenly transported, in small numbers, 

into ah uninhabited county of boundless extent, must wander for many ages 

before much improvement can take place. Till they have multi pik'd so far as to 

be assembled in numbers large enough to permit the benefits of social intercourse 

and of some division of labour to l>e experienced, their rircumstnnces seem not 

susceptible of amelioration. We find, accordingly, that all those ancient nations, 

whose history con be most depended upon, trace themselves up to a period of 

rudeness. The families who first wandered into Greece, Italy, and the eastern 

regions of Europe, were confessedly ignorant and barbarous. The influence of 

dispersion was no doubt most baneful where the natural disadvantages were the 

greatest. In a country overgrown with forest, which denies pasture to cattle, 

and precludes husbandry by surpassing the power of single families to dear the 

land Ibr their support, the wretched inhabitants are reduced to all the hardship* 

Chat. L 

length in the Malaya, had three ions, the eldest of whom was named Jytpetf, or Lurd of the 

Earth. The other* were C’liarmB, and Sharma, which hm are, in Uil- vulgar dialects* usually 

pronounced Cham, and Hlwun, os wc frequently hear Kkhn for Cmhna- The royal patriarch 

(for such is hi* detractor in the PuransJ was purdeukrly fond of iyaped* to whom he gave oil the 

regions, to the north of HimoJayap in the mowy mountains, which emend frarn aea to *ea, ami of 

which Caucasus is a part. To Ehomin he allotted the countries to the south of those mountain* ; 

But he curved Channa; because when the old Monarch was accidentally inebriated with a strong 

liquor made of fermented rice, CRhanua laughed; and it was in canreq nence of \m father* im¬ 

precation that he become a slave to the slaves of Jiis brothers." (AaiaL lies. UL3I2, The 

fallowing sEotement by the some inquirer is confirmed by a variety of authorities :—41 The first des¬ 

cendant* of Swayambhava (another name for Satyavrata^are represented in the Furamut, as living 

in the mountains to the north of India toward the sources of the Ganges, and downwards as far 

as Scrinagam and lEari-dwgr, But the ruler* of mankind lived on the summit of Mora towards 

the north; where they appear to have established Use seat of justice, as the Furanoa make fre- 

quent mention of the oppressed repairing thither for redness.™ Wilfcrd on Citron, of HiluL Asu 

lies. v. sea 

“ The Mexicans," (says Clarigero* Hist- of Mexico, k vk seel. 1.) « had a clear tradition, ’ 

though somewhat corrupted by fable, of the creation of the world, of the universal deluge, of 

the confusion of tongues, and of the dispersion of the people; and had actually all these events 

represented in their pictures (their substitute for writing)* They «aid+ that when mankind were 

overwhelmed with the deluge, none were preserved but a man and woman, named Coxcox and 

XochiguebzaJt who saved themselves in a little bark, and hading upon a inounUiuip colled C>[- 

huikcao, had there a great many childreup who were ad born dumb ; but that a ilove, at last, 

fretu a lofiy tree, imparted to theta Eanguuges, allT however, differing so nuidi that they could 

not understand one another/ 
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Book EL of the hunter's life, and liecome savages. The difficulties with which those 

" “v —J families hod to struggle who first came into Europe, seem to hove throw n them 

into n situation hut lew degrees removed from the lowest stage of society. The 

advantages of India in soil and climate are so great, that those by w hom it was 

originally peopled might sustain no farther depression than what seems inherent 

in a state of dispersion. They wandered probably for ages in the immense 

plains and valleys of that productive region, living on fruits, and the produce of 

t heir Hocks and herds, and not associated beyond the limits of a particular fa¬ 

mily. Until die country' became considerably peopled, it is not even likely that 

they w ould he formed into small tribes. As soon as a young man became, in his 

turn, the head of a family, and the master of cattle, he would find a more 

plentiful subsistence beyond the range of Ids father's docks. It could only hap¬ 

pen, after all the most valuable ground was occupied, that disputes would arise, 

and that the policy of defence would render it an object for the different branches 

of a family to remain united together, and to acknowledge a common head. 

Unit mage m When this arrangement takes place we have arrived at a new stage in the pro- 

ItDpcnrcma^&iF3* society. The condition of mankind, when divided into tribes, ex¬ 

hibits considerable variety, from that patriarchal association which is exemplified 

in the history of Abraham, to such combinations as are found among the Tar¬ 

tars, or that distribution into dans, which at no distant period distinguished 

the people of Europe. The rapidity with which nations advance through these 

several states of society chiefly depends on the circumstances which promote 

population. Where a small nutnlier of people range over extensive districts, a 

very numerous association is neither natural nor convenient. Some visible boun¬ 

dary, os a mountain or a river, marks out the limits of a common interest; mid 

jealousy, or enmity, is the sentiment with which every tribe regards cveTy other. 

When any people has multiplied so far os to compose a body too large and un¬ 

wieldy to he managed by the simple expedients which bound together the tribe, 

the first rude form of a monarchy or jwlitical system is devised. Though we 

have no materials from the Hindus which yield us the smallest assistance in 

discovering the time winch elapsed in their progress to tins point of maturity, 

wc may so far accede to their claims of antiquity, as to allow- that they passed 

through this first stage in the w ay to civilization very quickly; and perhaps they 

acquired the first rude form of a national polity at fully os early a period as any 

portion of the race.* It was probably ot no great distance from the time of 

* The cautious inquirer Till not probably be incline*! to carry this era ray fur buck- ** Tbe 
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tliis important change that tlio^e institutions wm devised, winch have been Cha*,L 

distinguished hy n durability so extraordinary ; and which present a speetnde so 

instructive to those who wish to understand the human mind, and to trace the 

laws which* amid all the different forms of civil society, invariably preside over 

its progress. 

newness: of the world/1 saya the judicious Goguo^ (vol. ill* dkserL S¥) u 11 proved by the imper¬ 

fection of inanv of the arts in die ancient wor] d, and of oil the icicnoes which depend upon length 

of time and experience," By die ttewam of the world, he mean* the newo eia of human society* 

In examining the remains of organised bodies which have been extricated from the boweht of the 

earth, vegetables ore found at the greatest depth ; immediately above them small ishelldidi, and some 

the Bjo*t imperfect specimens of the animal creation; nearer tlie surface qundrupedsp and the inore 

perfectly organised ; lastly man* of whom no remains Ixave ever been found at my con¬ 

siderable depth. Die inference is, ihatT compared with the other organised being* cm this globe, 

man is a recent creation. Sec Parkinson's Organic Remain*. 

VOL. L 
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CHAP. II. 

mf ilnprfiYEVr 

mtm 

Classification and Distribution of the People, 
Book II. The transition from the state of tribes to the more regulated and nrtifidn 

Secfindita^ system of a monarchy and laws is not sudden, hut the result of a gradual jwe- 
inihr prusrcM paration and improvement. That loose independence which suits a small 

number of men. Itound together by an obvious utility, scattered over an exten¬ 

sive district, and subject to few interferences of inclination or interest, is found pro¬ 

ductive of many inconveniences, as they advance iu numbers, as their inter, 

course becomes more dose and complicated, and their interests and passions more 

frequently dash. When quarrels arise, no authority exists to which the parries 

are under the necessity of referring their disputes. The punishment of delinquents 

is provided for by no preconcerted regulation. When subsistence, by the multi¬ 

plication of consumers, can no longer be obtained without considerable lalxmr, 

the desire to encroach upon one another adds extremely to the occasions of 

discord: and the evils and miseries which prevail at last excite <j desire for 

a better regulation of their common affairs. But slow is the progress which, in 

its rude and ignorant state, the human understanding makes in improvement. 

It is probable that no little time is spent, first in maturing the conviction that a 

great reformation is necessary ; and next in conceiving the plan which the exi¬ 

gency of the case requires. Many partial remedies are thought of and applied; 

many failures experienced; evils meanwhile increase and press more severely ■ 
when men lit last become weary and disgusted with the condition of things, 

and prepared for any plausible change which may be suggested to them. In 

every society there are superior spirits, capable of sousing the best ideas of their 

times, and, if they are not opposed by circumstances, of accelerating the progress 

of the community to which they Iwlong, The records of ancient nations give 

us reason to believe that some individual of this description, exalted to autho¬ 

rity by Ills wisdom and virtue, lias generally accomplished the important task 

of first establishing among a rude people a system of government and laws, 

It may be regarded as a characteristic of this primary institution of govern¬ 

ment, that it is founded upon divine authority. The superstition of a rude people 

The lira in¬ 
stitution of 
piWilHHMIlti 

divbi^atf!£o- k peculiarly suited to such a pretension. While ignorant and solitary, men are 
tUj. 5 r 
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perpetually haunted with the impression of superior powers; and as in this state Chap, IK, 

only they can be imposed upon by the assumption of o divine diameter and " v * 

commission, so it Is evidently the most effectual means which a great man, full 

of the spirit of improvement, can employ, to induce a people, jealous and impa¬ 

tient of all restraint* to forego their boundless liberty, and submit to the curb of 

authority,* 

No where among mankind have the laws ami ordinances been more exclu¬ 

sively referred to the Divinity than by those who instituted the theocracy of 

Hindustan, The plan of society and government, the rights of persons and 

things, even the customs, arrangemects, and manners of private and domestic 

life, every' thing in short* is established by divine prescription. The first legis¬ 

lator of the Hindus* whose name it is impossible to trace, appears to have repre¬ 

sented himself as the republisher of the will of God. He informed his coun¬ 

trymen that, at the beginning of the world, the Creator revealed his duties to 

man, in four sacred books, entitled Vedas \ that during the first age, of im¬ 

mense duration, mankind obeyed them, and were happy : that during the 

second and third they only partially obeyed, and their happiness was propor¬ 

tionally diminished; that tdnee the commencement of the fourth agedisobedience 

and misery had totally prevailed, till the Vedas were forgotten and lost; f that 

now, how ever, he was commissioned to reveal them anew to bis countrymen, 

ami to claim their obedience. 

The leading institutions of the Hindus bear evidence that they were devised Vm&mton 

at a very remote period* when society yet retained its rudest and simplest form, 

So loug as men roam in the i>a5toral state, no division of classes or of labour 

• There La scarcely an exception to this rule. Mi nob often retired into a ehveT where be boast¬ 

ed of having Familiar cotiverttntionp with Jupiter : Mik'OCSi the great legislator of Egypt, pro- 

claimed Hermes as the author of his ]aw<: it was by the direction of Apollo that Lycttrgui un¬ 

dertook the reformation of Sparta: Zaieijctii* the legislator of the LucrinuB, gave out that he waa 

inspired by Minerva: Zathmspes, among the Arinm&puuut, pretended that his Ians were revealed 

to him, by one of their divinities : Zamolxu boosted to the Getes of his intimate communications 

with the goddess Vesta: the pretensions of Numft among the Romans nfe well known. |Scc 

Gognet, Origin of Law*, part II* book I. eh, L art. !>.) The Druids, among the undent Britons 

and Gatds? were at once the legislators, mi ihe confidants of the Divinity* Odin* who wo** himself 

a Dmnily* and histkacctidEinfa, who partook of his Tint arc, were theiegudatomof the SeanditiariaTts* 

“ The legislators of the Scythians,” says Mallet (IntrotL to Hist- of Denmark, iL 43p} repre¬ 

sented Gad lumself as die author of the fawi which they gave to their fcllow-citkcn*/' 

1 Tliis Is a necessary tupporitioiip as the generation to whom the Vedas were first presented 

must have known that they had no p reriaui acquaintance with them* and could not helm that 

they hud remained familiar to mortals from the period of their revektion to tile im min# 

P 2 
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Book II. js known. Every individual is a shepherd, and every family provides for 

^ itself ail the commodities with which it is supplied. As soon as the cul¬ 

tivation of land, which yields a more secure and plentiful subsistence, 

occupies a great share of the common attention, the inconvenience of 

this universal mixture of employments is speedily felt. The labours of the field 

are neglected, while the cultivator is engaged at the loom, or repelling the incur¬ 

sion s of an enemy. His clothing and lodging are inadequately provided for, 

while the attention of himself ant! his family arc engrossed by the plough. 

Men quit not easily, however, the practices to which they have been accustomed : 

and a great change in their monuers and affairs does not readily suggest itself us a 

remedy for the evils which they endure. When the Iliudus were lingering in 

this uneasy situation, it would a[>|,iear that there arose among them one of those 

superior men, who ore capable of accelerating the improvement of society. Per¬ 

ceiving the advantage which would accrue to his countrymen from a division of 

employments, he conceived the design of overcoming at once the obstacles by which 

tliis regulation was retarded, and clothing himself with a Divine character, 

established as a positive law, under the sanction of Ilcaveo, the classification of 

the people, and tiic distribution of occupations. Nor was it enough to intro¬ 

duce this vast improvement; it was right to seek security that the original mem¬ 

bers of the different classes should he supplied with successors, ami that the 

community should not revert to its former confusion- The human race are not 

destined to make many steps in improvement at once. Ignorant that the ser¬ 

ration of professions, when once experienced, was in no danger ol living lost, lie 

established a law, which the circumstances of the time very naturally suggested, 

but which erected a lHirvier against further progress; that the children of those 

who were assigned to each of the classes into which he distributed the people 

should invariably Mow the occupation of their lather through nil generations. 

The classification instituted by the author of the Hindu laws is tin1 first and 

simplest form of the division of labour and employments. Hie priest is a cha¬ 

racter found among the rudest tribes; by whom lie is always regarded as of 

the highest importance. As soon as men begin to have pnq>erty, and to culti¬ 

vate the ground, the necessity of defenders b powerfully felt; a dass, therefore, 

of soldiers, as well as a class of husbandmen, becomes an obvious arrangement. 

There are other services, auxiliary to these, and necessary to the well-1 icing ot 

mail, for which it still remains necessary to provide. In a state of great simpli¬ 

city, however, these other sendees are few, and easily performed- M e find 

accordingly that the Hindu legislator assigned hut one class of the community 

3 
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to this department The Hindus were thus divided into four orders or cartes. Chap. }l. 

The first were tire lindimeus or priests : the second* the Cshatriyas or soldiers; ' / 

the tJiird* the husbandmen or Vaisyas * end the fourth* the Sudnts, the scrvAtits 

and lnbourers-* On this division of the people* and the privileges or dmd- 

vantages nimexed to the several castes* the whole frame of Hindu society m 

much depends, that it is an object of primary importance, and merits a Ml 

ducidation, 
I. The priesthood is generally found to usurp the greatest nut! unity in the th* pti«t- 

lowest state of society- Knowledge, and refined conceptions of the Divine nature, 

■ There is (t& Instructive in Pluto (De Repub, lib* ii.) in which be ftsenbo die origin 

of political association and laws* to the division of labour t r*>*iT*i *****.** *7 *>*■*> Tn^fi 

riAAKf ujiv;. From this cause* be sayo, men ore obliged to associate 
with, others, one man affording 0m1 aocmiimodatkirt, another luiotliLTp smd all exchanging the 
accommodations which each can provide, far the different accommodations provided by the rest. 
It is curious that, in limiting the simplest farm of u political association* he mates it to consist of 

four or five classes of MO, Aaaj* *^9 yi ut, ^iyjvt ifm xju**, I ns rtfim**** Avrqx i* 

^pri ul t#p Vahgpw. * # # Ein /i* 4 irt at nrppf 4 r«vi wV-'— 

Tluii sagacious control pi ntor of the progress of society, Millar* describing tbe ancient slate of 

die Anglosa^oics remnrbr, that the people of England were then divided into four great da^es, 

ihe artificers and tradesmen, hmdHmdmefi, those who exercised tbe honourable profession of umi*. 

and th* clergy* He odds, 4i From the natural course of things it should seetti that, in every 

country where religion has had su much influence as to introduce a great body of ccdefiisstics, 

the people, upon the first advance made in agriculture end in puLaufactunSi are usually distri¬ 

buted Into the some number of classes or orders Th is distribution is accordingly to bo found not 

only in all the European nations* formed upon the ruins of the Roman empires but in other ages, 

and in very distune parts pf the globe. The ancient inhabitants of Egypt arc said to liave been 

divided into the clergy, the military people, the liusbandnien* and flic artificers. The establish¬ 

ment of die four ^reat cadet t in the country of Indostnnp h precisely of the same nature, 

pfIIEar'll Hii(orlca! View of ihe English Government* bonk L eh* xh) in Egypt the people were 

divided by law m flic same hereditary mnuocr ns in Huidoslau. It ls highly worthy of observa¬ 

tion that, uotwiihimndihg all flic revolution* and L-lmi]g4> to which Egypt has been subject, some 

remaiiis of the division into castes are yet visible* A Into intelligent observer vayv* H Ln distinc¬ 

tion par families sc retroiive encore dans Jcs viltess fexercke des arts et metiers est h credited re. 

To fils iimtc let precedes de son pere, et m; Ics perfeettoone pas.” (Lt? General Reyrrier, De 

I'Eerpte, p, B9r) It t* worthy of observation that flic Colchiona and Iberians were also divided, 

into four cartes, whose rank and office were hereditary and unchangeable* (Herodot* lib* it, cop* 

dv. ev, Strabo, lib, fo 765, See also Bfjmti Ancient Mythology, v* 102* 107.) In sonic 

situations this step in civilisation, natural and simple m it may appear, U not easily made. How 

lung have die wandering Arab?# remained without it? What on improvement would the bare in¬ 

stitution of the Hindu classes be upon their condition ? mid whut merit would the legislature 

have* who should Introduce It? The same observation U applicable to the Tartars. 

There is a parage in Baudotsm which lead* nu to conclude, dial the distinction of castes existed 
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Book IL are altogether incompatible with the supposition that the Deity makes favourites of 

—v-J a particular class of mankind, or is more pleased with those who perform a ce¬ 

remonial service to himself, than with those who discharge with fidelity the 

various and difficult duties of life. It is only in rude and ignorant times that 

men are so overwhelmed with the power of superstition m to pay unbounded 

veneration and obedience to those who artfiilly clothe themselves with the terrors 

of religion** The Brahmens among the Hindus have acquired and maintained 

an authority more exalted, more commanding, and extensive than the priests 

have been able to engross among any other portion of mankind. As great a 

distance as there is between the Brahmen and the Divinity, so great a distance 

Is there between the Brahmen and the rest of his species* According to the 

sacred books of the Hindus the Brahmen proceeded from the mouth of the 

Crouton which is the seat of wisdom; the Cshatn'a proceeded from his arm, 

the Vaisya from his thigh, and the Sudra from his foot * therefore is the Brah¬ 

men infinitely superior in worth and dignity to all other human beings, t The 

among the Modes* ot the cortinien cement of the monarchy* He says (fib- L cap* eL) Mrf*i 

T«r*A rnp, W«i( ftqprnwm, ZrpvjfrtH* Apfrmu E-tim, He says nothing to fix the mean* 

mg of lhe word ym^ But we know that the May*t wore the priests, and hence there is matter of 

proof to make m suppose, tlmt the other names, in like manner, express separate castes, or 

hereditary classes and profaisionj- 

The Persian Monarch Jemshccd is said to have divided the Persian* into four classes. Mal¬ 
colm’* Hist, of Perrin, i. *203. 

In like manner among the PcmvyMt u Lcs citoyen^j1’ to use the language of Ciirli (Lcttrb 

■ur tAmenqiiL', let* xiii.) tf fiirent cUstribu^ en classes ou tribus* * * II ifetoit pas permls, m 

par manage, nl par changement inhabitation, do confandre une clussc avee Fautre*" In Tjt. xir* 

it is added, L education consutolt a oppircoilrc aux enfons rdtuner* le metier quo chnque p£re 

de famille exercoh/ Ac. Clavigero, too, respecting the Mexicans, tell* us, (Hist, of Mexico, 

hook fii* soot* v.) <[ The sons in general learned the trades of their fathers, and. embraced- their 

professions, Ac* 

In Plato1* Tinuras, (p. ICH4, Ed* FIcim Franeof* 1602,1 is a curious passage, which assert* that 

the same division of professions which #tifl existed among the Egyptians existed at a period, long 

antecedent, among the Alheni^n^: U^*to pui r» /i^r«t '/d*^ tm axxan xPf*s 

ti tffr, r* r» r m mj! iiifi* A fo rr^wy^^iw /t^ui^yM1 n n th ***&*& hi r** 

^fi™* n n T#f 1fl*[T*** A ti y»*ii *n wmwtMw tm tp** «k itAAi jrAW nt 

rrfi rm **>.(**■ m tv ftu^f T^nrc^h 

* It wh* in the dark ages that the Romish priesthood usurped so many privileges* Our ances¬ 

tor* were barbarous when the Druids exercised over them im unlimited authority. The sooth¬ 

sayer* and priest* among the Greets and H onmn* lost their influence a* knowledge increased, 

Aworg the ntdc inhibitanfs of Mexico and Bern, the authority of the priest equalled or super¬ 

seded that of the king, and was united in the same penm 

f Law* of Menu, ch< i. 
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Brahmen b declared to tic the Lord of all the classes." He alone, to a great Chap. 

degree, engrosses the regard and favour of the Deity ; and it is through him, and ''““v 

at hb intercession, that blessings are bestowed upon the rest of mankind. The 

sacred hooks are exclusively his; the highest of the other classes are barely 

tolerated to read the will of God; he alone b worthy to expound it. The first 

among the duties of the civil magistrate, supreme or sulierdin&tc, b to honour 

the Brahmens, f The least disrespect to one of this sacred order is the most 

atrocious of crimes. ** For contumelious language to a Brahmen,* says the law 

of Meau,4 “ a Sudra must have an Iron style, ten fingers tong, thrust rad hot 

into his mouth; and for offering to give instruction to priests, hot oil must be 

poured into his mouth and ears." “ If,” says Hallied's code of Gentoo laws, ^ 

M a Sooder sits upon the carpet of a Brahmen, in that case the magistrate, 

having thrust a hot iron into his buttock, and branded him, shall banish him the 

kingdom; or else he shall cut off his buttock," The following precept refers 

even to the most exalted classes; “ For striking a Brahmen even with a blade 

of grass, or overpowering him in argument, the offender must soothe him by 

falling prostrate." || Mysterious and awful powers ore ascribed to this wonderful 

being. “ A priest, who well knows the law, needs not complain to the king of' 

any grievous injury; since, even by his own power, he may chastise those who 

injure him ; His own power is mightier than the royal power; by his own might 

therefore may a Brahmen coerce his foes. He may use without hesitation the 

powerful charms revealed! to Atbarvan and Angiras: for speech is the weapon 

of a Brahmen: with that he may destroy his oppressors.” ** “ Let not the king, 

although in the greatest distress, provoke Brahmens to anger; for they, once 

enraged, could immediately destroy him with his troops, elephants, horses, and 

cars. Who without perishing could provoke those holy men, by whom the all- 

devouring flame was created, the sea with waters not drinkable, and the moon 

with its wane and increase ? What prince could gain wealth by oppressing 

those, who, if angry, could frame oilier worlds and regents of worlds, could 

give being to other gods and mortals? What man, desirous of life, would injure 

those, by the aid of whom worlds and gods perpetually subsist; those who are rich 

in the knowledge of the Veda? A Brahmen, whether learned or ignorant, b a 

* Lows of Menu, Ai. f ib. vii. 

{ Ib. vjii, 371, 2, J* From his high birth atone, a Brahmen is an object oi veneration even m 

deities; his declarations to mankind are derisive evidence; sad the Veda itaclf confers on him 

that character.” Ib, xi. S3*. 

$ Ib-x. 1. [1 Ib. x. 806. •* Ib. xi. 31, 3^ 33. 
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Boot II- powerful Divinity; even ns fire is a powerful Divinity, whether consecrated or 

-,-* j^pulitr Thus, though Brahmens employ themselves in all sorts of mean occu¬ 

pations, they must invariably be honoured i for they are something transcendenlly 

divine." * Not only is this extraordinary respect and pnsemmenoe awarded to 

the Brahmens; they are allowed the most striking advantages over oil other 

members of the social Iwdy, in almost every thing which regards the sodal state. 

In the scale of punishments for crimes, the jienalty of the Brahmen, in ahnost 

ad cases, is infinitely milder tlian that of the inferior castes. Although punish¬ 

ment Is remarkably cruel and sanguinary for the other classes of the Hindus, 

neither the life nor even the property of a Brahmen can be brought into danger 

by the most atrocious offences. “ Never shod the king," says one of the ordi¬ 

nances of Menu, t “ slay n Brahmen, though convicted of all possible crimes: 

tvCt him banish the offender from his realm, but with ;dl his property secure, 

and his body unhurt;' In regulating tlie interest of money, the rate w hich 

may be taken from the Brahmens is less than what may be exacted from the 

other classes* \ Thb privileged order enjoy the advantage of being entirely 

exempt from taxes : “ A king, even though dying with want, must not receive 

any tax from a Brahmen teamed in the Vedas" f Their influence over the 

government is only bounded by their desires, since they have impressed the 

lielief that ail laws which a Hindu is bound to respect are contained in the sacred 

books ; that it is law-fid for them alone to mteqiret these books i that it is incum¬ 

bent on the king to employ them as his chief counsellors and ministers, and to 

be governed by their advice. “ Whatever order/ says the code of Hindu law's,|| 

■* Llit Brahmens shall issue confomvaldy to the Shaster, the magistrate shall take 

his measures accordingly ” ** These prerogatives and privileges, important and 

extraordinary as they may seem, afford, however, but an imperfect idea of the in- 

JJLienee of the Brahmens in the intercourse of Hindu Society. As the greater 

part of life among the Hindus is engrossed by the jterfbrmanoe of an infinite and 

burdensome ritual, which extends to almost every hour of the day, and every 

* Lint* of Mean, eh. is. 313—310, f Hi. vi.il. 330. f lb. viiL 

§ Jb. vii. 131 U Halhed, IVcfcee to die Code of Gentoa Laws- 

■** The Druids among the ancient Britons, a* there was a striking amilarity in many of the 

doctrines which they taught, w possessed many similar privileges and distinction* to those of the ■ 
Brahmens, Their persons were inriokhle; they were exempt from taxes and military service; 

they exercised the legislative, Judicative, and, with, the exception of commanding armies in the 

field, almost the whole of the executive powers of government, Ctesar, Do Bell. Gal, lib, vi-13, 

It, Henry's Hist, of Great Britain, i. 302, 317, 
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function of nature and society, the Brahmens, who ore the sole judges and C«a*.II 

directors in these complicated and endless duties, are rendered the uiicontrolnbie 

masters of human life. Thus elevated in power and privileges, the ceremonial 

of society is no less remarkably in their favour. They are so much superior Ui the 

king, that the meanest Brahmen would account himself polluted by eating with 

him, and death itself would appear to him less dreadful than the degradation of 

permitting Ids daughter U> unite herself in (damage with his sovereign, V\ ith 

these advantages it would be extraordinary had the Brahmens neglected them¬ 

selves in so important a circumstance ns the command of property. It is an 

essential j»art of the religion of the Hindus, to colifer gifts upon the Brah¬ 

mens. This is a precept more frequently repeated than any other in the 

sacred books. Gifts to the Brahmens form always an important ami essential 

part of expiation and sacrifice.* “ The organs of sense and action, reputation, 

a heavenly mansion, life, a great name, children, cattle, arc all destroyed by a 

sacrifice offered with trifling presents i let nn man therefore sacrifice without 

liberal gifts.” f “ I jet every man, according to his ability, give wealth to Brah¬ 

mens detached from the world and learned in scripture; such a giver shall attain 

heaven after this life.’* $ “ Having reckoned up the persons whom the Brah¬ 

men is obliged to support, having ascertained his Divine knowledge and moral 

conduct, let the king allow him a suitable maintenance from his own household ; 

and, having appointed him a maintenance, let the king protect him on all sides, 

for he gains from the Brahmen whom he protects a sixth part of his virtue," 9 

** Of that king in whose dominions a learned Brahmen is afflicted with hunger, 

the whole kingdom will in a abort time be afflicted with famine." || “ Should 

the king lie near Ids end through some incurable disease, he must bestow on the 

priests all his riches accumulated from legal fines ; and, having duly committed 

his kingdom to his son, let him seek death in battle; or, if there lie no war, by 

abstaining from food.1" When treasure is found, which, from the general prao 

tioe of concealment, and the state of society, must have been a frequent event, 

the Brahmen may retain whatever his good fortune places in his hands ; what is 

discovered by any other man, he must surrender to the king, who is bound to 

deliver one half of it to the Brail mens.** Another source of revenue appropri¬ 

ated by the Brahmens appears at first view ill assorted with the dignity and liigh 

* See the haws of Menu* pnseiin. ■} Eb+ ri. 40- | lb* 6. ( lb. 22r SS* 
l| Ib*vii» 21-t, The Brahmens are occasionally exhorted to observe some dce-umiM tmd measure 

In their pursuit of gifts. Lawn of Menu* jy* 186, 

** Law* qf Mcmif efu vilL The law is somewhat differently laid down In Halted** Code: when a 

man finds any thing be longing to another, the magistrate U to be informed, and if the finder i* a 

YOL* I. Q 
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Book II, rank of the under: Hut was, by thdr mfiiK-ucc, converted into a fund,, not only 

v* ^ respectable but vL-aerable, not only useful but opulent. Begging alms is no incon¬ 

siderable source of priestly pow er* The novidates to the sacerdotal office are 

commanded to find their subsistence by begging, and even to curry part of tlieir 

earnings to their spiritual master,* The duties of the Brahmens may be 

summed up hi lew words. They are, to read tbs Vedas, to tench them to the 

young Brahmens, and to perform sacrifices and other religious acts* \ 

Bmknen he keeps the whole; from others a part goes to the magistrate : and from u Soodcr all 

but two twelfth*. IhilhvdVGenton- Laws, eh. £1, sect 2. 

# Law» of Mean, ch+ ii. The mendicity of the priests seems to have been u general instru¬ 

ment of priestly imposture. It wa* to among die Roman*- sod no unproductive one- See 

A pu Ictus, Mftm L vih+ p* 2G2* Cicero, in Ills Book of Uw^ proposes to mat min the begging 

trade of the priest*.-—Stljwfn austuleiuis, nisi earn quom ad p:meos dies proprmm Idiec Mutris 

exeqibaits i Implet cnim supcmitEonc arumo*, eiliaiarit demos. Cic. de Legib. L ii. 9, IG. Tile 

I'opi.-h mendicants are a notorious instance. See MidtUctotfs Li tter from Kol^ tri Works of 

Dr. Conjer* Middleton, iii* 1 J€. 

+ See die Laws af Menu, pwim. 4f Tla? influence of priestcraft o%er Superstition U no where 

eu visible as in India. All the commerces of life hove a strict analogy with the ceremonies of 

religion; und dieBrachman has inculcated such a variety of Grange jHjrsuasioiis, that the Gentoo 

finds himself finery hour under the necessity of consulting hi* spiritual guide. "Die building of 

a pagoda, and maintaining within it a *et of priest*, U believed the bear action which human 

virtue is capable of Every offence is capable of being expiated by target** to lIic Bruch mans, 

prescribed by themselvc* accorihng to their own measures of avarice and fffisiaUQr^ Ormo, On 

the Government ;md People of ImfcftUm, +$£- 

“ Since the Brahmen sprang from the most excellent parti since he was the first born, 

and since he the Veda, he h by right the chief of this whole creation* 

11 Him* the Being, w ho exists of hlmaefi, produced In die beginning from Mb own mouth, that 

having perforuu d holy rites„ he might present clarified butter to the Gods, and cake* of rice to 

the progenitors of nmokindp for the preservation or this world : 

" Wlmi created being then can surpass hint, with whose mouth the Gods of the firm ament con- 

tlmially feast on clarified butter, and the manes of ancestors, on hallowed cakes ? 

1 Of created things die most excellent are those which arc animated; of the animated* those 

which subsist by intelligence; of die intelligent, mankind ■ and tif men, the uneerdoteJ ch&s - 

** Of priests, these eminent in learning ; of the learned, those who know their duty ; of dime 

who know it, such as perform It rirtuoudy ; md of the virtuous, those who seek beatitude from 

a perfect acquaintance with scriptural doctrine. 

iS Tho very birth of Brahmena w a constant man-nation of Dhermtii God of Justice; for die 

Brahmen Is bora to promote justice* and to procure ultimate happiness. 

** ’ffbtn a. Brahmen spring to light, he is bom above ike world, die chief of ail creatures-,, 

assigned to guard the treasury of duties* religious mid drib 

** Whatever exi*ti in the universe h oil in effect* though not m form, die wealth of the Brah- 

men ; since tho Brahmst ii entitled to it all by hb primogeniture and eminence of birth/1 Laws 

ol Menu, i* 93—100* 
3 
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II, The next in rank and dignity among the castes of tin* Hindus, is that of Chap. II. 

the Cshatriyos, or the military class. As in the rude and early state of society "—“v— 

man has provided lew securities against the evils with which he is assailed, and 

his wisdom has enabled him to draw few general rules respecting the order of 

their recurrence, he lives in perpetual expectation of unhappy events, as well 

from nature as from his fellow men; and fear is the principal passion which in 

that situation usurps the government of his mind. The priest soothes his if no* 

gin alien in regard to the first and most awful source of his apprehensions, by 

undertaking to procure for him the favour of the mysterious powers of nature. 

The soldier, from whom he expects protection against the ravages of hostile men, 

is the second object of his vcoeralinn and gratitude; and in the history of so¬ 

ciety it wilt be generally found that the rank and influence of the military older 

are high in proportion as the civilization of the people is low.” To all but the 

* Brahmens the caste of Cstmtriyos lire an object of unbounded respect. They 

are as much elevated above the classes below them, as the Brahmens stand 

exalted above human livings. Nor is superiority of rank among the Hindus an 

unavailing ceremony; the most important advantages are lies towed upon it; and 

the distance which is created lietwcen the different orders of men is immense 

and degrading. If a man of a superior class accuses a man of an inferior 

class, and his accusation proves to be unjust, be escapes not with impunity ; but 

if a man of an inferior class accuses a man of a superior class, and fails in proving 

his accusation, a double punishment is decreed for him. i If a man of bfi 

inferior caste,” says the Gentoo code, “ proudly affecting an equality with a 

person of superior caste, should speak at the same time with him, the magistrate 

in that case shall punish trim to the extent of his abilities.” \ For aU assaults, 

the penalty rises in proportion as tile juirty offending is of a low caste, and the 

party complaining is high. It is, indeed, a general and a remarkable part of 

the jurisprudence of this singular people, that all crimes are more slightly pu¬ 

nished in the higher, than in the subordinate classes; the penalty ascending, 

* To this observation I know not that nay exception can be adduced, which it not resolvable 

into the influence of a government purely or chiefly military. This, however, is the effect «f art, 

or of forced circumstances, not of nature, or of reason. It is Man dev if k*. I think, who remarks, 

that fear is the origin of the admiration which has been generally bestowed upon the profession of 

anus; and in confirmation of this observes, that it is the most timid sex by whom the military 

character is the most admired. Mr. Hume, too, has remarked that it is the moot timid sex who we 

the most devoted to superstition and the priests. 

+ Haiheds Code, ch, xv. sect 2 

a S 
t n*. 
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Book II. by gradation, from the gentle correction of the venerable Brahmen, to the 

-v-* harsh and sanguinary chastisement of the degraded Sndnt* Even in «ieh an 

affair as the interest of money on loan, a striking distinction is made between the 

different castes; where the Brahmen pays two per cent, three per cent is exacted 

from the Cahatriya, four percent from the Vaisya, and five per cent from the Sudra. 

The sovereign dignity, which usually follows the power of the sword, was ortgi- 

ginally appropriated to the military doss, though in this particular it would 

appear that irregularity was pretty early introduced. To bear arms is the pecu¬ 

liar duty of the Cshatriya caste, and their maintenance is derived from the pro¬ 

vision made by the sovereign for his soldiers. 

III. The Yaisyns are the third caste of the Hindus. Their duties are to tend 

cattle, to carry on merchandize, and to cultivate the ground. They are supe¬ 

rior only to the So dm?, who owe to them, however, the same awful respect and 

submission, which it is incumbent on them to pay to the military class. 

IV. As touch as the Brahmen is an object of intense veneration, so much is 

the Sudra an object of contempt, and even of abhorrence, to the other classes of 

his countrymen. Tlie business of the Sudras is senile labour, and their degra¬ 

dation inhuman. Not only is the most abject and grovelling submission imposed 

uj»on them as a religious duty, but they are driven from their just and equal 

share in all the advantages of the social institution. The crimes which they 

commit against others ore more severely punished than those of any other de¬ 

linquents, white the crimes which others commit against them are more gently 

punished than those against any other sufferers, f Even their jiersons and labour are 

not free. " A man of the servile caste, whether bought or unbought, a Brahmen 

may compel to perform servile duty; because such a man was created by the 

Seif-existent for the purpose of serving Brahmens.^ \ The law scarcely permits 

them to own property; for it is declared that M no collection of wealth must be 

mnib» by a Sudra, even though he has power, ante a servile man, who has 

amassed riches, gives pain even to Brahmens.’' § " A Brahmen may seize 

without hesitation the goods of his Sudra slave; for as that slave can have 

no property, his master may lake his goods." ]| Any failure in the respect 

exacted of the Sudra towards the superior classes is avenged by the most dread- 

* See (lie Laws of Menu, and Hnlhed's Genloo Code, pnssira. The case of theft k on excep¬ 
tion, the higher dosses bring for this punished (ho most severely. 

f Pi, X Laws of Mean, eh. viii.418. § lb* *. 129- 

H lb. via* 417. If he be diitressed for subsistence, sap the gloss of Culluca. 
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fill pvinishunaits- Adultery with a woman of a higher caste U expiated liy bur- Chaf. If. 

niug to death on a bed of iron. The degradation of the wretched Sudra extends ’ v J 

not only to every tiling in this life, hut even to sacred instruction and his chance 

of favour with the superior powers, A Brahmen must never read the Veda in 

the presence of Sudras.* * Let not a Brahmen,” says the law of Menu, « give 

advice to a Sudra; nor what remains from his table; nor clarified butter, of 

which part has been offered; nor let liim give spiritual counsel to such a man, 

nor inform liim of the legal expiation for his son : surely he who declares the 

law to a servile man, and he who instructs him in the mode of expiating sin, 

sinks with that very man into the hell named Asamvrita- t 
" If,says tlie Gentoo code, “ a man of the Sooder reads the bekls of the Shuster, 

or the Poorau, to a Brahmen, a Cbchter. or a Bin, then the magistrate sliaU heat 

some bitter oil, and pour it into the aforesaid Seeder's mouth; and if a Sooder lis¬ 

tens to the holds of the Shatter, then the oil, heated as before, shall be poured into 

his ears, and aroeex and wax shall be melted together, and the orifice of his 

ears shall be stopped up therewith. If a Sooder gets by heart the beids of tlic 

Shaster, the magistrate shall put him to death. If a Sooder always performs 

worship and the jugg, the magistrate shall put him to death. If a Sooder gives 

much and frequent molestation to a Brahmen, the magistrate shall put him to 

death." i 

* Lows of Menu, iv. 99. + lb. SO, $J. 

t Uiilhedt Code of Gentoo Laws, cli. xxi, sect. 7. It u among the most barbarous tribes, 

that we in general find the principle of subordination abused io the greatest excess- Pcthups no 

it^qudl to (hat which ediibits itself among the Hindus. Among tise Katchez,4 (Baja 

RobertMto, Hist* A meric, ii. 139,) Si * powerful tribe now extinct, on the bants of the 

Mississippi,, a difference of rank took place* with which the northern tribes were dtegolhcr unac¬ 

quainted. Some families were reputed noble, and enjoyed hereditary dignity, The body pf the 

people was considered as yIICj and formed only for subjectioru Tliitf distinction was marked by 

appellations which intimated the high deration of the one state, and the ignominious depression 

of the other: the former were called It&petfabit; the letter* the Siinlard^—11 To be n servant" 

{§ayi Millar* Distinction of Rank*, eh. v, sect. ].} u in these primitive times was almost uviivor* 

*sly tbc same thing as to be a slave* The muster assumed an iinhinited jurudiction over his 

semum* and the privilege of selling them at pleasure, He gave them no wages beside thrir 

maintenance: and he allowed them to have no property^ but claimed to his own use whatever, by 

their lahourj or by any other means* they happened to acquire.—Tims the practice of domestic 

slavery appears to have been early established among the not Ions of antiquity j among the Egyp¬ 

tians, the Phoenicians, the Jews, the Babylonians* the Persian*, the Greeks and the Roman sv—The 

some practice obtain* at present among all those tribes of barbarians, in different parts of the 

world;, with which we have any ctHresporukncc.'1 
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Boos II. Although the adherence of each class to the particular employment assigned 

v_*“ to tt was secured by the most rigid Jaws and the severest penalties, there were 

extraordinary cases in winch a limited departure was permitted. When a 

Brahmen cannoL obtain suhdstiuice hy the proper business of his order, bo may 

apply himself to that of the Cshratiya or the Vaisya, but must never become so 

far degraded as to engage in that of the Sudra. The Csluttriya and VoLsya, in 

like necessitous circumstances, may have recourse respectively to the busi¬ 

ness of tiie class or dasses telow them, even that of the Sudra, but are strictly 

interdicted from profaning the employment of any class above them. The 

Sudra having, originally, no inferior class, was probably abandoned to his neces¬ 

sities* though afterwards, in the employments of the mixed classes, a resource wjis 

opened also for him.* In this arrangement, as usually happens in the laws of 

the Hindus, the advantages are all on the side of the superior orders. The 

Brahmen lias open to him, if need be, the occupations of aU the res[»ectabJe 

classes ‘ he can overload them with additional numbers in the season of distress, 

a season at wilicli it is natural for them to he overloaded without him, while his 

own occupation is exempt from the encroachment or competition of any other 

description of men. The Cshatriya, wliile he has the occupations open to him of 

two of tlie castes, is liable to the interference of one of them only. The Vmsya, 

on the other hand, can hnvc recourse to none hut the lowest of employments; 

that of the Sudra, while he h liable to be straitened in his own occupation by 

the interference and competition of both the orders above him. The unfor¬ 

tunate Sudra, who has no resource, may lie driven from his employment, and hi* 

means of subsistence, imxliately or immediately, by all the other classes of the 

community. 

This distribution of the whole people into four dosses only, and the appropria¬ 

tion of them to four spedes of employment! an arrangement which, in the very 

simple state of society in winch it must have been introduced, was a great step in 

Improvement, must have become productive of innumerable inconveniences as 

the wants of society multiplied. The bare necessaries of life, with a small 

number of its rudest accommodations, form all the means of gratification with 

which it prepares to meet the desires of man. As those desires, however, 

speedily extend beyond such narrow limits, a struggle must have early ensued 

between the first principle of' human nature and those of the political establish- 

* Law.* of Menu, eh, x, pashm. Mr. Colebrooke on the Inriinr) Classes, Alias. Researches, 
v, 63. 
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ment, Nop web this (J(c only evil to which society was exposed. The different Chap. TT« 

castes were strictly commanded to marry with those only of their own class and '' 

profession; and the mixture of the dmes from the unton of the sexes was 

guarded against by the severest laws. This, however, was an occurrence which 

laws were inadequate to prevent. Irregularities took place ; and children were 

born who belonged to no caste, anti lor whom there was no occupation- No 

event could befal society more calamitous than this. Unholy and infamous, on 

account of that violation of the sacred law to which they owed their unwelcome 

birth, those wretched outcasts had no resource for subsistence excepting either 

the bounty of the established classes: to whom they were objects of execration 

and abhorrence, not of compassion and generosity ; or the plunder of those 

classes, to which they would abandon themselves with all the ingenuity of neces¬ 

sitous, and all the ferocity of injured men. When a class of this description 

became numerous they must have filled society with the greatest disorders. The 

nature of the case would have drawn the philosophical mind to this conclusion, 

had no testimony existed { it so happens, however, that this is one of the few 

points in the antient history of bidin which we can ascertain by specific 

proof. In the preface of that compilation of the Hindu Laws which was trans¬ 

lated by Mr, Ilnlhed,* it is stated that, after a succession of good kings who 

secured obedience to the laws, and under whom the people enjoyed felicity, came 

a monarch evil and corrupt, under whom the laws were violated, the mixture of 

the classes was perpetrated, and a new and impious race wen? produced. The 

Brahmens put this wicked king to death, and by an effort of miraculous power 

created a successor endowed with the mo=t excellent qualities. Nevertheless, the 

kingdom did not prosper, by reason of the Burren Sunker, so were this impure 

brood denominated ; and it required the wisdom of this virtuous king to devise 

a remedy. He resolver! to form a classification of the mixed race, and to assign 

them occupations This accordingly was the commencement of arts and manu¬ 

factures. The Burren Sunker became all manner of artisans and handicrafts ; 

one tribe of them being appointed weavers of doth, another artificers in iron, and 

so in other cases, till the subdivisions of the class were exhausted, or the exi¬ 

gencies of the community supplied. Thus were two evils remedied at once. 

The increasing wants of an improving society were provided for ; and a class of 

men, w ho were the pest of the community, were converted to its service. Tills Is 

* Vide UoUwd'i Code of Geo too Lam, preface. 
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Borne II. another important era in the history of Hindu society j and having reached this 

---* stage, it does not appear that it lias made, or that it is capable of making, much 

further progress. Hurty-six branches of the impure class arc s|»ecified in tlie 

sucred books,* of whom and of their employments it would lie tedious and use* 

Ies3 to present the description. The highest is that Pprung from the conjunction 

of a Brahmen with a woman of the Cshatriya doss, whose duty is the teaching 

of military exercises. The lowest of all is the offspring of a Sudra with a 

woman of the sacred class. This tribe are denominated Chandalas, and are 

regarded with great abhorrence. Their profession is to cany out corpses, to 

execute criminals, and perform other offices which are reckoned in the last de¬ 

gree unclean and degrading. If the Sudras are by the laws of Hindustan placed 

in n low and base situation, that of aU the impure and mixed classes is still 

more degraded and odious. Nothing con equal the disgust and insolence 

to which it is the lot of the lowest among them to see themselves exposed. 

They are condemned to lire in a sequestered spot by themselves. Jest they 

should potlute the very town in wliidi they reside. If they meet a man of the 

higher castes, they must turn out of the w ay, lest he should be contaminated by 

their presence. “ Avoid,'’ says the Tantra, “ the touch of the Cliandala, and 

Other abject classes. Whoever associates with them undoubtedly falls from ins 

; whoever bathes or drinks in wells or pools which they hare caused to be 

must be purified by the five productions of kinc.’ f 

» Colebrookc on the Indian Clwwc*, Asiai. Research, v. 53. On this subject, bowercr, tlmt 
intelligent amJlor tell* us that Sanscrit authorities in some instances disagree. Classes mentioned 

by one are omitted by another; and teiLs differ on the profess! am assigned to some tribes It is 

ft subject, he odds, in which there is some intricacy. 

f Colebrookc, lb. The President de Goguct is of opinion that a similar division of the people 

into bribes and hereditary professions existed in the ancient Assyrian empire, and that it prevailed 

from the highest antiquity over almost alt Asia,, (port LUmk [. eh. L art. Si HerodoU lib+ i* cap, 200; 

Strnh, lib, xvi. p. 1062; Biod. lib. Si. p, H&) Cecrops distributed mto four tribes nil the in¬ 

habitants of Attica- t Pollut, lib, viii. cap. £. sect 100; Diodorus Sicuhis, lib* it p, 33,) Theseus 

afterward* made them three* by utdtingTaa it should seem, the sacerdotal class with that of the ne- 

bLes* or magudrstes. They consisted then of nobles and prisais* labourer* or husbandmen* and artifi¬ 

cers; and there is no doubt thai4ike the Egyptian* and Indians, they were hereditary. (Plutarch, Viu 

"Hies,) Aristotle espre^ly informs w, (Folic* lib- vii- cap* 10,) that in Crete the people were divided 

by the laws of Minos into cLaasen after the manner of the Egyptians* We have most remarkable 

proof of a division* the same as that of the Hindus, being anciently established among the 

Persians. In the Zcndnvesta* translated by Anqueti! Duperron+ ia the following passage : 11 Or* 

jaufid saidf There are three measures [literally weights, dial Ls* testa, niles] of conduct, four states, 

9 
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and live places of dignity.—1The state* axe; that of the priwt; that of theaoldier? that of the Chaf* II. 

hirtb^iidroaii* the wnircc of riches i and that of the mtixau or labourer/' ZcndaTrtU, L 141* v ^ 

There ore buffirieiU vestiges to prove an undent establishment of the fame sort amoog the Bud* 

dhisiH of Ceytoo, ami by consequence to infer it among the other Buddhist* over eo large a por- 

lion of Asia- Sec a Discourse of Mr. JtAnville on the Religion and Manners of the people of 

Ceyloop A&vii* Ke&cardu vii. 4*30, ct «vq. 
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CHAP, III. 

The Form of Goventoncnt. 

Book II, A.FTEK the division of the people into ranks and occupations, the great rircum- 

P stance by which their condition, character, and operations are determined, is 

vtmtmiu, no- the form and qualities of the political establishment; the methods liy which the 

social order is preserved. Among the Hindus, according to the Asiatic model, 

tile government was monarchical, and, with the usual exception of religion and 

its ministers, absolute. No idea of any system of rule, different from the will 

of a single person, appears to have entered the minds of them or their legislators. 

<* If the world hud no king,” says the Hindu law* “ it would quake on all sides 

through fear; the ruler of this universe therefore created a king, for the main¬ 

tenance of this system” Of the high and uncontrolatile authority of the 

monarch a judgment may be formed, from the lofty terms in which the sacred 

books describe his dignity and attributes. u A king," says the law of Menu,f 

" is formed of particles from the chief guardian deities, and consequently sur¬ 

passes all mortals in glory. like the sun, he bums eyes and hearts; nor can any 

human creature on earth even gaze on him. He, fire and air; He, the god of 

criminal justice; He, the genius of wealth; He, the regent of waters; He, the 

lord of the firmament, A king, even though a chUd, must not be treated 

lightly, from an idea that he b a mere mortal: No; he is a powerful divinity, 

who appears in human shape. In his anger, death. He who shows hatred of 

the king, through delusion of mind, will certainly perish; for speedily will the 

king apply his heart to that man’s destruction.” The pride of imperial greatness 

could not devise, hardly could it even desire, more extraordinary distinctions, or 

the sanction of a more unlimited authority than this. 

The plan, according to which the power of the sovereign was exercised in the 

government of the country, resembled that which has almost universally pre¬ 

vailed in the monarchies of Asia, and was a contrivance extremely simple and 

rude. In the more skilful governments of Europe, officers ore appointed for the 

discharge of particular duties in the different provinces of the empire; some for 

* Laws of Menu, cb. riL 3. 

8 

t lb. ch. rii. 
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the decision of causes, some for the control of violence, some for collecting the Chap- UL 

contingents for the expense of the state; but the [»wers of all centring imme- ' 

diately in the head of the government, and all acting as connected and subordi¬ 

nate wheels in one complicated and artful machine. Among the less instructed 

and less civilized inhabitants of Asia, no other plan has ever occurred to the 

monarch, for the administration of his dominions, than simply to divide his own 

authority and [wwer into pieces or fragments, as numerous as the provinces into 

which it was deemed convenient to distribute the empire. To each of these a 

vicegerent was dispatched, who carried with him the undivided authority and 

jurisdiction of his master. Whatever powers tike sovereign exercised over the 

whole kingdom, the vicegerent exercised in the province allotted to him; and the 

same plan which the sovereign adopted for the government of the whole was 

exactly fallowed by the vicegerent in the government of a part.* If the pro¬ 

vince committed to his sway was too extensive for his personal inspection and 

control, he subdivided it into parts, and assigned a governor to each, whom he 

intrusted with tlie same absolute powers in his district, as he himself possessed in 

the administration of the greater department. Even this inferior deputy often 

divided his authority, in the same manner, among the governors whom he ap¬ 

pointed of the townships or villages under Ills control. Every one of these 

rulers, whether the sphere of his command was narrow or extensive, was 

absolute within it, and possessed the whole power of the sovereign to levy taxes, 

to raise and command troops, and to decide upon the lives and property of the 

subjects. The gradations of command among the Hindus were thus regulated; 

The lowest of all was the lord of one town and his district; The next was the 

lord of ten towns; The third was the lord of twenty towns; The fourth was 

the lord of 100 towns; And the highest vicegerent was lord of 1000 towns. 

Every lord was amenable to the one immediately above him, and exercised un¬ 

limited authority over those below.f The following law appears to provide for 

*|K(ErapftTj in kb History of Japan, book L tlu vf say5+ u The whole empire b governed in general 
by the Emperor, with an absolute and monarchical power* add so is every province in particular 

by the prince, who* under the Emperor, enjoys the government ihereof.^For the similarity of 
the institution in the Ottoman government Btse Volneyi Travels in Syria and Egypt, iL 376. 

f Laws of Menu, ch* vil 115—117, There is a very remarkable similarity between this, mode of 
subdividing Authority among the Hindus, and dint adopted by die Incas of Peru, 11 The Incas** 

(«p Garcilasso de la Vega* part l book IL du v*) " bad one method and rule in their government, ns 
the best means to prevent all mi&chjda and disorders; which was this. That of all the people in 
every place* whether more or less, a register should be kept. And a division mode of ten and ten, 

over width one of the ten, whom they coifed the Decurionp was made superior over the other nine; 

K2 
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Bonk Hr their personal expenses i tf Such food, drink, wood, and other articles, as by law 

—v—■Jl should be given each day to the king, by the inhabitants of the iuwrtslup, let 

the lord of one town receive t let tlie lord of ten towns enjoy the produce of 

two plough-lands; the lord of twenty, that of five plough-hinds; the lord of 

100, that of u village or smalltown ; the lord of 1000, that of a large town- * 

The expense of the government of each vicegerent was defrayed out of the 

taxes wluch he levied, and the surplus was transmitted to the superior lord, to 

whom he was immediately responsible From him it was again conveyed to the 

governor above him, till it reached at lust the royal treasury. 

If this plan of government was unskilful and rude, so was the contrivance 

employed for checking the abuses to which it was liable. * The affairs of these 

townships*” says the taw, +t either jointly or separately transacted* let another 

minister of the king inspect, who should be w ell affected, and by no means re¬ 

miss, In every linger tow n or city, let him appoint one superintembnt of all 

affairs, elevated in rank, for mutable in power, distinguished as a planet among 

stars; Let that governor, from time to time, survey nil the rest in person, and, by 

the means of his emissaries, let him perfectly know' their conduct in their several 

districts^ Of the practical state of the government abundant prool is afforded 

in the passage which immediately follows in the same divine code: “ Since the 

servants of the king," says Menu, 11 whom he has appointed guardians of dis¬ 

tricts, are generally knaves, who seize what belongs to other men, from such 

knaves let him defend his people; of such evil-minded servants, as wring wealth 

from subjects attending them on business, let the King confiscate all the jjosses- 

sions, and bmkh them from his realm " t 

^hrn every five divisions of thb nature had i iotd over tlicmj to whofli was commuted the diarge 

and career fifty; ihm over two divisions of fifty, another lord, who supervised 100; so five di¬ 

visions of ICO had a magistrate who commanded 500 * the dmEious of 100 had a leader 

over 1000," &e. The highest officer under the Inca was dm governor of a province. Each 

inferior officer accounted for his conduct to the superior nest above him. See further Acosta* 

Nat- and Mor. Hist, of the Indie*, book vb cluxiiL; Cnrii, Lcttres sur ip Ameriquo, Leu xul 

The analogy of the Angbuxca institution of tylhiBg*, or ten ■ of hundreds, or ten 

ty thing* ; find counties, will suggest itself to every imagination* 

* Laws of Menu, ch, fit 118, 119l The finrt of theic provision*, that for the lord of one town, 

k not accurately ascertained ; the two or five plough-lands are sufficiently distinct; but the produce 

of a village or large town muit liave been actmuoly uncertain and ambiguous. 

f ]h, 20—1*2. A similar officer formed a similar part of the Peruvian establishment. He 

was denominated Cwmf Kioc„ which is to soy, H Eye of nlJ+" Carli, Lettres sur 1 Arueriquiv 

let, xjiL 

i lb. 1*3, 12+- 
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At the head of this government stands tin* king, on whom the great lords Chap. III. 

of the empire immediately depend. He is -directed by the law to choose a r 

Council, consisting “ of seven or eight ministers, men whose ancestors were 

servants of kings, who are versed in the holy books, who are personally brave; 

who are skilled in the use of weapons, ami whose lineage is noble.”* With 

them he is commanded perpetually to consult on the affairs of his govern mint; 

but a singular mode of deliberation is prescribed to him. Me is directed not to 

assemble his Council; mid, laying before them, as in the cabinets of European 

princes, the subject on which the suggestions of their wisdom are required, to 

receive the benefit arising from the mutual Communication of (heir knowledge 

and views. A plan, apparently more artful and cunning, more nearly allied to 

the suspicious temper and narrow views, of a rude period, is recommended to 

him. I-Ic is first of all to consult them apart, and to hear the opinion of each 

separately; after which, having consulted them in common, when each man is 

swayed by the opinion he had formerly given in private, and has a motive of 

interest and vanity to roast the light which might be thrown upon the subject by 

others, the king himself is to decide.f A Brahmen ought always to l* ids 

prime minister. ** To one learned Brahmen, distinguished among the rest, let 

the king impart his momentous counsel.*! 

To provide for the defence of the country was one great branch of the duties Du da of th< 

of the sovereign, and to preside over the military force was his great prerogative 1- t n 

and distinction. As in the original division of the people, a fourth part of them 

was appropriated to the profession of arms, and destined to obtain from it alone 

their subsistence, the great difficulty of government must have consisted, not in 

obtaining troops, but in finding for them maintenance and employment. When 

so great a proportion of the [copulation were set apart for the art of war, with 

nothing to do from year to year, and from generation to generation, but to im¬ 

prove its principles, and acquire the utmost dexterity in its exercises, it apjiears 

extraordinary that the nation was not of a formidable and warlike character. Yet 

has India given way to every invader; ** and the rudeness,'* says Mr. Orate,£ 

* La*r* of Menu, ch. viL Si. 
+ lb. 56. Another precept to the king, respecting the mode of consulting with his ministers, is 

very expressive of the simplicity of die times; 11 Ascending up the back of u mountain) or going 

privately to it terrace, a bower, * forest, or a lonely place, without listeners, let him consult with' 

than unobserved." Ib. 1+7. 

t lb. 58, 

j Oiroc on the Government and People of lndastan, p, +17. The same accurate and in- 
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Boo* II. “ of the military ait in Indostan can scarce lie imagined but by those who bare 

-v-* ^ The precepts winch ace delivered in the ancient and sacred books of 

the Hindus, and which lay the foundation of their military system, are not 

numerous, and are extremely simple and rude. Cor the security of the royal 

residence, the king is directed to take up his abode * ** in a capital, having, by 

way of fortress, a desert rather more than twenty miles round it, or a fortress of 

earth, a fortress of water or of trees, a fortress of armed men, or a fortress of 

mountains." Their great unskilfulness in the science of attack and defence led 

them to place great dependance on fortification, as appears by a variety of their 

precepts. u One bowman,” says Mcnu,j" “ placed on a wall is a match in war 

for 100 enemies, and 100 for 10,000; therefore is a fort recommended." Yet 

their knowledge of fortification was elementary, and mostly consisted in sur¬ 

rounding the place with a mud wall and a ditch, or availing thetusdves of the 

natural advantages which insulated rocks, which water, or impervious thickets, 

afforded. The duty and advan tage of maintaining at all times a powerful army 

arc enforced in tlte most cogent terms. ** By a king, says Menu, “ whose 

forces arc always ready for action, the whole world may be kept in awe; 

let him then, by a force always ready, make all creatures firing his own.*f In re¬ 

commending a perpetual standing army, the preceptive part of the military 

doctrine of the Hindus seems in a great measure to have been summed up; for 

m the marshalling, the discipline, the conduct of an army, in any of its branches, 

no instruction is conveyed. General exhortations to firmness and valour are all 

the additional advice of which the utility appears to have been recognized. The 

Hindu prince is, by divine authority, informed, that those rulers of the earth, 

who, desirous of defeating each other, exert their utmost strength in battle 

without ever averting their faces, ascend after death directly to heaven." f 

h Xfver to recede from combat," says Menu, " to protect the people, and to 

honour the priests, is the liighest duty of kings, and ensures their felicity.! Of 

a great part however of the duty which, as head of the military force, devolved 

upon the Ring, he appears to have been relieved by a deputy. “ The forces of 

the realm,'1 says the law, “ must he immediately regulated hy the commander in 

duef.” M In times of peace the military people seem to have been distribu ted 

telligeol observer immediately adds; M The infantry consists In a multitude or people assembled 

together without regard to rank and tile “Ac. 

* Lows of Mean, ch. vii. 70. t Ih* 7*. 

i Hi, 89- II 88< 

% lb. ios. 
•* Ib.fiS. 
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over the country, under the command of the governors of provinces and of dts- Chav. lit. 

tricts, for local defence, for the preservation of local tranquillity, and ibr the con- v *“ 
vemence of subsistence, When a general war demanded the whole force of the 

nation, the king commanded the governors of provinces to assemble the soldiers 

under their command, and repair to his standard.* From this circumstance 

it has been rasMy concluded, that feudal conditions of military service, in fact a 

feudal government, highly resembling that which existed in Europe, had place 

in Hindostan. 
After the care of protecting the nation from foreign aggression or from inter- s. Mh«L 

nal tumult, the distribution of justice was the next duty of the king. In the 

first stage of society, the leader in war is also the judge in peace; and the regal 

and judicial functions ore united in the same person. Various circumstances 

tend to produce this arrangement. In the first place there are hardly any laws; 

and he alone is entitled to judge who is entitled to legislate, since be must make a 
taw for every occasion. In the next plate, a rude people, unused to obedience, 

would hardly respect inferior authority. In the third place, the business of judi¬ 

cature is so badly performed as to interrupt but little the business or pleasures of 

the King; and a decision is rather an exercise of arbitrary will and jxmer, than 

the result of an accurate investigation. In the fourth place, the people ore so 

much accustomed to terminate their own disputes, by their own cunning or force, 

that the number of applications for judicature is comparatively smafL As society 

advances, a set of circumstances, opposite to these, are gradually introduced; 

laws are mode which the judge lias nothing to do but apply: the people team 

the advantage of submitting to inferior authority: a mom accurate administra¬ 

tion of justice is demanded, and cannot be performed without a great application 

both of attention and of time: the people learn that it is for the good of the 

community, that they should not terminate, and that they should not be allowed 

to terminate, either by force or fraud, their own disputes ; the administration of 

justice becomes then too laborious to be either agreeable to the king, or consistent 

with the other services which be » expected to render: and the exercise of 

judicature becomes a separate employment, the exclusive function of a particular 

order of men. 

To this pitch of civilization the Hindus had not attained. The administration 

of justice by the king in person stands in the sacred liooks as a hading principle 

of their jurisprudence, and the revolution of ages has introduced no change in 
this primeval practice. 

* Larnrs of Menu, cfa. vii. US to J20. 
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Among a people in the infancy of improvement, the business of the judge is 

much more to award punishment than to settle disputes. The Hindu law ac¬ 

cordingly represents the king, as * created for the guardianship of all, a divi- 

mty in human form, to inflict punishment according to the Shuster."* 

Iu con foil nit v with these rude ideas the most extravagant praises are be- 

Btowcd upon this engine of royalty. “ For the use of the king Brahma 

formed, in the beginning of time, the genius of punishment with a body 

of pure light, his own son, the Protector of all created tilings. Punish¬ 

ment governs all mankind! punishment alone preserves them; punishment 

wakes while their guards are asleep; the wise consider punishment as the per¬ 

fection of justice. If the king were not, without indolence, to punish the guilty, 

the stronger would roast the weaker, like fish, on a spit. 1 lie whole race of man 

is kept in order by punishment; for a guiltless man is hard to be found.”-} 

For the more perfect discharge of this im|>ortaut duty the king is directed to 

associate with himself Brahmens, and counsellors capable of giving him advice.} 

Any Brahmen, or even a jwrson of the two middle classes, may interpret the 

law to him ; hut a Sudra in no cose whatever.^ On those occasions on which 

it was impossible for the king to give judgment in jieisoti, he was empowered to 

appoint a Brahmen, who, with three assessors, might try causes in his stead.|| 

So much with regard to the constitution of the tribunals. Tile solemnities 

of jurisdiction were thus ordered to proceed; “ I*fc the king, of liis judge, having 

seated himself on the tench, Ids body properly clothed, and his mind attentively 

fixed, begin with doing reverence to the deities who govern the world, and then 

let liitn enter on the trial of causes."** The form of process was good; simple and 

direct; as it always is among a rude people. The parties were heard, generally 

• Halhcd’s fieutoo Code, preface. f Laws of Menu,ch. vii. 11 to 52. t lb, ch. viii. 1. 

j lb. 20. To learned and righteous Brahmens the magistrate shall give money, and every 

token of respect and consideration in the judgment seat, to have them near him; but he rhall 

not retain fewer than ten of such Brahmen. Gcntoo Code, ch, □>. sect. 1, The more sacred books 

gf |jif die nn*n by ikitgmatitiiD AoJy were alone permitted to read. Thus the law of Menu 

(ch. ii, 16.) J‘ He who** life U regulated by holy tot*, from hU conception even to Ida funeral 
pile, has a derided right to study this code, but no other person whatsoever. Dw? more profane 

commentaries, however, were less confined, and the man verted in these might suffice for Uu? 

coin moo business of sdnilnirtering justice, 
H La«rs of Menu, ch, viii. 9, JO. The Gen too Code, translated by Mr. llalhed, directs, that when 

the king in person cannot examine a cause, he substitute a learned Brahmen; if a Brahmen 

cannot be found, a Csliatriyo, &e. hut in ao esse a Sudra. Gen too Code, ch- id- sect. ). 
*• Laws of Menu, ch- viii. 9,10, 
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in personj though lawyers by profession, unless in the ease of certain high crimes, Chap, HI, 

might appear in lieu of the principals. The application of the plaint iff might v 

be either oral or written ; but the answer was required to be in the same form j 

oral, if the application was oral; ami in writing, if it was otherwise.* The 

judge examines the witnesses; Inspects, if any, the writings; and without any in¬ 

tricate or expensive forms proceeds directly to a decision. Punishment imme¬ 

diately follows conviction.f 

One of the most attentive and intelligent of our witnesses affords a picture of 

the practical state of judicature in India, which, there is every reason to Itelicve, 

may, with immaterial variations, he applied to Hindu society from the period 

at which it first attained its existing form. “ No man is refused access to the 

Durbar, or scat of judgement; which is exposed to a large area, capable of con¬ 

taining the multitude. X The plaintiff discovers himself by crying aloud, Jus¬ 

tice! Justice! until attention is given to his importunate clamours. He is 

then ordered to bo silent, and to advance before his judge; to whom, after 

having prostrated himself, and made his offering of a piece of money, he tells 

his story in the plainest manner, with great humility of voice and gesture, and 

w ithout any of those oratorio! embellishments which compose an art in freer 

nations.—The wealth, the consequence, the interest, or the address of the 

party, become now the only considerations. He visits lus judge in private, 

and gives the jar of oil r his adversary bestows the hog which breaks it. 

The friends who can influence intercede; and, excepting where the case is so 

manifestly proved os to brand the failure of redress with glaring infamy (a re¬ 

straint which human nature is bam to reverence) the value of the bribe ascer¬ 

tains the justice of the cause.—This is so avowed a practice, that if a stranger 

should inquire how much it would cost him to recover a just debt from a cre¬ 

ditor who evaded payment, he would every where receive the same answer; the 

government will beep one-fourth, and give you the rest.—Still the forms of jus¬ 

tice subsist; witnesses are heard, but brow-beaten and removed : proofs of writ¬ 

ing produced, but deemed forgeries and rejected, until the way is cleared for a 

decision, which becomes totally or partially favourable, in proportion to the 

methods which have been used to render it such; but still with some attention 

* Gen too Coda, eh* iii. sect. 5. 

t Onm.' on the Government, of Indcstan, p. Ml. 

t Th"* publicity of judicial proceedi ngs is common'to rude nations- In the country aod days of 

Job, the judge ut at die gale of else dty, ch. s*. ver. 7. Moms alludes to the same practice, Gea. 

Xxiii. IS; and Homer tells us it was the practice ia the heroic ages of Greece, Ih lib, xvui, ver.+97. 

VOL. t. S 
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Boor IL to the consequences of a judgment, which would be of too flagrant iniquity not 

' v * to produce universal detestation and resentment,—►Providence has. At particular 

«»j*8Apg, blessed the miseries of these people with the presence of a righteous 

judge. 'Hie vast reverence and reputation which such have acquired are but 

too melancholy a proof of the infrequency of such a character. The lustory of 

their judgments and derisions is transmitted down to posterity, and is quoted 

with a visible complacency on every occasion. Stories of tliis nature supply the 

place of proverbs in the conversations of all the people of Indus ton, and are 

applied by them with great propriety.” * 

Aaol^uf Such are the principal branches of the duty of the sovereign, and in these 

various institutions may be contemplated an image of the Hindu government 

It is worthy of a short analysis. As the powers of government consist of tliree 

great branches, the legislative, the judicative, and the administrative, it is re¬ 

quisite to inquire in what hands these several powers are deport ted, and by 

what circumstances their exercise is controlled and modified. As the Hiudu 

bdieves that a complete and perfect system of instruction, which admits of no 

addition or change, was conveyed to him from the beginning by the Divine 

Being, for the regulation of his public as well ns his private affairs, he acknow¬ 

ledges no laws but those which ore contained in the sacred books. From this 

It Ls evident that the only scope which remains for legislation is confined within 

the Limits of the interpretations which may be given to the holy text. The 

Brahmens, however, enjoy the undisputed prerogative of interpreting thedmne 

oracles; for though it is allowed to the two classes next in degree to give advice 

to the king in the administration of justice, they must in no case presume to 

depart from the sense which it has pleased the Brahmens to impose upon the 

sacred text. The power of legislation, therefore, exclusively belong to the 

priesthood. The e* elusive right also of interpreting the laws necessarily confers 

upon them, in the some unlimited manner, the judicial powers of government. 

The king, though ostensibly supreme judge, is commanded always to employ 

Brahmens as counsellors and assistants in the administration of justice; and 

* • Gnue on (lie Government and People of lodostan. p. 4M to 446. Another of our mort in- 

•inictive travel] era, Mr. Foster, lit the location prefixed to hit Journey from Bcngal to Eng* 

land, p. vii„ calls Hindustan, « A land whose every principle of government is acttiaied by a 

rapacious avarice, whose people nsrer approach the gate of authority without an offering. This 

U a subject to which he often adverts; he says again, ( L 7,J 11 In Asia, the principles ol justice, 

honour, or patriotism, as they confer no substantial benefit, nor tend to elevate the character, 

are seldom seen to actuate the mind of the subject." 

3 
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whatever construction they put upon the law, to that his sentence must conform. Chap. III. 

A decision of the king, contrary to the opinion of the Brahmens, would be ab- » 

solute!}' void; the ineroljors of his own family would refuse it obedience. When¬ 

ever the king in person discharges not tlie office of jmige, it is a Brahmen, it 

possible, who must occupy his place. Tlie king, therefore, If so fax from pos¬ 

sessing the judicative [lower, that he is rather the executive officer by whom the 

derisions of the Brahmens are carried into effect. 

He who possesses the power of making and interpreting the laws by which 

another person is bound to act, is by necessary consequence the master of tirnt 

person’s actions. Possessing the legislative and judicative powers, the Brahmens 

were also masters of the executive [lower, to any extent whatsoever to which 

they wished to enjoy it. Nor did this influence over the executive power con¬ 

tent them. They further secured to themselves a direct, and no contemptible 

share of its immediate functions. On all occasions the King was bound to em¬ 

ploy Brahmens as bis counsellors and ministers*, and of course to be governed 

hy their judgment, “ Let the king, having risen early,4 says the law, “ re¬ 

spectfully attend to Brahmens learned in the three Vedas, and by their decision 

let him abide.”- It thus appears that, according to the original laws of the 

Hindus, the king was little more than an instrument in the bauds of the Brah¬ 

mens. He performed the laborious part of government, and sustained the re¬ 

sponsibility, while they chiefly possessed the power, f 

The uncontrolable sw-ay of superstition, in rude and ignorant times, confers 

upon its ministers such extraordinary privileges, that the king and the priest 

are generally the same person; and it appears somewhat remarkable that the 

Brahmens, who usurped among their countrymen so much distinction and au¬ 

thority, did not invest themselves with tlie tjdcndour of royalty. It generally 

happens that some accidental circumstances, of which little account was taken 

at the time, and which after a lapse of many ages it is impossible to trace, gave 

occasion to those peculiarities which we remark in the affairs and characters of 

■ Law ft of Menu, ch» vii, 57* 
t Even under u tyjtcm* where the power of the altar was from the beginning rendered fiub#crr- 

vieni l£> the power of the sword, tlie right of interpreting a code of sacred !awi is found to con¬ 

fer an important authority. Hear the opinion of a very recent, and peoiHraibig observer:— 

« L‘ enprc*# Urn vague des precepts* du Koran, aeule loi ccrilc dam les pap Musulmomij Lnisee an* 

tbcteuH two grande latitude pour lea interpretations., et bien des waaymm d^ugmeoteJ1 leui atito* 

T]itf+ Q unique ceite religion ait peu de dogmesf, k fanatbrne qu’dk inspire eat nn instrument qu* 

tea prtires savem employer evec inecC-a,” De VEgypte. par le Gen- Ueynier* p- 0*2- 

S 2 
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Rook II. nations; and with this reflection it is found that we must very often content 

'—v-' ourselves. Yet it is by no means unnatural to suppose, that to a people, over 

whom the love of repose exerts a wonderful sway, and in whose character aver* 

fiion to danger forms a principal ingredient, the toils and perils of tlie sword ap¬ 

peared to surpass the advantages with which it was attended; and that the 

Brahmens thus transferred to the hands of others, what was a source of too 

much labour, as well as danger, to he regained in their own. 

So many, however, and important were the powers which this class reserved 

to themselves that the kingly state apjjears reduced to that of a dependant and 

secondary office. We should expect to find the sovereign a mere cipher. With 

this inference the fact does not appear to correspond- The monuments of the 

Hindus, imperfuct as they are, convince us that their monarehs enjoyed no 

small share Imih of authority, and of that Lind of splendour which corresponded 

with the state of society. They had entrusted to them two engines, the power 

of which their history screes remarkably to display: They were masters of the 

army; and they were masters of the public revenue. These two circumstances, 

it appears, were sufficient to counterbalance tlie legislative, and the judicative, 

and even a great part of the executive power, reinforced by all the authority of 

an overhearing superstition, lodged in the hands of the Brahmens. These 

threw around the sovereign an external lustre, with which the eyes of unculti¬ 

vated men are easily dazzled. In dangerous and disorderly times, when every 

thing wliich the nation values h placed on the soldier’s sword, the commander, 

by universal consent, exercises unlimited authority. So frequently is thb the 

situation of a rude and uncivilized people, surrounded on all sides by rapacious 

and turbulent neighlwurs, that it becomes in a great measure the habitual order 

of things. The king, by commanding lroth the force and the revenue of the 

state, had in Ins hands the distribution of gifts and favours; the potent instru¬ 

ment, in short, of patronage; and the jealousy and nvalship of the different 

sets of competitors would of their own accord give him a great influence over 

the Brahmens themselves. The distribution of gifts and favours is so powerful 

an engine, that the man, who enjoys it to a certain extent, is absolute; with 

whatever checks he may appear to be surrounded; even, as in the case of the 

Hindu sovereigns, tliough almost every power of government may appear to lie 

lodged in other hands-* 

* See what U observed by three great author*, Hume, Blacks!one, and Palcy, on the m* 

d notice of the «o*n in EngLmd. See also what is observed by Lord Bclingbrute on tire same 

subject, in his DsMrtatioo on Parties. 
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CHAP. IV. 

The Laws. 

NeXT to the form of government, in determining the political condition of Chaf. IV. 

the people, is the body of law; or the mode in which the rights of individuals ' * 

are created and secured. For elucidating this important point, in regard to the 

Hindus, materials are abundant. The detail, however, or even the analysis of 

the Hindu code, would far exceed the bounds* to which in a work like the pre¬ 

sent such a topic must he confined. I shall limit myself to the endeavour of 

conveying an accurate conception of the character and spirit of the Hindu laws; 

and of that particular point in the scale of excellence, or defect, at which they 

may truly be considered as placed. 
One preliminary observation is, that amid the imperfections adhering to the A enniusi™ of 

state of law among a rude and ignorant people, they preserve not their maxima th^ihudu" 

of justice, and their rules of judicial procedure, distinct from other subjects. In tw*cs °riaw' 

the law books of the Hindus, the details of jurisprudence and judicature occupy 

comparatively a very moderate space.* The doctrines and ceremonies of reli¬ 

gion ; the rules and practices of education; the institutions, duties, and customs 

of domestic life; the maxims of private morality, and even of domestic economy; 

the rules of government, of war, and of negotiation: all form essential ports of 

the Hindu codes of law, and are treated in the same style, and laid down with 

the same authority, ns the rules for the distribution of justice. The tendency 

of this rude conjunction of dissimilar subjects, amid other inconveniences* is, to 

confound the important distinction between these obligations which it is the 

duty of the magistrate to enforce, and those which ought to be left to the sug¬ 

gestions of self-interest, and the sanctions of morality; it is to extend coercion, 

and the authority of the magistrate, over the greater part of human life, and to 

leave men no liberty even in their private and ordinary transactions; while it 

• Examine that important specimen of an original Hindu hook of law, the Institutes of Menu. 

See too the confession of Mr. Cokbrookc in the preface to his translation of die Digest of Hindu 

Law on Contracts uul Successions; a work compiled a few 3-cars ago, under authority of the 

. English government, by some of the most loomed and respectable of the Brahmens- 
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Book II. lessens prodigiously the force of the legal sanction in those cases in which its 

'-v-* greatest effidency is required. 
Hindu nin-. There is another topic which it will l» convenient to detach and premise; 

and that is, the division and arrangement winch the Hindus have given to the 

Law* matters of law. In marking the stage of dviliaation, this is a very characteris¬ 

tic circumstance. In a rude state of the human mind, as it has not the power 

to make a good distribution of a complicated subject, so it is little aware of its 

importance. To a'mind improved and enlightened a good arrangement appears 

the ground*work of all accurate thought. In the Institutes of Menu, the most 

celebrated perimps of all the original compends of Hindu law, the titles, os 

they are there denominated, or divisions of law, are eighteen, laid down in the 

following order:—1, Debt, on loans for consumption *, 2. Deposits and loans for 

use; 3, Sale without ownership; 4. Concerns among partners; 5. Subtraction of 

what has licon given; 6. Nonpayment of wages or hire; 7. Nonperformance of 

agreements; 8. Rescission of sale and purcliose; 9. Disputes between master 

mid servant; 10. Contests on boundaries; II and 12. Assault, and slander; 

IS, Larceny; 14. Robbery and other violence; 15. Adultery; 16. Altercation 

lietwcen man and wife and their several duties; 17. The law of inheritance; 

18. Gaming with dice and with living creatures.* It is not easy to conceive a 

more rude and defective attempt at the classification of laws tlian wliat b here 

presented. The most essential and obvious distinctions arc neglectedt and con¬ 

founded. Though no arrangement would appear more natural, and more likely 

to strike even an uncultivated mind, than the division of laws, into civil and 

• '* l\ 

* Laws of Menu, ch, viu. The division and arrangement of the same subject, in the compi¬ 

lation translated by Mr. Ilalfacd, is very similar, aa will appear by the following title* of the chap¬ 

ters!—J. Of lending aad borrowing; % Division of inheritable property i 3. Of justice; *. Trust 

or ikp&dt; 5. Selling a sirunger's property; 6. Of shares; 7. Alienation by gift; 8. Oi servi¬ 

tude; 9. Of wages; LO- Of rent or hire; 11. Purchase or sale; IS. Boundaries or limit*: 19. 

Shares in the cultivation of land; 1-t. Of cities, towns, and of the fine* for damaging a crop; 

15, Scandalous and bitter ex previous; 16. Of assault*; 17. Theft; 18. Violence; 19. Adultery; 

SO. Of whnt concern* women; 21. Of sundry articles. In the elaborate Digest oa the subject 

of Contracts and Inheritances, which lia* been translated by Mr. Colebroohu, the title* o* the 

books, as for as they extend, coincide exactly with the titles in, the Institute* of Menu; thus, 

Book 1. On loans, nml their payment; Book !i. On deposits; Book 3. On the nonpeTfbnniiB.ee 

of agreements; Bout 4, On the duties of man and wife. The part of the work which relates to 

ttiheriiiince* a included in un<? bouk, and 9 the same with the 17th title enumerated m the lasti- 

tutei of Menu* 
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penal, we find the laws distinguished by these appellations, mixed and blended Chap. IV. 

together in the code tif the Hindus. The first nine of the heads or titles, above, - ' 

refer to civil taw ; the eleventh, twelfth, tliirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth, to 

criminal law; the sixteenth and seventeenth return to civil, and the eighteenth 

to criminal; while the tenth relates partly to the one and partly to the other. 

Another ground of division, which, os lxdug excessively obvious, is well cakti- 

luted to strike an uncultivoted mind, is the distinction of persons, and things. 

Tiiis was the ground-work of the arrangement bestowed upon the Roman laws. 

It is that of the arrangement which continues to prevail in the English; though 

excessively rude; at once the effect and the cause of confusion.* It will be seen, 

however, that even this imperfect attempt at a rational division was far above 

the Hindus. 
In the order in wiiich the titles follow one another, no principle of arrange¬ 

ment can he traced. The first eight of the heads may be regarded as allotted to 

the subject of contracts; but a more rude and imperfect division of contracts 

cannot easily be conceived. Not to dwell upon the circumstance of beginning 

with loans, one of the most remote and refined contracts, instead of tlw more 

obvious and simple, we may observe that the subject of purchase and sale is 

divided into two ports; but, instead of being treated in conjunction with one 

another, one occupies the third place in the list of titles, the other the eighth ; 

and a number of heterogeneous subjects intervene. ** Concerns among Part¬ 

ners ^ is a title which occupies the middle place between that of u Sale without 

Ownersliip,'1 and " Subtraction of what has been given ;" with neither of which 

it has any relation. " Nonpajment of wages or hire ” stands immediately be¬ 

fore “ Nonperformance of Agreements,” though the latter is a general title 

in which the former is included. The hitter indeed b remarkable; for it is so 

general that it includes the whole subject of contracts, though it b here placed 

as only one, and the last save one, among nine different titles or divisions of 

* The Romans, by the ambiguity of their word jrtra, winch signified either rights or few, 

were enabled to use, without manifest impropriety, such ex previous u\ jura of persons, mid 

jura of things: for though it to aboard to talk of the rights of things, things having a right to 

nothing, yet it was not absurd to talk of the fowl of things. In their expressions jura persona* 

run and Jura remm, there was, therefore, only confusion of ideas, and ambiguity. The English 

lawyers, from two of their characteristic properties, blind Imitation, and the incapacity of 

clearing confused ideas, have adopted the same division - though in their set of phrases, rights 

of persons, and rights of things, there ts not only confusion and ambiguity, but gross absurdity. 
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Boo* It* that subject. Several of the titles are nothing but particular articles lidoitgtug 

v-v—1 some of the other divisions; and are with great impropriety made to stand as 

separate and primary heads. The contract^ for example* between master and 

servant, are part of the great fidget location, or letting and taking to Ml*, 

including services as well as tilings; yet arc these contracts here treated of 

under two distinct titles; the one, d Nonpayment of wages or hire/1 the other, 

41 Disputes between master and servant/ and even these are sejmrated from one 

another by two intervening subjects, w Concerns among partners/ is on arti¬ 

cle* little, surely, entitled to stand as a separate head among the primary divi¬ 

sions of law; since the rights of individuals in a joint property fall under the 

same distinctions and rules which determine their rights in other property/ 

The transfer of ownership being one great topic, where otto branch of that is 

taken up, and concluded, St would appear a very necessary arrangement to pass 

cm to another, and permit m heterogeneous matter to intervene; when the sub¬ 

ject* for example, of transfer hy contract is finished* to begin with transfer by 

descent: Such obvious rules, however, appear to have had no influence in fram¬ 

ing the Hindu systems oflaw; when the subject of contracts is ended* the prin- 

* A very odd attempt at a further gciHTuJ kali on upon the fiat nine titles appear* in Mr* Cole- 

brooked Digest. Wts first book* On Loans* correspond* exactly with the first title in the Insti- 

tales of Menu. Hi* second book. On Deposit*, is divided into four chapters, which are exactly 

the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th tide* in the list of Menu. Hi* ihird book, which It entitled* « On the 

Non performance of Agreements/" it divided into four chapters^ and these arc the sasns with the 

four succeeding tides in the clnssificatidck of Menu. 

L .Loans, ‘2- Deposits, 3. Nonperformance of tpeapeiH* : These, according to the logic of the 

Digest, are the grand classes of contracts, nod die tides which belong to them. The last of die 

tides, it Is evident, cannot belong to any particular class: Nonperformance is incident to sH 

classes of contracts. Either, therefore, this is an improper title altogether, or it aught to stand 

the title 4of die whole subject of contracts : and then Nonperfomumce of Agreement* would 

include, loamt dejtomtt, and every thing else* Coder Deposit * the Digest include* die following 

sub-tides* L Deposits, and other bailments? fi. Sale without ownership; 3. Concerns among 

partners; -I* Subtraction of gifts: of which the last two have no more to do with depottU than 

they have with iuaiijj, or any the most remote branch of Lite subject; and the second is cither a 

part of the first, and ought to have been included under It, reLuimg to the ado of thing* depo¬ 

sited, or dial aLo ha* no connexion with die title. Lot ua next contemplate die tub-tides in¬ 

cluded under Sonpcrfvrmantc of Agreementt, 'Dury ore, |, Nonpayment of wage* or hire; 

3. Nonperformance of agreements, diielly in association ; $< [4 emission of pnrdutse and sale * 

•i. Disputes between master and herdsman: As if these included all the agreements of which 

there could be nonperformance. The first and last of them, moreover, ore the &amc thing, or 

the lust j* a portion of the first. It k needless to carry the crideUm further. 
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dpal branches of criminal law are Introduced; and, after these and some other Chat. IT. 

topics are finished, then follows the great subject of inheritance.* 1 > — ' 

In order to convey in as narrow a compass as possible an idea of the maxims 

and spirit of Hindu jurisprudence, it will be convenient not to follow the 

mangled division of the Hindus themselves. Omitting the laws which regulate the 

political order; which determine who are to govern, who arc to obey, and define 

the terms of command and obedience; laws are conveniently distributed under 

the three usual heads ► ], Civil laws, though Civil is a very objectionable term; 

II. Penal law's; and UL The laws of judicature, or those which fix the mode 

in which the judicial services am rendered. Under each of these heads such 

particulars have been carefully selected from the multitude of Hindu laws, as aj> 

|>eared the best calculated to convey an idea of the leading qualities of the 

Hindu code, and the stage of civilization to which it appears to belong. 

I. Under the first of these heads, property is the great subject of law: To Civil Laws« 
. * *« . tint Ukidy** 

this we may confine our illustrations. 

It is needless to remark that die sources of acquisition, by occupancy, by la¬ 

bour, by contract, by donation, by descent, which have operation in almost all 

states of society, have operation in Hindustan. It is in the accuracy with 

which the intended effects of these incidents are defined, and in the efficiency of 

the means taken to secure the benefits they convey, that the excellence of one 

system above another chiefly consists. 

Though the right to property, in the first stage of its existence, was probably PurcW and 

measured by occupancy, and the one ceased with the other,f the privilege was “lq 

early conferred, of aliening for a valuable consideration, or of transferring by 

purchase and sale. As this is a very simple compact, it appears to admit of 

little variety in the various stages of human improvement. But in an age when 

the means of detecting fraudulent acquisitions, and of proving the good faith of 

contracts and bargains are Imperfectly known, it is only such purchases and 

v U is curious, though somewhat humbling, to observe bow Car the partialities even of great 

mm are apt to ouslca.il them. “ The article*," says Dr. Robertson, ** of which the Hindu code 

is composed, arc arranged in natural and luminous order." Disquisition concerning India, Ap¬ 

pendix, p. £17. 

f Lord Karnes. Historical law Tracts, p. 123, 15+. Grtrtius do Jure Belli ac Paris, lib. il. 

cap. ii. 2. Blackstonc's Commentaries on the Laws of England, book II, c. i. The annotator on 

some of the late editions of Blariuiooe differs from the doctrine in the text. Bat that writer 

seems to have mistaken on important circumstance, carefully attended to by the great lawyers 

quoted above, that when the commodities of the earth began to be appropriated they were not 

without owners, but the comm cm domain of the race at large. 

VOL. L T 
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Boo* It sale* as are made in public, which it to found convenient to render valid. The laws, 

-*-* accordingly, of our Saxon ancestors prohibited the sale of every tiling above the 

value of twenty pence, except in open market; * and it is with a pleasing kind of 

surprise we find that similar circumstances lutve suggested a similar expedient 

to the people of Hindustan. - H*T says the law of Menu,! “ has received 

a chattel by purchase in open market, before a number of men, justly acquires 

the absolute property, by having paid the price of it." The right, however, 

conveyed by a bord fide purchase to not. among the Hindus,carried to that extent 

which to found requisite in a commercial and highly civilized society- li the 

goods were not the property of the person by whom they were sold, the light of 

the purchaser becomes absolute only if he can produce the vendor. ** If, says 

the law of Menu, \ il the vendor be not producible, and the vendee prove the 

public sale, the bitter must be dismissed by the king without punishment; and 

the former owner, who lost the chattel, may take it back, on paying the vendee 

half its value." This is quite sufficient to throw so much uncertainty into the 

great class of transactions by purchase and sale, as in a civilized state of society 

would produce a ruinous obstruction of business. A manufacturer purchases a 

quantity of the raw material, and works it up; he would lose in a ruinous pro- 

portion if the owner of that material could demand the identical substance, on 

tendering the ludf of its price. In many cases the identical substance is ex¬ 

ported; in many it is consumed; and cannot possibly be restored. $ Among 

children, and among rode people, little accustomed to take thdr decisions upon 

full and mature consideration, nothing to more common than to repent of their 

bargains, and wish to revoke the transaction. Among the Hindus tins has been 

found an atfidr of sufficient importance to constitute an entire head in tire classi* 

* L, I, Ethd* 10* 1% L Edg- Hickes. Divert p. SO- 

f Ck viiL 2DL Wbeai Abraham bought afield of Ephron to bury Sarah, the bargain wa* 

transacted in the presence of at! the people^ Genesis ch. ixisu Seu? IdOj, Homers 

xviii vor. 435, Ac. 

± Cb- 4 * # , 
£ A eurioua enumeration of ihe cases m which the property of one man i® &o mcorpora 

with Uwl of another &■ to be Inseparable, is given in the Roomn 3aw^ under the had of Ace^uto■ 
Endusiot adfemmiinatiOt intexiura, incEdjficatioP scripture, pictura, specification coramixtios et 

*nn: EdeIUIi la» ia few special cases excepted) gives an absolute right of property to die bona 

£<U purchaser, by whatever means the commodity may have come into the hands °f die vender. 

If the English law, however, takes care of thu purchaser, it mutf be owned that it fu deplorably 

drfectirc in the care which it take* or the party by whom the commodity is lost, 

1 
* 
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fixation of their taws, A variety of cases are enumerated, in which a man, if Chap- IV. 

dissatisfied with his bargain, may insist up™ having it annulled; and in genera] v ' 

any sale mid purchase of things not perishable may lie rescinded within ten days 

at the will of cither of the parties.* This too, it is evident, is a law which, 

from the obstruction it would create to business, is altogether incompatible with 

an age ia which the divisions and refinements of industry liave multiplied ex¬ 

ceedingly the number of exchanges. The regulation according to which the 

prices of things, instead of lieing left to the natural anil beneficent law's of com¬ 

petition, are fixed by authority, conveys not a high idea of the knowledge and 

civilization of the Hindus. * Let the king,*’ says the ordinance of Menu, 

« establish rules for the sale and purchase of all marketable things. Once in 

every five nights, or at the close of every half month, let him make a regu¬ 

lation for market prices.” f It is a circumstance full of meaning, that under this 

head of bargain and sale is defined the obligation of the marriage contract. % 
There are many occasions on which it is useful to the owner of property, to Bailment, 

place it in the hands of another person, without transferring the ownership. It 

may be deposited for safe-custody merely ; it may be placed, for the sake of an 

operation, as with the dyer, for the benefit of his art; with the carrier, cither 

by sea or land, for the sake of transportation; or it may lie placed, as in the 

cast of a valuable animal, for the soke of maintenance. These, and a variety 

of other transactions of a similar sort, are included in English law under the 

title of bailments. In a well-regulated society, where the house of one man is 

nearly as secure from violence as that of another, mere deposits, unless in the 

case of warehousing, the object of which is convenience or economy, rather 

than security, form a class of transactions of little comparative magnitude. In 

a rude society, in which there is little or no security, and in which the means of 

concealing valuables is one of the great studies of life, deposits become an object 

of the greatest importance. In the Hindu code, other cases of bailment occupy a 

narrow space; the article of deposits swells, alone, to an enormous size, and 

forms a subject of considerable intricacy and detail, j The chief peculiarities in 

the provisions arc found in the modes of proof; w hich will be considered, when we 

• Laws of Menu, eh. nil. 222, 923- See also Halhed’s Code of Gentoo Laws, ch. si., and 

Mr. Colebrooko's Digest of Hindu Low, book HI. th. iiL 

t !b. 401,402. Et is worthy of remark that this was a regulation too among the ancient Union*. 

Lege* Walbctc, lib- iiL 24”. Hoary1* Hist, Brit. is. 202. 

$ Laws of Menu, ch- vuL 22+ to 227. 

f See Lows of Menu, eh. via.; Hal bed’s Gen too Code, iv,; Colebrooke’s Digest, book II. ch- i. ; 

T2 
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liooc II. speak of the third branch of jurisprudence. There is, however, one rule so 

-.-i exclusively belonging to tliis article, and at the same time expressive of so much 

simplicity, not to say rudeness, of ideas and manners, that this appears to be its 

ftf oper place. H On failure of witnesses, to prove a deposit, let the judge actu- 

idly deposit gold or precious things with the defendant, by the artful contrivance 

of spies. Should he restore that deposit, lie is to be held innocent; if he deny 

h, he is to be apprehended and compelled to pay the value of both." * 

ifiid.paiMi Hiring ; that is, for a valuable consideration mid to a definite extent trans¬ 

ferring to another the use of any thing valuable, is a right which holds a sort of 

middle place between sale and bailment i and may extend to personal services as 

well as to commodities. | As this contract falls very naturally under the laws of 

purchase and sale, j; it occupies a narrow space in the volumes of Hindu law, 

and as far as commodities are concerned offers nothing particular for observation. $ 

In the hire of personal services, three princi|Mii classes are distinguished; first, 

the students of the Veda, w ho discharge every menial office to their masters, 

and receive instruction in return j secondly handicrafts, who receive either stipu¬ 

lated wages, or, if no agreement has been made, one tenth of the profits on 

their kdwur : thirdly, agricultural servants, who arc always paid in kind—for 

tending cows, one tenth of the milkfor the culture of corn, one tenth of the 

crop. If a lured servant perform not his work according to agreement, he shall 

Heineccii Paadoel, pare III. lib. id. tit 3, on the subject of deposits, and the importance of this 

eba of transactions in the early days of RoBf, with the causes of that unpoftdflct. 

Th* reader may wc one of the few attempts which have been made to let in the tight of 

common sense upon the law of England, in die Emy oa Bailments, of Sir William Jones. 

* Laws of Menu, ch. viiL 183. 
f The language of English law la the case of this contract is defective, find a source of con¬ 

fusion, In the case of other contracts it has oca name for the act of one of the parties, another 

name for dial of the other. Thus, in the case of exdiange, one of the parties « said to sell, 

the other to buy s in that of a loan, on* of the parties is said to lend, the other to borrow. la the 

present case, it often uses hut one name for the acts of both parties ; both he who gives tlic use, 

and he who receives it, being said to lure. The Civilians are saved from this inconvenience by tlie 

use of the Latin language j in which the act of the one party is termed that of the other 

eendtutio' To Iti and to Wnr, tf uniformly employed, would answer the same purpose in English. 

} Instilut- Justin, lib. tii. tit. 55, Locatio et conductio proximo wt empiinoi et venditioni, 

rbdctntjuc j uris rvgylk consist it. 
f The simplicity of soma of the enactments provokes a mule i (< Tf a person hath hired any 

thing fora stipulated time he sliall [ay the rent accordingly." (Gentoo Code, *-) Again, “ li 

a person, having agreed for the rent of the water of a pool, or of the water of a well, or of the 

water of a river, or of a house, doc* not pay It, the magistrate shall cause such neat and hire to 

be paid." Ibid. 
2 
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be fined, and forfeit his wages. What he fate been prevented by sickness from Cjiaf. IV. 

performing, he is allowed to execute after he is well; but if he leaves unfinished, 

either by himself or a substitute, any part of the stipulated service, however 

small, he is deprived of the liire for the whole. One branch of this subject, the 

obligations lietween masters, and the servants who tend their cattle, is of so 

much importance, denoting a state of society approaching the pastoral, as to 

constitute a whole title of Hindu law. The principal object is to define those 

injuries accruing to the cattle, and those trespasses committed by them, for 

which the keeper is responsible * 

That peculiar species of transfer which is known by the name of loan is an temw. 

object of great importance in the jurisprudence of all nations. Among the 

Hindus it stands as the first article in the classification of legal subjects;, and in 

the Digest oi Mr, Cotebrookc occupies entirely one of the four Ijooks into which 

the compilers of that work have divided the laws of contract. From the pecu¬ 

liarities in the ideas and in the circumstances of the Hindus, it forms among 

them a subject of more than usual complexity. In an improved state of society, 

in which the efficiency of law, the diffusion of wealth, and the accommodations 

of business, have created a mutual confidence, loans arc generally contracted on 

the security of law, without the actual custody or deposit of the property on 

which they may be secured. It is only that extremely confined and degraded 

species of lending abandoned to pawnbrokers, in which pledges form a regular and 

component part. In the more early and imperfect states of the social union, cir¬ 

cumstances are very different. Law is both feeble and inaccurate, poverty reigns, 

violence prevails ; and the man who is able to discharge his debts to-day may be 

stript of all his possessions to-morrow, In these circumstances, the security of 

law upon llte person or property of the debtor is seldom sufficient ^ and the deposit 

of some equivalent property as a pledge is the obvious, and, in point of fact, the 

common resource. The doctrine of pledges forms one of the most considerable 

branches of this part of the Hindu code. The laws relating to tliem are laid 

down with great minuteness and solemnity; a variety of cases are distinguished, 

and the receipt of pledges appears to have funned a component port of a compa¬ 

ratively numerous and important class of transactions, f The responsibility of a 

* Law* of Menu, cb. wii. ‘2)4 to SIS, and 229 to £*+. Hnlhed'a Gvntoo Code, viii, ix. 
Colcbroakc'a Dlgtsi, book III. ch. ti, and iy, 

t Law* of Menu, viiL Halted’* Gentoo Code, ch. i. sect, 2. Colehrwte’s Digest, pan I. 
book L cb. UL, 
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Boo* II. second person, who becomes surety for the borrower, is another foundation on 

—v*—which Hindu loans are contracted, and the different species of it are not inac¬ 

curately distinguished.* Interest, or a consideration For property lent, appears 

to have Isccn known at a vety early stage of civilization, f As it is only interest 

on debts of money which is familiar to the members of a highly-civilized society, 

European visitors appear to have been forcibly struck with the Hindu law, which 

imposes an interest to be paid in kind on loans in goods, as grain, fruit, wool or 

hair, beasts of burden, and the like, f Mr. Halhed says, - The different rate of 

interest to be paid for different articles is perhaps an institute peculiar to Hindus¬ 

tan ; but it reflects a strong light upon the simplicity of ancient manners, before 

money was universally current as the medium of barter for all commodities, and 

is at the same time a weighty proof of the great antiquity of these laws, which 

seem calculated for the crude conceptions of an almost illiterate people upon 

their first civilization," § When Mr. Halhed. however, informs us that this law 

“ reflects a strong light upon the simplicity' of ancient manners,” it is necessary 

to add that whatever fight it reflects upon ancient it reflects the same upon present 

manners, os this is not a law nndently in force, but long ngo repealed '; it is a law 

now in operation, and as suitable as ever to the purely Hindu state ot society. 

Mr. Halhed too is mistaken when he supposes that this is an institution peculiar 

to the Hindus. It was familiarly known to the Jews in the time of Moses, and 

was probably a common practice in the nations around Judea, as well as in 

Egypt, from which the Jews had recently departed. || To vary the rates of 

interest upon the different castes is a peculiarity more ifaturaHy arising from the 

unfair and odious distinctions among men created by the Hindus- The rule es¬ 

tablished in the Institutes of Menu is, to take, when there is a pledge, one and a 
# 

quarter per am t per month; when there is no pledge tiro per cent, per month; that 

is from a Brahmen: hut fromaroanof the mHitarYcastief three percent; Four per cent, 

from one of the mercantile caste; and from a man of the servile caste no less than 

* Lewi of Menu. ch. till. Colebn»keHs Drgai, pan L book L th, it* Halhed'* Gealoo 

Cede, du L sect % 

f It w$s perfectly familiar 10 the Jew* at the time of their departure from Egypt i Deuteron- 

ch, saiii, 20 

J Laws of Menu, vitL 151* 
f HaJturd, Preface to the Code of Crtntoo Lam, p- 

|) H Thou ahull not lend upon usury to thy brother* usury of moneyi usury of usury 

of dicy thing that jj Unt upon tuurym Unto a stranger thou may eat lend upon usury. Dcuteron. 

uxii, 19, 20* 
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five per cent, per month" Tliis exorbitant rate of interest affords a satisfactory Chap, IV* 

criterion to judgu of the opinions which are not utiirapictitly advanced, of die ”■-J 

great riches which, at some imaginary jieruxl, formerly distinguished Hindustan. 

Tiie excessive accumulation, however, of interest was forbidden. tJjjon a loan 

in money, interest, beyond the amount of the principal, was not a debt; + upon 

loans in goods, for some reason which it is nut east’ to divine, it was permitted 

to five times the amount of the principal. Compound interest loo was pro» 

hi luted. These were rules which would give effectual motives to the Hindu 

creditor to exact the regular payment of his interest, with rigid severity, | In 

tile laws relating to loans, how ever, the most remarkable particular is the mode 

of enforcing payment. The creditor is commanded first, to speak to the friends 

and relations of the debtor; next, to go in person and importune him, staying 

some time in Ids house, but without eating or drinking. If these methods fail, he 

may then carry the debtor home with 1dm, and liaving seated him, as the law ex¬ 

presses it. before men of character and reputation, may there detain him. Should 

he still hold, out, the creditor is next directed, to endeavour by feigned pretences 

to get posse&rion of some of his goods: or, if any pledge was deposited with him, 

to carry it before the magistrate, who will cause it to be sold to make payment. 

If neither of these expedients can be used, lie shall seize and confine the debtor's 

wife, children, cattle, buffaloes, horses, fiic. i also his pots, clothes, mats, and 

furniture, and, seating himself at his door, there receive his money. Should 

even this proceeding fail, he is commanded to seize and hind the debtor's person, 

and procure by fordlde means □ discharge of the debt. $ What is meant by 

forcible means is sufficiently explained In the following extraordinary definition. 

“ \\ hen, having tied the debtor, the creditor carries him to bis own house, and 

by beating or other means compels hint to pay, this is called violent compulsion, 

lly beating,11 adds the law, ** or by coercion, a creditor may enforce payment 

from his debtor.” |l When the debtor is of a crate not superior to the creditor, 

* The tribe* ofBurren Sun ter. that it, ail die mixed classes, pay at die rate of one in sixteen 

(or railier more than six per cent) pet month. Halhed's tientoo Code, ch. i, sect, t 

f Itii curious that dih too was a law of Egypt, at least in regard to loam upon security. 

Dlnd. Sic- lib. L cap. 70. Goguet's Origin of Laws, port III. book 1, ch. i», 

$ for *he detail* respecting-the Law of interest, emudt Laws of Menu, (h viii. HO t* 15*. 

H allied's Gen too Code, ch. L sect. 1. Coichrooke* Digest, part L book L ch. ii 

* This mode of personal seizure hod place at on early age among the Egyptians; but they undo 

sufficient advancement to aboil, h it. A tow of king Bocrtioris permitted file creditor to *yiT„ only 

die goods of hi* debtor for payment. Diod. Sic. lib. L p, 90. 

U Colebrookc’e Digest, part I. book I. ch. vL sect. 240, 2*1, 
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Book IL the latter may seize and compel him to labour for the discharge of the debt. If a 

man owes debts to several creditors* he is commanded to discharge first one debt 

and then another* in the order in which they were contracted; a regulation by 

which one or two of his creditors may receive in bill their demands* white the 

rest* whether few or numerous, are entirely defrauded. The equitable arrange¬ 

ment of an equal dividend* which we find established among nations of very 

limited progress in the knowledge of law* seems never, obvious and useful as it 

is* to have suggested itself to the rude legislators of Hindustan. When a cre¬ 

ditor procures payment of a debt by application to the magistrate* he pays him 

for his interposition a twentieth part of the sum recovered.* By a very extra¬ 

ordinary regulation a punishment seems to be inflicted on the defendant in all 

actions for debt wherein he is cast. “ A debt being admitted by the defendant, 

he must pay five in the hundred os a fine to the king; but if it be denied and 

proved, twice as much.** f The sacred character of the Brahmen, whose life it 

is the most dreadful of crimes either directly or indirectly to shorten, suggested 

to him a process for the recovery of debts, the most singular and extravagant 

that ever was found among men. He proceeds to the door of the person whom 

he means to coerce* or wherever else he con most conveniently intercept him* 

with poison or a poignant in his hand. If the person should attempt to pass* or 

make his escape, the Brahmen is prepared instantly to destroy himself. The pri¬ 

soner is therefore bound in the strongest chains; for the blood of the self-murdered 

Brahmen would be charged upon his head, and no punishment could expiate his 

crime. The Brahmen setting himself down, (the action is called sitting in dlaerua) 

fasts; and the victim of his arrest, for whom it would be impious to eat, while a 

member of the sacred class is fasting at his door* must follow his example. It 

is now, however, not a mere contest between the resolution or strength of the 

parties; for if the obstinacy of the prisoner should exhaust the Brahmen, and 

occasion his death* he is answerable for that most atrocious of crimes the murder 

of a jiriest; he becomes execrable to his countrymen* the horrors of remorse 

never fail to pursue him; he is shut out from the benefits of society, and life 

itself is a calamity. As the Brahmen who avails himself of this expedient is 

bound for his honour to persevere, be seldom fails to succeed, because the danger 

to bis antagonist of pushing the experiment too far is tremendous. Nor is it in 

* For the laws respecting recovery of debt, sco Laws of Menu, di. vui, Htibcdt Gen too 

Code, ch, L sect 5. Colcbroalce’t Digest, part I. book L eh. Ivi. 

f Laws of Menu, vtii. 139. 
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hi# own concerns alone that he may turn to so strange an account the sacred neas Chav. TV 

of his person : lie may hire himself to enforce in the same manner the claims of y ' 

any other man ; and not claims of debt merely ; he may employ tills barbarous 

expedient in any suit. What Is still more extraordinary, even after Segal 

process, even wlten the magistrate haa pronounced a decision against him, and 

m favour of the person upon whom his claim is made, he may still sit in dlierno, 

and by this dreadful mode of appeal make good his demand.* 

We have now reviewed the great peculiarities of the Hindu law' in regard to 

these transfers of property which partake of the.nature of exchange, and in 

which some sort of an equivalent is given and received; it remains for us to 

consider those in which the property passes from.one owner to another without 

any return. 

The most extensive class of this species of transactions are those occasioned Socmsim*. 

by the death of the owner. Men had added several links to the chain by which 

they were connected with property, before they ceased to consider death as 

the cause of a perfect separation, and as leaving their possessions free to the 

earliest occupier. A right of succession in the children suggests itself however, 

at a very early period in the progress of civilization, ft is recommended by so 

many motives, it so happily accords with some of the strongest impulses of human 

nature, and is so easily engrafted upon the previous order of things, that it could 

not fail to be an early institution. The children, in fact, being naturally the 

nearest to their parent at the moment of his death, were generally in circum¬ 

stances to avail themselves of the right of occupancy, and to exclude other suc¬ 

cessors by prior possession. Still further, it was the usual arrangement in early 

* See nn account of (he practice of sitting in dJuffna, by Sir John Shore (Lord TVfgomemh), 

AstM. ResearcTm, it. 330 to SSi He teiii us that. since the institaiim fit" the court uf justice be 

Benare# in 1783, the practice bus been let* frequent, but that even the interference of licit court 

ami of the resident had occasionally been unable to check it. He tdls us, too, that some of the 

pundits, when consulted, declared the validity of the deed or concession extorted by dhcrtm; but 

restricted that validity to such claims as art just: others denied its validity, except where the 

party confirmed the engagement after the coercion is withdrawn. But it is evident tlun these re¬ 

strictions are inconsistent with the facts which Lord Teignmoulh records, end are mere attempts 

of the pundits, according to their usual practice, to interpret their lows into ns great a coincidence 

as possible with the ideas of the great persons by whom the questions are put to them, a regu. 

lotion was made by the Bengal government in 1795 for preventing this practice. See paper*, 

ordered tube printed by the House of Commons, 3d June lfilS, p. 431, See also Broughton’* 
Mfaratts Comp, p. 42. 

VOL. 1. U 
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Rook XL stages of society, for the different members of a family to live together; and to 

-v-' possess the property in common.* The father was rather the head of a number 

of partners, than the sole proprietor, When he rhed it #aa not so much a 

transfer of property as a continued possession ; and the copartnership waa only 

deprived of one of its member. The laws of inheritance among the Hindus 

are almost entirely founded upon this patriarchal arrangement, + W hen the 

thther dies, if the sons shall choose to live together, the eldest, says the lawF 

slialJ take the station of the head of the family, and the property is held jointly 

in hts name.; M For brothers a common abode is ordained so long as both their pa¬ 

rents live. On failure of both their parents* partition among brothers is ordained*"^ 

Even during the life-time of the father, a separation of the family might take 

place, when n division was made of the property* according to the strict notion 

of a joint interest, in the proportion of two shares to the father* and one shore 

equally to each of the sons* II When the division, however, of the common 

estate is delayed till the death of the father* the elder brother, as the new' head 

* * Among barbarians in all parti of the world, person* who belong to the same family are 

unde reload to enjoy a community of goods. In those early ages, when men are in a great mea¬ 

sure stronger* to commerce or the alienation of eoromoditiai* the right of property la hardly dis¬ 

tinguished from (he right of using or patterning 5 and tho» persons who have acquired the joint 

po^sefcrion of any subject arc apt to be regarded os the joint proprietors of it- M illar on the 

English government, i 190- 

f The whole too of that title of law, Concerns among partner*,* refers not bo much to a 
joint-stock property, contributed by certain individuals for carrying on any particular business, 

0$ to die property of a number of person*, moat commonty brothers or other ucflr relationa* who 

agree to Htc toother, and to have ah their effect* in irimiiKffl. The multitude of the laws 

proves the frequency of the tmnsaclioni-^The old law of inheritance among the Homans was 

altogether founded upon the same ideas* Fuadaiuentum succession!* veteri# crat ccut&crvmjo 

familiarum. FamUIa enim univeraitas qumdaia videbatur* cujuA princcps est paterfamilias. 

_ergo prexuni In hmailiii esse at bberi vel sui heredes, tanquam viva patre, quodam- 

modo demini t t legibu* xlu tabuknmt cflutum fucrai; si iysns&T a to woriti/m cut 

HUU3 actios SRC RSCITj AOTATUfl FHOX1NC3 PAH FLEAM J1ABETQ. HciaCC- Ui Inst, Ghr llL UUK 

sect. -690. 

} Laws uf Menu, ch- i*T SG5. 

§ Cotebrooke'a Digest, port It. book V. chi uL sect. 111. 

U Halted1* Gen too Code* dn ii sect, IL Colebfooke's Digest, part IL book V, ch. tL Mr. 

Dollied has remarked lliat the demand of the prodigal ton In the Gospel for hi* portiinh iifiurds 

proof of a similar state of things among the Jem. The attentive reader will perceive many other 

stroke? of re&emb lance- All the more cultivated nations of Aria appear to have reached a stage 

of society nearly the some. 

1 
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of the family* is distinguished in the partition. He first receives one twentieth Chap. IV* 

of the inheritance, after which it is divided equally among oil the brothers,* ---' 

With n few immaterial exceptions, the principle of equal division guided succes¬ 

sion among the Hindus. “ Let the sons, after the death of the parents, equally 

share the assets. li all sons be equal in good qualities, they must share alike; 

but iie who is distinguished fay science and good conduct shall take a greater 

share than the rest." f The lust of these clauses affords an example of that 

vagueness and ambiguity, the source of endless dispute, which distinguishes the 

laws of all ignorant people, and which forms a most remarkable feature in those 

of 1 Iindustnn. What is the criterion to ascertain tlmt superiority in science and 

virtue, ii'filch determines the shore of brothers in the division of the paternal 

estate 'l Or who is to be the judge? As every brother may advance bis own 

pretensions, a more effectual rule for the propagation of discord could not lie 

devised. Equally unskilful, and pregnant with evil consequences, is the vague 

and indeterminate law which declares " that all those hrothers who are addicted 

to any vice shall lose their title to the inheritance”{ As the interpretation of 

the phrase, " addicted to any vice,” may receive any latitude, according to the 

inclinations and views of the expounder, a gate is here thrown open to unlimited 

injustice, Inconsistency, and even direct contradiction, is a characteristic of the 

Hindu laws, which it does not appear to have been thought even requisite to 

avoid ; as it is expressly enacted, that, when two laws command cqtporite things, 

both are to be held valid. § This property is fully exemplified in the laws of 

inheritance* It is declared that, « on the failure of natural heirs, the lawful 

heirs are such Brahmens as have read the three Vedas, as are pure in body 

and mind, as liave subdued their lesions; and they must constantly offer the 

cake; thus the rites of obsequies cannot fail.*’ ff Yet it is added, in the very 

next clause or sentence, * The property of a Brahmen shall never he taken as an 

escheat by the King; this is a fixed law; but the wealth of the other classes, 

* Colcbrooke’s Digest, book V. eh, i. sect. f, tuh«et, 34, HaJhed’* Gentoo Code, ch ii 
sect. 12, 

f Colebrcoke’i Digest, part II. book V, ch. 3, subsect. 115, 116, ch. i. sect. 2, subscei, 34. 
J Laws of Menu, ch- ix. 2144 

j u When there we two sacred texts, apparently incontinent, both are held to be law, for both 
are pronounced by the wise to be valid nml reconcilable. Thus In the Veda are these texts! 
Irft the sacrifice be when the Min bos arisen, anil before it has rises, and when neither sun nor 
stars oui be seen: The sacrifice therefore may be performed at any or all of those times.1’ Law* 
of Menu, d. 14, 15, 

fl law* of Menu, ix. 183. 
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Book H. on failure of all heirs, the king may take.* * Not (infrequently are unnatural 

* ■ v ' * and emei distinctions established in rude nations, by which, as if one mis¬ 

fortune ought to be aggravated by* another, those who labour under certain mala¬ 

dies or bodily defects ore excluded from the Inheritance, This principle is fully 

adopted by the Hindus, and carried to an unusual, Hand monstrous extent. All 

those persons who are lame, all those persons who are blind, ail those who are 

deaf, all those who are dumb, impotent, or affected with an incurtiljle disease, 

as leprosy, marasmus, gonorrhopa, dysentery, are denied a share in the partition 

of their father’s effects, and are only entitled to a maintenance from the famUy.f 

Wlien a man has sons by wives of different castes, they inherit in ilu? proportion 

of the mother's rank, and the son by a concubine is entitled only to one half of 

the share of him who is !wrn of a wife. \ The laws which define proximity of 

kin, and fix the order of collateral succession, are numerous, minute, and in 

nothing remarkable. $ It is particularly to he remarked that daughters fire alto- 

gether debarred from a share in the inheritance of thdr fathers. ]| The woman, 

indeed, among the Hindus, is so restricted in the means of acquiring property, 

* Lems of Menu, ch. ix. 189. 
+ Colehrodk v a Digest, part 1L hook V. ch. t, sect. 320, 321, S25, 329, SSI. In Holh ed a 

Geotoo Code they are thus enumetated; one horn an eunuch, blind, deaf, dumb, without hand 
or foot, or rose, or tongue, or privy member or fundament, and one who bos no principle of 
religion, as wed as die victims of various diseases. Gen (no Code, ch. H. sect. 5. Tire law is 

thus stated in the Institutes of Menu; eunuchs nod outcasts, person* bora blind or deaf, madmen, 
idiots, the dumb, and such as have lost the ere of a limb, are excluded from a share of the 1»ri- 
tajjc. But it Is just, that the Heir who knows hi* duty should, give oh of them food and raiment. 

Law, of Menu, viil. 201. 202. 
t Laws of Menu, riiL 149, Ac. Hdhed's Geo too Code, ch. ii. sect 2, Colcbrqoke’s Digest, 

part IL book V. ch. vS. 
j Hie appearance of accuracy given by minuteness of detail ha nmetimes been quoted u a 

proof of refined knowledge t but it is a proof of the very reverse. Henry tell# us (Hist, of Bri¬ 
tain, i. 339) that the laws of the Druids provided with great care for the equitable division of the 
effects of the family according to the circumstances of every case. The ancient laws ol Wiles 
descend to very long and particular details on this subject, and make prevision for ev ery possible case 
with the most minute exactness. Leges W ullicw, lib. U. dr nmUeribus, cap. i. p. "O. The refinemen t 
and niceties of the Mafaomcdan law of succession are perhaps still more remarkable. See Maho 
modnn law of succession, Works of Sir William Jones, Iii +0T, and liw AJ Sirnjiyyab, with Sir 

William’s coromentwy, lb. 305. In fact, itisthe want of skill u ascend to a general expression 
or rule which would accurately include the different ramification* of the subject, that give* wca- 

jinn t q tkifi nuiiiucpcaa of detail. 
[| Those who are unmamtil m the dcaili of the father ani directed lo memc portions out of 

their brothers allotment*. Laws of Menu, ix* 1 IS* 
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that she Is almost excluded from its rights. * * * § The exceptions consist, in certain C»ap. rv. 

presents ; what was given in the bridal procession ; what was given in token of -*-* 

love; what was received from a brother, a mother, or a father: mid this pro¬ 

perty is inherited by her daughters in equal portions with her sons. If she die 

without issue, her property falls to her husband or to her parents, and is subject to 

nearly the same rules of collateral succession as are established in regard to the 

property of males.f 

The idea of a joint interest in the property of the family, while it early csta- Tatuum*. 

Wished the right of succession in the children, served to exclude the right of 

devising by will As I lie proj»eity belonged to the parent in common only with 

his offspring, it could not be regarded as just, that he should have the power of 

giving it away from them after hb death. It is only in stages of society, consi¬ 

derably advanced, that the rights of property are so far enlarged as to indude the 

power of nominating, at the discretion of the owner, the person who is to enjoy it 

after his death. It was first introduced among the Athenians by a law of Solon, 

and among the Romans, probably, by the twelve tables.^ The Hindus have, 

through ail ages, remained in a state of society too near the simplicity and rude¬ 

ness of the most ancient times, to have stretched their ideas of property so far. 

The power of disposing of a man’s possessions, by testament, ia altogether 
unknown to their lawg.$ 

The same notion of a joint title, in all the mend tors of a family, to the pro¬ 

perty of the whole, had originally an effect even upon the power of donation. 

Individuals were not at liberty to alienate by gift, any part of the common stock. 

This, however, is a right which is recommended by motives more powerful and 

frequent titan that of disposal after death, and was therefore much sooner intro¬ 

duced. The first instances were probably sanctioned by religious pretexts. By 

ibe laws of the Visigoths it was permitted to make donations to the church; ami 

* u Three persons, m wife, a sou, tutd a slave, arc declared by law to have in general no wealth 

exclusively their own: the wealth which they may com is regularly acquired for the man to whom 

they belong." Laws of Menu, eft. viii. 416. 

f lb, eft. ix-192 to 197. Colebraoke'sDigest, part II. hookT. eh. ix. 

{ Karnes's Historical Law Tracts, t. 162. 

§ Impressed as, when I began to study the history and character of the Hindus, ! wax, with the 

loud encomiums l had been accustomed to hear on their attainments, and particularly their laws | 

which were represented as indicating so high e state of civilisation: tins feet, which is broadly 

stated by Mr. Haihed, (Pref. to the Gen too Code, p. Uii.} very forcibly struck me. Rude m 

the A tubs were at die time of Mahomed, tlirir ideas tf property included tile right of devising fry 
will. Sec Koran, cii. v. 
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by those of the Burgundians a free man was allowed, after dividing' his means 

with his sons, to make an ecclesiastical donation out of his own portion* 

Among' the Hindus: the conferring of gifts upon the Brahmens, w hich is taught as 

one of the most imjiortant of religious duties, must have early familiarized the 

mind to gratuitous alienations; yet, notwithstanding this important circumstance, 

a man s power of transferring his property by gift appears subject still to extra¬ 

ordinary restrictions. Except in certain minor cases, the consent of his heirs is 

required. It is only over that part of his property winch is marc than sufficient 

to feed and clothe all his dependants, that he has an unlimited power of disposal*! 

If. The second class, in the division of laws: those which relate to offences 

and their punishment; form a subject less complicated, and of less subtle and 

difficult disquisition, than those which relate to the distribution uf rights; but a 

branch of law, which, from the violent interference of Immnn. paeons, is nut less 

slow in gaining improvement. 

An offence is an act by which some one or other of those rights is violated, 

which, ns good for the community, the laws of the community have made to 

exist The object of punishment is to prevent such acts. It is employed, under 

the empire of reason, only as a last resource. If offences could lie prevented 

without punishment, punishment ought no where to exist. It follows, as a neces¬ 

sary consequence, that as little of it as possible ought every where to exist 

It is equally manifest that it would lie useless to society to establish rights, if 

it were not to use the necessary means for securing them. It is therefore good 

to make use of punishment, as tar as necessary’ for the securing of rights; w ith 

this precaution only, that the suffering or evil produced by the punishment is 

less, all cases taken together, than that which would arise from the violation of 
the right. 

It is by these maxims, as criterion*, that we shall endeavour to ascertain the 

attributes of the criminal code of the Hindus. 

The misery and disorder which overspread human life, w herever self-defence 

rests wholly upon the individual, are the cause to which government owes its 

origin, 'io escape from these evils, men agree to transfer to the magistrate 

powers sufficient for the defence of all; and to expect from him alone that pro¬ 

tection from evil, which they obtained so imperfectly, and with so many disad¬ 

vantages, from their own exertions, in those rude and violent times, however, 

• Historical Law Tract#, i. L5S. Haw Hie is this regulation of the Burgundian# to the rule* 

among the Hindus for dirisiaii uf proptrty to the wus during1 the i liie*time ? 

f HathedV Uentoo Code, cIl. tU. 
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when this first revolution in human affairs takes place, it is not from a just and Chap- IV, 

cool discernment of the limits of defence, of prevention, and reparation, that -v-* 

penalties ore exacted. It is from the impulse of a keen resentment that the 

sufferer pursues, and from a strong sympathy with that resentment tlmt the 

magistrate commonly judges and condemns. In this disposition it is not so much 

security that is coveted as revenge. A great injury committed can only be 

expiated by a great injury recei ved. From this over-bearing propensity of a nide 

mind, two remarkable principles are found universally to characterize the fiend 

code of a barbarous people ; that of great severity; and that of retaliation. The 

early laws of the Greeks anti the Romans were cruel; the laws of the twelve 

tables, says Mr. Gibbon, like the statutes of Draco, were written in characters of 

blood.* By the laws of Moses, blasphemy, idolatry, profaning the sabbath, 

homicide, adultery, incest, rapes, crimes against nature, witchcraft, smiting or 

cursing father or mother, were punished with death, and with burning and! 

stoning, the most cruel kinds of death. j“ Of the sanguinary character imprinted 

on the laws of the Egyptians, the following instance may be adduced: They 

thrust little pieces of reeds, about a finger's length, into all parts of the bodies of 

parricides; and then, surrounding them with thorns, set them tin fire.f The bar¬ 

barous punish men ts which prevail among the Chinese are too familiarly known 

to require illtistratiun. Perhaps of all the rude nations of whom we have any 

account, our own Saxon and German ancestors were the most distinguished for 

the mildness of their punishments; a singularity, however, to be accounted for, by 

the use of a very barbarous expedient, a compensation in money for almost every 

species of crime. Yet in various instances, particularly that of theft, their taws 
were not only severe bat in human.$ 

Notwithstanding the mildness which has generally lieort attributed to the Cnielw ar iw 

Hindu character, Hardly any nation is distinguished for more sanguinary taws, ®*ut*u 'aw*- 

* GUwoi HUtory of the Ded.and Fall of the Horn. Empire, ch. xtiv. 

f See the Boats of Mows, passim, * Diod. Sic. lib. i. p. 86. 

§ Wilkin*, Leg, Sax. p. 2 to 00. Mr. Turner, History ofthe Angto-aoxons, sap,book SI. ch. 

viil “ The most popular of the legal punishments were tile pecuniary mulcts. But as the imper¬ 

fection and inutility of these could not be always disguised—as they were sometimes impunity to 

the rich, who could afford them, and to the poor who had nothing to pay them with, other pmiidi- 

menu were enacted. Anvotig these we find imprisonment, outlawry, banishment, slavery, and 

transportation. In other case*, we hare whipping, branding, the pjQcay, amputation of limb, 

mutilation or the wand ears, and lips, the eyes plucked out, hair tom off. stoning, and hanging. 

Nation* pot civiljEL’d bave biirbaroui piuiLEJiimm**" 
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Book II. “ The cruel mutilations," says Sir ’William Jones,* ** practised by the native 

“*v—^ powers, are shocking to humanity." 01' this feature of their laws, a Few examples 

will impress a lively conception. “ The most pernicious of all deceivers,” say* 

the law of Menu, “ is a goldsmith who commits frauds; the king shall order him 

to be cut piecemeal with razors,’,f “ Should a wife, proud of her family and the 

great qualities of her kinsmen, actually violate the duty which she owes to her 

lord, let the king condemn her to be devoured by dogs in a place much fre¬ 

quented ; and let him place the adulterer on nu iron tied well heated, under 

which the executioners shall throw logs continually, till the sinful wretch tic there 

burned to death ”! u If a woman murders her spiritual guide, or her husband, 

or her son, the magistrate, having cut off her ears, her nose, her hands, and her 

bps, shall expose her to be killed by cows."} “ Of robbers, who break a wall or 

partition, and commit theft in the night, let the prince order the hands to he 

lopped off, and themselves to be fixed on a sharp stake. Two fingers of a cut- 

puree, the thumb and the index, let him cause to be amputated on his first 

conviction : on the second, one hand and one foot; on the third be shall suffer 

deiilh”|| u A thief who, by plundering in his own country, sjxrils the province, 

the magistrate shall crucify, and confiscate his goods: if he robs in another king¬ 

dom he shall not confiscate his possessions, hut shall crucify him. If a man steals 

any man of a superior caste, the magistrate shall bind the grass beena round his 

laxly, and burn him with fire; if he steals a woman of a superior caste, the magis¬ 

trate shall cause him to be stretched out upon a hot plate of iron, and, having 

Imund the gras been* round his body, shall bum him in the fire. If a man 

steals an elephant or a horse, excellent in all respects, the magistrate shall cut off 

his hand, and foot, amt buttock, and deprive him of life. If a man steals an 

elephant or a horse of small account, or a camel or a cow, the magistrate shall 

cutoff from him one hand and one foot If a man steals a goat or a sheep, the 

magistrate shall cut off one of his hands. If a man steals any small animal, ex¬ 

clusive of the cat and the weasel, the magistrate shall cut off half his foot."** **lf 

a man sets fire to the tillage or plantation of another, or sets fire to a house or to 

n granary, or to any uninhabited spot where there is much fruit or Rowers, the 

magistrate, having bound that person's body in the grass beena, shall burn him 

with fnx'. 'tf “ For luring the nostrils of cows belonging to priests, the offender 

* Charge to die tirand Jury of Cal tilt la. Dee. +, 1788, Sir Wnu Jones'* "Worts, iii. 36, 

f Laws of Mura, eh. ix. 2&2. $ lb. viii. 371,372. 

$ Halhcd'i GflutiM Code, ch. xxL sect. 10, [| Laws of Menu, is. 276, 277. 

•• Halfaed'i Gcatoo Cede. eh. xrii. sect. 3. ff lb. stviii. 

3 
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shall instantly lose half of one foot/’* The common mode of hanging U thus Chap. IV. 

described by an eye-witness: w A hook is fixed to oue end of the rope, and this 

hook the executioner forces with all lus strength into the flesh Itelow the criminal's 

chin ; he is then hoisted up, and the other end of the rope is made fast to the 

gallows.’T “ If a magistrate has committed a crime, and any person, upon disco¬ 

very of that crime, should beat and ill-use the magistrate, the magistrate shall 

thrust an iron spit through him, and roast him at the fire." \ 

Retaliation is another peculiarity which remarkably distinguishes the laws of Retaliation, 

that period, when the punishment of crimes is chiefly measured by the resent¬ 

ment of the sufferer.£ Whatever the injury wiiich the innocent man has 

sustained, a similar injury, by way of punishment, is imposed upon the guilty. 

Whatever the inemlier, or part of his body, with which the offender committed 

the crime, upon that part is the chastisement inflicted. Tire Hebrew law of an 

eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth, is a familiar example of what occurred 

among other nations. The forfeit of limb for Limb, and member tor member, 

was, among the Romans, exacted by the law of the twelve tables, unless where the 

offender could expiate his crime by a fine of 300 pounds of eopjwr. The earliest 

legislators of Greece were so rude as to leave the punishment of crimes, undefined, 

to the discretion of the judge; but Zaleucus, legislator of the Locrians, who first 

prescribed rules on tills subject, enforced so literally the maxim of an eye for an 

eye, that H was deemed an important reform on his laws, when it was decreed 

that be who struck out the eye of a one-eyed person should lose both his own.)] 

The Egyptians extended the principle of punishing criminals in that part of the 

body which was chiefly instrumental in the guilt, to an extraordinary number of 

instances. He who discovered the secrets of the state had his tongue cut out ; 

he who violated a free woman was made an eunuch; of those who counterfeited 

coin and seals cither public or private, of those who made use of fake weights 

and measures, and of public notaries who forged or mutilated deeds, the two 

hands were cut off; anti calumniators were subjected to the same punishment 

* Laws of Menu, ch. viii. 325. The some system of mutilation prevailed in Persia. Xenophon, 
describing the Persian punishments says, 1W*«« Xw *An np* r*t u n/«, 

mi t m ti^imi. Xflisph. CjTopud. lib- i. p. 92. 

f Bartolomeo's Travels, book [|. cb. v. t Halhed’sGentoo Code, ch. xvt.scct. 1, 

$ “ The inhuman and unequal principle of retaliation," says Mr. Gibbon, Hist, of Dee. and Fall 
of the Rom. Emp. ch. xliv. 

|| Strabo, lib, vL p. 398. Potter's Antiq. boot 1, eh. xxvL Blacks tune's Commentaries, book 

IV. dt. t; 

VOL- I. It i 
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Book il which would have been due to those* whom they falsely accused.* To hovr ot_ 

v truordinury u degree the ^[^iiil of retaliation moulds the jienal legislation of tlie 

Hindus, a few specimens will evince. The law concerning assault mid battery, 

in the Institutes of Menu, thus commences; “ With whatever ntomlior a low-born 

man shall assault or liurt a superior, even that mem her of his must be slit, or cut, 

more or less in pro[iortion to the injury: this is an ordinance of Menu.’^f “ If a 

man strikes a Bramin with Ills, hand, the magistrate shall cut olf that man’s hand; 

if Iil strikes him with his foot, the magistrate shall cut off the foot; in the same 

manner, with whatever limb lie strikes a Bramin, that limb shall be cut off; but 

if a Sooder strikes either of the three easts, Brmnin, Chehteree, or Bice, with his 

hand or foot, the magistrate shall cut off such hand or foot.'T 11 If a man has 

put out both the eyes of any person, the magistrate shall deprive that man of 

both his eyes, and condemn him to perpetual imprisonment, and fine him "jj 

The punishment of murder is founded entirely upon the same principle. “ If a 

man,” says the Gen too code, " deprives another of Life, the magistrate shall 

deprive that person of li£e.”|| “ A ortce-bom man, who insults the twice-born 

with gross invectives, ought to have liis tongue slit. If he mention their names 

and classes with contumely, as if he say, * Oh thou refuse of Brahmens,’ an iron 

style, ten fingers long, shall be thrust red-hot into his mouth. Should he through 

pride give instruction to priests concerning their duty, ict the king order some 

hot oil to be dropped into his mouth and his ear." ** u If a blow, attended with 

much pain, be given either to human creatures or cattle, the king shall inflict on 

the striker a punishment as heavy as the presumed sufFermg.”ff ** With what¬ 

ever limb a tlucf commits the offence, by any means in tins world, as if he break 

a wall with his hand or his foot, even that limb shall the king amputate, for the 

prevention of a similar crime-"!; H A mechanic or sen ile man, having an 

adulterous connexion with a woman of a twice-born class, if she was unguarded, 

shall lose the jjari offending, and his whole substance.”^ “ The breaker of a <kun 

to secure a pooh let the king punish by long immersion under water.n|||| Tlmt 

* Sic. lib, i. p. 68, 89. 

t t-a’*1# of Menu, eh. rai, 279, In a style eliaiatie Hits rally Hindu, it; following, among other 

cftfi'S, are specified; when u mini spit, oh another, when he urine* on him, and uku he breaks wind 

on him. The penalties 1 choose not to dosed lie. Sec the ifttm: chapter, 280 Lu 264- 

X Hallied'e Cede of Gcnico Law*, th. nvi, uttt. 1. $ lb. 

II Ih, ** Law* of Menu, cb. viii.270 to 373. ft lb- 28«. 

It lb. 334. &$Ib.S7*. ' OR 279. 
a 
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ihc portion of suffering, sufficient to constitute a motive for abstaining from tlie Cn^r. rv. 

crime, is all the punishment which reason authorizes, we see nations far advanced 

in civilization so slow in recognizing, that the horrid excess of suffering, pruduced 

in most instances by the law of retaliation, would not, it is probable, suggest to 

nations, at a very early stage of civilization, the utility of repealing it. But if no 

maxim more naturally recommends itself to the human mind, even before it is 

strong, than that all who commit the same crime should meet with equal punish¬ 

ment, we must form a very unfavourable opinion of the intellectual stole of a 

people, whose penal laws are in a great measure (bundled on the principle of 

retaliation. It requires a very slight degree of reflection to see, that when the 

hand or the foot U cut off from one man (and the reason extends to other cases), 

the punishment may be u very moderate one; w hen the same limb is cut off from 

another mail, to whose subsistence it is essential, the penalty may far exceed a 

sentence of death. 

In another class of punishments, where the principle of equality may be still THo owr* 

more easily applied, the grossness of the violation excites considerable surprise. h-lit Jrb* pu - 

As among oar Saxon ancestors, and indeed in moat nations in a similar stale rfjteSifiSSr 

society, so among the Hindus fines bear a very largo proportion to the other 

[tenalties annexed to crimes. When it h proper that reparation should be made 

to the parly injured by liira who is author of the wrong, in that case the 

pecuniary ability of the party on whom the obligation falls can no more lie 

regarded, than it can in that, for example, where lie owes a debt. But in so far 

as it is the object of the law to create a motive against the occurrence of the 

offence ; or even to take vengeance, to inflict pain purely liecause pain has t>cen 

occasioned i in so far it is one of the plainest dictates of reason, that where the 

offence is equal, the Suffering or hardship imposed should be equal too. Though 

a pecuniary mulct imposes all degrees of hardship, according to the pecuniary 

abilities of the man who is condemned to pay it, the Hindu law- makes no dis¬ 

tinction between the man who is rich and the man who is poor** It makes, 

indeed* a serious distinction between the man who is of one, and the man who is 

of another class; and they who are of the lowest are, with a very few' excep¬ 

tions, always the mosth severely fined. But if the class is the same, the same 

forfeit is exacted for the same offence; though one man should be too opulent to 

4 There Is in one passage of Mcnu, ch- i iii. I2fiT an mddenLi] exhortmion la dir judge, no* to be 

regardless of the ability of the Biitibrcr iti the infliction of corpora! or other punishment; und it' i» 

impossible but wmc regard must hnvc been paid to it in practice: but defined sums are in almost all 

ca*r> affixed to specific crime*, without the smallest reference to the ability of the payer. 
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Boon II. fed from it any scusililc inconvenience; though it should be enough to bring- 

v upon another nil the pains and horror) of want. 

From the classification of the [joople, and the privileges of the castes, we are 

prepared to expect, among the Hindus, inequalities created by distinctions of 

rank- They relate either to the crimes committed against persons of the 

different ranks, or the crimes committed by them. The first it is found difficult to 

avoid even in high stages of civilization. At present, in the best governed coun¬ 

tries in Europe, an injury done to a nobleman is deemed a crime iff a deejier die, 

than a similar injury to a person of the lowest rank.* If the laws should make 

no distinction in principle, the power of the nobleman to bring the offender to 

trial, and to command the partiality of the judge, would long make a very essen¬ 

tial difference in practice. When the Hindu law, therefore, makes a gradation 

in the criminality of the same action, according us it is committed against the 

Brahmen, the C&hatriva, the Vaisya, and the Sudro, it is only the excess in die 

difference of punishment, not the admission of the principle, which is calculated to 

excite our surprise. With regard, however, to the offences which are committed 

by individuals of the different ranks, it is rare, even among the rudest people, to 

find the principle of unequal punishments expressly avowed; and comparative 

impunity granted by law to the crimes of the great. Perjury, fraud, defamation, 

forgery, incest, murder, are not among us reckoned crimes more venial in the 

lord titan in his servant. Among the Hindus, whatever be the crime committed, 

if it is by a Brahmen, the punishment is in general comparatively slight; if by a 

man of the military class, it is more severe; if by a man of the mercantile and 

agricultural class, it is still increased ; if by a Sudra, it U violent and cruel. For 

defamation of a Brahmen, a man of the same class must be fined 12 pan as; a man 

of the military doss, 100; a merchant, 150 or 300; but a mechanic or servile 

man is w hipped, t The general principle or which the penalties for this crime 

seem to be regulated is, that whatever fine is exacted from a man of the some 

doss by whom you have been accused, one only half as large should be imposed 

* The orthodox judge, Blacluumc, (U Mr. Gibbon very tignijicantiy denominates him, {See Hist. 

Dock and Fall, &c. ch. xiiv. n. 145) it quite an advocate for the Superior criminali ty of an injury 

* to a man of a superior Rink. “ If a noble man strikes a peasant," says he, all mankind will see, 

that, if a court of j ustice awards a return of the blow, it is more than a just compensation. The 

execution of a needy, dccrvjwi assassin, is a poor saiiafuction for tilt murder of a nobleman, In the 

bloom of his youth, and full enjoyment of his friend*, Ids honours, and his fortune.'' Commenta¬ 

ries on the Laws of England, book IV. ch, i 

i Laws of Menu, eh. wiii. 269, 267. 
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upon the uian of a superior doss, hut one double in magnitude, should the caste of Cua*. I V, 

the slanderer be inferior to your ow n. For all the more serious accusations against ’ 'v ' 

any of the superior orders, the punishment of the Sudra is far mure dreadful* 

That the scale of punishment for crimes of assault is graduated by the same rule, 

the follow ing instance, out of many, will evince. “ If n man of a superior cost 

and of superior abilities to another should strike him with a weapon, the magis¬ 

trate shall hue him 500 puns of cowries. If a man of an equal east and of equal 

abilities with another should strike him will) a weapon, the magistrate shall fine 

I lint lUOO puns of cowries,1 If b man of an inferior east and of inferior abilities 

to another should strike him with a weapon, the magistrate shall fine him 3000 

puns of cowries.”^ For perjury, it is only in favour of the Brahmen tlmt any 

distinction seems to be admitted, “ Let a just prince,” says the ordinance of 

Menu, “ banish men of the three lower classes, if they give false evidence, hav¬ 

ing first levied the fine; hut a Brahmen let him only banish "t The punishment 

of adultery, which on the Brahmens is light, descends with intolerable weight on 

the lowest classes. In regard to the inferior coses of theft, for which a fine only 

is the punishment, wc meet with a curious exception, the degree of punishment 

ascending with the class, ** The fine of a Sudra for theft shall lie eight fold; 

that of a V airy a, sixteen fold; that of a Cshatriya, two and thirty fold; that of a 

Brahmen, four and sixty fold, or a hundred fold complete, or even twice four and 

sixty fold-”§ No corporal punishment, much less death, can he inflicted on the 

Brahmen for any crime. " Menu, son of the Self-existent, has named ten places 

of punishment, which are appropriated to the tliree lower classes; the port of 

generation, the belly, the tongue, the two hands; and fifthly, the two feet, the eye, 

the nose, both ears, the property ; and, in a capital case, the whole body ; but a 

Brahmen must depart from the realm unhurt in any one of thcm."|| 

Punishment should be proportioned, not to the greatness of the crime, that is. Wont of pro- 

the quantity of suffering it produces, but solely to the difficulty of creating an 

adequate motive to abstain from it. Thus, if a fine of one shilling created a suf- uf ^ R'1™1®- 

ficieut motive to abstain from the crime of murder, the fine of a shilling would be 

all the punishment for murder which ought to exist. It must he owned, however, 

that the principle of punishing crimes, according to their magnitude, very natu¬ 

rally suggests itself; and hears a strong appearance of according with the princi- 

• Code of GciUoo Lova, ch, xv, sed. 9. Vide supra, p-113. 

% Lows «f Menu, ch. viii. 123, § lb. 337, 338. 

5 

f lb. xvi. led. 1. 

II lb. m, 125- 
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. Bo°* n>, ^ of reas0n- Evcti to earij- «*>d imperfect principle, the Hindus have never 
ascended. Of tills much evidence has already appeared. A few additional in¬ 

stance are subjoined. While perjury, one of the most mischievous of crimes, 

and cme against which au adequate motive is very difficult to create, is punished 

only with fine, and, in its most aggravated cases, with banishment, the crime of 

obtaining goods on false pretences is punished with mutilation, and even with 

death. 11 a person steals a man of an inferinr cast, the magistrate shall fine 

him 1,000 puns ui cowries: Jf he steals an elephant or a horse excellent in all 

respects, the magistrate shall cut off his hand, and foot, and buttock, and de¬ 

prive him of life; • as if a horse were beyond alt comparison more important 

than a man. The following places of the body are enumerated; the ear, the 

nose, the hand, the foot, the lip, the eye, the tongue, and some others, upon 

all of which a stroke such as to separate or cut t)»em off from the body, is 

punished equally,f ^ et surely there is no comparison between the injury of 

depriving a man of his ear, for example, and of his tongue, or his hand. An 

amour with a woman of the Brahmenical caste is more dreadfully punished than 

parricide. arious cases of theft and robbery are accounted worthy of more 

shocking penalties than murder. Even Sir William Jones is constrained to say 

that the punishments of the Hindus - are partial and fanciful, for some crimes 
dreadfully cruel, for others reprelienribly slight,1' f 

Tiie principal acts erected into punishable offences by the Hindu law are, 

fences. false witness, defamation, assault, theft, outrage, adultery; a few reflections on 

which will complete the view which it is necessary to take of the criminal laws 

of this people. The species and degrees of perjury are thus distinguished; “ If 

a witness speak falsely through covetousness, he shall be fined 1,000 panas; if 

through distraction of mind, 250; if through terror, 1,000; if through friend¬ 

ship, the same; if through lust, £,,500; if through wrath, 1,500; if through 

ignorance, 200 complete; if through inattention, 100 only.* $ The laws against 

reproachful expressions are numerous, and the penalties remarkably severe; a 

pretty satisfactory proof that the Hindus have always been, what travellers 

* Hdhcd'g Gentoo Code, eh. xvii. **(. s. t Jb. di, xri. «ct. 1. 

t Preface io the Translation of Lise Institute* of Menu, Sir Win. Jwes’» Warts, iii, 62, 

} Lim of Menu, ch. viiL ISO, 121. Where die language of the text specifies the fine bv 

naming u teduucnify in die order of amercements, 1 have stated the burs, dial the render miirht 
tec at a glance the proportions. b 
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assure us they continue to the present day, remarkably abusive in their matt* Chap. IV, 

ners.* By the term Assault are indicated the smaller instances of personal ' v “■ J 

nffenc£ and injury; on which the laws of the Hindus descend to the most 

minute distinctions and details. In this they presents remarkable agreement with 

the laws of our Gothic ancestors, i^ord Karnes, observing upon their mode of sa¬ 

tisfying for injuries by money, remarks, that “ the law s of the Burgundians, of the 

Salians, of the Almanni, of the Bavarians, of the Ripuarii, of the Saxons, of 

the Angli and Thuringi, of the Frisians, of the Langolmrds, and of the Anglo* 

saxons, are full of these compositions, extending from the most trill big injury 

to the most atrocious crimes. In perusing the tables of these compositions, 

which enter into a minute detail of the most trivial offences, a question naturally 

occurs, w hy all this scrupulous nicety of adjusting sums to delinquencies ? Such 

a thing is not heard of in later times. But die following answer will give satis¬ 

faction:—That resentment, allowed scope among Barbarians, w as apt to tube 

flame by the slightest spark ; therefore, to provide for its gratification, it become 

necessary to enact com [Xisit ions for every trifling wrong, such as at present 

would be the subject of mirth rather than of serious punishment; for example, 

where the clothes of a w oman, hathing in a river, ore taken away to expose her 

nakedness, and where dirty water is thrown upon a woman in the way of con¬ 

tumely.*’ f The fallowing orders of crime and of composition in the Hindu code 

present a similar, and a very remarkable picture; 1. Throwing upon the body 

of another, dust, or sand, or clay, or cow-dung, or any thing else of the same 

kind, or striking with the hand or foot. 2, Throwing upon the Iiody tears, or 

plitegm, or the paring of one’s nails, or the gum of the eyes, or the wax of the 

ears, or the refuse of victuals, or spittle. 3. Throwing ujran another from the 

navel downwards to his foot, spue, or urine, or ordure, or semen. 4. Throwing 

upon another, from the navel upwards to beneath the neck, any of the substances 

mentioned in the last article, 5. Throwing upon another any of the same sub¬ 

stances from the neck upwards. 6, Assaulting with a stone, or with a piece of 

iron or W'ood. 7. Hauling by the foot, or by the hair, or by the hand, or by the 

clothes. 8. Seizing and binding another in a cloth, and setting one’s foot upon 

him. 5, Raising up an offensive weapon to assault 10. Striking with a 

weapon. In ah these cases a further distinction is made if the offence is com¬ 

mitted by a superior, on inferior, or an equal, and if it is committed against a 

man or against a woman. The gradations too of wounds are curiously specified; 

See the Cliflplw on Manners t Historical Law Tracts, i. 49, SO. 
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Hoot II* I* When no blood h shed; 2. When a little blood k abed; $. When much blood 

is shed; 4* When a very great quantity; 5. When a bone is broke aa well as 

blood is shed ; 6. When a member or organ is struck off or separated-* Under 

the title theft the Hindus mriutk the various species of frauds. In oJI nations 

which have mode but the first steps in civilization; in which the means of pro- 

teding property are very imperfectly known; and in which covetousness is ;t 

furious passion; the depredations of thieves are always punished with extreme 

severity. In the Gothic notions of Europe, when the murder even of the K.mg 

subjected to only a pecuniary cGm]K>sitioiip theft waa punttlted by mutilation and 

death, f In the same manner among the Hindus, while murder is punished by the 

mem loss of life, some of the most atrocious instances, adduced above, of the 

cruelty of the Hindu laws were drawn from the punishments awarded to theft, t 

The minor cases are punished by fines, and by various degrees of mutilation; 

but the higher species by impaling, by burning alive, and by crucifixion. By 

Outrage, which is sometimes denominated violence, sometimes robbery, are do 

signaled all attacks accompanied with violence either upon property or person, 

including even the crime of murder. While the inferior species are punished by 

fine and by mutilation, the higher, as murder, are punished by death; and 

some of the more heinous spoliations are avenged with all the sanguinary fury 

which, among the Hindus has dictated the higher penalties of theft, <j Adultery 

is a vety complicated subject. In the Hindu language it includes every unlaw¬ 

ful species of venereal act* from the least, to the most, injurious or offensive. If 

the laws are any proof of the manners of a people, this article affords indication 

of one of the most depraved of all conceivable states of the sex util appetite. 

Almost all the abuses, and all the crimes which it is easy to conceive* are there 

depicted with curious exactness* and penalties nrederised and assigned for every 

minute diversity and refinement, as for acts of the most frequent and familiar 

recurrence. There are even titles of sections in the code which cannot lie 

transcribed with decency, and which depict crimes unknown to European laws, || 

• See the Article Assault in ihe Cede of Gentoo Lav$t ch. xri* sect. 1* Laws of Menu* eh* 
viii. 570 to SOI. 

-f See Kamels Historical Low Tracts* i. 63, and the authorities them quoted. 
t Supra, p* I fit 

k Memt, di* viii. $14 to ‘M& Code of Gcntoo Low*, eh. xum 

G Mr* HaLhed makes so curious an apology for this article in hi* preface to the Code of fientoo 

L&vs, p. Ijtiii. that I am tempted to Uanicribeit: “ The nine lee ulh and twentieth chapters,’' says 

heT lL present ua a lively picture of Asiatic manners, and in them a strong proof of thear origin®- 

hty. To mm of HIwrit aod tan did nefitmienta, neither the grminef* of the portmrt nor th* 
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According to the general practice of Eastern nations among whom an cxiraor- Ca.vr. IV. 

din ary value is set on the chastity of the women, the more aggravated instances--- 

of its violation are punished by the most shocking death which the ingenuity of 

human cruelty has probably devised, that of homing on a heated plate of iron : 

while the ramification* of criminality an? pursued to the most minute and trivial 

acts, and such as, even in the most jealous nations of Europe, n ouhl lie held en¬ 

tirely innocent. " He, who talks with the wife of another man at a place of 

pilgrimage, in a forest or a grove, or at the confluence of rivers, incurs the guilt 

of an adulterous inclination: to send her flowers (ir perfumes, to *]>ort find jest 

with her, to touch her apparel and ornaments, to sit with her on the same couch, 

are all held adulterous acts on his part/** Of all crimes, indeed, adultery a]>- 

pears, in the eyes of Hindu lawgivers, to be the greatest; and worthy of the 

most severe and terrible chastisement. The offences committed with the women 

of the higher classes by men or the tower are the acts which are looked upon as 

the most horrible, and which rise in criminality, as the classes recede from one 

harshness of the colouring, will semi improper or indecent, while they are convinced of die truth 

of the resemblance: mid if tills compilation doe* not osliibit mankind as they night have been, 

or as they ought t« have been, the answer Is plain, ‘ Because it paints them as they were/— 

lices, as well as fashions, have their spring m,d their fall, not with individuals only, but in whole 

nano™, wl,en 0nc mgning foible for a while swallows op dm rest, and then retires in its turn to 

mate room for the epidemic influence of a newer passion. Wherefore, if any opinion* not re- 

coucdeajjle to our modes of thinking, or any Crimea not practised, and so not prohibited among 

u», should occur it, these chapters, they must he imputed to the different cfecti produced on the 

human mind by a difference of climates, customs, and manners, which will constantly given par- 

uvular turn and bias to the national vices,—Hence it would be a went and frivolous argument for 

censuring the fifth section of this nineteenth chapter, to object tint it was levelled at an offence 

s,i m Usdf, not hkely to be frequent, or, supposing it frequent, still to In? deemed of trivial 

consequence; and to make this objection merely ip consideration dun the offence may net he 
usual among us, and has certainly never been forbidden by our legislature, such cavils would be¬ 

tray u great ignorance of the general system of known nature, as wdl as of the common princi¬ 

ple* cl legislation; tor penal law* (except for dm most ordinary crimes) are not enacted until par¬ 

ticular mstnnees of offence have pointed out their absolute nec«*ity; for which mason parricide 

was not specified among the original institute* of the celebrated lawgiver of Sparta, ih neo we 

may with safety conclude, that the several prohibitions and penalties of this fifth section were 

subsequent to, and in consequence of, the common of every specie* of enormity therein <fo- 

r^r' ltTC nmntmm' "lth vcr? «*w«% though rather an unskilful ely|c 
that dm Hindu moral* are certainly as gross as the Hindu laws; that the latter pwu L* in L 
altogether the result of the former, 

Law a of Mam, cli. vtii. 3SSf 357, 

VOL. I. Y 
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another, till they arrive at kt,t at the adultery of a man of the senile with a 

woman of the priestly taste ; a point beyond which, it is supposed, that human 

guilt aiid depravity are altogether incapable of advancing,* 

1X1. The fulfilment of the laws of the two preceding species; denominated, for 

w ant of better terms, the civil and penal; is the End: The law s of Judicature 

are to lie regarded in the light of Means to that EntL The subject, in its full 

extent, includes an account of I. the instruments made use of for producing the 

fulfilment of the two ultimate branches of taw, and 2. the modes of using them. 

The instruments made use of among the Hindus have tieen already described, 

in giving an account of the functions of the king; who, with hi# Brahmen as¬ 

sessors, is the principal instrument. The mode of using the instruments of judi¬ 

cature, or the steps according to w hich judicature is performed, were there also 

briefly deseriljed. Of the matters which remain, the laws or rules respecting 

evidence form the only port which it is still useful to represent. 

Prior to the general use of writing, the cluef species of evidence, applicable to 

judicial cases, is the speech of witnesses. It is this species which makes.the prin¬ 

cipal figure In the law's of Hindustan to the present age. It is even more than 

doubtful whether written evidence is at all referred to by the author of the ordi¬ 

nances of Menu; though from himself we learn that writing had been applied to 

laws.f “ On the denial," sava the law, “of a debt which the defendant has in court 

been required to pay, the plaintiff must call a witness who was present at the 

place of the loan, or produce other evidence; ” $ the gloss of Culluca adds, “ as 

a note and the like;"} hut for the use of evidence by writing not a single rule 

is afterwards adduced, though numerous rules are prescribed for the use of 

that which is delivered in speech; not even a word of allusion to this novel 

species of evidence appears; and where the various circumstances are enume¬ 

rated on which the attention of the judge ought to he fixed, while the 

evidence of speaking witnesses occupies a conspicuous place, the evidence of 

writings is entirely omitted. [| In the compilations, however, of recent times, as 

* Laws of Menu, ch. vili. 35® to SS6, Code of Gentoo Lnr», ch- xix. 

t Law* of Menu, eh. viiL 3. :£ lb. 52. § lb* 

|| “ Let hint fully consider the nature of truth, the state of the case, and hla own perwn; and 

next, the triuuttt, tlie place, the mode, und the time.’ Ib< 45, From these circuineumccs it 

ii probable tbut the ciiKodaUoa of the commentator has b«n added from die more enlarged know¬ 

ledge of later times. 
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in that made by outer of Mr. Hastings and trcnslared by Halted, thr- tiso of Com- 

written evidence appear*; but even there it is treated with a negligence and -v* 
slightness due to a matter of subordinate importance. 

Arno^B the rules for eridenee at the mouths of witnesses, some are reownu.- 

I>le ami good; others are not only the reverse, hut indicate a state of uncom- 

mon ignorance and barbarism. The evidence of three witnesses is required for 

the derision of any question f - When a man has hee„ brought into court hy a 

suitor for property, the couse shall be decided by the Brel,men aha represents 

the king; having heard three witnessis at least - Vet it js deelared in another 

(dace that - one num, untainted with covetousness, may (in „„,c eases, says 

the gloss of Cnllnea) he the sole Witness.-1 This apparent contradiction Zy 

perhaps he explained by a pmsage in the Code of Gentoo Laws, where the deci- 

moo ol a cause by the testimony „f a single witness is made to depend upon the 

consent ol the litigants, ? Eren ftont this rule the following- cases are excepted • 

Supposing, says the law, - a person to lend another money secretly, or secretly 

to entrust Ins money to the care of another, in such affairs one single person is n 

sufficient witness."f The different degrees of trustworthiness in different wit 

nesses leads ,0 mhchievons rules. “Mamed housekeeper*, meu with male 

issue, inhabitants of the same district, cither of the military, the commercial, 

7 -T't; ’ “ “mPc,ent" *■*» called by the party, to give their evi- 
II Ilk.- most fanciful distinction surely that ever was made by an uncul¬ 

tivated mind, IS that between the father of male and the father of female 

o iqinttg, asasoaireeof eridenee. The persons held incompetent to bear witness 

are indeed a very numerous class. « Those must not lie admitted who hove a 

pecuniary interest; nor familiar friends; nor menial servants; nor enemies; nor 

men formerly perjured; nor persons grievously direased; nor those, who have 

committed hemousoffimeea. The king cannot he made . witness, nor roots 

an it like mean artificers; nor public dancers und singers; nnr a priest of 

deep learning in Scripture; nor a student of the Veda,; „or an anchoret se- 

duded from all w'orldly connexions; nor one wholly dependant; nor one of bad 

feme; nor one who foUows a cruel occupation; nor one who acts openly against 

* La its of Menu* cti. tLEi, 6a The t 
tJte Gentoo Code, ch. HL 8* 

t Laws of Menu* ch* niL 77* 

t Kalhed’o Gentoo Code, ch. ui.«ct.S. «< If the plaintiff or defendant at their 0,™ ration 

•■yr.; ”*hr — «■*«s-mmi, h*^, 4c. hc b„,Jl.. “p■I”, 
* ' **’ H Law® of Mona, ch. tUL 62. 

If 2 

law is slated still more generally and absolutely, in 
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Book n. tlic law; nnr a decrepit old man; nor a child; nor :i wretch of the lowest mixed 

-*-' class; nor one who has lost the croons of sense; nnr nnc extremely grieved ; 

nor one intoxicated; nor a madman; nor one tormented with hunger or thirst; 

nor one Oppressed by fatigue; nor one excited by lust; nor one inflamed liy wrath ; 

nor one who has been convicted of tiled.’* Among the persons excluded from 

the rank of witnesses are the female sex entirely; unless in the case of evidence 

for others of the same sex. Servants, too, mechanics, and those of the lowest 

class, are allowed to give evidence for individuals of the same description, f 

Brahmens and the king are exempted from the obligation of giving evidence, by¬ 

way of privilege, though the Brahmens are admitted when they please. J 

This enumeration of persons, whose testimony was altogether unfit to tie be¬ 

lieved, affords a proof of the great difficulty of obtaining tine testimony in the 

age in which it was made; and by its extraordinary extent holds up a dreadful 

picture of the state of morality to w hich it could lie supposed to be adapted It 

indicates, also, by the strange diversity of the east's which it includes, n singular 

want of discrimination, in the minds by which it was framed. And further; 

rules for the exclusion of testimony from any human being, not deprived of the 

ordinary exercise of the human faculties;, however the vicious effects of custom may 

preserve them, could l*e introduced, in no other age but one of great ignorance 

and barbarity, when the human mind judges only in the gross, is incapable of 

nice discriminations, cannot assign with exactness the difference of value which 

ought to be attached to the testimony of different men, and estimates the weight 

of a body of evidence by the number, not the trustworthiness, of the people who 

have given it. 

The introduction of rules for the exclusion of evidence marks the age of false 

refinement, which is that of semiliarbarism, intermediate between the age of 

true wisdom, ami that of primeval ignorance. The first judges or arbiters, the 

heads of families, when they hiul to dear the subject of any dispute, called, no 

doubt, before them every individual of the little community or family who ap¬ 

peared to know any tiling about the matter, and cptcstioned them all; allowing 

to the statements, extracted from each, the forte, much, or little, or none at all, 

to which, nil circumstances considered, and all allowances made, it appeared 

they wore entitled, This is exactly the course, which true wisdom would recom¬ 

mend. In an nge however of false refinement; which aims at excessive accuracy; 

but, foiling in comprehensiveness, applies its rules to part only of a subject, 

* Lairs of Menu, ell. viii. G* to G7. 1 lb. 66, t ni.es, to, 7K 
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when they should include the whole; Judges, perceiving that certain classes of Chap. IV. 

witnesses were apt to give them false testimony, and considering that fidse testU -*-- 

many misleads, resolved immediately that the testimony of such witnesses ought 

never to lx? received. Now, if the testimony of the best sort of witness had 

been a sort of thing which the judges always had at command, itt any quantity 

they pleased, this might have been a rational procedure. But as this was very 

far from heing the cose; as it very often happens that the testimony of the best 

sort of witnesses cannot be hod, or that they contradict one another; that not 

only some light, but full and satisfactory light may often be obtained from the 

worst sort of witnesses; to determine that certain classes of jicrsons, and among 

them the persons whose knowledge of the facts is naturally the most complete, 

sludl not be used as witnesses, is merely to determine that, so far, judicature 

shall be performed without evidence; the judge shall decide without knowledge; 

the question of right or wrong, instead of being determined ujxm all the evi¬ 

dence that can be had, shall he determined u]»it a part of it only; sometimes a 

most insignificant part ; sometimes hardly any at all* 

One of the strongest characteristics of a rude age, or of a corrupt govern¬ 

ment, is, to make law's which cannot, or ought not, to be executed ; and then 

to give rules of dispensation front them. “ In all cases of violence, of theft and 

adultery, of defamation and assault, “says the Hindu law," the judge must not 

examine too strictly the competence of witnesses.”! 

A presumption, of the very weakest kind, is admitted as a full proof, in the 

It, M»ta Mr. Uume, “ the mi inner of punishing crimes among the Artglosaxans appear 

singular, the proofs were not Its* so; and were also the natural result of the sit nation of those 

fifopk-. Whatever we may imagine concerning the usual Lrutli and sincerity of men who live in 

a Mult and barbarous state, there b much mow Jjifcdiuod, and even perjury, among them, tlmn 

omung civilized imiions: \ irtuc, which is codling hut a more enlarged and more cultivated rea- 

son, never rtmin.dn.-s to any degree, nmr is founded ou steady principle* of honour, except where 

a good education becomes general * and where mot are taught die pernickuu; consequences of 

vice, treachery, and inmiomllty. Even superstition, though mace prevalent among ignorant - 

“ bu'111,oor fef the defects in knowledge urn) education: Oi,r European mm. 

tors, who employed every moment the expedient of swenring 1JU extraordinary cro^ und re 

hq«e», were leas honourable in ail engagements dwi their posterity, who, from experience, liave 

omitted those ineffectual securities. This general pranenny to perjury wM nweJi incr^d by 

tl.0 wuul want or dkwmmmtw jrnlgm, who could not discuss an intricate evidence, and were 

obliged to tiumlhcr, not weigh, die testimony of witnesses" History of England, Appendix L 

Hus subject will one day when the papers of Mr. Beniham are pmduad, be present! to the 

world tn «]| d|C light which full knowledge, a minute analysis, owl philosophy, can bestow upon it. 
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BfitK U- ^ following passages: 11 If a mao brings a suit against another, saying, I have 

v lent you several articles, and the person answers, 1 never received one of the 

articles you mention ; in that case, if the plaintiff proves any one of all the arti¬ 

cles claimed, to be in the defendant's possession, the magistrate shall cause the 

whole so claimed to be restored." * In coses of infinitely greater importance tbe 

same deceitful rule is applied. “ If a man hath accused another of the murder 

of a man, or of a robbery, or of adulter)', and should say, You have in several 

places l>eea guilty of these crimes, and the defendant denies the accusation; in 

such a case, if the accuser can prove upon the other the commission of any one 

of these crimes, it shall be u proof of the whole complaint.”f 

Of all the perverse proceedings of a superstitious mind, which the history of 

rude nations presents to us, few will be found metre at variance with reason, than 

the establishment of the following law; u The witness, who has given evi¬ 

dence, and to whom within seven days after, a misfortune happens from dis¬ 

ease, fire, or the death of a kinsman, shall be condemned to pay the debt and a 

flic man of the greatest innocence and virtue, who has delivered the 

truest testimony, if a misfortune, which may render him the object of the 

dcejiest commiseration, befall him, is condemned to bear the infamy and punish¬ 

ment of a perjured man. 

False rniletH» Though there is no ground cm which the infirmities of the human mind are 

more glaring, and more tenacious of existence, than that of law, it is probable 

that the annals of legislative absurdities, in all the regions of the globe, can 

present nothing which will completely match a law for the direct encouragement 

of perjury. “ Whenever," says the ordinance of Menu, “ the death of a man 

who had Iwcn a grievous offender, either of the servile, the commercial, the 

military, or the sacerdotal class, would be occasioned by true evidence, from the 

known rigour of the king, even though the fault arose from inadvertence or 

error, falsehood may be spoken : it is even preferable to truth.” $ What a state 

of justice, in which the king may condemn a man to death lor inadvertence or 

error, and in which no better remedy is found than the perjury of witnesses? 

The toll owing passage b in the Gentoo Code: “ Whenever a true evidence 

would deprive a man of bis lite, in tliat case, if a false testimony would he the 

preservation of his life, it is allowable to give such false testimony. If a mar¬ 

riage for any person may be obtained by false witness, such falsehood may be 

- * Code of Gentoo Laws, ch. iti. sect 6. p, 107. 

X Lows of Menu, ch, viii. 
3 

$ lb. icct, 10*. 
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tokl. H a man by the impulse of lust tells lies to a woman, nr if his own life Cmap iy 

would otherwise 1* lost, or all the goods of his house spoiled, 0r if it is for the 

lienefit of a Brahmen, in such affairs falsehood is allowable," * 

The ^PWting written evidence arc few, and applied to a very- limited 

numkT of cases. Only one distinction is recognised. « A writing," say* the 

law. of two sorts; first, that which a man writes with his own hand; 

second, that which he procures to be written by another r 0r these two sort, 

that wluch is written by a man’s own hand, even without witnesses is ajl 

; and Uwt written by another, if void of witnesses, is „ot approved-4 

In .Ins single precept is included nil that seems .0 be enacted „„ the subject of 

evidence by wnting; ns the remaining rules apply almost entirely to the modes 

ol supplying, by means nf the oral, what is at any time defective in the naan- 

tily or quality of the matter drawn frnm the scriptural soutee. The only writ¬ 

ings. destined for yielding evidence, nf which an account appears in their laws 

amexdusivotv bunds for debt; tor though mm or two vague rules in the Code 

Oi Gcntoo Laws am expressed io such general terms a, to be susceptible or an 

application to ether eases, there is no evidentiary writing whatsoever, hot that 
oi a bond for ckbtT named an& described* j; 

Notwithstanding the diversities nf appearance which, in different ages and o , , 

couutncs, human nature puts on, the attendee observer mav trace in it 1 

an astonislring nniformit, with respect to the leading particular, which 

tense the different stages of society; hut often n surprising eoineidence in par 

Ucular thuuKhts aml ulrcrvunces. The trials by ordeal in the dark ages^f 

oclera Europe hnvebecn thought n mighty singularity in the institutionsff nur 

tine ancestors t when the decision of the most important questions was .ban 

7 " to fraud; whn> <*rrTi»S « the hand a piece of rad hot iron 
pLuuguig the arm in boiling water, was deemed a test of influence- flnf} ’ 

painlulur fraudulent experiment, supplanting „ righteous ^ ' 

to punishment the most innocent, or nave from it the most criminal F " 

H!rar^^;VhidlhddSn ^ “ the institoW’ofTe 
Hindus. There are nine different modes of the trial by ordeal 1 hv u 

Wracei 2. by hue; 3. by water; 4. by poison; * by water in' winch ™ 
tdolhas been washed; 6. by rice; 7. by boiling oil; 8. bv rai " 

by ullages. The fir^t of these, by the balance, is thus performed Tf, ’J' 

accused tt placed in the scale; and cmefidly weighed; aft™ which ite^ ^ 

* Hatftcd b Gcutoo Codfp ch, iiL. seet* 9. f tb r 

£ £rr—- —• - 
cdiivmoni. ‘ “* reTCMtL‘ givvn to thu InftnV 
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DAO* ii. down, the pundits write the substance of the accusation or a piece of paper, and 

—v-‘ bind it on his forehead. At the end of six minutes he is weighed again, when, 

if lighter than lietore, he is pronounced innocent; if heavier, guilty. In the 

second ordeal, an excavation in the ground, nine Jlands bug, two spans broad, 

aui! one span deep, is filled with a fire of pippfd wood, into which the party 

must walk barefooted ; proving his guilt, ii' he is burned, his innocence, if he 

escapes unhurt. The third species is rather more complicated ; the peraon ac¬ 

cused is maile to stand in water up to hi navel with a Brahmen by his side : a 

soldier then shoots three arrows Irani a bow of cane, and a man is disjiatched 

to bring back that which was shot the furthest; as soon a* he has taken it upi, 

imotlur man is directed to rim from the brink of the water, and at the same 

instant the party under trial must plunge into it, grasping the foot 

nr the staff of the Brahmen who stands by him; if he remains under 

the water till the two men with, the arrows return, he is innocent; if 

he comes up, he Is guilty. The fourth kind, by poison, is performed two 

ways: cither Lite party swallows a certain quantity of a poisonous root, and is 

deemed innocent if no injury ensues; or a particular species of hooded snake is 

thrown into a deep cart lien pot, ami along with it a ring, a seal, or a coin. If 

tlic man, putting down his naked hand, cannot take this out unbitten by the ser¬ 

pent, he is accounted guilty. The accused, in the fifth sjieciea, is matte to drink 

three draughts of the water in which the images of the sun and other deities 

have been washed; and if within fourteen days he has any indisposition, his 

crime is considered as proved. When several persons are suspected of theft, they 

chew each a quantity of dried rice, and throw it upon some leaves or bark of n 

tree ; they from whose mouth it comes dry, or stained with blood, are deemed 

guilty ; This is the sixth sjteries of ordeaL In the seventh, a man thrusts his 

hand into hot oil; and in the eighth he came* an iron hull, or the head of a 

lance, red hot in his hand; receiving his sentence of innocence or guilt according 

as he does or does not come off with impunity. The ninth species is literally 

a tasting of lots: two images of the gods, one of silver, and one of iron, ore 

thrown into a large earthen jar ; or two pictures of a deity, one on white, ami 

the other on black cloth, are rolled up in cow-dung, and thrown into a jar: if 

the man, on putting in his band, draws out the silver image, or the white picture, 

he is deemed innocent; if the contrary, guilty. The religious ceremonies with 

which these trials are performed it would be tedious and unprofitable to relate,* 

* For a full account Iiotli of the law aiul ilio practice respecting the trip] by ordeal, sec a discourse 

H On Thu trial by Ordeal among the Hindus, by All Ibrahim Khan, chief magistrate ui Benares/ 
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The qualities desirable in a body or law may oil 1* summed up under two 
comprehensive titles j I. Completeness; IL Exactness. 

Completeness has a reference to the matter: Exactness to ttic form. 

I- A body of law* may be said to be Complete, when they include every 

thing which they ought to indude; that is. when nil those rights, the existence 

oi which is calculated to improve the state of society, are created s and alt those 

acts, the hurtfulncss of which to the society is so great as to outweigh the cost, 

in oil its senses, necessary for preventing them, are constituted offences. 

11. A body of laws may be said to be Exact: 1. when it constitutes nothing 

a right, trad nothing an offence, except those tilings precisely which are necessary 

to render it Complete; 5. when it contains no extraneous matter whatsoever; 

3. when the aggregate of the powers and privileges which ought to he consti! 

tuted rights, the aggregate of the acts which ought to be constituted 

offences, are divided and subdivided into those very pared* or classes, 

which beyond all others best adapt themselves to the means of securing the one! 

and preventing the other; 4. when it defines those classes, that is, rights and 

offences, with the greatest possible clearness and certainty; 5, when it "represses 

crimes with the smallest posable exjjcnse of punishment; and 6. when it pre- 

fcribcs the best possible form of a judicatory, and lays down the best possible 
rales for the judicatorial functions. 

To show m what degree the Hindu law approaches, or recedes from, the 

standard of Completeness, would require a more extensive survey of the field of 
law, titan consists with the pIan of the present work* 

That it departs widely from Exactness, in every one of the particulars wherein 

exactness consists, enough has already been seen to moke abundantly apparent 

t. It creates a great many rights which ought to have no existence; and acts 

which ought not to he erected into offences it erects in great numbers. 2 it 

abounds in extraneous matter. 3. The division and arrangement of the matters 

of law are b.ghly imperfect. 4. The definitions are so far from excluding 

m ibe Adat, Reaches, i. 389. S« loo the Institutes of Menu, eh. riii. 1R H* JB0. Mr 

,CoJ' of ?— u~' * ■- «■ «■ *• n ch. „».«£2 2 

u»«l..r CM,, .lie ,U,„ « b, ta*ta. If the „«», te . „d|cJ Icad 

her private pan?: if it he s nmn, a red hot iron is thrust up. Should thev be irm.v 
-r,««i a,., will b. hjomr J ,,1“ ^ 'T?' “ “ 
under lh< onlrn, of M-.AW.0ta*, lW’ Accnnlin, ,0 

a -l>rc*a or nnknl for die ducnviu, of guil,, Hillcy of , w „h, v, ‘m' 1' 
VOL. I. z 

Quftlhliv de- 
Airnblt: in m 
budv ui' \m»m 
L Commit**- 
II 

3. ExacTfVEflr 
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Boor If. darkness and doubt, that they leave almost every thing indefinite and uncertain, 

r —' ‘ 5. Punishments arc not repressed, but abound; while there is the most enormous 

excess in the quantity of punishment, 6. The form of the Judicatory is had, 

as are a certain proportion of the rule? Ibr the mode of performing' the judicial 
services. 

In respect to definitions the Hindu law is in n state which requires a few 

words of elucidation. Prior to the art of writing, laws can have little accuracy 

of definition; because when words are not written, they are seldom exactly remem¬ 

bered j ami a definition whose words are constantly varying is not, for the pur- 

poses of Jaw, a definition at alL Notwithstanding the necessity of writing to 

produce fixed and accurate definitions in law, the nations of modem Europe have 

allowed a great proportion of thdr laws to continue in the unwritten; that is, the 

traditionary state; the state in which they lay lwfore the art of writing was known. 

Of these nations, none have kept in that barbarous condition so great a proportion 

of their law as the English, From the opinion of the Hindus that the Divine 

Being dictated all their laws, they acknowledge nothing as law but what is 

found in some one or other of tbrir sacred books. In one sense, therefore, all 

their laws arc written. But as the passages which can be collected from 

these books leave many parts of the field of law untouched, in these parts the 

defect must be supplied cither by custom, or the momentary will of the judge. 

Again, as the passages which are collected from these books, even where they 

touch upon parts of the field of law, do so in expressions to the highest degree 

vague and indeterminate, they commonly admit of any one of several meanings, 

and very frequently are contradicted and opposed by one another. When the 

words in which laws are couched are to a certain degree imperfect, it makes but 

little difference whether they are written or not: Adhering to the same words is 

without advantage, when these words secure no sameness in the things which 

they are made to signify. Further, in modern Europe, the uncertainty ad¬ 

hering to all unwritten laws, that is, laws the words of which have no certainty, 

is to some degree, though still a very imperfect one, circumscribed and limited, 

by the writing down of decisions. When, on any particular part of the field, 

a number of judges have all. M-itli public approbation, decided in one way; and 

when these decisions are recorded and made known, the judge who comes after 

them has strong motives, both of fear and of hope, not to depart from their 

example. The degree of certainty, arising from the regard for uniformity, which 

may thus be produced, is, from its very nature, infinitely inferior to that which 

is the necessary result of good definitions rendered unalterable by writing. But 

6 
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*uch as it is, the Hindus ate entirely deprived of it. Among them the strength Chap. IV, 

oi the human mind has never been sufficient to recommend effectually the prq- Vm~v —/ 

serration, by writing, of the memory of judicial decisions. It has never been 

sufficient to create such a public regard for uniformity, os to constitute a mat trial 

motive to a judge. And as kings, and their great deputies, exercised the prin- 

eij»a] functions ol judicature, they were too powerful to be restrained by a regard 

to what others had done before them. What judicature would pronounce was, 
therefore, almost always uncertain; almost always arbitrary. . 

In a judicatory, the qualities desirable are; 1, intelligence: 2. good design; ril. 

and that is the last judicatory in wliich flie liest securities are taken for them. * 

In the judicatories of the Hindus, composed of the king and liis Brahmens, ot^ * ' ^ 

the Brahmens alone, there is no security for either the one or the other; and 

accordingly neither the one nor the other almost ever appears, 

Ihc qualities desirable in the form of judicial procedure, are, 1. efficiency; QuaHiie, «u- 

2. freedom from delay ; 3. freedom from trouble anti ex] tense. In these several 

respects the system of the Hindus displayed a degree of excellence not only far ciidprociiiur*. 

beyond itself in the other branches of law, hut far beyond what is exemplified 

in more enlightened countries. 1. The efficiency of the Hindu system of judicial 

procedure is chiefly impaired by those rules of evidence the badness of ivirich 

has already been pointed out: 2. For preventing delay, it enjoys every requisite, 

in its method of immediate, direct, and simple investigation : 3, In the some 

method is included all that is requisite for obtaining the judicial services with the 
smallest portion of trouble and Expense.* 

* 0n* °f thc mwt rtceDt of the phenomena or Hindu society, who possessed an- 

ordinary mean. of accurate knowledge, spool, in genend upon the .^ministration of justice 

oninng the Hindus in the following temw. 

“ Wlthout Df thc Jidicbl forms invented by the spirit of chicanery in Europe: with no 

□.Wes, sorters, or other Wood^eker,, now become necessary adjunct* of a court of justice 

in Europe; the Hindus determine die greater part of their suits of law, by the arbitration of 

ESf-T H'f °f ,he °r: “ “ of thc "T hiSIle« i-nporiimce, by reference to 
the chiefs, of the -hole casts of the district assembled to discuss the matter in controversy -In 

□rdimuy questions they generally apply to die chief of the place, who takes upon himself the 

office of justice of the peace, and accommodates the matter between the parties. When be 

thml£3 it more fit, he sends them before their kindred, or arbitrators whom he appoints. He ee- 

neraUy follows the las, course -hen the complainants arc Brahmans, hecaiuc persons out of thrir 

Imv T,10- "E"? Capab E 0 tproperljdccidin^ dSfa™*" between them. When these methods 
have been mutual to rccoaetie the parties, or -hen they refuse to submit to the decision of the 

^2, ** IO *• ****** *f ***** *cide the controversy without 

z a 
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" The authority of the Hindu princes as wdJ m that oF die vile emissaries whom they keep m 

die several provinces of their country for die purpose of harassing nml oppressing them in their 

name, being altogether despotic, wad knowing no other rule but their own nrbitnuy will, there is 

nothing in India that resembles a court of justice. Neither is there a shadow of public right, nor 

any code of law% by which those who administer justice may be guided. The civil power and the 

judicial are generally united, and derated in each district by the collector or receiver of the 

imposts. This sort of public magistrate* are generally known under the name of Ilaviidsr or 

TTraritorr, They m generally Brahmans, This tribunal f chiefly intended for die collection of the 

taxcfi takas cognizance of ill aJBurt civil and criminal within i is bounds, and determines upon all 

anises,*' Description of the Character, Manners, and Customs of the people of India, by tb* 

Abbe J. A* Dubois, MUsionary in the Mysore, p, i&% 

u 
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CHAP. V. 

The Taxes. 

The form of the government is one; the nature of the laws for the 

tuition of justice is the other, of the two circumstances by which the condition of 

the people in all countries is chiefly determined. Of these two primary causes 

do result to a greater degree ensures the happiness or tnisciy of the people, than 

the mode of providing for the pecuniary wants of the government, and the 

portion which the agents of government, of whatever kind, are enabled to 

divide among themselves and their creatures, of the annual produce of the land 
and labour of the community. 

The matters of detail, which by their number and uncertainty have so ex- 

ceedingly perplexed the servants of the Company, in the financial operations of the 

Indian government, cannot hero be described. The general outline, and the more 

important effects, of that system of taxation which is described in the ancient books, 

are all that falls within the design of an account of the ancient state of the people. 

1. Oi grain, says the ordinance of Menu, “an eighth part, a sixth, ora 

twelfth may be taken by the king;” to he determined, adds the gloss of the 

commentator Culluca, “ by the difference of the soil, and the labour necessary 

to cultivate it. ' 2. He may also take a sixth part of the dear annual in¬ 

crease of trees, flesh-meat, honey, clarified butter, perfumes, medical substances, 

liquids, flowers, roots and fruit. Of gathered leaves, potherbs, grass, utensils 

made with leather or cane, earthen pots, and all things made of stone.** f 

3. “ Of cattle, of gems, of gold and silver, added each vear to the capital 

stock, a fiftieth I wirt may be taken by the king” J 4. “Haring ascertained 

the rules of purchase and sale," says the law, “ the length of the way. the 

expenses of food and of condiments, the charges of securing the goods 

carried, and the neat profits of trade, let tlie king oblige traders to my 

taxes on their saleable commodities ; after full consideration, let a king so levy 

those taxes continually in his dominions, that both he and the merchant may 

Chap, V* 

Influence af 
the tULB3 cm. 
ibe CflllJlticiC 
of thft pttiple. 

Outline ef th* 
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of tKxntitin in 
India. 

* Lawi of Menu, du vu, ] SO* t Bl, 132. t lb. 190* 
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Book IL receive a just compensation for their several acts.*’ * 5. “ Let the king order a mere 

V trifle to be paid, in the name of the annual tax, by the meaner inhabitants of 

hk realm, who subsist by petty traffic: 0. iiy low handicraftsmen, artificers, 

and servile men, who support themselves by labour, the king may cause work to 

be done for a day in each mouth-’* f It is added ; 7. “A military king, who 

takes even a fourth part of the crops of his realm at a time of urgent necessity, 

as of war or invasion, and protects iiis people to tlie utmost of his power, com¬ 

mits no sin. 8. The tax on the mercantile class, which in times of prosperity 

must be only a twelfth part of their crops, and a fiftieth of their personal profits, 

may be an eighth of their crops in a time of distress, or a sixth, which is the 

medium, or even a fourth in- great public adversity; but a twentieth of their 

gains on money and other moveables is the highest tax : serving men, artisans, 

and mechanics, must assist by their labour, but at no time pay taxes.” ! 

In these several articles Is found an enumeration of all the objects of taxation ; 

and a general expression of the modes and degrees of impost. 

Wc j)erceive taxes on the produce of land, taxes on the produce of labour, a 

tax on accumulation, a tax on purchases and sales, poll taxes. 

In article L, is exhibited a tax on the produce of land ; In article a tax 

both on the produce of land, and on the produce of labour; In article S., is a tax 

on accumulation, at least in certain commodities ; In article 4., is a tax on pur* 

chaste and sales; In article 5., is one sort of poll tax; In article 6., is another. 

It wUl shorten explanations if we first premise the qualities desirable in a 
*vnieiu of"1 system of taxation. 

There are two primary qualities; and in them every thing is included. 

The First is, to take from the people the smallest quantity possible of their 
annual produce. 

The Second is, to take from them that which is token with the smallest possible 
quantity of hurt or uneasiness. 

I. Or taking from the people more than enough of the matter of wealth, the 

_ _ causes are two; 1st, When the government consumes beyond the smallest 

buTa’unuuut. am0l“,t Whidl wUl Suffice W 1™^ thc services it renders ; Shi. When the col¬ 
lection of the taxes themselves costs more than the lowest sum at which, without 

sacrificing greater advantages, it b capable of being performed- 

IL 011 the hurt anti uneasiness, beyond the loss of what is taken away, which 
in die mode. a system oi taxation is liable to produce, the causes seem to be; 1. Uncertainty; 

1, Amount nf 
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Lawi of Menu, ck vii, 127, 128. t It. iS7, 158. t lb. z. 118, 120. 
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2. Inequality; 3. Impediment to production; 4. Injury to the pood qualities, Chap. V. 
bodily or mental, of the people. -,-' 

Of the first head and its subdivisions, no illustration is necessary; and a few 
words will suffice for the second. 

I- Uncertainty may arise from two sources; 1. Uncertainty in the meaning 

of the words, by wliich the tax ia defined; 2. Uncertainty in the circumstances 

upon which the amount of the tax is made to depend ; as if it were mode to 

depend upon the weather* for example, or the state of a man's health. Uncer- 

certainty in the meaning of the words opens a door to oppression and fraud, on 

the part of the collector. He will exact the largest sum consistent with the 

words, if he is not bribed; the lowest, if he is. Uncertainty, from whatever 

source, is a cause of uneasiness. The mind is continually haunted with the idea 

of the largest possible sum, and with all the fears which attend it; fears which 

cannot fail to be often very great anti tormenting. Uncertainty in the circum¬ 

stance!} is very apt to produce uncertainty also in the meaning of the words, as 

is is difficult for all of a number of circumstances to be exactly defined. As 

often as a source of chicanery is opened about the amount which the contributor 

ought to pay, a source of extortion is opened, and a source of oppression, neces¬ 
sary to effect the extortion!. 

®* ^ unequal partition of taxes, the necessary consequence is, a greater 

quantity of suffering, than the same amount of taxes would produce, if more 

equally imposed ; because the pain of the man who pays too much is out of all 

proportion greater than the pleasure of the man who pays too little. To make 

the burthen of taxes equal, it should be made to press with equal severity upon 

every individual. This is not effected by a mere numerical proportion. The 

man who is taxed to the amount of one tenth, and still more the man who b 

taxed to the amount of one fifth or one half, or an income of 100/. per annum, 

b taxed far more severely, than the man who h taxed to an equal proportion of 

an income of 10004 and to a prodigious degree more severely than the man who 
is taxed to an equal proportion of 10,000/. per annum. 

3. On the mischievousness of all taxes which impede production, it is needless 

to speak. It b only necessary to make them known, or rather acknowledged. 

1, Of tins sort, are all taxes which take away any part of that property which 

hns been already employed, as capital; because there is always more or less of 

difficulty in replacing it from the fund destined for immediate consumption. 

2. Of this sort also are all taxes which create any encouragement whatsoever, or any 

discouragement whatsoever, to any particular employment of capital in respect to 
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Boo* II, other employmentm, for os capital is always carried by a strong impulse to that cm* 

^ ~’v J ploy meat which is the most productive, every thing' which turns il out of the 

course which it would take of its own accord, turns so much of it out of a more, 

into a less productive channel. 

4. That all taxes ought to be shunned which tend to lessen the amount of 

useful qualities in the people, will not be con tradicted. Taxes upon medicines 

have a tendency to diminish health and strength. Taxes upon innocent amuse¬ 

ments, as the sports of the field, have a tendency to drive the jicopte to others that 

are hurtful. Taxes upon articles of consumption not hurtful, which have a tendency 

to supplant others that are, as tea and sugar to supplant intoxicating liquors, 

prompt to the consumption of the hurtful. Taxes upon law proceedings are a 

mine of immorality : They are a premium upon the practice of every species of 

iniquity. Lotteries are a direct encouragement to a habit of mind, with which 

no useful tendency can easily co-exist. And all taxes, of which the quantity 

due b not clear and certain, train the people, by continual practice, to a state of 

hardened perfection in mendicity, in fraud, and in perjury, 

Conformitj I* In the above list of the sacred ordinances concerning taxes, the first relates 

tai&ftfiht entirely to the tax ou the produce of the soil. It offends against the rule of 

certainty to a high degree. The amount varies as one to one half; and the 

tuluj, variation is made to depend upon circumstances the uncertainty of wliich opens 

a boundless field to ah the wretched arts of chicanery and fraud on the port of 

the people, and all the evils of oppression on the part of the collectors. As the 

determination of the circumstances on which the amount of the assessment 

depends belongs of course, in such a state of society as that of the Hindus, to 

the agents of the treasury, a free career is afforded to all the baneful operations 

of favour and disfavour, of bribery and corruption. Whenever an option is granted 

between a less exaction and a greater, the violent propensity of all imperfect 

governments to excess in expense is sure in time to establish the greater. It 

would appear accordingly that a sixth port of the produce lieeame the uniform 

tax in Hindustan; and that the indulgence in favour of the barren soils was 

extinguished. This is the state in which it was found by the Mohammedan 

conquerors.* And in Socontala, f the king is described, at a much earlier period, 

as ** that man whose revenue arises from a sixth part of lus people’s income.” 

The source of variation and uncertainty from these causes was prodigiously en- 

* itjEen Akbery, p. 347. 

t An undent Sanscrit poem of the dramatic form, translated by Sir William Jones: Set the 

beginning of the huh act. 

3 
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larged by the power reserved to the king, of taking even a fourth of the crops, in Chas- 

times of distress. As he was himself the judge of these times of necessity, we " v 

may believe that they were of pretty frequent recurrence. 

2. In the second of these fiscal ordinances, a variety of products are enume¬ 

rated, which, in a rude age, are cither the spontaneous produce of ttie soil, as 

flowers, roots, grass; or obtained from the spontaneous produpe, by some very 

simple process: as perfumes and medical substances, by expression; flesh-meat and 

honey, by killing the animals which produce them ; nnd these, as costing little in 

point of labour, are ail taxed at the highest rate imposed upon grain. By one of 

those capricious arrangements which abound in the institutions of a rude people, 

utensils made of leather, cane, earth, and stone, in tlie production of wliieh labour 

is the principal agent, are placed under the same exaction as the spontaneous 

productions of the soil. The consequence must have been to render these com¬ 
modities proportionally dear. 

In the execution of this ordinance, it seems that there must have been exces¬ 

sive uncertainty, and excessive expense. What is meant by * the annual 

increase? Is it the quantity by which the produce of one year exceeds the 

produce of the former ? And when the produce of any one year does not exceed 

the produce of the former, is there nettling to lie taxed? If this is not the case, 

and if, as we may conjecture, it is the annual produce which was thus to be taxed, 

the disregard of precision m the wording of these laws is conspicuously mam’ 

Tested. The “annual produce of trees * is an absurd expression: Trees grow not 

by the year: The tpiantity of trees annually cut down, i* what we may conjec¬ 

ture to have been meant. What shall lie said of such expressions, as “the 

annual produce,” * of clarified butter,” - of flesh-meat," “ of flowers ? ” These 

are not commodities, which continue accumulating, till the amount of the animal 

produce is seen entire at the end of the year. They ore commodities daily brought 

into existence and daily consumed, To collect the tax upon them, a daily visit 

in each family would hardly suffice. The gatherers of the taxes enumerated m 

this single ordinance would need to he tittle below a twentieth part of the whole 

population. In the execution of this ordinance, the temptation to the incessant 

practice of all the arts of fraud, on the part of the people, and the powers of 

oppression bestowed upon the collectors, were wdl calculated to fill society with 
immorality and suffering. 7 

'T In the third rf the oboTC ordinances are enumerated the principal classes ni 

moveables known to the Hindus, ft seems to be the addition made in any year 

to the previous stock, and not the previous stock itself; of which one fiftieth is 

taken in the way of tax. In a society, full of knowledge and industry, this 
vox. t. 2a 
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Book IL would have been a tax upon capital, and therefore mischievous : in Hindustan, 

where gold, silver, and gems, were most commonly hoarded, and not devoted to 

production, as far as they were concerned, it would not have been easy to find a 

less objectionable tax. Unless in a state of society rapidly progressive, or a state 

in which there is excessive fluctuation of fortune*, that is, excessive misery, it 

would be a very unproductive tax. 

4. In the words of the fourth ordinance is described a tax on all purchases 

and sales. The circumstances on which the amount is made to depend are so 

uncertain, as to constitute, as before, a great seminary of fraud on the one hand, 

and a great office of oppression on the other. The tax is also hurtful to produc¬ 

tion, by impeding circulation; that is, the passage of property from a situation in 

which it is less, to one in which it is more useful. 'The mode in which, at least in 

modem times, it was chiefly raised, namely, that of transit duties, multiplied to 

excess, obstructed all that encouragement to industry which is afforded by the 

interchange of commodities, not only between different countries, but one province 

and another of the same country. As often as property which has been, and is 

to lie, employed ns capital, is bought and sold, it is a tax upon capital. 

5. A poll tax, when paid in money, or any other common measure of value, 

is chiefly objectionable on account of its inequality; as the same sum is a very 

different burthen to different persons. 

6. A poll tax paid in labour is somewhat less objectionable in point of equa¬ 

lity, though the same portion of his time may be a much greater burthen upon 

one man than it is upon another. It is chiefly objectionable on account of the 

loss of time, and of property, which it occasions to those who have it to pay. In 

a well-ordered society, accordingly, where every man's time and labour are dis¬ 

posed of to the best advantage, it has no place. 

Some of these ordinances arc modified, or the words rendered a little more 

precise, in the Gentoo Code translated bv Mr. Halhed. The following are 

examples. If a man purchase goods in his own kingdom, and sell them again 

there, one tenth of his profit goes to the magistrate. If the purchase took place 

in a foreign kingdom, and the sale in his own, one twentieth only is the share of 

the magistrate.* If n man, having purchased flowers, or roots, as ginger, 

radishes, and the like, or honey, or grass, or firewood, from another kingdom, sells 

them in his own, the magistrate is entitled to one sixth of his profits.^ What was 

* The political economist*of Hindustan, sad those of the mercantile theory in modem Europe, 

proceeded on different vim, 

t Halhed's Gentoo Code, ch, rxi. sect. >k On sale* of very small amount, or on those of 

young heiftvw (the cow “ ii» a aacred animat) no lax was levied. 
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the reason of severe exaction in such coses does not appear. Rude times give not Chap. V, 

reasons. In the days of Mena these taxes appear to have l#en much more mode- s v—^ 

rate; a fiftieth of mercantile profits being the ordinary, and a twentieth the 

extraordinary' tax. 

Id this system of taxation, other sources are of small importance; the revenue Crcnmdun 

of the sovereign arises almost wholly from the artificial produce of the land To 

understand lit what manner the people of Hindustan were affected by taxation, ^j1 ,mm 

the circumstances of this impost are all tliat need he very minutely explored. 

The tenure of land in Hindustan has been the source of violent controversies 

among the servants of the Company; and between them and other Europeans. 

They first sprung up amid the disputes between Mr. Hastings and Mr. Francis, 

respecting the best mode of taxing Bengal. And they have been carried an with 

great warmth, and sometimes with great acrimony, ever since. Of these contro¬ 

versies the account will be due, at the periods when they occur. At present it 

will suffice to bring to light the circumstances which appear to ascertain the 

ancient state of the country, in respect to the distribution of property in the land. 

In a state of society resembling our own, in which property is secure, and 

involves very extensive rights or privileges, the affections towards it become so 

strong, and these gi ve such a force to the associations, by which the idea of it in 

our minds is compacted and formed, that in minds of little range whose habits are 

almost mechanical, and obstinate, the particulars which they have been accustomed 

to combine together under the idea of property, appear to he connected by nature, 

and such as cannot, without extreme injustice, be made to exist apart. 

Nevertheless, if we examine the history of the different stages of society, we 

shall find, that at different times, very different rights and advantages are included 

under the idea of property : that at very early periods of society it included very 

few; that originally, it probably included nothing more than use during occu¬ 

pancy, the commodity being liable to be taken by another, the moment it was 

relinquished by the hand which held it: that one privilege is added to another as 

society advances; and that it is not till a considerable progress has been made 

in civilization, that the right of property involves all the powers which are ulti¬ 

mately bestowed upon it. 

It is hardly necessary to add, that the different combinations of benefits which 

are included under the idea of property, at different periods of society, are all 

equally factitious: that they are all equally arbitrary ; not the creation of nature, 

but the creatures of will; determined, and chosen by the society, as that arrange¬ 

ment with regard to useful objects which is, or is pretended to be, the best for all. 

2a 2 
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LBot>K 11 . 15 worthy of remark, that property in in area Wes was established ; and that 

il conveyed most of the powers which are at any time assigned to it; while, us 

yet, property in land hod no existence. So Jong as men continue to derive their 

subsistence from hunting; so long, indeed, os they continue to derive it from their 

flocks and herds, tJie land is enjoyed m common. Even when they begin to 

derive it partly from the ground, though the man who iias ploughed or dug a 

field is regarded as possessing in it a property Oil he has reaped his crop, he has 

no better title to it than another for the succeeding year.* 

£Stbe^. lu pr08CCUtin^ the ■**“*»» whi<* ^ found to spring from the newly- 

liikihifSk !IIVe!,ted ™ethod of deriving the means, of subsistence from the ground, experience 
jimiiticiurof ™ diacuvers, that much obstruction is created by restricting the right of 

ownership to a single year; and that food would lie provided in greater abund¬ 

ance, it. by a greater permanence, men were encouraged to a more careful cultiva¬ 

tion/ To make, however, that belong to one man, which formerly iieionged to 

aR, is a change to which men do nut easily reconcile their mind.*. When it is a 

tiling of so much importance as the land, the change Is a great revolution. To 

overcome tlie |»pular resistance, various expedients are probably employed. That 

which appears to have been the most generally successful, is to vest tlie sovereign, 

as the representative of the society, with that property in the land which belongs 

to the society; and he parcels it out to individuals, with that permanence, and 

those other powers of ownership, which are regarded as most favourable to the 

extraction from the land of those benefits which it is calculated lo yield. When 

a sovereign takes possession of a country by conquest, he naturally appropriates 

' Suevomm go™ est loi.ge maxima et beUic*t|*u Gcramnomm omnium, li centum pocoi 

hebere dicimtur.* * * Prr.AU ct brparati ogri apiid to# nihil esL: Deque fojigim anno iviijuntiTE? uno ftt 

jKo.mcoIendj ciuaalfm: Deque muJtum sed ma*hjaiii pajtem litc^ aique pcc^re vmuit 

multumqoesuDt m venation* us. Cwar. De Bell. Gab tib. iv. cap. 1. Among some tribes Drnogro« 

on the com* of Africa, each individual must obtain the consent of the chief before ho baa liberty 

to cultivate a fidd, and if only protected in it* ptESefsion till he has reaped the erep for which lie 

has toiled. Hi*u>irc Generale des Voyage*, tom, v. ch. ril sect. 5, » Neipie quUqimin ogri mo 

duua cettum, aut tints proprius hahet; fed maglstmtui aeprindpes, ia annas shgulos, gentihu* 

cognatiaaibusque homiaum qai una coienmt quantum et quo loco riaum eft agri atiribuunt; 

atque wmo post, alio transire cogunt” C*tar. Du Bello Galileo, lib. vi. cap. 20. 
—lUgidi Gelb, 

Immetotii qujbuft jugira tiheras 

Fmgfcs ei Cererem feruntfc 

N|re cult uni placet longior annua; 

Defunct unique laboribus 
iEquaJi rcensit saric vicarius. Her, lib- iii Oil 2$, 
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to himself oil the benefits which the ideas to which his soldiers have been aocus- 
turned pettiiiL 

Tl«e incipient state of property hi land has been observed, in Africa, tety nearly 

sudi as it has here lieen desert lied; and a state of things very little removed from 
it may he traced in every quarter of the glolie. 

In many of the rude parts of Africa, the property of the land is understood to 

reside in the sovereign; it is i„ the shape of a donation from him that individuals 

are allowed to cultivate any portion of it: and when the son succeeds to the 

father, as is generally the case, it is only by a prolongation of the royal bounty, 

which in some places, at least, is not obtained without a formal solicitation.• it 

ts known, tliat m Egypt, the king was the sole proprietor of the land; and one 

fifth of the produce appears to have !*een yielded to him as revenue or rent.t 

Throughout the Ottoman dominions, the Sultan claims to himself the sole pro- 

lierty in land4 The same has undoubtedly been the situation of Persia, both in 

ancient ami modern times.* « It k established,” says the late intelligent Gover¬ 

nor of Java, “ from every source of inquiry, tliat the sovereign in Java is the lord 

* Genemledc* Verges, tom. Iv, d., xfiL p. 203, Modem Universal History, vol. 
svii. p. SSS. I Jim induced to transcribe the following passage from Mr. Turk; « Concerning 

property id the w.i: it up,fared to me that the Iamb and norite wood* were considered u Moor- 

inK 10 tlie m (ifte* tine ^vmnuunl was not monarchical) to die state* When nny indi-vl 
dual of free condition had the means of cultivating wrote W than he actually pressed, he applied 

to the chief man ofthc district, who allowed him an extension of territory, on condition of forfd- 

tu« if the load, were not brought into cultivation by o given period. The condition being 
hi]hik’d, tiie soil became vested m the pressor; and, for aught that appeared to me, descended to 
hig Iietfs. Travel* in Africa* p.gGO, 261, 

“ tllL' k,ld is to H™* to king j but if a mar, chooses to clear a rpot and erect a 
town he rosy : the land is free for any of the people. If a stranger. Indeed, that is, an European, 
should -ub to settle among them, he must make a present of goods to the king." Correspondence 
n John Kixell, on the stale of the people on the river Sherbro, Appendix to the Sixth Report of 
ihe Alrikun Institution! p. 133. ^ 

t Herodou lib. a. cap. c*. say,, that Samatris, a. he wan told by the priest* divided all the land 
n: Egypt among the people, and thence raised hi* revenues, imposing an annual tribute on each 
portton; «. « ,*s mralvrro Wrr^.., 

Strabo, lib. xvit. p. 1135. Diod, Sic. lib. i. sect. 2. cap. xxiv. 
Sec too, 

VQ*‘ P‘ ^ 06 rE****’ P- i Getu^l 

$ For iufonmition on tl.b point, (ce HefodoL lib. «i.: lib. iv. cap, xlii,; Sir William Ouselevb 

TraoriatWEbn Haukal, an Arabian geographer, who lived in the tenth century, p, W7 - 
tutas of Timur; Ayecn Aibery; Chardin * Travels. ° P ‘ 

Chap. V. 
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Book II- ftf the soil-”* And when the fact Urotalilishcd in regard to Java, it is established 

with regard to all that part of the'eastern islands, which in point of manners and 

civilization resembled Java. It is not disputed that in China the whole property 

of the soil is vested in the Emperor.f By the laws of the Welsh, in the ninth 

century, all the land of the kingdom was declared to belong to the king and 

we may safely, says Mr, Turner, believe that the same law prevailed while the 

Britons occupied the whole island,$ 

Tl* andwii To those who contemplate the prevalence of tills institution, among nations con- 

tLLtiuosflftlio tiguous to the Hindus, and resembling them in the state of civilization, it cannot 

surprising, that among them, too, the sovereign was the lord of the soil 

The fact is, indeed, very forcibly implied, in many of the ancient laws and insti- 

id ttw king, tutions. Of old hoards,5" says one of the ordinances of Menu* “ and precious 

minerals in the earth, the king is entitled to half by reason of his general protec¬ 

tion, and because he is the supreme lord of the sdJ,"]| The king, as proprietor, 

end as fully entitled to an equitable return for the land which he has let* is em¬ 

powered to punish the cultivator for bad cultivation. a If land be injured* by 

# Got. Raffled Minute on Java, p. 6; also* p- 7% 108* The distribution of foe land among 

foe Fenivlans was m follows: One third part of it woe dedicated to> and cultivated for, foe godji 

that U» the priests. Another third part the Inca reserved for h Enoself, for foe maintenance of his 

court and of hk Armies. The remaining third he distributed to dm people, aligning an established 

parfojo to each family. “ But no particular man*** (says Acosta, Nat. and Mar. Hist, of foe Indies 

booh VI. di, xt-) 11 possessed any thing proper to lumsrif of this third portion, neither did the 

Indians ever possess any, if tt were not by special grace from foe Inca*" Gardbseo de la Vega 

trila us, (part L hook Vr ehH L) that it was only when there was more land than sufficed for the 

people, that the Inca and the Sun received their full third#: when that was not the cw^ these por¬ 

tions wife diminished to augment to foe proper proportion that of foe people- See too Dull, 

Lettres *ur fAmerique, let. xv* For great services hind wa# given in full property ; Acosta, book 

VL eh. xvui; and this is another remarkable coincidence with what existed in Hindustan. 

f Abbe Grosier Dmr. dc In Chine; but Mr- Barrow's testimony is foe most direct and satin* 

factory. "The emperor," says fae*“is considered m foe sole proprietary of foe sail* but the tenant 

“ nev'cr turned out of possession os long m be continues to pay his rent* which ia calculated at 

about one tcofo of wliai \m farm U supposed capable of yielding; and though foe holder of lands 

can only be considered as a tenant at wHJp yet it is his own fault if he should be dispossessed."1 
Barrow * China, p. 397. 

| leges WaUicKj Heel, cap. 337- 

f Turner's History of foe Anglo-saxons, voL ii- ch iii, 

|| Laws of Monti, ch+Tih. 33* I have hero substituted foe word mpremc for the word paramount} 

used by Sir Villain Jones, which has no meaning but a* it relates to foe feudal institutions of 

Europe, and id calculated to convey an erroneous idua+ 
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the fault of the farmer himself, as if he fails to sow it in due time, he »ha!) lie Chap. 

fined ten times as much as the king’s share of the crop, that might otherwise have '-v* 

f>ecii raised : but only five times as much, it it was the fault of liis servants with¬ 

out his knowledge.”* Among other ancient memorials of Hindu institutions 

aud manners are certain inscriptions engraved on durable materials. Some of 

them are records of grants of land, commonly to favourite Brahmens; and afford 

strong indication of the proprietary rights of the sovereign. The sovereign gives 

away villages and lands, not empty, but already occupied by cultivators, and pay¬ 

ing rentf It appears from an ordinance of Yagyawaleya, one of the most sacred 

of the law sages, that the kings alienated the lands witliin then- dominions, in 

the same manner, and by the same title, as they alienated any portion of their 

revenues. } On this point, it is of material importance to remark, that up to the 

* Law* of Menu, ch, viiL 243- 

f Sec a royal gnmiufland, engraved on a copper plate, bearing dale twenty-three year* before 

Christ: and discovered among the ruins at Mongufr, translated by Mr. Wilkins, AsiaU Researches, 

i. 123. " Be i| known," says the inscription, tp. 12S) "that I have given the above-mentioned 

town of Mcueeka, whose limits include die fields where the cattle graze, above and below the «ur> 

fitce, with oil the land* belonging to it, together with all the Mango and Modtiuo trees; all its 

waters, and dl their bonks and verdure; all in rents, all its tolls and fines for crimes, and Awards 

for catching thieve*. In it there shall be no molestation, no passage for troops," Ac. It b here 

remarkable that the sovereign as well os the proprietary rights arc given away; so indissolubly 

were there united in the minds and institutions of the Hindus. In the same manner in another 

grant of land found at Tunna, and bearing date An. Chrbti, 1018, the land b given away " with 

its herbage, wood, and water, and with power of punishing fer the ten crimes." Asiat. Researches, 

t Let a king, haxtag green W, or tuiigtttd rewmie, cause his gift to be written for the inform*, 

far. of good princes, who will succeed him, cither on prepared doth, or on a plate of copper, 

sealed above with Jus signet ; having described his ancestor* and himself, the dimensions or quan¬ 

tity of the gift, with its metes and bounds, tflt be land, and set his own hand to it* and specified 

the time, let him render his donation firm " See the original, and the translation of Sir William 
Jones, Asmt. Res. its. 50. 

The Digest of Hindu law, treated by Ccfcbrodke, <L 460) declares, « By conqu«L 

the earth became the property of the holy Pamsa Roma, by gift the property of the sage Cosy ana- 

and, committedl by bun to Cshatriyas for the sake of protection, became their profcX «££ 

successively Imtd by powerful conquerors, and not by subject*, cultivating the soiL" It foXr 

appears, frem the some passage, that by agreement with the sovereign, and not otherwise, a tenure 

of more than one year might he required; but without such agreement, the cultivator might be 

tamed away a, the end of every year, if a larger rent wo, offered by am- oilier. It was highly 

nectary to quote dus passage though it is affirmed by Col, Wilks, ,ok- a law manufojJ 

TtZ ?*? lbC Di^’ - to «*« the opinions of the ruling 
power, at that time m love with the Zetumdarey system. Col. Wilks affirms, that there is nouuug 
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Book IL time, when the interests of the Company's servants led them to raise a eontro* 

" v ^ versy about th* rights of the Zemindars, every Eurojiean visitor, without one 

exception that I have found, agrees in the opinion, that the sovereign was the 

ow ner of the soil* 

whatsoever which die Brahmens cannot make to be law, on a similar oceasi an. And it is at least 

certain. that pan of what iltey give us tew has been proved to be at variance with all that appears 

either of their present or ancient institutions. 

tr That there were no hereditary estate* In India; for that all the land belonged to the king, 

which he ditfpOftcd of at pleasure/1 Persian authority, quoted by Stewart, Hist, of Bengali p. 132, 

* It ta proper to adduce the more remarkable msuuiceft. The ancient Greeks who visited India 

expressly inform us, that the king* were the m\e proprietory of the rail, and that □ fourth putt of 

the produce wm usually paid them in kind m the rent or tribute. Strabo, lib, it, p. lO$Qa DIod- 

Sit. lib, il. p, 53+ 

44 Diodorus, Strabo, the voyagers and travellers of Inter timet, without any exception that Kba 

fallen within the scope of my limited reading, the authors of the Edifi antes, and the Euro¬ 

pean tmtullen who visited the court of Aurungzehe In the latter part of the seventeenth century, 

Bernier, Thevcnoi, Chardin* Tavernier, and I believe, Manouchi, me uuflnimous in denying 

the existence of private landed property in Indio." Wilks, Hbt* Sketches, pH 114- 

*1 In revenue the Emperor doiibtless exceeds either Turk or Fenian, or nay eastern prince, the 

sums 1 dare not name, but the fleam- All the tend la hie, no man has a foot." Sir T* Roe to the 

Archbishop or Canterburyt Churchill, L SOS- 

11 Temtcs 1«s tores du royamne,1 lays Bernier, " ostwt en propre an roi/* &c. Suite de Mem, 

sur TEnap, du Grand Mogul, t. il p- 10, Sec aho, p. ISO, 174, 178: at p, 189, he makes the 

following remark; ** Ces irois etaEs, Turkic, Perse, et 3'Hmdmman, comme \h out tous oat£ ce 

AKfff, et ec Tien, a regard des foods de terre et de la preprint £ de* possessions-, qui est h fcnide- 

meat de tout ce qu il y a de beau ct de bon dons le iuondc* ne peuvont quits ue se ressembiem de 

bien pres,” Montesquieu seem* to have been fully aware of this important, Fact-—*" Les loix des 

Indes, pri dannent ht form qux ptimxsf et Stent am jjarfktdkrs resprit tfeproprUti9 augmcnlent 

les mauvab efiets da climat, c*est d dire, te pure^e nsturelle.^ E*p. de Tote, liv. xiv* ch. 6. 

u AU the lands in India are considered as the properly of the king, except same hereditary dis¬ 

trict possessed by Hindoo princes.* Dow's Hindostan, preface, p. %uu 

fi All the land* in the kingdom,11 says Mr. Ormet (Fragments, p- 403) belong to the king : there¬ 

fore all die land* in the provinces ate subject to the Nabob- With him, dr his representatives, 

farmers agree for the cultivation of *ueh an extent, on reserving lo themselves *ueh a proportion 

of the produce* Thil proportion is settled according to the difficulty or ease of racing the grain,, 

and seldom exceeds a third. One third to Lite cultivator, and two thirds to the proprietor, would 

he accounted a rackrent in England. Mr* Omve says again, (livid, p. 414} « Die king* by being 

propnelur of tlie lands still to his subjects their fuhstetcnce, instead of receiving supplies from 

them. Mr. 11 ol well ays, (Interesting Historical Events, t. -230). The tents of the lands 

ore the property of the emperor." And again, u The tenures of the ryots are irrevocable, as long 

as they p*V tiic rent; and by the Laws of Hindustan, they must he twelve months in arrear before 

ttotjrvm be ejected-* Ibid* 
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Wherever the Hindus have been left most entirely under the influence of their Cn*r. V. 

ancient customs and laws, the facts wliich now offer themselves to the senses of v---' 

the observer fully correspond with the inference wliich would be drawn from 

these laws, and prove that property in land was vested in the sovereign. Under 

the direction of the Governor-General of Bengal, a journey was undertaken, in 

the year 17G6, by Mr. Motte, to the diamond mines in the province of Orissa. 

In a narrative of his journey, he gives an account of the distribution of the 

land at Sumbhulpoor, which till that time had remained under the native govern- 

ment. Each village being rated to the government at a certain quantity of rice, 

which is paid in kind, the land is thus divided among the inhabitants : To every 

man, as soon as he arrives at the proper age, is granted such a quantity of arable 

land as is estimated to produce 242^ measures of rice, of which he" must pay 

60| measures, or aliout one fourth to the rajah or king. Mr. Motte adds: 

U Tfl° reSfrvcii i*ut of three or four villages, being one fourth the produce of the 

land, is applied to the use of the rajah’s household. The reserved rent of the 

rest is given to his relations or principal servants, who by these means have all 

the inhabitants dependent on themDr. Buchanan gives a most instructive 

account of the manner in which the crop, in those parts of India which are most 

purely Hindu, is divided between the inhabitants and the government. Ft. 

Bengal it is not allowed to be cut down till the rent or tax is find paid: but in 

those countries to which liis journey principally relates, it is the custom, after the 

grain has been thrashed out in the field, to collect it into heaps, and then to 

divide it. A heap generally consists of aliout 110 Winchester bushels, of which 

he presents the following distribution as a specimen of the partition which is 

usually made. For the gods, that is, for the priests at their temples, is deducted 

fiveseere, containing about on e-third of a Winchester gallon each; for charity, 

or for the mendicant Brahmens, an equal quantity ; for the astrologer and the 

Brahmen of the village, one seer each; for the barber, the pot maker, the washer¬ 

man, and the Vasaradava, who is both carpenter and blacksmith, two seere each* 

for the measurer, four seem; for the Aduca, a kind of beadle, seven seers; for 

the village chef, eight seers, out of which he lias to furnish the village sacrifices ■ 
and for the aceompUnt, ten seers. All these perquisites are the same, whatever 

bv*Tlo^rtr«0f'10 ^ DLun0rui ^^Sumblmlpoor, in the Pre*in« ofOri**, 
J 1 f°‘** E‘5'1'’ Aj“t* Ajwu*! Register, L, Miacrilnnceui Tmcto, v 75, j[r 

Mf a “ T ^ *“ “ 9mbtui^ - «»vMfod M a tidier, mJ » auJL* 

‘ y **•+*-" » given to him by the wife from the produce of the fen*. 
VOL. L 3 Q 

V 
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be the size of the heap beyond a measure of about twenty-five Winchester 

bushels. When these allowances are withdrawn the heap is measured; and tor 

every eandaca which it contains, a measure equal to 5t^ Winchester 

there is again deducted half a seer to the village watchmen, two and a half 

seers to the accomplant, as much to the chief of the village; and the bottom of 

the heap, about an inch thick, mixed with the caiw-dung which in order to 

purify it iiad been spread on the ground, is given to the Nirgunty, or conductor 

of water. These several deductions, on a heap of twenty c&mL&tas, or 110 

Winchester bushels, amount to about 5^ per cent, on the gross produce. Of 

the remainder, 10 per cent, is paid to the collectors of the revenue, as their 

wages or hire; and the heap is last of all divided into halves between the king 
and the cultivator * 

From these facts only one oemduskra can be drawn, that the property of the 

soil resided in the sovereign; for this reason, that If k did not reside in him, it 

wili be impossible to show to whom it belonged The cultivators were left a 

bare compensation, often not so much as a bare compensation, for the Lil«xir 

and cost of cultivation : they got the benefit of their labour; all the benefit of 

the laud went to the ktng.f 

U|Mti the state of facts, ia those places where the present practices of the 

Hindus have not lweu forced into a disconformity with their ancient institutions, 

the fullest light has been thrown, by those servants of the Company, who made 

the inquiries requisite for the introduction of a regular system of finance, into 

the extensive regions in the south of India added to the British dominions 
ft 

* Buchanan1* Journey through the Mysore, Ac, l t $* 130, I9i* ®65- N This simple mode of 

rating land* fur half their yearly produce is derived from the remotest antiquity in different part* 

of Hindustan, and trill invariably prevails in such countries at were left unsubdued by iheMaho- 

iDedun^ like Tartjore, where the undent Indian forma of administration ore, for the most part* 

preserved eotire/1 British India Analysed, L IBS, 

t THo Missionary Duhntu, with his singular opportunities of correct infomiuiEou, say* perempto¬ 

rily; M Creditor* can have no hold on the Heal estate of theif debtors, because the Hindu* have no 

property In the soil. The lands which they cultivate are the domain of the prince, who it the whs 

proprietor. Hi* can resume them ai his pleasure, and give llseni to another to cultivate. Even 

the hull in which they Bvc* built of mud and covered with 1 hatch, are not thrir own. All belongs 

to the prince; and if a man, for any reason whateverp quits his habitation hi the village* he can by 

no means diipoec ot it to another, u] though it wera Constructed by his own hands. The onfjr pro¬ 

perty I hey posses u their few caw% and buHalo^; and upon these no creditor ta allowed to lay 111* 

hand*; because* if deprived uf hit cattle, he would be unable to cultivate the land; whence an 

injury would accrue to rim prince." Description, &e. of the People of India, by the Abbe Ehs- 
boi% p* 
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during the administrations of the Marquisses Cornwallis and Welledey. Place, CllA|l y. 

Munro, Thackeray, and Hodgson, were happily men of talents; sufficiently en- "-*-—' 

lightened, that is sufficiently free from prejudices, to see the things which were 

before them with their naked eyes ♦ and not tlirougb the spectacles of EngM 

anticipations. The reports of these meritorious gentlemen, presented to their 

superiors, have been secured for the public by the printed Reports of the Com¬ 

mittee of the House of Commons, which Inquired into East India Affairs in 

1810, and confirm the truth of the delineation which we had already received. 

From these documents the committee have drawn the following as a general A^nU Pu> 

picture: “ A village, geographically considered, is a tract of country, compris- 

ing some hundreds, or tliousands, of acres of arable and waste land. Politi- t^’S'«*•*» 

«dly viewed, it resembles a corporation, or township. Its proper establishment p^W**"* 

of officers and servants consists of the following descriptions: The Potaii, or 

head inhabitant, who has the general superintendance of the affairs of the village, 

settles the disputes of the inhabitants, attends to the police, and performs the 

duty of collecting the revenues within his village i The Cumum, who keeps the 

accounts of cultivation, and registers every thing connected with it: The Tot- 

liar and Tot ie; the duty of the former appearing to consist in a wider and more 

enlarged sphere of action, in gaining information of crimes and offences, and in 

escorting and protecting persons travelling from one village to another; the pro- 

vinec of the Utter appearing to be more immediately confined to the village, 

consisting, among other duties, in guarding the crops, and assisting in measuring 

them: The Rottndaryman, who preserves the limits of the village or gives evi¬ 

dence respecting them in cases of dispute: The Superintendent of water- 

courses and tanks, who distributes the water for the purposes of agriculture: 

Tte Brahmen, who performs the village worship: The Schoohuuter, who is 

seen teaching the children in the villages to read and write in the sand: The 

Calendar Brahmen, or astrologer, who proclaims the iuckv, or unpmpitious 

periods far sowing and thrashing: The Smith, and Carpenter, who manufac¬ 

ture the implements of agriculture, and build the dwelling of the ryot ■ The 

Potman or potter: The JVashennan: The Barber: The Cow-keeper who 

looks after the cattle: The Doctor: The Dancing Girt, who attends at re¬ 
joicings : The Musician, and the Poet. 

“ Under this simple form of municipal government, the inhabitants of the 

country have lived, from time immemorial. The boundaries of the villages have 

been seldom altered: and though the villages themselves have been sometimes 

injured, and even desolated, by war, famine, and disease, the same name, the 

> SB 8 
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Boon II. same limits, the some interests, and even the same families, have continued for 

J ages. 'Hie inhabitants give themselves no trouble about the breaking up and 

division of kingdoms; while the village remains entire, they care not to what 

power it is transferred, or to what sovereign it devolves■ its internal economy 

remains unchanged; the Fotail is still the head inhabitant, and still nets as the 

petty judge and magistrate, and collector or renter of the village" * 

These villages appear to have been not only a sort of small republic, but to 

have enjoyed to a great degree the community of goods. Mr. Place, the collec¬ 

tor in the jaghire district at Madras, informs us, that * Every village considers 

itself a distinct society ; and its general concerns the sole object of the inlrnbi- 

tants at large: a practice,” he adds, “ which surely redounds as much to the 

public good os to theirs; each having, in some way or other, the assistance of 

the rest; the labours of all yield the rent; they enjoy the profit, proportionate 

to their original interest, and the loss falls light. It consists exactly with the 

principles upon which the advantages are derived from the division of labour; 

one man goes to market, whilst the rest attend to the cultivation and the harvest; 

each has his particular occupation assigned to him, and insensibly lalwurs for all. 

Another practice very frequently prevails, of each proprietor changing his lands 

every year. It is found in some of the richest villages; and intended, I imagine, 

to obviate that inequality to which a fixed distribution would be liable.^f 

The state of taxation is described by the same committee, in the following 

terms: u By the custom of the Hindu government, the cultivators were entitled 

to one half of the paddy produce (that is, grain in the husk) depending on t he 

periodical rains. Of the crops from the dry grain lands, watered by artificial 

* Fifth Report, Commit. 1810, p. 85. Sec, m “ Considerations or the State of India,” by A. 
Fraser Tvtler, i. 113, a description of a village in Bengal, which shows that the Indian cod tincut 

wad- pervaded by this institution. 
An association of a similar kind existed among the Mexicans* Robertson's America, iiL 283* 

Some curious strokes of resemblun ce appear in the following particulars of the Cd tic tuonnen, 

in idle highlands and islands of Scotland. 14 The peculiarities which strike the Dative of a com¬ 

mercial country, proceeded m a great measure from ihe want of money* To the *ervmits and 

dependants that were not domestic^ were appropriated certain portions of bind for their sup¬ 

port* Macdonald has n piece of ground yd, called the hird'v, or Etrnachies field. When a beef 

> was killed for the luum* particular parts were claimed as fees by the several officers* or workmen. 

The head belonged to the smith, and the udder of a cow to the piper; the weaver had likewise 

hi* particular part; and so many pierces followed these prescriptive claim*, that the lairdV was si 

lost but little-1' Johnsons Hebrides* 
+ Filth Report* ut supra* p, 125. 
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mean a, the share of the cultivator was about two-thirds. Before the harvest Chap. Y. 

commenced, the quantity of the crop was ascertained, in the presence of the "v 1 

inhabitants and village servants, by the survey of persons, unconnected with the 

village, who, from habit, were particularly skilful and expert, in judging of the 

amount of the produce, and w ho, in the adjustment of this business, were mate¬ 

rially aided by a reference to the produce of former years, us recorded by the 

accountants of the villages. The quantity which belonged to the government 

being thus ascertained, it was received in kind, or in money.” Of garden produce, 

of which the culture was more difficult, a smaller portion was taken; because, if 

field culture was taxed as much as it could bear, it seems to have been supposed 

that garden culture, at an equal rate of taxation, could not have been carried on. 

“ Such," continue the committee, “ were die rights of tlie ryots, according to 

the ancient usage of the country*. In consequence, however, of the cluuiges in¬ 

troduced by the Mahomedan conquest, and the many abuses which later times 

had established, the share really enjoyed by the ryots was often reduced to a 

sixth, and but seldom exceeded a filth. The assessments had no bounds but 

those which limited the supposed ability of the husbandman. The effects of this 

unjust system were considerably augmented by the custom, which Jiad become 

common with the Zemindars, of sub-renting their lands to farmers, whom they 

armed with unrestricted pow ers of collection, and who were thus enabled to dis¬ 

regard, whenever it suited their purpose, the engagements they entered into 

with the ryots; besides practising every species of oppression, which an unfeel¬ 

ing motive of self-interest could suggest. If they agreed with the cultivators at 

the commencement of the year, for a rent in money, and the season proved an 

abundant one, they then insisted on receiving their dues in kind. When they 

did take their rents in specie, they hardly ever failed to collect a part of them 

before the harvest time had arrived and the crops were cut; which reduced the 

jyots to the necessity of borrowing from money lenders, at a heavy interest of 

8, 4, and 5 per cent, per month, the sums requisite to make good the antici¬ 

pated payments that were demanded of them. If, from calamity or other cause, 

the ryots were the least remiss in the discharge of their rents* the officers of the 

renters weie instantly quartered upon them: and these officers they were obliged 

to maintain, until they might be recalled on the demand being satisfied. It was 

also a frequent practice with the renters to remove the inhabitants from fertile 

lands, in order to bestow them on their friends and favourites; and to oblige the 

ryots to assist them, where they happened to be farmers, in die tilling of their 
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Book EL lands; and! to furnish them gratuitously with labourer^, bullocks, carts, and 
straw."* 

The two terms. Ryots, and Zemindars, introduced into this passage, ore of fre¬ 

quent recurrence in the history of India, and require to be explained. By ryots, 

are always denoted the husbandmen ; the immediate cultivators of the ground. 

The Persian term Zemindar, introduced by the Mohamcd&n conquerors, was the 

name of a certain sort of middlemen, between the cultivator who raised tlie 

croj^ and the king who received the greater part of the surplus produce. Into 

the controversy respecting the nature ot the interest which the Zemindar pos¬ 

sessed in the land with respect to which he performed his function of middle¬ 

man, l shall not at present enter. Another occasion will present itself for the 

examination of that subject. It is here sufficient to soy, that in districts, 

sometimes ot greater, sometimes of less extent, a person, tinder the title of 

Zemindar, received the share of the produce which was exacted from the ryot, 

either by himself, or the persons to whom he farmed the receipts; and paid it 

over to the sovereign, reserving a prescribed portion to himself. The Zemindar 

was thus, whatever else he might be, the collector of the revenue, for the dis¬ 

trict to wliich he belonged. As the receipt of revenue, in a rude state of govern¬ 

ment, is the business most dear to the governor, the Zemindar, in order the 

better to secure this favourite end, was vested with a great share of the powers 

of government. He. was allowed the use of a military force; the police 

of the district was placed in his hands; and he was vested with the civil 

branch of judicature. W hen his district was large, lie was a sort of a petty 
prince. 

It Is necessary to advert to another circumstance in this quotation. The com¬ 

mittee say, that by the custom of the Hindu government one rate of taxation 

was established; a rate much more severe was introduced by the Mohainedan 

governments, and amid the abuses of modern times. For this opinion they 

have no authority whatsoever. It is, therefore, a mere prejudice. The rate 

which they mention gws JW beyond the scale of the ancient ordinances: And 

what reason is there to believe that the ancient Hindu governments did not, os 

the Mohainedan, levy assessments to die utmost limits of the supposed ability 

ot the ryots? In those parts of India which Europeans have found still remain¬ 

ing under Hindu governments, and which have never been subject to Mohame- 

FSfth Report, tit supra, p. B I, &2. 
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dan rule, the subjects leas oppressedj and more happy? If then? was any Chat, V 

difference, the state of the people under the Hindu governments was always the ^- 
worst. 

The rate established in the ancient ordinances lies been regarded as evidence 

of mild taxation, dint is, of good government. It only proves that ngrinilture 

was in its earliest, and most unproductive state- and that it could not afford to 

pay any more.* IV e may assume it as a principle, in which there is no room 

for mistake, that a government constituted and circumstanced as that of the 

Hindus had only one limit to its exactions, the non-existence of any thing 

further to take. And, under any state of cultivation, but the very worst, if the 

whole except n sixth of the produce of a soil, so rich as that of Hindustan, had 

been left with the cultivator, he must have bad the means of acquiring wealth, 

and of attaining a rank mid consequence which it is well ascertained that the 
ryots in India never enjoyed, f 

Notwithstanding these nroofs that the mmPKiiin m *im iB»i --.. 

ryots. The question with regard to the Zemindars may be re- f®*1 bt_ 
mHrtd «f th* I.W™. !■ __. - itingwl to At 

D ots belongs peculiarly to this part of the work. 

Ttie circumstance which appears to have misled the intelligent Europeans who 

have misinterpreted this part of the Hindu institutions, is the tenure of the rvot 

or husbandman, and the humane and honourable anxiety, lest the interests and 

the happiness of the most numerous class of the population should be sacrificed, 

it a tight of ownership should he acknowledged-in the sovereign. 

3 
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Boos IT. as the sovereign con hove a right to nothing which is injurious to Jus people, his 

ownership, if such were its tendency, ought ini mediately to cease. 

In a situation in which the revenue of the sovereign was increased in propor¬ 

tion to tile number of cultivators, and in which a great proportion of the land 

continued void of cultivators, there would be a competition, not of cultivators 

for the land, hut of the land for cultivators. If a ryot cultivated a piece of 

ground, and paid his assessment punctually to die sovereign, the sovereign would 

he far from any wish to remove him, when it was difficult to supply his place. 

If he sold the ground to another ryot, or left it to a successor, that is, put an* 

otheT in ids place who would fulfil the wishes of the sovereign, the sovereign, 

whose source of fear w as the want of a cultivator, had still cause for satisfaction ; 

and seldom, if ever, interfered. 

By practice, the possession of the ryot became, in tins manner, a permanent 

possession ; a possession from which he was not removed except when he failed 

to pay his assessment or rent; a possession which he could sell during his life, 

or leave by inheritance when he died. As far as rights can be established by 

prescription, these rights came undoubtedly to be established in the case of the 

ryots in India. And to take them away is one of the most flagrant violations of 

property which it Is possible to commit. 

But, even according to European ideas, a right to cultivate the land under 

all these, and still greater advantages, is not understood to transfer the 

ownership of the land. The great estates, in Ireland for example, let under 

leases perpetually renewable, are vendible and inheritable by the leaseholders, 

without affecting the ownership of their lords; subject, moreover, to a very 

important restriction, from which the sovereigns in India were free: • The lords 

of such estates cannot raise their rents at pleasure: The sovereigns in India 

enjoyed this privilege, and abused it to excess. Thus, the sovereigns in India had 

not only the ownership, but all the lienefit of the land ; the rights of the ryots, 

which ore incontestable, secured to them nothing more than the privilege of em¬ 

ploying their labour always upon the some soil, and of transferring that privilege 

to any other txxly ■ the sovereign claiming a right to take of the produce as much 

as he pleased, and seldom leaving them more tlian a very scanty reward fur their 

labour. 

* It is remarkable that the king's tenants inonriffll demesne were, in England, perpetual, cm the 

same condition as the ryots in India. A glcba amove ri nun potcrint, cftmmdiu solvere possuntde* 

bjta.* pemitme*. Bratton, lib, L cap, u. 
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That ownership in the land gave any right to this extent of exaction is so far Ciutr. v. 

from a justifiable inference that it is the very reverse, A government, whatever '-%-* 

lie its form, cannot, without violating its obligations to the people, spend any sum. 

even the smallest, beyond what is strictly necessary for the performance of the 

services, which it is destined to render. Even this smallest possible sum, a govern¬ 

ment, whatever its ownership, is justifiable in taking from the cultivators of the 

land, only if that is the mode in which alt the qualities desirable in a financial 
system ffln* the most completely nlrtoincd. 

1 he facte, tipon which this view of the subject it established* nrv now, by the 

satisfactory investigations of some of the most arcomplished of the servants of 

the Company, placed beyond the posnbiliiy of doubt. In contending for the pri¬ 

vileges of the ryots, they would no doubt observe. that in this mode of mterprc- 

tation we reduce the ownership of the sovereign to an empty name; and that to 

the admission of it, thus understood, they see no objection. The controversy is 

then at a close. It is most certain, that the principles which constitute the verv 

foundation of government reduce the mnenhip of the sovereign in the soil, 

whenever it exists, to the limits above described. And it is no less certain, that 

all which is valuable in the soil, after the deduction of what is due to the sove¬ 

reign, belongs of incontestable right to the Indian husbandman.* 

• The following quotations will show how completely these deductions accord with ihe bets 

which the late perfect investigation has elicited. Mr. Thackeray, in his general report, remarks. 

All this peninsula, except, perhaps, only Ctiun, Malabar, and a few other provinces, has exhi¬ 

bited, from time immemorial, hut one system of land revenue. The land has been considered the 

property of the Circar [government}, and of the ryots. The interest in the soil has been divided 

between these two; but ihe ryoli have possessed little more interest than that of being hereditary 

lenanuj. If any persons have a claim to participate with government in the property of the sod, 

it is the ryot*/' (Fifth Report, ut supra, P.<B2-) Three ideas, and even the very word., hare been 

adopted, in the Report or the Boo«] of Revenue, lb. p. 698. « Lands," says Mr. Place, •• cannot 

be alienated without a written instrument i because both the sovereign and the subject hare a 

mutual property m them. Each, however, may alienate his own, and the other is not aflccu.il. 

Die sovereign may part with his interest in them: but the usufructuary right remains with the 

subject. And all that the latter can sell, mortgage, or give away, is the enjoyment of the profit, 

after paying what is due to the sovereign.” (Ibid. p. 718.) Mr. Harris, in his report on Tanjore, 

informs us, " A meerassadar (ryot) disposes of his station in any manner he pleases. He disposes 

of it, too, and quits, without being bound to give, to any one, notice of his transfer and departure. 

Like him, hu Successor superintends its cultivation, and pays its revenue. Government know 

no dung of his relinquishment; and if they knew of it, they would not care about it here, os in 

Europe. The proprietorship of the land belongs to government at the landlord s and he who is 

entrusted with die duty of making it productive, lives upon it mid cultivate, it, so long as he pay. 

its revenue, and no longer. But this occupation of it, while the superior is satisfied, has been 

VOL. I. a r 
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Pooh IT. The Hindu mode of raising the revenue of the state, wholly, or almost 

wholly, by taking ns much as necessary of the rent of the land, while it is the 
A4v.i ll tap.t-fi 

and dk&fult'Dii- 
tap* u»' die 
llukiia crude 
of mi m fij51 be 
public revenue 
Wnx* Uu Iwndr 

fotivurttd by the mecrussndar, into a righn They have made the right a property; and they 

retain, MrLilj lend, givu, or mortgage, according to tlicir jndluntjon, the whole or any part of itw 

(Ibid.&2Di) Even Mr. Hodgson, who is an advocate for raising the revenue through the instrument 

tidily of Zeinij titer*, affine the righh of the cultivator? lobe incontestable, 11 t make,11 says, he, 

“ the follow jog induction! : 1*t that the cultivators have o right, every where, to pay n fixed tax 

fur the land they occupy ; 2dly* that they have the right, universally, to occupy ibis land, so long 

as they pay the standard rent^ Sdly, that they have tile right to ecd or transferj by deed* gift, or 

otherwise* the land they occupyp subject alwnj, s to the condition of paying the standard rent ; 

4thly. that they exercise the right, stated In the third position, wherever the standard rent Ira not 

been mertfcfled* so as to absorb all the profit no cultivation, or amble land b sufficiently scarce to 

be of value so the acquisition/* (lb. 979-} If the writer means, by saying that the cultl vator had 

a rigJit to pay no more than a fixed fent, that it would have been right or good to pay only in that 

manner, I maintain the same doctrine , but if he moan* that the cultivator ever mjoyed tins right* 

the propositiun it far from true. In every other respect I juwih to the propositions of Mr* I lotlg- 

*on. f also agree with him, when he says; ** Provided the property in private estate*, tliat is* the 

standard rent, and no more, he paid by these owners of private entitles* 1 hold it to be a matter of 

t cry secondary importance to them, whether the rent is demanded of them by the ancient rajahs 

or poly gars, the officers of Hyjnuggur or Bcduorc government, the rajah coorg, fhfc ud^ildors of tite 

Company, or the (to he created) ^emmdars of the Company,'M (lib 980.) The collector of Tanjore 

aW thinks it not worth inquiring what ownership the sovereign ha*, provided the usufruct of the 

ryot is well defined imd secured. (tb>831«) See Hodgson again to the some effect, (Jb» p+ 926i) 

We are informed by Mr, Fork, that in Africa* when a permission to cultivate a spot of ground has 

been granted by the sovereign, it is not resumed, wJiile ihe revenue or rent h paid {Travels, p* 

2tiL) Id China, Mr* Barrow azures us, that die cultivator, though in reality a tenant at will, in 

m-ver dI*jwiSoe^&edt but when he foiU to discharge the staled engagements. H So accustomed/' he 

adds, 44 am the Chinese to consider an state as their own, while they' continue to pay ihe rent, 

that a Furtugucsc in Macao had nearly lost his life for endeavouring to raise the rent upon hb 

Chinese tenant!.* {Travels in Chino, p. 397.) Hr. Buchanan sayit *■ The ryots or farmers have 

no property in the ground; but itb nut usual to lorn any man awpy, so long as he pays the curto* 

tnary rent* Evsn in the reign of Tippoo* such an act would have been looked upon at im upturn til¬ 

ing grievance/’ {Journey tiuough Mysore, &c- u 124.) “The genius and tendency of all 

Hindu institution? i>, to render offices, as well as property, hereditary/' (’Wilks’s Hist. Sketches, 

p* 23).] 14 Tim king im the general heir of eJL hb subjects ; but when there are children to inherit, 

they arc seldom deprived of their fathers estate/' (Dew's Hindoiiianj pref p. xiii,) 

rcAw «aa' irJW *rj-w t*» niyHiw ik*f^ an W*. {Dio Chrysostom. Oral- 3E ^ 

Ehodinc.) Anquutil Duperron waa tlie fim of the Europeans who main mined that the owner- 

slup of ihe land itto vi^noi in tlw ryots. He has written a discourse upon the subject in his work 

entitled, Brcherck?s HutvrLqiztt ci Gmgraphujues jur rindt* He proves wlmt U now aeknowledgedlj 

thtu a man might dbpose of his farm, and win seldom turned out of it, while he continued to pay 

has Luxes ar rent* There is a learned and able chapter, in support of the sojiig opinion, in f * His¬ 

torical Sketch^ of the South of India* by Cob Wilks/* 

3 
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obvious expedient which first presents itself to the rudest minds, has no incon¬ 

siderable recommendation from science itself. Previous to allotment, the pro¬ 

ductive powers of the soil are the joint property of the community; and lienee 

are a fund peculiarly adapted to the joint or common purposes and demands. If 

the whole of what is strictly rent were taken away, the application of labour 

and capita] to the land would resemble the application of labour and capital to 

wood or iron; and the same principles, in both cases, would determine their 
reword. 

But as the expense requisite for the services which government renders, ex¬ 

ceeds not a very small portion of the rent of the land, unless where the quantity 

of it is very minute, it is most favourable to the acquisition of the greatest pas. 

sible benefit from the productive powers of the soil, that they should become the 

property of individuals. The disposition, accordingly, which has been made of 

the benefits of the soil, over the greater port of the globe, has been first to sup¬ 

ply in whole, or for the greater part, the dcmands.of government, next to enrich 

the individual occupant. The most remarkable exception is in modern Europe, 

where, after the conquests of the Gothic nations, the land, was thrown in great 

portions into the hands of the leading men: who had power to place the taxes 

where they chose; and who took care that they should fall any where rather 

than upon the land ; that is, upon any body rather than themselves. Further, 

as their influence over the sovereign made him glad to share with them the pro¬ 

duce which he derived from the taxes, they, in this manner, not oidy threw the 

burthen ofT their own shoulders, but taxed the rest of the community for their 

own benelil; us they have continued to do, and sometimes in a progressive ratio, 

to the present hour. 

The objections to the Hindu system of providing for the expenses of govern¬ 

ment, by the rent of the lands, arise from the mode, rather than the essence. 

By aiming at the receipt of a prescribed portion of the crop of each year ; and 

by exacting the same proportion of the produce from lands of oil degrees of fer¬ 

tility, the Hindus incurred most of the evils which a bad method of raising a 

tax is competent to produce. They rendered the amount of the tax always un¬ 

certain ; they rendered necessary a perfect host of tax-gatherers; they opened 

a boundless Inlet to partiality and oppression on the part of the fiscal officers ; and 

to fraud and mendacity on the part of the people. A tax, moreover, of a third, 

or a half, or any other proportion of the whole produce, is a very different tax 

on rich and on poor land. On poor land the expense of cultivation leaves little 

or no surplus. On laud of much greater fertility it leaves a much greater sur- 

Sc a 
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Boos II plus. A fax consisting of any portion of the gross produce of the soil, raises 

' v*—/ the price of that produce; because, whatever is the amount of the tax raked 

from the poorest of the cultivated bad the price nni?t be sufficient to afford that 

tax over and alwve the expense of cultivation* And in this manner k tax is 

levied upon the consumers of corn* the amount of which b liable to go far 

beyond die sum paid to the gorernmeiit, and enriches the owners of the best land 

at the expense of the lest of the community* 

An expensive mode of raising the taxes is a natural effect of a rude state of 

society* We are informed by Sully, that the receipt into the French exchequer, 

in the year 15 98, was only thirty millions of French money ; w hile the sum, 

dragged out of the pocket* of the people* was 150 millions. 44 The thing ap- 

jieared incredible/' says the statesman ; " but tiy the due degree of labour, f 

made the truth of it certain,17 f The proportion. was doubtless greater in Hin¬ 

dustan. 

Receiving the taxes in kind was a practice which ensured a prodigious ex* 

pense* and a prodigious waste, by whkh nobody gnined- Scarcely any other 

mode seems to have been known to the Hindus in the time of their ancient insti¬ 

tutions i and to u great degree it continued down to the latest period of tlieir his¬ 

tory. \ How rude and inconvenient soever this practice must be regarded ; and 

how certainly soever a better mode h adopted, after the use of money is gene¬ 

rally known and a slight degree of civilisation has been attained, we find se¬ 

veral nations, who make a considerable figure in the history of the world, and who 

in this respect have not proceeded beyond the Hindus It may not surprise any 

one, that taxes were raked in kind in the ancient empire of Mexico, 0 The 

m See a Dissertation on the Principles- of Taxation, the most profound, by fur, which has yet 

been given to the world* by David Ricardo, Eb<)> in his work l( On the Principle of Political 

Economy and Taxation/1 
t Mem. du SuUy, liv. ix. 

x Among the Mexicans, says Dr* Robertson, " were laid upon land, tipon the acquisi¬ 

tions of industry, and upon commodilies of every kifld exposed to sole in the public market*. 

These duties wore considerable, but not arbitrary or unequal They were imposed according to 

efttabikbed rules, and each knew what sjwrc of the common burden be had to bear/* llutory of 

America, iiL £95p £29. Tbe political descriptions q( thb admired historian air, coinmouljp by 

far too general and thence vogue. We cannot #upp«e that die Mexicans were mom skilled in 

the policy of taxation than the Hindu*. 

| Aj the me of money was unknown," say* Robertson, (Ibid. p. £96,) 41 nil die taxes were 

paid in kind, and thus not only the ftaturaJ product cm of all the different provinces in the empire, 

but every species of nwimlicturu, and every work of ittgeoulty and art, were collected in the 

fi 
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greater part, though not the whole, were raised in the same manner, in Persia, Cimp. VI. 

even in the time of Darius Hjrstaspes; • and the mixture, at least, whatever the '---1 

proportion, continues to the present day, f The whole revenue of China, with 

the exception of some trifling articles, is [Mud in hind. $ 

public Storehouses." ft j* worthy qf remark that the same mode of taxing handicrafts ant) la- 

bourn* wo* adopted in Mexico os in Hindustan ; “ People of inferior condition (Ibid.), neither 

possessing load nor engaged in commerce, were bound to the performances v{ various services. 

By their stated labour the crown lands were cultivated, public works were carried on, and the 

various bouses belonging to the emperor were built and kepi in repair." 

• It is remarkable that, in Persia, the use even of coined money was unknown till the lime of 

Darius Hyntdspcs. Thu portion of tribute that was paid in gold and silver wot received by weight. 

Mt-rudot. lib. tv. cap. clxvi. Major Kennel, not awaie that this was only a portion, nud a small 

portion, of the Persian taxes, is exceedingly puzzled to account for the diminutive amount of the 

Fenian revenues, and at Inst concludes that " die value of money was incredibly greater st that 

tune than at present-" Kennel's Geography or Herodotus, p. jpg, 

f Ebn Haubd, translsied by Sir William Ousely, p. 136. Chardins Travels in Pends. 

J Abbr G rosier, p. 76 : Barrows China, p, 409, Mr. Barrow Informs us that avast number of 

the vessel* on the canals and riven* arc employed in conveying the taxes to the capital, lb. p, 

508. In those countries on the Buxine Sea which early attained so high a state of civilization 

as to have a large export trade in grain, even the custom house duties, or the taxes on export and 

import, were levied in kind. We are informed by Demosthenes, Omr, ad v. Lepiinem, that Lcucon 

king of Bosphorus, from which Athene derived her principal supplies, levied a duly of one thir¬ 
tieth in kind upon all the coin shipped in his ports. 
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CHAR VL 

R&QXr n. 

loJuffiflCe of 
rclipckin upwi 
tht condition 

of ibn people. 

Origin of I 

fcigiotH ide 

Religion, 

It is difficult to determine whether the constitution of the government and 

the provisions of law, or Religion, have, among the Hindus, the greatest influence 

upon the lives of individuals, and the operations of society, Beside the causes 

which usually give superstition a powerful sway in ignorant and credulous ages, 

the order of priests obtained a greater authority in India than in any other region 

of the glebe; and this again they employed with astonishing success in muitt- 

plying and corrolwrating the ideas on which their power and consequence de¬ 

pended. Every thing in Hindustan was transacted hy the Deity* The laws 

were promulgated, the people were classified, the government was established, hy 

the Divine Being, The astonishing exploits which the Deity had performed, and 

ever Would continue to perform, in that sacred land, were innumerable* For 

every stage of life from the cradle to the grave; for every hour of the day ; for 

every function of nature; for every social transaction, he prescribed a number 

of religious observances. And meditation upon his incomprehensible attributes, 

as it was hy far the most difficult of all human operations, so was it that glorious 

occupation which alone exalted the intense votary to the participation of the 
Divine nature. 

Of so extensive and complicated a subject, as the religion of the Hindus, a 

very general view' is all that can he taken here. Every thing, however, which 

is interestiug to the politician and the philosopher, may, it is probable, be con¬ 

fined within a moderate space. The task is rendered difficult hy the unparalleled 

vagueness which marks the language of the Brahmens respecting the nature of 

the gods, the vast multiplicity of their fictions, and the endless discrepancy of 

their ideas. F rom these circumstances It arises that no coherent system of belief 

seems capable of bring extracted from their wild eulogies and legends; and if 

he who attempts to study their religion is disposed, like themselves, to build his 

faith on his imagination, he meets with little obstruction from the stubborn pre¬ 

cision of Hindu expressions and belief. 

Nothing is more curious than to trace the ideas concerning Divine power 

which the natural faculties of man suggest to him at the various stages of his 
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progress. It seems more than doubtful whether, in the very rude and. imperfect Chai>.Y| 

state in wluch society originated, the human mind am so far enlarge its views v v - 

as to draw conclusions respecting the universe. Those operations and events of 

nature, which more immediately concern mankind, and on which their happiness 

and misery depend, no douht engage their eager curiosity. The causes of light 

and darkness, of drought and rain, of the thunder, of the hurricane, of the 

earthquake, suggest many an anxious inquiry: hut to put all the visible objects 

of nature, and all the changes and events which they undergo, into one group 

of ideas, ami to ask whence did the whole proceed, seems to lie too difficult and 

complicated an operation, and too tor removed from the ordinary track of his 

ideas, to he one of the first that takes place in the mind of a savage. 

With regard to that class of questions which more easily occur to him, it ap¬ 

pears that his nature very readily suggests an answer. Prior to experience and in¬ 

struction there is a propensity in the imagination to endow with life whatever wc 

behold in motion, or, in general, whatever appears to be the cause of any event. 

A child beats the inanimate object by which it lias been hurt, and caresses that by 

which it has been gratified. The sun, which is t!»c cause of day. the savage 

regards as a beneficent deity ; a spirit resides in the storm ; the woods and the 

waters are peopled with deities; there is a god of plenty, and a god of want; 

a god oi war, and s god of peace; a god of health, and a god of sickness" 

By the laws of human nature, ami the ideas which have been discovered among 

rude tribes, we are authorized to consider this as an outline of the first reli* 
gion which is suggested to the human mind. 

It appear* however, that men ore not long in making another step in their reii- amd „™ 
piais progress. Not satisfied with asking the cause or the errata which affect ij'it 
t iem, t ic origin too of the things which they perceive attracts their curiositr; tuid ***"*•* 

from inquiring the cause, first of one great object, and then of another, they 

come at lost to pot the general question, what is the muse and origin of the 

whole There os very few, them fore, even among the most barbarous nation* 

who hate not made an attempt to account for the origin of the universe, and in 

whose religious idem some species of cosmogony ia not invoiced. But. i„ answer- 

mg the question respecting the origin of the universe, i, i, impossibie that men 

should not he guided hy thotr previous ideas. It follows, that among the divinl- 

^swhom they a ready adored, he whom they regarded as the must powerful 

ritould be selected as the maker of the world. Were they placed in cireum- 

smnera of .Arabic tranquillity this pitent god would F„Ly be thTT; 
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Boor II. were they a people almost constantly plunged hi llie horrors of war, the god of 

—v * anna would naturally be their chief divinity, l ienee we see that in many na¬ 

tions of Asia, who at an early period seem to have been placed in favourable eir- 

cuinstances, the sun was supreme among the gods, and the great principle of 

the universe; among the turbulent and warlike tribes who infushited the north of 

Europe, Odin, the god of war, was the supreme deity, and author of all things. 

'Hie Hindus had made considerable progress beyond the first and lowest stage 

of human nature. It seems common, however, to retain fur a tong time 

the ideas which are then implanted: and, rather than eradicate the old 

ideas, to engraft upon them, if possible, the new. The Greeks accordingly, 

and the Romans, did not reject iheir Jupiter, and Mars, their gods of the moun¬ 

tains, trees, and rivers, when they rose to more enlarged views of the universe ‘ 

they only endeavoured to accommodate to these primary conceptions their new 

apprehensions and conclusions. In like manner, the Hindus have still their 

India, or the god of the firmament, Varuna, or the god of the waters, Remhha, 

the goddess of love, and so many oilier gods, tiiat to Dr. Tennant, asking how 

many the Hindus acknowledged, a Brahmen answered thirty-three crore * 

We have translations from the Hindu books of several passages containing 

accounts of the creation, f They differ from one another very widely in the 

minor forms and circumstances; but strongly resemble in the general character, 

and in the principal ideas. I hove selected for examination that contained in the 

sacred volume which bears the name of Menu; as more full and circumstantial 

than any of those which are given us from the Vedas; as derived from a work 

of equal authority with the Vedas themselves; and as drawn up at a later 

period; exhibiting the imtirovement, if any, which the ideas of the people Iiad 

acquired. 

* Tennant's Indian Recreation!, L 113; and the verbal communication of the auth or. A crore 

is 100 ties, and a lac is 100,000; w that thirty-three crore of Deities ia just 530 millions. 

I- Three of these wc have, translated from the Vedas themselves by Mr. Colcbroohe, At- Res, 

rtii, 40*, 431, 452; another account, translated from the Parana* by Mr. Hallied, is published in 

Maurice's History, i. 407; Mr. Willard has given h» another, derived from die same source, As- 

Res. iii. 358. An account of the creation is prefixed to the Gen too code translated by Halfaed; 

We have another in the French translation, entitled Bagavadotn, of the Bhagav&t, The author of 

the Ay ecu Altbery infernos us that no fewer than eighteen opinions respecting the creation were 

entertained in Hindustan, and presents u» three as a specimen, of which the last, taken from the 

Surya Sidhunia, He rays, is the most common. Ayeoa Akbcry, ili. 8. The most imjwrtant of 

all is that which I have inserted in the tent, from the Institutes of Menu, ch-i. 5, Ac. 
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M 5* This universe existed only in the first divine idea yet unerpanded, at ij CimkVI. 

involved in darkness, imperceptible, un definable, im discoverable by reason, and -* 

undiscovered by revelation, as if it were wholly immersed in sleep: ei>'tf,lV 

u 6. Then the sole self-existing power, himself undiacorned, but making this 

world discernible* with fire elements and other principles of nature, appeared 

with undim hushed glory, expanding his idea, or dispelling the gloom. 

u 7- He, whom the mind alone can perceive, whose essence eludes the external 

organs, who has no visible parts, who exists from eternity, even he, the soul of 

all beings, whom no iicing con comprehend, shone forth m person. 

** 8. He, flaving willed to produce various beings from bis owp divine sulastance, 

first with a thought created the waters, and placed in them a productive seed : 

“ 9> The seed l>«ame an egg- bright as gold, blazing like the luminary with a 

thousand beams ; and in that egg he was born himself, in the form o/* Brahma, 
the great forefather of all spirits. 

“ 10. The waters an? called ward, because they wen? the production of Nara, 

or the Spirit of Cod and, since they were his first ay ana, or place of motion, 

he thence is named NaravaNa, or moving on the waters, 

** H - From that which is, the first cause, not the object of sense, existing 

every where in substance, not existing to our perception, without beginning or 

end, was produced the divine male, famed in all worlds under the appellation of 
Brahma. 

12. In that egg the great power sat inactive a whole year of the Creator, at 

the dose of which, by his thought alone, he caused the egg to divide itself; 

* 13, And from its two divisions he framed the heaven above and the earth 

beneath; in the midst he placed the subtil ether, the eight regions, and the per¬ 
manent receptacle of waters, 

“ 1 ** From the supreme soul he drew forth mind, existing substantially though 

un perceived by sense, immaterial; and before mind, or the reasoning power, he 

produced consciousness, the internal mo niter, the ruler ; 

“15. And, before them, both, he produced the great principle of the soul, or 

first expansion of the divine idea ; and all vital forms endued w ith the three qua- 

lities of goodness, passion, and darbtess ; and the five perceptions of sense, and 
the five organs of sensation, 

“ Thus, having at once pervaded, with emanations from the Supreme Spirit, 

the minutest portions of six principles immensely operative, consciousness and 
the five perceptions, he framed all creatures ; 

▼0I« J, go 
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Ho os II. '• 17. Ami since the minutest particles of visible nature hove ft dependence on 

'-.-* those j(.r emanations from God. the wise have accordingly given the name df 

sarirtk or depending on sir, that is, the ten organs on consciousness* and the Jive 
elements on as many perceptions, to his image or appearance in visible nature i 

« 10. Thence proceed the great dements endued with peculiar powers, and mind 

with operations infinitely subtil, the imperishable cause of all apparent forms. 

** 10, This universe, therefore, is compacted from the minute portions of those 

eeven divine and active principles, the great soul, or Jirst emanation, conscious 

ness, andjive perceptions ; a mutable universe from immutable ideas, 
“ 20. Among tjicm each succeeding element acquires the quality of the preced¬ 

ing: and, in as many degrees as each of them b advanced, with so many properties 

is it said to lie endued. 
“ 21. He too first assigned to all creatures distinct names, distinct acts, and dis¬ 

tinct occupations ; as they had been revealed in the pre-existing Veda. 
** 22. He, the supreme ruler, created on assemblage of inferior deities, with 

divine attributes and pure souk: and a number of genii exquisitely delicate; 

and he prescribed the sacrifice ordained from the beginning. 

« as./From fire, from air, and from the sun he milked out, as it were, the three 

primordial Vedas, named Rich, Vajush, and Saman, for the due performance of 

the sacrifice. 
" 24, He gave being to time and the divisions of time, to the stars also, and to 

the planets, to rivers, oceans, and mountains, to level plains, and uneven valleys. 

“ 25. To devotion, speech, complacency, desire, and wrath, and to the creation, 

which shall presently be mentioned; for he willed the existence of all those 

created things. 
“26. For the sake of distinguishing actions* he made a total difference between 

right and wrong, and enured these sentient creatures to pleasure and pain, cold 

and heat, and other opposite pairs. 
“27. With very minute transformable portions, called mat ms. of the five ele¬ 

ments, all this perceptible world was composed in fit order; 

" 2S. And in whatever occupation tlse supreme lord first employed any vital 

soul, to that occupation the same soul attaches itself spontaneously, when it re¬ 

ceives a new body again and again : 
w 29. Whatever quality, noxious or innocent, harsh or mild, unjust or just, 

false or true, be conferred on any being at its creation, the same quality enters it 

of course on its future births ; 
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** 30. As the tijp seasons of the year attain respectively their j>eculiar marks in Chap, vl 

due time, and of their own accord, even so the several acts of each embodied 

spirit attend it naturally* 

“ 3), That the human race might be multiplied, he caused the Brahmen* the 

Cshatriya, the Vaisyu. and the Sudra (so named from the scripture, prefect ion, 

wealth, and labour) to proceed from Jus mouth, his arm, bis thigh, and Iris foot 

** 32. Having divided his own substance, the mighty Power become half male, 

half female, or nature active and passive; and from that female he produced 

ViRAJ: 

- “ 33. Know me, O most excellent of Bn ah me vs, to Ik* that person, whom the 

mole poster Vibaj, having performed austere devotion, produced by himself; me, 

the secondary framer of oil this visible nor Id, 

“ 34. It was I, who, desirous of giving birth to a race of men, [xrrformed very 

difficult religious duties, and first produced ten lords of created beings, eminent 

in holiness, 

" 33. Marichi, Atri, Angeras, Pulastya, Pulaha, Cratu, Pradietas. or Dacsha. 

Vasishtha, Bhrigu, and Narado: 

w 36- They, abundant in gloty, produced seven other Afenm, together with 

deities, end the mansions of deities, and Makarshis, or great Sages, unlimited in 
power; 

u $7- Benevolent genii, and fierce giants, Uood-tJursty savages, heavenly qui- 

ristcrs, nymphs and demons, huge serpents, and snakes of smaller size, birds of 

mighty wing, and separate companies of Pitris, or progenitors of manldnd ; 

*4 38, Lightnings and thuiider-ljolts, clouds and coloured hows of Ittdra, falling 

meteors, earth-rending vapours, comets, and luminaries of various degrees; 

" 3®- Horse-fared syIvans, aj«s, fish, and a variety of birds, taiue cattle, deer, 
men, and ravenous beasts with two rows of teeth; 

u 401 Small and large reptiles, moths, lice, ficus, and common flics, with every 
biting gnat, and immoveable substances of distinct sorts." 

Such is the account of the creation which is contained in one of the principal 

standards of Hindu faith; such is one of the chief documents from which we can 

draw precise ideas respecting tJie religious principles of the Hindus. It is neces¬ 

sity to bestow upon it a careful examination. The darkness, the vagueness, and 

the confusion, which reign in it, need not lie remarked; for by these the Hindu 

mythology is throughout distinguished. The first of the propositions, as it now 

stands, can be adequately designated only by the familiar appellative, nonsense; 

the ideas are heterogeneous, and incompatible, « This universe * it is said, 

2 n SI 
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Book U. " existed only in the first dititle idea” When any thing is said to exist in idea, 

"v the meaning is, tliat it is conceived by the mind, or, in common language, that it 

is ait idea in the mind, This universe then, according to the above passage, was 

conceived by the divine mind before it was actually produced, or, in other wonts, 

it was an idea in the divine mind. This idea existed in the divine mind, w yet 

unexpanded. But what are we to understand by an idea in the divine mind 

u unexpanded ? ” In regard to human thought an idea may be said to be unex¬ 

panded, when something is conceived very generally and obscurely! and il may 

be said to be expanded when tfie tiling is conceived minutely, distinctly, and in 

all its parts. Are we then to understand by the idea of the universe being unex¬ 

panded in the divine mind, that the universe was conceived by it only generally, 

obscurely, indistinctly, and that it was not till creation was actually i*?rformed, 

that the divine idea was clear, full, and precise ? How infinitely removed is this 

from the sublime conception which we entertain of the Divine Being; to whose 

thoughts all his works past, present, and to come, and every thing in the universe 

from eternity to eternity, are present always, essentially, perfectly, in all their 

parts, properties, and relations! This divine idea is still farther described: it 

existed ** as if involved in darkness.” When an idea is involved in darkness, it 

is an idea not perfectly understood; an apprehension only compatible with the 

most imperfect notions of the divine nature. I t existed “ imperceptible." If this 

means by the senses, all ideas are imperceptible; if it means by the mind, it is 

impossible, for the very essence of an idea consists in its being perceived by the 

mmd. It existed “ undefinable, undiscoverahlo by reason, undiscovered by reve¬ 

lation, as if it were wholly immersed in steep ” mat sort of on idea could that 

be in die divine mind which the divine mind could not define, that mind by 

which it wns formed ? If the meaning fie, that it could not be defined by any 

other mind: neither can the idea, not yet expressed, which exists in the mind of 

the most foolish of men. ** Not discoverable by reason ; ** does this mean that 

the divine reason did not discover the divine idea; or does it mean that human 

reason could not discover it? An idea in the mind of another being is not disco¬ 

verable to man by reason, but by enunciation. The last expression is the most 

extraordinary; « as if immersed in sleep t" “ nn idea immersed in sleep !" An 

idea too in the divine mind immersed in sleep! What notion can he formed of 
tbit ? 

But it must be explained that this incolterence and absurdity is not the work 

of Menu, or ot the author, whoever he was, of the treatise which goes by his 

name. It is a common plan in India, for a commentator who is explaining a 

3 
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book, to insert between the words of the text such expressions as to him appear C»at. 

necessary to render the sense of the author clear and distinct. This has been '-v 

done by a commentator of the name of Culluca, in regard to the ordinances of 

Menu; and his gloss or commentary, interworded with the text, Sir William Jones 

has translated along with his author. As he has, vety judiciously, however, 

printed the interwoven expressions of the commentator in italics, it is easy for the 

reader to sejiarate them, and to behold the sense of the original unadulterated. 

According to this expedient, the words of Menu appear thus: " This existed only 

in darkness, imperceptible, undefinable, undiscoverable, undiscovered, os if it were 

wholly immersed in sleep.* It seems remarkably the genius of the ancient 

Sanscrit writings to be elliptical, and the adjective pronouns especially are very 

frequently used without a substantive, “ This,” in the passage which we are 

now examining, is In that situation. The mind of the reader is left to supply 

the word wliich the sense of the context demands. This—every thing; this_ 

whole; this—universe; such is the manner in which the mind easily here sug¬ 

gests the requisite idea; and when this is done, the incoherence and absurdity 

which the supplement of Culluca engendered, is entirely dispelled. The passage 

presents clearly, and unambiguously, a description, a very vague and unmeaning 

description, it must i>e owned, of that chaos of which the Greeks and Romans 

drew so striking and awful a picture, and of which the belief appears to have 

been so widely and generally diffused.* The notion which Culluca endeavoured 

to engraft is remarkable. It is no other than the celebrated Platonic principle 

of the pre-existence of all things in the divine mind, wliich Culluca, it is evident, 

neither understood nor -could apply, and with which he made such havoc on the 

genuine sense of his author. It is probable that he borrowed the Idea from some 

foreign source, that it pleased him as preferable to the more rude conception of a 

chaos, and that lie resolved, according to the invariable rule of the Brahmens, to 

give his own order the credit of it, by incorporating it with the doctrines of the 
sacred authors. 

This chaos, this universe, then, in its dark, imperceptible, imdeftnable state, 

■* There is a remarkable coincidence, and there is a remarkable discrepancy, between this pas¬ 

sage in die Institute* of Menu, and the following at the beginning of the book of Genesis: u In the 

beginning God crested the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form and void, and 

durfciHs, was upon the free of the deep." The coincidence appears in the chaotic descTiptioa here 

applied to the earth: the discrepancy consists in this, that the Jewish legislator informs us of the 

previous creation of foe shapeless bow, foe Hindu legislator describes H as antecedent W all 
creation 
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Book tl. existed, according to Menu, antecedent to creation, Tills too was the idea of 

* ' *■ 1 * the Greeks and Homans, who thence believed in the eternity of matter. It Lt 

doubtful, from the extreme vagueness of the Hindu language, whether they had 

carried their thoughts so far as to conceive the question respecting the origin of 

matter: hut os its eternity is implied in several of their doctrines, so it ap|>cars to 

be recognized in some of their expressions. It appears, indeed, that they were 

unable to make any clear distinction between matter and spirit, but rather consi¬ 

dered the latter to lie some extraordinary refinement of the ibrmer. Tims even 

the J>ivine Being, though they culled him soul, and spirit, they certainly regarded 

as mat erial. In the passage already quoted, it is said, “ tlmt he willed to produce 

various beings from it is own divine substance.” Now what can be meant by 

sulistauce, if not material substance? Besides, from material substance alone can 

material beings be produced. But the first thing which we ore told was produced 

from the divine substance, was water. It is worth remarking, at the same time, 

tlmt in other places water appears to he spoken of os uncreated, and as the mate¬ 

rial out of which ail other things were produced. A passage describing the 

creation, translated from the Yajur Veda by Mr. Colebrooke, commences thus: 

u Waters alone there were ; this world originally was water. In it the lord of 

creation moved, having become air.* * 

We have next to contemplate the mode in which the Hindu divinity performed 

the creation. If we examine the manner in which a man possessed of refined 

and exalted notions of the Divine N ature, would describe the great work of crea¬ 

tion; we shall lie sensible that he would have the clearest conviction of his own 

incompetence; and that he would, as Moses, attempt no more than by a few 

strokes to convey an idea of the magnitude of the aeration, and of the power 

and wisdom of the operator. If, indeed, he is yet far removed from this degree 

of knowledge and reflection, he will enter without hesitation upon a minute and 

detailed description both of the plan, ami of its execution. Nevertheless, if the 

society in which he lives has attained any considerable improvement, the process 

which he conceives will indicate some portion of human wisdom ; will, at least, 

be such as an instructed member of that society, had be infinite power imparted 

to him, would devise for himself. On the other hand, if a description of the 

creation presents no idea but what is fantastic, wild, and irrational; if it includes 

not even a portion of that design and contrivance which appear in the ordinary 

works of man; if it carries the common analogies of production, in animal and 

* Atiau Re*, viii. 4J>2 

1 
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vegetable life, to the production of the universe, we canned bo mistaken in Cum-. VI. 

ascribing- it to a people, whose ideas of the Divine Being were atilt very rude and 

grovelling. 

“ The self-existing power,'* says Menu, “ having willed to produce various 

beings, first with a thought created the waters.” This appears no unworthy 

conception: but what operation succeeds? “ lie placed m these waters a pro¬ 

ductive seed.” This is one of those analogies to the growth of a plant or an 

animal which are generally the foundation of the cosmogony of every rude 

people. What however in the next place is the effect of the seed? It becomes 

an egg, which is a very extraordinary product to arise from a seed, and a very 

wonderful course for the self-existing power to follow in the formation of the 

universe. The following steps are not less amazing. In this egg the divine 

being deposited himself, and there he lay, in a state of Inactivity, a whole year 

of the Creator, that is, according to the Hindus, 1,55.1,200,000,000 solar years 

of mortals,* At the end of this astonishing period he caused by Ids thought 

the egg to divide itself, and was himself bum in the form of Brahma, the great 

forefather of all spirits ;f thus, " from that-which-is, the first cause, was pro- 

duced the divine male, famed in all worlds, under the appellation of Brahma”$ 

This is celebrated in Hindu books as the great transformation of the Divine 

Being, from neuter to masculine, for the purpose of creating worlds; and under 

this masculine form of Brahma it was that he effected the rest of creation. The 

Hindus believe that lie was engaged b it for no less than 17,064,000 years, j 

First of all, of the two divisions of the egg from which he had just been freed, 

be framed the heaven above, the eailh beneath, and in the midst the subtle 

ether, the eight regions, and the permanent receptacle of waters. The creation 

* The length of g year of the Creator cay bo thus computed. A culpa, or grand period, cod- 

toining the reigns of fourteen Menu*, constitutes, Sir William Jones informs us (Aslat. Research. 
>■ 237) ow day of Brahms. This period comprise* (mm? on accurate calculation, according to 

the book* of the Hindus, in Mr. Bentley's Remark* an Ancient E ras and Dates, As iat. Research, 

r. 316) 1,390,000,000 years; and such is the length of one day of the Creator, A divine year 

again contains 360 days; and die multiplication of these numbers produces the amount which 

appear* in the text. Mr, Wilford (see As tot. Research, iii. 382) makes this computation in a 

moaner, and with a result, somewhat different. « One year of mortals," he says, “ is a day and a 

night of the gods, and 360of our year* is one of theirs: \2fiOO of their years, or 4,320/MO of 

ours, constitute one of their ages, and 2,000 such ages ate Brahmas day and night, which must 

be multiplied by 360 to make one of hi* yesis." 

t In other words, he was hatched, 

t Vide supra, p, 201, the quotation from the Institute# of Menu, paragraph II. 

f Asian Research. Ii. 237 and 232. 
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Book n. of mind is next described; hut this I shall examine minutely when we come to 

"~-v ' appreciate the notions and attainments of the Hindus in the philosophy of 

thought. The creation however of man, or at least of the Hindus, is worthy of 

our particular regard. “ That the human race might be multiplied, He caused 

the Brahmen to proceed from his mouth, the Cshatriya from his arm, the Taisya 

from his thigh, and the Sudra from his foot," The analogy of Vdinnry descent 

is again the foundation of this fantastic imagination ; and the Hindi) could pic* 

turn to himself the production of a human being, even by the Ddty, only in 

the way of a spedes of birth. Tliis analogy leads to a still more extravagant 

conceit for the creation of other races of men, and living creatures. As if " The 

Mighty Power " could not produce them by his male virtue alone, “ He divided 

his own substance, and became half male, half female. By this female the 

mole half produced Yiraj, a demigod and saint; Ariruj, by the virtue of austere 

devotion, produced Menu, another demigod and saint. Menu, again, “ de¬ 

sirous,1'' he says, “ of giving birth to a race of men,'* produced ten lords of 

created beings; and these lords produced at his command “ seven other Menus, 

and deities, and the mansions of deities, and great sages, and also lienevolent 

genii, and fierce giants, blood-thirsty savages, heavenly quirirfers, nymphs and 

demons, huge serpents and snakes of smaller size, birds of mighty wing, and 

separate companies of Pitris or progenitors of mankind; lightnings anil thunder¬ 

bolts, douibt and coloured tows of India, falling meteors, earth-rending vapours, 

comets, and luminaries of various degrees; horse-faced syIvans, ape?:, fish, and 

a variety of birds, tame cattle, deer, men, find ravenous beasts with two rows 

of teeth; small and large reptiles, moths, Uoet fleas, and common flies, with 

every biting gnat, and immoveable substances of distinct sorts. Thus was this 

whole assemblage of moveable and stationary bodies framed by those high- 

minded beings,” 

Another and a very remarkable account of the creation of living creatures 

is found in the Vedas, and translated by Mr. Colebrooke. " This variety 

of forms was, before the production of‘body, soul, bearing a human shape. 

Next, looking round, that primeval Being saw nothing but himself; and he “ 

first said, I am L Therefore his name was I; and thence even now, when 

celled, a man first answers, it is It and then declares any other name which 

appertains to him,—Since he, being anterior to all this which seeks supre¬ 

macy, did consume by fire all sinful obstacles to his own supremacy, therefore 

does the man, who knows this truth, overcome him, who seeks to be before 

him,—He felt dread; and, therefore, man fears, when alone. But he reflected 
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* Since nothing exists besides myself, why should I fear? ’ Thus hU terror de- c»*e. VL 

ported from him; for what should he dread, since fear must be of another?— '"—"’v ■ ' 
He felt not delight; and, therefore, man delights not when alone. He wished 

the existence of another ; and instantly he became such as is man mid woman in 

mutual embrace. He caused this his own self to fall in twain; aud thus became 

a husband and a wife. Therefore was this laxly, so separated, as it were an im- 

perfert moiety of himself: for so Yajny awalcy a has pronounced it. This blank, 

therefore, is completed hv unman. He approached her; anti thence were 

human beings produced.—She reflected, doubtingly; How can lie, having pro¬ 

duced me from himself, incestuous)? approach me ? I wilt now assume a dis¬ 

guise? She became a cow; and the other became & bull and approached her; 

and the issue were kine. She was changed into a mare, and he into a stallion ; 

one was turned into a female ass, and the other into a male one: thus did he 

again approach her, and the one-hoofed kind was the offspring. She Ixraine a 

female goat, and lie a male one; she was an ewe* and he a ram: thus he ap¬ 

proached her, and goats and sheep were the progeny. In this manner, did he 

create every existing pair whatsoever, even to the ants and minutest insect.*' * 

This much will suffice to import a notion of the system of Hindu belief in re¬ 

gard to the origin and creation of the Universe, 

But in the Hindu hooks we find applied to the Divinity a great variety of cx-lo&jHwcnp- 
_. __ . it* i * f w lions of tKw 

prcssions, so elevated that they cannot be surpassed even by those men who en-Dirinontri- 

tertnin the most sublime ideas of the Divine Nature. In the passage immediatelyl)0to' 

quoted from Menu, he is descrilied as the sole self-existing power, the soul of all 

beings, he whom the mind alone can perceive* who exists from eternity, and 

whom no being can comprehend. Tn a passage from the Brahmanda Parana, 

translated by Air. Wilford, he is denominated; “ The great God* the great 

Omnipotent, Omniscient One* the greatest in the World* the great Lord who 

goes through oil worlds, incapable of decay"f In a prayer, translated by Mr. 

Colcbrookc, from one of the Vedas, he is called* “ the pun? Brahme, whom 

none can apprehend as an object of perception, above, around* or in the midst; 

the God who pervades all regions, the first-born; he, prior to whom nothing 

was born; who became all Wings, himself the Lord of creatures; he, who made 

the fluid sky and solid earth, who fixed the solar orb and celestial abode, wham 

heaven and earth mentally contemplate; the mysterious Being, in whom the 

* Sre a curious Discourse of Mr, Colebrocke on the Vedas, or Sacred Writings of the Hindus, 
A*lat. Research, viii, 440, +*t. 

t Anal. Research, riii 35?. 
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Book O. universe perpetually exists, resting on that solo support; in whom this world is 

absorbed, from whom it issues."* Without multiplying instances, it may 

shortly be stated that human language does not supply more lofty epithets of 

praise than are occasionally addressed to their deities by the Hindus, 

TVir To form n true estimate of the religion of this people it is necessary by re- 

flection to ascertain what those expressions in the mouth of a Brahmen really 

P”*!*^* mean, Wc shall incur the ritk at least of completely deceiving ourselves, if, 

with the cxjK’iieiKv how naturally vague and gene ml expressions, especially in 

such abstract and mental subjects, convey the most diJTerent ideas to people in 

different stages of society, we take the lofty expressions of devotion in Hindu 

books as lull and satisfactory evidence of lofty conceptions of the Divine Nature* 

It is well ascertained that they are evidence of no such thing; and that nations 

who have the lowest and meanest ideas of the Divine Being, may yet apply to 

him the most sounding epithets by which perfection can be expressed. 

In tracing the progress of natural religion through the different stages of in¬ 

tellectual acquirement, a very important fact is discovered; that language on this 

subject has a much greater tendency to improve, than ideas. It is well known 

how vile and degrading were the notions of the Divine Nature presented in the 

fictions of the Greek poets; insomuch that Plato on tins account deemed them 

unfit to he read; f yet the Brahmens themselves do not surpass the Greek poets 

in elevated expressions concerning the Deity. Orpheus, early nnd rude us Ls 

the period to wliich liis poetry relates, thus descrities the celestial King: “ Ju- 

piter, the sovereign; Jupiter, the original parent of all things; and Wisdom, 

the first procreator; and a] I .delighting love: For in the mighty frame of Jupiter 

all are contained: One power, one godhead: He is the great Regent of all," l 

* AsiJii. Research, viii. 492. 

■f He states that the only practical inference the youth could draw from the account* delivered by 

the poets concerning die god*, was; to commit all manner of crimes, and out of the fruit* of their 

villainy to offer costly sacrifice* arid np|Knse the divine powers; jtA*rr«i uu himn *** t*v 

v*v. De Hepub. lib. Li. 5*J5, 6. 

} Orphic- I’ragm- vL 966. Numerous passage* tnigln bo produced: 
Zivj ifu iJ'j, Z^ n, 2iut 

Tl4 Ti nrfs, tupllOrioB. 

** jr^iwrii, Orphic* Frojj.m 363. 

June pater, Jane im/nfs Dive biceps hifimriisp 

O ! cute rerum gator; O! prindpiutn Ikorunb 

Verses from an GiidonL Choriambic poem+ which art 

quoted by Ter&ntianiia Mourns dc Metrif* 
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Caesar informs us that the Druids among the ancient Gauls delivered many doc- Chap. VI. 

trines concerning the nature of the universe, and the powers of the immortal '-v—; 

gods;* and it is remarkable (hat the Greeks and the Romans were forcibly struck 

with the similarity between the ideas of the Druids, and those of the Brahmens 

of India, the Magi of Persia, the Chaldeans of Assyria, and the priests of 

Egypt .f The creed of the ancient Germans, as we are informed by Tacitus,, 

was, “ that God is the Ruler of ali: other things are to liim subject and 

obedient.”J In the ancient Scandinavian mythology the Supreme God was de- 

acriliwl as, “ The author of every tiling that existeth; the eternal, the ancient, 

the living and awful Being, tiie searcher into concealed tilings; the Being that 

never ehungeth." $ On the statue of the Egyptian goddess Isis was this inscrip¬ 

tion * “ I am every thing past, every thing present, and every thing to come.',|| 

'Fhe Deity was described by Zoroaster as ,f The First, the Incorruptible, the 

Eternal, without generation, without dissolution, without a jjarallel, the cha¬ 

rioteer of all which is good, inaccessible to bribes, the liest of the good, the 

wisest of the wise,” ** The Getes asserted their deity Zamolxis to be the true 

God, that besides him there was none other, and that to him they went after 

death, being endowed with spirits immortaLff Even the rude tribes of America, 

wandering naked in the woods, « appear,” says Robertson, “ to acknowledge a 

Divine Power to be the maker of the world, mid the disposer of all events. 

They denominate Him the Great Spirit.” \i Thus it appears how commonly 

z»s i rj* ipw 'O-JTH urn rm A*mfvn. Prod, in Platon. Tim. p. 95. ft a almost 

needless to quote Homer's 

Ztra; Ti BflTilltnfj ^|«r jrAT it lA LX. 

" The Arauejuiiana (jhe native Indians of CKJI^ acknowledge a Supreme Being, the Author 

of at r things, whom they call Pill aw, a word denied from jwiti or pi Hi, the soul, nod signifies 

ihc supreme ratence; they also cab him Guara-ptHan, the Spirit of heaven; Buta-gen, the Great 

Being; Thnlctwe, the Thunderer; Vilvemvoe, die Creator of all; Vilpcpilvoe, the Omni potent; 

Mollgelu, tlie Eternal; Avnolu, the Infinite, Ac,” Molina, Civil Hist, of Chili, boot It. di. v. 

A passage of Empedocles, containing the Ian gunge of a pore theology, may be seen in Harris's 
Pillion Arrangements, ch. riLL p. 162. 

* Ca^ar, tit lib. yL cap. IS, 

t See Henry’s Hist. «f Great Britain, i, 149; and the authorities there adduced, 

t Regnator omnium Deus; ea ters subjeeta attjee parentia. Tacit, de Mor, Germ. cap. tnf, 

^ See n translation from the Eddain Mullet’s Introduce Hint. Denmark, i. ch. 5, and ii. p.7, S. 

11 Plutarch, de Isldt and Osiride. ” Eu*b. Pnep. Evang. Ob. I. p. \± ’ 

ft Hcrodot. lib. iv. cap. 9», 9+ j j Robertsons Hist. Amer. ii. 197. 

2 E 2 
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Book TI. the loftiest expressions arc used concerning the gods, by jieople whose conceptions 

v , of the Divine Nature are confessedly mean,* 

^fpJn^^c; This important fact, however remark aide, is founded on principles of very 
«uf uiogeuev, f0jrimon and very powerful operation in the nature of man. The timid barbarian, 

who is agitated by fears respecting the unknown events of nature, feels the most 

incessant nod eager desire to propitiate the Being on whom he believes them to 

depend. His mind works, with laborious solicitude, to discover the best means of 

recommending himself. He naturally takes counsel from his own sentiments 

and feelings; and as to his rude breast nothing is more delightful than praise 

and flattery, he is led by a species of instinct to exjiect the favour of his god 

from the same prevailing application. How strong is this sentiment, in an uncul¬ 

tivated and barbarous mind, a very superficial knowledge of human nature may 

convince us; and the recollection of every person of reading must supply him 

with a variety of instances and proofs. Mr. Forster, in hb Travels over land 

from India, was overtaken by a storm in the Caspian Sea, by which the vessel 

was brought into considerable danger; and remarks that “ every man was im¬ 

ploring the Divine interposition in hb own manner and language. ** But my at¬ 

tention,” says he, “ was chiefly attracted by a Persian. lib ejaculations were 

loud and fervent; and the whole force of ins prayers was levelled at All; on 

whom he bestowed every title that could denote sanctity or military prowess. He 

calleil on him, by the name of the Friend of God; the Lord of the Faithful; 

the Brandisher of the invincible sword; to look down on his servant, anti shield 

him from the impending evil. Thinking also to obtain the more grace with the 

father, he would occasionally launch out into the praises of hts two sons.” f 

When the belief bonce admitted that the Deity b pleased with panegyric, it is 

evident to what extent the agitated and ignorant votary will speedily he carried. 

Whatever the phrases with wliich lie begins; in a short time, the ardour of Jib 

fears incites him to invent new and stronger, as likely to prove more ogreealde 

and prevalent. Even these by a short use become familiar to his mind. When they 

begin to be stale and feeble, he b again prompted to a new invention, and to more 

violent exaggerations. 

He quickly exhausts the powers of hb language; but still has other 

* “ Ccs peoples (let Rtmuum) adorent on Dim itiprcme el unique, qi/ib appellant toupurs 

Dim trcj-grund, et tm^n j cepemtanf Ik oat faiti uu temple a une courtlwme nonmiGe Horn, 

rt lea bortnea femtnti do Rome ont presque Routes chez elles de pctlla dicus peimtCB liauts de quatre 

on cinq pdticca; uiw du ces petites diviniicti tn dm$t de ceioi^ lhautrc cell* de fbsacs; il y a um 

penal qu'on appelle le flfru Pti ** YdiaiiVj Essai but lea Mtcura et TEspfil dv Naliuua, iv, 373- 

t Forsteri Travels, il. 256. 
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expedients in store. The god, on whom his eulogies have been lavished, Cmaf. 

is only that one, among the invisible powers supposed to conduct the ojie- ' v' 

rations of nature, on whom his interests seem more immediately to depend: 

And this deity is at first panegyrised on account of those operations alone which 

belong to his own department; The Sun is originally applauded only as the 

Regent of day; the bountiful giver of light, and of all its attendant iJlessings. 

But when |panegyric on this subject is exhausted, the unwearied adorer opens a 

new fountain of adulation. The operations of some divinity whose department 

most nearly resembles that of the favourite deity affords some circumstance 

which. It is imagined, might do honour to that patron god. It is accordingly, as 

a very artful ex]*Hlient, immediately detracted from the one and ascrilied to the 

other. No sooner is the novelty of this new attribute decayed, than the prero¬ 

gative of some other divinity is invaded, and the great object of worship is in¬ 

vested with a new power or function of nature. This, it is evident, is A fertile 

discovery. The votary has many articles to add to his list of powers and func¬ 

tions, before he exhausts the provinces of the whole family of gods. He pro¬ 

ceeds incessantly, however, adding to the works and dominions of the great divinity 

one province after another, till at last he bestows upon him the power and func¬ 

tions of all the gods. He is now the supreme deity, and ail the rest are subor¬ 

dinate. He is the king of the celestial powers; or, what is still more sublime, 

their author or father, he from whom their very being and powers arc derived. 

They still, however, retain their ancient departments; and he who was god of 

the winds remains the god of the winds; he who was god of the waters re¬ 

mains god of the waters. But they are no longer independent deities; they 

have now' a superior, and are regarded in the light of his ministers or agents. 

The ingenuity of fear and desire sometimes invents a higher strain of (lottery 

still. The power, which is supposed to be delegated to so many extraordinary 

beings, is regarded as a deduction from that w hich might otherw ise be w ielded 

by the supreme. And happy is the man who first imagines lie can inform the 

Divinity that no such division and diminution of his power exists: That those 

supposed agents or ministers are not in reality beings endowed with the powers 

of the Almighty; they are those powers themselves; they are but tlie different 

■nodes in which the Divine Being manifests himself. He is the one God: He is 

all in all: From liim every thing begins, in him every thing terminates; He 

unites &U possible attributes : Like time, he has no lieginning and shall have no 

end; All power belongs to him, all wisdom, and all virtue. Such is the progress 

of the language, not of knowledge and cultivated reason, but of the rude and selfish 

3 
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Buok II. passion* of a bmlmriiui; and all tfocne high and mounding epithets are m vented by 

mei| whose ideas uf the tlivine nature are mean* ridiculous, gross, and debasing. 

Some of the most enlightened of the Europeans who have made inquiries 

concerning the ideas and institutions of the Hindus, have l*een induced, from the 

lofty epithets occasionalJy applied to the gods* to l>dicve and to assert that this 

people had attained refined and lofty conceptions of the Divine Mature. Nothing 

is more certain than that such language is lkr from proof of such conceptions. 

Yet remark able it k that those ingenious tnen from some of whom we have 

largely derived instruction appear to have thought that no other proof was requi¬ 

site; amlT as on this evidence they adopted the opinion themselves, that ethers 

ought to receive it on the same foundation * 

* Among the similar proof*, which might be produced* of sublime theological notion*, to mj 

be quiitcd the following rroorkabJe passage from Gorcifcasso do 3a Vega (Royal Commentaries, 

book 12. oh* ii*) u Besides the ton, whom they worshipped for the visible God* U> whom they 

offered sacrifice mud kept festival*, ilie /rust, who were kings, and ihe who were philoso¬ 

phers, proceeded by the mere Eight of nature, to die knowledge of die true Almighty God our Lord, 

Maker of Heaven and Earth* ms we shall hereafter prove by their own words ami testimonies, which 

■iomeof them gave of the Divine Majesty, which they called by the name of Paehtizamat, find ism 

word compounded of Pacfta, which i& [he universe, and Camttc* which Ls the soul; mod is as much as ho 

that animates the world, * * * Being asked who thU Podtoamic was, they answ ered that it was 

he who gate life to the universe; sustained and nourished all [hinge; but because [hey did not sec 

him they could not know him ; and for that reason they erected not temples fo him, nor offered sacri¬ 

fice, howsoever they worshipped eh their hearts and esteemed him for the unknown God," And in 

book VU J+ du viE, he give* us the following argument of an Inert* Tapnc Yup&nqiii, “ Many say 

that the sun live*, and that he h the maker of all things : now it Is necessary that the tiling which tt 

the cause of die being of another, should be assistant and operate in the production thereof; now 

wfi know that many things receive their beings* during the absence of the sun, and therefore lie is 

not the maker of all things* And that ihe sun hath not life is evident, for that It always moves in 

its circle, and yet it is never weary ; for if it hod life It would require rest* as we do ; and were it 

free, it would visit other part* of the heavens, into which it never inclines out of Eta own sphere; 

but, os a thing obliged to a particular station, moves always in the same circle, and is Like an 

arrow which Is directed by the hand of the archer/' The Mexicans, too, us wts are informed by 

ClwigefO, HlsLqf Mexico, book VL seeb 1, besides the crowd of their ordinary Deities, be¬ 

lieved Jo impTliM, absolute* and independent Being, to whom they acknowledged to owe fear 

and adoration* They represented him in no external form, because Ihey believedhiioto beinvMblcs 

and named him only by the coimnou appellation of God, In their language TcoUt a word resembling 

still more in its meaning than tit it* pronunciation the jTWi of the Greeks; but they applied to hist 

certain epithets which were highly expressive of the gran ion r and power which they conceived him 

to possE^r They called him Ipahirmotim, that Is, 41 He by whom we live : ~k and Tloqut XaJttmqu£r 

u He who ts all in himself/1 Ctarigero adds, “ But their knowledge and worship of this Supreme 

Iking wan obscured, and in a manner lust, in the crowd of deities invented by their superDtitton.'' 
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Since the language employed by any people Ls a very fallacious test of the Chat. VI. 

ideas which they entertain concerning the Divine Nature,, it is requisite to inquire '-v— 

what are the circumstances, in their religious practice, or belief, which enable us dwkepuwer'ln 

in any degree to define their vague expressions, and to ascertain the state of 

their minds. Those circumstances are few ; but their evidence is verv determinate worl!1; ,or tbB 
- _ * . J BicMld ideti 

and conclusive. They are the operations ascribed to the Divinity, the services <tfP*o*Hb«wo. 

reputed agreeable to him, and the laws which he is understood to have ordained. 

If these correspond with the ideas of infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, we 

may believe with certainty that the sublime language employed by such a people 

is the expression of corresponding conceptions; hut, on the other hand, where 

those operations, services, and laws, are in the highest degree unworthy of a per* 

feet nature, we may he fully assured, that there the sublime language is alto¬ 

gether without a meaning, that it is the effect of flattery, and the meanest of 
human passions, and is directly suggested, not by the most lofty, but by the 

most grovelling and base ideas of the Divine Nature. 

Of the host of Hindu Divinities, Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, are the most 

exalted. Other nations have most frequently carried on the applause of one 

favourite deity till they bestowed upon him alone all power in heaven and earth. 

The Hindus have distributed the creation and government of the universe among 

those three, denominating Bralima the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva 
the destroyer. 

The highest scene of operation in which the Divine Being can be cantem* 

plated by mortals, the creation of the universe, we have already considered. 

The conception of it formed by the Hindus h so far from Corresponding with 

high and noble ideas of the creating power, that it is abhorrent from all hut the 

most unworthy and base. This itself, when duly considered, is a criterion of a 
religious system from which there is no appeal. 

Of the peculiar functions of Vishnu and Siva no determinate conception ap¬ 

pears to have been formed. They arc two beings of mighty power, by whom 

great actions are performed; but there is no distinct separation of their pro¬ 

vinces. Whenever indeed we sock to ascertain the definite and precise ideas of 

the Hindus in religion, the subject vanishes before us like a dissolving doud. 

All is loose, vague, wavering, obscure, and inconsistent. Their expressions 

point at on e time to one meaning, and nr other time to another meaning ;* and 

* This » admitted oven by those whom the occasional egressions of the Hindus hurt most 

strongly convinced of die sublimity of their sentiments, Mr. Culebroofce says, “ There is indeed 

much disagreement and consequent confusion in the gradation of persona interposed by Hindu 

2 
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Book II, their wild fictions, to use tlie language of Mr. Hume, seem rather the play some 

11 v - 1 whimsies of monkeys in human shape, than the serious asseverations of a being who 

dignifies himself wi th the name of ration ah* Vishuu is not unfrequently em ployed 

in acts which properly belong only to a destructive power; and Siva is so far 

from answering to the title bestowed upon him, that he is a divinity hardly less 

beneficent than Vishnu himself. 

In the conception which the Hindus have formed of the government of the 

world, tiie visible agency of the Deity is peculiarly required. * i have passed," 

says the preserving god, ** many births. Although I am not in my nature sub¬ 

ject to birth or decay, and am the lord of all created beings, yet having com¬ 

mand over my own nature, I am made evident by my own |»nwcri and as oftmj 

as there is a decline of virtue, and an insurrection of vice and injustice in the 

world, I make myself evident; and thus I appear from age to age, for the pre¬ 

servation of the just, the destruction of the wicked, and the establishment of 

virtue." f “ Aty Sechen liirnself, ” says another sacred book, " all-knowing os 

he is, could not number the metamorphoses and different forms under which 

Vishnu has appeared for the salvation of the universe." $ Such are the Hindu 

ideas of the manner in which the power of the Divine Being is exerted in the 

government of tlie universe, 

rtw avalaz$. Of these visible appearances or incarnations of the divinity, ten, known in 

the Hindu mythology under the name of avatars, are peculiarly distinguished. 

The first, which is denominated the avatar of the fish. Is thus described, if 

At the dose of the last cal pa, there was a general destruction occasioned by 

the sleep nf Brahma, whence his creatures in different worlds were drowned in a 

vast ocean, Brahma, living inclined to slumber, desiring n repose after a lapse 

of ages, the strong demon Ifagyagriva came near him and stole the Vedas, 

which had flowed from his lips. When the preserver of the universe discovered 

this deed, he took the shape of a minute fish, called Hip’hflri. A holy king 

named Satyavratn then reigned. One day, as he w as making a libation in the 

river Crhamala, the little fish <aM to liitn, How canst tlum leave me in this river 

theology between the Supreme Being and the created world.'* Adit- Research, viii. Even 

Sir William Jane* i* constrained to confess that the Hindu " scheme of theology U most ob¬ 

scurely figurative, nod consequently liable l* dongwoitt miifctmceptioft; dint it is filled with idle 

fl^eiddmu, abounds with minute and childish formalities, with ceremonies generally absurd ami 

ofjv n ridiculoujte^ Prcf. to of Menu* 

* Hume a Essay** £L4TO. t p. 5It t Bigmiditoii, p. LI. 

5 1 have mcroly abridged die account which h given by blr William Jones in n tut-rnl (root* 

btitiii from the Bhngivat* AfitL Best. 5. 230. 
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water, what I am too weak to resist the monsters of the stream who fill me with Chap. VI. 

dread ? Satyavrata placed it under his protection in a small vase foil of water; / 

but in a single night its hulk was so increased, that it could not be contained in 

the jar, and thus again addressed the prince: 1 am not pleased with living mise¬ 

rably in thb little vase; make me a large mansion where I may dw ell in comfort. 

The king successively placed it in a dslern, in a pool, and in a lake, for each of 

which it speedily grew too large, and ‘supplicated for a more spacious place of 

abode ; alter which he threw it into the sea, when the fish again addressed 

him : Here the homed sharks and other monsters of great strength will devour 

me; thou shouldest not, O valiant man, leave me in this ocean. Thus re¬ 

peatedly deluded by the fish, who had addressed him with gentle words, the 

king said. Who art thou that beguilest me in that assumed shape. Never before 

have I seen or heard of soprodigious an inhabitant of the waters, who like thee has 

tilled up, in a single day, a lake 100 leagues in circumference. Surely thnu art 

the great God whose dwelling was on the waves. Salutation and praise to thee. 

O first male, the lord of creation, of preservation, of destruction I Thou art 

the highest object, O supreme ruler, of us thy adorers, who piously seek thee* 

All thy delusive descents in this world give existence to various beings:, yet t 

am anxious to know for what cause that shape has been assumed by thee. The 

lord of the universe, loving the pious man, and intending to preserve him from 

the sea of destruction, caused by the depravity of the age, thus told him how 

he was to act: In seven days from the present time, O thou tamer of enemies, 

the three worlds will be plunged in an ocean of death; hut in the midst of the 

destroying waves, a large vessel, sent by me for thy use, shall stand before thee. 

1 ben slialt tbou take all medicinal herbs, all the variety of seeds; and, accom¬ 

panied by seven saints, encircled by pairs of all brute animals, thou shalt enter 

the spacious ark, and continue in it secure from the Hood, on one immense ocean, 

without light, except the radiance of thy companions When the ship shall lie 

agitated by an impetuous wind, thou shall fasten it with a large sea serpent on 

my horn ; for 1 will be near dice, drawing the vessel with thee and thy attend¬ 

ants. Thus instructed, the pious king waited humbly for the appointed time. 

The sea, overwhelming its shores, deluged the whole earth ; and it was soon per¬ 

ceived to be augmented hy showers from immense clouds. He, still meditating on 

the divine command, and conforming to the divine directions, entered the ship; 

when the god appeared again distinctly on the vast ocean ill the form of n fish, 

blaring like gold, extending a million of leagues, with one stupendous horn, on 

which the king, as he had before been commanded, tied the ship with a cable 
VOL t ' 2 y * 
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Boon II- made of a vast serpent. Afterwards the god, rising, together with Brahma, 

’ ^ J from the destructive1 deluge, whidi was abated, slew the demon Hagyngriva. 

Such ore the operations in the government of the universe, which the religious 

ideas of the Hindus Lead them to ascribe to the divine Being. The second 

appearance or avatar of the Preserver is of the same character, and suggested by 

similar views. Hirinachcrcu* a malignant and destructive giant, who delighted 

in aiBicting the earth, at last rolled it up into a shapeless mass*, and plunged 

down with it into the abyss. On this occasion there issued from the side of 

Brahma, a being, shaped like a boar, white, and exceedingly small, which in the 

space of one hour grew to the size of an elephant of the largest magnitude, and 

remained in the air. This being Brahma discovered to lie Vishnu* who had 

assumed a hotly and become visible. Suddenly it uttered a sound like the loudest 

thunder, and the echo reverberated, and shook all the corners of the Universe- 

Shaking the ftilbilowing mane which hung down his neck on both sides, and 

erecting the humid hairs of his body* lie proudly displayed his two most exceed¬ 

ingly white tusks ; then rolling round his winc-coJuured eyes, and erecting his 

tail, he descended from ihe region of the air, and plunged head foremost into the 

w ater. The whole body of water was convulsed by the motion, and Itegim to 

rise in waves, while the guardian spirit of the sea, being terrified* lrtgan to trem¬ 

ble for his domain, and cry out for quarter and merry. At length, the jwwcr of 

the omnipotent having divided, the water, and arriving at the bottom, he saw the 

earth lying* a mighty and barren stratum : then he took up the ponderous globe 

(freed from the water) and raised it high on his tusk: one would say it was a 

beautiful lotos blossoming on the dp of his tusk. In a moment, with one leap, 

coining to the surface, by the sU-direnting power of the Omnipotent Creator, he 

spread it, like a carpet, on the face of the water, and then- vanished from the 

sight of Brahma.* 

Of the third avatar we have so particular and remarkable a description, that 

it merits uncommon regmd.f The soors, a specie* of angels, and all the glorious 

host of heaven, sat on the summit of Mount Mem, a fictitious mountain, highly 

celebrated in the books of the Hindus, meditating the discovery of the Am recta, 

* Far an account of this avatar, set an extract tram the Mahahar&l, Asiat. Research. L 154 ; 

Bartolomei-/* Travels, book iL ch. 7. Die peculiar description of die boar is taken from a transla¬ 

tion hy Mr, H&lhed, of a passage in the Puranss, published in Maurice’s Hindustan, i- 407. 

h It is a passage tran-lutm! from the Muliabarat, by Mr. Wilt mu, in one of the notes to hi' 

irtmiLiLiun of the Hagvot-Gtetj, p, 145. 1*0, note "6. 

1 
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that is, being translated, tbe water of immortality; when Narayaii* said unto Chap- vl 

Brahma, Let the ocean, as a pot of milk, he churned by the united labour of' v^“‘l 

the soots and asoors; otid when the mighty waters have been stirred up. the 

Am recta shall Ik* found. A great mountain, named Mandat1, was the instrument 

with wliich the operation was to he performed; hut the dews f ficing uliable to 

remove it, they had recourse to Vishnu and Brahma. By their direction, the 

king of the serpents lilted up that sovereign of mountains, with all its forests and 

inhabitants; and the soors and asoors haring obtained |m? emission of the king of 

the tortoises, it was placed for support on his hack, in the midst of the ocean. 

Then the soars and asoors, using the serpent Vasookce for the rope, the asoors 

pulling by tbe head, and the soors by the toil, began to chum the ocean ; % while 

there issued from the mouth of the serpent, a continued stream of‘fire, aud smoke, 

and wind; and the roaring of the ocean, violently agitated with the whirling of 

the mountain, was Like the bellowing of a mighty cloud. Meanwhile a violent 

conflagration was raised on the mountain, fay the concussion of its trees and other 

substances, and quenched by a shower which the lord of the firmament poured 

down; whence an heterogeneous stream of the concocted juices of various trees 

and plants, ran down into the briny flood. It was from this milk-like stream, 

produced from those juices, and a mixture of melted gold, that the soors obtained 

their immortality, 'flic waters of the ocean, being now assimilated with those 

juices, were converted into milk, and a species of butter was produced, when the 

churning powers became fatigued; but Narayan endued them with fresh strength, 

and they proceeded with greater ardour to stir tliat butter of the ocean. First, 

arose from it the moon; next, Srce, the goddess of fortune; then the goddess of 

wine, and the white horse, Oochisrava; afterwards the jewel knwstoohh; the 

tree of plenty; and the cow that granted every heart's desire. Then the clew 

Dbanwantarec, in human shape, came forth, holding in his hand a white vessel 

filled with the immortal juice, am recta; which, when the asoors beheld, they 

raised their tumultuous voices, and each of them clamorously exclaimed. This 

of right is mine ? But as they continued to churn the ocean more than enough, 

* A name of Vishnu, 

| Dew, written otherwise (leva, or (leva, is a general name for a superior spirit, 

j By twisting the tciptot about die mountain, like a rope, and pulling it am first towards the 

one end, and then towards the other; which oflanls us a description of their real mode of churn¬ 

ing, A piece of wood an formed os best to agitate the milk, via placed upright in the vessel, and 

!i rope being twisted round it which two persons pulled alternately, one at the one end. and the 

other at the other, it was whirled round, and thus produced the agitation required- 

a f 2 
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Rook IJ. a deadly poison issued from its lied, cottfbu tiding the three regions of the world 

' y~~~J with its mortal stench, until Ska, at the word of Brahma, swallowed the fetal 

drug to save mankind. In the mean while a violent jealousy and hatred, bn 

account of the amiwta, and the goddess Srw, sprung up in the ljosoms of the 

osoors. But Narayan, assuming the form of a beautiful female, stood before them, 

whose minds Incoming fascinated tty her presence, and deprived of reason, they 

seised the nmreeta and gave it unto her. But a dreadful battle arose between the 

soors and asoore, in which Narayan, quitting the female figure, assisted the soars* 

The elements and powers of nature were thrown into confusion by the conflict; 

but with the mighty aid of Narayan, and his weapon chacm, which of itself, 

nn guided even by a hand, performed miraculous exploits, the soars obtained llte 

victory, and the mountain Mandar was carried hack to its former station. Tire 

soors guarded the amreeta with great care \ and the god of the firmament, with 

all his rnimortal hands, gave the water of life unto Narayan, to keep it for their 

use. This was the tliird manifestation of the Almighty, in the preservation and 

government of the world. 

Tire fourth I shall describe with greater brevity, Hirinaeheren, the gigantic 

ruler, who rolled up the earth, and plunged with it to the bottom of the ahyss, 

left a younger brother Hirinakassuji, who succeeded him in his kingdom, ami refus¬ 

ed to do homage to \ ishnu, but persecuted his own son, who was art ardent votary 

of that god. I, said he, am lord of all this visible world. The son replied, that 

Vishnu had no fixed nlwdc, hut was present every where. Is he, said his father* 

in that pillar? Then let him come forth; and rising from his seat, he struck the 

pillar with his foot; upon which Vishnu, bursting from it, with a body like a 

man, but a head like a lion, tore Hirinakassup in pieces, and placed his sots upon 

the throne.* 

In the fifth, the sixth, and the seventh avatara, the Preserving Power appeared 

in human shapes for the destruction of impious and ferocious kings, performing 

many hemic and many miraculous deetk But, after the examples which have 

already been given, a particular description of these extravagant legends would 

jKuirly compensate the toil uf a jrerusal. The eighth, however, is one of the most 

celebrated of all the incarnations of Vishnu. He was bom the son of Vnsudeva 

nnd Dt vaci, of the royal family of Cans®, and obtained the name of Crishna. 

But as it had been predicted to Cans®, that a child of that family would occasion 

his destruction, and he, in consequence, had decreed the death of every one horn 

2 
Acisil, Resenrcli- 
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in it, Crishna was secretly withdrawn, and brought up in the family of a shep- Chap. VI. 

herd or herdsman. Many and wonderful were the transactions of his childhood, * 

in which the wanton pranks of the mischievous, but amiable hoy, are not less 

distinguished, than the miraculous exploits of the god. When he grew up, how* 

ever, to 1* a youth, the indulgence of licentious love was his great occupation and 

enjoyment. It is a small part of the picture which I can, or which I need, to 

present. Were it not for disclosing the real ideas of the Divine Being, which the 

Hindus entertain, I could hove been well pleased to tiavc withheld it altogether. 

The scenes with the young shepherdesses are painted by the Hindus in oil the 

glowing colours of oriental poetry, A passage from a hymn, or divine song, 

translated by Sir William Jones, is in the following words: « With a garland of 

wild flowers, descending even to the yellow mantle that girds his azure limbs, 

distinguished by smiling checks,.and hy ear-rings that sjtarkle as he plays, Hen* 

exults in the assemblage of amorous damsels. One uf them presses him with 

her swelling breasl»\hile she warbles with exquisite melody. Another, affected 

by a glance from Ids eye, stands meditating on the lotos uf Ids face. A third, on 

pretence of wliispering a secret in his ear, approaches his temples and kisses them 

with ardour. One seizes his mantle, ami draws him towards her, pointing to 

the bow'er on the banks of Yamuna, where elegant vanjulos interweave their 

branches. He applauds another who dances in the sportive circle, whilst her 

bracelets ring, as she beats time with her palms. Now be caresses one, and 

kisses another, smiling on a tlurd with complacency; and now he chases her 

whose beauty lias most allured him. Thus the wanton Hai frolics, in the 

season of sweets, among the maids of Yraja, who rush to his embraces, as if he 

were pleasure itself assuming a human Ibrni i and one of them, under a pretext 

of hymning his divine perfections, whispers in his ear; Thy lips, my beloved, are 

nectar." f 1 shall select but another instance, which is from the translation lie* 

fore us of the BhngavaU “ Crishna, finding himself on the banks of the Yamuna * 

began to plsv ou bis pastoral flute. All the shepherdesses, filled with desire, ran 

ia crowds to hear his enchanting sounds. Crishna, beholding them burning with 

passion, said to them that it was contrary to the order established in the world, 

to quit their houses to seek the enjoyment of a lover, lie added that their fami¬ 

lies might thus, if their husbands were jealous, be thrown into disorder, and 

disgrace come upon themselves. He advised them accordingly to return. The 

* A tuuue of Vishnu. 

% This «spelt Emuney in die French iransktuni. 

t Asini. Research. 1.167* 
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JO!**1', rplltttj thBt ,hc’ir tMBsion^i{ fras ^ were it for an ordinary man wmjld 
bo cmmnal; but Ming to Unite themselves with the absolute'master of aU 

mgs, they could not l*lie*e that such an impulse was any other than merito- 

nous, n regard to their husbands, they could have no righto which tended to 

the exclusion of God, Cmhna, who saw the innocence of their heart,, 

'f” ; “"•l * • ■*»* continuaily repeaj^ 
•» that multrtude of women, eneh wa, convinced thot she atom, enjoyed .ho 

D«ty. and that he Dover fitted her od instant fa- the embrma, of amuher • 

l?** *-* “ ™‘i™“ *» <*> h«"t the darling of 
ho lodD..,women. The sect of Hindu,/* ho odd,, - .ho ^ him with Zh«- 

stuteODd almost endnote devotion. hove branched . doetrine which thee m™,. 

diltintt f a”tl Wl”C,‘!W!ln5 p!WTal in th'5e province, : f that he n os 
,? °’1' *“ *» “ratm*wl10 “ ™l.v « portion of hi, divinity; while CM**, 

»a, tire pc™,, nf \ ishnu himself in a human form." } « At a more advnnced 

T* continues Sir William, - hepuUodeath hi, cruel eDem*v. Cans.; a„Z^ 

nig taken under h,s protection the king Yudhishfhir and the other Pandas who 

, 5ne™',T 'WreSSCd * C“™*. *>"'< their tyrannical chief, he kindled 
c wmr (h-Mnlied in the great epic poem, entitled the Mahnbharat, at the pi™. 

EZ ST r°" "h,Cl‘ ’* rctU,'”'d to “* hC*rra)y "»* in TOoont’ha, 
uTi™ *!f H T“ C0,n',ri,ed “ tt*e Gita with his dismmmlate friend 
A,l<»n. $ He wu» afterwords slain, being wounded hy an arrow in the 

* 1B‘5VldT' p' ®\ ™s ladml bul 4 ; for wkh bis 16,000 w 17 000 dm h. 
Tlr^ , *” °f 1Ju>:Btap™. toktadoeVZT^ d 
t He moo,,, thu proved* where he then reside. BeW, 
t AmhiL B«MRfah i* SGO* 

$ lb, i, 261. He wmetimes, fiowmr, met with severe repufaos "Calmin lnWnm ,, . 

md-w-mmpanof,^..nay***.*,hkZm^JXr kZTSlr 
“■ haulm; aid LSg 

J| Bagarodain, p. 313. “ The whole hktory orCnshm ,** 4m,uLoi w k 
wrvatiotu on die Bliaiwivai fn tkn n„i i W*i Anquetil Duperran, b h« Oth* 
«,dw« orWtZ nL ” ll” ttatoriipa, ct Gn^myhl^ l hds) ., 

whki, among the 
v u _ ncacnptimiB, coneeal* the most ftbonunible cnnimrti^" SneakJnw wTa templin r 
Vwhnu, at SatvmangiiLin;, in the Myiorc, Dr. Buchanan mg » 71^ rftl].P!/,? . *®nP1* "f 
to it is very large, and richlv carved Th* r ^ r&“’T or cJlanc>t' belonging 
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The ninth ineamiition of Vishnu, and the lust, yet vouchsafed, of the Divine 

appearances, was in the person of Buddha. The object of this avatar is described 

in the following verso of a Hindu poet: ** Thou bSamest, Oh wonderful, the 

whole Veda, when thou, seost, O kind-hearted, the slaughter of cattle prescribed 

for sacrifice, O Cesava,* assuming the body of Buddha. Be victorious, O Heri.f 

ford of the universe! J But though Buddha is by the Hindus regarded as a 

Chap, VI. 

manifestation of the Divine Being, the sect of Buddhists are regarded as hereti¬ 

cal, and are persecuted by the Brahmens. It is conjectured that, nt one time, a 

great number of them had been compelled to fly from the country, and spread 

their tenets in various directions. § The religion of Buddha is now found to prevail 

over the greater part of the East; in Ceylon, in the farther peninsula, in Thibet, 

in China, and even as for as Japan.|| ** The tenth avatar,1' says Sir William 

Jones, “ we arc told is yet to come, and is expected to appear mounted (like the 

crowned conqueror in the Apocalypse)' on a white horse, with a Hmeter blazing 

Bbe a comet, to mow down all incorrigible and impenitent offenders who shall 

then be on earth-1' ** 

It will require the addition of but a few passages more of this wild mythology, Action* mA 

to convey a satisfactory idea of the actions and qualities which the Hindus ascrilte t^Hi^u^le 

to their supreme deities. u It is related," says Mr. Wilfbrd,j“f “ in the Scanda,^ 

that when the whole earth was covered with water, and Vishnu lay extended 

* A name of* Vishnu, | Another nAinc of Vishnu, vide supra, p, flftl. 

| Asiat. Research. ii. 121. 

§ " As to Buddha," says Sir William Jones, (Due. an the God* of Greece, Italy, and India) 

H lie tt't'ms to have been u reformer of the doctrines contained in the Vedas; and, though hi* good 

nature tod him to censure these ancient hooks, because they enjoined the mtrifiefs of cattle, yet 

he is admit ted on die nintli avatar, even by the Brahmen* of Cast," 

|| A controversy ha* been started, whether the religion of Buddha vu derived from that of 

Brahma, or that of Brahma, from the religion of Buddha, There aeems little chance thnt data will 

ever be obtained, to prove either the one or the other, Clemens Aloxandrinua would lead us to 

believe, that the religion of Buddha, in hii time, must have been in Ugh repute: E.r»V« tw 

says he, (Strom, lib. i. p. 359) ■* nifcftoM » A inftua nitriroit in 8m 

ririftmor*. (See 11U0 Hieronym. Cent. Jovian, lib. i. cap. 26.) Tills divinity wai not confined to 

the Asiatics. There was a Butu*. or Buto of Egypt, a Battus of Cyrene, and a Bteotus of 

Greeve. (Sec Bryant’* Annlyals of Ancient Mythology, in. 170.) One of the primitive authors 

of the sect of Manic beans took the name or Buddos; another that of Manta: both of them names 

identical with the names of god* and sacred beings among the Hindu*. Beausobre Hist, do 
Manichco, liv, i. dt. i, 

** Aainu Research. I 236. See also Ward s View, &c, of the Hindus, (1.3. London EJ.) for 
an account of the ton avatars. 

tf’ AmiU lUvfajcJi. lit. 374* t % One Pinmm*- 
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Boon II. asleep in the tmsom of Devi,* a lotos arose from his navel. Brahma sprang from 

f that flower, and looking round without seeing any creature on the boundless 

expanse, imagined himself to be the first-born, and entitled to rank above all 

future beings. Resolving, however, by investigation, more fully to satisfy him¬ 

self, he glided down the stalk of the lotos, and finding Vishnu asleep, asked 

loudly who Jie was. I am the first-born, answered Vishnu, waking: and as 

Brahma contradicted him, they had an obstinate battle, till Afahadeva, or Siva, 

pressed between them in great wrath, saying, It is I who am truly the first- 

torn : hut 1 will resign my pretensions to either of you who sliall lie able to reach 

and behold the summit of my head, or the soles of my feet. Brahma instantly 

ascended ; but having fatigued liimself to no purpose in the regions of immensity, 

yet loth to abandon his claim, he returned to Maliadeva, and declared that he 

Iiad attained the crown of Ids head, calling, as his witness, the first-born cow. 

For this union of pride anti falsehood, the angry god ordained, that no sacred 

rites should be performed to Brahma. When Vishnu returned, he acknowledged 

that he had not been able to sec the feet of Afahadeva, confessed him to be the 

first-born among the gods, and entitled to rank above them alL“* 

After a passage such as this, who would expect to find the following? « The 

patriarch Atterien retired into a forest, and there performed rigorous devotion, 

having for hi& nourishment nothing but the wind, and lieing exposed to all the 

injuries of the atmosphere. One day he addressed his vows to the Eternal in 

these words: O thou who hast created, and who preservest the universe; O thou 

by whom it is destroyed; give me the knowledge of thyself, and grant me die 

virion of thee! Then a fire issuing from the crown of the votary’s head, made all 

the gods tremble, and they had recourse to Vishnu, to Siva, and to Brahma. 

Those three divinities, completely armed and mounted, accompanied by Lavshmi, 

Guenga, and Seraswati, their wives, presented themselves before the saint. Pros¬ 

trating himself, Atterien worshipped them, and uttered the follow ing words: O 

you three Lords, know that 1 recognise only one God: inform me winch of you 

is the true divinity, that I may address to him alone my vows and adorations! 

To this supplication the three Gods replied; Learn, O devotee, that there is no 

real distinction between us: what to you appears such is only by semblance : the 

Single Being appears under three forms; by the acts of creation, of preservation, 

and destruction: but he is One” + Yet this “ Single” Being, this Ox>: God, 

is thus again represented, a few pages after, in the same Purann : “ Even Brahma, 

finding himself alone with Ids daughter, who was full of charms and knowledge. 

* This means literal ty the goddess. f Bagav adorn, p. 96, ct sen* 
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conceived for her a criminal passion." * Thus are we taught by the Hindus Ckap, VI. 

themselves to interpret the lofty phrases which the spirit of exaggeration and ^ —1 

flotteiy so frequently puts into their mouths. 

Of the First-born, Mahadeva, or the One, Eternal God, under one of his forms, 

we liove the following sacred story. He was playing one day at dice with Par- 

when they quarrelled, and parted in wrath to different regions. They 

severally performed rigid acts of devotion, hut the fires which they kindled blazed 

so vehemently as to threaten a genera! conflagration. The devus,i in great 

alarm, hastened to Brahma, who led them to Mahadeva, and supplicated him to 

recall his consort; but the wrathful deity only answered, that she must come by 

her own free choice. They accordingly dispatched Gangs, the river goddess, 

who prevailed on Parvati to return to him, on condition that his love for her 

should Ik.1 restored. The celestial mediators then employed Camadeva,^ wlm 

wounded Siva with one of his flowery arrows; but the angry divinity reduced 

him to ashes with a flame from his eye. Parvati soon after presented herself 

before him in the form of a Cirati, or daughter of a mountaineer, and seeing liini 

enamoured of her, resumed her own shape. || Of the various passages of a similar 

nature presented to us in the history of this God, i shall content myself with 

another, extracted by Mr. Wilford, from the Scanda Purana. ** There had sub¬ 

sisted" says he,** u for a long time, some animosity between Brahma and Maha¬ 

deva in their mortal shapes ; and the latter on account of lus Lad conduct, which 

is fully described in the Puranas, had it appears given much uneasiness to Sway- 

ambhuva, and Safcnrupa. For he was libidinous, going nljout stark-naked, with a 

large club in his hand. Be this as it may, Mahadeva, who w as the eldest, saw 

his claim as such totally disregarded, and Brahma set up in his room. This 

intrusion the tatter wanted to support; but made use of such ties as provoked 

Mahadeva to such a point, that he cut off one of his heads in his divine form " 

Such are the ideas which the Hindus entertain of the actions and character of 

their supreme deities; on whom, notwithstanding, they lavish all the most lofty 
epithets of divinity which human language can supply. 

This theology affords a remarkable instance or that progress in exaggeration Ii,h,w 

ami flattery which I have described as the genius of rude religion. As 

Hindus, instead of selecting one gtxl to whom they assigned all power in heaven ,IMirc Mamora 

and m earth, distributed the creation and administration of the universe Smkingjj i 
cumtilii' J i; 

flagimdam, p. 178. ^ Oneof the anmei of his wife. 
| A general name of the ijiferior gods. $ One of the devae. 

II See thi* story an extracted from the Pursnae, Axlat. Research, m. 402. 
** Jb. vf. 47*. 

vol. i, a q 
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among* three divinities* they divided themselves into sects; and some attached 

themselves more particularly to <mi» deity, some to another.* 

Presently the usual consequence ensued. Whichever of the three gods any 

votary selected for his peculiar patron, he expected to perform to him one of the 

most agreeable of all possible services, hy representing him as suficrior to the other 

two. Tills we find tu have been the practice invariably, and enthusiastically. In 

• Mr. F&teraou, m Iris Discount on the Origin of the Hindu Religion, delineates a terrible 

picture ofihb Hindu controversy. The people separated* he telb us, H into sccli, rack selecting 

ooe of the triad* the particular object uf ilicrir deveuiemp in preference to and exclusive of the 

others : the followers of Vishnu and Siva invented new symbols, cadi, to ascribe to tiieir respeetivo 

divinity die attribute of creation. Tin* contention for prc^mbcuco ended in the total suppression 

of the worship of Rr&hmm and the temporary suhiuk&tim of Vishnu to the superiority of Siva; 

blit this did imt tttt long; ike sects raised crusades agahwt each other ; hordes of armed fanatics, 

under dm title* or Smyiflit md Vturagisj L-tilthied ns champions of their respective frith ; 

the former devoted their lives in support of the superiority of SW&; and the hitter were no leas 

Zfal&U* for the rights of Vishnu ; alternate vicing and defeat marked the progress of a religioui 

wurr which for ages continued to hnr.i^s the earth. and inflame mankind ngRiibc each other*1* 

Aslol Research, viii* 4-5, 46. Or, Buchanan informs usT ** Thai the worshippers of the two gods 

(Vishnu and Sived who arc of different sects, are very apt to fall into disputes, occasioning 

abusive language and followed by violence; to that the col lectors liave bometime* been oldigcd to 

have recourse to the fear of the bnyoiJctj to prevent the controversy from producing bad effects." 

Buchanan's Journey through Mysore, 6lc* i+ 13* The missionary Dubois observes, tluit *s we see 

the two sects striving to esrit the respective deifies whom they worship, and to revile those of 

their opponents- . - * The followers of Vishnu vehemently insist that he is far superior to Siv^ and 

14 alone worthy of nil honour . . , The disciples of StvnT on the contrary* no less obstinately affirm 

tint! Vi&hmi is nothings and has never done any act, but trick* m bone or to provoke idiamc urn) 

indignation^ &c. Description. &c* of the People of India* p. 58. Sec loo the Missionary Ward, 

View, tic of the Hindoos. Lund, lid* Ini rod. p. 27- 

The preface to (BAngavadfim) the French translation of the Bhagnvatn by M. ITObsouviNe, ttys^ 

** The Indians are divided into two orthodox sects, which, however* violently oppose one another £ 

the one asserting the supremacy of"VWmik the other of Siva. ■ * The Furonas,* it 14 differ in 

their interpretations of the Vedas, sonic of them giving the supremacy to Rmhmo, some to 

Vishnu* and some to Sivil Thi_.se honk* ore, properly speaking* pieces of controversial theology* 

The Brahmens, who competed them* disputing to which of their three gods the Supremacy be¬ 

longs, support the pretension* of each by an enormous mass of mythological legends* and idjs^ 

tical opinion^ in favour of the God whom the author adopts. All are equally supported by the 

authority of the Vedas," 

Mr. Colebrooke, describing Utc difffefVflt serfs of the Hindus, informs us that 41 Saneor*. 

A chary a* fke celebrated commentator on the Veda, contended for the attribute of Siva, and 

founded or confirmed the sect of Sai vus, who worship Muhadcva ms the Supreme Being, and 

deny the independent existence of Ybhnu and other Deities. Madhavu Aduirya mid Yullubtui 

A chary a have in like manner est&hlblicd the sect of Vgushnavas who adore Vkhuu ns God. The 

Suras (k?ss numerous than the two bccu above mentioned) worship tbu sun* tuid acknowledge 

no other divinity. The Gaosliatyas adore Gancga* a* uniting in lain person all the attributes of 

the Dcky*H Note A- on the Religious Ceremonies of the Hinduiu Asiat. Research. viL 

Book 1L 
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it jmssage from the Scandn Purona, one of the sacred hooks in honour of Siva, we Chap. VI. 

have seen by what legends his votaries endeavour to elevate him above Brahma, 

mid Vishnu x while he cuts off the head of the one for contesting With him 

the sujyremarT, and has it expressly yielded up to him by the other. It is not, 

however, sufficient that the favourite god should be only superior to the rest: 

whatever honour is derived from their actions, that too must be claimed for him ; 

and he is asserted to be himself the author of all their achievements. 
A still liigher strain of flattery succeeds. Not only must hi? absorb their ac¬ 

tions, it is accounted still nobler if he can be asserted to absorb even themselves ; if 

Siva, for example, can l*e affirmed, not only to be Siva, and to be nt once creator, 

preserver, nnd destroyer, but can be declared to lie Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva 

themselves. Beyond even this a stq» remains. In the same manner as he absorbs 

the gods, he is finally made to absorb every thing. He is asserted to he the universe 

itself. He is then all in all. We shall find this process pursued with the Hindu divi¬ 

nities,one after another. In another sacred boo k,*dfaBcttted to Siva, that god is made 

to declare, I,: I have always been, and I always am, and I always will be. There 

b no second of whom I can say that I atn he, and that he is !. 1 am the within 

of all the withins, I am in all surfaces. Whatever b 1 am; and whatever is 

not 1 am. I am BrnhmHi and I am also Bruhmc; nnd l am the causing 

cause. Whatever b in the east 1 am; and whatever Is in the west I am; and 

whatever b in the south 1 am; and whatever is in the north I am. Whatever 

b below I am; and whatever is above I am. 1 am man, and not man, and 

woman. I am the truth; 1 am the ox; and I atn all other animated 

brings. I am more ancient than all. I am the king of kings. And I am 

in all the great qualities. I am the perfect being. Whatever 1ms been, Rudra f 

b ; and whatever is be is ; and whatever shall be he b. I India is fife, and is 

death; and b the past, present, and future; and b all worlds” } But if the 

votaries of Siva, with exaggerating devotion, thus infinitely exalt Idm atxivc 

all; the same, or, if possible, still greater honours, do the adorers of Yishtiu 

lavish upon that divinity. “ Let it not be thought ” says the Bhagavat, that 

Vishnu b only one of the three divinities, or triple powers. Enow that he is 

the principle of all. It is he who created the universe by his productive jiowcr; 

it b he who supports all by his preserving power; it is he, in fine, w ho destroys 

* The Oupuukhat. of which on ancient verson into the Persian language has been found. Am|uetil 

Du perron published first Mae specimens of a translation from this in the Recherche* Hptoriipics 
et Geogropbitjuvs cur I’lndo, find has since published a Translation of the whole in Latin. 
There is a translation of it likewise among the late Mr, A)bin's nuuuucHpts in the Brilish Museum■ 

t Ore of die many niua&s of Siva, or Mohndem J Oupnekhat, ix. 

2 G 2 
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Rook IL all by his destructive power. He creates under the form of Brahma* and dc- 

v“stroya under that of Siva. The productive pow er is more excellent than 

the destructive* and the preserving more excellent than the productive. 

To the name of Vishnu* therefore* is attached the preeminence, since the 

title of preserver or saviour m peculiarly attributed to him.11 * In the Bhngvat- 

Gcctn, Crislirm is thus addressed: ** O mighty being! who* greater than 

Brahma, art the prime creator ! eternal god of gods! the world's mansion ! thou 

art the incorruptible being distinct from all things transient! Thou art before all 

gods* and the supreme supporter of the universe ! Thou knowest all things ! By 

thceT O infinite form! die universe was spread abroad. Thou art Vayoo the 

god of winds, Agneo the god of fire* Varoon the god of oceans* Sasanka the 

moon, Prajapatee the god of nations! Reverence be unto thee before and behind, 

reverence be unto thee on all sides, O thou who art all in aU! Infinite is thy 

power and thy glory! Thou includes! all things* wherefore thou art all ihings/’f 

In a Sanscrit inscription taken From a rtone at Buddha Gaya, Buddha is thus 

addressed ; H Reverence be unto thee, O god, in the form of the god of mercy; 

the lord of all things, the guardian of the universe* Thou art Brahma* Vishnu* 

and Mahesa. \ Thou art lord of the universe! Thou art* under the proper Form 

of all things, moveable and immoveable* the possessor of the whole J" § 

* Baganduo* p* 8, 9* 
f DhflgTnijGccfcaT p. D4: we similar strings of praises. Ibid, pp* S4 to ; pp* 79, 79? 70. 

At p. SO he is denuminaldj H 'Hie tether and the mother of this world which affords another 

curious- coincidence riih the phraseology of oilier religion^- The Orpliic verses mf* moW 

Jupiter the “ father and mother of all things iTI 

Harr** TV At.—HyOlfU IX* 
Valerius Saramis calls Jupiter u the father and mother of the gods:" 

Jupiter omnipotent regum Rex ipse, Deumque 

Progenitor, Gfiaetrixquo Pcfiiu * Deiis unm et idem. 

Aptfd Augustin* du Civitat* Dei* lib, hr* cnp+ xL et lib, vii* cap, be, 

Sypeoiui uses similar language i 
%a c*ryp rv / wci jwif, 

Xe J- « A —Syncs. Hymn, iii. 
Even Martial, In a sort of A hymn, or eulogy upon Mercury, beginning 

Hermes Mania seculi voluptos* 

I lenses omnibus emdltus anms ; 

Ac. At* ends thus, 

Iftrmct umnia Wirt, ct Ur nnain■—Mart. Ep. lib* iv, ep. 25. 

s* Be Deo^jusquectilfnp iiaChflldfVw tradldbsc refer unt; I. EncDcum omnium rrgcm,^irtniangutj. 

cujuj provi&nlia umUtnorum mt& at gut onmtus Jactm Bracked Hist. Crit. Philosophic, 

lib, IL cnp+ iLaeet- IS* 

j Another name for Siva, | Aaiau Research* b 294, 285 
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Among the numerous expressions of panegyric and odwationwMch the Hindus C..mvY1.^ 

apply to their divinities, none seem to have made a deeper impression upon some ^ ^ 

of the^nost intelligent of our English inquirers, than the epithet one. '"“gftjj- 

has so far prevailed as to impress them wifh a belief that the Hindus had a ^ 

refined conception of the unity of the Divine Nature. Yet it seems very cku*^ 

that the use of such an epithet w but a natural link in that drain of unmeaning 

panegyric which distinguishes the religion of ignorant men. When one divinity 

has Iwen made to engross the powers of oil the rest, it is the necessary termi¬ 

nation of this piece of flattery to denominate him tile ONE. Oriental scholars 

ought moreover to have reflected that one is an epithet of very common, and 

vague application in the languages of Asia; and is by no means a foundation 

whereon to infer among the Hindus any conception analogous to that which we 

denote by the term unity of God. The translation of the Institutes of Menu 

affords us a very satisfactory example; “ Then only is a man perfect when he 

consists of three perfons united, his wife, himself, and his son; And thus have 

learned Brahmens announced this—the husband is even ONE with his wife." * 

Yet surely no unity of lieing was supposed in this triune person, a man, his 

wife, and his son. Ad, we are informed by Maerobius, was among the 

Assyrians a word which signified o«e, anil was a name conferred by them upon 

their chief divinity, f The Babylonians applied it to their principal goddess. \ 

The god Rimmon, as we learn from the Bible, had the same epithet. $ Mr. 

Bryant says it was a sacred title among all the Eastern nations, and originally 

conferred u|>on the sun. || Even the Greek poet* who have never been suspected 

Of refined notions of the unity of God, employ it to profusion. It is applied 

to Jupiter, to Pluto, to the sun, to Dionysius.** All the gods are affirmed to 

be one.If « One power,*1 soys the Orphic jwetry, “ one divinity, Jupiter is the 

m institutes of Mend, dl+ ix* 45. T 
+ Duo* quem sirnmnim mnxiinuinque venemmur* Adad iu>nt*R dederunt, Ivjus rtomimj* inter- 

prliio rigrib-l ««. Maerob. Satar. fib. E. cap- «. Tim reduplication Mr. Bryant, with 

good reason, supposes to be a superlative, bin ti wrong in supposing ■* on wiisal, i. 29. 
+ Au’j) jjw ** n Hp. Hesychius, ad verb. The Greeks gave it, for a feminine 

application, a feminine termination- „ 
f Zeeharmh, di, sii, ver. 11. “ As the mourning of A dad Rimcrtu, ia the valley of Mcgiddon. 

]\ Analysis of Ancient Mythology, L 29. 
** ■£,, Zisf, *,i AT**, U nf 4-ick, 

" Ej, I,., ii E1 mg ■ Tv. p. 36t- 

ft llMni, tlipnfmi'. dipvn;, Kv*^, 

X911* T|#*s, **» 

'Hpiur*v ti Kisrt*, tW* r*, «** 

AfttpH, E«nfV*( A«**■»! **n itv—Henaesiaiui*. 
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Book II. great rutcr of all." * Plutarch informs us that Apollo was frequently denomi- 

v — v ■ ■ 1 rotttl the monad, or the ONLY one; t and from die emperor Julian we learn, 

that the people of Edessa had a god whom they called Mokimus, a word of the 

same interpretation. 4 Few nations shrill we find w ithout a knowledge of the 

unity of. the Divine Nature, if we take such expressions of it as abound in the 

Hindu writings for satisfactory evidence. By this token Mr. Fork found it 

among the savages of Africa. $ 

nfaming of In pursuance of the same persuasion ingenious authors have laid hold of the term 

K in Brahme, or Brahm, the neuter of Brahma, the masculine name of the creator. [| 

oicgy*1* This they have represented as the peculiar appellation of the one god; Brahma, 

Vishnu, and Siva, being only names of the particular modes of divine action. But this 

supposition, ( for it is nothing more) involves die most enormous inconsistent^ ; as if 

the Hindus possessed refined notions of the unity of God, nnd could yet conceive 

his modes of action to be truly set forth in the characters of Brahma, Vishnu, 

and Siva ; as if the same people could at once be so enlightened as to form a 

sublime conception of the Divine Nature, and yet $0 stupid as to make a dis¬ 

tinction between the character of God and his inodes of action. The parts of 

the Hindu writings, however, which are already before us, completely refute 

this error, and prove that Km lime is a mere unmeaning epithet of praise, ap¬ 

plied to various gods, and no more indicative of refined notions of the unity, or 

any perfection of the Divine Nature, than other parts of their panegyrical de- 

* Oipliit. Fragm, ri. 366. 

t Tv monaaa tb; aiJpanuDfM^Hu hx&ttn*.—Ptuurch. Isis ct Osina, p. 3Jt. 

j Oral, iv, p. 150, Sex; 100 note (f) in page '22S, where Mercury is denominated [lie 

riiite-ow, 

} “ Tiie belief' of osi Gon," «yi he," u uid of a future state of reword and punishment. Is 

entire and universal among them." Park’s Travels in Africa, p. 273. 

Jf Sir W. Jones say*, (Discern r« on the Gods of Greece, Italy, and India,! “ It must always be 

remembered, that the teamed Indians, sa they sre instructed by their own books, in truth tr- 

lcnowled|fe only .ore supreme feeing, whom they coil Braiime, or the Great One, in the neuter 

gender: they behove his tssmura to. bo infinitely removed from tW comprehension of any mind 

but Wt *iwn; aud they lufpiw him m manifest hxa power by the operation of id* divine spirit; 

whom they name Vishnu, the Pemsder, in the masculine- gender, whence he is often decDuri- 

nated the fir -1 tmtie, * * ' # * Whoi they consider the Divine Power exerted in creating, or in 

giving existence to that which existed not before, they call the Deity Brahma, in the masculine 

gender also; and when they view him in lire light of Destroyer, or rather changer of forms, they 

give him a thousand names, of which Siva, Isa or Tawan, Rudra, Ham, Suiubhu, mid Mahu- 

deva, or Maben, are the most common, Mr. WQfofd (AriaL Research, iii, 370) says that 

Brahma, Vishnu, and Mokidcva, « are only the principal fore*, in wliidi the Bnhment teach 

the people to adore Brahm, or the great one." * 

1 
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rations. We ttnve already beheld Sivn decorated with this title.* Yulmu w Vt. 

denominated the supreme Brahmc in the Bhogrtit-Geota. | Nay, wc find tlii^ 

• Vide supra, p.2Sf7- 
■J. Bhitriot-Geetn, p. St. The term Pont Brohnie, of Great Brahroc, « applied, not once, 

tmt tnaoy tort to Crishim, in the BhagtivBt, Sica Hathed'S translation In Maurice** Hto- 

dosuuu iL Hi2f S31, S54, SfiO, 375, S77, 37«, 380, 417, +44. “ The 8*i Vaishnavam Brah- 
meat,” it)i Dr. Buchanan {Journey through Mysore, &<t- H4}» “worship Vishnu and the 
guds of hi* family only, and all over die Detain am almost exclusively the officiating priests in 
die temples of these tleitits. They allege Brahma la 1ms a sot! of + ishtiu, and Siva die *nn ot 
Brahma. Vishnu they consider us the same with Pam Braliinii" (thus Dr. Buchanan spells it in¬ 

stead of BmJirne) u or the supreme Being," Vet of this supreme Being, this Para Brahma, they 
believ a as follows i “ One of the A sums, or demons, named Tripura, potsessed a dtp, the inha¬ 
bitant of which were eery troublesome to die inhabitants of Brahma Loka, the heaven ot 

Brahma, who attempted ill vain to take the placet it being destined not to tall, so long as the 
women who resided in It should preserve dielr chastity. The angels at length offered up their 

prayers to Vishnu, who took upon himself the form of a roust beautiful young roan, and became 
Budhu Aratara. Entering then into the city, lie danced naked liefore die women, and inspired 
ibero with loose desires, do that the fortress soon fell a prey to the angels." Ibid, Even Vach, 
the daughter of Ambhruw, is decorated with ali the nttributes of divinity. Mr. Colrtmmke give* 
uj, dw following literal version of a hymn in one of the Vedas, which Vaeb, he informs us, 
" s,leaks in pram- of herself m ihe te and univertal Hud” [the title which, it is pretended, 

exclusively belongs to Bralitne]—11 I range with the Rudras, with the Vuaus, with the Adilyas, 

and with ihe Varnad™. 1 uphold both the sun and the ocean [metre (ind vanma], the firma¬ 

ment, and fire, ic. * * Me who nm the queen, the conferver of wealth, the possessor of know- 

leilge, and first of such as merit wordiip, the gods render, universally, present everywhere, and 

pervadcr of all beings. He, who oats food through me, as lie, who sees, who hears, or who 

breathe*, through roc, yet knows me not, is lost: hear then the faith which I pronounce. Even 

1 declare ikii Self, who is wordlipped by gods and men. I moke strong w hom I choose ; I umke 

him Brahma, holy rad wise. For Iludra I bend the bow, to stay the demon, foe of Brahma; for 

the people 1 mate war on their foe#; and I pervade heaven and earth. I bore the foiber on the 

head of tht* universal mind; and my origin is in tiro midst of the ocean: and therefore do 

1 jiervailu aJJl beings, mid touch this heaven with my form. Originating all beings, 1 pus* 

IlkiT the breeze; 1 am above till* heaven, beyond till* earth; and what is the ounvT 

oMVthai on, 1.” Asiau Research, wii-402, 403. Mr- Colebrookc says that Vach agnifiq* 

speech, rad that she is personified a* the active power of Brahma, proceeding Irent him. Ibid. 

Tliere is a curious passage, descriptive of the universal soul, translated from die Vedas by Mr. 

Cokbrooke, Several persons deeply con versant with lioly writ, and possessed of great dwell, 

ings meeting together engaged in this disquisition: what is our soul ? and who is Urahmc T' 

Going together for information to n profound sage, they addressed him thus : » Thou wdl knew- 

est the universal soul, communicate dial knowledge unto us." The sage asked each of them, 

u whom he worshipped as tile *uid." The first answered, 11 the heavenBut the sage replied, 

that this was only the head of the wuL The second declared tint be worshipped <( the sun as 

the sold," But the sage told him, this was only the eye of the soul. The third said that he wor. 

khipped “ air ns die soul;" and the sage answered, that this was only the breath of the soul, li'e 
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Bra}]me* the great* the eternal ONE, the supreme sou], employed m rather a 

subordinate capacity. ** The Great B robin/ says Cruhna, u is my womb* In 

it 1 place my foetus; and from it Is the production of all nature. The great 

Bratim is the womb of oil those various forms which are conceived in every na¬ 

tural womb, and 1 am the father who soweth the seed/" # In one of the morning 

prayers of the Brahmen*, cited from the Vedas by Mr* Colebrookc* water is 

denominated Brahme. f ** The sun/ says Yajnyawnlcya, 44 is Brahme; this is a 

certain truth revealed in the sacred UpanishaU, and in various saclias of the 

Vedas* So the Bhawishya Futuna, speaking of the sun t Because there is none 

greater than he, nor has been nor will be, therefore bo is celebrated as the su¬ 

preme soul in all the Vedas ” | Air, too, receives the appellation of Brahme. 

Thus, says a passage in the Veda; " That which moves in the atmosphere is 

air, Brafune* J Thus again* u Salutation unto thee, O airl Even thou art 

Brahme, present to our apprehension. Thee 1 will call, 1 present Brahme :* 

thee I will name, * the right one; * thee I will pronounce, 4 the true one.1 May 

that Brahme, the universal being entitled air, preserve me/ || Food too is de¬ 

nominated Brahme ; so is breath, and intellect, and felicity*w Noy, it is 

affirmed, as part of the Hindu belief, that man himself may becqnic Brahme: 

thus in the Bhagvat-Gceta Crkhna declares: w A man being endowed with a 

purified understanding, having bumbled tm spirit by resolution, and abandoned 

the objects of the organs; who hath freed himself from passion and dislike, 

who wor^hippeth with dheri ruination* eateth with moderation., and is humble of 

speech, of liody, and of mind; who preferredh the devotion of meditation, and 

fourth declared that he worshipped f< the ethereal vkmunt a* the scul.M But the sage replied that 

thh was only the trunk of (he soul. The fifth answered, that he worshipped 11 woter as the sou].11 

But the tilgv rejoined that this wots only the abdomen of the hOld. The sixth informed turn that 

he worshipped '* earth as the aoiili" But the sage declared that this wus only thu feet of the soul. 

The sage next proceeds to deliver hk own e xpl an ation ; and utters a jargon, which 1ms not even ft 

semblance of meaning. 41 lie thus addressed them collectively : You consider thk universal soul, 

as it were an individual bring; and you partake of distinct enjoyments, But he who worships 

as the universal soul, lha; which is known by it* manifested portions, and is inferred front ctm- 

scinwess, enjoys nourishment in all worlds, in nil being*, Ln all s-outaj hit head is splendid like 

that of this universal soul; his eye is similarly varied* his breath It equally diffused} his trunk is no 

Ices abundant; his abdomen is alike full; and hk feet are the earth ; his breast u the altar: hta 

hmr is the sacred gross; Ms heart the household fire; hi* mind the consecrated dome; nod hk 

mouth the ablation/' 

■ lb. p. 107- f Asint. Research, y. 

X An extract from a Sanscrit commentary by Mr* CoEebraolto, Aslat. Research, v* 35Z 
S Asinl* Res* viii* 417* H lb* 456. 

Extract from the Vedas by Mr* Cokbrooke, Asiatr Research* viiL 455, 456* 
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who constantly placeth his confidence in dispasaion; who is freed from oaten- Chap. VI. 

tiition, tyrannic strength, vain glory, lust, anger, and avarice; and who is ' ' 

exempt from selfishness, and in all things temperate, is formed for being Bralim," * 

Such are the proofs on which the opinion has been adopted that sublime prin- Vttuty uftbc 

doles run through the religion of the Brahmens.+ ! know no supposition which nllEgunw list' 
r p w£n 

Il**J. 

* Dhugvat-Cccio, p. 1311 I3E. 
| Sir W. Jones *cemft to Lave found proofs of o pure theism almost every where. Spending of 

On- Aral®! hC«y*, H The religion of the poets, n* least, iMi to have been pure theism; mid this 

we may know with certainty, because wc have Arabian verses of uam^wctM antiquity, which 

contain pious anti ckvuied sentiments on the goodness and justice, the power ansi omnipotence, of 

Allah, or fAc Cod, If on inscription said to have been found on marble in Yemen be amheniji\ 

ihe ancient inhabitants of that country preserved the religion of Ebef, and professed & belief in 

miracles, and a future stale." (As. Res. ii. B.) Did Sir W. not know diat the wildest religions 

abound moat in miracles, and lhat no religion is without ft belief of a future stale? Did It want an 

Inscriptinn in Yemen to prove to us ibis? Sir W. buds proo& of4 pure theism a* easily aoioag Lhe 

Persians as among the Arabs. H The primeval religion of Iran " he *&y^ ” if we rely on the autho¬ 

rities adduced by Molts&ni Pauj, was that which Newton calls die oldest {and it may be justly colled 

the noblest) of all religions * A firm belief that one supreme God mode the world by his power, 

and continually governed it by lus, providence; a pious fear, love, and adoration of him i a due 

reverence for parent and aged persons | a fraternal nilectiou for the whole human race* and a 

compa^unate tenderness even for tbo brute cratiofl." Yet under IiushangT who. it would 

appear, was the author of this primeval religion, he tells us, th*t the popular worship of tile Ira- 

man* wm partly Sabian. {Ib3d. p. 58.) At the same time he assures us, that during hts supposed 

Mohnliadiim dynasty, when this Hudiangl-mi and Sabianism existed, ft Rrulinu-nical system pre¬ 

vailed, u which we cun hardly,” lie says, 4t doubt waft the first corruption of the oldest and purest 

reUgiafn11 {Ibid. p. 3$*) By Ibis account throe different religions must have all been the preva¬ 

lent religions of Fersifl] at one and the same time. Unlc&ft (which is not a theory with slight 

presumptions in its favour,) we conclude that all three wrirre originally one and the *imie.—-Even on 

the most sober-minded and judicious men, the lofty language of □ mean superstition is calculated 

to impose. The industrious and intelligent Harris, in his account of the travels of William do 

Kubruc|uis, Mutesii a* his opinion, “after all the pains that he had been able to fake* in order to 

obtain some sort of certainty on this head," that the religion of the Tartars includes these three 

points : 11 First*—Thai there ts one God, the fountain of being, the creator of all things tin: ruler 

of oil tilings, and the sole object of Divine worship. Secondly,—That all men in general are hi* 

creatures, and therefore ought to consider each other as brethren descended from one common 

parent, and alike entitled to nil the blessing* he bestows j and that therefore it is great impiety to 

abuse those btesing$P or to injure each other. Thirdly*—That inasmuch ns the common reason 

of mankind hath taught them to establish property, it is necessary Unit it should ho preserved, am! 

that it is thereto re die duly of every man to be content with his own/1 (See 1 lurries Collect, of 

Voyages. voL L) Lcs MoiiLanieiis m’otit lous aiaurci unanhnemeoi, quils n avoient jiunak eu 

d'biotas* iil de tUvinkts subaLtcrnes,, mms. qu'ils sacritiotam uuiquement a un etre supreme cl inti* 

sihkp PaJhu, Voyage, L 1^6, 

VOL. L 2 n 
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can Iw employed to reconcile the inconsistencies, and to remove the absurdities, 

which we hove found this opinion to involve, unless it be assumed., that the 

legends of the Hindus ore all allegorical' ond though it may be true that, in 

their literal interpretation, they are unworthy of a perfect being, that vet a re¬ 

condite and enigmatical meaning may te extorted from them, wludi will tally 

with the sublime hypothesis men wish to retain. Undoubtedly, if we assume to 

ourselves the license of framing to the Hindu mythology, or to any other mytho¬ 

logy, a meaning adapted to our own views, we may form out of it not only a 

sublime theology, but a sublime philosophy, or any thing which we please. It 

might, however, have been imagined that the futility, the absurdity, the folly 

of these arbitrary and unfounded interpretations was too well exposed to mislead 

such men as some of the advocates for the allegorical sense of the Hindu scrip- 

tures The latter Plotonists, and other refiners upon the mythology of Greece 

mid Rome, drew from it a pure system of theology by the very same process 

which is adopted and recommended in regard to the fables of the Hindus. 

Hear the language of good sense ond philosophy on a system which at one time 

had so many celebrated votaries, and which even now is not altogether deprived 

of them. “ Without a tedious detail,” says Mr. Giblxm, “ the modem reader 

could not form a just idea of the strange allusions, the forced etymologies, the 

sol&m trilling, and the impenetrable obscurity or these sages, who professed to 

reveal the system of the universe. As the traditions of Pagan mythology were 

variously related, the sacred interpreters were at liberty to select the most con¬ 

venient circumstances; and as they translated an arbitrary cipher, they could 

extract from <m fable <mf souse which was adapted to their Favourite system of 

religion and philosophy. The lascivious form of a naked Venus was tortured 

into the discovery of some moral precept, or some physical troth ; and the 

castration of Atys explained the revolution of the sun between the tropics, or 

the separation of the human soul from vice and error."* But if a condemns 

tion thus severe can be justly pronounced upon those who would allegorize * 

Greek and Roman mythology, what judgment should l*‘ formed of those by 

whom the same mode of interpretation is applied to the lables nf the Hiir-us. T 

The Egyptian religion is allowed on all hands to have possessed the same tuiufo- 

* Gtbbotfi Hi*l of the Ded, and Pall of the Rom* Etnp. if- 71- 

+ The? Hindu ideas aft- *o estremo!y loose* vogue, nmi uuecrminj, chat lh^> ^ 

.pafarfdy convenient Ibr workmanship of d.i* d*«ri|rtion. *• The Jfo.da r^bgion, ray> an 

Oriental scholar of so™.- eminence. «i» *o pliut. that a* '**”“>* * «» t* 

VMxtcmnar A Tour to Shiraz by Edward Scot! Waring. Haq. P. 3, note 
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mental principles with the Hindu, ami to have resembled it remarkably in its Chap. VI 

outward features; yet* of all the systems of superstition which were found within ' - * 

the Roman empire* Sir. Gibbon pronounces this to be “ the most contemptible 

and abject."* There are satisfactory reasons for supposing that improvement in 

the language of the Brahmens, and refinement in the interpretations which they 

put upon their ancient writings, not to speak of what may have been done by 

their favourite practice of interpolation, have been suggested by the more rational 

and simple doctrines of Mahometf The natural effect of acquaintance w ith a 

superior creed is well described by Mr. Bryant in some reflections on the intro¬ 

duction of Christianity into the Pagan world. “ it Ls to be observed," soys that 

illustrious author, * that when Christianity had introduced a more rational 

system, os well as a more refiued worship, among mankind; the Pagans were 

struck with the sublimity of its doctrines, and tried in their turns to refine. 

But their misfortune was, lliat they were obliged to abide by the theology which 

had been transmitted to them; and to make the history of the Gentile Gods 

the basis of their procedure. This brought them into Immense difficulties and 

equal absurdities: while they laboured to solve w hat was inexplicable; and to 

remedy what was past cure. Hence we meet with many dull and datioratc 

sophisms even in the great Plutarch: but many more iu after times, among the 

writers of whom I am speaking. PtocIub is continually ringing the changes upon 

the terms wf, mpof, and nntc - and explains wimt is really a projtcr name, as if 

it signified sense and intellect. In consequence of this, he tries to subtilize and 

refine all the liase jargon about Saturn and Zeus: and w ould persuade us that 

the most idle and_ obscene legends related to the divine mind, to the eternal 

wisdom, and supremacy of the Deity. Thus he 1 jgitows many exalted notions 

from Christianity; and blends them with the basest alloy, with the dregs of 

Pagan mythology." t Such are the opinions of the greatest men on those at- 

* Gibbon's Hist, of the Bed. and Fall of die Rom. Emp- i. 52. 

t Besides the Invincible reasons afforded by the circumstances of the case, the artful pretences 

and evasion* of die Brahmens ure evidence enough Mr. Wilford, living stated the general opi¬ 

nion, that die three principal gods of Egypt resolve themselves into one, namely, the sun, says, 

*■ case was nearly the same in ancient India; but there is no subject on which the modern 

Brahmens are mart- reserved; for when they are closely interrogated on the title flf Dev* or God, 

which their most sacred boohs give to the sun, they avoid a direct answer, have recourse to eva¬ 

sions, and often contradict one another and themselves. They confess, however, unanimously, 

that the sun is on emblem or image of the three great divinities jointly mid individually; that it 

of Hrahme, or the supreme one." Asiut. Res. iii. 372- 

X Bryant* Analysis of Ancient Mythology, iii. 104, 105. 

! h9 
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Where idem 
fpf I hffl ELIUlh- 

system 
are rcidc, idtiu 

uf the t,oiU 

tnu;t be nsdc. 

Book If. tempts to allegorize a rude mpenitition* which soihc of the irrasl celebrated of 

our Indian guides so vehemently recommend to us * 

Of the pure and devoted ideas of the Divine Nature which are ascribed to 

the Hindus, or to any other people, an accurate judgment may be formed by 

ascertaining the source from which they are derived* It will be allowed that 

just and rational view's of God can be obtained from two sources done: Irotn 

revelation ; 01% w here that is wanting, from sound reflection upon the frame and 

govern men t of the universe. Wherever men are sufficiently ini proved to take a 

comprehensive survey of this magnificent system, to observe die connexion of 

all \u parts, the older winch prevails throughout, the exquisite adaptation of 

means to ends, and the in credible train of wonderful effects winch flow irom 

the simplest cause*; they may then form exalted notions of the intelligence by 

which so many wonderful effects are supposed to be produced. If all our un- 

* Mr. IIallied vety judiciously repels die project to a Lie gome and refine upon the Hindu 

mythology. 4i Mftaj conjectural doctrines.^ says he, JA have been circulated by the learned ami 

ingenious uf Europe upon the mythology of die Gcntoos: and they have unanimously endea* 

Toruvd to construe the Extravagant fables with which it abounds into sublime and m\hii eat symbol* 

of the most refined inomhly. This mode of reasoning, however common, is not quite candid or 

equitable, because it sets out with & opposing in tho*e people u deficiency of faith with reaped to 

the Authenticity of their own scripture which, although our better iiifnrmaifan may convince m 
to be altogether false and erroneous* yet arc by them literally esteemed sut the immedinte rc-YoIa- 

lions of the Almighty. * * * It may poiaihiy be owing to this vanity of recoin*ding every other 

mode of worship to some kind of conformity with our own, that allegorical construct ions and 

forced alluftieftft to a mystic morality have been conitniuly foLauxl in upon the plain and litem] 

context of every Pagan mythology. 1 * * The institution of a religion hm been in evenr country 

the first step towards an emersion from savage barbarism. * * The vulgar and ill iterate have al- 

wnys understood the mythology of their country in its literal sense; and there wws a time to 

every nation, when the highest rank ill it was equally vulgar and illiterate with the lowest, * * * 

A Hindoo esteein& the astonishing miracles attributed to a Brihjnft, ■ Raam, or a Kkhcn, m 
facts of the most indubitable authenticity, nud the relation of them ns most strictly historical/" 

Preface to Cade of GciUoo p, xiii. xiv, Qn the religion of ancient nations Voltaire sap 

with justice, On peuenis tkiru des volumes sur ce feiijot; mass tons ees volume* se reduis^in a 

deux mot±T e c*t que lo groi du genre hnmtila a etc et sera m s tong- letups inscribe et imbecile ; 

nt que jumt-elre le& plus iusense* de to us out ceux qni cm voulu trouver un fern d ces fables 

absurds et meltre dc la raison dun* k folk* Voltaire* Philosophic de 1‘HIsloire, CEuvres Com¬ 

plete* n G^thi, 17$$* tom. xvL p. 22. Mr* Wilkins, reprobating some oilier attempts at refine¬ 

ment on the Hindu test, says, a lie has Been ft eatamenl* hy a zealous Persian, upon the wanton 

odes of their favourite poet Hafiz, wherein every obscene allusion is sublimated into n divine 

mystery, and the host And the tavern nn> as iiigraioutly iiwriamorphosed into their prophet am] 

his holy temple/' Bhftffrat-Geeia, note 114b- 
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revealed knowledge of God* who is U>c immediate object of none of our senses, 

is derivtd from his works, they whuse ideas of those works are so far front twin# 

just, rational, and sublime, that they are in the highest degree absurd, mean, 

and degrading, cannot, whatever may be the language which they employ, have 

elevated, and pure, and rational ideas of their author. It is impossible for the 

stream to ascend higher than the fountain. The only question therefore is. what 

are the ideas which the Hindus have reached concerning the wisdom and beauty 

of the universe. To this the answer is dear and incontrovertible. No people, 

how rude and ignorant soever, who have been so far advanced as to leave us me¬ 

morials of their thoughts in writing, have ever drawn a more gross, irrational, 

and disgusting picture of the universe than what is presented in the writings of 

the Hindus.* In the whole of the Sanscrit literature now open to Europeans, I 

do not think that one reflection on the coherence, the wisdom, the beauty, of the 

universe is to be fuund.f It is indeed impossible; for in the universe of the 

Hindus, no coherence, w isdom, or beauty exists: nil is disorder, caprice, pas¬ 

sion, contest, portents, prodigies, violence, and deformity, J It is perfectly evt- 

* Even Mr. Maurice say*; « The Hindu notions of the mundane system arc altogether tlitr 

most mo nitrous that ever were adopted by any brings, who boast the light of reason; and, in 

truth, very little recoiwiJeikbJe with tbo&e sublime ideuts we have been taught to entertain of tlsc 

profound learning anil renowned sagacity of the ancient Brthlttiftw*” Maurice, Hbt* of Hin¬ 

doo i. 490, 

f I have met with nothing in Sanscrit literature in any degree to be compared with the follow* 

Lag reflection of a Peruvian Inca, 11 If the heaven be so glorious, which b the throne and scat of 

the Pach&eamac.. hew much more powerful* glittering, and resplendent must lift person and ni&« 

jetty be* who was the maker and trustor of them all. Other snyirigs of hin were these, /// wrr 

to adm miff of these terrestrial things^ it should certainly hr a m&e mid discreet wkoer cjnW- 
ItHCies surpass ail etcrifdjy creatures ” GoraEnsso de la Vega* Hoynl Conunc-n Laric^ of Peru* book 

tv* ch. 19- lliiTe is a pfe&aage which I have rend since tbuwtts written, (ubidi hflwe mm may well 

be suspected of Howing at a recent date from fl foreign source] tnimhucd by Mr* Ward. from a 

work by Cliirunjeevu, in which tlu* inference that a God exists because tilt universe exisuT ft very 

distinctly* expressed. Ward’s View, Ac, iL 30ih Load* Ed. 

$ In my iwftbta concerning the religious ideas of the Hindus I was omeh struck with the 

title of a chapter or lecture in the Bhagvat-Gceia, 11 Display of the Divine Nature m llic lb™ of 

the universe-’" I *e±Md it with eagerness i I Im, I thought* will undoubtedly be found some reftct> 

lions on tlie wiwbm and order of the universe: I met with only the following monstrous exhi¬ 

bition: $ Ikliold/' says Vishnu* in the form of Crishna* to Arjoou, ■* behold things wonderful!, 

never seen before. Behold Lu chia my body the whole world animate and inanimate, and ail 

things else thou hast a mind to see. Bui as thou art unable tu see with these sJty natural eyes, I 

will give thee a heavenly £ref with which behold my divine connection."—After this Aijoon 

declare?, " I behold, O god! w it h in tliy hretu»t ■ thfi dews assembJvdp and even- specific tribe of 

beings. I sec Brahma, that deity sitting on hft lutus-thronc>;. uJI the Reesbees [saints] and hra- 

ttidy Oorugai [serpent#]. I sec thyself* on all fcidtrs* of infinite ihape, formed with abundant 

Chat. VL 
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Book U. dent that the Hindus Dover contemplated the universe as a connected find per* 

feet system, governed by gen oral laws, and directed to general ends*, and it fol* 

lows, as a necessary consequence, that their religion is no other than that primary 

worship, which is addressed to the designing and invisible beings who preside 

over tho powers of nature, according to their own arbitrary will, and act only for 

some private and seihsh gratification. The elevated language which this spades 

of worship hually assumes is only the refinement which flattery, founded upon a 

base apprehension of the divine character, ingrafts upon a mean superstition.* 

arm?,, ond tallica, ami moutta, uml i-yes ; but 1 cao neither discover thy beginning, thy middle, 

nor again thy end, O universal lord, form of the universe I I see thee with a crown, ami armed 

with club mid cluicni, [the martial weapon of C/lshiiii, u sort of cUscuii or ijimit,} a hum of 

gfuryT darting refulgent beams around, I *eo thvu* difficult lo be seen, shining on oil aide* with 

tight immeasurable, tike the ardent fire or glorious sun* Thou an the supreme twing, incur- 

t li | ii ihlci worthy to be known! Thun art prime supporter of like universal orb! Thun art the 

never-failing anti denial guardian of religion \ Undo urt from all beginning, and I esteem thee 

Fooroosh [literally mtmt but ln;rc meant to empires* the vital «oul.] I -*ee thee without beginning, 

without middle, nod without end; of valour bitinite: of arms innumerable; the sun and moon 

thy eyes , thy mouth a Earning fire, and the whole world (dltning with thy rejected glory \ The space 

between the heavens and the earth hi po^^ssed hy thee alone, and every point around; the three 

region* of the universe* O mighty spirit! behold the wonder* of thy awful countenance with 

troubled mindj, Ol the celestial bands, some I see fly to thee for refuge; whilst some* afraid* 

with joined hands sing forth thy praise. Tilt? Mahorvhcct, holy hands, hail thee* and glorify thy 

name w ith adoratfug praises. The Roodtm, the Adilyas, the Vasoos, and all those beings tho 

world esteemcdi good; Aswecn and Koomar, the Maroots and Ooshmnpas l the Gondhnro!: :tnd 

the Vakidms, with the holy tribes of SooraT all stand gazing on thee, and till alike tumped* The 

winds, alike with me, arc terrified to behold thy wondrous form gigantic; with many mouths and 

eyes: with many arm*, and legs, and breasts; with many bellies, and with rows of drcadiiil teeth ! 

Ulus m I *e lliWj touching the heavens, and shining with such glory, of such various lines, 

with widely opened mouths and bright expanded eyes, I am disturbed within roc; my rcatfimon 

Euleth me, D Vishnu ] and t find no rest 1 Having beholden thy dreadful teeth, and gazed on the 

countenance, emblem of timers lost fire* 1 know not which way ! turn ! I End no peace! Have 

mercy T then, O god of gods! thou mansion of the universe!' The son* of Dhreetamshtm, now, 

with ail those miens of the land, Bliceshnia, Drona the son of Soot, and even the fronts of our army, 

seem to be precipitating theniHclve* hastily into thy mouths* discovering such frightful rows of 

teeth l whilst some appear to stick between thy teeth with their bodies sorely mangled. As'the 

rapid htmim* of full-flowing riven roll on to meet the ocean's bed; even m these heroes of the 

human race rush on towards thy Earning mouths. As troops of insects* with increasing speed, 

seek their own destruction tn the flaming fire j even so these people* with swell! ng fury, seek their 

^own destruction, lliuu involves* and swaJlovrc&l them altogether* even unto the lost* with thy 

Eaming mouths; whilst the whole world m filled with tliy glory* as thy awful beams, Q Vishnu, 

shine forth on all sides 1" Bhagvat-txeeta* p. 9Q, Ac, Such is n the Display of the Divine 

Nature in the form of the universe 1“ 

* In the grant of load, translated Emm a plate of copper, {Asiat. Res* i ii. 45,) among the 
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If it be deemed necessary to inquire into the principle of the Hindu supersti- Chat- YI. 

tinn, or which of the powers of nature, [wrsonified into gods, they exalted in 
^"Ttkc Desi v 

the progress of hyperbolical adoration to the supremacy over the rest, and the wbomtbepr>. 

lordship of oil things, the question is resolved by copious evidence; and on this 

point inquirers generally coincide. Sir William Jones has written a discourse to to su- 

provc that the gods of Greece, Italy, and India are the same. But it is suffi- •»»* dv- 

ticiilly proved that the Greek and Roman deities ultimately resolve themselves w^lht sin, 
into the sun, whose powers and provinces had been gradually enlarged, till they 

included those of alt nature. It follows that the sun too h the principle of the 

Hindu religion. Sir William Jones draws this conclusion expressly; 44 We must 

not be surprised," says he, “ at finding on a close examination, that the charac¬ 

ters of all the Fagan deities, male and female, melt into each other, and at last 

into one or two; for it seems a well-founded opinion, that the whole crowd of 

gods and goddesses, in ancient Rome and modern Voranes, mean only the 

powers of nature, and principally those of the sun, expressed in a variety of 

ways, and by a multitude of fanciful names." * He says too, that ** the three 

Powers, Creative, Preservative, and Destructive, which the Hindus express by 

the triliteral word Aunt, were grossly ascribed by the first idolaters to the heat, 

light, and flame of their mistaken divinity the sun"f Brahma, Vishnu, and 

Siva, were, therefore, the heat, light, and flame of the sun ; and it follows as a 

very dear deduction, that Bra lime, whose powers were shadowed forth in the 

characters of those three gods, was the sun himself. Thus conclusion, too, is 

established by many express texts of the Hindu scriptures, as well, as by the 

most venerated pari of the Hindu ritual. “ The syllable Om (Aum) intends,'’ 

says a passage from the Veda translated by Mr. Colebrooke, u every deity : li 

belongs to Pnmmesht'hi, him who dwells in the supreme abode: It appertains to 

Brabme, the vast one; to Deva, god; to Adhyatma, the siq>erintending sout 

Other deities belonging to those several regions, are portions of the three gods; 

praise* of the sovereign, by whom the donation is made, it is said, “ The god* had apprehensions 

in the beginning of time, that the glory of so great a monarch (could leave them without marks 

of distinction; thence it was, that Pur&ri assumed a third eye in hi* forehead ; Pedmocsho, Tout 

arms; Atmahhu, four faces; that Cali held a ci meter in her hand; Kama, a lotos dower; nnd 

Void, a lyre," Sir W« Janes in the note says; « The six names in die text are appellations of the 

gods Mahadeva, Vishnu, Brahma, and the goddesses Dtirga, Lacshtm, Senuwuti." So that the 

three supreme deities, with their wive*, were afraid of being eclipsed by an earthly king, and 

were obliged to iimmir new distinctions (of a very ingenious and imposing sort!) to prevent so 
lamentable an event. 

* On the God* of Greece, Ac., Aaiot, Research, i. 267. f lb. 272. 
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(kune II. for they arc variously named and described, on account of their different opera- 

~~ v-' tions: but in fact there is only one deity, THE Great Soul. He is called the 

Sts; for lie is the soul of all beings. Other deities are portions of him.'1* I 

have already quoted a very remarkable passage from Yajnyawalcya, one of the 

highest of all authorities, in which the sun is directly asserted to lie Brahme, 

and to be-the supreme souk as is declared in all the Vedas, f Another passage 

translated from n Veils by Mr. Colebrooke says; “Fire is that original 

CAUSE, the sux is that; such too is that pure Brahme. Even he is the god 

who pervades all regions; he. prior to whom nothing was Itorn; and who be¬ 

came all beings, himself the lord of creatures.”t A passage in the Veda, trans¬ 

lated by Kir William Jones, soys; “ That Sun, than which nothing is higher, to 

which nothing is equal, enlightens the sky, the earth, the lower worlds, the 

higher worlds, other worlds, enlightens the breast, enlightens all lies ides the 

breast.“ j In the Bhawishya Purnna Crisluia himself says; “The sun is the 

god of perception, the eye of the universe, the cause of day; there is none 

greater than he among the immortal powers. From him this universe pro¬ 

ceeded, and in him it will reach annihilation; he is time measured by instants." 

I shall add but one instance more. There is a passage in the Vedas, which is 

regarded by the Hindus with unspeakable veneration. It has a distinctive ap¬ 

pellation. It is called the Gayatri* and is used upon the mightiest occasions of 

religion. It is denominated the holiest text ut the Vedas. This extraordinary, 

this most sacred, most wonderful text, is thus translated by Sir William Jones; 

“ Let us adore the supremacy of that divine Sim, the godhead, who illuminates 

all, who re-creates all, from whom all proceed, to whom all must return, whom 

we invoke to direct our understandings aright in our progress towards his holy 

seat.")| Another version of it, and somewhat different in its phraseology, is 

given by Mr. Colebrooke in liis account of the first of the Vedas: ** I subjoin," 

says he, “ a translation of the prayer which contains it, as also of the preceding 

one, (troth of which are addressed to the sun) for the sake of exhibiting the 

Indian priests' confession of faith with its context:—‘ This new and excellent 

praise of thee, O splendid, playful Sun ! is offered by us to thee. Be gratified 

by this my speech: approach this craving mind as a fond man seeks a woman. 

May that sun who contemplates and looks into all worlds be our protector!—■ 
Let us meditate on the adorable light op the divine Ruler : 

* AiiaL Itetcardi, viiL 397. f Vide lupra, p. 232. 

$ Akim. Refunfch. viii, 431, 432. $ If)id. Ji. 400. 

I) Sir William Jones'* Wflrla, vi, 41*7. 
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MAY IT GUIDE OTTE intellects !• Desirous of food, we solicit tlic gift of Chap, VI, 

the splendid Sun, who should be studiously worshipped Venerable men, guided *-—* 

by the understanding, salute the divine Sun with oblations and praise”j- Con¬ 

strained by these and similar passages, Mr, Colebrooke says; '‘The ancient 

Hindu religion, as founded on the Indian scriptures, recognizes hut one God, 

yet not sufficiently discriminating the creature from the Creator This is 

an important admission, from one of the most illustrious advocates of the sub¬ 

limity of the Hindu religion. Had he reflected for one moment, be would have 

seen that between not sufficiently, and not'at-all, in this case, there con be no 

distinction. $ 

In the natural progress of religion, it very frequently happens, that the spirit of Worship of 

adulation and hyperbole exalts admired or powerful individuals to the rank of 

gods. The name of the sun, or of some other divinity, is bestowed os a title, or 

as an epithet of inflated praise, upon a great prince, or conqueror. || Immediately 

the exploi ts of the hero are blended with the functions of the god; and, in pro¬ 

cess of time, when the origin of the combination is forgotten, they form a com¬ 

pound mass of inextricable and inconsistent mythology. Mr. Colebrooke is of 

* This particular passage it is, which is pointed out by Mr. Colebrooke ns the gay air i, 

f AsiftL Research, rii*. 400. t lb. 397. 

§ Nations, not behind the Hindus in civilization (the most enthusiastic of their admirers being 

judges) agree in these ideas. “ Lee nations savantes do FOrient," says Dupuis, (Origine de tou* 

lea Cubes, L 4) " lea Egyptians «t let Phemctens, deux peoples qui ont Jc plus in£u(- sur lea 

opinions retigieuacs du reste de I'univert, ne connoiasoient d’autres Dicin, chefs de I'adtoiatstrn- 

lion dti motide, quo le soldi, la tune, Its nstres, et le riel qui Its renferme, el ne chantoient 

que la nature dans leurs by nines et leurs thcogonics-" The following is a curious passage* 

“ En ty chi us, ppre* avoir pris le Sabiisme en Chaldee, Do la, dit p, i! est passS en Egyptc, de 

FEgypte il fut porte che* les Francs, e'est a dire en Europe, d'ou il s'etendit don# tom lea ports 

de la Mediterranee. Et, coname le cults du Soleil ct dcs Emiles, la veneration dcs ancestra, 

ferection dcs statues. Is consecration dcs srbres, constitucrent d’abord I’essence du Sabiitnu, et 

quo cctte espcce de religion, totite bizarre qu'elle est, so trouva asset vile rcpnndue dans toutce 

les parties du monde slots catrau, et Finfeeta jtisqu’ ft Flndc, jusqu a la Chine; de sortc quo cos 

vac tea empires ont totijours estd pleios de statues adorers, et ont toujours donnd la ere once la plus 

fblle aux visions de 1’astro logie judicial re, pmive incontestable de Sabiisme, puisque ^’en est It 

fond, et le premier dogme; la conclusion est simple, que soil par tradition, soit par imitation et 

identitft d'idccs, le monde presqu’ entier s’est vu, et se volt encore Sabien. lb. 23. Memoires da 

tAcademic dcs Inscriptions, Ac. xii, 25. 

B A dad, the name of the chief Assyrian deity, was held by ten Syrian kings in succession. 

Kicol. Danuuc. ap. Joscpltum, Antiq, lib. vii. cap, 5. Even among Christians, kings and great 

men have received ail the general titles of the drily, ford; majesty, highness, ttcelUttce, grace. 

VOL. T. 2 I 
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Book II- opinion, that in the Vedas the elements and the planets alone are deified ; that 

y - * the worship of heroes was introduced among the Hindus at a later period; and 

mokes n remarkable figure in the Purnnas.* 

Person; Era- Among the lobe refinements to which the spirit of a rude Tfliffion tnves 

ahipofAb- birth, it is worthy of particular remark, that abstract ideas are made to nssume 
nmcihW c|rarilCter 0f gods; health and sickness; war and peace; plenty, famine, 

or pestilence- When the most general abstractions too begin to be fumed, 

as of space, of time, of fate, of nature, they are opt to fill the mind with a 

kind of awe and wonder; and to appear to stretch beyond uU tilings. They 

arc cither, therefore, apprehended as new gods, and celebrated us antecedent 

and superior to all the old; or if any of the old have taken a firm possession 

of the mind, they are exulted to the new dignity, and receive the name of 

the abstract idea w hich most forcibly engages the attention. Thus, among the 

Greeks and the Romans, l'ate usurped a power over all the gods. The 

Parsec books represent Ormu&d and Ahrimnn, the Good Principle and the 

.Evil Principle, sometimes as independent beings; sometimes as owing their 

existence to something above them ; in u manner extremely resembling the lan* 

gunge of the Suuserit books respecting Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. At times, 

however, the Persians express themselves more precisely. M In the law of Zoro¬ 

aster," says one of their sacred books,” it is positively declared that God [Oimusd] 

was created by Time along with all other beings : ami the creator is Time; and 

Time has no limits; it has nothing above it; it has no root; it has always been, 

and always will be. No one who has understanding will ever say. Whence did 

Time come? In that grandeur wherein Time was, there was no being who could 

call it creator, because it had not yet created. Afterwards it created fire and water, 

and from their combination proceeded Onnusd. Time was the creator, and pre¬ 

served its authority over the creatures which it had produced.*** 1 said in the 

beginning that Grmusd and Ahrimnn came both from Time.” f The Brahmens, 

on the other hand, rather appear to have advanced the dignity of the acknow¬ 

ledged divinities, so far as to make it embrace the extent of the abstract ideas, 

and to have regarded them as the abstract ideas themselves. Thus Mr. Wilkins 

supposes, that Brahme represents nature; Brahma, matter; Vishnu, space; Siva, 

time. But this is a refinement which is very sparingly, if at all, introduced in 

the writings of the Brahmens, which have been yet laid open to European eyes- 

- _ * , A 

* Asiat. Research, riii. 399, note- f Anquctil Duperron, Zcnda vesta, ill S44. 
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Direct contradictions of it* though plentifully diffused, ore no proof that it is not Chap. VI. 

at all a Hindu doctrine. Thus Crishna, in the Geeta, says, “ I am never-failing “ ' 

time, the Preserver, whose face is turned on all rides;rt * a point of view in which 

it well agrees with the peculiar attributes of Vishnu, But in the very same dis¬ 

course, Crishna says again, “lam time, the destroyer of mankind” f in wliich 

case it agrees only with the character of Siva But it is still more remarkable 

that Brahma is said to have “ given being to time, and the divisions of time 

and that space is said to have been produced from the ear of the first victim im¬ 

molated by the gods.) Nay, there are passages in which the Hindus acknow¬ 

ledge a destiny or fate, which over-rules the Supreme Beings themselves. u The 

future condition of great beings is destined with certainty, both the nakedness of 

Mahadevn, and the bed of Vishnu, on a vast serpent. What is not to be, that 

will not be ; and if an event be predoomed, it cannot happen otherwise.” || 

When the exaggerations of flattery are in this manner engrafted upon the The Infant*- 

original deification of the cl£iwcnt£ and power* of nature; and when the worship ^napaumJiKl 

of heroes and of abstract ideas is incorporated with the whole; then is produced 

that heterogeneous and monstrous compound which has formed the religious •&«.[» 

* Bhogvat-Gceta, p-B7. + lb. p. 99. 

I Institutes of Menu, eh. I- -t. 
f A passage translated from the Veda by Mr Cokbronke, Asiat. Research, vii. tt5|. 

t| Hetopftdcsa, book I„ Sir William Jones's Worts, vi,7, A personification, and mysterious 

deification of some very abstract idea, at time, or space, is by no means unnatural to rude na¬ 

tions. It b remarkable that die Scandinavians bad a notion of some mysterious power, superior 

to their gods; for alter the great catastrophe, in which Odin, Thor, and the other deities, lose 

their lives, comes forth the vowtnruL, the valiant, he who covkkus all things, 

from his lofty abodes, to render divine justice. In hi* palace the just will inhabit, and enjoy 

delights for evermore," (Sen extracts from the Edda, the sacred book of the Scandinavian*, in 

Mallei’* Iniroduct. to the Hist- of Denmark, voh i- eh* vi.) That historian observes, In a style which 

almost appears to be copied by those to whom we owe the specimens of the Hindu religion, that 

a capital point among the Scythian* was, the pre-eminence of" One only, all-powerful and perfect 

bring, over all the other intelligences with which universal nature was peopled," The Scandina¬ 

vians, then, were on a level with all that i* even claimed few the Hindus, But these same Scan¬ 

dinavians draw terrible pictures of this perfect One ; describing him a* airing whoeven delights 

m the shedding oThuman blood; yet they call him, the Father and creator of men, and my, that 

a j,e livejh and govemeth during the ages; he directcth every thing which i* high, and every thing 

which « low; whatever h greet, and whatever is small; he hath mode the heaven, the air, and man 

who is to Uvc for ever; and before the heaven or the earth existed, this god lived already with the 

giant*.” Ibid. But what this god was, whether matter, or space, or rime, the Scandinavian monu¬ 

ments are too imperfect to determine, 

% I 3 
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creed of so great a portion of the human race ; hut composes a more stupendous 

moss in Hindustan than any other country ; because in Hindustan a greater and 

more powerful section of the people* than in any other country, have, during a 

long series of ages, been solely occupied in adding to its volume* and augment¬ 

ing its influence.* 

* Bernier, one of the most intelligent jmJ faithful of al] travellers, who spent a number of 

years in great fuvnur at the court of AuxengubCi formed an opinion of the religion of die Hindus, 

with which respect was little connected ; for one of hii Letters lie thus entitles, £' Leitrep Ac. tou- 

chiint less superstitions, etrangea famous de fair?, el doctrine dee Indous ou Gentils de rHindous- 

tan, DW fern vetra qull n y a opinions si ridicules el si extravagantes dont Tesprit de I'homrne ne 

soil capable/* (Bernier, Suite dea Memoires sur ['Empire du Grand Mogul, L 119.) He 

appears to have seen more completely through the vogue language of the Brahmens respecting the 

divinity, fa language so figurative, and loose, Unit if A man is heartily inclined, he may give it 

any interpretation,) than more recent and more credulous visitors. After giving a very distinct 

account of the more common notion* entertained of the three deities, Brahma, Vishnu, and 

Siva, lie says, Tou chant cea trail Litres jai ru dea Millionaire* Europe™ qui pretend cm que 

les Gentiis out quel que id£e du mystere de la Tnuit^, et qui disetit qiffl »t expressemenl pnrt£ 

dona Usurt tfvm que ca sent trol* Fersoimes un seal Dku: pour moy fbj fait assea discount 1c* 

Fendeissrur cette maiiere, mats iU fexpliyuent ripauwement yutf/e n*aijamais pu ctmprtndre netie- 

mtni Itu? j j'en ai memo vu quclques-uns qui disent que se sent ixoh veritable* creature* 

trea parfaitc* quKih appal tent Den las ; conunc no* anciens idolaires n’ont a mon avis jamais bien 

exp1iqu£ ce qui is entendoieat par ccs mots dc Genius, et de Nutnina, qui cst* je pease, Ic memo 

que Deula chcz lea Indiens ; fl est vrai que j*en ai vu d'autrea, et de* plus s^avaru, qui dtsolent que 

ces trois Etres n'estoient effect* vement qu'un meme dieu consider^ en trois Futons, a *£ avoir, 

en tant quil at Froducteor, Conrervate urP et Deslnjcteur des chases, mills i Is ne disoient rien des 

troll personnes distinct** ea un soul Dieu, Ibid, p* 173,*“ The history of these gods'* (rays 

Mr. Onae, Hist, of the Mflit Trans. Ac. in IndosUui, L 3,} “ it a heap of the greatest absurdities. 

It is Efwari twilling off the neck of Brahma; it b the Sun who gets his teeth knocked out, and 

the Moon who has her Jfhce heat black and blue at a feist, at which the gods quarrel and fight 

with the spirit of a mob.M in the Zendavesra, os translated by Anquetil Duperron, many passages 

are as expressive to the full of just idea* of the Divine Nature as any in the Vedas* The absurdi¬ 

ties too, with winch they arc mired, are certainly not greater, they are many degree* less, than 

those with which the sublime phrases in the Vedas Are mingled. The ancient mftgiT we are told, 

had a most sublime theology.—Nunqunm adorubiiui solcm : et mox addidenint, se non adhibere 

•liquam a J oration cm soli, ant lume, ant planetis, *ed tantum erga solem se convertere inter ortui- 

durn- Hyde, p, 5- Je vois, ma sceur, says the Guebre in Mon tesqui cu, {Lectres Fewness Let* 

btvii,) que you* avez appris ponnl le* musulmans a ealonmier noire sain to religion* Nous rfadorocis 

tsi les astm m les clemensi et nos pern no les oat jamais adores .***.» Ils lours cut tcula- 

ment rendu uu cidte religteui, maii iufarieuT, camme k ties ouvroget et des ninuifestaticiia de k 

divinity Beausobre. with his usual critical sagacity, said, in regard to the pictures drawn by 

Hyde, FocockCj and Prideaux, of the religious system of the magi, Kkn de plus beau^ rien du 

Boo* If- 

powers of 

nntiin?, ihol 

of hrnics^ 

anil abstract 
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It b a strong instance of the common incoherence of thought; of that negli- Chap-VI. 

genoe which so much prevails in tracing the relations of one set of opinions to jj^^uice. 

another and forming on any subject a consistent and harmonious assemblage of 

ideas, that while so many jiersons of eminence loudly contend for the correctness 

and sublimity of the speculative, there is an universal agreement respecting the 

meanness, the absurdity, the folly, of the endless, childish, degrading, and perni¬ 

cious ceremonies, in whieh the practical part of the Hindu religion consists. Of 

the practical part, however, of this religion, it is a small sample only which it is 

possilde to present. Volumes would lianlly suffice to depict at targe the ritual of 

the Hindus, which is more tedious, minute, and burthensome; and engrosses a 

greater portion of human life, than any ritual winch has been found to fetter and 

oppress any other portion of the human race. I shall first present such a speci¬ 

men, as I think will suffice to convey an idea of the daily ceremonies of the 

Brahmens; and next I shall endeavour to describe those which recur at more 

distant intervals, or which belong only to certain remarkable epochs or periods of 

life. 
As he rises from sleep, a Brahmen must rub his teeth with a proper withe, or 

a twig of the rarimeferous fig tree, repeating prayers. Should this sacred duty 

be omitted, so great a sin Is incurred, that the benefit is lost of all religious rites 

performed hy him. The next circumstance of importance is, the deposit of the 

withe after it has done its office. It must be carefully thrown away in a place 

free from impurities; that is, where none of those religious stains, which are so 

multiplied among the Hindus, and must infect so many places, have been im¬ 

printed. When the business of the teeth and of the twig is accomplished, ablu¬ 

tion next engages the attention of the Brahmen. The duty of the bath, 

particularly in the months of Magho, Phalgima, and Cartica, is no less efficacious 

than a rigid penance for the expiation of sin. Standing in a river, or in other 

water, the worshipper, sipping water, which U a requisite preliminary to all rites, 

and sprinkling it before him, recites inaudibty the gnyatri, or holiest text of the 

p us DrthodoKC que ee lystfemc. Je cnins seulcment quH nc !e sait un pen nop pour c«s 

terna-ta. Hist, de Manieh. lib. ii. ch, iL Voltaire thus expresses himself; •' On ne peui lire deux 
pages de robomiiublu fatnus attrihue & « Zoroflstre, sani atoif piti£ de la nature tammine. Nos¬ 

tradamus et Jc medecin de* urines sunt des gens riUMiuibie*, cn compuriwu de «t cnergumeoe. 

Et cepeudunt out park de hi, etofl en parlcm encore,’* He hail however remarked a little 
before, that the boot contained good precepts of morality, and asked, “ Comment sc paumlt-U 

que Zoroastre cut joint taut d'cMtmes fodaiscs cl cei beau precept* de s'sbstenir dsns lot douk* « 

■d fen bico ou mal?” Dictiowmire Pliilosopliique, Mot Zorcastrc. 

5 
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Boo* II. Veda, with the names of the seven world*. He nest throws water eight times 

'"“‘v’""-' on his head, or towards the sky, and at last upon the ground, to destroy the 

demons who wage war with the gods, reciting prayers, of which the first may be 

received as a specimen : * O waters, since ye afford us delight, grant us present 

happiness, and the rapturous sight of the supreme God." When these ceremonies 

and prayers are performed, he plunges three times into the water, and each time 

repeats the expiatory text which recites the creation, and having then washed his 

mantle, the morning ablution is finished. If he is an householder, it is his duty 

to bathe again at noon, and if he belongs to an order of devotion, both at noon 

and in the evening, with ceremonies, differing somewhat in the words and forms, 

hut tlie same in spirit and substance.* 

An important part of the worship of the Brahmen then succeeds. Coming out 

of the water, and putting on Ills mantle, he sits down to worship the rising sun. 

This great duty is performed by first tying the lock of hair on the crown of his 

head, while he holds much cusa grass In his ieil hand, and three blades of it i& 

his right, or wears a ring of it on the third finger of that band, reciting at the 

same time the gayatri He then sips water three times, repeats the mysterious 

names of the seven worlds, recites again the gayatri, rubs his hands as if w ashing 

them, touches with his wet hand his feet, head, breast, eyes, airs, nose, and navel, 

and again three times sips water. If, however, he should sneeze, or spit, be 

must obey the text which soys, “ after sneezing, spitting, blowing bis nose, 

sleeping, putting on apparel or dropping tears, a man should not immediately sip 

■w ater, but first touch his right ear" The sipping, however, being at last per¬ 

formed, he passes his hand, filled with water, briskly round his neck, white be 

prays \ May the waters preserve me!* He then shuts his eyes and meditates 

in silence. Till we got better information, very wonderful ideas were formed of 

the sublimity of the Brahmen’s meditations. On this, one of the most sacred 

and solemn of all occasions, while he meditates in silence, with Ins eyes shut, and 

every mark of intense thought, we are informed, that he is only “ figuring to him¬ 

self, that Brahma, with five faces and a red complexion, resides in his navel; 

Vishnu, with four arms and a black complexion, in his heart; and Siva, with five 

faces and a white complexion, in his forehead," Nor is tins the w hole of his 

meditation. He ponders next on tlie holiest of texts; and this sublime duty is 

performed in the following manner. Closing the left nostril with the two longest 

fingers of the right hand, he draws his breath through the right nostril, and then 

* Colebroaki! on the Religion* Ceremonies of the Hindus, Ad*i> Research. v. 31 jT 3lG. 
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dosing it with his thumb, and suspending his breath, he repeats to himself the Cuap. YL 

gavatri, the mysterious names of the worlds, and the sacred text of Brahme; * ’ 

after which, rawing his fingers from the left nostril, he emits the breath which 

lie had suppressed, and thus ends one port of his meditation. The same process 

is repeated three times, and the whole is then concluded. This meditation, says 

Yajnyawaleyu, " implies, Om, (aum,) earth, sky, heaven, middle region, place of 

births, mansion of the blessed, abode of truth. We meditate on the adorable 

light of the resplendent generator which governs our intellects, which is water, 

lustre, savour, immortal faculty of thought, Brahme, earth, sky, and heaven.’* • 

He then stands on one foot, resting the other against his ancle or heel, and look¬ 

ing towards the east, while his hands are held open before him in a hollow form, 

and in that posture he recites prayers to the sun, of which the following is one 

of the most remarkable: ** Thou art self-existent, thou art the most excellent 

ray; thou givest effulgence; grant it unto me" When all these ceremonies arc 

performed, the oblation or offering is the next part of the service, ft consists erf 

tila, flowers, barley, water, and red sawders wood; it is put into a vessel of copper 

in the shape of a boat, and placed on the head of the votary, who presents it with 

fresh prayers, and holy texts. In the last place comes the invocation of the 

gayatri. It is first addressed in these words; “ Thou art light; thou art seed; 

thou art immortal life ; thou art effulgent: tieloved by the gods, defamed by 

none, thou art the holiest sacrifice.’* It is then recited measure by measure; 

next the two first measures are recited as one hemistich; and the third measure 

as the other; lastly, the three measures ore repeated without interruption. It is 

addressed again in the following words: M Divine text, who dost grant our best 

wishes, whose name ts trisyllabic, whose import is the power of the Supreme 

Being; come, thou mother of the Vedas, who didst spring from Brahme, be con* 

stant here* It is then, along with the triliteral monosyllabic, and the names of 

the three lower worlds, pronounced inaudihly a hundred, or a thousand times, or 

as often as practicable, while the repetitions are counted upon a rosary of wild 

grains, or of gems set in gold. Additional prayers are recited, and the morning 

worship of the sun is thus terniinated.+ 

The religious duties which fill up the remaining portion of the day are chiefly 

comprised in what are denominated the five sacraments. In a passage of the 

Institutes of Menu these are thus described; “ Teacliingand studying the scrip- 

* Colcbrooke on die Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus, As tat- Res. v. 348. 

♦ lb. 347 to 858. 
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Chap. VT lute is the sacrament of the Veda : Offering cakes and water, the sacrament of 

1 v ™ / the manes; An oblation to fire, the sacrament of the deities i Giving rice or 

other food to living creatures, the sacrament of sprits; Receiving guests with 

honour, the sacrament of men.”* I stud] endeavour by a very short illustration 

to convey an Idea of each. 

Preparatory to the study of the Veda must ablution lie performed. Of this 

some ceremonies not yet described may he here introduced. “ Let a Brahmen 

at all times perform the ablution," says the b*v of Menu, *■ with the pure part 

of his hand, denominated from the Veda, or with the part sacred to the Lord of 

creatures, or with that dedicated to the gods i but never with the part named 

from the Fitris: The pure part under the root of the thumb is called Brahma; 

that at the root of the little finger. Cava ; that at the tips of the fingers, Daiva: 

and the part between the thumb and index, Pitrvn. Let him first sip water 

thrice ; then twice wipe his mouth ; and lastly touch with water the six hollow 

parts of his head, [or his eyes, cars, and nostrils,] his breast and his head. He 

who knows the law, and seeks purity, will ever perform the ablution with the 

pure prt of his hand, and with water neither hot nor frothy, standing in a 

lonely place, and turning to the east or the north. A Brahmen is purified by 

water that reaches his bosom ; a Cshatriya, by water descending to his throat; 

a Vabya, by water hardy taken into his mouth; a Sudro, by water touched with 

the extremity of his lips.”| Having concluded this part of the ceremony, and 

walked in a circle beginning from the south, he proceeds to the pronunciation of 

the syllable Aum. “ A Brahmen, beginning and ending a lecture on the Veda, 

must always pronounce to himself the syllable Aum ; for unless the syllable Aum 

precedes, his teaming will slip away from him ; and unless it follow, nothing will 

be tong retained. If he haresitten on culms ofciisa grass, with their points toward 

the east, and be purified by rubbing that holy grass on both his hands, and be 

further prepared by three suppressions of breath, each equal in time to five short 

vowels, he may then fitly pronounce Aum, Brahma milked out, as it were, from 

the three redas, the letter A, the letter U, and the letter M, which Form by their 

coalition the triliteral monosyllable, together with three mysterious words, earth, 

sky, heaven.n| Turning his face towards the east, with his right hand towards 

the south, and his left hand towards the north, he then sits down, having the 

cusa grass before him, holding two blades of it bn the tips of hb left fingers, and 

placing on them hb right hand with the palm turned upwards, and in this sacred 

* t&ftilulcs of Menu, eh, iiu 70. i Ibid. ii. 58 to 62. t Ibid. iL 74i 75,76, 
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position he meditates the gnyatri, He then redtes the due prayers and texts, Ciiah, VI, 

nnd is thus prepared to begin the doily perusal of the Veda,* v—' 

The sacrament of the manes, which occupies the second place in the above 

text of Menu, is described at great length in that sacred volume. “ Let the 

Brahmen smear with cow-dung a purified and sequestered piece of ground ; mul 

let iiim with great care select a place with a declivity toward the south. Having 

duly made an ablution with water, let him place with reverence the invited 

Brahmens, who have also performed their ablutions, one by one, on tdlottetl seats 

purified with cusa grass, honouring them with fragrant garlands and sweet 

odonrs, tmfl bringing for them water, with cusa grass and tila; then let him pour 

the oblation of clarified butter on the holy fire, and afterwards proceed to satisfy 

the manes of his ancestors. Haring walked in order from east to south, and 

thrown into the fire all the ingredients of lids oblation, let him sprinkle water on 

the ground with his right hand. From the remainder of the clarified butter 

haring formed three halls of rice, let him offer them, with fixed attention, in the 

same manner as the water, his face being turned to the south: Then having 

offered those bails, after due ceremonies, and with an attentive mind, to the 

manes of his father, his paternal grandfather, and great grandfather, let him 

wipe the same hand with the roots of cusa, which he had before wed, for the 

sake of his paternal ancestors in the fourth, fifth, and sixth degrees, who are the 

partakers of the rice and clarified butter thus wiped nff. Having made an ablu¬ 

tion, returning toward the north, and thrice suppressing his breath slowly, let 

him salute the gods of the six seasons, and the Fitri*. Whate ver water remains 

in hb ewer, let liim carry hack deliberately near the cakes of rice; and with 

fixed attention let him smell those cakes, in order as they were offered, and give 

part of them to the Brahmens. Having poured water, with cusa grass and tila. 

into the hands of the Brahmens, let him give them the upper part of the cakes, 

saying Swadha to the manes. Next, having himself brought with both hands a 

vessel full of rice, let him, still meditating on the Pitris, place it liefore the Brah¬ 

mens without precipitation. Broths, potherbs, and other eatables accompanying 

the rice, together with milk and curds, clarified butter and honey, let him first 

place on the ground after he has made an ablution : let him add spiced puddings, 

and milky messes of various sorts, roots of herbs and ripe fruits, savoury meats 

and irwcefosmdling drinks : then lieing duly purified, and with perfect presence 

of mmd, let him take up all the dishes one Ijy one, and present them in cider to 

• Colebrookc wi the Religion. Ceranoaiea of tl,e Hbidui, Asiatic Rea. v. m 
VQL> I. g E 
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Boo* II. the Brahmens, proclaiming their qualities. Himself lieing delighted, let him 

—v——/ give delight to the Bndimens, and invite them to eat of the provisions by little 

and little; attracting them often with the dressed rice and other eatables. 

all the dressed food be very hot. I<et not a chandala, a town War, a cock, a dog, 

a woman in her courses, or an eunuch, see the Brahmens eating.” • These, 

with a variety of prayers, and several other observances, are the obsequies to the 

manes of ancestors. 
The oblations to fire, which are a most important part of the duties of the 

Hindu, are dignified with the title of the sacrament of the gods. I shall here 

premise the ceremonies attending the consecration of the fire, and the sacra¬ 

mental implements, though to all religious rites these may he regarded as intro¬ 

ductory. In order to prepare the ground for the reception of the holy fire, the 

priest chooses a level spot four cubits square, free from all ceremonial impurities, 

covered with a shed, and this he smears with cow-dung- Next, having bathed 

and sipped water, he sits down with his face towards the east, and placing a 

vessel of water with cusa grass on his left, dropping his right knee, and resting 

on the span of his left hand, lie draws, after an established rule, five consecrated 

lines, and gathering up the dust from the edges of them, throws it away toward 

the north-east, saying, “ 'What was herein bad is thrown away.” Having, also, 

sprinkled the lines with water, and the ground tiring now' prepared, lie takes a 

lighted ember out of the vessels wherein he preserves the fire, and throwing it 

aw ay, cries, * 1 dismiss far away carnivorous fire: May it go to the realm of 

Yam a, hearing sin lienee” Then, placing the fire before him. he exclaims, 

« Earth ! sky ! heaven V and adds, “ Tliis other harmless fire alone remains here; 

well knowing its office, may it convey my oblation to the gods." He now 

bestows upm it 3 name, conformable to the purpose for which he prefers it, and 

concludes this part of the ceremony by silently burning a log of wood one span 

long, smeared with clarified butter. The placing of the superintending priest is 

the next part of the duty. On very solemn occasions this is a real Brahmen; 

hut in general a substitute is made for him of a bundle of cusa grass. He by 

whom the sacrifice is performed takes up the vessel of water, and, keeping hi.> 

right side towards the fire, walks round it: then he pours water near it, in an 

eastern direction, and spreads on it cusa grass: then he crosses, without sitting 

down, his right knee over Iiis left ; then takes up a single blade of grass between 

the thumb and ring finger of lib left hand; next throws it away towards the 

» [n&titutes of Menu, eh. iii. 206 to 26*-—Colcbroefce on the Religious Ceremonies of the 

Hindus. Aiiat. Res. v. S6t> 
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south-west, saying, ** What was herein bad is cast away *" then he touches the 

water, resting the sole of his right foot on his left ankle, sprinkles the grass with 

water, after which he places on it his Brahmen made of cusa, saying to it, “ Sit 

on this seat until thy fee be paid thee he then returns round the fire the same 

way by which he went, and sitting down again with lus face towards the cast 

names the earth inaudibly. If no profane word should hitherto have been 

spoken, for wfiich atonement is requisite, he must next spread leaves of cusa 

grass on three sides of the fire; he begins with the eastern side, and lays three 

rows of leaves in such a manner that the tip of the one shall cover the root of 

the other r after this he blesses the ten regions of space, and rising a little puts 

some wood on the fire with a ladleM of drafted butter, while he meditate* in 

silence on Brahma, the lord of creatures: next he takes up two leaves of the 

grass, and with another cutting off the length of a span, and saying, - puro 

leaves lie sacred to \ idinu;' lie throws them into u vessel of copper, or other 

metal; he then takes up other two leaves, and holding the ti|B of them between 

the thumb and ring finger of his right hand, the roots between the thumb and 

ring finger of his left, he takes up, having the one hand crossed over the other, 

clarified butter in the curvature of the leaves, and throws some of it three 

several times into the fire. He then spriuUes the leaves with water, and throws 

them away ; next, having sprinkled the vessel containing the clarified butter be 

puts it on the fire and takes it off again three several times, when, having rented 

the proper prayers with cusa grass ip both his hands, the ceremony of hallowing 

«iG butter is finished That of hallowing the wooden ladle is performed by 

describing three times with the Up of his fore finger and thumb the Ibrere 7 on 

the inside of it, and the figure 9 on the outside, by sprinkling water, Imving first 

popped on one knee, from the palms of ids hands, on the whole southern side of 

m re, from west to east; on the western side from south to north, on die 

no lent si e, and then all around the fire, reciting prayers and sacred texts, 

ay,ng next recited an expiatory prayer with cusa gross in both his hands, and 

havmg thrown the grass away, he has then finished the consecration of the 

sacrificial implements. It is only after all this is accomplished that he is m*. 

pared to begin the oblation to fire, of which the following is one of that variety 

of forms which it receives according to the rite intended to succeed. First the 

pnest burns silently a Jog of wood, smeared with clarified butter: next, he makes 

three oblations, by pouring each time a ladleful of clarified butter on the fire 

and pronouncing severally the following prayers; - Earth ! be this obiothm 

efficacious. Sky ! be this oblation efficacious.^. Heaven ! be this oblation 

2 K 2 
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Book (1, efficacious.” On some occasionb die oblation is made a fourth time, nod he says, 

*v-* .« r ! Heaven ! tie this oblation efficacious " An offering of rice, milkt 

curds, and butter is next performed, and the oblations accompanied with the 

names of the three worlds are repeated.* “In his domestic fire, for dressing 

the food of all the gods" says the law of Menu, “ let a Brahmen make an 

oblation each day to these following divinities; first to Agni, god of fire, and 

to the lunar god, severally; then, to both of them at once; next, to the assem¬ 

bled gods; and afterwards to Dlianw&ntori god of medicine; to Cuhu, goddess 

of the day, when the new moon is discernible; to Anumati, goddess of the day 

alter the opposition ; to Prajapats. or the lord of creatures; to Dyava and Pri- 

thivi, goddesses of sky and earth; and lastly, to the fire of the good sacrifice: 

Having thus, with fixed attention, offered clarified butter in all quarters, pro¬ 

ceeding from the east in a southern direction, to India, Yam a, Vanina, and the 

god Soma, let him offer his gift to animated creatures,*'! 

The fourth sacrament, or that of spirits, in the Institutes of Menu, is thus 

described ; “ Let him, saying, I salute the marats or winds, throw dressed rice 

near the door: saying, I salute the water gods, let him throw it in water ; and 

let him throw it on his pestle and mortar, saying, I salute the gods of Luge trees. 

Lei him do the like in the north-east, or near his pillow, to Sri, the goddess of 

abundance ; in the south-west, or at the foot of bis bed, to the propitious goddess 

fihadntoiii ; in the centre of his mansion, to Brahma, and his household god ; to 

all the gods assembled, let him throw up Ins oblation in open air; by day, to the 

spirits who walk in light; and by night, to those who walk in darkness; in the 

building on his housetop, or liehind lus back, let him cast his oblation for the 

welfare of all creatures; and what remains let him give to the Pitris with his 

face toward the south,"! 

Of those diurnal sacraments, which constitute so great a part of the duty of the 

Hindus, receiving guests with honour, which is denominated the sacrament of 

men, is the fifth, 'This is commonly, by English writers, interpreted “ hospita¬ 

lity." Bill we shall form a very erroneous notion of this sacramental service, if 

we confound it with the merely human and profane duly of receiving strangers 

beneficently Irani motives of humanity. This is a duty purely religious, confined 

to the twice-born and consecrated classes; and principally contrived for the bene¬ 

fit of the Brahmens; that for them, in nil places, and on all occasions, every door 

may be ujien, and every table spread. “ A Brahmen, coming as a guest, and not 

* Caleb rookc cm thi- Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus, Asint. Res. vtL 23- to 239. 

f Institutes of Menu, ck iii, Si to 87. % Ibid. eh. iiL 88 to 91, 

1 
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received with just honour, takes to him soli' all the reward of tlu* housekeeper's Chaf. VI. 

former virtue, even though he hud been so temperate os to live on the gleanings 

of harvests, and so pious as to make oblations in five distinct fires,” • A guest, in 

the Hindu sense, is not every man who may daim, or may stand in need of your 

hospitalities : A guest, according to the commentator, whom Mr, Colebrooke fol¬ 

lows ns his guide, is “ a spiritual preceptor, a priest, an asretick, a (wince, a bride¬ 

groom, a friend*''f H In the house of a Brahmen,” says the law of Menu, “ a 

military man is not denominated a guest; nor a man of the commercial or servile 

cast; ” t so that a Brahmen, to whom are devoted the hospitalities of all the 

classes, is bound to ret uni them to Brahmens alone. Among the religious cere¬ 

monies with which this sacrament is celebrated, a cow b tied on the northern side 

of the apartment, and a stool and other furniture placed for the guest, when the 

householder, rising up to bid him welcome, recites the prayer; w May she, who 

supplies oblations for religious worship, who constantly follows her calf, and who 

w as the milch cow when Yama was the votary, abound with milk, and fulfil our 

wishes year after year.” The guest then sits down on the stool or cushion pre^ 

pared for him, reciting the text of the Yfyurvcda, which says; " 1 step on this 

for the sake of food and oilier lienefits, on this variously splendid footstool.” His 

host next presents to him a cushion made of twenty leaves of cusa grass, holding 

it up with both hands, and exclaiming, “ The cushion 1 the cushion! the 

cushion!" which the guest accepts and places it on the ground under his feet, 

uniting prayers. This done, a vessel of water is presented to him, the host thrice 

exclaiming, « Water for ablutions! ” Of this the guest declares his acceptance, 

and looking into the vessel cries, “ Generous water! 1 view thee; return in the 

form of fertilizing min from him from whom tliou dost proceed.” He then takes 

some of it in the palms of lioth hands joined together, and throws it on his left 

iWt, saying, “ I wash my left foot, and fix prosperity in this realm ■ ■ in the 

same manner on the right foot, with a similar declaration ; and lastly, on both 

teel, saying, ** I wash first one and then the other: and lastly, both feet, that the 

realm may thrive, and intrepidity be gained.” With similar formalities is next 

presented and received, an arghya; that is, a vessel sloped like a boat, or a conch, 

filled with water, rioc, and durvn grass; when the guest [muring the water on 

his head,^ says, « Thou art the splendour of food ; through thee may 1 become 

glorious.” The host, again presenting water, three times exclaims, “ Take water 

* Institutes of Menu, ch, iii. 100* 

% Imtituici of Menu, du liL 11Q* 
t Asia*. Res* vil 2m 
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Book II. to bo sipped!" the guest, accepting it, says, “Thou art glorious, grant me 

v ’ Slot7 ! These ceremonies being finished, the (lost fills a vessel with honey, curds, 

ontl clarified butter, and, covering it with another vessel, presents it to his guest, 

exclaiming three times, “Take the madhupnreai” He, receiving, places it on 

the ground, and looking into it, says, « Thou art glorious, may I become so : ” he 

tastes it three times, saying, “ Thou art tlie sustenance of the glorious- thou art 

the nourishment of the splendid; thou art the food of the fortunate; grant me 

prosperity ; ” and then silently eats until he be satisfied. When this is done, he 

sips water; and touching his mouth and other parts ofliis body with his hand, he 

says, “ May there be speech in my mouth; breath in my nostrils; sight in my 

eyeballs; healing in my eais; strength in my arms; firmness in my thighs: may 

my limbs and members remain unhurt together with my soul ” Presents are then 

presented to him, suitable to the rank of the parties; and a barber, who attends 

for the purpose, now exclaims, “ The cow, the cow.” The guest then pronounces 

the following text; “ Release the cow front the fetters of Vanina. May she 

sulidue my foe. May she destroy tlie enemies both of my host and me. Dismiss 

the cow that she may eat grass and drink water.” At this intercession she is 

released, and thus the guest addresses her; “ I have earnestly- entreated this pru¬ 

dent person, saying, Kill not the Innocent, harmless, con', who is mother of Rutires, 

daughter ot \ as us, sister oi adityas, and the source of ambrosia.”* Such is the 

mode in which the ceremonial duty of entertaining guests is celebrated, and such 

is an idea of the ceremonies which are included in the five daily sacraments of the 
Hindus. 

As the daily ceremonies, however, in their full detail, are sufficient to engross 
tlie whole time of the votary; for those on whom the functions of society devolve, 

some alleviation of the burthen, or rather, in the Hindu notion, some restriction 

of the privilege, was necessarily devised ; and while the sanctity of entire accom¬ 

plishment is reserved for the holy men who maintain perpetual fires, those who 

are engaged in the affairs of life are obliged to content themselves with a rite, 

called \ ajswndeva. in which all the daily sacraments, excepting that of the Veda, 

are comprised. It consists of oblations to the manes, to the gods, and spirits, and 

or donations to guests, all out of the food prepared for tlie daily meal; and is 

thus performed. Sitting down in a place free from impurities, and setting a ves¬ 

sel containing fire on his right hand, tlie worshipper hallows the ground by 

throwing away a lighted piece of cusa grass, while he recites the appropriate 

* Colebrooke on \ht Religion* Ceremonies of the Hindu*, Amt- Re*. viL 288 to 293* 
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text * and then places his fire on the consecrated spot, repeating the prnvcr Chap. VI, 

which is used, when the household and sacrificial fires are lighted by the attrition '--' 

of wood-f He next lays cusa grass on the eastern side of the fire, with tls tip* 

jointed towards the north, exclaiming, “ I praise divine fire, primevaDy conse¬ 

crated, the dfirient performer of a solemn ceremony, the chief agent of a sacrifice, 

the most liberal giver of gems/1J lie spreads it on the southern side, with its 

points towards the east, reciting the commencement of the Yajurvcda. 1. “ I 

gather thee for the sake of rain.” 2. 11 I pluck thee" (at this he Is supposed to 

break off the branch of a tree) 41 for the soke of strength. 3. Ye are” (he 

touches calves with the branch he had pulled off) H like unto air. I. .May the 

liberal generator of worlds make you” (here he touches, or is supposed to touch, 

milch-cows with the same branch) “ happily reach this most excellent sacrifice.” $ 

In like manner he lavs grass cm the two other sides of the fire, on the western 

side w ith the tips to the north, crying, “ Fire! approach to taste my offering; 

thou who art praised for the gift of oblations ; sit down on tins grass, thou, who 

art the complete jiertbrencr of the solemn sacrifice; " jj and on the northern side 

with the lips pointed to the east, saying, “ May divine waters lx- auspicious to 

us,” &c.** When all these ceremonies are completed, he stirs the fire, and sprinkles 

water upon it, after winch, haring his hands smeared with clarified butter, he 

offers food three several times, repeating, “ Earth ! sky! heaven 1 " Five similar 

oblations are next performed : one to the regent of fire; one to the god of medi¬ 

cine; one to the assembled deities; one to the lord of created things; and one 

to the creator of the universe. Six more oblations are then offered with six 

prayers, every oblation having its separate prayer. 1. “ Fire! thou dost expiate 

a sin against the gods ; may this oblation Ijc efficacious. 2. Thou dost expiate a 

sin against man. 3. Thou dost expiate a sin against the manes. £. Thou dost 

expiate a sin against my own soul. 5. Thou dost expiate repeated sins. 6. 

Thou dost expiate every sin I have committed, whether wilfully or unintention¬ 

ally ; may this oblation be efficacious" He next worships the fire, making an 

oblation with the following prayer; "Fire? seven are thy fuels; seven thy 

* ** 1 dismiss far 4way carnivorous fire,” &c. quoted above, p* 250. 

f 6i Fire! tills wood is thy origin, which h attainable m aU seasons; whence* being produced* 

thou dost shine. Knowing tlikp seize on it, and afterwards augment wr wealth/* 

% Thii la the fint verse of the Rig Veda* with which it is customary to begin the daily perusal 

of that Veda. 

§ A lecture of die Yajush is always begun with this text. 

|| Hie text with which a lecture of the Snmaveda h begun* 

*m The prayer which precedes a lecture of the AtTim'ao* 
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Book li. ^ tongues; seven thy holy sages; seven thy beloved abodes; seven ways do seven 

sacrifices worship thee: thy sources ore seven : l>e content with this clarified 

butter: may this oblation be efficacious.'’ As the sacred lamp wns lighted For 

the repulsion of evil spirits, before the oblations to the gods and the manes were 

presented, it is now extinguished, while recitation is made of the following text; 

44 in solemn acts of religion, whatever fails through the negligence of those who 

perform the ceremony, may be perfected solely through meditation on Vishnu.” 

The oblations to spirits are next offered: the performer depositing portions of 

lood in the several places prescribed for it, haring previously swept each plnco 

with his hand and sprinkled it with water. Near the spot where the vessel of 

water stands, he makes three offerings, saying, “ Salutation to rain! to water! 

to the earth! " He makes them at both doors of his house to Dhatri, and Vid- 

iiatri, or Brahma, the protector and creator. He presents them towards the 

eight points of the compass, adding salutation to them, and to the regents of them. 

To Brahm, to the sky, and to the sun, he makes oblations with salutation, in the 

middle of the house. He then offers similar oblations to all the gods; to all 

beings; to twilight; and to the lord of all beings. After the sacrament of spirits 

thus performed, the worshipper, shifting the sacramental cotd, and looking 

towards the south, drops upon one knee, and presents an ohlation to the manes 

of ancestors, saying, 11 Salutation to progenitors ; may this ancestral food be 

acceptable/1 Having performed a lustration, he should then present food to his 

guests. " When he has thus." says Mr. Colebrooke, “ allotted out of the food 

prepared for his own repast, one portion to the gods, a second to progenitors, a 

third to all beings, and a fourth to his guests, he and his family may then, and 

not liefore, consume the remaining portion of the food,” This ceremony must 

be regularly performed in the forenoon, by those to whom the toll celebration of 

the five sacraments is impracticable; and by some persons it is repeated again m 

the evening * 

After this tedious, though greatly abridged account, of the daily ceremonies of 

the Hindus, we come to those which are performed at certain great and chosen 

epochs. On these, however, I shall content myself with some very general 
notices. 

The Brahmens wait not for the jieriod of birth to commence the ceremonies 

which pertain to each individual. “ With auspicious acts," says the holy text, 

u prescribed by the Veda, must ceremonies on conception, and so forth, be duly 

‘ Colebrooie on Ac Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus, A»#L Res. vii, 271 to 27.5. 
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performed, which purify the bodies of the three classes in this life, and qualify Chaf-VL 

them for the next.” Oblations to fire are required during the mother’s pregnancy, '—v-' 

and holy rites ore commanded on the birth of the child. “ Before the section of 

the navel string, a ceremony is ordained on the birth of a male diild: he must be 

made, while sacred texts arc pronounced, to taste a little honey and clarified butter 

from a golden spoon." * The ceremony of giving □ name is ordained to be per¬ 

formed on the tenth or twelfth day after the birth; “ or on some fortunate day 

of the moon, at a lucky hour, and under the influence of n star with good quali¬ 

ties." f The ceremony of lire tonsure, which is one of the distinguishing marks 

of the first three classes, is a rite of great solemnity, commanded to he performed 

in the first or third year after hirth-t But of all the ritual ordinances of the Hin¬ 

dus none are reckoned more essential or important than those relating to the 

investiture. " In the eighth year from the conception of a Brahmen,” says the 

law of Menu, “ in the eleventh from that of a Cshatriya, and in the twelfth from 

that of a Vnisye, let tlie father invest the child with the mark of his class; Should 

a Brahmen, or bis father for him, be desirous of his advancement in sacred 

knowledge, a Cshalriya of extending his power, or a Vaisya of engaging in mer- 

centile business, the investiture may be made in the fifth, sixth, or eighth years 

respectively. The ceremony of investiture, hallowed by the gayairi, must not be 

delayed, in the cose of a priest, beyond the sixteenth year; nor in that of a sol¬ 

dier, beyond the twenty-second; nor in that of a merchant, beyond the twenty- 

fourth. After that all youths of these three classes, who have not been invested 

at tlie proper time, become vratyaa or outcasts, degraded from the gayatri, and 

contemned by tlie virtuous. With such impure men let no Brahmen, even in 

distress for subsistence, ever farm a connexion in law. tidier by the study of the 

Veda, or by affinityThe investiture, or institution, is usually denominated 

the second birth; and it is from this ceremony that the three highest dosses are 

denominated the twice-born. || It consists chiefly in bestowing upon the object 

of the rite, n mantle, a girdle, a sacrificial cord, and a staff, with numerous cere¬ 

monies, prayers, and holy texts. “ Let students of the Veda,” says the law of 

Menu,** « wear for their mantles, the hides of black antelopes, of common deer, 

or of goats, with tower vests of woven Sana, of eshuma, and of wool, in the direct 

• Inttkuu* of Menu, cl*, u. *5,27,29. f lb. <K>. * lb. 35. f lb. 36 to 40. 

Q ■* The lin,t birth u from a natural mother; the second, from the ligation of the win; - tlie 

third, from the doc performance of d* sacrifice; such are the births of him who i. usually called 
toticc-bortL." lb. leg. J 

** Jb. 41 to 48, and 6*, 65,643. 
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Book It order of their classes. The girdle or a priest must be made of mtitija, in a triple 

cordt smooth, and soft; that of n warrior must be a bow-string of miirvA t that of 

a merchant, a triple thread of Sana. The sacrificial thread of a Brahmen must 

lie made of cotton, so as to be put on over hts head in three strings ; that of a 

Calrntriya, of sana thread only ; that of a Vaisva, of woollen thread,* A priest 

ought by law to carry a staff of Bilva or Palasa; a soldier, of Bata or C’hadira ; 

a merchant, of V on a, or Udumbara. The staff of a priest must be of such; a 

length as to reach his hair ; that of a soldier to reach his forehead; and that of a 

merchant to reach his nose. Let all the staves lie straight, without fracture, of a 

handsome appearance, not likely to tenifv men, with their bark perfect, unhurt 

by fire. His girdle, his leathern mantle, his staff, his sacrificial cowl, and hts 

ewer, he must throw into the water, when they are worn out or broken, and 

receive others hallowed bv mystical texts. The ceremony of cesanla, or cutting 

oft the hair, is ordained for a priest in the sixteenth year from conception; for a 

soldier, in the twenty second ; For a merchant, two years later. Such is the re* 

realed law of institution for the twice-born, an institution in which their second 

birth dearly consists, and which causes their advancement in holiness.” 

The ceremonies of marriage, which next call for our attention, are extremely 

numerous. The bridegroom is first of all received by the father of the brido 

with all the ceremonies of hospitality which we have already deserftied ; and 

during this time the bride is bathed, f When these rules are finished, the hand of 

the bride is placed in that of the bridegroom, both having been previously rubbed 

with some auspicious drug, and a matron binds them with cusa grass amid the sound 

of cheerful music. The father of the bride then bidding the attendant priests 

begin their acclamations, pours water from a vessel containing tiln and cosn grass, 

upon the hands of the united pair, and uttering the words, fi God tiie existent,” 

and pronouncing the names and designations of the bridegroom, the bride, and 

* The Per-inns nlso had a cincture which was given them as a grand religious emblem, about, 

the period of manhood. See the Sadda in Hyde, p, 441, 

t Three vessels of water are poured severally upon her head, and at each time one of the follow¬ 

ing prayers is in order pronounced : 1.11 Love! 1 know thy nnroe. Thou art called an intoxicating 

beverage, Bring the bridegroom happily. For thee was framed the inebriating draught. Fire l 

thy bat origin i* here. Through devotion veit thou created. May this oblation be efficacious." 

—2- 11 Damsel, I anoint this thy generative organ with honey, because it ii the second mouth 

of the Creator: by that thou subducst all males, though unsubdued j bv tliat thou art lively, and 

dost hold dominion. May ibis oblation be efficacious."—3. « May the primeval ruling sages, who 

framed the female organ, as a tire that eonsunieth fiesh, and thereby framed a procreating juice, 

grant the prolific power that proceeds from the three-horned bull, toil from the sun." 

3 
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himself, says, u I give unto thee this damsel, adorned with jewels, and protected Chat. VI. 

by the lord of creatures.*' The bridegroom replies, “ Well he it,” The britle- ‘-' 

groom then having received from the father of the bride a piece of gold, and 

recited an appropriate text, the parties are affianced, and walk forth, while the 

bridegroom thus addresses the bride; “ May the regents of space, may air, the 

sun, and fire, dispel that anxiety which thou feelest in thy mind: and turn thy 

heart to me. Be gentle in thy aspect, and loyal to thy husband ; be fortunate 

in cattle, amiable in thy mind, and beautiful in thy person : be mother of valiant 

sons; be fond ot delights; be cheerful; and bring prosperity to our bipeds and 

quadrupled*. # A libation of water is afterwards made; and the father of the 

bride, having meditated the gayntri, ties a knot with the skirts of the mantles 

of the bridegroom and bride, saying, “ Ye must be inseparably united in matters 

ot duty, wealth, and love.'’ The bridegroom next attires the bride with a 

variety of ceremonies of which the following arc the most remarkable. Going 

to the principal apartment of the house, lie prepares a sacrificial fire, and hal 

lows the implements; when one friend of lus bearing ajar of water walks round 

the fire, and stops on the south side of it; am) another, performing the same cere- 

rnony. places himself on the right of the first. The bridegroom then cast* 

four double handfuls of rice, mixed with leaves of Sand, into a flat basket: and 

placing near it a stone and mullar, which with formality he had previously 

touched, he causes the bride to be clothed with a new waxcloth and scarf, while 

be himself recites a variety of prayers. This being done, the bride goes to 

the western side of the fire, and recites a prayer, while she steps on a mat made 

of viraua grass, and covered with silk. She then sits down on the edge of the 

mat, and the bridegroom makes six oblations of clarified butter, recUin" a 

prayer with eoch-f After this he names the three worlds separately and con¬ 

jointly, presenting oblations ; and makes four or five oblations to fire and to the 

moon. After these lie rises up with the bride, and passing from her left to her 

right makes her join her hands in a hollow form. The rice, winch was ore 

Yiously put in the basket, being then taken up, and the stone which was laid neat 

’ ?** Ll^" P0* a( th“ (w1drefe* Mr* Colehroote thinks proper to veil in a Lai.',! drew and 

T^.T' -h7\rMO['i0r> if h * COnaI,kiml ^ lb“ “ “ of » bridegroom tn Id, 
rre bride, while he ceremony » yet in the act of performance, it ia an instance or 

' l,m> ’JUwi e*° Perw*"“ introTOittaiii in earns, mult* qua Hleeehra sistunt 

ini' '’7 , “f d“rt,! Vm™ t;“E =r ».to s»,f d». 
wotiun should never bemoan n calamity brikSU-n her children." 

S 1. 3 
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II. being placed before the bride, she treads on it with the point of her right fbot, 

" J while the bridegroom recites this prayer, M Ascend this stone; be firm like this 

stone; distress my foe, and be not subservient to my enemies,^ He then pours 

on her bands a ladtefiil of clarified hotter; another person gives her the rice ; 

two ladlefiils of butter are poured over it; when she separates her hands, and 

lets fall the rice on the fire, while a holy text is redted. She treads again on 

the stone, again makes an oblation of rice, again a 'prayer is recited, again 

walking is performed round the fine, again four or five oblations are made with 

similar ceremonies and prayers, when the bridegroom pour* two ladlefuls of 

butter on the edge of the basket, and then rice out of it into the fire, saying, 

“ May this oblation to fire be efficacious.** After the ceremony of ascending the 

stone and throwing the rice into the fire, the bride is conducted to the bridegroom, 

and by tiiin "directed to step successively into seven circles, while seven text.s are 

repeated. This is the most emphatical part of the ritual; for no sooner ia the 

seventh step of the bride performed, than the nuptial bond is complete and 

irrevocable. The bridegroom then in appropriate texts addresses the bride and 

the spectators, dismissing them ; after which his friend, who stood near the sacri¬ 

ficial fire, bearing ajar of water, advances to the spot where the seventh step was 

completed, and, wliile a prayer is recited, pours water on the head, first of the 

bridegroom, and then of the bride. Upon this, the bridegroom, putting his left 

hand under the hands of the bride, which are joined in a hollow posture, takes 

her right hand in his, and recites six holy texts ■ after which he sits down with 

her near the fire, and makes oblations, while severally and conjointly be names 

the three worlds. On the evening of the same day, when the stars begin to 

appear, the bride sits down on a bull's hide, of a red colour, placed with the 

neck towards the east, and the hair upwards ; and the bridegroom, sitting down 

Inside her, makes oblations, naming the three world? as usual; then six other 

oblations, pouring each time the remainder of the clarified butter on her head, 

and reciting prayers.* After rising up, and contemplating the polar star as an 

* As these prayers have something in them characteristic, they had better here be presented r 

I, “ I obviate by this full ablation ull ill marks in the lines of thy hands, ia thy eye-lashes, and iu 

the spots mi dry body. % I obviate by thii full oblation all the ill marks in thy hair ; and wliai- 

r-ver is sinful In thy looking or in thy crying. 3, 1 obviate by tills full oblation nil that may be 

sinful ia thy temper, in thy speaking, and in thy laughing, 4, I obviate by this fall oblation all 

die 111 marks in thy teeth, and in the dark Intervals between them ; In thy hands and in thy feet. 

5. 1 obviate by this full oblation all die ill marks on iky thiglts, on thy privy part, on thy 

haunches, imd on the lineaments of thy figure. 6. Whatever natural or occidental evil marks 
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emblem of stability, matrons pour upon them water mixed with leaves, which Chat. VI, 

had been placed upon an altar prepared for that purpose, and the bridegroom 'v—' 

again makes oblations with the names of the worlds. He then eats food, pre¬ 

pared without factitious salt, reciting prayers during the meal; and when he has 

finished, the remainder is given to the bride. During the three subsequent days 

the married couple must remain in the house of the father of the bride, must 

abstain from factitious salt, must live chastely and austerely, sleeping on the 

ground. On the fourth day the bridegroom carries her to his bouse, reciting 

texts when he ascends the carriage, and when they come to cross roads. Lead¬ 

ing her into his own house he chants a hymn, when matrons hail, and seat her 

on a bulTs hide as before, and the bridegroom recites a prayer. They place 

next a young child in ber lap, putting roots of lotus, or fruits, into his hand; 

when the bridegroom takes him up, and, preparing a sacrificial fire with nil 

the usual ceremonies, makes eight different oblations, with as many prayers. 

The bride then salutes her father in law, and the other relations of her husband. 

The bridegroom prepares another sacrificial fire, and sits down with the 

bride on his right litmd; when, with the usual preliminary and concluding 

oblations to the three worlds, he mokes twenty oblations, with as many prayers, 

throwing the remainder of each portion of the consecrated butter into a jar of 

water, which is afterwards poured on the head of the bride. 

If the ceremonies prcscrilied for marriage are thus multiplied, trivial, and tire¬ 

some, those allotted to funerals are In point of number still more exorbitant and 

oppressive. After a specimen, how ever, of the Hindu ceremonies, there is some¬ 

thing exceedingly monotonous in the detail of the rest; and fou-dly any tiling 

is more ungrateful than to be obliged to go through them. The reader Is, there¬ 

fore, spared the task of studying the funeral rites of the Hindus, of which, not¬ 

withstanding, he may form a sufficient conception as, in point of character they 

exactly resemble those which have already been described.* 

Of the monthly ceremonies, one may suffice to afford on idea of the whole. 

* From month to month," says the law of Menu, H on the dark day of the moon, 

let a twice-born man, having finished the daily sacrament of tire Fitris, and his 

fire being still blazing, perform the solemn sraddhn.” f Of the sraddhas, which 

are numerous, but very similar, the following is exhibited as a specimen. The 

wesr on a|J thy limbs, I have obviated all such marks by these full oblations of clarified butter. 
May tbit olihliun be efficacious.” 

■ Set a very full delineation of these funeral rites In Mr, Coltbroolio'i Second Essay on the 

Religious Ceremonies of the Hindus, A*ii«. Res. vii, 253 to 264. 
t Institutes of Menu, iii. 122. 
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• PooK , P01'*’11 ** to perform the ceremony having purified the place by smear - 

“Jg with cow-dung, raises on it an altar of sand of certain dimensions and 

form, washes his hands and feet, sips water, and puts a ring of cusa grass 

on the ring finger of each hand. He then sits down on a cushion of cusa grass, 

and lights a lamp, reciting a prayer. He next places the utensils and materials 

in order, sprinkles water on himself and all around, meditates on Vishnu, 

sumamed the Lotos-eyed, meditates three times the gayatri, and after some 

ceremonies proceeds to invite and to welcome the assembled gods and the manes. 

Two little cushions, of three blades of cuso grass, he places on one side of the 

altar for the Viswadevas, and six in &ont of it for the Pitris, and strewing on 

them cusa gross, he asks, “ Shall 1 invoke the assembled gods ? " Do so ; is 

the answer ; upon which lie exclaims, “ Assembled gods ! hear my invocation ; 

come and sit down on tliis holy gross,’* After scattering barley, and meditating 

a prayer to the gods, he invites the manes of ancestors with similar invo¬ 

cations ‘ and welcomes the gods and manes with oblations of water, 

Ace in vessels made of leaves. He puts cusa gross into the vessels, and 

sprinkles them with water, while he recites the prayer, beginning, “ May divine 

waters be auspicious to us;” he next throws barley into the vessels intended for the 

gods, and tila into those intended for the manes, with a prayer appropriate to each. 

The vessels ore then taken up in succession, a prayer being repeated for each ; the 

cusa grass placed on the vessels is put into the hand of ft Brahmen ; that which 

was under them is held in the hand of the person by whom the sraddha is per¬ 

formed; and he pours through it, on the Imud of the Brahmen, the w ater which 

the vessels contained, then piles up the empty vessels in three sets, and overturns 

them, saying, while he reverses the first, “ Thou art a mansion for ancestors.” 

Taking up food, smeared with clarified butter, he next makes two oblations to 

fire, with two corrcsjjondmg prayers. The residue of the oblation, the per¬ 

former having consecrated It by prayers and other ceremonies, having sweetened 

it with honey and sugar, and liavjng meditated the gayatri with the names of 

worlds, is distributed among the Brahmens; and when they have eaten till they 

have acknowledged that they are satisfied, he gives them water to rinse their 

mouths. He then offers the cakes, consisting of balls or lumps of food, mixed 

with clarified butter, observing the requisite ceremonies. In the next place he 

makes six libations of water from the palais of Ids hands, with the salutation to 

the seasons ; then places, with due ceremonies and texts, a thread on each funeral 

cake, to serve as apparel for the manes. Alter tliis he takes up the middle cake 

and smells it, or his wife, if they are desirous of male offspring, eats it, w hile they 

rerite a correspondent prayer. He tabes up the rest of the cakes, and smelling 
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them one after another, throws them into a vessel; which done, they are given Chap. VI. 

to a mendicant priest, or a cow, or else cast into the water. He then dismisses -*-* 

the manes, reciting a holy text, and having walked round the spot, and recited 

a prayer, departs.* “ Formal obsequies,” says Mr. Colebrooke, " arc performed 

no less than ninety six times in every year.” f 

We have now contemplated the religion of the Hindus, in two important points Grand t«t d 

of view: but there is no circumstance connected moth a religious system more ire)isk",L> ll* 

worthy of attention than its morality ; than the ideas which it inculcates re- 

specting merit and demerit, purity and impurity, innocence and guilt If those h5^J«Ch ’l 

qualities wiiich render a man amiable, respectable, and useful, as a human 

being; if wisdom, beneficence, self-command, are celebrated as the chief re-"'**' 

commendation to the favour of the Almighty; if the production of happiness is 

steadily and consistently represented as the most acceptable worship of the 

Creator, no other proof is requisite, that they who framed, and they w ho under¬ 

stand this religion, have arrived at high and refined notions of an All-perfect 

being. Rut where, with no more attention to morality, than the exigencies 

and Jaws of human nature force upon the attention of the rudest tribes, the 

sacred duties are made to consist in frivolous observances, there, we may be as- 

sured, the religious ideas of the people are barbarous. The train of thought 

which tends to this conclusion is extremely similar to that which gives birth to 

other deformities in the religious system of ignorant minds. From the imbeci¬ 

lity which usually accompanies exalted station, it is found, even when societv is 

considerably improved, that assiduous attendance upon the person of the great 

man or prince, and unwearied contrivances for the expression of devotion and 

respect, are the path which leads the most surely to his favour.* To the rode 

mind, no other role suggests itself for paying court to the Divine Being; and as 

among a barbarous people, the forms of address, of respect, and compliment, 

are generally multiplied into a great variety of grotesque and frivolous ceremo¬ 

ny. so it happens with regard to tlieir religious service. An endless succession 

of absurd observances in compliment to the god is supposed to afford him the 

most exquisite delight; While the common discharge of the beneficent duties of 

human life is regarded as an object of comparative indifference. It is unneces- 

f “ ^ RdigiOUS °f Hindus- A 961 to 270. 

t TW ono cunpaign « Uw *o,m i, belter than two in the feld, ha» iat* a ^ovcrti 
under ihe monarchies of modem Europe- ^ 
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Book I. sarr to cite instances in support of this representation, of which the whole 

%-' history of the religion of hart wrong nations is a continual proof. 

Even those inquirers who have been least aware of the grossneas of the 

ideas which make up the Hindu religion, liave seen and acknowledged that 

wretched ceremonies constituted almost the whole of its practical part- The 

precepts which ore lavished ujwn its ceremonies bury, in their exorbitant mass, 

the pittance bestowed upon all other duties taken together. On all occasions 

ceremonies meet the attention as the pre-eminent duties of the Hindu. The 

holiest man is always he, by whom the ceremonies of his religion are most 

strictly (performed. Never among any other people did the ceremonial part of 

religion prevail over the moral to a greater, probably to an equal extent. It is 

one of the particular modes of thinking among the Hindus, to regard the house¬ 

holder, distinctively, and almost exclusively, as a member of society. Yet of 

the many rules of conduct prescribed to him, almost the whole concern religious 

observances.* Nor is it by the general strain alone of the holy text, that rites 

and ceremonies arc made so for to prevail over morality ; there ore many posi¬ 

tive declarations by which the preference, nay the infinite superiority, is ascribed 

to them, “ Devotion " says Menu, “ is equal to the performance of all duties; 

it is divine knowledge in n Brahmen ; it is defence of the people in ft Calmtriya; 

devotion is the business of trade and agriculture in ft Vaisyn; devotion is dutiful 

service in a Sudra. By reading each day as much as possible of the I eda, hy 

performing the five great sacraments, and by forgiving all injuries* even sins of 

the highest degree shall soon lie effaced-” + In the following list of conditions, 

a small space is allotted to useful virtue. " By injuring nothing animated, by 

subduing all sensual appetites, hy devout rites ordained in the Veda, and by 

rigorous mortifications, men obtain, even in this life, the state of beatitude.” % 

“ It is through sacrifices,” says the Calica Purana, u that princes obtain bliss, 

heaven, and victory over their enemies."^ 

Ideal of «li- In conceiving the honours with which the divine powers should be treated, 

gyffifc ideas arise of certain qualities with which it is holy or unholy to approach them. 

As there are certain pollutions with which it would he held disrespectful to ap- 

- The performance (o. gd of the five daily sacraments, of which no one, nor even thm which 

i» falsely rendered hospitality, has, properly speaking, buy reference to the duties of humanity. 

A few general precepts respecting ihc acquisition of the means of subsistence, in the modes pre¬ 

scribed to the different orders of the Hindus, are in fact of the ceremonial and religious cast* 

Laws of Menu, ch. hi. and lv. where the duties of the householder are described. 

t Lows of Menu, eh. 236, Ac. % Ibid, ch, fi. 75. I AiiaU R«. v* 371- 
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pronch an earthly superior, the same- sentiment, as usual, is transferred to the Chap. Vf. 

heavens; and the notion of a religious impurity is engendered. This Is a cir- '-"v-* 

cumstance of considerable importance. By the nature of the particulars to 

which the belief of religious purity and impurity is attached, a very dedrive crite- 

non is afforded of the sort of mind which the Divine Being is supposed to 

possess. The causes of impurity among the Brahmens are exceedingly numerous; 

and that they are exceedingly strange a few instances will prove. “ When a 

child has teethed," says the law of Menu, “ and when, after teething. Ids head 

has been shorn, and when he has been girt with his thread, and when, being 

full grown, he dies, all his kindred are impure: on the birth of a child, the law 

is the sanie.’'* Among a variety of other instances it is declared, that he who 

has touched a Chandnln, a woman in her courses, an outcast, a new-liom child, 

a corpse, or one who has touched a corpse, is impure. A Brahmen who has 

touched a human bone is impure, f The rules of purification, which form a re¬ 

markable part of tills subject, are not Jess exorbitant in their number, or extra¬ 

vagant in their farms. On the death of a kinsman, the modes nf purification 

are various, according to various cases: one, which we may select as an example, 

is prescribed in the following words; « Let them eat vegetable food without 

factitious (that is. only with native) salt; let tliem bathe far three days at in¬ 

tervals; Jet them taste no flesh-meat; and let them sleep apart on the ground."\ 

" Sllould * Brahmen touch a human bone moist with oil, he is purified by bath¬ 
ing; if it be not oily, hy stroking a cow, or by looking at the sun, having 

sprinkled fas mouth with water."* All those functions of the body, by which 

its offensive discharges are effected, or its vital powers communicated, afford oc¬ 

casion for the ceremonies of purification, « Oily exudations," says tire law of 

* Itwdtnta of Menu, cb. *. 50. f fa.65, 87. ± lb 73 £ fa ffr 

1 ThE [Jle or delicacy, fa rvgurd cither to phy«™I er moral object 

Y*" 7“ “ b- -*1™ *- **><¥ *«. .1- ,-JS i, „ ' "7“”“"""' Tlert' “ * '•"S “*• rfprewpo, voii J 
of Menu, d.. .v, 15 to 52): And for purification afteiwarfs, “ Let Ji nia„ r 1*". ’ 

™" «r ta,: Fub, la him .Uric, «,«, m., .hm, h* wi„ b„“™7 
or **mle man tnaj once respectivdj nmfce that ablation (* (Ibid cb v is* ** 14 

bc'n t. k’ > *u’° *■* *** r« ^ ■*. J b„»“r»s 

JC-5'xrt^"riw-' - - »—•—* nz 

imparity: from whicl. she U eepmed by IbL 66 ^ af 

VOfa J, 3 if - 
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Menu, •* seminal fluids, blood, dandruff, urine, feces, ear-wax, nail-parings, 

phlegm, tears, concretions on the eves, and sweat, are the twelve impurities of 

the human frame, and for cleansing these earth and water must be used.”* 

** He w ho carries in any manner an inanimate hurthca, and is touched by any 

thing impure, ts cleansed by making ail ablution, without laying fiis burden 

dowu.**f “ He who has been bitten by a dog, a shakiil, or an ass, by any car¬ 

nivorous animal frequenting a town, by a man, a horse, n camel, or a hoar, 

may he purified by stopping his breath during one repetition of the gayatri "f 

After the rules for the purification of living bodies, follow precepts for the puri¬ 

fication of things inanimate. For each of a great many species, a separate mode 

is prescribed. Land, for example, U cleansed, by sweeping, by smearing with 

cow-dung, by sprinkling with cow's urine, by scraping, or by letting a cow pass 

a day and a night on it. ^ " The purification ordained for all sorts of liquids, is 

by stirring them with cusa grass; for cloths folded, by sprinkling them with 

hallowed water; for wooden utensils, by planing them. The purificating hy 

sprinkling is ordained for grain aztd cloths in huge quantities; but to purify 

them in small parcels, such as a man may easily carry, they must lie washed.”|| 

These instances, selected merely as a small specimen of a great whole, will 

suffice to show what mom! ideas are conveyed and inculcated in the notions of 

purity and impurity comprised in the religion of the Hindus. 

As the purifications, so likewise the penances, prescribed by the various 

systems of religion, afford a remarkable indication of the qualities really 

ascribed to the object of worship. All penance consists in suffering. Itt 

the same degree in which the object of worship is supposed to Tie delighted 

with penance; in the same degree he is delighted with human suffering; 

and so far as he delights in suffering, for its own sake, so far he is a ma¬ 

lignant and a mischievous Ix-ing; whatever epithets of benevolence his vota¬ 

ries may, in the spirit of llattery, confer upon him. It is natural to a rude 

and ignorant tnind to regard the object of its worship as malignant. Tilings 

appear great or little by comparison. In the incessant efforts which are made 

to ascend another step in adulation, all the epithets of greatness and honour 

are first lavished upon the god; and next, to make his greatness and honour 

still higher, by contrast, every epithet of meanness and contempt is heaped 

by the worshipper upon liimsclf and his kind. The same is the ease with the 

* Laws of Menu, eh, v, 134, 155. 
j Ibid. y. 124. 

f Ibid. 143, 

H Ibid. 115, lid. 

t Ibid. xL 200. 
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happiness of the greatest of beings. His happiness will apjtcar the greater, the Chap. 

higher it is raised above that of other beings ■ of course, the deeper the misery of ~—v' 

other beings. Hence it is, that the prayers and praises, addressed to the deity 

by rude nations, abound witFi the most hyperbolical expressions of human 

misery, ns well as human depravity ; that in the religion of rude minds plea¬ 

sure in general bears a strong mark of reprobation, and the voluntary creation 

of pain is the strongest of oil recommendations to him on whom the issues of 

life depend. In the language of the Greeks and Romans, the gods were envious 

of human happiness;* just as the proud and haughty mind of the earthly 

despot, the archetype and model according to which, in certain stages of know¬ 

ledge, the idea of the heavenly is regularly formed, is unw illing that other people 

should approach to the happiness enjoyed by himself, and reaps a pleasure from 

their pain, both a& enhancing the idea of his own happiness, and lessening the 

sense of lib miscry.f “ A sin, involuntarily committed,” says the sacred text of 

Menu, “ is removed by repeating certain texts of the scripture, but n sin com¬ 

mitted intentionally, by harsh penances of different sorts."* The following 

account of the reason for performing jjenances, must have the mischievous oiled 

of rendering odious all those persons w ho have the unhappiness to be allotted 

w ith a bodily infirmity. “ Some evil-minded persons," says the same sacred 

volume, ** for sins committed in this life, and some for bad actions in a preceding 

state, suffer a morbid change in their Ixjdk-s: a stealer of gold from a Brahmen 

has whitlows on his nails; a drinker of spirits, black teeth.; the slayer of a 

Brahmen, a marasmus; the violator of his preceptors bed, a deformity in the 

generative organs; a malignant informer, fetid ulcere in his nostrils; a foist* 

* Solon asks Cm why he interrogates him about human hupp mesa-_G )mfrip,«p 

r*r *** Herod at+ lib- L cup. nsjiti, 

f ir rTm evident wi mwt TCoefrcu greater nr les* tat^lhctinn or uottubesi from reflecting oh our 

own condition And circumstances, in proportion as they appear mate or leas fortunate or unhappy ; 

in proportion to the degrees of debts and power, mid merit, and repumbti* which we think our¬ 

selves po&scssed of Now. we «eldom judge of objects from that intrinsic value* but form our 

notions of them from a comperim with other objects; it follow** that according as we observe n 

greater or l«s thare of happiness or misery in others, we must make an estimate of our ownh and 

feel a consequent pain or pleasure. The misery of another give* us a more lively idea of our 

happiness hil happiness of our misery + The former, therefore* produces delight; and the 

inner uneasiness/ Himtes Treatise of Human Nature, iL IT*. Ir this principle have a real 

existence in human nature; find if the rude kofad invariably luhions the divine mind after itself* 

the belief, 10 wonderfully common, tliat the Divine Being is delighted with the self-inflicted tor¬ 

ment uf liial worahijipers, is niicientt| accounted fur. - 

t Institutes of Menu, dt. %u 
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Book II. detractor, stinking breath; a stealer of grain, the defect of some limb; a mixer 

' ■” v * of Jjati wares with good, some redundant member; a stealer of dressed grain, 

dyspepsia: a stealer of holy words, or an unauthorised reader of the scriptures, 

dumbness; a stealer of clothes, leprosy; a horse stealer, lameness; the stealer of 

a lamp, total blindness; the mischievous extinguisher of it, blindness in one eye; 

n delighter in hurting sentient creatures, perpetual illness; an adulterer, windy 

swelling in his limbs; Thus, according to the diversity of actions, are bom men 

despised by the good, stupid, dumb, blind, deaf, and deformed: Penance, there¬ 

fore, must invariably be performed for the sake of expiation, since they who have 

not expiated their sins, will again spring to birth with disgraceful marks.5' * 

« Any twice-born man, who has drunk spirit of rice through perverse delusion of 

mind, may drink more spirit in flame, ami atone for his offence by severely 

burning his body ; or he may drink boiling hot, until he die, the urine of a cow, 

or pure water, or milk, or clarified butter, or juice expressed from cow-dung 

A curious reason Is assigned for the heinous guilt ascrilied to the drinking of 

intoxicating liquors by a Brahmen; because, “ slupified by drunkenness, he 

might fall on something very impure, or might even, when intoxicated, pronounce 

a secret phrase of the Veda, or might do some other act which ought not to be 

done." t " If a Brahmen kill by design a cat, or an ichneumon, the bird diaslia, 

or a frog, a dog, a lizard, an owl, or a crow, he must perform the ordinary penance 

required for the death of n Sudra;”$ os if the crime of killing a man were the 

same with that of killing a frog. ** Should one of the twkedooni eat the food 

of those persons with whom lie ought never to eat, or food left by a woman or a 

Sudra, or any prohibited flesh, he must drink barley gruel only for seven days 

and nights." || “ Having taken goods of little value from the bouse of another 

mail, he must procure absolution by performing the penance santapana, or by 

eating for a whole day the dung and urine of cows mixed with curds, milk, 

clarified butter, and water boiled with cusa grass, and then fasting entirely for a 

day and a night.”** The jienances prescribed for those who have committed ve¬ 

nereal sin, and. the description of its various species, are unfit to be transcribed-ft 

Something might lie said for penances, if they were attached solely to moral 

offences, and proportioned in pain fulness to the motives to offend; Ijecause the 

efficacy of the religious punishment which is reserved to a subsequent life is 

* Institutes of Menu, cb- si. 48 to 54, + Ibid* 91, 92. t Ibid- 97. 
§ Ibid-132. || Ibid. 153- ** Ibid- 165,219- 

tt Sue the Institutes of Meat), cb- ii.171 to 179, where weiy specie* of sexual abomination i* 

deliberately sped bed. 
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prodigiously diminished hy remoteness; and because in this scheme of penance it 

would be applied immediately after tlic offence. IIow much of this useful 

cJwroctcr liclotigs to ttic penances of the Hindus, a few' jMissages will disclose. 

« He, who has officiated at a sacrifice for outcasts, or burned the corpse of a 

stranger, or performed rites to destroy the innocent,” (a strange association of 

crimes) " may ex [date his guilt hy three prajapatya penances."* w A total fast 

for twelve days and nights, hy a penitent with his organs controlled, and his 

mind attentive, is the penance named porn™, which expiates all degrees of 

guiJt''t I le who for □ whole month eats no more than thrice eighty mouthfuls 

of wild groins, as be happens by any means to meet with them, keeping his 

organs in subjection, shall attain the same abode with the regent oi tite moon. 

“ Sixteen suppressions of the lireath, while the holiest of texts is related with 

the three mighty words, and the triliteral syllable, continued each day for a 

month, absolve even the slayer of a Brahmen from his hidden faults." <ji A priest 

who should retain in his memory the whole Rigveda would be absolved from 

guilt, even if he had skin the inhabitants of the three worlds^ and had eaten 

food from the foulest hands.”]| To such a degree are fantastic ceremonies exalted 

atiove moral righteousness; and so easily may the greatest crimes be compensated, 

hy the merit of ritual, and unmeaning services,** 

But the excess to which religion depraves the moral sentiments of the Hindus 

it most remarkably exemplified in the supreme, the ineffable merit winch they 

ascrilie to the saint who makes penance his trade. 

Rcjjairing to a forest, with no other utensils or effects, than those necessary in 

making oblations to consecrated fire; and leaving all property, and all worldly 

duties behind him, he is there directed to live on pure food, on certain herbs, 

roots, and fruit which he may collect in the forest, to wear a black antelope's 

hide, or a vesture of hark, and to suffer the hairs of his head, his ln?nr(l, and his 

nails to grow continually. He is commanded to entertain those wTho may visit 

* Ibid. IDS- u Wlicn atwice-boni num performs the pamnee prajimau, lie mu&E for three days 

eat only in the morning ; for three Jays only in the evening; for three days food unasked, hut pre¬ 

sented 10 him 3 and for three more thsys nothing. “ Ibid. 212. 

t Ibid. 216, % Ibid. 22L § Ibid. 2H, |f Ibid, 262, 
4* Ct-nt tme superstition ires dzmgereuse que Ic pardon det crimps attache a cOftiurces ceremonies 

Vons pensez que Dieu Qiiblicra votre lioimdde* ii voub vous hnignez duns im Hiiuve, -i 

voua imiiiolci one brebb noire, et ai un prononce sur vous des paroled Un second homicide thus 

icm tltffnc pfirdonnt ah me me j>rix, ct uinsi an tmiMdiic, et cent mtiurtrvs ne vems coutcrunt quo 

dent hnebisi noires et cent ablutions! Fai|« mieux* miserable* ImnuuBSj point tie meurtres, cl point 

de bnbb noire** Voltaire, Diction- Philo*. nu mot Superstition. 

969 
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his hermitage with such food as lie himself may use, to perform the five great 

sacraments, to be constantly engaged in reading the Veda; patient of all extre¬ 

mities. universally tanevolent, with a mind intent on the Supreme Being; a 

perpetual giver, but no receiver of gifts; with tender affection for all animated 

1 todies. “ Let him not eat the produce of ploughed land, though abandoned by 

any man, nor fruits and roots produced in a town, even though hunger oppress 

him.—Either Jet him break hard fruits with a stone, or let his teeth serve as a 

pestle.—Let him slide backward* and forwards on the ground t or let him stand 

a whole day on tiptoe ; or let him continue in motion rising mu! sitting alter¬ 

nately ; hut at sunrise, at noon, and at sunset, let him go to the waters, and 

bathe. In the hot season let him sit exposed to live fires, four blazing around 

him with the above; in the rains let him stand uncovered, without even a 

mantle, where the clouds pour the heaviest showers; in the cold season, let liim 

wear humid vesture; and, enduring harsher and harsher mortifications, let him 

dry up lus bodily frame. Let him live without external lire, without a mansion, 

wholly silent, feeding on roots and fruit, sleeping on the Imre earth, dwelling at 

the roots of trees. From devout Brahmens let him receive alms to supjwirt life, 

or from other housekeepers of twice-born classes, who dwell in the forest. Or, 

if he has ant/ incurable disease, let him advance in a straight path, towards the 

invincible north eastern point, feeding on water and air, till Ids mortal frame 

totally decav, and his soul become united wit!) the Supreme,"” 

In conformity with these principles are formed those professors of mortification 

and piety who are known under the modern name of Fakeers, and presented to 

Europeans a spectacle which so greatly surprised them. Of nil the phenomena 

of human nature, none at first view appears more extraordinary than the self- 

torment of the holy saints of Hindustan. Some of them keep their hands 

closed till they are pierced through by the grovrth of the nails. Others hold 

them above their heads, till the power of the arms is destroyed. They make 

* Institutes of Menu, dh vl. 3 10 8, and 16 to 32. There h a certain *mge in the progress 

from extreme barbarity to some degree of intellectual improv-oiaoirt, m which worship by wlf- 

uifticlcd tomtent nuiuiulKy to suggest iuclf. Thus, the and people of MexJco come 

nest, perhaps to the Hindus, though certainly at n prodigious* distance behind them, in the devo¬ 

tion uk pun anti suffering. *k It makes one shudder*11 [ms CiQvSgtru, book vi. ml r_ to read 

the oiifleriticB which they eiertbed on itwmetves* lliey mangled their fieah, a# if it had been 

insensible* end let their blood run in such profiiiHm, lhat it appeared to be a superdiioLi* iluid of 

the bodf " Their fastings vatdungB, and Other efforts of abstinence, were pushed to the greatert 

estmintie** Ibid, 
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vows to remain in the standing posture for fears. Three were seen by Fryer, Cjmj-. VL 

whose vow extended to sixteen years. One of them had completed liis dreadful 

penance; of the rest, one had passed five years in torment, the other throe. 

Their legs were prodigiously swelled, and deeply ulcerated ; and became at last 

too weak to support their bodies, when they leaned on a pillow suspended from 

a tree. Others turning their heads, to gaze at the heaven over their shoulder, 

remain fixed in that pasture, till the head can no longer be restored to its natural 

position, and no aliment, except iri the liquid state, can pass down their throats. 

The ceremony, commanded by Menu, " of sitting In the hot season, between 

five fires,” cannot be conceived without lioiror. A yogee, or penitent, actually 

seen hy Fryer, hnd resolved to undergo this penance for forty days, at a public 

festival, where an immense concourse of spectators were assembled. Early on 

the morning, after having seated himself on a quiutmngular stage, he fell pros¬ 

trate. and continued fervent in Ins devotions, till the sun began to have consider¬ 

able power. He then rose, and stood on one leg, gazing steadfastly at the star, 

while fires, each large enough, says the traveller, to roast an ox, were kindled at 

the four comers of die stage, the penitent counting his beads, and occasionally, 

with Ids pot of incense, throwing combustible materials into the fire to increase 

the flames. Me next bowed him self down in the centre of the four fires, keeping 

bis eyes still fixed upon the sun. Afterwards, placing himself upright on Ids 

head, with his feet elevated in the air, he stood for the extraordinary space of 

three hours, in that inverted position ■ he then seated himself with his legs across 

one another, and thus remained sustaining the raging heat of the suit and of the 

fires, till the end of the day. Other penitents bury themselves up to the neck in 

the ground, or even win illy below it, leaving only a little bole through which 

they tnav breathe. They tear the nisei ves with whips; they repose od beds of 

iron spikes;* they chain themselves for life to the foot of a tree: the wild 

imagination of the race appears in short to have been racked to devise a sufficient 

variety of fantastic modes of tormenting themselves. The extent to which they 

cojtv the penance of fasting is almost incredible. They fix their eyes on the 

blazing sun till the power of vision is extinguished f The following description. 

•See a curious descnpiioR in the Ailai. Rea. v. -19, of a fultecr, seen at Iknaro by ilr. Duncan, 

who lin^l med this bed fur 35 yeiu*m. 

f See Fmr§ Travels, pp. IG2, 103.—Sormerats Voyage, i, I SI, 149, 1 55r I7R— Hamil¬ 

ton'! Voyage to the 'East India, i* 074—Voyage de Tavernier, \t+ llfi* Mr Richardson* 

io his Arabic and Persian Dictionary, under the word Fatter, says, u Every invertLion of 

perverted ingenuity ia exhausted In defomiEog and distorting oaiurt.M And Mr. Wilkins 
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Boo*: IJ. in the drama entitled Sacnniaia, how much soever partaking of the hyperbolical 

—-v—diaroeter of oriental poetry, conveys a most remarkable image of the length of 

time, the patience and steadiness, wit!) which the devotees of the forests must 

have remained immoveable in their solitary positions. “You see," says one of 

the personages of the drama, “ in that grove a pious Y ogee, motionless as a 

pollard, holding his thick, bushy hair, and fixing Ills eyes on the solar orb.— 

Mark; his body is covered with a white ants' edifice, made ot raised clay ; the 

skin of a snake supplies the place of his sacerdotal thread, and part of it girds 

his loins; a number of knotty plants encircle and wound his neck; and sur¬ 

rounding birds’ nests almost conceal his shoulders.” * The same venerable cha¬ 

racter is thus farther described in the Bbagvat-Geeta; “ Tiic Y ogee constantly 

exercise lb the spirit in private. He is recluse, of a subdued mind and spirit; 

free from hope, and free from [lereeptiou. He planteth his own scat firmly on a 

' spot that is undefilcd, neither too high, nor too low, and sitteth upon the sacred 

{Note 113, subjoined to his translation of the Bhupvat-Geetfl) eflys, “ The word a#al, in the vulgar 

acceptation, aiguifics the voluntary infliction of pain, the modes of tloioff which, as practiced to 

[hit ilav by the ECtdoU of India, lire us v&rioua at they arc horrible and BBtunishing. Benner* 

who Jwjdbw most of the peti&nee* alluded to in the tc*U miniioni their standiug on tbdf 

iuindit with the head down, and the feet opt H P’autresqul mr tonoient le* heures entieres sur Icon 

main* sans branter* Id tele enbns el tea pieds tm hunt* et sun?! do jenet^ai comhien dfaulre* sortes 

[je postures ttrl.lt! men t tom minted et tdlerueot ffue nous n a vans de hittclcurv i)ui loi 

pu&sciit imiter; et tout celftj ce senddc, pmr devotion comma j+ai diti et par motif de religion, on 

oti n'en s^auroit seuletucnL decouviir Fomhre “ Lettrc del Gcntik do rHindouatnn, p. 153* 15%- 

* Saco in tala* Act vli. in Sir VV1 ilium Jones's Works. One of the Mgdioimntdiui tinv^SIcm, 

h h Dae voyages are described by He&audot> says of these recltiM, H They for the most part stand 

motionless n» statues* with their faces always turned to the sun. 2 formerly saw one in the 

|H>eture here tlcscribcdp and rcitiming to India about sixteen jffBi afterwards, l found him in the 

very same attitude* and was astonished he had not lost his eyesight by the intense heat of the 

mic" Utnaudof& ancient Account of India and Chine, p. 32* Bernier describes them thus ^ “ On 

cn veil quantity do tout nuik hseib do couches les jowrs et les units sur les eciulris, et assex ordi- 

nairemont desmuis quclque? tins do cos grands orb™, qui sont aur !es bonds dt^ Talfib* on reser¬ 

voirs, <m bien daru de* gakriea qui soot autoui de Eeur Deiira* on temples d'idolen.. . „ — II n+y a 

Mcgerc d'enfer bi horrible a voir quo ecu gena-la tout mids avec leur peau noire* ccb grands 

ehcveuXf cos fuseuuz des forns dans k posture quo j’ai ditT et ccs longues angles oniortillcs. 

Lettrc de* Gcotill de rHiiHlouitnu, p„ 151* Onne accounts in part ut leant* and that very salk- 

fkctorily, for these u>toni>Uug efforts of patience and self-denial. « TIlc many tcinporol silvan- 

luges which die ErJmjur^ derive from their spiritual authorityt and the impossibility of being 

admitted into their tribe, have ptiflmps given rise to tliat number of Joguec* and FacquircSp who 

torture thonudvcs with such voteolis ami ustoaishhig penances, only to gain the tame veneration 

which a Brahmen derives from his birth," Grate's Hist. Milk. Tran*- Indostaxq i. 4. 
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gross which is called coos, covered with a skin anti a cloth. There he, whose Chaf. VI. 

business is the restraint of his passions, should sit, with his mind fixed on one 

object alone, in the exercise of his devotion for the purification of bis soul, 

keeping bis head, his neck, and bis body, steady, without motion, his eyes fixed 

on the point of his nose, lucking at no other place around. The man who 

keepeth the outward accidents from entering his mind, and his eyes fixed in con¬ 

templation between his brows; who maketh the breath to |»ass through 1>oth Ills 

nostrils alike in expiration and inspiration, who is of subdued faculties, mind, 

and understanding; the Yogce, who thus constantly oxerciseth his soul, obtained! 

happiness incorporeal and supreme.”* This pure state of meditation, which 

obtains the name of devotion, is even more exalted than that of penance. “ The 

Yogeo,” says Cristina, “ is more exalted than Taj ms wees, those votaries who 

afflict themselves in performing penance, respected atwve the Learned in science, 

and” (which is worthy of peculiar regard,) “ superior to those who are attached to 

moral works.”f “ Be thou at all times,” says this supreme god to Arjoon in 

another place, “ employer! in devotion. The fruit of (his surpassetii all the 

rewards of virtue pointed out in tlte Veda, in worshippings, in mortifications, 

and even in the gilts of charity.” { 

It k abundantly ascertained that the Hindus, at one time, and that a time Hum** ucn 

comparatively recent,| were marked with the barbarity of human sacrifices. ||flC"' 

It even appears that a remainder of that devotional service is now in existence. 

When it is proposed to resist, as exorbitant, the demands of government, the 

Brahmens erect, what they denominate a koor, which is a circular pile of wood, 

with a cow, or an old woman on the top of it. If urged to extremity they set 

fire to the pile, and consume the victim, a sacrifice by which they are understood 

to involve their oppressor m the deepest guilt.** The British government has 

* Bhagrat-Geeta, p. 60, 63, f Ibid. p. 67- J Ibid, p. 76. 

J It is agreed among the Sanscrit scholars that the Furonas ore modem, compared with the 

Vedas and other ancient monument# of the Hindu#. Mr, Cokbrooke is of opinion that the 

werdiip of heroes Is Altogether unknown to the author of the Vedas ; though it was evidently part 

of the popular beliefs* die time the I’urcmas were composed, A sacrifice, therefore, enjoined in 

the PuraiLns, jniut have prevailed at a pretty bte period* 

|| See a translation of what is denominated 11 The Sanguinary chapter " of the Colic* Putina, by 

Mr. Blacjuiere, Aokt* Re*, v.371*, and Wilkins’s Hetapadna, note 349, and p. SU. In the Hlia- 

wishya Puma, it is tier fared that the head of a slaughtered man, gives Du ign a tlioiisund times 

more satis faction thou that of a buffido. Tliis sacrifice however it forbidden in the Brahma and 

the Bhagtmm Parana*. AsUt* Ret. id. p. 260. 

"* An instance of this, in which an old woman was the victim, was attempted at Benares, so lair 

at the year 17S8. See the account by Lord Tcignmouth, Asifit. Res. v* 333 

VOL. L 2 K 
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Udo* II. interfered to prevent the ssacrifice of children by throwing them to the sharks in 

^ v the Ganges.* * § 

Though the progress of improvement has brought into comparative disuse the 

mode of seeking divine favour hy the sacrifice of a fellow creature, horrid rites, 

which have too near an affinity with it, are still the objects of the highest vene¬ 

ration. It is one of the grandest achieve metric of piety, for individuals to 

sacrifice themselves in honour of the gods. There are solemn festivals, in which 

the images of certain deities are carried in procession in vast, ponderous machines, 

denominated mills, or chariots, drawn by a multitude of devotees and priests i 

when it is customary for numbers of the congregated people to throw' themselves 

under the wheels, and even fathers, and mothers, with their children in their 

arms. The chariot passes on, os if no impediment existed, and crushing them to 

death, is supposed to convey them immediately to heaven.f The practice of 

sacrificing themselves in the flames is a noted ceremony of the Hindus. It is 

sometimes executed with circumstances of studied atrocity ; the victim striking 

himself in front with his sabre, so as to lay open his bowels to the spectators, 

tearing out |iart of his liver, cutting it off with the sabre, giving it to a relation 

or by stander, conversing all the time with indifference apparently complete, then 

with unchanged countenance leaping into the flames, and expiring without a 

movement.^ In some ports of India a Brahmen devotes himself to death, by 

eating till he expires with the surfeit. $ On great solemnities, the votaries strike 

off their own heads, as a sacrifice to the Ganges, j| and many drown themselves 

in the hallowed streams,** Of the inodes adopted by the Hindus of sacrificing 

* PuprSj rtflflilng to Emi India ailuirs, ordered by the House of Conuaoiia to be printed, June 

% ISIS, i*, 427* 
f A distinct description of this human sacrifice, performed at the feast of Juggernaut, id to be 

found in tlie voyage, [U 121) of Sonne rat* who was an eyewitness. It u also described by that 

faithful traveller Bernier, Lcttre sur les C#entil& de fHindtmsian, p. 12S. It Attracted m a peculiar 

degree the attention of tire Rev. Dr. Buchanan : see Id* wort* entitled* Christum Researches in 

Asia- The Mitrionariea have given us several description*, published in the Transaction* of the 

Misti emmy Societies* 

J Such was the instance witnessed by one of die Arabian travellers of Renaudot* See Ancient 

Relations, p, 80. 

§ Ofrne, on the Government and People of I ndostan3 p- #34* 

:|| Sec Richardson^ Dictionary1 at the word Fateer* 

* p The phtcc where the Jumna and tire Ganges meet, is a upot of peculiar sanctity. 44 Some of 

the victims of superstition," says Dr. Tennant, ” annually drown themselves at the junction of the 

streams ; and this being the rarai acceptable of oil uSering^ it is performed with much solemnity. 

Tlie rapidity with which the victim *iuks? is regarded a* a token of blfl favourable acceptance by 
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themselves to the divine powers, none however has more cxdtcd the attention of Chav. VI, 

the Europeans, than the burning of the wives on the funeral piles of their 

husbands. To this cruel sacrifice the highest virtues are ascribed. “ The wife 

who commits herself to the flames with her husband’s corpse, shall equal Arund- 

hati, ami reside in Swarga; accompanying her husband, she shall reside so long 

in SwargiV, as are the thirty»five millions of hairs on the human body.* .'Vs the 

snake-catcher forcibly drags the serpent from his earth, so, bearing her husband 

from hell, with him she shall enjoy the delights of heaven, while fourteen Indms 

reign. If her husband had killed a IJrahmaita. broken the ties of gratitude, or 

murdered his friend, she expiates the crime/’f 1'hough a widow lias the alter¬ 

native of leading a life of chastity, of [doty, and mortification, denied to the 

pleasures of dress, never sleeping on a bed, never exceeding one meal a day, nor 

eating any other than simple food, it is held her duty to bum 1 uerself along with 

her husband ■ and “ the Hindu legislators,” says Mr, Colebrooke, " have shown 

themselves disposed to encourage” this barbarous sacrifice.! 

the god of the river. To secure the good inclination of the deity, they cany out the devoted 

permit a the middle of the stream, after having fastuaed pots of earth to his feet The »ur* 

rounding multitude on the bank# arc dswouUy contemplating the ceremony, and applauding the 

cooiunc? of tilt- victim, who, ammaieii by their admiration,, and the strength of hb own fuitli* 

kcepa a steady and resolute countenance, till he arrive* at the spot, when he springs from the boat* 
and is instantly swallowed op! amidst universal flce!^mlfliiDnflT,, Indian Recreations, ii. 250. 

* The Brahmens are always audacious enough to form a peremptory opinion. We have seen, 

before, that they never hesitated to assign a fixed number to the veins nod arteries of the human 

body, though they are totally unacquainted with dissection. They here assign, with perfect con¬ 

fidence, a determinate number to the limns on the human body. 

•f Sanscrit test, quoted by Mr. Colebrookc, in his discourse on the duties of a faithful Hindu 

wife Asiat. Res. iv« 208. The custom of burning wives on the funeral piles of their husbands, 

was common to the Hindus with the northern notions See Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary, ad 

verb, Maylc-Ftrt*—The principal among the wive# of a Scandinavian chief accompanied him to the 

funeral pile. Mallei. Introd, Hist. Denmarkr vol i- C- 19—The Scandinavians did not scruple to 

ex pose their children. Ibid^Robettaon, who informs us that the wives of the chiefs of the 

Natchez, an American tribe, were burnt along with them at their death, saya that the custimi 

arose from the excessive veneration in which they were held, as brothers of the sun, and repre¬ 

sentatives of the deity; and that ftom this impulse, the wives, as well as the domestics who shared 

the same fate, welcomed death with exultation* llifb of America, LL 140. 

X Ariat, Re*, tv* 310* See the whole of that discourse, where a number of authorities arc col¬ 

lected. The circumstances of the transaction can be so easily conceived j that, horrid as they are, 

1 have not thought proper to describe them. The prayers and ceremonies are exactly of the usual 

character* See an account by Bernier, of several ease# of which he was an eye-witness, [Lettre 

tur I«t Gen tils de VHindoustan, p* 131); and a variety of eases in the wort* of the Missionaries* 

Ward and Dubois* 
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Such are the acts, by which, according to the Hindu religion, the favour of the 

Almighty Power is chiefly to be gained; such are the ideas respecting purity 

and merit, which it is calculated to inspire- Yet it' any one concludes that the 

Hindus were unacquainted with the ordinary precepts of morality, he will be 

greatly deceived, " By Brahmens," says the law of Menu, "placed In the four 

orders, a tenfold system of duties must ever be sedulously practised ; Content; 

returning good tor evil; resistance to sensual appetites; abstinence from illicit 

gain ; purification; coercion of the organs; knowledge of scripture ; knowledge 

of the supreme spirit; veracity; and freedom from wrath-”* In tlm enumeration 

of duties, though a large proportion is allowed to acts purely ceremonial and 

useless; yet some of the noblest virtues are included, “ Actionsays the same 

sained code, ** is either mental, verbid, or corjjoreaL Devising means to appro¬ 

bate the wealth of other men, resolving on any forbidden deed, and conceiving 

notions of atheism or materialism, are the three bad acts of the mind : scurrilous 

language, falsehood, indiscriminate lawk luting, and useless tattle, are the four 

had acts of the tongue: Taking effects not given, hurting sentient creatures 

without the sanction of law, and criminal intercourse with the wife of another, 

are the three bad acts of the body; and all the ten have their opposites, which 

are good in an equal degree."-!1 Though there is something extremely whimsical 

in the consequence ascribed to the following acts of injustice, yet they are with 

great propriety forbidden ; " He who appropriates to bis own use, the carriage, 

the bed, the seat, the well, the garden, or the house of another man, who has not 

delivered them to him, assumes a fourth part of the guilt of their owner.” \ 

The following observations are in a pure and elevated strain of morality : “ Even 

here below an unjust man attains no felicity ; nor be whose wealth proceeds from 

giving false evidence; nor he, who constantly takes delight in mischief Though 

oppressed by penury, in consequence of his righteous dealings, let him never give 

his mind to unrighteousness; for he may observe the speedy overthrow of 

iniquitous and sinful men. Iniquity, committed in this world, produces not fruit 

immediately, but, like the earth, in due season; and, advancing by little and 

little, it eradicates the man who committed it. Yes; iniquity, once committed, 

fails not of producing fruit to him who wrought it. He grows rich for a while 

through unrighteousness; then he behohU good things; then it is that he van¬ 

quishes bis foes ; but he perishes at length from his whole root upwards. Let a 

man continually take pleasure in truth, in justice, in laudable practices, and in 

* Institutes of Menu, du ri. 91,92, f ibid, cJi. xii. 3, 5, 6, 7. t Ibid, ch, iv, 202. 

1 
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purJtv * let him chastise those, whom he may chastise, in a legal mode ; let him Chap. VI. 

keep in subjection his speech, his arm, and his appetite: wealth and pleasures, '-—"v * 

repugnant to law, let him shun : and even lawful acts, which may cause future 

pain, or he offensive to mankind.” * 

Sir William Jones, whom, it is useful to quote, because his authority may have Common t*. 
* , , , I hem irUb 

influence with those whose opinions I am obliged to controvert, observes, that rmJt* nxuom ; 

*■ tile principles of morality are few, luminous, and ready to present themselves 

on every occasion/1 f Descanting on the rudeness, and ignorance, of the Scythian ,■ 
nations \ “ of anv philosophy,” he says, “ except natural ethics, which the rudest estimation, 

society requires, and experience teaches, we find no more vestiges in Asiatic 

Scythia, than in ancient Arabia.” | He was not surprised to find natural ethics, 

where not a vestige of philosophy was found; because ** natural ethics” are what 

“ the rudest society requires, and experience tea dies” If we search a little 

further, we shall discover that nations do not differ so mu eh from one another in 

regard to a knowledge of morality , and of its obligations, the rules of morality 

having been taught among nations in a manner remarkably similar, as in the 

various degrees of steadiness, or the contrary, with which they assign the pre¬ 

ference to moral above other acts. Among rude nations it has almost always 

l>een found, that religion has served to degrade morality, by advancing to the 

place of greatest honour, those external performances, or those mental exercises, 

which more immediately regarded the deity; and with which, of course, he was 

supposed to he more peculiarly delighted. On no occasion, indeed, lias religion 

obliterated the impressions of morality, of which the rules are the fundamental laws 

of human society: It has every where met with the highest applause; and no where 

has it been celebrated in more pompous strains, than in places where the most 

contemptible, or the most abominable rites have most effectually been allow ed to 

usurp its honours ,$ It is not so much, therefore, hv the mere words in wtiich 

# Institutes of Menu, eft. iir. 170 la 177- 

f* Discourse on the Phltosfiphv of the Asiatics. Asial, Res. it. 166. 
} Discourse on the Tartars, Aftiftt- Res. ii* 35. 

§ Few* state* of society one mote low and degraded [linn that of the Mussulman* in modem 

Egypt- Hear what is xudoftheir ethic*: " On remarque chez le&pnndpaux dtfcft sle Ja religion, 

noninits en Egypte cheilca do la !oi, Tastuce commune item let pruircs, qui, pour micim domheri 

chercheatd seniparrr de t esprit ilea homme*. Lour conversation c*t rcmpHe de belles sentences 

morale.-*, md da graudea imaged pratiques qurils piOont dan* lea liyres Arabe§h cVft tout leur *avaar : 

ou lie doll pna eherchcr en cox dWtres connoissaocea aur La politique, les sciences* ; Hi nsn 

so)] p garment pas phis resistance que rutifjU*- (Dc TEgypto par le Gen* Rejnier, p. 6A) Vol¬ 

taire remark a, with that felicity with which he sometimes touches an important truth; 4* La reli- 
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II. morality is mentioned, that we arc to judge of the mental perfections of different 

' nations, as by the place which it dearly holds in the established scale of merito¬ 

rious acts. In a moment of hyperbolical praise, it may even receive a verbal 

preference to ceremonies ; ns in one passage of the Institutes of Menu : “ A wise 

man should constantly discharge all the moral duties, though he perform not 

constantly the ceremonies of religion; since he falls low, if, while he performs 

ceremonial acts only, he discharge not his moral duties."* Yet in the entire 

system of rules concerning duty, the degree of stress which is laid upon moral 

acta, may, as in the case of the Hindus, bear no comparison to the importance 

which is attached to useless or pcrnidous ceremonies. Such a maxim as that 

which hns just been quoted, can be regarded as but of little value, when it is sur¬ 

rounded by numerous maxims of the following tendency ; “ Not a mortal exists 

more sinful than he. who. without an oblation to the manes or gods, desires to 

enlarge his own flesh with the flesh of another creature”f “ From the three 

Vedas, the lord of creatures, incomprehensibly exalted, successively milked out 

the three measures of that ineffable text, beginning with the word tad, and 

entitled, savifri, or gnyatri; whoever shall repeat, day by day, for three years, 

without negligence, that sacred text, shall hereafter approach the divine essence, 

move as freely as air, and assume an ethereal form ” £ " Studying and comprt- 

gion do ce Siantois nous prouve que jamais Icgwlafair nYnseigrm unc nuunaiise morale, Voyei, 

Incteur, que celk- dr Brama, dr Zorwuftrr. de Numa. dr Thant, do Pylhngmv, dr Mahomet, « 

tneme du prison Oannts, art nbuQlmmmt la mime. J’ai Oil sourcri qu’oti jelrrait de* piems i 
tin hntnmu qui vicodrait prfeber une morale rdichte. Dictionnaire PMlosophique, au mot Sav. 
mokocoddmt 

Gwdhtsso dr In Vega give* a* a list of the moral sayings of a celebrated Inca of ancient Peru, 
named Pachocatec, of which (he following are a specimen : 

" Bt ltcr is '*> dial thou dioubbt he emried by others for being good, than that thou should}* 
envy others because thou art bad. 

4i Envy ts a Cftncer, wfcicb e&ti and gnaws into the boweb of theenriona* 

“ Drutikcnnetti, anger* and folly P are equally mischievous ; dieting only m litis, that ibe two 

first are transient mid nmlalilc, hut the third permanent continuing* 

C4 Adulterers, wbo tike uway the good reputation and honesty of another family, are disturbers 

uf the common peace and quiet, and are m bud as thieves and robber*, and therefore to be coo- 
dcunit'd to die gallowi without mercy, 

W A truly noble and courageous spirit!* best tried by that patience which be shows in the timet 
of adversity. 

Impatience U tlic character of a poor and degenerate spirit, and of one that is HI taught and 

educated,1* (Royal Commentaries, book IV* ch, xxxvu) 

* Institute* of Menu, ck iv, 2»* + Ik v* 52. t Ikii* 77, 8» 

3 
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bending the Veda, pracibdng pious austerities, acquiring divine knowledge, Chat* YL 

command over the organs of sense and action, avoiding all injury to sentient 

creatures, and showing reverence to u natural and spiritual father, are the chief 

branches of duty which ensure final happiness/5 * ** Even three suppressions of 

breath mode according to the divine rule, accompanied with the tri verbal phrase, 

and the triliteral syllable, may be considered as the highest devotion of a Brah- 

fbr as the dross and impurities of metallic ores are consumed by fire, thus men 

arc the sinful acts of the human organs consumed by suppressions nf tin breath "f 

If we examine that highest degree of merit to w hich the imagination of the 

Hindu can ascend, that of the Sanyassi* or professor of austere devotion. we 

shall find it to consist in an alrsolute renunciation of all moral duties* and moral 

affections. H Exemption from attachments, and affection for children, w ife, and 

home;" £ nay, 44 the abandonment of nil earthly attach men ts/" £ form a neces¬ 

sary part of that perfection after which he aspires. 

It is by no means unnatural for the religion of a rude people to unite opposite iiar^h au^ten- 

qualitics, to preach the most harsh austerities^ and at the same time to encourage 

the loosest morality. It may be matter of controversy to what degree the hide- 

cent objects employed in the Hindu worship imply depravity of manners ; but a^loci0^® 

religion which subjects to the eyes of its votaries the grossest images of sensual 

pleasure* and renders even the emblems of generation objects of worship; wliich 

ascribes to the supreme God an immense train of obscene acts; wliich has these 

engraved on the sacred cars* pourtrayed in the temples, and presented to 

the people as objects of adoration, which pays worship to the Yoni* and the 

Lingani, cannot be regarded m favourable to chastity*|| Korean it be supposed. 

* Institutes of Menu, th. xiL S3. f lb, vL 70, 7L 

J Bli^raS-Gw-^p M $ InidUitCi of Mea«p ch. vL flh 

(l See a fanciful Account of the origin of this wordup by Mr, Paterson* Asiat. Res. viiL 34* 

His description of the moral effects of this superstition is more to our purpose : u It is probable,” 

says be, ** that the idea of obscenity was not originally attach cm! to these symbols; and, it is 

likt-Jvp Unit tiki: inventors itktrmulvefl tulglit not have foreseen the disorders which this wonhip 

would occasion amongst mankind. FroEigacy eagerly embraces what flutters its propcnjidesi and 

ignorance follow* blindly wherever example excites i it k therefore no wonder that a general cor¬ 

ruption of manners should ensucp inerca.dng in proportion as the distance of time involved the 

original meaning of the symbol bn darkness and oblivion, Obscene mirth became the principal 

feature of the popular superstition, and wait even in after times, extended to* and intermingled1 

with, gloomy rites and bloody sacrifices* An hetorogcueaus mixture which Appears totally irre- 

eoncileabta* unless by tracing die steps which led to it, it will appear that the ingrafting of a mw 

symbol, upon the old superstidon, occasioned this strange medley* The sect of Vishnu was not 

wholly free from die propensity of the times to obscene rites ; it had been united in interest with 
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itooK II- when to all these dreuinstaiires is added the institution of a number of girls* 

"—-*'1 attached to the temples, whose business is dancing and prostitution, that tins is a 

virtue encouraged by the religion of the Hindus. 

Anuther contrast to the tortures and death wkidi the religion of the Hindus 

exhorts them to indict upon themsclve*. k the sacredness which it imprints upon 

the life of animals* Not only are the Hindus prolnhited the use of animal food, 

except at certain peculiar sacrifices ; even the offerings to the gods consist almost 

entirely of inanimate objects ; and to deprive any sensitive creature of life, is n 

heinous transgression of religious duty. Many of the inferior creatures, both 

animals and plants, are the objects of religious veneration; such, in particular, 

that of Si™, in their league against the sect of Brahma, elb whs expressed by an image, called Hor- 

Ilcri, half Siva, and half Vishnu. This union seems to have continued till ihc time when an 

emblem of an abstract idea, having been erected into an object of worship, introduced a revotu- 

imn in rdigHb* wbicrli had a violent and extended effect upon the manners Lind opinion* of m*ii- 

kind* It was then that a gloomy superstition arose, which spread iU baneful influence with 

rapid] ly amongst iminkind; which degraded the Dotty" into an implacable tyrant; which filled its 

volaricfi with imaginor v terrors ; which prescribed dreadful rites; and exacted penances, mortifi¬ 

cations, and expiatory sacrifices," (Ibid, p* 55*) See also a picture of these religious hum nralities 

by Bernier, (Lettre iur lea Gentils, pp. lWr 130), But the writer who, above ah others, has 

furnished supembundani evidence of the immoral influence of the Hindu religion, and the deep 

depmvity which it is caEcutoted to produce, b Mr. Word* in h!» “View of the History, Literature, 

und Religion of the Hindoos H From the facts which he records in great detail, the following ore 

the results. « The character of the gods, and the licentiousness which prevails at their festivals, 

nnd abounds in their popular works, with the enervating nature of the climate, have made the 

Hindoos the moit dfemumic and corrupt people on earth. 1 have, in the course of this work, 

exhibited so many proofs nf tills tact, that 1 will not again di*gilH the reader by going into the 

subject- Suffice it to say, that fidelity to marriage vow# is almost unknown among the Hindoos; the 

intercourse of the sexes approaches veiy DW to that of the irrational animals .... But to know 

the Hindoo idolatry, as it is* a person must wade through the filth of the thirty-six poo ran us, and 

other popular books—he must read and hear the modem popular poems and songs—he must follow 

the Brunhun through his midnight orgies before the image of Kalee, and other gotkb^cs; or he 

must accompany him to the nightly revels, the jalnis, and listen lo the filthy dialogues which art: 

rehearsed inspecting Krishnu aad the daughters of the milkmen : or he must watch him, at mid¬ 

night, choking with the mud and waters of the Ganges a wealthy relation, while in the delirium of 

a fever; or, at the e&nic Mur, while murdering on unfaithful wife* or u supposed domestic tnumy T 

or lie must look at the Rrainhun harrying the trembling liall-desd widow round the iuneral pile* 

and throwing hef like a log of wuod by the side of lino dead body at her husband* lying her and 

tfirn holding her down with bamboo levers* till the fire bat deprived her of the power of rising 

and running away,._This system of heathenismcommunicated no purifying knowledge of the 

divine perfections, supplier no one motive to hdfiiio?* while living, no comfort to the afiheted, no 

hope to the dyings but, on the contrary, excites to every vice, and hardens its followers in the 

most flagrant Crimea** (Introductory Remarks, pp. 95.1 
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ore the cow, the lotos, and cu&a grass. Nor, in tins enumeration, must the dung Chat. VI. 

and urine of the cow lie forgotten; things so holy as to be of sieculiur efficacy in * 

the ceremonies of purification. To whatever origin we may ascribe this strange 

application of the religious principle, it has at least been very widely diffused. It 

is known that many negro tribes worship animals and reptiles; and that they 

carry the solicitude for their preservation to a still more extravagant pitch than 

even the Hindus; punishing with death those who hurt them even casually * 

The sacred character in Egypt of the ox, and of many other animals, is too fami¬ 

liarly known to require any proof- The cow was oracular, and sacred among 

the Amonians.t Not only cows, hut horses, eagles, lions, hears, were divine 

animals among the Syrians. J The Egyptian priests respected as sacred the life 

of all animals, and animal food seems to have been interdicted not Less in Egypt 

than in Hindustan.^ At an early period, the Greeks, and even the Romans, 

punished with death, the killing of an ox.[| The worship of this species of qua- 

drujjcds appears indeed to have been common to all the idolatrous nations from 

Japan to Scandinavia.** That, in India, it was a worstup directed to no moral 

end, is evident upon the slightest inspection. To renounce the benefits which 

the inferior animals are fitted by nature to render to man, is not humanity, any 

more than swinging before an idol, by an iron hook, forced through the muscles 

of the hack, is the virtue of self-command. And that this superstition took not 

its rise from a sensibility to the reelings of animated creatures, is evident from the 

barbarous character of several of the nations where it prevails ; Irom the prover¬ 

bial cruelty suffered by the labouring animals of Hindustan; and from the apathy 

with which human beings are left to expire by hunger and disease, while rep- 

tdes are zealously tended and fed.+f 

1 Idward'i Htrt, dfthc West Indies, ii* 77- 4to+ EtL 

f Rryunf* Anoljrits of Ancient Mythology, i. 3£3* 

J Lucian* De Syria Dea* 
j The priests of Egypt, Herodotus account it unholy to kill any tiling which has life, s&t- 

ing what they use in traffic* i Herod, Hit lib. 1 * cap. 140: And Porphyry bifonns us that it was 

not till a bte period of their history that animal sacrifice* were introduced, De Abilin. lib* ii. et b* 

|| Ab hoc Antiqui nanus itn obsttnere valuerunt, ut carpi te sanxerint* in quii occidlsset. Vami, 

De He Ruotici^ lib. ii- cop. 6, 
m n See illy satisfactory prods adduced in the very learned and instfiictit^i thoiigli erroneous 

work of Dupuis, Origins de tous les Cukes, Iit- UI. di.vuL 

ftb4 Although the killing on animal of chbPh (the ox) u kind U by all Hindus considered aa* 

kiml otJ murder, I know no creature whose sufferings equal those of the labouring Cttllr of Hin- 

diiHtiiis." | Buchanan, JourneyT L 1P5T ) See also Ward on the Hindus, Introd* p- iliii- Aft 

hospUfd for the sick poor, says Dr. Tennant, was never known in India* before the establishment 

VOL. b 20 
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Book II* Religion consists of two great doctrine?, that coneernmg the nature and sendee 

'—of Gi»d; mid Unit concerning tFur nature and destination of the human souL The 

uf Brittoh; though liter*- wore fordog*, caid, &e. (Indian Recreations, i. 73.) The million of 

the Universal lltoiory inform ua gravely. on tftc auLbority of Ovingtotij that the Hindus have a 

cane tor the preservation of dens, bugs, and other vermin, which suck the blood of man: for in a 

hospital near Surat, built for their reception, a poor mm U hired now and then io rest nil night 

nrjion the itoi or bed where the venton arc put: and lest their stingingshouId force him to take his 

flight bet ore morning, hi to tied down to die place, and there lies for them to glut thcuisclvev with 

Unman gore/' {Modem Unto, Hid- vi. SG2.) Anqoctll Duperran* who liescribei* a temple near 

Surat, full of those sacred ammols, odds: “ La vue tie /hopltol dcs amuiaux, etitxctettU par de* 

etres ral&onablcs avec tout fordre, to &oinh le zeto mane quo Yon pourroit exiger deux, ell etoit 

question de tour eemfckble, tt eda memo Am* un pays, m il tiy a d'efobli^emens publics, ni pour 

|vs nLjliiJcs^nl pour lea viciltorib ; la vn (Tun pan.il liopital auroit de quo! ctoma-f, si Fon ne s^avolt 

pat quo la nature ic plait aux disparate* on Asia comnueen Europe. (Voyages aux Imies Orient. Dtoc. 

Prelim- ZetulavevtAt L ecelxiL) “ The Genicom though they will mu kill their neat, make no eon- 

lOiencc to work them to death, allowing them hardly food to keep them alive. Neither are they lew 

inhuman toward# their sick, a woiuiin being brought to die atnnng the tombs in iny Eight*1 Fryir^s 

Travels, di. v, sect. 3. See to the sune purpose* the Abbfi Dubois* p, 132; Word on the Hindoos, 

Ini rod- p, Iv* It is worth observing that Milton, the universality of whose know ledge to not the 

least remarkable particular of his wonderful mind, w as acquainted w ith die dtogmlmg superaLitimi 

of totting the veraun'devour die man: “Like die vermin/1 says he, M of an Indian C&ihartot, 

which hto food religion forbids him to too tost/' Tetradsordont MUteci's Prose Works, ii* 122* 3vo- 

Fdit- Tenderness to euuiiuiIs was a part of the religion of Zoroaster. We are informed in the 

Suddiit that he obtained from Gotl ft view of the regions of infonud torment, w here he saw a 

number of kings, and among the rest one without a foot. He begged to know the reason* and 

God said to hint; 11 that w icked king never performed but one good action in lito life. He saw* 

Os he was going to the chase a dromedary lied at too great a ilbtuiico from it* provender, endea¬ 

vouring to cut* bill unable to peach it: he pushed the provender town rib it with Ills foeiL I Juivc 

placed tlmt foot in heaven; all the re^l of him to here* Voltaire, Essai sur Its Major* ct f Esprit 

lie Natio^j ch+ v. The following* Porphyry telto llh. [De Abstnu lib- iv, p. t'il) were laws of Trip- 

tolctnus, I- To honour oar parent; 2* To offer nothing to the gads but the fruits of the earth ; 3. 

Never to hurt jiiiiimib. ** The Lnlmbitouts of Miniona/' (a place not for from Scgo, in die heart 

of Africa) a cot, their enemies, mid strangers, if they die? iit the country* They cat the flesh of 

horses- But .-iudL is tlfci-ir veniTLidiHi for the cowf tliatxlic h never killed/' Pnrkto East Mission to 

Africa, p^ 

Mr* Jfj chard son (see hj> DUsettatiosi on Eastern Marnier^, p* lb) denies tile authenticity of 

ihe fragments of the Zendavesta collected by Auquctll Duperr€ur on account of ** the un- 

rominoii stupidityr ' as he to ptoased to express il* M of the work i£fld£IH Vet it to in a slratn 

remarkably re^nddlng that of the Vedoa; the simu: sublime praises bestowed upon Uie Divi¬ 

nity, supcTiatitions equally gross* discourse equally thildi-fo Wa must not however on iIiik 

account question the autlwnticity of the Vedas uml tEiu Ptirajms, tliuugh we mom rtamunco 

the vulgar belief of the great wisdom of the Brahmenm fa truths the stupidity, as Mr, [U- 

riiiirdtion calls it* of the Zcndavcsta* and its remarkable similurity to the sacred books uf the 

a 
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first of these* in the complicated superstition of the Hindus* presented many Chap. VI, 

questions which it needed u eonsideralde accumulation of evidence to solve. Of ^^ 

the latter* fortunately, a just idea may be conveyed, without many words* 

It is well known that the mptempychosix* or the tninsmi|fration of the soul Karat*and 

into various orders of bring, reviving' in one form when it ceases to exist int^ hum^ ^ 

another* is the tenet adopted by the Hindus. This is a theory well calculatedwuL 

to present itself to the mind of the rude inquirer* when first excited to stretch 

Ins vk-ws beyond the present term of sensation and action The vegetable life* 

which expires in autumn in the plant, revives in the seed in spring. The slug¬ 

gish worm, which undergoes a species of death, and buries itself in a tomb of its 

own formation, springs to life a gay and active creature, as different in appear* 

ance as in appetites and powers. Every thing on earth is changed* nothing anni¬ 

hilated ; and the soul of the man who expires to day, revives in something else* 

to w hich at that instant life is imparted. 

Some very obvious, and very impressive apjxiarances, must, have suggested the 

notion of the metempsychosis, since it is one of the most ancient, and one of the 

most general of all religious opinions. ** No doctrine*'* says Dupuis, £l was ever 

Hindus, is the most striking proof of its authentic lie- There is die strongest reason to con¬ 

clude that the ancient Magi, and die ancient Brahmens, we tv people very much upon a 

level; and tli&i the fume of Zoroaster for wisdom is no belter founded than that of die Indian 

tapes* There is a radical difference! he says* between die language of the Zenduicsta, and th- 

modem PersUm (Ibid*) But the mede.' is the ease with the Sanscrit, which Sir William Jone? 

thinksP from dlls drrumilanre, can never have been vernacular in Hindustan. {See Disc, on the 

Hindus Asint* Ittsearches, i. +22+) Tbc language P he eays, of tlie Zendavosta lias many words* 

which a modem Persian could not pronounce, But there are mmy words in die German iun- 

gUflgOt which an English man or Frenchman cannot pronounce, though the German is the basin of 

die languages of hath. The ZcihIjivl>cu, lit says, conijii'n* Arabic words : hut it contains Arabic 

only as the Greek contains Sanscrit- In fact, the Idem] ties which can be traced La all languages Is 

one of the mo&t r^niftrblik La the history of *pcoch. Of the Vedas, a man who 

had unrivalled opportunities of information inform* 11% « They contain nothing important cr 

nilioual. In fait, they have nadiiug but their antiquity to recommend diem. As to any thing 

further, they include all the absurdities of Hindu paganism, not only such as It has originally been, 

but also the pitiful details of fables w hich sic ui present current tn the country, relating to the 

fantastical austerities of the Hindu hermit*, to the metamorphose* of Vishnu, or the ahumiruitions 

of die UnpuTL. The fourth of Lhein, colled Aiharvanui-veda, i* the moat dangemus of all for a 

people so entirely slink in superstition, bemuse it teaches die art of magic, or the method of 

injuring men by the use of witchcraft and incantation/' |Description, ApC, of the People of India, 

by die Ahbe Dubois, p- 102.) Even the the motft holy of ail holy things* is on assemblage, 

4ays the Abbe, of unmeaning terms, u unintelligible to the Brahmen* themselves* I Imre never 

met with any obo who could give Die a to I t rah ic ex plication of it** [b. p, 79. 

202 « 
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Bwk IL more universally diffused; none claims an origin so ancient. It reigned in the 

““ ■> J East* and In the West, among rude nations* anti polished nations j and it ascends 

In antiquity so high* that Burnet ingeniously declares* one would believe it to 

Ihi descended from heaven ; so much it appears without father* without mother* 

and without descent,'* The Brahmens grafted upon it* in their usual way* a 

imruber of fantastic refinements* anti gave to their ideas on this subject* a more 

systematic form than U usual with those eccentric theologians. They describe 

the mind as characterized by three qualities, goodness, passion* darkness* Ac* 

cording os any soul k distinguished by one or another of those qualities in its 

present life* is the species of being into which it migrates in the Ufa to come* 

Souls endued with goodness attain the condition of deities ; those filled with 

passion receive that of men ; those immersed in darkness are comic nmed to that 

of leasts. Each of these conditions, again, is divided into three degrets, a lower, 

a middle, and a higher. Of the souls distinguished bv darkness, the lowest are 

thrust into mineral and vegetable substances, into worms, reptiles* fishes, snakes* 

tortoises* cattle* shakals; the middle pass into elephants, horses* Sudras, Mleelias, 

(a word of very opprobrious import* denoting men of ail other races not Hindu.) 

Hons* tigers, and (wars; the highest animate the forms of dancers* singers, birds, 

deceitful men, giants, and blood-thirsty savages. Of the souls w ho receive their 

future condition from the quality of passion, the lowest pass into cudgel players* 

Iioxei^ wrestlers, actors* those who teach the use of weapons, and those who are 

addic ted to gaming and drinking; the middle enter the bodies ol kings, men of 

the fighting class* domestic priests of kings, and men skilled in the war of coti- 

irovcrsy; the highest become gandharvas, {n species of Mipjiosed aerial spirits* 

whose business is music*) genii, attending superior gods* together with various 

companies of apsarascs. or nymphs. Of the souls who are exalted by the quality 

of goodness, the lowest migrate into hermits* religious mendicants* other Brah- 

mens, such orders of demigods as are wafted in airy ears* genii of the signs and 

lunar mansions, and Daityas, another of their many orders of superior spirits; 

the middle attain the condition of sacrifices of holy sages* deities of the lower 

heaven* genii of the Vedas, regents of stars* divinities of years* Pitris, and Sad- 

hyas, two other species of exalted intelligences; the highest ascend to the condi¬ 

tion of Brahma with lour faces* of creators of worlds* of the genius of virtue* and 

* Dupuis Origins dt ton#leg Cukes, tom. si. par. 2, p- 1S1; where the reader will find authori¬ 

ses to prove llie .LuthpiiTy and dsffi^ion of ihb peculiar doctrine* Sev mo the learned tkausobre. 

Hist, dt? Manirh. tom* ii-liv, rIL cb. d, secL +h For iu existence among the Mexicans, see Clavt* 

cern, hook vL sect. L 
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the divinities presiding- over the two principles of nature.* Besides this general Chap. VI. 

description of the future allotment of different souls, n variety- of particular dooms ’ v-J 

axe specified, of which a few may be taken as an example. “ Sinners in the 

first degree,” says the ordinance of Menu, “ having passed through terrible 

regions of torture, for a great number of years, are condemned to the following 

births at the dose of that period. The slayer of a Brahmen must enter the body 

of a dog, a boar, an ass; a camel, a hull, a goat, a sheep, a stag, a birtf, a Chan- 

dala, or a Puceasa. He, who steals the gold of a priest, shall pass a thousand 

times into the bodies of spiders, of snakes, and cameliaus, of crocodiles, and other 

aquatic monsters, or of mischievous blood-sticking demons, I le who violates the 

bed of his natural or spiritual father, migrates a hundred times into the forms of 

grasses, of shrubs, with crowded stems, or of creeping and twining plants, carni¬ 

vorous animals, leasts with sharp teeth, or cruel brutes." f After a variety of 

other cases, a general rule is declared, for those of the four castes w ho neglect the 

duties of their order: “ Should a Brahmen omit his peculiar duty, he shall lie 

changed into a demon, with a mouth like a firebrand, who devours what has 

been vomited; a Cshatriya, into a demon w ho feeds on ordure and carrion ; a 

V'aisya, into an evil being who eats purulent carcases ; and a Sudro, who neglects 

his occupations, into a foul embodied spirit, who feeds on lice." $ The reward of 

the most exalted piety, of the most profound meditation, of that exquisite aiistc- 

miousness which dries up the mortal frame, is peculiar. Such a perfect soul 

becomes absorbed in the Divine essence, and is for ever exempt from transmi¬ 

gration. 0 

We might very easily conclude, front the known laws of human nature, that The .kmnm. 

notwithstanding the language held by the Hindus on the connection between 

future happiness and the virtue of the present life, rewards and punishments, very ^ 

distant and very obscure, would be wholly impotent against temptations tot™n,litJ* 

crime; though, at the instigation of the priests, they might engage the people in a 

ceaseless train of wretched ceremonies. The fact corresponds most exactly with 

the anticipation. An admirable witness has said, “ The doctrine of a state of 

future rewards and punishments, as some persons may plead, has always been 

supposed to have a strong influence on public morals: the Hindoos not only 

have this doctrine in their writings, but are taught to consider every disease and 

misfortune of life as an undoubted symptom of moral disease, and the terrific 

appearance of its close-pursuing punishment. Can this fail to produce a dread 

* Institutes of Menu, di. xii. 2-1, W) to SI. t lb. 54 to 5B. % lb. 71, 72. i lb. 125. 
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Book II. of vice, and a desire to merit the favour of the Deity? I will still farther,” he 

--*-* adths, « assist the objector i and inform liim, that the Hindoo writings declare, 

that till every immoral taint is removed, every sin atoned for, nnd the mind has 

obtained perfect attraction from material objects, it is impossible to be re-united 

to the great spirit: anil that, to obtain this perfection, the sinner must linger in 

many hells, and transmigrate through almost every form of matter.” Our inform¬ 

ant then declares; “ Great as tltese terrors arc, there is nothing more palpable 

than that, with most of the Hindoos, they do not weigh the weight af a leather, 

compared with the loss of a roojiee. The reason is obvious: every Hindoo consi¬ 

ders all his actions as the effect of his destiny; lie laments, perhaps, his miserable 

fate, but he resigns himself to it without a struggle, like the malefactor in a con¬ 

demned cell,” This exjicrienced oWrver adds, what is still more comprehensive, 

tlmt the doctrine of future rewards and punishments has, in no situation, and 

among no people, a power to make men virtuous,* 

* “To this,™ he says, il! may fee added,. what must have forced itself on the olwcrvntEijn of every 

thoughtful observer, that, in the absence of ihe religious principle, no outward terrors especially 

those which are invisible and future, not even bodily sufferings are suffia]ent to make men virtuous. 

Painful estprieoce proves, that even in a Cfemtian country, if the religious principle doe# not exist* 

die excellence and the rewards of virtue, and the dishonour and miniy attending vice, may be held 

up to men fof «rerp without making a fling] e convert*" Ward, u View, &c. of the Hindoos/" Ln- 

trod, p. Ixxxiv. Here* however* Mr, Word ought to liave explained whi*t he meant by tbe “ reli- 

gltiOi principle/ by which different jiorsons mean very different things. This was the more neces¬ 

sary, that* having taken away d I efficacy from the doctrine of future rewords and pimLdimenta} he 

strips religion of all power mer the lives and action* of n», except in as far as good effect may 

be expected from the u religious principle,* which, whatever else it may not bes is at any rate, in 

his estimation, not the expectation of fultm? rewards and punishments. 
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.CHAR VII. 

Manners. 

By the manners of a nation are understood the peculiar modes in which the Chap. v!L 

ordinary business of human life is performed. The business itself is every ’--" 

where essentially the same. In all nations men eat and drink; they meet, con- of 

verse, transact, and sport together. But the manner in which these and other 

things are performed is as different as the nations are numerous into which the 
human race b divided. 

So much ol the entire business of life, among the Hindus, consists in religious iieligioBs 

services, that the delineation of their religion, which we have now finished, of- ”'1 

fords an illustration of the principal branch of their national manners. tknnTeui* 

The singular distinctions, attached to the different classes, which we have 

also previously desert lied, is another remarkable feature in the manners of this ncri. " "H" 

people. The lower orders, in other countries, are often lamentahly debased; in 

Hindustan they are degraded infinitely Mow the brutes. With the single ex¬ 

ception of the Vaisya caste, to whom is appropriated the business of agriculture 

and of Isarter, the whole of the productive classes of the community are ac¬ 

counted vile and odious, unworthy to eat, to drink, or to sit with a member of 
the classes above them. 

There are four remarkable divisions into which, with respect to the three n*. j:jaf |Jf< 

honourable classes, human life is distributed. Of these periods; or orders, as "“■*of ***- 

they are denominated hy the Hindus; the first is that of the student; the 

second, that of the householder; the third, that of the man who performs pe¬ 

nance or other religious acts, residing continually in a forest; the fourth, that of 

the Sonnyasi, or the ascetic absorbed in divine contemplation,* 

The period of the student commences at the era of investiture.! Trior to Ptrit]d 

this age, the situation of children is remarkable; even those of a Brahmen are *lu'*inL 

not held superior in rank to a Sudra.| The condition of the student much more 

closely resembles that of an European apprentice than that of a pupil in liter a- 

• Sec Low* of Metm, ck LL, anil vi. 

f Set Uie actmuit of tills tra* p, 257 of this rolume* t Institute of Menu, clt. ii+1*3* 
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Book II. ture. He dwells in the house of his preceptor, and tends him with the most 

—y—' resjjectful assiduity. He is commanded to exert himself in all acts useful to his 

teacher;* and of course performs the port of an assistant in all the offices ot 

religion.f “ As he who digs deep with a spade comes to a spring of water, so 

the student, who humbly serves his teacher, attains the knowledge which lies 

deep in his teacher's mind." Upon the student of the priestly order a peculiar 

burden or distinction is imjmsed; which is, to acquire daily his food by begging. 

“ The subsistence of a student by begging is held equal to fasting in religious 

merit." f 

The gift of sacred instruction is not bestowed indiscriminately : but the text, 

which regulates the choke of pupils, is so vague as to leave the selection nearly 

at the discretion of the master. “ Ten persons," it is declared, “ may legally 

be instructed in the Veda; the son of a spiritual teacher; a boy who is assi¬ 

duous; one who con impart other knowledge; one who is just; one who is pure; 

one who is friendly; one who is powerful; one who can Ijestow wealth; one 

who is honest; and one who is related by blood. Where virtue and wealth are 

not found, or diligent attention proportioned, in that soil divine instruction must 

not he sourii: it would [lerisli like fine seed in barren land." 4 

The instruction which is bestowed may soon be descrilied. The venerable 

preceptor, having girt Ids pupil with the thread, must first instruct him in puri¬ 

fication, in good customs, in the management of the consecrated fire, and in the 

holy rites of morning, noon, and evening." || Tlie grand object of attention and 

solicitude is the rending of the Vedtt.** This it is, which constitutes the educa¬ 

tion of the Hindu. We learn that to form and distinguish the letters of the 

Alphntiet. by drawing them with a stick in the sand, and by consequence some 

knowledge of reading and writing, is pretty generally taught the children of 

the Hindus; some classes of the Brahmens have united with their religious doc¬ 

trines certain speculations concerning the intellectual and material worlds; and 

these speculations have been dignified with the name of philosophy : but the holy 

rites, and the Veda, form the great, and on most occasions the exclusive object 

of that higher instruction which is bestowed on the pupil of the Brahmen. 

■ lutiitutt* of Mlou+ d. tL 191* 

f il Let hi ui carry water-pota, tiawens* cow-dun^ frc-Ji earthy ami ensa a* mucZi as 

may be useful to hi* preceptor,"* Ibid. 182. 

% Ibid *2IS, There are numerous precept* respecting the niceties of twigging. Ibid 48 to 50, 

and 188 to 190* 
k Jpstituu* of Menu, dulLlOS, 1 \?m || Ibid. 69. *" ibid, 70* 
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On this important occasion, as on other occasions, the attention of the Hindu Chap. VTJ, 

is much more engaged bv frivolous observances, than bv objects of utility, rj~ y ' 
C ^ J r % * f-nVCMOIll CRTO 

Wlule the directions laid down respecting the instruction of the pupil are ex - monies, not 

ccedingly few and insignificant, the forms, according to which he must pay Kb iLt^Thc^n^LiV 

duty to the master, are numerous, minute, and emphatically enjoined. When Bf thf 

the student is going to read the Veda, he must perform an ablution, as the law 

ordains, with his face to the north; and at the beginning and end of each lesson, 

he must clasp both the feet of liis preceptor, and read with both lus hands 

dosed. “ In the presence of his preceptor let him always cat less; and wear a 

coarser mantle, with worse appendages * let him rise before, and go to rest after, 

his tutor. Let him not answer his teacher’s orders, or converse with him, re¬ 

clining on a bed; nor sitting, nor eating, nor standing, nor with an averted 

face; But let hint both atmi'er and convene, if his preceptor sit, standing up; 

if he stand, advancing toward him; if he advance, meeting him; if he run. 

hastening after him; if his face he averted, going round to front him, from left 

to right; if he lie at a little distance, approaching him: if reclined, bending to 

him; and, if he stand ever so far off, running toward him. When his teacher 

is nigh, let his couch or Ids bench he always placed Low t when his preceptors 

eye can observe him, let Film not sit carelessly at his ease. Let him never pro¬ 

nounce the mrre name of his tutor, even in his absence: by censuring his pre¬ 

ceptor, though justly, he will be bom an ass. He must not sene his tutor by 

the intervention of another, while himself stands aloof; nor must he attend him 

in a passion, nor when a woman is near; from a carriage or raised seat he must 

descend to salute his heavenly director. Let him not sit with his preceptor to 

the leeward, or to the windward of him; nor let him say any thing which the 

venerable man cannot hear.** I’or his general conduct “ these following rules,* 

says Menu, “ must a Brailmnehari, or student in theology, observe, while he 

dwells with his preceptor; keeping all Jus momlicrs under control, for the sake 

of increasing his habitual devotion, Day by day, having liathed and being 

purified, let him offer fresh water to the gods; the sages, and the manes; let 

him show respect to the images of the deities, and bring wood for the oblation 

to fire. Let him abstain from honey, from flesh-meat, from perfumes, from 

chaplets of flowers, from sweet vegetable juices, from women, from all sweet 

substances turned acid, and from injury to animated beings; from unguents for 

* butituus Of Menu, eh. ii, 70, 71, and m to 199, and 301 to 503. Even to the sons and 

w ive* of I he preceptor oimt numerous tokens of profound respect be ahtnm, Ibid. 207 to S3 8. 
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Book II. his limbs, and from black powder for liis. eyes, from wearing sandals and carry- 

jng- an umbrella, from sensual desire, from wrath, from covetousness, from 

dancing, and from vocal and instrumental music; from gaming, from disputes, 

from detraction, and from falsehood, from embracing or wantonly looking at 

women, and from disservice to other men. Let him sleep constantly alone " 

Next are forbidden several acts of sensual impurity wSiich are too gross to be 

described; and the holy text thus again proceeds; u Let him carry water-pots, 

flowers, cow-dung, fresh earth and cusa grass, as much as may lie useful to his 

preceptor. Having brought logs of wood from a distance, let 1dm place them 

in the open air; and with them let liim make on oblation to fire, without re¬ 

miss ness, both evening and morning. Let the scholar, when commanded by liis 

preceptor, and even when he lias received no command, always exert himself in 

reading. Let not the sun ever rise or set while he lies asleep in the village.’*• 

The duration of the period of study is very indefinite. u The discipline of a 

student in the three Vecla^ may lie continued for thirty-six years, in the house 

of his preceptor; or for half that time, or for a quarter of it, or until he per¬ 

fectly comprehend them: A student, w hose rules have not been violated, may 

assume the order of a married man, after he Ims read in succession a sac'ha, or 

branch, from each of the three Vedas, or from two or from any one of them.77 f 

It is even permitted to pass the whole period of life in the state of a pupil; mid 

to this merit so exalted is ascribed, that the very highest rewards of religion arc 

bestowed upon it. M If a student anxiously desire to pass his whole life in the 

house of a sacerdotal teacher, he must serve him with assiduous care, till he be 

released from his mortal frame. That Brahmen who has dutifully attended liis 

preceptor till the dissolution of liis body, passes directly to the eternal mansion 

of God." % Should the teacher die, the student must attend upon his widow, 

his son, or one of his paternal kinsmen, with the same respect os to the deceased 

preceptor. Should none of these be living he occupies the seat of the preceptor 

himself. § 

* Institutes of Menu, eh. n. 1"5 lo 18S„ ]S6, 191,21 £1. f Ibid iiL 1. 

$ lliltL iL 243, 214. 

$ lb. 247. 248. The following modus uf living arc pointed out to the Bmlioicn ; I. lawful 

gleaning and golwiiijji 2. i* given unasked; 3. what h iuhil us aims; I. ullage; 5- 

traffic and money lending: even by dime two but, when distressed, he may live; but service for 

hire i> imnvLtl dog-living. which he must always avoid, iv. 4, ,5. 6- His hair, nails. unci beard 

being dipped ; bis ptiwoii* subdued ; Ills mantle white ; his body pure; let liim diligently occupy 

himself in rending the Veda. Let him curry a staff1of Verm, an cwlt with water in it, llu handful 

of cuua grftts, or a copy of the Veda ; with u pair of bright gulden rings in his earn. He must 
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To the state of the student succeeds that of the married sflnii, or the house- Ca ajp. VII. 

Icoeper. It b (it this epoch that the Hindu begin? to sustain a part as die 

member of society. 
^ stall} Of 

AbrHage is a religion duty; and a duty of the liighcst artier. Except for mn^ 

some grand plan of devotion, as that of remaining a student, or of liecoming a 

fakcerr no man neglects at an early age to fulfil this sacred obligation* As the 

sacrament of obsequies to the manes of ancestors can he performed only % a 

male &ratdmt, and as any failure in these olreeijuics deeply effects the spirits 

of the dead, to die without a son is regarded as one of the greatest of all cala¬ 

mities. * 

not gaze on the sun, whether rising or setting, or eclipse d^ or reflected iu water, or advanced to 

the middle of the sty* Over a string to which a calf is tied, let hiui not step; nor let him run 

while it rain* ; nor lot him look on his own imago in water: this is a settled rule. By a mound of 

earth, by a cuwT by an Idol* by a Brahmen, by a poi of elarUied butter or of honeyw by a place 

where four wnys meet, mid by largo tw well knuwn Tn the district) let him pass with Jus right 

I urn tl toward them, 05, 5G* #7, 09, 

Let him neither cat with his wife, nor look at her eating, nor sneering, or yawiting, or lilting 

carelessly at her ease, 43. 

precepts are ludicrous " Lef him not cat bis food, wearing only a single cloth, nor let 

him Imlhe quite naked : nor lei him eject urine or feces in die highway, nor on ashes, nor where 

June arc grazing, nor on tilled ground, nor La water, nor on wood raised for burning, nor, unless 

be be in great rtf£tlf on a mountain, nor on the mim of a t triple, nor at any lime on a nest of 

white ants, nor in ditches with tiring creatures in them, nor walking* nor *t+uttUngp nor on the honk 

of a river, nor on the summit of a mountain : nor let him ever eject them, looking at things moved 

by the wind, or at Are, or at a priest, or at the mm, or at waiter, or at cattle: But let hioi void 

hiii cicremctfcLSt having covered the earth with wood, pot-herbs, dry leaves and gras^ or the 

like* carefully suppressing lus utterance, wrapping up his breast and IiL# head: By day Jet him 

void them wiih lib face to the north j by night, with bia luce to the south ; at autiridv sad sunaet, 

in die notriu manner m by dayIn the shade or dirkneta* whether by day or by night, let a 

Brahmen er*4 nature with bis face turned as lie please* s and in place* where lie fears injury to 

life wild beastt or /rym reptiles “ ki to 51 * 

“ Let not n man. desirous io enjoy long life, stand upon hair, nor upon ashes? bones, or j>ot- 

sherds, nor upon seeds of cotton, nor upon husks of groin/' 7b* 

An infinite number of things relative to food arc to be attended to, 207 to 225. 

* A man is neverthelesa forbidden to marry before lii* elder brother. Ibid. 172* But if among 

several brothers of ihe whole blood, one have a son bom* Menu pronounces them oil futhorc of a 

male chilli, by means of that *on. Ibid. 182+ Thcrft ta a singular importance attached to the 

haring of a sop: M By a son n man obtains victory over nil people: by a son's son he enjoy* im¬ 

mortality ; and afterwords by the son of that grandson ho reaches the solar abodes Ibid+ 157* 

Kimuneit, as among the Juwsr were allowed to raise up aeed to obhj another. Not only was a 

widow, kfl without children, permitted to conceive by u kinsman of her husband; hut even before 

hh dumb, if be was supposed to be attacked by an incurable disease* Ibid. ix. 59* 162, IfiL A 

2 P 2 
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II. The ceremonies of marriage, entirely religiose, have been already described. 

Marriages are distinguished into eight kinds ; of which one half are honourable, 

and differ from one another only in some minute circumstances; in the fifth the 

bridegroom bestows gilts upon the bride, her father, and paternal kinsmen; the 

Inst three are rather species of unlawful connexion, than forms of nuptial con* 

tract! one l>cing voluntary and by mutual consent; the other forcible, when 

a woman is seized, u while she weeps, and calls for assistance, after her 

kinsmen and friends have been slain in buttle; ” the last, the fruit of brutal 

artifice, " wlicn the da nisei is sleeping, or flushed with strong liquor, or dis¬ 

ordered in her Intellect" * With the grand rule to prevent the intermixture of 

the castes, the reader is already acquainted, •* For the first marriage of the 

twice-bom classes," says the low of Menu, “ a woman of the same class is re¬ 

commended ; but for such as ore impelled by inclination to marry again, women 

in the direct order of the classes ore to be preferred: a Sudra woman only must 

be the wife of a Sudra; she and a Vaisya of a Vaisya; they two and a Cshatriya, 

of a Cshatriya; those two and a Brahmam, of a Brahmen." f The Hindu 

law-given, who commonly mistake minuteness for precision, and are apt to be 

most particular where it is least required, give rules for the choice of a wife. 

“ In connecting a man's self with a wife, let him," says Menu, * studiously 

avoid the ten following families, be they ever so great, or ever so rich in trine, 

goats, sheep, gold, and grain : The family which has omitted prescribed acts of 

religion; that which has produced no mole children ; that in which the Veda has 

not been rend; that which has thick hair on the body ; and those which have 

been subject to hemorrhoids, to phthisis, to dyspepsia, to epilepsy, to leprosy, and 

to elephantiasis, Let him not marry a girl with reddish hair, nor with any 

deformed limb; nor one troubled with habitual sickness; nor one either with no 

hair, or too much; nor one immoderately talkative ; nor one with inflamed eyes; 

nor one with the name of a constellation, of a tree, or of a river, of a barbarous 

nation or of a mountain, of a winged creature, a snake, or a slave; nor with 

any name raising an image of terror. Let him choose for his wife a girl, whose 

daughter, loo, when a man had no tons, might be appointed for itie tame purpose. Ibid. 127- 

In Egypt, in the same manner, a widow left without children cohabited with the brother of 

the deceased. Rechcrchcs Phllosoph. aur les Egyptians et les Cfrinois, i. TO. 

* Institutes of Menu, ch. UL 27 to 94. The detestable Crimea implied in the lost two cates 

must have been very frequent to make them be distinguished formally in books of sacred law as 

two aperies of marriage- 

t Ibid. X% 13. 
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form has no defect \ who has an agreeable name ; who walks gracefully like a Chap. VII. 

phenfcopteros, or like a young oleplmnt 5 whose hair and teeth are moderate v * 

respectively in quantity and in size ; whose body has exquisite softness.” * * § 

The condition of the women is one of the most remarkable circumstances in Conditiooor 

the manners of nations, and one of the most decisive criterions of the stage of 

society at which they have arrived. Among rude [ample, the women are gene¬ 

rally degraded; among civilized people, they are exalted, f In the barbarian, 

the passion of sex is a brutal impulse, which infuses no tenderness; and his un¬ 

disciplined nature leads liim to abuse his power over every creature that is weaker 

than himself. The history of uncultivated nations uniformly represents the 

women as in a state of object slavery, from which they slowly emerge, as civi¬ 

lization advances- Among some of the negro tribes on the coast of Africa, the 

wife is never permitted to receive any tiling from the hands of her husband, or 

even to appear in his presence, except on her knees. $ In the empire of Congo, 

where tiie people are sufficiently advanced to be united in a large community ; 

and in most of the nations which inhabit the southern regions of Africa, the 

women are reckoned unworthy to eat with the men. In such a state of society 

property is an advantage which it may naturally be supposed that the degraded 

sex are by no means permitted to enjoy. Not only among the African and 

other savage tribes, and the Tartars of the present day, but among the ancient 

inhabitants of Chaldea and Arabia, and all the nations of Europe in their 

former uncivilized stage, the women were excluded from the inheritance of the 

family. || Being condemned to severe and perpetual labour, they are themselves 

regarded as useful property. Hence, a father parts not with his daughter 

but for a valuable consideration; hence the general custom, among barbarous 

nations, of purchasing the bride by a dower; as in Pegu, in Siberia, among the 

Tartare, among the negroes on the coast of Guinea, among the Arabs, and even 

among the Chinese.** It is only in that improved stale of property and security, 

* Imtkuies of Menu, du i£L 6 to 10* 
\ This important subject is amply md philosophically illustrated by Professor Slillar, m kb 

Inquiry into the Distinction oF Rank*, eh* L 
J Hbtoirc GeneraJe des Voyages, tom* v. Er. 3U dh* ill 

§ Ibid, turn, vL Hv. xtii. cli- iil- fr&ct- % and lam. iv, liv, vii* eh. m.L sect. 1 - 

|| See Inquiry Into the Distinction of Uanks^ ch, L sect- 1* They were admitted to inheritance 

among die Jews plainly as a novelty, and an institution unknown to digir neigh-bomr*. Numbers* 

ch, xxviL 
m* Sec the authorities quoted by Millar, Distinction of Ranks, di. L sect* 1 j and Gogocr* 

Origin of Laws, L 25, 26* 

6 
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JWk II. when the necessities of life haver ceased, to create perpetual solicitude, and when 

R large share of attention may !» given to its pleasures; that the women, from 

their influence on those pleasures, begin to he an object of regard. In proportion 

as society refines u|ion its enjoyments, anil in proportion as it advances into that 

state of civilization, iij which various corporeal qualities become equal or stt|jerior 

in value to corporeal strength, and in which the qualities of the mind are ranked 

above the qualities of the body, the condition of the weaker sex is gradually 

improved, till they associate at last oii equal terms with the men, and fill the 

place of voluntary and useful copartners. 

A state of dependanee more strict and humiliating than that which is ordained 

for the weaker sex among the Hindus cannot easily be conceived. ** Dav and 

night;' says Mentl, *' must women be heltl by their protectors in a state of depeinl- 

ance.* Who arc meant by their protectors is immediately explained : “ Then- 

fat hers protect them in childhood ; their husbands protect them in youth, their 

sons protect them in age; a woman,” it is added, is never fit for independence. 

Let husbands consider this as the supreme law, ordained for all classes ; and let 

them, how weak soever, diligently keep their wives under lawful restrictions.nf 

“ By a girl, or by a youug woman, or by a woman advanced in years, nothing” 

says the same code, " must lie done, even in her ow n dwelling-place, according 

to her mere pleasure. In childhood must a female he dependant on her Father; 

in youth, on her husband; her lord being dead, on her sons : a woman must never 

seek independance The deference which is exacted towards her husband is 

without limits. ** Though inobservant of approved usages, or enamoured of 

another woman, or devoid of good qualities, yet a husband must constantly be 

revered as a god by a virtuous wife. No sacrifice Is allowed to women apart 

from their huslwds, no religious rite, no fasting; as far only os a wife honours 

her lord, so for she ts exalted in heavenj 11 She who neglects her lord, though 

addicted to gaming, ton J of spirituous liquors, or diseased, must lie deserted For 

three mouths, and deprived of her ornaments and household furniture-”]] To 

every s|iecies of ill usage, she is bourn! to submit; “ neither by sale nor deser¬ 

tion, says the ordinance of Menu, can a wife he released from her husband: 

thus we fully acknowledge the law enadctl of old by the lore! of creatures”** 

This is a remarkable law ; far it indicates the power of the husband to sell his 

wife tor a slave, and by consequence proves, that her condition, while in Ids 

house, was not regarded as very different from slavery. A law is even made to 

• Institute wf Menu, du i*.a t Ibid. 3, (J- * J Ibid. v. 1+T, ] 

$ Ibid. 154, !55. |j Ibid, ii, 78. r ** Ibid. *G, 
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direct the mode in which she Li to lie beaten; “ A wife, n son, n servant, a pupil, and a 

younger whole brother, may lie corrected, when they commit faults, with a rape, 

or the small shout of a cane; but on the hack part only of their bodies, and not 

on a noble pint by any means."* 

Nothing can exceed the habitual contempt which the Hindus entertain for 

their women. Hardly are they ever mentioned in their laws, or other books, 

but as wretches of the most I wise and vicious inclinations, on whose nature no 

virtuous or useful qualities can lx? engrafted, “ Tlieir husbiOiibi," says the sacred 

code, “ should be diligently careful til guarding them i though they well know 

the disposition with wliich the bid of creation formed them : Menu allotted to 

such women a love of tlieir lied, of their seat, and of ornament, impure appe¬ 

tites, wrath, weak flexibility, desire of mischief, and bad conduct." t * Be 

there no place, be there no time, be there no one to tempt them,” says the 

Hetopadesa, “ then, O Narada, doth women's chastity appear. Women at all 

times have been inconstant, even among the celestials, we are told. In iulaney 

the father should guard her, lu youth her husband should guard her, ami in old 

age her children should guard her; for at no time is a woman proper to be trusted 

with lilierty.” j: The same author declares again; “ Unto woman no man is to 

be found disagreeable, no man agreeable. They may be compared to a heifer on 

the plain, that still longetli for fresh grass. Infidelity, violence, deceit, envy, 

extreme avariciousness, a total want of good qualities, with impurity, arc the 

innate faults of womankind." 

* Institutes of Menu, cti. viii. -2U9, 300, Beating their wives b d common discipline. Kee 

Buchanans Journey, i. ^47. 

f lb. Is* 16, 17- t Uetopadesa, p. 54- 

f Ibid, p, In HaDtaTi Coda of Gentoo Law»T the character cf won^n is depicted in 

I0rns which, were they net ytrong evidence to an important point, delicacy would forbid lo be 

trrni*Cttbed i M A woman,*1 enya the law, u u never no more 

than fire sa flatbed with burning fuc!,, or the main ocean with receiving the firm, or the empire 

of death with die dying of men and animals: in these cases therefore a woman is not to be relied 

onf (GeniooCcde, ck xr.j “ Women have six qualities* the first an inordinate desire far 

jewels and Fine furniture, handsome dollies, and nice victual*; the second* immoderate hist; the 

third, violent anger s the fourth. deep resentment; the fifth, another person's good appears evil 

in thfitr eyes; die s.i*Lh* they commitbad actions." (Ibid*) $\?l faults are likewise ascribed to 

women, in the Institutes of Menu, but they are differently stated; -k Drinking spirilou_s liquor.^ 

assoemting with evil pfifion*, absence from her husband, rambling nbr&nd, unseasonable sleeps 

fend dwelling in the house of another, axe six fauli^ which bring infamy on a married wetitan- 

Sucb women examine not beauty* nor pay attention to age; whether their lover lie handsome or 

ugly, they think h enough that he I* a mnnp and pursue their pleasures. Through tlieir ptusion 

1 
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They arc held, acroniiiiglv, iti extreme dtjjrjulatiun. They arc not accounted 

worthy to par*«b* of religious rites hut in conjunction with their husbands.* 

They arc entirely excluded from the sacml books ; “ Women have no business 

with the texts of the Veda; thus is the law fully settled; having, therefore, 

no evidence of law, and no knowledge of expiatory texts, sinful women must be 

as foul as falsehood itself. To this effect many texts, which may show their true 

disposition, are chanted in the Vedas." f Their incapacity of evidence in law, 

asserted in this text, is illustrated by a passage in the Gcntoo code, where then' 

incompetence to hear witness is expressly declared." “ A minor," says the law, 

« aik single person, a woman, a man of had principles, kc. may not be witnesses." + 

We have already seen, as in the most liarharous nations, that the women among 

the Hindus are excluded from sharing in the paternal property. $ They arc, by 

system, deprived of education. || Tlrnt remarkable proof of barbarity which we 

found among some of the rudest tribes, where the wife is unworthy to eat w ith tier 

hustiond, prevails in Hindustan.** 

for men, their mutable temper, their want or settled ofleciion, and their perveree nature (let 

them be guarded in this world ever no well,) they soon become alienated from dieir husband*.' 

Institutes of Menu, di. ix- 13, I t, Id. 

# See Institutes of Menu, quoted in note $, p. 2&4* 

t Institutes of Menu, ch- ix. 18, 1&. I Ibdhed's Gentw cede, eh. iii. sect 8. 
| See eh. ir. p. 1*8: Menu, ch. iv. 43. 
|1 The Hindu women, say* Mr, Foreter, (TmvcU, i. 50) are debarred the uw of letters. The 

Hindus hold the invariable language, that acquired accwnj.!i6broont* are not neccssaiy to the 

domestic classes of the female sox- « 
«* « The husband and wife never cal together; for the Indians consider it as ludecem, and «P* 

mry to ilmt inspect which ia due to the former." Bartolmw1* Travel book i. ch* 7. Sonncrai 

says, « The women are ugly, slovenly, and disgusting. The husband does noi permit ih™ to eat 

whh him. They are honourable slave*, for whom some regard is entertained." Voy- tfv* iii. du L 

w So indelicate are the men with respect 10 ihe woman/1 »y* Mr. Motte, speaking of tbe pro- 

Yirtce of Sumbfaulpcor, « tliat I have been introduced and obliged to show respect to a man of 

consequence in the morning* whose wife has in the afternoon brought a load of wood of her own 

cutting* os much ns she could stagger under, and sold it me for a penny * Mottos Journey to 

Orissa, Asiatic Annual Itcgbu-T, L 76. In another part of the same Journey* p. 67* Mr, Motto 

aajv, “ 1 was first struck with ihe sight of women ploughing* while their female children drove die 

oxen; but this is the practice through the whole mountainous country, while the men, strolling 

through the forests with a ipcar and hatchet, plunder every thing they can matter* This abuse of 

the fair sex is characteristic of a barbarous people.11 

The Hindus art quite accustomed to beat their wive*+ Buchanan] Travel* in Mysore, &c+ i* 

£47^ 249* Women in Kornala cany out the dung to the fields* In baskets on their heads. IhisL 

135, 45. The Abb£ Dubois describes the following, w the common, the standard condition of 
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An almost unlimited power of rejection or divorce appears to be reserved to Chap. ViL 

the husband- In the code of Gentoo laws, among various other ordinances to 

the same purpose* it is declared that* “ a woman who dissipates or spoils her 

own property* or who procures abortion* or who has an intention to murder her 

husband, and is always quarrelling with every liody, and who cats before her hus¬ 

band cats, such women shall he turned out of the house.1' * On grounds like 

these, a man can never be without a pretence for dismissing his wife. But on 

the other hand we have seen that no species of barbarous treatment* not even 

desertion and sale* ever absolve the woman from her obligations to her lord. + 

conjugal life: die young win?, beaten by her husband* Ptllmraascd by lieTro&tlltr-ic-liiffj whu 

treats her as a slave, finding no remedy for Ill usage but in (tying to her father's house—recalled 

by fair promise* of kinder treatment—the word broken—recourse Kind to the same remedy—but 

at lost the children which she brings iolo the world, and other circumstances, compel!ing her to 

do her best, by remaining in her Husband1? house* with the show of being contented with her 

lot- . . * The object lor which a Hindu marries is not lo gain n companion lo aid him in enduring 

the evils of life, but a slave to bear children, and be subservient to hi* rule-" Description, Ac- 

of the People of India, p. 145- 

# Halhed's Oentoo code, ch. xi, 

f See above, p. Even after the death of her husband, if she did not sacrifice hersdfto 

his manes, she was lidd inviolably bound to bin memory; and, besides other penances and morti¬ 

fications of the severest kind, was expressly forbidden to accept of a second husband. Institutes 

of Menu, di. v. 157, 158, 1G2, 163- The same mark of bondage and inferiority was imposed 

on the Athenian women during the barbarous times of Greece. GoffUCt, Origin of Laws, in 59. 

Mr* Richardson, who is one of tlie most nervous in assertion* and the most feeble in proof* of 

all oriental enthusiasts, maintains that the women enjoyed high consideration among the 

Arabians and Persians* nay among the very Tartan ; so generally wu* civilization diffused in 

Aria. In proof, he tells us that the Arabian women u hod a right by the laws to rite enjoyment 

of independent property* by inheritance, by gift, by marriage settlement* or by any other mode 

of acquisition*"' The evidence he adduces of these rights is three Arabian words ; which signify 

s marriage portion f paraphernalia in the disposal of the wife, a marriage settlement. (See Richard- 

son's Deportations on the Languages* Literature! and Manners of Eastern nations, pp. 198* SSI* 

479.) But surely a language may possess three words, of the signification which he assigns, and 

yet the women of the people who me it be in a state of melancholy degradation. In the times 

of Homer* though a wife was actually purchased from her father, still the Guhcr gave with her a 

dower, Iliad, lib. ix. ver. I47T H6* If the Tartars carry their women with them tri their wm, 

and even consult them, «the north American tribes,H says Mr, Millar, “ are often accustomed 

to admit their women into their public councils* and even to allow them the privilege of being 

first called to give their opinion upon every subject of deliberation. . * . Yet," as he adds imme¬ 

diately after, " there is no country in the world where the female sex are in general more 

neglected and despised."' See Distinction of Ranks, ch* L sett* 2* From insulated expressions, 

or facts, no general conclusion can safely be drawn* 

VOL* I* 2 a 
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That polygamy was mi established custom of the Hindus, we team from 

various documents, and among others from the following1 story, which at the 

same time conveys no flattering idea of their domestic gentleness:—“ In the 

city of Devee-kotta, there was a Brahmen, whose name was Deva-Sartna. 

One lucky evening he found a curious dish, which lie took with him into a 

plotter's warehouse full of earthen-ware, and throwing himself upon a bed which 

happened to lie there, it being night, he began to express his thoughts upon the 

occasion in this manner;—If J disjwse of this dish, I shall get ten kapardakas 

(cowries) for it; and w ith that sum I may purchase many |mts and pans, the 

sale of which will increase my capital much that I shall be able to lay in a 

large stock of cloth and the like; which having disposed of at a great advance, 

I shall have accumulated a fortune of a lack, of money- With this I will many 

four wives; and of these I will amuse myself with her who may prove the 

handsomest. This will ereate jealousy ; so when the rival w ives shall be quar¬ 

relling, then wilt I, overwhelmed with anger, hurl my stick at them thus! 

Saying w hich he fltmg his walking-stick out of his hand with such force, that 

he not only broke his curious dish, but destroyed many of the pots and pans in 

the shop.”* 

The Hindus were notwithstanding so far advanced in civilization, except in 

the mountainous and most barbarous tracts of the country, as to liave improved 

in some degree upon the manners of savage tribes. They have some general 

precepts, recommending indulgence and humanity in favour of the weaker sex, 

“ Married women," says the law- of Menu, “ must bu honoured and adorned by 

their fathers mid brethren, by then* bus!muds, and *by the brethren of their 

husbands, if they seek abundant prosperity. Where female relations are made 

miserable, the family of him, who makes them so, very soon wholly perishes." f 

When particular indeed are explained, the indulgences recommended are not 

very extensive. It is added, “ Let those women, therefore, be continually sup¬ 

plied with ornaments, apparel, and food, at festivals, and at jubilees, by men 

desirous of wealth.”* When it is commanded by law, as an extraordinary ex- 

ten sjon of liberality, to give them ornaments, and even apparel and food, at 

festivals and jubileesthis is rather a proof of habitual degradation than of 

genera) respect and tenderness, The idea, however, of purchasing a wife, as a 

slave, from her relations, had become odious; and though it is stated as one of 

the eight species of nuptial contract, it is classed among the dishonourable 

* Wilkins’ Hetopftdes®, p. 018. > Intitules of Mum, ch. iii. 55, j7. J Hi. 59* 
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specie^ and forbidden** Yet the necessity of such a law indicates a state of Chaf-YII 

society hut one remove exalted above that in which the unhappy bride h pur¬ 

chased and si rid. It is a state which various other documents clearly imply. 

The customary* and original purchasing gift, the bull and the cowT still re¬ 

mained; but it had acquired a religious character, and was at last commanded 

to |iass by another name. “ Some say/* observes the law of Menu* u that the 

bull and cow given in the nuptial ceremony of the RL*his, are n bribe to the 

father; but this is untrue.' a bribe indeed, whether large or small is an actual 

sale of the daughter/’f There are texts* however, which directly recognize the 

transaction as a purchase: u He who takes to wife," it is said ** fi damsel of 

full age, shall not give a nuptial present to her father : since the father lost his 

dominion over her, by detaining her at a time when she might have been a 

parent/1 \ The obligation of the marriage contract is stated in the Institutes of 

Menu, under the head of purchase and sale; ami it is expressly said, M If, after 

one damsel has been shown, another be offered to the bridegroom, w ho had 

purchased leave to marry her from her next kinsman, he may become the hus¬ 

band of botli for the same price: this law Menu ordained/1 $ The same undoubt¬ 

edly is the purport of the following sacred text: ,L The recitation of holy texts, 

and the sacrifice ordained by the lord of creatures, are used in marriages for the 

sake of procuring good femme to brides; but the first gift by the husband is 

the primary cause of marital dominion " II It is to be observed, besides, that 

* a Let no father who knows the Jfiw receive a gratuity, however small, for giving hi* daughter 

in marriage: line* the man who through avarice takes a gratuity for that purpose, is a seller of his 

offspring." ibid. 51- 

t Institutes of Menu, ch, UL 53. J Ibid, ch. ix. OS, 

§ Inttituiis of Menu, ch. viii. 2tH, Our travellers find direct and avowed purchase still in 

practice in many parts of India. See Buchanan* Journey through Mysore, Ac. L 2£T, 219, 

'• To marryF or to buy a wife, are synonymous terms b this country. Almost every parent 

makes his daughter an article of traffic* Tills practice of purchasing die young women whom 

they are to marry, Ls the inexhaustible source of disputes and litigation, particularly amongst die 

poorer people* These, after die marriage Li soltrtmuzed, not biding it convenient to pay the 

stipulated tuttfi the fathcr-in-law commences on action/* Ac* Description, Ac. of die Hindus, 

by the Abbe Dubois, p> 137. ** A pud plerasquc tauten gentci dot™ maritus tixori, non uxor 

marito oflcrcb&L Ista sane consueiudo rigidt inter Gernianos. lestc Taciio [tie Mon Germ. cap. 

18)—Anyrioa, teste* /Elinno, {Hist, For* iv. 1)—Babylonios, teste Hcrodut. (L 196)—et Andc* 

niost ceu patet ex Non, xxi- Hcfncccii Antirpiit* Roman, Uh it, tit, viii. sect, 2* 

II Ibid, ch. v, 152. The commentator Cullnca, after die words Jirtt gifiti by hi* usual plan, of 

trying to graft the ideas of a recent period, Improved a little by external intercourvoi upon thf 

original text, has fouled in the words, or troth plighted^ as if that was n gift, or* aa i£ had Uieii 

2Q2 
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Jioon 11. the women have no choice in tlitij own destinyhut are absolutely at the dis- 

——-* posal of their fathers, till three years after the nuptial age. If, previous to that 

period, the father have not performed what is reckoned one of his moat sacred 

duties, which is to place his daughter in a situation to become a parent, ho for¬ 

faits, through his sin, the dominion over her, and she may choose a husband for 

herself.* 
It has been doubted whether immuring the women was an original part of 

Hindu manners, or adopted In consequence of the intercourse and dominion of 

the Mahomed a i is. But they have been found in a state of seclusion and con¬ 

finement where Mahomedan influence never reached,f The practice moreover 

is fully recognized in the ancient writings. We are told in the Bhagavat, that, 

on the day of the yug of Judishtcr, u the women who, buried in harems, were 

seldom permitted to see the sun, tame out, on that day, to view rajah Judfah- 

ter."| The monarch who forms the hero in the drama entitled Sacontnla had 

many wives, and they are represented as residing in the secret apartments of 

the palace,4 The whole spirit of the Hindu maxims lead to confinement: there 

are numerous precepts which respect the guarding of women : and tho punish¬ 

ment for vitiating those who are not guarded is always Jess than the punishment 

for vitiating those that are. II A mo Jig these proofs of confinement are also ap¬ 

pearances of freedom. The law of seclusion is made only for the few. Among 

the jealous Ottomans themselves the great body of the community must leave 

their women at large, because an indigent man can neither dispense with the 

been meant, the legislator would not have rather said troth plighted, than Jint gift" See what I 

have observed on the interpolating practices of Cuiluco, p. 00S. 

* Institutes of Menu, cl), ix. 88, $0, $3. 

t Mr. Forster declares himself to have been at one time of opinion, that the Hindoos had se¬ 

cluded their women from the public view that they might not be exposed to the intemperance of 

the Mahometan conquerors; but after perceiving, says lie, the usage adopted among the seques¬ 

tered mountaineers, and also amongst the various independent Muhrattah states, 1 am induced to 

think that the exclusion of women from society prevailed in India before the period of the 

Afgan, or Tartar invasions, Forster's Travels, i. 310. 

\ See o translation of part of the Bhagavat by Mr. llalhcd, in Maurice's l-Iist, of Hindustan, 

&4K, 
$ See Stcontoin in Sir William Jones’s Works, ri. The rojoh of Beejannggur's harem 

was kept so close, that not even Lhe nearest relations of the women received in it were ever again 

permit ltd to see them. Ferhhta's Dcccon, by Scott] i. 83. Nor is this mentioned as any thing 

unusual, 

11 Institutes of Menu, cL riii, 37± to 333. 
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useful services of Ms wife, nor afford the cost of retaining her In confinement. Chap, VII, 

In the earlier and ruder states of society, when men are m general poor, very '^-v' 

few ore able to afford the expense of confinement; but among the Hindus, as 

in general among the nations of Asia, since their emerging from the rudest Mr* 

barium, it seems to have been the practice for every man, who possessed suffi¬ 

cient means, to keep his women guarded, in a state of seclusion. 

On the coast of Malabar, where the manners differ considerably from those of 

the rest of the Hindus, and where the people have not readied a state of so¬ 

ciety altogether so perfect as that in some other parts of I I nidus tan, it would 

appear that the institution of marriage has never been regularly introduced. 

The peculiar inode in which the intercourse of the sexes is here carried on has 

not yet been satisfactorily explained to us, and from the differences which ap¬ 

pear in the accounts of different authors it probably exhibits considerable va¬ 

riety; hut in its general character it is pretty evidently a relict of the period in 

which there is no law fur the association of the sexes, in which their intercourse 

is casual and the father of the offspring by consequence uncertain, when the 

children of necessity belong to the mother. The nearest male relations of the 

female, her father being in this case unknown, are her brothers; who, never 

having children whom they can recognize as their own, naturally contract an 

affection for those of their sister whom they support, and with whom they live ; 

by consequence regard them as in some measure their own; and vest them with 

the property which they leave at their death. In the Family of a Mair there is 

no wife; all the brothers and sisters live under the same roof; their mother, the 

only known parent, during her life, and after her death the eldest sister, ma¬ 

nage the domestic affairs; the sisters associate with whatever men they choose, 

subject only to the sacred restriction of associating with tame of a class inferior 

to themselves; the children are by the brothers regarded as their own, and in¬ 

herit the properly of the family.* This is the exact description of a people 

among whom the institution of marriage is unknown, and the order into which 

things must fall, wherever the intercourse of the sexes is entirely casual. The 

Nairs, however, are said to have added a kind of refinement to this established 

• Such it the account which Dr. Ruch.indxi received from a number of die meet respectable 

Noire themselves, whom he assembled for the purpose of inquiring into their manners. See Ns 

Journey through Mysore, Sic, ii. 411, 412. It was a practice, the continuance of which was 

highly convenient for the Brahmens, whose power among die inhabitants of that coast was pecu¬ 

liarly great. Ibid. 425. Sec alto Mr. Thackeray's Report, Fifth Report of the Committee on 
India Affairs, ISIO, p. 902. 

7 
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Book It. custom. They contract a marriage with a particular woman. But this is cn- 

—v-* tirelv nominal* The woman never leaves her mother's house; she cohabits with 

whom she choices; her children belong to her brothers; and the arrangement of 

society is the same ns if no such marriage existed. If it really takes place, and 

the absurdity of the thing may supjiort a suspicion of some mistake in our in¬ 

formants, it must be the effect of imitation, and of the reproaches which this 

people liave sustained from other nations. These circumstances moved them to 

contrive a semblance of a marriage, though not in the least degree to filter the 

established system of manners, to which it adheres as a useless excrescence. 

The Nairs are only one of the castes; and there appears to be some diversity in 

the mode of intercourse between the sexes in the several castes. The fashion 

among the Nairs is the standard to which they all approach. Our irdbrmotion, 

however, of these diversities, even if they merited a fuller elucidation, is too 

imperfect for minute description.* 
(Wmics* «i’ It is not surprising, that gross ness in ideas and language, respecting the inter¬ 

course of the sexes, is a uniform concomitant of the degraded state of tlic 

women. Superficial contemplators have, in general, contented themselves with 

remarking, that it was a diversity of manners ; or was the effect of a diversity 
of climate; and that what in one place was gross bore a different interpretation 

in another. Inquiry discovers, that grossness in this respect b a regular ingre¬ 

dient in the manners of a rude age; and that society, as it refines, deposits this 

anmnng its other impurities, The ancient inhabitants of our own country were 

* The reader will find some observations, but evidently incorrect, taken from fto Arabian nu- 

ihor, by Mr. Duncan, Anal- Research, v. 12, IS, 14- Dr. Buchanan too makes some remarks, 

on ihe modes of the Brahmens, Journey, ut supra, ii. 425; and mentions certain diversities be¬ 

tween the manners of the Noire themselves in the south, and in die north of Malabar, Ibid, SIS. 

See too Bartolomeo's Travels, book ii. ch, ii, and Anquctil Buperron, Zendaresto, Disco ur* 

Prelimiisiurc, p, exevi, Vestige* of the same order of affairs are very widely diffused- Cccrops 

first imtituted marriage among the Greeks; Memos among the Egyptians. Among die Ly cians, 

and even among the ancient inhabitants of Attica, children took their name* from their mother, 

and not from their father. The domestic community of women among Use Celtic inhabitants of 

Britain was a diversity, to which something very similar is said to exist among some of the caste* 

on the coast of Malabar. “ There is in the province of Madura," says the Abbff Dubois, p. 3, 

“ g cast called the Totiyw*, in which, brothers, uncles, and nephews, and other kindred, when 

married, enjoy the wives in common," Indications of the same state arc preserved by the Roman 

lawyers. In the island of Formosa, where the women contract a marriage for WJ ^ip u luted 

period, the husband, during the time of the contract, passes into the family at the wife; a 

custom, likewise, found among the people called Moxos in Peru. In the l-ndronv islands the 

wife is mistress of the fund])', turns off the husband when she chooses, and retains the children 

1 
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os indelicate as those of the hottest legions of Asia,* All European witnesses Vuw. VIt. 

have been struck with the indelicacy of the Hindus. The gross emblems and '-"-' 

practices of their religion are already known, f To the indecent passages in the 

books of law, and the practices which they descrilje, both exceedingly numerous, 

ajid exceedingly gross, we can here only allude. | Both the writings mid con¬ 

versation of the Hindus abound with passages, which are shocking to European 

ears. Even in the popular arid moral work, entitled Hetopadesa, tlicre are parts 

which Mr. Wilkins could not translate; and he thus expresses himself on this 

characteristic of the state of society among the Hindus: “ The translator has 

carefully refined a great many indelicate expressions, which a Hindu lady, from 

grosser habits might hear without a Mush; and even omitted whole passages 

when that could not lie effected but by a total change of the author’s meaning." § 

and property, lu the undent Median empire we arc told that the women had $evcroi husbands; 

•nd the same tv the cane in tome canton* of the Iroquois in North America. Set- tile authorities 

quoted by Millar, Distinction of Ranks, ch. i. seel. if. where this part of the subject is illustrated 

with the ufujiI sagacity of iliai eminent author. Sec too Goguet’fl Origin of Laws, book i. ch. i. 

art, 1. We an told by Herodotus, that the Massage tic hail tluir women in common; and a infill, 

when he desired to be private, bung up Ills quiver nt the door of the waggon or travelling tent. 

Her ml in. i. 216. A people in Africa, whom be calls NosamoneSj were In like manner without 

the rite of marriage, and a staff stack in the ground before the tent wo* the signal of retirement,. 
Ibid. iv. 172. "Die reader will probably not be surprised to hear,, that the tradition of the 

cotual intercourse of the sexes was preserved among the Indians of Peru. “ In short," (ays 

Gam! iLsao dv la Vega, Roy id Commentaries, book i, ch, vil.) “ they were altogether savugc," 

(meaning the inhabitants in their ancient state) “ making use of their women as they accidentally 

met, understanding no property or single enjoy mem of Lhw».”—A woman, not married to im in* 

dividual, but common to all the brother* of a family, is described on,the custom of Tibet. 
Turner's Embnjsy* 

• Dr. Henry, in his chapter on tire manners of the Anglo.saxons. says, 11 it would be easy to 

produce many example* of rodent** and indelicacy, that wen? established by law, nntl practised, 

cyeo in courto of justice, (if they were not unbecoming the purity that ought to be observed m 

history) which would hardly be believed in the present ago." Henry * Hist, of Groat Britain, iv. 

344. He then quotes the following specimen in n note. Si mutter at upturn lege cum vjro agcrc 

relit, ctsi vir factum peroegarerit, mulier, membro viriii itnatii prebetuo, et dextri rotiquiig 

sanctorum haporitn, jurct super illas, quod is, per rim, w isto membra vitiaverit. Lege* Wd- 
licse, p. »o. 

i The naked fakeero, who travel in pilgrimage about the country, and swarm around the prin¬ 

cipal temples, are very indecent. It sa customary for the women to kiss, and as it were to adore, 
their Hcxnt, dr mtliur* public puts. 

t Sec the whnk Sccti™ in HaUnsTi GentooCode, De digito in pudendum muliebre Jnserondo, 

or the various passage* decaneubhu virih, vd etinm qoncuhitu brotidi. 

f Wilkin*' Hetopadcsa, note 82. 
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Hook II. 

fjttitlfntSi of 

rJjt lliudiu. 

Another Oriental scholar, ns well ns eye-witness of the manners he descHlies, 

ail'ortli us a passage which at once pom-trays this part of the Hindu character, 

urn! traces one of those remarkable resemblances, which run t]trough the princi- 

jud nations of Asia. “ The Persian women/’ says Sir. Scott Waring, 44 tike 

the Indian, are totally devoid uf delicacy; their language is often grass and dis* 

gusting, nor do they fed more hesitation in expressing themselves before men, 

than they would before their female associates* Their terms of abuse or re¬ 

proach are indelicate to the utmost degree. I will not disgust the reader by 

noticing any of them; but I may safely nver that it is not possible For language 

to express, or the imagination to conceive, more indecent or grosser images.” * 

Much attention has been attracted to the gentleness of Hindu manners. This 

people {josscss a feminine softness both in their persons and in their address. As 

the inhabitants of Eurojue were rough and impetuous in their rude and early 

state, and grew mild only as they grew civilized, the gentleness of Hindu man¬ 

ners has usually impressed their European visitors, particularly the English, with 

high ideas of their progress in civilization. It is, perhaps, a natural ground of 

presumption ; hut fallacious if taken as a conclusive proof. One of the circum¬ 

stances which distinguish the state of commencing civilization is, that it is com¬ 

patible with great ferocity, as well as great gentleness of manners. Nothing is 

more common than examples of both. Mildness of address is not always sepa¬ 

rated even from the rudest condition of human life, as the O tab titans, and some 

other of the South-Sea islanders, abundantly testify, f 44 The savages of North 

America are affectionate in their carriage, and in their conversations pay a mu¬ 

tual attention and regard, says Charlevoix, more tender and more engaging 

than what we profess in the ceremonial of polished societies.” { 

* A Tour to Slice raz, by Edward Scott Waring, Esq. p. 6£ He further say*; « The same may 

be observed of all the inhabitants of India, nor will the plea, that the false delicacy of refine- 

roeni, which disqualifies us From judging of the language of nature, exempt them from censure. 

If the nakedness of u prostitute be more disgusting than diet of an Indian, it must bo allowed that 

their language is infinitely chaster and more refitted. There ary certain images which must always 

create disgust and aversion; and although they are familiar in the East, it it by no means evident 

that they are the images of nature. There may be a refinement on grossness of vice us wdl its an 

excess of delicacy, and it doe* not follow that the one ia natural, and the other unnatural" Ibid, 

bee the Missionaries, Ward and Dubois, passim. 

t ht. i Jistcr, in • note to Father Paul ini» (Bartolomeo) Travels, remarks a great similarity, 

ia many respects, between the manner*, of the Hindus and those of the Olaheitans. 

t Ferguson's Essay on Civil Society, port tt.sect. 2. u The Russians" (saysMr.Forster, Travels, 

it. 296)44 observe to their superiors an extreme submission, and their deportment is blended with a 
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The causes which seem to account for these effects ate partly physical, and 

partly moral. Where the commodities of life, by a happy union of climate and 

soil, are abundant, gentleness of lnaniieis, as appears by the traditions reflect¬ 

ing the golden or pastoral age, is by no nitrons unnatural to men in the earliest 

period of improvement: The savage involved in n continual struggle with want’ 

who sees himself and his children every day exposed to perish with hunger, is, 

by a sort of necessity, rapacious, harsh, unfeeling, and cruel. The species of 

polity under which the national character is formed is perhaps to a still greater 

degree the cause of the diversity w hich we now contemplate. Where the ndnd 

is free, and may vent its passions with little fear, the nation, w hile ignorant 

Chav, VII. 

and rude, is also fierce and impetuous: Where slavery prevails, and nny depar¬ 

ture from the most perfect obsequiousness is sure to be followed with the most 

direful consequences, an insinuating and fawning behaviour is the interest, and 
thence becomes the habit, of the people. 

With the same causes ore connected other leading feature* in the character of iwn«* 

the Hindus. They arc remarkably prone, for example, to flattery ; the most “dul‘liaa 

prevailing mode of address from the weak to the strong, w hile they are still 

ignorant and unreflecting.* The Hindus are full of dissimulation and falsehood, 

tiwrtty of address and language, which U not warranted by their appearance, or the opinions go- 

morally formed of them." The common people in Russia, says Lord Macartney (Account of 

Russia by Lord Macartney, in Burrow's Life of that Lord, ii. 30) “ arc handsome in their per¬ 

sons, easy and unaffected in their behaviour ; and though free and manly in their carriage, are 

obedient and submissive to dieir superiors, and or a cbility and politeness to their equals, which is 

scarcely to be paralleled." The following passage is from a work, entitled 11 Travels into the 

Crimea, land;} a History of die Embassy from St* Petersburgfi to Constantinople in 1793, bv a 

Secretary of ilw Russian Embassy " “ In the course or my ramble* I bare hod frequent oc«u 

aiom of experiencing the politeness of the Turks, which prove* to me that this nation is extremely 

well-duposed and inclined to oblige, and that the climate alone is the cause of the idleness and in- 

diffianence widi which they sue reproached* The Turk, when offended, or provoked to jealousy, 

becomes terrible, and nothing but the blood of his adversary can calm the passion which transports 

him* During my excursion* in the environs of Constantinople I was frequently a witness of the 

obliging and hospitable propensities of this people* The first Turk I applied i0 when I wanted 

direction* in regard to the road I was to take, always offered himself as a guide, and with the same 

readiness presented to tne a part of his food or refreshment.'* •* The mure the Turks are known 

the more they are beloved for their cordiality, their frankness, and their excessive kindness to 

strangers. I am not afraid to assert, that, in many respects, they may serve u models to my 
countrymen.” Pp. 301,237. 

♦ It would be easy U> produce many testimonies to the universal propensity to adulation. Ber- 

wer, who speak* of it in the strongest terms, give* us the following amusing instance * “ Un 

VQL. I» g H 
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Book II, the universal concomitants of oppression.* The vices of falsehood, indeed, the? 

v—earn' to a bright almost unexampled, if we except their neighbours the Chinese. 
FalbtktoKi attfi ' * ^ * r , 
perjury. among the other races of men. Judicial perjury is more than common ; it ls 

almost universal. “ Perjury,” said Sir William Jones, to Lhe Grand Jury ai 

Calcutta, seems to lie committed by the meanest, and encouraged by some of 

the better sort among the Hindus and Mussulmans, with as little remorse, as if 

it were a proof of ingenuity, or even a merit.” f-—■“ 1 have many reasons to 

believe, and none to doubt, that affidavits of every imaginable fact may as easily 

1>e procured in the streets and markets of Calcutta, especially from the natives, as 

any other article of traffic.” $ Speaking of the forma of an oath among the 

Hindus, he says, “ But such is the corrupt stale even uf their erroneous religion, 

that, if the most binding Form on the consciences of men could be known and 

established, there would be few consciences to lie bound by it," $ 

Pender Brahmen que favob fait meUrc an service de moo Agah, sc voulut melcr, cn entrant, do 
fair? son panegyriqoe; et, apres 1 avoir compart aux plus grands canqueram qtii furent jamais, cl 

lui avoir dit cent gross left's ct impertiiientc* flatteries, coneluoii tnfin nciieusemmi par eel Joey s 
Larsque *ou* roettez le pied (tons l’cstrier. Seigneur, ct que vans marchez ii cheval ft'ec value cava¬ 

leric, la terre tremble sous vos pas, It'S huit dephons qui la supporteiit sur Jcura teles re poQTOit 

soutenir ce grand effort. Jc me pus me tenir do rife la dcssus, ct jc taehoto dc dire lerieuscincnt & 
moa Agah, qui nc poiiv oit aimi s'en tenir, qu’il scroll done fort a -propos qu’il nc tno n tat a c hovel 
que fort ramnent pom empescher lev tranblvniev de terra qui cbuictI aeuvcni dc a grands rn.ll- 

heurs; Aussi ett-cc pour cuto memo, me repoudit-il sans hesher, que je nrim this onlliuiirctncnt 

porter en paletj." Bernier, Suite des Memo ires sur I'Empre de Grand Mogul, i. IS, 
* For a strong testimony to the extent to which dissimulation pervades the Hindu character, 

tec Ormf, on the Government nml People of Hindustan, p.428. " LIndien qui vit sous ce gou- 
vernmi'nt en suit les impressions. Oblige do tamper il deviant faurbe.1 Anquetil Dupe iron, V oy. 

aux Indes Orieii, Zcndav, i. ccclsui, 
f Sir Win, Jones's Charge to the Grand Jury at Calcutta, June 10, 1787. 

t Id. June 10i 1785. 
id. 1787.-“ La faciliK que !e pcuple de I'Orieut ont 1 mentir," to given by P. Faulmi, ns 

tjiv cause of the (vial by ordeal, *> eommoti in Hindustan. Voyage aux lades Orient, par le P. 
Paul ini , (tile French edition of Bartolomeo) ii, 103, Mr. Onac says, “ Hie Gentoos are infamous 
fwr tile want of generosity and gratitude in oil the commerces of friendship; they arc a tricking, 

deceitful people, in all their dealings ” {On the Government and People of Hindustan, p. fSf ■) 
Dr. Buchaunn ridicules the expression of Sir William Jones, when he talks of the Pundits; 

u race whose chief duswttiudc to deceit and cunning. |At Res. vi, 185.) 
« « Wliai to a Gmlinisn,' [ was one day asked, in u jocular way. by one of that cost with whom 

t wiu intimately acquainted: 1 He to an ant's nest of lies and impost urea-' li to not possible to de¬ 

scribe them better in so lew words. All Hindus are expert in disguising the truth; but there to no¬ 

thing in which rim cost of Brahmans so much surpasses them all as in the art of lying. It has taken 

I 
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I have not enumerated the religion of the Hindus as one among the causes of Chap. VII, 

that gentleness, which has been remarked in their detriment. This reti- 

gion ims produced a practice, which has strongly engage! the curiosity of Euro- di* fctlinR* 

perms; a sujicrstitiuxis core of the life of (he inferior animals. A Hindu lives* in 

perpetual terror of killing even an insect * and hardly any crime con equal that of 

being unintentionally the cause of death to any of the more sacred animals This 

feeble circumstance, however* is counteracted by so many gloomy and malignant 

principles, that their religion* instead of humanizing the character, must have had 

no inconsiderable effect in fostering (hat disposition to revenge* that insensibility 

to the sufferings of others* and often that active cruelty* which lurks under the 

smiling exterior of the Hindu. ** Although the killing of an animal of the ox 

ldnd,M says Buchanan, m is by all Hindus considered as a kind of murder, I know 

no creature whose suite rings equal those of the labouring cattle of Hindustan.**# 

No other race of men are perhaps so little friendly, and lxneficent to one another 

as the Hindus. ** Dysenteries," says Dr, Tennant, speaking of the salt nmmifuc* 

turers, “ arc, at one season, peculiarly fatal The unhappy victims of this dis¬ 

order are avoided as infectious by their companions, and suffered to pine without 

rcccivitig either that aid or consolation * which compassion usually pays to the 

wretched.’* f ** The Bengalese," says another traveller* “ w ill seldom assist each 

other, unless they hap|ien lo lie friends or relations, and then the sendee (hat 

they render only consists in earn ing the sufferer to the water of the Ganges, to 

let him die there, or be carried away by the stream.” | Le Couteur remarks, that 

to deep a root am one diem, that so far from blushing when detected in ii, many of them make it 

their boast." Dubois, p. 177, On their propensity to adulation, see the same author, p. lift* On 

the fniLid and perjury of the Hindus, consult Ward* utsupru. Introd. Iix and xctii. 

* BuchniW* Journey through Mysore, Ac*L 167, + Indian Recn^tiom, il. 32Sh 

X Stavorimuf Voyage, 1768 to 1771; WUeodk** Translation, London, 17 9S, p. 155* Dr. Ten¬ 

nant explains more fully, that only spede* of Jtt>istant;e which, according toStavorimts, a Hindu re¬ 

ceives even from his rehuiotm H Whcna nck pennon's life i* despaired of, heis curried hy Hs rda- 

lions lo the bunk of the river; and there* exposed to the storm, or the intense heal of Ute «un, he is 

permitted, or rather forced, to resign his breath. His mouth, nose, and ears, arc closely stopped 

with the mud of the river i large vessels of water are kept pouring upon him; and it is amiiLft the 

Agonies of discus*, and the convulsive struggles of suffocation, lint the miserable Hindoo bids adieu 

to his relations, and to hla present existence" (Indian Recreations, L 108.) Describing tfte 

apftUiy with which, during a tamino, the Hindus beheld one another perishing of hunger, Stavori* 

bus *ay% 41 In the town of Chinsmah itself a poor sick Bengalese, who had laid himself down in 

the street, without any uwi*(xtnci; being oflhed to him by any body, was attacked in the night by 

the jackal** and though he had strength enough to cry out for help, no one would leave hi* own 

2 It ^ 
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“ men accustomed from their infancy to alistam from every fciiul of cruelty 

towards brutes, ought naturally to be humane and benevolent towards their own 

species; And this would infallibly be the ease, if the same religion bad not liar* 

dened the hearts of the sujx'rior casts; for they hold those that are born their 

inferiors, us 1 icings lielow even the most worthless animals: they take away the 

life of a man with less scruple than we kill a fowl. To strike a cow would be 

sacrilege; hut a Bramin may put a man to death when be lists.” * 

It commonly happens that in a rude period of society, the virtue of hospitality, 

generously and cordially displayed, helps to cast into the shade the viler passions 

which adhere to man in his uncultivated state. The unhappy circumstances, 

religious and political, of the Hindu, liave eradicated even this, the virtue of a 

rude age, from his breast. The Hindus ore notorious for the want of hospitality. 

After noticing, in various parts of his journey, the striking instances of this which 

he witnessed. Dr. Buchanan says in one passage, “ I mention these difficulties, 

which are very frequently met with by travellers in all parts of India where 

Europeans have not long resided, to show the inhospitable nature of its inhabi¬ 

tants,7' For one of his sepoys, who was seized with an acute disease, and left in 

agony by the side of the road, lie could not, except by force, in a large village, 

obtain a cot, though he was assured there was one in every housed" 

Tlte ancient literature of the Hindus affords many proofs that no inconsider¬ 

able degree of ferocity lias at all times been mingled with the other ingredients of 

abode to deliver the poor wretch, who wan found in (lie morning half-devoured and dead." Stavo- 

rinns, ut supra, p. 153. It is highly worthy or attention, tlmtlhc same inhumanity, hard-heimed- 

nesa, and the greatest insensibility tn die feelings of others, is described, as the character of the 

Chinese, {See Barrow** China, p. 164.1 

• Le CouUfnr's Letters from India, London, ] 790. p. 320, When the exactions of government 

press hard, Dr. Tennant says, “the ryuts, {huibnndmen) driven to despair, are forced to lake 

up robbery for n subsistence; tout when once accustomed to this wondering and irregular life, it 

becomes ever after impossible to reclaim them to industry, or to any sense of moral duty. We 

had yesterday a jnclancholy example of the daring profligacy of which they are capable i An offi¬ 

cer who rude out only a mile beyond the piquets, wo* attacked by u party of five horsemen ? in the 

midst of a friendly conversation, one slabbed him in the breast with a spear, which brought him to 

the ground: tlien the others robbed him of his watch, his horse, tuid every article of his cloathing. 

In tlus naked state he arrived at dm piquet, covered with blood; and had lie not been able to walk 

thus far. he must late fared worse ihnn the man who. 1 between Jerusalem and Jericho fell 

among duevesf since bdfe there is no one * good Samaritan' to pity the unfortunate. (Indian 

it cereal ion*, ti. 975.) 

f Buchanan, ut suprn, i.59; iL 1201* 2031 3L 300. Destitute persons, or persons in a famine, 

become the property of those who feed Lb cm. (Tennant's Ind. Recr.i. 131-1 
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their character. The Ymlavas, a sacred race, the kindred of Cristina, hi a Chap. VII. 

drunken fray, took arms, and butchered one another, to the litter extinction of —' 

the race.* One of the most remarkable stories in tbe celebrated book, called 

Hetopadesa, is that of a man who cut off his wife’s nose, because she would not 

speak to him.f The performance of that great religious ceremony, called a Jug, 

is so prevailing as to extort from the divinity whatever boon the true performer 

demands. The following law makes provision against the most cool, intense, 

and persevering malignity of which human nature appears to be susceptible. 

“ If a man performs a jugg to procure tbe death of any innocent person, the 

magistrate shall fine him $00 puns of cowries” \ If the gentleness, too, of the 

punishment, about ten shillings, § be a sign, the indignation, which so atrocious 

a purpose excites, is far from remarkable. That murder, by the most odious 

means, by poison, is looked upon in the same venial light, the following law tienr* 

ci|uni testimony; “ If a man, to procure the death of any innocent person, by any 

contrivance, causes him to drink a potion, or otherwise meditates his death, the 

magistrate shall fine him S00 puns of cowries.” J] The cool reflection which 

attends the villainy of the Hindu, has often surprised the European. Mr. 

Hal well informs us, that, when he sat os a judge nt Calcutta, he had often 

heard the most atrocious murder* avowed and defended by the criminals, on the 

ground of its being now the Cali age, when men are destined to he wicked.*4 

Notwithstanding the degree to which the furious passions enter into the cha* Timidity, 

racter of the Hindu, all witnesses agree in representing him as a timid bring. 

* See a celebrated passage of the Mahabarot, translated by Mr. Halhed, in Maurice's Indian 

Hist. ii. 466. 

t Wilkin** Hutapodetfi, p, 131. 

J Gcntoo Code, ch. xxi. sect, 10. 

f Grant on the Hindus, p. 5+- Printed by order of the House of Commons, 1612. 

0 Guoloo Code, ch, **i, sect. IQ. A very intelligent servant of the East India Company, 

speaking of the Hindus in a si noli on where they had hardly ever been expand to the influence 

of strangers, .Sumbhulpoor. saya, “ The men are low in stature, but wellnnadc, hay, t reaclieroits, 

end creel. But to these ill qualities of die tiger, ihe Almighty has also, in his mercy, added the 

cowardice of that animal; for had they an insensibility of danger, equal to their inclination for 

mine I iief, the rat of mankind would unite to hunt them down," | Matte's Journey to Orissa, A riot. 

An, Reg. i, tS.) 1 Pestilence or beasts of prey, says Dt, Buchanan, “ are gentle in comparison 

with Hindu robbers, who, in order to discoyer concealed property, put to the torture all those 

who full into their hands." (Travels through Mysore, &e, iiL 206.) 

” Remarque* quo lestcmi les plus supersdtUfux oat toujour* tic ceux dcs plus horribles crimes. 

(Voltaire, Diction, Philos- Article Superstition.} 
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Book If* With more apparent capacity of supporting pain than any other race of men: 

v — * jjjjJ, an many occasions, a superiority to the fear of death which cannot lie sur¬ 

passed, this people run from danger with mote trepidation and eagerness than 

has been almost ever witnessed in any other part of the globe. * 

liripmuncM. It is the mixture of this tearfulness, with their antisocial passions, which has 

given existence to that Utigiousness of character which almost all witnesses have 

ascribed to this ancient race. As often as courage fails them in seeking a more 

daring gratification to their hatred or revenge, their malignity finds a vent in the 

channel of litigation. * That pusillanimity and sensibility of spirit,” says Mr. 

Ormc, ** which renders the Gentoos incapable of supporting the contentions of 

danger, disposes them ns much to prosecute litigious contests. No people are ot 

more inveterate and steady resentments in civil disputes. The only instance m 

which they seem to have a contempt fur money, is their profusion of it in procur¬ 

ing the redress and revenge of injuries at the bar of justice. Although they can, 

with great resignation, see themselves plundered to the utmost liy theirMjjwriura, 

tliey become mad with impatience, when they think themselves defrauded of any 

part of their property by their equals. Nothing can be more adapted to the 

feminine spirit of a Gcntoo, than the animosities of a lawsuit." f 

Prawn's* W \ modification of the same passions gives rise to another, and seemingly a 
foul luftogh 3trong ingTedit.nt in the Hindu character, a propensity to the war of contentious 

tongues.' The following picture, if not finely, is at least clearly drawn. “ The 

timidity of the Hindoo may, in general, prevent his fighting, boxing, or shedding 

* La lacbeti accompagne oriinnireraefit Id moltcsse. Aimi J'ludien c*t-il foible ct thnide. 

lAnqurtil Dupcrron, Vm*g* an* lnd« Orica. Zondav. P. cxviL) TK* timidity admrts of degree*. 

Iti* in its perfection in Brag*l- In the upper province*, both the corporeal and the 

mental fiwn* are more hardy, There of the race who are habituated to the danger* of war 

acquire, of course, mare or less of inability to them. Still the featurem not only red, hut 

ToZ; on the Government and People of Indoslan, p. +43.-—In the committee of the Houre 

* Commons, 1781,» the petition of John Touchet, Ac., Charles W. Boughton Bouse, Esq. tes¬ 
tified timt “there cuuttt be a rare of men upon earth more litigious aod clamorous than the 
inhabitants of Dacca.” Mr. Paris laics notice of the pa^oo of the negroes in Afire* for la* . 
nut*, and adds; “If I may judge from their harangues, which 1 frequently attended, 1 believe that 
in the forensic qualifications of procrastination nnd cavil, and the arts of caofouocling and per- 

plotting a cause, the)' arc not always surpassed by the ablest pleaders in Europe. Park * I ravels 

in Africa, p, 20. Dr. Robertson was sadly mistake n, when he considered the litigious subtlety of 

the Hindus os a sign of high civilization. See Robertson’* Historic. Dtsq. concerning India, p. 217. 

Travellers have remarked that no where is this subtlety carried higher than among the wildest of 

the Irtfh* 
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of blood; but it by no metrns restrains him front scuttling and upbraiding his Cuaj. YJL 

neighlKturs. In this respect they are the most litigious and quarrelsome of all ' 

men* Hove two Jensons a misimderstasadiiig? Let them meet in the street; and 

they will upbraid each other for mi hour together, with every foul epitheL of 

abuse which their imagination con suggest, or their language supply- A few 

natives engaged in one of these bickerings display a furious gesticulation ; a volu¬ 

bility of words, and coarseness of expression, winch leave the eloquence of 

Billingsgate far behind* * 

The physical temperament of the Hindus, while the effect of aome of the rir- Phj&kd form, 

cuinstances which have operated to the formation of Iheir minds* lias reflected a 

strong influence on their diameter. Their make is slender and delicate- Their 

shu|)es arc* in general fine- The female form, in |>jtrucular, is represented as 

often attaining in India its moat exquisite proportions ; and " their skins* says 

Sir. Orme, speaking of the Hindu w omen, 14 are of a jiol ish and softness beyond 

that of ail their rivals on the globe." The muscular strength, however* of the 

Hindus* is small; even less, according to the same accurate observer* than the 

appearance of their bodies, though expressive of w eakness, w ould lead the spec¬ 

tator to infer. Their stature is in general considerably ladow the European 

standard - though such inferiority b more remarkable in the south, and dimi- 

niriies as you advance toward the nortluf 

* Tennant’* Indian Recreations* r. 1123. The following character drawn by a irt^ionary, a 

nuin who knew them wed, unites most of the particular* which 1 have hitherto described of the 

character of this remarkable people- Lv> Indous sent agiles* adroit#, dpuo caraotere doux, d’un 

esprit penetrant; ils oiment les phrase* e* les locutions pittoresques; ils parient avec elegance, 

font dy longs dhcourt, 5C decadent* d« letirs afliJrcs. nvcctine lonteur extreme, exaruinurn alien- 

thremeat, rn COD advent avee facilk£ ; il0 sont mndestc* dun* teurz discours, mctfistafin daian leura 

parole feciles n promettn? et difficile? d teiur Ivors promratcfi* i mport uus dims Ivors demand?*, et 

ingrals upten qu'Ils lei out obienu ; humble et soumis qu&nd ils eminent, orgiu-illeu* et hnutdns 

quand ils soul les plus forts; paisibfes el dtsslmultfs qimnd ill ne peuvent ee wnger, inn ply cables et 

vindicatilV des qnc foccasion *'en present*. Tai vo bcaucoup de femlUy* so miner par de* proems 

dev&nt le* iiibunaux* seulemcnt pur esprit dc vengeance/* (Voyage aux Tmh* Orientate*} par l<* 

P. Faulini, I 293.) “ Their utmost feuds,* sap Fryer* axe determined hy the dint of the 

tongue ; to scold lustily* and to pub one another's puckerie* or tnrbaU being proverbially 

termed a banyan fight- Nevertheless they are implacable till a secret and sure revenge foil upon 

their adversary, either by imtlidotialj plotting against Lbeix life, by cbncular dealings; or estate, 

by unlawful and unjust extortions* (Fryers Travel*, let, iihch* ail) 

t On ne* on the Efieminacy of the Iuhabitnsu*. of IiLilostnn, p , \G\ io 465* Stavarimu' Voyages, 

p. +07- Then? is however considerable variety, os in the stature, so in the strength of the Hindus ; 

and Die one, m might be expected* follows the other. The following h a striking and iui|wrtant 
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Bwjs IL The extreme simplicity and lightness of the aliments used hy the Hindu* and 

the smallucH of hh coruiimplitfu, must* undoubtedly! have been among the 

causes of the lightness and feebleness observable in his frame. His food consists 

almost wholly of rice i and bit drink b nothing but water? while his demands 

are satisfied with a pittance winch appears extreme to the people of almost every 

other part of the world. The prohibition, by the Hindu religion, of the use of 

the flesh of anrmab for food, has been sufficiently remarked- It is not such its 

to have produced by any means a total abstinence, but the quantity consumed is, 

no doubt, small. The great luxury of the Hindu b butter* prejjared in a manner 

peculiar to himself, and called by him, ghee.* 

But though the body of the Hindu is feeble* it is agile in an extraordinary 

degree. Not only in those surprising contortions and feats, which constitute the 

art of the tumbler, do they excel almost all the nations in the w orld; but even 

in running and marching they equal if not surpass people of the most robust 

constitutions. “ Their messengers will go filly miles a day* for twenty or thirty 

days without intermission.” Their infantry, if totally unincumbered w ith bur- 

the ns, which they could hy no tmrim* support, will march luster, and with less 

weariness, than European *| 

Acatenenu* The delicacy of their texture is accompanied with great acuteness and sen* 
riw^uis o( pjgauB pf sense* This not only givex them great advantages 

in some of the finest of the manual arts, m weaving* for example, where the 

pliant fingers and exquisite touch of the Hindu are so peculiarly adapted to the 

handling of the finest threads; but it communicates a remarkable susceptibility 

fact: ** In Indortan, the common people of all sdm are a diminutive race* in comparison with 

those vf higher CttU and butter fortunes; and yield still more to diem in ail the advantages of 

physiognooiy. There is not o handsomer race In the qmtctk, than the Banians of G uzurut: the 
Hanmcorn, whose business h to remove all kinds of filth; and die buryers nod humors of dead 

bodies are as remarkably ugly.1* Ormc, ut supra, p. 463- There cannot be a more convincing 

proof, dial a elate of extreme oppression, even of stunted subsistence, Ims at ah times been the 
mtUJ lot of the labouring dna$et fo Hindustan. 

* OruEE, Ofl the Government and People of Itidratan, p. +70. Fortier1* Travels, L Kk The 

demand of the American tribes for food was very like that of the Hindua, in point of quantity. 

Robertson's Hist, of America, ii, 63. The contrivances of the American Indians for food went 

6j more ingenious, and productive of more variety, than those of the Hindu*. Ibid. p. 116* If 

would appear from Sacon-taJa* dim anciently much scruple was not used in eating fie&h. Mud- 

hflvya, complaining of the hardships he sustained in the hunting party of the king* says, “ Are w? 

hungry ? We must greedily devour lean venison* and that commonly roasted to a stick*" 

t Onne, on the E 9cnu of the Inhob. of [ndoit&n, ubi suprv 
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Id the mental organs. The IIimKi is a sort of a sensitive plant. His inmtpna* Chap. VII. 

timi and, passions are all ready to take the start upon the slightest excitement - "—■- 

and he lias a sharpness and quickness of intellect which seems strongly connected 

with the sensibility of his outward frame. 

Another remarkable circumstance in the character of tlie Hindus; in part, i^nf 

too, no doubt, the effect of corporeal weakness, though an effect in some sort 

opfxjsite to that excitability which we have just remarked, is the inertness of 

disposition, with which ail men hast? been so forcibly struck in observing the 

conduct of this peculiar nice. The love of repose reigns in India with "more 

powerful sway, than in any otlicr region probably of the globe. « ft is more 

happy to lie seated than to walk ; it is more happy to sleep than to be awake; 

but the happiest of all is death." Such is one of the favourite sayings most 

frequently in the mouths of tbb listless tribe; anti most descriptive of their 

habitual propensities. Phlegmatic indolence pervade* the nation. Few palm, to 

die mind of a Hindu, ;ire equal to that of bodily exertion; the pleasure most lx? 
intense which lie prefers to that of its tidal cessation.* 

This listless apathy and corporeal weakness which so remarkably distinguish ^ 

the natives of Hindustan, have been ascribed to the climate under which they 

live. But other nations, subject to the influence of as warm a sun, are neither 

indolent nor weak i the Malays for example, the Arabians, the Chinese.f The 

savage is listless and indolent under every climate. In general, this disposition 

must every where have arisen from the absence of the motives to work ; because 

tlie pain of moderate labour is so very gentle, that even feeble pleasures suffice 

to overcome it; and tlie pleasures which spring from the fruits of labour are so 

many and great, that the prospect of them, where allowed to operate, can seldom 

* Ttfmam’s Indian Itecreasfons, i. 15, 55, 102, 215. Fonter’s Towel*, L193. « LTndien m 
nsturelleaiHit douse, raals d'unc douceur do nonchalance ct do paiesse.” Anq. Duperron, Zonda- 
weat&t Disc* Prdb+ p. c)tviL 

+ The mourn, roW «d active, form a linking contrast with the feeble irdoUnra of the 
Hindus. Astk Sym*s Embassy to Am “ Having witncMod," says Mr. Forster, “therebust^lirity 
of the people of due country iKorthem Perrin) and A%hani*«m, I are induced ,* think, that the 

hummi body may sustain the most laborious services, without the aid of animat fo«L The Afiriuio 
«-hD5e salts ailment is bread, curdled milk and water, iahnhitmga dim** which often produce, m 

one day, extreme him and cold, shall undergo as much fatigue, and exert as much strength, as 
i! porter of London, who copiously feeds on flcslwntfui, and ale; nor is he subject to the like 

acute and obstinate disordfre. It is a well known fact, that tlie Arab, of the shore of the fled 

hei, who live, mtb l.tda exception, on dates and lemons, carry burthen* of such an extraordinary 

weight, that its specific mention to an European car would reera romance." Forster1. Travels, 
u. J+2, 1+3, 

TOL, I. fl v 
■w ^ 
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Book H. fail to produce the exertions which they require. There is a state of barbarity 

J and rudeness which implies* perhaps* a weakness of mind too great to be capable 

of perceiving, with a dearness sufficient to operate upon the will* tite benefit? of 

labour. This, however* is a state beyond which the Hindus have long since 

passed; and there is but one cause to which among the Hindus the absence of 

the motives for labour can be ascribed; their subjection to a wretched govern¬ 

ment, under which the fruits of labour were never secure** 

AmuatniTOtj, The languid and slothful habits of the Hindu appear to have prescribed even 

his amusements and diversions. They are almost all of the sedentary ami inac¬ 

tive kind. The game of paucheessj which bears a resemblance to chess and 

draughts* and is played by two natives, reclining on their sides* with a small 

chequered carpet placed between them* is the favourite amusement of this indo¬ 

lent race- Wonderful is the patience and interest with winch, we are told, they 

watch and plan the evolutions of this languid gnme-f The mind in vacuity 

droops and pines ; even where the body is the most gratified fay repose : and in 

the rude state of society, when interesting objects seldom occur, the passion for 

play is a general resource. The Hindus, accordingly* appear to have been at all 

times deeply infected with the vices of gaming. In that celebrated poem, the 

Muhalmrai, Judishter* though celebrated as a model of kingly wisdom* and hi-s 

four brothers* all eminent men* are represented as losing their fortunes* and their 

* There hn. curious pas&agc* quoted by Yolnfiy* (Travels in Sjria* eh. xl.J from Hippoerntes, In 

hii Treaiiie do Acre* Lorn* ct Aquii. p< Aa to the effeminacy and incidence of the Asiatics* says 

the ancient, if (hey are Less warlike and more gentle In their manners than die EufupdUUJj no 

doubt the nature of their d I mate, more temperate tlutu ours, contributes great ly io (hi* difference 

But we must not forget their government*, which are all despotic* and subject every thing to the 

arbitrary will of their kings. Men who are not permitted the enjoyment of their natural rights 

but whose potions ore perpetually under the guidance of their mastcri* will never be found cou¬ 

rageous in battle. To them the riake and advantages of war arc by no inczma equal But let 

them combat b their own cause, and reap the reword of tfactr victory, or foel ihe shame nf their 

defeat* they will no longer he deficient in courage." Yolney remarks that the stugepshnrs* and 

apathy visible among the Hindus* negroes, Ac. is approached* if not equalled, by what is witnessed 

in Russia* Paland* Hungary Ac. Ibid. 41 The lower flstsa of people in India, says Dr, 

Buchanan* are Eke children : and except m die more considerable places* where they meet with 

uncommon encouragement (o industry from Europeans, are generally in such m state of apathy, 

dial, without the orders cf government, they will hardly do any thing." BodjafMVJourctey through 

Mysore* Ac. i_ 270* 41 If we contemplate a oarage nation in any part of ihe glube> a supine indo¬ 

lence and a cnrelcssueas of futurity* will be found w constitute their general character.'' Gibbon, 

i* 356- 

f Tcimanf# Indian Recreatiom* L 36T* 
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very kingdoms, at dice- The lavra, as usual, are ambiguous and contradictory. Ch at. VII, 

All gaining is pronounced unlawful: yet, according to the Gentoo Code, parties % v''~ J 

may game before an agent of the magistrate, to w hom in that case a half of the 

winnings belongs.* 

A fondness for those surprising feats of Imdily agility and dexterity which form 

the arts of the tumbler and the juggler, is a marked feature iu the diameter of 

the Hindu, It is a passive enjoyment which corresponds with the pessivenesa of 

his temper; and it seems in general to be adapted to the taste of oil men in a 

state of society resembling his own. Our Saxon ancestors were much addicted 

to this species of amusement; and their tumblers and jugglers had arrived at 

great proficiency,f The passion of the Chinese for these diversions is known to 

be" excessive, and the powers of their performers, almost in credibly This was 

one of the favourite entertainments of the ancient Mexicans; and their sur¬ 

prising dexterity and skill seem hardly to imve yielded to tlmt of the Hindus and 

Chinese themselves. Clavigero concludes a minute and interesting account of 

the astonishing feats of the Mexican performers, by remarking, that “ the first 

Spaniards, who were witnesses of these and other exhibitions of the Mexicans, 

were so much astonished at their agility, that they suspected some supernatural 

power assisted them, forgetting to make a due allowance fur the progress of the 

human genius when assisted liy application and labour" j 

A taste for buffoonery is very generally a part of the character of a rude 

people; os appears by the buffoons, who, under the name of fools, were enter¬ 

tained by our Gotliic ancestors in the courts of princes and the palaces of the 

great. Among the Hindus, this source of amusement was an object of so much 

importance, as to Ijecome the subject of legislative enactment. “ The magis¬ 

trate," says the Gentoo code, “ shall retain in fits service a great number of 

buffoons or parasites, jesters, and dancers, and athletics ”|| 

Story-telling, which entirely harmonizes with the Hindu tone of mind, is said 

* m 
4 Ctcntod code, chap. I. sect* I. Ji So relaxed ore the principles even of the ridicr natives* 

that actions btm been brought by on opulent Hindu for money advanced solely to support a 

common gaming-house* in the profits of which he hud a considerable almre; and the transaction 

wm avowed by him with as much confidence, as if it had been perfectly justifiable by our laws 

and his ownT Charge lo the Grand Jury of Calcutta, Dec, 4, I7&8. Gaming k remarked as a 

strong characteristic of Chinese* See Barrow's Life of Lord Macartney* ii. 415* Travels ta 

China, p+ 157* It k a remarkable potion among the Malaya, See Marsilcn*! Sumatra* 

f Turner's Hist, of the Anglo Saxon*, book fill, d*. vtL 

% See Barrow* and other trnvdlcni. Bdfr Travels, iL 30. 

# ChdgtfOj Hist, of Mexico* book vii. tect* 443. 

2s2 
D Gen loo Code, p, 118* 
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Bouk II. 1ft lie n favourite diversion," The recitations of the bards, with which the people 

of Europe were formerly so much delighted, afforded art entertainment of the 

saute description. The stories of the 11 Indus consist of the wildest Actions ; and 

os almost all their written narratives are in verse, their sjiokcu stories, it is pro¬ 

bable, like the effusions of the bards, contained occasion ally mere or less of the 

measure and elevation of verse.f Music and dancing form a part of their enter- 

tainments ; the latter, however, they enjoy as sjnectators chiefly, net performers. 

Notwithstanding the indolence and inactivity of the Hindus, hunting, which 

is in general so favourite a sport of man in his uncivilized state, is capable of 

calling forth tlieir most strenuous exertions. The different classes seem not only 

to forget their habitual languor and timidity, hut their still more inveterate pre¬ 

judices of caste, and join together in pursuing the tenants of the woods ami 

mountains with an ardour, enterprise, and patience which uo oilier people con 

surpass,4 

Ararat. Jt Is curious that avarice, which seems but little consistent with sloth, or that 

insecurity with regard to property which so had a government as theirs implies, 

forms n more remarkable ingredient in the national character of the Hindus, 

Ilian iu that of any other people. It Is ft passion congenial to a weak and timid, 

mind, unwanned by the social affections. They arc almost universally penu¬ 

rious and where placed in situations in w hich their insatiable desire of gain 

can meet with its gratification, it Is not easy to surpass their keenness and assi¬ 

duity in the arts of accumulation. || ** Slavery,” says Mr. Once, * has sharp- 

* Tenant's Indian Recreations, i. 367. 

t Story-telling is u common amusement among the negroes of Africa, " These stories," says 

Mr, Park, bear some resemblance !u those in the Arabian Nights' Entertainments; but, in general, 

are of a more ludicrous cast," Park's Travels in Africa, p. 91- 

* Teiuuint's Indian Recreations, L 367, and other travellers. Hunting, which delights other 

men chiefly in their ignorant and uncmEitied state, seems to delight kings in nil states. 

j Dr. Buchanan, who bears strong testimony 10 the prevalence of this disposition among die 

Hindus, says, die Naira ore a sort of on exception. He ascribes this peculiarity to the peculiar 

form given among (hemto the association of the sexes. Journey through Mysore, Ac, ii. HI- 

|[ The fallowing acute observation of Hchctiua goes far to account for it. ** Co quo j observe, 

c'tst tju'il eat da* pays ou le desir d’lmmenscfl richesaes devjcnt niisonnnhlc. Co sont eernc ou les 

taxes sont mbit mires, ct par consequent let possessions incertaines, ou lea renversemens de fortune 

sont frequens; no, routine on Orient, Ic prince j*ut irapuiitmerE sem purer des propriety's do sea 

sujeU.—Dana t e pays, si I'oti desire les trwors de Aniboulessont, cost que toujours expos £ a les 

perdre, on espere su muins titer das debris d'unc grande fortune de quoi xubsisLvr sui et so famille. 

Par tout ou La Joi sons force ne peat protegee Is foible centre le puissant, on peat regurder I'opu- 

Icnct co i nine an moyen dc w to astral re uus injustices, aux vexatious da fort, au mepris enJin, 

n 
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encd the natural fineness of all the spirits of Asia. From the difficulty of Chap. VTL 

obtaining,, and the greater difficulty of preserving, the Gentoos arc indefatigable * 

in business, and masters of the most exquisite dissimulation in all affairs of 

interest. They are the acutcst buyers and sellers in the world, and preserve 

through all their bargains a degree of calmness, winch baffles all the arts that 

can be opposed against it.'1* The avaricious disposition of the Hindus is deeply 

stamped in their maxims of prudence and morality. Thus, they say; ** From 

pofoty a mjiTi cometh to shame. Alas the want of riches is the foundation of 

every misfortune.—It is lietter to dw ell in a forest haunted by tigers and lions, 

than to live amongst relations after the loss of iveaRh/’f 

The mode of transacting bargains among the Hindus is sufficiently peculiar to 

deserve description. By a refinement of the cunning nnd deceitful temper of a 

rude people, the busmen is performed secretly, and by signs. The buyer and 

seller seal themselves ophite to one another, and, covering their hands with st 

doth, perform all the most subtle artifices of clutflering, without uttering a word, 

by means of certain touches and signals of the fingers which they mutually un¬ 

derstand. t 
The simplicity of the houses, dress, and furniture of the Hindus corresponds SimpUritj*nd 

ivitli that of their diet. “ The Indian houses,” says Sonncrat, display notIung,ht. future 

of oriental magnificence:'^ Those of the poor, even in towns, ate built of mud, »f‘be,rlw“«- 

compngnun do la folblesre. On desire done one grande fortune eomme une protecirice et un 

beadier centre Ice oppreiKun. Do IHonune, sect, vlii, clop- v, 
• Qrme, on Hus Government and People of Indostaji, p. +31“ Llndien qui vit sous ee gou- 

ver nement cn suit let impression*. Oblige du ram per, il derient foqibe. * * 11 se permet future 
at la fraude dsn* lu commerce." AnqueL Duperron, Zondavesta, Dine. Prelim, p. cxvii.—•“ Dm 
chief plrnMinr of the Gendina or Banyans is lo cheat one another, conceiving therein the highest 

felicity." Pryor's Travel*, let- iii, chap, hi* 
t Wilkins’ Jirtopadesa, p. 63. Tire last of these maxima ia not lese expressive of that want of 

generosity, which is so strong a feature of the Hindu character. In the ethics, however, of the 
Hindu*, a* well a* their jurisprudence and theology, contradiction is endless. In the *4auk page 
with the foregoing )$ the following maxim i * He who, in opposition to liifl own happiness, delight- 

eth In the accumulation of I idles, earrietb burthens tor others, and is the vehicle* of trouble." Ibid. 
{ Tennant** Indian Recreations, iL 9SS. Lords Banyan Religion, chap, mi. The same 

or a similar mode of transacting bargains is foUowed in Persia. Chardin, Voyage cn Perse, iii. 
!<» The merchant*, besides being frequently very dexterous In tin? addition and subtraction 

of large sums by memory, hare a singular method of numeration, by putting their hands into each 
other’s sleeve, and there, touching one another with this or that Unger, or with such a particular 

joint of it, will transact uffiiirt of the greatest value, without speaking lo one another, or Jetting 

the slanders by into the secret. ’ Shaw's Travels iii Barbury, p. 267- 

§ Soancret, Voyages, liv. iii. chop. L 
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Book II* sometimes of brick, and thatched* “ Brahmens and religious people plaster 

the pavement, and sometimes the walls, with cow-dung; and although this act 

proceeds from a spirit of religion, yet it is of use in keeping out insects.3’ * The 

furniture, which is almost nothing in the houses of lire poor, U in the highest 

degree scanty and simple even m those of the rich. Mats or carpets for the 

floor, on which they are acci is touted both to sit and to lie, with a few earthen 

and other vessels for the preparation of their victuals and for their religious cere¬ 

monies, form the inventory in general of their household goods, f 

fh^scftl nuii- From the frequency and care with which the Hindus perform religious ablu¬ 

tions, the Europeans, prone from partial appearance^ to draw flattering conclu¬ 

sions, pointed them at first, os in the colours of so many other virtues, so likewise 

in those of cleanliness* Few nations are surpassed by the Hindus, in the total 

w ant of cleanliness, in their streets, houses, and persons. Mr, Forster* whose 

long residence in India, and knowledge of the country, render him an excellent 

witness says, of the narrow streets of Benares; M In addition to the jiemicious 

effect which must proceed from a confined atmosphere* there is* in the hot season, 

an intolerable stench arising from the many pieces of stagnated water dispersed 

in different quarters of the town. The filth also which is indiscriminately 

thrown into the street^ and there left exposed* (for the Hindus possess but a small 

portion of general cleanliness) add to the compound of ill smells so offensive to 

the European inhabitant* of this ciij"| Dr; Buchanan informs us* that the 

earthen pots in winch the Hindus boil their milk, are in general so nasty, that 

after iliis operation no part of the produce of the dairy is tolerable to Europeans, 

and whatever they use their own servants must prepare/^ “ The Hindoo," 

* Sormcrat, Ibid, j Fryrni Travel** let- iv. clmp, !>■ 

t F* Fcuilsnip Voy* Indes Orient, liv* L eh. 7. Fryer* who represents the houses of the Moors, or 

Mussulman, oi Surat, w not deficient even in a sort of magnificence, says, humorously, that “ the 

Banyans" ^ Hindu mercluiDts, often extremely rich) “ for the most port live in humble ceihj or 

dud^ crowding three Of four fiunilie* together into m hovel, with goat#, cows, and odvc*, all 

chamber tl-ilows * that they are almost prisoned with VcrmiD and nastiness; so si upid, dial, notwith¬ 

standing cl lints* fleas, and muskctocs* torment them every minute, dan.1 not presume to scratch when 

it itchea* lest some relatiun should be umeiumtod from ha EBivcrabje abode.” Fryer1# Travels* 

let ill chap. i. 

t ForaLer# Travel a* L 32- Of Lucknow too, he remark#, die street# arc narrow, uneven, and 

almost cho&Jced up with every species of tilth. Ibid. p. 82* Speaking of ScrinBgur* be say#, 

** The ■treein arc chunked with flic filth of the inhabitant*, who are proverbially unclean*" Ibid, 

See to the torn? purpose* Renndi Description of an Indian Town, Memoir, p. 53* 

§ Buchanan s Journey through Mysore, tfc, il IF- He remark*. too* drat the unnholo- 

#omeiiesa of the water in many placet is* H m part, to be attributed to the commoo nratinces of the 
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*ays Mr* Scott Waring 44 who bathes constantly in the Ganges, and whose heart Chap. VII. 

equals in parity the whiteness of his vest, will allow thb same white robe to ' * "* 

drop nearly off with filth before he tlrinfcs of changing it Histories composed 

in the closet, of the manners of extensive nations may possess every beauty ; for 

os foci* do not restrain the imagination, nor impose infos on poetic license, the 

fancy of the historian enjoys an uninterrupted range in the regions of fiction.™* 

To a superficial view* it apjiears surprising that overstrained sentiments in Orem impon- 

tegard to the ceremonial of behaviour are a mark of the uncivilized hi ate of the forma 

human mind* The period when men have but just emerged from barbarism* 

and have made the first feeble steps in improvement* is the period at which lbr-T,WMV 

mail ties in the intercourse of social life are the most remarkably multiplied* at 

which the importance attached to them is the greatest, and at which the nice 

observance of them 5s the most rigidly exacted. In modem Europe, as manners 

have refined, and knowledge improved, we have thrown off the punctilious cere¬ 

monies which constituted the fine breeding of our ancestors; and adapted more 

and more of simplicity in the forms of intercourse- Am eng the inhabitants of 

Hindustan, the formalities of behaviour are multiplied to excess ; and the most 

important bonds of society are liardly objects of greater reverence, f Some of 

Hindu** who wn*h their dollies, bodies, and catLkp in the very tunica or wells from which they take 

ihf-ir own drink ; and* wherever die water i# scanty, it becomes from tlda cause extremely disgusting 

to a European/ 

* Tour to Shecnas, by Ed, Scott Waxing, p. 59r note,—1* Their nastiness/ says Dr. Budnv- 

nan, 11 U disgusting; very few of the inhabitants above the Ghats being free from the itch; and 

their linen, bring almost always dyed* is seldom washed-1* Travels through Mysore* &c, L 135-— 

SeeT too, Capt. Hmdwicke, Asiul. lies* *L S30. Die authors of liic Universal History describe 

with pure and picturesque simplicity one pretty xcmorkuble custom of the Hindus. “ The vomva 

scruple no more than the men to do their occasions In die public street? or highways: for which 

purpose at itm-rise and smueti they go out in droves to some dead wall* if in the city; and in 

case any by in the interim, they turn their bare backsides on them, but hide their lace*. When 

they have done their business, they wash their ports with the left hand, because they eat with the 

right. The men, who exonerate apart from the women, squat Uke them when they make water. 

Although their food is nothing but vegetables concocted with fair water, yet they leave such a 

stink behind them. Unit it is but ill taking the air* either in the streets, or without the town** near 

ihe rivers and ditches/ vi. 365* Yet these Author*! with the *amc breath, assure m that the 

Hindus arc a cleanly people, because, and this is their soh reason, they waah before and after 

monk, and leave no hair on thdr bodies Ibid* See to the same purpose* Fryer's Travel*! for, 

fv* chap, vi, 

f See t curious description of the excess to which the minute frivolities of behaviour are car¬ 

ried both among thu Moors and Hindus, by Mr. Orau^ on the Government and People of IpdtiStanF 

pp. *35 and *31. See, also. Laws of Menu, cfo U* 130 to If9, 
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Boo* II. their rules breathe that spirit of benevolence, find of respect for the weak, which 

1 begins to show itself partially at an early period of society, and still wants nuich 

of its proper strength at a late one. The distinctions of giving way on the road 

arc thus marked in the Gentoo code; a man with sight, to a man blind ■ a man 

with hearing to a man (leaf: a man to a woman ; a man empty-handed to a 

man with a burthen ; an inferior person to a superior : a man in health to a sick 

person; and all persons to a Brahmen.* Not a lew of their rules bear curious 

testimony to the unpolished state of society at the time when they received their 

birth, “ If a man,"* says one of their laws, “ having accepted another’s invita¬ 

tion, doth not eat at Ills house, then be shall lie obliged to make gurxl all the 

expense that was incurred in consequence of the invitation.” f When a Hindu 

gives an entertainment, lie seats himself in the place of greatest distinction ; and 

all the most delicate and costly of the viands are placed before him* The com¬ 

pany sit according to their quality, the inferior sort at the greatest distance front 

the master; each eating of those dishes only which are placed Wfore him, and 

they continually decreasing in fineness, as they approach the place of the lowest 

of the guests, t 

Astrology. The attachment which the Hindus, in common with oil ignorant nations, bear 

to astrology, is a part of their manners exerting a strong influence upon the train 

of their actions. ** The Hindus of the present age," says a partial observer, “ do 

not undertake any affair of consequence without consulting their astrologer^ who 

are always Brahmens." $ The belief of witchcraft and sorcery continues uni¬ 

versally prevalent; and is every day the cause of the greatest enormities, It 

not unfrequently happens that Brahmens, tried for murder liefore the English 

judges, assign as their motive to the crime, that the murdered individual had 

* Gentoo Code, ch.xxi.sect. 10. + Ibid- f Tennant* Indian Recreations, i. 45*, 

§ Wilkins' Hetopadesa, note, p. 269. The unceremonious Fryer says, the principal science of die 

Brahmen is magic and astrology. Travels, let, iv. chap. vi. Of ttie mlooithiitg degree to which 

the Indians of all description* arc devoted to astrology', see a lively description by Bernier, Suite 

des Memo!res eur ['Empire dc Grand Mogol, i. 12 i 14. tl Le* rois, ct lo* sdgiwure," say* he, 

“ cjui n’entreprcndroieiit la moindre chose qu’it* n'cussed consulted lea ostrologues, lour doruiunl 

de grand* appointments pour lire ce qoi est ecrit dans le riel." Ibid. fl The savage*,’’ say* 

Mallet, (In trod. to the Hist, of Denmark, i. ch. i.) “ whom the Dane* have found on the coast of 

Greenland, live with great union and tranquillity. They are neither quarrelsome, nor mischievous, 

nor warlike: being greatly afraid of those that ore. Theft, blows, and murder, are almost unknown 

to tliem They are chaste before marriage, and lore their children tenderly. Their simplicity 

hath not been able to preserve them from having priests, who pass among them for enchanters; and 

ore in truth very great and dexterous cheat*." 
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fnth an ted them. No fewer than five unhappy persons in one district were tried Chat, VII. 

ntid executed for witchcraft, so tote us the year 1792. The villagers themselves ' v 

assume the right of sitting in judgment on this imaginary offence; arid their 

sole in st run seats of proof are the most wretched of all incantations. Branches of 

the Saul tree, tor example, one for each of the susjiectcd individuals, inscribed 

with her name, are [slanted in water. If any of them withers within a certain 

time, the devoted female, whose name it I soars, suffers death ns a witch,* 

Appendix to the preceding Chapter. 

In regard to the moral character of the Hindus, sources of information have Moral dun^. 

recently ljeen opened, to which more than usual attention is due. Hindui""' 

In the year 1801, the Governor General in Council of Bengal addressed a 

number of interrogatories, to the judges of circuit, and the judges of districts, 

with a view to ascertain some of the more important circumstances in the situ a* 

tion of the people placed under the British authority. Of these interrogatories 

one related expressly to the moral character of the people. The answers returned 

by the judges to this interrogatory were printed by order of the House of 

Commons, in the year 1813; and compose a curious and authentic document. 

Charles Grant, Esq., who, after passing a great part of liis life in India, has 

ascended to the highest rank among those intrusted with, the management of the 

Company’s affairs, addressed to the Court of Directors in 1797, a treatise amount¬ 

ing to the size of a considerable volume, entitled “ Observations on the State of 

Society among the Asiatic Subjects of Great Britain, [mrticiilarly with respect to 

morals; and on the means of improving it." This treatise was also printed by 

order of the House of Commons in 1813; and though written for a particular 

purpose, namely, to prove the expediency of propagating Christianity in India, 

conveys very decisive information from a very authentic source. 

In the year 1813 was published a work in two volumes, entitled « Consider¬ 

ations on the present Political State of India; embracing olservations on the 

character of the natives, on the civil and criminal courts, the administration of 

justice, the state of the land-tenure, the condition of the peasantry, and the 

internal police of our eastern dominions: intended chiefly as a manual of in¬ 

struction in their duties, for the younger servants of the company; By Alexander 

* m ftcceu»t of this shocking part of the manners of the Hindus in the Airni, An. Itcgiat 
far 18011 MUcdkucous Tracts 3 p. §1» 

TOL, L 2 T 
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Book II. Fraser Tytler, late assistant-j udge in tlxe twen ty-four pergunnahs, Bengal establish* 

-v-* ment ” From no one individual, perhaps, have the British people, as yet, received 

o mass of information, respecting their interests in India, equal is value to that 

wliich has been communicated to them by this young and public-spirited judge, 

in whom, if an opinion may be formed from this specimen, not only his country, 

but human kind have sustained a loss. In this work, a striking picture is exla* 

tilled, of Indian morals 
Of the answers returned by tbe judges to the interrogatory of government, 

two or three, on the excuse of ignorance, give no opinion; and one describes the 

morals of the people, in the district to which it alludes, as far better than the 

morals of those in some other districts. In ail the rest, without one exception, 

tbe report presented is exceedingly unfavourable. The judges of the Calcutta 

court of appeal and circuit dedaro, “ From the frequent instances that come 

liefore us, of duplicity, fraud, ingratitude and falsehood, we consider the moral 

character of the natives depraved to a degree.” The magistrates of the twenty- 

four pergunnahs say, " We are sorry that wo cannot make any favourable report 

respecting the moral character of the inhabitants of the districts subject to our 

jurisdiction. The lower classes are in general profligate and depraved: The 

moral duties are little attended to by the biglier ones. Ail are litigious it) the 

extreme; and the crime of perjury was never, we believe, more frequently prac¬ 

tised amongst all ranks than at present.'’ The magistrate of the city of Dacca 

replies, “ The inhabitants of Bengal, in general, have that excessive feebleness of 

mind, which, far from resisting, appears to foster the liaser passions, and in tiie 

criminal indulgence of which every moral principle seems to be forgotten.*' The 

magistrate of Backeigunge declares, “ The general moral character of the inha¬ 

bitants of this district is at the lowest pitch of infamy; and very few exceptions, 

indeed, to this character are to be found. There is no species of fraud or vil- 

lany the liigher classes will not be guilty of; and to these crimes, in the lower 

classes, may be added murder, robbery, theft, wounding, &c.» on the slightest 

occasion.” The judges of the Moorsixcdabad court of appeal and circuit affirm, 

** The general moral character of the inhabitants of our division seems, in our 

opinion, much tlw same as we Itavc always known the moral character of the 

natives in general. Ignorance; and its concomitant, gross superstition; an im¬ 

plicit faith in the efficacy of prayers, charms, and magic; selfishness, low cunning, 

litigiousness, avarice, revenge, disregard to truth, and indolence, are the principal 

features to be traced” The magistrate of Juaupore says, “ I have observed, 

among the inhabitants of this country, some possessed of aUUUca qualified to 
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rise to eminence in other countries: but a moral, virtuous man, I have never Chav. VII. 

met with among them." ' v ' 
The following are a few of the expresrions in which Mr. Grant delivers his 

opinion of the moral character of the Hindus. 41 The writer of this paper, 

after spending many years in India, and a considerable portion of them in the 

interior of our provinces, inhabited almost entirely by natives, towards whom, 

whilst acknowledging his views of their general character, he always lived in 

habits of good will, is obliged to avow that they exhibit hitman nature in a very 

degraded, humiliating state; and are, at once, objects of disestcem, and of com¬ 

miseration." Mr. Grant acknowledges that his observations relate chiefly to the 

Bengalese, who “ rank low *' even as compared with the other natives. But 

“they want truth, honesty, and good faith, in an extreme, of which European 

society furnishes no example.” “ The practice of cheating, pilfering, tricking, 

and imposing, in the ordinary transactions of life, are so common, that the 

Hindus seem to regard them as they do natural evils," ** Menial servants, who 

have been long in place, and have even evinced a real attachment to their 

masters, are nevertheless in the habitual practice of pilfering from them " " Self- 

ishness, in a word, unrestrained by principle, operates universally; and money, 

the grand instrument of selfish gratifications, may lie called the supreme idol of 

the Hindus." “ The tendency of that abandoned selfishness is to set every man’s 

hand against every man. From violence, however, fear interposes to restrain 

them. The people, of the lower provinces in particular, with an exception of 

the military caste, are as dastardly as they are unprincipled. They seek their 

end by mean artifices, low cunning, intrigue, falsehood, servility, and hypocritical 

obsequiousness. To superiors they appear full of reverence, of humble and 

w illing submission, and readiness to do every tiling that may be required of them; 

and as long ns they discern something either to expect or to fear, they are won¬ 

derfully patient of slights, neglects, and injuries. But, under all this apparent 

passiveness, and meanness of temper, they are immoveably persisting in their 

secret views. \\ uh inferiors, they indemnify themselves by an indulgence of the 

feelings which were controuled liefore. In the inferior class, the native character 

appears with less disguise. Discord, hatred, abuse, slanders, injuries, complaints, 

and litigations, prevail to a surprising degree. No stranger can sit down among 

them without being struck with the temper of malevolent contention and ani- 

moaty, as a prominent feature in the character of the society. It is seen in 

every village. The inhabitants five among each other in a sort of repulsive 

stole. Nay, it enters into almost every family. Seldom is there a household 

3 T 2 
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Book II. without its internal divisions, and tasting enmities, most commonly too on the 

score or interest. The women partake of this spirit of discord. Held in slavish 

subjection by the men, they rise in furious pas? jo ns against each other ; which 

vent themselves in such loud, virulent, and indecent railings, as are hardly to be 

heard In any other part of (he world. Though the Bengalese have not sufficient 

resolution to vent their resentments against each other in open combat ; yet rob¬ 

beries. thefts, buiglnries, river piracies, and all sorts of depredations where dark¬ 

ness, secrecy, or surprise, can give advantage, are exceedingly common, and have 

been so in every past period of which any account is extant.” “ Benevolence 

has been represented as a leading principle in the minds of the Hindus ■ but 

those who make this assertion know little of their character.*1 “ Though a 

Hindu would shrink with horror from the idea of directly slaying a cow, which 

is a sacred animal among them; yet he who drives one in his cart, galled and 

excoriated as she often is by the yoke, l>eats her unmercifully from hour to hour, 

without nny care or consideration of the consequence." After mentioning tiie 

cruelty of their punishments, and their savage treatment of vanquished enemies, 

lie adds, “ In general, a want of sensibility for others is a very eminent charac¬ 

teristic of this iwoplc.'’ He describes them as eminently devoid of the domestic 

attachments. “ Filial and parental affection appear equally deficient among 

them ; and in the conjugal relation the characteristic indifference of the people is 

also discernible among those who conic most within the sphere of European 

observation, namely, the lower orders.” Mr. Grant enumerates the motives which 

may have led different classes of writers to represent the moral character of the 

Hindus as fur better than it is : 1. Some draw their conclusions from wlrnt they 

know of human nature elsewhere; 2. Some modern philosophers have endea¬ 

voured to exalt the cliuracter of Hindus and other pagans, in hostility to the 

Christian religion: 3. Some, from a notion that Europeans have oppressed the 

Hindus, look upon them as an innocent, suffering race: 4. “ Others speak from 

an admiration inspired by the supposed past state of the Hindus 5. “ And 

there may,” says he, “ be others still, who have not had much personal experi¬ 

ence of the evils resulting from the state of society among the Hindus, but, living 

pleased with their obtequ'tousucss^ and easily acquiescing in the licentiousness 

prevalent among them, have been willing to treat of their character with indul¬ 

gence.” These are important ami sound observations; to which the writer adds: 

*■ Whilst an European, deriving a sujwriority from his race, or from lhe station 

he is appointed to fill, regards, only in a distant sjieculative way, the effeminate 

exterior, adulatory address, and submissive demeanour of the Hindus, he natu- 
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rally enough conceives them to be a people in whom the mild and gentle <juaH- Chap- VII. 

ties predominate' He is apt to consider them with n mixture of complacency "-v * 
and contempt. And even the had dispositions, towards each other, which he 

soon discovers to exist ill them, he may view with feelings analogous to those 

which the petty malignity of children, or of tioings of a diminutive species, might 

excite. Hut let liim enter into dealings with them \ let him trust them t or 

become in concerns of importance dependant on them ; let him, in short, by these 

or any other means, come more upon a level with them,—and he will then learn 

better to appreciate their real character," Mr, Grant then appeals to the records 

of the Company. He, after that, recites a variety of declarations, from Bernier, 

Scrailon, Governor Hoi well. Governor Verelst, lord Clive, Air. Hastings, Lord 

Tcigninauth, Sir John Mncpherson, Sir Robert Barker. Lord Cornwallis, all 

affirming the moral degradation of the people. And, lastly, he appeals to Ne- 

paid, a country in which the Hindu institutions have been affected by no foreign 

influence; and in which human nature is exhibited in one of its most mischiev¬ 

ous and detestable forms. Among the causes of this moral depravity, he enu¬ 

merates the despotism of the government; the badness of the laws; and the 

hateful institution of castes, “ Nothing,** he says, is better known, than that 

the Brahrainkal tribe ore pre-eminent in those atrocities which disturb the peace 

of society.” 

Next, let ns for a few moments listen to Mr Tytler. H There exists n ge¬ 

neral depravity of manners among the Brahmins, and among the lower orders a 

total want nf religious and moral principle" “ We have so long been accustomed 

to hear of the mild, the innocent, and the injured Hindoo, and particularly of 

late so much pains have been, taken to make us respect the character of this 

nation, that the above position will by many be esteemed untenable. 1 hope, 

however to be able to prove that those are grossly deceived who have aseril>ed so 

* exalted a character to the natives of India.” “ AU ranks of the natives, hut 

more especially the Brahmins and the lower casts, show a complete want of a 

proper moral and religions principle. Although the middling ranks will not 

steal and rob openly, or commit other bad actions which might lower them in 

the public eye; yet, when it can be concealed, they will receive bribes, will 

defraud their masters by false accounts; and, by making use of their power in 

office, will extort sums in the most paltry and mean way from ail w ho hare any 

transactions with them. They never receive power but to abuse it; and no 

salaiy, however liberal, will put a stop to their corruption "and venality. As 

they have no regard to justice, so they have no feelbigs of mercy or pity for 

8 
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Boo* II. even the most miserable of the poor whose causes they have before them.” 

“In nothing is the general want of principle more evident, than in the total 

disregard, to truth which the Bengalee shows. And here no order or rank 

among them is to be excepted. Their religious teachers set the example, and it 

is most scrupulously followed by all ranks " *4 The day of a Brail min ta passed 

in eating and sleeping, with short intervals, or rather farces of prayer and reli¬ 

gious worship. Tliis is the life of a religious Brahmin. When he interferes 

with the concerns of this world, he becomes more active, and joins with heart 

And soul, in all the chicanery and knavery that goes forward. And, as his power 

is superior, so he becomes the leading character among the corrupt.” 41 The 

laziness of the lowest classes is particularly remarkable. It is impossible to rouse 

them, or even to excite in them u wish to look further than the day before 

them.” “ Among the natives of Bengal, nothing like a free and independent 

spirit is to be found. They are fawning and slavish to superiors, to a degree of 

meanness and servility which is disgusting; yet these men are of all others 

most arrogant, when they have it in their power" u Venality and corruption 

are here universal; and I sincerely believe there is not in Bengal a native to be 

found who will resist the power of money.” u Tire Bengalees of all ranks 

are remarkable for their ingratitude." “ The climate of the country, and 

the impurities to which they are daily witnesses, even in their religious ceremo¬ 

nies, have conspired to make the Bengalees lascivious in the highest degree," 

11 They are severe and tyrannical to their women” “ The passion of love 

scarcely can be said to exist." “ Instead of gentleness and modesty in the 

women ; fidelity to their husbands, affection to their children, and care of their 

education, with love of domestic comfort and peace; we find them ill-tempered, 

quarrelsome, regardless of their reputation, showing their want of affection for 

their children, by iht ir carelessness about their education; ever living amidst 

domestic quarrels and broils; and jealous of their husbands, though devoid of 

affection for them.” lie says there is a species of honour which makes domestic 

servants honest with regard to the domestic property entrusted to them; though 

they will at the same time defraud their musters in a thousand ways; and are 

remarkalrte for ingratitude. 

The following renmrkablc testimony is extracted from an important paper, 

presented by Air. Shore, afterwards Lord Tcignmnuth, to the Governor General 

and Council of Bengal, and printed in the minutes of Evidence on the trial of 
Mr. Hastings, p. 1276. 

Bengal b in habited by various sects, amongst which that: of the Hindoos 

a 

a 
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may be esteemed to make up eight tenths of the population. They are the Chap. VIJ. 

Aborigines of the country, and by nature and religion are peaceable and ^ v 

inoffensive. 

a( Their national character is the compound of their characters as individuals: 

An obstinate attachment to all their customs and prejudices, wliether sopor, 

stitious, ceremonious, or traditional, may he deemed a general characteristic of 

the Hindoos. 
* 

“ Their manners partake of the nature of the government under which they 

have ever lived : And os this has been arbitrary or despotic; the natives are timid 

anil servile. As individuals, they are insolent to their inferiors; to their supe¬ 

riors, generally speaking, submissive; though they are to them also guilty of 

insolence, where they can lie so with impunity. 

“ Speculation they seldom indulge in any transactions; the present hour is 

what they alone look to the advantage of, which they will not forego for greater 

certain prospects, if remote. They are as little moved by curiosity. 

“ Individuals have little sense of honour; and the nation is wholly void of 

public virtue. They moke not the least scruple of tying, where falsehood is 

attended with advantage ; yet both Hindoos and Mahomedans continually speak 

of their credit and reputation, by which they mean little more than the appear¬ 

ance they make to the world. Of the two the latter arc more tenacious of this; 

the same man that will submit to the greatest indignities exercised upon iiini in 

private, will fie clamorous at an affront put upon him before his servants or the 
publick. 

“ Cunning and artifice is wisdom with them; to deceive and overreach is to 
acquire the character of a wise man. 

The greatest disgrace they can suffer is to lose their cast, or, as we say, to 

lie excommunicated. This punishment is inflicted for the breach of the injunctions 

of their religion; or, what is the same, of the ordinances of their priests. To lie, 

steal, plunder, ravish, or murder, are not deemed sufficient crimes to merit 
expulsion from society. 

" With a Hindoo, all in centered in himself; his own interest is his guide: 

Ambition is a secondary quality with him; and the love of money is the source 
of this passion, 

** The advantage they derive over Europeans, is by practising those arts of 

meanness which an European detests. A man must be long acquainted with 

them, before he can believe them capable of that harefaced falsehood, servile 

adulation, and deliberate deception, w hich they daily practise. 
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Book IL * To our government they hove little attachment; yet it is certain that, in 

’ ■ general, proj>erty has tieeu more secure, and individuals less oppressed, than ■ 
under the despotism of their nabobs. I assert this with alt the confidence. con* 

victim? inspires. I believe them to be as much attached to the English govern* 

men t as they would be to any other; but if another dominion could establish 

itself, they would embrace it with indifference. The reason of this must he 

sought for in the consequences of a despotic authority; and by tracing them the 

characters of the natives will be easily developed and understood; in them will 

be seen the source of timidity, adulation, and deceit which prevail*" 

The report from the judge of circuit in the Bareilly division in the year 1805, 

printed in the Appendix, p, .505, of the fifth report of the Select Committee of 

the House of Commons on India affairs in 1810, says. Murders are exceedingly 

frequent, especially of children, for their gold and silver ornaments. “ A want 

of tenderness, and regard fur life, is very general, 1 think, throughout the 

country." 

The testimonies which have last been quoted relate to the inhabitants of 

Bengal Testimonies in abundance might lie adduced to the same character in 

other parts of India. Mr. Forbes, fur example, the author of Oriental Memoirs, 

speaks of the people on lire western coast, chiefly those in Guzerat. As a spe¬ 

cimen of a great variety of passages in which he affirms the moral depravity of 

the people, the following may selected from the y Gtli page of his second volume. 

M The Mogul history is replete with blood, tint is the Hindu character free from 

cruelty and revenge. It haa been remarked that the sway of a despotic go¬ 

vernment has taught the Hindus patience, and the coldness of their imaginations 

enables them to practise it better than any people in the world. They conceive 

a contemptible opinion of any man’s capacity, who betrays any impetuosity in 

his temper. They are the acutest buyers and sellers in the world, and preserve 

through all their bargains a degree of calmness which baffles all the arts that 

con be opposed against it. This will Ik? allowed by those most conversant with 

their general character. But they also know that the patient Hindu, who 

shudders at the death of an insect, and preserves the tranquillity of temper just 

mentioned, can os calmly meditate on the most cruel tortures prepared for on 

enemy, or one he deems to be so. The love of money is in general bis ruling 

passion. Throughout Hindustan, cruelty and oppression arc the servants of 

avarice." 

The AhbH Dubois spout, almost twenty years, in n more intimate inter¬ 

course than was ever done by any other European, with the natives of the 
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Deccan. In his chapter on the manners of the Brahmens, alter remarking tliat Cbif. VII. 

his facts under this head apply not less to the other classes, he wvs, “ Amongst '-v-* 
the vices peculiar to them we may place their extreme suspicion and duplicity" 

From this, he passes to another feature, and says, M The reverence we fed for 

those from whom we derive our existence is almost wholly wanting among them. 

They fear their father, wliUe they are young, out of dread of being lieaten; but from 

their tendcrest years they use bad language to the mother, ami strike her even 

without any apprehension t ” They do not, he says, abandon them when old and 

infirm. The parental affection shows itself in “ the most absolute indulgence." 

“ No care is taken to curb the passions" of the child. What they daily see, 

and hear, and are taught, tends to produce the vices of the sexual appetite to a 

degree surpassing the example of all other races of men. Artificial abortion, 

and infanticide are common. * The Brahman lives but for himself * and in every 

circumstance of his life conducts himself with the most absolute selfishness. 

The feelings of commiseration and pity, ns far as respects the sufferings of 

others, never enter into bis heart." Among the Hindus there are no domestic 

affections : “ During tire long period of my olaservntion of them and their habits. 

I am not sure that I hare ever seen two Hindu marriages that closely united the 

hearts,” “ The Brahmans, in general, add to their other numerous vires that 

of gluttony. When an opportunity occurs of satiating their appetite, the y exceed 

all bounds of temperance. Such occasions are frequent, on account of the per¬ 

petual recurrence of their rites and ceremonies." * TJie Brahman is distin¬ 

guished by a brutal self-conceit. “ A Brahman will always refuse to own that 

any European can lie as wise as he is. He holds in sovereign contempt all the 

sciences, arts, and new discoveries which such a teacher could communicate.” f 

Flu; missionary Mr. Ward, who has profited so greatly by the peculiar ad¬ 

vantages which a missionary enjoys, lias the following jm^sage, correbora ted by a 
variety of details. | 

“ *^ie Mr. Maurice seems astonished that a people, so mild, so benevolent, 

so benignant as the Hindoos, 4 who Quoting Mr. Orme) shudder at the very 

ught oj Mood,' should have adopted so many bloody rites. But are these 

Hindoos indeed s© humane ?—these men, and women too, who drag their dviri* 

relations to the banks of the river at all seasons, day and night, and exposl 

• S« an additional testimony to this gluttony, b letter* from a Melmitta camp, bv T D 
brought On, Eetj. p, 47. 3 

f Daedpuon, d-c. of the People of India, by <b» Abbe Dubois, PP. 190, 195, 1+5. Jrtl. !*>. 
I Warn, Itttrod. p, k. 

vol* 1* 8 u * 
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Book It, them to the heat and cold in the last agonies of death, without remorse 5™~who 

' v assist men to commit self-murder, encouraging them to swing with hooks in 

tiieir hacks, to pierce their tongues and sides, to <^&st themselves on noked knives, 

to bury themselves alive, throw themselves into rivers, trom precipices, and 

under the cars of their idolswho murder their own children, by burying them 

alive, throwing them to the alligators, or hanging them up alive in trees for the 

ants and crows before their own doors, or by sacrificing them to the Ganges;— 

who burn alive, amidst savage shouts, the heart-broken widow, by the hands of 

her own son, and with the corpse of a deceased father *—who every year butcher 

thousands of animals, at the call of superstition, covering themselves with their 

blood, consigning their carcases to the dogs, and carrying tlieir heads in triumph 

through the streets?—Are these ‘ the lienignant Hindoos? ’—a people who have 

never erected a charity school, an abms’-house, nor an hospital; who suller their 

fellow creatures to perish for want liefore their very doors, refusing to administer 

to their wants while living, or to inter their bodies, to prevent their being de¬ 

voured by vultures and jackals, when dead ; who, when the power of the sword 

was in their hands, impaled alive, cut off the noses, the legs, and arms of cul¬ 

prits ; and inflicted punishments exceeded only by those of the followers of the 

mild, amiable, and benevolent Boodhu, in the Bumian empire! and who very 

often, in their acts of pillage, murder the plundered, cutting off their limbs with 

the most cold-blooded apathy, turning the house of the murdered into a disgust¬ 

ing shambles!—Some of these cruelties, no doubt, arise out of the religion of 

the Hindoos, and are the poisoned fruits of superstition, rather than the effects 

of natural disposition: but this is equally true respecting the virtues which have 

been so lavishly bestowed on this people. At the call of the shastru, the Hindoo 

gives water to the weary timelier during the month Yoishakhu; but lie may 

|jcrish at his door without pity or relief from the first of the following month, 

no reward being attached to sucb an act after these thirty days have expired. 

He will make roads, pools of water, and build lodging-houses for pilgrims and 

travellers ; but he consider; himself as making a good bargain with the gods in 

all these transactions. It is a fact, that there is not a road in the country made 

by Hindoos except a few which lead to holy places ; and had there been no future 

rewards held out for sucb acts of merit, even these would not have existed. 

Before the kulee-yoogu it was lawful to sacrifice cows; but the man who does it 

now, is guilty of a crime as heinous as that of killing a hramhun be may kill 

a buffalo, however, and Doorgn will reward him with heaven for it, A Hindoo, 

by any direct act, should not destroy an insect, for be is taught that God inhabits 
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ev?n a fly: but it is no great crime if lie should permit even his cow to perish Chap, VIL 

with hunger; and he teats it without mercy, though it be nn incarnation of '— 

Bliuguvutee—it is enough, that he docs not really deprive it of life; for the 

indwelling Bruinhu feels no stroke but that of death. The Hindoo will niter 

falsehoods that would knock down an ox, and will commit perjuries so atrocious 

and disgusting, as to fill with horror those who visit the courts of justice ; hut 

he will not violate his shastru by swearing on the waters of the Ganges. 

“ Idolatry is often also the exciting cause of the most alxnninuble frauds. 

Several instances are given in this work : one will be found in vol. t. p. 122, 

and another respecting an image found under ground by the raja of Nudevya, 
in vol. i. p. 203," 

Speaking of the 5 Tali rattan, Mr, Broughton says, “ 1 have never Ijeen able to 

discover any quality or propensity they possess, which might be construed into a 

fitness for the enjoyment of social life. They are deceitful, treacherous, narrow- 
minded, rapacious, and notorious liars.” * 

* Letter* from a Mnhialta Camp, p. 104. '‘The label* make brave soldier*, and are a*to- 

niahmgly patient of hunger, thirst, and fatigue. The Opinion commonly iuicrmined of the 

ferocity and barbarism of the Uzbeks appear* to be unjust, and is probably owing portly to our 

confounding them with the Calmuls and other rude Tartar tribes between them and Russia, and 

partly to die channels thrcjgh which we lim e received our information regarding them._By 

ail that f can learn, both from Afghan travellers, and from Taujiku of Rulkh and Boklumra, I 

liave reason to think the Uzbeks ns good a people as any in Asia. They are said to be compara¬ 

tively siu cere and honeit. They have few quarrels among individuals, and scarcely any murders; 

and there are few countries in die East, where a stranger would be more at ease. Those who 

imagine the Uzbeks to be savage Tartars, wondering ever wild and delate regions, will be sur¬ 

prised to hear that the city of Bokhmirn is equal in population to Peshawcr, Bnd consequently 

superior to any in England, except London; that it contains mrocrouj colleges, which might accom¬ 

modate from 60 to 600 student* each, and which have professors paid by rhe king, or by private 

foundations i that it abounds in caravanserais, where merchants of all nations meet with great en¬ 

couragement i and that ell religion* are fully tolerated by a prince and people above nil other* 

attached to their own belief-” Elphj ns tone's CaubuJ, 471* 472, 

2 r 2 
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CHAP. VIII. 

The Arts. 

Book II. 

Th* mtiiJA of 
man sib tin? 

|n]d« in irn- 
tring tlw ardef 

of tnrCiilbun in 

tbe cuts, 

We come now to the arts, necessary or ornamental, practised by the Hindus. 

As the pleasures to which the arts are subservient form one of the grounds of 

preference lie tween the rude and civilized state of human nature, the improve¬ 

ment of the arts may he taken as one of the surest indications of the progress 

of society. 

One tiling, first of all, may he observed of the Hindus, that they little 

courted the pleasures derived from the arts, whatever skill they attained in 

them. The houses, even of the great, were mean, and almost destitute of fur¬ 

niture ; * their food was simple and common ; and their dress had no distinction 

(which concerns the present purpose) beyond certain degrees of fineness in the 

texture. 

If we desire to ascertain the arts which man would first practise, in his pro¬ 

gress upwards from the lowest barbarism, we must inquire what are the most 

urgent of his wants. Unless the spontaneous productions of the seal supplied 

hint with food, the means of ensnaring, or killing the animals fit for his use, by 

dubs or stones, and afterwards by his bow and arrows, would first engage his 

attention. How to shelter himself from the inclemency of the weather would 

he his second consideration; and where cavities of the earth or hollow trees 

supplied not his wants, the rude construction of a hut would be one of his ear¬ 

liest operations. A covering for his person is the next of the accommodations 

which his feelings prompt him to provide. At first he contents himself with the 

skin of an animal; but it is surprising at how- early a period he becomes ac¬ 

quainted with the means of fabricating cloth, f Weaving, therefore, and archi- 

* •' The buildings arc ad bate of mud, one story high, except in Surat, where there arc torno 

of Horn;. The Emperor's own houses arc of stone, handsome uud uniform. The great men 

build not, for wont of ioberiunce; but, as far ns I have yet soon, live in tents, or bouses worse 

than our collages.” Sir T, Roe's Letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury, Chore hill, i. 80S, 

t It is curious to observe Imw Plato traces this progress. He is endeavouring to account for the 

origin of society. H ■>’* (r J‘e*) t. >iwu» fOn. rwiru ** «■», i (muf* 

XfiiM, n*i 4V»i *«» ftII irpTt yi ■*, Ttft i Tut Tpif* 2*1 inruii, 

I 
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lecture, are among the first of the complicated arts which are practised, among Ciiap, vm, 

barbarians: and experience proves that they may he carried, at a very early -*■-1 

period of society, to a high state of perfection. It has been remarked, too, 

that one of the earliest propensities which springs up in the breast of a savage 

is a love of ornaments, of glittering trinkets, of bit# of shining metals, or 

coloured stones, with which to decorate his person. The art, accordingly, of 

fetching out the hrilliaiicy of the precious stones and metals, and fashioning them 

into ornaments for the person: the art, in fine, of jewellery; is one which eariv 

appears in the progress of a rude people. 

These three, architecture, weaving, and jewellery, are the only arts for which Ti.e art, ol 

the Hindus have been celebrated ; and even these, with the exception of weaving, ^Yrtjisucti 
remained at a low state of perfection. cultivate 

In a few places in Hindustan are found the remains of certain ancient build- Bindm!'' 

mgs, which have greatly attracted the attention of Europeans ; and, where they Arrfll'ectun?- 

met with a predisposition to wonder nnd admire, have been regarded as proofs 

of a high civilization. " The entry,” says Dr, Robertson, " to the Pagoda of 

Chillambrum. is by a stately gate under a pyramid 122 feet in height, built with 

large stones alwve forty feet long, and more than five feet square, and all covered 

with plates of copper, adorned with an immense variety of figures neatly exe¬ 

cuted. The whole structure extends 1332 feet in one direction, and 936 in 

another. Some of the ornamental parts are finished with an elegance entitled 

to the admiration of the most ingenious artists” * The only article or precise 

information which we obtain from this passage is the greet size of the building. 

As for the vague terms of genera] eulogy bestowed upon the ornaments, they 

are almost entirely without significance—the loose and exaggerated expressions, 

at second hand, of the surprise of the early travellers at meeting with on object 

which they were not prepared to expect. Another structure still more remark¬ 

able than that of Chillambrum, the Pagoda of Seringham, situated in an island 

of the river Caveiy, is thus described by Mr, Orme, “ It is composed of seven 

square indosures, one within the other, the walls of which are twenty five feet 

high, and four thick. These inclosures are 350 feet distant from one another, 

and each has four large gates with a high tower: which are placed, one in the 

middle of each side of the inclosure, and opposite to the four cardinal points 

The outward waH is near four miles in circumference, ami its gateway to the 

7" - - ™r-.r ^ **,) i ^ ^1PU m #, 

rr * */““**“* *** * «’**”"■ ^ Rcpub. lib. a, p. 5TO. 
Roberta on s Hutor. Okqiiis. c^ncctning India, p, $2^ 
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Book II. south is ornamented with pillars, several of winch are single stones thirty-three 

— - * fpet long, and nearly five in diameter; and those which form the roof are still 

larger; in the inmost indosures ate the fhapels." * In this nothing b descrilwd 

as worthy of regard except the magnitude of the dimensions. 

The cave of Elephant a. not far from Bombay, is another work which, from 

its magnitude, has given birth to the snpjHwition of high civilization among the 

Hindus. It b ft cavity in the side of a mountain, about hall' way between its 

base and summit, of the space of nearly ISO feet square. Pieces of the rock, 

as is usual in mining, have been left at certain distances supporting the super- 

incumlient matter: and the sight of the whole, upon the entrance, is grand and 

striking. It had been applied at an early period to religions purposes, when the 

pillars were probably fashioned into the sort of regular form they now present, and 

the figures, with which great part of the inside is covered, were sculptured on 

the stone, f 

* Ortne's Hilt, of Milit. Transact* of Indostan* i. ITS. 

f The civc of Efephnnta is not the only subU'rrancan temple of the Hindu*, exhibiting on si 

large scale the effects of human labour. U ibe tole of Salfictcep in the vicMtj too of Bombayt 

iba pagoda of n similar kind, and Imt little inferior m it in any remarkable circumstance. The 

pagodas of ElJoro* about eighteen miles from Aitrungahod^ arc not of die aijse of these of Ele- 

ph&Dta and SaWikT hut they surprise by their number* and by the idea of the labour which they 

cost Sec a minute description of them by AnqutfiO Dupt-iron* Zendovesta, Disc. Prelim, p. 

oeuxii# Hie seven pagwli*, a* they <vre called at Mavatepuriuii, near Sadrai. on tbe Coro- 

man did coo**, hi another work of the lame description ; and several others might be mentioned. 

Dr. Temuntr who has ri»en higher above travel turn" prejudice* in regard to the Hindus, that! 

m&at *>f his countrymen r mj* M* Their in Elephant® and Sofeelte, an? standing monument* 

of the original gloomy state of their superstition, and the imperfection of their artsi particularly 

that of architecture.1" Endian Recreations, i- 6, The extraordinary cavernh tbe temple of Pusa, 

near Ciutd-chou-fau^ in China* which wo* visited by lonl Macartney, and full of living priests* 

vies in wonderful cifctimstaftCe* with the cave of Eleph&uta. Stew Barrow* Life of Lord Ma- 

enrtncvp Jmunitlf lL 3“ However these gigantic statues, and others of similar form, in the 

cave* of El ora and Sakette may astonish a common observer, the man of taste looks in vain for 

proportion of form, and expression of countenance." Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs* L +23. u I 

must not omit tbe striking resemblance between these excavations (EUphfmtiu &c.) and the sculp¬ 

tured gTOitcw In Egypt " &c. Mi 1 have often been struck with the idea that there may be some 

affinity between the ttrilitn mxmUftm in Arabia, and the excavated mountains in Hindustan/' IbiiL 

u Wt h is difficult (d say how much of the wonderful in thhc excantfem may be tin? mere 

work of nature: J- Left Sult<H and travelled through a country beautiful beyond imagination, with 

all ]Kts*ible diversities of rock ; Eornetimes towering up like ruined ensile?, spires* pyramids, ^c- 

Wc fitted one place so like a mined Gothic abbey, that we halted a little, before we could 

jttti&fy ourselves, that the niches, windows, ruined staircase^ Sec* were all natural rock* A 
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Antecedently to the dawn of teste, it is by magnitude alone that, in building. Cum-, VIIJ. 

nations can exhibit magnificence, nud it is almost uniformly in honour of the -' 

gods, that this s[»cies of grandeur is first attempted. Experience alone could 

have (node us comprehend, at how low a stage of progress in the arts surprising 

structures can he erected. The Mexicans were even ignorant of iron. They 

were unacquainted with the use of scaffolds and crimes. They had no 1 leasts of 

burden. They were without sledges and carts. They were under the necessity 

of breaking tlieir stones with flints, and polished them by rubbing one against 

another. Yet they accomplished works which in magnitude and symmetry vie 

with any thing of which Hindustan has to boast, “ The great temple,” says 

Clavigero, « occupied the centre of the city. Within the enclosure of the wail, 

which encompassed it in a square form, the conqueror Cortez affirms that a tow n 

of 500 houses might have stood. The wall, built of stone and lime, was very 

thick. eight feet high, crowned with battlements, in the form of niches, and 

ornamented with many stone figures in the shape of serpents. It Iratl four gates 

to tlic four cardinal points. Over each of the four gates was an arsenal, fillet! 

with a vast quantity of offensive and defensive weapons, where the troops went, 

when it was necessary, to he supplied with arms. The space within the walls 

was curiously paved w ith such smooth and polished stones that the horses of the 

faithful description of this place would certainly be deemed a fiction." Mungo Park'* Last Mis- 

non to Africa, p.75- Mr. Bryant offers strong reasons to prove tliat the pyramids in Egypt were, 

in a great measure, the work of nature, rat of art. Anc. Mytiiol. v. *200. “ Between the city 

of Canton, and first pagoda, on the bank of the river, is a series," says Mr. Barrow, “ of store 

quarries, w hich appear not to have been worked for many years. The regular ami formal man¬ 

ner in which the stones have been cut sway; exhibiting lengthened street* of house* with cpta- 

dranguW chambers, in the side® or which are square holes nt equal distance*, os if intended for 

the reception of beam*; the smoothness sad perfect perpendicularity or the rides, and the number 

at detached pillars that are scattered over the plain, would justify a similar mistake to that of 

Mr, Addison a doctor of one of the German universities, wham he found at Chateau iTUn in 

I ranee, carefully measuring the free-stone quarries at that place, which he conceived to be the 

venerable remains of nut subterranean palaces of great antiquity.” Barrow's Travels in Chita, 

p. S99. The conclusion* of many of our countrymen in Hindustan will bear comparison with 

that of the German doctor in trance. It is not n bad idea or Foreter, the German commentator 

upon the travels of P. Paulini, that the forming cavern* into temples must naturally have been 

the practise when tarn « yet Irad their principal abodes b caverns. Voyage nuz Tndw Orieo 

p!ir le P, Paulini, til, 115. Volncy says, “ Those labyrinths, temples, and pyramids, bv 

their huge and heavy structure, attest much Leas the genius of a nation, opulent and friendly to 

the arts, than the servitude of a people, who were slave* to the caprice of their monarch .H 
Travels in Egypt, ire, j. 
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Boon II. Spantard* could nut move upon them without slipping and tumbling down. In 

the middle was raised an immense solid building of greater length than breadth, 

covered with square equal pieces of pavement. Tim building consisted of five 

bodies, nearly equal in height, but dilfering in length and breadth \ the highest 

being narrowest. The first body, or Imsis of the building, was more than fifty 

perches long from east to west, and about forty-three in breadth from north to 

south. The second body was about n perch less in length and breadth than the 

first; and the rest in prnjtortioiL, The stairs, which were upon the south side, 

were made of large well-formed stones, ami consisted of 114 steps, each a foot 

high. Upon the fifth body (the top) was a plain, which we shall call the upper 

area, which was altout forty-three perches Long, mid tldrty four broad, ami was 

as wdl paved as the great area below. At the eastern extremity of this 

plain w ere raised two towers to the height of fifty-six feet. These were pro¬ 

perly the sanctuaries, where, upon an altar of stone five feet high, were placed 

the tutelary idols" • The Tlascalans, as a rampart against the Mexican troops, 

erected a wall, (i six miles in length* between two mountains; eight l’eet in 

height, besides the breast-work ; and eighteen feet in thickness.1’ f 

Gardlasso de la Vega inform* us, that * the Incas* who were kings nf Peru, 

erected many wonderful and stately edifices; their castles* temples, and royal 

palaces” says he, l£ their gardens, store-houses, and other fabrics, were build¬ 

ings of great magnificence, as is apparent by the ruins of them. The work of 

greatest ostentation, and which evidences most the power and majesty of the 

Incas, was the fortress of Cozco, whose greatness is incredihle to any who have 

not seen it* and such as have viewed it with great attention cannot but admire 

it, and believe that such a work was raised by enchantment, or the help of 

spirits, being that which surpasses the art and power of man. For the stones 

are so many and so great which were laid in the three first rounds, being rather 

rocks than stones, as passes all understanding, how, and m what manner they 

were hewn from the quarry, or brought from thence, for they had no instru¬ 

ments of iron or steel, wherewith to cut or fashion them : nor less wonderful is 

it to think, how they could be carried to the building ; for they had neither carts 

nor oxen to draw them with; and if they bad, the weight was so vast os no cart 

could bear, or oxen draw; then to think that they drew them with great ropes 

over hills and dales, and difficult ways, !iy the mere foree of men's arms, is 

alike incredible; for many of them were brought ten, twelve, and fifteen leagues 

Cliivigero, Hist- of Mexico, book vi. sect. 10. f Ibid, boob vii. sect, 36- 
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oft—But to proceed further in our imagination of this matter; ami con-Cimi-. vm 

lider how it wns possible tor the people to fit and join such vast machines of / _ 

atones together, and cement them so dose, that the point of n knife can scarce 

pass between them, is a thing above all admiration, and some of them are so 

artificially joined, that the crevices are sconce discernible lietwecn them: Then 

to consider that to square and lit these stones one to the other, they were to he 

raised and lifted up and removed often, until they were brought to their just size 

and proportion ; but how this was done by men who had no use of the rule and 

square, nor knew how to moke cranes or pulleys, and cramps, and other engines, 

to raise and lower them as they hod occasion, is beyond imagination,*1* 

Whatever allowance any preconceptions of the reader may lead him to make 

for exaggeration, which we may believe to lie considerable, in the aljove descrip¬ 

tions, enough undoubtedly appears to prove that no high attainments in civiliza¬ 

tion and the arts ore implied in the accomplishment of very arduous and sur¬ 

prising works in architecture; and it will be allowed, we trust, that such com- 

jturisons lie tween the attainments of diflL'reui nations, are the only means of 

funning a jnecise judgment of the indications of civilization which they present. 

The Gothic cathedrals, reared in modem Europe, which remain among the most 

stupendous monuments of architecture in that quarter of the globe, were con¬ 

structed, many of them at least, at comparatively a very tow stage of civilization 

and science. I o allude to Nineveh and Babylon, is to bring to the recollection 

of the historical reader, the celebrated works of architecture, in temples, walls, 

palaces, bridges, which dhiinguished those ancient cities. Yet it is demon¬ 

strated, that no high degree of improvement was attained by tile people that 

* Royal Commentaries ofFcm, by the Inca GarcH^o de Is Vrga, book vii\ ch. xjtriii. Acorn* 

likewise Mjit (*£ Lis Nature] nud Mora] History of die Imlie?, bonk n. ch* xtv.J dial of these 

rtone* he measured Ooe, si Tiagutmco, which was thirty-eight feet temp, eighteen brood, and six in 

i m-kiifss; and that the iUOtfi in dial building were act solarge as those in the fortress at Ciuco. 

lie adds, ' And that which is mast strange, rinse stones, being not cut, nor squared to join, 

but contranwise, Toy unequal oat with another In form and greatness, yet did they join them 

together without cement, afia in incredible manner. ’ Acosta tells us, however, (tbid.) that they 

were entirely acquainted with the construction of arches- Humboldt, who could have no na¬ 

tional partialities on the subject, is almost os lofty in his praises of the remain* of the ancient 

architecture of the Mexicans and Peruvians. 11 Au Meiique et au Perou.” says he. Tableaux 

de U Nature, i. 166, on mate parte tit dan* Its plaint* devk* des motitagna, des trace* 

dune grande civilization. Non* mma, vu, * mre hauteur de * dix-huft cent toiscs de* 

fume* e palais at de bauy, Thu ruins which lie saw of a palace of immense sire, are men¬ 
tioned at p. )5&. 

VOL. I. 2 X 
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Boole IL erected (herot The pyramids of Egypt, m their dimensions, and surprising 

t —' their durability, afford, intrinsic evidence of the rudeness of the period nt which 

they were reared,* According to Strabo, the sepulchre of Reins at Babylon 

was a pyramid of one stadium in height. It appears to have been built of 

different bodies, or stages, one rising above another, exactly in the manner of the 

great temple at Mexico. A tower, says Herodotus, a stadium both m length 

and breadth, is reared at the base ; and upon tins is erected another tower, and 

again another upon that, to the number of eight towers in all. t 

Sonnerat informs us, " that the architecture of the Hindus is very rude; and 

their structures in honour of their deities are venerable only from their magni¬ 

tude ”t 11 Mail-cotay,” sap Dr. Buchanan, “is one of the most celebrated 

places of Hindu worship, both ns having been honoured with the actual presence 

of an avatara, or incarnation of Vishnu, who founded one of the temples ; and 

also as being one of the principal seats of the Sri Vaishnavam Brahmans, and 

haring possessed very large revenues. The Large temple is a square building of 

great dimensions, and entirely surrounded: by a colonnade ; but it is a mean piece 

of architecture, at least outwardly. The columns are veiy rude, and only about 

six feet high. Above the entablature, in place of a balustrade, is a clumsy mass 

of brick and plaster, much higher than die columns, and excavated with nume¬ 

rous niches, in which are huddled together many thousand images, composed of 

■ 11 Let us now speak," says the President Gogticl, Origin of Laws, pan iu. book ii. ch. t. 

” of the bridge of Babylon, which the undents have placed iti the number of tbe most mar- 

rdlmift works of the East- It wo* near 100 fathoms in length, and almost four in breadth„ 

,lit While wc do justice to the skill of the Babylonians in conducting these works, we cannot 

help remarking the bad ia?tc+ which;, at all times, reigned in the works of the eastern not tons. The 

bridge of Babylon Furnishes a striking instance of it. Thia edifice was absolutely without grace, 

or any air of irmjcslj. , . . T, Finally, this bridge was not arched*" The first chiefs In Iceland 

built no inconsiderable bouses, ingulplfa palace was 135 feet m length. Mallet, Imrod. Hist, 

Beomark* tol. u ck xitL 
f Herodot. Clio, 1SI. Major Kennel, who was obliged to trust to Mt. Belon's Tnmslaiion, 

was puzzled with the expression. u a tower of the solid depth and height of one stadium;,p 

justly pronounces if incredible, and says, 11 Surely Herodotus wrote firttuilh and fragih* and not 

breadth and height,^ Geog+ of licrodot. p- 959P S60P which Ts precisely the foct, the words of 

Herodotus being *** « *** « The word too* here translated solidt as if the 

tower wo* a mere mass of brick work* without any internal vacuity, by no means implies a fact 

so very improbable. Srifm means ifren^ Jirmly Aailt, &c* This rcsHnbkncti has been noticed 

by Humboldt (E&s&i Pwlit. sur la Ncnrr. Espagne,) p, 170, also that between the pyramids of 

Egypt* and the vast pyramids of which the remains are to be found in Mexico, p* 187. The 

palace of Montezuma bore a striking resemblance to that of the Emperor of Chiruij p. 190; 

| Voyttg- de Sounerat* tiv* hL du tuL 
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the same materials, and most rudely formed. The temple itself is alleged to be Chap.VUJ. 

of wonderful antiquity, and to liave been not only built by a god, but to be dedi* ’--' 
cated to Krishna on the very spot where that avatara performed some of his great 

works ” * Of the celebrated {mgodas at Congereram, the same author remarks, 

that “ they are great stone buildings, very clumsily executed, both in their join* 

iags and carvings, and totally devoid of elegance or grandeur, although they are 

wonderfully crowded with what are meant as ornaments." t 

Wonderful monuments of tlie architecture of rude nations are almost every 

where to be found. Mr, Bryant, speaking of tbe first rude inhabitants of Sicily, 

the Cyclopes, who were also called Lestrygons and Lamii, says, " They erected 

many temples, and likewise high towers upon the sea-coast \ and founded many 

cities. The ruins of some of them are still extant: and have been taken notice 

of by Fszdlus, who speaks of them as exhibiting! most magnificent appearance. 

They consist of stones which ore of great size. Faze 11 us, shaking of the bay, 

near Segesta, and of an hill which overlooked the bay, mentions wonderful ruins 

upon its summit, and gives an ample description of their extent and appear¬ 

ance/’ $ Tbe old traveller, Knox, after describing the passion of, the Ceylonese, 

• Buck Mian's Journey through Mysore, &e. iL to, 

t Id- R1-»- *3- Sir Jaiflfcs Mackintosh ingeniously remarks, dial anion- the innumerable 
figures of men And monsters of nil torti exhibited ut Ell ora, you perceive about one in ten thooi- 

nnd that has some faint rudiments of grace, those lucky bits, the offspring of chance, roilier il™™ 
design, which afford copies to a rude people, and enable them to make gradual improvements. 

« Rude nations" (nys Dr. Ferguson, Hist, of the Roman Republic, i, IS. cd. five.) - some¬ 

times execute works of great magnificence, for the purport's of superstition or war; but seldom 

works of mere convenience or cleanliness." Yet the common «wera of Rome, the most magnifi- 

cent that ever were constructed, are assigned to tbe age of the elder Turquiu, Polybius tells 

us that die city of Ecbautmi. in Media, which contained one of the palaces of the Persian 

kbigi, tor excelled all other dties La die world, *>**? u, r, ^ fb,7* n 

I*»nt mMm Amu ^kxjcmu nxat. With regard to the palace itself, he was afraid, he inid. 

to describe its magnitude and magnificence, lest he should not be believed. It was seven stadia in 

circumference; and though all the wood employed In jt was cedar or cypress^ every pan of it, 

piUan, cornice*, beams, every thing, wu cowed with plate* of silver or gold, so that do where 

was a bit of wood visible; and it was roofed with silver tile*. Pdyb. Hist, lib, x. 2*. 

1 Anciem Mythology, book v.p. 211, From p. lg? to 213, on ample and instruc* 

live collection will he found of instances to prove the passion of rude notions for erecting greai 

buildings; and the degree of perfection La art which their works display. Priam’s palace, 

according to Hamer, was a magnificent building. That remarkable structure, the labyrinth 0f 

€«te, was produced in a very early age. Mr. Ward oaura us, that « of tbo Hindu temple* maie 

appw to he distinguished for Use elegance of their architecture; ihoy are not the work of a people 

vunk in hatboium; neither will they hear any comparison with the temple* of the Greeks and 

2X2 
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Boon n. for instructing temples and ns ointment*, of enormous magnitude* in honour of 

-— -/ their gods, drily adds; « As if they had been liom solely to hew rocks and great 

stones, and lay them up in heaps:”* the unsopMsticated decision ot a sound 

understooding, on operations which the affectation of taste and antiquarian ere 

iiulity have magnified into proofs of the highest dvilizaliom 

Of one very necessary and important part of orcliitetTure* the Hindus were 

entirely ignorant* They knew not the construction of arches, till they first 

learned it from their Moslem conquerors. In the description of the superb temple 

at ScrSnghrnm we have already seenf that no letter expedient was known than 

great flat stones for the roof 41 On the south branch of the riverTl Covery, at 

Seringapntnm, ssiys Dr. Buchanan* " a bridge has been erected# which serves 

also ns an aqueduct, to convey from the upper part of the river a huge canal of 

water into the town and island. The rudeness of this bridge will show the small 

progress that the arts have made in Mysore. Square pillars of granite are cut 

from the rock, of a sufficient height to rise above the water at the highest floods. 

These arc placed upright in rows, as long as the intended width of the bridge, 

and distant afKiut ten feet from each other. They are secured at the tbottom by 

being let into the solid rock, and their tops being cut to a level, a long stone fa 
laid upon each mw. Above these longitudinal stones, others ate placed contiguous 

to each other, and stretching from row to row, in the direction of the length of 

the bridge”% The celebrated bridge over the Euphrates, at Babylon, was con¬ 

structed on similar principles, and the president Goguct remarks, “ that the 

Babylonians were not the only people who were ignorant of the art of turning 

an ai'ch. This secret ™ he adds, 44 for ns I can find, was. unknown to all the 

people of remote antiquity * ji T,Tiough the ancient inhabitants, however* of 

Romans/' He adds, 11 We learn from die Ain Akbtbw^ however, that foe entire revenues of 

Orissa, for twelve yearn, were ejtpeoded Sa erect log a temple to the sun.'* Lmrod. p. Is- 

* Knox's Hist, of Ceylon, London, 1681* 

t See ahovi\ p, 334. 41 Their knowledge of mechanical povm/fc tap Mr. Orme, “ b m 

very confined, ihcu we are left to aclvniri?, without Wing able to account for, the manner in which 

they have erected their capital pagocks* It dors not appear foot they had ever made □ bridge of 

arches over any of their mere* before foe Mahemcdntis came amongst them/1 Hiet, of MU* Trans, 

aflndostun, i„7. 

| Uuchonan's Journey through Mysore, ScC- i. GL 

f Goguet, Origin of Laws, port iiL hook ii- ck L He Rays, ** it even appear* to me demon¬ 

strated, that the Egyptians had not modi more knowledge of architecture, of sculpture, and of the 

fine arts tn general* than the Peruvians and Mexicans. For example, neither the one nor the 

other knew the secret of building vaults. What remain* of foundery or sedpture, b equally 
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Persia* were ignorant of this useful and ingenious art* the modem Pemam are CFtAt*¥lIL 

admiralty skilled in it: the roofo of the houses are filmost all ranked; and the ^—v-; 

builders are peculiarly d extort ms in constructing them#* 

Of the exquisite degree of perfection to wliich the Hindus have carried the wearing, 

productions of the loom* it woidd be idle to offer any description; as there are few 

objects with which the in habitants of Europe are better acquainted. Whatever 

may have I>eeii the attainments* in tliis art* of other nations of antiquity, the 

Egyptians, for example, whose fine linen was so eminently prized, the ininiufac- 

ture of no modem nation can, in delicacy and fineness* vie with the textures of 

Hindustan* It is observed at the same time, by intelligent travellers* that this 

is the only art which the original inhabitants of that country have carried to any 

considerable degree of perfection.! 

To the skill of the Hindus* 5n this art, several causes contributed. It is one 

of the arts to which the necessities of man first conduct him ; \ it b one of those 

clumsy ftiid boorrect I think this obwarotJon absolutely esseDLid." Origin of Laws, pan ilL 

dissert, Lri, Ctavsgero, however, asserts that, the Mexicans did know the on of constructing arches 

and votilu, ft® appends he say«, from their baths, from the remains of die royal palace* of Teicuco, 

and other building*; oml also from several printEugb. Mist. Mux, book viLsect* 5£. 

* Chardin, Voy. en Perse, Hi* 116, e*d+ 4to+ Amsterd* 1755. On esi frsippe [a Ispahan] de 

felegnnte architecture des pent* ; I"Europe ifoffre ricn rjui lour soil comparable pour lucommodhe 

de* gens de pied, pour In fiicilitc de leur passage, pour lee foire jimir tare, trouble* le jour, do la 

vue ile la riviere ct de ses environ?, el* le*oirp de la frakheur de Fair, Qtmer, Voyage, v. ISO. 

Ld sculpture cel millc ou 1\t&ls. Mule ('architecture, plus n]tuple* plus elegante, 

ruieux ordomace qim chex lea Turcs, eel tout-a-frit adapted au dimah Lcs plafonds, el ]es 

domes iont dune rtruherche, d un. 5ni, duo precicu*, dune richeese qui etoime* , . , , . . 

* # * -.. PtBftnc not poijsujr fort kin fort tie faire lea routes, .... 

Los toitfl de leurs nmiscni soot vouIce, leur planchcr* Je bant uusej* lb. v* S&B, 2y0. Ihe 

skill in architecture of the Turks, o very rude people* in wdJ known. 11 Perhaps- 1 am in 

die wrong, but some Turkish mosques in Con* tant mopto please me better than St- Sophia*—-That 

of Vabdc Sul lan is the largest of all, built entirely of marble; the most prodigious, and 1 think the 

most beautiful structure I ever saw. Bel ween friend*. Su Paul’s Church would moke a pitiful 

figure near It/' Letters of Lady Mary Worliey Montague, Works* ii* *2±9t 250. 

■f 11 No art id Hindustan h tarried to the same degree of perfection a* in Europe, except some 

articles in which the cheapness of labour gives them an advantage, ns in the case of the fine muslins 

at Dacca-" Tennant’s Indian Recreations, L 104. The people nre in a state of gross rudeness* 

Buchanan informs us, ES in every part of Bengal, where arts have not been introduced by fo¬ 

reigner ; the only one that has been carried to tolerable perfection u that of weaving " Journey 

through Mysore, iL S85- 

t Mr. Park tells m that the art* of spinning* weaving* and dyeing cotton, are familiar to tlw 

Africans, Travel*, p. J 7* 

6 
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Boom IL wludi experience proves to arrive early at high perfection ; and it is an art to 

-*-' which the circumatwmm of the Hindu were in a wngular manner adapted. Hia 

dim ate and anil conspired to furnish him with the most exquisite material for 

his art, the finest cotton which the earth produces. It is a sedentary occupation, 

and thus in harmony with his predominant incliuMioti. It requires patience, of 

which he has an mexlimistible fund; it requires little bodily exertion* of which 

he is always exceedingly sparing ; and the finer the production, the more slender 

the force which he called upon to apply* But this i& not all. I he weak and 

delicate frame of the Hindu is accompanied with an acuteness of external sense* 

particularly of touch* which is altogether unrivalled, and the flexibility oj his 

fingers is equally remarkable, The hand of the Hindu* therefore, constitutes an 

organ, adapted to the finest operations of the loom in a degree which is almost* or 

altogether, peculiar to himself* 

Yet die Hindus j>ossessed not this single art in so great a degree of perfection, 

compared with rude nations* as, even on that ground* to lay a solid foundation 

for very high pretensions* * In Mexico*" says Clarigero, Ll manufactures of 

various kinds of cloth were common every where; it was one of those arts which 

almost every person learned- Of cotton they made large webs* and as delicate 

and fine as those of Holland, which were with much reason highly esteemed in 

Europe. A few years after the conquest, a sacerdotal habit of the Mexicans was 

brought to Home, which* as Boturim affirms* was uncommonly admired on account 

of its fineness. They wove these cloths with different figures and colours, repre* 

renting different animal* and flowers*" f When the Goths first broke into the 

■ s* A people* sap Mr, Orme, « bom under a sun loo sultry to admit the exorcises and 

fatigues, necessary to form a robust nation* will naturally* from the weakness of their bodies, (espe¬ 

cially if they have few wants) endeavour to obtain their scanty livelihood by the easiest labours* 

it ii from hence* perhaps, that tbe innimfitctiifa of doth are b& multiplied in XndostAn* Spinning 

untl wpflving nrj ■ -|||£ ftlighttsi mih which a man ran ho Ml to, and the numbers that do nothing 

dse ni this country are exceeding.44 Me adds;+< The hand of an Indian cookwcnch shall be mere 

delicate than that of on European beauty; the skin aud femora of a porter shall be softer than 

those of a profefted petk-rntritre, The women wind of tbe raw ulk from the pod of tlie worm. A 

single pod of mw silk u divided into twenty different degrees of fineness; and &o exquisite is the 

fowling of these woman, that whilst die thread is running through their fingers m swiftly, that their 

eye am be of no Et^utance> they will break it off exactly as tbe assortment* change* at once from 

the first to the twentieth, from the nineteenth to the second- The women likew ise spin the thread 

designed for the dothi, and then deliver it to the mat* who have fingers to mode! it a* uxqukttcly 

as these have prepared it."' Onne, an the Gov, and People of Indoamu? p. 409 to #1$* 

t Clflrigerop Hist* of Mexico, book viu sect 57. 
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Roman empire they possesseri fringed carpets and linen garments of so fine a CriAe-VlII. 

quality os greatly surprised the Greeks and Romans, and have been thought ' "v “ * 

worthy of minute description by Eunaphis and Zosimus.* ” Pliny, speaking of 

a Cfupet For covering such beds as the ancients made use of at table, says, that 

this piece of furniture, which was produced from the looms of Babylon, amounted 

to eighty-one thousand sestertia-^f This proves the fineness to which that 

species of manufacture was then wrought, and the superiority in the art which 

the Babylonians, who could not construct an arch, had yet attained. The 

Asiatic nations seem to have excelled, from the earliest ages, in the manufactures 

of the loom. It is by Pliny record cd, as the opinion ofliis age and nation, that 

* See Gibbon (Hut- of the Dcd. and Foil of the Rom. Emp. iv. S6+), who sav*. 11 Yet it must 

be presumed, that they (the carpets and garments) were the manufactures of the provinces ; which 

the bmhariuni liud acquired as the spoils of war ; or ns die gift* or merchandise of peace.’1 ihit 

had they been the manufactures of the provinces, the Rommu must have known them finmliarlr 

for what they were ; and could never have been so much surprised with their own niAJfiki&cturis, 

transferred by plunder, gift, or sale to the barbarians, (of none of which operations, had they 

existed, could they have been altogether ignorant) m to mate their historians think itneccs^iry 

to place a minute description of tin m in their works. 

+ Goguet, Origin of Laws, part ui. book vi. ch. i. art. 2, That diligent and judicious writer 

says, “ Of nil the am of which we have to speak in this second part, there ore none which appear 

to hove been more or better cultivated than those which concern clothing. We see taste and 

magnificence shine equally iu the description Mows gives of the habits of the high priest and the 

vails of the tabernacle. The tissue of all these works was of linen, goat’s hair, wool, andhv&ui. 

Hie richest colours, gold, embroidery, and precious stones, united to embellish it." lb. pan ii, book 

ii.ch.ii. The following lofty description of the tissues of Babylon, by Dr. Gillies, (see the descrip¬ 

tion of Babylon, in his History of the VI arid) is not surpassed by the most strained panegyrics 

upon the weaving of the Hindus. “ During the latter part of Nebuchadnezzar's reign, and the 

twenty-six years tliat intervened between his death and the conquest of his capital by Cyrus, 

Babylon appears net only to have been the seal of on imperial court, and station for a vast garrison, 

but the staple of the greatest commerce that perhaps was ever carried on by one city, ft* precious 

manufactures under ils hereditary sacerdotal government remounted, ax we have wen, to immemorial 

anti quity. The Baby 1 onions continued thence forward to be cloathed with the produce of their own 

industry. Their bodies were covered with fine linen, descending to their feet: their mitres or turbans 

were also of linen, plaited with much art; they wore woollen tunicks, above which a short white 

cloak repelled the rays of the sun. Their houses were solid, lofty, and separated, from a regard to 

health and safety, at due distance? from each other: within tltcm the floors glowed with double 

and triple carpets of die brightest colours; and the walls were adorned with those beautiful tissues 

called Sinduncs, ukase fine, vet firm texture wa* employed as the fittest doalhing for eastern 

kings. TIic looms of Babylon, and of the neighbouring (torglppu, a town owing its prosperity to 

manufactures wholly, supplied to all countries round, the finest veils or hangings, and every article 

of dress or furniture composed of cotton, of linen, or of wool.1' 
1 
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Rook IL of the art of weaving cotton Scmircunk is to be rcvem) m the mvcntrcss. The 

^ “ t-ity Arnehae, celebrated by the Greeks and Romans as the place where weaving 

wm first invented, mid where it carried to the highest perfection, is repre¬ 

sented by Mr* Bryant m the same with liredi or Barsippo, and dtiiatcd on the 

Euphrates, in the territory of Babylon* One of the accomplishmoots of the 

goddess of wisdom herself, {so early was the datp) was her unrivalled excellence 

in the art of weaving; and A incline, according to the poets, was a virgin* who, 

daring to vie with Minerva in her favourite art, was changed into a spider for 
her presumption.f 

That ingenuity h in its infancy among the Hindus, is shown by the rodem^i 

still observable in the instruments of this their favourite art. The Hindu loom* 

with all its appurtenances, u coarse and iR-fashioncd, to a degree hardly less 

surprising than the fineness of the commodity which it h the instrument of pro¬ 

ducing, It consists of little else than a few sticks or pieces of wood, nearly in 

the state in wJiich nature produced them, connected together by the rudest con¬ 

trivances- There is not so much as an expedient for rolling up the warp- It is 

stretched out at the full length of the w eb ; which makes the bou&e of the weaver 

insulHdent to contain him. He Is therefore obliged to work continually in the 

open air; and every return of inclement weather interrupts him 4 

* Bryant * Ancient Mythology, m* 425, It wm from this dty die spider (Anichfle) for its 

ctinous web, was said to have derived m name. The poet Norm us dins cele brates its manu¬ 
facturer: 

K*| Tip fiwU nrrm Hf* Tjvp&f *Af 

'tfnu.mrt 
Again i 

TOXVTfTW*' AkJ A 
Evfywm +tXvibJ‘*AM Inur1 

Nonmu, Jib- xvili. p. 326, Edit. 1509; et lib, xllh p. 747. S4e the brilliant description 

which Chnnlln gives of ihe exquisite skill of the modern Persians in the art of weaving j. of the 

extraordinary beauty and value of their gold fdfrtfc They make not fine cottons, he says, only 

for this reasuti, that they can import them cheaper from India. Cliardin, Voyages ea Ferae, iiL 

119. Qtivkr sftyi; '* lb excellent dans la fabrication des ctoifes de soie porvp do sole et colon, de 

fime et or on argent, de colon pur, de colon et laino. A Yesd, a CachaUp h Ispahan, on travail]To 

avee aoumt de gout que de pnapriete It* broc4irdxT les velours. les sarins* et presqu*? 

toute# lea etoffia qua doue comiaissofis, CLmer Voyage, Ac. v, 304, 305, 306. 

t OritL We learn from Plato, that, when any fine production of die loom among the 

Greeks wm retrace ted us of die mast exquisite fineness and beauty, it was compared to those of 

the Pctxiam i rm £*** ware**^* iiMi jaw Stm m UifFttuu. im itI lipphs Min. £&5, 

t Orene, on the Government and People of Indratan, p. 409P Ac* Tennant * Indian Recrea¬ 

tions, L 30L " The apparatus of the waver ii very simple; two roller! placed in four pieces of 
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Among the arts of the Hindus, that of printing and dyeing their dolha has Cirar.VHL 

lieen celebrated; and the Iteantv and brilliancy, as well as durability, of the —'■-' 

colours they produce, is worthy of the highest praise. This bos never been Dj,u,e' 

supposed to he one of the circiiinstances on which any certain inferences with 

regard to civilization could be founded. It has been generally allowed that a 

great, if not the greatest part of the excellence which appears in the colours of 

the Hindu cloths, is owing to the superior quality of the colouring matters with 

which their happy climate and soil supply them.* Add to this that dyeing is an 

early art " It must have made” says Goguet. “a very rapid progress in the 

earliest times in some countries. Moses speaks of studs dyed sky-blue, purple, 

and double-scarlet; lie also speaks of the skins of sheep dyed orange and violet.” f 

The purple, so highly admired by the ancients, they represented as the invention 

of Hercules, thus tracing back its origin even to the fabulous times. In durabi¬ 

lity it appears not that any thing could surpass the colours of the ancients. “ We 

never ” says Goguet, * find them complain that the colour of their stuffs was 

subject to alter or change. Plutarch tells us, in the life of Alexander, that 

the conqueror found among the treasures of the kings of Persia, a prodigious 

quantity of purple stuffs, which, for one hundred and eighty years which they 

Iiad been kept, preserved all their lustre, and all their primitive freshness. We 

find in Herodotus, that certain people, on the borders of the Caspian Sea, imprinted 

on their stuffs designs, either of animals or flowers, whose colour never changed, 

and lasted as long even as the wool of which their deaths were made." | 

wood fixed is liu- earth; two sticks which traverse the warp, and are supported at each of the 

extremities, ore by two strings lied to the tree under which the loom it placed, and the other by 

two other strings tied to the workman's fed, which give* him a facility of removing the threads of 
the wwp to throw the woof," Sonnerat, Voysg. Em lii. dt. wii. 

• "Perhaps thdr painted doth* are more indebted to the brilliancy of the colours, and the 

goodness of the water, than any skill of die artist, for that admiration with which they have been 

viewed," Tennant's Indian Recreations, L299. Chardin, who tells a, how admirable the Per¬ 

sian* are m the art of dyeing, adds that their excellence in this respect is prbripallv awln- to the 

eaqmsiteocss of thdr colouring mutters. Voyages en Perse, ffi, 116. 

f Goguet, Origin of Laws, part ii. bool u.eh. H. art, 1. 

t Ibid " The l inen manuiacLured by the Colchlans was in high repute. Some of it was curiously 

pointed wnh figures of animal* and flowers t and afterwards dyed like the linen of the Indians. 

And Herodotus tell* u*. that the whole was so deeply tinctured, that no washing could efface the 

colours. They-accordingly exported it to various marts, a* it was every where greatly sought 

trr. p ant B Anc. Mylhol. v. 109. Herodotus, however, represents the people of whom he 
jpeoks, as ut wsure of great barbarity | K- n lim, 

Cho, cciu. The Chinese dye scarlet more exquisitely than any other nation. Lord Msttiteev 

HI ~M S V TOL+ h 
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Mao* IT. Wc shall next consider the progress of the I lindus in agriculture, which, 

ApirijCr' though the most important of nil the useful arts, is not the first invented, nor die 

first which arrives at perfection. It is allowed on nil hands that the agriculture 

of Hindustan is rude; but the progress of agriculture depends so much upon the 

laws relating to landed property, that the state of this art may continue very Imv, 

in <i country where other arts are carried to u high .degree of perfection. 

A Hindu field, in the highest state of cultivation, it described to lie only so fur 

changed by the plough, ns to a Herd n scanty supply of tuuuld for covering the seed; 

while tltc useless and hurt fid vegetation is so far from being eradicated, that, 

where burning precedes not, which for a short time smooths the surface, the 

grasses and shrubs, which have hid defiance to the plough, cover a large propor¬ 
tion of the surface- 

Nothing can exceed the rudeness and inefficiency of the Hindu implements of 

agriculture. The plough consists of a few pieces of wood, put together with less 

adaptation to the end in view, than has been elsewhere found among some of the 

rudest nations. It has no eonlrivance for turning over the mould; mid the .-bare, 

having neither width nor depth, is incapable of stirring the soiL The ejuration 

of ploughing is tfcscrihed by the expressive term scratching. Several ploughs 

fellow one another, all to deepen the same furrow; a second ploughing of the 

same sort is performed across the first; and very often a third ; and a fourth in 

different directions, before so much as an ApjteEirance of mould is obtained for the 
seed,* 

says, it arises “from their indefatigable care ami pnitis, in washing, purifying, and grinding their 

colouring matters." Sec Lord Macartney's Journal, Burrow'* Life of Lord Macartney, ii, Jig. 

The same expenditure of time and patience, commodities generally abounding in a rude state of 

wdety, are the true causes of both (he doe dyeing and the fine wearing of the Hindus. Both 

Hindus and fhiutst me indebted fur all elegance of pattern to their European visitors.-_Four cr 

qui est lies arts ntechaniques, oolui eu Iff Pervona excellent le plus, ct ou ils nous etirpossent pout- 

etre, e est k tcioture, Ha dounrat a Jcurs ctoSes d« couleun plus vives, plus sol ides tju'oii no fait 

cn Europe. Ils iniprimcnt relies de coton el celles de sole a vet umr nettetf et unc tenockc sur- 

prenautes, wit quilt emptolcnl des couleun, soil quilt precedent avec des full lea d*or el d’urgcnt. 

Olivier, V oyage, &c. v. 30S. Mr, Park infunus us, that the negroes of Africa hare carried the ort 

of dyeing (a great perfection. Travels in Africa, p 281t see also his Last .Mission p. 10, The 

ons in which the Hindus lisrfi any pretension* to skill sft the very arts in which so rude a people 

as die 1 uflu most excel. “ Presque tous le* arts rent dans I'entmice, ou sont ignore* chw em, ii 

nous cn exceptoui Is teinturc, ia tub ri cation ilt di verses ctoflex, cel If des lames do sabre ct de 

couteau. Voyage dam i Empire Ottoman. Ac, par G, A. Olivier, j. Sfi. 

• Mou frequently see afield, after one ploughing, appear as gretn as before; only a fen 

scratches ore perceptible, here and there, more resembling the digging of a mole, than the work of 

a plough." Tennant's ind. liter. lL 7&. 
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The instrument employed as a harrow is described ns literally a branch of a Chap. VIII. 

tree9 in some places as n log of wood, performing the office partly of a roller, ' *"v—^ 

partly of a harrow; and in others as a thing resembling a ladder of about 

eighteen feet in length, drawn by four budocks, and guided by two men, who 

stand U[K>n the instrument to increase its weight,* The hackery, which answers 

the purpose of cart or waggon, is a veliicle with two wheels, which are not three 

feet in diameter, and are not imfrcqucntly solid pieces of wood, with only a hole 

in the middle for the axle tree. The JxmIv of the machine is composed of two 

bamboos, meeting together at an angle between the necks of the two bullocks, by 

which the vehicle is drawn, and united by a few crossing liars of the same useful 

material. It t$ supported at the angle by a bar which passes over the necks of 

the two animals; and cruelly galls them. To lessen the friction between the 

wheel and axis, and save either his wretched cattle, nr his own ears, the simple 

expedient of greasing his wheels, never suggested itself to the mind of a ryot of 

Hindustan,! Even this wretched vehicle can seldom be employed for the pur¬ 

poses uf husbandry, from the almost total want of road*. It is in back loads 

that the carnage of almost all the commodities of the country is performed; and 

in many places the manure is conveyed to the fields in baak^s on the backs of 
the women.f 

Every thing which savours of ingenuity; even the most natural results of 

common observation and good sense, ate foreign to the agriculture of the Hindus. 

* Tennant'* led. Rect. ii. )24, 275, 

t Ibid. 75. “ Von cannot, by any argument, prevail upon the listless owner to save hi* ears, hi> 

cattle, or his cart, by lubricating it with oil. Neither his iniluitty, his invention, nor hi* purse, 

would admit of this, even though you could remove what i* generally insurmountable—hi* venora- 

tion for ancient usage. 1/ his forefidherv drove a screeching hackery, posterity will not dare to 

violate the sanctity of custom by departing from tlieir example. This is ahe instance of a thou¬ 

sand in vl*ith the inveterate prejudices of the Asiatics stood in the way of their improvemen t, and 

bid defiance equally to the exertions of the active, and the hopes of tilts benevolent." Ibid, "fi. 

Title characteristic mark of a rude people, a blind opposition to in novation. Is displayed by person* 

among ourselves, a* if it was die highest mart of wisdom and virtue. When will the nation at 

large have wisdom to know it for what it is?—The waggon wheels are one piece of solid timber 

like a millstone. Tavernier, in Harris, i. 815. 

J. ImaOude are imported a variety of articles of commerce from the northern mountains, gold, 

copper, lead, musk, cow-tails, honey, pomegranate seeds, grapes, dried ginger, popper, red-wood, 

linear, civet, aedoary, was, woollen doth*, wooden ware, and various species of hawks amber, 

rocket, assafertidft, glass toys. What .u carried back in earthen ware. All this commerce is car¬ 

ried upon the backs of tuen, or hones and goats, Aycea Akbeny, ii, 33, Buchauim's Journey, 

i- £05, 434. Capt. Jludwickc, A*iot. Res, vi. 330- 

3 Y 2 
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Boot II. The advantages arising from the observation of the fittest season for sowing are 

—v—* almost entirely neglected. No- attention w as ever paid in Hindustan to the 

varieties of the grains : so as to select the liest seed, or that fittest for particular 

situations. For restoring fruit fill ness to a field that is exhausted, no other expe¬ 

dient is know n, than wspeidiif its cultivation ; when the weeds, with w hich it is 

always plentifully stored* usurp undivided dominion. Any such refinement as a 

fallow', or n rotation of crops, is far beyond the reach of a Hindu* The most 

irrational practice that ever found existence in the agriculture of any nation i* 

general in India, that of sowing various species of seeds, mustard, flax, barley, 

wheat, milletp maize, and many others, which ripen at different intervals, all 

iiidiscrimiimtely on the same spot. As soon as the earliest ot tlie crops is 

mature* the reapers are sent into the field* who pick out the stalks of the plant 

which is ripe, and tread down the rest with their feet. This operation U negated 

bs each [vart of the product arrives at maturity, till the whole is separated from 

the ground. 
Though, during the dry season, there is an almost total failure of vegetables for 

the support of cattle; of which every year many are lost by famine, and the 

remainder redtioeft to the most deplorable state of emaciation and weakness 

no means were ever imagined by the Hindu of saving part of the produce ol the 

prolific season, to supply the wants of die barren one. Hay is a commodity 

which he never attempted to make* Various crops, as the different kinds of 

pulse and millet, might he produced at all seasons, and would afford the most 

important relief to the cuttle when the pasture grounds are ham. Such crops, 

for such a purpose, it would be vain to look for in Hindustan. The horses them¬ 

selves are preserved alive by the grooms picking up the roots of the grass with a 

knife from the ditches and tanks.* 

* For ibis ikctdi uf I Itiulu agriculture, the chief authorities are, a abort treatise, entitled 11 Re¬ 

marks on the Agriculture, ®f BengalTcnmuit'* Indian Recreation^, particularly die second 

volume; and Dr, Buchanan's Journey through Mysore* Camiru, and Malabar. After dcneribiDg 

die wretched state of agriculture in the neighbourhood of Seringujmiani, Dr. Buchanan soy#; “ I 

am afraid, however, that die reader, in perusing the foregoing accounts, will have formed an opi¬ 

nion of the native agriculture still more favourable than it deserves. 1 have been obliged to uw 

the English word* ploughing^ weeding*, and hoeing*, to express operations semawhai similar, 

that are performed by the natives; and the iraqueat repetitions or these* mentioned in the accounts 

taken from the citlfi*muni, might Induce the reader to imagine that the ground wha well wrought, 

and kept remarkably dean. Quite the reverse, however, is die truth. Ow ing to die extretne 

htiperfecdon of their implements, and want of strength id tlieir catdeR a tidd* after six or eight 

ploughing^ Iilu? pixmerou* small bushe= remaining n* upright in it m before the Labour, while the 
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The only circumstance to captivate the Fancy of those Europeans who were m Cuaf, V1IL 

the look-out for subjects of praise, was the contrivance for irrigation, Kcser- " “V"T^ 

voirs or excavations, known in India by the name of Uinks, were so contrived 

as to collect a large body of water in the rainy season, whence it was drawn off 

h the season of drought for the refreshment of the fields. These tanks appear 

to have !*een at all times a principal concern of the govertiment; and when it is 

considered that almost the whole revenue of the sovereign depended in each year 

upon the produce of Lhe suilP and that the decay of the tanks ensured the decay 

of revenue, it is no wonder that of such care arid wisdom sis the government 

anv where displayed, a large |»ortioii should appear to have been bestowed 

upon the tanks. In certain places much care and labour have been bestowed. 

But those authors strangely mistook by whom this circumstance was regarded 

ns a proof of refined agriculture and great civilization. It is only in a small num¬ 

ber of instances, where the w hole power of an extensive government, and that 

almost always Mahemedan* had been applied to the works of irrigation, that 

tliOv are found on a considerable scale, or in any hut the rudest state. In a 

country in which, without artificial w atering, the crops would always !*e lost, the 

ingenuity of sinking a hole in the ground, to reserve a supply of water, need not 

be considered as great,* 

plough bus not penetrated above three inches deep* and has turned ever no part of the soIL * * * 

The plough has neither coulter tier mouM-ho&rd, to divide nod to turn over the soil; and the handle 

grraj s he ploughman very little power to command itfi direction- The other irurlruments are equally 

imperfect, and are more rudely formed tlian it was po&sibk for my draughtsman to represent.” 

Budmimn'i Journey through Mysore, Ac. L 126- In another place he says, M In every field them 

is enure gtfira thuu corn* Notwithstanding the many plough Engs, the fields are Full of gru** foots,” 

Ibtd, p. 3 Kj. See also p. 15* Agriculture was almost universal nmong tbe American tribes. 

** Throughout idl Anitiriai, we scarcely meet with any nation of hunter*, which dues nut practise 

some species of culdration-" Robertsons America* iL 117- The agriculture of the Peruvians 

was apparently superior to that of die Hindus. Ibid- iLL Ml- 

* Frazier (sec his Vnysge to the South Seat p. 215P London edition, t?IS) says, 14 The ancient 

Indian* wore extraordinary industrious in conveying the water of the rivers to thidr dwellings : 

there are ^till to be seen in many place* aqueducts of eurth and of dry stones, carried on and 

turned off very ingeniously along the sides of hllb, with an infinite number of windings, which 

shows that those people, as unpolished us they were, very well understood the art of levelling,11 

There ii something indicative of no little art in the Boating garden* and fields which were on the 

IjIc of Mexico. (Sen the Bc$criptiun in Qarigeru, Hist. Mex. hoot vijr $ect, 2*7.) The cultiva¬ 

tion ot their fields, considering it wa* done, by human, without the aid of animal labour, was remark* 

able, and their produce surprising. (Ibid, *ect. £B.} The following parage from Gordinal de h 

Vega deserves to be quoted ;m a monument of the labour!! of the PituviaUH in ngTscidtiunei 

" They drained aJJ wet moors and fens, for in that art they wore excellent,, ns ia apparent by thou- 
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To separate the grain from the straw, the undent method of treading with 

oscn has, in Hindustan, given way to no improvement; and for the most part 

tiie corn is still ground in tuodmills by the women.* 

Of the arts which at an early stage of society acquire the greatest excellence, 

one, as we hove already observed, is that of preparing brilliant trinkets for the 

ornament of the jierson. The Hindus cut the precious stones, polish them to a 

work, which remain unto this Jay; And also they were very ingenious in making aqueducts for 

carrying water into diy anil scorched lands." (He expbdus Irew careful t|u>y were to waier both 

** lan(li a"d P**™*-) " After they bul made a provision of wate'r, the neat thing waa 
tn dress, and cultivate, and dear their field* of bushes and trees; and that they might with most 

ndvantage receive the water, they made than in a quadrangular form; those lands which were 

goo on i iv side t»i In Its. they levelled by certain alleys or walks which they made. To make these 

o leys they ™**d three walls of friexed stone, one before, and one of each side, somewhat inclining 

inwards, so that they may more securely bear and keep up the weight of the earth, wliicli is press, 

ed and rammed down hy them, until it be raised to the height of the wall. Then dKt to tills 

walk they umde another, something shorter and tea, kept up ia the same manner with its wall - 

until at length they came to take in the whole Ml, levelling It by degree, in fashion of a ladder 

one alley above the other* Where the ground was stony, they gathered up the stones, and o 

veret i le barren sod with fresh vartli to make their levels, that so no part of die ground might be 

los[, Thu first 11uiit!nmoles were the targes^ and os apftciu'iis as the sit uat tuts »f the place cuuid 

uar, eomi being of thnt length and breadth as were capable to receive a hundred. Mine two hua* 

drsd, or three hundred bushels of seed. Those of the second row ware made narrower and 

shorter. * * * • In some parts they brought the dmunda of water from fifteen or twenty learns 

distance, though it were only to improve b slip of a few acre's of land, which was esteemed eood 

corn ground. Royal Commentaries of Peru, part i. book v. di. i. The Mcrcurio Penrnno de- 

sen ks extensive works for irrigation among the Ptnivian#, of which the vestiges me still to be seen. 

Jlfercur. Peniano vu, 38. Acosta tells us (Nat. and Mor. Hist, book iii. du xviii.} <■ Tire 

mi aim . o raw from these floods, that run from the mountains to the valleys and plains, many 

^Tl" ' n" «"* *• <*» i» "t» d» mm »d 0»I, **11 orIlu „i,;lu 
Fcnih and of many other ports of the Indies," ^ 

• SoniKT.ii, Yoyag. lie. iii. ch. viii; Tennants Ind. Recr. I 3Q2. The country of the Seiks 

2?IrjsSS. “ ;^fWTOed flU,hor’ rfanckij^ “ & Memota ifGootge W 
7*/' ’W’ "ir0rms w’« luS% cultivated, and their am and mooufacLure* are on a lerel with 

*ZZZfZ PMi °f ^ ^ T"“« * -« ™ coutume quils obsenent 
f . ***** 9uepersonae ne pern sc muwr diet emt, avaot que davoir plant* co tin 

”1 T T9*nm*,*im- ^«cquon treuve partem dan# les montarewadu D«d*s* 

iHist. Gened. de Tatars, p. 3,3.) SSSSZ 
nf tire law* ^ " T° witJl “ » ^fll ** "tolc eKte.it 

. - * ^7 7™ Zettdav. iL eio.} The Herall, and Lombards, In 
thou native w*h. vulnvoted fl„, « which supposes," says Gibbon, “ property, agriculture, manu- 
facture-s. and commerce,'' (Gibbon, vii. 2T<J ) 1 ^ ^ ^ 
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high degree of brilliancy, and set them neatly in gold and silver. It remains to 

be ascertained how much of civilization this faculty implies. So early as the 

time of Moses, the art of forming jewels hud attained great perfection among 

the Jews. In the ephod of Aaron, and in the breast-plate of judgment, were 

precious stones set in gold, with the names of the twelve tril*s engraved on 

them. The account of these jewels, in the book of Exodus, cannot Ite read 

without ideas of considerable magnificence,* Ciavigem informs us, that the 

ancient Mexicans 14 set gems in gold and silver, and made most curious jewel¬ 

lery of great value. u In short," says that author, 41 these sorts of works were 

so admirably finished, that even the Spanish soldiers, all stung ns they were with 

the some wretched thirst for gold, valued the workmanship above the materials."f 

When Europeans have compared the extreme imperfection, the scantiness and 

cimi*. vnr. 

Dtllmtjr in 

* ExotL di. x%riii* u I look upon engraving on fine itones," (say* Goguet, Origin of Iiwi, 

fuut in book ii* ch- Ik. uH* 3} 11 as tlie most renmrkoblc evidence of die rapid progress of the arts in 

some countries. This work supposes ft number ofdiscoveries* much knowledge, and much expo- 

riuncc.*' He add* in ft note. "It must be agreed, tliai the ancient Peruvians* whole monarchy had 

not subsisted above three hundred and fifty joiri, underload perfectly well the working of pre¬ 

cious stones. (Hist. Gen, ties Voyages, xw. Wfl.)* Ibid. 

+ Clovigero, Hist. of Mexico, book viL sect. 51, Even the most rude of the America} tribes 

4Mm not to have been wilhum some knowledge of the art of working the preclou* stones* M. de 

Ja Cornkrtune, speaking of the green stones, found in some places bordering oo tile Amazons Elver 

in South America, says (Voyage dans llotencur de !hAnted que Mcridionale, p. I&k) 11 La verity 

est qu'el Itis ne different, ni en couleur. ni en durvtet du Jade Oriental; dies nesktuhi a k fimet et 

on pm marine pas par quel artifice ics aodens American*. out pn ki t&Hler, et leur dunnur diverges 

figures d'animaiis, sans for tit aciLTi—In the same place, he mentions another phenomenon or the 

art of the an dent American, “Ce lout/' say* he, « des Emerge* urromU*^ pollen et perches dc 

deiiK trouf coiriqucst diametmlement opposes sur mi axc commun* tcllea quVn en trouve encore 

aujouril'hui an Ferau eur les bords do la Riviere de Sl Jago, dmu k province d'Esmeraldns, aqua* 

nmte lime? de Quito, avec divert auitcs monumenfl do Tlndustrie de sea andens hobitans/" The 

Penritmif of the present day are eminent lapidaries, Chardin, Voy. en Ferae, iii. JI5*—Olirier sayj, 

“lls tail knit rate* bien les pierrca prede-use-A, et In montent avee ml de-gout.*1 Olivier, Voy, Ac. 

SOT, Sec* u At this place I had an opportunity of seeing their made of smelting gold. Isanco 

lind purchased some gold In coming through Konkodoni and here fie had it made into a large ring* 

The smith made a crucible of common red clay, and dried it in the sun. Into this he put the gold* 

without uny flux or mixture whatever. He then put charcoal under it and over it; and blowing 

tin? dfv with the common bellow* of the country, soon produced *ueh a hunt as m bring the gold 

into a state of fusion. He then made a small furrow in tile ground, into which hu poured the 

melted gold. When it was cohj, he look it up, andt heating it again, soon hammered it into u square 

bar. Then heating it again, lie twisted it by means of two pair of pincers into a sort of acrewj 

and. lengthening nut the ends, turned them upi eo as to .form a massy and previous nng,H+ Muugo - 
Park's Last Mission to Africa, p* 7& 

5 
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Book IL rudeness* of the tools by which the Hindu artist performs hh task, with the 

t neatness* and m some coses the celerity of the work, they have frequently drawn 

rnisJju an inference, the very reverse of that which the circumstances implied. This 

sent of faculty is no mark of high civilization. A dexterity in the use of its own 

imperfect tools is n common attribute of rude society. 

Acosta, speaking of some remarkable instances of this species of talent in the 

natives of Mexico and Peru, says, u Hereby we may judge* if they have any 

understanding, or be brutish; for my part* I think they pass us in those things 

whereusto they apply themselves*"* Mr. Foster himself, whose admiration was 

excited by the dexterity of the Hindus* affords an instance in the rude person of 

a Russian peasant* which might have suggested to him an appropriate conclu¬ 

sion. 41 At the distance ” says he, ** of a few miles from Choperskoy, the driver 

of the carriage alarmed me hy a report of the hinder axle being shattered; an 

accident which gave me an opportunity of observing the dexterity of a Russian 

carpenter in the ui*e of the axe Without the help of any other tool, except a 

narrow chisel, to cut a space m the centre of it for receiving an iron bar which 

supports the axle, and to pierce holes tor the linch pins* he reduced in two hours 

a piece of gross timber to the requisite form, and his charge was one shiHing^ f 

* Acuta, Not* and Mot. Hist* of the Indie*, book ri» chap.viii. 

\ Fortier's Travel*, u. 282- Lea hahitan* de Kam%LliwbF dune stupidity sans egnle A certain* 

£giirtls. sont A d’ouires d'unu Industrie merveilleiiie. S’agit-il de sc Cure dus vetenena? leur 

address? cn ce genre* dit leur llktorien, siiqmtfc eelle des Europlien*- Ifr/wfiiit, Jt P limtme, L 

30t- JJ In general, die ingenuity of All their (the OtiAeitaju*) work*, ctinsidtring the tool* they 

possess, Is marvellous* Their doth* dubs?, Ashing implements* canoes* houses, ail display great 

skill; thdr mourningdresseti their war head-dress and breast-pUtes, thaw remarkable imte: their 

adjustment of the different parts, the exact iymmctryp the nicety of the joining, are admirable: 

and it ia astonishing how they can* with such ease and quickness* drill holes in a pearl-shell with a 

sharks tooth* and so fine jli not to admit the point of a common pirn1* Missionary Voyage, p* 3SO. 

Observe tls e same remarkable coincidence in patience, rudeness of rook, and neatness of execution* 

in the fallowing description by Robertson of the state of the arts m Mexico. H The functions of 

the mason, the *tam, the goldsmith, the painter, and of several other crafts, were carried on by 

different persons- Each w» regularly instructed in his calling. To it alone hi* industry was con¬ 

fined ; and* by assiduous application to cme object* together with the persevering patience petm* 

liox lo Americans* their artisan* attained to a degree of ncotiusi* and perfection in work, far beyond 

what could have been expected from the rude tools which they employed. Their various produc¬ 

tions were brought into commerce; and by the exchange of them in die suited markets l»ld in 

the citic*, not only were thdr mutual wont* supplied, in such orderly inUrrcour&e a* clmmeterbea 

an improved state of *odeiy. but their industry was ibily rendered persevering and inventive-11 

Robertson1* Hist, of America, iiL 28£. Voltaire has a passage on this subject which shows philo¬ 

sophical discernment- ls It-w dam I'humme ua instinct de mechimiquc quo nous vovans produce 

3 
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But while dexterity in the use of imperfect tools is not a proof 

a great want of ingenuity and completeness in instruments and 

strong indication of the reverse; nor would it lie easy to point 

circumstance, which may be taken as a better index of the degree in winch the 

benefits: of civilization are any where enjoyed, than the state of the tools and 

mac) tin cry of the artists. All Eurojiean visitors have been vehemently struck 

with the rudeness of the tools and machinery used by the people of Hindustan.* 

Sonne rat, one of those travellers who have surveyed the state of the arts in that 

country, with the greatest attention and the most enlightened eyes, informs us. 

that with his hands, and two or three tools, the Hindu artisan has to perform 

that kind of task about which with us a hundred tools would be employed,f 

** When the rudeness of the tools," says Mr, Forster, 44 with the simplicity of the 

process, is examined, the degree of delicacy which the artisans have acquired in 

their several professions must challenge a high admiration." {: Fryer, speaking 

of the mode in which coral is cut, says, “ The tools of the workman were more 

to be wondered at than his art: his hands and feet being all the vice, and the 

other tools unshapen bits of irnn.”$ 

In the mode tn which the Hindu artisans, of almost all descriptions, perform Trade*™ do 

their work, U observed a circumstance, generally found among a rude people, and 

no where else. The carpenter, the blacksmith, the brazier, even the goldsmith***• owo 

lous Its jours de tri* grands effete, dons den hommes fort grossier*. On voir des machines liwen- 

tecs par les habitant ties montagnes da Tirol et des Vosges, qui etornicm ies savant.” Voltaire. 

Eml snrlt3 Munirs etl’Esprit Natioiu, liiuocV p, 32. 

* Crnufurd’* Sketches, p. 328,1st ed. 

t Sooaerat, Voj, lif, iti. dup. viir. “ The Indian carpenter knows no other toots than the 

plane, the chisd. the wimble, a hammer, and n kind of hatchet. Him earth serves him for a bench, 

oud liis foot for a holdfast He is a month in performing what our workmen will do in three day*. 

Even after instruction he will not adopt our method of sawing. Flaring his wood between two 

beams fixed in the ground, and sitting on a bench, a man employs three days, with one saw, to 

make a plonk, winch would coat our people an hour's work " Ibid, Among the Birmans the state 

of the more ueccssmy end useful arts seems to be fully a. much advanced as among the Hindus: In 

net a few cases more so. (See Mr. Syme’s Embassy to An.) The waggons more neat end com- 
modious than the clumsy gaurics or carta of India- 

t Forster's Travels, L 25, - Their artificer*," say* Starorinu., “ work with so little apparatus 

and so few instruments, that an European would be astonished at their neatness and expedition." 

Stannum*, Voy. p. *12. See to the same purpose, Tennant, Indian Recreations, i. 301, 302, Safi. 

§ Fryer's Travels, let. iii. chap, i£i. They cut diamond., he says, with a mill turned by 

the stri ng reaching, in manner of our cutler'* wheels, to loser that arc in a flat pres*, where under 

steel wheels the diamonds are fastened, and with Its own bort are worn into what cut the artist 
pleases. Ibid. 
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Book II. and jeweller, not to speak of others, produce not their manufacture, as in a 

'* 's—J nfgtted state of the arts, in houses and workshojw of their own, where the accom¬ 

modations requisite for them can best be combined: they repair for each job, 

with their little budget of tools, to the house of the man who employs them, and 

there perform the operation for which they are demanded.* 

Ttw 6dp art*. “ With regard to the fine arts, a slight sketch will suffice. Hardly by any 

panegyrist Is it pretended that the sculpture, the painting, the music of the 

Hindus are in a state beyond that in w hich they appear in early stages of society. 

The merely mechanical part, that for which the principal requisites are time and 

patience, the natural produce of rude nges when labour is of leait value, is often 

executed with great neatness; and often excites surprise by the idea of the 

difficulty overcome. In the province of genius and taste, nothing but indications 

of rudeness appear. The productions are not merely void of attraction ; they are 

unnatural, offensive, and not unfrcquently disgusting. “ The Hindus of this 

day," saw Mr. Forster, “ have a slender knowledge of the rules of proportion, 

and none of perspective. They are just imitators, and correct workmen, but 

they possess merely the glimmerings of genius.”f “ The style and taste of the 

Indians,” says Pnulini, “ arc indeed extremely wretched; but they possess a 

wonderful aptitude for imitating the arts and inventions of tile Europeans, as 

soon as the method has teen pointed out to them.”t Major Round himself 

informs us, that the imitative or fine arts were not carried to the height even of 

the Egyptians, much less of the Greeks and Romans, by the Hindus; that like 

* The blacksmith goes from place to place, carrying hi* tool* wjtb him. Beside Li* forge and 

hi* little furnace, a none serve* for on anvil, and hi* whole apparatus consist* of u pair of pincers, 

a hammer, a mallet, and a file. Huey have not attained the art of polishing gold and silver, or of 

working gold in different colours. The goldsmith goes about with hi* tools, like the blacksmith. 

.SsiihCW, V»v. liv. iii. chap, viii, The workmen in gold and silver are frequently only little boys, 

who ait cray day in the bimrnr or market, waiting till they nre called, when they go to your house, 

with their implements in a little basket, consisting of a very small anvil, a hummer, a pair of 

bellows, a few files, and a pair of pincers; • chuffing dish, or pan of embers, is then given to him, 

with a model of what is to be made, and the material. He then sets about his work in the open 

nit, and performs it with dispatch and ingenuity. Other tradesmen go to your home in the nuae 

manner, the shoemaker and tailor. Stavorinus, Voy. p. 112. It is remarkable how exactly this 

description of the state of the arts umong the Hindus tallies with that among the Persians- Char, 

din informs us that every where in Persia, the artisans of all descriptions go to work in the houses 

of those who employ than—tliat they perform their work with the poorest apparatus, and, com¬ 

paring the tools with the work, to t surprising degree of perfection, Chardin, Vny. eti Perse, 

iii. 98. 

f Forster s Travels, i, 90. J Bartolomeo's Travels, book i. chap. vii. 
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the Chinese they made great progress in some of the useful arts, hut scarcely Chx*. VliJ. 

any in those of taste.* 
« In India,'’ says Sonne rot, "as weU as among all the people of the East, the Suranry «wi 

arts have made little or no progress. All the statues we see in their temples arelCljlp,ufc‘ 

badly designed and worse executed.” f We have the testimony of Mr. Hodges, 

which to this point at least is a high testimony, that the sculpture in the pago 

das of Hindustan is all very rude.J In the description of a temple of Siva, at 

Hidtybedu in Mysore, Dr. Buchanan says, “ Its walls contain a very ample deli¬ 

neation of Hindu mythology ; which, in the representation of human or animal 

forms, is an destitute of elegance as usual; hut some of the foliages possess great 

neatness. It much exceeds any Hindu building that I have seen elsewhere 

Whatever exaggeration we may suppose in the accounts which the historians 

of Mexico and Peru have given us of the works of sculpture in the new world, 

the description of them will not permit us to conclude that they were many 

degrees inferior to the productions of Hindustan. Clavigern says, “ The Mex¬ 

icans were more successful in sculpture than in painting. They learned to express 

in their statues all the attitudes and postures of which the human body is capa¬ 

ble ; they observed the pro|¥xrtiom exactly: and could, when necessary', execute 

the most delicate and minute strokes with the chisel. The works which they 

executed by casting of metals ivere in still more esteem. The miracles they pro¬ 

duced of this kind would not be credible, if, besides the testimony of those who 

saw them, curiosities in numbers, of this nature, bud not been sent from Mexico 

to Europe.” || 

• Rennet's Memoir, p. xxii. f Sonne rat, Voy. liv. ill. ch. viii. 

X Hodges’ Travels in India. Mr. Hedges says, “ I out concerned 1 cannot pay so high a com* 

pHturnt to (lie an of sculpture among liar Hindoos as is usually paid by many ingenious authors 

»'ho writ* on the religion of Bramah. Considering these works, ns I do, with the cy« of an 

artisl, they arc only to be paralleled with the rude essays of the ingenious Indians I have met with 

inOtahcilc, and on other islands in the South Sens;* p. tt6. He adds in the next page, that in 

point of carving, that is, the mere mechanical part, the ornaments in the Hindu temples an- often 

beautiful. In another passage, loo, p. 151, he speaks again of the sonic mechanical nicety, die 

peculiar sharpness of the cut to Hindu carvings. See to the same purpose, Term ant’s Ind. Uecr. 

L 299. 

| Buchanan, Journey through Mysore, &c. iii. 391. 

|| Clavigero, Hist. Mcx. book vii. sect-JO. He adds, “ The works of gold and silver sent In pre¬ 

sent* from the conqueror Cortes to Charles V. filled the goldsmiths of Europe with astonishment, 

who, ns several authors of tlwt period attest, declared that they were altogether inimitable. 'Flic 

Mexican founders made, both of gold and silver, the most perfect images of natural bodies. They 

made a fish in Uu« manner, which had its scales, alternately, the one of silver and the other of 
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The pitigress was similar* as wc might presume, in the sister art of painting* 

The Hindus copy with great exactness* even from nature. By consequence they 

draw portraits, both of individual and of groups, with a minute likeness; hut 

peculiarly devoid of grace and expression. Their inability to exhibit the simplest 

creations of the fancy, is strongly expressed by Dr* Tennant* whn says* “ The 

laborious exactness willi which they imitate every feather of a bird, or the small¬ 

est fibre on the leaf of a plant, renders them valuable assistants in drawing spe¬ 

cimens of natural history; but farther than tliis they cannot advance one step. 

If your bird is to be placed on a rock, or upon the branch of a tirc* the draughts¬ 

man is at a stand; the object is not before him ; and his imagination can supply 

nothing^* In one remarkable circumstance their painting resembles that of all 

other nations who have made but a small progress in the arts* They are entirely 

without a knowledge of perspective* and by consequence of all those finer and 

nobler parts of the art of painting, which have perspective for their requisite 

gold, a parrot (nib a moveable head, tongue, and wings, and an ape with a moveable head and 

feet, having a spindle in its hand in the attitude of spinning*" Ibid. (tarcUas&G tells us, H dial 

the Peruvians framed many figures of men and women, of birds of the air, and fishes of the sea; 

Likewise of fierce animals, such as tigen, lions and bears, foxes, dogs, cats? in short, all creature* 

whatsoever known amongsi them,, they cast and moulded into tnio and natural figures of the same 

shape and form of those creatures which they represented# They counterfeited the plants and 

wall-flowers- so well, (hat being on the wails they seemed to be natural * the creature* which wore 

shaped on the walls, such as lix&rch, butterflies* snakes, and serpents, some crawling up and some 

down* were so artificially done, that they seemed natural,, and wanted nothing but motion.*1 (Book 

vi chap, i) 

* Tenoaolfi Ind, Rec. i* 999, 

+ Dr. Tennant* at the place cited above, supports his own authority, by quoting the following 

pftScBgc af SonnenLt: u La peinturc ehex k* Indies eft* et sera toujour*, ikrm ftmfance: Ua trou- 

vent admirable DU tableau charge de rouge el do bleu* cl dont lea personage sont vetus d'wy lb 

nkntendent paint le dair obscur* n'orrondisseiit jamais Ic# objeti* ct ne savent pas lea mettre ert 

perspective; en on mot, him medicares pdotures ne stmt que de man vaises cnluminenres." 

(Voyage* aux lodes, i.99.) The Indian pictures, says Mandekloc, arc more remarkable for their 

diversity of colour*, than any exactness of proportion. Harris1 Collect of Voj„ L flow exactly 

does this correspond with the descriptioa which Chardin gives us of the slate of the same art 

among the Persians? En Perse les ms, tarn Uhemux que meeliftncques, sent en general presque 

totte mdea et bruts, en camparaison de la perfection ou ]r Europe Its a pdrtEa*. . * * - - 11s enteruknt 

fort null le desseln, ne sadwit rien fkurc an nature!; et Us n'tmt aucunc connoissance de La per- 

specim*.--Pour eequede !ft plane-point Lire, il eat vrm quo les visages quails represented sont 

&5$cz rtsfiCnibtlni; ils lei tcrent d'ordinairt de prafil, puree que cc #ont ccux qu'ils font le plus oint¬ 

ment; ils lea font misst dc trots quaro: mats pour le* visage* en plain ou de front, \h y reiissi&scnt 

fart iruaf, nentendaut pas a y dona or le* ombre*. Ib no saumieot former nne attitude et mitr put- 
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It is anomalous and somewhat surprising that the music of the Hindus should Chap. Vill.. 

be so devoid of all excellence As music is, in its origin, the imitation of the 

tones of passion, and most naturally employed, for the expression of passion, in 

rude ages, when the power of expressing it by articulate language is the most 

imperfect; simple melodies, and these often highly expressive and affecting, are 

natural to uncultivated tribes. It was in fhc earliest stage of civilization that 

Orpheus is fabled to have possessed the power of working miracles by his lyre. 

Yet all Europeans, even those who arc the most disposed to eulogize the attain* 

meats of the Hindus, unite in describing the music of that people, as unpleasing, 

and void both of expression and art. Dr. Tennant, who founds his testimony. 

Loth on his own, and other people’s observations, says: u If we are to judge 

merely from the number of instruments, and the frequency with which they 

apply them, the Hindoos might lx? regarded as considerable proficients in music, 

yet has the testimony of all strangers deemed it equally imperfect as the Other 

arts. Their warlike instruments ore rude, noisy, and inartificial: and in the 

lure,»,»«i # ** * * * * *»i *»• Lear piuccau eat fin et dellcatt et letir pemture viv# et edatonte* 

U faut uttribticr & Fair du pays la beautc des couleon. Vaj. eu Perse, iu. SS4. La peinture est 

encore au berceau: Im Persona nW fait aucun progrH dons cet * »En peneml, leur 

iDoaJdre de foire rossetnble un peu 1 «Be des Chmnii t leur dessin est tfCi incorrect: lb nc can- 

naissent poa la perspectives ill ne savent pas employer lea ombres.,... * * * - Cependont on volt 

sortir de Icure mom* dca ouvroges Joks; Ui pdgnent asscz bleu left fleur* ct lea oisenux tk 

Emtaisie- ils reu-^f&sent dara lea arabesques; ils empUnent tres hien Tot; iU foal de trea beaux 

vernix.., * H, Left couleura que les Persons emploicnt, et quits foot eux-memes, out tout feclat, 

toute la sotidit cn qii'on peut dcstrer* Ce sont eux. qui nftiii out fqk eonnnkrc Fokitremin (Olivier* 

Voyage* vr SOI.) It is remarkable to find ihe state of the fine filta in China so exactly ilkT 

tame. |C Quoique lee Chinol* ayeni une potion extraordinaire pour tone lot ouvrages de peintun?* 

et que leuta leinpk** eii icrieat omu, on ne petit rien voire neanmoins de pita borne et de mains 

reguber. Hi ne graven! point tnenogtr le# ombres iFun tableau, tti cider ou adoucir k$ 

coukurt.. .*. * Ib ne eont pas plus beureux dans la sculpture, et its n'y obserrent ni ordrt, ni 

preportions. (Lc GentiL Voyage, ik HL) The painting of the Mexican* seem* to have had 

the hums perfection* and imperfections with that of these eastern nations. The colours, Robert¬ 

son (ilk 278} informs ui, were remarkably bright, but laid on without any art, and without any 

regard to light and shade, or the rules of perspective. Clavigero, though the ill of the Mexicans 

in painting is not one of the points for which he most highly admires them, sayi, pi We have seen* 

among the ancient paintings, many portrait* of the Icings of Mexico, in which, besides the singular 

beauty of the colours, the proportions were most accurately observed " (Hist- Mex. boot vii sect, 

+0.) " Les MAlcict™/* sayi Humboldt, M out conserve un gout parti culler poor la peinfurc et pour 

Fort de sculptor m pierre et eu bols. On est elontte do voir ce qtills excctitem avtc un mouvpii 

cautcoa, et *ur le$ bok k1* plus dun__ Hi montront benucoup d'aptitude pour Fexercioe des 

arts dfimitation; 3Ls cn deploient unc plot grande encore pour l« art* piirement metstnique#- Cetln 

aptitude dcvientim un jour tres ptedeu^e, Humboldt, Essai Politique sur b Hoynume de la 

Nouvcllc Espagnc, p. 9* 
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tcmjlies, those employed for the purposes of religion are managed apparently on 

the same principle; for, in their idea, the most pleasant and harmonious is tliat 

which makes the loudest noise.** After a description of the extreme rudeness 

of the instruments of music of the people of Sumbhulpoor, Mr, Matte 

“ The Rajahs band always put me in mind of a number of children coming from 

a country fair^f 

* Indian Itec* L $00.—Ces peoples n'ont nucuue idee des accords Lcur chant commence par 

m bourdoimumcat sourd el fort bos, npres iequel i!s echuent* Anquetii Dqwfren, Voyage aux 

bide# Qrieiilnles. ^vitdav^iet, i. xx*L Even Sounerat himself informs us, (.hat their music is had* 

and ihcir gongs destitute of Wmony r Voyage* aux lndi.,ah liv* ilL chap, viii* 

t Moitefci Journey to Qrnsftft, (Ariat- A Oh Regirt- L Mijccllaneou* Tracts, p. 77*1 " Their 

ideas of music, if we may judge from their pracdceT art barbarous." Otme^i Itisu Mi til* Trans, L 3. 

The foil owing passage from Garcilnsso tie la Vega is nr important document b the history of 

imutc. El exhibits more nakedly the fuel respecting m origin* than* perhaps, my other written 

monument; and it pwee at tlw same time the power of expression which the art had attained* 

H In music/1 says he, “ the Peruvian* arrived to a certain harmony in which die Indians of Colia 

dill mure particularly excel, haring been the inventors of a certain pipe made of canes glued to¬ 

gether, every one of which haring a different note of higher and lower, in the maimer of organs, 

made n pleasing music by die dissotmucy of sounds, die treble* tenor, and Imssc, exactly cor- 

re*p<iiidiiigt und unswering each to other i with these pipes they often played in concert- * * * - 

They had also other pipes, winch were doles with four or five stops, like the pipes of *hiq>- 

bents; with these they played not in concert* but singly, and timed them lo sonnets, which they 

composed in. metre, the subject of wliich was love, and die passions which arise from the favours 

or displeasures of a mklrcst. -, „ Every song w*t set to its proper tune; for two pong* of dif¬ 

ferent subject* could not correspond with the same air, by reason that the musb which the 

gallant made on his flute was designed to express the saikJTaeLmn or discontent of his mind* 

which were unt so intelligible, perhaps, by the word*, m by the mdandioly or dicerfulnre* of die 

tune which he played. A certain Spaniard, one night late, encountered uu Indian woman in the 

street* of Coico, and would have brought her back to his lodging* ; but she cried out, * For 

Goifs sake, sir, let me go* for that pipe which you hear in yonder tower call# me with great pas¬ 

sion, wid I cannot refuse the summon* j for Jove constrains me to go, tliat I may be Lie* wife, and he 

my huBbtnri.’ The songs width they composed of their warsf and grand achievements, were never 

act to the air* of their flute, being too grave imd serious to be Intermixed with die pleasures and 

softnesses of love; fur these were only sung at their principal festivals when they comineoioimtcd tlieir 

victories and triumphs," Royal Comments book it clu xir, ** 'flic accounts of twenty-two cen¬ 

turies ago represent die Judkins a* n people who stood very high in point of civilization : hut to 

judge from their ancient monuments, they had not carried the imitative arts to any thing like die 

degree of perfection attained by the Greeks end Roman* j or even by the Egyptiftn*. Both the 

Rmdoos and the Chinese appear to have earned the arts just to the point requisite for useful pur¬ 

poses i. but never to have appmeehed the summit of perfection, os it respects taste or boldness 

of design-11 Reimii1* Memoir, Introd* p. xxii. Our latent informant* are the m«t intelligent, 

Hr. Ward (Introd. p. IxIL) aisiim uj, u whatever may have been the case in other countries, 

idolatry in this has certainly not contributed to catty die art* of painting or sculpture to any per* 
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As the talent of the Hindus for accurate imitation, both in the manual find in chap. vin. 
somq of the refined arts, has exdtcd much attention; and been sometimes re- ' v 

garded as no mean proof of ingenuity and mental culture, it is necessary tG,^w u1 Nl11’ 

remark, that there are few tilings by which the rude state of society is more uni¬ 

formly characterized. It is in reality the natural precursor of the age of inven¬ 

tion ; and disappears, or at feast ceases to make a conspicuous figure, w hen the 

nobler faculty of creation comes into play. GarciJasso dc la Vega, who ipiotes 

Bios Valera, in his support, tells us that the Peruvian Indians, “ if they do 

but see a thing, will imitate it so exactly, without being taught, that they become 

hotter artists and mechanics than the Spaniards themselves,7'* 

Sir William Jones, in pompous terms, remarks ; “ The Hindus are said to have Gamaofclt«fl. 

boasted of three inventions, all of which indeed are admirable; the method of 

instructing by apologues ; the decimal scale; and the game of chess, on which 

they have some curious treatises," f As the game of chess is a species of art, 

the account of it seems to belong to this place; and as it has been jmsted high 

among the proofs of the supposed civilization of the Hindus, we must see what 

it really imports. Though there is no evidence that the Hindus invented the 

game, except their own pretensions, which as evidence are of very little value, 

fee lion," The AhW Dubois (p. 463) ubservea, * that the omanM-nlal arts, such as painting, 

instrumental music, ami die like, are extremely low in estimation. Hardly any but the tow iribe of 

the Mtuhjcr& exorcise the first of these; end music is nearly confined to the barbers and Pariahs j 

instrumental music wholly so. The small encouragement these two arts receive is, no doubt, 

owing to the little progress they have mode. In painting, nothing can be seen but mere daubing, 

act off with bright colours and extravagant giaie. And though nil Hindus arc great lovers of 

music, introducing it into nil their civil and religious ceremonies, yet J cam vouch that it u still in 
H* infancy." 

* RayeiJ Comment, part ii book ii. ehap+ m. Frgjjg (Voyage to the South Sea, p. 863) says 

of the mms people, ” They have a genius for arts, and are good m imitating wJiat they we* but 
very poor nt invention." 

t See the Oticwne, Aifartic Rescarchetp i. 4m - u Invented apologues l" as well might lie tell as 

they invented language. And the 44 decimal scale /,h its if they were the only nation that had ten 

hngen! or, as if most nations had not been led, by the simple and very natural process of 

counting by the finders, to denominate and distinguish numbers by comparison with that sum | 

The Scandinavian#, Mallet informs us, counted up the unities to twelve, and denominated higher 

mtmbera by comparison with twelve, which* he justly remarks, is preferable to ten, ns being more 

divisible into fractions. Mallet, Introd. Hist, Denmark, vol. Ldap, iriu. The Swedes and Ice- 

Ifljiderip as well at Scotch* retain a memorial of this in their great hundred* From Mr. Park we 

team that some of the negro tribes in Africa counted only five, the number of fingers on one of 

I* ii, hands, nnd. then doubled; thiiSj instead ot they Hud five and one j sevoti* five and iwoa 

&& Parks Travels in Africa, p. IT. 
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Rmnc II. it is by no means improbable. The invention of ingenious games is a feat mos 

** " v—commonly displayed by nations in their rude condition. It is prior to the birth 

of industry, that men have the strongest need for games, to relieve them from 

the pain of idleness: at that period they are most addicted to gaming; bestow 

upon it the greatest portion of time; and most intensely fix upon it all their 

faculties. It is, in Fact, the natural occupation and resource of a rude mind, 

whenever destitute of the motives t» industry. The valuable and intelligent 

historian of Chib observes of a tribe, hut a few removes from the savage state; 

“ If what the celebrated Leibnitz asserts is true, that men have never discovered 

greater talents than in the invention of the different kinds of games, the Arau- 

i an inns may justly claim the merit of not living in this respect inferior to other 

nations- Their games are very numerous, and for the most part very ingenious; 

they ore divided into the sedentary and gymnastic. It is a curious fact, and 

worthy of notice, that among the first is the game of chess, which they call 

comicait, and which has been known to them from time immemorial. The game 

of fuechtt, which they esteem highly, has a great affinity to that of backgam¬ 

mon, but instead of dice they make use of triangular pieces of bone marked with 

points, which they throw with a little hoop or circle, supported by two pegs"* 

Knew ihe art Though the Hindus knew the art of making a species of rude glass, which 

gta^tatnoi wo® manufactured into trinkets and ornaments for the women, they had never 

w «fui pP“«sed sufficient ingenuity to apply it to the many useful purposes to which it 
FrtirpM, 

* Motiru, Civil HUi. of Chili, book Li, chap, x. The Persians claim the invention of this gome; 

and as their gome k radially different from that of the Hindu*, k is, probable they are both in¬ 

ventions. Sec Charting VoyT en Pmer 62- Gibbon, viL 276, mark* a fact in the narrative of 

Pou] Diacomif, expressive of the manners of the Hemli; Dum ad tabulnm Judcrel, wltile be 

pluycd ftt draughts, sayft Gibbon; but he might os well have said dim; for the word as much ex* 

presses the one m the other: And we knew that,, among die Scandinavians, a game very closely 

resembling tbes* was known. The ancient chroiudea of the Scandinaviafi# frequently present us 

with young whjtiot* endeavouring to acquire the good opinion of thdr mistresses by boasting of 

their accomplishments, iuch as tAeir xktft *U ohm, their dexterity in swimming and skating, their 

toJent* in poetry, and their knowing all the stars by their lumn, Mallet, IntroiL Hist. Denmark, 

chap. xliL Mr. Barrow informs us that the chess of the Chinese w totally different from that both 

of the Hindus and Persians. Travels in China, p. I SB* It has been therefore probably, in each of 

those cases, a separate invention. Hie idea that chess was invented by the Hindus was, we 

believe, first started by Hyde (dc TLclig. Vet* Pei*, iL land thereafter it has been taken for 

granted. Hie carious reader msy see an interesting description of a game at dies* by four B rah- 

mens, in Moofi Elist^of Capt- Little's Detachment, p. 1381 That there are book* in todia con- 

taitiing the doctrine of diets proves nothing* There arc hooks in Icelandic, on the art of poetry* 

hut the Icelanders were not the inventors of poetry. 

1 
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is m admirably adapted* There arc few climate in which the use of glass is Cjmp. Vltl. 

more conducive to comfort in the windows of houses* than in Hindustan i yet 

thil accommodation the Hindus had never learnt to afford themselves. Of its 

adaptation to optical purposes they wen? so ignorant! as to l>e astonished and con- 

founded at the effects of a common spy-glass. They are unable to construct 

furnaces sufficiently powerful to melt cither European glass* or east iron,* 

In almost every manufacture, and certainly as a manufacturing people in ge- Tp, the mccW 

neral, the Hindus are inferior to the Chinese. Yet Sir William Jones says of that mud^h^ 

latter people; 1S Their mechanical arts have nothing in them characteristic of a ^ 

jKirtKuLu family; nothing winch any set of men* in a country so highlyoftiwCWuww 

favoured by nature, might not have discovered and improved/' f The partialities, 

which it was so much his nature to feel prevented him from perceiving how much 

less entitled to any kind of admiration were the arts of another people* whom he 

had adopted it as a business to eulogize, 

“ * Buchanan's Journey tlirough Mysore, iiL S7(X Dr- Tennant sap; « Before die arrival 

of the Europeans, there was nor n hoiue in oil India flmiM *5ih glass window^ ; even at present, 

when glass is so common herCi l believe none of the natives have availed themselves of to obvious 

a remedy. Glass h considered by the Europeans as an indispensable requisite in the construction 

of every Bungalow at the upper stations: they have even introduced the use of it into the camp, 

Severn! officers carry, on their march, a frame of glass, which they fix in the windward doer of 

their lent*, during die hot winds, should the service call them into the field at that season/" 

Indian Kc creations, i. $25- See too Voyage aux I rides * par le P- Paulini* \\t 40$, 404. 

The Jews first discovered die art of making gtnss. Tadti Hist. liK v* cap- vii; Film lib- v, cap¬ 

lin; also, lib. xxivt. Ctp. xxvi; Strabo, lib. xri; Josephus, Wars of the Jews, ii. 19. The 

Hindus seem to be caosidenblj behind the perfection which the Japanese have Attained in the 

useful arts, il As to all sorts of Euuidkrafts/1 says Kampfer, ** either curious or useful, tiny arc 

in far from having occasion for matters, dtiu they rather exceed all other nations in ingenuity and 

neatness of workmanship* particularly in brass* gold, silver, copper. What skill they have in 

working nnd tempering of iron, is evident by the goodness and neatness of their onus. No 

iialioft in the East is so dexterous and ingenious, in making, carving, graving, gliding of servmts* 

which La Q particular kind of a precious, blackish metal, made artificially of a mixture of copper 

with a little gold. They weave silken stuff so fine, so neot and equal* Unit they arc inimitable 

oven to the Chinese," Ka-inpfcr, Hist, of Japan, Appendix, p. 62. 

t Works of Sir W, Jones* Di*couire m the Chinese. 

n a VOL, T* 
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CHAP. IX. 

Literature. 

Boo*n. As the knowledge of what conduces to the augmentation of human enjoyment 

V "v 1 a ml the diminution of human miser)-, is the foundation of all improvement in 

the condition of human life; and as literature, if not synonymous with that 

knowledge, is its best friend and its inseparable companion, the literature of a 

country is one of the sources from which the surest inferences may be drawn 

respecting the state of its civilization. 

Poetry, The first literature is poetry. Poetry is the language of the passions, and 

men fed before they speculate. The earliest poetry Is the expression of the 

feelings, by which the minds of rude men are most powerfully actuated. 

Prior, also, to the invention of writing, men are directed to the use of versification 

by the aid which it affords to the memory. As ever}' tiling of which the recol¬ 

lection is valuable must be handed down by tradition, whatever tends to make 

llur tradition accurate k of corresponding importance. No contrivance to thl* 

end is comparable to verse; which preserves the ideas, by preserving the very 

words. It is in verse that not only the few historical facts are preserved, to 

which die curiosity of a rude age attaches itself, hut in winch are promulgated 

the maxims of religion, and the ordinances of law. Even after the noble art 

of writing k known, the habit of consigning to verse every idea destined for per¬ 

manency continues, till certain new steps are performed in the intellectual career.* 

* “ h was long before mankind knew die art of writing; but they very early invented seven] 

method* to supply, in a good measure, (hat want. The method most eunuminly nanU WH| to 

compose their histone* in verse, und sing them. Legislators mode use of this expedient to coa- 

"P‘ and hand down to posterity their regulations. The first law# of all nations were composed in 

Tc™h sung. Apollo, according to a very undent tradition, wo* one of the first legislator*. 

The unit tradition says, that Ire published his laws to the sound of hi* lyre, that is to say, that 

lie bod set them to mimic. V*e hove certain proof that the first laws of Greece were a kind of 

songs. This laws of die undent inhabitants of Spurn wore versos which they sung. Tniston was 

regarded by die Germans as their first lawgiver. They said he put bis low# into verses and songs, 

Thm ancient custom was long kept up by several nations.*' Gogttel's Origin of Laws, i. 28. 

See the various authorities there quoted. The laws of the Druids were in verse. Henry, Hitt, 
of Great Britain, i. 911. 
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At this first stag* the literature of the Hindus has always remained. The CIiap 

habit of expressing every thing in verse, a habit which urgent necessity imposes v' 

upon a people unacquainted with the use of permanent signs, and which the 

power of custom upholds, till after a certain progress in improvement, even 

among those to whom permanent signs are known, exists among the Hindus to 

the present hour. All their compositions, with wonderfully few exceptions, 

whatever may be the subject, are in verse, i'or history they have only certain 

narrative poems, which depart from all resemblance to truth and nature ; and 

have evidently no further connexion with fact than the use of certain names, 

and a few remote allusions. Their laws, like those of rude tuitions in general, 

are in verse. Their sacred books an? in verse; and even their books of science i 

and what is more remarkable still, their very dictionaries. * 

There is scarcely any point connected with the state of Hindu society, on which 

the spirit of exaggeration and enthusiasm has more signally displayed itself than the 

poetry nf the Hindus. Among those whose disposition was more to admin? than 

explore, scarcely any poetry has been regarded as presenting higher claims to ad¬ 

miration. Among the Hindus there are two great poems, the Ram ay an, and the 

Malialiarat, which ore long narratives, or rather miscellanies, in verse, and have 

in some degree puzzled their admirers, whether to denominate them histories, or 

epic poems. By the Hindus themselves, they are moreover regarded as books 

Of religion; nay further, as books of law ; and in the Digest which the Brah¬ 

mens, under the authority of the British government, have recently compiled, 

the text of these poems is inserted as text of the law, in the same manner as 

the text of any other legal authority and standard. They may even t» re¬ 

garded as books of philosophy; and accordingly the part of the Mahahorat 

with the translation of which Mr. Wilkins has favoured us, he actually presents 

to his reader as one of the most instructive specimens of the philosophical specu¬ 

lations of the country. 

It is incompatible with the present purpose to speak of these poems in more 

than general terms. They describe a series of actions in which a number of 

* “ Lr Dicticnrnsirc Aawsnnha cm. ecrit en vers Sanscrit, counts tons 2c# ancient llvres, et n'est 

pas divirf par chapitrw commie I us notres, mail par classes do nems. .... uinai .... darae Surrg- 

e’est & dire cLasso do* nwtw qui appmiehnent ui del; .ViiwotarAawggc, do ecu* qui 

■ppaitknnem ilTiomaw, drc." Voyage aux indcs Orientalra, par Jo P. Paul ini, iL 2*28. “ Presque 

tous Uvres Indices sent corns eo vers. L’astronomic, La nitdidnc, Hiistoire, tout so chartc.” 

Ihtd. p, 3fi9, Die mme was die case with the ancient (jcitiuliis; ** Cclchnuit dnniiubus jmtii|uis, 

qood onum apud illw memoris tt anus];urn genua eat, Tuistom-tu, &e " Tacit, de Mof. Germ, 
cap. x. 
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mpn and gods are jointly engaged. These fictions are more extravagant, and 

more uumturak not only less correspondent with the physical and moral laws 

of this globe. Inn in reality, less ingenious, more monstrous, with less of any 

tiling that can engage the affection, awaken sympathy, or excite admiration, 

n?vunmee, or terror, than the poems of any other, even the rudest people with 

whom our know ledge of the glolie has yet brought us acquainted-* They 

jut: excessively prolix and tedious. They are often, through long pas¬ 

sages, trifling an11 childish to a degree, which those acejinditled with only 

Eunij^emt jioctry can hardly conceive. Of the Style in which they are com¬ 

posed it is far from too much to mjf that all the vices which characterize the 

style of mile nations, and jiartieidarly those of Asia, they exhibit in perfection- 

Inflation; metaphors perj^tuab and lliese the most violent and strained* often 

the most unnatural and ridiculous; obscurity v tautology; repetition; verbosity; 

confusion; incoherence; distinguish the Maliabarat mid Hamayom, in a degree 

to which no parallel has yet Itecn discovered. That amid the mimlx^rkss 

effusions which a wild imagination throws forth, in its loose and thoughtless 

career* there should now' and then be something which approaches the confines 

of reason and taste, and capable of delighting even a cultivated mind, is so far 

from siirpris-ing, that it would be truly surprising if there were not. A happy 

description, nr hen? and there the vivid conception of a striking circumstance, 

are not sufficient; the exact observation of nature, and the symmetry of a 

whole, are necessary to designate the poetry of a cultivated people. 

# Even Mr. Maurice, whose appetite for Hindu miracles is not easily overcome, could not digit? 

the beauties of thftfr historic muse. After an exhibition of some of these specimens in Ids history, he 

iayi, u I know not whether uorne of my leaders may not he so insensible to the charms of the Indian 

historic muse, as to rejoice dint the Hjuiuvod (only passages of h were then in on English dress) 

has oat been translated 5 for certainly inflated account# of the combats of giants, hurling rocks, 

and darting serpen ts at one another* and of monsters, whose blood, spouting forth in torrents, is 

formed into considerable rivers, are not very continent with the sober and dignified page of his- 

lory/' Maurice* Hint- of Hindustan, iL 1O0- “ To the above Hat of absurdities, we may add 

monsters with ten heads and u hundred h&rnb, which continue to tight after all their I tends are cut 

off, and mtiw dawn whale battalions.'1 Ibid- p- 248, 14 Die minute accounts of incantations and 

cniubau of giants, that fill the Indian legends, however they may astonish the oriental literati 

hare no charm for the polished scholar of western climes, and sire justly consigned ta puerile 

reading." Ibid, p, 251, Yet Sir William Jones could say, The first poet of the Hindus was 

the great Vatmio ; and his Ttaiuaynn i* an epic potto on the story of Kama (or rathe? of the throe 

I tan j a* J which in unity of action, magnificence of uuagviy, and elegance of hi vie, far aurpasges 

the learned and elaborate work of Nomms/' See Asiat, Rea, i* 258* Wc strongly suspect that 

Sir Wiftiani Jones never read tin; poem $ or more of k than scraps. 
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Of the poems in dialogue, or in the dramatic form, which have been pro- Chap, 

dueed among the Hindus. Saeontala has been selected as the most favourable ¥" 

specimen. The author, Culidas, though he left only two dramatic pieces, Sir 

William Jones denominates the Shakespeare of India, and tells us that he stands 

next in reputation to their great historic poets, Volinic and Vyaaa. As this is by 

far the most pleasing of all the specimens of Hindu literature yet known to Euro¬ 

peans, an account of it will be instructive. 

SaCODtala was the daughter of a pious king, named Cuusica, and of a god¬ 

dess of the lower heaven; brought up by a devout hermit, as Ids daughter, in a 

consecrated grove. The sovereign of the district, on a hunting excursion, comes 

by accident into the forest. He observes SneantJila, with her two companions, 

the daughters! of the hermit, in the grove, with watering pots in their hands, 

watering their plants. Instantly he is captivated. He enters into conversation 

with the damsels, and Sacontaia is secretly enamoured, The king dismisses 

his attendants, and resolves to remain some time in the forest, to cultivate the 

interest of his passion. In a little time the quality of the lover is ascertained, 

while the secret agitation in the bosom of Saeontaln throws her into a languor 

which resembles disease. The king overhears a conversation between her and 

her two friends, in which, being dosely interrogated, she confesses her love. 

Upon this he discovers himself, ami declares Ids passion. The two friends con¬ 

trive to leave the lovers together, when they consummate ** that kind of mar¬ 

riage which two lovers contract from the desire of amorous embraces.” Though 

according to the notions of a refined people, so precipitate a conclusion would 

liave Ik'cii irrcconcileable with the laws both of decorum and morality, this is 

one of the numerous marriages legal among the Hindus, Presently, however, 

the king is summoned to the court. He promises to send for his wile in three 

flays, and leaves with her a ring. In the mean time a Brahmen, of a proud and 

choleric temper, comes to the resilience of the hermit, when his two daughters 

are at a little distance, and Saconialn lies fast asleep. Finding no one to receive 

him w ith the expected hospitality and honours, be utters the following impre¬ 

cation: “ He on whom thou art meditating, on whom alone thy heart is 

now fixed, while thou neglected a pure gem of deration who demands hospi¬ 

tality, shall forget thee when thou secsl turn next, os a man restored to sobriety 

forgets the words which he uttered in a state of intoxication/1 This malediction, 

which foils upon Sacontaln, is overheard by her companions and fills them with 

horror and consternation. They hasten to appease the angry' Brahmen; who 

tells them, Ins words cannot be retailed, but the spell would be dissolved adieu. 

3 
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Book it. the lord nr Sncontnla should look upon his ting. Her two friends agree to conceal 

^“■v J the calamity from Sarontaln, who now languishes at itie n^jlect of her husband, 

and finds herself pregnant. The hermit Canna. who at the time of the visit of 

the king was absent from home, returns, and is, hy a voice from heaven, made 

acquainted with the events which have intervened. Encouraged hy good omens, 

he soothes Sacontala, and resolves to send her to her lord. Her friends, should 

he not immediately recognise her, instruct her to show him the ring. Arrived 

at the palace, she is disowned hy the king: she thinks of the ring, but dis¬ 

covers it is lost. The king treats her, and the messengers who brought her, as 

impostors ; and orders them to be taken into custody. But while they an* con¬ 

veying her away, a I tody of light, descending in a female shape, receives her 

into its tiosom and disappears: upon which the king regards the whole scene as 

a piece of sorcery, mid dismisses it from his thoughts. After a time, however, 

the ring is found, and conveyed to the king; when his wife, and nil the con¬ 

nected circumstances, immediately rush upon his mind. He is then plunged into 

affliction : ignorant where Sacontala may be found. In this despondency, lie is 

summoned by Indra, the god of the firmament, to aid him against a rare of 

giants whom Indra is unable to subdue. Having ascended to the celestial 

regions, and acquitted himself gloriously in the divine service, he is conveyed, 

in his descent to the earth, to the mountain Hemocuta, " where Casyapa, lather 

of the immortals, and Adtti his consort, reside in blessed retirement,’* To this 

sacred spot had Sacontala, by her mother's influence, been conveyed; and there 

she hod brought forth her son, a wonderful infant, whom his father found at 

play with a Hons whelp, and making the animal feet the superiority of his 

strength. The king now recognizes his wife and his son, of whom the most 

remarkable things arc (lortended ; and perfect happiness succeeds. 

There is surely nothing in the invention of this story which is above the 

powers of the imagination in an uncultivated age. With the scenery ami the 

manners which the Hindu poet has jierpetually present to his observation, and 

the mythology which perpetually reigns in his thoughts, the incidents arc among 

the most obvious, and the most easy to be imagined, which it was possible For 

him to choose. Two persons of celestial beauty and accomplishments meet 

together in a solitary place, and fall mutually in love; To the invention of this 

scene Init little ingenuity ran be supposed to be requisite. To create an interest 

in this love, it was necessary it should be crossed. Surely no contrivance for 

such a purpose was ever less entitled to admiration than the curse of a Brahmen. 

A ring with power to dissolve the charm, and that ring at the moment of no- 
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canty lost, are contrivances to bring1 about a great event, which not only ilk- Chav, Pi 

play the rudeness of an ignorant age, hut have been literally, or almost literally* ' ' 

repeated innumerable times in the fables of other uncultivated nations. To 

overcome the difficulties which the interest of the plot rendered it necessary to 

rake, by earning a man to heaven to conquer giants for n god, for whom the 

god was not a match, is on expedient which requires neither art nor invention; 

and which could never be endured, where judgment aud taste have received any 

considerable culture. 
The poem, indeed, has some Ijeautiful passages. Tlie courtship between 

Sactmtoki and Dushmantu, that is the name of the king, is delicate and in¬ 

teresting i and the workings of the passion in two amiable minds are naturally 

ami vividly pourtrayed. The picture of the friendship which exists between the 

three youthful maidens is tender and delightful; and the scene which takes place 

when Sacontala is about to leave the peaceful hermitage where she had lmppily 

spent her youth ; her expressions of tenderness to her friends, her affectionate 

parting with the domestic animals she had tended, and even with die flowers and 

trees in which she had delighted, breathe more than jiastorai sweetness. These, 

however, are precisely the ideas and affections, wherever the scene U a peaceful 

one, which naturally arise in the simplest state of society, as the fables of the 

golden age and of Arcadia abundantly testify; and in whatever constitutes the 

beauty of these scenes they are rivalled by the song of Solomon, which is 

avowedly the production of a simple and unpolished age.* Beyond these few 

passages, there is nothing in Sacontala, which either accords with the under" 

standing, or can gratify the fancy, of an instructed people. 

Sir William Jones, who, on the subject of a supposed ancient state oi high 

civilization, riches, nod happiness among the Hindus, takes every thing for 

granted, not only without proof, hut in opposition to almost every thing, saving 

the assumptions of the Brahmens, which could lead him to u different conclu¬ 

sion. says, “ The dramatic species of entertainment must Jtave l«en carried to 

great perfection, when Vicramaditva, who reigned m the first century before 

* Of the Song of Solomon Voltsire, notwitliilanding all his prejudices against the Jews, «m* 

fcsuf*, « Aprfcs tout, ce cantique tsi un rootcenu prerieux de J'aniiquiti. Cist lo ceul line d'amonr 

f|uj nuns, j| reftii dv* Hehwm* 11 y «t nouvuit |*arlc de joiji*4aoct- Cost urn tglopua Juiyc, 

Le style esl comrtic cdui de I cm lot uuvragea d'etoquenO? des Htibreux, astai liaison* mite* 

plein de repetitions* coftfus, ridiculemLnl mcUiphorique; mftis U y a dc* tiulroiLs qui refiplreot b 

paired et I1 amour. Voltaire Diction* Fkibi. Mot Solomon, The criticism would in mm 

respects exactly ttdi SnccmtaJa. 
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8mk n. Christ, gave encouragement to poets, philolngers, and mathematicians, at a time 

’---' when the Britons were os unlettered and unpolished as the army of I lanumat. *• 

Sir William forgets that, even a century licforc Christ, the Britons had their 

Druids; between whom and the Brahmens, in character, doctrines, and ac¬ 

quirements, a remarkable similarity has been traced The conformities in their 

religious system liave already been remarked. All their doctrines, their narra¬ 

tives, and even the laws of which they were the promulgators, were delivered 

in verse. “ They bad made considerable progress " says Dr. Henry, “ in several 

branches of learning. We shall be confirmed in this,” he adds, “ by observing 

the respectful terms in which the best Greek and Roman writers sfieak of their 

learning. Diogenes Ijtcrtius places them in the same rank, in point of learning 

ami philosophy, with the Chaldeans of Assyria, tlie Magi of Persia, and the 

gymnosophwts and Brachmans of India. Both Caesar and Mela observe, that 

thev had formed very large systems of astronomy and natural philosophy ; and 

that these systems, together with their observations on other parts of learning, 

were so voluminous, that their scholars spent no less than twenty years in 

making themselves masters of them, and in getting by heart that infinite mul¬ 

titude of verses in which they were contained." f 

The mere existence, however, of dramatic entertainments has been held forth, 

in the case of the Hindus, as proof of a high state of civilization; and Sir Wil¬ 

liam Jones, whose imagination on the accomplishment# of the orientals delighted 

to gild, and hardly set any limit to its glittering creations, thinks the representa¬ 

tion of Sacontahi must have been something pre-eminently glorious ; as the sce¬ 

nery must have been striking; and w as there is good reason," he says, “ to be¬ 

lieve, that the court at A vault was equal in brilliancy, in the reign of Vicrnma- 

ditya, to tliat of any monarch in any age or country." f To bow great a degree 

this latter sup])ositioii is erroneous, we shad presently see. In the mean time, it 

is projser to remark, that nations may be acquainted with dramatic entertain¬ 

ments, who have made hut little progress in knowledge and civilization. In ex¬ 

tent af dominion, power, and every tiling on wiiich the splendour of a court 

depends, it will not, probably, be alleged, that any Hindu sovereign ever sur¬ 

passed the present emperors of China. The Chinese, too, are excessively fond of 

dramatic j*erformances ■, and they excel in poetry as well as the Hindus ■ yet 

our British ambassador and his retinue found their dramatic representations very 

* Preface to Sir William Jones's Translation of Sacontala. 

t Henris Hist, of Great Britain, iu 5} ami i» 153- 

X Preface to Osteon tub- 
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rude and dull entertainments.* Gardlasso de la Vega, on the subject of the Chav. IX. 

ancient Peruvians, says, M The Amautas, who were men of the best ingenuity v 

among them, invented comedies and tragedies, which in their solemn festivals 

they represented before their king and the lords of his court.—The plot or argu¬ 

ment of their tragedies was to represent their military exploits, and the triumphs, 

victories, and heroic actions of their renowned men,"f •* Dramatic as well m 

lyric poetry" says Clavigero, “ was greatly in repute among the Mexicans.' 

He then describes their theatres, and odds, " Boturini says, Uiat the jVlex- 

lean comedies were excellent .”£ 

As poetry is the first cultivated of all the branches of literature, there is at 

least one remarkable instance, that of Homer, to prove that in a rude state of 

society it may acquire extraordinary perfection. At a point of civilization lower 

than that which we suppose the Hindus to have obtained, better poetry than 

theirs may be found. From the effects produced by the poetic declamations of 

the Druids, it is certain that they must have possessed the faculty of working 

powerfully on the imaginations and sympathies of their audience. The Celtic 

poetry, ascribed to Ossiao, and other bards, which, whatever age, more recent or 

more remote, may he assigned by controversy for Its date, is, beyond a doubt, 

the production of a people whose ideas were extremely scanty, and their manners 

rude, surpasses in every point of excellence, the sterile extravagance of the 

poetry of the Hindus. In so rude a state of society as that which existed in the 

north of Europe, in Denmark, Iceland, Sweden, at the time of our Anglo-Saxon 

monarchies, the number of poets, and (die power of their compositions, were ex¬ 

ceedingly great. “ The poets of the north" (to use the words of Dr. Henry) 

“ were particularly famous in this period, and greatly caressed by our Anglo- 

Saxon kings. 4 It would be endless,* (says an excellent antiquary) * to name all the 

* •* Wretched dramas,” Lord Macartney calls them- Borrow'* Lite of Lord Macartney, ii £8& 

t Royal Commentaries of Peru, book Li. chap. »v. 
t Clavigero, Hitt, of Mexico, book vii, sect. 43- CwH (Lettrea Amuicatnce, L 296) says,fl Mnh 

que dirci vows *i je vous assure (jtie let Peruricna jouoient dee comedies pendent cos feta, of 

qu’iU eimotent piMicmiidment ee pl&isir Celt eft cepcodant vrai. La comedie faiioit done on 

de» plaints du Porut mau la tragMie trtoit prtfSrfie 4 Tlmcda, donl le peuplcetoit repnhlicstii. 

Chez un people indepemUiu on sc piail i prod utro let tyrant n*r k scene pour on inspire? la home 

4 la generation uctuclb, qui la transmit 4 U sui vanec......... Mob oa a aussi remarquC oe gout 

du theatre dies pluoieurs pcuplea do Lies du Sud.”—But an art which is known to the islander, 

of (he South Sea, is not a proof of high cmlludon. The people in the Birman empire are final 

of dramatic eeturtainmenl*; hut dies® vniertainiucnta among them are very rude. Dr,Buchanan, 

Aiiat, Res. vl, 305, 

3 B VOL. t. 
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Boos II. poets of the north who flourished in lire courts of the kings of England, or to 

-*-' relate the distinguished honours mid magnificent presents thut wen? heaped upon 

them.* The same writer hath preserved the names of no fewer than eight of 

those Danish, Norwegian, and Icelandic poets, who flourished in the Cottti of 

Canute the Great.—The poems of those ancient bards of the north are said to 

have produced tin? most amazing effects on those who beard them, and to hare 

roused or soothed the most impetuous jiassions of the human mind. Revenge, it 

is well known, rages with the greatest violence in the hearts of warlike, fierce 

barbarians, and is of all their passions the most furious and ungovernable ; and 

yet it is said to have been subdued by the enchanting power of poetry. Egil- 

Skalbgrim, a famous poet of those times, had quarrelled with Eric Blodox, King 

of Norway; and in the course of that quarrel had killed the King's son and 

several of his friends; which rained the rage of Eric against him to the greatest 

height: Egil was taken prisoner, and sent to the King, who was then in North¬ 

umberland. No sooner was he brought into the presence of the enraged 

Monarch, who had in his own mind doomed him to the most cruel tortures, than 

ht? began to sing a poem which he had composed in praise of his royal virtues, 

and conveyed his flattery in such sweet and soothing strains, that they procured 

him not only the forgiveness of oil his crimes, liut even the favour of his prince. 

The power of poetry Is thus described in one of their most ancient odes: * I 

know a song by which l soften and enchant the arms of my enemies, and 

render their weapons of none effect. I know a song which £ need only to sing 

when men have loaded me w ith bonds ; for the moment I sing it my chains fall 

in pieces, and I walk forth at liberty. I know' a song useful to all mankind ; for 

as soon a* hatred inflames the sons of men, the moment I sing it, they are ap¬ 

pealed. I know a song of such virtue, that, were 1 caught in a storm, I can 

hush the winds, and render the air perfectly calm. —11 hose ancient bards, who 

hud acquired so great an ascendant over the minds of their ferocious countrymen, 

mast certainly have been [xxsscssed of an uncommon portion of that poetic tire, 

which Is the gift of nature, and cannot he acquired by art.’ * 

Even in that figurative aud turgid style, which has been supposed a peculiar 

mark of oriental composition, but which, in reality, is only a mark of a low stage 

of society, and is uniforndy discovered in the language of a rude people, the 

poetry of the northern 1 Minis exhibits a striking similarity to that of the Hindus, 

the Persians, Arabians, and other eastern nations. “ The style of these ancient 

Hcury'v ll]of Great Britain, book ii. chap. t. 
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pocmC says Mullet* ** is very enigmatical and figurative, very remnfce from Ctraf. IX, 

common language; and for that reason grande but tumid ; sublime, but obscure, v 

If every tiling sboultl lie expressed by imagery, figtircs, hyperbola and allegories, 

the Scandinavians may rank in the highest class of poets. * l nr these pccu* 

liarities of the poetry of a rude people, tlib author philosophically accounts, 

h The soaring flights," says he, “of fancy, may possibly more peculiarly belong 

to a rude and uncultivated than to a civilized people. The great objects of untun? 

strike more forcibly on their imaginations. Their passions arc not impaired by 

the constraint of laws and education. The paucity of their ideas, and the bar- 

renness of their language, oblige them to borrow from all nature images in which 

to clothe their exceptions" f The poetry of the Persians resembles that of the 

* Mullet, Intrwl. Hbt. Denmark, i. 13. The following b a very soft but correct delineation of die 

rude features of Hindu poetry. ** The pocticcil expression of die Hindus perhaps offends by too great 

lofting and emphasis One may understand thdr boob and conversation id prose; but it is im- 

possible to comprehend those in ve^p until diligent study has rendered them familiar. Quaint 

phrases, perpetual allegories* tbe poetical turnu nations of the words, contracted expression* and 

the likes Tender the poetical style obscure and difficult to be understood, excepting to those who 

are inured to it* Doe of the principal defects of the Hindu poets is that their descriptions are 

commonly'too long and minute. For example, if they are describing a beautiful woman., they are 

never contented'with drawing her likeness with a single stroke,. „ . Such a mode of expres- 

iien would not be strong enough for the gro*3 comprehension of a Hindu* Dio poet must par¬ 

ticularise the beauty of her eye*, her forehead, her nose, her cheeks, and must expatiate on the 

colour of her skin, and the manner in which she adorns every part of her body. He will describe 

the turn and proportion of her jum^ legs, thighs, sh rudders, chest, atid in a word of &11 ports visible 

or invMblc; with an accurate recital of the shape and form which best Indicate their beauty and 

symmetry. Ho will never dn>Ui from his colouring till he has represented in detail every feature 

and part in rite most laboured and tedious style, but at the same time with the closest resemblance. 

The epithet*, in their poetical style, Eire frequent, and almost always figurative.—The brevity and 

conciseness of many motlv* of expression in the Hindu idioms, does not hinder their style, upon 

the whole, from being extremely diffuse*—To give an exact idea of the different species of Hindu 

poesy would not be much relished by the greater number of readers, so- different in their manner 

from our*, All thdr little pieces that 1 have seen ore in general veiy flat." Description^ &c, of 

the People of India, by the Abbe Dubois, p. 267, 

f Mallet, ut tuprsu In the very' subjects of thdr poems, as well as the style of Hem, the Scan¬ 

dinavian bards bore a great resemblance to the Hindu* Of the poetry of the Scalds, Mallet says, 

fbidi iL l S3, “ The some taste tuid mode of composition prevails every whom; we have con- 

stonily Allegories and cemibau; giants contending with the god*; Lake perpetually deceiving 

them ; Thor interposing in their defence, &cT The Scandinavians hod not only striking poems, 

but treatises on the art of poetry. Id. Introduction to tlie Edda, p. xlx. ClflvigtfO says of the 

Mexicans i 41 The language of their poetry wa*. brilliant, pore and agreeable, figurative, and eas- 

hcl! [shed with frequent comparison* to the moat pleading objects in nature, such m flower*, tree*, 

river*, Ac/1 Hist* of Alex* book vii, sect. 4-2. 

S 2 2 
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Book IT. Arabians, and both resemble that of the Hindus. The poetry of the Persians 

-<-' and Arabians has been celebrated in stilt higher strains than even that of the 

Hindus; and it is no doubt entitled to more of our admiration. The Persians 

hare their great historic poem, the Shah Namu, cones ponding1 to the Mahab* 

arut nr ftaniayan of the Hindus. It embraces a period of 3,700 years, and 

consists of 60,000 rhymed couplets. On this poem the most lofty epithets of praise 

have been bestowed; and a part of it, embracing a period of 300 years. Sir 

William Jones selects ns itself a whole; a poem truly epic, of which the merit 

hardly yields to that or the Iliad itself.* We shad speak of it in the language 

of an oriental scholar, who has made the literature of Persia more peculiarly his 

study than Sir William Jones. The Shall Namu, says Mr. Scott Waring, “ has 

probably been praised as much for its length as its intrinsic merit. When we 

allow it is unequalled in the East, we must pause before we pronounce it to be 

equal, or to approach very nearly, to the di vines! poem of the West. The stories 

in the Shah Namu ” he says, “ are intricate and perplexed, and as they have a 

relation to each other, they can only be understood by a knowledge of the whole. 

Episodes are interwoven in episodes; peace and war succeed each other; and 

centuries pass away without making any alteration in the conduct of the poem-— 

the same prince continues to resist the Persian arms; the same hem leads them 

to glory—and the subterfbge of supposing two Afrasinbs or two Roost urns, 

betrays, nt least, the intricacy and confusion of the whole fable. The character 

of Nestor answered the most important ends, his eloquence and experience had 

a wonderful effect in soothing the contentions of n divided council; but the age 

of Zal or of Roost um answers tio purpose, for they only share longevity in com¬ 

mon with their fellow creatures." In many instances, he adds, “ the poet is 

tedious and uninteresting. He is often too minute; and by making his descrip¬ 

tion particular mokes it ridiculous. An example of this may be given in his 

description of the son of Ukwan Deo; which instead of expressing his immense 

sire by some bold figure, gives us his exact measure : He was one hundred yards 

high and twenty broad.”f With respect to the style of this as well as of other 

Persian poets, the same author informs us, that “ the style of the most admired 

Persian authors is verbose and turgid; the mind is filled with words and epithets, 

* The words of Sir William Janes are; “ NobilLssTmtmi intern, ct longltaimum(votuuaiuia enim 

pennagni prop* dimidiate) partem const Unit! eat ana ulla dubitaiionc vere epicum, profecto 

nullum cut ab Eiaopcit *criptum porma, (pod ad Homeri dignitatem, et quasi COtlrtLcm trdoteo 

piqiiu!ocoodiit* Works, ii, 502. 

t Tour to Sheerer, by Ed, Scott Waring, pp. 158, 159,190,198. 
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and you probably m«t with several quibbles and monstrous images before you Cn»r. i\. 

arrive at one Amlin another irassage he says, « The Persian poet* in all * 

their similes or comparisons* fall infinitely below" mediocrity* f 

As soon as reason begins to have considerable influence in the direction of Hiin¬ 

human atlctirs, no use of letters is deemed more important than that of preserv¬ 

ing an accurate record of those events and actions by which the interests of the 

nation have been promoted or impaired. But the human mind must have a cer¬ 

tain degree of culture* before the value of such a memorial is pcrcclvetL The 

* Tour to Sherrw, by Ed, Scott Waring, p. 150. The author adds, ir 1 dull one instance 

fhxu an immense number* of the forced images of Pernio* historians ; ft would be disgusting to the 

reader to produce other* s"—a style of which wore tb» one instance would disgust mmt be a bad 

ftyks indeed-—1M Nona svem afflez” mjM Voltaire, “ quo le bon gout o'* jamais etc connu dans 

i OrienL—Otox aux Arabes, mix Persons, onx Julfe* le soleil et la lane, les momagru* ct lea vallees, 

lea dragons et la baailics, il nc four rcetc pmque plus do poetic/' Voltaire, Earn but les Morura et 

LTsprit de Nations, tom. i- cb. v. 
f Tour to Sheet**, ut supra* pm 235. To the imagination of the eastern poets, and above all, of 

dw Hindus may be aptly applied, in many of its particulars, the description of the Demoness, 

Imagination, U the enchanted castle of Hermaplirodix; 

Sous les grand* arcs—d'un immense poitiqucy 

Amfij coofos de moderne et d'antique* 

Sc promenoit un fimtome brillimt, 

Au pied leger, k Peril eti nedant, 

Au gesto rifp k la mwche egaree. 

La the haute,, et de clinquans pnr£e. 

On voit son corps toujoura eu action h 
Et tea qoitl esc V Imagiusti&nt 

Non ccMc Arife H ckarrmmle d$cti€ 
Op* predda tkmM ri dans la Gr£cet 

Auk beaux travaux do tnnt de grand* auteurs, 

Qui repandit Veclat de sea coulcur*j 

iVdu tdk-ia gu ntgurc k 60s1 kttj* 

Crtff ctpunfir* rybrtVii 

Quo tant d auteurs approchent de st pres. 

Frca d*dlu £toit Le Galimatias* 

Moustre bayard cafc&?c don# sc* bra*. 

La Pucelle d* Orleans* Chant 17 me. 

Gibbon well denominate* the Koran, « an endless incoherent rhapsody of table, And precept, 

aad declamation* which seldom excites a sentiment or an ides, which sometiines trawl* In the dust, 

and is sometimes lost in the clouds*" Chap. Lp, 269. Vet it is a superior composition to my work 

among the Hindus. 
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Book II. actions of hi# nation, or of individuals among his countrymen, which the rude 

v ■s~~~i and untutored barbarian is excited to remember, are those which he wonders at 

and admires ; and they are remembered solely for the pleasure of those emotions. 

Exaggeration, therefore, is more fitted to Ids desires than exactness; and poetry 

than history. Swelled by fiction, and set off with the embellishments of fancy, 

the scene lays hold of his imagination, and his passions are roused. Tt is accord¬ 

ingly found that all rude nations, even those to whom the use of letters has long 

been familiar, neglect history, and are gratified with the productions only of the 

mylhologists and poets. 

It is allowed on all hands that no historical composition whatever appears to 

Imve existed in the literature of the Hindus; they had not readied that 

point of intellectual maturity, at winch the value of a record of the post for the 

guidance of the future logins to be understood. 14 The Hindus,” says that 

zealous and industrious Sanscrit scholar, Mr. Wilford, “ have no ancient civil 

history.” Remarking a coincidence in this characteristic circumstance between 

them and another ancient people, he adds, “ Nor had the Egyptians any work 

purely historical. Major Renne! says, that, founded on Hindu materials, there 

Is no known liistozy of Hindustan, nor any record of the historical events of that 

country prior to the Mahomedan conquests.t It is perhaps still more remarkable 

that since that period no historical work lias I teen produced by a Hindu. I t is 

to Mahomednn j>eas exclusively that we arc indebted for oil our knowledge of 

the Mahomednn conquests, and of llic events which preceded the passage to 

Indio, by the Cape of Good Hope. | An inclination at first appeared among the 

• Wilford, on Egypt and the Stic, AtioL Res. iii. 296, f Hen net's Memoir, In trod, p, *1. 

| “ Ttioi no Hindu nation, but the Cushinirians. hove left us regular histories," *nys Sir W. 

Jones, 44 in their ancient language, we must ever lament.” Asiat. lies. it. xvii. Whnt he meant 

by excepting the Coshmiriona, wc know not. No binary of tlistn has ever been seen. “ Although 

we have hed recourse,'' says Dr. Tennant, 41 in the Sanscrit records at Benares lor several years, 

no history of the country has been found, which is the composition of a native.” Inch Roc. i. 10, 

41 Their poet*," says Mr, W, Chambers, “sueiti to have been their only historians as well as divines s 

and whatever they relate is wrapped up in this burlesque garb, set off, by way of ornament, with 

ci remittances highly Incredible and absurd, and all tl.i* without any date, and in no order or 

method, than such as the poet's Cmcy suggested and found most convenient. Asiat. Res. i- 1.57. 

Such is tile character of the Puratuu, from which Mr. Wilford lias exerted himself with ouch a 

wane of labour and credulity to extract same scattered fragments of history; or rather something^ 

it i* difficult to say wluu, on which some few historical inferences might be founded. '* The de¬ 

partment of ancient history in the East is so deformed by fable and anachronism, (hat it may be 

considered an absolute blank La Indian literature," Wilks's Mysore, IW. p. xv„ Mr. Dow's pre¬ 

judices weut for: « W« must not," wy» lie, (Preface to lus Hist, of Hindustani “ with Femht% 

3 
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warm admirers of Sanscrit to regard the poems Msihablmmt and Earn ay an, as a Chap. IX. 

sort of historical records* A more intimate acquaintance with those grotesque ' 

productions has demonstrated the impossibility of reconciling them with the ler 

of human affairs; mu!, as the only expedient to soften the deformities in which 

they abound, suggested the theory that they are allegorical* 

consider the Hindoo* aa destitute of genuine domestic annals, or that those voluminous records 

they poeses* are mere legends framed by the Brums ns.'* Vet it hu$ been found that all flinch Fe- 

ri&htii said was lrue, and nil that CoL Dow btdieved wua JUs&—14 Seriously speaking* the turn and 

bent of flu: imagi tuition of ilie people of India are such* Unit they can in no wise be excited but 

by what is monstrous. Ordinary occurrences snake no impression upon them at ail Their wUeii- 

don cannot be gained without the introduction of giants usid pygmies Hie Erohmimti, therefore^ 

having studied thts propensity, availed themselves of it to invent n religious worship, which they 

artfully interwove with their own private interests.—This passion of the Hindus for the extraordi¬ 

nary ami tin- wonderful must havu been remarked by every one who has ever so little Mudied their 

character. It continually leads to the observation I haw so freipMuiily repealed, that as often m it 

was necessary to move their grow imagination, some circumstance, altogether eEtravagani, but 

coloured with the hue of truth* was required to be added to the situ pi icily of narrative or fuel. 

To give thetii any idea of the marvellous, something must he invented that will overturn, dr at 

leas! alter the whole order of nature* The miracles of the Christian religion, however extraor¬ 

dinary they must appear to a common understanding,, are by do mean* so to tlie Hindus. I'pan 

tlicrn they have no effect- The exploit* of Joshua and tils ara» and the prodigies (bey effected 

by die inlcrporition of God, in the conquest of the land of Canaan, seem to them unworthy of 

notice, when compared with the achievement* of their own Rama, and the miracles which attended 

his progress w hen lit subjected Ceylon to hh yoke. The mighty strength of Sawm dwindles 

bto nothing, when opposed to the overwhelming energy of Bali, of Rm-mUj and the giant*- Hie 

resurrection of Lazarus itself is, in their cya, an ordinary event, of which tliey net- frequent ex- 

aniplt^ jo the Vidiuti ceremonies of the PatriMd&Trt*—I particularize thc$e examples, because 

they have been actually opposed to me mure than once by Brailmons, in my disputatious with 

them on religion.” Ahh£- Duhnls, p. V21. 

* Such is the Opinion of some of the best Sanscrit scholars : for example* of Mr. Wilkins. The 

same idea is encouraged by Sir William Jones* Asint. It**, iL 13*5* Hie good sense of Major 

Kennel rejected at an early period the notion of their historical truth T u 'Die Mahoharai, 

supposed to contain a large portion of interesting historical matter: but if the father or Grecian 

poetry made so total a change in the story' of Helen, in order to give a full scope to hh imagina¬ 

tion i what security have we that another poet may not mislead us in matters of feci.* Memoir, 

p. xlii. A mind of greater compass and force had previously said* "It were absurd to quote the 

fuhle ot the Iliad or the Odyssey, the legend* of Hercules* Theseus, or tEdipus* as authorities in 

maucr of fact relating to the history of mankind; hut they may, wiih great justice, be died to 

a-^rtoin what were the exception, and teutimeni* of the ngc m which they were composed* or to 

characterize the genius of tiiat people, with whole imaginations they were blended, and by whom 

they were fondly rebeaned and admired/’ Ferguson, Essay on the Hist* of Civil Society, pan 

Li* sect, 1- 
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The ancient Persians, who used the Pehlivi language, appear to have been ex- 

acthr in the state of the Hindus. « I never," says Sir John Malcolm, « have 

been able to hear of the existence of any work in the ancient Peliiivi that could 

be deemed historical."1 * 
The modern Persians, in this, as in many other respects, are found to have 

made some progress teyond the ancient Persians, and beyond the Hindus. The 

first step towards the attainment of iierfect history is the production of prose 

compositions, expressly destined to exhibit a record of real transactions, hut in 

which the genius of imagination still predominates over that of exactness, and 

presents a detail of transactions in which the lines of reality are but faintly to 

be traced. With histories of this description the Persians abound; but it 

is only on the most recent that any reliance can be placed. ** The Persians" 

soys Mr. Scott Waring, " do not make a study of history; consequently 

their histories abound with idle tales, and extravagant fables "f Another cele¬ 

brated Persian scholar sap; « The Persians, like other people, have assumed 

the privilege of romancing od the early periods of society. The first dynasty is, 

in consequence, embarrassed by fabling. Their most ancient princes are chiefly 

celebrated for their victories over the demons or genii called dives; and some 

have reigns assigned to them of eight hundred or a thousand years.”t On the 

comparison of the Grecian and native histories of Persia he says, “ There seems 

to be nearly as much resemblance between the annals of England and Japan, as 

between the European and Asiatic relations of the same empire. The names 

and numbers of the kings as exhibited by the historians of the two countries, 

have no analogy. No mention in the Persian annals is made of the Great Cyras, 

nor of any King of Persia, the events of whose reign con, by any construction, 

be tortured into a similitude with his. No trace is to be found of Crmsus, of 

Cambyses, or of his expedition against the Ethiopians; none of Smerdis Magus, 

nr of Darius Hystaspes; * not a vestige of the famous battles of Marathon, 

Thermopybe, Salamia, PlaUee, or Mycale, nor of the mighty expedition of 

Xerxes."| 

• Hiit- of Persia, 1.273. Yet the Jewish scriptures toll u*. Unit the deeds of the lungs of Per¬ 

sia were written in chronicles of that kingdom; anil Cteslas, who was at the court of An»a«* 

Mticnwn, ny« he had access to volumes contained in the royal archives.—Tile Persians had no 

historians before the sets of Mohammed; Xinneir* tlceg. Mem. of the Persian Empire, p. 15, 

Em Persia, there is non', a* there has long been, a royal historiographer, whose business it is to 

record the glorie* of the reigning prince. Ibid. 

f Tmir to Shccr&s, p. 152. % Richardson's Dissertations, p. +?■ 
f ibid, p, *7 to 60. He give* us the following as the account, by the Persian historians, or the 

1 
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Ou the geography and chronology, as parts of the literature of the Hindus, 1 Chap* IX. 

shall express myself in the language nf Mr. Wilford, “ The Hindus, says that 

celebrated Hindu scholar, “ have no regular work on the subject of geography, Geography 

or none nt least that ever came to my knowledge.—I was under a necessity of *^c 11 

extracting ray materials from their historical poems, or, as they may be called 

conquest cf Alexander. Rahman, the King, had married his own daughter. When he died, leaving 

her pregnant, he appointed her his successor, if she hud no son; and regent, if she laid one. The 

lady wished to reign s and being delivered of a ion? concealed hu births He wn eJsposeJj but 

found] and brought up by a dyer+ When grown to manhood he joined the Queen a armyi whkli 

was marching tgwt the Greeks, and performed prodigies of valour. Hie Queen pent for him; 

he was recogtii jhmJp and the Queen resigned, He become King Darab. He marched against t 

Philip of Macedon* and forced liim to take refuge in & forest. Peace was granted, on Philips 

giving hi* daughter to Darab, and paying annually a thousand egg* of gold* Philip's daughter 

ceased to pEeiae* and Darab sent her buck after she was pregnant- The child she brought ferth 

wm the famous Alexander. The son of Darab, who succeeded hrmP proved ao had a king, that 

the nobles of Persia advised Alexander to assert his right to the throne. Alexander refused the 

rmttuftl tribute- Dumb, the younger, marched against him* and was conquered* After the battle 

he was assassinated in his tent bj his attendants* But Alexander protested hla Ignorance of the 

crime, and Darab named hitu Kia successor, requesting him to govern Persia by Persian nobles^ 

which he did- Ibid. in another passage (JhiiL p. S2G) be acknowledges that no account is found 

in the Persian historian* of the expedition of Cyrus the younger. The story' of Alexander, as 

told by Sir John Malcolm, in his late history of Persia, ut similar, though not the some- Mr, 

Gibbon says well, ** The art and genius of history have ever been unknown to the Asiatics.,*,., 

And perhaps the Arabs might not find In a single historian, so clear and comprehensive a narrative 

of their own exploit* as will be deduced in the ensuing sheets" Gibbon, chap. U. Chordittj 

speaking of the ignorance of the Persians, in regard to geography and historyp says, " On m 

croiroit jamais quo cette ignorance ful ausai outr^c qu'dJe lest, et je nu Tauroit pit croirc mol- 

m^mC] si je ne m'enetois convoindi par on long usage,, * -. Pource qui est de rbistoire du pays, lea 

bvTei qui en trultent nc sont dnirs et ibm, et ne se suivent, que depuis hs naiisancc tie la idigion 

Mahometan? i do msniert qu'on ne se peut fier i rien de ce qui e*t rapport^ de siedes precedent, 

surtoLat en matiiirc do dtrouologiop oti cos gctis eommittent Its plus gro&sieies crretiri, ton fondant 

lg$ riedeSv et met taut lout pele-mele 11* soucKcr du teint—Totilcs ces histoirc#, jusqu an terns 

de Muluuumedp sant dea pieces ou fahuleuves ou Romanesques* remplica do mille confer nu f| n’y 

& rien de vrai&cfublible*" Voyage en Perse, iii. 256* And Gibbon sap (Hist, of DecL and FaO, 

ch-x. p*44&) w So little has been preserved of Eastern history before Mahomet, that the modem 

pension*. ore totally ignorant of die victory of Sapor* on eventm glorious to their noli on.*—tf When 

the Romait* had supplanted the Greeks, and extended their dominion over all Europe, they also 

engaged bt endless wars with the Persian kings of the Ashkanian and Sassunbra dynasties, for these 

Asiatic frovhecs. The events of these early periods are not well described in our historic^ os we 

have no authentic records prior to the time of Mohammed: But the Greeks, who Imve histories 

which extend back 200Q years, have minutely described all the circumstance* of these w**rt 

Travels of Mirza Abu Talub Khan, translated by Clwlcs Stewart, Esq. M. A.S# iVofessor of 

Oriental Lang mages* in the Hon. East India Company"* College, Hurts, iii. 23. 
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mow? proper!jy their legendary tales." In another place he says, “ The Hindu 

systems of geography, chronology, and history, are all equally monstrous and 

absurd. The circumference of the earth is said to be 500,000,000 yojanas, or 

2,456,000,000 British miles: the mountains are asserted to be 100 yojanas, or 

491 British miles high. Hence the mountains to the south of Benares are said, 

in the Fur anas, to bare kept the holy city in total darkness, till Matra-dern 

growing angry' at their insolence, they humbled themselves to the ground, and 

their highest peak now is not more than 500 feet high. In Europe, similar 

notions once prevailed ; for we are told that the Cimmerians were kept in con¬ 

tinual darkness by the interjwsition of immensely high mountains. In the Calica 

Parana, U is said that the mountains have sunk considerably, so that the highest 

is not above one yojana, or five miles high.—When the Puraiucs speak of the 

kings of ancient times, they are equally extravagant. According to them, Ring 

Yudhbhthir reigned 27,000 years; King Nan da is said to have possessed in his 

treasury above 1,584,000,000 pounds sterling in gold coin alone; the value of the 

silver and copper coin, and jewels, exceeded all calculation: and his army con¬ 

sisted of 100,000,000 men. These accounts geographical, chronological, and 

historical, as absurd and inconsistent with reason, must he rejected. This mon¬ 

strous system seems to derive its origin from the ancient period of 12,000 natural 

vears, which was admitted by the Persians, the Etruscans, and, I lielicve, also by 

the Celtic tribes; for we read of a learned nation in Spain, which boasted of 

having written histories of above six thousand years. 
The some industrious explorer of the literature of this ancient people informs 

ns■ f* The Hindus were superficial botanists, and gave the same appellation to 

plants of different classes ” f In fact, to arrange or classify, on this or on any 

other subject, seems an attempt which lias in all ages exceeded the mental culture 

of the Hindus- 
It is an error to suppose tliat for the origin of unprofitable speculations, re¬ 

specting the nature and properties of thought, great progress in civilization is 

required. The fears and hopes, the conceptions and speculations, respecting the 

Divine Nature, and respecting a future slate of existence, lead to inquiries 

concerning the invisible tolerations of the mind- If we consult but history, 

we shall \*i led to conclude, that certain curious, and subtle, hut idle questions, 

respecting the men to) operations, are a mark, not of a cultivated, but a rude state 

- Wilforrd on Egj|rt and the Nil#, Ahbi. R«. iii. 235; utul on the Chronology of die 

flunk*, Ibid. v. 2+1. 

f WilforJ Din Egypt and iht? Nile,. Asiat. Res. iiL 310. 
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of society* It was during an ago of darkness and barbarity', that tnctaphy- Cwai*. IX. 

sical speculations engaged so passionately the minds of the European doctors! 

and called forth examples of the greatest acuteness and subtlety. It was prior 

to the dawn of true philosophy, that the sophists, whose doctrine was a collection 

of ingenious quibbles on abstract questions, enjoyed their celebrity in Greece. 

Pythagoras flourished at a very curly age; and yet there is a high degree of subtle 

ingenuity in the doctrines he is said to have taught. Amid tine rudeness of the 

Celtic inhabitants of Gaul and Britain, the Druids carried, we know- not how far. 

the refinements of metaphysical speculation. Strabo, as quoted by Dr* Henry,* 

says, u The Druids add the study of moral philosophy to that of physiology, f 

Am miaous Marcellinus informs us, that the inhabitants of Gaul, having been 

by degrees a little polished, the study of some branches of useful learning was 

introduced among them by the bards, the Eubates, and the Druids. The 

Eubates made researches into the order of things, and endeavoured to lay open 

the most hidden secrets of nature. The Druids were men of o still more sub¬ 

lime and penetrating spirit, and acquired the highest renown by their specu¬ 

lations, which were at once subtle and lofty." f The progress which the Arabians 

mad,, in a semblance of abstract science has been highly celebrated. The fol¬ 

lowing observations, borrowed from one of the most intelligent Europeans by 

whom they have been studied, wiD enable us to appreciate their metaphysical 

science. Of the Arabians, even at the brightest period of their history, the 

Europeans, he informs us, have been prone to form too favourable, indeed extra¬ 

vagantly erroneous ideas. § Their best writers are the translators or copiers of 

the Greeks. The only study peculiar to them, a study which they continue to 

cultivate, is that of their own language* But by the study of language among 

the Arabians, we must not understand that philosophical spirit of research, 

which in words investigates the history of ideas, in order to perfect the art by 

which they are communicated. The study is cultivated on the account atone of 

its connexion with religion* As the word of God conveys the meaning of God, 

no conceivable nicety of investigation is ever too much to elicit that meaning in 

* Hist* nf Gmt Britain, ti* 4. f Strabo, lib. it. p. 197* 

J Aatfuiun* Marcdl. lib. jcv. cap, tx. 

$ The high civilization, refined literature, beautiful language, profound philosophy, polished 

manners, and amiable moral* of the Arabians, ore celebrated in the highest strains, by M. tie 

Bou]ninvifliers. Vie do Mahomet, p. S8; Ed. of Amsterdam, 173), Pythagoras, after having 

studied the sciences of the Egyptian*, travelled into Arabia to learn tile philosophy of the 

Arabians* Porpliyr.de VlL Pylhag. 

it C 2 
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Boo* II. its divine purity. For this reason, it is of the highest moment to ascertain not 

v * only the exact signification of the words, hut likewise the accents, inflections, 

signs, and pauses ; in a word, all the most minute niceties of prosody and pro¬ 

nunciation ; and it is impossible to conceive to what a degree of complication 

they have invented and refined on this subject, without having heard their decla¬ 

mations in the mosques. The grammar alone takes several years to acquire. 

Next is taught the nation, which may be defined the science of terminations. 

These, wliich are foreign to the vulgar Arabic, are superodded to words, and 

vary according to the numbers, cases, genders, and persons. After this, the 

student, now walking among the learned, is introduced to the study of elo¬ 

quence. For that, years arc required; because the doctors, mysterious like the 

Brahmens, impart their treasures only by degrees. At length arrives the time 

for the study of the law and the Fakah; or science peculiarly so called, hy 

which they mean theology. If it be considered that the object of these studies 

is alnays the Koran ; that it is necessary to be acquainted with all its mystical 

and allegorical meanings, to read all its commentaries and paraphrases, of which 

there are 200 volumes on the first verse; and to dispute on thousands of ridi¬ 

culous cases of conscience; it cannot but be allowed that one may pass one's 

whole tile in learning much and knowing nothing * It is vain, os the same author 

still further remarks, to tell us of colleges, places of education, and books* These 

words, m the regions of which we are treating, convey not the some ideas as 

with us, f The Turks, though signal, even among rude nations, for their igno¬ 

rance, are not without speculations of a similar nature, which by superficial oliser- 

vers hove been taken for philosophy, “ Certain it is," says Sir James Porter, «'that 

there an? among the Turks many philosophical minds. They have the whole sys¬ 

tems of the Aristotelian and Epicurean philosophy translated into their own Ion- 

gunge.-* “ The metaphysical questions," says Gibbon, “ on the attributes of 

*V0ln;^ T™£ “ E^1 and Syria, u. 434. « In two re«m voyages iota Egypt, sap 
Gibbon, (Hist, of Dec. and Fall, fcc.i*. +43.) » we are amused by Savory, and instructed by 

Yolney. I *ish the liter could travel over the globe." “ The L»t and most judicious," he call* 
fimi, i£ of our Syrian Um?<dkni.'t Ibid, p, 22*. 

t YoIbgJj ut supra, p. 4*3. 

X Observation* on the Religion, Law*, Government, *n(l Manners of the Turks, p. 3$. Mint, 

■f not alt, the -Arabian versions of the Greek author*, were done by the Christian subject* of the 

ca iphe- See G.bbou, cb. Jii. The same u probably the origin uf the TurLLsb version*. What 

use, .r any, t|»cy make of them, does nut appear. Mr. Scott Waring says, r‘ Tin; science of the 

Persians ] believe, extremely confined. They have translations of Euclid, Ptolemy, the 

« orks of Plato, Aristotle, Pythagoras, and sonic other of the Grecian philosopher*, tvhidi few 

of them read, and fewer understand." Tour to Sheerai, ji. 254, 
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Cod, and the liberty of man, have been agitated in the schools of Mnfaomedans, Chap. IX. 

as well as id those of the Christians." * And Air. Elphinstone informs iw, that ' v J 

if the rude Afghaun is ever stimulated to any degree of literary activity, it is 

when pursuing the subtleties of metaphysics, f 

These facts, indeed, very exactly coincide with a curious law of human nature, 

which some eminent philosophers have remarked, that the highest abstractions 

are not the last result of mental culture, and intellectual strength; that on the 

other hand, some of the most general and comprehensive, that is the most 

abstract of our notions, are formed at that very early period, when the mind, 

with little discriminating pow er, is apt to lump together things which have hut few 

points of resemblance; and that we break down these higher genera into species 

more and more minute in proportion as our knowledge becomes more extensive, 

more particular and precise. The propensity to abstract speculations is tlien the 

natural result of the state of the human mind in n rude mid ignorant age. f The 

most authentic source of information, yet open to the research of the European 

* Hist, of Decline and Fall* &c, ch- L Mr* Forster mentions a Mussulman fellow-traveller, 

ft dhputantf wltOp myn he, u anhjppily fer Uim&elf and his neighbour*, hnd canned over some 

of llitbf biwb of ingenious devices and which are held In high note 

among the modern Mahometan^ and have fixed among them a false distorted taste."h Travels in 

India p p. 106- 

t * There It generally a wont of ardour in pursuit of knowledge among the Asiatics, which is 

partaken by dip Astatine; excepting, however, in the sciences of dialectics and metaphysics, In 

which they take much Interest, and have made no contemptible progress." Elphiiiatoiic s Ac¬ 

count of Cnubul, p. 189. 

J The dearest account I have seen of this important fact, which Mr. Du gold Stewart (Elements 

of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, iL 231,) appears not to have known that any body had 

noticed but M. Turgot, is in the following passage of Condillac. " Man i] four observer, qu'imc 

fote qn’mi enfant commence & gcncroliser, it rend line klce ntuiiefendue iju "die peut I'ttre. cost- 

a-dire qu ii sc hale de dormer Je me me non) n tons lea objel* qui se rtssembie n t gro&urremciti, cl 

il its consprend torn dan* g»e seule cUsse. Les ressembknees sunt les premieres choses qui le 

frappent, parce qu’d ne aait pas encore ussez analyser pour distingue* les objetu par lea quality 

qui leur sont propres. 11 n’imaginera done des classes moins general^, que lorequ’il aura appria 

“ observer par ou let choses different. Le mot iommt, ^ eanmpie, cst datrord pour lui ,jI]e 

denomination commune, sous Jaqmdie i) comprend indistiuctmejit tons les hammer Mais ]p risque 

dam In suite il aura occasion dt cotmoiire In differentes conditions, il fern uustntdt Te» classes suh- 

ordofmres el morns generales de militiurc*, de magistrals, de bourgeois, dartiwms, dt labour*;urn, 

ft t; tel est dene 1'ordre de la generation des ideeg. On passe tout & coup tic I mdividu uu genre, 

pour descends cneuite aus differentes wpcces qu'on multipiic dautant plus quon acqlJjm plus 

de discernment, e’est-d-dire, qu'uu upprend uiieux il faire Tanalyse des chose*.” Couis d'Eiude, 
i. *9, 50. Ed- d Panne, 1776- 
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Boo* II. scholar oil t)ae metaphysical, as on other ideas of lire learned Hindus, is the 

*■ ' volume of lire Institutions of Menu. This celebrated, authoritative, and divine 

work contains, as h usual with the sacred books of the Hindus, a specimen of 

all their knowledge; cosmogony, theology, physics, metaphysics, government, 

jurisprudence, and economics. From the account which b this work is ren¬ 

dered of the origin of the mind and its faculties, very sure conclusions may be 

drawn respecting the extent and accuracy of the psychological knowledge of the 

people by whom that account is delivered and believed. 

The inspired author of this divine work informs the IreUeving Hindu that, 

From the supreme soul, Brahma, the Creator, drew' forth mind, existing sub¬ 

stantially, though unperceived by sense, immaterial." * The principal words 

here employed are vague and obscure, and no distinct meaning con be assigned 

to them. What is meant by » existing sultstantiaily ? " What is meant by 

“ immaterial? " "To exist substantially," if it luive miy meaning, is to be a sub¬ 

stance. But tins is inconsistent with the idea which we ascribe to the word 

immaterial; and there is, in many other passages, abundant reason to conclude 

tliat the word, with his usual leanings, here translated « immaterial,1* by Sir 

William Junes, meant nothing, in the conception of a Hindu, but a certain air, 

or ether, too fine to be perceived by the organs of sense. 

Immediately after the words we have just quoted, it is added; « And before 

mind, or the reasoning power, he produced consciousness, the internal monitor, 

the ruler." ] Consciousness?, n faculty of the mind, is here represented as created 

before the mind, the quality lefore die substratum. It is subjoined in the next 

words, And before them both (that is, before the mind and consKdousnwsJ 

“ he produced the great principle of the soul, or first expansion of the divine 

idea," | Here is a third production, which is neither the mind, nor conscious¬ 

ness. What is it? To this we have no answer. As to the term “first expansion 

of the divine idea," which may be suspected to be a gloss rather than a translation, 

it is mere jargon, with nd more meaning than the cawing of rooks, “ In the 

same manner (that is, according to the construction of the sentence, before 

mind and consciousness—) ** he created the Jive perceptions of sense, and the 

five organs of perception" § Another faculty of the mind, perception, is thus a 

creation antecedent to mind. The organs of perception* too* or bodily part* are 

o separate creation ; perceiving organs which belong to no perceiving being** 

!he following text* which arc the words next m order* exhibits a curious 

* Lairg of Menu, ck u 14* See the passage quoted at length supra, p« SOI* 

tlW- 1 Ibid. 15* S Ibid- 
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sample of metaphysical ideas. “ Having at once pervaded, with emanations from Chap. IX. 

the supreme spirit, the minutest portions of six principles immensely operative, s Y * 
consciousness, anti the five perceptions, the Create* framed all creatures " * Con* 

sdousness, and tlie five perceptions, existed antecedently to all creatures; 

consciousness awl perception, without conscious and perceiving beings. What Is 

meant by the minute portions of consciousness? How can consciousness be 

supposed divided into jwrtions either minute or huge: especially when we are 

told that the mind is immaterial ? What, too, are we to understand by the 

minute portions of a perception ? As to the mere jargon, such as “ pervading 

consciousness, and the five perceptions with emanations from the supreme spirit,” 

it is unnecessary to offer on it any remarks. 

We are next informed, that “ the minutest particles of visible nature have a 

dependence on those six emanations from God." f What is meant by these six 

emanations is not very definitely expressed. The six things that are spoken of 

are consciousness and the five perceptions; and it is preliable that they are 

meant But how risible nature should depend upon consciousness and the five 

perceptions, docs not ajipcar. Certain other emanations from God, however, arc 

spoken of, with which consciousness and the five pt*rceplk>t£ were pervaded; and 

perhaps it was meant that the minutest particles of matter depend on them. But 

this is only barbarous jargon. 

In the following verse it is said, that “ from these six emanations proceed the 

great elements, endued with peculiar powers, and mind with operations infinitely 

subtle, the imperishable cause of all apparent forms ” \ It is still a difficulty, 

what is meant by the six emanations. If those are meant with which conscious* 

ness and the five perceptions are pervaded, no ideas whatever can lie annexed to 

the words ; they are totally without a meaning; and that is all. if consciousness 

and the five perceptions lie, as seems probable, the emanations in question; in 

wbat manner do the great elements and mind proceed from consciousness and the 

fire perceptions ? Mind would thus proceed from certain of its own operations. 

It is added in the succeeding sentence, ** This universe, there tore, is compacted 

from the minute gmrtions of those seven divine and active principles, the great 

soul, or first emanation, consciousness, and five perceptions; a mutable universe 

from immutable ideas." (j 11 ere it appears that the great soul, os well as con. 

sciousne&i and the jperceptions, can be divided into portions. The great soul is 

not therefore immaterial, according to our sense of the word; and still less can 

* Laws of Mean, ch. L 16. f Ibid. IT. t Ibid. )8. $ Ibid. JHv 
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Boob II. either that, or the perceptions and consciousness be immaterial, if the universe, a 

'->-' great part of which is surely material, can be compacted from portions of them. 

“ a mutable universe,” it is said, from immutable ideastherefore, the great 

soul, consciousness, and the five perceptions, are not realities, though divisible into 

portions; they are only ideas ! What conclusions are we entitled to form respect* 

ing the intellectual state of a people who can lie charmed with doctrine like 

this?* 

In the following passage, and there are others of a similar import, we find a 

specimen of those beginnings which are made at an early stage of society, to 

refine in the modes of conceiving the mental operations. “ Self-love," it ls said, 

“ is no laudable motive; yet an exemption from self-love is not to be found in 

this world: on self-love is grounded the study of scripture, and the practice of 

actions recommended in it." f The absurdity ties, in not perceiving, that if no 

action proceeding from self-love is virtuous; ami if there is no action which 

does not proceed from self lore; then is there no virtue in the world, w hich is 

far from being the subject of Hindu belief 

The Vedanti doctrine, which has caught the fancy of some of the admirers of 

Sanscrit, appears to lie delivered viva voce, and not in any other mode. No pas¬ 

sage from any Sanscrit work has been quoted for it. If it were any refinement, 

it might then he suspected of being wholly modem. The following is the account 

of it by Sir William Jones. “ The fundamental tenet of the Vedanti school con¬ 

sisted, not in denying the existence of matter, that is, of solidity, impenetrability, 

and extended figure, (to deny w hich would be lunacy) but in correcting the popular 

notion of it, and in contending, that it has no essence independent of mental per¬ 

ception, that existence and perceptibility are convertible terms, that external 

appearances and sensations arc illusory, and would vanish into nothing, if the 

divine energy, which alone sustains them, were suspended but for a moment; an 

opinion which Epicharmus and Plato seem to have adopted, and w hich has been 

maintained in the present century with great elegance, but with little public 

applause ; partly because it has been misunderstood, and partly liecause it has 

been misapplied by the false reasoning of some unpopular writers, who are said 

to have disbelieved in the moral attributes of God, whose omnipresence, wisdom, 

* Not only tire consciotuDess and the five perception! regarded an separate existences, and 

separate product, of creative power, but various oilier operations of the tuind, and even states of the 

affections. Thu*, among the other creations, it is said, that the Creator “ gave being to devotion, 

speech, complacency, desire, and w rut In" (Laura of Menu, ch. j. 25*1 

t ibid. cfi. ii. 2, 
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and goodness, are the basis of the Indian philosophy. I have not sufficient Chap. IX. 

evidence on the subject to profess a belief in the doctrine of the Vedanta,, which 

human reason alone could, perhaps, neither fully demonstrate, nor fully disprove; 

but it is manifest, that nothing can be further removed from impiety than n sys¬ 

tem wholly built on the purest devotion " • 

u In some of these observations," Mr. Dugald Stewart very justly remarks, 

“ there is a good deal of indistinctness, and even of contradiction/’ He also 

remarks, that Sir William Jones totally misunderstands the doctrine of Berkeley 

and Hume.j We may suspect that he not less widely mistakes the doctrine of 

the Brali mens, and fastened a theory of his own creation upon the vague and 

unmeaning jargon which they delivered to him. If the propensity he strong in 

all minds, and in weak minds irresistible, to see only tlirough the medium of a 

theory: we need not wonder to find it compelling them to hear also, very much 

in ttte same w ay. “ If the simplest narrative of the most illiterate observer 

involves more or less of hypothesis; and a village apothecary or a hacknied 

nurse, is seldom aide to describe the plainest cose, without employing a phraseo¬ 

logy of which every word is a theory," f we tnoy conclude with certainty that 

the same intrusion is very difficult to avoid, in making up our own conception of 

what we hear, and still more in clothing it with our own language- Of the 

ideas which we profess to report, and which we believe that we merely report, it 

often happens that many are our own ideas, and never entered the mind of the 

man to whom we ascribe them. 

Wc have a more distinct account of the same doctrine from Sir James Mack¬ 

intosh, whose mind is still more philosophical, and on oriental subjects less pre¬ 

possessed and Jess credulous, than that of Sir W. Jones, Presenting, in a letter 

to Mr. Dugald Stewart, an account of a conversation with a young Brahmen, 

** He told me," says he, “ that besides the myriads of gods whom their creed 

admits, there was one whom they know by the name of Brim, or the great one, 

without form or limits, whom no created intellect could make any approach 

towards conceiving; that, in reality, there were no trees, no houses, no land, no 

sea, but all without was Main, or illusion, the act of Brim; that whatever we 

saw or felt was only a dream ; or, as he expressed it in his imperfect English, 

• Works of Sir Wm, Jones, i, I&5, It may be remarked, dial Sir William Jones, after all ihc&c 

praises, allow; that the Vedami doctrines ore wild and erroneous. A&iut. Res, iv. 164, I6d, 

t Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind, vol. ii. note B. 

t Tf'e wh in »hidi this important observation is expressed, are borrowed from a happy appli¬ 

cation of it by Mr. Stewart, in the same volume, p. 443, 

VOL. I, 3d 
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Book II. thinking in one’s! steep*, and that the re-union of the soul to Brim, from whom 

it originally sprung, was the awakening from the long steep of finite existence. 

It will require few words, in application of the evidence adduced in the chap¬ 

ter on religion, to make it sufficiently appear, that this is a natural part of that 

language of adulation towards the deity, in which the Hindu theology mainly 

consists. One of the deities, who is chosen as the chief object of adoration, is 

first made to excel all the other deities; next to absorb all their powers ; next to 

absorb even themselves; and lastly, absorb all things-f The fancy of " Main, 

is only a part of “ the absorption of all things in God.* There is nothing but 

God. All our supposed perception of things besides God is, therefore, only illusion; 

illusion created liy God. Why, then, does God create such an illusion ? I his is a 

very necessary question. If it were put; and why it has not lteen put, we may 

n little admire ; the Brahmens might very consistently reply, that as for a use, a 

design, a purpose, in the actions of their God, they never thought of ascribing to 

them any such quality. He pleases himself by his actions, and that is enough ; 

no matter how fantastic the taste. It is with great pleasure I quote the Mowing 

coincidence with my owm opinion, expressed in a subsequent passage of the same 

letter. “ I intend to investigate a little the history of these opinions ; for I a in 

not altogether without apprehension, that wc may all the while be mistaking the 

hyperbolical effusions of mystical piety, for the technical language of a philoso¬ 

phical system. Nothing is more usual, than for fervent devotion to dw ell so long, 

ami so warmly, on the meanness and worthlessness of created things, and on the 

all-sufficiency of the Supreme Being, that it slides insensibly from comparative 

to absolute language, and, in the eagerness of its zeal to magnify the Deity, seems 

to annihilate every thing else. To distinguish between the very different import 

of the same words in the mouth of a myotic and sceptic, requires more philoso¬ 

phical discrimination than most of our Sanscrit investigators have hitherto 

shown.** t 
Sir James might have passed beyond a suspicion; if from nothing else, from 

the very words of the conversation he reports. Human life is there not compared 

to a sleep; it Is literally affirmed to be a sleep; and men ore not noting, or 

thinking, but only dreaming. Of what philosophical system does this form a 

part ? We awake, only when we are re-united to the Divine Being; that is, 

when we actually become a part of the Divine Being, not having a separate exist¬ 

ence, Then, of course, we cease to dream; and then, it may be supposed, that 

* Tin? ii tmutr bed by Mr. Stewart, ia Ike note quoted above, 
t Vide supra, p-227. % Stewart's Elcm, at supra. 
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Main ceases Thon will there be anything to tie known? anything real? Chap. IX. 

Or b k the same thing, whether we are awake or asleep ? Bat my reader might ** J 

well complain I was only trifling with him* if I pursued this jargon any farther. 

What grieves me Is, that between the two passages which I have immediately 

quoted, Sir James (we must remember that it is in the negligence of private 

corresjioiiclence) has inserted the following words, ** All this you have heard 

and read before as Hindu speculation. What struck me was, that speculations 

so refined and abstruse should, hi a long course of ages, have fallen through so 

great o space as that which separates the genius of their original inventor from 

the mind of this weak and unlettered man. The names of these inventors have 

perished; but their ingenious and beautiful theories* blended with the most mon¬ 

strous superstitions* have descended to men very tittle exalted above the most 

ignorant populace, and are adopted by them as a sort of articles of faith, without 

a suspicion of their philosophical origin, and without the possibility of compre¬ 

hending any jmit of the premises from which they were deduced/1 Yet Sir 

James lumsclf has described the origin from'which they were deduced : namely, 

“the hyperbolical effusions of mystical piety;15 and surely the Brahmens of the 

present day may understand these effusions, as well as their still more ignorant 

predecessors^ 

* Another circtimstoace is ml wavs to lie remembered. If the Brahmens are once informed of 

the European doctrine, they will tate abundant care to moke their own conform to it. u With 

respect to the real leneti of the Hindus, on subjects of theology, they nre to be token from their 

oneieut books* rather than from the ond dedaraiioitD of die mo*t Seamed Brahmens of modem 

Lame#, who liave discovered ihnt. the opinions or Christians, con censing the nature of God, Eire fur 

more rational iW those currently entertained among thesis, and that the gross idolatry of the 

Hindus u contemned by die more intelligent natives of the western world. Bvmicr rectnA to have 

found occasion.for die same remark in hb tiroes for, After relating n conference between him and 

some learned pandits, Ln which the biter cmdeav&urod to refine away die gto&snes* of their image 

worship; 1 Voiln (says he) tan# ujoutcr ni dins timer la sol ulion qu*iU me donnerent; maht a vous dire 

le vnil, cela me wnblott uo pea ttopbicn conccrtc a lit Chreticnne, aux prix de ce que j+en avois 

appnt do plusieurs autre# panditsf ** {Gnrnfs Observations on the Slate of Society among ihe 

Asiatic Subject* of Grent Britain, fL 7& Papers on India, ordered to he printed by the House of 

Commons 15lh June, ISIS*) This supposed refinement, such as it it, Sir. Elphhi«tone found 

among the rude and uncivilised Atghaiifu, I+ Another sect in Caubul w that of the Soafees, who 

ought, perhaps, to be considered «s a class of philosopher#, rattier than of religionists. As far as I 

tin understand their mjiterioitt doctrine, their leading tenet seems to be, that the whole of the 

Animated and iimmmuEe creation is an illusion ; nmltbai nothing exists except the Supreme Being; 

which pnaenti ittelf under an infinity of shape* to the soul of mm* itself a portion of the Divine 

CSWJIW. Hie conLempbiion of this doctrtiw raises the Suofrci to the utmost pitch ef enthusiasm* 

3 d a 
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With respect to morals or duty, it appears not that any theory has ever been 

constructed by the Hindus. In what regards the preceptive part, their ethics 

exactly resemble those of all other rude and uninstructed nations; on excellent 

precept, and a foobsh or absurd one, placed alternately, or mixed in nearly equal 

proportions, in all their books which treat upon the suljeet For specimens of 

their ethical precepts, it is sufficient to refer to what we have already produced 

under the head of religion. If all the right and wise precepts were selected from 

the rest, and exhibited pure by themselves, they would present a tolerably perfect 

code of the common duties of morality. As we have authors who have attached 

importance to this, without adverting to the fact that a soundness in detached 

maxims of morality is common to all men down to the lowest stage of society, it 

is necessary to give a specimen of the ethical rules of nations confessedly barbarous. 

We might, jierhapa, be satisfied with a reference to the proverbs of Solomon, and 

other preceptive parts of the Jewish writings, which are not equalled by the cor¬ 

responding parts of the books of the Hindus. We shall, how ever, produce 

another instance, which is less exposed to any objection. The Havamaal or sub- 

time discourse of Odin, is a Scandinavian composition of great antiquity. ■ h is 

a string of moral aphorisms, comprised in 120 stanzas; with which, as a whole, 

there is nothing in Hindu literature in any degree worthy to he compared. The 

following is a specimen : 

“ To the guest who enters your dwelling with frozen knees, give the warmth 

of your fire: he who hath travelled over the mountains hath need of food and 

well-dried garments: 

“ A man can cany with Mm no letter provision for his journey than the 

strength of the understanding. In a foreign country this will be of more use to 

Mm than treasures ; ami will introduce him to the table of strangers : 

“ There is nothing more useless to the sons of the age than to drink too much 

ale; the more the drunkard swallows, the less is his wisdom, till he loses his 

reason. The bird of oblivion sings before those who inebriate themselves, and 

steals away their souls : 

“ 1 have never yet found a man so generous and munificent, as that to receive 

They aJraiie God in every thing i and, by frequent meditation on his attributes, and by tracing 

him through nil hiafomw, they imagine that they attain to an ineffable love lor the Deity, and even 

to an entire union with his substance." (An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul, by the Hop. 

Mountstuart Elphinstone, p. 207.) See, for on account of o similar sect in Penis, Malcolm's Hist, 

of finis, ii- M5.—How different is aii this ffow the curious result of the refined (mil ingenious 

reasonings of Berkeley! And bow shallow the heads that confound them I 
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at his house was not to receive; nor any so free and liberal of his gifts as to Chap. IX, 

reject a present when it was returned to him: 

u They invite me up and down to fcagts, if 1 have only need of n slight 

breakfast; my faithful friend is he who will give me one loaf, when he has but two: 

** Where is there to be found a virtuous man without some failing ? or one so 

wicked as to have no good quality ? " * 

Among the parts of Hindu learning chosen by its admirers as the peculiar Gramma t. 

objects of their applause, are the niceties, the numerous and intricate subtleties, of 

the Hindu grammar. We are informed by an eminent Sanscrit scholar, that the 

grammatical precepts of one single treatise are no fewer than 3996. The reader 

will observe, that this numlter is composed of the digit 3 and its multiples, to 

which peculiar virtues are ascrilied by the Hindus. It is not improbable that 

the rules may have been made to correspond with the number, rather than the 

number with the rules. Nevertheless, we learn from Mr. Colebrooke, that those 

rules are framed; with the utmost conciseness, the consequence of very ingenious 

methods. But it b added, that the studied brevity of the Pantniya Sutras ren¬ 

ders them in the highest degree obscure; that even with the knowledge of the 

key to their interpretation, the student finds them ambiguous ; that the applica¬ 

tion of them, even when understood, discovers many seeming contradictions; and 

that, with every exertion of practised memory, the utmost difficulty is experienced! 

in combining rules dispersed! in apparent confusion through different portions of 

Paninis and lectures. The number of commentaries on the hooks of grammar is 

exceedingly great, and many of them very voluminous, f 

As these endless conceits answer any purpose rather than that of rendering 

language a more commodious and accurate instrument of communication, they 

afford a remarkable specimen of the fooleries of a rude and ignorant age; which 

is us much delighted with the juggleries of the mind!, as it is with those of the 

body, and is distinguished by the absurdity of its passion for hoth.f It could 

not happen otherwise than that the Hindus should, beyond other nations, abound 

Id those frivolous refinements which are suited to the taste of an uncivilized people. 

A whole race of men were set apart and exempted from the ordinary cares and 

labours of life, whom the pain of vacuity forced upon some application of mind, 

* See Mallet, Introd, Hlit, Denmark, eel. U. For additional illustrations we may refer to tin? 
h-aiims, of Confucius nod Zoroaster, 

t Colebrooke on the Sanscrit end Piocrii Languages, Asiat. Res. vat 

$ Mr. Caleb rooke still tardier rensarlw, that the Hindus delight in scholastic disputation; nod 

that their controversial commentaries on grammar exhibit copious specimen*, of it, fhtd. 
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Book II. and who were tinder the necessity of maintaining’ their influence among the 

11 people, by the credit of superior learning, and if not by real knowledge, which c 

slowly nnd with much difficulty attained, by artfvd contrivances for deceiving the 

people with the semblance of it. This view of the situation of the Brahmens 

serves to explain many tilings which modify and colour Hindu society. In 

grammatical niceties, however, the Hindus hut discover their usual resemblance 

to other nations in the infancy of knowledge and improvement. We have already 

seen that the Arabians on this subject cam' their complex refinements to a height 

scarcely inferior to that of the Brahmens themselves.* Even the Turks, who are 

not in general a refining race, multiply conceits on this subject.f During the 

dark ages the multiplication of grammatical distinctions and subtleties formed a 
favourite exercise of the European schoolmen4 

sauacrii. Not only the grammar; the language itself has been celebrated as the mark 

of a refined and elegant jieople. u It is more copiouswe ate told, " than the 

Latin. It has several words to express the same thing. 'Hie sun has more than 

thirty names, the moon more than twenty. A house has twenty ; a stone six 

or seven; a tree ten; a leaf five; an ape ten; a crow nine.” | 

* Vide supra, p, 379, SBO. 

f Tout co quo' le mauvais gout petit in venter pour faiigqcr I'esprit, foil Icur delice?, et ravst 

leur admiration. Memoirea du Baron de Tott sur les Turcs et leu Tortures, i. 0. 

t The following remarkable passage in the celebrated lei ter of our countryman, and (but for one 

exception! admirable country man. Sir Tliumis More, to Marlin Dorpitts, affords at once n proof 

of the fact, and a judgment on ibe practice : “ At nunc utaurda <puednni porter In, nd certain 

bomutun artiuui imla pemitiem, et luculenler all autiijuii. dibtiricta. conmiiacuerunt; it vctenu.i 

puriealmas tradition es sui* adjvclis sortlibua iu&ccniDt omnia, Nam in Grammaika (ut omittom 

Ale sail drum, alquc id genus alios ; qui quamqumn imperitc, lumen gramniaticaM utcunque docue* 

rant) Albert us quidam, gramrnaticam se traditunim professus, logicani nobis qimndam, dut meta- 

pbysicam. iuimo ucutram, serf inera somnm, muni dcliria gramniatictt loco sulrstituit: et tnmen hm 

ruigaciwima: nupc in publican academia* nor tar rum rev*]** *unt, nd etiam plerisquc tarn impense 

pbcummi, ut is propertied mu coins illiquid in grammaiica vulcre censentur, qui&quis fuerit AI her- 

tistx uoiuuti aMequutus. Tnntitm auctontatw habet, ad pervertendu bononun quoque ingenionun 

judicia, seme! ah inept* tradita (nngistria, dm tempore corroborate pmuiwio. Quo fit ut minus 

mirer, ad eundeia mod uni in dialectics locum nugas plus qusm lapbktieas irrepsisse qua* cutiori- 

bus suit wfudonm nomine tam vebmenier amdent," Caramel says of the subtle doctor, 

Svotus, Vu a/tit tullilim tcnjmt qmm cum dr grammatuit modi* rignifitandi. Mr, Horne To nke, 

however, on thi* remarks, tliot Id* De modi* signifkandi should be end tied, Aji Exemplar of die 

subtle art d saving appearances, and of discoursing deeply and learnedly on a subject will) which 

wp are perfectly unacquainted. Quid cuin whititu vd magi* Unite yuam quod nihil tit P (Diver* 
sions of Parley, Ini rod, p, ){,} 

f I* Ftre Paulini (Bartolomeo) Voyage aux Indes, ii, 201. 

2 
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It is remarkable, at ibis time of day, to find that which is a defect and a Chap. IX. 

deformity of language, celebrated as a perfection by European literati* The -v-* 

perfection of language would consist in having one name for every thing which 

required a name, und no more than one. Redundancy is a defect in language.' 

not less than deficiency. The ill effects oi it are numerous and important, j 

good effects it has none, unless far sound, which may he smoothed without it. 

Philosophy, and even common good sense, determine, that every thing which, 

can simplify language*, without impairing it in point of precision and complete- 

ness, is a first rate adv antage. An ignorant and fantastical age deems it a glory 

to render it in the highest degree perplexing and difficult. 

The other perfections which are ascribed to the Sanscrit are its softness, or 

agteeablenesa in point of sound, and its adaptation to poetry. Of its complete- 

* Mr- Gibbon quaintly says, “ In Arab in as well as in Greece, the ftr/ccimn of language out¬ 

stripped the rtfintitioit of iiuiincrs; and her speech could diversify lire fourscore itaiin of honey, 

the two hundred of ft serpent, the five hundred of a lion, the tin ms i ml ora sword, at a time 

when this copious dictionary wo* entrusted to die memory of on illiterate people.'* Hist, of Dec. 

and Full, &c. is. 2tO. The German professor Forster, who writes notes on the Voyage du Perc 

Paulini, says rot badly on the passage quoted in the text, | Paul ini, Voy. mix Indes, iiL 3£k9.) 

“ Ce»’“* P“ de cc,te doit juger de la ricbesse dime longue. On * oonturac de 
dire qut U bngue A rube wi riche, pareeque cite ft jc DC sms quel noinbre de syimnimes pour 

exprimer le nut rpee. On de ces synonline*, par example, signUic le moirtrier iLss homines, 
Ce nTest la, daiis la reality qu’une expression metaphorique et figurtk-, idle qu on en pent former 

dona loutei les longues taut jpIi pen cultivtei, On pmivait de mine tmover plus de trente noms 

pour exprimer le soldi dan* les poetes Grets: mai* ii n’ra* vena dam fesprit de personae, de fairs 

valuir ceta pour prom er la ricLttst' de la longue Grecque,” Our own sagacious, nnd in many 

respects highly philosophical WHtire judges better, when he names, «jgnijkaactf, prre/*rca%. 

brevity, and consequentlyamong tie perfection* of a language; and says ilmi the mul¬ 

titude of rules in the Latin « argue* ihc imperfection or that language, that it should *taml in 

need of such and so many rules at have no fauiulatiua iu the philosophy of speech. ...... If 

these rules be uot necermry to language, and according to nature, but that words may signify 
sufficiently, and in some respect* better without them, then there is greater judgment showed ft, 
laying them aside, or framing a language without them," Essay towards a Real diameter, Ac. 

P* 44S. Another writer, w ho speaks with ■* much boldness, as hu thinks with force on the* suhi 
jeet of language, says, “ Persons coo dull or, too idle to understand the *uhje« cannot, or will 
not,, perceive how great an evil many 1tord, is; and bout of their wpim verbontm, as if a v<!T6f>n 

diseased with gout or dropsy boasted of his great joiuix, or big beUy.” And again, « ft c#noot be 

too often repeated that superfluous variety and cpp«, are faults, not excellencies. Simplicity* nmv 
he considered poverty by perverted understandings, but it is always of great utility: and to mw 

judge* it always possesses beauty and dignity.” Philosophic Etymology, or Rational Grammar, 

by Jeune* Gilchrist, p. 110* 170. If the Sanscrit i* to bo admired for its on,plicated grammar, 
the Ethnic should be admired far its 202 lotion; WiLkius* Essay towards a RCu] Character, p. 1*’. 
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Book 1L ne^s or precision* those who w ere the fullest of admiration for It, were too little 

acquainted with it to be able to venture an opinion. Yet completeness and pre¬ 

cision would have been undeniable proofs of the mental perfection of the people 

by whom it was used; while a great multitude of useless words and gram* 

mntica! rules were the very reverse. Nothing h more probable than that a lan¬ 

guage which has too many words of one description, has too few of another, 

and unites in equal degree the vices of superfluity and defect The adaptation 

of a language to poetry and the ear* affords no evidence of civilization* Lan¬ 

guages, on which equal eulogies are bestowed to any which can be lavished on 

Sanscrit, are the languages confessedly of ignorant and uncivilised men. 

Nothing can surpass the admiration w hich is often expressed of the language of 

the modern Persians. Molina, the intelligent and phdosoplilcal historian of 

Chili* informs ns that of the language of the Chilians, the grammar is as perfect 

as that of the Greek or Latin ; that of no language does the formation and struc¬ 

ture display greater ingenuity and felicity,* The language of the Malays Is 

described as remarkahly sweet* and wdi adapted to poetry, f CJavigero knows 

not where to set a limit to his admiration of the Mexican tongue.! “ Many 

* GY indigent Chiles! foraiano turn tola mutonc diviia in varie iribii, et tutd hanno la medesuna 

fi&conoiuiji. e la medeaima lingua chianutta da lorn ChUcduguf die tuo! dire lingua Chinese. 

Quvhia lingua e duke, nroaonlusa, e* jiresrivu, regolare, e copiosisriina di termini atd ad entm* 

dare nun solo Ic coscfeiche general], o particular!, ma anche le cose uiorali* e astrattg. Saggio 

Sulla St aria Naturak del Chili Del Signor Abate Giovanni Ignaxio Mol ion* lib. iv. p. 334. 

f MundL'n'i Hbt*of Sumatra, p. et!L 3d. 

t u It i* ao copious-, polished, and expressive, that it hai been esteemed by many superior to the 

Latin, tad even to the Greek. It abounds," says he, "more Uuuj the Tuscan, in dummitivefl and 

augmented Ives; pmd more than the English* or any other language we know, In verbal and abstract 

temisi for there h hardly a verb from which there are not many verbals formed, and scarcely it 

substantive or adjective from which there are not tame abstracts formed. It is not less copious in 

verbs than in nouns; 8t front every single verb other* are derived of different Ejgnifiexiti&tis, Chihua 

v is to do," Chtrhihua 11 to do with diligence or often/* Chi/ttsilia 11 to do to another/* Chihuaftin. 

u to cfliue to be dunt-," Chihttalmh e< to go to do,” Chihunco 11 to conic to do/' Chitihliuh (< to 

be doing," Ac- Having mentioned the extraordinary variety with which the Mexicans express 

fifawt degree* ok reaped, by adding adverbs and other particle* to glio names employed, 

Clavigero adds, H variety> which gives so much civilization to the language, does not* how¬ 

ever, make it difficult io be spoken : because It is subjected to rules which are feted and tmy j nor 

do we know any language dun is more regular and methodical The Mexicans, like the Greeks 

anil other njitlauK have the advantage of making emupotinds of two, three, or four simple words ; 

but they do tt with more economy then the Greeks did j for the Greeks made me of the entire words 

In computitioa, whereas the Mexican! cut off syllables, or at least some letter* from them. 

TlaiotU lignihcti valtud, or (nkvid; Mnhufoxk) honoured or rtvrrtd t Tapixf*^ priat ; TciU^ 
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extravagant things have been advanced concerning the great antiquity and Chap. IX. 

superior excellency of the Angio-saxon tongue. According to some writers, it '- 

was the most ancient and most excellent language in the world, spoken by the 

first parents of mankind in Paradise; and from it they pretend to derive the 

names, Adam, Eve, Cain, Abe!, and all the antediluvian patriarchs." * 

The same sacred volume which affords the most authentic materials for ascer- phraa. 

taming the Hindu modes of accounting for the phenomena of mind, lends equal 

assistance in leading us to a knowledge of their modes of accounting for the phe¬ 

nomena of matter. At the close of the night of Brahma, ** intellect, colled 

into action by his will to create worlds, performed again the w ork of crcatioQ ; 

and thence first emerges the subtle ether, to which philosopher ascribe the quality 

Of conveying sound: * f Ignorant that air is the great agent in the conveyance 

of sound, the Hindus hud recourse to n fiction ; the imagination of a something, 

of whose existence they had no proof. Equally futile is their account of air. 

** From ether, effecting a transmutation in form, springs the pure and potent 

air, a vehicle of all scents; and air is held endued with the quality of touch." $ 

The word touch is here ambiguous : It may mean either that air is tangible, or 

that it has the faculty, the sense of touch. The hitter, I suspect, is the mean¬ 

ing of the original; for I can Itardly credit that so great a master of language 

as Sir William Jones, would have explained a passage which only meant that air is 

tangible, by so exceptionable a term as that it is endued with the quality of 

touch. 1 can with less difficulty suppose, from other instances, that he endea¬ 

voured to cloak a most absurd idea under an equivocal translation. 

With res[Ject to light and beat, we are told in the immediately succeeding 

passage ; “ Then from air, operating a change, rises light or fire, making objects 

visible, spreading bright rays ; arid it is declared to bare the quality of figure.”^ 

It sufficiently appears from these several passages, that the accounts with which 

father. To unite these five words in one, they take eight consonants and four vowel*, and iay; 

for instance, ,YotbwTmnh uUzitoptrcalaizi/t, that is, iwy «ry Uvrthy /othert or mered print, pre* 

filing the .Vo which corresponds to the pronoun my, and adding ttin, which is a particle expressive 

of rrrertfnfe, Thert air some compounds of so many terms as to have fifteen or sixteen syllables. 

. .. In short, ail those who have learned this language, mid can judge of Its copiousness, regu¬ 

larity, and beautiful modes of speech, are of opinion, that such a language cannot have been 

spoken by a barbarous people.” Cluvigero, Hist, of Mexico, book rii, sect. 41. 

* Htniy'j Hist- of Groat Britain, iv. S65 —111 know not a Language spoken in Burope tint 

hath words uf more sweetness and grestausstlum theirs:1' Penn'* Letter on the American Indian*, 

in Clarkson's LifL- of Penn, i. 385. 

| Laws uf Menu, ciu i, 7o. 

VOL. L 3 E 

t lb, 76. f lb. 77. 
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Boox ff. they satisfy themselves, are merely such random guesses as would occur to the 

_ ' most vulgar and untutored minds. From intellect arose ether ; from ether, air; 

from air, fire amt light. It appears from this passage that they consider light 

st)d heat as absolutely the same; yet the moon afforded them an instance of 

light without heat; and they had instances Innumerable of heat without the 

presence ol light. What is the meaning, when it is declared that fire, alias 

light, has the quality of figure, it is impossible to say, That fire, or. which is the 

same thing, light, is itself figured, is an affirmation wherein little meaning can be 

found. That fire, that is, light, is the cause of figure in all figured bodies, is 

an affirmation which, notwithstanding the absurdity, is in exact harmony with 

the mode of guessing at the operations of nature, admired as philosophy among 
the Hindus. 

The account of water and earth is a link of the same chain. * From light, a 

change being effected, comes water with the quality of taste ; and from water is 

deposited earth with the quality of smell." * As from ether came air, so from 

air light, from light water, and from water earth, It is useless to ask what 

connexion apjxsirs between water and light, or earth and water. Connexion, 

reason, probability, had nothing to do will) the case. A theory of successive 

production struck the fancy of the writer, and all inquiry was out of the question. 

Here occurs the same difficulty as in the case of air; air was endowed with the 

quality of touch; water and earth are said to have the qualities of smell and 

taste. In tliis we perceive a most fantastic conceit: To water is ascribed the 

quality of taste; to earth, the quality of smell; to fire, the quality of Jigurc, 

(! suspect it should he translated sight); to air, the quality of touch; and to 

ether, the quality (as Sir William Jones translates it) of conveying sound; I 

suspect it should be translated, the quality of hearing. 

We have thus seen the speculations respecting the origin and qualities of the 

principal parts of inanimate nature. The same divine volume affords us a spe¬ 

cimen of their Ideas concerning the origin of at least one great department of 

animated nature. “ From hot moisture are bora biting gnats, lice, fleas, and 

common (lies ; these, and wlmtever is of the same class, are produced by hcatv’f 

If tliis be an idea natural enough to the mind of an uncultivated observer, it is 
at least not a peculiar proof of learning and civilization. 

Of the arbitrary style of deciding without inquiry, the natural and ordinary 

iftyle of all rude minds, a curious specimen is afforded by the Hindu dogma. 

*• Laws of Menu, gb, i. 78, f Ibid. 45. 
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that vegetables, os well as animals, “ have internal consciousness, and are sensible Cn*r. IX 
of pleasure and pain,*1 * -> 

Of all the circumstances, however, connected with the state of Hindu 

society, nothing has called forth higher expressions of eulogy ami admiration 

than the astronomy of the Brahmens. Moos, Bailly, the celebrated author of 

the History of Astronomy, may be regarded as beginning the concert of praises, 

which has been sung upon this branch of the science of the Hindus. The 

grounds of his conclusions were certain astronomical tables from which he in. 

ferred, not only advanced progress in the science, hut a date so ancient as to 

be entirely inconsistent with the chronology of the Hebrew Scriptures. Not¬ 

withstanding the celebrity of Mons. Bailly, for astronomy and eloquence, 

nothing on this subject is to be yielded to his authority; nothing believed beyond 

what he establishes on proof. The man who invented a theory of an ancient 

and highly civilized people, now extinct, formerly existing in the wilds of Tartary, 

and maintained it with uncommon zeal, and all the efforts of his ingenuity, is 

not to be trusted as a guide in the regions of conjecture. Another cause of 

great distrust, in this caw, attaches to Mons. Bailly. It is well known with 

what zeal Voltaire, and other excellent writers in France* actuated by an 

abhorrence of the evils which they saw attached to Catholicism, laboured about 

the time of the publication of the Astronomic tndknne, to subvert the autho¬ 

rity of the books on which it was founded. Under this impulse they embraced, 

with extreme credulity, and actual enthusiasm, the accounts of the great anti¬ 

quity of the Chinese and Hindus, as disproving entirely the accounts in the 

I looks of Moses, of the duration of the present race of men. When a case 

occurred in which it appeared that this favourite conclusion could be established 

on the strength of astronomical observations and mathematical reasoning, tfie 

grand object seemed to he accomplished. The argument was laboured with the 

utmost diligence by Mans. Bailly, was received with unbounded applause, and for 

a time regarded as a demonstration in form of the falsehood of Christianity. 

The most eminent of all the mathematical converts, gained by Mans, Bailly, 

was Mr. Playfair, the professor of mathematics in the University of Edinburgh. 0 
A bias was probably created in his mind by the high reputation of Mona. 

Bailly far his attainments in that science in which Mr. Playfair himself was so 

great a master; and any feeling of that nature could not fail to be greatly 

strengthened, by the peal of applause, in which his countrymen, both in India 

* Im of Menu, th. i. 49. See also lb. *5. 143 to l«. N. B. At iMs place should bwe 

been inserted the paragraph on Botany, which ij erroneously placed w a preceding page- 

3 e 9 
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Hook II. and returned from it, at that period joined, on the wonderful learning, won- 
v v -J derful civilisation, mid admirable institntions of the Hindus; applause which 

imjKised implicit belief, not on the minds only of ordinary men, but such as that 

of his illustrious colleague, the author of the Historical Disquisition concerning 

the knowledge which the an dents had of India. In a paper published in the 

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Mr. Playfirir stated, with all 

that skill and dexterity which he knows how to employ, the matter of evidence 

on which the proposition is founded ;* and to this, as to any opinion which he 

has once openly espoused, he has adhered with characteristic constancy. In an 

article lately published in the Edinburgh Review,! he has controverted the argu¬ 

ments by which Mr. Bentley had endeavoured to overthrow his opinion: but 

though he still adheres to his first conclusions, it is evidently with shaken and 

mitigated confidence; as the utmost he now contends for is a suspension of belief, 

till further information si tall yield more satisfactory proof. 

In this case, however, such a demand is infinitely too much, and at variance 

with all the principles of reasoning. When on opinion is obviously contradicted 

by a grand train of circumstances to the combination of which it relates, and is 

not entirely supported by the special proof on which it pretends to rest, it is un¬ 

proved ; and whatever is unproved, and out of the known order of nature, is 

altogether unworthy of belief; deserves simple rejection. 

Whoever will now, in the present improved state of our knowledge, take the 

trouble to contemplate die proofs which we possess of the state of knowledge 

and civilization among the Hindus; whoever has attentively considered the ma¬ 

terials presented to him in this present work, can form no other cun elusion, but 

that every tiling (unless astronomy bo an exception) bears clear, concurring, and 

undeniable testimony to the ignorance of the Hindus, and the low state of civi¬ 

lization in which they remain- That such a people are masters of the science of 

astronomy to a degree which none hut nations highly cultivated have else¬ 

where ever attained, is certainly not to be credited on any chain of proof that is 

not entire in every link. The proof however is far indeed from answering to 

this description; and we may venture to affirm, that had the knowledge w e now 

possess of the low state of civilization among die Hindus been all along en¬ 

joyed; had the erroneous ideas of tlwir great knowledge and civilization not 

* Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin. *ol. iL 

t which b* bu over all Europe been recognized os the author; Vide infra, p. 400, 

note {, 
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been exceedingly prevalent, the opinion of the antiquity and excellence of their Chav. IX 

astronomy would never, on such, ground as those on which it rests, have been 

admitted, at any rate by minds of the rank of that of Mr. Playfair.* 

Of the unfitness of the proof to maintain any such conclusions as have been 

founded upon it, an idea may be formed from this ; that Mr, Bentley, who has 

paid more attention than any other European to the hooks of Hindu astronomy, 

says they are all of modern date, and their pretensions to antiquity founded only 

on foigery,f As Ids moderate knowledge of matisematics, however, and even the 

inelegancios of his style, have been sarcastically employed to throw discredit upott 

his conclusions, it is of importance to odd that the two mathematicians whose repu¬ 

tation for profundity seems to exceed that of ail their cotemporaries, M. Laplace, 

and an eminent ornament of our country, not only reject the inference of the great 

antiquity and perfection of the Hindu astronomy, but, from the evidence offered, 

draw a conclusion directly the reverse; viz, that this science is in the very same 

state of infancy among the Hindus with all the other branches of knowledge. The 

Surya Sidhanta is the great repository of the astronomical knowledge of the Hin¬ 

dus. It is on the authority of our own countryman 1 am enabled to declare, that 

this book is itself the most satisfactory of all proofs of the low state of the science 

among the Hindus, and the rudeness of the people from whom it proceeds ; that 

its fantastic absurdity is peculiar to itself; that all we can learn from it is a few 

forts, the result of observations which required no skill; that its vague allegories 

and fanciful reflections prove nothing, or every thing; that a resolute admirer 

may build upon them oil the astronomical science of modern times; but if any 

man would divest fits mind of the recollection of European discoveries, and ask 

what a people unacquainted with the science could learn from the Surya Sid¬ 
hanta, lie would find it next to nothing. J 

Dr. Smith, with hi* usual sagacity, says* “ There are various causes which 

■ Mr- Ploy fur has himself given us a criterion for determining on his notions of the Hindu ns. 

iroiwmy, which is perfectly sufficient. He says, in the conclusion of his discourse {Edia. Trans. 

iL lift!), “ lliese conclusions are with nut doubt extraordinary; nod have no other claim to our 

belter, except that their being fjiise were much more wonderful than their being true." On ibis 

principle, the question is decided; tor the wonder is little that they should be false, but mighty 
indeed were they true. 

t Atom. Rcfc ri, 371, 
t The pages of the historian be big liude adapted to mathematical and astronomical discussion, 

1 liavt inserted, by way of Appendix, an examination of the tirginnenu for the antiquity anil excel¬ 

lence of the Hindu astronomy; with which the friendship of the great rnathemaiieijm to whom t have 

alluded hits euuhied mu la elucidate the subject. See Append. No. 1, at the end of the diopter. 
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Rook II. render astronomy the very first of the sciences which is cultivated by a rude 

' J people; though from the distance of the objects, and the consequent mysterious- 

ness of their nature and motions, this would seem not to be the case. Of ail the 

phenomena of nature, the celestial appearances arc, by their greatness and beauty, 

the most strikingly addressed to the curiosity of mankind. But it is not only 

their greatness and beauty by which they become the first objects of a specula¬ 

tive curiosity. The species of ottjects in the heavens are few in number; the 

sun, the moon, the planets, and the fixed stars. Ail the changes too which are 

ever observed in these bodies, evidently arise from some difference in the velocity 

and direction of their several motions. AU this formed a very simple object of 

consideration. The objects, however, which the inferior, parts of nature pre¬ 

sented to view, the earth and the bodies which immediately surround it, though 

they were much more familiar to the mind, were more apt to embarrass and per¬ 

plex Et, by the variety of their species, and by the intricacy and seeming irregu¬ 

larity of the laws or orders of their succession. The variety of meteors in the 

air, of clouds, rainbows, thunder, lightning, winds, rain, hail, snow, is vast, and 

tiie order of their succession seems to be most irregular and unconstant. The 

vpecies of fossils, minerals, plants, animals, which are found in the w aters and 

near the surface of the earth, are still more intricately diversified ; and if we re¬ 

gard the different manners of their production, their mutual influence in altering, 

destroying, supporting one another, the orders of their succession seem to admit 

of an almost infinite variety. If lire imagination, therefore, when it considered 

the appearances in the heavens, was often perplexed and driven out of its natural 

career, it would be much more exposed to the same embarrassment, when it 

directed its attention to the objects which the earth presented to it, ami when it 

endeavoured to trace their progress ami successive revolutions." * 

The Hindu astronomy is possessed of very considerable accuracy in regard to 

the mean motions. In other respects it has no pretensions to correctness or re¬ 

finement, But so proposition is less susceptible of dispute than this; that astro¬ 

nomy may acquire great accuracy in regard to the mean motions, without the 

help of any nice or delicate observations; and while the science can hardly be 

• Essay* by Or. Adam Smith, p. &7, 9$, Of ih* i'mmni, Mr. Scott Waring hnf#* u Their 

perveiK1 predilection for judicial astrology. uxei ten them to the study of ujitrouainy h purely that 

they may foretell the exjunction of the planets < nnd when they ofrtefo do tlus with any de¬ 

gree of accuracy, ihtry are accounted meu of considerable science* They have two deception? 

o\ Eph union*; ihe £m eociaming ihe conjunction and opposition of the luminjruss - and the 

second tin: eclipse*, the longitude and latitude of the stars/' die* Tour to Shceraz, p. £5*. 

I 
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said to exist. The calendars of the different nations afford experimental proof. Chaf. IX- 

If there is every' reason to fielieve, and none whatsoever to disbelieve, that the 

mean motions of the Hindu astronomy have been gradually corrected in the same 

manner in which the calendars of andent nations have been improved, the legi¬ 

timate conclusion cannot he mistaken. 

As tar as a conclusion can be drawn respecting the state of astronomy among 

the Hindus, from the state of their instruments of observation (and an analogy 

might Ik* expected between those closely connected circumstances), the inference 

entirely corresponds with what the other circumstances in the condition of the 

Hindus have a tendency to establish. The observatory at Benares, the great 

seat of Hindu astronomy and learning, was found to be rude in structure, and 

the instruments with which it was provided of the coarsest contrivance and con¬ 

struction. 

Even Mr. Playfair himself observes that “ regular observations began to he 

made in Chaldea with tlie era of Naixwassar; the earliest which have merited 

the attention of succeeding ages " The observation which he next presents is 

truly philosophical and important. “ The curiosity of the Greeks/1 says he, 

** was, soon after, directed to the same object; and that ingenious people was 

the first that endeavoured to explain or connect, hy theory, the various phenomena 

of the heavens/* • This was an important stop; all that preceded was mere ob¬ 

servation and empiricism, not even the commencement of science, f He adds; 

“ The astronomy of India gives no theory, nor even any description of the celes¬ 

tial phenomena, but satisfies itself with the calculation of certain changes in tlie 

heavens, particularly of the eclipses of the sun and in con > and with the rules and 

tables by which these calculations must be peifori D-f The Bmhmen, seating 

himself on tire ground, and arranging his shells befo. * bun, repeats the enigma¬ 

tical verses that are to guide his calculation, and frorf his little tablets and palm 

* Play Fair, an the Astronomy of the Brahmen*, Treat. Roy. Soc. Edin, u, J35. 

\ Dr, Smith says, “ Nature, according io common observation, appear* a chaos of jarring and 

discordant appearances, into which philosophy endeavours to introduce order by representing the 

invisible chains which bind together all these disjointed objects. It lints soothes tlie imagination, 

and renders the ihcairc of nature a more coherent, and therefore a more magnificent spectacle, 

than otherwise it would appear to be. Mankind hi the first age* of society have little curiosity to 

find out those bidden chaiiu of event* which bind together the seemingly disjointed appearances 

of nature, A savage bile no in cl motion to mouse himself with watching out shut seems to Kerne 

no oilier purpose than to render the theatre of nature a more connected spectacle to his imagina¬ 

tion.” Essays, Hist, of Aaron, p. 30, 21, 33. 
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Ik)os U. leaves, takes out the numbers that nrc to be employed in it. He obtains bis 

result with wonderful certainty and expedition; but having little knowledge of 

the principles on which his rules are founded, and no anxiety to be better in¬ 

formed, he is perfectly satisfied, if, as it usually happens, the commencement and 

duration of the eclipse answer, within a few minutes, to his prediction. Beyond 

this liis astronomical inquiries never extend; and his observations, when be makes 

any, go no farther than to determine the meridian line, or the length of the day 

at tire piece where be observes.1’* 

Scarcely can there be drawn a stronger picture tlmn this of the rude and in¬ 

fant state of astronomy. The Brahmen, making Ills calculation by shells, is an 

exact resemblance of the rude American performing the same operation by knots 

on a string; and both of them exldbit a practice which tlicn only prevails; 

either when the more ingenious and commodious method of ciphering, or ac¬ 

counting by written signs, is unknown; or when the human mind is too rude and 

too weak to break through the force of an Inveterate custom, f 

But the rode state of the science of astronomy among the Brahmens of the 

present day, is supposed to have been preceded by n period in which it was culti¬ 

vated to a high degree of perfection. It is vain to ask at what date this period 

hod Us existence; and where the signs of such ancient knowledge arc to be 

found. To these questions no answer can be returned. Sir William Jones him¬ 

self admits « it is improbable that the Indian astronomers, in veiy early times, 

bad made more accurate observations than those of Alexandria, Bagdad, or 

Moraghah; and still more improbable that they should hove relapsed without 

apparent cause into error." $ Mr. Davis, one of the oriental inquirers to whom 
die 

! 

* Pliijfairj on the AstztmjUif the Brdhni. Truns. E, S+ .E- tL 138, 13&* 

+ Goguut, having mentioned the quipos of Lhe Peruviana, says* u It is the same with the ncgroo* 

on the caul of Juida. They know nothing of the art of writing, and yet they can calculate the 

krgeat RuiBa with great facility, by means of cord* mid knots, which have their own Bsgnificadcffl^ 

Huh Gen. de Voyage, it. 383* $7% rad 383," Origin of Laws, L'jBi, We arc informed by He- 

rodot u?, ih at the Egyptians, like the Brahmen sr counted by slidb; ami sX one time at l™t, the 

Greeks; but Ln an inverse order, the Greeks passing from left to right, the Egyptian* from right 

in left- Hqrodot* life, ii, cap, 96, 

% Asiut. Rea. iL 115, The following ia valuable from the pen of M. Delfunbrc- u M, La 

Flacc* qui avail quelquc iaterct a soutenir La grande ancEenntte de lastronomi*- Indartine, et qui 

■roll d'nfcord part* de* monremem moycaa et dot epoqife* dea Hindoo ifc la manure 3a plus avan- 

ifigeusc. a fini potmant par crorre et impriiBcr que leurs tables no rexnoiiiTtit p*s au dda du 13mc 

ritgfe- Mr. Playfair, cn tcpotidont a fobjcctloa dc M.de la Place, nt In dutniit pw, Peu impart* 

que Baibj ah affirm^ plus ou mains directement ct padtif ement 3a conjatiction general* des plandtea, 

qui a determine Tepoque i Ce qu'il fkUoit cclairdr wt m fait. Les tables iniiqaent-edes cn eflet 
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wc ore most indebted For our knowledge of Hindu astronomy, says. “ I had been Chap. Ut 

inclined to think with many others, that the Brahmens [wssess no more know- 

ledge in astronomy, than they have derived from their ancestors in tables ready 

calculated to their hands, and that few traces of the principles of the science 

could be found, among them; but Uy consulting some Sanscrit books I was induced 

to alter iny opinion. I believe the Hindu science of astronomy will be found as 

well known now as it ever was among them." * In other words, the ignorance 

of the present age is the same with the ignorance of all former ages.f 

While we are thus unable, from all we have learned of the Hindu astronomy, 

to infer either its high antiquity, or great excellence, it is a matter of doubt 

whether even that jKUtinn of the science which they possess, they may not to 

a great degree have derived from other nations more advanced in civilization 

than themselves. The Hindu astronomy possesses certain features of singularity 

which tend to prove, and have by various inquirers been held sufficient to proven 

its perfect originality. But it may very well be supposed, that in a science which 

so naturally fixes the attention of even a rude people, the Hindus themselves 

proceeded to o certain extent; and even if they did borrow the most valuable 

portion of all that they know, that it was constrained to harmonize with the 

methods they had previously invented, and the discoveries they had made. The 

fact, moreover, is that if the Hindu astronomy exhibits marks of distinction from 

other systems, it exhibits, on the supposition of its originality, still more sar prising 

instances of agreement with oilier systems. ** The days of the week ” (I use the 

cette conjunction, IVpoque alors cst Active, ct fustronomie Indicant est heaucoup plus modem?. 

Its tables n’indiqucnt-elies pas cette conjunction, alors fobjeci^mde M. de la Place tonihc d'eUe* 

memo. Cest re quo no dh pas Mr. Playfair, et e'est ce que j\n‘ai pas Ic terns tie verifier- Mai* 

quoad mf-roc (objection serult uiu force, iJ m (fruit bien dtuhW* difficulty. Ce no soat pits 

qudque* rencontres beurtlists ponui uue fouls tie Cftlcull erronet OU incoherent, qui sulGroient 

pour prouVL-r I'antlquiti- ilc 1’An trunotnic Xndiauv. La forme mr*Ceru>a«c de bun tables et de 

leu rs teeth ode*, suffiruil pour dinintr «ka touj>{ ana sur It-ur vemdte. C W uae question qui pro* 

bablemcnt ne sera jamais docidfe, ct qui tie pomroit letrc que par tie nouvelle* dceouvertes dans 

)etcents des Hindoos" Letter from M. Deluruhre, dated Pori*, July 21,1814, published. Appen¬ 

dix, note D. of 11 Researches concerning the Lams, Ac. of Indio, by Q. Craufurd, Esq," 

• A*iut- Res. ii. 236—228. 

■(■ Of that ignorance, lake the following specimens:—“ The Bhagavai," (saysMr. Davis, Amu 

Res. iii. 225) 41 when treating of the system of tbt’ universe, places the moon above die gun, and 

the planets above the fixed * inm."—u The prince of serpents continually sustains the wdgbt of this 
earth.” SocontaU, beginning of act v.—« Some of them" [the Brahmens of the present day] 

11 are capable," says Mr. Ormt’, Mist, of IndosL 1.3, 41 of calculating tm eclipse, which seems to be 

the utmost stretch of Lbcir mathematical knowledge.” 

TOJU 1, 5 F 
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Book It language of Mr. Playfair) “ are dedicated by the Brahmens as by us, to Hie seven 

v — J planets, and, wbat is truly singular, they are aixangud precisely in the suite onlor. 

The ecliptic is divided, as with ns into twelve signs of thirty degrees each. This 

division is purely ideal, awl is intended merely for the purpose of calculation. 

The names and emblems by which these signs are expressed, are nearly the same 

as with us; and as there is nothing in the nature of things to have determined tliis 

coincidence, it must, like the arrangement of the days of the week, he the result 

of some ancient and unknown conimunicalion/' * From this striking circumstance, 

Mon luck, the celebrated Historian of mathematics, intern'd, that the Hindu 

zodiac was Iwurowcd from the Greeks; and from the vicinity of the Greek empire 

of Baclria, as well as from the communications which took place between the 

Hindus, the Persians, and Arabians, the fadlity with which the knowledge of 

the Grecian astronomy might pass into Indie Is clear. Sir William Jones con¬ 

troverts the position that the Hindu ecliptic was borrowed from the Greeks; he 

contends that it was derived from the ChaMcans.f But this is a conclusion 

which comes to the same point. | 

• Playfair, on the Astronomy of site Brahmens, Trans. It. S. E. ii. 140, Ml. Sec to the same 

purpose, Colehrookc on tile Indian and Arabian Division* of the Zodiac, Allot, lies, ix. 323, S76* 

f Ariat. Res. ii. 2*9. 
j The division of the zodiac among the Birmans as well » lEc Brahmens, resembles ours, the 

original Chaldean - « My friend Sangemmno,” (says Dr. Bucluuum, Asint, fits vi, Ktt,} “ gave 

Captain Spun a silver bason on which the twelve signs were embossed. He conceived, and 1 

think justly, that tills had been cmnmunicatcd to the Burma ns from Chaldea by the inter¬ 

vention of the Brahmens, And I find that in this conjecture he is supported by Sir'W. Jones, 

(As, Hr*, it. 506). Both, hrtmfr, I am afraid. will excite the indignation of the Brahmas*, 

Who, as the learned judge -n.-Another place aiiegrt, have ulwsyi been wo proud to borrow 

science from any nation ignoraftt of Use Vedas. Of their being eo proud u* not to acknowledge 

illeir obligations I make no doubt: but that they hove borrowed from (lie Chalilesa* who wore 

Ignorant of the Vedas, Sir W. Jones himself has proved. Why then should he have opposed 

the sarcastic smiles of perplexed Pandits to the reasoning of M, Mumueln, (di< Re*, ii- SOS, 

SS9,) when that learned man alleged shat the Brahmens Iwv derived astronfliDlrsl knowledge 

from the Greek* and Arabs. The expression of the Brahmens quoted by him us a proof, 

namely, 4 that no hose creature can he lower than a Vnnn or Greek.' only exposes their mise¬ 

rable ignorance aud disgusting illibemlity.—On this pride, too great to lenm (a i»ure sign ot bar¬ 

barity), It b also to he nemmied, dint a matrimonial coiipeninn (among the Hindu# the most snered 

of all connexions) took place between Selcucu* and SuiJnicetla, ** Oti thl* difficulty i" cays 

;Mr, Wilford, “ 1 consulted the pundits of Bennre*, and they all gave mo dw some answer { 

namely, that in the time of Chaodrugupts, the Yavanns were much rwprcin), nutl were even 

Considered o* a sort of Hindu*.” Alisa. Res. v. 286. What was to hinder the Brahmens from 

learning astronomy from the Greeks si that period? Mr. Wilfetd indeed s»y» tliat a grew m**r- 
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At. otic time fl disposition appeared to set the knowledge of the Hindus in pure C sap. IX. 

mathematics very lugh. But thb ground w as soon acknowledged to lie untenable, 

It seems now to be agreed that their mathematical science is not more than ele- 

uumtarv- 

courseformerly ^ub^i sted between the Hindus AliJ the uniicniB of the W Chi - Ibid. iii. S97 p 29Si Sir 

William scema to him: known but little of the intercourse which mbiritod between the Hindu# 

in cl the people ef the Wat, Suetonius (in vi\, Octav.) inform tu, that the Indiana Ambas- 

m^bLk to AuguifrM, An embassy met him when in Syria, from king Ponw* m he if coiled, 

with letter* written in the Greek ckaneteti ctmtohdrig* as muni, an hyperbolical description of 

the grandeur of the monarch. 5tmbo, lib, xv. p 663. A Brahnten was among those anibauisadnn^ 

w ha full owed August m lo Athens, i^d, there burnt liinuetf to death. Strabo, Ibid, and Dio, 

Casi, lib- Liii. p, 527- Another aplendid embassy wa* sent from the same quarter to Constantine. 

Cedrcni Annul* p, 114% Ed; Basil. \$66; Maiirics, HIsLni. 125, «* I hive Tong Imrboured ■ 
tuipichm/1 sap Gibbon, « that <r// the Scythian, nnd ivme> perhaps much, of die Indian ochmee, 

was derived from the Greeks of ftKtaiw^4 Gibbon, tlL Silfr. A confirmation of this idea, by 

no mnfln* trifling, wa# found in Chum, by Lord Macartney and bis suite, who diaeovored the 

mathematical inftrumenti deposited in the cities of Pekin, ami Nankeen, not ooMVuetcd ibr 

the latitude of those places, but for the 37th parallel, tin? position of Balk or Bactrin: Barrow** 

Chinn, pi£89, ihe certainty of the feet of a Christian church being planted in India at a rime 

not distant from that of the apostles, lb a proof that the Hindlu had the mean# of learning trom 

the Greeks*—Wei earn the following very important fact from Dr- Buchanan F The greater part 

of Bengal manuscripts, owing; to the badnosa of die paper, require to bo copied at least once 

In leo yeara, os they will* in that climate, preserve no longer ; and every copyist* it i* lo be sus¬ 

pected* add* to old book* whatever discoveries he make*, reUoquisltltig Ittn immediate reputation 

for learning, in order to promote the grand and profitable employment of til* sect, the del urion of 

the multi tilde. As. Be*, vi, I7+* Anquetd Dnperron, who had at on early pmed asserted 

the communication of Grecian science to the Hindu*, (See Recherche* Iliatoriqucs ct PIokK 

bophiques but 1'Inde) supported this conclusion at the end of Ida long life. 11 N"eH U pas avou44i 

*ay* he in his notes to the French translation of Faulini'a Travels * in. ±4-2 \ u queP dc toui ternsa 
aoas conquitr+ avee conqueto, par terre cornice pur mcr* fAste, nude, ct VEurope* om cu dc> rela¬ 

tion* plus mi moini active* j que Lea mraiiB, lea sage* do cts con lr£es*<s wot naitdsq ont pu so faire 

pan dc kora decunvcites; et qtfil n+cit pi*s harm dc vmkcinbLance quo queLquct om aurcuil fait 

mage duns Icon iivrea, menfce mas on nvertir, dea mmvdlesi Aomkrw qttik uvaicat revues de 

Tetranger ? De nos jours, k Rajah d* Amber* dam *e* ouvrages astronomiques, pork das tabic* do 

to Hire. Lc Rajah Djesskgue, aura profits de* lemons dti P. Boudkr, qurU avail pppcld Quprt-a da 

hii. Si Pafffronomc Brahtne* avee leqnel >1. le Gentil □ travail] £ ii Fomlidioni cent *itr rastro* 

fiomiop tons abandonner le fend de sea ptindpe*, do syetCme Indian, A adoptera ik* pratiques 

qu il pura reTnarqtw&t* dam sod disciple* caleokra, quaique ladou, k ha Fraa^*keP ct doimora 

cormne de luip du pay?, dee resultals ixeilcment tirtts dc sea rapport* avec 1'ujtroQaime Franyoiac. 

Nkr ces probabHitcs* c't«t ne pa* connuitre lea hotnmra.+—II y is diflerentes epoques daum 3c* 

ockuccfl Iiadknnesp da hr la mythologie* lei opinions religieuic* do cetto contrte. Le* Imlkufe oaf 

fcpi on im|ifttprte diverse concaissonce* des Anibei, dc# Perce*; ell tel temps; de* Greta d*M 

Lei uutre.kh Ibid, p, 451. 

3 F a 
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Bom If. A very convenient, and even an ingenious mode of constructing the table of 

approximate sign?, is in use among the Hindu astronomers* w But ignorant 

totally *n my* Professor I-edie* " of the principles of the operation* those humble 

calculators are content to follow blindly a slavish routine. The Brahmens must, 

therefore, have derived such information from people further advanced than 

themselves in science, and of a bolder and mom inventive genius. Whatever 

may Ik? the pretensions of that passive race* their knowledge of trigonometrical 

computation hm no &ulid claim to any high antiquity. It was probably* before 

the revival of letters in Enrojie, carried to the East by the tide of victory * The 

natives of Hindustan might receive instruction from the Persian astronomers, 

who were themselves taught by the Greeks of Constantinople* and stimulated to 

those scientific pursuits by the drill and liberality of their Arabian conquerors/1 - 

* Elements of Geometry* Set* By John Leslie* Tttrfevmt of Mathematic* in the University of 

EdioWgh, note xxsv* All that can be stud in favour of the mathematic^ science of tbe Hindu* 

if very skilfully summed up in the following passage, by A mathematician of first rate eminencer 

Professor Wallace of the Royal Military College. iJ The rescarchiS of the learned have brought 

to light astronomical table* in Indui, which must have been constructed by the principles of geo¬ 

metry ; but the period at which they have beta formed ha* by no mean* been completely ascer* 

Uunc,d+ Some are of o|imioii, that they have been framed from observations mode at a very re* 

mote period, not less Xhm 3,000 yuan before the Christian era ; and if (hi# opinion be well founded * 

the trieftec of geometry must have been cultivated in India to a considerable extent „ long before 

the period aligned to its origin in die West: so that many of the elementary proportions may 

have been brought from India to Greece. The Hindus have a treatise called the Stuya Sidhanla* 

which profiiw to be ts revelation from heaven, rouimimicatcd to McjU* a man of great sanctity, 

about four mil Horn of years ago; but setting aside this fabulous origin, it has been supposed to be 

of great antiquity* and to have been written at least two thousand years before the Christian era* 

Interwoven with many absurdities, thta booh contains a rational system of trigonometry, which 

differ# entirety from that first known in Greece or Arabia, In fact* it is founded on a geometrical 

theorem, which was not known to the geumetriclans nf Europe, before the lime of Victa, about 

Iwo hundred yean ago- And it etnployi the since of area* a thing unknown to die Greek#, who 

used tbc chords of the double arcs. The invention of sines has been attributed to the Arabs* but 

it is posable that they may have received this improvement m trigonometry, as well as die numeral 

characters* from India." Edinburgh Encyclopedia, Article Geometry, p- HU. The only fact 

here asserted which bear# upon the question of the civilization of the Hindus, u tliut of their 

upng Ac #iims of are* instead of the chords of the double arc*. SuppMe that they invented this 

method. It proves nothing beyond what ah tmn believe i that the Hindus mode a few of the Brit 

ttepi in civilization at ao early period ; and that they engaged in those abstract speculations, me- 

tfijpJiyriead and mathcnuiiicaJ, to which a semi-barbaron# people are strongly inclined. The Ara¬ 

bians were never mm than send-barbarous. The Greeks were no better* at the early age when 

they were acquainted w&h the olomentary propositions of geometry. If the Greeks or Arabian* 

1iwtxtedt m the acmi-barharaiii itata, the mode uf computation by the chords ; what was to binder 

5 
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Arithmetic is a branch of mathematics ; and among other inventions, of which Chap- IK. 

the honour has been claimed ibr the Hindus, is that of numerical characters. ” “ * , * 
Numeric! 

Whether the signs used by the Hindus ore so peculiar as to render it probable chimttn. 

that they invented them : or, whether it is still more probable that they borrowed 

them, are questions which, for the purpose of ascertaining their progress in civi¬ 

lization, ore not worth resolving. ** The invention of numerical characters” 

says Goguct, “ must have been very ancient. For though flints, jtebbles, and 

grains of corn, &c. might be sufficient for making arithmetical calculations, they 

were by no means proper for preserving the result of them. It was, however, 

necessary on many occasions to preserve the result of arithmetical operations, and 

consequently it was necessary, very early, to invent signs for that purpose," * 

Under these motives, a people, who lmd communication with another people 

already acquainted with numerical signs, would borrow them; a people, who had 

no such communication, would be under the necessity of inventing them. But 

alphabetical signs, far more difficult, were invented at a rede period of society; 

no certain proof of civilization is therefore gained by the Invention of arithmetical 

characters. The characters of which Europeans themselves make use, and which 

they have borrowed trom the Arabians, are really hieroglyphics; and “ from the 

monuments of the Mexicans,4* says Goguet, “ which are still remaining, it 

appears that hieroglyphics were used by that people, both for letters and nume¬ 

rical characters." f That diligent and judicious inquirer says, in general, “ The 

origin of cyphers or numerical characters was confounded with that of hierogly¬ 

phic writing. To this day, the Arabian cyphers are real hieroglyphics, and do 

not represent words, but things. For which reason, though the notions which 

use them speak different languages, yet these characters excite the Ideas of the 

same numbers in the minds of alL” £ 

Algebraic signs, which were brought into Europe from Arabia, may, it is said, 

have originated in India. There is an assertion of the Arabian writers, tliat 

an Arabian mathematician in 959 travelled to India, in quest of information. 

He might travel, however, without finding. On this foundation, it is plain that 

the Hindus from inventing, while semi'barbarous, the mode of computing by the nines of am? 

Tins in upon the supposition that the mode of computing by sine*, anti die elementary propositions 

on which it depends, really are original among the Hindus. But this seems not to rest upon r^ry 

satisfactory proof, when it is barely inferred from die use of chords by the Greeks; and the paiti- 

£/% alone i* asserted of the Arabia™ having derived the knowledge from the Hindus, 

■ Origin of laws i. 221. + Ibid., i.224. 

£ Ibid. Mr. Gilchrist renders it highly probable, that not only the digits, but die letters of the 

alphabet ore hieroglyphics. Philosophic Etymology, p.23. 
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Book IL hd sound inference cm Ijc built. If, indeed, it were proved that the nlgeliralc 

v notation came from India, an invention, which the Arabians could make, implies 

not much of civilization whenever it was made. The shape, indeed, in which ii 

was imported from Arabia sets the question at rest. It cannot be described more 

clearly and shortly than in the words of Mr. Playfair. The characters, as 

imported from Arabia, 44 are mere abbreviating oi' words. Thus the first 

appearance of algebra is merely that of a system of short-hand writing, or an 

abbreviation of common language, applied to the solution of until nictieul problems. 

It was a contrivance merely to save trouble." * 

PrtUaof The llooks of the Hindus nlwtind with the praise of learning ; and the love 

and admiration of learning is a mark of civilization and refinement. By the 

panegyrics, however, in the books of the Hindus, the existence is proved of little 

of nay thing to which admiration Is due. On the pretensions of die Brahmens 

to learning, the title to which they reserved exclusively to themselves, a grant 

part of their unbounded i nil nonet1 depended. It was their interest, therefore, to 

excite an admiration of it, that is, of themselves, by every artifice of exaggerating 

praise. When we contemplate, however, the acquirements and performances on 

which the most lofty of these panegyrics were lavished, we can be at no loss for 

a judgment on their learning, or the motive from which the praises of it arose. 

To be aide to read the Vedas, was merit of the most exalted nature; to have 

actually read them, elevated the student to a rank almost superior to that of 

mortals. “ A priest," says the sacred text of Menu, "who Iras gone through the 

whole Veda, is equal to a sovereign of the whole world.j1 What is valuable in 

• Second Dissertation, Supplement to dm Encyclopedia Britannico, p. 1?. It is a coincidence 

well worth remarking, tlini Diophuntus, a Greet mathematician of Alexandria, about ]jQ years 

after Christ, employed a like expedient. “ The questiona lie resdves," says Mr. Playfair, *• are 

of conridenihlc difficulty. The expression is that of common language abbreviated, and assisted 

by a tew symbols." (Ib. p. IS.) In a MS- of DiopliEUUu*, which Uombelli says he saw in Lite 

4 ittican library, the Indian authors, he says, are often quoted. Nothing of this appears in the 

work of Diophantua, which was published about three years after the time when Bombelli wrote. 

Nor has any other wetk of Dinphamiu been produced. It is, besides, to be remembered, tliat the 

Greeks used the word Indian with great latitude. They applied it not merely to trig people 

beyond the Indus; they applied it also to a people on the Euiine Sea; to a people in Ethiopia? in 

* general way, to oil the people of the East. It ia hy no means clear that Dioplumtus would not 

apply it to the Arabians themselves. (See Appendix, No. II. at the end of the chapter.) 

t Laws of Menu, cb. ix. 245. “ Since the era of Elaihcd and Sir William Jones," says Mr. 

Scott Waring, <* the existence of the precious manuscripts of Sanscrit learning, has, like tile 

chorus to a popular song, been echoed from author to author, who, though entirely ignorant of 

Sanscrit, have stomped with credibility a seemingly vague supposition s for what production have 

6 
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learning could be liule understood, where consequent of bo much importance 

were attached to a feat of thb description. 

we yet seen to justify those extravagant prsuW Tour to Shecros, by Eh Scott Waring;, p. S. 

Mr. Wilford, better acquainted wHt die Puranaa than any otherEuropean, apeak* of them with little 

respect. He talla of «L the ignorant compilers of the PumuM, who have arranged till* heteroge¬ 

neous mass without method and still less judgment" As, lies. v). 471. M. Bernier, than whom 

no Euro]X'{irt had better opportunities of observing the actual and present attainments of the Brah¬ 

men*, wJio observed with * penetrating and judicious spirit, and wrote before die birth of theory 

on tire subject, says, » Apre* to Phnuio ipnrtijiUis uim so jedent dan* la philosophic on certalnemont 

iis reusalEBent bleu peit;—-je I'ui deja dit, ilssont dune humeiuTeuie et paresseuse, et ne stmt point 

nniiucz dans I'cspuTBhce dg parrenir n quetque chose par Itur etude.'' Suite des Memoires rur 

I Empire du GrantHlogoi, L 184. “Lours plus fameux Pendcts,'’ says he, "itiescmblent trea igno* 

runs.'' [Ibid. p. IS5.) Mentioning their accounts of the origin of the world, ho says, « JJ y en a 

atnmi qui veulent que la hrniierc et let Unwbrea soient les premiers principes, et disen L lu-dmus 

rnlUv dieses a vuc dc pays sains ordre nj suite, et upportenl du longues raisons ywt nr unH'nt ns die- 

ment In phUixophie, mai* sOuvenf in %<m ordinaire dt parier du ptuple," (ibid. p. 187.) Though 

tiie Hindus abstain religiously from anatomy, they pretend to know most confidently anatomical 

fitcu. « I Is ne Ijituetn pa* d'assurer qu'il y a dnq mille veii.es duns ITtomme, ny plus ay moins. 

,,,™‘ lei avnent tien earner (Ibid. P. 130.) After a review of their whole knowledge, 

which would be reckoned no incorrect outline, by ihe best informed or the present day, he adds, 

- Tomes ees grande* impertinences que jc vien» dc *oua razanter mom souvent fait dire Cn mnt- 

mcme que si ce torn la 1« tame uses sciences die ces aacictta Bmgnuues ties 1 tides, LI fnut qu'il y 

<ut *u bien du luoade txarnpe dons Je* grande* idem qu'on en a counties." (Ibid. p. J 93,>—« For 

fttmu; tune a very unjust and unhappy impression appeared to have been made on the public mind, 

by the encomium* passed on the Hindoo writings. In the first place, they were thus elevated in 

their antiquity beyond the Citrittian scriptures, the writings of Motes having been called the pro¬ 

duction. of yesterday, compared with chose of the brnmhiiiia. The contents of these books, alu, 

*****“* with the greatest re vurence; the primitive religion of the Hindoo*, it was said, revealed 

the most sublime doctrine*, ami inculcated a pure morality. We were taught to make the greatest 

diminution between the ancient and modem religion of the Hindoos; for the apologist* of Hio- 

aoo*n did not approve of it* being judged of fey present appearances. Some person* vndea- 

soured to persuade iu, that the Hindoos were not idolaters, because they maintained the unity of 

God; though they woreluppod the work of their own band* as God, and though the number of 

thc.r gLwls was 330,000,000. It i» very probable, that the unity of God has been a sentiment 

nmongst the philosophers of every *ge; and chat they wi*hed it to be imdemwd, thut they ww 

shipped the One God, whether they bowed before the image of Moiucb, Jupiter, or KaJee; yet 

mankind lucre generally concluded, that he who worships an image is on idolater; and 1 suppose 

they will continue to think so, unless in this ige of reason omnium tease should be turned out of 

doors. Now, however, the world ha. had some opportunity ef deciding upon the claims of the 

Hindoo writing?, iKUh as it respect, their antiquity and the value of their contents. Mr. Cole. 

breokL-w essay on the rsdOa, and hi* other important translations i the BbQguvtit Geeta, by Mr- 

Wilkins; the translation of the RamoytraSS, several volumes of winch have b een printed; some va¬ 

luable paper* in the Asiatic Researches; with other traaskticni by diffifrentSa&gikrirO 

+07 

Chap* IX. 
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Book 1L The Hindus have institutions of education ; and the Brahmens teach tlw? arts 

reading and writing* by tracing the characters with a rod in the sand-* How 

e4u**w. extensively this elementary knowledge is diffused, we have received little or no 

information. This is a satisfactory proof of the wont of intelligence and interest 

with which our countrymen in India have looked upon the native population- 

The magistrates* however* who returned answers to the interrogatories of 

government in the year 1801* respecting the morals of the [>eople, describe the 

state of education, in general terms, ns deplorable in the extreme. Mr* J* 

Stracey* magistrate of Momctisiugv sap* u The lower sort are extremely igno¬ 

rant * Mr* Paterson, magistrate of Dacca Jdalpore* recommends " u total 

change in the system of education amongst those who have any education at 

all:* inkling* that "the great mass of the lower ranks have literally none” 

The judges of the court of appeal and circuit of Moorshedohad say : H The 

moral character of a nation can be Improved by education only. AU instruction 

is unattainable to the labouring poor, whose fawn necessities require the assistance 

of the children as soon os their tender limbs are capable of the labour. 

With the middle cksa of tradesmen* artificers* and simp keepers* education ends 

have (brown a great body of light du this subject:—-ami this light is daily incremmg;*™Miny an 

object appears beautiful when seen at a distance* and through a mist z but when, die fdg lias dis- 

pcmsL* dud (be pemm lias approached it, be imilct at the deception. Such tt the e.nct case with 

these hooks* nod this system of idolatry. Becmne the public, foe wont of being more familiar with 

the subject* could not ascertain the point of time when the Hindoo Slublriii were written* they 

therefore at once believed the mcttlona of the brmuliujis ami their friends, that theEr antiquity 

wax uEifuihonmhle.^ (Word on the Hlsiilooi, Iiurod, p. xebej " There b scarcely any thing in 
Hindaoisni* when truly kmswn+ in which a learned mnn dan delight, or of which q benevolent man 

coo approve; and I am fully persuaded, llutt there will soon be but one opinion oti the subject* and 

ilia! this opinion will be, that die Hindoo system is Jess ancient than the Egyptian* ami that it is 

die most puerile, impure, and bloody of any ay-stem of idolatry thm was ever established on earth.” 

(lb* ciii.) 

* Anquetil On perronH who lodged a night at the house of a school master, at a Mahraita tillage, 

a little north of Fonoa, gives a Ludicrous picture of the teach ing scene. ** Lea e colic re, surdtux 

hies* accrcuipia sur Icurt udotu, tra^oiecLt ftvee k dolgt les lettres* ou Les mots, our une plane be 

noire courene de table hliuie ; cf mitres repetuient Je$ onms de* Settres to forme do roots* Cor 

ks Ixtdiemp cm lieu do dire comme nous, a, b, e, pronao^ent ainw^awaiii, banam. kamun. I.c 

iiuufre tie me panit occupt pendant tine demi heure que b classv dura on core* qua frnppcr nvre 

tm bug rotbt to dos nud de cm pouvres cnCms: en Asie e'est In partie qui pnye; b ptobti nmb 

he iireusement trop commune ilona ces con trees, vellle a la suffita dc coHe qwe no* moilrts eucri (t^nt 

a lour vcngeuncc. J’auroi* ftfe hkm nk* de mVuUrtemr aveq Monsieur to Pedagogue Morale, on 

de rooms iVnvoir un alphabet de su main; mail sa morgue ne Ini permit pas de repon dr earner poti- 

4MCf*H (Zemiavesta, Dist Prelim. p. cckxx.) 
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at ten years of age, and never reaches further than reading, writing {a 'scarce!)’ Gbaf. IX. 

legible hand on the plantain leaf), find the simplest rules of arithmetic," * Bui ’'“‘v "" * 

if the I iindu institutions of education were of a much more perfect kind than they 

appear to liavc ever been, they would afford a very inadequate foundation For the 

inference of a high state of civilization, The truth is, that institutions for 

education, more elaborate than those of the Hindus, are found in the infancy of 

civilization. Among the Turks and the Persians, there are schools and colleges, 

rising one above another, for the different stages of instruction, f And scorct1!} 

in any nation does the business of education appear to have been a higher con¬ 

cern of the government than among the Americans of Mexico and Peru. { 

* Papers on India Affaire, No. iii, ordered to be printed by the llousecf Commons, SOth April, 

ISIS. 

f “ There were in these times [the times of Altverdi, nabob of Bengal] at Arinwbad," say* the 

author of the Seer Mutakharcen, “ numbers of persons who loved sciences and learning, and em¬ 

ployed themsdm in teaching and in being taught; and I remember to have seen in that city and its 

environs alone, nine or ten professors of repute, and three or lour hundred student* and disciple*, 

from whence may be conjectured the number of those that must have been in Lite great town*, and 

in the retired districts.’' Seer Mutakhaieen, L 70S, ,4to. Calcutta, I7S9, N. B. This with regard 

to the Mustulmatu of Bengal, Thu translator ssys, in a note, « The reader must rate properly 

oil these students* and all these expressions: their only object was the Goran and its commen¬ 

taries ; dial is, the Mahometan religion, and the Mahometan law.” Ibid, A hint very different 

from those we are wont to receive from our guides in Hindu literature.—“ In vain do ™» persons 

talk to us of colleges, of places of education, and books : These words in Turkey convey not 

the same ideas as with us," Vobey’i Travels in Syria and Egypt, U. +43_Chardin, who formed 

as high afl opinion of die Persians as Sir William Jones of the Hindus, tells us, {Voyage eu Perec, 

iii. 1SQ,) 11 Le gome des Persons cst ports aux sciences, plus qu'd toute autre profession; et I'on 

pent direr quo les Penan* y reuisissent si hien quo ce sent, apres lea Chretien* Europteus, les 

plus s^avans pcuple* du monde. ..... II* onvoyeei le* utjfuns mix colleges, et )«■ el event aux 

tettres autant que leur* moyens le peuvent pennettre,"—And at page S37, 13ft, he adds, that 

schools are distributed in great numbers in Persia, and college* very numerous. 

t " b)ca Hood was reputed the first who established school* in Cobcq* when the Amautas wore 

the masters, and taught such science* as were fit to improve the minds of Incas, who were princes, 

and of the chief nobility, opt that they did instruct them by way of letter*, for as yet % had 

not attained to that knowledge, but only in a practical manner, andbv dully discourses: their other 

lectures wore of religion, and of three reasons and wisdom on which their laws were established, 

and of the number and true exposition of them; for by these mean* they attained to the urt of 

government and military discipline; they dlsiiiiguiithed tire times and seasons of the year, and by 

reading in their knots they learned history and the actions of past ages; they improved themselves 

also in the elegance and ornament of speaking, and took rules and measures Tor the management 

of thejr domestic affaire, 'Ihesc Amauta#, who were philosophers, and in high esteem amongst 

them, taught something also of poetry, music, philosophy, and Ufology/' Ac. Gareilniiti de la 

Vega, Royal Commentaries, book iv. ch. xlx. This some Inca exhibited one stroke at least which 

VOL. I. 3 Q 
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Afi evidence of the fond credulity with which the state of society among the 

Hindus was for a time regarded, I ought to mention the statement of Sir 

W. Jom*s who gravely* and with an air of belief informs wT that he had 

heard of a philosopher “ whose works were said to contain a system of the 

universe, founded on the principle of attraction and the central position of the 

sun." * This reminds the instructed reader of the disposition which has been 

manifested by some of the admirers of the Greek and Roman literature, and of 

these by one at least who had not a weak and credulous mind, to trace the dis* 

covmes of modem philosophy to the pages of the classics. Dr, Middleton, in 

his celebrated Life of CiccroT says, that 4i several of the fundamental principles 

of the modem pliUosophy, which pass for the original discoveries of these later 

times, are the revival rather of ancient notions, maintained by some of the first 

philosophers of w hom we have any notice in history; as the motion of the 

earth, the antipodes, a vacuum ; and an universal gravitation or attractive qua¬ 

lity of matter, which holds the world in its present form and order," f It is a 

wdl known artifice of the Brahmens, with w hose pretensdons and interests it 

would be altogether inconsistent to allow there was any know ledge with w hich 

they were not acquainted, or which was not contained in some of their books, 

to attach to the loose and unmeaning phraseology of some of their own writings, 

whatever ideas they find to !>e in esteem, or even to interpolate for that favourite 

purpose* \ It w as thus extremely natural that Sir William Jones, w hose pundits 

will foe reckoned high wisdom foy some among?t us: “He enacted that the children of the common 

people should not lie educated in the liberal arts nod ^deuces, for that were to make them proud, 

conceited, nnd itogovemafole ; but dial the nobility were those only to whom such t> UTature did ap* 

pertain, to render them more honourable, and capable of offices m the commonwealth/* Ibid, 

** There k nothing," (saya Acosta, bonk vi. ek 27) ** that gives me more cause to admire, opr 

dint l End more worthy of commendation and memory, than die order and care the Mexicans had 

to nourish their youth/1 He tells us they had schools in their temples, and masters to instruct 

die young “ ip oil commendable eaerckesT 10 be of good behaviour," 

* Aeiat* Res. L 430, and iff. 169* 

f Middleton's Life of Cicero, sect* 12. Considerable currency was obtained foy a very' learned 

work of a clergy map of the Church of England, Mr. Dolans, who undertook to prove that oil 

die discoveries which the modems have made in the arts and sciences? may he found distinctly 

broached in the writings of the ancients. 

J Anquetil Duperrcm u* & remarkable instance of the dkpofhion of the Brahtneus to 

aeeominodiiie, by fkkificiltioti, even their sacred records, to lfoe ideas of Europeans* u St je 

& mob pasi^ti ipic k commencement de TAmerkosli contenuh la description do lingum, pent-etm 

m’eiit il et£ impcsiibk de deceuvrir que mea Brahmes, qui ne vonloient pas devoiler !e fond du 

kura myMtrcir parspliraiokmi tt palliment plotoi quits no inidiusaieni/* ZenduY. Disc, Prelim* 

l ccdiix- Dr- Buchanan found the propensity general, to deceive him b their accounts belli of 
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had become acquainted with the ideaa of European philosophm respecting the Ciiaj^ix. 

system of the universe, should hear from them that those ideas we re contained in *-^— 

their own Books : The wonder was that" without any proof he should believe them * 

their religion and history* See Journey through Mysore, dec. ii* 76, 79, SO* u The Brahmen*,1 ‘ 

he say** +p when asked lor dales, or authority s say that they must consult their books* which 

may bo readily done; but when I send my interpreter who is also a Brahmen, to copy the date*, 

they pretend that their books are loft” Ibid. L S$5* All information* he says, From die Brah¬ 

mans, usually difiern most essentially at derived from different individuals. Ibid. ii. $06* See 

an account of the imposition practised by his pundits upon Captain Willard* by Lord Toign- 

mouth p in the Introduction to his Life of Sir William Jones ^ also an account by Mr* Wihbrd 

himself, Essay on the Sacred We» in the West, Aaiat* lies, viii* 2£3^In a letter to a friend Sir 

YV* Jones saidj H1 can no longer bear to be at the mercy of our pundits, who deal out the Hindu 

law as they please, and make it tit reasonable rates* where they cannot find it ready made." Life 

of Sir W. Jones, by Lard Teignuwoth, Vto Ed. p* S07-—Colonel Wilks accuses the Hindu author 

of the Digest of Hindu Law, translated by Mr, Colebrooke, of substituting a Puke principle of 

law for a true one* out of M a courtesy wid coma deration* for opinions ^tobtkhcd by authority, 

uAlcA u peculiar to the native* of India f liktor, Sketched P> J16. 

* He might have got proofs, equal to those with which they presented him, of Plato's having 

been acquainted with the circulation of the blood j viz. because when speaking of that fluid he 

usqa the word which signifies to be carried round,—It U worthy of remark, that the 

philosopher, of whom Sir William heard, and whose works contained such important dUcovcries, 

was called Ysvaa Achvya, that is, Gentile or Greek. By the argument of Sir William, we might 

believe lhal the Greeks anticipated N-ewtoo. When Copernicus, dts—ftifad with the received ac¬ 

count of the heavenly motion*, addressed himself to discover a new arrangement, we are told that 

** he examined all the obscure traditions delivered down to mt concerning every other hypothesis 

which the ancients liad invented. He found in Plutarch* that some old Pythagoreans had repre* 

sent lm! the earth os revolving in the centre of the tmitene* like a wheel round its own axis : and 

that other* of the same sect, had removed it from the centre! and represented it as revolving in 

the ecliptic, like a star round the centre] fire. By this central fire he supposed they meant the 

sun/* Ac. Dr. Ad. Smith, Esmy on Hist* Astron. p* 51. We might prove that Pnnneiililcs hud 

a just conception of the figure of the globe* Pluto informs uw lliat* according to that inquirer* 
*t* *J.H If I 

fWviAs tp^f^iw «yu} 
™iif nan, ewywf 1m n pf^ir 

G*n -if&titYip* *ri>ji+ Plat. Sophists, p, 171* 

licrodotui hulti lions the opinion of a natural bi, even in Ilia days, who supposed that the ocean 

flowed round the earth, (a bold step towards the conception of its right figure,) ™ bxm. yw Wift 

fibw, lib. ii. sect* 22. Dr* ^ncent^ giving an account of the knowledge possessed by the 

ancients of the globular form of the earth, and of the saying of Strabo, that nothing obstructed 

the passage from Spain to India by a westerly course, but the bmnonrity of the Atlantic ocean, 

heu the following note i u Aruforic seems tire author of this mppositioii, n& well os of mu*t other 

things that are extraordinary in the knowledge of the ancients, Sec Bocbart, Phalcg, 169- 

Zsxtti., Tn np "HfKiAsm f *a*s t# mtfi t* tnWr The flirts about the pillars of Hcrcute# 

3 G 2 
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Boot If. Joifl Jo flicjfc nbociE India. Tld* ts a nearer approach fflill; hut berth mppwiUoru arise frofti the 

— v ■■- * cunJcmptniiai* of thtf cMth m a ipbm*—AmtctEe lias aha preserved the opinion of the Pytha¬ 

goreans* who made the sun Unr centre of our system, with the uJUrth and the oilier gikuieta revolv¬ 

ing round it, which in the hypothesis adopted by Copitrricu#* And estalilinhi/d by Norton- Strabo* 

likewise* who left the phenomena of the heavens, ami the form of the earth* to the nmtliematictona, 

•till thought the earth a aphere, and describe* our system agreeable to that which was afterwards 

Adopted by Ptolemy : but he adds the idea of gravitation in a most singular manner, 

fin* i H fonil fi?i In ^|f fl tH ^0|IH * * * . , * xTu^rpir** npl TV ftOTflffl 

rtr 4**r ■** mmx*tot mAru, Lib. ii 210* The earth and Use heaven arc both spherical; 

but the tendency h to the centre of gravity. Hie heaven is carried round itself, and round in 

axis from east to west f barely suggest the extent of ancient knowledge On these questions; 

those who wish to gratify their curiosity may consult Stobttttftp toitt 1L cap. 23, Ed. Heeren, Got- 

ring. 179£. ITEM- r and Diogenes Laertius in Aua^immider* Pythagoras and Zeno, lib* vri, sect. 

155~* Ferijiliu of tho Eryllirmii Sea, pert u+p,517,—Six William Jones tdls us in bis Discourse 

on the Hindu zodiac, that the pundit Itomachandra had a correct notion of the %yje of the earth. 

—So had the cider Hermes* of whom it was one of the established maxims, that the earth was 

oviform* and hence the oml form of many of the oldest temples of Egypt- The earth was called 

Brahma's egg. See AriauRcaJ. 360. Or Ramachandm, like a common fortune-id ler, might only 

repeat to Sir William what ho had learned from Sir William.—Europeans will arrive in time to think 

justly respecting the Hindus: Thus speaks Dr* B uchanan i « No useful science have the Brahmen* 

diffused among their followers % history they have abolished; morality they have depressed to the 

utmofet; and tho dignity and power of the altar they have erected on the lube of the state* and 

the rights of the subject,** Aelac. Re*. vj. 166* 

APPENDIX. N* I. 

Remarks on the Argument* for the Antiquity of the Hindu Astronomy. 

Aittonomj. 
IuIkiim, p- 
I «jjiI 8. 

All Eni. p. 
103, 

Ast. Jud. p, 
103. 

THE fcuowledge of the Europeans concerning the astronomy of India is chicfiy 

derived from different sets, of astronomical tables brought to Europe at different 

times. All these tables are obviously connected with one another: for they are 

all adapted to one meridian ; the mean motions are the same in them all; and 

their principal epochs are all deduced by calculation from one original epoch. 

The most ancient of the Indian epochs is fixed in the year 3103 before the 

Christian era, at the commencement of the Cali-yug. On account of the 

mutual connexion which, it is allowed! subsists between the three remaining 

epochs, it is only necessary to discuss that one which seems to be the most im- 
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pot-tant; It w comparatively of modern date, and goes hack no further than to Chap, IX, 

the year of Christ 1491, v—^ 

M, Badly, in his Astronomic Indiennc, has endeavoured to prove that the 

more ancient of the two e|>ochs is fixed by actual observations; a proposition, 

which, if it were clearly made out, would confer the highest antiquity on the 

astronomy of India, In a paper in the Edinburgh Transactions, Mr, Flay loir, 

who has adopted the opinion of M. Badly, has given a clear and forcible sum¬ 

mary of all the arguments that have been adduced in favour of the side he sup¬ 

ports. M. Laplace, who is the only other author that lias noticed the subject 

of the Indian astronomy since the publication of 31. Badly's work, does not 

accede to the opinion of his brother academician. In a very short passage in 

the “ Systeme du Monde,1* Laplace states it os his own opinion, that the ancient Bnt. tfu 

epoch of the Brahmens was adopted with the view of making all the celestial asiswdP 

motions begin at the same point of the zodiac: and he very briefly hints the 39+1 

reasons on which his opinion is founded. In drawing up the following remarks 

the observations of Laplace have been kept in view. 

It If we set out From the epoch of 1*91, and compute the places of the a»t, T»}. p. 

sun, moon, and the planets, for the ancient epoch in 3102 A. C. it is found thataB l<" “d 184 

the celestial bodies are then in mean conjunction with the sun in the origin of the 

moveable zodiac. Here then is an astronomical fact, which the Indian tobies 

necessarily suppose to have taken place, and which, it must be allowed, appears 

to be very fit to bring the authenticity of the undent epoch to the proof, For, 

although the tables of the modem astronomy, highly improved as they are, do 

not enable us to go back more than 2000 years with extreme accuracy, yet they 

are sufficiently exact to afford the means of judging whether the general con¬ 

junction, supposed in the Indian tables, was actually copied from the heavens 

or not. Now M. Badly has computed the places of the planets at the time of Aji. lud. P. 

the ancient epoch of the Indians, or for the commencement of the Cali-yug,3Bi" 

from the tables of M. Lalande; and, although all the planets, except Venus, 

were then nearly in conjunction with the sun, yet they were by no means so 

near to one another as to render it probable that this epoch was fixed by obser* 

ration. M. Badly argues that the conjunction could not be determined by direct 

observation ; because the planets are invisible when immersed in'the sun's light: 

and lie shows that fifteen days after the epoch all the planets except Venus, 

were contained within seventeen degrees of the zodiac. But this is not satis¬ 

factory. Mr. Playfair admits tiiat the Indian tables cannot be entirely vindicated 

in this respect. Laplace lays all the stress on this argument to which it seems **■» 
fairly entitled. **■ 
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*B°°* II. The fiction of a genera] conjunction in tlu: beginning: of the moveable zodiac 

« the more remarkable, because it agrees precisely with (he account which M. 

»e*arche>, Badly gives of the formation of the Indian astronomical systems. 

The validity of the observations made by (lie critic in the Edinburgh Review, 

r af *s far as they regard the accuracy of the mean motions, and other astronomical 

ttitw; for ih*elements which do not depend on the epochs, cannot be disputed. There is but 

principia/iT 011 e wa7 detormitirog the mean motions with accuracy ; namely, by comparing 

together real observations of the places of the planets made at a sufficient iti- 

tr^laiW terval of time. No fictitious, or assumed, epochs can !>c of the least use for 
° pOMBgO 

W the ram- this purjxise. Indeed Mr, Bcntly does not maintain that the Brahmens make 

such use of their assumed ejwehs. The artificial systems of the Indian 
Jhnn(a,u.Mt, astronomy necessarily suppose the mean motions, and other elements, to be 

already determined and known. Mr, Bcntly seems in some measure to have 

misconceived the nature of the arguments by which the Europeans endeavour to 

establish the antiquity of the Hindu astronomy, He seems to have imagined 

that nothing more was necessary far confuting all their reasoning on this subject, 

than to make than acquainted with the formation of the artificial systems of 
the Brahmens. 

But considering Mr. Bently as a person acquainted with the astronomy of the 

East, and as having access to the books in which it is contained, his testimony 

cannot but be allowed to be of great force in the present argument. He reil» 

us that the Brahmens, when they would form an astronomical system, go back 

to a remote epoch, and assume as the basis of their sy stem, that all the heavenly 

bodies are in a line of mean conjunction with the sun in the beginning of Aries* 

Now the Indian tables actually suppose such a conjunction at the commence¬ 

ment of the CaU-yug: and in this they ore at variance with the most exact 

of the modem astronomical tables. Is it not then in the highest degree pro¬ 

bable tliat the era of the Cali-yug is on assumed, or fictitious epoch in the 
astronomy of the Hindus ? 

If the ancient epoch, in 3102 A. C. be fictitious, the force of many of the 

arguments for the antiquity of the Indian astronomy will be greatly diminished. 

Tor that reasoning must needs be a good deal vague ami unsatisfactory which 

rests entirely on the quantity of an astronomical dement of an uncertain date, 

affected, as must be the case, by the errors of observation, of the limits of 
which we have no means of judging. 

au. W. P. fi. The equation of the sun's centre, according to the Indian tables, is 

lOf ; whereas the same quantity, according to modem observations, is only 

1 55t. It is one consequence of the mutual disturbances of the planets that 
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the eccentricity of the solar orbit, on which the equation just mentioned depends, Chap i>k 

was greater in former ages than it is at the present time. From the quantity -v~* 

which the Hindus assign to this astronomical dement, M. Bailly has drawn 

an argument in favour of the antiquity of the Indian tables, which, it most be 

confessed, is of great weight, when the difference of the Indian and European 

determinations is considered as arising from the gradual alteration of the pla¬ 

netary orbits. But Laplace has remarked that the equation, which in tbc5™t.<lu. 

Hindu tables amounts to 2° I0q', is really composed of two ports; namely, 

the equation of the sun’s centre, and the annual equation of the moon \ both EJil. lumv, 

of which depend alike on the excentriritv of the sun’s orbit, and complete their *’ 

periods in the same interval of time. The Indians have naturally enough 

tended these two irregularities together; because, the great object of their 

astronomy being the calculation of eclqjses, the relative places of the sun and 

moon are affected by the sura of both. The annual equation of the moon is 

nearly 11': And, when added to the equation of the sun’s centre, the amount 

(29 6^',) does not differ much from the quantity set down in the Indian tables. 

The force of M. Bailly's argument is therefore completely taken off. 

But the remark of Laplace not only invalidates the argument for the anti¬ 

quity, but it furnishes a powerful one on the opposite side. It is indeed in the 

situation of a perfidious ally, who not only deserts his friends, but marshals hi* 

whole force in the ranks of their opponents. The a mount of the two irre¬ 

gularities which are blended together by the Indians is ga 6^' at the pre¬ 

sent time: but if we go back to the commencement of the Cali.yug, there 

must be added about I84', on account of the greater magnitude of the sun s 

excentrieity in that age above what it is in the present century ; and thus we 

ought to liavc found Sa go', in place of S? 10*', in the Hindu tables, if their 

supposed antiquity lie granted. It must be admitted that, in this instance at 

least, the Indian tables, when they are referred to the ancient epoch, are fairly 
at variance with the state of the heavens. 

3. 'I he quantities which the Indian tables assign to two other astronomical 

elements, viz. the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn, have been found to 

agree almost exactly, not with what is observed at the present time, but with 

what the theory of gravity shows would have been observed at the beginning of 

the Cnli-yug. Tiiis curious coincidence between the Hindu tables and the 

most abstruse theory of modern Europe, was discovered by Laplace after the 

publication oi the Astronomic Indiennc: and it was communicated to JH, Bailly 

in a letter inserted in the Journal dcs S^avans. The argument which this dmun- JJf1 Tr'B* 
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stance furnishes in favour of the antiquity is not forgotten by Mr. Playfair; 

and it is also mentioned by the critic in the Edinburgh Review. 

But the discovery of Laplace, although it cannot be disputed, is absolutely of 

no avail in establishing the antiquity of the Indian astronomy: for no inference 

can be drawn from it respecting the ancient epoch in 3102 A. C. which is not 

equally conclusive with regard to the modern epoch in 1491 of our era. 

The theoiy of astronomy is indebted to Laplace for many interesting discove¬ 

ries. Of these, two equations, affecting the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn, 

are not the least important. These irregularities are periodical, and they both 

complete their courses in 917-j- years t And while one of them augments the mo¬ 

tion of one of the planets, the other diminishes the motion of the other planet. 

It is a consequence of this discovery of Laplace, that, after an interval of time 

equal to 9174 years ; or equal to twice, or thrice, or any exact number of times 

that period; the mean motions of Jupiter and Saturn will return, to be precisely 

of the same quantity that they were at the beginning of the interval of time. 

Now*, if from the epoch 1491, we reckon back a number of years, equal to live 

times the [leriod of Laplace, we shall arrive at tlie year 3095 A. C., which is so 

near the ancient epoch of the Indians, as to entitle us to infer, that an observer 

who lived in 1491, would agree in his determinations of the mean motions of 

Jupiter and Saturn, with an astronomer who had lived forty-six centuries before, 

at the beginning of the CaU-yug. 

No reliance, then, con be placed on this argument, as a proof of tlie antiquity 

of the Hindu tables. On the contrary, if we admit, what it must be allowed is 

extremely probable, that the ancient epoch is a fictitious one, pointed out l>y 

superstition, or fixed upon for convenience in calculation, this argument will 

concur with the last in giving, to the astronomy of India, a modem date, rather 

than the high antiquity contended lor. 

4. M. Badly has shown that the place of the aphelion of Jupiter's orbit, de¬ 

termined by the Indian tables for the beginning of the Cali-yug, agrees with the 

modem tables of Lalaude, when corrected by the theoretical equations of lo 

Grange. The same tiling is true of the quantity which the Hindus assign to the 

equation of Saturn's centre. It requires but little scepticism to raise up doubts 

of the validity of arguments founded on such coincidences. In the first place, 

we are ignorant of the Limits of the errors, that the Indian determinations may 

lie susceptible of. In the second place, the dates of the observations on which 

the astronomical elements of the Indians depend are unknown and merely con¬ 

jectural ; yet these are necessary data for calculating the corrections that must 

1 
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I* applied to the modern tallies, to fit them for representing the ancient state of Chap. IS. 

the heavens: In the third place, the theoretical formulas themselves, by which '-v~-J 

the corrections are computed, cannot tie sup|xjsed to enable us to go back with 

much accuracy, to so remote an epoch as the Cali-yng; a circumstance which is 

not owing to any imperfection of the theory, but to the want uf our knowing 

with precision the relative proportions of the masses of the planets that compose 

our system. When we reflect on these things, even the very exact coincidence 

of the Indian elements, with the calculated quantities {which is nearer than there 

is reasonable ground to expect) is apt to create a suspicion that the whole is 

owing to a happy combination of balancing errors. 

But waving these objections, fairness of reasoning requires tlmi we should lay 

no more stress on such coincidences, as those just mentioned, in favour of one side 

of the question, than we are willing to allow to discrepancies in similar circum¬ 

stances, in support of the other side, M. Bailly allows that not any more of the ele¬ 

ments of the planetary motions, contained in the Indian tables, agree so well with 

the determinations derived from the thcoiy of gravity ; and the quantities which 

are assigned to the equations of the centre, for Jupiter and Mars, are quite irra. 

concileabk with the supposition of so remote an antiquity as the beginning of 

the Cali-yug. Such a contrariety of results justly invalidates the whole anru- 
ment, 

5. Another argument urged by Die favourers of the antiquity of tho Indian 
astronomy, is derived tan tho obliquity of the ecliptic, which ihe Indians state 
fit 24 , 

Both observation and theory concur in showing that the obliquity of the eclim 

tic has-been diminishing slowly Ibr many ages preceding the present. At the 

beginning of the Cali-yug, this astronomical element, according to theory was 

23° sr. Which b still Short of what the Indians make U. Twelve cenUiri* 

before the Cali-yug, the actual obliquity of the ecliptic, as derived from theory 

would comedo with the Indian quantity within S': And, by going back still 

Jurther, the error may, no doubt, be entirely annihilated. Nothing, it must be 

confessed, can be more vague and unsatisfactory than this sort of reasoning 

^t us grant that the Hindus determined the obliquity of the ecliptic, 4300 

years before our era, which supposes that they made an error of ? only - How 

are we to account for the strenge circumstance, that a quantity, which they were 

Z7JZ t10 frir mUdl "“** «-h unaltered 
for a period of nearly bOUO years; during which time, the error of the first 

tT “CUn^ 10 “ a ? Are we to oppose that, immiv 
vot,. I, 3 n 
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Uoo* II. dlately after this imaginary epoch, the art of astronomical observation disap. 

^ (wared, and was entirely lost ? Tills, we know, could not be the ease, because 

Mr. DAvUttyi many other astronomical elements necessarily suppose observations of a compara- 

lively modern date; as. for instance, the equation of the sun’s centre, 

SM; ■Uop. \ye uKaU account for the quantity which the Indians assign to the obliquity 

much more simply and naturally, if we trust to the authority of Mr. Bently. 

vi. itie. According to him, the Hindu astronomers (unless in cases where extraordinary 

accuracy is required) make it a rule, in observing, to take the nearest round num* 

here, rejecting fractional quantities ? so that we have only to suppose that the 

observer who fixed tlie obliquity of the ecliptic at 24^, actually found it to be 

more than 2310. 

6. The length of the tropical year, as deduced from the Hindu tables, is S63J 

5h 30' 35* which b 1' 46* longer than the determination of La GkE&e. This is 

certainly not a little accurate, and necessarily supposes some degree of anthpiity, 

and the comparison of observations made at a great interval of time. We shall 

be the I letter aide to form a judgment of the length of time which such a degree 

of accuracy may require, if we consider the errors of some of our older tables, 

pub I idieil before the art of making astronomical instruments was brought to its 

present perfect state. In the Atphonsine Tables, published about 1252, the length 

of the tropica] year, is 
36 ud 5" 49' W 

Copernicus (about 1530) makes it., ,,365 5 49 6 

Ropier (about 1627). .,, 365 5 43 574 

These quantities are determined by observations distant from one another 

aliout 1500 or iGOO years: And the difference* I between them and the year of 

La CfliUe, is about the fourth port of the error of the Indians. 

If we suppose that the length of the year found in the Hindu tobies was ac¬ 

tually determined by observation at the Iwginnmg of the Cab’vug, the error, 

which Ims been stated at 1' 46', may Ik reduced to 1' 5*. The reason of this is 

that the year has been decreasing in duration, for all the intervening time : nnd 

the quantity, computed by theory, which must Ite added tn the length of the year 

as observed in the present age, tn have its length forty-nine centuries ago, is 

40! \ Arguments of this kind carry but little force with them. For the time 

when the oWrvalions from which the length of the Indian year whs deduced is 

totally unknown ; and it seems highly probable, that the beginning of the Cali- 

ytig is not an epoch settled by observation. Besides, the error of observation 

(which cannot be reduced under V 5*) must be allowed to be, in this instance. 
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nearly double of the correction applied; and there k nothing to prove that it Chaw iX. 
may not amount to much more, > v-~—■' 

It in to be remarked (hot the Indian tables contain the ?i tier id motion of die 

sun, and not hk motion in respect of the moveable equinox as our tables do. If 

we draw our comparison from the length of the siderial. instead of the tropica! 

year, the result will not be so favourable to the accuracy of the Hindu autre, 

uoray. The side-rial revolution of the sun, according to the Indians, is 86^ 6b 

19' 80'; according to modem observation it is 3<55d 6” 9' 11'; and the error is 

3' 19' nearly double the former error, The difference of these errors arises from 

the quantity which they assign to the precession of the equinoxes, which is 34' 
instead of 5U-/. 

7. Of all the arguments in support of the antiquity of the Hindu astronomy,^ .adbdSf 
the strongest and most direct is that which is derived from an ancient 

brought from India by M. !e GentiL This argument therefore deserves to wnw »^th thit 
particularly considered, D«biiMT' 

It must be observed, that the force of an argument such m this, which turns 

on the magnitude of an astronomical quantity tlrnt accumulates slowly, and jg *“■“•**■ 
perceptible only after a bog bpse of time, will entirely depend on the authen¬ 

ticity of the observations, or facts, from which the argument is drawn, and on 

the precision and accuracy with which they are recorded. Any thing uncertain, 

or arbitrary, or hypothetical, respecting these fundamental points, will greatly 

weaken the strength of the argument. We are told hy Mr. Playfair, that the £db T™. 

star Aldebaran has the longitude of 3? 20- in the zodiac of M. le Gentil: and it * M* 

B on the «th«lli*j and predrion of this fact, that the valiility of hi, masoning K*. it... - 

• nges. Now, tl we turn to the passage of the Astronomic Indiennc, which w *a“iUot- 
cited by Mr. PUyfair, it will appear that this position of Aldeharan is rather a 

conjecture, or hypothesis, of M. Baiily, than aa authentic observation recorded 
with 

■ mov“ W*tw‘rd- «' “one rote a, the fitted star,, and it 
“ ^ “I" lW“V-«een constellations, each of IS" !0r Th<, rcnu>] 

31 **?.“* Uf ,he “Xliac at the connrrcnrenrent If the 
Oili-jug- and it waa therefore in the fifth constellation. bring ltfmoreadvnnr.,1 

r UK I"* “a* ‘“a fourth constcUation, which ,he7 ^ 
*! .- h>' >L,r5- “f * Wch the most easterly, or the matt advanred in the 

aalB.', « the very hnlliant stllr .videharao. There things being ._tl a., M „ 
Badly thus proceeds: - II « nature) q„e cette hdle ehfilo ,u. '„L' £ * 

le comoveoceraent d'one coitsteUabm, Je suppose ^ nran.oa Titt Z 
$ u a 
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dc Rhomni, In quatrieme dea constellations Indienne^ ei te commencement de la 

cinquieme ; *1 rcsulte de cctte supposition quo l'etoile Atiiehoran etoit piac£e dans 

le zodiaque Indieu & 1' 28s 2& tie 1’origin da zodioque." It appears then that 

the whole of the argument, which is stated so strongly by Mr. Playfair, and by 

the critic in the Edinburgh Review, rests on the conjecture of M. JiniJIy ; that 

Aldcbaran was exactly placed at itie emi of the fourth, and the beginning of the 

fifth constellation in the Indian zodiac. For this, no sort of proof is offered, ex¬ 

cept the eonsjiicuousness of the star, which is certainly one of the most brilliant 

in the heavens. Are we to suppose, for the sake of this argument, that the 

position of the Indian zodiac was entirely regulated by the star Aldcharan ? For 

it mlist be admitted that when the beginning of one constellation is fixed, all the 

Test are thereby determined. Or, are we to suppose, what is still more improba¬ 

ble, that the beginning of the fifth constellation fell, by a lucky chance, exactly 

in the place of this conspicuous star ? 

But the Indians themselves afford us the means of correcting the supposition 

of M. fiailly. Mr. Bently tells us that iicombo Gupta makes the longitude of 

the star, Spied Vlrgints, in the moveable zodiac of the Hindus, 6‘ 3': According 

to De la Caille, the longitude of the same star in 1750, was 

6’ 20fl 21' 18* 

Of Aldebamn .... 3 6 17 47 

Difference.... ,,,, 4 14 3 31 

which, subtracted from 6‘ 3°, leaves 1‘ 18° 56' 30 for the longitude of Akle- 

baran in the Indian zodiac, instead of 1" 23° 20' which it is according to the hy¬ 

pothesis of M. Baifly, The error amounts to 4° 23' 31*: a quantity which is no¬ 

wise inconsistent with the configuration of the constellation Rhonini, while it is 

sufficient to show that the Indians may have fixed the origin of their zodiac at 

the beginning of the Cnii-yug by calculating liack from a modem epoch. 

And indeed the Brahmens point out a modem epoch, a noted one in their as¬ 

tronomy, w hicli is connected with the era of the Cafi-yug by their precession, in 

the same manner that the modern epoch 1491 is connected with it by the mean 

Anal. k«, motions. Mr. Ifcntly teDs us that, according to Ynraha. the year 3601 of the 

Cali-yug (A. D. 499) began precisely at the vernal equinox: which implies that 

the origin of the Indian zodiac did then coincide with the equinox ial point. 

Now' if we deduct 1‘ 24% the Indian precession for 3Gf>0 years, from 12s, we 

shall have 1(1 for the origin of the zodiac, reckoned eastward from the vernal 

5 

Book II, 

AaUu fUs, 
ri. SW. 
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equinox according to the practice of our astronomy ; precisely as it comes out by Chap. IX. 

the Indian tables. 

The epoch 3601 of the Cali-vug is involved in all the Indian tables, insomuch Ait.lnd. p, 

that M. Badly was led to discover it by calculation : And in fact, there is no au¬ 

thority for fixing the origin of the Indian zodiac in 10* 6? at the era of the Cali- 

yng, except by reckoning back from this epoch, according tq the Hindu rule for 

the precession. 

It appears then that the argument drawn from the zodiac of M. le Gent LI, 

when closely considered, not only affords no evidence for the antiquity of the 

Indian astronomy, but rather favours the opinion that the beginning of the Cali- 

yug is a fictitious epoch fixed by calculation. For it has been shown that the 

place of the origin of the Indian zodiac, at the era of the CaU-yug, is connected 

by the precession contained in the Hindu tables with the epoch 3601 of that 

age: and indeed all the epochs of the Brahmens, ancient os well as modem, are 

connected with the same fundamental epoch, in what regards the precession. 

Tiie pretended position of the star Aldebaron is merely a conjecture of M. 

Baflly; And it is at variance w ith the place which Brumha Gupta, and other 

Indian astronomers, assign to the star “ Spioa Virginia.” 

8. In the preceding observations, all the arguments that have been adduced in 

favour of the antiquity of the Indian astronomy, as tar as the question Is purely 

astronomical, have been considered, excepting those drawn from the places of the 

sun and moon, at the beginning of the Cali-yug, (at midnight, between the 17th 

and I 8th of February, of the year 3102 A. C). With regard to the first flfldfc.T™. 

these, there is a difficulty which weighed so much with Mr. Playfair, as to induce HKt‘ 

him to set aside the argument entirely, arid to lay no stress upon it. It is re¬ 

markable, that the critic in the Edinburgh Review has brought forward this Edin-Ew. P. 

argument, without noticing the difficulty which, in Mr. Playfairs opinion, tyn- 

dered it inconclusive. After what has been urged to invalidate the opinion of 

M. Bailly, that the ancient epoch of the Indian tables was settled by observation, 

we stall be spared the task of examining the remaining argument drawn from 

the place of the moon : allowing to this argument ail the force which the most 

sanguine supporters of the antiquity can demand, it can have hut little weight in 

opposition to the many strong and concurring indications of a contrary nature * 

* Laplace lia* remark.*!, that the mean motions of the lunar orbit ore quicker In the India* 

table*, than in those of Ptolemy: which indicates that lh<- former mbit* were conalntctied jM^terior 

to those of the Greek astronomer. Tbit argument i» ui leiui a> wrong nay of those by which 
the antiquity ii vujiporUrdL 
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Bode II. 10. If the author of the " Astronomic Indienue ” has succeeded in cstablish- 

' v ' ing any of Ids positions, it is in proving that the astronomy of the Brahmens b 

original, or at least that it has not been borrowed from any of the astronomical 

systems that we are acquainted with. This was a preliminary point which his 

favourite system required hini to examine: for if the astronomy of the Brah¬ 

mens had turned out to have an. obvious nihility to the astronomical systems of 

■Arabia or Greece, it would have lieen in vain to bring proofs of its antiquity. 

But bow does this prove the antiquity of lhe Indian astronomy ? It only proves 

that the inhabitants of the eastern world* separated from the rest of mankind, 

fuive made the some progress to a certain extent, which, in the western world, 
has been carried to a far greater pitch of perfection. 

APPENDIX. N* IL 

Cokbrookt on Sanscrit Algebra, 

Since the pages relating to the science of the Hindus were sent to tlie press, 

has appeared n work entitled, “ Algebra, with Arithmetic and Mensuration, from 

the Sanscrit of Brshmegupta and Bhascara; translated by Henry Thomas Cole- 

l^ooke, Estp*’ No iicrson who takes an interest in the history of the human 

mind, can M to recognize that Mr. Cole In™ ke has added largely to the former 

obligations lie had conferred upon us, not only by laying open to European 

readers the most approved production on Algebra in the Sanscrit language, but 

by tlie research and ability with which, in a preliminary dissertation, be lias 

brought together the materials for forming an opinion, both respecting the origin 

of that science among the Hindus, and their merit in the prosecution of it. 

On mathematics 1 must speak superficially, liecause my knowdedge does not 

enable me to speak profoundly, Enough, ! think, however, appears on the face 

of this subject, to enable me to resolve the only question, in tlie solution of which 
1 am interested. 

Mr, Colebrooke thinks it possible, nay probable, that the Hindus derived their 

lirst knowledge of algebra from the Greeks; that they were made acquainted 

with the writings of Diophantus, before they had of their own accord made any 

attempts in tlie science; and that it is in the accessions winch Algebra received 

m their bands, that their title, if any, to our respect, must, in this particular, 
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Joo]* for itp foundation.* That the Hindus cultivated astronomr, and those Chsf. IX. 

tranches ol' the art of calculation subservient to astronomy, solely fur the pur- ---' 

poses of astrology, is not disputed by any body, and least of all by Mr. Cole* 

brooke. Tlmt candid and careful inquirer has brought to light a very important 

fact, that even on the subject of astrology, on which the)- might have )x*n sup. 

posed original, the Hindus have been borrowers, and borrowers from the Greeks.f 

“ Joining, ' he says, « this indication, to that of the division of the zodiac into 

twelve signs, represented hy the same figures of animals, and named by words of 

the same import, with the zodiacal signs of the Greeks; anil taking into cou- 

* “ lf k be iD3]stet)- dwt a bint or suggestion, the reed of their knowledge, (nay bare readied 

the Hindu maUienmiidaiii immediately from the Greeks of Alexandria, or mediately through those 

of Ilacirio, it must at the same time be confessed that a slender germ grew and fructified rapidly, 

und soot, attained an approved state of maturity in Indian nil. More will not be lien* contended 

for: Since it is not impossible, tlmt the hint of the one analysis may have been actually received 

hy the mathemiticmiia of the other nation: nor unlikely - considering the arguments which may 

be brought for a probable communication on the subject of astrology" (Dissertation, p, Xxm) This 

is an important mlmissiori which Mr. Colebrooke was too well informed to overlook, and too honest 

to conceal. His partialities, however, lead him to a very useless effort of extenuation. Why 

coll the knowledge which tire Hindu* derived of the Dinpbantitm method, a hint t What should 

conliire it (« aAfal f Why mate use of the word hint? when it is perfectly clear that if they bid 

rile urean* of receiving a him, they hod the mean* of reaving the whole. Tire communication 

was fdl aul comp] etc between the Hindus and the Greet*, both or Badri* wd of ligvpt s and 

the Hindus had tlie means of receiving from the Greek* all th ose parts of their knew] idee, which 

the state of cmbzauon among the Hindus enabled them to imbibe. Of the exaggerating Ian. 

gorge of Mr. Cokbrook*. on the other ride, about the growing end fructify mR of the rerm, and 

it* attorning a state of approved maturity in Indian noil, we shall speck by imd bye. 

t lie hail stated Jong ago, « Hiai antrpmy was originally cultivated aaioijc tine Hindus, 

so l y tur the purpose* of astrology : That one branch, if not lire whole of their astrological *d- 

ence, vu homiwed from the Arabians: And tlmt their astronomical knowledge must, by conse¬ 

quence, have been derived from Hu* fame quarter.-' {Ariat. Kts. is. S7fi.) And on the present 

occasion Ire »y«; The position that astrology is portly of foreign growth in India; that is, that 

the Hmdus hare borrowed, and largely too, from the astrology* of a more western region, i* 

grounded, at the atm,br inference concerning a different brunch of divination, on the resemblance 

of certain term* employed in both. The mode of divination, called Tyac*. implies by its very 

oome its Arehmnong...: Astrological prediction, by configuration of planets, in like manner, indi¬ 

cates even by lU Indian name a Grecian source. Jt it denominated the second of three 

hnmdiw winch compose a complete course of astronomy ami astrology i anil the word occurs in 

this venue m tin! wntings of early Hindu astrologer*.... Die same term' AM occur* again in Ae 

writings of the Hindu astrologers, with &n acceptation—that of hour-which more exactly Mn. 

forms ,o the Grecian etymon. The resemblance of a single term would not suffice to ground an 

“^^^“^^pureiy^ud. But other words are also remarked 
m Huidu uwrelogy, Ac. {Algvbre, Ac. from the Sanscrit, Dissert. Note, and IJlust. p. lx*x.f 

2 
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II. ■^deration tire analogy, (hough not identity, of the Ptolemaic system, and the 

Indian one uf cxccntric deferents ami epicycles, no doubt can be entertained that 

the Hindus received hints from the astronomical schools of the Greeks”* 

To draw, then, from the tracts which Mr, Colebrooko lias translated, ^ui infer¬ 

ence to any high state id civilization among the Hindus* the three follow ing pro¬ 

positions must, first* Ik* established ■ 
K That the Greeks did not teach to the Hindus as much of the science as the 

works in question contain: 

2. That the works are sufficiently old to render it impossible that the know* 

ledge could have been borrowed from any modem source; 

3. That the accessions made to the knowledge derived from the Greeks are so 

difficult as could not have been made except by a people in a high state of civi¬ 
lization. 

If all these proposition.* are not fully and entirety made out; if any weakness 

appears in the evidence of any one of them, the inference tails to the ground. 

Upon inquiry, it seems to come out, that for not one of them is the evidence suf¬ 

ficient, or trustworthy* 

L That the Hindus received from tire Greeks all that the latter knew, is ad¬ 

mitted by Mr. Colebreoke. It is also admitted by Mr. Colehrooke, that “ Dio- 

phantus was acquainted with the direct resolution of affected quadratic equations, 

and nf indeterminate problems of the first degree; that he displays infinite sa¬ 

gacity and ingenuity in particular solution*; and that a certain routine is dis¬ 

cernible in them*"! It b unfortunately from Diophantu* alone, that we derive 

any knowledge of the attainments of the Greeks in tins branch of mat hematics. 

It is no less unfortunate, that out of thirteen books which he wrote upon tin* 

subject, only six, or possibly seven, have been preserved. How does Mr. Cole- 

hrouke know, that these other bocks of Dio pliant us did uot ascend to more diffi¬ 

cult points of the science?! He says* you have no right to infer that. True; 

* Algebra, Arc. from the Sanscrit^ Dissert, Note^ and Eliesh p* exIt. f P>. i- and xvi. 

| Br. Hinton myih that Diojihantui 44 knew the composition of the cube of a bilonUiL. 

^oTne parts of book vi« it appears iliac he was acquainted with the composition of die (earth power 

of ihe binomial root* m he sew down ail the terms of it .; and from hm great skill In such mutters 

it not probable thui he warn acquainted with the composition or other higher powers, and mth 

vthtr parti cf Algebraf Insidei trAcrf are here treated of. - .. Upon the whole, dii* work is treated in 

a very ub!e and masterly numner, mmiTesting the utmost tuldn-ss, mid knowledge in die solutions, 

*lu1 (arcing a persuasion that lhe author wa* deeply skilled in the science of Algebra, to nota of 

I lie most ni)*truiwi para of which these questions or exercises relate. Howcv'cr, us he contrives hia 

assumption* ami imL-amos. no a* to reduce oil his condition* to a simple equation, or at least a 
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but neither has he any right to infer the contrary. There is, however, another 
possibility, and a still more important one, which Mr. Colebrooke has altogether 
overlooked. Supposing that nothing more of Algebra was known to the Greeks, 
at the time of Dtophantus, than is found in seven out of thirteen hooks of one 

author, which is a pretty handsome allowance; is it certain, or is it probable, 
that when the Greeks had made so considerable a progress, they remained sta¬ 
tionary ; and though the most ingenious and inventive people in the world, pecu¬ 
liarly at that time turned to mathematical and abstruse investigations, they made 
no addition, through several generations, to what was taught them by Diophan- 
tus ? This argument appears to be conclusive. 

2. Air. Colchrooke has a very elaborate, complex, and in some parts olwcure 
tram of argument to prove the antiquity of certain points of Algebraic know¬ 
ledge among the Hindus. That it is not conclusive may be made to appear very 

certainly, it is only to Ije regretted that so many words are required. 

The point is, to prove the antiquity of certain treatises which Mr. Colebrooke 
possesses: part under the name of Bhascara, one mathematician; part under that 
of Brnhmegupta, another. He begins with Bhascara. 

There are two treatises of astronomy, which bear the name of Bhascara, and 
which themselves affirm, that they were written at a particular time, corresponding 
to the middle of the t welfth century of the Christian era: Therefore the Treatise 

on .Algebra, possessed by Mr. Colebrooke, was produced about the middle of the 
twelfth century. For this degree of antiquity, this is the whole of the evidence 
Let us see what it is worth. 

Tn the first place, the dates refer only to the astronomical treatises; not to the 
Algebraic The algebraic is indeed prefixed to the astronomic; hut it is alleged 
by one of the commentators, and believed by Air. Colebrooke, that it “ may 
have been added subsequently." Ar.fi then at what date subsequently or by 
wlrnt hand, are questions to which we shall presently see that there is no answer 

. ? *“ importaTlt observation applies to the affirmations, with 
respect to their own age, found in the treatises of astronomy. From the known 

he extravagant disport,on of the Hindus to falsify with regard to dates, and 

m0St e'CTy tlun" Wltfc to their own transactions and attainments 
re ancient than it * such asseverations, found in books or transcripts of hooks, 

proof, and only deserve a moment’s regard when fully corrolwrated by 

mXS lhC Df 
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Book IJ. other circumstances. Not one circumstance is adduced to corroborate them by 

’ v * Mr. Colebrookc. 
We come down, all at once, from the date of the work, to the date of the commen¬ 

taries upon it. For none of them does Sir. Colehrouke claim a degree of antiquity 

ljeyond that of SDO or SOO years. Supposing tins date to be correct, what reason 

has Mr. Coiebrookc to infer that the work on w hich they comment was, at the 

time of that commentary, 400 years old? None, whatsoever. In nine instances 

out of ton, tlie commentator would be sure to speak of it as old, whether it w as 

so or not. But further, what reason hare we to believe that the date which he 

oscrilies to these commentaries is the real one? Again the answer is. None: 

none that will bear examination. The date of the oldest is assumed upon the 

strength of nn astronomical example, describing a particular state of the heavens: 

But this may be perfectly accidental; and, besides, the Hindus have the power of 

calculating Iiackwards. Of the next two, the date is assumed upon the strength 

of their own assertion : This we have shown is of no value. Of the next two the 

date is assumed upon the assertion of other books: This. if possible, is of less value. 

There are three others to which no date is assigned; And there are two commentaries 

upon the astronomical treatises, the dote of which too rests upon their own assertion. 

Neither to the treatise, therefore, in the hands of Mr. Coiebrooke, nor to the 

Commentaries upon it, has any thing appeared in what we have yet mentioned, 

which enables us to assign, with any degree of certainty, any one date in prefer¬ 

ence to any other. We may, if we please, assume that all of them in a body arc 

less than a century old. 

Beside the Sanscrit commentaries, there is a Persian translation, of each of the 

two treatises of Bhttscara. tn general, what is testified by Persian is far more 

trustworthy, than what rests upon Sanscrit authority; because there was more 

publicity in the Persian writings ; whereas the Sanscrit being wholly secret, and 

confined to a small number of Brahmens, accustomed and prone to forgery, there 

is security for nothing which they had any interest, real or imaginary, to change. 

If there was any evidence, therefore, to fix the dates of the Persian translations, 

we could not reasonably dispute a degree of antiquity corresponding to them. I 

aspect that there b no evidence to fix the dates of these translations. Mr. 

Coiebrooke says, the one was made by order of the emperor Acber, the other in 

the reign of Shah Jeban. But he subjoins nn reason for this affirmation. The 

cause probably is, that he had none; and that he took the conjecture from some 

date written somewhere in the book, nobody knows at what time, nobody knows 

by whom. 
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Such is the whole of the evidence which is adduced by Mr. CoJehrooke to Chap, IX. 

prove the antiquity of Bhnscara. “ The age of his predecessors," he odds, “ can- ^ ^ ~ -J 

not be determined with equal precision:" that is to say, the evidence which can 

be adduced for the antiquity of the other treatise, that of Brahmegupta, is .still 

less conclusive and satisfactory. As we have seen that the better evidence proves 

nothing, I shall spare the reader a criticism to show, what he will easily infer, 

that the worse evidence proves as little; evidence, which, as it is tedious and 

intricate, it would require a criticism of some length to unfold. 

3. We come to the third of the propositions; that if the Hindus had discovered 

as much as they know of algebra, beyond what appears in the fragment of Dio¬ 

phantus, they must have been placed in a high state of civilization. That this 

proposition raiinot be maintained, I expect to find universally acknowledged, 1 

transcribe the passage from Air. Colcbrooke, in which he sums up tlic claims and 

pretensions of the Hindus. “ They possessed well the arithmetic of snrd roots; 

they were aware of the infinite quotient resulting from the division of finite quan¬ 

tity by cipher; they knew the general resolution of equations of the second 

degree, and had touched upon those of higher denomination, resolving them in 

the simplest cases, and in those in which the solution happens to he practicable 

by the method which serves for quadratics; they had attained ft general solution 
of indeterminate problems of the first degree; they had arrived at a method for 

deriving a multitude of solutions of answers to problems of the second degree 

from a single answer found tentatively."* 

In all this it appears, that the only point in which there can be a pretence for 

their having gone beyond what we have in the fragment of Diophantus, is the 

general solution of indeterminate problems of the first degree. But, to quote 

Dr. Hutton once more, “ Diophantus was the first writer on indeterminate pro¬ 

blems. His book is wholly on this subject; whence it has happened that such 

kind of questions have been called by the name of Diophantmo problems.” Now-, 

take the point at which the solution of indeterminate problems appears in the 

fragment of Diophantus, and the point at which it appears in the Sanscrit treatise, 

of w hatever age, in the hands of Mr. Colcbrooke; the interval between the two 

points is so very small, and the step is so cosily mode, that most assuredly far 

more difficult steqis in the progress of mathematical science have been made in 

ages of which the civilization has Ijeen as low as that of the Hindus. Thales 

lived at a period when Greece was still uncultivated, and but just emerging from 

* “ Algebra;" *r. ui supra, Dissert.p. xiv, 

3 I 2 
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barbarism: yet he excelled the Egyptians in mathematical knowledge, and asto¬ 

nished them by computing the height of the pyramids from the shadow. Pytha¬ 

goras lived in the same age ; and was a great inventor both in arithmetic and 

geometry ; In astronomy he made great discoveries, and maintained, we arc told, 

the true system of the universe; tliat the sun is in the centre, and makes oil the 

planets revolve about him. Regiomontanus was bom in 1156, when the human 

mind was still to a great degree immersed in the darkness of the middle ages : 

Yet of him Mr. Playfair says, “ Trigonometry, which had never been known to 

the Greeks as a separate science, and which took that form in Arabia, advanced, 

tit the hands of Regiomontanus, to a great degree of perfection; and approached 

very* near to the condition which it has attained at the present day : He also 

introduced the use of decimal fractions into arithmetic, and thereby gave to that 

scale its full extent, and to numerical computation the utmost degree oT simpli¬ 

city and enlargement which it seems capable of attaining.* ” Cardan was born in 

1501, when assuredly much had not yet been gained of what deserves the name 

of civilization. “ Before his time,” says the same accomplished mathematician, 

“ little advance had been made in the solution of any equations higher than the 

second degree. In 1545 was published the rule which still bears the name oi 

Cardan ; and which, at this day, marks a point in the progress of algebraic inves¬ 

tigation, which all the efforts of succeeding analysts have hardly been able to 

go beyond" f Even Vieta, with all liis discoveries, appeared at an early and ill- 

instructed age, 

Utiliip, the In looking at the pursuits of any nation, with a view to draw from them mdi- 

cations of the state of civilization, no mark is so important, as the nature of the 

End to which they are directed. 

Exactly in proportion as Utility is the object of every pursuit, may we regard 
a nation as civilized. Exactly in proportion as its ingenuity is wasted on con¬ 
temptible or mischievous objects, though it may be, in itself, an ingenuity of no 

ordinary kind, the nation may safely lie denominated barbarous. 
According to this rule, the astronomical and mathematical! sciences afford con¬ 

clusive evidence against the Hindus. They have been cultivated exclusively for 
the purposes of astrology; one of the most irrational of ail imaginable pursuits; 
one of those which most infallibly denote a nation barbarous ; and one of those 

which it is the most sure to renounce, in proportion os knowledge and civilization 
ore attained. 

Boas1L 

SuppL Encycl. Brit* Diswrt, Second, p. +, + Ibid. p. 14, 
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CHAP* X, 

General Reflections, 

To ascertain the true state of the Hindus in the scale of civilization, is not only Chaf. 

an object of curiosity in the history of human nature; but to the people of Great [mportsIK. df 

Britain, charged as they are with the government of that great portion of the the 

human species, it is an object of the highest practical importance. No scheme dfjjnEttboi 

of government can happily conduce to the emits of government, unless it is adapted 

to the state of ihc people for whose use it is intended. In those diversities in the 

state of civilization, which approach the extremes, this truth is universally 

acknowledged. Should any one propose, for a hand of roving Tartars, the regu¬ 

lations adapted to the happiness of a regular and polished society, he would meet 

with neglect or derision. The inconveniences are only more concealed, and 

more or less diminished, when the error relates to states of society which more 

nearly resemble one another. If the mistake in regard to Hindu society, com* 

nutted by the British nation, and the British government, be very great; if they 

have conceived the Hindus to be a people of high civilization, while they have in 

reality made but a few of the earliest steps in the progress to civilization, it is 

impossible that in many of the measures pursued for the government of that 

people, the mark aimed at should not have been wrong. 

The preceding induction of particulars, embracing the religion, the laws, the ef tirtf 

government, the manners, the arts, the sciences, and literature, of this remarkable 

people, affords, it is presumed, the materials from which a correct judgement 

may, at last, be formed of their progress toward the high attainments of civilized 

life. That induction, and the comparisons to which it led, have occupied us long, 

but not longer, it is hoped, than the importance of the subject demanded, and t he 

obstinacy of the mistakes which it was the object of it to remove. 

The reports of a high state of civilization in the East were common even among 

the civilized nations of ancient Europe. But the acquaintance of the Greeks and 

Romans with any of the nations of Asia, except the Persians alone, was so im¬ 

perfect, and among the circumstances which they state so many are incredible 
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II, and ridiculous, that in the inforroptioo we receive from them on this subject, no 

confidence can !x> reposed. 
Of the modern Eurojjeans, the individuals who first obtained a tolerable 

acquaintance with any of the nations of the East, were the popish missionaries, 

chiefly the Jesuits, who selected China for the scene of their apostolical labours. 

Visiting- a people who already composed a vast society, and exhibited many, 

though fallacious, marks of riches, while Europe as yet was every where poor; 

nmi feeling, as it was natural for them to feel, that the more they could exdtc 

among their countrymen an admiration of the people whom they described, the 

greater would be the portion of that flattering sentiment, w hich would redound 

upon themselves, these missionaries were eager to conceive, and still more eager 

to propagate, the most hyperiulicol ideas of the arts, the sciences, and institutions 

of the Chinese, As it is almost always more pleasing, and certainly far more 

easy, to lietlcve than to scrutinize; and as the human mind it) Europe, at the 

time when these accounts were first presented, was much less powerful and pene* 

trating than it is at present, they were received with almost implicit credulity. 

The influence of this first impression tasted indeed so long, that Voltaire, a keen- 

eyed and sceptical judge, makes the Chinese, of almost all nations, the objects of 

the loudest and most unqualified praise.* The state of belief in Europe has, 

gradually, through the scrutiny of facts, been of late approximating to sobriety 

on the attainments of the Chinese, and a short period longer will probably reduce 

it to the scale of reason and factf 

It was under circumstances highly similar, that the earliest of the 

modem travellers drew up and presented their accounts of Hindustan. 

The empire of the Moguls was in its meridian splendour. It extended 

over the principal part of India ; aod the court, the army, and the establishments 

of Akber or Aurungzebe, exhibited that gorgeous exterior* that air of grandeur 

and power* which were well calculated to impose upon the imagination of an 

unphilosophical observer, £ 

•4* .Arty thing proposed (o u» which causes surprise and admiration, gives such a satisfaction to 

the mind, that it indulge* itself in those agreeable emotion*, and will never be persuaded lhai its 

pleasure is entirely without foundation* (Hume, Treatise of Human Nature, i. 53.) 

f To this good effect, if to no other, the embassy of Lord Macartney, and the writing* to which 

it ho* given occasion, have largely contributed. See Barrow** two works* Travel* in China, and 

Life of Lord Macartney, and above all, that important document, a volume of the Laws of China, 

translated by Kir George Staunton, No one has more approximated to a correct judgment of die 

Chinese, than Dt Gutgne*. See Voyage. 

% Many of the observation* of Mr. Borrow upon die panegyrical account* of the Chinese by 

ibe popish missionaries are very applicable to the flattering accounts which traveller* have been 
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It was unfortunate that a man so pure and warm in the pursuit of truth, and 

so demoted to oriental teaming, as Sir William Jones, took up, with that ardour 

which belonged to him, the theory of a high state of civilization in the principal 

countries of Asia. This theory he supported with all the advantages of an 

imposing manner, and a brilliant reputation ; and gained lor it so much fame 

and credit, that for a time it would have been very difficult to obtain a hearing 

against it. 
Beside the illusions with which the fancy magnifies the importance of a 

Chap. X. 

favourite pursuit, Sir William was actuated by the virtuous design of exalt¬ 

ing the Hindus in the eyes of their European masters; and thence ame¬ 

liorating the temper of the government j while his mind had scope lor error 

in the vague and indeterminate notions which it still retained of the signs of 

social improvement. The term civilization was by him, as by most men, 

attached to no fixed, and definite assemblage of idem. With the exception of 

some of the lowest states of society in which human beings have been found, it 

was applied to nations in all the stages of social advancement.* 

U is not easy to describe the characteristics of the different stages of social Tbttpwiyof 

progress. It is not from one feature, or from two, that a just conclusion can be^hr^ 

drawn. It sometimes happens that in one feature or two, nations resemble* 

which are placed at stages considerably remote. It is from a joint view of all 

the great circumstances taken together, that their progress can he ascertained; 

and it is from an accurate comparison, grounded on these general views, that a 

scale of civilization can he formed, on wliich the relative position of nations 

may be accurately marked. 

Notwithstanding all that modern philosophy bad performed for the eluci¬ 

dation of liistory, very little had been attempted in tliis great department, at 

£0 fond of giving uj of tile Hindus. “ In the ramr breath that they extol the wonderful strength 

of ilia] piety, they speak of the common practices of exposing infant* ■ the strict morality and 

ceremonious conduct of the people are followed by a list of the most gross debaucheries: the virtue* 

and the philosophy of the learned arc explained by their ignorance and their vices: if in one page 

they rpeak of the excessive fertility of the coun try, and the amazing extension of agriculture* in 

the next thousands are seen perishing with want; and whilst they extol with admiral ion the pro¬ 

gress they have made in the arts and sciences, they plainly inform us that without the aid of 

foreigners they can neither ca&t a cannon nor calculate an eclipsed Barrow’s Travels in China, 

p- 31, 

* One of the chief circumstances from which Sir William Jones drew conclusion* respecting 

the high civilization of the Hindus, was the supposition, that they never wont abroad, a suppo¬ 

sition which is now well known to have bees vrroneotis* See iUbu He*. *L 531, and 1* STB* 

3 
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Book It. the time when the notions of Sir William Jones were formed. The writing's of 

---* Mr. Miller of Glasgow, of which hut a small part was then published, and into 

which it is probable that Sir WUUam had never looked, contained the earliest 

elucidations of the subject The suggestions offered in his successive pro¬ 

ductions, though highly important, were but detached considerations applied to 

particular facts, and not a comprehensive induction, leading to general conclu¬ 

sions- Unfortunately the subject great os is its importance, has not been resumed. 

The writings of Mr, Miller remain almost the only source from which even 

the slightest information on the subject can lie drawn. One of the ends 

which has at least been in view during the scrutiny conducted in these pages, 

has been to contribute something to the progress of so important an investigation. 

It is hoped that the materials which are here collected will be regarded as going 

far to elucidate the state of society in all the loading nations of Asia, Not only 

the Hindus, tlie Persians, the Arabians, the Turks, and Cliinesc of the present 

day, but the Hindus, Arabians, and Persians of ancient days, the Chaldeans, 

the Jews, and even the ancient Egyptians, may all be regarded as involved in 

the inquiry ; and to these, with the sole exception of the wandering Tartars and 

the hyperborean hordes, may be added the second-rate nations ; the inhabitants 

of the eastern peninsula, and of the plains and mountains of Tibet- It is sur¬ 

prising, upon a close inspection, how extensively all these various nations, not¬ 

withstanding the dissimilarity in some of the more obvious appearances, resemble 

xme another, in laws and institutions of governmeot, in modes of thinking, in 

superstition and prejudices, in arts and literature, even in the external forms of 

manner and behaviour; and as well in ancient, as in modern times. 

So crude, on this subject, were the ideas of Sir William Jones, that the rhap¬ 

sodies of Rousseau on the virtue and happiness of the savage life surpass not 

the panegyrics of Sir IVilliam on the wild, comfortless, predatory, and ferocious 

state of the wandering Arabs. * Except," says be, « when their tribes are engaged 

in war, they spend their days in watching their docks and camels, or in repeating 

their native songs, which they pour out almost extempore, professing a con¬ 

tempt for the stately Pinal's and solemn buildings of the cities, compared " ith 

the natural charms of the country, and the cord ness of their tents: thus they 

pass their lives in the highest pleasure of which they have any conception, in 

the contemplation of the most delightful objects, and in the enjoyment of per¬ 

petual spring.14 * u If courtesy,” he observes, “ and urbanity, a love of poetry 

* E*say on lilt Poetrj of Eastern Notions- Voltaire eidjutiijed, ou reading RooBeau11* pane¬ 

gyric*, 41 Jomflis D'avau-jc tint d'lwie do norther 4 quatre panes.” 

5 
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mmi eloquence and (he practice of exalted virtues, be a just measure of perfect 

society, we have certain proof Mutt the people of A ratlin a lailh on plains ami in 

cities, in republican and monarchical stales, were eminently civilized for many 

ages before thdr conquest of Persia," * We need not wonder if the man, who 

wrote and delivered this, found the Hindus arrived at the highest civilization. 

Yet tlie very same author, in the very same discourse, and speaking of the 

same people, declared, “ I find no trace among them till their emigration of any 

philosophy but ethics ; ■" f and even of tills he says, ** The distinguishing virtues 

which they boasted of inculcating, were a contempt of riches and even of 

death ; but in the age of the seven poets, their liberality had deviated into mad 

profusion, their courage into ferocity, and their patience into an obstinate spirit 

of encountering fruitless dangers.”$ He adds; ♦* The only arts in which they 

pretended to excellence (I except horsemanship and military accomplishments) 

were poetry and rhetoric." $ It can hardly be affirmed that these tacts ore less 

than wonderful as regarding & people u eminently civilized; ” opeople exhibiting 

“a just measure of perfect society." [f 

The extreme inaccuracy and fluctuation of the ideas of £uropean scholars 

* Sir W, Jones, Adoi. Re*. IL 3. Ibid. p. 9. £ Ibid. 

§ Ibid. p. I t-—“ Oil this occasion, its well as on many others, the sober historian is forcibly 

irate n ud from a pleasing vision; and is corn pulled, with some reluctance, to confess, that tlie 

pastoral manners, which have been adorned with the fairest attributes of [tesce and Innocence, 

n» much belter adapted to the fierce and gruel habits of a military life," Gibbon, Decline and 

Full, ch. xivi. p, £42. 

Chap, X- 

Inaccuracy of 
the ideas of 
European 
sclnilars nn 
the subject of 
civjliuiliiih. 

| In the iiainc discourse Sir \YtUkin further remarks ; ,f Tliat we have none of dieir cam- 

in prose before the Koran, may be ascribed, pcrluips, to die little skill wfcidt tin y 

seem lo have had in writing, to their predilection in favour of poetical mtiiuure, and to the 

facility with which rcrie* are committed lo memory; but oil tbdr storioa prove* thas llicv were 

eloquent in a high degree, and wondmful power* of speaking without prrpranit[Qrih in 

flowing and forcible period* (Ibid) 41 Who, bays Dr- Ferguson, 44 would from mere conjecture 

suppose* dial the nuked ravage would be a coxcomb and a gamester; iJiat lie would be proud and 

valoj without the distinctions of title and fortune; and that hU principal core would be to udom 

his penoa, unit to find an amnsemen t ? Even if it could be supposed that he would thus share 

in our vices, and in die midst of Ida forest vie with die follies which arc practised in the town ; 

yet no one would be .hi bold as to affirm that he would, likewise in any ifutaoce excel us in talents 

and virtue ; dial lie would hire a penetration, n Force of imagination and elocution, an ardour 

of mi nil, in afieclion and courage, which the arts, the dbciplme, and the policy of few nations 

wuidcl be able to improve* Yei these particulars are a part in the description which is delivered 

by those who have had opportunities of seeing mankind in their ruilert condition: and beyond 
the reach of such teatim«ijk we can neither 'safely take, nor pretend to give Information on the 

subjectr Ferguson * Essay on die History of Civil Society, part ii. sect. |, 

VQL, I* 3k 
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II. with respect to civili znl ion, Are curiously exemplified in their opinions of the 

Asiatic nations. Gtblmt say#, 11 The cavalry of Scythia was forced to yield to 

the admirable swiftness ami spirit of the Ambiau homes; their riders were stalled 

in the evolutions of irregular war; und the northern barbarians were astonished 

and dismayed, by the inhuman ferocity of the barbarians of the south. A 

Gothic soldier was shun by the dogger of an Arab; and the hairy, naked 

savage, applying his lips to the wound, expressed a horrid delight, while he 

sucked the blood of Ills vanquished enemy* Of the various nations subject to 

the lVr>l;in sceptre, many of them still higher in civilization than the most 

civilized portion of the Arabians, the same author thus express himself: “ Jt 

was here," says he, ** in a place where the opposite banka cannot exceed .500 

paces, that Xerxes imposed a stupendous bridge of boats, for the purpose of 

transporting into Europe 170 myriads of barbarians'' f Of the Syrians and 

Egyptians, who still more nearly than the Arabians resembled the Hindus, 

am! were acquainted with more of the arts which attain their perfection in 

civilized life, he says, “ The use of their ancient dialects, by secluding them from 

the commerce of mankind, checked the improvements of these barbarians-" \ 

Mr. Halhed says, that the Jews, at the time of the Mosaic institutions, u were 

very little removed from a state of barbarism; gross in their conceptions, 

illiterate in their education, and uncultivated in their manners ” § And yet 

these institutions are not only superior to the institutions of the Hindus ; they 

are in a high degree superior to tine institutions of any other nation in Asia. 

But with the circumstances of Jewish society, we liecome, through the medium 

of our religion, early and familiarly acquainted. No European is early; 

hardly any is ever familiarly acquainted w ith the oilier nations of Asia, N’o 

blind propensity therefore excites to admiration in the one case: several do so 

in the other. Among the authors who have followed Sir William Jones in his 

track of eulogy and admiration, ft may he suspected. From the limited infor¬ 

mation of some, that they were unacquainted with the facts of uncivilized life, 

and wherever man exhibited the attributes of humanity lielieved he must there 

be civilized; ignorant of the intense exercise winch is given to several of the 

human faculties even among savages, and of the strength which those faculties 
must hence acquire. 

* Gibbon, Hi»i. of the Dec. and Foil, Ac. h. 413. f Ibid. Hi. 9, 

t Ibid, i. Si N. B. 'Hie some cause operated among the Hindus, and still more powerfully, 
to the production of ibe same effects. 

$ Preface to Code of Genioo Law*, p. xvii. 
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Among the causes which excited to the tone of eulogy adopted with regard Chap. X, 

to the Hindus, one undoubtedly was, the affectation of candour. Of rude and ' ” v 

uncultivated nations, and also of rude and uncultivated individuals, it is a cha- 

racteristic, to admire only the system of manners, of ideas, and of institutions 

to which they have been accustomed, despising others. The most cultivated 

nations of Europe had but recently discovered the weakness of this propensity : 

Novelty rendered exemption from it a source of distinction : To prove his supe¬ 

riority to the prejudices of home, by admiring and applauding the magnets and 

institutions of Asia, became, therefore, in the breast of the traveller, a motive of 

no inconsiderable force.* 

The nations of Europe became acquainted, nearly about the same period, with 

the people of America, and the [jeople of Hindustan. Having contemplated in 

the one, a people without fixed habitations, without political institutions, and 

with hardly any other art* than those indispensably necessary for the preser¬ 

vation of existence, tliey hastily concluded, upon the sight of auother people, 

inhabiting great cities, cultivating the soil, connected together by an artificial 

system of sultordinadon, exhibiting monuments of great antiquity, cultiva¬ 

ting a species of literature, exercising arts, and obeying a monarch whose 

sway was extensive, and Jus court magnificent* that tliey had suddenly 

passed from the one extreme of civilization to the other. The Hindus were 

compared with the savages of America; the circumstances in which they 

differed from that barbarous people, were the circumstances in winch they cor- 

lesponded with the most cultivated nations ; other circumstances were overlooked ; 

and it seems to have been little suspected that conclusions too favourable could 
jmssibly be drawn, f 

^ • Xosw of liicni has confessed die existence of (hi* motive with tnorc frankness dmn Le 

Genii], \ <?v. ii. OS. " Arant que j'cusde perdu men clochnr de *uc, It’S FnuifoLj etoient me* 

ijufos,..... , Qumttl moi, jc sto* gucri de me* prejugfi, es. je vt'applaudu tn trerri de m'etre 

I>«)w boast* of being uAtutod b> tho ^mc bem [merit, uiid scruple not to e&il 

Goths, or worse than Goths, all those who are not »a : “ In love with onr own timet and country," 

lur, “we are opt to consider distant ages and nations, os objects unworthy of the page'of 

dm bwtonan., „ Stn* men of genitw have entertained sentiments upan dun subject, too narrow 

nnd confined for the Goths of 3 much darker age. Hod the translator of the following history 

though* m meanly or the affidr* of tite East," the. Dow s Hindu* tun, Preface. 

t The account which Robertson gives of the causes which fed to exaggerated conception* to 

the wind of the Spaniards, respecting the civilLmtion of the Mexicans, applies i„ „W» BV1JfV 

particular to those of the English anil French respecting dm Hindus. ** The Spuniw*/' say- 

he, « when they first touched on the Mexican coast, were so much struck with (he appearance 

3 K 3 
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The progress of knowledge, and the force of observation, demonstrated the 

necessity of regarding the actual state of the I {Indus as little removed from that 

of haf('•civilized nations. The saving hypothesis, however, was immediately 

adopted, that the situation in which the Hindus are now lieheld is a state of de¬ 

gradation ; that formerly they were in a state of high civilization ; anti had fallen 

from it through the miseries of foreign conquest, anil subjugation. 

Tliis was a theory invented to preserve as much its actual observation would 

allow to be preserved, of n pre-established and favourite Creed. It was not an 

inference from what was already known. It was a gratuitous assumption. It 

preceded inquiry, and no inquiry was welcome, but that which yielded matter 

for its support * 

To tliis purpose Were adapted the pretensions of the Brahmens, who spoke of 

mi antecedent period, when the sovereigns of Hindustan were masters of great 

power and great magnificence. It was worthy of consideration, however, how- 

much these pretensions were worth : beenuse the rude w riters of rude nations have 

almost al iv a vs spoken of antecedent times as deserving all the praise with which 

their powers of rhetoric or song could exalt them. If the descriptions of ancient 

times presented by the Brahmens bore the consistent marks of truth and reality, 

a degree of intrinsic evidence would be attached to their representations. If 

these descriptions flew wide of all resemblance to human affairs, and were no¬ 

thing but wild unnatural fictions, they would be so for from proving an antecedent 

state of knowledge and civilization, that they would prove the reverse. And, bad 
* 4 

of attainments id policy and in Lhe arts of IIJo* far superior to those of the mdc tribes with wluch 

tihej- were hitherto acipioinicd* lJuii they funded th^jf hod at length discovered a civilized people 

in the New World* Thif comparison between the people of Mexico and their uncultivated 

neighbour!) they appear to have kept constantly in war, and observing with admiration many 

tilings which marked the pre-ctnlnetice of the former* therv rmployed, to describing their imperfect 

policy and Infant urt% such terms as arc applicable to the institutions of men far beyond them 

in improvement. Both these circumstances concur in detracting from die credit due to the de- 

fieriprions of Mexican mnnncnf by the early Spanieli writers. By drawing n parallel between 

them and tho*e of people so much less civilized, they raised their awn ideas too high. By their 

Enndc of describing th«nT they conveyed ideas to others no leai exalted above truth, filler 

writers Itavc adopted the of tin* original historians and improved* upon it." Ilist. of Alne- 

ricsii ill. 300. 

* 14 Le voyugeur rnconLmt acs Avantorra, cherche dons radmimtioo de ecu*: qui Tecouten^ no 

dedumnuigeiTH'nt am dangers quail a counts; II enflo U narration: Le a^ravault rfonne 

beancoup de prime pour appnindrv ilea longues etrangercs et laintomcs* a’citfcwe snr la beaut£ dei 

outrages qti’H cat parvenu k entendre." Anquctil Dupcrroo, Note, No. ih Supplement mu 
Recherche*, Ac- pur Unde* 
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the Hindus mnaimtl fixed from the earliestages in the semihorbarous state, it U Chap. X, 

most certain that the Brahmens would have given to us just such accounts of v' 

antiquity as those we have actually received nt their hands. 

As the Hindus have enlightened us by no record of antecedent events, nnd we 

thus have no immediate proof of the state of civilisation in the times that are 

past, the only sure ground of inference is the laws and institutions w hich they 

framed ; the manners they adopted; and the arts and sciences which they cul* 

treated- If these great circumstances were at variance with tlie existing state of 

society, hut adapted to one more advanced, the inference would certainly be a 

probable one, that to a period when society was in that improved condition, 

they really owed their birth. But in regard to the Hindus, their laws and 

institutions arc adapted to the very state of society which those who visit them 

now behold. They are laws and institutions which, so far from importing 

any more perfect state of society, seem entirely inconsistent with it; such as 

could neither begin, nor continue to exist, under any other than one of the 

rudest and weakest states of the human mind. As the manners, the arts and 

sciences, of the ancient Hindus are entirely corresimndenl to the state of their 

laws and institutions, every thing we ktiuw of the ancient state of Hindustan 

conspires to prove that tt was rude. 

It is another important fact, that, if the Hindus had ever been placed in this 

pretended state uf civilization, we know of no such period of calamity as was ‘ 

sufficient to reduce them to a state of ignorance and barbarity. The conquest 

of Hindustan, effected by the Mahnined&n nations, was to no extraordinary 

degree sanguinary or destructive. It substituted sovereigns of one race to 

sovereigns of another, and mixed w ith the old inhabitants a small proportion of 

new ; but it altered not the texture of society; it altered not the language of 

the country ; the original inhabitants remained the occupants of the soil; they 

continued to be governed by their own laws and institutions; nay the whole 

detail of administration, with the exception of the army, and a few of 

the more prominent situations, remained invariably in the hands of the native 

magistrates and officers.* The few occasions of persecution, to which under 

* “The administration of justice has been almost universally, by the Mogul conquerors el 

lndtttaii, devolved upon the Hindus, the office of Dunn being generally conferred upon one ol 

that people.” Onus; on the Government Bud People of Lodostun, p. +W. “ Although the Mogul 

Tartan under Tamerlane and hb successors liave at last rendered diemselvw lords id almiwt die 

whole of it (India); yet the original inhabitants have lost very little of their original character 

by the establishment of these strangers amongst them.” Orme. Hist, of Millt. Transact, in In* 

dofitan, i. 2» .. 
6 
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Book 11. the reigns of one or two bigoted sovereigns they were subjected on the score of 

v ^ religion, were too short and too partial to produce any considerable effects.* 

}\ hen we look for the particulars qf those pretended reigns of mighty kings, 

die universal lords of India, under whom science flourished, and civilization rose 

(othe greatest height, we meet with nothing but t able, more wild, and inconsis¬ 

tent, mid hyperbolical, than is any where else to be found- From this no rational 

conclusion can be drawn, except that it is the production of a rude and irrational 

age. Bharat, or Eliarata, is said to have been the first universal sovereign of 

India, which from him derived its name. India, in the language of the natives, 

is Bharat a \ ersh. In this, however, as usual, the Hindu accounts contradict 

themselves, since Bharat is represented as preceding Ratrm, the son of Cush, who, 

according to Sir \\ illiam Jones, might liave estaldished the Jtr$t regular goverii- 

tueut in India.] Judhishter is another of these universal sovereigns ; but of him 

even the origin is allegorical; he is the sou of Dhernm, or the god of justice, 

and he reigned 27,000 years. The name with which chiefly the idea of the 

universal sovereign ship of India, and ut the glory of art and science, is combined. 

It seems to have been a radi and foolish asumiktion of (lie conquest of Hindustan |>v the 

Moguls to the overwhelming of (lie Roman empire by the northern muons, that alone would 

liave suggested so gratuitous a supposition its that of the degradation of die Hindu, from an im¬ 

proved to a barbarous state of society by the calamities of conquest. The two cases are totally 

dissimilar. By the Successive inundations of the barbarians, the ancient inhabitants of the 

Roman provinces were well nigh swept from the face of the earth- Every where they were 

srtript of the possession of the land, ami commonly reduced to the state of bondsmen and slaves. 

The ancient institution* entirely gave way, and were replaced by u set of institutions altogether 

new. Die language of the conquerors in moat places entirely supplanted; in all it so much 

altered, the language of the people subdued or entermiuated, as to impose upon it a different 

structure. Another circumstance is never to be forgotten. To such a degree of barbarity were 

the inhabitants of the Roman provinces degraded, by the long continued effects of a detestable 

government, that tine invaders hod really not much to accomplish to reduce them to the same level 

with themselves. This was abundantly seen in the state of the Greets of the eastern empire; 

who, upon their very first subjugation to she Turts, exhibited a condition not greatly different 

from tliat in which they grovel at the present day. The conquest to which, wit!) greatest pro¬ 

priety, that of the Hindus by one tribe of Tartars might be compared, would be the conquest of 

the Chinese by a simitar tribe td Tartar.. There is no reason to think tliat the one was a con¬ 

quest of a more destructive nature than the other, if Urn Moguls did net adopt the religion and 

institutions of the Hindus, it was because the religion and institutions of the Hindus admitted 

o no participation, and because the Moguls had already embraced a more enlightened I’uitli. 

See Freuds a Mmutc, p. SO; also the treatise of Mr. Grant, on the Character of the Hindus, 
printed hy order of the House of Commune in ISIS, 

t Asiut. Res. i. 2JH. 
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is that of Vieram ti d itya. I^ct us hear what is represented: and then we shall lie Chap. x. 

enabled to judge. “ The two periods,” says Captain WiU’ord, “ of Vicrama'ditya v “v * 

mid Snliva'ha'na are intimately connected; and the accounts wc Imve of these two 

extraordinary personages arc much confused, teeming with contradictions and 

absurdities to 3 surprising degree. In general the Hindus know hut of one 

Vicnuna*ditya; but the learned acknowledge lour; and when, at my request, 

they produced written authorities, I was greatly surprised to find no less than 

eight or nine.—Vicrama’ditya made a desperate tapasya, in order to obtain 

power and n long life from CaTFdevi* and as she seemingly continued deaf to 

his entreaties, he was going to cut off his own head, when she appeared, and 

granted him undisturbed sway over all the world for one thousand years, after 

which a divine child, bom of a virgin, and the son of the great TaCSHACA, 

carpenter or artist, would deprive him both of his kingdom and of his lift*. This 

would happen ill the year of the Cali yug, 3101, answering to the first of the 

Christian era. The history of these nine worthies, but more particularly when 

considered as a single individual, is a most crude and undigested mass of hetero¬ 

geneous legends, taken from the apocryphal gospel of the infancy of Christ, the 

tales of the Rabbis and Talmudists concerning Solomon, with some particulars 

alxnit Muhammed * and the w hole is jumbled together with some of the principal 

features of the history of the Persian kings of the Sassanian dynasty. Thus 

Vicrama is made contemporary with Solomon; and like him, he is said to have 

found the great mantra, spell or talisman ; through which he ruled over the 

elements, and spirits of all denominations, who obeyed him like slaves. Like 

Solomon, he had a most wonderful throne, supported and adorned wit!) lions, 

who were endued with reason and speech. We rend in the Vetala-pandia-vinsntL 

that it was through the assistance of the great Vctaki, or devil, that two Vicmma1- 

dityas obtained the empire of the world, a long life, with unlimited sw ay, They 

performed the pfija in his honour, offered sacrifices, and in short dedicated or gave 

themselves up to him" • Is not this a firm foundation of historical matter, on 

which to build the magnificent fabric of a great and universal monarchy, of the 

reign of the arts and sciences, of all that embellishes human life, and augments 

the human powers ? Such being the premises, and such the conclusion, are they 

not admirably adapted to one another? The legend speaks, and that loudly, and 

distinctly, what it is; the creation of a rude and uncultivated fancy—exerting 

itself to rouse the wonder of a rude and uncultivated age, by a recital of actions. 

Essay on Vkrttnadltyji and Salivahann, by Capt, Wilford, Aelat. Re*. is, 11? to 120. 
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powers, and events swelled bey mid the measure of human nature; profiling 

by nil the hints which the legends or history of other nations supplied to furnish 

out its story, and by appropriating the wonderful deeds of all the world to 

gratify the barbarous vanity of the [people to whom it was addressed. If the 

historian gave to his hero a reign of a thousand years; it was quite in the same 

temper, and conducive to the same cude to give him the sovereignty of all India ; 

and not only of all India* but, os we see Wiis the fact, the sovereignty of the 

whole world. This is precisely the course which a wild and ignorant mind, 

regarding only the wonder which it has it in view to excite, naturally in such 

eases, and almost universally pursues. Such legends, if they existed in myriads, 

are no more a proof of a monarchy common to all India, which they do not assertT 

than of the universal monarchy of the whole world, or of the thousands nr the 

myriads of years to one reign, which they expressly assert-* 

The very lists which are found in the books of the Hindu*, filled up w ith the 

names of successive monarchy Mr; Wilford assures us, are the creation of the 

fancies of the writers, and arc formn1^ without any reference to facts. In emnne- 

mling the authorities, from which he drew his materials in the essay on Vierama- 

ditya and Snlivahana, he says, “ The fourth list lias been translated into all the 

dialects of India, and new-modelled at least twenty different ways, according to 

the whims and pre-conceivccl ideas of every individual* who chose to meddle 

with it- It is, however, the basis and ground work of modem history among the 

Hindus; as in the KhuUutul Tuxairk* and the Tadkeraiimulatin* The latter 

treatise h a most perfect specimen of the manner of writing history in India; lor, 

excepting the above list* almost every thing else is the production of the fertile 

genius of the compiler. In all these lists the compilers and revisers seem to have 

had no other object in view, hut to adjust a certain number of remarkable epochs. 

* If we examine the chronological table of the Hindu kings, presented us by Sir William Janes, 
wesh&Jl lind Vicramadiya placed at an era posterior to the Musfrainum conquests. 

Yean, 

From Chcmdragupta to the end of the Mnuryo rare (As- Res- iL 159) ... *..».. *. 137 
From the beginning to the end of ihe Sunga [Ibicl^ p. it©), HE 

From the ditto to ditto of the Cornu (Ibid,) ** 345 

From ditto to ditto of Atidrn (ending with Ohfindnbija) ip- iil) T T. 456 

From Chcmdrabija to Vicrantadltya (Ibid, p, 1+2) § _****.. * * * * , # 596 

From Chandraguptato Yicramditym-• *-*. 1446 
Now Selcucui, who was con temporary with Chandragupta (Askt* Rea. iv, xxvi), began to reign 

about 300 years before Christ. By tliitf chronology, therefore, Vicnunadityu began to reign 

i&out 1146 years after Christ* 
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This being once effected, the intermediate spaces are filled up with names of l'H*r. X. 

king* not to be found any where else, and must probably fanciful. Otherwise ' ' 

they leave out the names of those kind's of whom nothing- is recorded, and attri¬ 

bute the years of their reign to some among them better known, and <ff greater 

fame. They often do not scruple to traupose some of those kings, and even 

whole dynasties; either in consequence of some preconceived opinion, or owing 

to their mistaking a famous king for another of the same name. It was not 

uncommon with ancient writers, to pass from a remote ancestor to a remote 

descendant; or from a remote predecessor to a remote successor, by leaving out 

the intermediate generations or successions, and sometimes ascribing the years of 

their reigns to a remote sublessor or predecessor. In this manner the lists of the 

ancient kings of Persia, both by oriental writers, and others in the west, have 

been compiled : and some instances of this nature might be produced from Scrip¬ 

ture. 1 was acquainted lately, at Benares, with a chronicler of tliiit soi l; and in 

the several conversations I had with him, he candidly aeknou lodged, that he 

filled up the intermediate spaces between the reigns of famous kings, with names 

at a venture ; that he shortened or lengthened their reigns at pleasure ; ami: that 

it was understood, that liis predecessors had taken the same liberties. Through 

their emendations and corrections, you see plainly a total want of historical 

knowledge and criticism; and sometimes some disiogenuity is but too obvious. 

This is, however, the case with the sections on futurity in the Bhagavat, Vaya, 

Vishnu, and Brahmmula Puranas; which with the above lists constitute the 

whole stock of historical knowledge among the Hindus; and the whole might be 

comprised in a few quarto pages of print.” * 

Such is the mode, in which the authors of the Puranas supply themselves with 

a convenient quantity of ordinary kings ; Mr. Wilford affords most satisfactory 

information with regard to the manner in which they further supply themselves 

with extraordinary ones, * The propensitysays he, " of the Hindus, to ap¬ 

propriate every thing to themselves, is well known. We have noticed Itefore 

their claims to Bahram-Gur and his descendants ; and in the same manner they 

insist that Aeljar was a Hindu in a former generation. The proximity of the 

time, in which this famous emperor lived, has forced them, however, to account 

for this in the following manner. There was a holy Brahmen, who wished very 

much to become emperor of India; and the only practicable way for him was to 

die first, and be born again. For this puqiosc he mode a desperate 

* Eway cm Vieramnditya, and Sulindiaaa, by Captain Wilford, Aaiat, Res. ix. ] 32—1 $3. 
VOL. L 3 L 
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lk>oc IJ. nisi ling to remember then every tiling he knew in his present generation. This 

1---* ^1,1 not [*. folly granted; I nil he was indulged with writing ujjon a brass plate 

o lew things which he wished mere particularly to remember; then Up was 

directed to bury the plate, and promised that he would remember the place in the 

next go iteration. Mucunda, tor such was his name, went to Allahabad, buried 

the plate, and then burned himself. Nine months alter he was Ijom in the cha¬ 

racter of Achar, who, as soon as he ascended the throne, went to Allahabad, mid 

easily {bund the sjwt w here the brass [date was buried. Tims the Hindus claim 

Mu ha mined and Acbar ns their own : exactly like the Persians of old, who in¬ 

sisted that Alexander was the son of one of their kings ; so that after all they 

were forced to submit to their countrymen only/'* 

The account of the claim to Bahram-Gur, mentioned in the beginning of the 

preceding passage, is extremely important on the present occasion ; us it shows us 

that Vkramndityn, whom the legend makes sovereign of the world, and the be¬ 

lievers in the great Hindu monarchy take for emperor of Hindustan—was in 

reality a King of Persia, borrowed by the Brahmens, from their propensity to 

appropriate every thing remarkable, which they heard of in the world. “ One 

of these Vicramas," says -Mr. WiHord, speaking of tlie different persons in whom 

this Yieramadityu appears, was really a Sassaninn Prince: and the famous 

SI labour or Sopor, of that dynasty, who took the emperor VaJens prisoner.” f The 

story is as follows; In Gurjjara-mund&lani are the Sabharamati and Maid 

liters; between them is a forest, in which resided Tanirnlipta-rUhi, whose 

daughter married King Tamrasoue. Tlicy had six male children and one daugh¬ 

ter, culled Mandnva-recha. The King had two young lads, called Devasorma 

and Havis'amia, whose duty chiefly was to wash, every day, the clothes of their 

master, in the waters of tile nearest river. One day, as Dev as anna went, by 

liiinsclf, for that purpose, he heard a voice, saying, Tell King Tamrosena to give 

mo his daughter ; should he refuse me he will repent it, The lad on his return 

mentioned the whole to liis master; who would not believe it, and the next day 

sent Havis’armn to the river, who heard the same voice also, with the threats in 

case of a refusal The King was astonished; and going lumself heard the voice 

also. On his return he assembled his council ; and alter consulting together, it 

was agreed, that the King slumld go again, and ask him who he was. The sup¬ 

posed spirit, being questioned, answered, I mn a Gand’harva, or heavenly choir- 

ister ; who, having incurred ludra’s displeasure, was doomed i« assume the shaj>e 

* Essay 40 YicriituaJLiiya, and Salivabana, by Captain Wiifenl, AsiaU Rea. ix. I jS, 159, 
f Jbiifp. 149. 
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nf tin nss. I was bom in that shape, in the house of a cumbhaenru, or potter, in 

your capital city ; ami I am daily roving about in quest of food. The King said 

that he was very willing to give him Iris daughter: but that lie conceived that 

such an union was altogether impossible while he remained in that shape. The 

Gand'harvn said, Trouble not yourself about that; comply with my request, and 

it shall be well with you. If, says the King, you are so powerful, turn the walls 

of my city, anil those of the houses, into brass; and let it tic done before sun¬ 

rise to-morrow. The Gaiid’harvn agreed to it, and the whole was completed by 

the appointed time: and the King of course gave him his daughter. Tliis 

Gand’hiirva’s name was Jayanta, the son of Brahma. When cursed by Indra, 

he humbled himself; and Indra, relenting, allowed him to resume Ids human 

shape in the night time; telling him that the curse should not lie done away, till 

somebody had burned his ass-like frame. The mother of the damsel spied them 

once in the night; and, to her great joy, found that the (Jand’harva dallied with 

her daughter m a human shape. Rejoiced at this discovery, she looked for Ida 

ass-like form, and bunted it. Early in the morning, the Gand’hurva looked for 

this body of his, and fimnd that it had been destroyed. He returned imme¬ 

diately to his wile, informing her of what had happened, and that his curse lieing 

at an end, he was obliged to return to heaven, and leave her. He informed her 

also that she was with child by him, and that the name of the child was to be 

Yicmmaditya."* After the statement of some other particulars, Mr. Wilford 

says} “ This is obviously the history of Yesdegird, son of Bahram-Gur, or 

Bahrain the ass. King of Persia; the grand features are the same, and the times 

coincide perfectly* 1 he amours of Buhrsm-Giir, with an Indian princess, are 

famous all over Persia, as well as in India.’'-f Such are the accounts of Vierama- 

ditya, from which we are called upon for our belief of an universal monarchy, 

and a period of civilisation and knowledge in India. 

Mr. Wilford presents us also with the history which the Brahmens have ma¬ 

nufactured for placing Mahomed among the great men of Hindustan. It is of 

much importance, to duddate tire accounts, which are given by the Hindus, not 

only of the actions, but of the very persons and existence, of their pretended 

heroes. I should otherwise have been well pleased to omit n story, tainted 

with that indelicacy, which, even when they are inventing, and have the circum¬ 

stances at their own selection, marks the writings of an uncultivated people. 

“ Tb* Hindus say, that the son of a certain King of India, being disgusted with 

Chap. X. 

• Eewy on VienuEadjiya, and Salmhana, by Captain Wilford, A*rat. Res. in. 147 14S 149. 
t Ibid. p. I4£*. 
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the1 world, turned pilgrim, nnd wont to Mocsbisrwarast liana (or Mecca). In his 

way thither, and in Arabia, he stopped at the liwiseV a Brahmen, who received 

him kindly, and ordered his daughter to wait on him as usual. Whilst asleep, 

the doth with which his loins were covered was accidentally defiled. When he 

awoke, he took it off, and concealed it in a comer of the house, in some hole, 

and out of the sight of the damsel, as he thought. Being from home, to perform 

his ablutions, in consequence of this nocturnal defilement, the damsel came at the 

usual hour ; and her courses suddenly making their appearance, she was much 

distressed, and looking every where for some doth, she spied the bundle—in 

short she conceived. He departed for Mecca; and some months after, the 

parents of the damsel and herself, were thrown into the greatest confusion, as 

may be imagined.—The holy man was considered as the author of their disgrace, 

though the damsel cscul^iated him : Yet she could not account for her present 

situation. She was, like Ilagnr, turned out of the house, into the wilderness 

with her son : where they were miraculously preserved, both being innocent. 

Some years alter the holy man returned, unconscious of his having been the cause 

of so much uneasiness to the family of the hospitable Brahmen. After much 

abuse, the matter was explained; hut the son of the damsel could not lx*admitted 

to share with hU relatives, or even to remain in their communion. He was, 

however, honourably dismissed with his mother, after they had given him a suit¬ 

able education, and rich presents; and they advised him to shift for himself, and 

to set up a new religion, as he could not la? considered as n member of the old 

one, on account of his strange birth, or rather conception. When advanced in 

years, he wished to see liis paternal relations and India ; and to persuade them 

to conform to his new doctrine ; but he died in his way thither, at Medina, near 

Candahar. Tliis Medina is Ghazni, called emphatically the second Medina, from 

the great number of holy men entombed there: and it is obvious, that the Hindus 

have confounded Mohammed with Sultan-Mohmood, whose sumptuous Mauso¬ 

leum is dose to that city. Thus we sec, that the account they give of Muham- 

med is a mere rhapsody, retaining some of the principal leatures ol the history oi 

Ishmaei, Hagnr, Muhammed himself, and Sultan A lahmood.—- 1 Ms StfPit'flG or 

era, of Mnha'bhat (Muhammed), was early introduced into India, ami the Hindus 

were obliged to use it, as they do now in all their civil transactions; and thus 

Muhammed became at least a Sam bat tea or Santica. According to the mle? laid 

down by the learned in Indio, Muhammed is certainly a Sacn and Saceswars, and 

is entitled to the epithet of Yieroma. He is a Saco, or mighty chief; and, like 

other Sacas. he killed his millions: he is Saceswara, or the ruler of a sacred 
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period, still in use in India. For these reasons, the Pandits, who assisted Alml- Chap. X. 

Fazi], did not ocniple to liestfiw the title of Vkramaditya upon him; and even to 

consider him as the real worthy of that name ; and in order to make the era, or 

at least the time of Yicramaditya^ appearance coincide with the cm of Muham- 

medT they have most shamefully distorted the chronology of the appendix to the 

Agni-parana." * 

It would thus appear that Vicramnditya is it sort of an nppdlative, and is ap¬ 

plied to any character, whether real or i magi nary, whom it suited the Bnlitucus 

to erect into a hero; and whether it was originally the name of some 1 lindn 

jjrince who had greatly distinguished himself, or of pure invention, it is altogether 

useless to inquire. That this name has been attached to a particular era, which 

in one of their numerous modes of dating the Hindus employ, establishes 

nothing. What wc do not know is—for what cause they adopted such an era : 

What we do know b—that they would very naturally apply to it the appellative 

Vicramaditya, whatever the cause. And no one can doubt the absurdity of sup- 

posing that the cause was a particular prince, contemporary at once with Solo¬ 

mon, with Jesus Christ, with Sapor, and with Mohammed. 

What the Brahmens fable, about an universal monarchy, and the celestial glory 

of this or that pretended hero, can therefore lie regarded as no evidence of 

the facts which they assert. + Vicramaditya is indeed, expressly, at times asserted, 

not to have been King of all India, but only of a certain portion of it in the 

west. K The author of the Yicrama-Upac’hyana says, that lie was a powerful 

prince, in the west of India, and [lossessed of the countries which we find, after¬ 

wards, constituting the patrimonial territories of the Balaliara, which included 

Gurjjarasht'ra (or Gu jjarat) w ith some adjacent districts, j. 

* Mr, Wilford, Aunt. Hi's. i*. 159, 160, 161. See a still more extraordinary attempt to foist the 

story of Jesus Christ, borrowed from the spurious gospels, into the I’uranus; and to make Christ, 

at one lime Chrfolma, at another time SiiHivalia.ua, at another time liuildla Essay on the Origin 

and Decline of ChristLiinity in India, by Captain Wilibrd, Ant. Res. x. 

+ The propensity of die Hindus to exaggeration it every where displayed. “ Tim officers of 

government here,h| says Dr. Buchanan, “ Imd the impudence to Inform me. that, according to 

Chica Devu Rayas valuation of the country which belonged to Nandi Rig, it contained 32,000 

villages.... ..The account here given seems to be one of those gross exaggeration* common in 

Indio, and is entirely contradicted by die accounts which I received from the revenue office at 

Scringupaiam." Juunn-v through Mysore, ie. ii 97- In other places the native officers told him 

Iks, contradicted by the very facts presented to their and Ilia eyes, nt the moment of delivering 

them. 11 Among the natives, however,*' he remark*, u simitar departures from the truth are 

common." Ibid, p, 136, 137. 

% Essay cm Yicranmdiua, Ac, by Captain Wilford, Asito. Res. ix. 149. 
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RftnK H. Otir apenence of human nature and the phenomena which are exhibited 

under the manners, attainments, and institutions of the Hindus are the only 

rvrifiir- nmy fa materials from which a rational inference can lie drawn. It is by no meant; 
tiaLird under f ■ 
BDBximdre impossible for a people* who hare paaed but a email number of stages in the 

iZ ml of * career of riWHzatfon, to lie united, extensively, under one government * audio 

rmhijiugij. j-enjain steady for a great length of time in that situation. The empire of China 

h one conspicuous proof; the undent kingdom of Persia, which for several ages 

stood exempt from revolution, is anal her* The Ottoman empire may be const 

dered as a similar instance* And the Rossi mis a barbarous people, have long 

formed a very extensive monarchy. It would, therefore, tie far from evidence of 

any higher civilization, among the Hindus, than what they now manifest, had 

the existence of a great monarchy been proved. Among uncivilized nations, 

however, it is most common to find a perpetual succession of revolutions, and 

communities in general small; though sometime* a prince or individual with 

uncommon talents arises, and acquiring power, extends hU authority over several 

of those communities: or even, as in the case of a Charlemagne* over a great 

number; while after Ids death, the huge empire which he hud erected gradually 

dissolves* till the whole, or the greater part* is re-divided into small communities 

as before. Every thing which the Europeans have seen in Hindustan* conspires 

to prove that such an alternation of small communities, and occasional and tem¬ 

porary extensions of power in particular hands, have composed the history of t hat 

country* The Mahratta empire affords a striking example of those changes 

which seem natural to the circumstances in which the people are placed. Within 

the period of the modem intercourse of the Europeans with Hindustan* an aspir¬ 

ing individual was enabled to extend his authority, partly by persuasion, partly 

by force* first over one district and then over another* till at last he united under 

his command an extensive empire* composed chiefly of the separate and disjointed 

communities, who occupied the mountainous districts in the western and central 

parts of I lindustan.* Already is this empire broken into several different govern¬ 

ments, the owners of which hardly acknowledge even a nominal homage to the 

throne of Sevogee ; and had they been left to themselves, free from the restraints 

imposed by the British power, the empire of the Muhr atlas, in all probability, 

would have been resolved, ere this time, into its primitive elements. Even the 

The word Hinduium is in this w ork generally used to signify, comprehcnBiTely, the land of 

the Hindus, from Cape Comorin to the farthest houndiirv of the country which they inh&hiied- 
Ic Is necessary to menUon. thal in the oriental ln>cks1 it ha* often a mart limited $jgnsfii:aikuij 
being uppropriatcvl to that pan of the land of the Hindus* which m north of the river Nvrbiidda. 

6 
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empire of the Moguls* itself; though erected on (inner foundations than it is Cbai-. X. 

reasonable to suppose that any Hindu monarchy ever enjoyed ; though supjjorted v * 

by a foreign force ; a ml acted upon by peculiar motives for maintaining undivided 

power, bad no sooner attained its greatest extension by the conquests of Aurung- 

zc1m_\ than tt began immediately to fall to pieces; and a single century I*held it 

crumbled into fragments. 

The monuments of the ancient state of Hindustan conspire in giving indica- The undent 

tion of a troubled scene. Every ancient writing, which bears any reference to d^u^autju- 

the matter of history, the historical poems, the Porno as, hold up to view □ state 

of society, the reverse of tranquil; perpetual quarrels, dethronements; injustice, 

wars, conquests, and bloodshed. Among the most important of all the documents 

of antiquity found in Hindustan, are the inscriptions, declaratory of grants of 

land, made by the ancient princes of the country. These princes are so far from 

appearing to have presided over a peaceful land, that they are all represented as 

victorious w arriors: mid as having been surrounded by enemies, over whom they 

have triumphed, and w hom they have severely chastised.* Almost all the princes 

mentioned in these in script ions, princes in all the ports of India, and not pretended 

to have been more than the sovereigns of some particular district, arc described 

as the conquerors and sovereigns of the whole world. | 

Of the unsparing and destructive cruelty which accompanied the perpetual 

wars and conquests of the Hindus, among other proofs, the following may be 

considered as strong. In the inscription found at Tanna, part of the panegyric 

bestowed upon the donor Prince, is in these words; ■■ Having raised up his slain 

foe on his sharp sword, he so afflicted the women in the hostile palaces, that their 

forelocks led disordered, their garlands of bright flowers dropped from their necks 

on the vases of their breasts, and the black lustre of their eyes disappeared : a 

warrior, the plant of whose fame grows up over the temple of Brahma’s egg [the 

* See the inscription Found at Monghir, and translated in the Aiiat. Rea. i, 123. That found 
at BuddaJ* Ibid. p.lSO^-Tlui Found at Tamm. Ibid. p. 357.—Those From the Vindhys mountains, 
Ihid. u- Jfi*, tea—That at. tiie staff of Ft*™ Shah, Ibid. p. 384—That respecting * pral,t of 

land in Carnatic, Ibid. UL 40—tT—That found in the district of Gorakhpur, Ibid. i*. 410._That 

found at Qiitradurg, Ibid. p. *18, *19, *20.—That found at Curugode, Ibid. p. 4$6, +37, 433^ 

Those found at Nciiigal am] Goujiia, Jb, p. H7- 

t tbc uucjqitaDiis translated in tim Altai, Research^ L £fSQ, 123P 125; Lii. 4#p 52 ; ix. 40S, 

i ll?. Hie iD&criptiQn* cut on a none, upon ihc hill of Btdligttln, ifi Groat of the grwii Jain image* 
bears a -am!jit latimanjv w In thr of the Sam 1290 (A. D+ 1S6T7>- .. B, i.„. be sum&m rmd 
gtorj to the honourable monarch, ihc sovereign and tlttstrojrer of envious princes, lord of foreign 
klitgh whose nams h Buccamja/' f A^iat. ii* 270,) 
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Rook II. universe] From th<Nrepentod-watering-of-it*with-th&drops-that-fell-trom-the-eyes- 

'---' of-thivwivcs-of^hLs-sUmghtered-foc.” * It would 1* in the highest degree absurd 

to reject this, were it even a solitary instance, as evidence of a general fact; 

because the exterminating ferority is described as matter of the highest ]tfats£ ; 

and panegyric, to U* what it is, must be conformable to the ideas of the people to 

whom it h addressed.! 
The picture winch Major Kennel, looking only to a limited period, drew of the 

state of Hindustan, may lie taken, agreeably to every thing which wc know of 

Hindustan, as the picture ol‘ it, to the remotest periods of its histoiy. “ Rebel¬ 

lions massacres, and barbarous conquests, make up the liistory ot tins lair 

country, {winch to an ordinary observer seems destined to i>c the paradise of the 

world,)—the immediate effect of the marl ambition of conquering more than can 

he governed by one man:’! * Revolutions, " (says Somienit, directing his atten- 

* Axial. Res L 360. 
f The inscription on the Lit (italF) of Feerw Shall, celebrates the monarch, in whose honour it 

Uni been erected, “ for having achieved conquest in the course of travelling to holy pistes—as 

resentful to luwghtv tings, and indulgent 10 those whose necks are humbled—making Aria verts 

[die iand of virtue or of respectable men] once mare what its name signifies, by causing the bar¬ 

barians to be ex terminated—Visa!* Devs, son of the fortunate Vdlu Dere, king of Sitcambari, the 

■ituation of which tire translator docs not know, most eminent of die tribe which sprang from the 

onus of Brahma—boasts of having rendered tributary the region of the earth between HtmartU 

(Urn Imnui of ancient geographers) and Viiulhya (the range of hil ls which passes through the pro¬ 

vince of Buhnr, Benares) and exhorts his descendants to subdue the remainder."—No proof, oil 

this, of the peaceful rtflto of Hiftdostan. The inscription continue*—•• May thy abode, O Vigraha, 

sovereign of the earth, be fixed, a* in reason it ought, in dm bosoms, akin to the mansions of dal¬ 

liance, oftlie women with beautiful eye brows, who were tusurieil to thy enemies.”—'The abuse of 

an enemy's wives, no great proof or a generous or civilized conqueror. The inscription then deifies 

ibis same Rnjuli. “ Art thou not Vahtm himself? Art thou not he who slept in the amis of 

Locslim, whom thou didst seize from the ocean, having churned it ?"— Are epithets of extrava¬ 

gant praise to the deity surprising, when they arc thus heaped upon u mortal? (As, Ifos. ii- 382.) 

The account of the Saeos affords important proof of the glory that *m attached by the Hindus to 

tlie shedding of blood. The Cali jug is divided into six Sacas, so called from six glorious 

uiumireha. Of these, three have made their appearance; three are yet to come. To become a 

Saca, each of these monarchs must hove first killed 5:10,000,000, of a certain mighty tribe of here¬ 

tics, called Sacaft, The fin* of there blood-thirsty sovereigns was Judishter, whose period was 

3(HV ycBTi; the second, Vicnimadiiya, wlnwe saca lasted only 1115 y'eors ; die third, rtalivahana, 

whose period i# to List 18,000 yean ; the fourth. Nan dona, 10,000 yean ; llte fifth, Nngnrjuna, 

400,000 years; for the sixth, will re-appear the Antediluvian Bali, whose period will be 82) 

vertfr, ui which [eried a general renovation of the world will take place, Wilford, Asmt. Res* 

is. 82. 

% RettneT* Memoir, p. L 
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tion to the const of Malabar, which had I jeon tittle affected by foreign conquest) Chap. X. 

have lieen more rapid in this than in any other part of the plot*-. A daring ' v"—* 

robber, possessed of policy and courage, in a short time gives lawn to the whole 

coast, but in his turn becomes tributary to a bolder villain, who, marching in the 

same path, subjects him to that lot he had inflicted on others.” * 

Notwithstanding, in other respects, the extreme scantiness anti uncertainty of Mmy proofed' 

the materials for any inferences, except the moat general, in regard to the an - 

dent state of Hindustan, there is really a great assortment of evidence to prove 

the habitual division of the country into a number of moderate, and most fre¬ 

quently, petty sovereignties and states, f In the dramatic j>ocm Sacontala, the 

daughter of the hermit asks the royal stranger who had visited their consecrated 

grove; ** What Imperial family is embellished by our noble guest? What is 

his native country ? Surely it must lie afflicted by lus absence from it? “ 'Hie 

question undoubtedly implied that there were more royal families than one to 

which he might belong; and these at no remark able distance ; since the stranger 

was known to have come into the forest in the course of a hunting excursion. 

In the Ilctopadesa mention is made of a variety of princes. Thus in the com¬ 

pass of a few pages, wc arc told; “ In the country of Calinga is a prince, 

named Rucmangada, who, advancing with preparations to subdue the adjacent 

regions, has fixed his station near the river Chandiabhaga.” \ Again, w In the 

country of Canyacuja is a prince named Virasena." $ And further, « There is 

near the Bhagimtlu a city, named Pataliputra, in which lived a prince named 

* Sonncni, Voy. liv. iii. cli. i t. Their very laws and religion encourage a spirit of retdessnesf, 

and warfare; “ Fully performing all duties required by law, let n king seek to pawn regions yet 

unpossessed(Lows of Menu, ch- i*. 251.) This give* implicit encouragement to a qsirit of 

conquest. The glow of Cullucn, the commentator, inserts the words wifA jiutfce, a saving clause; 

but even then, the practical effect of the law it bu t too visible. 

+ In ihc Bhagavat, (See Maurice, Hist, of Hindustan, ti. 395,) Creeslino lays, he dens not 

vaunt, " though he carried away Kokemcuec from io numerous an assemblage of monarch*."" 

When Creesluu fought with the seven bulls of Koosele, great numbers of njol* and rajpooti were 

collected to see the conflict. Ib. p. 402. Bhoo.u Assoor had collected the daughters of 16,000 

rajahs. Ib.p.+05- Rajah Dooijoodhen. sovereign of IIostauapoor, had a daughter who was 

courted by rajahs and rajpoots from every quarter, lb. +13. Twenty thousand and eight hun¬ 

dred rajahs of eminence were held in confinement hy Jantsandha, and released upon his destruc¬ 

tion by Creeshna and Rama. Ih. p. 4S3. When Creehna carried nway Rokcmenee, Jnmsandha 

said, ■* Thai* surely most astonishing, that, in the pres* ace of so many crowned head* as are here 

assembled, this cowherd should make so hold an effort." lb. p. 39+, 

t Hciopodesa, in Sir William Junes'* Works, vi, *3. pjjj p ^ 

VOL. L 3 M 
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Hooic U. Sudersuna* Iti the Inscription, formerly quoted, found at Monghir, and l*?anng 

■-,-' ante m years B. C. there is sufficient proof of the division of Hindustan into 

numerous kingdoms. Copad, the prince or the father of the piit.ee by whom 

the grant is made, is panegyrized as the conqueror of many princes; and h« 

son is. " He who marching through many countries, making conquests, amved 

with his elephants, in the forests of the mountains Beendhyo, where seeing 

again their long-lost families, they mixed their mutual tears j and who going 

to subdue other princes, his young horses meeting their females at homboge, 

Ihev mutually neighed for joy t—who conquered the earth front the source of 

the Ganges as for ns the well-known bridge which W constructed hy the 

enemy of Dosacsyo, from the river of Luckcccool as far as the ocean of the 

habitation of Boomon^t If this prince overran the peninsula, and conquered 

a multitude of princes, the peninsula must have been possessed by a multitude 

of princes before. And we may form an idea of the exaggeration used m the 

account of his victories, when we are told that his father Gopanl was king oi 

the world, and possessed of two brides, the earth, and her wealth.* The con¬ 

quests bv those princes, even when they took place, were but inroads, never, to 

any considerable extent, effecting ft dumlde possession. This prince himse , 

we are told, “ when he had completed his conquests, released all the rebellious 

princes he* had made captive ; and each reluming to bis own country laden wi^ ^ 

presents, reflected upon this generous dml, and longed to sec him again. $ 

The laws frequently afford evidence to the same purpose. The penalty, so re- 

* Heicpadesa, in Sir William J»«f* Work*, vi- SI. t Asfot. Kc*. i. 123- t ^1. 

i Ibid The third **»» of thi. inscription, omitted by Mr. WHkirw, bat Mooted by Sir 

W. Jon™, affords additional proof that thc« conquest* were but *n □Mptow.i " By whom, 

huviiw conquered the earth as for si the ocean, it was left a* living unpm la > seizei. ' 
p 14® U the inscription on the pillar HV Uuddri, found by Mr. Wilkin*, b dotted a race of 

princes wfao originally, hi* said, ruled over ‘but one quarter, and had no authonty in ether 

rtjnoMj" but one or the lit**, “ brings virtuous priocc. became supreme over every coutUrj 

without reserve, nod the three worlds were Held In subjection by hi* hereditary rank- The o- 

miuions of his son and successor extended from Itwa Janak, to the father of Goarree, and to the 

two oceans, Ac. and all this country, the prince Sn» Dev Pol rendered tributary. Jb.d p.13** 

Yet Sir W. lone* says, that tilts race of princes were ail along only pnmt ministers \o e ° 

of Dt vo P(J : p* 142* Nothing con he more centnulictor? lo tho text j but it is necessary or ,.it 

Wffliurii theory that tie king* of Gaur. uf whom Devupol was one, should be the lontepanuncnuit 

of India. Sir William, when he tuida theory*, seam to have hiul eyes to «** nothing hut w hai 

made in its favour. An additional proof of the small kingdoms of (IlntWan » found m the in¬ 

scription (As. Rcs.i. I S3, rtaaa xiii.) “ The king of Go*t" (Bengal) “ for along tlmn enjoyed 

the country uf Hie eranljcEUed race of OottuiT" (Orutia,) 11 of the I loons ( Huhbt) o + 

bled pride* of Hie king* of Dnweer* (n couiurv to the ioutb of the Carnatic, I ami oojar 
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quentlj imposed, of Ijauisbnient from one kingdom to another, proves the Chaw X. 

vicinity of different kingdoms." The following is another instance in point: “If a 

lender of money sctys to a person, A debt due to me is outstanding in your 

hands, and tlisl person denies the debt, if at that lime the Ijond is not in the 

lender's hands, but should be in some other kingdom, then, until he brings the 

bond from such other kingdom, the suit shall not be determined.” f In the 

code of Menu is a scries of rules for behaviour to neighbouring princes; suffi¬ 

ciently proving, that Hindustan was in that state of subdivision which rendered 

these rules pertinent and useful. | These articles, to which there is nothing 

whatsoever opposed, but the absurd faldes of the Brahmens, constitute a body 

of proof, to which wc may with sufficient confidence attach our belief. § 

We have already seen iu reviewing the Hindu form of government, that des- n* 

potism, in one of its simplest and least artificial shapes, was established in Hill- 

despotism and 

(GoozeratJ tf whose glory wu reduced, and the universal sea-girt throne.” Another groat of 

I mid l lb. js. ) uifurtLi ctidoiu&ti to the same purpose; a number of king*; arc actually mimed cltrLEUC' 

in the royal grant. Ab, Res. Eli. 43. 

* See Guntoo Code, passim* f HgdhcdV Geiiioo Code* ch. fit. sect- 6. p+ 106, I Of. 
t Laws »f Menu* eh, vii. p. t^+T 155- Even Robertson* though a firm bdiever in the unb 

vcml tiiciriiircliy, h? forced to allow that it had not yet existed in the time of Alexander. “ In the 

*go of Alexander* though there was doe established iii it any powerful empire* resembling 

that which in modem tsmeti stretched its dominion from the IihIlls almost to Cape Comorin* 

it was even then formed into monarchic* of considerable extent." Ruberl&onV Disij. concerning 

ancient Indio* p+£K Bui the times of Alexander, and times long anteccdcntj arc the eikki 

fixed ii(Kui by the Brahmens, for this perpetually asserted, but never ascertained empire- To 

whnt modem times docs Robertson allude? for he himself gives it as true information that ia the 

temh century* there wenr tour kingdoms in the north part alone of India. n The fir?it iro^ pom- 

jm-od ol Lite prormet? situated on the Indus, and the rivers which fall into it; the capital nf which 

Bai Moulton. The capital of the second kingdom was Caciugt, which, from the rail ls of it remaining* 

Appears to have been a verj large city* The liurd kingdom wu* Cachemirc- Mn&soudi* as far 

jl* I know* is the author who incus ions this paradise of India, of which tie gives but a short 

dtwripliom fhc fourth h the kingdom of f>uzera£ep which he reprints as the greatest and 

mwt powerful; ami he concurs with the two Arabian travellers, in giving the sovereign of it the 
appellation of IklharaIbid. Note xxxtin p. im* 

\ The inconsistencies of the believers in the great empire of Hindustan are traeraliler* Mr. 

Maurice tdll us that Rah* " if that name imply trot rathe? a dynasty of prince* tJian jui indi¬ 

vidual monarchy [a shrewd suspicion] wilh the puL^aut sovereign of a mighty empire, ex lending 

over the vast continent ol bulla; tlint under Rama* the oexi iu succession* there Is every uppear- 

ance of its liming remained unbroken j that Jodis hi or ia generally aclumw lodged to have been 

the sovereign of ali India; Maurice, Hist, iL 511. Vet both Mr, Maurice and Sir \V. Jones 

believe Hama to he the Rwmh of icnpiwr^ the win of Cush, Genesis, ch. x. ver, 7, iu whore 

days it was impossible that my considerable pan of India could be peopled. See Sir W. Jones* 

As. Rt#. u. 401, atid Mr. Maurice* Hist, III, lot. Bali* the Baui, and Ik-b of other eastern 

3 MS 
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Hook u, ilustati, and confirmed f>y laws of Divine authority. Wo have seen libewi.se, that 

—■»-' by the division of the people into castes, and the prejudices which the detestable 

views of the Brahmens raised to separate them, a more degrading- mid perni¬ 

cious system of subordination was established among the Hindus, or at any 

rate the vices of that system were carried to a more destructive height, than 

among any other people. * And we have seen that by a system of priestcraft, 

built upon the most enormous, irrational, and tormenting superstition, that 

ever harassed and degraded any portion of mankind, their minds were en¬ 

chained more intolerably than their bodies: in short that, despotism and priest¬ 

craft taken together, the Hindus, in mind and trady, were the most enslaved 

portion of the human race. Sir William Jones, in his preface to the translation 

of the Institutes of Menu, says, that this code exhibits “ a system of despotism 

and priestcraft, both indeed limited by law, but artfully conspiring to give 

mutual support, though with mutual checks.7' The despotism and priestcraft 

of the system were, it seems, too glaring to be mistaken or denied; hut, in 

order to palliate the deformity. Sir William is lictrayed to utter nonsense. 

A despotism, he says, limited by law; as if a despotism limited by law were not a 

contradiction in terms ; what is limited by law, so far as so limited, being not a des- 

natloni, who is also wild to have been the first king of Assyria, wns not a name of any particular 

person, but n title assumed by many, and those of different nations. It is in fact a title of the 

sun. (Sec Bryant's Myth-! Judishter, too, it is remarkable, was the extemporary of llama, both 

being heroes in the war of the Mahobarat. For the performance of the Roisoo vug, it was not 

necessary, as they prettml, to conquer all princes, since oi Judishter's yug, the father of Causa, 

whom Creeihna, after the death of Causa, staled on the throne or Mathura, was not conquered 

by Judishtcr. Kay. it is remarkable (hat this jug was celebrated while Jaduhter was yet a de¬ 

pendent upon Duorjoodheru before die war of the Piuidoos. Even after the war of the Mahab- 

harat, when they assure us, for cerium, that Judkhtcr was king of all Indio, Ogur Sri a, the 

grandfather of Gnedina, was reigning at Mathura; Creftlhna and the Yadovas were all nou¬ 

rishing. See the Muhabharat, translated by Hallied ; Maurice, Hist. of lad. ii. 4G3. 

* *' In so far as the Hindu superstition lends to estrange mankind by creating artificial sources 

of mutual aversion and disgust; so fur certainly docs it couni tract the real interests of society. 

Let it not be urged that the practical effects of the artificial separation of the Asiatics arc not 

greatly felt In society; or that a Brahmin or Rajah will as readily supply the wants of tin- poorer 

classes as he would those of his own. The fact is otherwise ; the Brahmin consider* his order ns 

in some meat are a different race of beings; and imagines that die lower ranks art* incapable of 

the game -.fusibility to suffering; lie regards them as a race whose feelings are deadened by the 

meanness of their intellect, and therefore not entitled to the same share of compassion. That 

this i* the idea of the princes and civil magistrates throughout India, their own conduct suffi¬ 

ciently evinces; hence the severity of their govern meat, the rigour of their punishments, arid 

their universal indifference to the comfort, and even the Uvea of their subjects." Tennants Indian 

Recreations, i, 181, 
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Jjotism. A priestcraft, he also says, limited by law : A law of which the priests Chap. X. 

themselves were the sole makers, and the sole interpreters! A despotism amt ^ ■ y 

a priestcraft, he says, with mutual checks. Yes, truly; it was the interest 

of the priestcraft to check the despotism in all encroachments on the priestcraft; 

and it was the interest of the despotism to check the priestcraft in all encroachments 

on the despotism : But who checked the despotism and the priestcraft in oppress¬ 

ing the jieople ? Alas! no one. It was the interest of the despotism and the 

priestcraft to Join together to uphold their common tyranny over the people; 

and it must lie allowed that so eomuiaiiding a motive had all the influence upon 

their conduct which it might lie expected to have. What degree of sound re¬ 

flection belonged to this remark of the splendid orientalist will still further 

appear by applying it to the Turks, There is a despotism and a priestcraft, 

limited, (if wc may so abuse the term,) and still more strictly limited, by law ! 

for tlw Moslem law s are more precise and accurate than those of the Hindus. 

There, too, the despotism and priestcraft check one another: But lias all 

this prevented the Turkish dcsjiotism and priestcraft from being the scourge of 

human nature ; the source of barbarity and desolation ? 

TLat the Hindu desjMtisni u-as not practically mild, wc have a nnmhcr oCTh.d«,„a.„ 

satjsfiulory proofs. Wc have seen the cruelty and ferocity of the penal laws cf 1)16 

itself a circumstance of the highest importance. “A thunderbolt,” says the ^ 

author of the Hetopadesa, « and the power of kings, are both dreadful' But 

the former expendeth its fury at once, whilst the latter is constantly falling upon 

our beads. - Some of the observations are so comprehensive, and pointed, as 

to aftord the strongest evidence. “ In tins world,” says the same celebrated book, 

which n, subject to the power of one above, a man of good principles is hard to 

be found, in a country, for the most part governed by the use of the rod^f 

Tinea m general, alas' turn oway their faces from a man endowed with 

good qualities, t " The conduct of prints, tike a hoe harlot, is of many 

colours : True and false; harsh and gentle; cruel and merciful; niggardly and 

generous: extrav^ of expense, and solicitous of the influx of abundant 

wealth and treasure, f « An elephant killeth even by touching, a servant even 

by smelling, a king even by ruling” || Ail the general maxims of the Hindus 

;r“P^Pl6L 
1? Ibid. p. 176. The foliewmg ma*™, among motl.ers m the Wt i, a DTaof of f. ... 

TTie beicg a ve»d for the dL.tribuuon of bappinm, not for the ,xl 
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pWI [| import the extreme degradation of the great liody of the people. ” 1 he assist- 

*-^-t giVT| q ting, which is rendered to those of low degree, is like endeavouring to 

please tears. A low person should never Ijc placed in the station of Lho great. 

One of low degree having obtained a worthy station seeketh to destroy his 

master.” “ " The Hindus. " says Dr. Buchanan, in their state of independence, 

exacted deference from those under them with a cruelty and arrogance rarely 

practiced hut among themselves. A Nair was expected instantly to cut down a 

Tiar or Mueua, who presumed to defile him by touching his person; and si simi¬ 

lar fate awaited a slave, who did not turn out of the read as a Nair passed."’t In 

Sacontala, Duslimantu is represented as a king who possessed every virtue, and 

made happiness flourish as in the golden age. Y et we have a specimen of the 

justice and legality which prevailed during this happy reign, in the passage 

relating to the innocent fisherman. He was found by certain of the king’s 

officers, offering to sale n ring with the king’s name ui>on it. They in start Lly 

sefre him, and drag him away to justice: all the while beating and bruising 

him; and loading him with opprobrious qrithets. The victim of this brutal 

treatment offers only the most humble entreaties, making statement of the facts, 

and protestation nf lus innocence. Upon sight of the ring, the king acknow¬ 

ledges that he is innocent; and orders him a sum of money, equal in value to 

the ritiir- Of this reward he is obliged to resign a half to the very men who had 

abused him, « to escape," it is said, * the effects of tlieir displeasure.” f 

Smyrnat) The laws far guarding the authority of the magistrate exhibit a character of 

^Sjbtinis extreme severity, and indicate an habitual state of the most rigid domination. 

“ r* & rnrm speaks reproachfully of any upright magistrate, the magistrate shall 

cut out his tongue, or, having confiscated all his effects, shall banish him the king¬ 

dom.”^ By this Jaw even the privilege of complaint was taken from the wretched 

cutkm of nffaitis the minuter who shall bring ruin upon the business of the state is a criminal.If 

iJbiil. p. 1+2,) The last article of the following diameter of u good minister is un abtmrinnt 

proof of the rapacious uuuirc if the government; iL A king skuiM engage tor hii tainisitr one who 

bn native of his own country ; pure in ah hi* ways and cleanly in his dress; not one who is an 

outcast, addicted to idle pleasures, or too fond of women; but one of good repute, who is well 

versed in the rules of disputation, is of a firm mind, end expert in raking a revenue.™ Ibid. p. 

ITU, See also (lie Inscription respecting a Royal Grant. Asiat. Res. hi, 'Id, 

* WflkW Hetopadesa, p. 212, I LkidUHwn's Journey through Mysore, &c. ii. +lt>. 

| Antidier remarkable circurmtmiqc. The fisherman inform- the officers he gives diem Ilia pre¬ 

sent to perchdtc wbie ■ on which they cry, Oh ! now thou art our beloved friend,—Good wine 

i* the firni ohjtq of our atTection.—Let us go together to the vintner*-" Sacontala, net v, 

J Hafhed's Gentoo Code, ch. xv, *uct- 2. 

1 
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Hindu. The victim of oppression was bound, under ferocious penalties, to suffer Chap. X, 

in silence. 

The following1 is a law by which every act of despotism is legalized. 11 If n 

magistrate, lor his own good, hath passed any resolutions, whoever refuses to 

submit to such resolutions, the magistrate shall cut out that ] mm soil's tongue."* 

If every resolution the magistrate chooses to pass for his own good, b, by the 

very circumstance of his passing it, obligatory under violent penalties, the state 

of the government is not doubtful- 

** If a man makes complaint before the magistrate against the magistrates 

counsellor, without any real fault in him, or performs any business or service for 

the magistrate's accuser, the magistrate shall put him to death.'’ f Under the 

operation of this law, the magistrate had little to fear from accusation. Then: 

would be no remedy for any grievance ; because the existence of any grievance 

could hardly ever hr told. If the magistrate was willing to hear uf his own 

misconduct, or that of his servants, in that case he might hear of it; where lie 

was unw illing, in that case it was death-f 

Though all peaceable applications far the redress of grievances were thus pre¬ 

cluded, any violence offered to the person of the magistrate, though far short of 

fatal, was punished in a manner which none but the most savage people ever en¬ 

dured. ’* If a magistrate has committed a crime, and any person, upon discovery 

of that crime, should beat and ill-use the magistrate, in that case, whatever be 

the crime of murdering one hundred Brahmin*, such crime shall be accounted to 

that person; and the magistrate shall thrust an iron spit through him, and roast 

turn at the fire.”! 

Tlie notices, afforded us of particular sovereigns, are exceedingly lew. But, .Musi of tin 

such as they are, most of them declare the imsgovemment and cruelty of the JJt-wiI'm\ 

dividual* to whom they relate. “ According to P lb torch, in his life uf Alexander. 
° walmUi <H*t- 

Chnndra-Uupiu (I use the words of Mr. WUford) had been in that prince’s camp, «*•>«■ « nils- 

# Halhed's Gcntoo Code* ch« xv» sect, 2, f Ibid, xsi, JO. 

| The self-abasement of the Hindus, before their kings, is deceive proof of a merciless govern¬ 

ment. “ The sovereign, although but a child, h not in be despised, but to be respected ew ei man : 

or a* a mighty divinity why pre*idetli in liumoJl forint Wilkins' Hulfipadraa, p> I IT, 11 They 

performed prostration lo their pnTica, JaUing down with right memherij as they expressed their 

abject and grovelling mode of approach/* Ibid, note 1ST, " Plus un gouvernement est despatique, 

ph» les tune* v son! allies et degrade; plus Yon a'y vante d aimer mn tyrau. Les esclwe* 

bcnuw't X Muroc bur son etfcur Prince* lorsqull duignc Im-meme ]enr eouper le ecu." Helve- 
lias tie niomme* i. K IK. 

\ Hulhed's Gcnloo Code, tk xvj, netrt. U t 
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anti had been heard to say afterwards, that Alexander would have found no dtf. 

Acuity in the conquest of Prachi. or the country of the Prasians, hat! he at¬ 

tempted it, as the Ring was despised and hated too, on account of his cruelty. * 

As the Hindu manners and character arc invariable, according to their ad¬ 

mirers ; these admirers cannot consistently reject their present, as proof of their 

ancient behaviour; and all men will allow that it affords strong ground of infer¬ 

ence. "Itisn remark" says one of the best infimned observers of Hindustan, 

" warranted by constant experience, that wherever the government is adminis- 

tcred by Gentoos, the people are subject to more and severer oppressions than 

when ruled by the Moors. I have imputed this to intelligent Gentoos, who have 

confessed the justice of the accusation, and have not scrupled to give their opi¬ 

nions concerning it” The opinions of these Gentoos are as favourable to them¬ 

selves as, to suit the occasion, they could possibly make them. “ A Gen too,’ say they, 

^ is not only bom with a spirit of more subtile invention, but by hi* temperance 

and education becomes more capable of attention to affairs, than a Moor ; who 

no sooner obtains power than lie is lost in voluptuousness j lie becomes vain and 

lordly, and cannot dispense with satiating the impulses of his sensual appetites : 

whereas a Gentoo Prince retains in his Durbar the same spirit which would ac¬ 

tuate him if keeping a shop.” Mr. Orme adds, “ Avarice is his predominant 

passion ; and all the wife, address, cunning, and perseverance, of which he is so 

exquisite a master, are exerted to the utmost in fulfilling the dictates of this 

vice; and his religion, instead of inspiring, free* him from the remorse of his 

crimes ; for whilst he is harassing and plundering the people by the most cruel 

oppressions, he b making peace with the gods by denying nothing to their priests.” 

Mr. Orme exhibits an impressive example. “ The present Ring of Travencore 

{an Hindu prince whose dominions had never been subject to a foreign govern¬ 

ment) has conquered or carried war into all the countries which lay round his 

dominions, and fives in the continual exercise of his arms. To atone for the 

blood which be has sjiilt, the Brachmans persuaded him that it was necessary he 

should be born anew: this ceremony consisted in putting the prince into the body 

of a golden cow of immense value, where, after lie had laid the time prescrilied, 

* WHford, on the Chronology of the Hindu, Asint, *. 2S+. There is a passage in Quintus 

Curtlui which would lead us to conclude that India was not greatly inhabited in the times of Alex¬ 

ander. Speaking of Alexander's march into the interior of India, after the overthrow of Darius, 

be says ! ,£ Ad magnum delude, ut in ea rtgione, orfwro perveniL" (Curt, lib, ix. cop. i.) Not a syl¬ 

lable escapes from this author indicative of a populous country. He styles the inhabitants, 

*• Bfiibori^operum militarium mdo.” Ibid. cap. vni. The names of the separate nations 

which Alexander fetal in Iwlia arc nunier aua- 
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he came out regenerated ant! freed from oil the crimes of his former life. The Chap, X. 

cow was afterwards cut up and divided amongst the seetis who had invented this ^ v " 

extraordinary method for the remission of his sins.”* No testimony can be 

stronger to the natural tendency of the Hindu religion, and to the efTccts which 

their institutions are calculated to produce, f 

■ Otme, on (tie Government anil People of Hindustan, p. 43-1, +35, +3fL “ Quelque* misdoti- 

aires, tela que It F.de Magist ria, le Damn* F, Schwartz., le P. Jean dc Brito, duns unc relation 

niuiiiui exile ijLie j'al entre Lott mains, accuscnt lea roi* payee# d’cxerccr deo oppressions intoler¬ 

able* cnvrrt leurs sujrt*. M. Anqueril du Perron tAdic de juslificr les souverains. * » * jL. 

ponrreis demontreravee une historiqoc evidence que M-AnquelH tie commit pus I’lnde, * ■ * 

N cut certain qu’il sc coniine Ita it de grands abas dans I’exercise de fautorit^ royale, et je pensc 

que co fut Li la principale cause de la ch&te des role, do Mudurii, de Malssour, dc Tunjaiir, el de Mi< 

rtoii. ftuotque evi rois tWcnt tons pa yens, de la premiere noblesse, el indigene#, sans cease ils se 

fuiauient la guerre rdtiproqtiemeat, et pn^que toils vexaient Ic people " Voyage aim ]rules Ori¬ 

ental es par le P. Paulin, dc S. Bartclemy, i. 87. M. Anquctii DupL-rron, in a note, (Ibid. iii.3tw} 

falls into a curious coincidence with, and confirmation of, the above passage of Paulin, at the 

*Jme time that he is controverting it11 Le lElssioimtrc n'a pas In ["liistolnc de I'lfulc, n'est pas 

pi ine an fail de ce qui «e posse toils les jours. Quniquc le caractere propre de I'lmlicn soil la 

douceur, rhuiiiauite, on volt treoro dans cetlc coclree, coinnie ail tour*, iks quereUts entre le* 

prineo nature!* led lens, des qucrelks dans lea families; Ic* diet’s Mara ties sunt pros quo toujour* 

divises, cl cn guerres. Le Tsnjatir, Ic Modi ire, le Miussour, le Samoriu, Xursingue, le Canara, 

effraiunt k inline spectacle Icrsque la puissance dc# Rajahs Gtcit dun# m vigucur; il en cat do 

memo de ceux dc Bcngide, du restede I’lndonstan" Bernier, who Imd no theory on Indian affairs, 

but who displays more personal knowledge of the country titan almost any other European, ihiii 

describes the ILsjfdii. Ces sortes do roi# barhares n'om nun: one verituhle gencrosite, et ne sont 

gueie retenus par la foi qu'ii# out promise, tie regardant quk lenrs iutereta presents, sons songer 

metne sux malbt urn qui leur peuvent ameer de ieur pcrlidte, et de leur brutalitc. ReyoL des 

Flats Mogul, p, I7L « The ryots have every reason to dread the prevalence of the Mflhmttn 

power; of that power, which yields tlicm up to the tyranny end oppression of theirehiefe; which, 

affords no protection to its subjects ; which is perpetually at war with its neighbour# ; and which 

has, in effect, laid waste the greatest part of Hindustan.” Sir II. Strachey, Report os Judge of 

Circuit, Fifth Report of the Committee on India Afkire, I8IO, p. 568, sect, J7, La politique de 

tours princes doit lunir tic leur gouvemanentv—D'une main on ins voit signer unc trait;.1, et do 

1'antre ils j uncut la [n-rtc de eclui avec lequol il# font alliance. Anquetil Du perron. Zeudovesta, 

cxvii, « The annals of Persia," says Mr, Scott Waring. “ contaLn liulc more tluui q ndfiftm tak 

of wretchedness and misery, of murder and treachery ; and the mind, wearied and disgusted with 

this unifomiiiy of viec, U hurried away to a contemplation of similar causes and events ” Tour 

to Sheerer, p, 207. 

t There can be no rational doubt that what by European eyes has ban seen to be the detail of 

government, in the hands ot the Hindus, though under Mogul principals, was a fair picture of what 

had been the detail of government under Hindu principals : administration, in the hands of Mogul 

magistrates being, according to all testimony, less oppressive than administration in the hands of 

VOL, T. 3S 
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Rook II. Among oilier expedients For saving tlie favourite system, it has been ttinin- 

v-v ■ / taiiiecl that the |XJlty states and princes in Mitulustaii wore but subordinate parts 

“SrrV one great monarchy, whose sceptre they aricnowlcdgedb and mandates they 

»r.mU »i3id obeyed. There is no definable limit to gratuitous suppositions. If we are to be 

S™! satisfied with opinions not only void of proof, but opposed by every' thing of the 

nature of proof which we receive upon the subject, we may conjure up one opi¬ 

nion after another; and nothing except physical impassibility, or a defect of in- 

Hindu*. The some intelligent and unexceptionable witness, Mr, Orme, goes on to say : " Imitation 

has conveyed the unhappy system of oppression which prevails in the government ol Indmtuu 

throughout all rants of the people, from the highest even to the lowest subject of the empire. Every 

head of a village culls his habitation the Durbur, ami plunders of iheir meal and roots the wretches of 

his products Irorn him the Zemindar extorts the small pittance of silver, which his penurious tyranny 

hot scraped together: ilie Phousdnr sritc* upon the greatest stae of the Zemindar's collections, 

and then secures ihc favour of his Nabob by voluntary contributions, which have him not pos¬ 

sessed of the half of his rapines and exactions: the Nabob fixes his rapactovrt eye on every portion 

of wealth which appears in his province, and never frits to carry off port of it i by large deduc¬ 

tions From these acquisition*,he purchases security from his superiors, or maintains it against them 

at the expense of a war.—Subject to such oppressions, property In In dost an is seldom Seen to 

descend to the third generation." Onne, on the Government and People of Indostan, p. 150, 451 - 

The following is another stroke in the formation of the suae picture. " The Havildar plunder* 

the village, and i* himself fleeced by the Zemindar; the Zemindar by the Phousdar; the Phousdar 

by the Nabob nr hi* Dnjm. The Duan it the Nabob's head slave: and the Nabob compounds on 

tl'ie belt terms lie can make, with his Subnh, or the throne —Wherever this gradation is inter¬ 

rupted, bloodshed ensue*" Ihid.p, 402. « In every city, and in every cons,!durable town, is ap¬ 

pointed a guard, directed by proper officer*, whose duty it is to coerce and punish all such crimes 
and misdemeanours os affect the policy of that district, and ore at the same time of too infamous 

or of too insignificant a nature to be admitted before the more solemn tribunal of the Durbar. 

Then- ministers nf justice nrc called the Cntwnll; and a building bearing the same name is 

nlfnttcd for their constant resort. At this plate are i>crpeiually heard ihe clamours of the popu¬ 

lace; some demanding redress for the injury of n blow or a bad Ban* ; others for a fraud in the 

commerce of fimliings: one wants assistance to take, another has taken a thief: some offering 

themselves as bondsmen; others called upon for witntwes. The cries of wretches under the 

scourge, and the grams of expiring criminals, complete a scene of perfect misery and confusion. 

After these employment- of the day, parties art sent from the Cat wall to potrolc and watch through 

the town by night. In math govetnmenia, where the superior, are lost to ail sense of humanity, ihc 

rtmi.t execrable of villainies ore perpetrated by this institution, designed to prevent them. T^ 

Catwall enters into treaty with a band of rubbers, who receive from hence the intelligence neces¬ 

sary to direct their exploits, aud in return pay to it a stipulated portion of their acquisitions; 

ht-ridc* the concession* necessary to secure impunity when detected, one part of the band is ap¬ 

pointed to hrviik into houses, another assaults the traveller upon the road, a third the merchant 

upon the lives!: 1 have seen these regulated villains coounit murders in the face of day, with *uch 

desperate audacity a* nothing but the confidence of protection could inspire/ Ibid. p. 45^, 155. 

1 
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genuity, can set bounds to out affirmations. In the loose mode of thinking or Ciiai*. X. 

rather of talking' without thinking, which has prevailed concerning Indian affairs, —‘v—— 

the existence of feudal institutions in modem Euro|n?, has constituted a sufficient 

basis for the belief of feudal institutions in India; though it would have been 

just as rational to conclude, because the Saxon language forms the haste of most 

of the languages of Europe; therefore the Saxon language forms the baste of the 
language in India. 

There are t wo modes in which the suliordination of a number of petty princes 

to a great one may take place. The inferior states may exist merely as con¬ 

quered, enslaved countries ; paying tribute to a foreign government, obeying its 

mandates, and crouching under its lash. A second mode would be, where the 

inferior states were connected together by confederacy, and acknowledged a 

common head for the sake of unity; but possessed the right of deliberating in 

common upon common concerns. It may with confidence lie pronounced that in 

neither mode is the supposed effect compatible with the state of civilization In 
Hindustan. 

To retain any considerable number of countries in subjection, preserving their 

own government, and their own sovereigns, would be really arduous, even where 

the science of government is the best understood. To suppose it possible in a 

country where the science of government is in the state indicated by the taws 

ami institutions of the Hindus, would be in the highest degree extravagant. 
Even the Romans themselves, with ail the skill which they possessed, retained 

their provinces in subjection, only hy sending thither thete own governors and 

their own armies, and superseding entirely the ancient authorities of the country. 

The moderation of conquering, without seizing, is a phenomenon so rarely exem¬ 

plified in the most civilized times, that to suppose ft universal in India, is to make 

a supposition in contradiction to the known Jaws of human affairs, and even to 

particular experience. Wherever an Indian sovereign is able to take possession, 

he hastens to take it. Wherever he can make a plundering incursion, though 

unable to retain, he ravages and destroys. Now it sometimes happens that a 

neighbouring prince, too weak to prevent or chastise these injuries, endeavours to 

purchase exemption from them by a composition. Tins, in the language of the 

Mahrattas, who, in modern times* have l*en almost the only people in India in a 

situation to exact It, is called Chout, of which the standard is a fourth part of 

the revenues of the district liable to lx? over-run. It has in several instances, and 

these abundantly recent ones, been payed for certain districts by the British 

government itself, without the most distant idea of any lordsldp paramount in the 

3 N 9 

* 
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Book Jl. Maiirattas. It is abundantly evident that this species of subordination, if subor- 

-,-' dination it can be called. never could have extended far; never could reach 

beyond the countries immediately contiguous to that from which the chance of 

mischief arose* 
A confederation of princes similar to tliat which was exemplified in Germany, 

;nid which no combination of circumstance* has elsewhere produced, is a suppo¬ 

sition, still more opposed to experience. Of all the results of civilization, that of 

forming a combination of different states, and directing their powers to one com¬ 

mon object, seems to be one of the least consistent with the mental habits and 

attainments of the Hindus.* It is the want of lids power of combination winch 

has rendered India so easy a conquest to all invaders ; and enables us to retain, so 

.naally, tliat dominion over it which wc have acquired. Where is there ati> ves¬ 

tige hi India of that deliberative assembly of princes, which in Germany was 

known by the name of the Diet? Where is there any memorial of that curious 

constitution by which the union of the German princes was preserved; orot those 

elections by which they chose whom among themselves should he placed at their 

head- That nominal homage which the Mahratta chiefs at present pay to the 

throne of Sewages, is a temporary circumstance, entirely of a different nature. 

These chiefs are not subordinate princes, but revolted subjects, in n dismembered 

empire There is among them no confederacy. When we are at war with 

Scmdia. we are at peace with the Peshwa and Holkar; when we are at war 

with Holkar, we are at peace with the rest. They acknowledge a subordination 

to the primary seat of government, only because their subjects have been accus¬ 

tomed to look to it; and because they are not yet secure of their obetlieiice.j- 

* They luive always allowed themselves lo he conquered in detail, just as the tribes of fiauls 

aod Germans, by tfe Routans. Gaul, bowser, cost Julius Cow himself five years to subdue; 

and i, amend dim. carried fire and sword to the gate* of Heme. The Gaul, must have known 

much more or the aft of war than tire Hindus. See Die fine generalship of Ver doge tons desertbed 

bv the conqueror himself in the 7th book of his commentaries; and analysed by Gmschardt, 

Memoirs Milltalres sur l« Grecs ct l« Remains, ch. *vL-“ The most remarkable ot there new 

state* went the Potvgars of Ofitdedfoog, Rnldroog, Harpunelly. Tarrlkem. w.th many othi « ot 

inferior note, united efforts might have opposed a respectable barrier to Mohammedan 

cntaoaelimcm, if united effort a could be expected from restless savages* perpetually occupied by 

intestine quarrels.*1 (Wilks' Hist. Sketches. P- 63d Wilks says, (p.iiS) that the Hindu character 

exhibits but few shades of dhtinetiom, wheresoever found. It follows, that n*> where is it far 

icinOVL'il from tho mvsgii Atute* . 
-f To some pom* u may bt of use to hear, t\mt the sober good aeuso of Major Rccmd ™™ 

him reject the theory of union. “ History give* us the most positive assurances, that India was 
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So much in opposition to evidence have those, who affirm the high slate of Chap, X. 

civilization among the Hindus previous to their subjugation to foreigners, hold J 

fast their opinion, that wherever the Hindus have been found in a situation Tb* Hindu* 

always exempt irom the dominion of foreigners, they appear, anil with an uni- 

formity which admits of no exception, in n state of civilization inferior to those 

who have long been the subjects of a Mahomedan throne.* than tbrao who 
. hare not. 

It is in no quarter pretended* tlmt the Hindu superstRirm was ever less gross A^rou super- 

than ii now appears; that ifi, the most truly degrading and unnatural that ever 

existed among men. It h remarkable* ilmt in any quarter it should nut 

recollected, that superstition necessarily gives way as civilization advances; that*a bsirtwreu* 

powerful at an early age among the Greeks and Homans* it finally ceased 

have almost any influence; f and that Goguet had long ago declared with philo¬ 

sophical truth, ** we wanted no evidence to prove the ignorance anti rudeness of 

the Greeks in the heroic times; their credulity and their respect tor tirades are 

proofs* more than sufficient, to demonstrate tlmt truth. Tlths species of supersti¬ 

tion hiei no force or dominion, but in proportion to the gross ignorance of the 

people: witness the savages* who do not undertake any thing till they have 

previously runs idled their divines and their oracles.™ £ 

So many regulations are found in the Hindu codes of Lw respecting seasons of S«wns 

calamity; seasons when it is supposed that a great portion of the people are with- 

out the means of subsistence* that tliose dreadful visitations must have been very 

divided into a number of kingdom* or states, from the time of Herodotus, down to tlmt of Adiarf1 
(Benorfi Mem. In trod p, xxxia.) 

* Witness* Nepmilp md the strong districts along the Mujobnr coast, where the reign of the 

Hindu princes had been not at* all or very little disturbed* For an recount of Nepaul, ioe the 

hbtorr of Col, Kirkpatrick's embassy j and of the Mahharcoai^ among ether works, Voyage de 

I*. Paulin; Summrut; and Anquctil Duperroa; above aEJ* Use Journey of Dr. Buchanan, 

through Mysore, Conarq, and Malabar.*—“ Mr. Wilford states, in the ninth volume of the Asiatic 

Researches, that the kings of Behor or Magadlia were for many ages tile sovereigns or lorde-pare* 

mouDt of India. If such was the era?, ihcir docchdiml* must hive degenerated exceedingly ; for 

attlie period of the Mohammedan invgiba, the Raja, instead of heading his army, in defence of hh 

country and religion, shamefully absconded, leaving hi* capital, then a celebrated of Hindu 

learning (whence its name of Beharj so destitute* tlmt it was takun by a detadunimfc af 200 men* 

ivIlo put ft number of the unopputiing Brahmens to the swordp add plundered all the LEdiabimats*^ 

(Hist, of Bengali by Charles Stewart* Esq. p* 40.) Mr. Stewart qn'iiks with judgment. Every 

thing in the slate o f India* ^ It was originally found by the Mfthoimoediinsu Lears testimony against 

the fiction or a great monarchy* great prosperity, and great civilisation. 

+ ° ttusamu," iayA Cicero* " tam e&cor* inveniri potest* qua LUa qim quondam credebaotur 
opud inferos portenta exthnescat ?* (De Nat. Door* tib. 11. capJ2j 

t tioguet* Origin of Laws, part ii. book u ch. iv. art, B< 
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Book II. 
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JrU mini com¬ 
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frequent. From which soever of these two great causes, famine, or the ravages 

of war, the frequency of those calamities arose, it equally negatives the existence 

of good government and high civilization.* 

If we apply the reflection, which has 1«?cn much admired, that if a man were 

to travel over the whole world, he might take the state of the roads, that is, the 

means of internal communication in general ns a measure of the civilization ; a 

very low estimate wiD lie formed of the progress of the Hindus, “ In India,” 

says Kennel, “ the roads are little better than paths, and the rivers without 

bridges." f “ In Malabar” says Dr. Buchanan, speaking of the wretched state 

of the roads, “even cattle arc little used for the transportation of goods, which 

are generally carried by porters."!: The Emperor, Shall Jelmn, constructed cer¬ 

tain roads in Bengal, which were celebrated as stupendous prodigies; but the 

remains of them. Dr, Tennant remarks, sufficiently manifest that they can never 

have been good, and that the admiration they excited proves nothing except the 

wretched condition of every thing under the name of road, which had been seen 

in India before,^ Another fact of much imjwrtance, is, that a Mahomethm sove¬ 

reign was the first who established Choultries ; that is, Caravanseras, or houses 

of reception for travellers upon the road; of w hich, till that period, they had no 

experience. ** This fact,’’ says Mr. Forster, “ also recorded in Dow s history, is 

well known amongst the natives,” || 
Among the pretensions received without examination, that of enormous riches 

found in India, by the first Mahomedan conquerors, requires particular attention. 

If these accounts had not far exceeded all reasonable bounds, it would have been 

a matter of difficulty, to prove the falsehood of them ; except to those who were 

capable of estimating one circumstance, in any state of society, by its analogy 

with the rest. As the amount, however, stated by those authors whose testi¬ 

mony lias been adopted; by Ferishta, for example, followed by Dow'; far exceeds 

the bounds not of probability only, but of credibility; and affords derisive cvi- 

* In all part* of India, where thinga have not been altered by the inrtuenoe ofthc Mahometan 

gDvenunentj [he Hindu; ore found collected in villages, not in detached habitations ; 11 a custom, 

lays Miliar, (English Gov. L 70f) H introduced by necessity in times nF extreme barbarity and 

disorder1 
t RetintTs Memoir, p. 6* 

% Budiunana Journey through Mysore s &c. iL -431?, If It h a fact, that there ia not a road in 

the country modi: by Hindoos, except a Few which lead to holy places.’* A View of the History, 

Literature, and Religion of die Hindoos, &c. By the Rev, W, Wardp one of the Baptist MiitioD- 

ariesat Senutipore, In trod. pH Iviiu 

^ Tennant^ Indian Recreation^ Si. 1% lij 323* 

fj Forster's Travel u 74-—Tcnnoara Indian Recreation iii. C9+ 
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deuce of that Eastern exaggeration which, in matters of history disdains to be Chap. X. 

guided by fact, the question Is left free of any considerable difficulty,’ These '—“v—— 

accounts refute themselves, Wc have, therefore, no testimony nil the subject; 

for all that Is presented to us in shape of testimony betrays itself to bo merely 

ftcUon. We are left to our knowledge of circumstances, and to the inferences 

which they support. Now if the preceding induction, so fully embracing the 

circumstances of Hindu society, is to be relied on, it wOl not l>e disputed, that a 

state of poverty and wretchedness, as far as the great body of the people are con* 

ceracd, must have prevailed in India, not more in the times in which It has 

been witnessed by Europeans, than the times w hich preceded. A gilded throne, 

or the display of gold, silver, and precious stones, about the seat of a court, is no 

invalidation of such an inference. To the discerning eye it is strongly the reverse. 

Only there where gold and stiver are scarce, can the profuse display of them 

about the monarch's i>erson, either gratify the monarch's vanity, or dazzle by its 

rarity the eyes ol the multitude. Perhaps there are few' indications more deci¬ 

sive of a poor country, and a barbarous age, than the violent desire of exhibiting 

the precious metals, and precious stones, as the characteristic marks and decora- 
tiotis of the chief magistrate, f 

The science of political economy places the conclusion on tlm ground of demon¬ 

stration. For the people to have been rich in gold and silver, these commodities 

must have circulated among them in the shape of money. But of gold and silver 

in the shape of money, no nation has more, than what is in proportion to its ex¬ 

changeable commodities. Now that ever the people of Hindustan were profusely 

supplied with commodities, every thing in their manners, habits, government, 

and history, concur to disprove. There ts, besides, a well estnbUshed fact, which 

ascertains the impossibility of their having abounded in gold and silver. Their 

commodities were not exchanged by the medium of the precious metals. The 

traffic of India, as in the rudest parts of the earth, was chiefly a traffic of barter ; 

and its taxes, as already seen, were jiaid in kind. It was not till the time of 

Akber that gold or silver was coined for circulation, in the principal part of India; 

antecedently to that period small pieces of copper l icing the only coin, t Up to 

• See eoms observations on Dow, liy Mr. Edward Scott Waring, Tour to Slieemr., p. 15. 

t Speaking of the Muhamcilan governmentA, in the Deccan, CoL Wilts anyg; “ These princes 

hnil arrived at iluit stage of civilisation in which gorgeous ami awkward splendour covered the 

ftio3l gross political darkncM.'" (Historical Sketch re, p. 

t Seethe Atmjygisot Tooril Mulls System of Ilnunce, in [lrill$Fl India Aonlvacd, i+ lp]r TIll-so 

copper pieces mere called pulsiah or ftlnos. suttee* of which wltc reckoned Jqual too Tonkafc of 
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Book II. the present hour, when the real signs of riches and civilization arc hut just 

'-*-* beginning to I* understood, nothing lias been more common with rash and 

su[icrfici;d travellers, than to set down lofty accounts of the riches of almost 

every new country to winch they repaired.* 

of tho As rude nations, still more than civilized, are incessantly liamssed by tlw dan- 
mmiarj etc or t|w gains 0f war, one of the first applications of know ledge h 

to improve tlte military art. The Hindus have, at no period, liecn so far adv anced 

in knowledge, as even to l>e aware of the advantage of discipline, of regular and 

simultaneous movements; though upon this, in skilled warfare, almost every¬ 

thing depends, In the Hindu armies.'' says Frcmcklin, ‘‘ no idea of discipline 

ever existed.” f “ The rudeness of the military art in Indostan,” says Mr. Orme, 

fcose silver ; agon of sain, or rather medal, struck, at the pleasure of die king, not for 

use. but to moke presents to foreign ambassadora, and others, “ Trade must, therefore," says the 

author, 11 have been carried on chiefly by barter; tlte rent* for the most part |wid in kind. —In 

the Deccan, a gold and silver coin was known earlier: which the saute author thinks must Imve 

been introduced by the Intercourse of the Persians and Arabians, to whom the use of coin had 

been known nearly a thousand years before. (Piid. p. Ifl-t.) See an instructive dissertation on 

tins point in “ Researches on India,” by a Crnufurd, Ewp i. 36—60. Yet tide auilioT, p. 60—in, 
is it firm believer in the great riches Qfhidiu. 

4 Agatharchides gives the roost magnificent description of the riches of die Soltians. “ Their 

expense of living rivals die magnificence of princes. Their houses ore decorated with pillars 

glistening with gold and silver. Tlicir doors are crowned with vases, and beset with jewels; die 

interior of their houses corresponds in the beauty of their outward appearance, and all the riches 

of Other countries are here exhibited in a variety of profusion." (See the account extracted and 

translated, in Vincent* Periphu, part i. p. S3. See also Strabo, lib. *vi, p, 778.) lev the barbarous 

ttate of the ancient Russian court at Moscow, there was the highest degree of magnificence and 

splendour. The Earl of Carlisle, giving on account of his embassy says, that he could sec nothing 

bui gold and precious stones, in tho robes of the C*ar, and hia courtiers,—The treasure of isardana- 

palus was a thousand myriads of talents of gold, at the lowest estimation, 44,174^)96,760?. (Hero- 

dot. lib. iL cap. 150 ; Atlictuei Deipimsop, lib. sii,; Gibhon sur li Monarchic des Medes, Miscd, 

Worts, 8vo. Ed.iti.66.)—“ What is said to be given by David (l Citron. sxii. 14, 16,16, .rad xstix- 

$, 4, 5,) and contributed by his prince* (xxii, G, 7, fif> toward the building or tile temple at Jeru¬ 

salem, if valued by the Mosaic talents, exceeded the value of BOO,000,000?. of our money.” (i'ri- 

dcaux, Connexion of the 11 Istory of the Old and New Testament, i> 5. Edit. 5th.) Die Arcadian 

who w as senL ambassador to the court of the king of Persia, in the days of Agcnlaus, saw through 

the glare of custera magnificence, "O ti a*ti*xk »v *f*i *•* •» «/'*“”'* *** 

*x«- •* jp Eaawi, t"" CET*" *“ " ■*» 
JimrSa* Jh, ape A T«m, v# T*™ *f yi A»uu ioim **W “+ *** 

up jjirl Tiiruv n% ;*h« i?i on nmyi rxiw fipjji*, (Xcnophontis Orncorum, Ac. Jih. vii. sect, 

j, near the end.) 

■\ Franddin's Life of George Thomas, p. 103. 
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*«an Kfliw imagined but by those who have seen it. The infantry consists Cn\r. X. 

of a multitude of jieopte assembled together withou t regard to rank and file.*'* '-v-> 

Even medicine and surgery, to the cultivation of which so obvious and powerful Sou* cCrhe 

an interest invites, had scarcely, beyond the degree of the most uncultivated ,uw3icid nrt 

tribes, attracted the rude understanding of the Hindus, Though the leisure of 

the Brahmens has multiplied books, on astrology, on the exploits of the gods, and 

other worthless subjects, to such a multitude, “ that human life," savs Sir W. 

Jones, « would not be sufficient to make oneself acquainted with any considerable 

part of Hindu literature," f he yet confesses, there is "no evidence that in any 

language of Asia, there exists one original treatise on medicine, considered as a 

science."| Surgery, says an author, who believes in the high civilisation of the 

Hindus, is unknown among that people, In the case of gun-shot, or sabre 

wounds, all they did was to wash the wound, and tie it up with fresh leaves; 

the patient, during the jieriod of convalescence, eating nothing but the water 
gruel of rice.| 

* Dime, on thd Government and People of Indosum, p. +20. The excite ignorance and 

Ktupiditj of the Mysoreans in die art of war, while yet « purely Hindu people, is strongly remarked 

by Orme, i. iW7. In the following description uppeors dm rimpLciiy of the fortification of Hindu 

towns: “A place that hath eight cose in length and breadth, and on the skirts of which, on all the 

foundries, 13 a ditch, and above the ditch, on nil (lie four tides, a wall or parapet, and on nil the 

four sides of k are bamboos, and on the east or north side thereof, a hollow or covered way, socfa 

place is railed Nigber, or a city; in the some manner, if it bath four crew in length and hreadth it 

u called Gheibut, orj. small city" Gcntoo Code, eh. xiv. See also Motto's Journey to Orlsm, 

As. An. Reg. 1. 5], 67.—" The fortifications of places of the first order formerly consisted, and in 

many plages still consist, in one or two thick walls, flanked with round or triangular towers. A 

wide and deep ditch is on the outside; hut as the Hindus are unskilful hi the construction of 

bridges, they always leave a causeway friim the gate of the town over the ditch." Hie Abbe 

Dubois, p. --■43—dice a curious testimony to the imperfection of the military art among tin? Mahrat- 

1 Leuvrs from a Mahratts Camp, p, 107—lOfl); and another, stD] more remark¬ 

able, to the wretched pusillanimity of the Rajpoots, those boasted descendant* of the supposed 

magnanimous. Cshatriya; a pusillanimity, which, according to Mr. Broughton, forfeits ijjcir tide 

even to pity, while » possessing so many advantages, they voluntarily bead their necks to one of 
the meet galling yoke* in the world.” Ibid. p. ] 33* 

+ Asiot. Be*. I. 35+. t jbid, |r, 159, 

f Cranford s Sketches, Sir William Jones say*, “ We mdv readily believe those who assure 

dHU tHba °f wandering Tartar hod real skill applying herb, and mineral to 

the purpose of medicinethe utmost pretended extent of the medical science of the Hindu*. 

As- Res. 3.40. See Tennant's Indian Recreations, for some important rietods, i. 3J7 . Bnclm- 

Jm.rney through Mysore, Ac. i. 336.-" Medicine," say* the last intelligent observer, “ u. 

Lhli cmm^ h“ indetd of charlatans equally Impudent and ignorant." Ibid. 
VOL- L 3 q 
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In comparing them with either people, U cannot, in one word, be declared with 

which of the nations, more familiar to Europeans, the Hindus in point of nvdi- 

ration mav tic regarded as on a level; because, to those, whom they most nearly 

approach. wHk inferior, in some circumstances, they are supenor, in ot .ers. 

Should we say that the civilisation of the people of Hindustan, and that of the 

people of Europe, during the feudal ages, is not far from equal, we shall find 

upon « close inspection, that the Europeans were superior, in the first place, 

notwithstanding the vires of the papacy, in religion, *nd notwithstanding the 

defects of the schoolmen, in philosophy. They were greatly superior, notwith¬ 

standing the defects of the feudal system, in the institutions of government and 

in laws' Even their poetry, if the observance of nature, if the power of moving 

the affections, or even ingenuity of invention, be regarded as the marks of excel¬ 

lence, is beyond all comparison preferable to the poetry of the Hindus. In die 

art of war, that the Hindus have always been greatly inferior to the warlike 

nation, or Europe, during the middle ages, it seems hardly necessary to assert. 

In some of the more delicate manufactures, however, particularly m spinning, 

■i There are no. indeed wonting several person. who prescribe in phyiic, j.by open a variety of 

JL instruments, and are concerned in some m&K* and perfornULUCw wh.ch atm a. 1^ 

oppose some .kill in nature or mathematics- Yet oil ^ »l«^cd ^ J 
STtod custom; assisted for the most Pan with great *n»gth ot menrory, nnd qmckiu^ 

(Shaw1* Travel., .peaking of the people of Mi» p, 263.) 11,e good «n.o of 

Colonel Wilks has wade UiM directive writer iw the following term*: 11 The golden :«ge o 

fart, thb inuudanrv era recede, still farther and further at every .Urge of the uiquir} and all that 

iw or**• *» i-...... ‘f <* —f-** pre~ 

rf.Mnluodi» aUfa.ilb«™“urediu“J1 "4 
of pence and security which they shall be found collectively and uultvuiually to posies., 

ce^nlvdiwer. in every .ucccwre step towards remote antiquity, n larger share of wretc e - 

«.L. b™> a.1 foni.1 rf ft, to-» n».TU rf a - P”*1 “ 
Mt U |«.,h.p. «n slrungly nwt«l «Ike h»™y <* l”*1* ““ « “J ^ " E'°° ° J 

LUrth \t periods tong antecedent to the Malminmedan invfls.cn, wart, revolution*, mdcooq** - 

to harefollowed each other, in a succession more strangely complex, rap.d 

H the evmla more deeply recede into the gloom of antiquity. The- rude valour, winch Wuchiccd 

a cotmoraft was aetdom combined with tire sagacity requisite for mtenor rule; and tlic hi me 

conquered state, shaken by the rupture of it. ancient bonds, and 

elunU unapt, and misapplied, either fell to J* * ***** 

Sketches of the South ofludia, by Lieut- CoL Mark Wilks, p. I, A 

* The barbarian, from Germany nud Scythk. quickly le^ed the 

armies, and turned their own arts Against the legions. Sec Gibbon, mi. ‘ , „ 

n^ver boon able, without European officer?, to amil themselves ot European ctp 

2 
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weaving, and dyeing, the Hindus, as they rival aU nations, so they no doubt sur- Chap. x. 

pass the attainments of the rude Europeans. In the fabrication, too, of trinkets ; ' 

in the art of polishing and setting the precious stones, it is possible, and even 

probable, that our impatient and rough ancestors did not attain the same nicety 

which is displayed by the |>atieiit Hindus. In the arts of painting and sculpture, 

we have no reason to think that the Europeans were excelled by the Hindus. In 

architecture the people who raised the imposing structures which yet excite 

veneration in many of the ancient cathedrals, were not left behind by the buil¬ 

ders of the Indian pagodas * The agriculture of the Europeans, imperfect as 

it was, surpassed exceedingly that of the Hindus; for with the climate and soil 

of most of the countries of Europe, agriculture so imperfect as tliat of India, 

could not have maintained the population. In point of manners and diameter, 

the manliness ami courage of our ancestors, compared with the slavish and das¬ 

tardly spirit of the Hindus, place them ia an elevated rank. But they were 

inferior to that effeminate people in gentleness, and the winning arts of address. 

Our ancestors, however, though rough, were sincere'; but under the glosfng 

exterior of the Hindu lies a general disposition to deceit and perfidy. In fine, it 

cannot be doubted that, ujxm the whole, the gothic nations, as soon as they 

became a settled people, exhibit the marks of a superior diameter and civiliza¬ 

tion to those of the Hindus,! 

* The monastery of Bangor, demoted by Adelfrid, the fimhmg of Northumberland, was so 

extQDjjve, that there tru a mile's distance from one gate of it to another, and it contained two 

thousand one hundred merits who are said to have been there maintained by thrown labour. 

(Humes England,!. 41.) « Lc*Etnisques, predecesscura da Romtins, ct lea premier* iwupl« do 

Itahe sur lesqnels fhisloire jette quelquo iucur.pnrolwem avoir devam* fa Gree* dans 

. earner* d» fences *t de. arts, bier. qn’Ili n'nieni psw pUj town* le«ra suceeawnra, lupareou- 

nr toute entrere L»j»et« om pine* an milieu deux luge dor sou* !e rego* de Satiime, ctfcur, 

fictions n ont voile qu u demi la ventr^-Conmifi nous m? savons po* mime le nom d» remains 

trusquea ou Tyrrircnicn*, « que ws peoples De nous sour comm* que par quelques frogmens 

d hstoneni Greo et Lalmi, Hi rwterem mujoura envelop^ d \me grande obscurity CepTnilant 

nous avons une indication de icm puisance, dims lea rmirqides colonies de Volterra; dcJeur eciut 

™ T °0llS.iOIlt d e“J dc leur ^ culte do Jupiter Elicit*, JL& 
ils atmbuerent I art quils connureat et qne nous nvons letnwra, d’eviter et de diriger la fcmdre.“ 

SImonde -Esmond;. Hi*u des Rep. Hah Intred. p. UL These Tuscans cannot have been advanced 

beyond the «age of ienii-baib«i«n f and yet here are proofk of a pmgrew in the arts, 

with which die Hindu* have nothing to compare.—The Afghauns us* a water mill for grind 

mg their c«n. “ !i is nlso in the north of India, under the bircenuggur hilh ■ bn! in 

Bcnrral. no water-milU are known in India, where ail grain is ground with tl* hand.” ’ EJphin- 
<10ne * Cadnui, p, 507* 

f The HiDtJm are often found to be orderly and good wrvanta at Calcutta, Madras, &c. 

$ O £ 
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Book II. No one can lake an accurate survey of the different nation* of Asia, and of 

their different ages, without remarking the near approaches they make to the 

same stage of civilization. This gives ft peculiar interest and importance to the 

inquiry respecting the Hindus. There can be no doubt that they are tn a state 

of civilization very nearly the same with that of the CThinese, the Persians, and 

the Arabians; who, together, compose the great branches of the Asian popula¬ 

tion; and of which the subordinate nations, the Japanese, Cochin-Chinese, 

Siamese, Burmans, and even Malays and Tibetians, are u number of correspond¬ 

ing and resembling offsets. 
With regard to former ages, it is true that the religion and several circum¬ 

stances in the outward forms of society, have been altered in Persia, since the 
^ f 0arilI3 ■ but the arts, the sciences, the literature, the manners, the 

SUkil ikDCIfifll “V r _ , 

Portions, government, concur to prove, in a remarkable manner, the near approach of the 

Th» is but a fallacious proof of dviUzatica. Hear Lord Macartney to his account of Russia. 
“ All the inhabitants of Siberia, Cason, and the eastern province* of Russia, to the sea of Kara* 
schotkah, who tiro not Christians, are confounded under the general name of Tartars. Many of 
those colas to the capital in order to procure employment, either as workmen or domestics, and 
are exceedingly sober, acute, dextrous, and faithful.” Barrow's Life oi Lord Macartney, ji. 26. 
*< Calmuck servants arc greatly esteemed all over Russia, for their intelligence and fidelity, Mr. 

Haber’s Journal, in Clarke's Travels in Russia, p. 241. “ I recollect, adds Dr. Clarke, ^ acting 
same of diem in that capacity among English families in Petersburg. Hie most remarkable instance 
ev*r known of an expatriated Calmuck, was that of an artist employed by the Earl of Elgin, whom 

I sow (a second Anacbarsi*. from the plains of Scythia) executing most beautiful designs among 
the ruins of Athens. Some Russian family had previously s«it him to finish his studies in Rome, 
where he acquired the highest perfection in design. He bod die peculiar features, and many of 
the manners, of the commit Cdmucks." Ibid. The negroes, when properly treated, moke 

Faithful, affectionate, and good servants.—But it is more than doubtful whether die Hindus do in 

reality make those good servants wc have heard them colled. Dr. Gilchrist says (Preface to his 

Hindus tn nee Dictionary, printed at Calcutta, 1787, p. 27)— and Lord IVigtnaouth repeats, (Consi¬ 
derations, Sc. on communicating to the Natives of India the Knowledge of Christianity, p. S3) 

■ « ihfit he cannot hesitate about believing the feet—that among a thotaami tenants of ail dcKrip* 

tiont whom he had tooted and employed, he had the lack to meet toil* one only whom He knew to he 
upright in hh conduct." By the author of that interesting little book, entitled. Sketches of India, or 
Observations descriptive of the Scenery, fee, in Bengal, written in India, in the yearn 1811,1812, 
1813, 1814, p. 13, we arc told, that when you are travelling in India, “ An object of attention, 
which must excite peculiar attention in every honourable mind, is the thefts and depredations which 

are apt to be committed at every bazar or market, and indeed whenever opportunity offers, both 
by your own servants and the boatmen. Astonishing as this may seem, it is an undoubted fact, 
that these people pillage every step they take; and, to escape the just indignation of the sufferers, 

shelter themselves under the name of ihcir innocent master, to whom these poor wretches are 

often afraid to refer.” 

With other 
inn imu of 
Am. 

11)0 

ChnliitUM, 
AnvnlulS. 
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two periods to the some point of civilization. The ancient Persians, too, there 

U reason to believe, were placed in nearly the some state of society with the 

people whom they succeeded; the Chaldean*, Assyrians, and Babylonians. In 

contemplating therefore, the state of Hindustan, curiosity is gratified to an 

extraordinary extent. As the manners, institutions, and attainments of the 

Hindus have been stationary for many ages, in beholding the Hindus of the 

present day we are beholding the Hindus of many ages past, and are carried 

back, as it were, into the deepest recesses of antiquity. Nor is this all: Of some 

of tlie nations, about which our curiosity is the most alive, anti information the 

most defective, we acquire a practical, and what may be almost denominated a 

personal knowledge, by our acquaintance with a living people, who have conti- 

mied on the same soil from the very times of those ancient nations, partake 

largely of the same manners, and are placed nearly at the same stage in the pro¬ 

gress of society. By conversing with the Hindus of the present day, we, in some 

measure, converse with the Chaldeans and Babylonians of the time of Cyrus; 
with the Persians and Egyptians of the time of Alexander. 

A judicious observer of Astatic manners declares that u The leading customs 

of the various nations of Asia are similar, or but weakly diversified. When 

they sit, the legs are crossed or bent under them ; they perform topical ablutions 

belbre and after meals, at which no knife or spoon is used, unless the diet be 

wholly liquid ; they invariably adopt the like modes of performing natural 
evacuations.1** 

The account which Gibbon presents us, from Herodian, and Ammianus Marcel- 

linus, of the art of war nmongthe Persians, in the time of the Roman emperors, is 

an exact description of the art, as practised by the Persians and Hindus, and by 

most of the other nations of Asia at the present day. “ The science of war, 

that constituted the more rational force of Greece and Rome, os It now does of 

Europe, never made any considerable progress in the East. Those disciplined 

evolutions which harmonize and animate a confused multitude, were unknown 

to the Persians. They were equally unskilled in the arts of constructing, be¬ 

sieging, or defending regular fortifications. They trusted more to their num¬ 

bers lhan to their courage; more to their courage than to their disdpHne. The 

infantry was a half-armed, spiritless crowd of peasants, levied in haste by the 

allurements of plunder, and os easily dispersed by a victory as by a defeat 

The monarch and his nobles transported into the camp the pride and luxury of 

• Forster's Travels, II, 13s, 

I i 
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Book II. the seraglio. Their military operations were impeded by a useless train of 

v-v—^ women, eunuchs, horses, and camels; and in the midst of a successful campaign, 

the Persian host was often separated or destroyed by an unexpected famine " * 

In the system of Zoroaster, anil that of the Brahmens, we hud the same 

lofty expressions concerning the invisible powers; the same absurdity in the 

notions respecting the creation ; the same infinite and absurd ritual; the same 

justness in many ideas respecting the common affairs of life and common 

morality; the same gross misunderstanding mothers; but a striking resemblance 

between the two systems, both in their absurdities and perfections. The same 

turn of imagination seems to have belonged to the authors of both; and the 

same aspect of nature to have continually presented itself: This only must never 

be forgotten, that the deformities of the Hindu system are always the greatest. 

The Persians, in the time of Cnmbysos, luul judges, select sages, who wore 

appointed for life; and whose business it was, according to pre-established laws, to 

terminate all disputes, and punish crimes. This, like similar circumstances in the 

state of the Hindus, presents part of the forms of a legal government. These 

judges, however, for whose sanction the king applied, by consulting them if 

he might perform on act, on which for fear of popular odium he hesitated to 

venture, gave a solemn opinion, that for the king of the Persians it was iaw* 

to do whatsoever he pleased, f rt Tliis constitutional maxim," says Gibbon 

archly, w was not neglected as an useless and barren theory." f 

Ti,* Chinos, H Like Brimha, the Fo of the Chinese lias various times become incarnate 

among men and beasts. Hence be is represented in his temples as riding upon 

dragons, rhinoceroses, elephants, mules, and asses; dogs, rats, cats, crocodiles, 

• Gibbon, i. 542. 

f o* A .Gm-iA** JWret ampppiiw tltjsirr. It if 1 nfftifit* Ti *Axm 

fhntw. ir*th T*ri JUaf Ar*£rr* imt df>V«* Tut «IJW fWfSa* ywra *MI mn* r; r»T*; suitra. 

v T¥SMjtfitnm, etnfmwr> *wrm if™...,r».j<n>iwm IJipriw t^inu iTmiiii r» a, 1, 

Herodol, Hi»u lib. iii. cap. sx*L This, Sir William Jones would have said, is a despotism 

limited by law; and thus the goTernroeiit of the ancient Persians stood upon a foundation 

resembling that of the Hindus. 

j Gibbon, Hist. Dec!, and Fall, Sc, wii. 904. Some ancient sculpture in the vicinity of Shah- 

poor in honour of Sapor the First, “ represents n king, seated in state, amid a group of figures 

standing before him, one of whom offers two Leads to the monarch’s notice. If we wanted other 

evidence, this alone would mark the state of civilization to which a nation had advanced, that 

could suffer its glory to be perpetuated by n representation of so barbarous n character.” Sir 

John Malcolm, Hist, of Perns, i. 254. No historical writings in undent Persia: none La Hin¬ 

dustan, 
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and other amiable creatures whose figures he fancied and assumed. There are 

in some of these pagodas, a thousand of these monstrous statues, nil most horribly 

ugly, and ill represented, and unlike any tiling in heaven or earth, or the waters 
undc-r the earth*" * 

Under the reign of credulity, it is instructive to mark the inconsiderateneas 

of a reflecting writer. After many praises of the Chinese husbandry, such ns 

we hove often heard of the agriculture of the Hindus, Lord Macartney adds, 

“The plough is the simplest in the world, has but ofte handle, is drawn by a 

single buffalo, and managed by a single person without any assistance." f And 

Mr. Barrow says, “ Two thirds of the small quantity of land under tillage is 

cultivated with the spade or the hoe, without the aid of draught cattle." \ 

Even of the principal route from Pekin to Canton, Lonl Macartney remarks; 

“ For horse and foot the road is excellent, but admits of no wheel carriages" % 

Mr, Barrow more explicitly declares, that except near the capital, and in some 

few places where the junction of the grand canal with navigable rivers is inter¬ 

rupted by mountainous ground, there ts scarcely a road in the whole country 

that can be ranked beyond a foot path, ff Even the grand canal itself was 

opened by the Tartar conqueror Gingis Khan, in the thirteenth century; and 

that solely with a view to convey the taxes, paid in kind, from the southern 

part of the empire to the capital, a great part of them liaving been always lost 

by the unsktlfulness of Chinese navigation, when conveyed by sea." ** 

Like the Hindus, before the improvements introduced among them by the 

Moguls, the Chinese have no coin, above a small one of copper; and the taxes 
of that immense empire are paid in kind. j“f 

Lflrd Macartney remarks that the Chinese have no natural philosophy; tro 

medical or chirergical skill; that a fractured leg is usually attended by death ft 

In the sciences and arts of the Hindus and Chinese there is manifested the 

nearest approximation to the same point of advancement, In respect to govern¬ 

ment and laws, the Chinese have to a considerable degree the advantage. As 

• L°rtl Macartney'. Journal, Barrow's Life of Lord Macartney, li. 279. In readme this 
passage, one seems to be reading an account of Hindu religion, temples, and sculpture. 

+ Ibid. 357* 

J Barrows China, p. 585, A large portion of the country, wet, swampy ground, the rich 
alluvion of rival, which might bo easily gain*1, if Lhe Chinese had but the skill Ibid „ 

70, 83, 90S, 533, * P' 
$ Barrow's Lift* of Lord Macartney, ii. 357. 
** Ibid. p. *3. 

$4 Barrow's Life of Lord Macartney, ii, 363. 

V Barrow's China, p. 51s. 

ft E>id. p.361, m 
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they were a busy people, however, and have no idle class, whose influence 

depends upon the wonder it can excite by pretended learning, they multiplied 

far less than the Hindus those ffdse refinements which a barbarous mind mistakes 

for science* Both have made greater progress in the refinement of the useful 

arts, than in the advancement of science- But in these too the Chinese appear 

to have tlie superiority ; for tliough it may be doubted whether the Chinese 

manufacture of silk rivals in delicacy the cotton manufacture of the Hindus, the 

latter people have nothing to set in competition with the jjorcclain of the Chi¬ 

nese; and in the common works in wood and iron, the Chinese are conspicuously 

preferable. In the contrivance and use of macluntry both are equally simple 

and rude, f 

In the state of the fine arts, there is a striking resemidnnee between the two 

nations. " The architecture of the Chinese” says Mr. Barrow, “ is void of 

taste, grandeur, beauty, solidity, or convenience ; their houses are merely tents, 

and there is noticing magnificent in the palace of the emperor.' t Both nations 

were good at imitation, j Both were extremely defective in invention. In 

painting and sculpture they were ignorant of perspective, of attitude and pro¬ 

portion- 
Even in manners, and in the leading parts of the moral character, the lines of 

resemblance are strong. Both nations are to nearly an equal degree tainted with 

the vices of insincerity: dissembling, treacherous, mendacious, to an excess 

which suritasses even the usual measure of uncultivated society. Both are disposed 

to excessive exaggeration with regard to every thing relating to themselves. Both 

an* cowardly and unfeeling. Both are in the higlrt'st degree conceited of them- 

selva, and full of affected contempt for other*. Both are, til the physical sense, 

disgustingly unclean in their persons and houses. |j 

* Lord Macartney remarks that the Chinese had a very limited knowledge of mathematics and 

astronomy, 11 although from some of the printed accounts of China one might be led to imagine 

that they were well versed in them.1’ “ Their affectation of die science of nitron a my or astro¬ 

logy (for they have but one word in their language to eiprtts both,) induced them at a vary 

remote period to establish a mothemMical college or tribunal, lho duty of which is to furnish to 

the nation an annual calendar, Somewhat like our Pour Robin't Almanack, with lists of all die 

lucky and unlucky days of the year, predictions of tin? weather, directions for sowios and renpLng, 

&c. Thii hranch entirely belongs to the Chinese doctor*, who are chosen for the purpose from 

among the most celebrated philomaths of the nation. Ibid. p.-ISl; Sec too Barrows Chinn, 

p.2B+, 291. 202, 2a?, 323, 
| Uflirov’t China, p, SU, SI?. J Ibid. p. 101—330. § Ibid. p. 306, 323. 

]| Similar trace* arc found in the following character of the Fenians, drawn by n recent oh- 
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"With respect to the inhabitants of another quarter of Asia* Turner, in his Chap. X. 

account of the embassy to Tibet, informs us, that of the Rajah of Boo tan the v—v-- 

deportment was exceedingly urbane, and his sentiments breathed that sort of B^0pl# 01 

humanity which seems to flow from the belief of the metempsychosis- ■* My 

food, said he, consists or tlie simplest articles; grain, roots of the earth, and 

fruits. I never cat of any thing which has had breath, for so I should 1m; the 

indirect cause of putting an end to the existence of animal life, which by our 

religion is strictly forbidden,” 4 

Though frequent ablutions are performed for religious purposes, the same 

author informs us that the people in their persons are extremely unclean, f 

" Boo tan presents to the view nothing but the most mishapen irregularities: 

mountains covered with eternal verdure, and rich with abundant forests of large 

and lofty trees. Almost every favourable aspect of them, coated with the 

server, Mr. Scott 1\ tiring. Tour to Shccniz. *( Mean and obsequious to their superiors and 

to their equals, if they liave a prosjwct of advantage- but Invariably arrogant anti brutal in 

their behaviour to wank their inferiors ; always boasting of Mime action they never performed, and 

delighted with flattery, though they ore aware of the imposition, I liavc repeatedly heard them 

compliment a person in hia hearing, or in the presence of some one who would convey this adu¬ 

lation to his cor*; and the instant that lie lias departed, their praises have turned into abuse 

p. 101. " Not tlie least reliance is to be placed on their words or most solemn protestations."_ 

“ The? con™‘¥e il their duty to please ; and to effect this, they forget all sentiments of honour 

and good faith." . .,, 11 The Persians have but a faint notion of gratitude, for they cannot con¬ 

ceive that any one should 6e gttiiiy of on act of generosity, without some sinister motive:" p. 103. 

' have held It for n maxim, Llmt dm most notorious liar utters a hundred truths for 

every [alschood. This is not tine case in Persia} they are unacquainted with the hearty of traili, 

and only tldiii rfhwheo it is Ekely to advance their interest ..." The generality of Pecans 

are sunk in the lowest slate of profligacy ant! infamy; and they seldom hesitate alluding to crimes 

which are abhorred and detested in every dvfliied country in the universe." The following is an 

important observation. (Voyage dans 1’Empirc Othonum, TEgypt, ct la Perse, Par Q, A. Olivier, 

v, 1204 “ lin Europe, il y a un (.-space immense cnt» lea habicins des grande* villes et ecux dts 

caapagnes, entrt ftonline bien £-fcve et «lui qui nc I'm pas. Et, Perec, nous n'avons pas 

trauve que eetespacefiu bien grand 1 la dassc pnuvm des villes diffire tres-ptu, pour lesprit, its 

connabdanw* et lea n.teure, de Habitant des campagnes, ct il tfy upas non plus un grande dif- 

rerettee, thins Ins vdless, entre Its riches et les pauvres. Cert presque partout la mf-rae conduitc, 

la meme allure, la racijic tnanicrc de s'ciprlmer: ce soni les mi-rora idee*, et j Wrais presque 

dire la m^tnc instruction, Id habitant des campagnc*, eelui-la m«nc qui sc trouve toutc 

lanntc SuUI b tente, et qui conduit ws tron,«aux d im pltumg* 4 urf autre, nous a pan, pins 

dcl«, plus ruse, plus poh, plus instruit, que Jt edtivatcur Euroyen un pen eloigne tk-s grade. 

* Tamer's Embassy to Tibet, book i. ch. ir. 

VOL. I, 3 p 
t Ibid. 
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smallest quantity of soil, is cleared and adapted to cultivation, by being shelved 

into horizontal lieds; not a slope or narrow slip of land between the ridges Ilea 

unimproved. There is scared)’ a mountain whose base is not waslted by some 

rapid torrent, and many of the loftiest l>car populous villages, amidst orchards, 

ami other plantations on their summits and on their sides. It combines in its 

extent the most extravagant tracts of rude nature and laborious art. * * * § 

Yet they have no discipline in their armies. In their mode oi warfare strata¬ 

gem is more practised than open assault, f 

The appearance of tlie capital Teshoo Loom! wo was in « high degree mag¬ 

nificent, and together with the palace afforded proofs of a progress in the arts 

which vied with those of Hindustan and China, t 

The inhabitants of the great Peninsula to the eastward of the Ganges, dis¬ 

cover, as fhr as known, the uniform marks of a similar state of society and 

manners. The Cothin-Ounese, for example, who are merely a separate comma- 

nitv of the Chinese race, appear by no means in civilization behind the Chinese 

and Hindus. A traveller from whom we have obtained a sensible though short 

account of some of the more striking phenomena, both physical and moral, 

informs us, that it is f one of the most fruitful in the world. In many parts," 

he says, “ the land produces three crops of grain in the year. All the fruits of 

India arc found here in the greatest perfection, with many of those of China, 

No country in the East produces richer or a greater variety of articles proper for 

carrying on an advantageous commerce, cinnamon, pepper, cardamoms, silk 

cotton, sugar, AguJa wood, japan wood, tvoiy. 

The fallowing paragraph describes an important article of accommodation, of 

which no resemblance can lte found in all China and Hindustan. “ In this 

volley we passed through three or Four pretty villages pleasantly situated, in 

which, as well as on other jjarts of the road, were public houses, where ten, 

fruits, and other refreshments are sold to travellers. At noon wo alighted at one 

of them, and partook of a dinner, which consisted of fowls cut into small pieces, 

dressed up with a little greens and salt, sonic fish, &c."]| 

• Turner’* Embassy to Tibet, boot ii. eh. ii. The agriculture ts promoted by nrtificud brigu- 

tioo, the water being conveyed to the Held* through Hollow cylinders, formed gf the trunks of 

trees. Ibid, book i. eh. ri. 

T Ibid. £ Ibid, book ti.ch-ti. 
§ Mbit alive of a Voyage to Cochin-China in 1778 by Mr. Chapman, in tlie Ariel. An, Itegisl. 

/or 1801, Mfceellanwu* Tracts, p.&5. 
| Ibid, p, 72. Of China, Mr. Harrow says, “ There are no inns in on? part of this vast cm- 
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The appearance of the king's court was not only splendid but dteoroiisi and Cuw- X, 

even the little of the country which the travellers saw discovered to them large kl~“"“v 

cities, with streets, laid out on a regular plan, pared with Hut atones, and having 

well-built lurick hnuse* on each side.* 

The peojile on the western side of the Peninsula* whether known by the name Birmans 

of Birmans, Peguans, Assamese* or Siamese, partake strongly of the Hindu 

character; and exhibit only a variation of the religion, laws, institutions* and 

manners, which prevail on the other side of the Ganges. The great difference 

consists in their having adopted the heresy, or retained the primitive faith of 

Btiddha; and rejected the distinction of castes* But nothing appears among them 

which would lead to on inference of any inferiority in their progress towards the 

attainments of civilized life. 

The Birmans, we are told by Symes, call their code generally Derma Sath or 

Sastra; it is one among the many commentaries on Menu. The Birman system 

of jurisprudence* he adds, b replete with sound morality, and in my opinion is 

pin?; or, to speak more correctly (for there are resting places,) no inhabited and furnished houses 

where, In consideration of paying a fimt of money, a traveller may purchase the refreshments of 

comfortable rest, and of allaying the calls of hunger. The slate of society ndmiL* of oo such 

uaoiMiiMliilloLi, What they call iims are mean hovels, caastsiiog of time walls, where, perhaps, a 

traveller may procure his cup of tea for a piece of copper money, and permi ssion to pass the 

night; but this is the extent qf the comforts which such places hold out,." Barrow s Chum, p+ 

+21. Such is the [Idcription of the Indian choultries; empty buildings, into which the travdltT 

may retire, but into which he must carry with him every accommodating of which he stands in 

nuTch The Kan~, or Caravanseras/' says Voloey, speaking of another Asiatic country, Syria* 

11 afford only cells for the accommodation of travellers, with bare wall*, dmi* ami sometimes acor- 

pioms, The keeper gives the lodger a key and a mat, and k muei find every thing else tun«l£* 

Travels hi Egypt, Ac* ii. 430* I( In the inland towns and villages of Barbarv, there Is, for the 

most part, a house set apart for the reception of strangers, with a proper officer [the Mubarak I 

think they call him) to attend iu Here persons are lodged and entertained, for one highly in the 

bust manlier the place will afford, at the ex pence of the community." Khdw’fi Travels* Pref pP ii* 

# Chapman■ Voyage, ubl supra, p. 7% TG. Kir George Staunton says. Embassy of Lord Ma¬ 

cartney, i* SS^s" The Cochin Clti^rae fieemed mffideittiy dexterous and attentive, though with 

scarcely any principles of science, to make, on any Mihstances which promised to be of use or 

comfort to them in private life, such trials and experiments, os were likely to produce beneficial 

resultsr in the culture of their lands, and in, the few manufactures exercised amongst them, they 

were not bebi od nations where the sciences flourish." ^ Though these people possessed not sci¬ 

entifically the art of reducing tlw metallic ore into the metal, they had attained the practice, far 

example, of making very good Iraq, ns well as of man si fuc tiering it afterwards, into match-locks, 

Fpt^ars, and other weapons. Their eartlvenwore was very neat. Their dexterity appeared in every 

operation they undertook :M p> 587* 

3 p 2 
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Boo* II. distinguished above every other Hindoo commentary For perspicuity and good 

' ~'v 1 sense. It provides specifically For almost every species of crime that can lx* com¬ 

mitted, and adds a copious chapter of precedents and decisions, to guide the in¬ 

experienced in eases where there is doubt and difficulty. Trial by ordeal and 

imprecation are the only absurd passages in tlie [took.* 

'* There is no country of the East,* says the same author, ** in which the 

royal establishment is arranged with more minute attention than in the Rinnan 

court; it is splendid without being wasteful, and numerous without confusion ,"f 

Their literature appears to be as extensive and curious, as that of the Hindus. 

They have numerous, and copious libraries; the hooks, says Colonel Symea, 

** upon divers subjects ; more on divinity than on any other; but history, music, 

medicine, painting, and romance, had their separate treatises ” f 

Aisamtse. Qf the kingdom of Assam we possess not many accounts ; but what we have 

yield evidence to the same effect. In the Afemgeemameh of Mohammed Cozim, 

is a description of Assam, which has been translated by Henry Van sit tart, Esq. 

and presented to us in several publications. We are there told that the country, 

at least in many places, is ** well inhabited, and in an excellent state of tillage; 

that it preseats, on every side* charming prospects of ploughed fields, harvests, 

gardens, and groves.”$ 

“ As the country is overflowed In the rainy season, a high and broad causeway 

has been raised, for the convenience of travellers from Salagereh to Ghergong, 

which is the only uncultivated ground to be seen: each side of this road is 

planted with shady bamboos, the tops of which meet and are entwined." j| And 

this is more than seems to have been known in Hindustan, before the improve¬ 

ments introduced by the Mohammedan conquerors, 

** The silks are excellent, and resemble those of China. They are successful 

in embroidering with flowers, and in weaving velvet, and tautband, which is a 

species of silk of which they make tents and kenauts."** 

The bigotted and intolerant Mussulman, however, who finds no excellence 

T iSjTttsa' Emboss}1 to Ava, li. S2G.—The following, too, aw abundantly similar to corresponding 

features in the character of the Hindus, The Birman;, in some points of their disposition, display 

the ferocity of barbarians, and in others all the Inunacity and tenderness of polished life. They 

inflict the most savage vengeance on their enemies. As invaders, desolation marks their track i for 

they spare neither sex nor age. But at home they assume a different character. IbiiL 

t Ibid. j [bid. iii. 96, 

$ S*6 Description of the Kingdom of Assam, 4c. Asiat. An, Register for 1SOO, Miscellaneous 
Tracts, p, 49. 

I! Ibid. 

% 

** Ibid. 
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where he finds not his faith, discovers no qualities hut evil ones in the minds of Chat. X. 

the Assamese. « They do not adopt;’ he says, “ any mode of worship practised --- 

cither by heathens or Mahometans; nor do they concur in any of the known 

sects, which prevail amongst mankind. They are a base ami unprincipled 

nation, and have no fixed religion ■ they follow no rule hut that of their own in- 

dinatious, and make the approbation of their own vicious minds the teat of the 

propriety of their actions."* Such ore the distorted views, presented to on iguo* 

rant mind through the medium of a dark and malignant religion, of a people 

cultivating the ground to great perfection, and forming a dense population. 

Among other strobes of the vileness which he beheld in them, is the following: 

“ The liase inhabitants, from a congenial impulse, are fond of seeing and keeping 

asses, and buy and sell them at a high price "f Yet he speaks in lofty terms of 

the royal magnificence of the court. '• The Rajahs of this country have always 

raised the crest of pride and vain glory, and displayed ail ostentatious appearance 

of grandeur, and a numerous train of attendants and servants,1* And he ex¬ 

presses himself with mingled horror and admiration of the prowess and supe¬ 

riority of the Assamese in war. « They have not bowed the head of submission 

and obedience, nor have they paid tribute or submission to the most powerful 

monarch , but they ha\c curbed the ambition, and checked the conquests, of the 

most victorious princes of Hindustan." Several armies from Bengal, which had 

lieen sent to conquer them, having Ijeen cut off, of some of which scarce even 

tidings had ever been received, “ the natives of Hindustan consider them wizards 

and magicians, and pronounce the name of that country in all their incantations 

and counter-charms t they say. that every person who sets his foot there is under 
the influence of witchcraft, and cannot find the road to return." J: 

The admiration which the Greeks, no very accurate observers of foreign The MCir« 

manners, expressed of the Egyptians, and which other nations have so implicitly 

borrowed at their hands, not a little resembles the admiration among Europeans 

which has so long prevailed with regard to the Hindus. The penetrating force 

of modern intelligence has pierced the cloud: and while it has displayed to us the 

state of Egyptian civilization in its true colours, exhibits a people who, standing 

on a level with so many celebrated nations of antiquity, Assyrians, Babylonians, 

Persians, Arabians, correspond in all the distinctive marks of a particular state of 

«T Assam, See. Asia*. An. Register for 1800, Misodlmeoas 

t IbitL j iba. p. 4T. 48. 

I 
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society, with the people of Hindustan, The evidence lias been weighed by n 

cool and dispassionate judge, in the fallowing manner: *'‘ 1 see nothing," says the 

President Goguet, “ in the Egyptians that can serve to distinguish them in a 

manner very advantageous; I even think myself authorized to refuse them the 

greatest part of the eulogies that have been always so liberally bestowed upon 

them- The Egyptians did invent some arts and some sciences, but they never 

had the ingenuity to bring any of their discoveries to perfection. 1 have exposed 

their want of taste, and 1 venture to say, of talent, in architecture, in sculpture, 

and in painting. Their manner of practising physic was alt surd and ridiculous. 

The knowledge they had of geometry and astronomy was but very imperfect. 

Their discoveries ore far enough from entering into any comparison with those 

which the Greeks mode afterwards in those two sciences. In fine, the Egyptians 

have bad neither genius, ardour, nor talent, for commerce, or for the marine and 

mililaiy art. 
“ As to civil laws, and political constitutions, the Egyptians had indeed some 

very good ones ; but otherwise there reigned in their government a multitude of 

abuses and essential defects, authorized by the laws and by their fundamental 

principles of government. 

« As to the manners and customs of this people, we have seen to what a 

height indecency and debauchery were carried in their religious feasts and public 

ceremonies. The public cult w hich a nation fixes to honour the Deity, liears the 

stamp of that nation s character, Neither was the morality of the Egyptians 

extremely pure; we may even affirm, tliat it offended against the first rules of 

rectitude and probity. We see that the Egyptians bore the highest blame of 

covetousness, of ill faith, of cunning, and of roguery, 

« It appears to me to result from all these facts, that the Egyptians were a 

people industrious enough, but, as to the test, without taste, without genius, 

without discernment; a people who had only ideas of grandeur ill understood ; 

and whose progress in all the different parts of human knowledge never rose 

beyond a flat mediocrity; knavish into the bargain, and crafty, soft, lazy, cow¬ 

ardly, and submissive; and who, 1 taring performed some exploits to boast of in 

distant times, were ever after subjected by whoever would undertake to sulxUic 

them; a people again, vain and foolish enough to despise other nations without 

knowing them: Superstitious to excess, singularly addicted to judicial astrology, 

extravagantly besotted with an absurd and monstrous theology. Does not this 

representation sufficiently authorize us to say, that oil that science, that wisdom. 
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mid that philosophy, so boasted of in the Egyptian priests was but imposture mu) C««. X. 

juggling, capable of imposing only on people so little enlightened, or so strongly v f 

prejudiced, as were anciently the Greeks in favour of the Egyptians."* 

The sagacity of Adam Smith induced him, at an early period of his life, to 

deny the supposed proof of any high attainments among those ancient nations, 

and to declare, though with hesitancy, his inclination to the opposite opinion. 

“ It was in Greece, and in the Grecian colonies, that the first philosophers of TJ* exigent? 

whose doctrine we have any distinct account, appeared. Law and order aeam^r una** 

indeed to have been established in the great monarchies of Asia and Egypt, long a¥lkta,w"’ 

before they had any footing in Greece: Yet after all that has been said concern¬ 

ing the learning of the Chaldeans and Egyptians, whether there ever was in 
* 

those nations any thing which deserved the mme of science, or whether that 

despotism which is more destructive of leisure and security than anarchy itself, 

and which prevailed over all the East, prevented the growth of philosophy, is a 

question which. For want of monuments, cannot be determined with any degree 

of precision*1'! To leave the subject even in this state of doubt whs but a com- 

* Goguet* Origin of Law*, part iiLbook ch, il. He Hilda, 4* 1 $lmuJd be greatly tempted to 

compart this nation with the Chinese* 1 think a good deal of resemblance and conformity is to be 

perceived between one people and the other.” Ibid* Had the Hind tun been then m Fully described 

m they are cow, he would have found a much more remarkable similarity between them and the 

Egypt tails “Exaggeration was long in quitting Its hold of Egypt. At the time of die Arabian 

con quest n in the seventh century* « We may read*" (njs Gibbon, ix. 446) l( in the gravest 

authors, that Egypt was crowded with 2G,OOG cities or vdlagcai thatf exclusive of die Greeks m& 

Arabs, die Copts alone were found, on die assessment, six millions of tributary subjects, or twenty 

mill kids of cither«cxt and of every age: that three hundred millions of gold or silver were wiut- 

oUj paid to the treasury or the CslipW* He midi in a note, ** And this gross lump is swallowed 

without scrapie by d'Hcrbclot* Arbuthnoi, und De Guignes. They might allege the not lest 

extravagant liberality of Appian, in favour or die Ptolemies ; art annual income of 1or near 300 

millions of pounds starting} according as wc reckon by die Egyptian or die Alexandrian talent.1* 

If this lie wonderful, what is to be said of the lumpi swallowed by the admirers of the Hindus ? 

Voltaire remarks* u Quo les Egyptians taut nates pour lours lois, lours caimrtk&anc^t el lean 

pyraniides* n’uvatent prc&quc jamnin et£ qu'un people es clave* superstitieur et Ignorant* dent tout 

kc merit* avail consiste a clever tLs tongs inutile* de pierres les lines mit !e& autres par fordre do 

leurs tyrant qu'en hati^ant fern palais superbet ill n'avntant josaus su sculement former nno 

voute; qivsl* igoaraimt In coupe do pierress quo toutc leur architecture cmntiit k poser do 

leagues pierres pWi sor des piliors aon* proportion ; quo loudcnnc Egypte na jamais eu tine 

statue tolerable que do la main do* Grccs; que ni lea Gfecs nl lea Remains [font jamais dnigne 

trade ire un reul livre des Egyptians; quo les element de geometric composes daiis Alexandria le 

fureni par tm Gree* etc- etc.*.. on nlBpcr^oit dans les lob du FEgypte que cellos d un people ties 

borne." Voltaire, Supplement 1 fEssqi sur les Mtsura, Remarque Premier. 
| Essay on the History of Astronomy, p. 27* 
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Book If. promise with popular opinion, ami with his own imperfect view's. The circum- 

^ stances handed down to ns, compared with the circumstances of other nations, 

afforded materials for a very satisfactory determination. The opinion by which 

he supports his disbelief of the ancient civilization of Asia is at once philan¬ 

thropic and profound ; That " despotism is more destructive of leisure and secu¬ 

rity, and more adverse to the progress of the human mind, than anarchy itself" 



BOOK III. 

THE M A HOME DANS. 

CHAP. I. 

From the first Invasion of India by the Nations in the North, till the 

expulsion of the Gaznccidc dynasty. 

At the time when the nations of Europe ojiened their communication with Chaf.J. 

India, by the Cape of Good Hope, the people whom we have now described had '-v 1 

for a number of ages been subject to ti race of foreigners. That subjection, 

though it bad not greatly altered the texture of native society, had introduced The Hindu, 

new forms into some of the principal departments of state; had given the raili- 

tary command to foreigners; and had mixed with the population a proportion of^tMjhnifl*~ 

a people differing from them considerably, in manners, character, and religion. 

The political state of India, at this time, consisted of a Mahomed an government, 

supported by a Mahomedan force, over a Hindu population. 

It appears that the people of Hindustan have at all times been subject to ro-Th«™«W,t 

cursions and conquest, by the nations contiguous to them on the north-west 

The Scythians, that is, the rude nations on the east of Persia, conquered, we 

told by Justin, a great part of Asia, and even penetrated as far as Egypt, about ° 

1,500 years before Minus, the founder of the Assyrian monarchy. And we know 

lliat in the vast empire of Darius Hystaspcs as much of India was included, as Dariosiijv 

constituted one, and that the most valuable, of his twenty satrapies- The exact lBS^”‘ 

limits of the Indian satrapy are unknown; but from the account which Hero¬ 

dotus gives of its tribute, for exceeding that of any of the rest, the extent of it 

cannot have been small. Major Rennel supposes that it may have reached a® far 

os Delhi, and have included the whole of the Punjab, or country watered by the 
VOL. l 3 q 
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Book III. five branches of the Indus, together with Cabul, Csuidahar, ami the tract of 

v-v-J country wlitch lies along the Indus to the sea.# 

Akxamler. The conquests of Alexander the Great, Which succeeded to those of the 

Persian monarchs, seem not to Itave extended so far in India, as the previous 

possessions of Darius j since his career was stopped on the hanks of the Hyphads, 

or modern Beyah, the lost of the five branches of the Indus; whence returning 

Stkuciks to the Hydaspes, ire passed down the Indus to the sea. Seleucus, the successor 

of Alexander in Upper Asia, not only received, but endeavoured to augment, 

the acquisitions made by that conqueror in India. He gained victories over 

Sandracottos, the sovereign of a people living on the Ganges. But, as he was 

recalled to the defence of smother part of his dominions against Antigonus, he 

made peace with the Indian i and the limits established between them are not 

ascertained.1!' 
Sftnrii.. Among the kingdoms formed out of the vast empire of Alexander, by the 

dissensions of his followers, was Bactrio. This district was part of that great 

range of country on the eastern side of Media and Persia, from the Jake Aral 

to the mouths of the Indus, which the power of the Persian monarch® had 

added to their extensive dominions. The people of this intermediate region 

seem to have possessed an intermediate stage of civilization between the Tartar 

or Scythian triljes w hich bordered with them on the east, and the people of the 

Assyrian or Persian empire which was contiguous to them on the west. Among 

these people there is some reason for believing that the Boot nans were distin¬ 

guished, and at an early period, by superior progress in the knowledge and 

other acquirements of civilized men. Among the numerous Zoroasters, with 

whom Persian story abounds, one is said to have been king of Bartria, cotem- 

* KcnAci’s Geography of Herodouii, p, SOo- The Major, who Is here puzzled with a mis- 

trtuuhUioD of GOO, far 360, correct* the hyperbolical statement of the amount of the tribute, 

though he doubt* not it was great. Hcrodot. lib. tit, cap. 94, 95. It is by no means impossible, or 

perhaps improbable, dint Cyras subdued part of India. Herodotus, who knew Indio, says that 

tua General, Harpogus, subdued one part of Asia, and he another, a*. .«< nJa 

r^tii;a...... nin t* tjk mup iri^nTi. Hciwlot. lib. i. cap, 147. Justin says that 

Cyrus, having reduced Asia, and the East in general, corned war into Scythia: lib. i. cap. 8. 
Xenophon says expressly, *gi A ut ui l»Aw. Cyri lastitut. Jib. L cap. i. The Persian 

historian], describe the Persians, in the early ages, a» chiefly occupied by von in Timm and 

India. 
f The notices relating to the conquests of Alexander and hi# successors In India are collected 

in RbberisWs Disquisiiida concerning Ancient India, and Gillies* History of die VI ortit. Strabo 

and Arnan arc die authorities from whom almost every thing we know of the transactions of the 

Creeks iu India, h borrowed, 
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penny with Ninos; and to have invented magic •, that is, to have been the eb- Cute. L 

Ject of admiration on account of his knowledge. Of the eastern nation.? added 

to the subjects of tfic Persian king?, the Baetrians were the neatest to India, 

ami were only separated from it by that range of mountains, in winch the Indus 

and the Oxus hud their respective sources. Badris as well as India were among 

the purls of the dominions of Alexander which fell to the share of Sciences, lit 

the reign, however, of his son or grandson, the governor of the Baetrian pro¬ 

vince threw off his decadence upon the Sckucids; and a separate Greek 

kingdom was erected in that country, about sixty-nine years after the death of 

Alexander. The Persian dominions in India seem to have shared the fate of 

Bactria, and to have fallen into the hands or the same usurjwr. The Greek 

sovereigns of Bactria became masters of an extensive empire; and Assumed the 

proud title of King of Kings; the distinctive appellation of the Persian mo¬ 

narch? in the zenith of their power. They curried on various wars with India; 

and extended their conquest? into the interior of the country. The limits of 

their dominions in that direction we have no means of ascertaining. One of 

those great movements in central or eastern Tartary, which precipitates the 

eastern barbarians upon the countries of the west, brought an irresistible tor¬ 

rent of that people across the Jaxartes, about l£b years before the Christian 

era, which, pouring itself out upon Bactria, overwhelmed the Grecian mo¬ 

narchy, after it had lasted nearly 130 years.* 

About the same period that the successors of Alexander tost the kingdom of 

* A curious history of die Greek kingdom of Bactria has boon compiled by Bayer, entitled 

Hhioria regal Gnecarum Bactriaui. In this, and in Strabo, lib. xi, Diod.llb. xv, and Justin, lib. 

xli. die only remaining incinorinLH of thin kingdom are fu be found. The progress or the barba¬ 
rians by whom it destroyed has been, traced by De Guigues, Atom, do Literal, *xv, 17, 
and Hist, de Huns, poum, Herodotus says dial those of the Indians, whoso mode of life movt 

resembled that of the Baetrian#. wen? the most warlike of all the End isms, (lib. iii. cap. 102) which 

would seem to indicate a nearer affinity between the Hindus, and their Baetrian neighbours, than La 

generally supposed. There is some confusion however in tills part of Herodotus, nor Is it easy to 

know whEtbcr lie means the people called Indians an the Buxine Sen, or those beyond the Indus, 

when be says they were like the Batmans. Ho distinguishes them from the Indians living Tf»* 

»w hy saying they were contiguous to the city Cflspatynis and tiio Pactyan territory, and 

lying *yi fit*" ■'*/**" (lib. hi. cap. log} hut (cap. 93 of the same book) he says that the Patty,in ter¬ 

ritory is contiguous to Armenia, and tile countries on the Euxine Sea. Yet in another place (lib, ir. 

cap. H) he says that Scylax setting out from the city C-aspatyrus, and the Puctyan territory, sailed 

down thu Indus eastward to the sea. And Bemud place* Caspuiyras and Pactya towards die 

flounces of the Indus, about the region* of Cnhul and Cashmere, Round* Mom. hitrod- p. xxiii. 
Reno ids Herodot. sect. 12, 

s q a 
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629. 

TheSnua- 
uid«. 

Book III. Bactria, the misconduct of a governor in the distant provinces Jiordering on the 

Caspian Sea, raised up a military chief who excited the rude and turbulent in¬ 

habitants to revolt, and bud the foundation of the Parthian kingdom; a power 

which soon possessed itself of Media, and finally stripped the descendants of Se- 

leucus of almost all that they possessed from the Tigris eastwards. The rebel¬ 

lion of the Partitions is placed about the year 256 before Christ; and the kings 

of Syria maintained from that time a struggling and declining existence, till 

they finally yielded to the power of the Romans, and Syria was erected into a 

province sixty-four years before the commencement of the Christian era,* 

The descendants of the Parthian reliet, known under the title of the Arsn- 

evdes, held the sceptre of Persia till the year of Christ 226. The possession of 

empire produced among them, as it usually produces among the princes of the 

East, a neglect of the duties of government, and subjugation to ease and plea¬ 

sure ; when a popular and enterprising subject, availing himself of the general 

dissatisfaction, turned the eyes of the nation upon himself, and having dethroned 

his master, substituted the dynasty of the Sassanides to the house of Areaoes. As 

usual, the first princes of this line were active and valiant; and their empire ex¬ 

tended from the Euphrates to the Jaxartes, and the mountainous ridge which 

divided the kingdom of Bactria from the Scythians of the East. To what ex¬ 

tent their power was carried over the ancient soil of the Hindus, does not ap¬ 

pear; but it is more than probable that the territory west of the Indus, from the 

time when it was first established into a Persian satrapy, in the reign of Darius, 

owned no more the caste who sprung from the arm of the Creator, Bactria 

was numbered as one among the four provinces of the great Cbosroes, who 

reigned from the year 531 of the Christian era to the year 571, and was deno¬ 

minated King of Persia and of India. The grandson of Chosroes, who was 

deposed in 628, may be considered as dosing the iine nf the Sassanides; fur, 

after a few years of tumult and distraction, the irresistible arms of the succes¬ 

sors of Mahomet were directed toward Persia, and quickly reduced it under the 

power of the Cabphs.f 

» What is known to us from the Greek and Homan authors, of the Parthian empire, is indus¬ 

triously collected in Gillies" HLat, of the World; From tin oriental writers by D‘HcrbcU>t, Biblioth- 

Orient, rtd verba Arschak, Armmiah. Sec also Gibbon, i. 316- 

t In Gibbon, vo ts, vil. viii. i*. the tender will find a slight sketch, correctly but quaintly given, of 

this portion uf the Persian history. Gibbon* lirst object unfortunately was to inspire admiration 

of the writer; to impart knowledge of the subject only his second. The results of the Persian 

records (if sucb they may be tailed) we carefully collected in D’Herbelot, Bibliuthcque Orient- 

under the several titles- 
6 
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In the year 632, Calcd, the lieutenant of Abubeker, entered Persia. In a Chap. I* 

few years the standards of the Faithful were carried to the furthest limits of 
w C32—8I3 

Bnctritt, and putting once more the shepherds of the East tieyoud the Jnxartes, 

tendered the empire of the Caliphs in that direction conterminous with the 

Persian monarchy in its proudest days.* 

The possession of empire required, as usual, but a few generations to relax 

the minds of the successors of Mahomet, and render them as unlit os their pre¬ 

decessors for any better use of power, than the unrestrained indulgence of them¬ 

selves in the pleasures which it commands. 

The tribes of Tartar, or Scythian shepherds from the centre of Asia, un¬ 

settled, fierce, and warlike, had from the earliest ages proved dangerous and 

encroaching neighbours to the Eastern provinces of Persia. Pushed beyond the 

Jaxartes and Imaus, by Cyrus, and the more warlike of the successors of Cyrus, 

they were ever ready, as soon as the reign of a weak prince enfeebled the powers 

of government, to moke formidable incursions, and generally held possession of 

the provinces which they over-ran, till a renewal of vigour in the government 
made them retire within their ancient limits. We are informed by Polybius that 

a tribe of Nonttdct, or shepherds whom he calls Aspasians, forced their way 

across the Oxus, and took possession of Hyrcania, even in the reign of An- 

tioclms, We have already seen that a body of Tartars overwhelmed Bactria 

about 120 years lie fore Christ. And about 100 years subsequent to the Christian 

cm, a portion of the great nation of the Huns, who had been forced by a vic¬ 

torious tribe from their native seat behind the wall of Cliina, penetrated into 

Sogdiana, the country between the Oxus and the .luxartes, toward the shores of 

the Caspian Sea > and there established themselves under the titles of the Etitlia* 

lites, Ncphthalites, am] White Huns. After these irruptions, the more vigorous 

of the princes of the Sassanian dynasty reduced Sogdiana, as well as Bactria, 

to occasional obedience; hut without expelling tlie new inhabitants, and without 

acquiring any permanent dominion. In the cultivated provinces in which they 

settled, the savage Tartars acquired a degree of civilization; and when obliged 

to yield to the followers of Mahomed, felt so little attachment to their ancient 

religion, as immediately to recommend themselves to the favour, by adopting 
the faith, of their conquerors.f 

* Gibbon, is, 364 ; D'llerbclot, RiMiuiWfjue Orient, ad vtti. 

+ PoSjb. Hill. lib. 3i,; M, tk Guigncis, HL»t, dcs Hiuu, tom. ii,; Gibbon's Homan Empire, iv. 
367* 
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Book III. When the government of the Caliphs began to lose its vigour, a tribe of 

&13—1000* Tartars, originally situated in the ALti mountains, and known by the name of 

Turks, had acquired extraordinary [lower. They had in a series of wars subdued 

the neighbouring trilies, and extended their sway, that species of sway which it 

TJioTailed[«, is competent to a pasturing jieople to exercise or to sustain, over a great portion 

I”>!> of the Tartars of Asia-* When the military virtues of the Arabians sunk beneath 

the pleasures which flow from the possession of power, the Caliphs sought to 

infuse vigour into their effeminate armies, by a mixture of fierce and hardy Turks. 

Adventurers of that nation were raised to the command of armies, and of 

provinces: and a guard of Turkish soldiers was appointed to surround the person 

of the monarch. When weakness was felt at the centre of the empire ; the 

usurpation of independence by the governors of the distant provinces was a 

natural result. The first, by whom thk resolution was adopted, was Taber, 

Governor of Chorasan, the province extending from the Caspian Sea to the Onw, 

He and his posterity, under the title of Tabcritcs, enjoyed sovereignty in that 

province from the year 813 to the year 872. The son of a brazier, called in 

Arabian Soflar, who rose (a common occurrence in the East) through the different 

stages of military adventure, to be the head and captain of an army, supplanted 

the Taherites, and substituted his own family, called from their origin SofFarides, 

in the government of Chorasan and Transoxiana. The Soffnrides were displaced 

by a similar adventurer, who established tire house of the Sam snides, after a 

period, according to the varying accounts, of either 34 or 57 years, from the 

elevation of the Brazier. The Samanides are celebrated by the Persian histo¬ 

rians for their love of justice and learning: they extended their sway over the 

eastern provinces of Persia, from the Jaxartes to the Indus, and reigned till 

after the year 1000 of the Christian era-j 

The Taherites, the Sodalities, and Satnanides usurped only the eastern pro¬ 

vinces of the empire of the Caliphs, the provinces which, bring the nearest to the 

turbulent and warlike tribes of shepherds, and most exposed to their incursions, 

were of the least importance to the sovereigns of Persia. Three adventurers, 

brothers, called, from the name of thrir father, the Row ides, rose to power in the 

provinces extending westward from Clujrasan, along the shares of the Caspian 

* The rise and progress nf die power of die Turkish horde may be collected front Abulghazi, 

llist. GcDtiilogii|Ut' lies Tatars; Do GuJgnes, Hist, des Hum; and D'Hctbdtit, Biblioth. Orient. 

Mr. Gibbon, vii. <M4, throw* a glance at die leading Tacts. 

+ See DTIcrbtlot, Biblioth. Orient, ad ierb. Thaftcr, Soffhrt et ; Gibbon, x. 80; Dt 

G argute*, Hist, del Huns, i. 4t>fc—406. 

3 
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sea, alwut the year 315 of the Hegira, or ft27 of Christ. This dynasty con- Chap. I. 

slated (*f seventeen successive and powerful princes, who reigned till the year 

1056. They conquered .the provinces of Gitan, Mazenderan, Erak, Ears, 

Kerman, Khosistan, Ahvnz, Tabarestan, and Georgian ; anti rendered themselves 

masters of the Caliphs, to whom they left only o shadow of authority.* 

Ahnit the year of Christ ft67, Subuctngi, a servant of the Sa man ides, was TJic Chains 

appointed governor of the Indian province of Candnhar, or Chozna, os it is 

called by the Persian writers; from the name of the capital Ghizni. Having 

raised himself from the condition of a Turkish slave to such a degree of power ns 

made it dangerous to recall him from his government, he left it to his son Mail- 

mood, who asserted his independence; and founded the dynasty of the Ghazne- 

vides, Mnbmood subverted the throne of the Sam an ides, reduced to a shadow Muhimewl. 

the power uf the Bowides, and reigned from the Tigris to the Jaxartes. He also 

made extensive conquests towards the south ; and as he was the first who in 

that direction bore the crescent beyond the furthest limits of the Persian empire, 

and laid the foundation of the Mahomed an thrones in Indio, we are now 

arrived at the period when the Muhomedan history of India begins.! 

The northern provinces of India, Cabul, Candnhar, Multan, and the Punjab, 

appear, from the days of Darius Hystaspes, to have follow ed the destiny of 

Bactria, ( horasan, and f ransoxiarw, I lie eastern appendages of Persia, and, 

excepting some short intervals, to- have l>een always subject to a foreign yoke. 

Even the \\ hite Huns, who established themselves in .Sogtiiana, on the river 

Ox us, and in Bactria, about the end of the first century of the Christian ere, 

advanced into India, and in the second century were masters as fur as Lance or 

Guzerat- y Malunood was already master of the dominions of the Samanides, and 

of all the eastern provinces that had occasionally owned allegiance to the Persian 

throne ; when he first, says the Persian historian, “ turned his face to India." IwmJH Ltdi», 

This expedition, of which the year 1000 of the Christian era is assigned as the 

date, seems to have been solely intended to confirm or restore the obedience of 

the governors who had submitted to his father, or been accustomed to obey the 

masters of eastern Persia; and few of its particulars have ljeen. thought worthy of 

* Bibliotli. Orient, ad veri* BujelIn 

| t> Herb cl oi. EibliatlL Oricm. ad ver6. Sebecteghen, Muhnioud, Gaznrmah; Ferighta, bj 
Dow, L 4), Ed. in 4to* 

t The origin and progress of the lado-Scyilist are troecd in DAntiUa sur Linde, p, is, +5j and 

69, «rc, Ilia authorities are drown from Uiooyj, Pcrieget. 1058, with the ComatCLlary of Eusta¬ 
thius, ami Cosuias, Topograph. Christ. Lib, is. 
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Book HI. record- He renewed his invasion the succeeding year ; and proceeded so far os 

--' to alarm a prince who reigned at Lahore; a city, on one of the most eastern 

10tM—1011'branches of the Indus, which gave its name to a small kingdom. This prince, 

called by the Persian historians Jdpai, or Gepal, met him, with his whole army, 

and was defeated. It was, according to the same historians, a custom or law of 

the Hindus, that a prince, twice defeated by Maliumedan arms, was unworthy to 

reign; and as this misfortune had happened to Jeipnl, who had formerly yielded 

to Subuctagi, he resigned the throne to his son Anundpaul, and burnt himself 

alive in solemn state.* 
In the year 1004 Mahmood again marched into India to chastise, for defect of 

duty, a tributary prince on the Indus. His presence was still more urgently 

required the folio wing year; when the king of Multan revolted, and was joined 

by Anundpaul Mahmood was met by Aiumdpaul as he was descending through 

the pass in the intervening mountains. Anundpaul was conquered and obliged 

to fly into Cashmere; when the king of Multan endeavoured, by submission, to 

save what be could. As Mahmood had received intelligence that a body of Tarv 

tars had invaded his northern provinces, he was the more easily softened: and 

leaving Zab Sals, a Hindu who had embraced the Mahomedan religion, his 

lieutenant, or governor In India, marched to repel the invaders.f 

During this expedition against the Tartars, Zab Sais revolted; resumed the 

Brahminfcnl faith; and was on the point of being joined by a confederacy of 

Rajahs, or Hindu sovereigns, when Mahmood hastened back to India, took Zab 

Sais unprepared, and made him prisoner for life ; after which, the season being 

far advanced, he returned to Ghizui. Early, however, in the following spring, 

some movements of Anundpaul recalled him to India, when the princes of 

Oqgeen, Gualior, CaJlinger, Kanoge, Delhi, Aj mere,the Gutckwars, and others, 

joined their forces to oppose him. A general bottle was fought, in which the 

Ghiznian monarch prevailed. He then reduced the fort of Nagracote or 

Nagarcote; and, having plundered the temple of its riches, very great, as we arc 

told, returned to his capital. As the king of Multan still continued refractory, 

Mahmood returned to that province in the Mowing year, and, taking the Rajah 

prisoner, carried him to Ghizni, where he confined him for life.f 

** In the year 408,$ the passion of War,** says the historian, ** fermenting in 

* Ferishu, (apud Do#, Hist, of Hindoct. 5.40—4-2;) D'Herbelot, BibL Orient, ad «ri- M ahmoud, 

t Feriahu, ut trapn, p. *2—44; U'Herbelot, ut supro, 

t Feiishw, ut mi pm, p. 4T—501 D'Hcrbelot, ut supra. 

$ Viz. of the Hegim; toil A.D. 
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the mind of Sialimood,1* he resolved ujwn tlie conquest of Tannasar or Tahnesir, a Coap. I. 

city about thirty cuss north*west from Delhi; the seat of a considerable govern- v “JJ“ * 

moot; famous for its sanctity and subservience to the Broil toeuical religion. 

Having taken Tnmiasar, and demolished the idols, lie marched to Delhi; which 

he quickly reduced; and thence relumed with vast riches,* 

Two years afterwards, he drove from his dominion the king of Lahore, and 

overran Cashmere, compelling the inhabitants to acknowledge the prophet. 

In the beginning of the year !0I&, the Sultan (Mali mood was the first on 

whom that title was bestowed) with a large army, raised chiefly among the tribes 

who (Kissessed, or bordered upon, die northern provinces of his empire, marched 

against Kanoge, the capital of a kingdom, situated on the Ganges, about 100 

miles south-east from Delhi, f " From the time of Gustasp, the father of 

Darab, to this period, this city (soys the Persian historian) had not been visited 

by any foreign enemy ; three months were neeessaiy to complete the march 

between this kingdom and the capital of Mali mood ; and seven mighty streams 

rushed across the intervening space,” The conqueror having with much diffi¬ 

culty forced a passage through the mountains, by the way of Cashmere, arrived 

at Kanogc, before the Rajah was prepared for resistance, Placing Ills only hopes 

in submission, he threw himself upon tlie mercy of the invader. The magnitude 

and grandeur of the city is celebrated in poetic strains by tlie Persian historians. 

Mahmnod, remaining but three dai s, proceeded against a neighbouring prince, 

inhabiting a city called Mcrat; thence to number city, on the Jumna, named 

Mavin, and next to Muttra, which is still a city of considerable extent, at a 

small distance from Agra. This last city was full of temples and idols, which 

M ah mood plundered and destroyed; and from which, according to the usual 

story, he obtained incredible treasure. Several other forts and Rajahs being sub¬ 

dued, Mahmoud returned from his eight!i expedition into Indio, laden, we are 

told, with riches; and began to adorn and improve Ms capital. He built a 

mosque, so Iwautiful and magnificent, that it was called tlie Celestial Bride, 
and “ struck every lieholder with astonishment and pleasure. In the neighbour¬ 

hood of tliis mosque he founded an university, width he furnished with a vast 

collection of curious books, in various languages; and with natural and artificial 

curiosities, lie appropriated a sufficient fund for the maintenance of the stu- 

* Ftmhtfii ut supra, pfc $1— 53; D Hcrbeloti ut Biipra. 

t It uwy be necessujy once tor oil io matCf that in tlua sketch of M&heraedan history* the 
dLstuiu'e* are given genendiy aa in the native hUtotuim- Their very imsccumcies jUere they da 

not mislead) are source* uf inform ation, 

VOL. L 3 n 
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1024. 

Book III. dents, and the learned men who were appointed to instruct the youth iu the 

' sciences ” • 

Mali mood's ninth expedition in 1021, was for the purpose of protecting the 

Rajah of Kariogv, who now held the rank of one of his dependants. The Rajah 

of Callinger, a city in the province of Bundtldmnd, situated on one of the 

rivers which fall into the Jumna, was the most guilty of the assailants. As 

the Rajah avoided Mahmood in the field, he plundered and laid waste the country, 

and, this done, returned to his capital. 

Here he had not reposed many dap, when he was informed that two districts 

On the borders of Hindustan refused to acknowledge the true prophet, and 

continued the worship of lions, f The zeal of the religious sultan immediately 

took fire. Having speedily brought to reason the disrespectful provinces he march¬ 

ed to Lahore, which he gave up to pillage. According to custom, it afforded 

enormous riches. Mahomedan governors were established in this and several 

Other districts of Hindustan. 

The twelfth expedition of the Ghlznian monarch was undertaken in the 

year 1024. He had heard not only of the great riches and supposed sanctity 

of the temple of Sumnaut, txd of the presumption of its priests, who hnd boasted 

that other places had yielded to the power of Mahmood, by reason of their 

impiety * but if he dared to approach Sumnaut, he would assuredly meet the 

reward of his temerity. Mai)mood, having arrived at Multan, gave orders to 

his army to provide themselves with water and other necessaries for crossing a 

desert of several days’ march, which lay between this city and Ajntere. The 

Rajah and people of Ajmcre abandoned the place at his approach. They were 

invited to return, and experience the clemency of the victor; but not complying, 

beheld their country desolated with lire ami sword. Arrived at Sumnaut, which 

was a strong castle, situated on the promontory of Guzerat, near the city of Diu, | 

washed on three sides by (he sea, Mahmood met with a more serious resistance 

than any which he had yet encountered in Hindustan. Not only did the priests 

* D'Hcrbclot, ut supra; Feruhia, p, —60. Ferishta says, (hut die taste of the tonreigo for 

architecture being followed by his nobles, Ghizni soon become the Jinnt city iu the East, Ibid, 

p. 60. So that the grandeur, and riches, and beauty, he so lavishly ascribes to some of llic 

Hindu cities, get an abject of comparison, which enables is to reduce them to their true dimen¬ 

sions. The architecture of the Mahomcdans was superior to that of the Hindus. 

t This incorrect expression, which refers to the fotirth’avatar, show* the carelessness and igno¬ 

rance of Perisho and the Persian historians, in regard to the Jlrehruenicml fiuih, 

| D Hcrbdot, muled by some of the Persian historians, nuhes Sumnaut the some with the 

city of Visiapore in Deccan. BibUotb, Orient, ad xtr&um Sotnacnat. 

3 
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end guardians of the temple defend it with all the obstinacy of enthusiasm and Cn\t, I. 

despair; hot a large army collected in the surrounding kingdoms was brought ' 

to its defence. Having triumphed over all resistance* the religious suJtau 

entered the temple. Filled with indignation at sight of the gigantic 

idol* he aimed a blow at its head* with his iron mace. The nose was struck 

from its face. In vehement trepidation the Brahmens crowded it round, and 

offered millions** to spare the god. The Omrahs dazzled with the ransom 

ventured to counsel acceptance, Mahmood, crying out that he valued tUo title 

of breaker* not seller of idols, gave orders to proceed w ith the work of de¬ 

struction, At the next blow, the belly of the idol hurst open : and forth issued 

a vast treasure of diamonds, rubies, and [Mjarls; rewarding the holy perseverance 

of Mtihiuood, and explaining the devout liberality of the Brahmens. After 

this Mali mood took vengeance on the rajalis who had confederated to defend the 

temple, and reduced all Guzerat to bis obedience. It is said that lie was so 

captivated with the beauty of the country, the richness of the soil, and the salu¬ 

brity of the climate, that he conceived the design of making it the place of his 

residence, and resigning Ghizni to one of his sons. Diverted from tins design 

by the counsels of his friends* he placed a Hindu governor over the pro¬ 

vince, and after on absence of two years and six months returned to Ghizni. A 

people whom the translator of Ferishtacalls the Jits, afterwards better known under 

the name of Jaats, who inhabited part of the country bordering on the Indus, 

southward from Multan, either failed in respect, or gave molestation, as he 

inarched from Guzerat. Returning^ in the same year to chastise them, he 

defeated 4,000 or 8,000 {so wide arc the accounts) of tbeir Ijoats, launched on 

the river to defend an Island to winch, as the place of greatest safety, they had 

conveyed the most valuable of their effects, and the most cherished of their 

people.f This was the last of the exploits of Mahmood in India, who died at 

Ghizni in the year 1028. Mahmood, the son of Subuctagi the Turkish slave, is 

one of the most celebrated of eastern princes, He was supposed to possess in 

the highest perfection almost every royal virtue. He patronized learning, and 

encouraged the resort of learned men. Ferdosi* the author of the Shall Namah, 

the most celebrated poem of the East* was entertained at bis court. 

* Fcrifhta says “ some crones of gold." Dow says in a note, at the bottom of the page, 

ten millions," which if the explanation of the word crore- Mr. Gibbon says rashly and cure* 

Jessly. that the sum offered by the Brahmens was ten millions tterling, Doe), mid Fell, x. 337. 

f Fctuhta aptul Dow, Mahmood l.; D'livrbelot, Bibl. Orient. Mahmoud. 
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Book III. After a short contest between Mahommed and Musaood, the sous of Mah- 

'"~'v — J mood, Musaood mounted; the throne of tihizni, and the eyes of Mahommed 
102ft—1035. 
Musowd. were put out. Musaood entered India three times, during the nine years of his 

reign: and left the boundaries of the Ghamevide dominions there in the si¬ 

tuation nearly in which he received them. (lis first incursion was in the year 

1033, when he penetrated by the way of Cashmere; and his only memorable 

exploit was the rapture of the fort of Sursutti, which commanded the pass. In 

1034, he sent an army which chastised a disobedient viceroy. And in 1033, 

he marched in person to reduce Sewalik, a kingdom or rnjahship lying at the 

bottom of the mountains near the place w here the Gauges descends upon the 

Indian plains. He assailed the capital, of great imputed strength ; took it in six 

days; and found in it incredible riches. From this tie proceeded against the 

fort of Sun put, a place about forty miles distant from Delhi on the road to 

Lahore, the governor of which abandoned it upon hi±s approach, and fled into 

the woods. He proposed to march against another prince, called Ram; hut 

Ram, understanding lus intentions, endeavoured to divert the storm, by gifts 

and compliments, amt had the good fortune to succeed. Musaood was recalled 

from India to oppose an enemy, destined to render short Hie splendour of the 

house of GEiizni. 

During several centuries, the movements westward of the hordes of Turk¬ 

mans had l«en accumulating that people upon the Intrricrs of the Persian 

empire. In the reign of Mahmoud, three brothers, sons of Seljuk, solid ted 

permission to pass the Gxus, with their flocks and herds, and to enjoy the un¬ 

occupied pastures of Chorasan. A hi h mood, disregarding the advice of his liest 

counsellors, granted their request. The example unce set, the number of Tar¬ 

tars in Tran sox iana and Chorasan continually increased. During the vigilant 

and vigorous reign of Mahmood, the Turks behaved so much like peaceable 

subjects, that no complaint against them seems to have been raised. But in the 

days of his son and successor Musaood, the inhabitants of Chorasan and Trans- 

oxiana complained that they were oppressed by the strangers, and Musaood at 

Last resolved to drive them back from lus dominions, Togrul Beg, however, 

the sou of AlkhaeS, the son or Seljuk, offered himself as a leader and a bond of 

union to the Turks; opposed Afusnood ; triumphed over him in the field ; ren¬ 

dered himself master of the uorthero provinces of his empire, and established 

the dynasty of the Seljuk ides. Having baffled the power of the Sultan ofGhitdi, 

Togrul found notliing remaining to oppose to him any serious resistance, from 
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(he Ox us to (lie Euphrates: lie extinguished the remaining sparks of the power Chap. !. 

of the Bowides: and took the Caliph under his protection. Togrul was sue- —Tv'—7^ 

needed by Ins nephew Alji Arslan, and the latter by his son Mjdek Shah ; both 

celebrated warriors, who pushed the limits of their empire beyond the Euphrates 

and the Jaxarles, and mode deep inroads upon the Roman provinces and the 

Tartar plains. The provinces of Zabullstan or Cotiduhor, of Segfetan or 

Seistan, and Cohul, with the provinces irt India beyond the Hyd&spes, were all 

tliat at last remained to the Ghozuevidcs. 

Musaood returning from the defeat which, deserted by his troops, he had sus¬ 

tained at the hand of the Turkmans; and hastening to India to recruit Ids 

forces, was dejwsed by a mutiny in the army, and his brother Mahommed, 

whose eyes he had put out, was placed hjioii the throne. Modood, the son of 

Musaood, who had been left by his father with an amiv at Ralke marched 

against Mahommed, whom lie dethroned, Modood made some efforts against 

the Sdjukians, and for a time recovered Transoxiana. But the feebleness and 

distraction now apparent in the empire of the Ghoznevides encouraged tile Rajah 

of Delhi, in concert with some other rajahs, to hazard an insurrection, They 

reduced Tannasar, Hassi the capital of Sewolik. and even the fort of N agro- 

cote, 'Die Rajahs of the Punjab endeavoured to recover their independence ; 

and the Alahommednn dominion was threatened with destruction. 

In the year 10+9 Modood died ; and a rapid change of princes succeeded, 

violently raised to the throne, and violently tumbled down from it. His son 

Musaood, a child of four years old, was set up by one general; and after a 

nominal reign of six days, gave place to All, the brother of Modood, who was 

supported by another. Alt reigned about two years, when he was dethroned by 

AI kUi 1 Reshid, his unde, son of the great Mali mood. Tugrik governor of 

Scgistan, rebelled against Realiid, and slew him after reigning one year. Tugril 

himself was assassinated after he luul enjoyed Isis usurpation but forty days. 

Feroch-Zaad, a yet surviving son of Musaood, was then raised to the throne, 

who, dying after a peaceable reign of six years, was succeeded by his brother 
Ibrahim. 

Ibrahim reigned a period of no less than forty-two years, After lie had terms- Ibrahim, 

noted his disputes with the dangerous Seljnkiaiis. by resigning to them all the 

provinces they had usurped of the Ghoznevide empire, he directed his ambition 

towards India. An army which he dispatched into that country is said to have 

reduced to his obedience many places which had not yet yielded to the .Modem 
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low. 

Book III. arms. In the year 1080, he marched in person ; and by the successful attack of 

several places of strength, added the territory they protected to his dominions.*1 

Against the house of Scljuk, now reigning over Persia, Chorasan, and Bueliurin, 

the latter comprehending the ancient provinces or kingdoms of Bactrin, Sogditma, 

and Transox iana, he found protection chiefly by intermarriages and alliance. 

Ibrahim was succeeded by his son Musaood, who enjoyed a peaceable reign of 

sixteen years. With the exception of one expedition, under cue of his generals, 

who penetrated beyond the Ganges, India remained unmolested by Ills arms. 

But as the Indian provinces now formed the chief portion of his dominions. 

La)tore became the principal seat of his government. 

His sun Shore, says the Persian historian, u placed his foot on the imperial 

throne;" but within a year was assassinated by his brother ArsiLki. By ram, one 

of llie brothers of ArsilUi, made his esca[>c ; and (led to the governor of Chorasan, 

who was brother to the king of Persia, and to Ids own, and Acs ilia's mother. By 

the assistance of this princct his uncle, who marched with an army to his support, 

lie dethroned ArsilLi, and assumed the reins of government, which had been held 

by the usurper for three years. 

Byram, or Bahrain, was twice called into India, by the disobedience of the 

governor of Lahore, who aspired to independence. But he had no sooner settled 

this disturbance, than lie was called to oppose the governor of another of his 

provinces, whose rebellion was attended with more Fatal consequences. A range of 

mountainous country, known by the name of the mountains of Gaur, occupies the 

spare between the province of Chorasan and Bactriaon the west and north, and the 

provinces of Segbtnn, Candahar, and Cahul oil the south. The mountaineers of this 

district, a wild and warlike race, hod hardly ever paid more than a nominal obedience 

to the sovereigns of Persia. The district, however, had been included in the domi¬ 

nions of the Sultans of Ghizni; and had not yet been detached by the Seljukian 

encroachments. In the days of By nun. a descendant of the ancient princes of the 

country, Suuri by name, was governor of the province. Pint ling himself possessed 

of power to aim at independence, he raised an army of Aighauns, such is the 

name (famous in the history of India) by which the mountaineers of Gaur are 

distinguished, and chased By ram from lib capital of Gliizni. By ram, however. 

Byrnoir 

m Ferishtft incndoo&a city td which he came ithe place Hot intelligibly marked,) the inhabitants 

of which earn* origtnaUy from Chora^ea, having been banished thither with their famiheSj fo* 

n'tidUun, by im undent Persian king. See Feriihta* Dow, L 117* 
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having collects! and recruited his army, jnurched against his enemy, and aided Chai>. I. 

by his subjects of Ghizm, who deceived and betrayed their new master, gained J 

a complete victory, and put the Gaurian to a cruel death. The power which lie 

gained was but of short duration. Alla, the brother of Souri, who succeeded 

him in Ids usurjied dominion, hastened to repair his toss. By ram was defeated in 

a decisive battle, and fled towards India; but sunk under Ids misfortunes, and 

expired, after a languid, hut gentle reign of thirty-five years. 

He was succeeded by his son Chusero, who withdrew to India, and made Chu^m. 

Lahore his capital. This prince cherished the hopes of recovering the Just domi¬ 

nions of his house from the Gaurian usurjier, by aid from his kinsman, the king 

of Persia; and collected an army for that purpose; but at this moment a fresh 

horde of Turkman Tartars rushed upon the Persian provinces, and inundated 

even Calnd and Candahar, from which the Ganriana were obliged to retire. Tlie 

Turks, after two years’ possession, were expelled by the Gaurians. The Gaurians 

were again defeated by the arms of Chusero, and yielded up the temporary |>os- 

session of Ghiznt to its former masters. Chusero continued to reside at Lahore, 

and, having died after a reign of seven years, was succeeded by hts son Chusero 

the Second, 

MnliomniciL brother to the Gaurian usurper, pursued the same ambitious Full of u» 

career, lie soon rendered himself master of the kingdom of Ghizni or Cntida- 

bar: and not satisfied with that success, penetrated even into India; over-ran 

Multan, with the provinces on both sides of the Indus; and advanced as far as 

Lahore. After an uninteresting struggle of a few years, Chusero was subdued ; 

aud in the year 1181 the sceptre was transferred from the house of Ghizoi to 

the house of Gaur. I1 lie same era wliich was marked by the fall of the Ghazne 

rides, was distinguished by the reduction of the house of Seljuk. The weakness 

and effeminacy which, after the vigour and ability of the founders of a new 

dynasty, uniformly takes place among the princes their successors, having relaxed 

the springs of the Sdjukian government, the subordinate governors throw off 

tlieir dependence; and a small portion of the dominions of Matck now owned 

the authority of TogriJ bis descendant. 
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CHAP. n. 

From the Commencement of the first Gtwrhm Dynasty to that of the second 

Gmnan or Afghaun Dynasty. 

Boos III. Mahomed left the government of India, after the defeat and death of 

'-*-’ Chusero, in the hands of a viceroy, and returned to Ghizni. After an absence of 

Maljliuti five years, he marched towards Ajmere; and, having taken the city of Tiliertiind, 

is said to have been on his way back, when he heard that the Rajahs of Ajmere 

and Delhi, with others in confederacy, were advancing with a large army to 

relieve the city which he had just token and left. He turned and met them a 

little beyond Tannasar. Having incautiously allowed his army to be surrounded 

by superior numbers, he was defeated, and, being severely wounded, escaped with 

great difficulty from the field of battle. He took such measures as the moment 

allowed to secure his provinces and forts, and hastened to Gaur. 

Alter little more than a year, he was prepored to return to India with a formi¬ 

dable army of Turks, Persians, and Afghauns. The combined Rajahs had con¬ 

sumed their time in the siege of Tiberbmd, which bad resisted them for one 

year and one month. No fewer, it is said, than 150 kings, with their armies* 

amounting, by “ the lowest and most moderate account, to 800,000 horse, 

3,000 elephants, and a great l»dy of infantry,” met liim on tlte former field of 

ljattlc. The Rajahs sent him on insulting proposal, that he might be permitted 

to march hack unmolested, if fie had the prudence to decline the combat. Ma¬ 

homed had learned wisdom from experience. Sending an bumble answer, that 

be was only the servant of his brother, hound to execute his commands; and pray¬ 

ing for time to learn (lie will of his master, he filled the Rajahs, and their 

enormous camp, with an ill-grounded and intemperate presumption. While 

they were spending the night in revelling and joy, Mahomed crossed the river 

with his army, sad fell upon them Itefore the alarm was spread. The extent 

of the camp was so great, that a part of the army had time to form Useli and 

advance to cover the flight. Mahomed immediately drewT oft* his troops to meet 

them. Forming a strong reserve of his chosen horse, he ordered the rest of his 

army, drawn up in four lines, to receive the enemy calmly. The first line, 

baling discharged its missile weapons, was made to withdraw to the rear; the 

1 
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next, coming in front, discharged in like qianner its weapons, and in like man- Chap. II. 

ner gave place to another. By this stratagem wen? the enemy held in play, “ till * 

the sun was approaching the west,” when Mahomed, placing liitnself at the head 

of his reserve, rushed upon the fatigued and now presumptuous multitude \ who 

were immediately thrown into the greatest disorder, and rt recoiled, like a 

troubled torrent, from the bloody plain.” 

Shortly after this event Mahomed returned to Ghiznj, leaving the fruits of 

the victory to lie gathered and secured by liis favourite General Cut tub. The 

events of this mail's life, though for from strange in the East, involved extraor¬ 

dinary changes of condition and fortune. In his childhood, he was brought from 

Turkestan to Nishapore, the capital of Chornan, and there sold for a slave. 

It happened that the master by whom tie was bought hud the disposition to give 

him education, and that the quickness of his parts enabled him to profit by this 

advantage. The death of his patron, however, exposed him once more to the 

chance of the market: w hich fortunately assigned him to Mahomed the Gaurian. 

His intelligence and assiduity attracted in time the notice of the Prince. I le 

advanced by gradual accessions of favour, till he rose to lie Master of the Horse. 

Even misfortune, though he lost a detachment of men, and was taken prisoner 

by the enemy, did not lose him the kindness of Mahomed; or interrupt the 

career of his promotion. 

Cuttub improved, with diligence and ability, the advantages which his master 

had gained in India. He reduced the surrounding districts; took the fort of 

Merat j and invested Delhi The garrison ventured to meet him in the field. 

He vanquished them; and, surmounting all opposition, obtained possession of the 

place. 

Mahomed returned to India in 1193. Cuttub was received with the highest 

marks of distinction; and being honoured to command the van of the army, ho 

conquered the Rajah of Benares; where Mahomed destroyed innumerable idols, 

and obtained, of course, incalculable riches. The whole country submitted, to 

the coniines of Bengal. 

Upon the return of Mahomed to Gltizni, Cuttub was declared his adopted 

son, and confirmed in the government of India. By various expeditions, he 

chastised repeatedly the refractory Rajahs of Ajnaere and Gusterat; took the 

cities of Calingor and Kalpy, with their respective territories; and at lost made 

himself master of the forts of Biana and Gualior. 

In the year 190S, Mahomed was excited to try his fortune for a share in the 

dismemberment of the Seljukian empire. Among the provinces of which the 

VOL. t 3 $ 
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Book III, governors had thrown off their dependant* upon the Seljukian princes, that of 

'-v——■* Karisme, oil (.lie eastern side of the Caspian Sea, had risen to the rank of an 

independent kingdom, under a met* of princes known by the name of the Karifl- 

mism dynasty. Against Tacash, the reigning sovereign of this kingdom, Ala- 

homed let! an army. But Osman, a Tartar chief, who had assumed the rank 

of sovereign. In another part of Tran sox iana, and had Samareand for his capital, 

marched to the assistance of Tacash ; Mahomed sustained a total defeat; and was 

fain, by a great ransom, to purchase return to his own- country. Intelligence of 

his defeat was to his servants the signal for revolt. His slave I Idem/., having 

assumed supremacy in his capital of Gldzni, refused him admittance. He con¬ 

tinued his route to Multan, where another of his servants took amis against 

him. Being joined by many of his friends, he gave the traitor battle, and ob¬ 

tained Lhe victory. He next collected such of his troops ns were in the conti¬ 

guous provinces of India, and matched l*ack to Gtilzni, where the rebellious 

slave was delivered op by the inhabitants. 

At the same time with the other rebellious attempts to which his defeat by 

the Karri mians had given birth, a tribe of Indians inhabiting the country about 

tlie sources of the Indus, from the Xilab or western branch of that river, up¬ 

wards to the Sewnlic mountains, called by the Persian historian Gkkers, and by 

him described as a people excessively rude and barbarous, who put then- female 

children to death, attempted the recovery of their independence, and proceeded 

towards Lahore. Mahomed had no sooner recovered Ins capital than he marched 

against diem > and Cuttub at the same time advancing from Delhi, they were at¬ 

tacked on both sides, and speedily subdued. Mahomed was returning to Ghizni, 

when he was murdered in his tent by two Gickers, who penetrated thither in 

the night. 
Cutwb, The death of Mahomed, who left no eliildren, produced a contest for the 

succession, and a division of the empire Mamood, Ids nephew, retained Gaur, 

of which he was governor- Eldore, another governor, took possession of Cau- 

dalmr and Cabal; and Cuttub claimed the sovereignty of India. Eldo/tf 

marched against him ; but was met and conquered- Cutiub, following up his 

victory, proceeded to Ghizni, where he was crowned. He now resigned himself 

io doth and indulgence. Eldoze. who bad retired to Kirma, his former province, 

obtained intelligence of tins degeneracy, and of the disgust to which it Jmd given 

birth. He raised an army, and surprised Cuttub, who withdrew to India ; and 

made no effort for the recovery of Ghizoi; but ss celebrated for having governed 

his Indian dominions with great justice and moderation. During Ills adxniuU- 

5 
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tration, Bahar anti Bengal were added to the Mahomcdan dominions.* He died Chap. II. 

only four years after the death of JUhowtd, in 1210. 1 iicash( the Rarisioian, 

who had extended his sway over dmoet the whole of Persia, shortly afler 

marched against Ekloze, and added Ghizni, with all the jroesessions of the 

Go urid es as for ns the Indus, to his extensive empire. 

Cotuih was succeeded by Ids sou Aram; who proved unequal to the task of 

reigning. Multan and Sind were seized Upon by one chief; Bengal by another; 

and in almost every province the standard of revolt was raised or preparing to be 

raised; when the Ornrahs of Delhi invited Altumsh, the son-in-law of Cuttub, 

and governor of Budnoon, now- the country of the Kotiilins, to ascend the throne. 

Thc reign of Aram scarcely completed a year. 

Altumsh, like Cuttub, had Ijeen a slave from Tartary ; but, being remarkable Ahamk, 

for the beauty of his person, was thought by his master worthy of a good educa¬ 

tion. He was sold to Cuttub for a large sum, and appointed master of the 

chase. He rapidly mode his way to great favour : was at lost married to the 

daughter of Ids sovereign : and declared liis adopted son. 

Altumsh ascended not the throne in iierfert tranquillity. Several of Cutlub’s 

generals aspired to improve their fortune by resistance; and Eldozc, being driven 

from Ghizni by the arms of the Karismian monarch, made an effort to procure 

for himswlf a sceptre in India. But Altumsh prevailed over all his opponents; 

and reigned from the mouths of the Indus to those of the Ganges. 

This prince died in 1335* and was succeeded by his son Feroze; who appear¬ 

ing a weak and dissolute prince, subservient to the cruel passions of Ids mother, 

was soon deposed; and Sultana Rizia, the eldest daughter of Altumsh, was 

raised to the throne. 

It is a rare combination of circumstances wliieh, in the East, places sovereign SultanaRitij. 

power in the hands of a woman. Kizia possessed manly talents and great 

virtues. The idea, however, of the weakness of her sex encouraged the pre¬ 

sumption of her deputies in the various provinces. She contended with success 

against more than one rebellious and usurping governor. But her difficulties 

continually increased; and at last a combination of the Omraha set up her 

brother Byram, as a competitor for the throne. She was still able to meet the 

rebels with an army. But the Turkish or Tartarian mercenaries in her brother’s 

pay were an overmatch for her Indian troops. Site was conquered and put to 

death, after a reign of three years and six months. 

* Hist, uf by Chtirtai Su^art, Lsq.iL-ct. Lii, 
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Book III. Byram the second* nursed,in pleasure, and a stranger to control, was a weak, 

—J imprudent prince. The jealousies which lie felt towards the great men in his 

court, he sought to relieve by assassination. His vizir, having escaped an in- 

Bvmm II. tended blow, found means to regain his confidence \ rtml being placed at the head 

of an army against the Moguls, he matured the dissatisfaction of the OmraJis, 

and, turning the army of Byram against himselfi dethroned and killed him, about 

two years alter tie bad ascended the throne. 

It was during this reign that the Moguls, destined to erect in India the great¬ 

est empire it had ever seen, first penetrated into that country. Gingis, the chief 

of a tribe of Tartars, distinguished by the name of Moguls, who roamed with 

their flocks and herds on the northern side of the wall of China, formed, by 

talents and good fortune, one of those combinations, among different tribes of 

Tartars, which more than once within the period of history had been witnessed 

before; and never without extensive revolutions and conquests. Partly by force, 

jMirtly by intimidation, partly by hopes of sharing in the advantages of conquest, 

Giogis, about the year 1210, was acknowledged as Than, by all the shepherd 

hordes from the wall of China to the Volga. The presumption ami pride of two 

such elevated neighbours us the emperor of China, and the new sovereign of 

Tartary, could not fail to kindle the flumes of war. Innumerable squadrons of 

Tartars surmounted the unavailing lunqMtrt which the Cliiuese had in former 

ages raised to exclude them. Pekin was taken ", and the northern provinces ol 

China were added to the empire of Gingis. 

About the same time a quarrel arose on the opposite confines of the Khan. 

Mahomed was now king of Karisme, which from a revolted province had grown 

into the seat of a great empire, extending from the borders of Arabia to those of 

Turkestan. The monarch of so many provinces, which prided themselves in 

their riches and the acquirements of civilized life, made light, it seems, of the 

power of him who ruled over multitudes indeed, hut of men who had no riches 

except their cattle, and no cities except their camps. An injury done to some of 

the subjects of Gingis, for which all reparation was haughtily refused, first drew 

upon western Asia the fury of his turns, Mahomed crossed the Jaxartes to meet 

his enemy in the plains of Turkestan, with no less, it is said, than four hundred 

thousand men. But these were encountered by seven hundred thousand 

Tartars, under Gingis and his sons, who in the first battle, which was suspended 

by the night, laid one hundred and sixty thousand Knrisminns dead upon the 

field. - 

Alter this fatal blow, Mahomed expected to arrest the progress of the victor. 
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|ty throwing his troops into the frontier towns. But the onus of Gingis were Chap. 1L 

irresistible: the places of greatest strength were obliged to surrender; and Ka- 

rismCf Trattsoxiana, and Chorasan, : twn acknowledged the sovereignty of the 

Mogul He was withdrawn by the wishes of tiis troojis from the further pro* 

secution of his conquests in the West, mid died in the year 1227hut left sons 

and grandsons to copy the deeds of their progenitor. In the year 1238, the 

conquest of Persia was consummated ; and the last remains of the power of the 

Caliphs and Seljukirms, trampled in the dust. 

It was but an incursion which, in the year 124-2, the Moguls, during the reign 

of Byram II,, made into India. They plundered the country as far as Lahore, 

and then retreated to Ghizni. 

Upon the fall of Bynum, the men in power thought proper to take from his Itowod. 

prison Musa nod, the son of Fcroze, the Jute king, and set him upon the throne. 

In the second year of his reign, an army of Mogul Tartars made a descent into 

Bengal, by the way, says Ferishta, of Chitta and Tibet.* They met, we are 

told, with a total defeat. On the following year, however, another army of the 

same people crossed the Indus; but Musaood marching against them in force, 

they were pleased to retire. Musaood, however, in a reign of four years had 

disgusted his nobles by his vices ; and made them liold by his weakness. They 

combined to call Mamood his uncle to the throne;, and Musaood was thrown into 
prison for life. 

Mamood II,. upon the death of his father Altutmh, had lieen consigned to AUmood n. 

a prison; but there exhibited some firmness of mind, by supporting himself with 

the fruits of his industry, in copying bonks ; while he often remarked that “ he 

who could not work for his bread did not deserve it.*' He was released by his 

predecessor Musaood, and received the government of a province; in which he 

acted with so much vigour and prudence, that the fame of his administration re* 

commended him to the Omrahs, as the fittest person to cover,with his power and 

authority, their rebellious enterprise. 

m Thij fact j the passsgo uf an army from Tart dry, through Tlbcii into Bengal (if real) h of no 

small importance* Fernhta gives us no Further intelligence of the place; ami it is in vain To 

inquire* China may perhaps correspond witlk Kina or Ritay? or Catay,. which It one of the name* 

of China, but is also applied by the Persian historian* to many jwim of Tartary ; to the country, 

for example* of the Igoors i to the kingdom of Koteti, south from Qialig&r* &c, See D'Hcrbelok 

HiblioEli, Orient, articles jfcnrf, Orra Cafknit Tarikh Khatha* Stefan*— Mr- Stewart* (See Elist- of 

Bengal * p* 62) sap that the invasion which la hern spoken of by Frriah Uk *04 an invasion of Oris- 

sian* only, not of Moguls. 

1 
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The infirm administration of the preceding princes had introduced much dis¬ 

order into the kingdom. The tribe* of Hindus, known by the name of Gickers, 

a more active and enterprising race than the general l>ody id their countrymen, 

had been guilty of many acts of insulwrilination and violence, toward the Maho- 

medan government and jjeopie, in the provinces near the Indus, tine of the first 

enterprise? of Mamond, was to chastise this people; many thousands of whom 

he carried away into captivity. Of the Omralis, who had received joghect'$t or 

estates in land, ninny declined or refused to furnish their quota of troops for the 

army ; though it was for the maintenance of those troops, that the estates, says 

Ferishta, were given. The chiefs who infringed this condition were earned pri¬ 

soners to Delhi; and their sons, or other relations, gifted with tlie estate. Some 

places of strength in the country lying between the Jumna and the Ganges, 

were taken. A governor on the Indus who lmd relieUed, was reduced to oIk- 

dience and received into favour. Shere, t he king’s nephew, viceroy of Lahore 

and Multan, expelled the Moguls from Ghizni, and once more annexed that 

kingdom to the Indian part of the Gauriafl empire. Maraood fell into the 

error of disgusting his Omrahs, by pampering a favourite; but recovered his au¬ 

thority by sacrificing, with a good grace, the author of his danger. A fresh 

army of the Mugids crossed the Indus in the year 1257; but retired upon the 

approach of Mamootl In the following year, an ambassador, from HaUacu, 

the grandson of Gingis, who had just completed the conquest of Persia, arrived 

at Delhi The grandest possible display of the power and wealth of the empire 

seems to have been studied upon tills occasion. To meet the representative of 

the conqueror before whom Asia trembled, the vizir went out at the head of 

50,000 foreign horse, two hundred thousand infantry in arms, two thousand ele¬ 

phants of war, and three thousand carriages of fireworks. With tliis magnificent 

escort, the ambassador was conducted to the royal presence; all the officers, dig¬ 

nitaries, and dependants of the empire, in gorgeous attire, surrounding the throne. 

This appears to have been a message of peat®; since nothing of importance «v 

curred, till the death of the Shah, wliich happened in the year 1265. 

This prince carried to the throne that contempt of pleasure and show, and 

that simplicity of manners, which be had learned in his adversity. *' Contrary, 

says Fcriahta, « to the custom of princes, be kept no concubines. He had but 

one wife, whom he obliged to do every homely part of housewifery; and when 

she complained one day, that she had burned her fingers in baking his bread, 

desiring he would allow her a maid to assist her, he rejected her request, with 

saving—that he was only a trustee for the state, and that he was determined not 
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to burthen it with, needless expends. He therefore exhorted her to persevere in Cit/p. II. 

her duty with patience, and God would reward her in the end._As the emperor ---- 

of India never eats in public, his table was rather that of a hermit, than suitable 

to a great king. He also continued the whimsical notion of living by Ids pen. 

One day, os an Omroh was inspecting a Coran, of the emperors writing, before 

him, he pointed out a word, which he said was wrong. The king, looking at it, 

smiled, and drew a circle round it. But when the critic w as gone, he began to 

erase the circle and restore the word. Tins being observed by one of Ids old 

attendants, he begged to know his Majesty’s reason for so doing; to which lie 

replied, that he knew the word was originally right, but he thought it better to 

erase from a pnper, than to touch the heart of a poor man, by bringing him to 
shame.” 

Mamood died without leaving any sons; and his vizir, Balin, who even in adin. 

Ins life time engrossed the principal shore of power, without opposition mounted 

rite throne. Balin was originally a Turk, of Chit to, of the tribe of Albert. He 

was taken, when very young, by the Moguls who over-run his country, and sold 

to a slave-merchant who carried him to Bogdat. The master into whose hands 

be fell, learning that he was a relation of AJtumsh, who then reigned at Delhi, 

proceeded with him to that city, and presented him to the monarch, who received 
him gladly, and liberally rewarded his conductor. 

A brother of Balin had already made his way to the court of Delhi, and was 

considerably advanced in the road of favour and power. The young adventurer 

improved his advantages; and rapidly ascended tire ladder of promotion. lie 

took an active put in all the revolutions which placed so many successors on the 

throne. In the reign of Musaood he was raised to the dignity of lord of re* 
quests; und in that of Mahmood obtained, the rizarit. 

The reign of Balin was severe; but vigilant, clear-sighted, and consistent. 

He punished disobedience with rapidity and cruelty ; but he distinguished talents 

with care, and rewarded services with discernment and generosity. The fame of 

his government made his alliance be courted, even by the Mogul sovereigns who 
reigned over Tartary and Persia, 

-He F^ta, - ail flatterers, usnrere, pimp,, mdplaym, 
iron, to court i and tang one day told, that an Omreh, an old servant of the 

crown, who had acquired a vast fortune by usury and monopoly in the bazaar or 

markn would present him with sumo lack, of rupee, if to would honour him 

with one word from the throne; he rejected the proposal with great disdain and 

said, What must to subjects think of a king who should condescend to hold die. 
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Book III. course with a wretch so infamous." As freedom of bargain respecting interest on 

* * / loans is exceptionable on principles of superstition alone* Batin was jiossitiSy 

1 mistaken in Itis instance, without being incorrect in his rule. The association of 

the king with persons infamous by their vices, sheds moral depravity among the 

people, except in that proportion exactly in which it sheds contempt upon the 

throne. 

The generosity of Bolin made his court the resort and asylum of the various 

princes, whom the arms of Gingis and his successors had rendered fugitives 

from their kingdoms. More than twenty of these unfortunate sovereigns, from 

Tartary, Trnnsoxiano, Chorasan, Persia, Irac, Azarbijaii. Persia proper, ftoutn, 

and Syria, among whom were two princes of the race of the Cali phi, had allow¬ 

ances assigned them from the revenues of Balin, with palaces, winch took their 

names from their possessors; and were on all public occasions admitted to the pre¬ 

sence and throne of their benefactor. The most learned men from all Asia, accom¬ 

panying their respective princes, or seeking the same asylum, were assembled at 

Dellii. « And the court of India,” says the historian, “ was, in the days of 

Balin. reckoned the most polite and magnificent in the world. All the philoso¬ 

phers, poets, and din ties, formed a society every night, at the house of the prince 

Shehid, the heir apparent to the empire. Another society of musicians, dancers, 

mimicks, players, buffoons, and story-tellers, was constantly convened at the house 

of the emperor’s second son Kera, who was given to pleasure and levity. The 

Omralts Mowed the example of their superiors, so that various societies and 

dubs were formed in every quarter of the city.” 

The hiUa to the south-east of Delhi were inhabited by Hindus, w ho acted the 

part of banditti and plunderers; and advanced, in numbers resembling an army, 

sometimes to the very walls of the capital. Balin ordered operations against 

them; and they were massacred without mercy. The soldiers, who carried 

hatchets for the purpose, cut down, to the distance of one hundred miles, the 

woods to which the robbers retired. The cleared space proved excellent land ; 

and was speedily peopled; the inhabitants being protected from the mountaineers 

by a line of forts, erected at the bottom of the hills. 

The Shall gave considerable employment to his army, in bridling the wild 

inhabitants of the mountains, near the centre of his dominions; but he rejected 

the advice of his counsellors, to regain the distant provinces of Malwa and Guze- 

rat, which had asserted tlieir independence from the time of Cuttub; w isely 

observing, that the cloud of Moguls, now gathered on his northern frontier, 

presented an object of more serious and anxious regard. 
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His accomplished and philosophical son, Mahomed Shehid. was appointed vice- c.„ n 
rayoi the northern provinces, to hold in check those dangerous neighbour And —^ 

thVTTr around him the men, most eminent for though, or action, whom 
tne Asiatic world at that time contained. 

destTfrlnr^to”1 Wb° SUbdllCd Penb- -» «• f™«h InWW accent tom Gmgis, now filled the throne of Persia; and another descendant of 
that renowned comjuerer, by name Timur, mled over the eastern proving 

CJ— to - *** * for some former 
T*11* >>r c*tcns™ oi emPW. Timur invaded India with a large army in 

■ l°y*lrC m.et by the Indtan Prin^ and battle was joined. Both leader dk 
I a>t< the talents of great generals ; but Mahomed at last prevailed md the 

itssss. 
end on the east hyOriL “ <1* north by Bengal, 

to feel himself too great for a subfect * d?! i * ^ ^eat trt‘£mirt‘» lie begun 
the plunder: share nf 

red umbrella, and assumed the tide of kino Bn]i„ i ’.a ra,swt the 
to assume the office of Subahdar of Be n ml ^ i - . ^ Governor of Oudc 

to his command, to march «grU„st rcW “ Thc“new S Hd .*“* ‘l 
BaUn was so enraged that bebit hi, owT» 7 S“hnhdar was defeated; and 

Banged at the goto of Onde AnmheTof k ■’ T”"" ** •—* «• * 
this disgrace had no better success’ ivhi’n Ft r ^T* , U mm he sent to wipe off 
the field in person. Tughril heariniv of v "1‘n- d«'i’lr a fleeted, resolved <o take 

storm, by ivtbing. the 

Shall; and «lwn to^leX tolandT/h ^ * *. 
Balin procured intelligence of his route . ,e i’r0'l,lcc‘ ^ll]l some difficulty 
and surprised his camp, when Tool ' o,ri ?“"? P"rt} ' bst- ^'etod 
guinary punishment o^hL adh«ati ™ ”'«««* — 

But the death ot itis great and hopeful son was ablow tothe heart nf p r 
wlucb no success could yield a remedv nh„to i rt fBnbl1'to 

VOL. L “remedy Oppressed, at once, will,grief, with 
3 T 
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Kei Kobarf. 

Book HI business, and with old age (he was now in his eightieth year), he languished for a 

short time, and expired ; tip]jointing his grandson, hy the deceased Mahomed, his 

successor. Kcra,* however, the second son of Balm, was governor of Bengal, 

the most affluent province of Lhc empire; mid theOmrahs, respecting his present 

power, more than the will of their deceased master, raised his son Kei Kobad to 

the throne. 

Kei Kobad was in his eighteenth rear, handsome in his person, of an affable 

and mild disposition, and not slightly tinctured with literature. His mother was 

a beautiful princess, daughter of the emperor Albimsh. f' He delighted,” says 

his historian, “In love, and in the soft society of silver-bodied damsels with musky 

tresses." He adds; u When it was publicly known that the king was a man of 

pleasure, it liccame immediately fashionable at court; and, in short, in a few 

days, luxury and vice so prevailed, that every shade was filled with ladies of 

pleasure, and every street rung with music and mirth; The king fitted up a 

palace at Kilognrry, ujjon the banks of the river Jumna; mod retired thither to 

enjoy his pleasures undisturbed, admitting no company but singers, players, 

musicians, and buffoons.” 

The father of Ket Kobad remained contented with his government of Bengal, 

But Nizam ul Dien, who become the favourite minister of the young Shall, con* 
m 

ecived hopes, from the, negligence of Ids master, of paving for himself a way to 

the throne. He proceeded to remove the persons whose pretensions were likely 

to obstruct his career.*- The many acts of cruelty and perfidy, of which he was 

the cause, shed discredit upon the government. The father of Kei Kobad saw 

the danger; and forewarned his son. But the prince could not attend to business, 

without sacrificing pleasure. He found it. therefore, more agreeable, to repose 

upon the minister, and neglected the advice, Kera, alarmed for his own fate, as 

well as that of His son, thought it advi?cable to second his advice with his 

presence, and his presence with an army. This was construed an act of hostility ; 

and the Shah inarched out from Delhi, at the head of an army, to oppose his 

father. The father, either conscious of his inferiority in point of strength, or 

unwilling to proceed to the last extremity, requested an interview', Tins was 

dreaded by the minister, w ho endeavoured to blow up the vanity and presump* 

tion of the young monarch to such a pitch, that he might hear of nothing but a 

battle. Kem was not easy to lie repulsed; and renewed hb application, by a 

letter, full of parental expostulation and tenderness. The heart of the young 

* Ferishto. Mr. Stewart tayt, tliat ia bis MSS. the name is Eagenu 

T 
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prin« w« corrupted, but not Jet thoroughly depraved. He could „«t resist the Caar. 11 

kthr of his lather; ami Nutam, no longer ahleu. defeat lliefotervi™ liy direct *-v_ 

endeavoured to elude it by artificial mean.. He prevailed open the prince „ ,28i' 

sovereign, to insist upon the first interview; in hopes, Omt Kora would reW. 

era *es ru* a slave to points of ceremony ; anti readily consented to repair to 

theimpemi camp; where the son was prepared to display his insolence at even 

Ins fathers expense. The throne was set out with the greatest pomp ami cere- 

tnonyi and Kei Kobad ascending, commanded that his father should three times 

j 1 'e ffrOU,l<L Al **» ** dwr» th? s&ed prince was ordeiod to dismount * 
*»d when he came in sight of the throne to perform the abject oheboa* of the 

vut; die mace-hearer at the same time calling out. according to custom, - The 

* * the king of the world sends health! " The father, whose heart 

, 7 VVQS ™ lo"FT ^ to strain his tears. Upon sight of his father in 
,!***' the young prince foigot Ins insolence, and rolling from tlie tlirone threw 

u'™° “■ fatlier'a feet, and implored his forgiveness.. 
I he presence and admonitions of Kern made mi impression npon the mind of 

Km Kobad, which it was too soft to retain. “ When he arrived at Delhi " says 

25 °f ** *** f°r a £ew to take root in L 
T .B;itkhw reWatam was “<>t the interest of the minister" He accord- 

S P * fl m ^ PleaSUre b t!ie lhV“inf wtiich * w* known to bare the 

^omt *“ 1110 moSt bcautiful accomplished women 

the ‘^m * ™ madc t0 P1**™ thefoselves to him at ail 

vari Ia0MeUtS, aBd bvention was exhausted to find an endless 

chanm ° The mo ^ rad caPtlvate tlw P™vce with new combinations of 

to fdl up the inZr^Z^:^ +** “ “ 

!iWerCr' *“* <h* ^ ** presumption, and insolence of the 
Tff had e‘^d^d in his fellow courtiers; or the suspicious L I 

i,,rf ^ *■* -dtod i„ u. ta*,t of ,L s„vt,r7Cto 
.hurt the days and the machinations of Nizam ul Dien He was , ,km, * T 

r™; ,TIk °f tht ki"e <w not long survive. His intemperance in the 

toZ * ""ta rf : m one STS? *! 
nowe pTOUD nance. .-Ul attention was then absorbed by the scramble for 

mval f i 7 * °f |WpUllrit;' "* “P Ms Pretensions. The friends of the 
rojal fomdj brought oat the sn„ „f K«i Knhad. a ehild of three veers old and 

- Ir. ..ten-jin 1ms greatly sofUcncd the aecaimt of the iniolcnct of Kei Kobsd. 

3 T a 
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Book III, set him upon the throne. He was supported Iiy the Tartars; a body of whom, as 

mercenaries were generally kept by the Indian sovereigns whom they became 

the common instruments of setting up and pulling down. On the present occa¬ 

sion, the Tartars had a formidable body of competitors. Of the Afghauns, or 

mountaineers of Gnur and Ghirgi stall, on the frontiers of Persia, a tribe named 

Chiliigi * made war and depredation their business; and usually, in great 

numbers, served, as mercenaries, any power which chose to employ them. An 

adventurer of this tribe, of the name ol' Mallet, who subsisted by Ills sword, rose 

to distinction in the army of Bairn; and left his talents and his fortune to his 

sou Feroste, who, at the time of the illuess of Kei Koharl, was one of the chief 

Oul rails, and commanded a province. He was joined by the Chiliigi mercena¬ 

ries, who attacked, and cut to pieces the Tartars. There was no longer any 

obstruction. Kel Kobad was killed upon his bed after a reign of little more than 

three years. Such was the termination of the Gnurinn, or rather of the first 

Gaurian dynasty : and such the commencement of the Afghoun, or second Gau- 

rian dynasty, in the year 128ft. At the time of this revolution, Cuhla, the 

grandson of Gingis, sat on the throne of Tart ary and China; another of hia 

descendants on that of Persia; and a tliird possessed a kingdom in Transoxiana, 

and those provinces to the north-west of the Indus, which constituted the original 

dominions of the house of GliiznL 

End of the 
Ant Gtvorino 
dynasty. 

It is written Kliulijt by Major Stewart. 
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CHAP. III. 

From the Commencement of the second Gaurian Dynasty, to the Commence¬ 
ment of the Mogul Dynasty, 

FeROZE was seventy years of age when he became the master of the king- Cn\r ill 

dom. He was a man of intelligence; ami though guilty of cruelty and injus- ^ 

tice in acquiring or establishing his throne, he sought to distinguish hirnsdf by F im‘ 

t e justice, and also the popularity, of his administration, ** For that pLl^|lose,,’ 

says his historian, “ he gave great encouragement tn the learned of that age; 

who, hi return, offered the incense of flattery at the altar of his fame.” 

Chidju, however, a jirince of the royal blood, nephew of the late Baiin, mid 

a nabob or governor of a province, obtained the alliance of several chiefs! and 

marched with an army towards Delhi. Femze placed himself at the head of his 

army, and sent forward his son with the ChMigi cavalry. The prince encoun¬ 

tered the enemy, and obtaining an advantage, took several Omruhs prisoners, 

wham he mounted upon camels with branches hung round their necks, men 

terozc beheld them in tins state of humiliation, he ordered them to be unbound, 

gave a change of raiment to each, and set an entertainment before them; re- 

pe^tig the verce, « That aril for evil it was easy to return; but he only was 

great n ho could return good for evil." In a fcw days Chidju was taken pH- 

toner. and sent to the king- hut instead of death, which he expected, received » 

pardon and was *mt to reside at Multan on a handsome appointment for life, 

t thC ^ - ** *£ Fereze rep^ 

The mini] of .hi, prince, however, did not, it reoms, dietingnieh .efficiently 

between lend, and relation. The police of the empire was negiecred, 

robbery, munler. insurrection, ever ready to break loose in Mis, diffused bise- 

cunt; oier the nation. The Omrahs of the ChiUigi “began" Sars Feridn. 

“ to lengthen the tongue of reproach against their sovereign.'’ The design was 

conceived of raising one ef themselves to the throne; the project was eren dis- 
2 
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Book in. mussed at an entertainment, at winch they were assembled; but one of the com- 

v-y-' pany privately withdrew and in fort net! the emperor, who immediately ordered 

1291 ■ them to be arrested and brought before him. It occurred to one of them to re¬ 

present the affair as a drunken frolic, and the words as the suggestion of intoxica¬ 

tion. The prince was pleased to accept the apology; and dismissed them with a 

rebuke. He was not so lenient to a Dirvesh, or professor of piety, who by the 

appearance of great sanctity, and by the distribution of great liberalities to the 

. poor, the source of which no one could discover, acquired immense jiopulnrity; 

and on this foundation aspired, or was accused oi aspiring, to the throne. 

Though little or no evidence appeared against him be was cruelly put to death. 

With bis expiring breath, the holy Dirvesh cursed T'croze and his posterity; 

nature was thrown into convulsions upon the death ol the saint; and from that 

hour the fortunes of Feroze were observed to decline. His eldest son was af¬ 

flicted with insanity which no power of medicine could remove. Factions and 

rebellions disturbed his administration. In the year 1291, Hindustan was in 

vaded by a prince or the house of Gingis, at the head of 100,000 Moguls; and 

though Feroze engaged them, and obtained the advantage, he was glad to stipu¬ 

late for the departure of the invaders by consenting to let them retreat un¬ 

molested. # 1 
FlintMnhocnc. In tliis reign occurred an event of great importance in the history of Hindus- 

D^rionoftaa; the first invasion of the Deccan by Mahomedan arms. Deccan means the 

south; and is applied in a general manner to the kingdoms and districts in¬ 

cluded in the southern jiortion of India. It does not appear that the appli¬ 

cation of the name was ever precisely fixed. It has been commonly spoken oi 

as indicating the country'south of the Nerhuddn river, which falls into the Gulf 

of Cambay at Baroach; but as the Patan or Mogul sovereignties hardly ex¬ 

tended beyond the river KJstna, it is only the country between those two rivers 

which in the language of India commonly passes under the name of Deccan. 

Alla, the nephew of Feroze, was Nabob or Governor of Corah, one of the 

districts in the Doah, or country lying between the Ganges and Jumna. Having 

distinguished himself in a warfare w ith some rajalis who Iwrdered on his pro¬ 

vince, he was gratified by the addition to his government of the province of 

Oude. His first success appears to have suggested further enterprise. He soli¬ 

cited and obtained the consent of Feroze to extend his empire over the Hindus. 

Having collected such an army as his resources allowed, lie marched directly, hy 

the shortest route, against Ramtlco, one of the rajahs of Deccan, whose capital 
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tv as Deodar, now Don Intabnd." Alla met with no inconsiderable resistance; Chap, III. 

but finally prevailed; anil exacted heavy contributions (exalted by the pen of v—v-' 

Oriental history into incredible sums) as the price of his return. He retreated Am 

many days through several hostile and populous kingdoms; (lie governments of 

which were too weak or too stupid to offer any Distraction to his march. 

Fcrozc was not without uneasiness upon intelligence of the ambitious ad. 

venture of Alls; and of the great addition to his power which the vastness of 

his plunder implied. He rejected, however, the advice of ids wisest counsellors 

to take previous measures for the securing of lib authority and power; and ns 

solved to repose on the fidelity of Ids nephew. He was even so weak as to 

permit Alla, on feigned pretences, to entice him to Corah, where he was bar. 

barously assassinated, having reigned only seven years and some months. 

Alla made haste to get into his |K>wer the family of Fcrozc; of whom all Alls, 

who were the objects of any apprehension were unrelentingly murdered; and 

the rest confined. He hail scarcely time, however, to settle the affairs of his 

government, when he learned that the Mogul sovereign of Transoxiana had 

invaded the Punjab with an army of 100,000 men. An army, commanded hy 

his brother, was sent to expel them. A battle was fought in the neighbourhood 

of Lahore, in which the Indians were victorious, and the Moguls retreated. 

The successful general was sent into Guzerat, which he quickly reduced to the 
obedience of the Shah, 

The Moguls returned the following year in much greater force; and marched 

even to the walls of Delhi, to which they hud siege. Alla at last collected his 

army, and gave them battle. Though liis success was not decisive, the Moguls 
thought proper to retreat 

The king’s arbitraiy maxims of government, and the odious manner in which 

he arrived at the supreme command, engendered disaffection; and during the 

first years of his reign he was harassed by perpetual insurrections and rebellions. 

He applied hunsdf, however, with industry and intelligence, to the business of 

government; and though his administration was severe and oppressive, it was 

regular and vigorous, securing justice and protection to the body of the people 

His education had been so neglected that he could neither read nor write; but 

Tf* ** dec1aml ** * *** ^ °f Ptolemy. The author 

£ T A1* ** CoraIt 011 P"*** of A hunting party, a«d passin* 
through the territories of many petty too feeble to think of opposing bin,’ he ew u Ji 

b>’**** L SS1* The proofs of the division and of fmlIa Mo 
° numbw ** -*« ~ * vwry step in its «*** history. 
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Book HI. feeling the disodvantages under which his ignorance laid him, he had firmness 

'-v-* of mind to set about the work of his own instruction even upon the throne; 

1S0G- acquired the inestimable faculties of reading and writing; made lumself ac¬ 

quainted with the best authors in tlie Persian language; invited learned men to 

his court; and delighted in their conversation. 

In 1303, he projected another expedition into Deccan by the way of Bengal, 

hut was recalled by a fresh invasion of the Moguls of Transoxiana; who ad¬ 

vanced as far as Delhi, but-retreated without sustaining a battle. After their 

departure, he resolved, by an augmentation of Ins army, to leave himself 

nothing to fear from that audacious enemy. But reflecting that his revenues 

were unequal to so great a burden, he resolved to reduce the soldiers’ pay. 

Reflecting again, that this would be dangerous, while the price of articles con¬ 

tinued the same, he ordered all prices to be reduced a half; by that means, says 

Femhta, with an ignorance too often matched in more instructed countries, 

“just doubling his treasures and revenue.” The Moguls were not discouraged 

by frequency of repulse. The armies of the king of Transoxiaon twice invaded 

Hindustan in 1305, and were twice defeated by Tughlic, the general of Alla. 

In the following year the design against Deccan was renewed, and prosecuted 

with greater resources. Cafoor, a slave and eunuch, his favourite, and, it was 

said, the instrument of his pleasures, was placed at the head of a grand army, 

and marched towards the south. He first u subdued the country of the 

Mahrattors* which lie divided among ins Omraiis and then proceeded to the 

seige of Deogur. ftamdeo endeavoured to make his peace by submission; and 

having agreed to pay a visit to the emperor at Delhi, and to hold his territories 

as a dependency, he was"dismissed with magnificent presents, and his dominions 

were enlarged. 
The division of Deccan, known by the name of Telingnna, is supposed to 

have extended, along the eastern coast, from the neighbourhood of Ciencole on 

the north, to that of Pulicat on the south; and to liave been separated on the west 

from the country known by the name of Maharashtra, or by contraction 

Mahratta, by a line passing near Bedcr, and at some distance east of Dow- 

lutabad, to the river Tapti. t 

* This is the first mention which we find of any of the tribes to wham die term Mahnuuir, 

or Midiruiw, is applied, by the Moslem historians. From this statement, we caui only conjee- 

mrc, that some district la Deccan, inhabited by the description of Hindus to whom this name 

was applied, was overrun, and nominally parcelled out by Cafoor. 
f Wilks, Hist, of Mysore, p. 6, 
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Alla was on his munch against the Rajah of Wanmkul, otic of the princes Chap, HI, 

of this district, in 1303, when lie was recalled by another invasion of the Mogul*. -.-' 

He made, indeed, a part of his army proceed in the expedition, for the purpose 1Mfi* 

of reducing the fort of Wanmkul, a place of great strength, and, by repute, 

of immense riches; but the project failed. In 1307, Cafoor was ordered to 

march into Totingana by the way of Deogliur, and lay sense to Waruhtul. 

H arunkid was taken by assault, after a siege of some months,* The Rajah 

made his peace, by sacrificing largely to the avarice of his conquerors, and ac¬ 
cepting the condition of a tribute. 

The more Alla tasted of the plunder of Deccan, the more he thirsted for ad¬ 

ditional draughts. In 1310, Cafoor was sent on a more distant expedition. 

He marched by Deogluir; and penetrating as tar as Carnatic, took the Raja!) 

prisoner and ravaged his kingdom. According to the historians, he returned 

with such wealth as no country ever yielded to a predatory invader.f Nor did 

he remain long at Delhi before he persuaded the Shah to send him once more 

into Deccan ; where he ravaged several countries, and sent the plunder to Alin. 

Tbii prince had ruined his constitution by intemperance in the seraglio; and 

felt bis health in rapid decline. He sent for Cafoor from Deccan, and ’com¬ 

plained to him of the undutifui behaviour of his wife and his son. Cafoor, 

whose eyes had already turned themselves with longing to the throne, contem¬ 

plated the displeasure of the emperor against his family as a means for realizing 

lus most extravagant hopes. He prevailed upon ADa to throw his two eldest 

sons, and their mother, into prison; and to put to death several of the chiefs by 

whom his pretensions were most likely to be opposed. When things were in this 

train, Alla expired in the year 1316, in the twenty-first year of his reign. 

The time was not yet come whem Cafoor deemed it expedient to declare Mm- Mqbjrict, 

se f kmg. He produced a testament, genuine or spurious, of the bte prince 

in which he appointed Omar, his youngest son, then seven years of age, his’ 

successor, and Cafoor regent. The first act of Cafoor* administration was to 

put out the eyes of the two eldest of the sons of Alia : But there was a third 

Mu ha rick, who escaped, tDl a conspiracy of the foot guards put the regent to 

death, only thirty-five days after the decease of his master. The reins of 

MatlTie JieHhbr^—^fiayS haEtcI’ed to Lbe oasUlance of die Rajah of Waruakul; 
tner proot of the division uita petlysoTerci^fid^ 

t/ab^^Z^ J °f jeWCle' *"“* othef Pretious Mn&t die gold si™ amounted 
to ibtmt ob hundred millions sterling. Cobad Dq„ think Uti* not at all incredible i HUt. of 
H-ndcou , 276, and CoL Wilks (Hkt. of My**, p. 11) ™ w ^ 
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Boon III. government were immediately put into the bands of Mubarick; but be thought 

-1-* proper to act in tlie name of bis young brother, already upon the throne, for the 

l321* space of two months, till he had gained, the Omrahs. He then claimed his 

birth-right; deposed his brother; according to the Asiatic custom, put out his 

eyes; and sent him for life to the fort of Guahor. 

Mubarick was a man of vicious inclinations, and mean understanding. He for 

a moment sought popularity, by remitting the more oppressive of the taxes, and 

relaxing the reins of government; but the last so injudiciously, that disorder 

anil depredation overran the country'. 
The reduction of the revolted Guzerat was one of the 6rst measures of Mu¬ 

barick. Tbc enterprise, being entrusted to an officer of abilities, was successfully 

performed. 
The Rajahs in the Deccan yielded a reluctant obedience ; which, presuming on 

their distance, they imagined they might now, without much danger, suspend. 

Mubarick, in the second year of his reign, raised a great army, and marched to 

Deoghur; where not finding much resistance, he did little more than display his 

cruelty, in the punishment of those, who, charged with enmity or disobedience, 

fell into his hands. 
Among the favourites of Mubarick was Hasson, formerly a slave, and according 

to Ferishta, the son of a seller of rags in Guzerat. This man was an instrument 

of the pleasures of the Shah : and upon bis accession to the throne had been 

honoured with the title of Chusero, and raised to the office of vizir. Finding 

nothing more to jierfurm in the region of Deoghur, Mubarick placed Chusero at 

the head of a part of the army, and sent him on an expedition against Malabar, 

while he himself returned with the remainder to Delhi. 

The vices of Mubarick, and of his government, became daily more odious. 

He was the slave of every species of intemperance, and void of every humane or 

manly quality, which could procure the indulgence of mankind to his faults. 

Conspiracy succeeded conspiracy, and one insurrection another; till Chusero, 

beholding the contempt in which his master was held, believed he might shed his 

blood with safety, and place himself upon his throne. The reputation and plun¬ 

der derived from the success of his expedition to Malabar,*“ had added greatly to 

his power. He made use of his influence over the mind of the emperor to fill 

with his creatures the chief places both in the army and the state. In the year 

* According to Wilks, what U here called Malabar was not the district which is now called by 

that mum*, but the hilly belt along the summit of the Ghauts, from Sooodfl to Coorg. Hist, of 

Mysore, p. 10. 

1 
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1321, he conceived himself prepared fur the blow j when in one night Mubarick Chat. in, 
and his sons were destroyed. ■ —> 

On mounting the throne Chusero assumed the title of Nnsir id dien, or CbJ^ 

defender of religion; a cause which has seldom lieen associated with that of 

government, except for the purpose of covering its abuses; and Chusero, it seems, 

was aware that !t>r his government such a covering was required. 

He put to death, without remorse, a great multitude of persons in the service of 

Muharick; all those from whom he imagined that lie had any thing to fear; and 

distributed the offices of government among his creatures. « The army," says 

Ferishta, “ loved nothing better than a revolution ; for they had always, uj»n 

such an occasion, a donation of six months’ pay immediately advanced from the 

treasury:" so exactly does military despotism resemble itself, on the banks of 
the Tiber, and those of the Ganges. 

But though Chuaero met with no opposition in ascending the throne; he did 
not long enjoy his kingdom in peace. 

Glum « governor of Lahore; and though, for the take of securing Urn to 

lus interests, Chuscro had bestowed high office nnd rank up™ his son Jonah, 

Jonoh made lus escape front Delhi, and joined his father at Lahore. 

Ghasi dispatched circular letters to the Omrahs; exerted himself to raise 

forces; and was joined by several of the viceroys with their troop,. Chusero 

dispatched an army to subdue the rebellion; but the soldiers of Ghasi were har¬ 

dened by frequent wars with the Mogul, j those of Chosen, were ene,noted by 

the debauchery of the city. They were broken at the first onset | nnd the eon- 

federates; marched with expedition to the capital. Chusero was readv to receive 

them with another nrmy. Though betrayed and deserted iu the notion by ., 

1»U1 of lus truojs, he mamlained the conflict tfll night; when he made a fruitless 

dl^dfrom hi- 7t ‘ fr ^ friCDtU °K<!rtoi ■* “* attendants, and 
draped from he, lurking place, he met the fate which he would have bestowed. 

The Omrahs hastened to pay their respects to the victor; aatl the magistrates 

of Delhi presented to him the keys. Mounting his hnree, he entered the Sty, and 

am, mg at tbe gates ot the palace, he addressed the people. « o ye subjects of 

this great empire! 1 mu no more than one of you, who unsiteathed my sword 

todehver you from oppression, and rid the world of a monster. If. the„fon, 

any of the rnya line remains, ]et him be brought, that we. his servants, may pros¬ 

trate ourselves before )us throne. If ; let the most worthy of the iUustrkm, 

order be elected among you. and I shall swear to abide by your choice.- But 

ihc people cned out, with vehemence, that none of the royal family remained 

3 If 2 
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Book TIT. 

Tuglick. 

alive j and that he, who had protected the empire from the Moguls, and delivered 

it from the tyrant, was llte most worthy to reign. He was then seized, and by 

a sort of violence placed upon the throne i the people hailing him “ Ring of the 

World-" 
Tuglick is the name, by which the new emperor chose to be distinguished* It 

wos the name of his father, who is understood to liave been a slave in the ser¬ 

vice of Bolin. IBs mother was of the tribe of Jaats. 

After appointing the instruments of Ids government, the first care of Tuglick 

was to secure his northern frontier against the formidable incursions of the 

Moguls; and so judiciously did he station his force, and erect his forts, that lie 

was not once molested by those invaders during Jits reign. 

This being accomplished, he sent his son Jonah into the Deccan to chastise the 

Rajah of Warunkul, who, during the late disorders, 14 had withdrawn his neck 

from the yoke of obedience." Jonah, with the usual ease, hardly meeting with 

any resistance, over-ran the Hindu kingdoms; leaving ever)- where beliind him 

the cruel marks of imiwrinl vengeance and avarice. After a tew efforts in-the 

field, the Rajah of Waninkul shut himself up iu his strong-hold, and was besieged. 

From the strength of the place, the siege wos a work of time-, during which 

sickness, and along with sickness, desire to return, and from that desire opposed, 

disaffection, spread themselves in the Mahomedan army. Several of the Oinrulis 

withdrew with their troops; w hen the Prince, no longer able to continue the 

siege, retreated first to Deoghur, and thence to Delhi* 1 he arm) w as recruited 

with great expedition, and he marched again in a few months towards Wa- 

runkul, which soon yielded to his arms. Many thousands of the Hindus were 

put to the sword: and the Rajah and his family were rent to Delhi- Ap¬ 

pointing Omrahs to the government of Telingano, he marched against Cuttack, 

where he gained some advantages, and then returned by the way of Warunknl 

to Delhi. 
Tuglick, receiving complaints of great oppression against Ids officers in Bengal, 

appointed Jonah governor of DeUii, and marched toward that province with an 

army* Nazir, the grandson of the emperor Balin, had jxjssessed the vice-royalty 

of Bengal, since the death of his father* He advanced, to meet the Emperor 

with submission and presents; and was confirmed in his government. Jonah, 

with the nobles of Delhi, went out to meet liis father w ith rejoicings upon his 

return. A wooden house was hastily erected to entertain him- When the 

entertainment was concluded, and the emperor w as about to proceed, tlieOmrahs 

hurrying out to be in readiness to attend him, the roof suddenly fell iu> mid 
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crushed hint with several ol fits attendants ; whether by the contrivance of Chap. Ill, 

Jansh, by the fault of the building, or a stroke of lightning, was variously con* —*-* 

jectured and lidieved. He reigned but tour years and some months, with the im“135J' 
reputation of a wise and excellent prince. 

Jonah mounted the throne by the title of Mahomed U I.; and began his Mahomed m, 

reign with acts of liberality and beneficence. He distributed profuse gifts, and 

made magnificent appointments, Tins prince was a compound of heterogeneous 

qualities. He was generous to profusion; a lover of literature, in which he had 

made considerable acquirements; he was not only temperate but austere in his 

manner of life, and an attentive performer of aet3 of religion ; he had no regard, 

however to justice, or to humanity ; he was cruel and vindictive as a man; op¬ 

pressive and tyrannical as a ruler. His plans proceeded on the supposition, that 

the happiness or misery of his subjects was a matter of indifference; iind when 

their disaffection began to afford him uneasiness, their misery seemed to become 

an object of preference and a source of gratification. He displayed however no 

contemptible talents in supporting himself against the hatred and detestation of 
mankind. 

Immediately UIion his accession he directed his attention to the further subju¬ 

gation ol tlie Deccan; but more, it would appear, with a view to plunder than 

to jiermanent dominion. Uis generals appear to have over-run a large portion of 

its more accessible parts. He reduced the Carnatic; and in the hyperbolical 

language of Perish to, spread his conquests to the extremity of die Deccan, and 
from to sea. 

He adopted trantic schemes of ambition. He raised an army for the con¬ 

quest of the kingdom ol Iraiisoxiana and C’horasan, and another for thesubju- 

ptuiri oi China. Previous to the grand exjiediliun against Chins, 100,000 

j,Drse " Sent to exI>lore the route through the mountains, and to establish 
Iwrts to tlie confines .'f CM*. Tto tor* did, w ore told, pen*™* to the 

n itre u .tuna, but w-ere met with an army which they durst not oppose* 

and the rains, covering with water the roads and the plains, distracted their re¬ 

treat. 1 hey [xrished through fatigue, famine, and disease; and scarcely a man 

survived to describe the disaster. The inaccurate and uni instructive of 

Oriental history gives iw no information respecting the track wliich this Ui-fated 
mmy pursued. 

The expense of Mahomed's government led him to oppress his subjects by 

°? f™1 fo t,lls ^reat ^ and discontent, lie added 
others by mjudidoua schemes of finance. « The King/’ say3 Ferishta, « unlbr- 
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Book III. innately for his people, adopted ids ideas upon currency, from a Chinese custom 

^of using' paper upon the emperor's credit, with the royal seal appended, for ready 

‘ money. Mahomed, instead of po]>er, struck a copper coin, which, being issued 

at an imaginary value, he made current by a decree throughout Hindustan.' 

TJiis produced so much confusion and miser)*, and so completely obstructed the 

collection of the revenue, that Mahomed was obliged to recall his debased 

coin; and individuals acquired immense fortunes by the ruin of many thousands, 

the general misery of the people, and the impoverishment of the sovereign. 

Being called into Deccan, to suppress an insurrection raised by his nephew, 

whom he ordered to he Head alive, and in that condition curried, a horrid spec¬ 

tacle, around the city; he took a fancy to the situation of Deqghur, resolved to 

make it his capital, by the name of Dowlatabad, and to remove thither the in¬ 

habitants of Delhi- This caprice he carried into execution; unmoved by the 

that were to fall upon the individuals; and unable to foresee the 

alienation in the minds of men to which the sight and the reports of so much 

unnecessary evil must of necessity expose him. “ The emperor's orders," says 

the historian, " were strictly com [died with, and the ancient capital left 

desolate." 

The provinces, one after another, began now to rebel. The Governor of 

Multan set the example. Scarcely was he subdued when Bengal broke into in¬ 

surrection. This too the vigour of Mahomed quickly reduced. He was 

thence summoned by disturbances in Telingana, where he lost great part of his 

army, by a plague, then raging at Wcrunkul. But what, to the mind of Ma¬ 

homed, was of more importance than the lives of half the inhabitants of Hin¬ 

dustan ; he himself was afflicted with the tooth itch. He even lost a tooth. 

This he commanded to be buried with solemn pomp, and a magnificent tomb 

was erected over it. 

Calamity in every shape assailed the wretched subjects of Mahomed. Such 

was the excess of taxation, that in many parts, particularly in the fertile country 

between the Jumna and the Ganges, the cultivators fled from their fields and 

houses, and preferred a life of plunder and rapine in the woods. From this, 

and from unfavourable seasons, famine raged about Delhi, and the neighbouring 

provinces; and multitudes of people perished from want. A chief of the Afghauns 

come down from the mountains, and plundered the province of Multan. The 

fierce tribes of Hindus, called by Ferishta Gickcrs, were combined by a leader, 

and ravaged the Punjab and Lahore. 

Mahomed, struck at last with the calamities of his reign, had recourse to ■ 
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religion for a cure. He sent a splendid embassy to Mecca, that, Tus coronation Chap. iit. 

fjeing confirmed by the successor of the prophet, the blessing of Heaven might v-*- 
rest upon his throne, 1324—1351, 

The Rajahs of TeKngana and the Carnatic formed a confederacy; and within 

a few months expelled the Mahomedans from every place in the Deccan, except 
Dou'latabad. ’ 1 

Even the Viceroy of Oude rebelled. But the Emperor, matching against him 

with expedition, brought him quickly to his feet. Contrary to his usual prac¬ 

tice, Mahomed pardoned the offender, and even restored him to his govern¬ 

ment; declaring that he would not believe in his guilt; and ascribing bis trans¬ 

gression to a temporary delusion, which the malice and falsehood of others had 
produced. 

An effort was made to regain what had been lost la Deccan, and governors 

and troops mere dispatched to the different districts; who in the way of plunder 

per ortned considerable feats. But in the mean time disturbances of a new 

description broke out in Gicecrat. Of the mercenary troops, composed of Tar¬ 

tars, Afgliauas, and other hardy races from tlie North, in which consisted a 

great proportion of the armies of the Mahomedan emperors of Hindustan, a 

considerable number, during some ages, had been Moguls. Of these it would 

appear that a considerable hotly had been sent to keep in check the turbulent in¬ 

habitants of Guzerat They began now to commit depredations, and to set the 

power of Mahomed at defiance. Mahomed resolved to punish and extirpate 

them. The presence of the emperor, and their fears made them withdraw from 

Guzerat; hut they retired into Deccan; and took DowlataW hv 7vr„ , 

- 6™-6 s^ngm upon his departure, defeated his General, and 
pursued his troops toward Malwa, He resolved to march 
son. But the settlement of Guzerat 

against them in per- 
n ns an arduous and a tedious task. Before 

died in the year 1351, after a reign of 
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Book in. and preserved its existence for several centuries. Upon seizing Dowlatalxid, the 

v—' xeijcl chiefs aerced to elect a sovereign ; when their choice fell upon Ismael, an 

— * Afghaun, who had been commander of a thousand in the imperial army. Among 

die insurgents, was a military adventurer of the name of Hussuu. Wonderful 

things arc recorded of his predestination to pow er; as usual in the case of those 

who, from a degraded station, rise to great command over the hopes and fears of 

mankind. He was an Afghaun slave or dependent of a Brahmen, who professed 

astrology in Delhi. The Brahmen gave him a couple of oxen to cultivate a piece 

, of waste ground near the city, as means of a livelihood; where his plough turned 

up a treasure. He informed the Brail men ; and the Brahmen, equally conscien¬ 

tious, or equally cautious, the emperor. The Emperor, struck with the honesty of 

Hussun, bestowed upon liim the command of one hundred horse. The Brahmen 

told him, that he saw* by the stars, he was destined to greatness, mid stipulated 

that, when king of Deccan, he would make liim Ids minister. Hussun offered 

his services to the first commander who was sent into Deccan, joined the insur¬ 

gents; and when Ismael was chosen king, he was decorated with the title of 

Zuffeir Khan; and received a large jaghire for the maintenance of his troops. 

After Mahomed was summoned from Deccan, by the new disturbances in 

Guzerat, and after his general was obliged to raise the siege of Dnwlatabad, 

Jin Heir Khan marched with twenty thousand home against Beder, a dty on the 

Gotlavery, nearly a hundred miles north-west from Goiconda, and about the same 

distance w est from WarunkuL This had been the seat of a Hindu rajabship; 

it was at this time a station of one of the imperial generals. Zuffeir Khan, 

obtaining tlie assistance of the Rajah of Warunkul, who sent him fifteen thousand 

men ; ami being reinforced with five thousand horse, detached to Ids assistance 

by the new king of Bowiatabad, engaged and defeated the army of Mahomed, 

Returning, with glory and plunder, he was met, before reaching the capital, by 

the king; who could not ludp observing, that move attention was paid to the 

general than to himself. .Making a merit of what would soon he necessity ; and 

talcing the pretext of his great age, he proposed to retire firom the cares of govern¬ 

ment, and recommended Zuffeir Khan as successor. The proposition was 

applauded; and the slave or peasant Hussun, mounting the new throne by the 

style and title of Sultan Alia ad dicn Hussun Kongoh Bliamenee, became the 

founder of the Bhamenee dynasty. Koolburga, or Cullxrga, wliich had been the 

place of his residence, he named Atissunabad, and rendered it the capital of 

the Dooranee empire. 

Sultan A 11a was not unmindful of his ancient master; from whose name he 

3 
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added the term Kongoh, and according to some authorities, that of Bjihmeuee, Cim? 

Brahmen lieing so pronounced, to liis royal titles. He invited Kongoh front '-s' 

Delhi; made him lord of the treasury; and in his edicts associated the name of 1 J“>1— 

the Brahmen with his own. Hussun lived, after the acquisition of royalty, 

eleven year*, two months, and seven days; having in that time reduced to ids 

obedience all the regions in Deccan w hich had ever acknowledged the sway of 

the emperors of Delhi. He governed with wisdom and moderation, and died at 

Koolburga, in the year 1357, and the sixty-seventh year of his age.* 

Upon the death of the emperor Mahomed, his nephew Feroze, whom heF=™* 

recommended for his successor, was in the imperial camp; and without difficulty 

mounted the throne. The nerves of the state were relaxed by mis-governmeut; 

ami it displayed but little vigour during the days of Fcroze. The governor .of 

Bengal aspired to independence; and the emjieror, after several efforts, being 

unable to reduce him to obedience, was forced to content himself with a nomimd 

subjection.f Ferozc, however, employed himself with laudable solicitude, in 

promoting agriculture, and the internal prosperity of his dominions. He lived 

_t . e “ff ° ninety years; twenty-eight of which he spent upon the throne. 
He is celebrated in history for having constructed fifty great aqueducts or reser¬ 

voirs of water, forty mosques; thirty schools; twentycaravanseras; an hundred 

palais; five hospital; one hundred tombs; ten baths; ten spires; one hundred 

n y neUs . one hundred bridges; and pleasure gardens, without number, 

lather whe “ son of Fer»ze. had received the reins of government from his T^iet. 

A «, * ■ ” e.WCJght °f theni tx‘san to i)POss hea^y upon his aged hands. 
t. ?SpArWjr> of lhe 0mralM- had, after a time, obliged him to fly from 

iV "u*' I™ ler0Z€l made Tu^ck. his grandson, successor. Tuglick was 
^ a o pleasure; and slenderly provided with talents. He made an effort to 

. “ , lli ' omed, his unde, who had been chased from the throne’ 
but Mahomed threw himself into the fort of Nagraeote, which, for the present,’ 

nl Lm^ ^ nal,mCIU* by FerUhta; md to Jam- 
The above sketch of the 

I* History of oEuLtaad fit“ ^"5 *”> 

enjonure to be™ »bk toldZt 1 “*?*' “"d -11 tl*“ ' 
—Bb* eOTC„,rae„„^ „“r,r ^ fra*"“"<,r,h<' «■<* -»■>» 

t Such is the account of Feriihta, Mr, Stewart, (Hist, of Bengal sect w i f„n ... „ 

3 x 
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1396* 

Abu Bccker# 

Mahomed, 

Mabidpod 

Book lit, it was deemed inexpedient to Attack. The emperor, meanwhile, inspired so 

little respect, that Abu Becker, his cousin, in danger from liis jealousy, found 

himself able to hurry him to his grave. By means of some Omrnhs, he corrupted 

the imperial slaves ; who assassinated their master, after he had reigned but five 

months. 

Abu Becker was hardly snore fortunate. Some of the Mogul mercenaries, in 

the imperial service, conspired against him, and invited Mahomed from Nagro- 

cote, to place himself at their head. Mahomed succeeded; and Abu Becker 

resigned his life and his throne, one year and six months after the death of 

Tuglick. 

In the reign of Mahomed, the Mahrattors (Mahrattas) again appear in the 

field. They were soon brought to submission; and Narsing their prince waited 

upon the emperor at Delhi. The six years of this emperor were chiefly employed 

in subduing or anticipating the insurrections of the provincial Omrahs or gover¬ 

nors, from whom he enjoyed scarce an interval of repose. His son Humaioon, 

w ho succeeded, was seized with a fatal disorder, and survived his father not many 

days. 

The Omralis, after high dispute, at last raised Mahmoud, an infant son of the 

late Mahomed, to the throne, The distractions in the empire increased. 

Three oftlie most powerful Omralis of the court, Mubariek, Ekbal, and Sadit, 

fell Into deadly feuds. The emperor having left the capital, with the army com¬ 

manded by Sadit; Mubnrkk, fearing tl»e resentment of Sadit, shut the gates of the 

city. The emperor was constrained to abandon Sadit, lieforc he w as allowed to 

re-enter his capital and palace. Joined by his sovereign, Mubariek, the next day, 

marched out and gave battle to Sadit. but was worsted and forced back into the 

city- As the rains had commenced, Sadit was obliged to lend his army into 

quarters. He immediately sent for Nuserit, a prince of the Wood, and set him 

up in opposition to Mahmoud, by the name of Nuserit Shah. A conspiracy soon 

threw Sadit into the hands of Mubariek, who put him to death. But a strong 

party adhered to Nuserit; and a most destructive contest ensued between the 

partisans of Ibe rival kings. The balance continued nearly even for the space of 

three years, during which every species of calamity oppressed the wretched inha¬ 

bitants. Some of the distant Sulirtlidars looked on with satisfaction, contemplating 

their own elevation in the depression of the imperial power. But in the year 

1806, Mahomed Jehanghecr, the grandson of Timur, or Tamerlane, having 

constructed a bridge over the Indus, invaded Multan. The governor, who 

already regarded the province as his own, opposed liim with no contemptible force! 
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lint was overcome, and resigned Multan to the connucror T„ *}^ mrt *■ ,t 

'T7!7“”M™* <«N-*..tab££ ^ZZt 
7 , . Ho “t™cd ° decHtllil ncgocktion with thi> Emperor, 

Ekll “f S'"'P Md SkW MulMri<*- AU power „„lmt in 

iS! Zltw 17™, 7 C0"VeHCd " «* «»**. were 
lnd„». ' 6%C"“ "nvcd *■» Ti”“r W”»lf had cro^d He 

The birth of Timur or Tamerlane, was cast at arm t,f +J™ 

*7 “•"*?** Asktk 
eererol ganeraiuro, haring extiagakhod all „,„„ly virtu* i„ [h’7 ? 

stir 

Caadehar.mtdSkd.,^^ ;;";^;^1™- ”“d «*» * 

Tt—riWC or rather Ltary7dT^7, anJ 
dynasties of the race of Cinfm J ni C0^Uncton' tlje The 

^ or paw, -C™ cr«scr “ t 
Ama invariably produces. TIi* «■ ■ ^ ^>assrajSU>Q ^ power in 
«l«« up to the riots triioh L ■■ ^’”g*°tC^°‘ h0d eTe>7«*sre given them- 

Of the provinces tkapUed their'luthoritv ^ f™? °* ^ throoe^ the viceroys 
the empire. Al*J tiiirtv u 3 ’ Weakness and ^tractim. i*rvaded 

rebel governor, had been erected 1 . U, T*’ mi>St ever>’ province, under a 

into a number of petty states From T j ^ ** wllde divided 
Zagalai, (this the intennJ!* SaQ,(f kingdom of 
Gingis whose lot it het J \ * «*Ied from that son 0f 

t^i .hri o'z^d^^rrfor by * - -n*w 
w. «3r TTd L p^7 7,C7 l,a<l >- Potently agitatod, hut 

*t*of r; 7&um- - i.'SHtr'"tlc Af*’“un 
.Stb7,“j7 77,777^7 ro“i “f S“"m'a,"‘- in lhe *“<«• of 

tl« worfare td a dBtrooted |«iod i and hy id, courago, 
’f K S 
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HI. activity, and address, had at fire and twenty fixed upon himself the hopes and 

esteem of a large proportion of his countrymen. Amid the other calamities 

which had fallen upon the kingdom of Zagatai or Samarkand, upon the breaking 

up of the government of the descendants of Gingis, the Tartars of Cashgar 

had been incited, by the apparent weakness of the state, to invade the country, 

where they now oppressed and massacred the wretched inhabitants, Timur 

stood forward as the deliverer of his country : but when the day for action 

arrived, the chiefs who had promised to support him betrayed their engagement, 

and lie was constrained to fly to the desert with only sixty horsemen. Timur 

run every sort of danger, and endured every sort of hardship, for several 

months, during winch he led the life of a fugitive or outlaw. By degrees, how¬ 

ever, he collected a party of well tried adherents. The soldiers of fortune, the 

most adventurous of the youth, gathered swound him. He harassed the Tartars 

by daring, yet cautious onsets; whence he increased his reputation and multi¬ 

plied his followers. After a series of struggles, the invaders w ere finally driven 

from Transoxiana. But it was not till the age of thirty-four, and after a course 

of strenuous and fortunate activity, tliat he was raised by the general voice to 

the undivided sovereignty of his native country. 

Placed on the throne of Samarcond, the eye of Timur perceived the situ¬ 

ation of the neighbouring countries. The provinces or kingdoms which had 

become detached from the house of Zagatai ; Knrisme, and Chorasan, first 

tempted his restless ambition; and some years were spent in adding these im¬ 

portant conquests to his dominion. The contiguous provinces of Persia; Mo- 

zenderan and Segistan, to which was added Zabufistan, the grand southern or 

Indian district of the kingdom of Zagatai; next employed his conquering arms. 

These enterprises successfully terminated, he passed into Pars, the Persia 

proper; into Persian Irac, and Aderbijiati, the conquest of which he completed 

in two years. The princes or usurpers of the provinces Shirvan and Gilan sent 

to their submissions, and to promise obedience. At Shiraz, in the year 

1386, he received intelligence, that Toktarnish Khan, a Tartar chief, whose au¬ 

thority was acknowledged throughout the region known to the Persians under 

the title of Desht Kapshak, north of the Caspian, had made incursion into 

Trsmsoxiana. He flew to repel the invader; and the desire of chastising Tok- 

tarnish was the primary cause of the conquests of Timur in Turkestan. He 

followed hU enemy into regions, void of houses, where the men fled before liim. 

When for driven to the north, they were at last constrained to fight; and the 

army of Timur, after severe suffering, repaid itself by a complete victory, 

S 
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which compelled Toktamish, with his remaining followers, to take shelter in the chap. ill. 

mountains on the western side of the Caspian Sea. From this enterprise, the ---' 

victor returned tptomplcte the conejuest of Persia. He drove from the city of l33^' 

Bagdad, the lost prince in Persia of the house of Gingis; he conquered the 

whole of Mesopotamia; pushed his way into Tartary through mount Caucasus, 

to chastise anew the insolence of Tqktaraish, who had passed Derlx-nd and 

made an inroad in Shirvan ; and, having settled these extensive acquisitions, was, 

in t39G, prepared to carry his army across the Indus. 

Timur proceeded from Samnreand, hy the dty of Termed, and passing a 

little to the eastward of Balk, arrived at Anderob, a city on the borders of that 

stupendous ridge of mountains which separates Hindustan from the regions of 

the north. The difficulties of the passage were not easily surmounted; hut 

every tlung yielded to the power and perseverance of Timur. He descended 

to the city of Calm!; whence he marched towards Attock, the celebrated pas¬ 

sage of the Indus; and in the year 1397, commenced his operations against 

Muharick, who governed the frontier provinces of the empire of Delhi.' Mu- 

barick betook himself to a place of strength, and resisted the detachment sent 

to subdue him; but on the approach of the conqueror with his w hole army* 

fled, with his family and treasure. The attention of Timur was now called to 

the situation of his grandson, who had invaded Hindustan the preceding year. 

The solstitial rains had forced tiim to draw Ills army into Multan, after it had 

suffered much from the season ; and no sooner was he enclosed within the city, 

than the people of die country invested it, preventing supplies, Mahomed 

was reduced to the greatest distress, when ids grandfather detached a body of 

horse to support him, and soon after followed with lm whole army. He ravaged 

Multan and Lahore, putting the inhabitants of several of the cities which pre¬ 

sumed to offer any resistance indiscriminately to the sword. Without further 

delay, he directed his march towards Delhi, and encamped before the citadel. 

On the seventh day, though unlucky, Ekbal, and his ostensible sovereign, 

marched out to engage him, But the enervated troops of Deliii scarcely bore 
to commence the action with the fierce soldiers of tin? north; and Timur pursued 

them with great slaughter to the wails of Delhi Ekbal, and Mahmood, fled 

from the city in the night, the sovereign towards Guzerat, the minister towards 

Birren; upon which the magistrates and omrahs of tte ritv tendered their sub- 

missions; and opened the gates. In levying the heavy contributions imposed upon 

the dty disputes arose between the Moguls of Timur and the inhabitants; 

when Wood began to flow. One act of violence led on to another, till the city 
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Book III. was involved in one atrocious scone of sack and massacre, which Timur (autho¬ 

rities differ) was either careless to prevent, or pleased to behold. 

Timur remained at Delhi fifteen days, and arrested the progress of conquest 

in Hindustan. Having- received the submissions of several omroh-S the governors 

or sul»nhdors of provinces, and confirmed them in their commands, he marched 

in a northern direction, over-running the country on Iwth sides of the 

Ganges, till he readied tfm celebrated spot where it issues from the mountains. 

He then advanced along the bottom of the hills to Cabui, and thence proceeded 

to Sanuurctukl. 

Delhi remained in a state of anarchy for two months oiler the departure of 

the Moguls. It was then entered by the pretended emperor Nuserit, with a 

small body of horse. Ekhnl, however, by means of some Zemindars, was still 

able to dislodge him, and recovered the Dooab or country between the rivers, 

which, with a small district round the city, was all that now acknowledged the 

sovereign of Delhi. The governors or subahdara of the provinces all assumed 

independence, and adopted royal titles. .Lahore, Dibalpore [Punjab], and 

Multan, W'cre seized by Cliizer; Canoge, Oude, Corah, and Jionpoor, by 

Shaja Jehnu, then styled the king of the East; Guzerat, by Azim; Mohva, hy 

Delawir; and the other departments, by those who happened in each to have in 

their hands the reins of government- Ekbal made some efforts, but attended 

with little success, to extend his limits, lie received Mahmoud, who fled from 

the disrespectful treatment bestowed on him by the governor or king of 

Guzerat; but compelled him to live on a pension, without claiming any share 

in the government. At last he came to blows with Chizcr, the powerful 

usurper of Multan and Lahore ; when he was defeated, and lost Ins life in the 

action. Mahrtvnod then recovered a small remainder of the power which once 

belonged to the Shahs of Della; but knew not how to employ it cither for his 

own or the public advantage. Nothing but tlie struggles and contests which 

prevailed among the usur[>ets of the provinces prevented some one of them from 

seizing his throne, ami extinguishing his impotent reign in his blood; when 

dying of a fever, in the year 1413, “ the empire felt,” says Fcrishta, u from the 

race of the Turks [or Tartars], who were adopted slaves of the emperor Ma¬ 

homed Gauri, the second of the race of the sovereigns of India, called the 

dynasty of Gaur.n * An Omrah, who happened to he in command at Delhi, 

* The two dynasties gfGaur are what U spolcnof occasionally by the Oriental historians under 

the title of the Aighaun and Patau goretnment of India; Afghans and Patau, as oho AbdauJy, 
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presumed to mount the vacant throne; but Chizer, with tire troops and re- Chap. hi. 
sources of Multan and Lahore, found little difficult in thmwW h™ '■ J—; 

l+‘2o. 

* —* "jmi urp iruupif ana re* 

sources of Multan and Lahore, found little difficulty in throwing him down 
from liis rash elevation. 

In the short period which intervened since the demure of Timur ftwnchi«r 

Delhi, that conqueror had settled the affaire of Persia; reduced Syria, Egypt, 

and Asia Minor; defeated Bajozet the Turkish emperor on the plains of Galatia ; 

and prepared a vast expedition against China, which he was conducting through 

the plains and across the mountains of Tartan', when he fell sick, and dial, in 
the year 1405, tearing his vast empire to his son Shiroch, 

Cluzcr, it seems, was of the race of the prophet His father bad been 

adopted as the &on of a great Omrah, who was governor of Multan, in the 

reign of Feroze. Lpon the death ol this Omrah and Ids son, the father of 

Clu^er succeeded as Subahdar of Multan, and from him the government de- 

scended to his son. At the time when Timur arrived in India, he was involved 

in difficulties, through the power of a neighbouring chief; and had the prudence 

or good luck, to solicit the protection of the conquercr, who confirmed him in the 

government of Multan, and added to it several other important provinces. 

Unzer affected to decline the title of sovereign; pretending that he heki the 

government of India only as the deputy of Timur, in whose name be ordered 

.. com to be struck, and the instruments of government to be expedited. Jiy 

?“ 7 "* * ****** jealousies and competition of the 
mra in many of whom would have regarded their claim to the throne os ,,n> 

mi > o o his own. Cbdrer governed with considerable abilities ■ and the people 

2S“ Qf peaCC acd *■***“ ^ his reign. He made but 
e progres-, m re-annexing the revolted provinces to the empire of Delhi. He 

reigned however, from the furthest branch of the Indus, to the extremity of the 

,T * °n T°m tie Cashmere* rand Hinmleh mountains tq the latitude of 
Gttami\ 

After a reign of seven years and sane months his death transferred the M , . , 

Tt~ ? > hk ** Muljarict *“ fa • contest J£ * 
p5G,Ck7’ " 7 a !cadtr o{the name Of Jisserit, continued to molest the 
Punjab mid Lahore during the whole of his reign. The Hindu tribes in tire hill 

country of Memt, to the south of Delhi; those also in the lull country to the 

north of Budaoon or Rohllcund, gave him at various periods no little distur- 

nee. war at one time kindled between him and the governor who had 

7,77 7C”'uIJ]g appIied 1D die whole or a pari of the people who inhabit the chain 
of motmtidiia^frofn I feint, to die mouLhg of die Indus 
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Book III. usurped the provinces lying eastward from Delhi, and was then known by the 

"■ ***—' title of the King of tlw? East. Coming however to a drawn battle, the two so¬ 

vereigns were contented ever after to leave each other in peace. A rebellious 

slave, in the northern provinces, drew him into a contest with the Moguls of 

the empire of Saraarcand; the rebel having invited the Viceroy of Shirodi who 

resided at Cabiil, to come to his assistance. The Moguls were defeated in battle 

and repelled, Mubarick, however, in consequence of a conspiracy, headed by 

the Vizir, was shortly after assassinated, in the fourteenth year of a reign, 

during which he had displayed considerable talents for government, and more 

than usual attention to justice and humanity. 

Mahomed. The Vizir placed Mahomed, a grandson of Mubarick upon the throne, ex¬ 

pecting to govern the kingdom in his name, or in tune to appropriate the shadow 

as well as the substance of command. But the Omrahs were disgusted with ids 

pretensions, and levied war; which enabled or compelled the king to rid himself 

bv assassination of his domineering minister. The Omrahs returned to obedi¬ 

ence ; and the king, alter making a parade of bis power in a progress through 

several of the provinces, returned to Delhi, and resigned lumself to pleasure. 

The temper of the times was not such as to permit a negligent hand to hold the 

reins of government with impunity. The Omrahs in the distant governments 

began immediately to prepare for independence. Bduii Lodi, the governor of 

Serhind, a town on the Sutlcdgc, or eastern branch of the Indus, made 

himself master of Lahore, of the greater part of the Punjab, and the country 

eastwards os far as Pan i put, within a few leagues of Delhi, Beloli retired 

before the imjwriai army, but preserved bis own entire; and rc-occupied the 

country as soon as the troops of Mahomed returned. Another Viceroy, who had 

become independent in Mai WO, and assumed the title of its King, marched 

against the feeble sovereign of Delhi, who saw no hopes of safety, but in calling 

the rebel Beloli to his aid. An indecisive action was fought; and the monarch^ 

of Delhi and Malwa, both suffering from their fears, hasted to quiet their minds 

by huddling up an adjustment; hut Beloli attacked in its retreat the army of 

Malwa, which he plundered and deprived of its baggage. He was dispatched 

by Mahomed against dissent the Gicker chief, who still harassed the northern 

provinces, .But Beloli made his own terms with the plunderer; and returned 

to besiege Delhi. It held out however so long, that for the present he aban¬ 

doned the enterprise. Mahomed shortly after died, his power reduced to a 

shadow, after a reign of twelve years and some months. 

In the same year, viz. 1446, died Shiroch, son of Timur, and Emperor of 
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the Moguls, t.pon his deoth the vast empire of Timur, which had yet rc- Chap. Iff. 

mnmod entire, underwent division. The eldest son of Shirodi, the famous ^---’ 

Ulug- Beg. inherited the imperial titles, and the dominion of Western Tartar? l4®°‘ 

or Trnnsoxmnfl, The eldest son of Basircker, another of the sons of Timur, 

possessed himself of Chorasan, Caudahar, and Cobul. The second son of Ba¬ 

nker held possession of the Western Persia. And Ahul Raze in, the third of 

Timurs sons, become sovereign of Georgia, and Mnzendernn. 

Alia, the son of Mahomed, mounted the throne of Delhi, honoured now AIK 

with the obediened of little more than a few of the contiguous districts. Alio 

showed no talents for government; and after a few years, Iwing attacked by 

Beloli, resigned to him the throne, upon condition of receiving the government 
of Budaoon, where he lived and <lied in peace. 

Beioli was an Afghaun, of. the trilie of Lodi, which subsisted chiefly by car- iw«£i. 

lying on the traffic between Hindustan and Persia. Ibrahim, the grandfather 

of Bcioli, a wealthy trader, repaired to the court of Fcroze at Delhi; and ac¬ 

quired sufficient influence to be entrusted with the government of Multan. 
M hen Chizer succeeded to the same command, he made the son of Ibrahim 

master of his Afghaun troops; and afterwards bestowed upon him the govern¬ 

ment of Serhind. Beioli was not the son of the governor of Serhind, hut of 

another of the sons of Ibrahim. Beioli, upon the death of his father, repaired 

to his unde nt Serhind, and so effectually cultivated his favour, that he received 

his daughter in marriage, and his recommendation to succeed him in his govern¬ 

ment. But Ibrahim left a brother Fetoze, and a son Cuttub, who disputed 

the pretensions of the son-in-law of the governor of SerliintL Beioli was the 

most powerful and adroit; and of course the successful competitor. The rest, 

however, excited against him the Emperor of Delhi. His country was attacked 

and over-run. But Bcioli kept his army together, and speedily recovered his 

territory, when the imperial troops were withdrawn. By activity, valour, and 

skill, something was daily added to the power of Beioli; by indolence, effemi¬ 

nacy, and lolly, something was daily detached from the jiower of the sovereign 

of Delhi; till Bcioli was able to measure strength with him, on more than equal 
terms, and finally to seat himself on bis throne. 

Hie mother of Bcioli wns smothered, while pregnant, under the ruins of a 

falling house. Her husband, opening her body, saved the infant, afterwards em¬ 

peror of Hindustan. It is related that when Beioli was yet a youth, in the 

service nf his uncle, a famous Dirvesh, whom he had gone to visit, suddenly 

med out with enthusiasm, Who will give two thousand rupees for the empire of 
VOL- L 3 y 
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Boob ITT. Delhi ? Beloli had but one thousand six hundred rupees in the world. But he 

v--- sent his servant immediately to bring them. The Dirvesh, receiving the money, 

ISW‘ laid his hand upon the head of Belch', and gave him salutation <md blessing as 

the king of Delhi. Ridiculed by his companions as a dupe, Beloli replied, that 

if he obtained the crown it was cheaply purchased; if not, still the benediction 

of a holy man was not without its use. 
Those Omrnhs, who regarded their own pretensions to the throne as not inferior 

to those of Beloli, were disaffected. A party of them joined Mahmood, w ho 

held the usur]>ed sovereignty of Bohor, and the country towards Orissa; and 

was called king of Jionpoor, the city, at which he resided, on the banks of the 

Goomty, about 40 mites from Benares. The victor}' which Beloli gained over 

their united forces established him firmly on his tlirone. 

Beloli made a progress through Ids unsettled provinces, confirming or removing 

the several governors, as ho supposed them affected to bis interests. He was not 

long suffered to remain in peace. Between lum and the rival sovereign of Jioft- 

poor, or the East, an undecisive war was carried on during the whole of his 

reign. The advantage, partly through force and partly through treachery, was, 

upon the whole, on the side of Beloli, who at last drove the king of the East 

from Jionpoor, and severed from his dominions the district to which it Ijelonged. 

In his declining years Beloli divided the provinces of his empire among his sons, 

relations, and favourites; and died at an advanced age, in the thirty-ninth year 

of his reign. He was a modest sovereign ; and when reproved by hk friends for 

showing so little of the prince, ** It wos enough for liirn " he replied, “ that the 

world knew he wos king; without his making a vain parade of royalty.” 

fcajnder. The partition which Beloli made of Ilia dominions had no tendency to prevent 

those disputes about the succession, which are so frequent in the East; hut 

neither, perhaps, did it augment them. A strong party of the Omrahs declared 

for Seconder, one of the younger sons or Belolit and after some struggle of no 

great importance he was seated firmly on the tlirone, The usual measures were 

pursued for placing the provinces in a state of oljedience; and Secunder was sti¬ 

mulated to endeavour the restoration of some of the districts which for several 

reigns had affected independence on the throne of Delhi. The tranquillity, how¬ 

ever, of an empire, which had been so long distracted, was not easily preserved; 

and Seconder was perpetually recalled from the frontiers of his kingdom, to anti¬ 

cipate or to quell insurrections within. He waged notwithstanding a successful 

war with the king of the East, who had been driven from Jionpoor by the 

father, and wos now driven from Bah or by the son. But he found himself uu- 
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equal to a war for the recovery of Bengal, to the confines of which he had once Chai*. III. 

more extended the empire of Delhi; and that important province still remained v-*-- 

in the hands of the usurper. Seconder reigned, with the reputation of abilities 1585‘ 

and of no inconsiderable virtue, for twenty-eight years and five months, and was 
succeeded by his son Ibrahim. 

Ibrahim had personal courage, and was not altogether destitute of talents ;TMm. 

hut he was a violent, capricious, unthinking prince; and quickly lost the affec¬ 

tions and respect of his subjects. One of his maxims was, “ that kings had no 

relations; for that all men equally were the slaves of the monarch.” This, 

though perfectly constitutional doctrine in the East, was a Language winch had 

now become unusual to the proud Omrahs of the falling throne of Delhi. Ibra¬ 

him was involved in an uninterrupted struggle with rebellion; against which, 

however, he maintained himself, during a space of twenty years. His empire 

was then invaded by Baber, a descendant of the great Timur, who in 1525 

deprived him at once of his throne and his life. 

3 y S 
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Book III, 

1525. 
Origin of tbo 
Mogul il;- 
nasty. 

CHAP. IV, 

From the Commencement to the Close of the Mogul Dynasty, 

Upon the death of Shiroch, the son of Timur, and the division of the domi¬ 

nions of that conqueror among his descendants, quarrels and war ensued; the 

weakness and vice, which arc the usual attendants upon long inherited sove¬ 

reignty, weakened the unsteady powers of Asiatic government; and in a iew 

years the great empire of Timur w as in a state of dissolution- 'l he Turks, w ho 

had penetrated into western Asia, and who, under Bajazet, received a dreadful 

overthrow by the arms of Timur, no sooner felt the weakness of government in 

the hands of his successors, than they pressed upon the nearest provinces, and at 

an early period were masters of Mesopotamia. Ismael was a disgraced servant 

of Jacob Beg, the eighth in the Turkish dynasty of the white sheep. Pursuing 

the career of a military adventurer, lie collected around him a number of those 

daring characters, so numerous in the turbulent and unsettled countries of the 

East, whose business it b to seek a livelihood by their sword ; and after a jieriod, 

spent in subordinate plunder, he conceived himself sufficiently strong to attack in 

the year 1500 the governor, or king (for he now affected independance) of the 

province of Shiran. After the conquest of Shirvan, Ismael successively made 

himself master of Taurb, Media, Chaldea, Persia, and became the founder of 

the dynasty of the Sophia, who held the sceptre of Persia for a number of gene¬ 

rations. 
On the eastern side of the Caspian, Shaibek Klurn, a chief of the Usbeks or 

Tartars of Desht Kipshak, entered Transoxiana, at the head of his horde, in the 

year 1494. In the course of four years, he rendered himself master of all 1 ran- 

soxiana and Chorasau ; the last of which was how ever wrested from the Tsltecks, 

by the arms of Ismael Sophi, in the year 1510. 
Baber was the grandson of Abo Seid, the king of Zagatai; and Abu Soul w as 

the son of Mahomed, the grandson of Timur, through Miran Shah. lhe 

dominions of Abu Seid were at his death divided among his sons. Ali became 

king of Cabul; Ahmed, king of Samarcand; Ahmcr, king of Indija and Firgana; 

and Mahmood, king of Kundiz and Buducshati, Baber was the son of Ahmer, 

king of Indija and Firgana; a district surrounded by mountains, lying betw een 
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Sum armed and Cashgar. He succeeded his father, while yet very young, in 

the year 1493 ; and was immediately involved in a war with his uncles, desirous 

la profit Uy his youth and inexperience. Baber maintained himself against them 

with varying fortune, sometimes reduced to the lowest ebb, at other times liortie 

on a flowing tide; till the arrival of Shai'bck, the Tartar* Shaibek, after a 

struggle, which was strenuously supported by Baber, swept the posterity of 

Timur from Transoxiana and Chorasan. Baber was compelled to retire towards 

Cabul; where the son of his unde AH had l>een dethroned by his Omrahs, and 

the greatest anarchy prevailed. The weak resistance opposed to Balier, in CabuJ, 

he had means to overcome, and liecame master of tiiat province in the year 1.304, 

After spending some years in contending with tlie enemies who disputed with 

him the possession of Cabul and resisted his efforts for obtaining Candahar, he 

was fired with the hopes of recovering his paternal dominions, Ismael Sophi hav¬ 

ing defeated and slain his enemy, Shaibek, In the year 1511 he marched 

towards Bochara, of which, after some resistance, he made himself master. His 

next object was Samnreaad, wlueb surrendered upon liis arrival. His ambition 

was to make this celebrated capital of the great founder of his house the place 

of his residence; and he appointed Nasir, liis brother, governor of CabuL. But 

he bad not enjoyed, above nine months, this coveted throne, when the Usbecks, 

under the successor of Shaibek, returned from the desert, and Baber, after an 
unavailing struggle, was forced back to Cabul. 

Baber had not spent one year in re-establishing his authority in Cabul, when 

reformation received of the weakness at DdJii inspired him with hopes of indem¬ 

nifying himself in the south for the possessions which he had been constrained to 

relinquish in the north. In the year 1510 be took possession of ail the countries 

on the further side of the Blue River, one of the brandies of the Indus. He over¬ 

ran a part of the Punjab, levying contributions; and after chastising the Gickors, 

who had molested torn in his progress, he returned to Cabul Before the end of 

the some year, he renewed his march into Hindustan, and intended to reduce 

Lahore; but was interrupted by news from the northern side of the mountains 

which separate Bochara from Cabul, that a district there, of which he still 

retained possession, had been invaded by the Tartars of Cashgor. The Mowing 

year, the conqueror was recalled, after he had made some prog^ss in the invasion 

of Hindustan, by intelligence that Cabul itself was assailed by the people of Can¬ 

dahar. fial*r resolved to complete the conquest of this neighbouring country 

533 
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1550. 

fiftbcr. 

Book HI. before he Again led out his armies to regions more remote. The vigour of tlie 

king of Canclabar, who heUl out for three years, procured, so long, a respite to the 

kings and Omrahs of Hindustan; or rather afforded three additional years for 

the exercise of their mutual hostilities, am! the oppression of the wretched inha¬ 

bitants. But in the year 1523, Candahar being at Inst reduced, Baber rendered 

himself master of Lahore and the Punjab. The next year, beginning to feel the 

seduccmcnt* of luxury and ease, he contented himself with directing Ids troops in 

Hindustan to march against Delhi. But they were attacked and overthrown. 

In 1525 Baber resolved to repair this misfortune by his presence. Ibrahim 

marched out to defend his capital with an army as much inferior in bravery, as 

it was superior in numbers. It was speedily routed, Ibrahim was slain in battle, 

Baber entered Delhi, and, mounting the throne of the Afghauns or Patans, began 

the Mogul dynasty in Hindustan. 

Great efforts were still demanded for the reduction of the provinces, the 

Omrahs of wliich being Afghauns, and expecting little favour under a Mogul 

monarch, held out, and even formed themselves into an extensive and formidable 

confederacy, setting a son of the late Seconder, as sovereign, at their head. 

Baber’s principal officers, alarmed by the resistance which it seemed necessary to 

overcome, combined in offering him advice to return. The king, declaring that 

lie would relinquish such a conquest only with his life, displayed so formidable a 

spirit of resolution and jicntvcranot, that in a short time the confederacy began 

to dissolve. Many of the Omralis, who were the weakest, or whose territories 

were the most exposed, come over to Baber, and entered into his service. At 

last a great battle was fought, which Baber with difficulty won, but which gave 

him so decided a superiority, tliat Iris enemies were no longer able to meet him 

in the A?ld. Having reduced the provinces which latterly paid obedience to the 

throne of Delhi, be advanced against the Omrahs of the East, w ho for a length of 

time bad affected independence. He had scarcely, however, conquered Bailor, 

when he fell sick and died, in the year 1530. 

Humaioon succeeded to the throne of his father, but was not long suffered to 

enjoy it in peace. His brother Cam iron, in the government of Cabul, formed a 

resolution of seizing upon the Punjab ; and Humaioon was fain to confer upon 

him the government of all the country from the Indus to Persia, on condition of 

his holding it as a dependency. Mahtnood, too, the son of the Emperor Secunder, 

whom the confederated Ommhs had placed at their head, was again joined by 

some chiefs, and kindled the flames of war in the eastern provinces. A victory 

gained by the Enqiercr extinguished all immediate danger in t hat quarter. But 

1 

UumaiooP- 
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Store Khan, the regent of Bahar, refused to give up the fortress of Chunar. A Chat. 

conspiracy was formed in favour of Mahomed, n prince of the race of Timur; s-v 

and Bahadur, king of Guzcrat, was excited to hostilities by the protection which 1536—1 

Humaioon afforded to the liana of Chitore. Bahadur was unequal to his enter* 

prise; Che war against him was pushed with activity and vigour, and he lost 

entirely the kingdom of Guzerat. Humaioon was now in favour with fortune ; 

from Guzeral he marched to the eastern provinces, and reduced Chunar. I lav- 

ing gained the passes, he then entered Bengal; the government of which had 

recently toen usurped, and its sovereign expelled, by the enterprising Shore. He 

took possession of Gour, then the capital of the province; and there resided for 

several months; hut, his troops suffering from the humidity of the climate, and 

his two brothers now aspiring openly to his throne, he was compelled to proceed 

towards Agra, which he and his father had made the seat of government. In the 

mean time, Shore, though he had been defeated, was not subdued. He made 

himself master of the strong fortress of Rhotas, after he had been obliged to retire 

from Gour; and he now threw himself In die way of Humaioon, whose presence 

was urgently required in another part of his empire. Humaioon, threatened 

with detention, if nothing worse, desired accommodation. After a negotiation, 

it was agreed that the government of Bnhar and Bengal should to conferred upon 

Shere, paying a slight tribute, in acknowledgment of dependence. The chance 

of finding the camp of the Emperor unguarded, under the negligence inspired by 

the prospect of peace, was one among the motives which led Shere to open the 

negotiation. The perfidy succeeded; and Humaioon, having lost his army, was 
constrained to fly. 

He repaired to Agra, and was joined by his brothers, whose united strength 

was no more than sufficient to defend them against Shere, the Afgbann. But 

their conflicting interests and passions defeated every scheme of cooperation 

The army with which Humaioon marched out to meet the assailant was over¬ 

thrown * the capital no longer afforded him a place of refuge; he fled from one 

place to another, subject at times to the greatest hardships; and was at last 

obliged to quit the kingdom, and seek an asylum in Persia, where he was hospi¬ 
tably and honourably entertained. ^ 

The grandfather of Shere, the new sovereign of Hindustan, come from the 

district of Roll # in the mountains of Afghanistan, in quest of military employ* 

a *®" RoM|Us' * P“PJe conjure j„ the history of 
Bm«b ndu, by Major btewan, on hi, Ptotoi authority, to h*re |*cn the of 

the Afghan -W^untaiaoiu country (Roh aignUua a mountain C(imtry. mid hqMW 
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Book III, ment, in the reign of Beloli, and entered into the service of an Omrah of the 

v—' court, His son Hussun followed the Subahdar, who acquired the title of King 

iSSfi—of the East ; and rose to considerable rank in his service. Fend, the son of 

llussun, received the name of Shere, which signifies lion, from killing with his 

own hand* in the presence of the King or Governor of Baliar, an enormous tiger 

which rushed from a tliicket. When this monarch died, and his son, a minor, 

succeeded him, the government of Bah nr rested chiefly in the handed Shoreand 

a short time elapsed, when the young prince, having made his escape, left the 

name as well as the power of sovereign to the usurper. He had just accom¬ 

plished the conquest of Bengal, when Humaioon, returning from Guzerat, 

invaded his dominions.* 
Immediately after his victory, Shore assumed the imperial title of Sliah, and 

exerted himself with great activity in reducing the provinces to his obedience. 

His mandates ran from the furthest branch of the Indus, to the Bay of Bengal; a 

more extensive dominion titan ibr some ages had Ixdonged to any sovereign of 

Hindustan. Besieging one of the strongly situated forts, which abound in India, 

he was killed by an accidental explosion of gunpowder, when he had reigned 

five years in Hindustan. What can be said of few sovereigns, even in still more 

enlightened ages, he left various monuments of public beneficence to prolong the 

memory, and the love, of his short administration. He built ?arnvanscras at 

every stage, from the NUab, or furthest branch of the Indus, to the shores of 

Bengal; he dug a well for the refreshment of the traveller at every two miles; 

he ordered that all travellers without distinction of country or religion should at 

every stage l>c entertained, according to their quality, at the public expense; lie 

had trees planted along the roads to shelter the travellers against the violence 

of the sun; he established post-horses, the first in India, for the more rapid 

conveving of intelligence to government,"!" and fot the accommodation of trade 

amt corres[xmdence; even the religious omifoit of the traveller was not neglected, 

a number of magnificent mosques were erected along die rOiid, Mid priests 

appointed for the performance of devotional services. 

Shore left two sons, of whom the youngest, being with the army, was pro- 

mouniainqers or liighJiinilcrs.) extended, according to the same authorities, in length from Svwnd 

anti Bijorv to the town of Sin, in BukJiiitest, and in breadth from Husain to Rabid. Stewart’* 

Bengal, p. 127. 
* What relates to Bengal, ia these transactions, is extracted minutely by Mr. Stewart, iHist. 

Bengali 
1 This is n stage of civilisation to which die Hindus had not attired. 

5 
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claimed ns king. A struggle, as usual, ensued, for the possession of the throne \ Ctwr. IV. 

a feigned accommodation was made up between the brotliers ; war again quickly v——' 

broke out ; the eldest lost a l>attle, from which he fled, and disappearing was 1536—15S+- 

rterer heard of more. The youugest remained emperor, by the name of Selim. 

The Omrahs, however, or Su bah Jars of the provinces, who never neglected an 

opportunity that promised a chance of independence, rebelled In several quarters. 

In some instances they were not without difficulty subdued. After several years 

spent in reducing his dominions to order and obedience, Selim was roused from 

his dreams of future tranquillity, by intelligence that the exiled emperor Hu- 

maioon was on liis way from Persia with an army for the recovery or Hindustan. 

Selim prejiared for action with vigour. But Huniaioon, instead of advancing, 

retired. Selim, shortly after, was seized with a violent distemper- and died 
suddenly, in the tenth year of his reign. 

He left a sou to succeed him; but only twelve years of age. There was a 

nephew to the late emperor Shore, by name Mubarick, whose sister was mother 

of the young prince. Muharick assassinated the boy in the arms of lm mother, 
three days after he had been proclaimed as king. 

Mahomed was the name which Muharick thought proper to use upon the 

throne. V ice, profusion, and folly, the attributes of his character and adminis¬ 

tration, lost him speedily the respect of his people, and the obedience of his 

Onuahs. His brother Ibrahim raised an army, front which Mahomed fled to 

the eastern provinces, leaving Ibrahim to assume the style of royalty at Delhi 

This was nut all. Ahmed, another nephew of the emperor Shore, laid claim to 

the sovereignty in Punjab, assumed the name of Seconder Shah, and marched 

towards Agra. Ibrahim met him, and was defeated. Ibrahim was attacked on 

. e otflCr sulo» ky the vizir of Mahomed, and after several turns of fortune, 
fled to Orissa. Seomder took possession of Agra and Delhi, while Mahomed 

was engaged m a war with the governor of Bengal; in wtudi at first he was 
prospeiTou^ but finally stript of kb dominions and life. 

In the mean time, Secunder was summoned to opjmse (lie exiled emperor Hu- 

mmoon, who had now a second time returned for the recovery of his throne 

When Humnioon made his escape Into Persia, Tamasp the son of Ismael, 

second of the Septus, ruled from beyond the Euphrates, to the furthest bounding 

o Iraiisoxiarm. The governor of the province which first afforded shelter to 

Hiimaioon received him with distinction; and he was conveyed with the respect 

which seemed due to his rank and misfortunes, to the presence at Ispalmn He 

was^treated by Tamasp as a sovereign ; and his misfortunes excited the compos- 
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Book HI. sion of a favourite sister of the king1, and of several of his counsellors. At their 

v— -* instigation an army of ten thousand horse was entrusted to Humaioon ; with 

1596—155*. w]^ a(jvanccd towards Cauda It ur, still governed, together with Cahul. by 

one of his rcltcllious brothers. After an obstinate resistance, the city of Can dab or 

fell into his hands, and the rest of the province submitted. Jealousy and dissa¬ 

tisfaction soon sprung up between him and the Persian commanders. But various 

Otnrahs of the country now' joined him with their troops; and, marching to 

Cahul, he was joined by the second of his rebellious brothers, and several other 

chiefs. Cabul was in no situation to resist; and his hostile brother fled to Bicker, 

a wild and desert province towards the mouth of the Indus, governed by a rela¬ 

tion. When Cabul was subdued, Humaioon crossed the mountains to the north, 

for the purpose of reducing Ruducslian, that district of the Mogul kingdom of 

Transoxiana which had remained united to tire dominions of Buber. In the 

mean time his brother returned from Bicker, and in the absence of Humaioon and 

his army obtained possession of Cabul. Humaioon hastened from Buducshan, 

gave battle to Ids brother's army, routed it, and laid siege to Cabul. HU brother, 

seeing no hopes of success, fled from the dty by night, anil made Ids way to 

Balk, where he received assistance from the governor, marched against Hu- 

maioon's new conquest of Buducshan, and expelled Ids governor. Humaioon 

left him not to enjoy his acquisition in peace; he marched against liim, and, 

forcing him to submit, treated him with lenity and respect. Humaioon next In¬ 

volved himself in hostilities with the Usbeks of Balk, over whont at first he 

gained advantages, but at lost was routed, and obliged to retreat to Cahul. In 

this retreat he was deserted by his perfidious brother, whom he liad recently 

spared. Some of the chiefs of his army wrote to that deserter, that if he could 

attack the army of Humaioon, they would betray him in the action. Humaioon 

was accordingly defeated ; and obliged to fly towards Buducshan, leaving Cahul 

a third time to his foe. Being joined, however, by the second of his brothers, 

who now repaid by great services his former demerits; and by several other 

chiefs; he was speedily in a condition to march again to Cahul with a force 

which Ids brother was by no means able to withstand. After some resistance 

the brother was obliged to fly ; and though he continued for several years to raise 

up disturbance, he was no longer able to endanger the sovereignty of Humaioon. 

That prince, though now in possession of part of his ancient dominions, 

aware of the distractions which prevailed in the rest, and invited by the in¬ 

habitants of Agra and Delhi, paused at the thought of invading Hindustan. At 

first lie was able to robe an army of only fifteen thousand horse. With that lie 
5 
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liegan to advance towards the Indus, where he was joined |>y his veterans frem Chju-. IV 
Candfihar. The governors of Punjab and Lahore fled before him ; and those "---- 

countries were regained uilhout a contest. Secunder detached an array, which lS5S* 

advanced towards the Sutledge, But the general of the advanced division of 

the army of Humaioon surprised the camp of Seconder in the night, and en¬ 

tirely dispersed the troops. This disaster made Secunder hasten with his main 

army to meet the enemy; a great Iiattie was fought under the walls of Scrliind, 

in which the young Akbar, son of Humaioon showed re mark able spirit and reso¬ 

lution. Secunder, being routed, fled to tlie mountains of Sewalk. 

Humaioon re-entered Delhi in the year 1554 ; hut was not destined to a long 

enjoyment of the power which he had regained. As he was supporting himself 

by lus staff, on the marble stairs of his palace, the staff slipped, and the emperor 

fell from the top to the bottom. He was taken up insensible, and expired in a 
few days, in the year 1555, the fifty-first of his age. 

'Paraasp still reigned in Persia. But die Usbecks had now 1«ls3esscd them¬ 
selves of Bochara, and of the greater part of Transoxiana. 

Akbar, the son of HiimniooD, though not quite fourteen years of age, was Atbw. 

placed on ids father's tiirone. He had been nursed in difficulty and misfortune; 

and young as he was, those powerful teachera had performed raudi in forming hri 
mind. & 

When Humaioon, with the few friends who adhered to him first fled from 

India, they nearly perished in the sandy desert which lies between Ajmere and 

l e ndus. With the utmost difficulty, and after the loss of many lives, they 

amved at Amercot, the seat of a Hindu Rajah, about two hundred miles from 

Tatta. It was here that Akbar was boot. Humaioon, proceeding to Candahor, 

w,ere le still hoped for support, was attacked by the governor of Candahar, and 

obliged to fly, leaving ids infant son and his mother behind him. Akbar was 

kept at Qmdahar by the governor, till Humaioon was on bis march from Persia, 

when he sent him to his unde at CalmL When Humaioon, after Cabul was 

token, again behdd Ins son and his wife, he took the ehild in his aims, then four 

yeara of age, and exclaimed : - Joseph by his envious brethren Wa3 ^ into a 

well; but he was exalted by Providence to the summit of glory.” Akbar once 

more TdJ into tlie hands of his unde, when that rebellious prince regained pos- 

of Cabul Wlieu Humaioon returned to besiege him, Akbar was bound 
to a stake, and exposed upon the battlements. Humaioon made proclamation, 

that U mjnry happened to Akbar, every human being in Cabul should be put to 

3 z 2 
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the sword- The wretched uncle was deterred, or forcibly restrained, from ex¬ 

posing it to such a disaster. 
Byram, the chief of the Omrahs in the service of Humaioon, a man of talents, 

but of a severe, or rather of a cruel disposition, was appointed regent during the 

minority ; which, in so unsettled and turbulent an empire, was not likely to be 

attended with general submission and peace. 

TJio first object of the new government was to exterminate the party of the 

lute pretended emperor Seconder : and for this purpose an army, with the young 

sovereign at its head, marched toward the mountains. Seconder fled ; the Rajah 

of Nagracote made Ids submission ; and the rainy season coming on, the army 

retired into quarters. 
In the mean time, the Governor who had been left by Humaioon in the com¬ 

mand Jit Buducshan assumed independence; and presumed so far upon the 

weakness of the new government, as to march against CabuL The city stood a 

siege of four months; hut at last submitted, and acknowledged the authority of 

the invader. 
This calamity arrived not alone. Himu, the virir of Mahomed, the usurper 

who retained a part of the eastern provinces, marched to the centre of the em¬ 

pire with a formidable army. He took Agra. He took Delhi, f he young 

Shah still remained in his quarters. A council of war was held, in which Byront 

advised to march against, the enemy. The principal part of the Omrahs, as the 

hostile army amounted to 100,000 horse, that of the king to scarcely 20,000, 

held it adviseable to retreat. But the young Siiali supported the opinion of 

Byram with so much ardour, that he kindled the enthusiasm ol' the Omvails, who 

declared their resolution to devote their lives and fortunes to his service. 

While the anny was on its march, the governor of Delhi, he by whom the 

city had just been surrendered, joined the King. Waiting for a time when the 

presence of the Prince offered no interruption, Byram called this governor into 

his tent, and had him beheaded. It was to anticipate, he told the King, the cle¬ 

mency of the royal mind, that he had taken upon him, without consultation, to 

make this example ; necessary to let the neglectful Omrahs know that want ol 

vigour was hardly less criminal than w ant of loyalty; and that as meritorious 

services would l>e amply rewarded, so no failure hi duty should pass with impu¬ 

nity. The Prince, whatever were his thoughts, thanked the regent for the care 

he bestowed upon his person and government. 

The brave Himu made the necessary dispositions for encountering the imperial 

Si 
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Uiay. The contending parties arrived in presence of one another in the neigh- c*af. IV. 

bnurhood of Paniput. The Moguls, who had been reinforced on the march, -v-' 

fought with great constancy, and the enemy were thrown into disorder, ilimu 1557 15fJ0, 

advanced, conspicuous on a towering elephant, and endeavoured by bis example 

to reanimate his troops. He was shot with an arrow through the eye; and bis 

followers, believing hint killed, endeavoured to save themselves by retreat. 

Ilimu drew the eye out of the socket with the arrow; arid continued the fight 

with uimlurted constancy. But the driver of bis elephant seeing a mortal blow 

aimed at himself offered to direct the animal wherever he should he desired. 

Ujwn (his, Himu was surrounded and token. 

When the battle ended, he was brought into the presence of Akbnr, almost 

expiring with his wounds. Bymtn, addressing the Ring, told him it would lx? a 

meritorious action to kill that dangerous infidel with his own hands. Akbar, 

in compliance with the advice of his minister, drew his sword, but only touching 

with it gently the head of his gallant captive, hurst into tears. This movement 

of generous compassion was answered by the minister with a look of stem disap¬ 

probation ; and with one blow of tiis sabre he struck the head of tlie prisoner to 
the ground. 

This important victory restored tranquillity to the principal part of AkbaFs 

dominions- It is true that in the same year the invasion of a Persian army, 

under the nephew- of Tamasp, rendered that prince far a time master of Can* 

dollar. And the late pretended emperor Secunder advanced into the western 

provinces, and made the governor fly to I -ihore. But the imperial standards 

were carried with expedition towards the Indus; Secunder was cooped up in a 

fbrt; ivlien, offering to surrender the place and all bin pretensions, he ikis per¬ 

mitted to retire into Bengal, and Akhar returned to Ijdiore. 

The overhenring pretensions of an imperious, though useful servant, and the 

ppuit of a high-minded, though generous sovereign, could not long be recon¬ 

ciled. Mutual jealousies and discontents arose; the minister used his power 

with cruelty to deliver himself from those who stood in his way ; he increased 

hy that means the disgust of his master; yet he contrived for a time to pro- 

serve himself in jiowcr, by occupying the royal mind w ith military preparation 

and action. An expedition, which ended successfully, was planned against 

Gualior, at that time a place of the highest importance. In the same vear, one 

of Akbar’s generals subdued all the country about J ion poor and Benares, 

hitherto retained by the Omrahs w ho hail derived their power from the gift or 

the weakness of the late princes of the Alghaun or Patau dynasty. Operations 
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were commenced against Malwa, possessed by another of those Omrahs. But 

all this business and success served only to retard, not prevent, the fall of the 

minister. When the royal ear was found njjen to accusations against the harsh 

and domineering Bynnn, courtiers were not wanting to fill it. He was secretly 

charged with designs hostile to the person and government of the Shah; and the 

mind of Akhar, though firm, was not unmoved by imputations against the man 

he disliked: though facts no where appealed to supjMrt them. After some irre* 

solution and apprehension, a proclamation was issued to announce that Akhar 

had taken upon himself the government; and that henceforth no mandates but 

his were to he obeyed. Byram, who had shown so much resolution whon serv¬ 

ing his master, was full of indecision when called upon to act for himself. The 

sovereign advised him to make a voyage to Mecca. At one time Byram pro¬ 

ceeded to obey; at another time he resolved to render himself independent in 
some of the provinces which Akhar had not yet subdued ; and at another time 

conceived the design of seizing and governing the Punjab itself. He attempted 

arms, but met with no support; and, driven to his last resource, implored the 

clemency of his master. Akbar hastened to assure him of forgiveness, and invited 

hint to his presence. When the unfortunate Byram presented himself with all 

the marks of humiliation, and bursting into tears threw himself on his face at 

the foot of the throne, Akliar lifted him up with his own hand, and setting him 

in his former place at the head of the Omrahs, ** If the noble Byram, 

said he, “ loves a military life, lie shall obtain the government of a province 

in which his glory may appear; if he chooses rather to remain at court, the bene¬ 

factor of our family shall be distinguished by our favours; but should devotion 

engage the soul of BvTam to make a voyage to the holy city, he shall be pro¬ 

vided and escorted in a manner suitable to Jus dignity.” Byram, desiring leave 

to repair to Mecca, received a splendid retinue and allowance ; hut in. his passage 

through Guzerat, an Afghani! Chief, whose father he had formerly slain in 

battle, pretending salutation, stabbed him with a dagger, and killed him on 

the spot. 
In the year I oOO, a son of the late Shah Mahomed, who had found means 

to raise 40,000 horse, advanced with a design to recover the province of Jionpoor. 

The generals of Akhar, who had the province in charge, vanquished him with 

the forces under their command. Presuming, however, on their services or 

strength, they delayed remitting the plunder. Akliar went towards them without 

a moment’s delay; upon which they made haste to meet him with the spoils. 

He accepted their obedience; praised their valour j and bestowed on them mag* 
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nificent gifts. This is a specimen of the behaviour of Akbar to his Ommh*. CiaMV. 

Their pronencss to seize every opportunity of disobedience he restrained by '-*-f 

prompt and vigorous interference; seldom punished their backwardness; butlss0—iS®°' 
always bestowed on their services honour and reward. 

Hussun, the governor of Ajmere, made some progress in subduing several 

forts in that hilly country, yet held by Hindu Rajahs. The general, sent to 

reduce Malwa, had carried on the war in that province with so much success as 

to drive the the pretended king out of his dominions. He fled, however, to the 

sovereigns of Candcsh and Borar ; from whom tie received such effectual support 

as to he able to defeat the army of the imperial general, which he pursued to the 

vicinity of Agra, Akbar gave commission to AbdaUa, the Usbeck, governor of 

Xaljiv, a city and province on the Jumna, to prosecute the war; and by him 

was Malwa annexed to the Mogul dominions. Atwut the same time the 

Gicfcers, those restless tribes of Hindus who so often from their mountains dis¬ 

turbed the obedience of the upper provinces, were united under a warlike chief, 

and assumed the apjicaranee of a formidable enemy. They were attacked 

with the usual vigour of Akbai^s government ■ and compelled to receive, though 

of their own nation, a sovereign named for them hy the Moguls. 

Notwithstanding the virtues of Akbar’s administration, the spirit of rebellion, 

inherent in the principles of Indian despotism, left him hardly a moment’s tran¬ 

quillity, during the whole course of a bug amt prosperous reign. Hussun re¬ 

volted in Ajmere, and pined a victory over the imperial troops who were sent 

to oppose him, Hakim, brother of Akbar, a weak man, the governor of 

Coho), began to act as an independent prince. A slave of his approaching the 

King, while marching with his troops, let fly an arrow which wounded him in 

the shoulder. AbdaUa, the Usbeck, master of Malwa, believed himself so 

strong and the King, pressed by rebellion in various quarters, so weak, that 

he might erect a throne for himself. He contrived artfully to spread a nrniour, 

that the Shah had contracted a general hatred of the Usbecks in his service! 

and meditated their destruction. This gained over Secunder and Ibrahim, the 

governors or two of the eastern provinces, Asaph, who held the government of 

Corah, had obtained great wealth by subduing and plundering a rejahihip or 

Hindu kingdom, between Berar and Bengal, which till this time had escaped 

the ravage of a Mnhomedan conqueror. Not wishing to part with any of this 

wealth and influence, he joined with the rebels, in hopes of being able to deft- 

the imperial power. Even Zemaun, the captain-general of the empire, and Ms 
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brother Bahadur, two chiefs of great power and renown, joined the enemies of 

Akbtir, mid hoped to raise themselves on the nuns of the king, 

Akbar, whom neither exertion nor danger dismayed, opiwsed himself to hi* 

enemies with an activity which often repaired the deficiencies of prudence. It 

would 1» tedious to follow minutely a series of expeditions, so much the same, 

to subdue one rebellious chieftain after another, Akbar had made considerable 

progress in reducing the eastern provinces to obedience, when he learned that 

Hakim, governor of Cabul, in hopes of advantage from his alnaenoe, had ad¬ 

vanced towards Lahore. The tranquillity of tire northern provinces, whose 

inhabitants were hardy and warlike, was always regarded by Akbar as worthy 

of more watchful solicitude than that of the east, where the people were effe¬ 

minate and more easily sidnlued, Leaving therefore the reduction of the 

Uslwck rebels still incomplete, he hasted towards Lahorem, and, surprising his 

brother by the celerity of his appearance, rendered opposition liopelesH, and 

crushed this rebellion in its bud. In the mean time the l"shocks increased their 

army, and extended their conquests. The expeditious movements of Akbar left 

them little time to enjoy their advantages. Having returned with a recruited 

army, be came to an action with the combined forces of the insurgents, and 

gained a great victory, which effectually quashed the rebellion in the east. 

The unsettled state of the province of Malwa soon required the royal pre¬ 

sence. Among other measures, for the secure possession of that important dis¬ 

trict, he advanced to the attack of Chitore, a furt of great natural strength, 

situated in a mountainous and difficult part of the province, inlialiited by 

Hindus, who had been frequently subdued, by the more powerful of the Mako- 

niedan princes, but had as often revolted when the reins of government were 

held bv a feeble hand. After an obstinate resistance Chitore was taken. Ran- 

tumporc, in the Arraburre in the province of Ajmere, was also a hill fort, 

of great strength, which had often been taken from the Hindus, and os often 

recovered. Having reduced Rantampore, as well as Callingcr, another strong 

hold of similar description and importance, in the same range of mountains, he 

directed his attention to Guzerat. 
Tliis was one of the provinces, the governor of which, during the decline of 

the Ptitan or Aighauu dynasty, had assumed independence, and it hud been 

governed as a separate kingdom for a number of years. After a time it had 

fallen into the same confusion, which seems the common fate of Asiatic sove¬ 

reignties, whether great or small. The Oflirahs became too powerful for the 
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sovereign; the different districts or governments assumed independence; and Chav. IV. 

the royal power was reduced to a shadow. In tlvis situation the province offered '-■-* 

but tittle resistance to Akbar, the different leaders, who felt their inferiority, 1S80, 

courting favour by hastening submission. Hussun, in Ajmere, was able to take 

the field w ith an army; but as the king was now at leisure to push the war 

ogamst him, he was driven from the province, and with the remains of liis 

arm}, tied to Punjab, Attacked by a warlike tribe of tbe inhabitants, he was 

there taken prisoner, delivered up to the governor of Multan, and by him put 

to death. No sooner had the king turned his back on Guzerat, than some of 

the turbulent chiefs began to assemble armies, and prepare the means of resist* 

cnee. I he rainy season was now commenced, when the great camp was unable 

to move; 1wt Akbar, selecting a small body of cavalry, pursued his way with the 

utmost expedition to Guzcrat, surprised the reliels in the midst of their prepara¬ 

tions; offered them battle notwithstanding the inferiority of liis force, and, con¬ 

trary to all prudential calculation, gained a victory, which established his au- 
thority in Gbzerti, 

The province of Bengal paid a nominal submission to the throne of Delhi, 

but during several reigns had been virtually independent. After the other pro¬ 

vinces of the empire were reduced to more substantial obedience, it was not 

Ukdy that grounds of quarrel would long fail to be laid between Akliar and the 

King of Bengal. The Governor or SubaJidur of Onde being ordered, as conti¬ 

guous, to begin ojierations against him, had gained some important advantages, 

ami was besieging Patna, when he was joined hr the Shah. The Bengal chief, 

seein„ no chance of success, offered terms of accommodation. Akbar consented 

to engage for ids life, but demanded that every thing else should be left to his 

clemency ; to spare, however, the blood of their subjects, he offered to decide 

their disputes by personal combat. In the Mowing night the Bengal chief 

went secretly down (lie river in a boat, and his troops immediately evacuated 

the rity. Akbar returned to Agra; and the governor of Oude, to whose juris¬ 

diction Patna was annexed, was ordered to completp the reduction of Bengal 

'I lie vanquished sovereign was allowed to retain Orissa. But, unfortunately 

for him, the Zemindars of Bengal stilj adhered to his interests, and speedily assem¬ 

bled a considerable army for his restoration. Having put lumself at the head 

of tins armament, he was taken prisoner, and in the absence of .Akbar put to 
death m cold blood, upon the field, 

lor a short space Akbar now enjoyed tranquillity and obedience throughout 

his extensive empire; and wisely made use of the intern! to visit and inspect 
VOL. L 4 A 1 
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Book llL its several provinces. Soon was be recalled to hb former troubles and exertion*. 

——v-* The recently subdued Bengal furnished a variety of discontented spirits, who 

lSQ3' again appeared in arms; and his brother, in Cabul, marched against Lahore. 

Akbar never allowed disobedience in the upper provinces to gain strength by 

duration. He hastened to Lahore, overcame his brother, followed him dose to 

Cabul, and received a message from the vanquished prince, imploring forgiveness. 

Akbar, with his usual generosity, which was often inconsiderate, and coat him 

dear, replaced him in his government. 

The peace of Bengal was in the mean time restored ; but a formidable rebel¬ 

lion broke out in Guzerat, which the son of Byram, the late regent, was sent 

to subdue. He was opposed with great obstinacy ; and some power. But being 

a man of talents, he restored the province in a little time to obedience, and was 

rewarded with its government. 
The governor of Cabul, the king’s brother, died. The state of the upper 

provinces seemed upon that occasion to require the presence of Akbar, an ie 

marched towards Punjab. Here he projected the conquest of Cashmere, and 

dispatched an army for that purpose. The season being iU chosen, and proven* 

failing, that army found itself unequal to the enterprise. Akbar, however, w as 

not willing to lie foiled : he dispatched a second army; and the conquest was 

made with little opposition. Soon after this, the Governor of Candahor, a pro¬ 

vince which lutherto had paid but a nominal submission to the Mogul throng 

unable to defend himself against his rebellious brothers, and the t slicks, w 

had now rendered themselves masters of Tronsoxiatia and Bactna, and were 

formidable neighbours to the northern provinces of Hindustan, offered 

deliver up his government to Akbar; and received that of Mu]tan ui ex- 

** Akbar, who now beheld himself master, from the mountains of Persia and 

Tartary, to the confines of Deccan, began to cast the eyes of ambition on that 

contiguous Land. He gave directions to his governors, in the provinces neares 

Deccan, to prepare as numerous armies as possible; and to omit no opportunity 

of extending the empire. He dispatched ambassador® to the kingdoms o 

Deccan, more with a design to collect information, then to settle disputes. 

And at last a great army, under Mirza the son of Byram, who had re uct 

Gurerat, marched in execution of this project of unprovoked aggression, and 

unprincipled ambition. 
Hittoi? of die We have already observed the circumstances which attended the first esta- 

bUshmeut of a Muhomedan empire in Deccan, and it will now be necessary to 

3 
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recount shortly the events which intervened from the death of Alla Blmiuenee, Chaf. IV, 

in the year 1357, to the ioiwm of Akbar in I59S-* Alta, was succeeded hy '—'v*‘—' 
his son Mahomed, who reigned seven teen years, and carried on successful wars 

against the Rajahs of Tclingtraa ant) Bcejanuggur, f a city on the Tummedro or l>pceM< «•“- 

Toombuddrn, the most southern branch of the Kistna or Krishna, and at that time ' 

the capital of a considerable kingdom,! He stript these sovereigns of part of their 

dominions, and rendered them tributary for the rest, A circumstance is 

recorded by the historian, which indicates but a thin population in that part of 

India. The number of lives which were destroyed by Ills wars was computed at 

near 500,000, among whom was the natural proportion of both sexes, and of 

aU ages ; for Indian wars spare neither sex nor age; And by this loss, the regions 

of Carnatic, says the historian, were so laid waste, that they did not recover their 

natural population for several kerruns, or revolutions of ten years; yet they 

had never before been more than slightly over-run by n foreign invader; and the 

virtues or vices of Hindu policy were here to be traced in their natural effects, 

Mujnhid, the son of Mahomed, was assassinated by his uncle, after reigning 

three years. The murderer Doood placed himself on the throne, but lost his 

own life by assassination, after a month and five days. Of Alla, the first of the 

Balmicnee sovereigns, the youngest son was still alive, and had passed Ids life in 

confinement during the intermediate reigns. By the intrigues of the Ha ram, 

he was now acknowledged as king, and spent a mikl and prudent reign of nine¬ 

teen years. in almost uninterrupted tranquillity. His eldest son Gheause suc¬ 

ceeded him; but having affronted one of his Turkish Omrahs, who disguised 

his resentment the more effectually to secure his revenge, he lost his tin-one and 

his eyes, after a reign of little more than a mouth; and his brother Shumse was 
made to occupy it in his stead. 

Shumse was but fifteen years of age; and was a passive instrument in the 

* For the succeeding sketch of the KUtory of the Mahonsedan sovereignties in Deccan, 

T"’_rf°7 oPD*CCfm< frnndwed by Captain Jonathan Scott, and Wilks’* Historical 
Sketches of the South of India, hove been the principal guides. 

t Culled BUnngte, in the common mop, and Vlj^mtitg,., by CoL Wilke. Bilan™, no 

bo. . modem£~r. odlriW lodio, «d w raon upon Iho non. of die lujihin „f 
Vrarunkut Histone Skctehea, by Col. Wilks, eh * 1 

AS*:??1 "** ““*■ -**1 rf *» of Wb, (t e. lodk .. .bo south of the 
fcd»H»dlb, « considerable «[.„ of dme boo. eomptfcml in the ™Pf„ .r W-—_ 

nod ,. ». All,, the Turn of the ll.jdnl.ip ofWenmkul, —lien tett. the dme foe ouel, 1 
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Book III. hands of the Turk. Of Daood, however, the usurper, who had enjoyed royalty 

a month, several sons remained, who. under the odium attending the present state 
of the government, conceived hopes of profiting by the usurpation of their father. By 

an alternation of force and artifice, they secured the persons of the king and his 

minister, after a reign of only five months and seven days, ami one of the brothers, 

by no me Firoze, took possession of the throne. He reigned upwards of five and 

twenty years ; and is the most celebrated of all the sovereigns of Deccan. He 

was engaged in a variety of wars with the Hindu sovereigns ; but his acquisitions 

in point of territory were inconsiderable. His endeavours to secure the succes¬ 

sion to his son, by the destruction of a brother of his own, whose power and 

talents excited his fears, involved the last montits of his reign in trouble. But 

finding his efforts ineffectual, be submitted to necessity, and appointing his 

brother successor, died in a few days. 

The new' sovereign, Ahmed, was a man of talents ; governed with moderation 

and prudence; and enjoyed a prosjierous reign of twelve years and two mouths. 

He overthrew the Rajah of Worunkul, and added the city of Tettogaua to his 

dominions. The governors who, during the decline of the Afghaun or 1’atari 

dynasty of Delhi, had assumed independence in the provinces of Maiwa, Cande&h, 

and Guzerat, were now sovereigns, whose contiguity failed not to produce occa¬ 

sions of discord. At different times Ahmed was engaged in w ar with all these 

princes, hut without any memorable result. He enlarged and beautified the 

city of Beder, which he called Ahincdahad, and removed to it the sent of 

government from Cidbvirga, Toward the conclusion of his reign, he projected ft 

partition of his kingdom among his sons. His acquisitions in Berar, with some 

contiguous districts, he assigned to Mali mood; he gave Telingana to Daood; 

and sent these princes to take possession of their shares. His two remaining sons, 

Alla and Mahomed, were destined to succeed him as colleagues on the throne 

of Calhuiga. 

They ascended the throne without opposition; but Mahomed, dissatisfied 

with the share of power which his brother allowed him, was soon excited to rebel. 

He was defeated, and treated will* generosity by Alin. Their brother Daood 

having just died in Telingana, Mahomed was appointed governor of that 

kingdom, where he devoted himself to his pleasures, and lived in peace. Alla 

was at various times attacked, by the Rajah of Beejanuggtir on the south, and 

the kings of Guacrat, Candesh, and Mai wo, on the north; but defended himself 

with success. He sent an army to invade Main bar, which at first gained advan¬ 

tages, but being artfully drawn into the difficult recesses of that mountainous and 

6 
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woody country, was almost totally destroyed. After a reign of nearly twenty- Chat. IV. 

four years, he was succeeded by his son Huinoioon, who meeting with opjwsition -'-* 

and rebellion, gave reins to the ferocity of a violent mind; hut died, or was 

assassinated, it is uncertain which, after a reign of little more than three years. 

Hi# eldest son, Nizam, was only eight years of age at his accession; but the 

reins of government were directed by the queen-mother, a woman of talents; 

ami though the surrounding sovereigns endeavoured to avail themselves nf ihc 

weakness of a minority, and the king of Malwa penetrated to the very capital, 

he was repulsed, and the Bahmenee empire remained entire. Nizam died in 

little more than two years after Iris father, when the crown devolved upon his 

second brother Mahomed, who was then in his ninth year. The abilities of 

the queen-mother, and of a faithful minister, conducted the state in safety through 

the difficulties and dangers of a second minority ; and Mahomed, displaying, 

whe-u he grew uji, considerable talents for government, enjoyed prosperity for a 

numljer of years; took part of Orissa, and the island of Goa ; and thus extended 

his dominions from sea to sea, At last, however, the jealous rivals of the 

minister forged an accusation, which they presented to the king at an nnfiU 

moment, and surprised him into a sudden order for his destruction. Mahomed 

soon discovered, and soon repented, his fatal mistake. The ambitious Omrahs, 

whom the vigilance and talents of the minister had restrained, began hnmeitiately 

to encroach on the royal authority. Mahomed died within a year of the 

execution of his miniver, haring languished Loth in mind and body, from the 

day of that unfortunate and criminal act. 

His son Muhmood ascended the throne of Deccan in the twelfth year of his 

age. The contentions of die great Omrahs now filled the state with disorder. 

The sovereign himself displayed no talents for government, and was a slave to 

liis indolence and pleasures. After plotting and struggling for severe! years, four 

of the great Omrahs declared themselves independent in their several govern¬ 

ments ; and a fifth, who remained at the court, reduced the power of the sovereign 

to a shadow, and ruled in his name. Mahmood's nominal sovereignty lasted for 

thirty-seven years; during which the Deccanee empire was divided into five 

several kingdoms; that of Beejnpore or Visiapore, founded by Esuff Adil Khan; 

that of Ahmednuggur, founded by Ahmed Nizam Beherce; that of Berari 

founded Uy L mmad al Midk; that of Golconda, founded by Koottub al Mulk; 

their respective governors ; and that of AhmedaJwd Bcder, founded by Anus* 

Beracd, who rendered himsdf master of the person and throne ofhis master, and ' 

retained the provinces which had not been grasjied by the other usurpers. This 
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Moo* III. revolution, after being several years in progress, was consummated; about the 

y€ar 1^36. These sovereigns were engaged in almost perpetual wars with one 

another, with the Rajah of Beejanuggur, and with the Sultan of Guzcrat, who 

was so powerful as to hold in a species of subjection the Sultans of both Malwa 

and Candcsh. A temprary union of the Shahs of Beejapre, Golconda, and 

Ahttreduuggur, in 1564, enabled them to subvert the empire of Beejanuggur, and 

reduce the power of its chief to that of a ptty Rajah. The kingdom of Beder, 

which had fallen to the share of Ameer Bereed, was, during the reign of his 

grandson, destroyed; and its territories, which were not large, divided among the 

oilier usurper* of the Bahmenee dominions, A similar fate awaited the prtion 

of Ummad, which consisted of the southern part of Bcrar; it subsisted as a king, 

dom only four generations; end was annexed to his dominions by the king of 

Ahmednuggur in the year 1574. Deccan was, therefore, at the time when its 

ini asion w ns projtcltd bv the Moguls, divided among the sovereigns of Beeja- 

pre, Ahmednuggur, and Golconda. It was at the time when the Bahmenee 

empire of Deccan was first divided into separate kingdoms, that the Portuguese 

begun their conquests on the coast of Malabar, and took possession of the Island 
of Gob, 

In addition to the army which Akbar had dispatched under Mirza towards 

Deccan, he sent orders to his son Morad, to whom he had committed the govern¬ 

ment of Guzernt, to join him with nil his forces : Mirza had already been rein¬ 

forced with the troop of Malwa, governed by another son of the Emperor, and 

by six thousand horse belonging to the king of Candesh, who had endeavoured, 

by submission, to avert the ruin which resistance would ensure. The combined 

army marched upn Ahmednuggur, to which they laid siege. 'Hie place was 

defended with great bravciy. till provisions began to fail in the Mogul army 

when the generals opened a negotiation, and agreed, upon condition of receiving 

Bcrar, to raise the siege of Ahmednuggur, and evacuate the kingdom. The pain 

felt by the king at the loss of Berur soon prompted him to an effort for its 

recovery. His army fought a drawn battle with the Moguls. Hie resolution 

and ardour or Mirza tod him to renew the engagement on the following day, 

U * he defeated indeed the enemy. In it was so weakened by his hiss, as to be 
unable to pursue the fugitives, 0r to improve his victory. Mirza was soon after 

re led. In lus absence, the Ahmednuggur arms gained some advantages; 

- ' tCLM0KU1 iQtCfest3 dcdilJed' But *n 1598 Mirza was restored to the army 
m Deccan, to which tiie Emperor proceeded in person. Ahmednuggur was 

ngam besieged; and at last compelled to open its gates. The territory of 
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Ahmcdmiggur was formed into a province of the Mogul empire; and its govern- chap. IV, 

meat conferred upon Danish one of the sons of Akbar. The Emperor did not -v-J 

long survive these new acquisitions. He returned to Agra, and died in the fifty- 16tW‘ 
second year of his reign. 

At the time of the death of this successful prince, his great empire was divided 

into fifteen vice-royalties, called Subahs; each governed immediately by its own 

viceroy called Subahdar. The names or the Subohs were, Allahabad, Agra, 

Oude, Ajmere, Guzerat, Bahor, Bengal, Delhi, Cabul, Lahore, Multan, Mnhra, 
Berar, Caodesh, and Ahmedtiuggur.* 

Shah Tamasp, the second in the line of the Sophis, held the sceptre of Persia 

till the twentieth year of the reign of Akbar; when there was a rapid succession 

of several princes, most of whom were cut off by violence. During these disorderly 

reigns, the Ushecks made dangerous inroads upon the eastern provinces of Persia, 

and even threatened the security of the northern provinces of India. At the 

time ol the death of Akbar, Shah Abbas the groat was upon the throne, a prince 

who made both his neighbours and bis subjects tremble at his name. 

Selim was the only surviving son of Akbar; but even this fortunate circum-, 

stance did not rave him from a rival. Selim’s own son Chusero was destined to * I,n’lfr" 

sujtcrsedc his father, by A rim Khan whose daughter was the wife, and by 

Rajah Man Sing whose sister was the mollrer, of Chusero. A rim Khan was 

vizir; Mm Sing had a powerful government as an Omrah of the empire, and 

on army of twenty thousand Rajpoots, his countrymen, in his service. The 

schemes of these powerful chiefs were rendered abortive, by a decisive resolution 

ol the commander of the City guards; who ordered the gates to be shut, and 

delivered the keys to Selim on his knees. Selim assumed the title of Mahom¬ 

ed Jehongirc, or conqueror of the world, and dated his reign from October 21, 

1605, being then in the thirty-seventh year of his age. Jehangire, for whom it 

would have been difficult in the commencement of his reign to contend with the 

power of Arim Khan, and Raja Man Sing, contented himself with sending them 

to their respective governments; the vizir to his Subah of Malwa; tire Rajah to 

that of Bengal; and Chusero was received into favour. A short time elapsed 

when Chusero again rebelled, but, rejectingthe advice of Arim Khan, and Rojah 

Man Sing, to assassinate his father, he taught those artful chiefs to despair of his 

cause, and they abstained from lending him any open support. So many follow 
*" crowded to his standards, ^ enabled ^ to ^ ^ ^ ^ extensive 

# Ayeen Akborty, H 2. 
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Book III. districts. Unable to contend with the army which pressed him, he retired 

''■jjgj—' towards the Indus, when his followers diyjjersed, his principal friends were 

punished with all the ferocity of Oriental despotism, and lie himself was placed hi 

confinement. 

One of the circumstances which had the greatest influence on the events and 

character of the reign of Jehangire was his marriage with the wife of one of the 

Omrohs of bis empire, whose assassination, like that of Uriah, cleared the way 

for the gratification of the monarch. The history of this female is dressed in 

romantic colours by the writers of the East. Chaja Aiass her lather, was a 

Tartar, who left poverty and his native country, to seek tire gifts of fortune in 

Hindustan. The inadequate provision he could make far so great a journey 

failed him before its conclusion. To add to Ids trials, his wife, advanced in preg¬ 

nancy, was seized with the pains of labour in the desert, and delivered of u 

daughter. All hojye of conducting the child alive to any place of relief forsook 

the exhausted parents ; and they agreed to leave her. So long as the tree, at the 

foot of which the infant hud been deposited, remained in view, the mother 

supported her resolution ; but when the tree vanished from sight, she sunk upon 

the ground, and refused to proceed without her. The father returned; but 

what he beheld was a huge block snake, convolved about the (»ody of his 

child, and extending ins dreadful jaws to devour her. A shriek of anguish 

burst from the fathers breast; and the snake, being alarmed, hastily unwound 

himself from the body of the infant, and glided away to liis retreat. The mira¬ 

cle animated the parents to maintain the struggle : and before their strength en¬ 

tirely foiled, they w ere joined by other travellers, who relieved their necessities. 

Aiass, having arrived in Hindustan, was taken frito the service of an Oinrali 

of the court; attracted after a time the notice of Akhar himself; ami by his 

abilities and prudence rose to lie treasurer of the empire. The infant who had 

been so nearly lost in the desert was now grown a woman of exquisite beauty; 

and, by the attention of Aiass bo her education, accomplished beyond the measure 

of female attainments in the East. She was seen by Sultan Selim, and kindled 

in his bosom the fire of love. But she was betrothed to a Turkman Oinrah, and 

Ahbar forbid the contract to be infringed, When Selim mounted the throne, 

justice and shame were a slight protection to the man whose life was a bar to 

the enjoyments of the King. By some caprice, however, not unnatural to minds 

pampered, and trained upas his; he abstained from seeing her, for some years, after 

she was placed in his seraglio; and even refused an adequate appointment for 

her support. She turned her faculties to account; employed herself in the ex- 
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quisitc works of the needle and painting, in which she excelled: had her pro- Chap. IV. 

duct ions disposed of in the shop and markets, and thence procured the means of s— ' 

adorning her apartments with all the elegancies which suited her condition and 1G03, 

taste. The fame of her productions reached the ear, and excited the curiosity 

of the emperor. A visit was all that was wanting to rekindle the flame in his 

heart; and Noor 3laid (such was the name she assumed) exercised from that 

moment an unbounded sway over the Prince and his empire, 

Through the influence of the favourite Sultana, the vizarit was bestowed upon 

her father; her two brothers were raised to the first rank of Omrahs, by the 

titles of Acticad Khan, and Astph Jnh ; but their modesty and virtues recon¬ 

ciled ail men to their sudden elevation; and though the emperor, naturally volup. 

tuous, was now withdrawn from business by the charms of his wife, the affairs of 

the empire were conducted with vigilance, prudence, and success; and the admi¬ 

nistration of Chnja Aiass was long remembered in India, as a period of justice 
and prosperity. 

Tiie Afghauns broke from their mountains into the province of Cahul, in the 

sixth year of the reign of Jehangire; but an army was collected with expedi¬ 

tion, and drove them back to their fastnesses with great slaughter. About the 

same time, one insurrection was raised in the province of Bengal, and another in 

that of Baliar. But the springs of the government were strong; and both were 
speedily suppressed. 

More serious hostility began in Odipore, a mountainous district lying between 

Ajmere anil Malwa, the prince of which, though he hud acknowledged subjec¬ 

tion to the Mahomedans, yet, protected by ins mountains, had never licen ac¬ 

tually subdued. Amur Siuka, the present liana or prince of Odijwrc, attacked 

and defeated the imperial troops in Candesh. Purvez, the second son of the 

Emperor, at the head of 30,000 horse, was sent to take the command of all the 

troops on the borders of Deccan, and oppose him. But Amur Sinka was no 

contemptible foe, possessing groat authority among Ids countrymen, and the 

obedience of a great proportion of the people called Mohrattas, who inhabited 

the mountains on the south-west, adjoining those of Odipore. Dissensions pre¬ 

vailed among the Omrahs of the imperitd army, which the youth and easy cha¬ 

racter of Purvez made him unable to repress. Encompassed with diffirnh;^ 

and fain to retreat, be was pursued with loss to Ajmere. Purvez was recalled ■ 
a temporary general was sent to take charge of the army; the Emperor himself 

prepared to march to Ajmere, whence he dispatched his third so„ Clmrrum, to 

prosecute the war, Churrum entered the mountains with a force which alarmed 
vol. l 4 B 
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Book III. the Hindus, find induced the Rarm after a few losses to offer terms of accommo- 

’ diition. It suited the views of Chirntm to show liberality on tliis occasion, and 

to conclude the war with dispatch. Peace was effected; and Suhan Chirrum 

returned to his father, with a vast increase of reputation and favour at the 

expense of Purvez; who was left, notwithstanding governor of Candesh; and 

lived in royal state at its capital Burrahanpore,* 

It was at the time of which we are now speaking, that Sir Thomas Roe ar¬ 

rived at Surat, ambassador to the Great Mogul. In his way to the imperial 

presence, he repaired to Burrahanpore, to pay his respects to the Prince, and 

solicit permission for his countrymen to establish a factory in his province. 

Purvez, whose good nature, affability, and taste, were better fitted for display, 

than his facility, indolence, and diffidence, for the duties of government, re¬ 

ceived the European messenger with magnificence and distinction. From Bur¬ 

ra h an pore, Sir Thomas repaired to Ajmcre, where the Emperor still remained. 

Jdiangire was flattered by tlie com]jli merits ami solicitations of a distant mo¬ 

narch. But the rude court of India was not a place where the lowers of an 

ambassador could lie exerted with much effect. 

In the year 1C15, disturbances arose both in Guzcrat and Cabul. In the 

most inaccessible parts of Guzcrat lived a race of men, known by the name of 

Coolies, who exercised perpetual depredations and cruelties upon the inhabitants 

of the open and cultivated districts, The enormities of this people had lately 

risen to an extraordinary height, when Jehangire issued a sanguinary order for 

the utter extirpation of the race. Many were slaughtered; the rest hunted to 

their mountains and deserts. Cabul was again over-run by the Afghanis, who 

issued from the mountains adjoining that province on the north. But the Sn- 

tahdar, collecting an army, overcame them in battle, and drove them back to 

their own country. 
The provinces of the south were still unquiet, Purvez was engaged In a war 

with the princes of Deccan, which from the dissensions and treachery of his 

Omrohs, was not successful, and encouraged the Rana of Odipore * to draw his 

neck from the yoke of obedienceThe hopes of the Emperor were again cast 

upon Ids younger son; and though ids counsellors set Ixfore him the danger of 

sending the younger to supersede the elder, he made light of the menaced evil; 

bestowed upon Chirntm the title of Shah Jelian or King of the World, and 

vested him with the conduct of the war. The easy and unambitious Purvez 

* Written also Beam pore, and Bourlijjiporc. 
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contested not the royal apimiutmerit; fortune, rather than any merit of Shah CtiAr. IV. 

Jchan, induced the opposing princes to offer terms of accommodation without try- 

ing the event of the sword; and the prudent desire of Jehan to obtain the 

credit of terminating the war without running1 any of its dangers, made him 

eagerly remove every obstacle to the conclusion of the jieaco. In the mean time 

the Emperor, accompanied by the English ambassador, deported from Aj mere, to 

■Vfundo. the capital of Malwa, where he presided at the settlement of the atlairs 

of the south; and having spent at Mandu seventeen months in business and 

pleasure, he conveyed tlie royal camp, which was a prodigious moving city, into 

the kingdom of Guzerat, and thence to Agra, where he arrived alter an absence 
of little less than five years. 

It was shortly after this arrival, that Chaja Aiass, the Vizir, now dear to the 

nation for the blessings conferred upon it, ended a life which had been 

chccqnercd hy so great a diversity of fortune. The sympathies of the Sultana 

with Such a father appear to have been strong, in spite of that loss of heart, 

which flows almost inevitably from the enjoyment of lKHindkss power. She 

was inconsolable for his loss; and her inconsiderate mind, and gaudy taste, made 

her conceive the design of raising a monument of silver to his memory, till re¬ 

minded hy her architect that one of less cove table materials stood a fairer 

chance fur duration. Her brother Astph Jah sustained the weight of administra¬ 

tion, in the room of Chaja Aiass, and inherited the virtues and capacity of his 

father. But he dared not contend with the haughty and uncontratable dis¬ 

position of his sister. And from the death of her father, the caprices and 

passions of the Sultana exercised a calamitous influence over the fate of the 
empire. 

As the other parts of his dominions were now- at peace, Jchangire marched 

towards Sewalic, or that part of the mountains, separating Tartar)- from Hin¬ 

dustan, which lies near the spot where the Ganges descends upon the plain. In 

the recesses and valleys of these mountains, lived tribes of Hindus, which, pro- 

tected by the strength of their country, had escaped subjection to a foreign 

yoke, and exercised the depredations, common to the mountaineers of Hindus¬ 

tan, upon the fertile provinces below. The Emperor wished to subdue them; 

lus army penetrated into the mountains i and after enduring a variety of iuud- 

ships, for nearly two years (so long the war continued), brought twenty-two 

petty princes to promise obedience and tribute, and to send hostages to Agra. 

During this expedition the Emperor paid a visit to the delightful valley of Cash- 

mere, where he spent several months. His partiality produced one good effect, 

4 B 2 
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Book III. A commit ml was Issued to improve the road, for the future visits of the Era- 

'f peror; and this grand improvement, once begun, was extended to various parts 

of Die empire. 

In the mean time, the south engendered new disturbances, which ted to im¬ 

portant events, Tiie princes of Deccan withheld their tribute, and raised an 

army to make good their disoltedience. Intelligence arrived that they had 

crossed the Ncrbudda in great force, and were laying waste the adjacent pro¬ 

vinces. A great army was placed under the command of Sliah Johan, with 

which he was dispatched: to repel and chastise tlie enemy. As the greatness of 

the force with which lie advanced took from the confederates all hope of suc¬ 

cessful resistance, they hastened to make their peace, paid arrears, and promised 

punctuality and obedience. The success and power of Sliah Jchan encouraged 

him now to commence the execution of designs which had long existed in his 

mind. 11 is eldest brother Chusero, confined in a fortress in Molwa, from the 

time of his last rebellion, he prevailed on his father, before departing, to permit 

him to relieve from his confinement, and carry along with him. That prince 

was carried off by assassination, and all men ascribed the murder to Shall Jehan; 

The emperor loudly expressed his suspicions and. resentment. Jehan conceived 

the time for revolt to l»e now arrived; assumed the royal titles, and marched to 

attack his lather. They came to action not far from Delhi, and empire was 

staked on the turn of a die. After an obstinate struggle, the troops of the 

father prevailed; and the son, who in his rage and grief had with difficulty been 

restrained from laying hands on himself, fled in great consternation toward the 

mountains of Mewat. He was pursued to Deccan; one province was wrested 

from him after another; and he lost a battle on the banks of the Ncrbudda, 

which broke up Ins army, and obliged lum to fly to Orissa. Here fortune seemed 

to dawn upon him anew. The governor of Orissa retired at his approach. He 

made himself master of Bind wan. He next entered Bengal, and defeated its 

Suhalnlar. He then marched to Bahar, winch also yielded to his arms; and the 

impregnable fortress of Rotas, of which the governor came to deliver the keys 

into his hands, presented to him the inestimable advantage of a place of security 

for his family. In the mean time, the imperial army advanced. That of Shah 

Jehan was routed, in spite of ad his exertions, and he again fled towards Deccan. 

All men now deserted him. After some time spent in eluding his pursuers; his 

spirits sunk, and he wrote a contrite letter to his father. Pardon was obtained, 

hut with an order to deliver up the foils which were held in Ills name, and to 

repair with his family to Agra, That part alone of the command which regarded 
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his own person, he endeavoured to elude, alleging the shame lie should feel to Chai-. IV. 

behold the face of an injured sovereign and father ; and occupied, himself under — 

the guise of pleasure in travelling with a few attendants, through different parts 

of the empire. During this rebellion Abbas, the Persian Shah, attacked and con¬ 

quered Candnhar. The Usbeks also penetrated to Ghiziu, but were successfully 

resisted, and compelled to retreat. 

The general to whoso valour and conduct, on the late extraordinary and criti¬ 

cal occasions, the Emjieror owed his success, was Mohibet, from whom, also, on 

many former emergencies, he had reaped the most important services. The first 

movement in the breast of Jehangire was gratitude to his benefactor. But iMo- 

haliet [Assessed a dangerous enemy in Noor Mahl. The slave, she said, who had 

power to keep the crown upon the head of the Emperor, had power to take it 

off. Fear b nearly allied to hatred in the breast of an emperor. The power of 

Mohibet was curtailed ; offensive mandates were addressed to him ; a strong fort 

which he held was transferred to a creature of the Sultana. He was com¬ 

manded to court. Ills friends represented the danger; but an angry and more 

peremptory order following his apology, Mohabet resolved to obey. Five thou¬ 

sand Rajputs, wlio had served with him in the imperial army, offered themselves 

for his escort. \\ lien 3 folia bet approached the imperial camp, he was ordered 

to stop, till lie should account for the revenues of Bengal and the plunder ac¬ 

quired in the recent battle. Mohabet, deeply affected with this injurious treat¬ 

ment, sent Jib own son-in-law to the Emperor to represent hb loyalty, and expose 

the injustice of his enemies. Hb son-in-law was seized in the royal square, 

stiipt of hb Hothes, bastinadoed, covered with rags, placed backwards on a horse, 

of the most miserable description, and sent out of tile camp amid the shouts and 

insults of the rabble. Muhdhet separated hb retinue from the camp; and re¬ 

solved to watch hb opportunity. Next morning, the royal army began to cross 

the bridge which lay upon the river Jylum, or Behut, on the road between 

Lahore and t alniL The greater part of the army had now passed, and the 

roval tents w ere yet unstruck ; when -Mohabet, with two thousand of his Rajputs, 

galloped to the bridge, and set it on fire. Hastening thence, with a few follow¬ 

ers to tiie toyal quarters; he secured the person of the Emperor, and conveyed 

him without opposition to lib camp. N*>r Maid, in the mean time, contrived 

to make her escape. Next day Asiph Jab, the vizir, made an obstinate attempt 

to ford the river, and rescue the Emperor; hut was repulsed with great slaughter. 

Unable after this, to keep the army from dispersing, he fled to the castle of New 

Rotas oa the Attack, where he was besieged and soon obliged to surrender at dis- 
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Book III. cretion, while his sister the Sultana fled to Lahore. The Emperor was (rented 

v“'v * by MohAbet with profound respect; assured that no infringement of his autho- 

16(5—1688. was designed ; that the necessity alone under which the enemies of Mohdbet 

had criminally placed him, was the lamented cause of the restraint which his 

imperial master endured. The generous Molifiliet, who really meant what he 

spoke, was well aware that For him there was no security, under Jehangire* while 

influenced and directed by Noor Mahi She was repairing to the Emjieror upon 

his own request, when met by an escort of Mohabet, who, under pretence of 

guarding, kept her a prisoner. He accused her immediately of treason and other 

high crimes; and the Emperor, on whose feeble mind absence had already effaced 

in some degree the impression of her charms, signed without much reluctance 

the order for her execution. She only begged, that she might have leave, before 

her death, to kiss the hand of her lord. She was admitted, but in the presence 

of Moh&beL She stood in silence. The Emperor burst into tears. “ Will you 

not spare this woman, Mohiibet ? See how she weeps.” It is not for the 

Emperor of the Moguls," cried Mohftbet, “ to ask in vain.” At a wave 

of his hand, the guards retired, and site was that instant restored to her former 

attendants. In a few months Mohiibet restored to the Emperor the full exercise 

of his authority, and, to show the sincerity of his obedience, dismissed the greater 

part of his attendants and guards. No sooner did the Sultana conceive him in 

her power, than she importuned the Emperor for his death, 'Hie Emperor had 

virtue to reject her proposal; Init the consequence only was, that she resolved to 

employ assassination. Jehangire himself discovered to MoMbet his danger; and 

he fled without attendants from the camp. The man who Imd saved the Em¬ 

peror; and spared both his life and authorify, when both were in his hands; was 

now the object of a command to all the governors of provinces to suffer him no 

where to lurk in existence; and a price was set on his head. MohAbet seized a 

resolution which accorded with the boldness and generosity of his nature. In a 

mean habit, he secretly entered the camp of A si pi i Jah when it was dark, and 

placed himself in the passage which led from the apartments of the vizir to the 

liarnm. He was questioned by the eunuch on guard, who recognized his voice* 

and carried to Ariph his request to see him on affairs of the utmost importance. 

A-iph was not ignorant of the baneful effects of his sisters passions; nor un¬ 

moved by the generosity with which Mohabet bad lately treated both her and 

himself. He took him jn his arms, and conveyed him in silence to ft secret apart¬ 

ment, Mull abet opened his mind with freedom on the misconduct of the Sultana; 

the weakness of Jehangire; and the necessity of another sovereign to cure the 

3 
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erBsof an afflicted state, " The elder of the princes,” said he, “ is a virtuous man. Chap. IV. 

and mv friend - hut we must not exchange one feeble sovereign for on other. I -J 

know the merit of Shall Jehan ; for 1 have fought against him ; and though his 

ambition knows no restraint either of nature or justice, his vigour will prevent 

intestine disorders, and give power to the laws.” The views of Asiph, whose 

daughter was (he favourite wile of Shah Julian, corresponded, it seems, with 

those of Muh&bet: a plan of co-operation was concerted at that moment; and 

Moh4hel, w ith letters from the vkir, retired to the court of the Ratio of Odijwre, 
to wait for events. 

The death of tlie prince Purvez, which happened soon after, of an apoplexy; stab u.n. 

and the death of Jehangire, which followed at a short interval, saved the conspi- 

ratoi-s from many difficulties, and probably crimes. It was found, when the will 

of tlie Emperor was opened, that he had named Shftriar, his youngest son, suc¬ 

cessor ; at tlie instigation of the Sultana, whose daughter, by her first husband, 

that prince had taken to wife. As a temporary expedient, the vizir placed 

Dawir Ruksh, the son of the late prince Chusero, upon tlie throne; bnt at the 

same time dispatched to Mohabct the concerted signal for commencing operations 

m la-half of Shah Jehan. Asiph conquered the troops of Sliariar, and put out 

liis eyes. Shah Julian proceeded towards Agra; and every obstacle was removed 

by the death ol Dawir ftuksh. Shah Jehan was proclaimed Emperor of the 
Moguls in the lieginnitig of the year 1628. 

I le began his reign by removing all danger of competition. The whole of the 

male posterity of the house of Timur, reserving only himself and his sous, were 

dispatched by the dagger or tltc bow-string. His sons were four in number; 

Dora suraametl Sheko, Suja, Aurungzehe, and 3 To rad ; the eldest, at this time* 

thirteen ; the youngest, four years of age. Even the daughters of Shah Jehan 

were important actors in the scenes of his eventful reign. They were three in 

numlier, women of talents and accomplishments as well as beauty. The eldest, 

Jehanara. w as her fatlier’s favourite, with n boundless influence over Ids mind ; 

lively, generous, open; and attached to her brother Darn, whose riitjuwitifn 

corresponded with her own. The second, Itoshcnrai Begum, was acute, artful, 

intriguing, and from conformity of character, favoured Aurungzebe, The gentle¬ 

ness of Suria Banu, the youngest, kept her aloof from the turbulence of political 
intrigue and contention. 

The two chiefs, Asiph and Mohabct, who had conducted Shalt Jehan to tlie 

throne, and were the most able and popular men of the empire, were appointed, 

the first, vizir; the latter, commander-in-chief of the forces. Through the wide 
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Book m, dominions of the Shah, Lodi, who commanded the army in Deccan, was the 

^2 only disobedient chief. Even he submitted, as soon os an army approached, 

'The dissensions and weakness usually attending a change of sovereign in the 

disjointed governments of the East, persuaded the leader of the Ushecks, that 

conquests might be achieved in Hindustan. Though Abbas still reigned in 

Persia, and the Usbecks had lately shed their blood in torrents, in disputes alwut 

the succession to their throne, they still possessed the regions of the Gxus, of 

which Abbas had in vain attempted to deprive them. Ten thousand horse, with a 

train of artillery, penetrated through the mountains into CabuL They first laid 

siege to tits fortress of Zohac; but, finding it strong and well defended, proceeded 

to CabuL The city made a vigorous resistance; but was at last reduced to 

extremity, 'Hie defenders, resolving however upon one desjierate struggle, 

sallied forth, and repulsed the enemy, who evaruated the province, before 

Mohabet, on his march from Deccan, whither he had been sent for the subjuga¬ 

tion of Lodi, could reach the scene of action. 

The disobedience of the Rajah of Bundetctmd, who was so imprudent as to 

take offence at an increase of tribute, was chastised by an overwhelming force. 

But the heart of the generous Mohalwt was gained by the bravery of his enemy; 

and he obtained for liim pardon and restoration. 

All the merit of Mohabct, and all Ms services, only inflamed the dark suspi¬ 

cions w hich usually haunt the mind of an Oriental despot. Shah Johan regarded 

him with terror; and by such steps as it apjwared safe to venture upon, proceeded 

to deprive him of his power. 

The jealous and revengeful passions of the Emperor involved him in difficulties 

through another channel. When Lodi submitted upon terms, he was appointed 

to the government of a province, but not forgiven. He was now ordered to 

court, and received with so much studied insult, that both his pride and his pru¬ 

dence taught him to look for safety in his independence alone. He escaped with 

much difficulty; was reduced to the deepest distress; hut, having talents and 

perseverance, he baffled the imperial pursuers, and reached Deccan. The 

resources which such a man as Lodi might find in the south made the Emperor 

tremlilc on his throne. He raised a large army; placed himself at its head; 

hastened to the scene ot action ■, and engaged in those struggles for the subjuga¬ 

tion of Deccan, which formed so large a [xirtion of the business of this, and of 
the following reign. 

Hi h to nr of 
D-eceasi con- 
timiicL 

Since the fall of Ahmednuggur, at the close of the reign of Akbar, the follow¬ 

ing are the princijtal events which had taken place in Deccan. The teiritones of 
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teas. 

th(? Nizam Shawee or Ahniednuggur Sovereignty, were divided between Mallet Chap. IV. 

Umber, who possessed from the Teiingana frontier, to within eight miles of ' 

Ahmednuggur, ami four of Dowlatahad; and Rajoo Minnaun, who ruled from 

Dowiatnhad northward, to the borders or Guzerat, and southward to within 

twelve miles of Ahrnedtmggur; while Mortiza U. a prince of the royal house of 

Ahmednuggur, with the empty name of sovereign, was allowed to hold the 

iortress of Ouseli, with a few villages to yield turn subsistence. Perpetual 

contests subsisted between the usurpers; and Umber succeeded at last in taking 

Eajoo prisoner, and seizing his dominions. Umtier was now a sovereign of high 

rank among the princes of Deccan, governed his dominions with wisdom, ai?d. 

exaeting something more than respect from the kings of Bwjaporc and Golconda! 

held in check the arms of JeMngire himself. He built the dty of Gurkeh, now 

adled Aumngabftd, five coss from Dowlatahad, and died two years before the 

present expedition of Shah Jchan, at eighty years of age, leaving his dominions 

the Jjest cultivated, and the happiest region in India. I'utteh Khan, the son of 

Umtier, ^receded him. Mortbrn II. still alive, got him by trenchety into bis 

power; and recovered once more to the house of Nizam Beheree, the remaining 

prnt of the AJimednuggur territories. He did not retain them long; Futtfeh 

Kfmn regained his liberty and ascendancy; and, with the concurrence of Shah 

Jehim, whom lie consulted, put Mortizn to death; and placed his son, only ten 
yesrj of age, upon a nominal throne.* 

The Beejapore and Gotconda sovereignties remained nearly in the same situa¬ 

tion in which they hail been found and (eft by Akbar. Mahomed Adil Shah 

was now on the throne of the former ; AbdooUa fcoottub Shah, on that of the 
latter kingdom.f 

1 he Emperor arrived at Bumdmnpore, the capital of Candesh, and sent his 

mandates to the prmces of Deccan, to disband their forces, deliver up Lodi, and 

make their submissions m person, on pain of destruction. The celerity of the 

Emperor had allowed to Lodi too little time to make the preparations which 

resistance to so formidable an enemy required. But he had already engaged the 

three sovereigns of Deccan in a confederacy for his support, and had influence to 

.,.e 1 ."HT* °r the commands of the Emperor. He was entrusted 
"i 1 ° * 0 troops, and, seizing the passes of the mountains, opposed the 

Doccan, by Scott, i. W0-^03. Uia^r was we of the adventure™ 

JZt£“J ****• ** fon““s »■ *■ 

t I* p. 539, 340; and K®, 410. 
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Book III. entrance of the Mogul army into Golconda, The Emperor, impatient of delay, 

rt’movcd general, and commanded the vizir to take upon Tiiniscif the charge 

of destroying Lodi, and chastising the insolence of the princes of Deccan. The 

princes were already tired of the war, and alarmed by its dangers. The reputa¬ 

tion and power of the vizir augmented their apprehensions. Lodi m ils deserted 

by sill on the day of battle, except by a few chiefs, his friends, who adhered to 

him, with their retinues. With these he posted himself on an advantageous 

ground; and Jong arrested victory against the whole might of the imperial arms. 

A neighbouring Rajah, to gain the favour of the Emjieror, set upon him unex¬ 

pectedly, as he was pursuing his way to some place of safety, and he lost his 

brave son with the greater port of his Followers. A party of those who were 

sent in all directions to scour the country, at last came upon him in a place from 

which there was no retreat: and he fell defending himself to the last extremity. 

Shah Jehan exhibited the most indecent joy when assured of his destruction ; tin? 

measure of Jus terrors, when this brave man was alive. After the conquest of 

Lodi, tlie war in Deccan was little else than a series of ravages. The princes 

were able to make little resistance. A dreadful famine, from several years of 

excessive drought, which prevailed throughout India and a great part of Asia, 

added its horrid evils to lhe calamities which overwhelmed the inhabitants of 

Deccan. The princes sued for peace, and the Emperor agreed to withdraw his 

army, which lie now* found it difficult to subsist; on condition of retaining, as a 

security for good liehn viuur, the forts which had fallen into his hands. 

During the famine, religion had made the Hindus desert cultivation, ami be¬ 

take themselves to the supplications, penances, and ceremonies, pleasing to 

their gods. The calamities w hich sprung from tins act of devotion raised the 

indignation of Shalt Johan. Though no fanatic in his own religion, he pro 

noimced that 14 an army of divinities who so far from benefiting their votaries 

led them to inflict upon themselves worse evils than the wrath of an enemy, 

were unfit to be endured in ids dominions.'' The Hindus however took arms in 

defence of their gods; and after some unavailing and unhappy efforts, he de¬ 

sisted, declaring, “ that a prince who wdshes to have subjects must take them 

w-itli all the trumpery and baubles of their religion." 

The Portuguese, who had established themselves at Hoogly, in Bengal, and 

whose presumption rose with their success, gave displeasure to the Subahdar. 

He transmitted a complaint to the Emperor; “ Expel those idolaters from 

my dominions; ” was the laconic answer. The Portuguese defended them¬ 

selves bravely. \\ hen compelled to lay down their arms, the principal evil 
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vhich they were (loomed to suffer, was, to see their religious images broken Chap. IV, 

rnid destroyed. To this affair succeeded a second revolt of the Rajah of Hundel- 

cund, who warded off the destruction now decreed for him with obstinate 

i i ivory for two years. The third son of the Emperor, Aimragzebe, with an 

cxfjenenced general for his guide, had the nominal command of the army, 

though only thirteen years of age: and showed that ardour in the work of de- 
£truction which distinguished hi® riper years. 

When the Emperor mardit-d from the borders of Derean, he offered the go¬ 

vernment of Candesh and of the frontier army, for which he saw that great 

talents were required, to the Vizir, who, fearing the consequence of absence 

from the court, recommended successfully the virtues and capacity of Mohabet, 

Add Shall, the Ring of Beejapore, threatened to wrest Dowlatabad from 

Futteh Khan, who governed in the name of the young Shall of Ahmedmiggur. 

lo prevent the annexation of this ini] joriant fortress to the dominions of his 

rival, Futteh Khan offered it to Shah Jehan, and MoJiSbet matched t-> receive 

possession. Futteh Khan repented of hb offer; and Moh&etlaid siege to the for¬ 

tress. Dowlatabad is a place of great natural strength, standing upon a de¬ 

tached and precipitous rock, ami hod been fortified with the highest efforts of 

Oriental skill; hut famine at last made Futteh submit. The young prince. Ins 

master, was carried a prisoner to Gunltor. Futteh Klian was allowed to retain 

Ins private property, and was destined to become one of the high Omrahs of the 

empire, but being seized with insanity, the consequence of a wound formerly 

received in hb head, he was carried to Lahore, where he lived manv veare on "a 

hberal pensum. The fall of Dowlatabad put a period to the dynasty 'of Nizam 

Shah, which had swayed the sceptre of Ahmedmiggur for ISO years.* MohfU 

■t, resolving to pursue the reduction of Deccan, marched towards Teh naan a, 

mi md siege to a fortressbut falling sick, and finding himself unable to super¬ 

intend the operations of tlie army, he withdrew the troops to Uurrahanpore, 
here he died nt air advanced ag^, 

Thu tranquillity of the empire permitted the ambition of Shah Jchao to at- 

art. itself to themd.jug.tioo of Deccan. He began to march from Agra. That 

time might be afforded to the governors of the provinces for joining him with 

heir troops, hu progress was purposely slow. In rather less than a year 

he Bused at Dowlatabad with an accnmulatcd army. This great host was 

a is?" We wZra££ U “™w!“ •*»> b Dov i. bis hi,,.,,, „r „iaa sb* 
P. 151. Wr bare fere followed the account of Ferhhta. Scon * D«canp i, m. 
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Bfwic m, divided into twelve bodice, and poured Upon the kingdoms of Golconda and 

' " Bcojiijiore, with orders not to span' the severities of war: " because war (such 

was the reflection ot Shah Jehan) was the scourge of humanity, and compassion 

served only to prolong its oils.” One hundred and fifteen towns and Fortresses 

were taken in the course of a year. The unfortunate sovereigns were over¬ 

whelmed with cabunity: and solicited peace on any terms. it was granted; hut 

on condition that they should resign their dominions, and be contented to hold 

them ns tributaries of the Mogul. The province of Candesli, with the armv in 

Deccan, was left under the command of the son of the late MohSIrct, an ac¬ 

complished chief Rut he died in a little time, and Auningzebe, the Emperor’j 

aspiring son, was appointed to succeed him. 

About this time, a refractor}- Rajah of Bcrar drew upon himself the impe¬ 

rial arms. That large district of Hindustan was regularly subdued; and lie- 

stowed as a Subah upon the successful general. Another event yielded high 

satisfaction to the Emjjeror, The province of Cuudahar, which had lieen wrested 

from the Moguls by the power of Abbas, Shah of Persia, was now recovered hy 

the treachery of its governor, disgusted with the cruel and capricious sway of 

Sefi, the successor of Abbas on the Persian throne. 

Of the operations next in order it is to be lamented that our information is so 

imperfect. The province of Bengal, we are told, was invaded from the king¬ 

dom of Assam, the enemy descending the Brahmapootra in boats till its junc¬ 

tion with the Ganges below Dacca. The SubuJidar of Bengal experienced little 

difficulty In repelling the invaders: and, not contented with an easy triumph, 

pursued them into their own country, took possession of several torts, and re¬ 

duced some provinces; hut he was obliged to return fur want of subsistence, 

and suffered extremely in his retreat by the commencement of the rains and the 

badness oFthe roads. It is related also, that the kingdom of 'Tibet was reduced 

about this time by another of the generals of Sluih Jelian, who was delighted to 

conquer in regions which the arms of his predecessor had never reached. But 

to these conquests no effects are ascribed: and of that which is said to have 

been accomplished in Tibet we are told neither the place, nor the extent, nor 

the circumstances; neither the road by which the army was led to it, nor that 

by which it was conducted back. 

The numerous subjects of Shall Johan now enjoyed a tranquillity and hap. 

pi ness such as had seldom, if ever, been experienced in that portion of the 

globe. The governors and officers, in every jiart of Iris dominions, were strictly 

watched; and not only their obedience to himself, but their duty to his subjects, 
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was vigorously enforced. His reign is celebrated fur the exact execution of the Cmaf. IV. 

lavs. And the collection of the revenue, which affects so deeply the condition ——* 

of the people, and liad, in the time of Akluir, Iieen very niucli improved, w as 

advanced to greater perfection under the diligent administration of Shah Johan * 

This tranquillity waa scarcely affected by an incursion of the Usbecksinto Uabul, 

the governor of Which not rally repulsed them, but, foil owing the invaders, ra¬ 

vaged their country as far as Balk, and relumed with considerable booty. 

This success of the governor of Cabul encouraged him to make an incursion 

into the territory of the Usbecks the following year. But he was on the point of 

paying dear lor his temerity, having his communications intercepted, and his retreat 

rendered in the highest degree dangerous and difficult. The Emperor himself was, 

at last, infected with the ambition of conquering the Usbecks. 11 is youngest son, 

Mo rad, was sent with an army, and over-ran the country without much difficulty \ 

but oil ended his father by returning from hts command, not only without, but 

contrary to orders. The Usbedc sovereign had fled into Persia, hut one of his 

sons solicited nod obtained the cooperation of the kindred tribes beyond the 

Oxus. Aunmgzebe was sent to cope with the new adversary ; and his talents, 

and persevering courage were not more limn necessary. In a desperate battle, 

victory hung bug suspended, and fortune was more than once on the pint of 

declaring against the Moguls. After much difficulty, and much loss, the country 

was indeed subdued; hut its ancient sovereign, writing a most submissive letter 

to the Em[>erorp was, on promise of a slight tribute, reinstated in his dominions. 

It was mortifying to the Emperor, in so high a tide of his power, that Can- 

dahar, regarded as the key of his dominions on the side of Persia, was ^Tested 

irum his hands. Shall Abbas the second had succeeded the wretched Sefi, on 

the throne of Persia; and taking advantage of the removal of the Mogul troops 

from the northern provinces, and of the subjugation of the Usbecks which 

seemed to deli ver those provinces from danger, he marched tow ards Candahar with 

a great force, and obtained the city by capitulation, before the Mogul army was 

abh tu arrive. The strongest efforts were made for its recovery. Aurungzebe 

* \\e meet wuh howto, in ihc Oriental bistcriaiu, of kings, whose administration of justiceww 

so pc wt, ai a purse of gold migfjt bo exposed on the highways, amt no man would touch it 

Acvor was jast.ee hotter admioUtorcd fe jndia than under the reign of Stud. Jehwi; yet know 

mg morool the Oreun^a of hi. reign, wo know better what the general eulogies of the 

f i tS*j°nftns Bernier, describing hk situation at the time- of hi# arrival ai the court 
of S hd> Jehiiw, speak* of “ le peu cTargnnt qui mo rmuh de divems rencontres de volew* ” 
^iut, do* Kutills du Grand Miagol, p* 5* 
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Book HI. besieged it two several times; and Darn, the eldest son of the Emperor, once. 

hafRed die operations of both. 
It 

The most memorable transaction in the reign of Shall Johan was the renewal 

of the war in Deccan. The frontier provinces, and the army appointed to hold 

in check the sovereigns of the south, had been entrusted to the command of 

Aurungzebe; hut t lie suspicions and jealousies of his father and brothers had 

made them seek occasions to remove turn, at one time to command in Guzeral, 

at another in the war against the Usbecks ; however, he had still found means to 

regain that important government, ami was at Dowlatabad when an occa¬ 

sion offered which a mind like his was not apt to despise. A chief, ill the 

service of the king of Goironda, who had carried the arms of that sovereign 

against the Rajahs of the Carnatic, and added extensive districts to his domi¬ 

nions fcH. ft* hist, from apprehension of lib jxiwcr, under the hatred of liis 

master; and perceived that his life was no longer safe. He transmitted private 

intelligence to Aurungzebe of his readiness to co-operate with him in surprising 

the city of Hyderabad, not far from Golcotula, where the sovereign resided, and 

where his treasures were deposited, Auiungzebe, covering Ins designs under 

the pretence of on embassy, was admitted into the city, hut the king discovered 
the treachery in sufficient time to make his escape to Golcondn ; and as Hyde¬ 

rabad was set on fire in the confusion of the attack, the greater j»art of the 

riches which had tempted Aurungzebe was Consumed in the flames. Siege was 

laid to Gnlconda; but orders arrived from court, suggested by the jealousies, 

which then prevailed, that the king of Golconda should be offered terms of 

peace. The troops were withdrawn, after Lhe Ijeautiful daughter of the king 

find been given in marriage to the eldest son of Aurungzebe. 

The chief, at whose instigation Aurungzebe had undertaken the expedition, 

was the famous Emir Jumla, born in a village near Ispahan in Persia, and of 

parents so extremely j>oor that they had scarcely the means of procuring tiirn in¬ 

struction to read. A diamond merchant, who travelled to Golconda, carried him 

to that city as a servant or clerk; at this place lie left his master, and Eiegan to 

trade on his own account. With the first of his gains he purchased a place in 

the service of the king. Ills talents and address attracted favour; and he 

ascended by rapid gradations to the chief command. During his public services, 

he forgot not the arts of private acquisition ; he had vessels trading to various 

places and farmed under borrowed names the whole of the diamond mines. 

He greatly added to these riches by his successful wars in Carnatic: and was 

supposed to possess enormous treasures at the time when he connected him- 
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self with Attrangnebe, That prince immediately received him into his inmost Cuaj-, IV. 

friendship; and sought the benefit of his counsels and co-npemt ion in his most -y-' 

important affairs. M h appeared that his talents might be employed ad van- 164°"ias5, 

tageously for Auningzebc, at the court of his father, he was sent with such 

recommendations as helped him quickly to the highest rank. When the office 

of vizir became vacant, the remonstrances of Dara could not prevent the 

Emperor from bestowing it upon Jumla, in the sordid hope of receiving, upon 

his apfHiintment, a magnificent present, suited to the riches he was supposed to 
possess. 

Meanwhile, a new event demanded the presence of Emir Jumla in Deccan. 

The King or Becjapore <iied; and his Omrahs, without consulting the emperor, 

placed his son upon the throne. The Emperor, who now affected to reckon the 

sovereigns of Deccan among his dependants, construed this neglect into a crime, 

which his new vizir was sent with an army to chastise. He joined Aurongzebe 

at Burrahanpore; and that ambitious, but mi fid prince, affected to act with pro¬ 

found submission, under the orders of bis fathers vizir. These two leaders un¬ 

derstood one another. The war was conducted with concert and ability. The 

city ol Baler Was taken. The Becjapore army was defeated in the field. 

Culburgn, the undent capital of the Deccanee empire, submitted ; and the King 

tlirew himself at the feet of the conqueror. After settling the terms of submis¬ 

sion, which were severe, Aurungzebe returned to Burrahanpore, and the vizir 
was recalled to Agra.* 

After the^c evenLw the health of the emperor excited alarm ;f when 

flames, winch had for some time been with difficidtv compressed, broke out with *■" wn“°r 

irresistible fury. To every brother under an Oriental despotism the sons of the 

reigning monarch look, as either a victim, or a butcher; ami see but one choice 

between the musnud and the grave. The usual policy of oriental fear is to edti- 

mte the royal youths to effeminacy and imbecility in the haram ; but the sons of 

Shah Jeban had been led into action, and indulged with the possession of power 

They were not all men of capacity; but they were all ardent, brave, and as- 

* For these tMrtioo* of Aumngxcbe and Emir J^la, „* Bender, ut p 22-3,2 

and die reign of Shall Jelian, ehup. v, in Dour, J K’ " 

t Daw, who Follows hi, Person wdwrily, says, the malady w^paraly** strangury, brought 
oaby m the liamm ; Bc™r die physician speak* of it in the folJowmg teraJ. „ 

pa,at ,ct de «, nidadie, «, je a’*, mperte*, pas 1« particularity Jed; 
qu Wlleestoit pea coorenobfc 3 un rieQlnrd do soixame-dfs ana ct pin*. q«j devoit plutot ^Lr a 
conservtr fits forcea qu'A Ics miner coinnje U fit.” Lt lupm. p. yg. 
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B0OKHI. pi ring; and each thought himself worthy of empire. Dara, the eldest: gallant, 

'—"Cl—* open, sincere, but impetuous thoughtless, and rash; was destined to the sore- 

1655' reignty by his father* and generally kept near himself; Sujali, the second, was 

now Subahdar of Bengal, with more prudence and discretion than his elder 

brother; but far inferior in those qualities to the deep and dissembling Aurung- 

aebe, who had from an early age affected a character of piety, pretending to hate 

the business and vanities of the world, and to desire only a retreat where he 

might practise the austerities and devotions pleasing to God. Morad, the 

youngest of the sons of Sliah Jehau, was conspicuous, chiefly for his courage; 

popular, from his affability and generosity: but credulous and weak. When his 

lather’s illness gave fire to tlie combustibles which filled the imperial bouse, this 

Prince was serving as Subahdar in GuzeruL 

As the illness of the Emperor was from the first regarded as mortal, Dora took 

into his hands without hesitation the reins of government; and with his usual 

precipitation and violence began to show what he apprehended from his brothers, 

and what his brothers hod to expect from him. All communication with them 

was interdicted on pain of death. Their agents, paiiers, and effects at the capi¬ 

tal were seized. Jumla, and such of the other high officers of the state as were 

suspected of attachment to any of the younger princes, were removed from their 

situations. And orders were issued to place the imperial forces in a state of pre¬ 

paration for the field. 
Suja, who was nearest the scene of action, was the first to appear in hostile 

array. From the government of the richest province of the empire, which he 

had severely pillaged, he was master of a large treasure, the liest sinew of war, 

and he hud collected an army with a view to that very contest which was now 

impending. Solimun, the eldest son of Dara, was dispatched without loss of 

time to oppose him ; found means to cross the Ganges unexpectedly ; surprised 

the camp of Suja, and forced him to retreat precipitately to Mongeer; where be 

was immediately besieged. 

In the mean time, Aunmgzebe was employing the resources of his fertile 

mind for strengthening his hands, and making sure his blow. He persuaded 

Mor&d, that with regard to himself Ids views were directed to heaven, not to a 

throne ; but as his brothers Dara and Snja, compared with Morad, were unworthy 

to reign, he was desirous from friendship of aiding him with all his resources; 

after which the only Ijonu he should crave would be to retire into obscurity, and 

devote his days and his nights to the service of Ids Maker- 

Though Emir Jumla had been dismissed from the vizirit, he was sent, through 
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some influence wliich Dara could not resist, to the command of an army in Chap. IY. 

Deccan, where it was the business of Aurungzebe to obtain the benefit of hla —' 

talents and resources. But the family of Jumla, detained at Dellii, still field that 

chieftain in bonds. The expedient which presented itself to the mind of Au- 

rungnebe, fertile in contrivances, was, to seize the person of Emir Jumla. The 

appearance or constraint would deprive Dara of a pretext for taking revenge on 

hi* family, I fie sudden resentment of his army could be appeased by promises 

and bribes. The stratagem succeeded, and the talents and army of Jumla 

were both added to the resources of Aurungzebe, 

Haring conceited with his brother, from Guzerat, to join him at Oojeen, he 

took the route from Burrahanpore, and arrived at the Nerbudda. where he learned 

that Jesswint Sing, who had married the daughter of the Kana of Odiporo and 

through her succeeded to most of the dominions of her father, was in pas¬ 

sion of the city of Oojeen, ami prepared to dispute the passage of the army The 

Rajah lost the favourable opportunity of attacking the troops of Aurungswbe. when 

spent with heat and fatigue, they first arrived on the banks of the Nurbudda! 

The wily Mogul delayed some days, till joined by Mornd * when the brothers 

crossed the river, and, after a well-contested action, put the Rajah to flight. Au- 

rungzebe, who never trusted to force what he could effect by deceit, had pre¬ 

viously debauched the Malmmedans in the army of the Rajah, by dis^minatimr 

among them the idea that help to the infidels was treason to tlie faithful 

;vh:r",ims- ,h°Emperor *“> «“ »■« r™ m* 
™* of his disorder; and resumed the exercise of hi, authority. Dara who 

I ur„lff the royal illness had behaved rvith tenderness and fidelity truly filial and 

delayed not a tuaaicut to restore the rein, of government when Id, ' father wax 

vaimhle to receive than, was exalted to a still higher place io the .ITertion, of 

e Enrperae; w ho dispatched his commands to the Princes Auninerel* and 

Morad to return to their respective government,. Aurungzel* n, little i„ 

ebied to intermit the ** he had so happily begun: hut to make war " 

us father, hdoved both hy the soldier, and people, was to rain hi, cause n„d 

make even h,s own anny desert him. Under colour of refreshing hi, treow 

wanted several days at Oojeen ; and the impetuosity of Dara. which the counsels 

of Shah Jehan were unable la restrain, speedily afforded him a pretext to rover 

“ .fTi, 1 re * “f ll‘C V"** of thc Ncrhudda, and of the defeat of the 
Rajah, kindled Dam into a flame. Me marched out of Agra at the head of the 

unpenal forces ; and enabled Aumngecbe to give out that he fought hy neccasitv • 

■garast his brother merely, not hi, father j and in self-defence. aim rent to 
vor,* l 
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his son Soliman, who was Iwsieging Suja in Mtmgeer, to make what terns lie 

couM ivitU that Sultan, and march with all expedition to join him against Au- 

ruugaebe. Suja was allowed to resume the government of Bengal: Soliman 

hastened toward the new scene of action : Ami could the impatience of Darn have 

waited, till joined by his son, who was beloved by tlte soldiers, and at once pru¬ 

dent and brave, the career of Auruiigzehe might perhaps have been closed. The 

emjtfror trembled at the prospect of a battle ; he threatened to take the held ill 

person, which would have been effectual; because no authority would have been 

obeyed in opposition to his. But the infatuated Dam found means to prevent 

the execution of this design; and inarched to occupy the banks of the river 

Chmnbul, and the passes of the mountains which extend from Guzerat to the 

Jumna. Aurungzdre found the pusses so strongly guarded, and the enemy so 

advantageously posted, that he durst not attack them ; and fearing the approach 

of Soliman, he was thrown into the greatest perplexity. In this yituation he re¬ 

ceived, from a treacherous Omrah in the army of Dare, information of a bye- 

road among the hills which would conduct him to an unguarded part of the 

river. He left ids comp standing, to amuse the eyes of Dare ; whose first intel¬ 

ligence was, that Aurungzebc was in his rear, and m full march towards the 

capital. By great exertion Dorn threw himself before the enemy, and prepared 

for action. Dare appeared to most advantage in the field of battle. I li* bra¬ 

very animated his troops. The impetuous gallantry of Morad, and the cool and 

inventive intrepidity of Aurungzebe, were balanced hy the spirit of the imperial 

army and its leader. The elephant of Dare was wounded; and in an evil hour 

he was jtersuaded to dismount. The troops, missing the imperial bouda, suspected 

treachery and the death of their general; and every man began to provide for 

himself, Atirtmgzebe found himself master of the field of battle, at the moment 

when he despaired of any longer being able to make his soldiers maintain the 

contest. 

Dora fled to Agm, and, after a short interview with his father, departed with 

bis family aad a lew attendants to Delhi, where some material troops and trea¬ 

sure were placed at his dLsjtosab and whence he proposed to effect a junction 

with Soliman. All the conning and diligence of Aunmgzebe were now exerted 

to the utmost, to improve bis victory, He affected to treat Morftd as Emperor; 

and begin to make preparations for himself, as intending immediately to set out 

on a religious pilgrimage to Mecca. In the mean time he w rote letters, and 

exhausted the arts of seduction, to detach the Omrahs from the cause of Dare, 

His principal so licit ink- was to debauch the army of Soliumil; which be accom- 

3 
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pushed so effectually, that the unfortunate Prince found at last lie could place no Ciue. IV, 

dependence on its obedience, and was not even 3afe in its power. He (led from J 

his danger; and took shelter with the Rajaii of Scrinagur, an uncyiwjucred kingdom 

of Hindus, among the northern mountains. The victorious army advanced 

towards Agra; hut the Emperor ordered the gates of the citadel to Ik shut, and 

AtOungzebe was Still afraid to offer violence to his father. He wrote a letter, 

replete with the strongest professions of loyalty, and of the most profound sub¬ 

mission to his parent and sovereign. The Emperor, with the hoj* of drawing 

him into his power, affected to he satisfied, arid invited him to his presence 

Aurungeebe every day pretended that he was just nflout to comply; but every 

day found an excuse for delay. .After a series of intrigues, fie pretended that to 

set his mind at case, in appearing under humiliation and abasement before his 

father, it was necessary that his son should previously be admitted into the 

citadel with a guard for his person. The Emperor, who was blinded by his desire 

to have Aurungzebc in his hands, assented to a condition which seemed indispen¬ 

sable, When he found himself a prisoner in the hands of his grandson, his rage 

,ind vexation exceeded bounds; and he offered to resign to him the crown, if he 

would set him at liberty, and join film in defeating the schemes of Anrungzehe, 

Rut the youth, though not averse to the prospect of reigning, and not much 

restrained by the sense of filial duty, refused to comply; and, offer some hesitation 

and delay, Shah Johan sent the keys of the citadel to Aurungzebe. The hypo¬ 

crisy of Anrungsebc was not yet renounced. By a letter, which was carefully 

made public, he declared; that with the utmost grief he had been reduced to 

these extremities; and that as soon as Dara, to whose crimes every evil was 

owing, should he disabled from future mischief, the happiest event of his life would 
he to restore to his lather the plenitude of his power. 

To deliver himself from Morad was the next study of Aunmgzebe, The 

friends of that thoughtless prince had at last brought him to look with suspicion 

upon his brother's designs; and even to meditate an act which might deliver him 

finally from so dangerous a rival. The sagacity of Auningzebc enabled him to 

discover the intended blow, which he contrived to elude at the very- moment, 

when it was aimed and ready to fell. In his turn he inveigled Morad to aii 

entertainment, and, having intoxicated him with wine, withdrew his arms 

while he slept; seized him without any commotion, and sent him a prisoner to 
the castle of Agra,* 

* Bernier had uni heard 0f tiro attempt of Hofftd upon the life of Anrungleb& It i* here stated 

4 D 2 
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It was now useless, if not hurtful to the cause of Aurungzebe, any longer to 

disavow his ultimate jmrjXKse. But he waited till he was importuned by bus 

nobles ; and then, on the second of August, 1658, in the garden of Azah&d, near 

Delhi, pretending to be overcame by their entreaties, he submitted to receive the 

ensigns of royalty; and assumed the pompous title of Aulum gir, or Conqueror of 

the world. 

Aulum gir allowed not what he had already achieved to slacken his efforts in 

finishing what remained to be done. Dura had taken the route towards Inhere ; 

and had the resources of the northern provinces, Ijihore, Multan, and Cabul, at 

his command: Soliman was ready to descend from the mountains with the assist¬ 

ance of the Rajah of Serinagur, and with a body of adherents who still approached 

the siste of an army: And Suja was master of the rich province of Bengal, 

Aulum gir saw, what every skilful leader lias seen, that in the coarse business of 

war, expedition is the grand instrument of success. He hastened toward the Sut- 

ledge, from the banks of which Dara retreated upon the news of bis approach. 

Aurungzebe, pressing on, drove him first from the Ecyah, then from Lahore, and 

next from Multan, the unfortunate Prince, who might have resisted with some 

chance af success, having lost his resolution together with Ids fortune. From 

Multan, he fled across the Indus to the mountains of Bicker, when Aurungzebe, 

declaring the war against him to be closed, left eight thousand horse to pursue 

him, and returned with haste to Agra, 

He had no sooner arrived at Agra, than he learned, what he partly expected, 

that Suja was already in force, and in full march toward the capital, tie sent 

to his son Mahomed whom he had left at Multan, to join him with all his 

forces; and in the mean time took the road to Bengal, hut by slow marches, till 

Mahomed came up. Suja intrenched himself near Allahabad * and waited for 

the arrival of his enemy. Though Suja did not avail himself of nil his advantages, 

he was able to join battle with a Fair prospect of success. Nor was this all. In 

the very heat of the action, the Rajah, Jesswint Sing, who had made his peace 

with Aurungzebe, and joined him with his forces, turned his arms against hint, 

and fell upon the rear of his army. The dismay and desertion which every 

unexpected incident scatters through an Indian army began to appear. But the 

firmness of the usurper recovered the blow. His elephant, which was wounded 

and licg™ to be ungovernable, he ordered to be chained immoveable by the feet; 

opan the Persian authority of Dow. Ik-mkr, ut mpro, p, tD9—11+. Dow's Shot Jehaa, 

eh. iii. Hindnsian, *oL tii. 
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the soldiers, still beholding the imperial castle opposed to the enemy, were rallied Cur, IV'. 

by the generals; Suja committed the seme fatal mistake wliich had ruined Dora; ^ 

he descended from his elephant, and his army dispersed. 

Emir Jumla, the ancient friend of Aurungzebe, who from his place of confine¬ 

ment, or pretended confinement in Deccan, had joined him on the march, per¬ 

formed eminent service in this battle. It is even said, that Aurungzcbe, when 

his elephant became ungovernable, had one foot out of the castle to alight, when 

Jumla, who was near him on horseback, cried out sternly, “ You descend from the 

throne * ” Aurungzebe smiled, had a moment for reflexion, and replaced himself 

in the houda. 

Suja and his army fled during the night, while Aurungzebe was hi no condi¬ 

tion to pursue them. Jesswint Sing, and his rajaputs, who had plundered the 

camp, had the audacity to wait the attack of Aurungzebe the following day; 

and were muted, but without being obliged to abandon their spoil. Leaving 

Mahomed with a force to pursue the vanquished Suja, Aimmgzebe hurried hack 

to Agra, 

The haste was not without a cause. Dara, after having arrived at Bicker, 

crossed the desert with his family, and arrived in Guzcrat, where he gained the 

governor. Aurungzebe, aware how small a spark might kindle into a flame, 

among the disaffected rajahs of the mountains, and the distant viceroys and 

princes of Deccan, was eager to allow the danger no time to augment. He 

courted Jesswint Sing, who had so recently l*t rayed him; to prevent his cm 

operation with Dora: and marched with all expedition to Ajmere. Dara had 

already seized an important pass, and entrenched himself, Aurungzebe was not 

a little startled when lie first beheld the advantages of the position, and strength 

of his works. He set in motion his usual engines of treachery and deceit; and 

by their assistance gained a complete and final victory. Deserted by all, ami 

robbed ul his effects, by a body of Muhratfaa in bis service. Dam fled towards 

the Indus with Ids family, who, nearly destitute of attendants, were on the jioisit 

of perishing id the desert. After many sufferings, he was seized by a treacherous 

chief, who owed to him his life and fortune: and delivered into the hands of 

Aurungzebe. His murder was only a few days deferred; during which he was 

ignomimoudj exposed about the streets of Delhi. 

AYliile the Emperor was engaged in opposing Dam, his son Mahomed and 

Jumla the Vizir prosecuted the war against Suja. 'Hint Prince hod fled Irani 

the buttle to Patna, from Patna to Mongeer, from Mongeer to Bajamahl, and 

from Rnjamahl he was forced to retreat to Tatida. Suja was still possessed of 
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Book III. resources; his courage and resolution tailed not; and an event occurred winch 

' proniist!^ H turn m the tidc of *“s Mahomed find been formerly 
enamoured of the daughter of Suja; and their union had been projected, lietbre 

the distractions of the royal family had filled the empire with confusion and 

bloodshed. It is said that the Princess wrote to Mahomed a letter, reminding 

him of his former tenderness, and deprecating the ruin of her father. The im¬ 

patient and presumptuous Mahomed was little pleased with the treatment lie 

sustained at the hands of Aurungzcbc; his heart was touched with the tears of 

the princess: and he resolved to desert die cause of his own father, and join 

that of hers. He expected that the army, in which Tie was popular, would follow 

his example. But the authority and address of Jumta preserved order and alle¬ 

giance- The news of his sonTs defection quickly reached Aulum gir; who con¬ 

cluded for certain that he had carried the army along with him, and set out in 

the utmost expedition with a great forte for Bengal, In the mean time Jtitula 

attacked the army of Suja, which he defeated; and the conquered Princes re¬ 

treated to Dacca. Aurungzebe, pursuing his usual policy, wrote a letter to Ma¬ 

homed, which he took tare that the agents of Suja should intercept It pur¬ 

ported to be an answer to one received ; offering to accept the returning duty of 

Mahomed, and to pardon his error, on the performance of a service w hich wag 

nameless, but seemed to be understood. This letter smote the mind of Suja 

with incurable distrust. After a time Mahomed was obliged to dejiart, and with 

a heavy heart to entrust himself to his unforgiving father. He was immediately 

immured in Gualior, where, after languishing for some years, he was entrusted 

with liberty, though not with power; but died a short time after.* Suja was 

speedily reduced to extremity in Dacca, and having no further means of resist¬ 

ance, tied from the province, and sought refuge in the kingdom of ArracAn. 

But the wretched Rajah, who at once coveted his wealth, and dreaded Ins pur¬ 

sues, violated without scruple the laws of hospitality and mercy. Death, in 

some of the worst of its forms, soon overtook the family of Suja. 

During these transactions, rewards, which were too powerful for the virtue of a 

Hindu, had been offered to tlie Rajah of Serinngur; and shortly after the ruin 

ol Suja, Soli man, tire lost object of the fears of Aulum gir, was delivered into his 

hands, and added to the number of the prisoners of Gualior. 

From the time when Aulum gir, having sulxhted aU competition for the throne, 

* of the fate of Mahomed it given by Mr. Stewart, (Hist. Bengal, a. 276) on 
. * ontT 0 * Mumit AJunigiejy;, ajtd varies from the account of Fernhta, who^ay^ he diid 
m GuaJior, ■' 
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found himself the undisputed lord of the Mogul empire, tlic vigilance and Chap. IV. 

steadiness of ids administration preserved so much tranquillity in the empire; -'v-' 

and so much uni fortuity in its business, that the historians who describe only 

wars and revolutions have found little to do. The most important series of 

transactions were those which occurred in Deccan; which ceased not during the 

Whole of this protracted reign, laid the foundation of some of the must re- 

mark aide of the subsequent events: and had a principal share in determining 

the form which the ixforical condition of India thereafter assumed. That we 

may relate these transactions without interruption, we shall short!v premise such 

of tin; other transactions handed down to us (for we have no complete history of 

Aunmgxebe) as fell near the beginning of his reign ; and merit any regard. 

When Aurungrebe marched from Deccan to contend for the crown, he left 

Mahomed Mauzim, his second son, to command in his name. When established 

upon the throne, it was not altogether without apprehension tlrnt he content* 

plated so vast a power in hands winch might tarn it against him. Mauzim, 

aware of the jealous disposition of his father, preserved the utmost humility of 

exterior; avoided all display, either of wealth or power; was vigilant in bust, 

ness; exact in obeying the commands of the Emperor, and in remitting the re- 

venue and dues of his government. He was recalled, notwithstanding his pro* 

deuce, and Shaista Khan made viceroy in Deccan. At the same time, Aurungzcbe, 

seeking security for the present, by directing hope to the future, declared Ma¬ 

homed Mauzim heir to the throne, and changed his name to Shalt Aulum, or 
King of tire World. 

The third year of his reign was visited with a great famine, a calamity wliich 

ravages India with more dreadful severity than almost any other part of the 

gtohe, It was occasioned by the recurrence of an extraordinary drought, which 

in India almost suspends vegetation, and, throughout the prmdjial part of the 

country, leaves both men and cattle destitute of food. The prudence of Aurung- 

zebe, if his preceding actions will not permit us to call it his humanity, suggested 

to him the utmost activity of beneficence on this calamitous occasion. The rents 

of the husbandman, ami other taxes, were remitted. The treasury' of the Em- 

peror was opened without limit. Corn was bought in the provinces where the 

produce a as kail; conveyed to those in which it was most defective ; and dis* 

tributed to the people at reduced prices. The great economy of Aurungzehe, 

who allowed no expense for the luxury and ostentation of a court, and who ma¬ 

naged with skill and vigilance the disbursements of the state, afforded him it 
resource for the wants of his people. 
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It was before the commence merit perhaps of this calamity, that the empire 

teas agitated by the prospect of a fresh revolution from a dangerous sickness of 

the Emperor.* The court was full of intrigues; on one hand, tor Matizim, the 

declared successor; on the other, for Akbor, a young, and even infant son of Au- 

ningwbe. Shah Jehan himself was still alive; anti the people in general ex¬ 

pected that he would resume the reins of government But the nation was 

relieved from its terrors, and from the calamities whkh too certainly would have 

fallen upon it. The usurper recovered. But the efforts of Sultan Maurirn, to 

secure the succession, expressed to the suspicious mind of Aulum gir„ more of 

the desire to obtain a throne than to preserve a father ; and his purpose in regard 

to the succession, if his declaration in favour of Mauri to had ever l>een more 

than a pretence, was from this time understood to have suffered a radical change. 

To forward his designs in favour of Akltar, he applied to Shah Jehan, to obtain 

for that prince, in man ia;;*?, the daughter of Darn, who remained in the Seraglio 

of her grandfather. Shah Jehan, though strictly confined in the palace at Agra, 

had been treated with great respect; retaining his women and servants, and fur¬ 

nished with every amusement in w hich he was understood to delight. I le had 

not, however, remitted his indignation against Aunmgzebe, and now sent a 

haughty and insulting refusal. Aurungzehe had prudence not to force his incli¬ 

nation ; and, so far from show ing any resentment, redoubled his efforts to sullen 

his mind. 

The services of Emir Jurala bad been rewarded with the government of 

Bengal. But the mind of Aurutigzelie, and indeed the experience of Oriental 

government, told him that he was never safe while there was a man alive, who 

had power to hurt him. He wished to withdraw the Vizir from his government, 

but without a rupture, which might raise distrust in the breasts of all his Omrahs. 

To afford him occupation which would detain his mind from planning defection, 

he recommended to him a war against the King of Assam, who had broken into 

Bengal during the distractions of the empire, and still remained uncli&stised. 

Jumla, who promised himself both plunder and reputation from this expedition, 

and whose exploring eye beheld an illustrious path through the kingdom of 

Assam to tlie conquest of China, undertook the expedition with alacrity. He 

* Dow, (Hut. of Auningitbc, chap. it.) places the Emperor's illness after the famine. But 

Bernier, who was -on the spot, and mentions the arrival of amtiassiidon front the Khan of the 

Utbeclu first among the events succeeding die termination of the civil war, says, that those am¬ 

bassadors, who remained somewhat more than four months, had not departed from Delhi when 

the Emperor was taken ill. Bernier, Event mens Pmiculiets des Eut* du Mogul, p, KJ, 

6 
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ascended t!ie Brahmapootra in boats- 'T he Assamese abandoned the country Cn^r 

which lied on the side of the mountains facing Bengal; hut the fortress of A/o '-■- 
was garrisoned, anti stood an attack- After the reduction of Ajh^ Jumla crossed 

Jiie mountains of Assam, vanquished the King who took refuge in his capital, 

forced him to fly to the shelter of the mountains, and became master of u great 

part of the kingdom. But the rains came on, which in that kingdom are jiecu- 

liarly violent and lay the greater part of the level country under water. Jumin 

found it impossible to subsist his army; and was under the necessity of returning 

to Bengal Incredible were the difficulties with which he hod to contend; ne¬ 

cessaries wanting, the roads covered with water, and the enemy every where 

harassing his retreat. The capacity of Jumin triumphed over all obstructions; 

be brought liack the greater part of the army safe; and wrote to the Emperor 

that he would next year carry’ his arms to the heart of China. But the army, 

on its return, was afflicted with a dysentery, the eflect of the hardship it hod 

endured. The general escaped not; and worn out, ns he was, with years and 

fatigue, fell a virtim to the violence of the disease. « Yon,” said the Emjwror 

to the son of Jumla, whom he had recently made generalissimo of the horse, 

“ hav* 1051 a &ther ■ ^ 1 have the greatest and most dangerous of mv 
friends."* 7 

The next event is ludicrous, perhaps, in itself; but of h%h importance, as an 

instance of the power of superstition among the weak and credulous inhabitants 

of India. Of the professors of devotion and penance, going by the name of 

Fakirs, one class is distinguished by wandering about Um country in crowds, 

tdmost naked, pretending to live by mendicity, but stealing, plundering, and cron 

committing murder, wherever prompted by die hope of advantage. In the ter- 

ntory of Marw&r, or JudjioTe, an old woman, possessed of considerable proper! v. 

began to enlarge Iter liberalities towards the Fakirs. These sturdy beggars 

crowded around her, to the number of some thousands, and not satisfied with the 

wealth of their pioiis^ patroness, made spoil of the neighbouring oountrr, and 

noted m devotion and sensuality at her diode. The people, exasperated by these 

oppressions, rose repeatedly upon the saints; but were defeated with great 

slaughter. The idea of enchantment was generated. The people regarded the 

old woman as a sorceress; and believed that she compounded for her followers a 

homd mess which rendered them proof against human weajxms, and invincible. 

at they were not rendered by enchantments, they were rendered by the belief 

* Bernier, m aupra, b, 87. 
VOL. J. * _ 
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III. of them. The J’lihire, finding themselves, under the auspices of the old woman, 

too formidable for resistance, assembled in great numbers, and spread their devas¬ 

tations to a wide extent. The Rajah of Mar war attacked them* but was de¬ 

feated. The collectors of the imjierial revenue marched against them with the 

troops under their command but sustained a similar disaster. Becoming pre- 

sum [it nous from unexpected success, they resolved on a march to the capital, to 

the number of twenty thousand plundering saints, with the sacred old woman nt 

their head. About five days’ journey from Agra, they were opposed by a body of 

imperial troops, under the collector of the district. Him they overcame; and 

now grasped in their imaginations the whole wealth and authority of the state. 

I1 hey set tip their old woman as sovereign. Aunmgzcbe felt the danger to be 

seriuua ; for the soldiers were infected with the superstitions of the people ; and 

it was hazardous to the last degree, from the terrors with which they might be 

disordered, to |iermit them to engage with the sainted banditti. tYliat was first 

demanded; an antidote to the religious contagion; was invented by Aurungzebc. 

His own sanctity was as famous os that of the old woman ; he pretended that by 

means of incantation, he had discovered a counter-enchantment; he wrote with 

his own hand, certain mysterious words upon slips of ixajier, one of which, carried 

upon the point of a spear before each of the squadrons, he declared would render 

impotent tiie spells of the endian tress. The Emperor was believed, and though 

the Fakirs fought with great desperation, they were all cut to pieces, except a 

few whom the humanity of the general led him to spare. ** I find,” said Au- 

rungzebe, " that too much religion among the vulgar is as dangerous as too Utile 
in the monarch." 

In the seventh year of the reign of Aurungzebe his father died. The life of 

Shah Johan had reached its natural period; hut his death did not escape the sus¬ 

picion of the ponsta, that detestable invention of despotic fears.* 

• The Peusia is thus described by the physician, Bernier. Ce pmist n'est autre those qua du 
pavot eofasti quon lai&se in unit tivmper dam de 1’eau * e'est ce qu'on fait ordimurenient Iks ire i 

GouaJeor, a ces princes ausqaeU on np veut pas Mre couper la teste; e’est in premiere chose qu*tm 
ieur portc le matin, et on 11* Leur donne point i manger qu'ils n'en ayeiit beu utte grande tosse, on 

ha liiiitLtolt plutot uionrirde tuim; cels Its fait tkrvctiir maigres ctmeurir iiisensiblciui'ni, perdons 
pee a pea ies forces et 1 enten(lenient, et devemis com me tout endormis et Gtourdis, et e'est par 1st. 
qu on dli iju an *est deflui de Sepe-Chekpali, Ju petit tils de Morad, et do Suliman mesne. Ber* 

“eTj dem*CT® ItevoluL dcs Esiots du Grand Mogul, p. no, It is said, that when the 
guilont Soli man was, by the treachery of the Rajah of Scrinagur, delivered into tin? cruel hands qf 

AurungttU, and introduced into his presence, when every one was struck with the noble ap- 

pv&ruuce at th« graceful and manly youth, he entreated that he ought be immediately beheaded ; 

2 
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After the death of Junila, the Rajah of Ana con had invaded the contiguous Chap. IV, 

quarter of Bengal, and possessed himself of Chittagong and all the country dong —■-* 

the coast to the Ganges. He availed himself of the Portuguese settlers, who 1G6e- 

were numerous at Chittagong, and of their ships, which abounded in the bay of 

Bengal, and it is said infested the coast and every branch of the Ganges as 

plunderers and pirates. These evils it consisted not with the vigilance of Auning- 

zebe to leave without a cure, A new deputy was appointed for Bengal; an 

army collected itself at Dacca; and descended the river, The enemy, though 

master of the forts and strong holds of the country, without much resistance 

retired. The Portuguese were invited to betray them, and made no hesitation 

by their obedience to purchase for themselves privileges and settlements in 
Bengal.* 

1 he mistake of a secretary was near involving the empire, not only in hosti¬ 

lities with the whole force of Persia, hut in all the horrors of a civil war. 

Aurungzcbe, who had been complimented ujwn ascending the throne, by em¬ 

bassies from the Elian of t?ie Usbeks, and from Abbas II. Shoh of Persia, pro 

posed, after settling the affairs of his government, to make the suitable return. 

The secretary who composed the letters, addressed to the respective sovereigns, 

in advertent tj designated the Shah, by no higher title than lietonged to the Khan 

of the Usbefes. This was interpreted as a meditated insult: and resented by 

a declaration of hostilities. Aurungzebe wished to explain the mistake, but liis 

amiiassador was not admitted even to an audience. His own weapons were 

tried against him ; and he added an illustrious instance to prove that he who is 

most practised in the arts of deception is not always the hardest to deceive. Of 

the Mahomedan army and officers of the Mogul empire, as some were Moguls, 

some Afghauns, some Turks, and some Usbefcs, so a large proportion were 

Persians, among whom was the Vizir lumedf. The fidelity of this port of his 

subjects, Aurungzebe was by no means willing to try, in a war with their native 

country. A letter was intercepted from Abbas, addressed to the Vizir himself, 

importing that a conspiracy existed among the Persian nobles to seize the Emperor 

^d net reserved to the lining destruction of the pousta; wlira the hypocritical Aurungsehe 

„ . him to lour, adding, that he was cautious, bat act erne). Jieniier, Ibid. p. 1©. Dow 
fmgn of Aunmgzeber ch* iv. 

* IWr (Eveemcas FhrticuL fe, Etats da Mogul, p. 8S-I01) speal* of these Portugese 
ss mfan^e buceanien; and ** own historian Faria do Sowao, coanienonc* the a*mi<m, which 
mrght have hetm toimded upon the report, of enemies. The Portages followed their merchan- 

“**. M their cltief KCUPatit,n' bllb like the English mi Batch cf the same period, had no o!> 
jecuon to plunder, when it fed in their wny. 

4e2 
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Ikrf>K III. when he should take the field. Aurungzelie was transported with apprehension 

v v " and rage. He issued a sudden order to the city guards to surround the houses 

of tlie Persian Omrabs, which they were forbidden to quit under pain of death, 

Aurungzebe found himself on the brink of a precipice. The Persian chiefs were 

numerous and powerful; a common danger united them; the descendants of the 

Afghaun nobility, who formed a considerable proportion of the men in power, 

and hated the Moguls, by whom the Afghani) dynasty hud been driven from 

the throne, were very likely to make common cause with the Persians. Even 

if guilty, he beheld appalling danger in attempting to punish them; Imt he 

now reflected that he might have been deceived, and wished only for the means 

of a decent retreat. He sent for some of the principal OmHilts ■ but they ex¬ 

cused themselves from attendance. All had assembled their Mends and deftmd- 

ants; fortified their houses; and waited the appeal to arms. After a suspense 

of two days, the princess Jchanara arrived. She had been sent for, express, 

upon the first alarm. The favourite daughter of Shall Jelmn, by whom the 

Persians had always been distinguished exalted, might render, by her 

mediation, llte most important assistance. After a short conference with the 

Emperor, she presented herself in her chair at tbe door of the Vizir. This was 

an act of supreme confidence and honour. The doors of the mansion flew open; 

the Vizir hasted to the hail of audience, and prostrated himself at the foot 

of the throne. Aurungzebe descended, and embraced him. Convinced that 

tie had been deceived, he now sought only to obliterate all memory of tbe 

offence; and with some loss of reputation, and a remainder of disgust in the 

breasts of some of the Omrabs, he recovered himself from tire dangerous 

position in which a moment of rashness had placed him. Shah Abbas in the 

mean time, with a huge army, was upon his march toward the confines of India; - 

and Aurungzebe, who had sent forward his son Maunm to liar ass the enemy, 

but not to fight, made rapid preparations to meet him in person. Shaft Abbas, 

however, died in the cam]), before he arrived at the scene of action. His suc¬ 

cessor wished to mount the throne, free from the embarrassment of an arduous 

war ; and Aurungzebe was more intent upon gaining conquests in Deccan than 

in Persia. An accommodation, therefore, was easily made.* 

Mifiim l*ie transactions were till contained within the first ten years .of the reign of 

Aurungzebe, during which several events had already occurred in Deccan, A 

new enemy had arisen, whose transactions were not as yet alarming, hut who hod 

* Dow, Itt-igQ of Aurtwgzebc, cb, vi. 
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dra*lv paved the way to revolutions of the greatest importance. This whs Chat. IV, 

&r«gee» the founder of the Mahralta empire; a power which liegiin when '-sr-—* 

the empire of the Mogub was in its utmost strength ; and ruse to great ne® 166S' 

upon its ruins. In the mountainous regions which extended tiom tiw borders of 

Guzemt to Cunnja, beyond the island of Goa, lived a tuce of Hindus, is ho 

resembled the mouatninras in almost ail the other parts of Hindustan, that is, 

were a still more rude and uncivilised Ilian the inhabitants of the plains, 

and at tlie sme time far more hardy and warlike. They consisted of various 

tribes or communities, to some of which (it appear not to how many) the name 

of Muhratta, afterwards extended to them ah, w as applied * Sevagee was the 

am of Shahjre, a Hindu in the service of Ibraiiim Add Shah, King of Beeja* 

pme, Jbm whom be received a jagbire in the Carnatic, with a command of ten 

thousand hone. Sevagee, when very young, was scut along with his mother to 

reside at Pounah, of which, as a Zcmindaree, his father had obtained a grant, 

and of which he entrusted the management, together with the charge of his wife 

and son. to *«; of hi* officer., named Dadgjec Ptmt, The mother of Sevagee 

was an object of aversion to her husband; and the son shared in the neglect 

which wna tie Jot of Ms mother. He grew up under Dadnjec, to vigour both of 

body and mvnd ; and nt seventeen years of age engaged a number of banditti, 

and ravaged the neighliouring districts. Dndajee, afraid of being made to 

answer lor these enormities, and unable to restrain them, swallowed (Hjison, and 

died ; when Serap took possession of the Zemindary, increased the number of 

his troops, and raised contriliuttons in all the neighbouring districts. Such was 
the commencement of the fortunes of Sevagee.f 

Of his ancestry, the following is the account presented to us. His father was 

Mfaetnft, tfMfar* toe ram,- rf a Strict, which under the D««« wat ^ * 
■he prujia, c of bowhiubu], may m Iberncr agfS( Mr. joaatllAn ScoUt bm ^ |q & 

larger d Dckbc, and dw original country of the Himtn. Scott’* Deccan, Introd. 

p. s. Ibid, c 3S. The Mahrata Ungiwgv dong the coast from the island of Barden 

^fronYBeder V' *** Ca,‘ Vr'lks Qiiat’fetches, P- dint 
from ftd cr tht Mahruta Unguage » spread over the whole country to the northwestward of the 

Cartara,and vf .hoc wfach. pmeng co^derebly to the of Dowtobad, fortes an 

Ur .weep the T.pti, and foil™ the com* of that river to the wmtera nTet 

tire f the HunUth, name of Maharashtra, and by contraction Msh- 

^i(rrrr, irrbeM rawe ***** w* * ^ ^ ,*«** Uf thw great repnn, uuMfeg BogUn*, ^ uf Bcrar Clindeish ^ * 

8* present rtwne of Conren,- waa *Ilc,wn °J 

t Aurungiubr’* Operations in Dckkaa, triosktcd by Scott, p. 6. 

S 
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Book m. the son of Malojee; urn! Malojec was the son of Bauga Bomk, a son of the 

" ; Rana of Odipoor, by a woman of m inferior caste. The degradation of Bauga 

Eurasia, from the impurity and fiasencss of his birth, drove him to seek, among 

strangers, that respect which be was denied at home. He served during a part 

of hb life a Rajah, po$&mng a Zend nclareo in the province of Candesh ; and 

afterward? purchased for himself a Zemindaree in the neigh bourhcml of Poonah, 

where he resided till hb death. His son Malojee entered the service of a Mah- 

ratta chief in which he acquired so much distinction as to obtain the daughter of 

his master in marriage for hb son. This son was Shajee, and Sevagee was the 

fruit of the marriage. But Shqjce, having quarrelled with his father-m»law% re- 

[paired to the King of Beejapore, ami received an establishment in Carnatic, 

He here joined the Poly gar of Mudkul in a war upon the Rajah of Tanjore ■ and 

Imping defeated the Itajaii, the victors qurardkdabout the division of the territory, 

Skajce defeated the Polygar, took possession of both Mudkul and Tanjore; 

and, having married another wife, by whom he had a son named Ekojee, he left 

him and hb posterity Rajahs of Tanjore, till they sunk into dependants of the 

East India Company,* 

When Sevagee, upon the death of Dadajee, seized the Zemindnree of Poonah, 

hb father was too much occupied in the East to be able to interfere. Alining- 

zebe was at the same moment hastening his preparations for the war with hb Lro- 

* Aufliiigzebc's Operations in Dekkar), a translation from a Persian manuscript, by Jonathan 

Scott, jn 6i—Appendix A, w Lord Well nicy's Notes on die Mali ratio war East India Papers, 

printed by the House of Commons, 1304, p- Lord WeJIeadey seems to have followed Scott. 

Ekogte, os he is called by Mr. Ornie and others, h written Angojeo in Mr, Scott's translation, p. 

52. The history Hand origin of die family is related, with considerable variations, by CoJ, Wilks, 

on Mahraita authorities. {Hist Sketches, eh. its.) But if Hindu authority wene better than Per¬ 

sian, (and i; i« fur inferior) die facts are not worth the trouble of a critical comparison. It is of 

some Lniporuioce to state what is related (ibid.) by Wilks, that Shahjee went second in command 

in the army of the King of Becjapone which proceeded to the conquest of the Carnatic in 163B; 

tbit he was left prodncial governor of all die Beejapon) conquests in Carnatic, when the general 

in chief returned to the capital; dial his brat residence was at Bangalore, hut that he afterwardi 

soenis to have divided his time between Co Lit and Balnpoor. Wilks infers from some grant! of 

kind by Shawjee, of which the writings still re main, that be (tf^cted in dependence of the declining 

government which he hud served, The acquisition of Tanjore was made, as the Colonel thinks, 

not by ShawjceT but after bis death by Ekojec bis sod : and his accomplice was not tbe Rajah or 

j oKgar at Mudkul+ but the Noik of Madura, which however appears to lifttc been culled Mudkul 

by the Ferauui historians. Naife and Pclygar were Hindu names of governor* of districts, who, 

as often a* they ikrod to assume in dependence, affected the title of Rajah, Naik was a title of in¬ 
ferior dignity to Poly gar. 
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tbers; and invited Sevagee to join fab standards. Tile short-sighted Hindu insulted Chap, IV. 

his messenger, and reproached Aurungzebe himself with his douhte treason against '-■*-* 

a King ami a father. He improved the interv al of distraction in the Mogul em- lmS' 

iwre ? took the strong fortress of Rayree, or Rfijegur, which he fixed upon as the 

seat of his government; and added to it Pomndeh, Jagneh, and several districts 

dependant on the King of Beejapore. The threats of that power, now little 

formidable, restrained not his career of plunder and usurpation. He put to 

death, by treachery, the Rajah of Jaowlce, and seized his territory and treasure; 

plundered the rich and manufacturing city of K.alienn; took Maduiy, Purdhaim- 

gur, Rajapore, Sungarpore, and an island belonging to the Portuguese. At 

length the Beejapore government sent an army to suppress him. He deceived 

the general with professions of repentance, and offers of submission ; stabbed him 

to the heart at a conference- cut to pieces his army deprived of its leader; and 

rapidly took possession of the whole region of Rokun or Conam, the country 

lying between the Ghauts and the sea from Goa to Daman. 

When Aurungzebe, upon the defeat of his rivals, sent Shaistn Khan, with the 

Tank of Ameer al Omrah, or head of the Omrebs, to command in Deccan, the 

Rajah Jesswimt Sing, wlm had redeemed his treachery in the battle against 

Snja, by his subsequent dereliction of the cause of Dura, was invested about the 

same time with the government of Guzemt. As soon as Aurungzebe had leisure 

io attend to the progress of Sevagee, the viceroy of Guzerat was commanded to 

co-operate with the viceroy of Deccan, in reducing and chastising the Mahratta 

adventurer. Sevagee could not resist the torrent which now rolled against him. 

The strong fortress of Jogneh was taken. The Ameer al Omrah advanced to 

Foonab, where he took up his residence. Here a band of assassins made their 

way to his Ltd in the night. He himself was wounded in the hand, by which 

he warded off a blow from his head, and his son was slain. The assassins es* 

caped, and Sevagee himself w as understood to have been among them. Circum¬ 

stances indicated treachery; and the suspicions of SJiaista Khan fell upon Jess- 

wint Sing. These two generals were recalled ; and after an interval of two years, 

during which the Prince Mahomed Mauum, or Shah AuJum, held the govern¬ 

ment of Deccan, the two generals, Jey Sing and DiUeer Khan were sent to pro¬ 

secute the war against the Mahratta chief. Jey Sing was the Rajah of Abnir,* 

. • The mouutainotu district*, lying between the provinces of Agra and Guzerat. and forming 

pan at the provinces of Malwa and A]mere, were uduibited by a race of warlike Hindus, named 

Rajpoot*, who, from pride of superior prowess, claimed to he of a higher caste than the hums at 
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Book ITI» ami Dillccr wn a Patau Ontmlu who both had obtained high rank as generals in 

v ' the service of Shall Jehati j and being chosen for their merit as the fittest to guide 

1608, and enlighten So liman, when sent against Suja, were the ebiefe whom Aiming* 

aebe had gained to betray their master, and debauch his army. 

Before the arrival of these generals, Sevagcc had with great address surprised 

and plundered Surat; a dty of importance and renown; the chief fjort of the 

Mogul empire; and that front which the holy pilgrims commenced their voyage 

to the tomb of the prophet The operations of the new commander* turned the 

tide in Mahratta affairs. The armies of Sevogee were driven from the field ; his 

country was plundered; and Poonmdck, a strong fortress, in which he had placed 

his women and treasures, was besieged. It was reduced to the last extremity, 

when Sevagee, unarmed, presented himself at one of the outjiosts of the imperiul 

camp, and demanded to lie led to the general. Professing conviction of his folly, 

in attempting to contend with the Mogul power, he craved the pardon of UU dis¬ 

obedience, and offered to the Emperor his services, along with twenty forts which 

he would immediately resign. Jcysiug embraced the proposal; and Scvagee 

obeyed the imperial order, to wait upon the Emperor at Delhi, Sevagee hod 

offered to conduct the war in Candtdiar against the Persians. Had he lievn re¬ 

ceived with the honour to winch he looked, he might have been gained to the 

Mogul service, and the empire of the Mahrattas would not have begun to exist. 

But Aunmgzebc, who might easily have dispatched, resolved to humble the ad¬ 

venturer. When presented in the hall of audience, he was placed among the 

inferior Omrate; which affected him to such a degree that he wept and fainted 

away. He now meditated, and with great address contrived, the means of 

escape. Leaving his son, n boy, with a Brahmen whom he knew at Mutterah, 

other Hindu*. They had been divided into three principal Rajashrp*; that of Abnir or Amheer, 

called afterwards Jeypore and Jyenagur, on the burden of Agra; that i>r Joriepore or Marwnr, 

south west from Abnir, approaching the centre of Ajniere ; and lastly tlial of Chiton*, called at*o 

Odcy |lore, from another city, tying further south. Of these Rajahs the most powerful had been the 

Rojali of Chliurc, whose distinctive title was Raiia. J ess win t Sing, the Rajah of Judpoie, having 

married the daughter of the last Ran a, had merged those two kingdoms of R&japoots into one. 

Ur, Onnc seems not to have been aware of die marriage of Jcaswiut Sing, and of in effects: as 

he mentions with some surprise, that the name of the Rajah of Chiton? do where appears to the his, 

tery of the present transaction*. Bernier, Revel, p. 52, SG; Dow, Reign of Shah Johan, eh- v. p, 

212; Scott, ut supra, p. 10; Memoirs of Eradut Khan, p, IS; Rennet's Memoir, Introd. p. cxijii. 

Te the above nations of Rnjapoots should nho be added those of Bonds!*, or Bundelchund, a dis* 

trict between die provinces of Agra and Malwa, extending from Jeypore, by Gualior and ColLin- 

ger, a* for os Benares. Memoirs of Eradut Khan, p. 171 Rcnnol, ut supra, p. cxxxii. 
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nud who afterwards conducted him safe to his father, he travelled as a pilgrim to Chap. IV. 

Juggernaut, and thence by the way of Hyderabad to his own country* '---' 

The Prince Shah Aulum, ami the Rajah Jesswunt Sing, were sent to supersede !6SS' 

the Rajah Jey Sing, who was suspected of an understanding w ith Sevagee, and 

died on his way to the imperial presence.! The change was favourable to 

Sevagee ; because Jesswunt Sing, who had but little affection to the imperial 

sendee, allowed the war to linger, and discontents and jealousies to breed in the 

army. Sevagee was not inactive. Immediately upon his arrival he took royal 

titles, and struck coins in Ids name. His troops, in consequence of his previous 

arrangements, had been well kept on foot during his absence; and he attacked 

immediately the Mogul territories and forts. Surat was again plundered; he 

recovered all the forts which he had resigned, and added some new districts to 
his former possessions. 

The weakness of Beejapore made him look upon the territories of that declaring 

state as his easiest prey. Neither upon that, however, nor any other enterprise, 

could he proceed with safety, tiU his forts were supplied with pro virions; and 

provisions, while pressed by the Mogul arms, he found it difficult, if not impossible 

to supply. He seems never to have distrusted his own address any more than his 

courage. By a letter to Jesswunt Sing, he averred, that only because his life was 

in danger had he fled from the imperial presence, where his faithful offer of 

services had been treated with scorn ; that still ho desired to return within the 

walks of obedience ; and would place his son in the imperial service, if any com¬ 

mand in the army, not dishonourable, was bestowed upon him. The stratagem 

succeeded to his wish ; he obtained a truce, during which he supplied his forts; 

he dexterously withdrew Ills son from the Mogul army; with little resistance he 

took possession of several important districts belonging to Beejapore; compelled the 

• Scott, ut Mijira, p, 11—17. Mr. Omn?, from scattered reports, has stated die circumstance* 
differently, Historical Frog, p. 17, *c, 

i Not without suspicion of poison.-Mr. Scott's author, who probably wished to spare Aufutie. 

ache, sayi, by his raoomhre, or KCreUiry jp. 17} -Mr. <W says, by order of Autauga*!* 

(p, 27), But die Rajah wag worn out with age and laborious services; and tlic only poison, perhaps, 

was the anguish of disgrace. Ho lb praised by the Mohomedun historians as the most eminent, in 

personal qvmlitie*, of all the Hindu, they bad yet known; accomplished in Persian and Arabian 

■earning. His successor, of whom more will be heard hereafter, was celebrated for his astrono. 

nucal learning, and for the observatory which he erected at Jcvporc. Memoirs of Enulut Khan, 
p. 18. Note (1) by Scott. 
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in. King to pay him a tribute of three Jaea of pagodas, and the King of Goleonda 

-' to pay him another of four.* 

lGSi. Ejnpepofj disjjfased with .Jesswunt Sing, as well on account of the ill 

success of the war, as the divisions and jealousies which reigned in the army, 

recalled him; and several generals were successively sent to conduct affairs under 

Auluiu Shah. In the mean time, the Mali rat tas plundered the adjoining coun¬ 

tries, retreating with the spoil to their forts, in spite of all the efforts of the 

imperial commanders. At last, in 1671, the Prince himself was recalled. An 

Onirah, titled Bahadur KJnm, succeeded him; and retained the government till 

the year 1 676- During these years Hie war produced no remarkable event, 

though it was prosecuted with considerable activity, and without intermission. 

The efforts of the Viceroy were divided and weakened, by hostilities with Beejar 

pore and Goleonda; which, though they had contributed to the fall of those 

languishing states, had aided the rising power of Sevagee. In 1677 that chieftain 

affected to enter into an alliance with the King of Goleonda against the King of 

Beejapore aud the Moguls; and marched into the territory of Goleonda at the 

head of an army of 40,000 horse. He proceeded to make conquests with great 

appearance of fidelity; hut placed Mahratta governors in all the fortresses, and 

enriched himself by plunder. He obtained jwssession of the impregnable fortress 

of Gingee by treachery. He laid siege to Vellore, wliich defended itself during 

more than four months. An interview took place between Scvagee and Ekojce^ 

the latter of whom, perceiving the insatiable appetite and jjowct of his brother, 

trembled for his dominions. Before he had time, however, to conquer every 

thing to the north of the Colcroon, he was recalled to his western dominions.! 

Dilleer Khan, who succeeded Bahadur, carried on the war in a similar manner, 

and was superseded hy Bahadur, who received the command anew, in 1681. 

The most remarkable occurrence, during the administration of Dilleer, was the 

arrival in his camp of the son of Scvagee,- who had incurred the displeasure of his 

father, and fied for protection to the Moguls. The event was regarded as 

fortunate, and a high rank was bestowed upon the young Mahratta; hut Scvagee 

soon found means to regain his confidence, and he had the good fortune to moke 

t WiUu, (p, 80) aajr* nine, upon what authorities, be, as usual, emit* to suite. 

f This expvUiticizi imo the Carnatic is noticed hy Scott, ut supra, p. 32} by Oime, Hist, Frag. 

P* 82—*87. CoL Wilks, however, (cb, Hi. ut supra) has given the most distinct account, and is here 
followed. 
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his escape a h'ttlc time before Ids father terminated his indefatigable and extra- Chap. IV. 

ordinary career. >-. j 

During all the time of these great and multiplied transactions, a naval war, 1682* 

which we hear of for the first time in the fiistoiy of India, was carried on !>etwceti 

Scvcgee and his enemies. At the commencement of his exploits, a chief, distin¬ 

guished by the name of Siddee Jore, had the government of the town of Dunda 

Rajapore, a sea-port, to the southward of Bombay, belonging to the Ring of 

Beejapore; and at the same time, the command of the fleet, which that sovereign 

had formed to protect his maritime dominions, and their trade, from the naval 

enemies which now infested the coasts of India. While Siddee Jore was endea¬ 

vouring to signalize himself against Scvagee in another quarter, that ingenious 

adventurer arrived unexpectedly at Dunda Rajopore, and obtained possession of 

it by a stratagem. The loss of this important place so enraged the King against 

Siddee Jorc, that he procured his assassination. At the time of the capture of 

Dunda Raj spore, however, the heir of Siddee Jore w as in the command of the 

fleet, which lay at the fortified island of Gingerah, before the town. When the 

outrage was committed upon his father by the King of Beejapore, he tendered 

his services to Aurungzebe, with the fort of Gingerah, and the whole of the 

Beejapore fleet. The offer, of course, was greedily accepted. Siddee, it appears, 

was a name, which was applied in common to those Abyssinian adventurers, who 

had passed over, in great numbers, from their own country into the service of the 

kings of Deccan ; and had there frequently engrossed a great proportion of the 

princqial offices of state. Of this class of men was the admiral who had now 

enhsted himself in the Mogul service. He was joined by a great number of his 

family and countrymen. He liitnself was called the Siddee, by way of distinction; 

his principal officers bad the term Siddee prefixed to their names ; and his crews 

and followers were in general denominated the Siddees. They carried on an 

active warfare along the whole western coast of India, and were not only danger¬ 

ous and troublesome enemies to Scvagee, but formidable even to the British, and 
other European traders, who frequented the coast.* 

Sevngee breathed his last in his fortress of Rayree on the 5th of April, 1682, 

of an inflammation in his chest, at the early age of fifty-two; having displayed a 

fertility of invention, adapted to his ends; and a firmness of mind in the pursuit 

of them, which have seldom been equalled, probably never surpassed. With the 

exception of the few small districts possessed by the Europeans, bis dominions, at 

* Orme# Hist. Frag. p. 5 to 11, 79 to n. 

4 V 2 
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Boo* III, the time of his death, comprehended, along the western coast of India, an 

' v-* extent of about 400 miles in length by 120 in breadth, and from the river 

t681* JJifjjeou in the south, to Versal in the north. Of the detached forts, which at 

one time he had garrisoned in Carnatic, only one or two apjiear to have at this 

time remained in his hands.* 

During these transactions in the south, we are not informed of any other 

emergency which called the attention of Auruiigzebe from the ordinary details of 

his administration ; excepting a war with the Patans or Afghauns who infested 

tiie northern provinces; and another, which the Emperor ImuscLf provoked, with 

the raj pools of Ajmere and Malwa. 

The Governor of Pcshawir, to punish an incursion of the Patans, had. in 

1673, pursued them to Liieir mountains, where lie allowed himself to be en¬ 

tangled id the defiles, and was cut off with his whole army, A Patan, who had 

served in the armies of Sultan Sujah, and bore a strong resemblance to lib person, 

gave birth to a report, that the Sultan had made his escape from Arraean, The 

Patans proclaimed him King of India; and all the tribes of that people were 

summoned to join their fonqes to place him upon his tlirone. They were able, it 

is sold, had they united, to bring into the field 150,000 men; and Aurungzebe 

was roused by the magnitude of the danger. He took the field in person, and 

crossed the Indus, about the dose of the year 1674. The wav lasted for about 

fifteen months, during wliich the Patans were driven from the more accessible 

country; and Aurungzebe was too cautious to penetrate among the mountains. 

A chain of forts was established to restrain them; and the governor whom he 

left at Peskawur, having exerted himself to gain the confidence of the Patan 

chiefs, drew them to an entertainment at that place, and murdered them along 

with their attendants. Though Aurungzebe disowned the action, he obtained 

not the credit of being averse to it.f 

It b probable that Aurungzebe, from political motives, projected the reduction 

of the rajpoot states, viewing with jealousy the existence of so great an inde¬ 

pendent power, (able, it is said, to bring 200,000 men into the field) in the 

heart of lifs dominions. He put on however the mask of religion, and began 

the execution of a project, or pretended project, for the forcible conversion of the 

Hindus to the religion of the faithful Jesswunt Sang, the Maharajah, or Great 

Raj ttl i, as he was called, having died, near Gabul in 1681, his children, on 

* Orme’s Hist, Frag, p, IS3,134- ’Wilt* says lie died in JGBO, (ubi supra, p, 31], 
j- lb, p. GS—7^* 
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Ihefr return to their native country, were ordered to be conducted to court; Cu4r.lV. 

where he insisted on their being rendered Mahomedans, Their rajpoot alten- ---' 

danta contrived their escape, and fled with them to their own country. The 1687< 

Emperor revenged the disobedience by a war; which tie conducted in perron. 

His numerous forces drove the rajpoots from the more accessible parts of their 

difficult country; but they held possession of their mountains and fastnesses; 

and the war degenerated into a tedious and ineffectual struggle. Aunmgrebc 

sat down at Ajmere, where he superintended, at a less inconvenient distance, 
the operations in Deccan, as well as the war with the rajpoots * 

Sambah, or Sambagee, the eldest son of Sevagee, succeeded to his throne, 

hut not without a competitor, in a younger brother, whose adherents created 

him considerable danger, till tile principal among them were all put to death. 

While the war was carried on between the Mahratto and the imperial generals 

in Deccan, as it had been for several years, by sudden inroads on the one side, 

and pursuit on the other; hut few important advantages on either; Akbar, one 

of the younger sons of Aurangzebe, who was employed in the war against the 

rajpoots, turned his standards against his father, being offered assistance by the 

enemy whom he was sent to subdue. One of Aurungzebe’s tried artifices/ that 

of raising jealousy between associates, enabled him to defeat the first attempt of 

Akbar, who fled from the country ©f the rajpoots, and took refuge with 
Sambagee, & 

Both Sambagee and Aumngjiebe knew the value of the acquisition. The 

pnnee was received with extraordinary honours, by the Mahratto chief, who 

would not sit in his presence. And Aurungzebe, resolving to extinguish the 

enemy who had so long troubled his government in the south, arrived with a 

vast army at Aurangabad, in 1684. Afrer the attack and defence of some forts, 

with no important result, the prince Shah Aulum was sent into Concan, to re- 

duce the Mahratta fortresses on the sea coast. He found it impossible to pro¬ 

cure provisions; the climate disagreed with the Mogul troops; and he was 
obliged to return with only a remnant of his army.-J- 

In 1687, the Emperor resolved upon the final reduction of the MahtAiedan 

kingdoms of Deccan, Hyderabad or Golconda, and Beejapore, which displayed 

a greater residue of strength and resources, than thrir reduced condition had led 

him to expect. From Ahmednuggur, where the grand camp had already ar- 

OPC”li011i °f AUmnSWbe b **“*• I-** Orne, ut supra, p.tOfr-lOS.and 

f Scon, ut supra, p. 33-6*} Onw Hist. Frag. p. 134-152. 
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floe* Itr. rived, lie moved as far as Sholapore, and sent one army towards Hydctnliadj 

' another towards Bcejapore, 

Tlie general, who led the army of the Ring of Hyderabad, I strayed his trust, 

and passed over to the enemy; upon which the Ring aiiaudoned the open coun¬ 

try, and shut himself up in the fort of Colconda. Hyderabad was taken and 

plundered. That the Sultan Mauzim, however, who commanded, might not 

have the honour, whirl] he was wise enough not to covet, of taking Golcondn, 

Aurungzctie accepted the humble terms which were offered by the Ring, ami 

reserved his destruction till another opportunity. 

Beejapore made considerable resistance, which was aided by scarcity. After 

the city hod been besieged for some time, the Emperor proceeded to the attack 

in person. Famine at last compiled the garrison to surrender; and the young 

King was delivered into the hands of Aurungzebe* 

He received, about the same time, intelligence of another agreeable event, 

the departure of Sultan Akhar, from the Mahrstta country to Persia. As this 

lessened greatly, in the eyes of Aurungzelje, the imjjortance of immediate 

operations against the Mahrattaa, he turned from Beejapore towards Golcondn. 

Shah Aulum, with his sons, was seized and put in confinement, for remon¬ 

strating, it is said, against the treachery turned at the unfortunate King of Gob 

conda, who had submitted under pledge of honour to himself. Aurungzebc, in 

truth, was incurably jealous of his son, because heir to his throne ; and was 

stimulated to ease bis mind of a part of its load of terror and distrust, Gol- 

conda was invested, and, after a siege of seven months, fell by that treachery, 

the benefit of which Aurungzebe made it his constant endeavour to procure. 

He had now the two sovereigns of Deccan in his hands, and the reduction of 

the outstanding forts was all that remained to complete the extension of the 

Mogul dominion to the furthest limit of Camatie.f 

This important success was immediately followed by an event which the 

Emperor regarded as peculiarly fortunate. His spies brought intelligence, that 

Samba^ec, at one of his forts in the mountains not far distant, was spending his 

time in a round of his favourite pleasures, and very imperfectly on Ills guard. 

A body of troops was dispatched to surprise him, and he was, in fact, taken 

* Scott, aupia, p, 65—73- 

t The greatest part of Carnatic had belonged to tfaerajalui of Bccjanuggur, iu the flouildimg 

&<#te at (hint empire. After the reduction of that state by the Mahnmetlno powers of Deccan, it 

Trii* divided between the states of Golconda and Beejapore, Aurunglebe s Operations in Deccam 

Scott, p. 73, 75, Qrnte, p, 199— isa 
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prisoner. S&mhagee was too formidable to lie permitted to live ■ but the Em- Chaf. IV. 

perer polluted his fortune by glutting his eyes with the butchery of his enemy; ---J 

who relaxed not his haughtiness in the presence of death. The efficacy of Sam- l6!jia“im 

hagec s talents which were not inconsiderable, was obstructed by his immode- 

xate passion for women, which lm father predicted would lead him to his ruin. 

TJie Emperor followed up his advantage with activity, and immediately sent 

an army into Concan. Its operations were highly successful; and Rayrec, 

which Samhagec and his father had made their capital, together with the wives 

and infant son of that chieftain, fell into tlie hands of Uie victor.* 

Ranm, however, the brother of Sambagee, escaped from Con can, and, cross¬ 

ing by the way of Seriiigapatam to Carnatic, threw liimself into the fort of 

Gingee, whidi was a place of great strength, and by the obstinacy of its resist¬ 

ance, or the interested delays of the imperial generals, retarded the settlement of 

Dcccmt for several years. It gave occupation to a great part of the imperial 

army from tlie year IG9S to the year 1700; and during that period kept the re* 
duetkm of Carnatic incomplete. 

The Emperor turned his whole attention to the final subjugation of the 

Mahrattos, and penetrated into the country with his principal arniy. But while 

he was employed in Lire reduction of forts, the Mahrattos, under various chiefs, 

issued from their mountains, and spreading over tlie newly conquered countries 

of Becjaporeand Goleonda, and even the provinces of Bernr, Condcsh, and Mai wo, 

corned great plunder bock with them, and left devastation beldnd. The impe- 

nal forces marched to oppose them in all directions, and easily conquered them 

in battle when they could bring them to an action. But the Mahrattas eluded 

rencounter, retired to their mountains when pursued, hung upon tlie roar of their 

enemy when obliged to return, and resumed their devastations whenever they 

found the country cleared of tlie troops which opposed them. The Emperor 

persevered with great obstinacy in besieging the forts in the accessible parts of 

the Mahratta country; the greater part of which fell into his hands. But 

during that time the Mahrattas so enriched themselves by plundering tlie impe¬ 

rial dominions, and so increased in multitude and power, being joined fly vast 

numbers of the Zemindars in the countries which they- repeatedly over-ran, that 

the advantages of the war were decidedly in their fovotir, and the administration 
of Aurungzcbc betrayed the infirmities of age. The more powerful Omrahs, 

who maintained numerous troops, and were able to chastise invaders, bis jealous 

* Scott, ut supra, p, 77-50; <W, jf. 230-SS*. Wilks <p, 215} aiy» it wb. laken in 1698. 
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Boot HL policy made Inin afraid to trust with the command of provinces. He made 

* choice of persons without reputation and power, who, abandoning the defence of 

their provinces, to which they were unequal, were satisfied w ith enriching them¬ 

selves by the plunder of the people. Under so defective a government, the 

Mahrattas found the whole country south from the Nerbudda open to their in¬ 

cursions. The Emperor persevered in liis attempts to subdue them. In that 

harassing and unavailing struggle were the years consumed which intervened 

»«iHof till his death. This event took place, in the camp at Ahmednuggur on the 21st 

Aunjjipcbe. of February 1707, m the forty-eighth year of his reign, and ninety-fourth of 

hb age.* 

At the lime when the last illness of Aumngzebe commenced, lus eldest son, 

Mahomed Mauri m, who at an early age had received the title of Shall Aulum, 

was at Cabul, of which, as a distant province where he would be least dan¬ 

gerous. he ivas made governor, upon ids liberation from the confinement in 

which he had languished for several years. His two remaining sous, Arim 

Shah, who teas suliahdar of Guzerat, and Ids youngest son Kam Ruksh, who 

had been recently appointed to the government of Reejapore, were both in the 

camp. Aurungzebe, who foigot not Ids caution to the last, hurried them away 

to their stations, either fearing lest under hb weakness they should seize upon 

his person while yet alive; or lest they should fill the camp with bloodshed im¬ 

mediately upon hb dissolution. A rim had not yet reached his province, when 

he received the news of the Emperors decease. He hurried back to the camp, 

and, no competitor being present, received without diffictdty the obedience of the 

army. * 

As it was not, however, expected that Shah Aulum would quietly resign hb 

throne and his life, Arim began his march towards the northern provinces. 

On the news of the Emperor’s illness, Shah Aulum had despatched his commands 

to hb two sons; Mob ad dien, the eldest, governor of Multan, and Arim 

Ooshaun, the second, governor of Bengal, to advance with their forces towards 

Agra. Arim Ooshaun had used so much diligence, that he was enabled to an¬ 

ticipate the arrival of Arim Shall, and got possession of Agra with its treasures. 

As the two armies were approaching one Another in the neighbourhood of Agra, 

Fur the lut seven years or the tcign of Aurnngsebc, the author of Atirtuig^bc’i oper- 

Biifliu in Deccan, by Scott, (p. 73—123,} if our principal authority. The age of Aomngiebe h 

stated on ih* authority of Goluiu Hussein Khan (Sccr Mutokhareen, L £). Mr. Scotfj author 

mention* not the age. Both writers rniecatculatc the length or lhe reign (which began in August 

1G58, and ended in tchniiiy 1701); the one calling it more than fifty, the other more than fifty- 
enc yearn. 

3 
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Shall Aulum addressed a letter to his brother, offering to divide the kingdom. Chap. IV. 

The presumptuous prince rejected the proposal; and the armies came to action ; ^— -’ 

when Azmi Shah lost the battle, ant! he and his two eldest sons their lives. 

He had committed many important errors: among others offended the genc- 

raiisiimo, the famous Zutfeccar Khan, the favourite general of Aurungzelie, 

and son of Asstid Khan his vizir, He rejected the advice of this commander at 

the commencement of the battle, and Zulfeccar with Ids ibrees withdrew from 
the field.* 

Slmh Aulum, who now assumed the title of Bahadur Shah, was chiefly in- sh* 

debted to the prudence and w isdom of Monftim Khan, his minister of finance, 

for his victory and throne. He rewarded him with the office of vizir; but 

Assnd Khan, the late vizir, and Zulfeccar Khan Ins son. were received with 

extraordinary favour : the former being created vakeel mutt nil tick ; f the latter 

meer hnkshi; $ and governor of all Deccan, with the title of Ameer ul Omrah. 

Another contest, however, still remained. The throne was promised to Kfim 

Buksh by hia own vanity, and by his astrologers; and though his brother, even 

when near him with an irresistible army, invited him to enjoy in jieace his king¬ 

dom of Bcejajiore, to which he offered to add that of Golconda, the infatuated 

prince was resolved upon his destruction. It had been the object of his father 

to render him, by his power in Beejapore, safe from the jealousy of any of his 

brothers who might ascend the imperial throne. For this purpose lie had placed 

m his service the Turanee Moguls, or that jiart of the army which consisted of 

the Mogul adventurers, newly arrived from Tartary, and distinguished from 

those who had been bred in Hindustan. The dritf of these Moguls was Chazee 

nd then Khan, a man of great years and experience; who had acquired (dgh 

reputation and influence in Deccan during the wars of Aurungzebe. The light, 

inconsiderate, rash, and inconstant diameter of Kfim Buksh would have disco. 

vemd to b less discerning mind than that of Ghazee the speedy ruin of that 

prince’s hopes; he therefore listened to the friendly proposals of the Emperor, 

and was appointed Subahdar of Guzorat, while his son Cheen Koulich Khan, a 

man of great celebrity in the subsequent history of India, was favourably 

received at court. Kam Buksh was gradually deserted by almost ail his fid. 

^ ^ ^ AullWn * elated by two Persian noblemen, both cotetnporary with the 
events. Enului Khan, (Mem. p. 11—(>*,) and Goldm Hussein Khan, Sew MutftUureea, jp. 

t This was the highest office ia on Indian government, and Beldam 

great emergency. Scott, Memoir* of Eradul Khan, p.46. 

1 Chief paymaster; am office of great tnui and dignity. Ibid. 
VOL. h 4 G 
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m. lowers; but rushed desperately into battle near Hyderabad with not more than a 

few hundred attendants. He was taken prisoner; but not till be received a 

* mortal wound, of which he died the same evening. 

The Emperor seemed afraid of becoming, like ins father, entangled in the 

labyrinth of Deccanee affairs; and leaving to his officers whatever remained for 

the settling of those newly conquered regions, he began bis march towards the 

capital, though in the middle of the rains. Zulfeccar Khan, the subahdar of 

Deccan, left Daood Khan Puntiee, a native of Deccan, his deputy; and followed 

his master, still further to push his ambitious designs. 

iTie Emperor was not satisfied with the Rajpoot princes, whose disobedience 

had lieen provoked by the religions and misdiievous war kindled against them at 

the end of the reign of Aurungzebe. Ajeet Sing, the successor of Jesswunt 

Sing, Raja of Odeypore; and Jcysing, the successor of the Rajah, who had 

rendered himself famous in the wars of Annin gzebe, had formed an alliance, 

cemented by marriage; and without professing independence of the Mogul 

power, endeavoured to yield a very limited obedience. Some unavailing 

measures were taken to reduce them to more perfect subjection. But a new' 

enemy, whose operations began to be serious and even formidable, rendered it 

advisable to accept for the present the nominal obedience of the Raj|»oots. 

The Seiks, now ravaging the province of Lahore and the northern jjart of the 

province of Delhi, committing outrages on the persons of the Moslem, inflamed 

both the religious and political indignation of the Emperor and his Ooirahs. This 

people, of whom the history is curious, were advancing rapidly to that import¬ 

ance, which renders them at jircscnt one of the principal powers in Hindustan- 

Their origin is to be traced back to the time of the Emperor Baber, when a 

celebrated Dirvesh, being captivated with the beauty of the son of a grain 

merchant of the Cshatrya caste, by name Nannuk, brought him to reside in his 

house, and instructed him in the sublime doctrines and duties of JsJamisni. 

Nan mi k aspired beyond the merit of a learner. From theological writings 

which he perused, he selected, as he went on, such doctrines, ex press ions, senti¬ 

ments, as captivated ins fancy. At length his selections approached to the size 

of a tfook; and being written (it is said with elegance) in the Punjaliee dialect, or 

language of the country, were read hy various persons, and admired. The fame 

of Nannuk s Iwok was diffused. He gave it a name, Kirrunt ;* and, by degrees, 

the votaries of Kirrunt became a sect. They distinguished themselves hy a 

peculiar garb and manners, which resembled those of the Moslem fakirs. They 

■Sir Joha Malcolm, writes it Gront’h. Sketch of the Sikhs, p. 2$. 
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united so as to live by themselves apart from the other in (militants; and formed Chap. IV. 

villages or communities, called Songais, in wltich some one* as head of the com- v™-’v—■' 
* ° 1 17091 

munity, always presided over the rest. Nnnnuk was followed by nine succes¬ 

sors in the office of chief* or [latriarch of the whole sect; during whose time the 

Seiks led peaceable and inoffensive lives. Tecg Bahadur, the tenth in order* 

was perpetually followed by a large multitude of the enthusiasts of the sect; and 

united himself with a Mussulman fakir who had a number of followers approach¬ 

ing that of his own. To subsist so numerous a body of idle religionists, the 

neigh I joining districts were laid under contribution; and the saints* haring tasted 

the sweets of a life of plunder and idleness, pushed their depredations, and liecamc 

the scourge of the provinces. Aurungzebe, who was then upon the tlirone* 

commanded the governor of Lahore to sense the two leaders of the banditti; to 

banish the Mussulman beyond the Indus ; and to conduct the Hindu to the fort 

of Guolior - where he was put to death. The loss of their patriarch was far 

from sufficient to extinguish the religious flame of the Seiks. A son of Teeg 

Bahadur, whose family name was Govind* was raised to the vacant supremacy, 

and was distinguished by the name of Gooroo Govind, Gooroo being the title 

bestowed by a Hindu on his religious instructor. The fate of his father taught 

him audacity; he instructed his followers, hitherto unarmed* to provide them¬ 

selves with weapons and horses \ divided them into troops; placed them under 

the command of those of his friends in whose conduct and fidelity he confided; 

and plundered the country by force of arms. He was not, however, able to 

withstand the troops of the province, which were collected to oppose him; his 

two sons were token prisoners, and he himself fieri among the Afghauns. After 

a time he came bock, disguised as an Afghauu devotee; but hilling into mental 

derangement, was succeeded by Banda, one of his followers, who assumed the 

name of Gooroo Govind, and resolved to take vengeance on the Moslems for the 

daughter of the fatlter and sons of his predecessor. To the robJiery and plunder 

which had become the business of the Seiks* he added cruelty' and murder. The 

Moslem historians of these events are filled with horror as well os indignation at 

the cruelties which he exercised upon the faitliful (to them alone, it seems, did 

they extend) and describe as one of the most sanguinary of monsters the man whose 

actions, had infidels been the sufferers, and n Mussulman the actor, thev might 

not, perhaps, liave thought unworthy of applause. It was this Banda whose 

enormities Shah Aulum hurried from Deccan to interrupt and chastise. The 

rebels (so they were now denominated) descried Sirhind upon the approach of 

the Emperor, and retired to Daber, a place of strength, at the entrance of the 

mountains, and the principal residence of the Gooroo, When Daber was reduced 

4 g 2 
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Book IIL to the last extremity* Banda* with bis principal follower?* retired to the moun- 

taina during the night. The presence of the Emperor suspended, but did not 

extinguish* the depredations of the Seiks** 

Shah Aulum had reigned five years* counting from the death of Aurungzebe* 

with the praise of great humanity* having spilt the Idood of no rival but in the 

held, and treating the sons of his rebel brothers like Ills own s when he was 

siezcd with a violent illness, and expired suddenly in his camp, near Lahore, in 

die year 1712. 

T. he four sons of Shah Aulum, each w ith his army and retainers, were in the 

camp; AIcjLs ad dien Khan* the eldest; Azeem Ooshami, the second, the favou¬ 

rite of his father; Ruffe h (hi^haun, the third; and KqjWteh Akter* the youngest* 

Of fdi ihe Oinralis, the vizir Monouit Khan being dead, ZuHecear Khim was by 

fur the most powerful; and doubted not to place on the musuud any of the princes 

whose entire he should espouse, Azeem OosMum. w ho liad in the camp a large 

treasure of Ms own* and from his situation near his father w as enabled to possess 

himself of all the imperial treasure and effects, assumed the sceptre w ithout hesi¬ 

tation. Ztdfeccar Khan sent to him a confidential messenger, to ask if* in that 

emergency, he could render him any service; and receiving a careless and 

disdainful answer* took his resolution. He passed to the camp of Moiz ad Dien, 

nnd formed or confirmed a union of the three brothers* who agreed to oppose 

Azoem Ooshaun, and afterwards to divide the empire. Azcem Ooshaun lost 

the tu.ourulde opportunity ot attacking1 his brothers. He allowed the time to pass; 

tLU they made their preparations; and till his own army* becoming uneasy and 

dispirited, began to disperse* \V hen the inevitable hour arrived* he was conquered 

without nmdi difficulty, and disappeared in the battle; Ids wounded elephant* it 

is supposed* rushed w ith him dow n the precipice into the river, where both sunk 

to apjiear no more. 

To the surviving princes it remained to settle the partition on which they had 

agreed , but Zutfecear Khan had other designs* Whether from selfish motives, 

or a patriotic dread of the consequences of division; whether because that 

prince was the weakest, and might he governed, or the oldest* and hud the 

m 

m Guk'm Hussein, (Sccr Mutakliarecn, !. 87—93) who gifts a pretty detailed account of tiio 

origin of the SeOcs; and Scott, (Hut. of AunnigzAe , Successors, p. J|2)whogm* nn abridged 

pretty exactly in the fact*, Jvmdtit Khun (Mian* p«6Z) dt^cribes the reduction of 

Daber. Som* general remarks are found in a paper of Mr- Wilkins, in the first vok of die 

AriaUc llM^arcbe»* The mare detoikd account of Sit John >hJtxdroF (Sketch of flic Sikhi* 

p ) tAcn frain Seik authorities, differs widely in the history of Nannuis ; but though the 

inaccurate Persians otl a List mvxh 10 be tniated, die fabling Seiks, making every thing miraculous 
to the origin of their sect, ore still Its*. 
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better title, the Ameer ul Omrah resolved to make Moiz ad Dien sole Emperor, oJM, 

ami to defeat the expectations of the other tn-o. By various artifice*, creating - 

difficulties and delay, lie contrived to secure the greater part of the treasure to 17 

Mcuz ad Dien. This roused the jealousy of Kojesteh Akteiy- and he prewired 

for action; hut the night before the projected battle a fire broke out in his 

camp, and he lost the greater port of his ammunition. He and iiis son fought with 

gallantry, hut his soldiers deserted during the engagement, and gave an easy 

victory to his more fortunate brother. Ruffeh Ooshauu stood aloof during this 

action ; still confiding in the friendship of Zui&ecur Khan, and reserving himself 

to fait ujam the victor. While he waited with imimticnce for the morning, 

having been dissuaded from attacking the successful army the same night, intel¬ 

ligence of his design was carried to the Ameer ul Omrah, who tna^dc'prepa¬ 

rations to receive him. The victory was not a moment doubtful, for the army 

of the prince almost immediately disposed, and he was slain, fighting bravely 

amid a few attendants-* 

Moiz ad Dien was proclaimed Emperor with the title of Jehandor Shah. He jthandar 

posset not abilities to redeem the weaknesses by which he exposed himself toSW 

the disapprobation of his people; and Ids government and jierson fell into con¬ 

tempt. He was governed by a concubine, who had belonged to the degraded and 

impure profession of public dancers, and shed infamy upon the man with whom 

she was joined. The favours of the crown were showered u[wn the mean rela¬ 

tions, and undent companions of Izdl Koor {such was the name of the mistress), 

who did not always enjoy them with moderation. Tbe Emjierw, who loved tC 

jollity of debauch, exposed himself about the city in company with Loll Koor 

and her favourites, in situations where dignity was apt to lie lost. The nobles 

were offended, because a new set of favourites intercepted the ravs of imperial 

favour ; and the people were disgusted at the sight of vices in their sovereign, 

which shed degradation on the meanest of themselves, 

Jehandar Shah was from these causes Ul prepared to meet the storm which 

shorts/ after he was summoned to face. When Azim Ooshaun marched from 

Bengal to assist his father in the struggle for the crown, he left liehind him his 

son erokscre, Upotfthe defeat of Azim Ooshaun, and the elevation of Je¬ 

handar Shah, it became necessary for Feroksere to think either of flight or of 

khan («“*** P- «l Gokm H-*. Khan, (Scar Muukh™. L 

^Jtrr " f ^ *°T °f ** -w-1. * d» former describing U like 
U" widwutffifi- 
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Book III. resistance. There trow two brothers* Abdooila Khau, and liussun Khan, of the 

** ^ f high birth of Syeds, or descendants of the prophet, who had distinguished 

themselves in the service of Aziiu Shah, and having afterwards attached them¬ 

selves to Arim Ooshaun were by him appointed, the one to the government of' 

Allahabad ; the other, to that of Bahnr. Feroksere succeeded in gaining the 

support of these brothers, whose talents were powerful, and their reputation 

high. The counsels of Jehandar were divided. The j>owers and services of 

Zulfeccar Khan were eclipsed by the favour of Kokultash Khan, the foster 

brother of the Emperor, The talents of Kokultash were unequal to the conduct 

of any important atfair. The abilities of Zulfeccar were restrained, and his 

ardour cooled, by the success with whidi Kokultash thwarted his designs. 

Neither wished to take the command of the army, which, compelling him to 

quit the Emperor, left the imperial power in the hands of liis rival. Time was 

consumed during these intrigues. 1 n the end, .Viz ad Dten, the eldest son of 

the Emperor, and with him, for his guide, a relation of the foster brother, a 

man without talents or experience, proceeded to the reduction of Feroksere. 

The two armies met at CJudjwa, a town in the district of Corali, where A u rung* 

zebc and Sujah had formerly engaged, But the conductor of Ate ad Dion fled 

with him during the night which was expected to precede the battle; upon 

which the army either dispersed or joined Feroksere. By an advice of Syed 

Abdooila, for which it is difficult to account, Feroksere baited for several days, 

instead of rapidly improving his advantage. Jehandar Shall had now to put 

life and empire upon the fate of a battle. All that could be assembled of the 

imperial forces marched towards Agra, with the Emperor himself at their head 

Feroksere also arrived on the opposite side of the river, and the two armies 

faced one another for several days. At last Feroksere unexpectedly crossed the 

river in the night; and battle was joined the following day. The line of the 

imperial army was soon broken, and confusion ensued. Zulfeccar Khan, indeed, 

fought, with a gallantry not unworthy of his former renown, and kept tiie field 

when he and his followers remained alone. Not despoiling to rally the army, 

and renew the action on the following day, he dispatched messengers in all 

directions, hut in vain, to search For the Emperor during* the night. That un¬ 

happy prince had taken the road in disguise toward Delhi, of which Assud 

Khan, the father of Zulfeccar, was governor. After intelligence of his arrival, 

the friends of the late A rim Ooshaun surrounded his palace, and demanded the 

custody of his person. To quiet their clamours, or to lay a foundation of merit 

with the future sovereign, Assud Khan placed him In confinement; and wrote to 
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Feroksere that he waited far his commands to dispose of the prisoner. So grn- Chap. IV. 

ricnis an answer was received, as dissipated the fears of Assud Khan, and enabled 

him to prevail upon Ids son, who had arrived at Delhi, to trust himself in the 

hands of Feroksere. The credulity of Zulfecvar deceived him; for he might 

have escaped to his government of Deccan, where his talents would have enahled 

him to set the imperial power at defiance. He was strangled by order of 

Feroksere, and his dead body was exposed about the streets of Delhi, at the 

same time with that of his master Jehandar Shah* 

Feroksere began his reign in the year 1713, with the usual performances Feroksen. 

of an Oriental despot; that is, the murder of all who were the objects of his 

apprehension. After this, the two Syeds, to whom he owed both his life 

and his throne, were elevated j Hussun to the post of Rukshi, or pay master 

of the forces, with the title of Ameer ul Omrah ; and Abdoolia to that of Vizir, 

with the title of Koottub nl Mulk, or axis of the stole. Checn Knollch 

Khan, the son of Gazee nd Dicn Khan, who was chief of the Toornnee Moguls 

in the Deccan at the end of the reign of Aunmgzebe, was known to have lived on 

at!verse terms with Zulfeccar Khan ; and by this circumstance, as well as by the 

weight which was attached to his reputation for talents, and his connexion with 

the Tooranee lords, was recommended to the attention of the new government. 

He was appointed to the regency or subahdarry of Deccan, and decorated with 

the title of Nizam ul Mulk, or composer of the state; a common title, which 

lie rendered remarkable, in the modern history of India, by transmitting it to 

his posterity, and along with it a kingdom, in that very region which he was 

now sent, and but for a little time, to superintend. 

Feroksere was a weak prince, governed by favourites. The two Syeds bad 

laid such obligations upon their sovereign, and possessed such {lower, chiefly from 

the inconsiderate cruelty of Feroksere, who had killed Zulfeccar and others by 

whom they might have been restrained, that they could brook neither rival nor 

partner in disposing of the state. Their chains soon became heavy on Feroksere. 

Aware of ids impatience, they made such efforts to render themselves secure 

against the effects of Ids malice, os embroiled the state from the very commence- 
meat of his reign. 

* TItc Memoirs of Eradut Klitm finish with the reign of Jehnndar Shah. He describes the 

scene* with the knowledge of an eye-witness, but widi lit tit- favour to Jchandar Shah or Zui- 
feccar, die victims of the severity or cruelty or the prince under whom he wrote, and whom it 

udvisenhle not to offend, Golum Huutsem it more candid imd more discerning, Socr Mu- 
toklmreeti, i. tit—63. 

1 
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Book ITT. The tirst of the contrivances of Emir Jumla (this was the tiame of the 

•—-' favourite, a man who hod formerly been cauzy at Dacca,) was to separate the 

17J8‘ brothers, under the pretence of honourable employment- The Kajah Ajeet Sing, 

whom we have already mentioned as the successor of Jesswunt Sing, in that 

district or division of Rajpoolana which was known by the name of Marwar nr 

Rhatore, and of which Chiton? and Odeypon? had been successively the capitals, 

had stood out against the ojwrations of Aurungzebc, and remained in a state 

little short of independence, during the reigns of Shah Aulum and Jehatidar 

Shah- Hussun, the Ameer ol Omrab, was required to undertake the re¬ 

duction of the rebellious Hindu. He inarched with so great a force that the 

Rajah deemed it bettc?r to yield than contend; and though he received private 

encouragements from the court, where he was assured that opposition would be 

gratefully considered, he concluded an agreement with Hussun, impatient to 

return to the capital, where bis brother's letters assured him, that designs were 

njiening for their common destruction. 

Though Abduolla, the Vizir, had talents and other eminent qualities, he was 

so addicted to women and other pleasures, that he neglected business; and let 

Hie affairs of his high office devolve into subordinate hands, whose mismanage¬ 

ment shed discredit and unpopularity on himself. His enemies therefore en- 

joyed advantages, which in the absence of his brother they were eager to im¬ 

prove. Upon the return of Hussun from Marwar, he demanded the regency 

of Deccan, with a view to govern it by deputy, and remain at court; imd he 

received the appointment, in rjqKjctatiDJi of bis being called to that distant pro¬ 

vince by the duties of his trust. When it was found, at last, that he had no 

intention to depart for Deccan, the misunderstanding la twcen the court and the 

brothers became public and undisguised- They forbore attendance upon the 

Emperor; assembled their followers, and fortified themselves in their palaces; 

while the weak and timid Feroksere, who desired without daring to attempt 

their destruction, furmed and aljandoned twenty resolutions in a day. After a 

period of anxiety and alarm, a recoaciliation was effected by mediation of the 

empress-mother, who was favourable to the Syeds, and by w hom, it is said, that 

intelligence was sometimes conveyed to them of the plots by which their lives 

were essayed. The agreement was, that Meer Jumla, being appointed to the 

government of Bahar, should depart for that province at the same time that the 

Ameer al Omrab should proceed to Deccan * 

• Before die departure of Htuaun, die nlllii^t of the Emperor was celebrated with the 

3 
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Hussun toW the Emperor, that if mischief were aimed at his brother, he Cijap. IV. 

would in twenty days be in the capital from Deccan. The first danger, how. '—-' 

ever, regarded liimself. Daood KJmn Punnee, the Afghaun, w ho had been left im 

deputy by Zulfeocar, nnd obtained the province of Guzerat, upon the appoint¬ 

ment of Nizam al Mulk to the regency of Deccan, was ordered to Boorahan- 

I»re, ostensibly to wait upon the Subahdar of Deccan, and receive his com¬ 

mands; but with secret instructions to assail the Syed and cut him off. Great 

expectations were entertained of the Afghaun, who, being a man of prodigious 

bodily strength, great courage, and not devoid of conduct, had risen to the 

highest repute as a warrior. It is not unworthy of remark that he had asso¬ 

ciated with him a Mahratta cliief, named Neemojee Stndia, who bad been taken 

into the imperial service by Shah Aulum, honoured with a high rauk, and gifted 

with several jagbeere in the vicinity of Aurangabad. Hussun had a severe 

conflict to sustain; and had not a matchlock ball struck Daood, at the moment 

when the advantage seemed hastening to Ins side, the day might have been fatal to 

the fortune of the brothers. When the Emperor heard of the failure of Ins pro¬ 

ject, he could not, even in the presence of Alidoolla, suppress his chagrin ; and 

observed that Daood was a brave man unworthily used. Abdoolk replied, that 

if his brother had fallen, the victim of perfidy, the imperial mind would have ex- 
perienced more agreeable sensations 

About this time Bomb, the patriarch and captain of the Seiks, fell into the 

hands of his enemies. He won collected his followers, who had only been dis¬ 

persed by Shah Aulum; and spread more widely his depredations and authority 

in the contiguous provinces. The Subahdar of Lahore was sent against him, 

shortly after the accession of Feroksere; but was defeated with great slaughter 

The Fogedar. or military and judicial chief of Sirhind, was next commanded to 

take the field; but was assassinated m his lent, by a Seik, specially com¬ 

missioned for that purpose. The governor of Cashmere was then removed to 

the government of Lahore, and appointed to act against the heretics or infidels. 

f •*?*£*£* 5tipUbt^ f"’ in thc by Riissun 
u,«n the Rajah. bhc had Wn conveyed from her father's palace to that of Huaun, a, her 

adopted father, who gmced her nuptial* with a nmtfrificcice which smyassed all that hitherto had 
been seen 113 HinduMaru 

A„ Miptoto of to E.n1W,.,, ™tor iw,,™« to to, of . „rf_ b, , 
„«tol or to ,*,0 „f Htolto, i, add .0 to, to™ to <,„« of otooio, to L 
pto,«. rfto tola, f„ to E„. India Cow. Sto.'. S».to™. .1 p. 135. 
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Book 111. with a great army. After many severe engagements, Banda was driven to seek 

'■— —' refuge >n a fort * where famine at last compelled him to surrender. Great cruelty 

171 E?* was exercised upon his followers; and he himself was carried to the capital, 

where he was ignominiously exposed, and afterwards put to death by torture. 

It would be useless and disgusting to describe the scenes to which the hatred 

of the Emperor and the jealousy of the Vizir gave larth in the capital. When 

the Ameer al Omrah arrived in Deccan, he found the power of the Mahrattas 

arrived at a height which was not only oppressive to the provinces hut formida¬ 

ble to the imperial throne. Sahoo Rajah, or Sail ogee the son of Sambagee, had 

succeeded to the authority of his father and grandfather, as head of the Mali- 

rnttas, and had, during the distractions in the Mogul empire, experienced little 

resistance in extending the sphere of Ids domination and exactions. Towards 

the close of the reign of Aurungzobe, the widow of Rama, the brother ot Sam* 

Iiagee, who during the minority of Snhogee enjoyed u temporary authority, had 

offered to put a stop to all the predatory incursions of the Mahrattas under which 

the imperial provinces in Deccan so cruelly suffered, on condition of receiving 

a tenth part, which they call Deesmukkee, of the revenues of the six provinces 

which compose the viceroyalty of Deccan. The pride of Auningscbe revolted 

at the humiliating condition * and the offer was rejected with scorn. Daood 

Khan Pimnce, however, who governed the country, as deputy of Zulfoccar, 

during the reigns of Shah Aulutn and Jetmndar, and who cultivated the friend¬ 

ship rather than the enmity of the Mahrattas, agreed to purchase deliverance 

from their incursions by the payment of even the chout, or fourth part of the 

revenues of the Deccnnee provinces, reserving only such districts as were held in 

jagbeer by any princes of the blood royal, and excluding the Mahrattas from the 

collection, which was to lie performed by his own officers alone. Upon the ar¬ 

rival of Nizam al Mulk ns Viceroy of Deccan, the chout gave rise to dispute 

and hostilities; in which the Viceroy gained a battle, and might have further 

checked the pretensions of the freebooters, had he not been recalled, after enjoy¬ 

ing the government one year and some months. The Ameer al Omrah sent a 

force to dislodge a Mahratta chief who had established a chain of mud forts 

along the road from Surat to Boorahanpore; and by means of them plundered 

or levied a tax upon the merchants who trafficked between the two cities. The 

commander allowed himself to be drawn by the wily Mahratta into a place of 

difficulty; where he and the greater part of his soldiers lost their lives. A still 

stronger force was sent to dislodge the plunderer; w-ho declined an action; and 

was followed by the imperial general as far as Sattaro, the residence of Sahogee. , 

3 ■ . 
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But before Sattars was besieged, the Ameer al Omrah, understanding Uui Chap. IV. 

danger was increasing at Delhi, and that even Sahogee had received encourage?- — 

ment from tlie Emperor to effect his destruction, resolved, on any terms, to free 

himself from the difficulties and embarrassment of a Mahmtta war. He not only 

granted the cliout, but he added to it the deesmukkoe; nay, admitted the 

Mahratta agents, with a respectable force at Aurungalmd, to jierform the collec¬ 

tion of their own portion of the taxes. The provinces were thus freed from the 

ravages of military incursion ; but Ute people were oppressed by three sets of 

exactors, one for the imperial revenue, one far the cliout, mid another for the 

deesmukkee. 

Meanwhile a new favourite had risen at court, recommended to the Emperor 

I iv- a double tie, a fellowship in disreputable pleasures, and promises to cut off the 

Syeds without the danger of a contest. By his advice, the most powerful chiefs 

in the empire were invited to court; Nizam al Mulk, from his government of 

Moradabud) Sir bullund Khan, from that of Patna: and the Bajjioot princes, 

Jeysing of Am be re or Jagenagur; and, the father-in-law of the Emperor. Ajeet 

Sing of Rhatore. I lad these chiefs perceived a prospect of sharing among them¬ 

selves the grand posts of the empire, they would have undertaken the destruction 

of the Syeds; hut they found the despicable Feroksere so infatuated with liis 

unworthy favourite, that he alone was destined to he the organ of power. Ajcet 

Sing, perceiving the miserable state of the imperial councils, lost no time in 
uniting himself with the Vizir. 

The increasing violence of the councils pursued for the destruction of the 

Syeds, and the union which the removal of the favourite would suffice to form 

against them, of so many powerful chiefs, induced Abdooifo to summon his 

brother from Deccan, and to meditate a decisive step. No sooner did the 

Emperor hear that Hussun was in motion, than, struck with apprehension, 

he solicited reconciliation "with the \ izir. They exchanged turbans, and vows of 

fidelity, which were equally sincere on both rides. A messenger of rank was 

dispatched towards Hussun, to declare the reinstatement of his family in the 

plenitude of imperial favour; while Hussun, giving up to the Mahrattas such 

forts as lie could not garrison, proceeded to the capital with an army, of which 

ten thousand were Mahrattas; attended by a youth, whom he received from 

Sahogee as a son of Sultan Akbar, and treated with all the respect due to a 

grandson of Aulumgir, and a competitor for the imperial throne. In the mean 

time the Vizir liad found little difficulty in detailing from the hopeless cause of 

the Emperor, Nizam al jMulk, and the other chiefs of the Intended conspiracy. 
4ns 
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Book III. Joy sing alow adhered to Feroksere, advising 1dm to take the field in person, and, 

by the weight of the imperial name, hear down the cause of rebels and traitors. 

The pride and the resentments of Ferokscre made him iodine to violent measures 

during one moment: Ids fears and pusillanimity made him incline to submissive 

measures the next. After an interval, during wliich these passions violently 

alternated in his breast, he threw himself ujmu tlic mercy of the Syetb, and 

submitted to all their demands. It is not certain that they meant to depose him; 

but during these violent proceedings, tumults arose in the city ; Feroksere shut 

himself up in the women’s apartments, and refused to come out; liis friends and 

servants took arms; the commotions became alarming, and a moment might be 

productive of fatal events. After repeated entreaties, the Vizir was at last 

compelled to violate the sanctity of the secret apartments; Feroksere was dragged 

forth, and put in confinement i Kultch al Dirjant, son of Ruffch al Kudder, a 

grandson of Anrupgrebe by a daughter of Akbar, was token from among the 

confined princes, and seated on the throne ; his accession was announced by the 

sound of the nobut, anil firing of cannon ; and, in a few hours, the commotions, 

which seemed ready to overwhelm the city, gave place to tranquillity and order, 

Ferokscre was rather more than six years on the throne. His successor was 

labouring under a consumption, and died in five months after his exaltation. 

During this interval, Feroksere suffered « violent death, but whether at Ids own 

hand, or that of the brothers is variously affirmed. Except in the palace, the 

offices of which were filled entirely with the creatures of the Syeds, the different 

functionaries of the stale were confirmed in their situations. Nizam al Alutk, 

who liked not the complexion of the times, desired leave to retire ; but he wos 

prevailed upon to accept the government of Malwa. 

Ruffeh al Dowbdi, the younger brother of RufTeh al Diijaut, was chosen to 

supply tlie vacancy of the throne. But the Governor of the citadel of Agra had 

under his charge a son of Akbar, the youngest son of Auluinglr ; and, in hopes 

of being joined by other lords, inimical to the Syeds, as well as hy Jeysing, who, 

through influence of the brothers, hud been dismissed to his own country' before 

the dethronement of Feroksere, proclaimed the son of Akbar, King. The Syeds 

left no time for the disaffected to combine ; and the Governor, finding his under* 

taking desperate, put an end to his life. The sickly youth, who this time also 

was placed upon the throne, followed his predecessor in three months. Kooshun 

Aktcr, a son of Kojesteh Airier, the youngest son of Shall Auium, was the 

Prince who now was taken to fid the dangerous throne. 

M-itinintii Mahomed Shah (that was the name which the new sovereign adopted) began 

KufiVK :il 
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his reign in the year 1720. He was in his seventeenth year; had been confined 

aIon£ with liis mother, a woman of judgment and prudence, from the beginning 

of the reign of Jehandnr Shah, and reared by her in great silence and obscurity. 

The Syeds were now deprived of all grounds of jealousy and resentment towards 

the throne; for the Empress-mother advised, and the Emperor practised the 

most perfect submission to their will But among the great lords of the empire 

were some, who beheld not their triumphs and power, without envy and hatred. 

The Governor of Allahabad had been guilty of some marks of disrespect. 

Shortly after the accession of Mahomed, Hussim marched to chastise him. The 

Governor died while Hussim was yet upon the march; and his nephew, though 

lie stood upon the defensive, offered to lay down his arms, provided Rajah Ruttun 

Chund, the famous Duan of the Vizir, wei-e sent to negotiate the terms of his 

submission. The difficulty of Ijcsieging Allahabad, strongly defended by the 

Jumna and the Ganges, which meet under its walls, allayed in the Iwtiom of 

Hussun, the thirst of revenge. He listened to tin* proposition of the nephew, 
ami gave him the government of Oude, in exchange for that which Ids unele had 
enjoyed, 

Mahomed Ameen Khan, one of the Toomtice Omrahs, remaining at court, 

began to excite the suspicions of the Syeds; hut Nizam al Mulk soon became 

the prmdpid object of their attention and fears. Upon taking possession of his 

government of Malwa, he found the province, owing to the late distractions of 

the empire, overrun with disorder; the Zemindars aiming at independence, and 

the people cither become robbers themselves, or suffering from bands of robbers, 

who plundered the country with impunity. The vigorous operations demanded 

for the suppression of these enormities, justified the Nizam in raising and main- 

tabling troops ; m providing his garrisons; in adopting all the measures, in short, 

\\hich were best calculated to strengthen his position. The Syeds were not slow 

in discerning that these preparations looked lieyond the defence of a province. 

Policy required the removal of the Nizam. The most respectful intimations 

were conveyed to him, tliat as Mahva lay half way between Deccan and the 

capital, it was pointed out as peculiarly convenient to form the place of residence 

for the Ameer al Omrah, who, from that station, could both superintend his 

viccroyalty in Deccau, and watch the operations of the court : and four Subahs 

were pointed out to Nizam al Mulk ; Multan, Candesb, Agra, mid Allahabad; 

of which he was invited to make his election in exctiange. Policy might counsel 

the non-compliance of the Nizam; hut pride and vanity counselled an insolent 

reply, which precipitated hostilities on both sides. The brothers sent an army 
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Book HI. against Malwa. The Nizam resolved to take possession of Deccan. He crossed 

——s-—' th,c Nerbudda : got, through bribery, jiossessbn of the strong1 fortress of Asere, 

3'30‘ and (lie city of Boorohanpore : was joined by Eiwuz Khan, Subuhdar of Berar, 

his relation ; by a Mahratta diief, who had quarrelled with Sahogee ; and, by a 

variety of Zemindars. He encountered and defeated the army which the 

brothers had sent to oppose him; conquered, atid slew in battle the* Governor 

of Aurungabad, who marched out to meet him; and remained without a rival 

in Deccan The Governor of Dowlatabad held out; but the Governor of Hyde- 

rated joined him with 7000 horse- In addition to all these fortunate events, be 

was encouraged by messages from the court, from Mahomed Ameen Khan, and 

from the Emperor himself, that his opposition to the Syeds should meet with their 

support. 
The brothers wavered; and permitted time to be lost. Ruttun Chund recom¬ 

mended, what was probably wise, to gain Nizam nl Mulk by resigning to him. 

Deccan; and, with vigilance, to guard the rest of the empire. Pride rejected 

this proposal. It was at East determined, that Hussun, accompanied by the 

Emperor, should proceed with a great army to Deccan, while Abdoolla should 

remain to guard the capital- The troops were assembled; the march began . and 

had continued during four or five days, when Mahomed Ameen Khan conceited 

his plan to be ripe for execution. He had associated with himself Saadut Khan, 

afterwards Nabob of Oudc, progenitor of the now reigning family ; and another 

desperado, named Hyder Khan, in a conspiracy, with the privity of the Emperor, 

to assassinate the Ameer al Omrah* The lot fell ujxm Hyder to strike the blow, 

Hussun, who received a mortal stab, had strength to cry, 44 Kill the Emperor!" 

but the conspirators had taken measures for his protection; and, though the 

nephew of the deceased armed his followers, and endeavoured to penetrate to the 

Emperor, he was overpowered and slain, while his tents were plundered by the 

followers of the camp. 
The dismal news was speedily conveyed to Abdoolla, who was on his march 

to Delhi. He advanced to that city; took one of the remaining princes, and 

proclaimed him Emperor; found still the means to assemble a large army, and 

matched out to oppose Mahomed. A great battle was fought at Shahpore; but 

the Vizir was vanquished and taken prisoner, The Emperor, after little more 

than a year of tutelage, entered his capital in great pomp and ceremony, and was 

hailed, os if it had been his accession to the throne. 

Tiie weakness of Mahomed Shah’s administration, whose time was devoted to 

pleasure, and his mind without discernment and force, was soon felt in the pro- 
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vincas. The Rajah, Ajeet Sing, with a view to hind him to the cause of Chap. IV. 

Mahomed, had, through the hands of the Empress-mother, at the time of the 

accession, received a firmaun appointing him Governor of Guzerat and Ajmere " 

during life. The grant was now revoked, and Ajeet Sing rebelled. After some 

vain demonstrations of resentment, the Emperor was obliged to submit to conces¬ 

sions and indulgence. 

The Afghan ns about Peshawir rose in arms; and, after an obstinate engage¬ 

ment, defeated and took prisoner the son of the Governor of the province. 

These, and other disorders, were expected to he redressed upon the arrival of 

Nizam ai Mulk, who was invited from Dcccan to receive the office of Vizir. 

He earnestly exhorted the Emperor to apply his own mind to affairs, and to 

infuse vigour into government, now relaxed and dissolving through negligence 

and corruption. But the pleasantries of his gay com [Mini oils who turned the 

person and the counsels of the old and rigid Vizir into ridicule, were more 

agreeable to the enervated mind of Mahomed; and the Nizam, in disgust, under 

pretence of coercing a refractory Governor in Guzcrat, withdrew from the capital 

Saadut Khan was about the same time appointed Sutmhdor of Oude. 

The Nizam, having reduced to his obedience the province of Guzerat, and 

taken possession of Malwa, which was also added to his extensive government, 

paid another visit to the capital, where he found the temper of administration as 

careless and dissolute as before. Despairing, or careless of a remedy, and boding 

nothing but evil, he only thought of securing himself in his extensive dominions *, 

and, under pretence of a hunting excursion, left the capital without leave, and 

pursued his march to Deccan. The Emperor, who now both hated and feared 

him, dispatched a private message to the Governor of Hyderabad to oppose and 

cu t him ofT, with a promise of all his government of Deccan, as the reward of so 

meritorious a service. The bribe was too great to be resisted; but the 

undertaker paid the forfeit of his temerity with his life. The Nizam, however, 

was deprived of his Viztrit, and of his new governments of Malwa and Guzerat. 

To be revenged he encouraged his deputy in Guzcrat to resist the imperial 

commands; and the Mahratte chiefs Peelajee and Coantojee to invade the 

provinces. Some inadequate and unavailing efforts were made to oppose the 

progress of Lhese Mahrstta chiefs; who were afterwards joined, still at the 

instigation, it is said, of the ukl Nizam, by Bajeeraow, the general of Sahogee, 

The struggle was upheld, with more or less of vigour, by the imperial deputies^ 

till about the year 1732; when the provinces of Guzcrat and Malwa might be 

regarded as completely reduced under Mahxatta dominion. Never contented 
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1735- 

Book lit with present acquisition* the Mahrattas made endless encroachments ; and by 

1 degrees. seized upon several districts in the Sulmlis of Agra and Allahabad 

plundering even to the'vicinity of Agra. When opposed by nn army they 

retreated ; scoured the country : cut off supplies ; and made flying attack* 

When the opposing army was obliged to retrace Us step* they immediately 

rescind the country ! and still more extensively diffused their depredations. 
During the calamities of the empire, Saadut Khan alone, among die difterent 

Omrahs and governors, exhibited any public spirit, or any manliness and vigour. 

Though his province, placed beyond the Gangs, was Little exposed to the devas¬ 

tations of the destructive Mahrattas, he marched out, in 1735, to chastise a body 

of them, who were plundering to the very walls of Agra; overtook them by 

forced marches, brought on a battle, and gave them a signal overthrow. The 

wreck of the army joined Bajcmow, in the neighbourhood of Gu&lior. Saadut 

Khan intended to follow up his blow, to pursue the marauders to their own 

country, and redeem the lost honour of the imperial arms. But the Ameer a! 

Omra, jealous of the glory, sent him orders to halt, tin he should join him with 

the troops of the capital. Bajceramv, having time to restore animation to the 

Mahratta* and learning the removal of the troops from Delhi, marched with 

Jlahratta speed towards that capital, and communicated the first intelligence of 

his stratagem by the fires which he lighted up in the suburbs. He was m pos¬ 

session of the outskirts of the city for three day* before the approach ot the 

imperial army made it necessary for him to decamp. He took the road to 

Mnlwn ; and the pusillanimous monarch was advised by Ids dissolute courtiers to 

purchase the promise of peace by paying the chout, or fourth, oi his revenues to 

the Mahrattas. 
A more dreadful enemy was now about to fall upon the misgoverned empire. 

The Sophis, whom, in the reign of Shah Jehan we left sitting upon the throim 

of Persia, had sunk into that voluptuousness and neglect of the business ot 

government, which so uniformly accompany the continued possession of power; 

relax the springs of the existing government; and prepare the way for 

an usurper. In this state of the country, the range of mountains, placed near 

the confines of Persia and India, which had already given a race of sovereigns 

to Hindustan, produced a chief, who with tils rude and hardy countrymen, the 

mountaineers of Afghan nlstan, invaded Persia, and pushed his conquests against 

the feeble Hussun Shalt; whose government was, moreover, distracted by the 

wretched factions of the black eunuchs, and the white. Though the Afghan n 

was assassinated, he was succeeded by a nephew, an enterprising youth of 
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eighteen rears of age. The provinces near the Caucasus and the Caspian, as Chap- IV. 

well as those near the Indus, revolted. The Afghaun in 1792 bid siege to "—-v J 

Ispahan itself, and the wretched Hussun laid his crown at his feet. In the 

mean time n son of Hussun, whose name was Thomas, escaped from massacre, 

and was joined by os many people as still adhered to his family or person, in the 

neighbourhood of Tanris \ among others by Nadir, the son of a shepherd of 

Chorasan, who by the sale of part of his father's Hocks, had hired a banditti; 

with whom he scoured and plundered the country. By his daring courage, and 

indefatigable activity, he soon distinguished himself among the followers of the 

fugitive Prince. He took the name of Thamas Koolce Khan, or Khan, the slave 

of Thamas. Such a man found it easy in Persia to increase the number of hb 

followers, whom he subsisted and rewarded by the plunder of the country. In a 

short time he was daring enough to measure swords with the Afghaun himself, 

and prevailed. In 1729 he restock Ispahan, pursued the usurper to Afghaunistan 

itself, vanquished, and took him prisoner. Thamas, whom he acknowledged as 

King of Persia, he retained in confinement, and, governing in his name, turned 

his arms against the Turks, who had made encroachments on the western pro¬ 

vinces of Persia during the declining vigour of the Sophia. Having conducted 

this war with success, he fdt his power sufficient to pull off the mask. He 

proclaimed himself King, by the title of Nadir Shah, In the year 1736; and put 
out the eyes of the unfortunate Thamas. 

The restless and enterprising Afghauns, who regretted the loss of Peraia, still 

kept up disturbance on'its eastern frontier; and they provoked the proud and 

furious Nadir to undertake a war of little less than extermination. Not satisfied 

with driving them from alt the accessible parts of their own country, he made 

Ids way in to Can dab ar, which tiad for some generat ions been detached from the 

Mogul empire, and annexed to that of Persia. Cabui, which already contained 

a great mixture of Afghauns, was now crowded with that people, flying from the 

cruelties of the foe. Nadir was not soon tired in the pursuit of his prey. He 

hart reason to be dissatisfied with the government of Hindustan, to which he had 

sent repeated embassies; received with something more than neglect. In the 

general negligence and corruption which pervaded the whole business of govern- 

ment, the passes from Persia into Cabui were left unguarded. The Persian 

protested that he meant neither hostility nor disrespect to his brother of Hindus¬ 

tan; and that, if not molested, he would chastise the accused Afghan™, and 

retire. The opposition he experienced was, indeed, so feeble, os hardly to exdto 

the resentment of Nadir; and, after slaughtering the Afghanis in Cabui, he 
VOL, L 4 , 
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Boos nr was ready to withdraw * when a circumstance occurred which kindled his rage. 
' AmkLoI his wort, whom he hoddiJp.tch«i from Cohul to tho Emperor 

nl Delhi, were murelered at Jellalabad by the inhabitants; and, instead of 

yielding satisfaction for the injury, the silked courtiers of Mahomed counselled 
approbation, and ridiculed the supposition of danger from the shepherd on 

freebooter of Chorosan. . .. • 
Tbgt firnous warrior hastened to the offending city, and slaughtered the in¬ 

habits without mercy. From this he pursued hb route to Peshawinand 

thence to Lahore * at both of which places he experienced but t e opposi on. 
He then turned his face directly to the capital, where Mahomed ami his coun¬ 
sellors, wrapped in n fatal security, were not prepared to believe that the Person 

usurper would dare to march against the Majesty of Hindustan. The Hm us¬ 
ance army, which had been two months in the field, had only advanced to CmmaU 

four days march from Delhi, where it was surprised by the <* “ 
enemy,'while Mahomed and his friends were yet ignorant «t his • 

The hardy and experienced valour of Nadir. M quickly spread 

among the ill eondueted crowds of Mahomed. The Ameer 
mortally wounded, and died after leaving the field of battle, handu . 
fought till he was deserted by his Mowers, and taken prisoner ^ who 

had no project upon Hindustan, left the disordered camp o n ) 
anattack \ and readily listened to the peareful counsels of 
Khan, who hoped, if now set free, to obtain the vacant office o 
Omrah. Mahomed honoured the Shah with a visit in Ins camp, and the Sh 

consented to evacuate Hindustan, upon receipt of two crores of 

insatiable aridity, however, of Nizam al Mulk happy 
agreement. He demanded, and was too powerful to be re u 
Ameer al Omrah, The disappointed and unprinapled Saadut hastened o 

Nadir, that two crores of rupees were no adequate ransom for t e empire o 
Hindustan; that lie himself, who was but an individual, would yield as grea 
sum; that Nizam al Mulk, who alone had power to offer any lormidable re¬ 

sistance, ought to be secured; and that Nadir might then make the uf t \ o 
capital and empire his own. A new and dazzling prospect was spread before t e 
eyes of the ravager. Maliomed Shah, and Nizam al Mulk were recalled to 
the Persian camp; when Nadir marched to Delhi, the gates of which were 

opened to receive him. For two days had the Persians been in Delhi, and as 
yet observed the strictest discipline and order. But on the night of the second, 
an unfortunate rumour was spread that Nadir Shah was killed ; upon a hicli the 
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wretched inhabitants rose in tumult; ran to massacre the Persians: and filled Chat. EjT, 

the city throughout the night with cun Fusion and bloodshed. With the first ~J 

light of the morning' Nadir issued forth; and dispersing I snails of soldiers in 

every direction, ordered them to slaughter the inhabitants without regard to age 

or sex in every street or avenue where the body of a murdered Persian should 

tie found. Prom sun rise to mid day the sabre raged; and by that time not loss 

than 8000 Hindus, Moguls, or Afghauns, were numbered with the dead. During 

the massacre and pillage, the city was set on fire iu several places. The de- 

s trover at last allowed himself to be persuaded to stay the ruin ; the signal w as 

given, and iu an instant, such was the authority of Nadir, every sword was 

sheathed. 

A few days after the massacre, a nobleman was dispatched by Nadir, to bring 

from Dude the two crores of rupees promised by its governor Soodut Khan I 

who, in the short interval, had died of a cancer in his back. On the same day 

he commenced his seizure of the imperial treasure and effects; three crores and 

fifty lacks in specie ; * a crone and fifty lacks in plate; f fifteen crores in jewels; | 

the celebrated peacock throne, valued at a crone: § other valuables to the amount of 

eleven crores; || besides elephants, horses, and the camp equipage of the Emperor. 

The hankers and rich individuals were ordered to give up their wealth, and 

tortured to make discovery of what they were suspected to have concealed. A 

heavy contribution was demanded of the city, and exacted with cruel severity; 

many laid violent hands upon themselves to escape the horrid treatment to which 

they beheld others exposed. Famine pervaded the city; and pestilential diseases 

ensued. Seldom has a more dreadful calamity fallen upon any portion of the 

human race, than that in which the visit of Nadir Shah involved the capital of 

Hindustan. Yet a native and cotemporary historian informs us, such is the 

facility with which men accommodate themselves to tlieir lot, “ that the inha¬ 

bitants of Deliii, at least the debauched who were by far the most numerous 

port, regretted the departure of the Persians ; and to this day, (sfft/s Ac), the 

excesses of their soldiery are topics of humour in the looser conversation of ah 

• £ ft ,500,ooo. 

t 1,500,000, 

t 15,000.000. 
§ & 1.000,000. 
I £ 11,000,000. 

In all, if we believe our authorities, ^32,000,000 
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Book III, ranks, and form the comic parts of the drolls or players. The people of Hindustan 

'-■*-' at this time regarded only personal safety and personal gratification. Misery 

,7S9 m'jls disregarded by those who escaped it, and man, centred wholly in himself, 

felt not fur his kind* This selfishness, destructive of public and private virtue, 

was universal in Hindustan at the invasion of Nadir Shah ; nor have the people 

become more virtuous since, consequently not more happy, nor more inde¬ 

pendent." • 

Nadir having ordered, as the terms of peace, that all the provinces on the 

west side of the Indus, Cabal, Tut to. and part of Multan, should be detached 

from the dominions of the Mogul, and added to Iris own, restored Mahomed to 

the exercise of his degraded sovereignty; and bestowing upon him and his 

courtiers some good advice, began on the 14th of April, 1739, his march from 

Delhi, of which he had been in possession for thirty-seven days, f 

In regulating the offices of state, Mahomed was obliged to confirm the 

vizarut, which he intended for other hands, to Kummir ad dien Khan, the 

relation and partisan of Nizam al Mulk* At the request of that domineering 

chief, the office of Ameer al Cm rah was transferred to Ghazeo ad dien Khan, 

his eldest son, while he himself was in haste to depart for Deccan, where Nazir 

Jung, his second son, whom he had left his deputy, was already aspiring at 

independence. After several months spent without avail in messages and nego¬ 

tiations, the father was obliged to draw bis sword against the son. A victory, 

gained in the neighbourhood of Ahmednuggur, restored his government to the 

Nizam, and made Nazir dung his prisoner. To compose the provinces subject 

to his command, which had been governed so irregularly and feebly for many 

years, and were over-run by innumerable disorders, required both vigour and 

* Aunsigzebe's Successors, by Scott, p. 21+. 

t Thv most valuable of the details respecting the invasion of Nadir are furnished it* by Golem 

Hussein, (Seer Mutakhoreen, L 325—3++.) Scott, os usual, gives chiefly ua abridgement of the 

Seer Mutokhnreen, but here, enriched with some particulars from the known historians of Nadir. 

An interesting account of the march of the Persian army back, and its operations in Buchans, 

and Karinne, to which Nadir immediately proceeded, is given us by no eye-witness, Khojeh 

Abdulkurrecm, a Cftlhmerion of distinction, who accompanied him from Hindustan, and whoso 

narrative bos been translated for ua by Mr. Gladwin. Khojeh Abdulkurreem differs from Scott, 

in (he day of the conqueror i departure from Delhi, which he makes the 4th of May. Memoirs of 

Khojeh Abdulkwreem, p. 1. A carious letter of Nadir Shah liimidf, giving an account to his 

sob of his march towards Delhi, of the battle, and of his intention not to wilt die crown of 

Mahomed, has been translated by Sir Jobe Malcolm. (Asiat. Ret, x. 539.) 
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lime. The war which he earned on in Carnatic was the most remarkable Ciiai>. iv. 

of his subsequent transactions. Its result is the only circumstance material to 

us. Nearly the whole of that great province was reduced to his obedience.* 

Saadut Khan Boorahan al Mulk, the deceased governor of Oudet was suc¬ 

ceeded by his son in law, Abul Mansoor Khan SufFder Jung; who sulatequently 

received the dignity of grand master of the household. A new governor was 

appointed for Guzerat; and an effort was made, but without success, to ravage 

that important province from the Mali ratios. 

A refractory chief colled the Emperor into the held, in the year 1745. This 

was Ali Mahomed Khan, the founder of the power of the RohUlas, a name of 

some celebrity in the modern history of Hindustan. The Afghautu, inhabiting 

the district of Rob, bordering on Cabiil, were known by the name of Rohilbut.f 

Ali Mahomed himself is said to have been of Hindu extraction ; the son of a 

man of the caste of cow-keepers. He was adopted, however, and reared by on 

Afghaun of the Rob ilia clan ; a man of a rank no higher than his own. He 

entered into the army as a common soldier; and after a time acquired the com¬ 

mand of a small body of Afghaun cavalry, with which he served in the army 

of the Vizir, governor of Moradabad. His conduct gained him distinction; 

he was recommended to promotion by the Vizir; received tome lands in grant 

from the Emperor; and was appointed to manage certain districts in Morn da bad 

by the Vizir. Under the negligent government of Mahomed, and the disorders 

which ensued upon the invasion of Nadir Shah, scope was afforded to the am¬ 

bition of such a man as Ali Mahomed, tl»c Rohilla. He acquired possession of 

the lands of some neighbouring jnghecr holders, under pretence of taking 

them in lease: He increased the number of Afglianns in his pay; many of 

whom the severities of Nadir Shalt bad driven to look for a borne beyond the 

reach of his destructive sword, and to seek employment and protection under 

Ali Mahomed their countrymen. The supposition of power produced its usual 

consequence. The remittances from his government were delayed and evaded. 

The Vizir sent a new governor with an army to enforce obedience. Him the 

Rohilla conquered and slew; and the Vizir, who hated every thing which dis¬ 

turbed his. pleasures aud ease, thought it better to make on accommodation with 

All titan contend with him. He was confirmed in the government of certain 

districts; and by one acquisition after another, extended the limits of his au- 

* For the circumstance* of Nizam d MuJIt’a resumption of big government in Deccan, e*e 
Seer MuLokhnrcen, iii, 5, S- 

f Memoir# of Kbojch Abdulkurrecn, p. las. 
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Book HI thority, till they comprehended Mooradabad, Barelly, Aunlnh, Samba!, Bangui', 

---' Budaoon, and Amroah, districts of Kuttecr, a province, henceforward known by 

mr’ the name of Rohikund,from the Afgbauu clan, to whom more particularly 

Alt and biff Mowers were regarded as belonging. The progress of tliis adven¬ 

turer alarmed at last the Viceroy of Oude; whose representations of danger 

prevailed upon the Emperor to take the field in person. The Boh ilia was unable 

to resist the imperial army; but was underhand supported by the Vizir, in oppo¬ 

sition to the Viceroy of Oude. He was invested in one of his fortresses ; but 

receiving the {itemise of the Vizir to make his peace with the Emperor, be sent 

away his treasures to a place of safety, and surrendered. As a compensation 

for the territory which he had governed, he received the fojdary, or military- and 

judicial authority of Scrhind, a district iu the upper port of the province of 

Delhi* 
in the second year after this imperial expedition, happened the invasion of 

Ahmed Alidalce, a man destined to be the founder of a formidable empire in 

the contiguous provinces of Persia and Hindustan. He was on Afghaun chief 

of the tribe of AlxUd, inhabiting a district of the mountains of Gaur, near the 

city of Herat. When yet very young he was taken prisoner by Nadir Shah, 

and was for some time one of the slaves of the presence; till, attracting the 

notice of his master, lie was raised to the office of \ essawal, or mace-bearer. 

He was by degrees promoted to a considerable rank in the army, and accom¬ 

panied Nadir in his invasion of India. Nadir Shah was massacred in his tent, 

not far from Meshed, on th cBth of June, 1747. Ahmed Abdallee had acquired 

so great an ascendancy among the troops, that upon this event several com¬ 

manders and tlieir followers joined his standard; and he drew off toward his 

own country-. He fell in with and seized a convoy of treasure, which was pro¬ 

ceeding to the camp. This enabled him to engage In his pay a still larger body 

of his countrymen. He proclaimed himself king of the Afghauns; and took 

the tide of Doordowran, or |»eorl of the age, which being corrupted into Door- 

nnee, gave one of their names to himself and his AbdaUecs.f lie marched 

tow-ards Candahar, winch submitted to his arms; and next proceeded to 

CahuL The inhabitants had resisted the proposal of the governor to purchase 

tranquillity by the payment of a contribution, but they deserted him on the 

* Seer Muiakhoreen, (tiL 30—®6); Memoir* of Khojels AMidkurreem, (p. t83—185}' Scott 
gives a very short and imsaiiaftkctoiy abridgement of the passage ui the Seer MutukhimsiJ. All- 
rufigttbe’t Successor, p. SIS. 

f Memoirs of Khojeh AbduUuurcein, p. 204, 
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approach of danger ; and this province also fell into the hands of the Afghatm. C««.IV„ 

The governor of Lahore sent him a proposal, offering to hetray his trust, and 

become the servant of Ahmed, on condition of being appointed his Vizir i and 

though he repented of his engagement and came to blows, his troops made a 

feeble resistance \ and Lahore was added to live dominions of the conqueror, 

He now directed his ambitious thoughts to the capital of Hindustan, with the 

feeble government of which he was not unacquainted. A large army, under the 

Emperor's eldest son, the Vizir, and other distinguished chiefs, advanced as far 

as the SutlerIge to repel him ; but he passed them artfully, and plundered the 

rich city of Serhind, where the heavy baggage of the prince was deposited. 

The imperialists made haste to overtake him ‘ and, after several days of skir- 

midting, the Vizir was killed with a cannon ball in his tent. The brittle mate¬ 

rials of an Indian army were nearly broken asunder by this event; the Rajpoots, 

under their princes, “ stretched,” says the historian, '* the feet of trepidation on 

the boundless plain of despondency, and marched back to their homes," How¬ 

ever, the remaining chiefs, and among the rest the sons of the late Vizir, exerted 

themselves with constancy and judgment; and on the following day a still more 

disastrous accident took place in the camp of the Abdnllees, A magazine of 

rockets and ammunition which had been taken at Sir hind accidentally exploded, 

and killing a great number of people shed through the army confusion and 

dismay, Ahmed, no longer willing to risk an engagement, drew off his troops, 

end marched back unmolested to CabuL* 

The Emperor, who only survived a sufficient time to receive intelligence of 

this joyful evert, expired m the thirtieth year of his reign, and forty-ninth of 

Ids age ; his constitution exhausted by the use of opium. f 

Ahmed Shah, his eldest son, succeeded without opposition. The great cha¬ 

racter and power of Nizam al Mulk removed all competition for the rizirit, 

* Seer MutakJiarwn, (Ui. 35—52); Memoir* of Khojuh AhdullmrreeiD, p. 186, 20S-JSO7. 

Life of Ahmed Sliah, king of tb* Abdolees, who ore also called Durances, Trum the custom of 

weamg a pearl in one of their car*, translated from die Persian by Henry Vunsit tart, published [0 

Gladwin's Asiatic Miicillanj. 

t The Seer Mutakhnreen i> the great authority for this reign; Mr. Sc«t giving little more than 

on abridgment of the narrative in that vorlt. Some curious facts are contained in the Memoir* of 

Khojeii Abdaikurrevm. I-rarer* Nadir Shall; and the history of that ferocious coiu|ueror, trans¬ 

lated into French by Sir Vr illmiu Jones, ore to be consulted for the details on the Persian side. In 

Frnrer there k an abridgement of the Mogul history, from Aimmgrebc to Mahorued Shah, 

which is given in a still more abridged form by Hoi well in his » interesting Historical Events,” 
Frazer’s materials were imperfect, 

I 
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tfwMt III. hut he excused himself on account of his years, and actually died, about a month 

afterwards, in the hundred and fourth year of his ago, leaving his government of 

Deccan to be seized by his second son Nazir Jung, whose good fortune it was to be 

present on the spot. Alter the refusal of the Nizam, the vizirit was bestowed 

upon Suffder Jung, the Viceroy of Oude, fur whom It was originally intended. 

The Jlohillas and A bd slice Afghauns gave occasion to the most remark¬ 

able transactions of the reign of Ahmed Shah. Ali Mahomed, though removed: 

from Roliilcund to Sirhirid, found means to return upon the invasion of the 

AbdaUees, and being joined by the Afghauns, great numbers of whom had still 

remained in the country, he regained possession, am! expelled the imperial 

governor, much about the time of the death of Mahomed Shah- He enjoyed 

not Ids prosperity tong; but, dying of a cancer in his back, left discord and con¬ 

tention in Ills family. This circumstance encouraged the governor of Oude, 

who was now Vizir, and commanded the remaining resources of the state, to 

form the design of relieving himself from the dread of an aspiring neighbour, 

and increasing his power and dominion by the country which that neighbour 

possessed. The district of Furnicknbad was governed by an AJghaim of the 

£ ungual) tribe. This man the Vizir endeavoured to make his instrument in 

tlie destruction of the RohiUas. But the Bungush chieftain lost liis life in the 

contest- The Vizir was not less greedy of the country of bis Bungush friend, 

than he was of that of hia liohilla antagonist. The family of the Bungush 

chieftain, perceiving the designs of the VMr, formed a confederacy with the 

neighlieuring .Afghani is. The Vizir was defeated in a great battle ; after which 

the Afghnims proceeded in two bodies, one to Allahabad, where they plundered 

the city and besieged the citadel; the other to Lucknow', which they expected to 

surprise. The Vizir, now trembling for his own possessions, could think of 

nothing lietter than the wretched resource of calling in the Mahratt&s to his 

aid. They fell upon the country with their usual rapidity; took the Afghauns 

in a great measure by surprise; and compelled them after much slaughter to 

take shelter in the neighbouring hills. This done, the Mali ratios had no incli¬ 

nation to deport. They took up their quarters during tl» rainy season in the 

country whkh they had cleared; and the Vizir was fain to assign them a large 

portion of it in the name of. a reward for their service. The Afghauns, as a 

welcome counterpoise, were allowed to re-occupy the remainder. These events 

occurred before the end of the year 1750, 

la 37$9y Ahmed Abdallee marched from Cabul, and advanced as far os 

Inhere, Moer Munnoo, the eldest son of the late Vizir, had been appointed 

6 
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Governor of Multan, and as much of the other provinces of Upper India, as Chap. IV. 

could be recovered from the Persians or Afghani ns. Being unprepared for - ^ ~~ J 

adequate resistance, he offered to purchase the retreat of the Dooranee by 

assigning to fiim the revenues of four districts; with which Ahmed, for the 

present, thought proper to content himself.* In two years he repeated his visit; 

when Meer Munnoo, after some months of vigorous resistance, was betrayed by 

one of his generals, and defeated. The Dooranee Shah was not incapable of 

generosity; he soothed the vanquished leader by obliging expressions, and 

appointed him his deputy in the two provinces of Multan and Lahore, which 

were now finally severed from the dominion of the Moguls. A messenger was 

sent to Delhi to demand even a formal cession of the conquered territory ; and, 

though SufFder Jung was summoned from his government, with a view to resist 

the Afgbauns, the favourite eunuch, jealous of the honour which he might 

acquire by recovering those important provinces, persuaded the Emperor to ratify 

the cession before he arrived. About the same time an expedition was under¬ 

taken against one of the nations of Rajpoots wh<> had seized, with a disputable 

title, upon certain districts in Ajmerc. The war w as ill conducted, and ended in 
disgrace, 

A youth now appeared on the stage, who was destined to play a conspicuous 

port in the dosing scenes of the Mogul sovereignty. This was the mily son of 

Gazee ad Dien Khan, the eldest son of Nizam al Mult. Upon the death of 

Nazir Jung in Deccan, Gazee ad Dien, his elder brother, solicited the Viceroyaity 

of that important countiy for himself; ond taking with him the Mahratta army 

which had been in the pay of the Vizir, marched unmolested to Aurangabad! 

At this place he died only a few days after his arrival. His army immediately 

dispers'd; and the Mahrattn general took possession of Cmidesh, the government 

of which the deceased Viceroy had been obliged to assign him In security for the 

pay of his troops. His son Shaab ad Dien, whom he had left in the capital, 

made so good a use of his interest, chiefly with the Vizir Suffdcr Jung, that he 

received his fathers titles of Ghazee ad Dien Khan Bahadur, and was raised to 

his office of Ameer al Otnrah. This did not prevent him from joining imme¬ 

diately the party of the Emperor, and from seconding, with all his power, the 

machinations intended for the destruction of the Vizir. The military command 

of the palace was artfully taken dut of the hands of that officer; and he and his 

* ;J&1* Mf- Scott ApcftLi of a risers ™*uaca 0n the pan of the 

^ G°lklri iIUaSqn 867,1 th^re *“ nC> S#1"1*! w does Kojeh Abdul- 

VOL. t. 4 K 
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Book III. dependants were refused: admittance- The Vizir was alarmed at the prospect of 

^ a war with his master. He therefore solicited permission to retire to his govern- 

115~‘ ment lieyoml the Jumna- This was refused. He marched out of the city, and 

encamped at a few miles distance: with an intention of proceeding to his 

government without leave, but without drawing the sword, unless in self 

defence. Learning that an attack was certainly intended, he invited to his 

assistance the Jaat Raja Sooraje Mui- This chief had already fought in his 

service, and readily joined his old friend and commander * The Vizir set up a 

new Emperor, a youth whom lie represented as one of the royal princes; and 

laid siege to the castle- It was vigorously defended by the spirit and bravery of 

the young Ameer al Omrah; and, after a fruitless contest of six months, both 

parties were glad to negotiate- Sadder Jung gave up his pretended Prince, mid 

was allowed to retire to his government, hut was deprived of the Vizirit, which 

was bestowed upon Intizum nd Dowlah, son or the late Vizir Kummir ad lMcii 

Khan- 
The Jaat Rajah, Sooraje Mul, had given sufficient umbrage by his support of 

the rebellious Vizir: but, during the weakness of the Mogul government, the 

Jaats had also extended their encroachments over a great part of the province of 

Agra, The youthful ardour of Ghazce ad Dieu suggested to him an expedition 

for the entire reduction of the Jaat country. He called to his assistance a Mah- 

ralta general, Holkar Mullrar; and tlic Jaats, unable to keep the field, retired to 

thrir strung holds. To reduce them speedily, heavy cannon was required. Fur 

this Gazce ad Dion applied to the Emperor. But the aspiring temper of the 

* Tbc Jaat* or Jouts, Inhabiting the mountainous region, from the Oiumbul and Junion east- 

wsrd, to the Jevpoor Rsjalislu’p on the west; and from twenty coat to the southward of Agra, to 

the province of Delhi on the north, were known as a tomiiiLJile predatory tribe from the earliest 

period of the Moharoedim history. The original seal of the Jaats appears to have been near the 

Indus, hi the lower part of Multan. Their chief, or one of their chiefs, was received into the 

service of Jehondcr Shah, and behaved with gallantry in the war between that Prince and Ferok* 

sere. Upon the ascendancy gained by the latter Prince, the Jaat retired with his plunder to hi* 

fortress of Bhurtpore. This chief was succeeded by his son, who was obliged to become tributary 

to the Rajah of Jeypoor, To him succeeded hk brother, who contrived to throw off hi* depen* 

dunce upon the Rajpoot; and, fim of lus race, assumed the title of Raj all. During the weakness 

of Mahomed Shah’s administration, he spread bis incursions to the very walls of Agra, and left to 

ht» and successor, Sooraje Mull, a considerable kingdom. His power, and vicinity to the 

capital, rendered him an object of consequence; and the Vizir had attached him to his interests 

hy procuring 1dm the title of Omrah of tlte empire, nod other favours. See an account of tlie 

Janis, A rial. An, Reg. ISOS j Characters, p. 12. Also •* A Sketch of ltajehpontani:li," translated 

from the Persian, in 11 Tracts, dec.” by William Francldin, a small volume, published in 1811. 

1 
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Ameer nl Omrah was already formidable to l»th the Emperor and Intizam ad Chap. IV. 

Dowlah. Sooroje Mul, aware of their sentiments, conveyed intimation to the * 

Ivnijieror, that if he would meet him aLSccundra, lie would join him with all his 

forces, and deliver him at once from the dangers which, from Die ambition of his 

Ameer a! Omrah, impended over his person and throne. The scheme was 

relished ; and the Emperor, under pretence of a hunting party, set forward with 

as great a force as possible on the road to Secundru. He had advanced as iiir as 

tliat city, when Holkar Mulhar suqirised his camp in the night. The Emperor, 

the V bar, aud other leading officers, fled, disguised as women ; leaving even their 

wires and daughters behind them. Upon this the army disbanded, and Gazee 

ad Dioi marched to the capital, where nothing remained to opisase Mm. He 

invested luruseli with the office of Vizir; seized the Emperor and his mother; 

blinded them both; and bringing forth Yezzez ad Dion, son of the late Jchaudec 

Sbuh, proclaimed him Emperor, by the title of Aulumgcer the Second, This 

revolution occurred itj the year 1753.* 

During the same year died Suffder Juug, Subahdorof Oude; and was succeeded Aulutugeerll, 

by Sujah ad Dowlah, his son. About the same time died also Meet Munnoo, 

\ iceroy, under the Abdalee King, of the provinces of Multan: and Lahore. By the 

severe exactions of the government, and the intemi prions of agriculture through 

the ravages and terror of war, these provinces had for some time been severely 

afflicted with scarcity. Of this, one important consequence was, an accession to 

the numbers and power of the Setks ■ for that people mating it a rule to provide 

maintenance and occupation for one another, great numbers of jwrsons in distress 

were tempted to join them; and all were readily received upon adopting the 

garb and principles oi the sect.*!1 The AU&db Shah withdrew not the govern¬ 

ment of Multan and Lahore from the family of Meer Munnoo. His son was a 

minor: frut, in quality of guardian of the minor, his mother was allowed to act in 

his stead L nder this arrangement, the disorder of the provinces increased. The 

weakness of the administration suggested to the Vizir, who now had changed 

his title from that of Gazee ad Diert Khan to that of Urnad al Molk, the 

project of wresting the provinces at once from the hands of this female superin- 

tendant, and from the dominion of the Afghaims. During the life of hlcer 

Munnoo, the daughter of the Governess had been promised in marriage to Gazee 

The Seer Mutukhareea is followed in the lest. Fnweklin (Hist, ofShab Aulwa, P. *) snyi, 
1755. 

+ SeerMuukluirccn, iii. 137. 
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Book III. ad Dten Khan, who now claimed Fulfilment of the contract. The mother, to 

'—^—' whom few events could yield greater pleasure, conveyed to him Ids bride* with all 

l75t} the magnificence which the importance of the nuptials appeared to require. 

Under the confidence and security which this alliance inspired, the Vizir detached 

a body of troops to Lahore, who seized, und conveyed to his camp, the deluded 

Governess, inveighing against lib perfidy, and denouncing1 the vengeance which 

Ahmed Shalt, her sovereign, would speedily exact. 

The fulfilment of her angry predictions was not long deferred. The exasper¬ 

ated AJghaun hasted from Candahar to Lahore, which was evacuated on Ins 

approach; and thence directed his march to Delhi. The Vizir, sensible of his 

inability to contend with the storm, eagerly solicited reconciliation with 

his mother-in-law, and employed her as a mediator with tlte Shall. 'I he invader 

rejected not the prayer, hut demanded a large contribution os the price of his 

clemency; and, in the mean time, continued his march to Delhi. Hie wretched 

Aulumgeer, having no means of resistance, opened to him the gates of the capital; 

and affected to receive him as a royal guest. For some weeks, Delhi was subject 

to alt the enormities which arc practised by a barljarian soldiery, on a prostrate 

foe. To gratify more fully the rapacity of the invader, Umad al Mult offered 

to go in person to raise contributions in the Dnosh, or country between the 

Jumna and Ganges; while the Dooranee Shall was to march against the country 

of the Jaat Rajah Sooraje Mui, He had reduced some Fortresses, and was 

employed in besieging the citadel of Agra, when a plague broke out in his camp* 

Upon this he formed the resolution of returning immediately to his own country, 

without even waiting fur the return of the Vizir. An interview, as he i>assed 

Delhi, again took place between him and Aulumgeer, The fallen Mogul 

entreated the invader of his country not to leave him in the hands of his over- 

(waring Vizir. Nujeeh ad Dowloh, a chief of Rohillas, who had lately acted a 

conspicuous port in the imperial service, was, at the request of the Emperor, 

appointed Ameer al Orurah; and to him the Dooranee recommended the protec¬ 

tion of his master. 

The Vizir, upon the retreat of the Afidalees, engaged in his party Ahmed 

Khan, the Bungush chief of Fumikhabad, whose father had lost his life in the 

contest with the Rohillas. To him and his Afgbauns he joined an army of 

Mahrattas, under Ragonaut Raow and Holkar. With this force he marched to 

Delhi. The Emperor and Nujeeh ad Dowlah shut the gates of the city ; but, 

after a siege of forty-five days, the Emperor was obliged to submit; while Nu- 

jeeb ad Dowlah, by bribing the Mahrnttas, obtained the means of escaping to hi* 

2 
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own district in Rohilcund; and Ids office of Ameer a) Omnih was bestowed upon Chap. iv. 

Ahmed Khan. Alee Gohur, the eldest son of Aiilumgccr, was irt the vicinity of 'j ~J 

Delhi, supporting- himself with a small body of cavalry on some districts which 

he had in Jaghtre. The Vizir made Jus father recall him; and the Prince repaired 

to Delhi, but refused to enter the citadel where he might easily be confined. lie 

was, accordingly, Iiesieged in his jmlacc; but a few of his followers cot a passage 

for him through the troops of the Vizir, and he made his escape to Nujeeb ad 

Dowlah, with whom, and with the Subahdar of Oude, he remained for some 

months; and then betook himself for an asylum to the English in Bengal 

The settlement which, with short-sighted policy, the Viceroy of Oude had 

given to a body of Mahrattas in part of RohiJcund, had fired other Mahrattas 

with a passion for the fertile country beyond the Ganges. Of this ambition, in 

labouring the ruin of Nujeeb ad Dowlah, and of tile Matwb of Oude * whose 

power he dreaded, and whose government he desired, Umod al Mutfc resolved 

to make his account At hts instigation two chiefs Junkojee and Duttah Sindia, 

set out from Deccan, meditating no less than the entire subjugation of Hindus¬ 

tan. They crossed the Jumna ; and driving Nujeeb ad Dowlali from the open 

country', hesieged him in one of his forts, where he defended himsclT with ob¬ 

stinate bravery, Sujah ad Dowlah saw that the danger was common: and col¬ 

lecting an army marched to support him. He encountered the Mahratta army; 

gained the advantage, and forced it to cross the Jumna, where a considerable 

portion of it perished in the waters. Hearing at the .same time of the march of 

the Abdalee Shah, its leaders were sufficiently disposed to accommodation. 

As soon as Umad al Mulk, the Vizir, was made acquainted with the alliance 

of Sujah nil Dowlah and the Rohilks, it was his desire, as lib interest, to march 

to the assistance of his Mahratta allies. But he was now lieset with a number 

of difficulties. The Abdalee Shah, whom he had twice offended, was in motion: 

The Rohillas, with the Nid job of Oude, were opposing the Mahrattas; And Au- 

lumgcc-r was in correspondence with all his enemies. He resolved, without 

* Tlw term Nabob, as equivalent to Subahdw, i* very modern in Hindustan; and fc said to 

hare begun with Sujab Dowlah. Formerly it was not applied to the S.ibalukr, or governor of 

he hubali. but to tbe Suhu),dai's deputy, or the literal lanuikg of the word being 

The new use or the term U thus accounted for in the Seer MuUkharecn ft*. usy>. 
.hen th*.PnilCe Got,ur w“ fln «** visit just mentioned, to Sujuh ad Dowlali, and received 

1 e complimwits of that Governor, he addressed him by the title of brother Nabob, which being 

nc one an elegant compliment, passed into conversation, when the name was afterwords cur- 
rcntly applied to him, and also to other governors. 
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Book III. scruple, to deliver himself from the last of these difficulties. A trusty Cashmc- 

---' mil having received tin commission, the Emperor was slabbed with poignards, 

im ami |,is body thrown out upon the strand of the Jumna; where it was stripped 

bv the people, and remained exposed for eighteen hours, Mohee al Suimut, a 

son or grandson of tvaum Bnksh, the youngest son of Aurungxebe, was taken 

from confinement, and set up as the pageant of royalty; after which the \vm 

hastened to join the conflict against Nujeeb ad Dowlah and the Nalioh of On . 

He was on Ids march when he heard that peace was concluded; and that the 

Mahrattas were gone to oppose themselves to the approach of the Alxlah-e King. 

The means of personal safety now engrossed the mind of Umad al Mulk. He 

retired to the country of Suraje Mul, and shut himself up in one of the strongest 

of his forts. , 
Upon the last retreat of Ahmed Dooranee Shah from Hindustan, he had lett 

his son Governor of Lahore and Multan; disordered by revolutions, wasted and 

turbulent. A chief who had served with distinction under the late Mcer Munnoo 

incited the Seiks to join him in molesting the Dooranees; and they gained several 

important advantages over their principal commanders. They invited the Mnh- 

ratta generals, Ragonaut Raow. Shtimsheer Bahadur, and Holkar. who had 

advanced into the neighbourhood of Delhi, to join them in driving the Abdalees 

from Lahore. No occupation could be more agreeable to the Mahrattas. After 

inking Sirhind, they advanced to Lahore, where the Ahdalee Prince made but 

a feeble resistance, and fled. This event put them in possession of both Multan 

and Lahore, Placing the country under a temporary government, they marched 

homeward al the approach of the rains; but left a Mahratta Subahdar, who next 

season extended his acquisitions as far as the river Attock. It was at this very 

hine that the army, of which we have already spoken, marched to take jiosses- 

sion of Rohilcinid andOode: And the whole Indian continent appeared now 

about to 1* swallowed up by the Mahrattas. Had not Ahmed Shah, the AIj- 

dalec, whose empire was it) its youth and vigour, been upon the stage: Had not 

the Mahrattas at that time been possessed of extraordinary' power; the Mahrattas, 

in the one case; the Abdalees, in the other, might have extended their dominion 

from Thibet and Persia to Cape Comorin. The opposition which they made to 

one another opened a way for a maritime nation to introduce itself from t he other 

side of the globe, and to acquire by rapid strides a more complete ascendant 

over that extensive region than any single government had ever attained before. 

Al,mini Shah was not only roused by the loss of his two provinces, and the 

disgrace imprinted on his arms; but he was invited by the chiefs and people of Hin- 
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dustan, pcantng under the depredations of the Mahrattas, to march to their Chac iv. 

succour and become thrfr King. The Molimttu, flying before him, evacuated ---' 

the two provinces at his approach; and assembled together from ail quarters in ^ 

the neighbourhood of Delhi, The Dooranee army was joined by the chiefs of 

Kohilcund, Nujeebad Dowlah, Saadoollah Khan, Hafiz Rhamut.'und Doondee 

Klum, For some days the Doorances hovered round the Mahralta camp; whea 

the Mahrattas, who were distressed For provisions, came out and offered battle. 

Their array, consisting 0f 80,000 veteran cavalry, was almost wholly destroyed; 

and Duttflft Sindia, their General, was among the slain. A detachment of 

horse sent against another body of Mahrattas, who were marauding under Hol- 

kar in the neighbourhood of Secundra. surprised them so completely that Holkar 

fled naked, with a handful of followers, and the rest, with the exception of a 

few prisoners and fugitives, were all put to the sword. 

During the rainy season, while the Doomnee Shah was quartered at Secum 

dra, the news of this dieter nnd disgrace excited the Mnhratta* to the greatest 

exertions, A vast army was collated; and Suddasheo Raow, commonly called 

Bhaow, the nephew of Ballajee, the Peshwa, and other chiefs of the greatest 

note, assuming the command, they marched to gratify the laments, and Fulfil 

the unfunded hopes of the nation. Having been joined by Sooraje Mul the 

Jimt, and L mad al Hulk the Vizir, they arrived at the Jumna before it was 

Euffiaently fallen to permit either the Mahratlas on the other side, or the 

Doorances, to cross. In the mean time they marched to Delhi, of which after 

some resistance they took possession; plundered it with their usual rapacity tear 

ZZb T*** T? ^ * «*N-> P'odied sZ 
Nnbabaf o'0 , | M”° A1“ Go,,Ur- E™renjr; nnd named Saja), ad Doirlah, 

°“ *' " taWU^”'C * th« and mmc „,her 
transactions, Ahmed Shah swam the Jumna, still deemed impassable with his 
Whafc army. Thia daring ndventure. and ,ha remembrance ofT toe 

ahnoklhe courage of ft. Mahr.ua,, and they entrenched .heir ~ 

naar PannVut. Th* Dooranea. having surrounded thair position with panto of 

, F','"lt1lhr Pa!B‘,*e °f supplies, comanted himself (hr some day, wi,h 

wh“ the RoMBninitahyofNutob 
‘T V* in,° ,he M“hra,l» TOfch and Bulwant Raou tiih 

nthar duefin-aa wtad, bn, „|ght pu. end to .ha conflict. Meanwhile 

prei ai cd, and filth accumulated, in the Mahrutta ramp. The vigilance of \hmed 

intercepted their convoy „ a little time famine and t 

baitle became the only resource. The Abdalce retrained hi. tmopi till ,i,e 
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^ m. Mnhrattas had advanced a comddeiubie way from their works; when he rushed 

--*-' upon them with so much rapidity as left them hardly any time for using theer 

im cannon. The Bhaow was billed early In the action; confusion soon pervaded 

the artnv, and a dreadful carnage ensued. The field was floated with blood. 

Twenty-two thousand men and women were taken prisoners. Of those who 

escaped from the field of battle, the greater part were butchered by the people 

of the country, who had suffered from their depredations. Of an army of 

140,000 horse, commanded by the most celebrated generals of the nation, on y 

three chiefs of any rank, and a mere residue of the troops, found their way to 

Deccan. The Dooranee Shah made hut little use of this prodigious victory. 

Stab Auliim Alter remaining a few months at Delhi, he recognized Alee Gohur, as 

11 by the title of Shah Aulum the Second; and entrusting Nujceb ad Dowlah with 

the superintendance uf affiurs, tIU his master should return from Benjpd, he 

marched back to his capital of Cabul in the end of the year 1760. With Aulutn- 

gper the Second, the empire of the Moguls may be justly considered as having 

arrived at its close. The unhappy Prince who now received the name of Em¬ 

peror, and who after a life of misery and disaster, ended his days a pensioner o 

English merchants, never possessed a sufficient degree of power to consider him¬ 

self for one moment as master of the throne.* 

• The event* of Aukmgecfi and ihc preceding rrign ore found in considerable detail in the 

S«r Mutaktareen l.iii. 62-1921, which * abridged by Scott, Hist, or A s Successor* 

2^4—246- The principal facte are noticed* hui in certain respects somewhat diflerently* bj 

francklM* Life of Shah A ultras p. 7—27. 
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CHAP. V. 

A Comparison of the State of Civilization among the Makomedan Conquerors 

of India with the State of Civilization among the Hindus. 

After this display of the transactions to which the Mohomedan nations have Cujip. V. 

given birth in Hindustan, it is necessary to ascertain, as exactly as possible, the '-*-' 

particular stage of civilization at which these nations hod arrived. Beside the cirLKuj'™ 
importance of this inquiry, as a great portion of the history of the human mind, and 

a leading factin the lustory of India ; it b requisite, for the purpose of ascertain- cunqucmn of 

ing whether the civilization of the Hindus received advancement or depression, 

from the ascendancy over them which the Mnhomedans acquired. 

We have seen, in the comparisons adduced to illustrate the state of civiliza¬ 

tion among the Hindus, that the nations, in the western parts of Asia; the 

Persians, die Arabians, and even the Turks; possessed an order of intellectual 

faculties rather higher than the nations situated beyond them toward the East; 

were rather less deeply involved in the absurdities and weaknesses of a rude state 

of society; had in fact attained a stage of civilization, in some little degree, 

higher than the other inhabitants of that quarter of the globe. 

This is a statistical fact, to which it is not probable that much contradiction 

urili hereafter tie applied, it is chiefly of importance, for the present inquiry, to 

show: that the people who actually invaded Hindustan, and assumed the 

government over so large a jjortion of Its inhabitants, were perfectly on a level 

with the Arabians and Persians, in the highest state of their civilization. 

The Mahomed an?, who established their dominion in Hindustan, were 

principally derived from the eastern portions of that great country which was 

contained within the limits o( the Persian empire in its greatest extent. 

These eastern provinces of the great Persian empire; Bactria, and Trausox- 

iaua, with the contiguous regions; at the time when those men were formed 

who established the Mohomedan dominion in Hindustan, were remarkable rather 

for exceeding than falling short of the other parts of that empire, in the attain¬ 

ments of civilized life. The language of Balk was reckoned the most elegant 

dialect of the Persian tongue • and when God speaks mildly and gently to the 

cherubim surrounding hb throne, this, according to the Mahomedans, is the 
VOL. i. 4 y. 
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Book III. language he employs. A targe proportion of the men who have been most 

"—“■v——' distinguished in all the different walks of Persian literature, have been natives of 

Balk; of whom it may suffice to mention Mahomed Elm Emir Khowind Shah, 

belter known to Euro]jeans under the name of Mirkhoud, the author of a great 

historical work, to which Europeans have been indebted for much of their know¬ 

ledge of Persian liistoiy; Bash id, a celebrated poet; and Amvari, famous both 

ns a |wet and astronomer. So greatly was Balk distinguished during the reigns 

of the immediate successors of Gingis Khan, that it w as denominated Kcbbat al 

Islam, the metropolis of Mamism. Bokhara was one of the greatest seats of 

learning in the East. Students flocked from ail parts to the celebrated university 

of Bukhara, fn the Mogul language, Bokhir, we are told, is a common appel¬ 

lation fora learned man. Among the celebrated men who have mode illustrious 

the studies of Bokhara, is found a name, ranked high among his contemporaries 

in all the quarters of the globe, Ebn Sfaa, or Avicenna, who wrote above one 

hundred volumes, and died in 1036, at the early age of fifty •eight. 

The Moguls were not perfectly barbarous when they advanced upon the 

countries of the West. It is sufficiently proved that they had the use of letters; 

they had an alphabet of their own, in no degree corresponding with the trouble¬ 

some characters of the Chinese, but as ingenious and simple as that of the 

Homans. The degree in which they approximated to the mental capacity of the 

most enlightened nations of Asia, is abundantly proved, not only by that power 

of combined action which enabled them to effect their conquests, but by the skill 

with which they regulated die government of China, ns well as that of Persia 

and Tnmsoxiano, to which they subsequently advanced. It appears not that 

tire government in those several countries was more skilfully conducted in any 

hands, than in those of the immediate successors of Gingis, The Moguls, at the 

lime of their conquests, were so fully prepared for a new step in civilization, that 

they assimilated themselves with wonderful rapidity, both in China and Persia, 

to the more cultivated people among whom they had arrived ; and, in a short 

time, were to he distinguished from them rather by slight shades of character and 

manners, than any difference in point of civilization. In their new acquisitions in 

Persia and Transoxiaua, they were celebrated for prosecuting the sciences with 

great ardour; and, in particular, for having laid astronomy, geography, and 

the mathematical sciences, under great obligations. In the city of Hainan ami, 

the scat of government of one of the sons of Gingis and his successors, ** the 

academy of sciences,” to use the words of the writer in the Universal History. 

“ was one of the most eminent to be found among the Mahomedans, who resorted 

thither to study from all the neighbouring countries." Abulteda mentions two 
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decisive marks of a considerable degree of civilization. in his time the streets Chap, V. 

were paved, and water was conveyed into the city by leaden pipes. TIh; silk- v 

paper made here was the most beautiful in Asia; and in great ropiest over all 

the East.* 
Mahmood, of Ghizni, the founder of the first Mahomcdan dynasty in Hindus 

tan, was the most accomplished Prince in Asia. His court contained an 

assemblage of learned men. The greatest poet of Asia wrote in his capital, and 

was fostered by his bounty. He and his nobles adorned Ghizni with an archi¬ 

tecture which rendered it the finest city in the East, He there erected an 

university, which he richly endowed, and made it one of the principal seats of 

learning in that quarter of the globe, f 

Under Mahmood of Ghizni, the great sovereign of Persia, who combined in 

his service all the finest spirits that Persian civilization could produce, the Hindus 

could not he said to be over-run, or held in subjection by a people less civilized 

than themselves. As little could this he said: under the descendants of Mahmood, 

who, though inferior to liim in personal qualities, were themselves formed, and 

served by men who were formed, under the full influence of Persian ails and 

knowledge. The same was undoubtedly the case with.the princes of the Gaurian 

dynasty, They, and the leaders by whom they were principally served, were, in 

respect of training and knowledge, in reality Persians, It will not l>e dented, 

that the Moguls, the last of the Mahomedan dynasties of Hindustan, had remained 

a sufficient time in Transoxiana and Persia, to have acquired all the civilization 

of these two countries, long 1»efonc they attempted to perform conquests in India. 

The Persian language was the language they used; the Persian laws, and the 

Persian religion, were the laws and religion they had espoused; it was the Persian 

literature to which they were devoted; and they carried along with them the 

full Ijenefit of the Persian arts and knowledge, when they established themselves 

in Hindustan. 

The question, therefore, is, whether by a government, moulded and conducted 

agreeably to the properties of Persian civilization, instead of a government Hind^^r* 

moulded and conducted agreeably to the properties of Hindu civilization, the 

Hindu populatinn of India lost or won: For the aversion to a government, 

because in the hands of foreigners ; that is, of men who are called by one rather 

bcntfiErll, OF 

injured bl tirt 
MahullKtfnll 

* For thvse facts* ihc reader will find the original cuiihoTO faithfully quoted and extracted, in ilie 

UmvcTnJ History, ii. 352, S54; i*. 303,393: v. 123. Modem Part, Bfl* In exploring 

the Persian and Arabian AulbotiLies^tbc authors of the Universal History are mot the won* of our 

gulden 

f VldesupFOt p+ 4&1, 

■1U 
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Book III. than sonic other name, without regard to the qualities of the government, whether 

v ' better or worse ; is a prejudice of which reason b ashamed. As India was not 

governed by the Moguls, in the character of a detached province, valued onlv as 

it could be rendered useful to another state, which b the proper idea of foreign 

conquest; hut became the sole residence and sole dominion of the Mogul 

government, which thereby found its interest as closely united to that of India, 

as it b posable for the interest of a despotical government to be united with that 

of its people, the Mogul government was, to all the effects of interest, and thence 

of behaviour, not a foreign, but a native government. With these considerations 

before the inquirer, it will not admit of any long dispute, that human nature in 

India gained, and gained very considerably, by passing from a Hindu to a 

Mahomcdan government. Of this, without descending to particulars, the 

situation of human nature, under the Hindu governments which we have seen; 

that of the Mahrattas, lor example ; ilrnt of Nepaul; that of Mysore, before the 

lime of Hyder -Mi; or that of Trarancore; affords a very satisfactory proof. The 

defects of Mahomcdan rule, enormous as they justly deserve to be held, can by no 

means he regarded as equal to those which universally distinguish the government 

of Hindus. 

The same minute analysis might here be instituted of the grand circum¬ 

stances which constitute the marks of civilization among the Mahomcdans of 

India, as has been already executed in regard to the Hindus. But it is by no 

means necessary. The state of civilization among the Hindus was mysterious, 

and little known. Willi the state of civilization in Persia the instructed part 

of European readers are pretty familiar. Besides; in analysing tlw; circum¬ 

stances which constitute the marks of civilization among the Hindus, such com¬ 

parisons, for the sake of illustration, were made with the corresponding circa in¬ 

stances among the Persians, as served to throw some light upon the state of 

civilization among the tatter people, and to show in what position they stood as 

compared with the Hindus. A few short reflections under each of the heads 

will therefore suffice. 

OjnMtmm I. CLASSIFICATION AXD DISTRIBUTION OF THX PEOPLE. In tills grand 
arid distn- . „ , ° 

tiuiHin of tho particular, the superiority of the order of things among the Mahomcdans, 

over that among the Hindus, was inexpressibly great. The Mahomcdans 

were exempt from the institution of caste; that institution which stands a 

more effectual barrier against the good ol‘ human nature than any other 

institution which the workings of caprice and of selfishness have ever pro¬ 

duced. Under the Mahomcdan despotisms of the East, nearly as much 

3 
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as in republics themselves, all men arc treated as equal. There is no noble* Chap, V, 

no privileged class. Legally, there is no hereditary property, as the king 

is the heir of all his subjects. The only thing which creates distinction is 

officet or the exercise of some portion of the powers of government. For 

office, there is no monopolizing class. Men from the very lowest ranks of life ore 

daily rising to the Itighest commands: where each of them is honoured, in proportion 

not to the opulence of his father, but the qualities which he himself displays. 

Though here, there is wanting that barrier to the unlimited progress of the 

power of the king, which was found in the hereditary nobility of Europe ; yet 

the situation of Spain, of Poland, and, in a greater or less degree, of every 

country in Europe, shows that the body of mankind is not much benefited, when 

the unlimited power of oppressing them, instead of being confined to the hands 

oF the king and his servants, is shared between him and a body of nobles. 

II. The fotim of goveekmext. In the simplicity of Oriental despotism. The form of 

there is not much room for diversity of form. Yet there are circumstances tljVcrhment‘ 

which distinguish to a considerable extent the state of government among the 

Mahomcdaru from that among the Hindus; and all of them to the advantage of 

the former 

Under the Mahomedan sovereigns, there was a regular distribution of the 

functions of government, to certain fixed and regular offices ; that of the 

Vizir, that of the Bukshee, Amcor al Omrah, and so on. Under the Hindu 

sovereigns, there appears to have been a confusion of all things together in one 

heterogeneous mass. The sovereign governed by a sort of council, composed of 

Brahmens, who exercised the powers of government, according to no pre-esta¬ 

blished plan ; but according as each bv intrigue, or by reputation, could obtain 

an ascendancy among the rest * The natural and common order of things, in 

this situation, was, that some one individual acquired a predominant influence; 

and employed the rest as merely his instruments. This man became, by way of 

distinction, the minister—peshwa, as he is called by the Mahrattas. Where the 

council of Brahmens is not a regular establishment ■ the sovereign chooses a 

* Mr. Great remark* that Kirkpatrick's account of Nepaul exhibits a form of government, 

state officers, civil, and military , nearly the same as wen: ctiobMitd in Hindustan, under the role 

of the Moguls. Great'* Observation, on did Hindus, p. 41. Bat Kirkpatrick's account is very 
imperfect, and he appears to have supplied his want of information, by idm* burrowed from what 

he knew mother pan* of India, Beside*, the Ntpadians, ^ well as the Msdirattas, were in a situ* 
ftiion Ui borrow freoi the MjJionitiiJLme, 
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Book III, minister, that is, 8 depositary of all his power; who disposes of it m portions, 

"~v—J regulate(l by no rule, and by not much of established custom and habit. 

To the abuse of the power which is placed in the hand of absolute sovereigns, 

there is no limit, except from these dreu instances: 1. Religion, 2. Insurrection, 

3. Manners, 

1. When it Is said that Religion opposes the will of the sovereign, it Is meant 

that the ministers of religion oppose it: the priests: For, as a political engine, 

religion, without somebody' to stand up for it, is a dead letter. Now, the priests 

can only oppose the will of the sovereign, when, by their influence over the 

minds of men, they' have acquired a great portion of power, a power which the 

king is afraid to provoke. Again, this power of the priests will, or will not, be 

applied, in a way to protect the people from the abuse of the sovereign jmweT, 

according as the sovereign allies himself with it, or does not ally himself with 

it. If he allies himself with it; that is to say, if he associates the power of 

the priests with his own, and admits them to a due share of the benefits which 

he pursues, the power of the priests is employed, not in checking, but in sup¬ 

porting him in the abuse of his power. Now, so completely was the power of 

the priests associated with that of the sovereign, under the Hindu system of 

government, that the power of the sovereign was almost wholly' transferred into 

the hands of the priests. As the benefit of abusing the sovereign power was 

shared so largely with themselves* they had no motive to check, but every 

motive to support, To misgovemmeut accordingly, under Hindu sovereigns, 

we find no where any symptoms of opposition from religion. 

Under Mahomedan sovereigns, the alliance between the Church and the State 

is much less complete. The Caliphs, it is true, were at once head magistrates, 

and head priests: In other situations, under Mahomedan sovereigns, the priests 

have had little political power. Except in some matters of established custom, 

which by themselves are little capable of mending the condition of the people 

ujion the whole, they have never had sufficient influence, nor apparently any 

inclination, to protect the people From the abuses of sovereign power. Herein 

they differ from the Hindu system of priesthood, and the difference is an im¬ 

portant one, that they are not allied with those who abuse the sovereign power, 

and yield them no protection. 

2. Insurrection is a principle of salutary operation, under the govern¬ 

ments of the East. To that is owing almost every tiling which the peuple are 

any where left to enjoy. I have already bad some opportunities, and as l pro- 

2 
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deed shall have more, to point out remarkable instances of its practical effects. Chap. V. 

In a situation where there Is no regular institution to limit the power of gra- s-v- 

tifying the will, the caprices, and the desires of the sovereign and his instru¬ 

ments, at the expense of the people, there is nothing which hinders the people 

fiom being made as completely wretched as the unbounded gratification at their 

expense of the will, caprices, and desires of those who have sovereign power 

over them, can render human beings ; except the dread of insurrection. But, 

in a situation where the mass of the people have notlung to Jose, it is seldom 

difficult to excite them to insurrection. The sovereigns of the East find, by ex¬ 

perience, that the people, if oppressed beyond a certain limit, are apt to rebel; 

never want leaders of capacity in such a cose to conduct tftfon; and are very 

apt to tread their present race of oppressors under their feet. This prosfiect 

lays these rulers under a certain degree of restraint; and is the main spring of 

that portion of goodness which any where appears in the practical state of the 

despotisms of the East. But the dread of insurrection was reduced to its lowest 

terms, among a people, whose apathy and patience under suffering exceeded 

those of any other specimen of the human race. The spirit, and excitability, 

and courage of the Mohomedan jtortion of the Indian population, undoubtedly 

furnished, as far as it went, an additional motive to good government, on the 

part of the sovereigns of Hindustan. 

3. It is in a higher state of civilization than that exemplified, either 

among the Mahomedans or among the Hindus, that Manners have great in¬ 

fluence in limiting the abuse* of sovereign power. It is only in proportion as 

the mind of man is susceptible of pleasure from the approbation, pain from the 

disapprobation, of his fellow creatures, that he is capable of restraint from the 

operation of manners: unless in so far as they increase or diminish the rtinnre of 

insurrection. Though no great amount of salutary effects is, therefore, to be 

ascribed to the operation of manners, under the sovereigns, either of Hindu or 

ot Mahuniedan breed, the benefit, as far as it went, was all on the side of the 

Mnhomedans, 1 here was, in the manners of the Mahomedan conquerors of 

India, an activity, a manliness, an independence, which rendered it less easy 

for despotism to sink, among them, to that disgusting state of weak and pro¬ 

fligate lutrliarism which is the natural condition of government among such a 
passive people as the Hindus 

Further, along w ith those remains of barbarism which in considerable amount 

adhere to the best uf the Mahomedim tuitions, us well as to all the other inhabitants 
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Book ITT. of Asia, a considerable portion of plain good sense marked the character of 

-v'~-' the conquerors of India: while the nati ves of that country are distinguished by a 

greater deficiency in the important article of practical good sense* than any 

people, above the rank of savages, of whom we have any record, The practical 

good sense of any people is not without its influence upon the mode of employing 

the powers of government, nnd upon the minds of some at least of the princes 

that wrdd them. Before the Moguls proceeded to Hindustan, we have a proof, 

in the Institutes of the conqueror Timur,* of the degree of beneficest contrivance, 

with which he kid down the plan of Ids administration. 

u I appointed a Sudd lit. a man of holiness, and of illustrious dignity, to 

watch over the conduct of the faithful; that he might regulate the manners of 

the times* anti appoint superiors in holy offices; and establish in every city, and 

in every town, a judge of penetration, and a doctor learned in the law, and a 

supervisor of the markets, of the weights, and the measures. 

“ And I established a jutlge for the army, and a judge for the subjects : and I 

sent into every province and kingdom, an instructor in the law, to deter the 

faithful from those tilings which are forbidden, and to had them in the truth* 

“ And I ordained that in every town, and in every city, a mosque, and a 

school, and a monastery, and an alms-house for the poor and the indigent, and 

an hospital for the sick and infirm, should be founded, and that a physician 

should lie appointed to attend the hospital; and that in every city a government* 

house, and a court for the administration of justice should he butlt; and that 

superintendants should he api»itited to watch over the cultivated lands, and over 
the husbandmen* 

b' And I commanded that they should build places of worship * and tn on ar¬ 

teries in every city; and that they should erect structure for the reception of 

travellers on the high roads, and that they should make bridges across the 
rivers. 

“ And I commanded tliat the ruined bridges should lie repaired; and that 

bridges should be constructed over the rivulet^ and over the rivers: and that on 

the road*, at tlte distance of one stage from each other, K mini wan sami should 

be erected; and that guards and watchmen should be stationed on the road, 

and that in every Rauruwansarai people should he appointed to reside; and that 

the watching and guarding of the roads should appertain unto them; and that 

* PIS P“B“n ™ translated by Major Davy; and edited, with a preface and other 
additions, by Mr. White, the Arabic Professor at Oxford, in 1783, 
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those guards should bo answerable for whatever should be stolen on the roads Chaf.-V. 

from the unwary traveller. v "~v 

“ And I ordered that the Sitddur and the Judge should, from time to time, 

lay before me all the ecclesiastical affairs of my empire; and ! appointed a Judge 

in equity, that he might transmit unto me all civil matters of litigation, that 

came to pass amongst my troops and my subjects.” 

Here is a selection of four of the most important objects of government, in 

making a provision fur which, the first care and attention of the Mogul sovereign 

are employed; the administration of justice; the instruction of the people; the 

facilitation of intercourse; and his own knowledge of all that is transacted in 

bis name. That the provision for these objects was very incomplete, wc have 

sufficient assurance; but some progress was made in the art and science of 

government, when they were pointed out os primary objects of regard; still 

more, when something considerable was really done for their attainment, 

OF the twelve maxims of his government, the following are a selection: 

“ Persons of wisdom, and deliberation, and vigilance, and circumspection, 

and aged men endowed with knowledge and foresight, 1 admitted to my private 

councils; and 1 associated with them, and I reaped benefit, and acquired expe¬ 

rience from their conversation. 

** Tlie soldier and the subject 1 regarded with the same eye. And such was 

the discipline which I established amongst my troops and my subjects, that the 

one was never injured or oppressed by the other. 

“ From amongst the wise and the prudent, who merited trust and confidence, 

who were worthy of being consulted on the affairs of government, and to whose 

care I might submit the secret concerns of my empire, 1 selected a certain num¬ 

ber, whom 1 constituted the repositories of my secrets: And my weighty and hid¬ 

den transactions, and my secret thoughts and intentions, I delivered over to them. 

** By the vizzeers, and the secretaries, and the scribes, 1 gave order and regu¬ 

larity to my public councils: 1 made them the keepers of the mirror of my go¬ 

vernment, in which they showed unto me the affairs of my empire, and the con¬ 

cerns of my armies and nay people: And they kept rich my treasury; and they 

secured plenty and prosperity to my soldiers and to my subjects; and by proper 

and skilful measures they repaired the disorders incident to empire; anti they 

kept in order the revenues and the expenses of government, und they exerted 

themselves in promoting plenty and population throughout my dominions. 

u Men learned in medicine, and skilled in the art of healing, and astrclogei-s, 

and geometricians, who arc essential to the dignity of empire, I drew around 

me: And by the aid of physicians and chinirgenus I gave health to the sick: 

vol. I. 4 31 
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Book IJL And with the assistance of astrologers I ascertained the benign or malignant 

aspect of the stars, their motions, and the revolutions of the heavens : And with 

the aid of geometricians and architects. I laid out gardens, and planned and 

constructed magnificent buildings, 

“ Historians, and such as were possessed of information and intelligence. 1 

admitted to my presence; And from these men I heard (he lives of the prophets 

and the patriarchs, and the histories of ancient princes, and the events by which 

they arrived at the dignity of empire, and the causes of the declension of their 

fortunes: And from the narratives and the histories of those princes, and from 

the manners and the conduct of each of them, I acquired experience and know¬ 

ledge : And from those men I heard the descriptions and the traditions of the 

various regions of the globe, and acquired knowledge of the situations of the 

kingdoms of the earth, 

** To travellers, and to voyagers of every country, 1 gave encouragement, 

that they might common irate unto me the intelligence and transactions of the 

surrounding nations: And I appointed merchants and chiefs of Kauruwauns to 

travel to every kingdom and to every country, that they might bring unto me all 

sorts of valuable merchandize and rare curiosities, from Kbutton, and from 

Kimttun, and from Cheer, and from Maucheen, and from Hindostauxi, and 

from the cities of Arabia, and front Missur, and from Shaum, and from Room, 

and from the islands of the Christians, that they might give me information of 

the situation, and of the manners and of the customs of the natives and inhabitants 

of those regions, mid that they might observe and communicate unto me the con¬ 

duct of the princes of every kingdom and of every country towards their subjects.*1 

All these different points laid down, in writing, as main objects of attention in 

the conduct of government, undoubtedly indicate a state of the human mind very 

considerably removed from the lowest liar holism. 

The following regulations respecting the collection of the revenues; of all the 

parts of an imperfect government that which most deeply affects the happiness of 

the people; indicate no common shore of excellence in the spirit of administration: 

“ And I commanded that the Ameers, and the Minghaushecs, in collecting 

the revenues from the subject*, should not, on any account, demand more than 

the taxes and duties established: 

" And to every' province on which a royal assignment was granted. I ordained 

that two .supervisors should be appointed; that one of them should inspect the 

collections, and watch over the concerns of the inhabitants, that they might not 

be impoverished, and that the Jaugheerdmir might not ill use or oppress them, 

and that he should take an account of all the sums which were collected in the 
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province; and that the other supervisor should keep a register of the public 

expenses, and distribute the revenues among the soldiers: 

“ And every Ameer who was appointed to a jaugheer, I ordained that for the 

space of three years it should remain unto him. and that, after three years, the 

state of the province should be inspected: If the inhabitants were satisfied, and 

if the country was flourishing and populous, that he should be continued therein; 

hut if the contrary should appear, that the jaugheer should return unto the 

crown, and, that for the three following years, subsistence should not lie granted 

' to the holder thereof: 

41 And I ordained that the collection of the taxes from the subject might, when 

necessary, be enforced by menaces and by threats, but never by whips and by 

scourges. The governor, whose authority is inferior to the jmwer of the scourge, 

is unworthy to govern. 

“ 1 ordained that the revenues and the taxes .should be collected in such a 

manner as might not be productive of ruin to the subject, or of depopulation to 

Chat. V. 

the country.” 

Of the produce of the fertile and cultivated lands, one third was taken for the 

government; and this was the principal, and almost the only source of the revenue. 

u And I ordained, whoever undertook the cultivation of waste lands, or built 

an aqueduct, or made a canal, or planted a grove, or restored to culture a deserted 

district, that in the first year nothing should lie taken from him, and that in the 

second year, whatever the subject voluntarily offered should be received, and 

that in the third year the duties should be collected according to the regulation. 

“ And 1 ordained, that if the rich and the powerful should oppress the poorer 

subject, and injure or destroy his property, an equivalent for the damage 

sustained should he levied on the rich oppressor, and be delivered to the injured 

person, that he might be restored to his former estate. 

“ And 1 ordained, that in every country three Vizzcers should lie Stationed. 

The jirsU for the subject—to keep a regular account of the taxes and the duties 

received, and what sums, and to what amount, were paid in hy the subject, and 

under what denomination, and on what account, and to preserve an exact state' 

ment of the w hole. The second, for the soldier*—to take account of the sums paid 

to the troops, ami of the sums remaining due unto them ” The third was for 

certain miscellaneous services, too tedious to be specified. 

These details are sufficient to show, that among the Moguls, even at their 

first irruption into Hindustan, the arts of government were considerably 

advanced; and that the Hindus had much to gain by a change of masters. In 

the hands of some of the most eminent of the Mogul princes, the Emperor 

4M? 
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Book HI. Akbnr, for instance, the powers of government wen? distributed, and employed 

' - with a skill w hich would not disgrace a period of considerable knowledge and 

refinement. 

Though in a pure despotism much depended on the qualities of the sovereign, 

yet when a good plan of administration was once fully introduced, a portion of 

its excellence always remained, for a time; and had a strong tendency to become 

perpetual. 

StateofLau. III. The Laws.—The laws of the Hindus, we have already seen, ore such as 

could not originate in any other than one of the weakest conditions of the human 

intellect’, and, of oil the forms of law known to the human species, they exhibit 

one of the least capable of producing the benefits which it is the end and the only 

good consequence of law, to ensure. 

The Mehomedan law, as introduced into India by its Mogul conquerors, is 

defective indeed, as compared with any very high standard of excellence * but 

compare it with the standard of any existing system, with the Roman law, for 

instance, or the law of England, and you will find its inferiority not so remark¬ 

able, as those who are familiar with these systems, and led by the sound of vulgar 

applause, are in the habit of believing. In the following view of the most 

remarkable particulars in the state of Mahomedan law, a reference to the system 

of English law is peculiarly instructive, and even necessary; as it is by the 

English system that, the Mahomedan has been superseded. 

X- The civil, or non-penal branch of law, lays down the rights winch the good 

of the species require* to be constituted in behalf of the individual: in other 

words, the power which the individual, for the good of the species, ought exclu¬ 

sively to possess, over persons, and over tilings. 

The particular powers or privileges which it is expedient to constitute rights 

are, in the great points, so distinctly and strongly pointed out by common expe¬ 

rience, that there is a very general agreement about them among nations in all the 

stages of civilization. Nations differ chiefly in the mode of securing those rights. 

One instrument, without which they cannot be secured, is strict aud accurate 

definition. In affording strict and accurate definitions of the rights of the 

individual, the three systems of law, Roman, English, and Mahomedan, are not 

very far from being on a level. Completeness, in point of definition, it seems, is 

a perfection in the stale of law which it requires a very advanced stage of 

civilization to bestow. At first, experience has provided no record of all the variety 

of material rases for which a provision is necessary. Afterwards, the human mind 

is not sufficiently clear and skilful to classify accurately a multitude of particulars; 

and without accurate classification useful definitions and rules can never be framed- 
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Lastly, (and that la t he state in which the more civilized nations of Europe have 

lung been placed) custom and habit acquire a dominion which it is not easy to 

break; and the professors of law possess an interest in its imperfections, which 

prompts them to make exertions; and a power, which enables them for a long 

time to make successful exertions, to defeat all endeavours for iU improvement. 

Until very lately there was no civil code, that is to soy, there was no descrip¬ 

tion good or bad, in a permanent set of w ords, of almost any of' the rights 

belonging to individuals, in any country in Europe. The whole was traditionary, 

the whole was oral; there was hardly any legislative writing. Of course, in the 

greater number of eases, nolmdy knew* exactly what was a right. The judge, 

having no fixed definition tor his guidance, made for himself, on each particular 

occasion, a definition to suit that particular occasion. But these numerous 

definitions, made by numerous judges on numerous occasions, were more or less 

different one from another. All the approximation to accuracy that was attained, 

or that w as attainable, consisted in this, that the routine of decision fixed a certain 

sphere, within which the variation of the arbitrary definitions which the judges 

on each occasion tuadc for themselves was, with a certain force, confined; as he, 

by whom a wider range was taken for injustice than what was usually taken, 

would expose himself to the consequences of blame. Within a few years some 

attempts have been made, in some of the German states, to supply a code: that 

is, to give fixed and determinate words to the laws, by the only instrument of 

permanency and certainty in language, writing. These attempts have been 

partial, and exceedingly imperfect, even as far as they went. The Emperor 

Napoleon was the first sovereign in modem Europe, who bestowed upon his 

subjects the inestimable benefit of laws, in written, fixed, and determinate words. 

Many are the faults which might be discovered in this code, were this the place 

to criticise the execution; but with all its imperfections, it placed the French 

people, with respect to law, in a situation far more favourable than that of any 

other people upon the globe. In England, the whole jiortion of the field, occupied 

by what is denominated the common law ; that is, almost all the civil, and a 

great proportion of the penal brand], is in the unwritten, that is, the oral, and 

traditionary, or barbarous state. Lastly, that jtortiou, which bears the character 

of writ ten i or statute law, is so overloaded with useless words; so devoid of 

classification: and the expression is so ambiguous and obscure ; that the lawyers 

declare it is far more polluted with the vice of uncertainty, than that which is in 

a slate of necessary and perpetual fluctuation, the common law itself. 

The form of Mahometan law, as exhibited to us in some of the best of their 

digests, as the Hedaya, tor instance, is not much more rude and barbarous than 

Cn.tr. V, 
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Book III. thia. To give any intelligible account of the powers which law converts into 

rights, it is necessary to make a distribution of the existences which arc the 

subject of those rights, or over which the powers, converted into rights, are 

granted. This distribution is the same, in the Mahomedan, as in the European 

systems. The subjects of those rights, or the existences over which the powers 

are granted, are either, First, Persons; or Secondly, Things. In die case in which 

Persons arc considered as the subject of rights ; I, individuals, as individuals, 

are allotted rights, or exclusive powers, with respect to their own persons: 2. as 

husbands fatliers, sons, masters, servants, judges, suitors, kings, or subjects, &c. 

they are allotted rights or exclusive [towers, with respect to the persons (includ¬ 

ing the services) of others. In the cose in which Things ate considered as the 

subject of right, two circumstances principally require to lie ascertained; First, 

the powers which are included in each right; Secondly, the events which cause, 

or give origin to the existence of a right. These points are determined upon 

the same principles, and nearly in the same way', by tlu? Mahomedan, as by 

European legislation; Every where law has been formed, not by a previous 

, survey and arrangement of the matters winch it belongs to a system of law to 

include; but by the continual aggregation of one individual case to another, as 

they occurred for derision; The only classifications, therefore, which have ever 

been attempted, are those of the cases which occur for derision; the states of 

circumstances which most frequently give occasion to disputes about rights: 

Now, these states of circumstances arc the more common of the events which 

constitute change of ownership, or effect the transfer of property: Of these 

events, one set, which obviously enough fall into a class, are those of bargain and 

sale, or the exchange of one article of value for another; this constitutes a large 

chapter in the Mahomedan code ; Another important class of such events arc 

those which relate to inheritance: A third class arc those which relate to wills: 

A fourth, those which relate to engagements, either to pay a sum of money, or 

to perform a service: There arc other inferior titles, of which those relating to 

deposits and to bail arc the most considerable; And under these heads is the 

matter of civil law distributed in the Mahomedan code. 

It will not lie denied that this distribution very closely resembles that which 

is made of the same subject in the legal systems of Europe. It will hardly be 

denied that this combination of heads os completely includes the subject, or all 

the cases of dispute respecting the ownership of right, as that combination of 

heads winch we find in the codes of the west. To show the exact degree in 

which the Mahomedan system falls short of the Christian system, but exceeds 

the Hindu, in making clear and certain the rights which it means to create and 
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uphold, would require a development far too long, and intricate for the present Chap. V. 

occasion. From the delineation of the great lines to which the present aim has 

been confined, it will appear, that a much higher strain of intelligence runs 

through the whole, than k to be found in the puerilities, and the worse than 

puerilities, of the Hindus. 

2. So much for the comparison of Mahomednn taw with that of the Hindus 

and Europeans, in regard to the civil branch, or the constitution of rights. In 

the penal branch, beside the selection of the acts which shall he accounted of¬ 

fences, in which selection there is great uniformity all over the globe, two 

things are necessary, an exact definition of the net wMch the law constitutes an 

offence, and an exact specification of the punishment which it adopts as the 

means of preveqting that offence. 

On the penal branch of law, the Mnhomedan, like the Roman system, is ex¬ 

ceedingly scanty. In the Institutes of Justinian, for example, three short titles 

or chapters out of eighteen, in the last and shortest of fottr books, is all that 

foils to the share of this half of the field of taw: And the whole is brought in 

under the subordinate title of ** Obligations arising from delinquency.” The ar¬ 

bitrary will of the judge (a wretched substitute) was left to supply the place of 

law. The same disproportion, (and it is one of the most remarkable points of 

inferiority in the ancient Roman as compared with the modern system of juris¬ 

prudence) is observable in the Mahometan books of law: the portion width re¬ 

lates to the penal is very small in comparison with that winch relates to the 

non-penal branch of the subject. 

The Mnhomedan system contained, indeed, one law, comprehensive enough to 

supersede a number; that, in ail cases of injury to the person, retaliation should be 

the rule; an eye for an eve, and a tooth for a tooth. This recommends itself to 

a rude age by the appearance of proportion. But it recommends itself to no 

other but a rude age, liecause it possesses nothing but the appearance of propor¬ 

tion, and grossly violates the reality. In this the Mahomedan more nearly ap¬ 

proached the Hindu, than the European systems of penal law. By this however 

it avoided the atrocity of some modern systems, particularly the English, in as 

much as it limited capital punishment, never allowed for offences against pro¬ 

perty, to the single case of murder. In practice, too, " the Mussulman courts," 

says the translator of the Heilaya, M in all cases short of life, understand the 

words of the Koran, not as awarding an actual retaliation, according to the 

strict literal meaning, but an atonement in exact proportion to the injury.” * 

* The Hcdiiva. or Guide; a commentary on the Mussulman Lawt; Tnualated by order of 
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Book III. This indicated n considerable refinement of thought on the subject of penal law * 

far removed from the brutality which stains the code of the Hindus. 

The most atrocious part of the Maliomedan system of punishment, is that 

which regards theft and robbery. Mutilation. by cutting of}’ the hand, or the 

foot, is the prescribed remedy for all higher degrees of the offence. This savours 

strongly of a barbarous state of society; and in this the Mahomcdan and Hindu 

systems resemble one another. The translator of the lledaya, though he laments 

the inhumanity, inconvenience, and inefficiency, of this mode of punishment, 

yet tells lus British countrymen ; ** They have nothing better to offer by n ay of 

substitute; for surely their penal laws are still more sanguinary.” This is n 

heavy imputation on the legislature of his country; hut surely no good thing 

hinders a better system of penal remedies, than that of cither English or Mu ho* 

medan law, from being introduced into India, by an enlightened legislature, if 

such a thing were to be found. 

One peculiarity, indicating the work of an immature state of (he human 

mind, strongly distinguishes the Mahomcdan system ; while it distinguishes the 

English, in a degree scarcely, if at all, inferior. In framing the several rules or 

ordinances; which, of course, orft intended, each, to include not a mere inriivi* 

dual case, (for then to be complete they must be innumerable), hut sets or classes 

of cases; it is not the specific, or the generic differences, hut the individual dif¬ 

ferences, upon which a great proportion of the rules are founded. Their mode 

of proceeding is the same, as if (taking a familiar case for the sake of illustra¬ 

tion) they were to make one law to prohibit the stealing of a sheep; another to 

prohibit the stealing of a cow; a third tbe stealing of a horse; though all the 

cases should be treated as equally criminal, and all subjected to the same penalty. 

Not merely a good logic, but a good talent for expediting business, would teach 

that all such roses as could lie comprehended under one description, and were to 

be dealt with tu one way, should be included in one comprehensive law. This 

would have two admimhle effects. The laws would first be less voluminous; 

hen re less obscure, and difficult to administer. In the second place, being 

founded upon the generic and specific differences, they would include all imlivi- 

dual cases w ithout exception ; whereas in so far as they arc founded upon indi¬ 

vidual distinctions, they may rise to the number of millions, and leave as many 

cases (no individual rose resembling another) without an appropriate provision, 

%. Beside the taws which mark out rights, and punishments, are n set of 

iJieGotemar'tieneral and Council of Bengal, by Charles Hamilton, in 4 vols- +to. Preliminary 

Discourse, by the translator, p. Ixxxiil. 
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laws, on which the execution of the former branches altogether depends. There Cimt. V. 

are the laws which constitute the system of procedure; rrr the round of opera- v-v- 

tions through which the judicial services—inquiry, sentence, nml enforcement— 
are rendered. 

In this port of the field of legislation, there is a most remarkable difference, 

between the Indian and the European systems. In the European system, the 

steps of procedure are multiplied to a great number, and regulated by a cor¬ 

respondent multiplicity of rules. In the Mfthomedan, (and in this the Jlahome. 

dan and the Hindu systems concur) the mode of procedure is simple, and not 

much regulated by any positive rules; the Judge being left to conduct the judi¬ 

cial inquiry, in the mode which appears to him most conducive to its end; and 

falling of course into the natural and obvious train of operations, recommended 

to every individual by ordinary good reuse, when he has any private inquiry, 

analogous to the judicial, to perform. The parties ore summoned to appear be¬ 

fore him: They state, in their order, the circumstances of the case, subject to 

examination of all sorts, for the elucidation of the facts: The evidence which 

they have to adduce, whether of testimony or of things, is received : When all 

the evidence is before the Judge, he balances the weight of that which affirm^ 

with the weight of that which dentes the point in dispute; and according as 
either preponderates, decision is pronounced. 

In this department the advantage is all on the side of the Indian systems. 

The inconvenience to which the Indian mode of procedure is liable consists in 

the arbitrary' power entrusted to the Judge; which he may employ either negli¬ 

gently, or partially and corruptly. Two things may here be observed: First, 

that this inconvenience is not removed from the system characterised by the 

great number of steps and rules, w hich may he called the technical system: 

Secondly,1 that it may, to a great degree, lie easily removed from the system 

which k characterised by the small number of steps and rules, which may be 
Called the natural system. 

Jt is not removed from the technical system; for that binds the Judge to 

nothing but an observance of the technical rules: Now they may all be observed 

in the most nice manner; while the real merits of the case may either have been 

most imperfectly brought to light, through negligence; or purposely disguised, 

through corruption. The observance of the technical rules by no means forces 

the inquiry upon the merits of the case; and affords tio security whatsoever that 

in regard to them the inquiry shall be complete. 

In the next place, the power of the Judge may lie restrained from n!mse, in 

the natural mode of procedure, by very easy expedients. As the stejis ore 
VOL, j, 4 x 
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Book m. simple, they can be dearly described; and a standard of perfection may lie ren- 

' "v-* tiered perfectly familiar to the minds of the people: With this standard in their 

minds, the conduct of the Judge may be subjected to perfect publicity, and held 

Open to the full rievr, and unrestrained criticisms, of the people: As no miscon¬ 

duct would thus escape detection, an efficient method might be easily provided 

to render it very difficult, or impossible, that it should escape the due measure 

of punishment. This is the mode of obtaining good conduct from the Judge, 

as from every other servant of the public; not the prescription of numerous 

ceremonial observances, few of them having any connexion with the merits of 

any ease ; many of them obstructing rather than aiding the efficient operations 

of rational inquiry; ami all taken together far better calculated for .screening the 

Judge in a course of misconduct, than for imjiosing upon him any necessity of 

good and faithful service. 

If the technical affords no security fnr good conduct in the judge, above the 

natural system, it possesses other qualities which render it infinitelj' hurtful to the 

interests of justice. By multiplying the operations of judicature, it renders the 

course long, intricate, obscure, and treacherous. It creates delay, which is 

always a partial, and oft-times a complete denial of justice. It creates unneces¬ 

sary expense ; which is always positive robbery ; and as often as it is above the 

means of the suitor is complete and absolute denial of justice: expense, winch 

is almost always above the means of the indigent, that is, the most numerous 

class; which possesses, therefore, this peculiar properly, that it out laws the 

great Ixidy of mankind ; making low an instrument which any body may employ 

fbr the oppression of the most numerous portion of the species ; an instrument 

which they can scarcely at all employ fbr their protection. 

It is instructive, and not difficult, to trace the causes which gave birth to such 

different modes or judicial procedure in the two countries. The difference arose 

from the different situation of the judges. It arose from the different means 

presented to the judges of drawing a profit out of the business which they had to 

perform. In India, as the state of manners and opinions permitted them to 

receive bribes, they had no occasion to look out for any other means of drawing 

as much money as jxissihle from the suitors; and, therefore, they allowed the 

course of inquiry to fall into the straight; the shortest, and easiest channel. In 

England, the state of manners and opinions rendered it very inconvenient, and 

in some measure dangerous, to receive bribes, The judges were, therefore, 

induced to look out for other means of rendering their business profitable to 

themselves. The state of manners and opinions allowed them to take fees upon 

each of the different judicial operations. It was, therefore, on obvious expedient 
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to multiply these operations to excess; to reader them as numerous, and not 

aidv as numerous, but as ensnaring as possible. For, with a view to fees, it was 

of prodigious i mportance, after the operations bad been rendered as numerous as 

possible, to create pretexts for performing them twice over, This was easily 

done by rendering the operations, imposed upon the suitors, so nice, and intricate, 

and equivocal, that it was hardly possible to observe them, in such a manner as 

to preclude exception; and, by making it a rule, that as soon as any misobserv- 

anaj was laid hold of by the judge, the whole of the preceding operations, how 

exactly soever performed, should be set aside, and the suit ordained to commence 

anew. This recommencement, accordingly, this double performance of the 

ceremonies, double payment of the fees, is one of the most remarkable features 

in the English system of procedure. 

Two persons in the Mahomedan courts, the Cauzee and Mooftee, share 

between them, on cadi occasion, tlic functions of the judge. The Mooftee 

attends in order to expound the sacred text; the Cauzee is the person who 

investigates the question of fact, and carries into execution what be receives as 

the meaning of the law.* 

The following passage discovers a correct mode of thinking; w hatever 

disconformity may have been found between the rule and the practice. “ It is 

incumbent on the Sultan to select for the office of Cauzee, a person who is capable 

of discharging the duties of it, and passing decrees ; and who is also in a super¬ 

lative degree just and virtuous; for the prophet has said ; Whoever appoints a 

person to the discharge of any office, whilst there is another among his subjects 

more qualified for the same than the person so appointed, does surely commit 

an injury with respect to the rights of God, the prophet ^ and the Mus¬ 

sulmans” f 

Publicity was an important principle in the Mahomedan jurisprudence. For 

the hull of justice, H the principal mosque,’' says the law, “ is the most eligible 

place, if it bo situated within the city ; because it is the most notorious,” £ 

There is no part of the rules of procedure winch more strongly indicate the 

maturity or immaturity of the human mind, than the rules of evidence. There 

is scarcely any part of the Mahomedan system, where it shows to greater 

advantage. On many points its rules of evidence are not inferior, in some they 

are preferable, to those of the European systems. Its exclusion of evidence, for 

example, is not so extensive, and, in the same projKirtion, not so mischievous as 

the English. There are other cases, however, in which inferiority BpjJcars. 

m 
Chap, V. 

* Hcdoyl, ii, 614. f Ibid. 615. 

4x2 
* Ibid. G2Q. 
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Reckoning women's testimony inferior to that of men (they have less correctness, 

says the law, both in observation mid memory—which so long as their education 

is inferior will no doubt be the case), the Mahomedan law makes some very 

absurd rules, in aU criminal eases, the testimony of tlie woman is excluded ; 

and, in questions of inoperty, the evidence of two women is held only equal to 

tluit of one man; though one class of women may be better educated than 

another class of men, and their testimony, therefore, more to lie depended upon. 

Under Mahomedan customs, indeed, which exclude the women from the acqui¬ 

sition of knowledge and experience, the regulation, had less of impropriety than 

it would have in a state of tilings more favourable to the mental jwwers of the 

sex. There is nothing, howe ver, in the Mahomedan laws of evidence, to compare 

with many absurdities of the Hindu system, which makes perjury, iu certain 

cases, a virtue, 

IV. T Hr. Taxes.*—To a great extent the Mahomedans followed the plan of 

taxation which was established under the native government of the Hindus. 

The great source of the revenue was the proportion, exacted by the sovereign, of 

the gross produce of the land. The Enqieror Abhor was celebrated as having 

placed the details of collection hi abetter state, than what that important business 

had ever been seen in before. From what has been observed of the practice of 

existing Hindu governments ; and, from the superior share-of intelligence which 

the Mahomedan a, brought to the business of state, we may infer, with sufficient 

assurance, that the improvement introduced by that people, was not inconsider¬ 

able. That the Mabometlnn princes generally made use of Hindus in all airs of 

revenue i and even employed them as their instruments, in the reforms to-which 

they were led, is not inconsistent with the supposition, that tin* business, was 

better managed under the Mahomcdans than under the Hindus. For the details 

of collection; which a revenue chiefly derived from a proportion of the gross 

produce of the land rendered excessively operose and complex; an intimate 

acquaintance with the language and manners of the people was indispensably 

required; and that acquaintance Hindus alone possessed. There is not lung to 

hinder the Hindus, as any other people, from being well qualified to be used as 

instruments in a business, in w hich they might have been utterly incapable of 

being the principals. Tlie methods devised, with considerable skill, under the 

Emperor Alt bar, for preventing the two great abuses incident to the maclnneiy 

of collect ion; the oppression of the people; and embezzlement of die king's 

revenue; appear to have preserved their virtue not much impaired, all the time, 

during which any vigour remained in the Mogul government; and to havo 

become altogether neglected, only when each province, os the empire fell to 
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pieces* became an independent, petty state; and when the feeble and nectssi- caa^v, 

tans sovereign of each petly state was imabie to contend cither with his own r 1 

vices, or those of his agents.* 
V. R RUG tos.—Under tlas head very few words are required : IrMatree the Religion, 

smpertority of the Maiiomedans, in respect of religion, is beyond all dispute. To 

the composition of the Koran was (jfought an acquaintance with the Jewish and 

Christian scriptures; by which the writer, notwithstanding his mental rudeness, 

appears to have greatly profited ; and assigning, as we are disposed to assign, 

vay little value to the lofty expressions regarding the Divine perfections, in the 

Koran, as well as to those to tiie Vedas, we find the absurdities to the Koran, by 

which those lofty ideas are contradicted, very small, either in number or degree, 

compared with those which abound in the religious system of the Hindus. 

VI. 31ANXEES. In this respect the superiority of the Mahomedans was most Manner*. 

remarkable. The principal portion of the manners of the Hindus was founded 

upon tiie cruel and pernicious distinction of castes : A system bf manners, pro¬ 

ceeding like that of the Mahomedans, upon the supposition of the natural 

equality of mankind, constituted such a difference to behalf of aU that is good 

fcr human nature, as it is family fjossibte to value too high. Another great 

portion oP the rummers of the Hindus consisted to the jierformanee of religious 

ceremonies; In ceremonies to the last degree contemptible and absurd, very 

often tormenting and detestable, a great proportion of the life of every Hindu 

is, or ought to be, consumed. The religion of the Moslem is stript of cere¬ 

monies to a degree no where else exemplified among nations in the lower stages 

of civilisation. 
As so great a portion of human life is devoted to the preparation and enjoy-- 

meat of food, the great diversity l«tween a diet wholly vegetable, and one: 

which may in any degree consist of animal food, implies a considerable diversity 

■ 11 Tlh? moderation of'the tribute imposed by all Malimucdmi conquerors, find the simplicity 

of thrir method, of collecting it, accounts liar the surprising facility with which they retained 

possession of their conquests. The form of their government was despotic; but in fact it >h not 

oppressive to the mass of the conquered people. In general, they introduced no change, but in 

the army, and in the name of the sovereign.” Francis, Plan for u Suttlemi.ni of the Revenues of 

Bengal, par. 9. “ The gentiles {Hindu*! are better contented to live under the Mogul’s laws than 

under Pagan prince*, for the Mogul tine* thnra gently, and every one know* what he most pay. hut 

the Pagan kings or prince* tax at discretion, making their own avarice the standard of equity; 

besides, there were formerly many small Rajahs, that used, upon frivolous occasions, to pick 

quarrels with one another, and before they could be mode friends again, their subjects were forced 

to open both their vein* and purses tv> gratify ambition or folly,” Hamilton s Rutv Account uf the. 

East Indies, L. 26. 
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B-cm. m one grand port™ Of .he details of online life. Alntioence fa. inl(Ki. 

rzSKT" rai cquai,y ^in *•—* ^ 
In point of address and temper, the Mahomcdan is less soft less smooth and 

"■** «* Hindu. Of course he is ho. „ ^ ZLZ ££ 

t7^ivoehfs,l^"’ar' ‘ T” dR,im‘ *° “,rt% ™«e lo do with him, Uuui 
, rtratl''mM'1- “**• —* excels In the .,00- 

rr ™c ,nd*”«' d,c security, the pride of the despot, politieoi 

that^rfT’ f *” !a h”rt 'h'm ” th* obedi«>“ ®f tl>e Bfakht, (Tan i„ 
ol almost an, other port™ «f the species. But if fa, „ft t)lc M' ” 

taethtn is more manly, more vigorous. He more nearly retwrablr, our own hatt 

r'rirr^; wK *y—z gjtzx 
,3: T;z«z set* ^bfc °f “ *«-. 

In tic still more important qualities, which constitute what we rail the 

“ai ZT£?£r ,'"ks l0": “d medan » httle. d at nil above him. The same insincerity, mendicity, and 

perfid} , the same taddTeret.ee to the feeling, of othet,; the same prostitniion 

and venality, are censpiruous in both. The Mahomedaas ate profuse when 

Piffled of wealth, and devoted to pleasure; the Hindus are almost always 
penurious and ascetic. y 

w.™- THf^BTS- Tl,e co'n',ori“'1 bas l«" >0 fully exhibited, between the 
. “d H'”d“s- “ 'O P™6"*» in the arts, in that chapter of the 

PKMdnjg book, m which the arts of the Hindu, have bee. descrihed ; and it is 

mweB known, the, the MUtomedm. congee™, of India cmried with them in 

PC eeljon the arts of the Persians, that under this head scarcely any tiling 
remains to adduced* ¥ ¥ S 

Of the meefaamcal art,. those of andutectu^ jeweller* the fabricator, 

loth, append to be the only arts for which admiration has been bestowed 

ij*>n c us- In the first two, the Hindus were found decidedly inferior to 

isSsaga■is£»S£-“,£g.Mg*T 
hr had ^ ^ and A^^kmrnm' 

^:;r3 was become io much “ ftfcad, ia hopeHTt^f ^ Ct 

„ J? bLlri>ed Ius ■“ to *"* md wa, my humble servant ' Ibid 

blC a t “ eaf,°7 u,° - 
the E. I. Comply, Ibid, ^809. ’ P ^ **“ C<>tirl tfl ^ ^0ur mUve**'* Letter *• 
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the Mahomodnns. Of (lie Mahomed an structures, some are hardly exceeded by Chap. V, 

the finest monuments of architecture in Europe. The characteristic circumstance 

of building an arch, the Hindus were totally ignurant of; the Maliumedatis 

excelled in it* If in any thing- the Mahomed an s were inferior to the Hindus, 

it was in the productions of the loom; though it is doubtful whether, as high 

specimens of art, the silks and velvets of the Persians are not as wonderful as 

the fine muslins of the Hindus. 

In making roads and bridges, one of the most important of all the appli¬ 

cations of human labour and skill, the Hindus, before the invasion of the 

Mahonteduns, appear to have gone very little beyond the state of the most bar¬ 

barous nations. We have seen, in the extract lately produced from the Insti¬ 

tutes of Timur, that this was a primary core of government among the Moguls, 

before they became the conquerors of Hindustan. 
■ 

In the fine arts, as they are usually called; or those of music, painting, and 

sculpture, the reader has already traced, with me, a remarkable coincidence in the 

progress of the Mahomednns, the Chinese, and the Hindus. In painting, the 

taste, as well as tile mechanical faculty of all these nations, resemble in a degree 

that b singular and surprising. In music, the Hindus appear to be inferior; as 

in sculpture, the Persians superior, to the other two. 

Whether war b to be ranked among the fine or the coarse arts ; and whatever 

the relative portion of the powers of mind which it requires; the art may be 

expected to exist in a state of higher perfection among a people who are more, 

than a people who arc less advanced in the scale of intelligence. When a 

number of people comparatively few, overcome and hold in subjection a number 

of people comparatively large, the inference is a legitimate one, (unless some¬ 

thing appear which gave the small number some wonderful advantage), that the 

art of war is in a state of higher perfection among the conquering people, than 

the conquered. This inference, in the case of the Maiiomednns and Hindus, is 

confirmed by every thing which we know of both those people. 

VIIJ, Literature. In this important article, it will be impossible to show liwinmr*. 

that the Hindus had the superiority in one single particular. It will not be 

disputed, it is probable, that in every particular a most decided superiority was 

on the side of their invaders. The only branches of Hindu literature to w hich 

the admirers of Hindu civilization have colled for any admiration, are the mathe¬ 

matics, and the poetry. 

With regard to the mathematics, it is rather the supposed antiquity, than the 

high progress of the science, among the Hindus, at which any wonder has been 

* Vide swap, p. 340. 
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Book lit. expressed. Whatever the case in regard to antiquity; it is abundantly certain 

v'“v—7 that Uie science existed among the Mahomedans, acquainted to a considerable 
_ sfi 

degree with the mathematics of Europe, in a state not teas high, than it was 

found among the Hindus; and that point is ail which is material to the present 

purpose. 

Of the poetry of the Hindus I have already endeavoured to convey a precise 

idea, On the present occasion it appears sufficient to say, that even those who 

make the highest demand upon ns far admiration of the poetiy of the Hindus, 

allow', as Sir William Jones, for example, that the poetry of the Persians is 

superior. Compare the Mahabarat, the great narrative poem of the Hindus, 

with the Shah Naoinh. the great narrative poem of the Persians; the departure 

from nature and probability is less wild and extravagant; the incidents are less 

foolish; the fictions arc more ingenious; all to a great degree, in the work of 
the Mahomcdan author, than in that of the Hindu. 

But the grand article in which the superiority of the Mahomedans appears U 

history. As all our knowledge is built upon experience, the recordation fcf the 

past for the guidance of the future is one of the effects in which the utility of 

the art of writing principally consists. Of this most important branch of lite¬ 

rature the Hindus were totally destitute. Among the Mahomedans of India 

the art of composing history lias been carried to greater perfection than in any 

other part of Asia, In pint of simplicity and good sense, there is no specimen 

even of Persian history known to the European scholar, which can vie with the 

works of Ferisbta, or the interesting Memoirs of Gliolam Hussein, the Seer 

Mutakharecn. Beside the beat specimens of Persian history, it is worthy of 

remark, that the best specimen also of Pension poetry, the celebrated Shah 

Noinah, was produced among the Mahomcdan conquerors of Hindustan. 
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